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Preface

My goal is to help you learn calculus. It is a beautiful subject and its central ideas
are not so hard. Everything comes from the relation between two different functions.
Here are two important examples:

Function.1/ Thedistancea car travels Function.2/ Its speed
Function.1/ Theheightof a graph Function.2/ Its slope

Function (2) is telling us how quickly Function (1) is changing.The distance will
change quickly or slowly based on the speed. The height changes quickly or slowly
based on the slope. You see the same in climbing — Function.1/ can be the height of
a mountain and Function.2/ is its steepness. The height and the distance in Function
.1/ are “running totals” that add up the changes that come from Function.2/.

The clearest example is when the speed isCONSTANT. The distance is steadily
increasing. If you travel at50 miles per hour, or at80 kilometers per hour, then
after3 hours you know the distance traveled. I can write the answer by multiplying
3 times50 or 3 times80. I can write the formula using algebra, which allows any
constant speeds and any time of travelt :

The distancef at constant speeds in travel time t is f D s times t.

We don’t need calculus when the speed is constant or the slope is constant:

If s D slope andx D distance across; the distance up isy D s timesx.

Those rules find Function.1/ from Function.2/: We can also find Function.2/ from
Function.1/: To know the speed or the slope, divide instead of multiplying:

speedsD
distancef

travel timet
slope sD

distance up

distance across

From the distance, we find the speed. This isDifferential Calculus.Knowing the
speeds, we find the distancef: This is Integral Calculus.

Algebra is enough for this example of constant speed. But whens is continually
changing, and we speed up or slow down, then multiplication and division are not
enough!A new idea is needed and that idea is the heart of calculus.
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Differential Calculus finds Function.2/ from Function .1/. We recover the
speedometer information from knowing the trip distance at all times.

Integral Calculus goes the other way. The “integral” adds up small pieces, to get
the total distance traveled. That integration brings back Function.1/.

Function .1/ isf .t/ or y.x/ (2) Its “derivative” s is df=dt or dy=dx

The derivative in Function.2/ is the “rate of change” of Function.1/. The book will
explain the meaning of these symbolsdf=dt anddy=dx for the derivative.

CHANGING SPEED AND CHANGING SLOPE

Let me take a first step into the real problem of calculus, whens is not constant.
Now Function.1/ will not have a straight line graph. The speed and the slope of the
graph will change, but only every hour. From the numbers you can see the pattern:

Distances 0 1 4 9 16 Subtract the distances to get Function (2)

Speeds 1 3 5 7 Add up the speeds to get Function (1)

Going from .1/ to .2/ we are subtracting, as in4�1D 3 and 9�4D 5. Those
differences3 and5 are the speeds in the second hour and third hour.

Going from.2/ to .1/ we are adding, as in1C3C5D 9: The trip meter adds up the
distances from hours1 and2 and3. Addition is the opposite of subtraction.

The essential point of calculus is to see this same pattern in “continuous time.”
It’s not enough to look at the total or the change every hour or every minute.
The distance and speed can bechanging at every instant. In that case addition
and subtraction are not enough. The central idea of calculus iscontinuous change.

There are so many pairs like.1/ and.2/—not just cars and graphs and mountains.
This is what makes calculus important. The functions are changing continuously—not
just in finite steps. This is what makes calculus different from arithmetic and algebra.

IMPORTANT FUNCTIONS

Let me repeat the right name for the step from.1/ to .2/: When we know the
distance or the height or the functionf .x/; calculus can find the speed (velocity) and
the slope andthe derivative. That isdifferential calculus, going from Function.1/
to Function.2/: It will take time to find the slopes (the derivatives) for the examples
we need.

I finally realized that the list of truly essential functions is not extremely long!
I now include only five special choices fory.x/ or f .t/ on my basic list:

Important functions xn sin x and cosx ex and ln x

For those distance functions, the speed (the slope) is continually changing. If we
divide the total distance by the total time, we only know one number: the
average speed. What calculus finds is thespeed at each separate moment—the
whole history of speed from the whole history of distance.
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Your car has a speedometer to tell the derivative. It has a trip meter to tell the total
mileage. They have the same information, recorded in different ways. From a record
of the speeds we could recover a lost trip meter and vice versa. One black box is
enough, we could recover the other one:

The derivative (speedometer) tells how the distance is changing.

The integral (odometer) adds up the changes to f nd the distance.

This is the “Big Picture” and the details are in this book. We need examples, we
need formulas, we need rules, and especially we want and need applications — how
to use this subject that you are learning.

VIDEO LECTURES

This  book  is supplemented  by  a  series  of  17  video  lectures  on  "Highlights  of
Calculus". These  are  on  MIT's  OpenCourseWare site  ocw.mit.edu  and  they  are
freely available to all viewers. My hope is to help students and teachers everywhere.
https://ocw.mit.edu/resources/res-18-005-highlights-of-calculus-spring-2010/

At this moment I cannot know all the ways the videos may be used (my website
math.mit.edu/~gs will try to keep up to date). OpenCourseWareon ocw.mit.edu
is the focus of this plan. That site has notes and reading materials for almost 2000
MIT courses. For large classes there are also videos. The linear algebra lectures have
had 2 million viewers (amazing). Those videos for the 18:06 course can help for
review (at any hour ! ). There is also the next course 18:085 on Computational
Science and Engineering.

One plan is to include these calculus videos on “Highlights for High School”
within ocw.mit.edu. The highlights are shorter than the full multi-semester subject
18:01-18:02: I started with the idea that it must be so easy to get lost in a calculus
textbook of 1000 pages. (This book is not so long, but still there is a lot to learn.)
The video lectures go far beyond the page you are reading now, to help you capture
the main ideas of calculus.

Many  ideas  from  these   videos   on   Highlights  of  Calculus  are   repeated  and
developed  in Chapter 0  of  this book. In addition to these,  Cleve Moler  (the creator
of MATLAB) has joined me in a long series of short videos on a recent book : 
Differential Equations and Linear Algebra (math.mit.edu/dela). The link to these
videos is :
https://ocw.mit.edu/resources/res-18-009-learn-differential-equations-up-close-
with-gilbert-strang-and-cleve-moler-fall-2015/ 

THE EXPONENTIAL y D ex

There is one special function that I want to mention separately. It is created by calculus
(not seen in algebra because a limit is involved). This is the function y D ex , and
one big question for the new Section 0:3 is how to construct it.
My answer now is not one of the usual four or f ve ways. All those def nitions

of ex seem rather indirect and subtle. Instead I will try a direct attack that only uses
the powers xn. At that point of the book, the functions yD 1; x; : : : ; xn have known
slopes. We are looking for the magic functiony D ex that equals its own slope.
Then Function .1/ equals Function .2/ ! See what you think of this approach.
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To the Student

I hope you will learn calculus from this book. On this page I will admit that I even
hope for more. If you find that the explanations are clear, and also thepurposeis
clear—that means you see not only equations but ideas. Then the book was worth
writing, and the course is a success.

I am trying to say that this subject is alive. As long as there are problems to solve,
mathematics will keep growing. It is not wrapped up inside some giant formula!
We want to know the chance of winning the Florida lottery (Chapter2). You can
see the meaning of an electrocardiogram (Chapter3), and where we are on the pop-
ulationS-curve. There is no reason to pretend that mathematics has all the answers.
This book is really thelife story of an idea—which isn’t finished.

Most of mathematics is about patterns and functions. There is a pattern in the
graphs of Section1:6 (which I don’t understand). There is a pattern in the slopes
of x2 and x3 and xn (which you will understand). They change asx changes.
Every function contains a whole history of growth or decay. The pattern is sometimes
clear and sometimes hidden—the goal is to find it.

The reader will understand that calculus is not all sweetness and light. There is
work to do. You absolutely have to solve problems—and think carefully. As one of
my students said, “My God, I have to read the words.” I guess that’s true, and I hope
the words come to the point. The book will try not to waste your time. Its object is
not to “cover” material, but to uncover and explain it. In the end, teaching a subject
comes down to teaching a person.

It is not easy to stay inspired for a year—probably impossible. But mathematics
is more active and cheerful than most people know. This book was written in a happy
spirit, with a serious purpose—I hope you enjoy it.

A SMALL REWARD

Some mistakes may have crept into the solutions. I still have theten dimes that
George Thomas offered in1952; for correcting ten errors. This reward is hereby
increased to $e. It should beet but that could grow exponentially.More important :
All suggestions are welcome. Please write about any part of the book or the videos.
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CHAPTER 0

Highlights of Calculus

0.1 Distance and Speed == Height and Slope

Calculus is about functions. I use that word “functions” in the first sentence,
because we can’t go forward without it. Like all other words, we learn this one in
two different ways: Wedefinethe word and weusethe word.

I believe that seeing examples of functions, and using the word to explain those
examples, is a fast and powerful way to learn. I will start with three examples:

Linear function y.x/D 2x

Squaring function y.x/D x2

Exponential function y.x/D 2x

The first point is that those are not the same! Their formulas involve2 andx in very
different ways. When I draw their graphs (this is a good way to understand functions)
you see that all three are increasing whenx is positive. The slopes are positive.

When the inputx increases (moving to the right), the outputy also increases
(the graph goes upward). The three functions increase at differentrates.

0 1 2 3

2

4

6

y D 2x

Line

x

y

0 1 2 3

1

4

9

y D x2

Parabola

x

y

yD 32

0 1 2 3

1

2

4

8

y D 2x

Exponential

x

y

yD 23

1
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Near the start atxD 0, thefirst function increases the fastest. But the others soon
catch up. All three graphs reach the same heightyD 4 whenxD 2: Beyond that
point the second graphyDx2 pulls ahead. AtxD 3 the squaring function reaches
yD 32 D 9, while the height of the third graph is onlyyD 23 D 8:

Don’t be deceived,the exponential will win. It pulls even atxD 4, because42 and
24 are both16. ThenyD 2x moves ahead ofyDx2 and it stays ahead. When you
reachxD 10, the third graph will haveyD 210 D 1024 compared toyD 102 D 100:

The graphs themselves are astraight line and aparabola and anexponential.
The straight line has constant growth rate. The parabola has increasing growth rate.
The exponential curve has exponentially increasing growth rate. I emphasize these
because calculus is all about growth rates.

The whole point of differential calculus is to discover the growth rate of a function,
and to use that information. So there are actuallytwo functions in play at the
same time—the original function and its growth rate. Before I go further down
this all-important road, let me give a working definition of a functiony.x/:

A function has inputs x and outputsy.x/. To eachx it assigns oney.

The inputsx come from the “domain” of the function. In our graphs the domain
contained all numbersx¥ 0. The outputsy form the “range” of the function. The
ranges for the first two functionsyD 2x andyDx2 contained all numbersy¥ 0.
But the range foryD 2x is limited toy¥ 1 when the domain isx¥ 0.

Since these examples are so important, let me also allowx to be negative.
The three graphs are shown below. Strictly speaking, these are new functions! Their
domains have been extended toall real numbersx. Notice that the three ranges are
also different:

The range ofyD 2x is all real numbersy

The range ofyDx2 is all nonnegative numbersy¥ 0
The range ofyD 2x is all positive numbersy¡ 0

yD 2x

x

y

yD x2

x

y

yD 2x

x

y

One more note about the idea of a function, and then calculus can begin. We have
seen the three most popular ways to describe a function:

1. Give aformulato findy from x. Example:y.x/D 2x:

2. Give agraphthat showsx (distance across) andy (distance up).

3. Give theinput-output pairs(x in the domain andy in the range).
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In a high-level definition, the “function” is the set of all the input-output pairs. We
could also say: The function is the rule that assigns an outputy in the range to every
inputx in the domain.

This shows something that we see for other words too. Logically, the definition
should come first. Practically, we understand the definition better after we know
examples that use the word. Probably that is the way we learn other words and also
the way we will learn calculus. Examples show the general idea, and the definition
is more precise. Together, we get it right.

The first words in this book wereCalculus is about functions. Now I have to
update that.

PAIRS OF FUNCTIONS

Calculus is about pairs of functions. Call them Function (1) and Function (2).
Our graphs ofyD 2x and yDx2 and yD 2x were intended to be examples of
Function (1). Then we discussed the growth rates of those three examples.The
growth rate of Function (1) is Function (2). This is our first task—to find the
growth rate of a function. Differential calculus starts with a formula for
Function.1/ and aims to produce a formula for Function.2/:

Let me say right away how calculus operates. There are two ways to compute how
quicklyy changes whenx changes:

Method1(Limits): Write
Change iny

Change inx
D
�y

�x
. Take the limit of this ratio as�xÑ 0.

Method2 (Rules): Follow a rule to produce new growth rates from known rates.

For each new functiony.x/, look to see if it can be produced from known
functions—obeying one of the rules. An important part of learning calculus is
to see different ways of producing new functions from old. Then we follow the
rules for the growth rate.

Suppose the new function isnot produced from known functions (2x is not
produced from2x or x2). Then we have to find its growth rate directly. By
“directly” I mean that we compute a limit which is Function (2). This book will
explain what a “limit” means and how to compute it.

Here we begin with examples—almost always the best way. I will state the
growth rates “dy=dx” for the three functions we are working with:

Function (1) yD 2x yD x2 yD 2x

Function (2)
dy

dx
D 2

dy

dx
D 2x

dy

dx
D 2x.ln 2/

The linear functionyD 2x has constant growth ratedy=dxD 2. This section will
take that first and easiest step. It is our opportunity to connect the growth rate to the
slope of the graph. The ratio ofup to acrossis 2x=x which is2.

Section0:2 takes the next step. The squaring functionyDx2 has linear growth rate
dy=dxD 2x. (This requires the idea of a limit—so fundamental to calculus.) Then we
can introduce our first two rules:

Constant factor The growth rate ofCy.x/ is C times the growth rate ofy.x/.

Sum of functions The growth rate ofy1 Cy2 is the sum of the two growth rates.
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The first rule says thatyD 5x2 hasgrowth rate10x. The factorC D 5 multiplies
the growth rate2x. The second rule says thaty1 Cy2 D 5x2 C2x has growth rate
10xC2. Notice how we immediately took5x2 as a functiony1 with a known growth
rate. Together, the two rules give the growth rate for any “linear combination” of
y1 andy2:

The growth rate of C1y1 CC2y2 is that same combinationC1

dy1

dx
CC2

dy2

dx
.

In words, the step from Function (1) to Function (2) islinear. The slope ofyDx2�x
is dy=dxD 2x�1. This rule is simple but so important.

Finally, Section0:3 will present the exponential functionsyD 2x and yD ex .
Our first job is their meaning—what is “2 to the power�” ? We understand
23 D 8 and24 D 16, but how can we multiply2 by itself� times?

When we meetex , we are seeing the great creation of calculus. This is a function
with the remarkable property thatdy=dxDy. The slope equals the function. This
requires the amazing numbere, which was never seen in algebra—because it only
appears when you take the right limit.

So these first sections compute growth rates for three essential functions. We are
ready foryD 2x.

THE SLOPE OF A GRAPH

The slope is distance up divided by distance across. I am thinking now about the
graph of a functiony.x/. The “distance across” is the changex2�x1 in the inputs,
from x1 to x2. The “distance up” is the changey2�y1 in the outputs, fromy1 to y2.
The slope is large and the graph is steep wheny2�y1 is much larger thanx2�x1.
Change iny divided by change inx matches our ordinary meaning of the word slope:

Average slopeD
change iny

change inx
D
y2�y1

x2�x1

D
�y

�x
: (1)

I introduced the very useful Greek letter� (delta), as a symbol forchange. We take
a step of length�x to go fromx1 to x2. For the heighty.x/ on the graph, that
produces a step�yDy2�y1. The ratio of�y to �x, up divided by across, is the
average slope betweenx1 andx2. The slope is the steepness.

Important point: I had to say “average” because the slope could be changing as
we go. The graph ofyDx2 shows an increasing slope. Betweenx1 D 1 andx2 D 2,
what is the average slope foryDx2 ?Divide�y by�x:

y1 D 1 at x1 D 1

y2 D 4 at x2 D 2
Average slopeD

4�1
2�1 D

�y

�x
D 3:

Betweenx1 D 0 and x2 D 2, we get a different answer (not3). This graph ofx2

shows the problem of calculus, to deal with changes in slope and changes in speed.
The graph ofyD 2x has constant slope. The ratio of�y to �x, distance up to

distance across, is always2:

Constant slope
�y

�x
D
y2�y1

x2�x1

D
2x2�2x1

x2�x1

D 2:

The mathematics is easy, which gives me a chance to emphasize the words and the
ideas:

Function (1)D Height of the graph Function (2)D Slopeof the graph
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x

y

�y

�x
D 2

1
or 4

2

Constant slope

1

1

2

2

2

4

0
x

yDx2

y

�y

�x
D 3

1
or 4

2

Changing slope

1
1

1 2

3

4

0

When Function (1) isyDCx, the ratio�y=�x is alwaysC . A linear function has
a constant slope. And those same functions can come from driving a car at constant
speed:

Function (1)D DistancetraveledD Ct Function (2)D Speedof the carD C

For a graph of Function (1), its rate of change is theslope. When Function (1)
measures distance traveled, its rate of change is thespeed (or velocity). When
Function.1/measures our height, its rate of change is ourgrowth rate.

The first point is thatfunctions are everywhere. For calculus, those functions
come in pairs.Function.2/ is the rate of change of Function.1/:

The second point is that Function (1) and Function (2) are measured in different
units. That is natural:

�

Speed in
miles
hour

�

multiplies
�

Time in hours
�

to give
�

Distance inmiles
�

�

Growth rate in
inches
year

�

multiplies
�

Time inyears
�

to give
�

Height in inches
�

When time is in seconds and distance is in meters, then speed is automatically in
meters per second. We can choose two units, and they decide the third. Function (2)
always involves a division:�y is divided by�x or distance is divided by time.

The delicate and tricky part of calculus is coming next. We want theslope at one
point and thespeed at one instant. What is the rate of change inzero time?

The distance across is�xD 0 at a point. The distance up is�yD 0. Formally,
their ratio is 0

0
. It is the inspiration of calculus to give this a useful meaning.
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Big Picture

Calculus connects Function (1) with Function (2)D rate of changeof (1)

Function (1) Distance traveledf .t/ Function (2) Speeds.t/Ddf=dt

Function (1) Height of graphy.x/ Function (2) Slopes.x/Ddy=dx

Function (2) tells how quickly Function (1) is changing

KEY Constant speedsD
Distancef

Time t
Constant slopesD

Distance up

Distance across

Graphs of (1) and (2)

f D increasing distance

sD constant speed

f

f D st

t

s

t

Slope off -graphD
up

across
D
st

t
D s

Area unders-graphD area of rectangleD st Df

Now run the car backwards.

Speed is negative

Distance goes down to0

Area “under”s.t/ is zero

f .t/

t

t

Cs

�s
s.t/

This area
is negative
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Example with increasing speed Then distance has steeper slope

f D 10t2

s D 20t

f

t

s

t

When speed is changing, algebra is not enoughsD
f

t
is wrong

Still true that area undersD triangle areaD
1

2
.t/.20t/D 10t2 Df

Still true thatsD slope off D
df

dt
D “derivative” of f

Whenf is increasing, the slopes is positive

Whenf is decreasing, the slopes isnegative

Whenf is at its maximum or minimum, the slopes iszero

The graphs of anyf .t/ andf .t/C10 have the same slope at everyt

To recoverf D Function (1) from
df

dt
; good to know a starting heightf .0/
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Practice Questions

1. Draw a graph off .t/ that goes up and down and up again.

Then draw a reasonable graph of its slope.

f

t

s

t

2. The world populationf .t/ increased slowly at first, now quickly, then
slowly again (we hope and expect). Maybe a limit� 12 or 14 billion.

Draw a graph forf .t/ and its slopes.t/D
df

dt

3. Supposef .t/D 2t for t ¨ 1 and thenf .t/D 3tC2 for t © 1
Describe the slope graphs.t/: Compare its area out tot D 3 with f .3/

4. Draw a graph off .t/D cost: Then sketch a graph of its slope. At what angles
t is the slope zero (slopeD 0 whenf .t/ is “flat”).

5. Suppose the graph off .t/ is shaped like the capital letterW. Describe the

graph of its slopes.t/D
df

dt
: What is the total area under the graph ofs ?

6. A train goes a distancef at constant speeds: Inside the train, a passenger
walks forward a distanceF at walking speedS: What distance does the
passenger go ? At what speed ? (Measure distance from the train station)
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0.2 The Changing Slope of y D x2 and y D xn

The second of our three examples isyDx2: Now the slope is changing as we move
up the curve. The average slope is still�y=�x; but that is not our final goal. We have
to answer the crucial questions of differential calculus:

What is the meaning of “slope at a point” and how can we compute it?

My video lecture onBig Picture: Derivatives also faces those questions. Every
student of calculus soon reaches this same problem. What is the meaning of “rate
of change” when we are at a single moment in time, and nothing actually changes
in that moment ? Good question.

The answers will come in two steps. Algebra produces�y=�x; and then calculus
finds dy=dx: Those stepsdy anddx are infinitesimally short, so formally we are
looking at0=0: Trying to definedy anddx and0=0 is not wise, and I won’t do it.
The successful plan is to realize that the ratio of�y to �x is clearly defined, and
those two numbers can become very small.If that ratio �y=�x approaches a limit,
we have a perfect answer:

The slope atx is the limit of
�y

�x
D
y.xC�x/�y.x/

�x
:

The distance across, fromx to xC�x; is just�x: The distance up is fromy.x/ to
y.xC�x/: Let me show how algebra leads directly to�y=�x whenyDx2:

�y

�x
D

.x C�x/2�x2

�x
D

x2
C2x�x C.�x/2�x2

�x
D 2x C�x:

Notice that calculation! The “leading terms”x2 and�x2 cancel. The important term
here is2x�x: This “first-order term” is responsible for most of�y: The “second-
order term” in this example is.�x/2: After we divide by�x; this term is still small.
That part.�x/2=�x will disappear as the step size�x goes to zero.

That limiting process �xÑ 0 produces the slopedy=dx at a point. The first-
order term survives indy=dx and higher-order terms disappear.

Slope at a point
dy

dx
D limit of

�y

�x
D limit of 2x C�x D 2x:

Algebra produced�y=�x: In the limit, calculus gave usdy=dx: Look at the
graph, to see the geometry of those steps. The ratio up=acrossD�y=�x is the slope
between two points on the graph.The two points come together in the limit.
Then�y=�x approaches the slopedy=dx at a single point.
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yDx2

x xC�x

�y

�x
D 2xC�x

yDx2

x xC�x

�x

�y

yDx2

x

xCdx

dy

dx
D 2x

The color lines connecting points on the first two graphs are called “chords.”
They approach the color line on the third graph, which touches at onlyonepoint.
This is the “tangent line” to the curve. Here is the idea of differential calculus:

Slope of tangent lineD Slope of curveD Function.2/D
dy

dx
D 2x:

To find the equation for this tangent line, return to algebra. Choose any specific
value x0: Above that position on thex axis, the graph is at heighty0 Dx2

0 :

The slope of the tangent line at that point of the graph isdy=dxD 2x0:

We want the equation for the line through that point with that slope.

Equation for the tangent line y�y0 D .2x0/.x�x0/ (1)

At the point wherexDx0 and yDy0; this equation becomes0D 0: The equation is
satisfied and the point is on the line. Furthermore the slope of the line matches the
slope2x0 of the curve. You see that directly if you divide both sides byx�x0:

Tangent line
up

across
D
y�y0

x�x0

D 2x0 is the correct slope
dy

dx
:

Let me say this again. The curveyDx2 is bending, the tangent line is straight.
This line stays as close to the curve as possible, near the point where they touch.
The tangent line gives alinear approximation to the nonlinear functionyDx2:

Linear approximation y � y0 C.2x0/.x�x0/Dy0 C
dy

dx
.x�x0/ (2)

I only movedy0 to the right side of equation (1). Then I used the symbol� for
“approximately equal” because the symbolD would be wrong: The curve bends.

Important for the future: This bending comes from thesecond derivativeof yDx2:
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THE SECOND DERIVATIVE

The first derivative is the slopedy=dxD 2x: The second derivative is the slope
of the slope. By good luck we found the slope of2x in the previous section (easy to
do, it is just the constant 2). Notice the symbold 2y=dx2 for the slope of the slope:

Second derivative
d2y

dx2
The slope of

dy

dx
D 2x is

d 2y

dx2
D 2: (3)

In ordinary language, the first derivativedy=dx tells how fast the functiony.x/ is
changing. The second derivative tells whether we arespeeding up or slowing down.
The exampleyDx2 is certainly speeding up, since the graph is getting steeper. The
curve is bending and the tangent line is steepening.

Think also aboutyDx2 on the left side (the negative side) ofxD 0: The graph
is coming down to zero. Its slope is certainly negative. But the curve is still bending
upwards! The algebra agrees with this picture: The slopedy=dxD 2x is negativeon
the left side ofxD 0; but the second derivatived 2y=dx2 D 2 is still positive.

An economist or an investor watches all three of those numbers:y.x/ tells where
the economy is, anddy=dx tells which way it is going (short term, close to the
tangent line). But it isd 2y=dx2 that reveals the longer term prediction. I am
writing these words near the end of the economic downturn (I hope). I am sorry that
dy=dx has been negative but happy thatd 2y=dx2 has recently been positive.

DISTANCE AND SPEED AND ACCELERATION

An excellent example ofy.x/ and dy=dx andd 2y=dx2 comes from driving a car.
The functiony is thedistance traveled. Its rate of change (first derivative) is thespeed.
The rate of change of the speed (second derivative) is theacceleration. If you are
pressing on the gas pedal, all three will be positive. If you are pressing on the brake,
the distance and speed are probably still positive but the acceleration is negative:
The speed is dropping. If the car isin reverseand you arebraking, what then ?

The speed is negative (going backwards)
The speed is increasing (less negative)
The acceleration is positive (increasing speed).

The video lecture mentions that car makers don’t know calculus. The distance
meter on the dashboard does not go back toward zero (in reverse gear it should).
The speedometer does not go below zero (it should). There is no meter at all (on my
car) for acceleration. Spaceships do have accelerometers, and probably aircraft too.

We often hear that an astronaut or a test pilot is subjected to a high number ofg’s.
The ordinary acceleration in free fall is oneg; from the gravity of the Earth. An
airplane in a dive and a rocket at takeoff will have a high second derivative—the
rocket may be hardly moving but it is accelerating like mad.

One more very useful point about this example of motion.The natural letter to use
is notx but t . The distance is a function oftime. The slope of a graph is up=across,
but now the right ratio is (change of distance) divided by (change in time):

Average speed betweent and t C�t
�y

�t
D
y.tC�t/�y.t/

�t

Speed at t itself (instant speed)
dy

dt
D limit of

�y

�t
as�tÑ 0
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The words “rate of change” and “rate of growth” suggestt . The word “slope”
suggestsx: But calculus doesn’t worry much about the letters we use. If we graph
the distance traveled as a function of time, then thex axis (across) becomes the
t axis. And the slope of that graph becomes the speed (velocity is the best word).

Here is something not often seen in calculus books—thesecond difference.
We know the first difference�yDy.tC�t/�y.t/. It is the change iny: The
second difference�2y is the change in�y :

Second
difference

�2yD .y.tC�t/�y.t//�.y.t/�y.t��t// �2y

.�t/2
Ñ d2y

dt2
(4)

�2y simplifies to y.tC�t/�2y.t/Cy.t��t/: We divide by .�t/2 to
approximate the acceleration. In the limit as�tÑ 0, this ratio �2y=.�t/2

becomes thesecond derivatived2y=dt2.

THE SLOPE OF y D xn

The slope ofyDx2 is dy=dxD 2x: Now I want to compute the slopes ofyDx3

andyDx4 and all succeeding powersyDxn: The rate of increase ofxn will be
found again in Section2:2: But there are two reasons to discover these special
derivatives early:

1. Their pattern is simple:The slope of each powery D xn is
dy

dx
D nxn�1:

2. The next section can then introduceyD ex : This amazing function has
dy

dx
Dy:

Of courseyDx2 fits into this pattern forxn: The exponent drops by1 from nD 2

to n�1D 1. Also nD 2 multiplies that lower power to givenxn�1 D 2x:

The slope ofy D x3 is dy=dx D 3x2. Watch how3x2 appears in�y=�x:

�y

�x
D
.xC�x/3�x3

�x
D
x3 C3x2 �xC3x.�x/2 C.�x/3�x3

�x
: (5)

Cancelx3 with �x3: Then divide by�x:

Average slope
�y

�x
D 3x2 C3x�xC.�x/2:

When the step length�x goes to zero, the limit valuedy=dx is 3x2: This isnxn�1.
To establish this pattern fornD 4;5;6; : : : the only hard part is.xC�x/n: When

n was3; we multiplied this out in equation (5) above. The result will always start
with xn:We claim that the next term (the “first-order term” in�y) will be nxn�1�x:

When we divide this part of�y by �x; we have the answer we want—the correct
derivativenxn�1 of y.x/Dxn:

How to see that termnxn�1�x ? Our multiplications showed that2x�x and
3x2�x are correct fornD 2 and3. Then we can reachnD 4 from nD 3:

.xC�x/4 D .xC�x/3 times.xC�x/

D .x3 C3x2�xC � � � / times.xC�x/

That multiplication producesx4 and4x3�x, exactly what we want. We can go from
eachn to the next one in the same way (this is called “induction”). The derivatives of
all the powersx4, x5; : : :, xn are4x3, 5x4; : : :, nxn�1.
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Section2:2 of the book shows you a slightly different proof of this formula.
And the video lecture on theProduct Ruleexplains one more way. Look atxnC1

as the product ofxn timesx, and use the rule for the slope ofy1 timesy2:

Product Rule Slope ofy1y2 D y2 (slope ofy1) C y1 (slope ofy2) (6)

With y1 Dxn and y2 Dx, the slope ofy1y2 DxnC1 comes out right:

x.slope ofxn/Cxn.slope ofx/Dx.nxn�1/Cxn.1/D .nC1/xn: (7)

Again we can increasen one step at a time. Soon comes the truly valuable fact that
this derivative formula is correct forall powersyDxn. The exponentn can be
negative, or a fraction, or any number at all. The slopedy=dx is alwaysnxn�1.

By combining different powers ofx, you know the slope of every “polynomial.”
An example isyDxCx2=2Cx3=3. Computedy=dx one term at a time, as the
Sum Rule allows:

d

dx

�

xC
x2

2
C
x3

3

�

D 1CxCx2:

Theslope of the slope isd 2y=dx2 D 1C2x. The fourth derivative is zero!

Function (1) tells us the heighty above each pointx

The problem is to find the “instant slope” atx

This slopes.x/ is written
dy

dx
It is Function (2)

KEY:
�y

�x
D
y.xC�x/�y.x/

�x
D

up

across
approaches

dy

dx
as�xÑ 0

Compute theinstant slope
dy

dx
for the functionyDx3

First find the average slope betweenx and xC�x

Average slopeD
�y

�x
D
.xC�x/3�x3

�x

Write .xC�x/3 Dx3 C3x2�x C3x.�x/2 C.�x/3

Subtractx3 and divide by�x

�y

�x
D

3x2�x C3x.�x/2 C.�x/3

�x
D 3x2 C3x�xC.�x/2

When�xÑ 0; this becomes
dy

dx
D 3x2

d

dx
.xn/Dnxn�1

yDCxn has slopeCnxn�1 The slope ofyD 7x2 is
dy

dx
D 14x

Multiply y byC Ñ Multiply �y byC Ñ Multiply
dy

dx
byC
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Neat Fact:Theslope ofy D sin x is
dy

dx
D cosx

The graphs show this is reasonable

Slope at the start is 1 (to find later)

� 2�
yD sin x

slopeD cosx � 2�

Sine curve climbingÑ Cosine curve¡ 0
Top of sine curve (flat)Ñ Cosine is zero at the first bullet

Sine curve fallingÑ Cosine curve  0 between bullets

Bottom of sine curve (flat)Ñ Cosine back to zero at the second bullet

Practice Questions

1. ForyD 2x3; what is the average slopeD
�y

�x
from xD 1 to xD 2 ?

2. What is the instant slope ofyD 2x3 atxD 1? What is
d 2y

dx2
?

3. yDxn has
dy

dx
Dnxn�1: What is

dy

dx
when y.x/D

1

x
Dx�1 ?

4. ForyDx�1, what is the average slope
�y

�x
from xD

1

2
to xD 1?

5. What is the instant slope ofyDx�1 atxD
1

2
?

6. Suppose the graph ofy.x/ climbs up to its maximum atxD 1

Then it goes downward forx¡ 1
6A. What is the sign of

dy

dx
for x  1 and then forx¡ 1?

6B. What is the instant slope atxD 1?

7 If yD sinx, write an expression for
�y

�x
at any pointx:

We see later that this
�y

�x
approaches cosx
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0.3 The Exponential y D ex

The great function that calculus creates is the exponentialyD ex : There are different
ways to reach this function, and Section 6.2 of this textbook mentions five ways.
Here I will describe the approach toex that I now like best. It uses the derivative of
xn; the first thing we learn.

In all approaches, a “limiting step” will be involved. So the amazing number
eD 2:7 : : : is not seen in algebra (e is not a fraction). The question is where to
take that limiting step, and my answer starts with this truly remarkable fact:
WhenyD ex is Function .1/, it is also Function .2/.

The exponential functiony D ex solves the equation
dy

dx
D y :

The function equals its slope. This is a first example of adifferential equation—
connecting an unknown functiony with its own derivatives. Fortunatelydy=dxDy

is the most important differential equation—a model that other equations try to follow.
I will add one more requirement, to eliminate solutions likeyD 2ex andyD 8ex :

When yD ex solves our equation, all other functionsCex solve it too. (C D 2

andC D 8 will appear on both sides ofdy=dxDy, and they cancel.) AtxD 0,
e0 will be the “zeroth power” of the positive numbere: All zeroth powers are1.
So we wantyD ex to equal 1 whenxD 0:

y D ex is the solution of
dy

dx
D y that starts fromy D 1 at x D 0.

Before solvingdy=dxDy, look at what this equation means. Wheny starts
from 1 at xD 0, its slope is also 1. Soy increases. Thereforedy=dx also increases,
staying equal toy: So y increases faster. The graph gets steeper as the function
climbs higher. This is what “growing exponentially” means.

INTRODUCING ex

Exponential growth is quite ordinary and reasonable. When a bankpays interest on
your money, the interest is proportional to the amount you have. After the interest is
added, you have more. The new interest is based on the higher amount. Your wealth
is growing “geometrically,” one step at a time.

At the end of this section onex; I will come back tocontinuouscompounding—
interest is added at every instant instead of every year. That word “continuous”
signals that we need calculus. There is a limiting step, from every year or month
or day or second to every instant. You don’t get infinite interest, you do get
exponentially increasing interest.

I will also describe other ways to introduceex : This is an important question with
many answers! I like equation (1) below, because we know the derivative of each
powerxn. If you take their derivatives in equation (1), you get back the sameex :
amazing. So that sum solvesdy=dxDy; starting fromyD 1 as we wanted.

The difficulty is that the sum involves every powerxn: an infinite series. When
I go step by step, you will see that those powers are all needed. For this infinite
series, I am asking you to believe that everything works.We can add the series
to getex; and we can add all derivatives to see that the slope ofex is ex :

For me, the advantage of using only the powersxn is overwhelming.
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CONSTRUCTING y D ex

I will solve dy=dxDy a step at a time. At the start,yD 1 means thatdy=dxD 1:

Start
yD 1

dy=dxD 1
Changey

yD 1Cx

dy=dxD 1
Change

dy

dx

yD 1Cx

dy=dxD 1Cx

After the first change,yD 1Cx has the correct derivativedy=dxD 1: But then I
had to changedy=dx to keep it equal toy: And I can’t stop there:

yD 1Cx

dy=dxD 1Cx
Updatey to 1CxC

1

2
x2 Then update

dy

dx
to1CxC

1

2
x2

The extra 1
2
x2 gave the correctx in the slope. Then1

2
x2 also had to go intody=dx,

to keep it equal toy: Now we need a new term with this derivative1
2
x2:

The term that gives1
2
x2 has x3 divided by6: The derivative ofxn is nxn�1, so I

must divide byn (to cancel correctly). Then the derivative ofx3=6 is 3x2=6D 1
2
x2

aswe wanted. After that comesx4 divided by 24:

x3

6
D

x3

.3/.2/.1/
hasslope

x2

.2/.1/

x4

24
D

x4

.4/.3/.2/.1/
hasslope

4x3

.4/.3/.2/.1/
D
x3

6
:

Thepattern becomes more clear. Thexn term is divided byn factorial, which isnŠD
.n/.n�1/ : : : .1/: The first five factorials are1;2;6;24;120: The derivative
of that term xn=nŠ is the previous term xn�1=.n�1/Š (because then’s cancel).
As long as we don’t stop, this sum of infinitely many terms does achievedy=dxDy:

y.x/ D ex
D 1Cx C

1
2
x2

C
1
6
x3

C � � �C 1
nŠ

xn
C � � � (1)

If we substitutexD 10 into this series, do the infinitely many terms add to a finite
numbere10 ? Yes. The numbersnŠ grow much faster than 10n (or any otherxn).
So the termsxn=nŠ in this “exponential series” become extremely small asnÑ8:
Analysis shows that the sum of the series (which isyD ex) does achievedy=dxDy:

Note 1 Let me just remember a series that you know,1C 1
2

C 1
4

C 1
8

C � � �D 2:

If I replace 1
2

by x, this becomes thegeometric series1CxCx2 Cx3 C � � � and
it adds up to1=.1�x/: This is the most important series in mathematics, but it
runs into a problem atxD 1: the infinite sum1C1C1C1C � � � doesn’t “converge.”

I emphasize that the series forex is always safe, because the powersxn

are divided by the rapidly growing numbersnŠDn factorial. This is a great
example to meet, long before you learn more about convergence and divergence.

Note 2 Here is another way to look at that series forex : Start withxn and take
its derivativen times. First getnxn�1 and thenn.n�1/xn�2. Finally the nth
derivative isn.n�1/.n�2/ : : : .1/x0; which isn factorial. When we divide by that
number,the nth derivative of xn=nŠ is equal to1:

Now look at ex : All its derivatives are stillex : They all equal 1 atxD 0:

The series is matching every derivative of the functionex at the starting pointxD 0:
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Set x D 1 in the exponential series. This tells us the amazing numbere1 D e:

The number e e D 1C1C
1
2

C
1
6

C
1

24
C

1
120

C � � � (2)

The first three terms add to 2.5. The first five terms almost reach 2.71.Wenever reach
2.72. With quite a few terms (how many ? ) you can pass 2.71828. It is certain thate

is not a fraction. It never appears in algebra, but it is the key number for calculus.

MULTIPLYING BY ADDING EXPONENTS

We write e2 in the same way that we write32: Is it true thate timese equalse2 ?
Up to now, e and e2 come from settingxD 1 and xD 2 in the infinite series.
The wonderful fact is that for everyx, the series produces the “xth power of the
numbere:” WhenxD�1, we gete�1 which is 1=e:

Setx D�1 e�1 D
1

e
D 1�1C

1

2
� 1
6

C
1

24
� 1

120
C � � �

If we multiply that series for1=e by the series fore, we get1:
The best way is to go straight for all multiplications ofex times any powereX : The

rule of adding exponents says that the answer isexCX : The series must say this too!
WhenxD 1 andX D�1, this rule producese0 from e1 timese�1:

Add the exponents .ex/.eX / D exCX (3)

We only knowex and eX from the infinite series. For this all-important rule, we can
multiply those series and recognize the answer as the series forexCX : Make a start:

Multiply each term

ex times eX

Hoping for

exCX

ex D 1C x C
1

2
x2 C

1

6
x3 C � � �

eX D 1C XC
1

2
X2 C

1

6
X3 C � � �

.ex/.eX /D 1C x C X C
1

2
x2 C xX C

1

2
X2 C � � � (4)

Certainly you seexCX: Do you see1
2
.xCX/2 in equation.4/? No problem:

1

2
.xCX/2 D

1

2
.x2 C2xXCX2/ matches the “second degree” terms.

The step to third degree takes a little longer, but it also succeeds:

1

6
.xCX/3 D

1

6
x3 C

3

6
x2XC

3

6
xX2 C

1

6
X3 matches the next terms in (4).

For high powers ofxCX we need thebinomial theorem(or a healthy trust that
mathematics comes out right). Whenex multiplies eX , the coefficient ofxnXm

will be 1=nŠ times 1=mŠ: Now look for that same term in the series forexCX :

.xCX/nCm

.nCm/Š
includes

xnXm

.nCm/Š
times

.nCm/Š

nŠmŠ
which gives

xnXm

nŠmŠ
: (5)
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That binomial number.nCm/Š=nŠmŠ is known to successful gamblers. It counts the
number of ways to choosen aces out ofnCm aces. Out of 4 aces, you could choose
2 aces in4Š=2Š2ŠD 6 ways. To a mathematician, there are 6 ways to choose2 x’s
out ofxxxx. This number 6 will be the coefficient ofx2X2 in .xCX/4:

That 6 shows up in the fourth degree term. It is divided by 4! (to produce1=4).
Whenex multiplies eX , 1

2
x2 multiplies 1

2
X2 (which also produces1=4). All terms

are good, but we are not going there—we accept.ex/.eX /D exCX as now confirmed.

Note A different way to see this rule for.ex/.eX / is based ondy=dxDy: Starting
from yD 1 atxD 0, follow this equation. At the pointx, you reachyD ex : Now go
an additional distanceX to arrive atexCX :

Notice that the additional part starts fromex (instead of starting from 1). That
starting valueex will multiply eX in the additional part. Soex timeseX must be the
same asexCX : (This is a “differential equations proof” that the exponents are added.
Personally, I was happy to multiply the series and match the terms.)

The rule immediately givesex timesex : The answer isexCx D e2x : If we multiply
again byex , we find.ex/3: This is equal toe2xCx D e3x : We are finding a new rule
for all powers.ex/n D .ex/.ex/ � � � .ex/:

Multiply exponents .ex/n
D enx (6)

This is easy to see fornD 1;2;3; : : : and thennD�1,�2,�3,. . .It remains true for
all numbersx andn.

That last sentence about “all numbers” is important! Calculus cannot develop
properly without working with all exponents (not just whole numbers or fractions).
The infinite series (1) definesex for everyx and we are on our way. Here is the
graph:Function .1/D Function .2/D ex

D exp.x/:

−2 −1 0 1 2ln 2
x

e�1 D :368: : :

eD 2:718: : :

eln 2 D 2

e2 D 7:388: : : y D ex

dy

dx
D ex

e0 D 1

.ex/.eX / D exCX

.ex/n
D enx

e ln y
D y
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THE EXPONENTIALS 2x AND bx

We know that23 D 8 and24 D 16. But what is the meaning of2� ? One way to get
close to that number is to replace� by 3:14 which is314=100: As long as we have a
fraction in the exponent, we can live without calculus:

Fractional power 2314=100 D 314th power of the100th root21=100:

But this is only “close” to2� : And in calculus, we will want the slope of the curve
yD 2x : The good way is to connect2x with ex; whose slope we know (it isex again).
So we need to connect2 with e:

The key number is thelogarithm of 2. This is written “ln2” and it is the power
of e that produces2: It is specially marked on the graph ofex :

Natural logarithm of 2 eln 2 D 2

This number ln2 is about7=10. A calculator knows it with much higher accuracy.
In the graph ofyD ex , the number ln2 on thex axis producesyD 2 on they axis.

This is an example where we want the outputyD 2 and we ask for the input
xD ln 2: That is the opposite of knowingx and asking fory. “The logarithm
xD ln y is the inverseof the exponentialyD ex :” This idea will be explained in
Section4:3 and in two video lectures—inverse functions are not always simple.

Now 2x has a meaning for everyx: When we have the number ln2; meeting the
requirement2D eln 2; we can take thexth power of both sides:

Powers of 2 from powers ofe 2D eln 2 and 2x
D ex ln 2: (7)

All powers of e are defined by the infinite series. The new function2x also grows
exponentially, but not as fast asex (because2 is smaller thane). ProbablyyD 2x

could have the same graph asex , if I stretched out thex axis. That stretching
multiplies the slope by the constant factor ln2: Here is the algebra:

Slope ofy D 2x
d

dx
2x D

d

dx
ex ln 2 D .ln 2/ex ln 2 D .ln 2/2x:

For any positive numberb, the same approach leads to the functionyD bx .
First, find the natural logarithm lnb. This is the number (positive or negative) so
thatbD eln b. Then take thexth power of both sides:

Connectb to e bD eln b and bx D ex ln b and
d

dx
bx D .ln b/bx (8)

Whenb is e (the perfect choice), lnbD lneD 1: Whenb is en, then lnbD lnen Dn:

“The logarithm is the exponent.” Thanks to the series that definesex for everyx,
that exponent can be any number at all.

Allow me to mention Euler’s Great Formulaeix
D cosx Ci sinx. The exponent

ix has become animaginary number. (You know thati2 D�1:) If we faithfully
use cosxC i sinx at 90� and180� (wherexD�=2 andxD�), we arrive at these
amazing facts:

Imaginary exponents ei�=2
D i and ei�

D�1: (9)

Those equations are not imaginary, they come from the great series forex :
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CONTINUOUS COMPOUNDING OF INTEREST

There is a different and important way to reache andex (not by an infinite series).
We solve the key equationdy=dxDy in small steps. As these steps approach zero
(a limit is always involved !) the small-step solution becomes the exactyD ex :

I can explain this idea in two different languages. Each step multiplies by1C�x:

1. Compound interest. After each step�x, the interest is added toy: Then the
next step begins with a larger amount, andy increases exponentially.

2. Finite differences. The continuousdy=dx is replaced by small steps�Y=�x:

dy

dx
Dy changes to

Y.xC�x/�Y.x/
�x

DY.x/ withY.0/D 1: (10)

This is Euler’s method of approximation.Y.x/ approachesy.x/ as�xÑ 0.

Let me compute compound interest when 1 year is divided into 12 months, and
then 365 days. The interest rate is 100% and you start withY.0/D $1: If you only
get interest once, at the end of the year, then you haveY.1/D $2:

If interest is added every month, you now get1
12

of 100% each time (12 times).
SoY is multiplied each month by 1C 1

12
: (The bank adds1

12
for every 1 you have.)

Do this 12 times and the final value $2 is improved to $2.61:

After 12 months Y.1/D

�

1C
1

12

�12

D $2.61

Now add interest every day.Y.0/D $1 is multiplied 365 times by 1C 1
365

:

Af ter 365 days Y.1/D

�

1C
1

365

�365

D $2.71 (close toe)

Very few banks use minutes, and nobody divides the year intoND31;536;000

seconds. It would add less than a penny to $2.71. But many banks are willing to
usecontinuous compounding, the limit asN Ñ8: After one year you have $e:

Another limit gives e
�

1C
1
N

�N Ñ e D 2 :718: : : asN Ñ8 (11)

You could invest at the 100% rate forx years. Now each of theN steps is for
x=N years. Again the bank multiplies at every step by 1C x

N
: The 1 keeps what

you have, thex=N adds the interest in that step. AfterN steps you are close toex :

A formula for ex
�

1C
x
N

�N Ñ ex asN Ñ8 (12)

Finally, I will change the interest rate toa: Go for x years at the interest ratea:
The differential equation changes fromdy=dxDy to dy=dx D ay : The exponential
function still solves it, but now that solution isyD eax :

Change the rate toa
dy

dx
D ay is solved byy.x/ D eax (13)
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You can write down the serieseax D 1CaxC
1
2
.ax/2 C � � � and take its derivative:

d

dx
.eax/D aCa2xC � � �D a.1CaxC � � � /D aeax (14)

The derivative ofeax brings down the extra factora: SoyD eax solvesdy=dxD ay:

The Exponential y D ex

Looking for a functiony.x/ that equals its own derivative
dy

dx

A differential equation! We start atxD 0 with yD 1

Infinite Seriesy.x/D 1CxC
x2

2Š
C
x3

3Š
C � � �C�

xn

nŠ

�

C � � �
Take derivative

dy

dx
D 0C1CxC

x2

2Š
C � � �C�

xn�1

.n�1/Š�C � � �
Term by term

dy

dx
agrees withy Limit stepD add up this series

nŠD .n/.n�1/ � � � .1/ grows much faster thanxn so the terms get very small

At xD 1 the numbery.1/ is callede: SetxD 1 in the series to finde

e D 1C1C
1

2
C
1

6
C
1

24
C � � �D 2 :71828: : :

GOAL Show thaty.x/ agrees withex for all x Series gives powers ofe

Check that the series follows the rule to add exponents as ine2e3 D e5

Directly multiply seriesex timeseX to getexCX

�

1CxC
1

2
x2
�

times
�

1CXC
1

2
X2
�

produces the right start forexCX

1C.xCX/C
1

2
.xCX/2 C � � � HIGHER TERMS ALSO WORK

The series gives usex for EVERY x, not just whole numbers

CHECK
dex

dx
D lim

exC�x�ex

�x
D ex

�

lim
e�x�1
�x

�

D ex YES!

SECOND KEY RULE .ex/n
D enx for everyx andn

Another approach toex uses multiplication instead of an infinite sum

Start with $1. Earn interest every day at yearly ratex

Multiply 365 times by
�

1C
x

365

�

: End the year with $
�

1C
x

365

�365

Now payn times in the year. End the year with
�

1C
x

n

�nÑ $ex asnÑ8
We are solving

�Y

�x
DY in n short steps�x: The limit solves

dy

dx
Dy:
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Practice Questions

1. What is the derivative of
x10

10Š
? What is the derivative of

x9

9Š
?

2. How to see that
xn

nŠ
gets small asnÑ8 ?

Start with
x

1
and

x2

2
, possibly big. But we multiply by

x

3
;
x

4
; � � � which gets small.

3. Why is
1

ex
thesame ase�x ? Use equation (3) and also use (6).

4. Why ise�1 D 1�1C
1

2
� 1
6

C � � � between
1

3
and

1

2
? Then2  e  3:

5. Can you solve
dy

dx
Dy starting fromyD 3 atxD 0 ?

Why isyD 3ex the right answer ? Notice how3; multipliesex :

6. Can you solve
dy

dx
D 5y starting fromyD 1 atxD 0?

Why isyD e5x the right answer ? Notice5 in the exponent!

7. Why does
e�x�1
�x

approach1 as�x gets smaller ? Use thee�x series.

8. Draw the graph ofxD ln y, just by flipping the graph ofyD ex across the45�
line yDx. Remember thaty stays positive butxD ln y can be negative.

9. What is the exact sum of1C ln 2C
1

2
.ln 2/2 C

1

3Š
.ln 2/3 C � � � ?

10. If you replace ln2 by 0:7; what is the sum of those four terms ?

11. From Euler’s Great Formulaeix D cosxC i sinx; what number ise2� i ?

12. How close is

�

1C
1

10

�10

to e ?

13. What is the limit of

�

1C
1

N

�2N

asN Ñ8 ?
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0.4 Video Summaries and Practice Problems

This section is to help readers who also look at theHighlights of Calculus video
lectures. The first five videos are just released onocw.mit.edu as I write these
words. Sections 0.1–0.2–0.3 discussed the content of three lectures in full detail. The
summaries and practice problems for the other two will come first in this section:

4. Maximum and Minimum and Second Derivative

5. Big Picture of Integrals

That Lecture 5 is a taste ofIntegral Calculus. A second set of video lectures goes
deeper intoDifferential Calculus—the rules for computing and using derivatives.

This second set is right now with the video editors, to zoom in when I write on the
blackboard and zoom out for the big picture. I just borrowed a video camera from
MIT’s OpenCourseWare and set it up in an empty room. I am not good at looking at
the audience anyway, so it was easier with nobody watching !

I hope it will be helpful to print here the summaries and practice problems that are
planned to accompany those videos. Here are the topics:

6. Derivative of the Sine and Cosine

7. Product and Quotient Rules

8. Chain Rule for the Slope off .g.x//

9. Inverse Functions and Logarithms

10. Growth Rates and Log Graphs

11. Linear Approximation and Newton’s Method

12. Differential Equations of Growth

13. Differential Equations of Motion

14. Power Series and Euler’s Formula

15. Six Functions, Six Rules, Six Theorems

That last lecture summarizes the theory of differential calculus. The other lectures
explain the steps. Here are the first lines written for the max-min video.

Maximum and Minimum and Second Derivative

To find the maximum and minimum values of a functiony.x/

Solve
dy

dx
D 0 to find pointsx� whereslopeD zero

Test eachx� for a possible minimum or maximum

Exampley.x/Dx3�12x dy

dx
D 3x2�12 Solve3x2 D 12

The slope is
dy

dx
D 0 at x� D 2 andx� D�2

At those pointsy.2/D 8�24D�16D min andy.�2/D�8C24D 16D max
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x� D 2 is a minimum Look at
d

dx

�

dy

dx

�

D second derivative

d 2y

dx2
D derivative of3x2�12: This second derivative is6x:

d 2y

dx2
¡ 0 dy

dx
increases Slope goes from down to up atx� D 2

The bending is upwards and thisx� is aminimum

d 2y

dx2
  0 dy

dx
decreases Slope goes from up to down atx� D�2

The bending is downwards andx� is amaximum

Find the maximum ofy.x/D sin xCcosx using
dy

dx
D cosx�sinx

The slope is zero when cosxD sin x at x� D 45 degreesD
�

4
radians

That pointx� hasyD sin
�

4
Ccos

�

4
D

?
2

2
C

?
2

2
D
?
2

The second derivative is
d 2y

dx2
D�sinx�cosx

At x� D
�

4
this is  0 y is bending down x� is amaximum

d 2y

dx2
¡ 0 when the curve bends up

d 2y

dx2
  0 when the curve bends down

Direction of bending changes at apoint of inflection where
d2y

dx2
D 0

Whichx� gives the minimum ofyD .x�1/2 C.x�2/2 C.x�6/2 ?

You can writeyD .x2�2xC1/C.x2�4xC4/C.x2�12xC36/

The slope is
dy

dx
D 2x�2C2x�4C2x�12D 0 at the minimum pointx�

Then6x� D 18 andx� D 3 Minimum point is the average of1, 2, 6

Key for max=min word problems is to choose a suitable meaning forx
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Practice Questions

1. Whichx� gives the minimum ofy.x/Dx2 C2x ? Solve
dy

dx
D 0:

2. Find
d 2y

dx2
for y.x/Dx2 C2x: This is¡ 0 so the parabola bends up.

3. Find the maximum height ofy.x/D 2C6x�x2: Solve
dy

dx
D 0:

4. Find
d 2y

dx2
to show that this parabola bends down.

5. Fory.x/Dx4�2x2 show that
dy

dx
D 0 atxD�1;0;1:

Findy.�1/, y.0/, y.1/: Check max versus min by the sign ofd 2y=dx2:

6. At a minimum point explain why
dy

dx
D 0 and

d 2y

dx2
¡ 0:

7. Bending down

�

d 2y

dx2
  0� changes to bending up

�

d 2y

dx2
¡ 0� at a point

of : At this point
d 2y

dx2
D 0 DoesyD sinx have such a point ?

8. SupposexCX D 12: What is the maximum ofx timesX ?

This question asks for the maximum ofyDx.12�x/D 12x�x2:

Find where the slope
dy

dx
D 12�2x is zero. What isx timesX ?

The Big Picture of Integrals

Key problem Recover the integraly.x/ from its derivative
dy

dx

Find the total distance traveled from a record of the speed

Find Function.1/D total height knowing Function.2/D slope since the start

Simplest way Recognize
dy

dx
asderivative of a known y.x/

If
dy

dx
Dx3 then its integral y.x/ was

1

4
x4 CC D Function (1)

If
dy

dx
D e2x thenyD

1

2
e2x CC

Integral Calculus is the reverse of Differential Calculus

y.x/D

»
dy

dx
dx adds up the whole history of slopes

dy

dx
to findy.x/

Integral is like sum Derivative is like difference
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Sums y0 y1 y2 y3 y4

Differences y1�y0 y2�y1 y3�y2 y4�y3

Notice cancellation.y1�y0/C.y2�y1/Dy2�y0 D change in height

Divide and multiply the differences by the step size�x

Sum of
�y

�x
�x D

y1�y0

�x
�x C

y2�y1

�x
�x is still y2�y0

Now let�xÑ 0 Sum changes to integral
»

dy

dx
dx D yend�ystart

Fundamental Theorem of Calculus
»
dy

dx
dxDy.x/CC

The integral reverses the derivative and brings backy.x/

Integration and Differentiation are inverse operations

Fundamental Theorem in the opposite order
d

dx

» x

0

s.t/ dt D s.x/

KEY What is the meaning of an integral
» x

0

s.t/ dt ? Add up short :

Example s.t/D 6t shows increasing speed and slope. Findy.t/:

Method 1 yD 3t2 has the required derivative6t (this is the simplest way !)

Method 2 Thetriangle under the graph ofs.t/D 6t has area3t2

From0 to t; baseD t and heightD 6t and areaD
1

2
t.6t/:

[Most shapes are more difficult! Area comes from integratings.t/ or s.x/]

Method 3 (fundamental) Add up short time steps each at constant speed

In a step�t; the distance is close tos.t�/�t
t� is the starting time for that step ands.t�/ is the starting speed

This is not exact because the speed changes a little within time�t

The total distance becomes exact as�tÑ 0 andsumÑ integral

Picture of each step shows a tall thin rectangle

s.t�/�t D height times base

D area of rectangle

t� D start point of the time step

Sum ofs.t�/�t D total area of all rectangles

Now�tÑ 0 The rectangles fill up the triangle

Integral ofs.t/ dt D exact areay.t/ under the graph
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Fundamental TheoremAreay.t/ has the desired derivatives.t/

Reason:�y is the thin area unders.t/ betweent andtC�t

�t is the base of that thin “rectangle”
�y

�t
is the height of that thin “rectangle”

This height�y=�t approachess.t/ as the base�tÑ 0

Practice Questions

1. What functionsy.t/ have the constant derivatives.t/D 7 ?

2. What is the area from0 to t under the graph ofs.t/D 7 ?

3. Fromt D 0 to 2; find the integral
» 2

0

7 dt D :

4. What functiony.t/ has the derivatives.t/D 7C6t ?

5. Fromt D 0 to 2; find areaD integral
» 2

0

.7C6t/ dt:

6. At this instantt D 2, what is
d.area/

dt
?

7. From0 to t; the area under the curvesD et IS NOTyD et :

If t is small, the area must be small. The wrong answeret is not small !

8. From0 to t; the correct area undersD et is y D et�1:

The slope
dy

dt
is and now the starting areay.0/ is

9. Same for sums. Noticey0 in .y1�y0/C.y2�y1/C.y3�y2/D :

The sum of�yD
�y

�t
�t becomes the integral of

dy

dt
dt

The area unders.t/ from 0 to t becomesy.t/�y.0/:
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Derivative of the Sine and Cosine

This lecture shows that
d

dx
.sin x/ D cosx and

d

dx
.cosx/ D�sin x

We have to measure the anglex in radians 2� radiansD full 360 degrees

All the way around the circle (2� radians) Length D 2� when the radius is 1
Part way around the circle (x radians) Length D x when the radius is 1

�=2 � 3�=2 2�

yD sinx

slope1 atxD 0

0�1

C1

x

Slope cosx

atxD 0 slope1D cos0

atxD�=2 slope0D cos�=2

atxD� slope�1D cos�

�=2 � 2�

yD cosx

x

C1

0�1

Slope�sin x

atxD 0 slopeD 0D�sin0

atxD�=2 slope�1D�sin�=2

atxD� slopeD 0D�sin�

Problem:
�y

�x
D

sin.xC�x/�sinx

�x
is not as simple as

.xC�x/2�x2

�x

Good idea to start atxD 0 Show
�y

�x
D

sin �x

�x
approaches 1

Draw a right triangle with angle�x to seesin �x¨�x

�x
r D 1 straight piece

curved arc

straight piece is shortest

straight length D sin�x

curved length D�x

IDEA
sin�x

�x
  1 and

sin�x

�x
¡ cos�x will squeeze

sin �x

�x
Ñ 1 as�xÑ 0

To prove
sin�x

�x
¡ cos�x which is tan�x¡�x Go to a bigger triangle

Angle�x

�x

Full angle2�

tan�x
Triangle area D

1

2
.1/.tan�x/ greater than

Circular area D

�

�x

2�

�

(whole circle)D
1

2
.�x/
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The squeeze cos�x  sin �x

�x
  1 tells us that

sin �x

�x
approaches 1

.sin�x/2

.�x/2
  1means

.1�cos�x/

�x
.1Ccos�x/ �x

So
1�cos�x

�x
Ñ 0 Cosine curve has slopeD 0

For the slope at otherx remember a formula from trigonometry:
sin.x C�x/ D sin x cos�x Ccosx sin �x

We want�yD sin.xC�x/�sinx Divide that by�x

�y

�x
D .sin x/

�

cos�x�1
�x

�

C.cosx/

�

sin�x

�x

�

Now let�xÑ 0

In the limit
dy

dx
D .sin x/.0/C.cosx/.1/D cosx D Derivative of sinx

ForyD cosx the formula for cos.xC�x/ leads similarly to
dy

dx
D�sin x

Practice Questions

1. What is the slope ofyD sin x at xD� and atxD 2� ?

2. What is the slope ofyD cosx atxD�=2 andxD 3�=2?

3. The slope of.sinx/2 is 2sinx cosx: The slope of.cosx/2 is�2 cosx sinx:

Combined, the slope of.sin x/2 C.cosx/2 is zero. Why is this true ?

4. What is thesecond derivative of yD sinx (derivative of the derivative)?

5. At what anglex doesyD sinxCcosx have zero slope ?

6. Here are amazing infinite series for sinx and cosx: eix
D cosx Ci sin x

sin x D
x

1
� x3

3 �2 �1 C
x5

5 �4 �3 �2 �1 � �� � (odd powers ofx)

cosx D 1 � x2

2 �1 C
x4

4 �3 �2 �1 � �� � (even powers ofx)

7. Take the derivative of the sine series to see the cosine series.

8. Take the derivative of the cosine series to seeminus the sine series.

9. Those series tell us that for small anglessin x�x and cosx� 1� 1
2

x2:

With these approximations check that.sinx/2 C.cosx/2 is close to1:
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Product and Quotient Rules

Goal To find the derivative ofy D f .x/g.x/ from
df

dx
and

dg

dx

Idea Write�yDf .xC�x/g.xC�x/�f .x/g.x/ by separating�f and�g

That same�y is f .xC�x/Œg.xC�x/�g.x/�Cg.x/ Œf .xC�x/�f .x/�
�y

�x
Df .xC�x/

�g

�x
Cg.x/

�f

�x
Product Rule

dy

dx
D f .x/

dg

dx
Cg.x/

df

dx

Example yDx2 sinx Product Rule
dy

dx
Dx2 cosxC2x sinx

A picture shows the two unshaded pieces of�yDf .xC�x/�gCg.x/�f

�g

g.x/

f .x/ �f

� top areaD .f .x/C�f /�g� side areaD g.x/�f

Example f .x/Dxn g.x/Dx y D f .x/g.x/ D xnC1

Product Rule
dy

dx
Dxn

dx

dx
Cx

dxn

dx
Dxn Cxnxn�1 D .nC1/xn

The correct derivative ofxn leads to the correct derivative ofxnC1

Quotient Rule If yD
f .x/

g.x/
then

dy

dx
D

�

g.x/
df

dx
�f .x/

dg

dx

��

g2

EXAMPLE
d

dx

�

sin x

cosx

�

D .cosx.cosx/�sinx.�sinx//

�

cos2x

This says that
d

dx
tan x D

1

cos2 x
D sec2 x (Notice.cosx/2 C.sinx/2 D 1)

EXAMPLE
d

dx

�

1

x4

�

D
x4 times0�1 times4x3

x8
D
�4

x5
This isnxn�1

Prove the Quotient Rule �yD
f .xC�x/

g.xC�x/
� f .x/
g.x/

D
f C�f

g C�g
� f

g

Write this�y as
g.f C�f /�f .gC�g/

g.gC�g/
D

g�f �f�g

g.g C�g/

Now divide that�y by�x As�xÑ 0 we have the Quotient Rule
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Practice Questions

1. Product Rule: Find the derivative ofyD .x3/.x4/: Simplify and explain.

2. Product Rule: Find the derivative ofyD .x2/.x�2/: Simplify and explain.

3. Quotient Rule: Find the derivative ofyD
cosx

sinx
:

4. Quotient Rule: Show thatyD
sinx

x
hasa maximum (zero slope) atxD 0:

5. Product and Quotient! Find the derivative ofyD
x sinx

cosx
:

6. g.x/ has a minimum when
dg

dx
D 0 and

d 2g

dx2
¡ 0 The graph is bending up

yD
1

g.x/
hasamaximumat that point: Show that

dy

dx
D 0 and

d 2y

dx2
  0

Chain Rule for the Slope of f .g.x//

yDg.x/ zDf .y/ ÝÑ the chain is zDf .g.x//

yDx5 zDy4 ÝÑ the chain is zD .x5/4 Dx20

Average slope
�z

�x
D

�

�z

�y

��

�y

�x

�

Just cancel�y

Instant slope
dz

dx
D
dz

dy

dy

dx
D CHAIN RULE (like cancellingdy)

You MUST changey to g.x/ in the final answer

Example of chain zDy4 D .x5/4
dz

dy
D 4y3

dy

dx
D 5x4

Chain rule
dz

dx
D

�

dz

dy

��

dy

dx

�

D .4y3/.5x4/D 20y3x4

Replacey byx5 to get onlyx
dz

dx
D 20.x5/3x4 D 20x19

CHECK zD .x5/4 Dx20 does have
dz

dx
D 20x19

1. Find
dz

dx
for zD cos.4x/ Write yD 4x andzD cosy so

dz

dx
D

2. Find
dz

dx
for zD .1C4x/2 Write yD 1C4x andzDy2 so

dz

dx
D

CHECK .1C4x/2 D 1C8xC16x2 so
dz

dx
D
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Practice Questions

3. Find
dh

dx
for h.x/D .sin3x/.cos3x/

Product rule first Then the Chain rule for each factor

dh

dx
D .sin 3x/

d

dx
.cos3x/C.cos3x/

d

dx
.sin 3x/

D .sin3x/.CHAIN/C.cos3x/.CHAIN/D ‹

4. Tough challenge: Find thesecond derivativeof z.x/Df .g.x//

FIRST
DERIV

dz

dx
D

�

dz

dy

��

dy

dx

�

Function ofy.x/
times function ofx

PRODUCT
RULE

d 2z

dx2
D

�

dz

dy

�

d

dx

�

dy

dx

�

C

�

dy

dx

�

d

dx

�

dz

dy

�

SECOND
DERIV

�

dz

dy

��

d 2y

dx2

�

C

�

dy

dx

��

d 2z

dy2

��

dy

dx

�

dy

dx
twiceŠ

CheckyDx5 zDy4 Dx20
dz

dx
D 20x19

d 2z

dx2
D 380x18

SECOND
DERIV

.4y3/.20x3/C.5x4/.12y2/.5x4/ 80C300D 380OK

Inverse Functions and Logarithms

A function assigns anoutput y D f .x/ to eachinput x

A one-to-one function has different outputsy for different inputsx

For theinverse function the input isy and the output isx D f �1.y/

Example IfyDf .x/Dx5 thenxDf �1.y/Dy
1
5

KEY If yD axCb then solve forxD
y�b
a

D inverse function

Notice thatx D f �1.f .x// andy D f .f �1.y//

Thechain rule will connect the derivatives off �1 andf

The great function of calculus isy D ex

Its inverse function is the“n atural logarithm” x D ln y

Remember thatx is the exponent inyD ex

The ruleexeX D exCX tells us thatln.yY / D ln y C ln Y

Add logarithms because you add exponents:ln.e2e3/ D 5

.ex/n D enx (multiply exponent) tells us thatln.yn/ D n ln y
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We can change from basee to base10: New functiony D 10x

The inverse function is the logarithm to base10 Call it log: x D log y

Then log100D 2 and log
1

100
D�2 and log1D 0

We will soon find the beautiful derivative of lny
d

dy
.lny/ D

1

y

You can change letters to write that as
d

dx
.lnx/ D

1

x

Practice Questions

1. What isxDf �1.y/ if yD 50x ?

2. What isxDf �1.y/ if yDx4 ? Why do we keepx© 0?

3. Draw a graph of an increasing functionyDf .x/: This has different outputsy
for differentx: Flip the graph (switch the axes) to seex D f �1.y/

4. This graph has the samey from two x’s. There is nof �1.y/

f .x/ is NOT one-to-one
x

y

f .x/

f �1.y/ is NOT a function

x

y

5. The natural logarithm ofyD 1=e is ln.e�1/D ? What is ln.
?
e/ ?

6. The natural logarithm ofyD 1 is ln1D ? and also base 10 has log1D ?

7. The natural logarithm of.e2/50 is ? The base10 logarithm of.102/50 is ?

8. I believe thatln y D .ln 10/.log y/ because we can writey in two ways

yD elny and alsoyD 10logy D e.ln10/.logy/: Explain those last steps.

9. Change from basee and base10 to base 2: Now yD 2x meansx D log2 y:

What are log2 32 and log2 2 ? Why is log2.e/¡ 1 ?
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Growth Rates and Log Graphs

In order of fast growth asx gets large

log x x;x2;x3 2x;ex ;10x xŠ;xx

logarithmic polynomial exponential factorial

ChoosexD 1000D 103 so that logxD 3 OK to usexŠ� xx

ex

log 1000D 3 103;106;109 10300;10434;101000 102566;103000

Why is10001000 D 103000 ? Logarithms are best for big numbers

Logarithms are exponents! log 109 D 9 log logx is VERY slow

Logarithms 3;6;9 300;434;1000 2566;3000

Polynomial growth! Exponential growth! Factorial growth

Decay to zero for NEGATIVE powers and exponents

1

x2
Dx�2 decays much more slowly than the exponential

1

ex
D e�x

Logarithmic scale showsxD 1;10;100 equally spaced. NO ZERO!�3 �2 �1 0 1 2 3 logx

x

log
?
10D 1

2

1=1000 1=100 1=10 1 10 100 1000

Question If xD 1;2;4;8 areplotted, what would you see ?

Answer THEY ARE EQUALLY SPACED TOO!

log-log graphs(log scale up and also across)

If yDAxn, how to seeA andn on the graph ?

Plot logy versus logx to get a straight line

log y D log A Cn log x Slope on a log-log graph is the exponentn

yD x1:5

AD 1 nD 1:5

logy D 1:5 logx

logAD 0

logx

1�1
slopenD 1:5

ForyDAbx use semilog (x versus logy is now a line) logyD logACx log b
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New type of question How quickly does
�f

�x
approach

df

dx
as�xÑ 0?

The errorED
�f

�x
� df
dx

will beE�A.�x/n What isn ?

Usual one-sided
�f

�x
D
f .xC�x/�f .x/

�x
only hasnD 1

Centered difference
f .xC�x/�f .x��x/

2�x
hasnD 2

Centered is much better than one-sided E� .�x/2 vsE ��x
�

IDEA FOR f .x/Dex

PROJECT atxD0

�

One-sidedE vs centeredE
Graph logE vs log�x Should see slope1 or 2

Practice Questions

1. Doesx100 grow faster or slower thanex asx gets large ?

2. Does100 lnx grow faster or slower thanx asx gets large ?

3. Put these in increasing order for largen:

1

n
; n log n; n1:1;

10n

nŠ

4. Put these in increasing order for largex:

2�x; e�x;
1

x2
;

1

x10

5. Describe the log-log graph ofyD 10x5 (graph logy vs logx)

Why don’t we seeyD 0 atxD 0 on this graph ?

What is the slope of the straight line on the log-log graph ?

The line crosses the vertical axis whenxD andyD

Then logxD 0 and logyD

The line crosses the horizontal axis whenxD andyD 1

Then logxD and logyD 0

6. Draw the semilog graph (a line) ofyD 10ex (graph logy versusx)

7. That line cross thexD 0 axis at which logy ? What is the slope ?
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Linear Approximation and Newton’s Method

Start atxD a with knownf .a/D height andf 1.a/D slope

KEY IDEA f 1.a/� f .x/�f .a/

x�a
whenx is neara

Tangent line has slopef 1.a/
Solve forf .x/

f .x/�f .a/C.x�a/f 1.a/� means “approximately”
curve� line nearxD a

Examples of linear approximation tof .x/

1. f .x/D ex f .0/D e0 D 1 andf 1.0/D e0 D 1 are known ataD 0

Follow the tangent line ex � 1C.x�0/1D 1Cx

1Cx is the linear part of the series forex

2. f .x/Dx10 andf 1.x/D 10x9 f .1/D 1 andf 1.1/D 10 known ataD 1

Follow the tangent linex10� 1C.x�1/10 nearxD 1

TakexD 1:1 .1:1/10 is approximately1C1D 2

Newton’s Method (looking forx to nearly solvef .x/D 0)

Go back tof 1.a/� f .x/�f .a/
x�a

f .a/ andf 1.a/ are again known

Solve forx when f .x/D 0

x�a�� f .a/

f 1.a/
Newtonx

Line crossing near curve crossing

a

exact x

Newtonx

f .x/
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Examples of Newton’s Method Solvef .x/Dx2�1:2D 0

1. aD 1 givesf .a/D 1�1:2D�:2 andf 1.a/D 2aD 2

Tangent line hits0 at x�1D� .�:2/
2

Newton’sx will be 1:1

2. For a betterx; Newton starts again from that pointaD 1:1

Now f .a/D 1:12�1:2D :01 and f 1.a/D 2aD 2 :2

The new tangent line hasx�1:1D� :01
2:2

For thisx; x2 is very close to1:2

Practice Questions

1. The graph ofyDf .a/C.x�a/f 1.a/ is a straight

At xD a the height isyD

At xD a the slope isdy=dxD

This graph is t t to the graph off .x/ at xD a

Forf .x/Dx2 at aD 3 this linear approximation isyD

2. yDf .a/C.x�a/f 1.a/ hasyD 0 whenx�aD

Instead of the curvef .x/ crossing0, Newton has tangent liney crossing0

f .x/Dx3�8:12 ataD 2 hasf .a/D andf 1.a/D 3a2 D

Newton’s method givesx�2D� f .a/

f 1.a/ D

This NewtonxD 2:01 nearly hasx3 D 8:12: It actually has.2:01/3 D :

Differential Equations of Growth

dy

dt
D cy Complete solution y.t/DAect for anyA

Starting fromy.0/ y.t/Dy.0/ect ADy.0/

Now include a constant source terms This gives a new equation

dy

dt
D cy Cs s¡ 0 is saving,s  0 is spending,cy is interest

Complete solution y.t/D� s
c

CAect (anyA gives a solution)

yD� s
c

is a constant solution withcyCsD 0 and
dy

dt
D 0 andAD 0

For that solution, the spendings exactly balances the incomecy

ChooseA to start fromy.0/ at t D 0 y.t/D� s
c

C
�

y.0/C
s

c

�

ect
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Now add a nonlinear termsP 2 coming from competition

P.t/D world population at timet (for example) follows a new equation

dP

dt
D cP�sP2 cD birth rate minus death rate

“LOGISTIC EQN” P 2 since each person competes with each person

To bring back a linear equation setyD
1

P

Then
dy

dt
D�dP=dt

P 2
D
.�cP CsP 2/

P 2
D� c

P
CsD�cyCs

yD 1=P produced our linear equation (noy2) with �c notCc

y.t/D
s

c
CAe�ct D

s

c
C
�

y.0/� s
c

�

e�ct D old solution with change to�c
At t D 0 we correctly gety.0/ CORRECT START

As tÑ8 ande�ct Ñ 0 we gety.8/D
s

c
andP.8/D

c

s

The populationP.t/ increases along anS -curve approaching
c

s

P D
c

2s
hasP 2 D 0 Inflection point Bending changes from up to down

CHECK
d 2P

dt2
D
d

dt

�

cP �sP 2
�

D .c�2sP /dP
dt

D 0 atP D
c

2s

World population approaches the limit
c

s
� 12 billion (FOR THIS MODEL!)

Population now� 7 billion Try Google for “World population”
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Practice Questions

dy

dt
D cy�s hassD spending rate not savings rate (with minus sign)

1. The constant solution isyD when
dy

dt
D 0

In that case interest income balances spending:cyD s

2. The complete solution isy.t/D
s

c
CAect : Why isADy.0/� s

c
?

3. If you start withy.0/¡ s

c
why does wealth approach8 ?

If you start withy.0/  s

c
why does wealth approach�8 ?

4. The complete solution to
dy

dt
D s is y.t/D stCA

What solutiony.t/ starts fromy.0/ at t D 0 ?

5. If
dP

dt
D�sP2 andyD

1

P
explain why

dy

dt
D s

Pure competition. Show thatP.t/Ñ 0 astÑ8
6. If

dP

dt
D cP�sP4 find a linear equation foryD

1

P 3

Differential Equations of Motion

A differential equation fory.t/ can involvedy=dt and alsod 2y=dt2

Here are examples with solutionsC andD can be any numbers

d 2y

dt2
D�y and

d2y

dt2
D�!2y Solutions

yDC costCD sin t
yD C cos!t CD sin !t

Now includedy=dt and look for a solution method

m
d 2y

dt2
C2r

dy

dt
CkyD 0 has a damping term2r

dy

dt
: Tr y y D e�t

Substitutinge�t gives m�2e�t C2r�e�t Cke�t D 0

Cancele�t to leave the key equation for� m�2
C2r �Ck D 0

The quadratic formula gives� D
�r�?r2�km

m
Two solutions�1 and�2

The differential equation is solved byy D Ce�1t
CDe�2t

Special caser2 D km has�1 D�2 Thent entersyDCe�1t CDte�1t
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EXAMPLE 1
d 2y

dt2
C6

dy

dt
C8yD 0 mD 1 and2rD 6 andkD 8

�1;�2 D
�r�?r2�km

m
is�3�?9�8 Then

�1 D�2

�2 D�4

Solution y D Ce�2t
CDe�4t Overdamping with no oscillation

EXAMPLE 2 Change tokD 10 �D�3�?9�10 has
�1 D�3Ci

�2 D�3�i

Oscillations from the imaginary part of� Decayfrom the real part�3
Solution yDCe�1t CDe�2t DCe.�3Ci/t CDe.�3�i/t

ei t D costC i sin t leads toyD .C CD/e�3t costC.C �D/e�3t sin t

EXAMPLE 3 Change tokD 9 Now �D�3;�3 (repeated root)

Solution yDCe�3t CDte�3t includes the factort

Practice Questions

1. For
d 2y

dt2
D 4y find two solutionsyDCeat CDebt : What area andb ?

2. For
d 2y

dt2
D�4y find two solutionsyDC cos!tCD sin!t: What is! ?

3. For
d 2y

dt2
D 0y find two solutionsyDCe0t and (???)

4. PutyD e�t into 2
d 2y

dt2
C3

dy

dt
CyD 0 to find�1 and�2 (real numbers)

5. PutyD e�t into 2
d 2y

dt2
C5

dy

dt
C3yD 0 to find �1 and�2 (complexnumbers)

6. PutyD e�t into
d 2y

dt2
C2

dy

dt
CyD 0 to find�1 and�2 (equalnumbers)

Now yDCe�1t CDte�1t : The factort appears when�1 D�2
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Power Series and Euler’s Formula

At xD 0, thenth derivative ofxn is the numbern! Other derivatives are0:

Multiply the nth derivatives off .x/ by xn=nŠ to match function with series

TAYLOR
SERIES

f .x/Df .0/Cf 1.0/x
1

Cf 2.0/x2

2
C � � �Cf .n/.0/

xn

nŠ
C � � �

EXAMPLE 1 f .x/D ex All derivativesD 1 atxD 0 Match withxn=n !

Taylor Series
Exponential Series

D ex D 1C1
x

1
C1

x2

2
C � � �C1xn

nŠ
C � � �

EXAMPLE 2 f D sinx f 1 D cosx f 2 D�sinx f 3 D�cosx

At xD 0 this is 0 1 0 �1 0 1 0 �1 REPEAT

sin x D 1 � x
1
�1x3

3Š
C1

x5

5Š
��� � ODD POWERS sin.�x/D�sinx

EXAMPLE 3 f D cosx produces1 0 �1 0 1 0 �1 0 REPEAT

cosx D 1�1x2

2Š
C1

x4

4Š
��� � EVEN POWERS

d

dx
.cosx/D�sinx

Imaginary i2 D�1 and theni3 D�i Find the exponentialeix

eix D1C ix C
1

2Š
.ix/2 C

1

3Š
.ix/3 C � � �

D

�

1� x2

2Š
C � � ��C i

�

x� x3

3Š
C � � �� Those are

cosx Ci sin x

EULER’S GREAT FORMULA eix D cosxC i sinx

ei�

cos�

i sin� ei�

� Real
part

ei� D cos�C i sin�

ei� Ce�i� D 2cos�

ei� D�1 combines4 great numbers

Two more examples of Power Series (Taylor Series forf .x/)

f .x/D
1

1�x
D 1CxCx2 Cx3 C � � � “Geometric series”

f .x/D� ln.1�x/ D
x

1
C
x2

2
C
x3

3
C
x4

4
C � � � “Integral of geometric series”
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Summary: Six Functions, Six Rules, Six Theorems

Integrals Six Functions Derivatives

xnC1=.nC1/; n¤�1 xn nxn�1�cosx sin x cosx

sinx cosx �sinx

ecx=c ecx cecx

x lnx�x ln x 1=x

Ramp function Step function Delta function

0

x

0

1

0

Infinite spike

has areaD 1

Six Rules of Differential Calculus

1. The derivative ofaf .x/Cbg.x/ is a
df

dx
Cb

dg

dx
Sum

2. The derivative off .x/g.x/ is f .x/
dg

dx
Cg.x/

df

dx
Product

3. The derivative of
f .x/

g.x/
is

�

g
df

dx
�f dg

dx

��

g2 Quotient

4. The derivative off .g.x// is
df

dy

dy

dx
whereyDg.x/ Chain

5. The derivative ofxD f �1.y/ is
dx

dy
D

1

dy=dx
Inverse

6. Whenf .x/Ñ 0 andg.x/Ñ 0 as xÑ a, what aboutf .x/=g.x/ ? l’Hôpital

lim
f .x/

g.x/
D lim

df=dx

dg=dx
if these limits exist. Normally this is

f 1.a/

g1.a/

Fundamental Theorem of Calculus

If f .x/D

» x

a

s.t/dt thenderivative of integral D
df

dx
D s.x/

If
df

dx
D s.x/ thenintegral of derivative D

» b

a

s.x/dxD f .b/�f .a/

Both parts assume thats.x/ is a continuous function.

All Values Theorem Supposef .x/ is a continuous function fora¤ x¤ b:
Then on that interval,f .x/ reaches its maximum valueM and its minimumm:
And f .x/ takes all values betweenm andM (there are no jumps).
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Mean Value Theorem If f .x/ has a derivative fora¤ x¤ b then

f .b/�f .a/
b�a D

df

dx
.c/ at somec betweena andb

“At some momentc, instant speedD average speed”

Taylor Series Match all the derivativesf .n/ Ddnf=dxn at the basepointxD a

f .x/Df .a/Cf 1.a/.x�a/C 1

2
f 2.a/.x�a/2 C � � �

D

8
X

nD0

1

nŠ
f .n/.a/ .x�a/n

Stopping at.x�a/n leaves the errorf nC1.c/.x�a/nC1=.nC1/Š

[c is somewhere betweena and x] [nD 0 is the Mean Value Theorem]

The Taylor series looks best aroundaD 0 f .x/D

8
X

nD0

1

nŠ
f .n/.0/ xn

Binomial Theorem shows Pascal’s triangle

.1Cx/ 1C1x

.1Cx/2 1C2xC1x2

.1Cx/3 1C3xC3x2 C1x3

.1Cx/4 1C4xC6x2 C4x3 C1x4

Those are just the Taylor series forf .x/D .1Cx/p whenpD 1;2;3;4

f .n/.x/D .1Cx/p p.1Cx/p�1 p.p�1/.1Cx/p�2 � � �
f .n/.0/D 1 p p.p�1/ � � �

Divide bynŠ to find the Taylor coefficientsD Binomial coefficients

1

nŠ
f .n/.0/D

p.p�1/ � � �.p�nC1/

n.n�1/ � � � .1/ D
pŠ

.p�n/Š nŠ D

�

p

n

�

The series stops atxn whenpDn Infinite series for otherp

Every.1Cx/p D 1CpxC
p.p�1/
.2/.1/

x2 C
p.p�1/.p�2/
.3/.2/.1/

x3 C � � �
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Practice Questions

1. Check that the derivative ofyDx lnx�x is dy=dxD lnx:

2. The “sign function” isS.x/D

#
1 for x© 0�1 for x  0

What ramp functionF.x/ has
dF

dx
DS.x/ ? F is the integral ofS:

Why is the derivative
dS

dx
D 2 delta.x/ ? (Infinite spike atxD 0 with area2)

3. (l’H Oopital) What is the limit of
2xC3x2

5xC7x2
asxÑ 0? What aboutxÑ8?

4. l’H Oopital’s Rule says that lim
xÑ0

f .x/

x
D ?? whenf .0/D 0: Hereg.x/Dx:

5. Derivative is like Difference Integral is like Sum

Difference of sums Iffn D s1 Cs2 C � � �Csn, what isfn�fn�1 ?

Sums of differences What is.f1�f0/C.f2�f1/C � � �C.fn�fn�1/ ?

Those are theFundamental Theoremsof “Difference Calculus”

6. Draw a non-continuous graph for0¨ x¨ 1 where your function does NOT
reach its maximum value.

7. Forf .x/Dx2, which in-between pointc gives
f .5/�f .1/

5�1 D
df

dx
.c/ ?

8. If your average speed on the Mass Pike is75, then at some instant your
speedometer will read :

9. Find three Taylor coefficientsA;B;C for
?
1Cx (aroundxD 0).

.1Cx/
1
2 DACBxCCx2 C � � �

10. Find the Taylor (D Binomial) series forf D
1

1Cx
aroundxD 0 .pD�1/:
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0.5 Graphs and Graphing Calculators

This book started with the sentence “Calculus is about functions.” When these
functions are given by formulas likeyDxCx2 , we now know a formula for the
slope (and even the slope of the slope). When we only have a rough graph of the
function, we can’t expect more than a rough graph of the slope. But graphs are very
valuable in applications of calculus!

From a graph ofy.x/, this section extracts the basic information about the growth
rate (the slope) and the minimum=maximum and the bending (and area too). A
big part of that information is contained ina plus or minus sign. Isy.x/ increasing ?
Is its slope increasing ? Is the area under its graph increasing ? In each case some
number is greater than zero. The three numbers aredy=dx andd 2y=dx2 andy.x/
itself.

When one of those numbers isexactly zerowe always have a special situation. It is
a good thing that mathematics invented zero, we need it.

This section is organized by two themes:

(1) Graphs that are drawn without a formula fory.x/. From that graph you can
draw other graphs—the slopedy=dx, the second derivatived 2y=dx2, the area
A.x/ under the graph.

You can also identify where those functions are positive or negative—and
especially the points wheredy=dx or d 2y=dx2 or y.x/ is zero.

(2) Graphs that are drawn by a calculator or computer. Now there is a formula for
y.x/. The display allows us to guess rules for derivatives:

Chain Rule Inverse Rule l’Hôpital’s Rule

These rules come into later chapters of the book. They are also explained in
Highlights of Calculus, the video lectures that are available to everyone. One
specific goal is to see how the derivative of2x is proportional to2x.

This section was much improved by ideas that were offered by Benjamin Goldstein.

GRAPH WITHOUT FORMULAS

x

y.x/
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1. Suppose this is the graph of some functiony.x/

a. At what value(s) ofx doesy.x/ have a local minimum ?

b. At what value(s) ofx doesy.x/ have a local maximum ?

c. At what value(s) ofx doesy.x/ have an inflection point ? (Estimate.)

2. Let’s change the problem. Suppose this is the graph ofdy=dx, the derivative
of y.x/. Answer the following questions abouty.x/, the original function.

a. At what value(s) ofx doesy.x/ have a local minimum ?

b. At what value(s) ofx doesy.x/ have a local maximum ?

c. At what value(s) ofx doesy.x/ have an inflection point ?

3. One more variation. Suppose this is the graph of the second derivatived 2y=dx2

(slope of the slope). If any of these questions can’t be answered, explain why.

a. At what value(s) ofx doesy.x/ have a local minimum ?

b. At what value(s) ofx doesy.x/ have a local maximum ?

c. At what value(s) ofx doesy.x/ have an inflection point ?

4. Answer the same 9 questions for this second graph.

A

B

C

D

E

F

5. The following table shows the velocity of a car at selected times.

time 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

velocity 45 40 30 40 45 40 30 25

a. Was there any timet when the car was moving with acceleration
d 2y=dt2 D 0 ? Justify your answer.

b. If y.t/ represents the car’s position as a function of time, was there ever
a time whend 3y=dt3 D 0 ? Justify your answer. The third derivative is
sometimes referred to as ‘jerk’ because it indicates the jerkiness of the
motion. This isimportantto roller-coaster designers.

c. What assumptions have you made abouty.t/ and (more importantly)dy=dt
in your answers to parts (a) and (b) ? Are the assumptions reasonable?
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THE CHAIN RULE ON A CALCULATOR

a. On your calculator, graph Y1 D sin.X/ and its slope Y2 D nDeriv.Y1;X;X/:Make
sure you are in radian mode, and select the trigonometric viewing window.

1. What function does Y2 appear to be ?

2. Change Y1 to Y1 D sin.2X/: Now what function does Y2 appear to be ?
Check your guess by graphing the true derivative.

3. Finally, change Y1 to Y1 D sin.3X/: What does Y2 appear to be this time ?

4. Conjecture: Ifk is some constant, then the derivative of sin.kx/ is :

b. Those functions arechains(also calledcompositions). They can be written in the
form Y Df .g.x//: For sin.kx/ the outer function isf .x/D and the inner
function isg.x/D :

c. So far the inner functiong.x/ has been linear, but it doesn’t have to be. Let
Y D sin.

?
x/:

Conjecture:
dY

dx
D wheng.x/D

?
x:

Check your conjecture by graphingY and comparing to the graph of the numerical
derivative.

d. Now we generalize. Supposeg.x/ is any function. If yD sin.g.x//; then
dy=dxD :

e. There is nothing magical about the sine function. Whenever we have a composition
of an outer and an inner function, the chain rule applies. Predict the following
derivatives and check by graphing the numerical derivative on your calculator.

1. yD .2xC4/3; dy=dxD

3. yD cos.x2/; dy=dxD

2. yD cos2 xD .cosx/2; dy=dxD

4. yD Œsin.x2 C1/�3; dy=dxD

COMPUTING IN CALCULUS

Software is available for calculus courses—a lot of it. The packages keep getting
better. Which program to use (if any) depends on cost and convenience and purpose.
How to use it is a much harder question. These pages identify some of the goals. Our
aim is to support, with examples, the effort to use computing to help learning.

For calculus,the greatest advantage of the computer is to offer graphics. You
see the function, not just the formula. As you watch,f .x/ reaches a maximum or
a minimum or zero. A separate graph shows its derivative. Those statements are not
100% true, as everybody learns right away—as soon as a few functions are typed in.
But the power tosee this subjectis enormous, because it is adjustable. If we don’t like
the picture we change to a new viewing window.

This is computer-based graphics. It combinesnumerical computation withgraph-
ical computation. You get pictures as well as numbers—a powerful combination. The
computer offers the experience of actually working with a function. The domain and
range are not just abstract ideas.You choose them. May I give a few examples.
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EXAMPLE 1 Certainlyx3equals 3x whenxD3.Do those graphs ever meet again?
At this point we don’t know the full meaning of3x , except whenx is a nice number.
(Neither does the computer.) Checking atxD2 and4, the functionx3 is smaller both
times:23 is below32 and43D64 is below34D81. If x3 is always less than3x we
ought to know—these are among the basic functions of mathematics.

The computer will answer numerically or graphically. At our command, it solves
x3D3x . At another command, it plots both functions—this shows more. The screen
proves a point of logic (or mathematics) that escaped us. If the graphs cross once, they
must cross again—because3x is higher at2 and4. A crossing point near2:5 is seen
by zooming in. I am less interested in the exact number than its position—it comes
beforexD3 rather than after.

A few conclusions from such a basic example:

1. A supercomputer is not necessary.

2. High-level programming is not necessary.

3. We can do mathematics without completely understanding it.

The third point doesn’t sound so good.Write it differently:We can learn mathematics
while doing it. The hardest part of teaching calculus is to turn it from a spectator
sport into a workout. The computer makes that possible.

EXAMPLE 2 (mental computer) Comparex2 with 2x . The functions meet atxD2.
Where do they meet again ? Is it before or after2?

That is mental computing because the answer happens to be a whole number (4). Now
we are on a different track. Does an accident like24D42 ever happen again ? Can the
machine tell us about integers ? Perhaps it can plot the solutions ofxb Dbx . I asked
Mathematicafor a formula, hoping to discoverx as a function ofb—but the program
just gave back the equation. For once the machine typed HELP instead of the user.

Well, mathematics is not helpless. I am proud of calculus. There is a new exercise
at the end of Section6:4, to show that we never see whole numbers again.

EXAMPLE 3 Find the numberb for whichxb Dbx has onlyonesolution (atxDb).

Whenb is 3, the second solution is below3. Whenb is 2, the second solution.4/ is
above2. If we moveb from 2 to 3, there must be a special “double point”—where
the graphs barely touch but don’t cross. For that particularb—and only for that one
value—the curvexb never goes abovebx .

This special pointb can be found with computer-based graphics. In many ways
it is the “center point of calculus.” Since the curves touch but don’t cross, they are
tangent. They have the same slope at the double point. Calculus was created to work
with slopes, and we already know the slope ofx2. Soon comesxb . Eventually we
discover the slope ofbx , and identify the most important number in calculus.

The point is that this number can be discovered first by experiment.

EXAMPLE 4 Graphy.x/D ex�xe . Locate its minimum. Zoom in nearxD e:

From the derivatives ofex andxe ; show thatdy=dxD 0 atxD e:

If you try, you can also find the next derivatived 2y=dx2: Can you see why
d 2y=dx2¡ 0 atxD e ?
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The next example was proposed by Don Small. Solvex4�11x3 C5x�2D 0. The
first tool is algebra—try to factor the polynomial. That succeeds for quadratics, and
then gets extremely hard. Even if the computer can do algebra better than we can,
factoring is seldom the way to go. In reality we have two good choices:

1. (Mathematics) Use the derivative. Solve by Newton’s method.

2. (Graphics) Plot the function and zoom in.

Both will be done by the computer. Both have potential problems! Newton’s method
is fast, but that means it can fail fast. (It is usually terrific.) Plotting the graph is also
fast—but solutions can be outside the viewing window. This particular function is zero
only once, in the standard window from�10 to 10. The graph seems to be leaving
zero, but mathematics again predicts a second crossing point. So we zoom out before
we zoom in.

The use of the zoom is the best part of graphing. Not only do wechoosethe domain
and range, wechangethem. The viewing window is controlled by four numbers.
They can be the limitsA¤ x¤B andC¤ y¤D. They can be the coordinates of two
opposite corners:.A;C / and.B;D/. They can be the center position.a;b/ and the
scale factorsc andd . Clicking on opposite corners of the zoom box is the fastest
way, unless the center is unchanged and we only need to give scale factors. (Even
faster: Use the default factors.) Section3:4 discusses thecentering transformand
zoom transform—a change of picture on the screen and a change of variable within
the function.

EXAMPLE 5 Find all real solutions tox4�11x3 C5x�2D0:

EXAMPLE 6 Zoom out and in on the graphs ofyD cos40x andyDx sin.1=x/.
Describe what you see.

EXAMPLE 7 What doesyD.tanx�sinx/=x3 approach atxD0 ? For smallx
the machine eventually can’t separate tanx from sinx. It may giveyD0. Can you
get close enough to see the limit ofy asxÑ 0?

SYMBOLIC COMPUTATION

In symbolic computation, answers can beformulas as well as numbers and graphs.
The derivative ofyDx2 is seen as “2x.” The derivative of sint is “cost .” The slope
of bx is known to the program. The computer does more than substitute numbers into
formulas—it operates directly on the formulas. We need to think where this fits with
learning calculus.

In a way, symbolic computing is close to what we ourselves do. Maybe too close—
there is some danger that symbolic manipulation isall we do. With a higher-level
language and enough power, a computer can print the derivative of sin.x2/. So why
learn the chain rule ? Because mathematics goes deeper than “algebra with formulas.”
We deal withideas.

I want to say clearly:Mathematics is not formulas or computations or even proofs,
but ideas. The symbols and pictures are the language. The book and the professor and
the computer can join in teaching it. The computer should be non-threatening (like
this book and your professor)—you can work at your own pace. Your part is to learn
by doing.
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EXAMPLE 8 A computer algebra system quickly finds100 factorial. This is
100ŠD.100/.99/.98/ : : :.1/. The number has158 digits (not written out here). The
last 24 digits are zeros. For10ŠD3628800 there are seven digits and two zeros.
Between10 and100, and beyond, are simple questions that need ideas:

1. How many digits (approximately) are in the numberNŠ ?
2. How many zeros (exactly) are at the end ofNŠ ?

For Question1, the computer shows more thanN digits whenND100. It will
never show more thanN 2 digits, because none of theN terms can have more than
N digits. A much tighter bound would be2N , but is it true ?Does NŠ always have
fewer than 2N digits ?

For Question2, the zeros in10Š can be explained. One comes from10, the other
from 5 times2. .10 is also5 times2:/ Can you explain the24 zeros in100Š? An idea
from the card game blackjack applies here too:Count the fives.

Hard question: How many zeros at the end of200Š?

Writing in Calculus May I emphasize the importance of writing ? We totally miss
it, when the answer is just a number. A one-page report is harder on instructors as
well as students—but much more valuable. You can’t write sentences without being
forced to organize ideas—and part of yourself goes into it.

I will propose a writing exercise with options. If you have computer-based
graphing, follow through on Examples1�4 above and report. Without a computer,
pick a paragraph from this book that should be clearer andmake it clearer. Rewrite it
with examples. Identify the key idea at the start, explain it, and come back to express
it differently at the end. Ideas are like surfaces—they can be seen many ways.

Mathematics can be learned bytalking and writing—it is a human activity. Our
goal is not to test but to teach and learn.



CHAPTER 1

Introduction to Calculus

1.1 Velocity and Distance

The right way to begin a calculus book is with calculus. This chapter will jump
directly into the two problems that the subject was invented to solve. You will see
what the questions are, and you will see an important part of the answer. There are
plenty of good things left for the other chapters, so why not get started ?

The book begins with an example that is familiar to everybody who drives a car. It is
calculus in action—the driver sees it happening. The example is the relation between
the speedometerand theodometer. One measures the speed (orvelocity); the other
measures thedistance traveled. We will write v for the velocity, andf for how far
the car has gone. The two instruments sit together on the dashboard:

Fig. 1.1 Velocity v and total distancef (at one instant of time).

Notice that the units of measurement are different forv andf: The distancef is
measured in kilometers or miles (it is easier to say miles). The velocityv is measured
in km=hr or miles per hour. A unit of time enters the velocity but not the distance.
Every formula to computev from f will havef divided by time.

The central question of calculus is the relation betweenv andf:
51
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Can you findv if you knowf; and vice versa, and how ? If we know the velocity over
the whole history of the car, we should be able to compute the total distance traveled.
In other words, if the speedometer record is complete but the odometer is missing,
its information could be recovered. One way to do it (without calculus) is to put in
a new odometer and drive the car all over again at the right speeds. That seems like
a hard way; calculus may be easier. But the point is thatthe information is there.
If we know everything aboutv; there must be a method to findf:

What happens in the opposite direction, whenf is known? If you have a complete
record of distance, could you recover the complete velocity ? In principle you could
drive the car, repeat the history, and read off the speed. Again there must be a better
way.

The whole subject of calculus is built on the relation betweenv andf: The question
we are raising here is not some kind of joke, after which the book will get serious
and the mathematics will get started. On the contrary,I am serious now—and the
mathematics has already started. We need to know how to find the velocity from a
record of the distance. (That is calleddifferentiation, and it is the central idea of
differential calculus.) We also want to compute the distance from a history of the
velocity. (That isintegration, and it is the goal ofintegral calculus.)

Differentiation goes fromf to v; integration goes fromv to f: We look first at
examples in which these pairs can be computed and understood.

CONSTANT VELOCITY

Suppose the velocity is fixed atvD 60 (miles per hour). Thenf increases at this
constant rate. After two hours the distance isf D 120 (miles). After four hours
f D 240 and aftert hoursf D 60t: We say thatf increaseslinearly with time—
its graph is a straight line.

Fig. 1.2 Constant velocityvD 60 and linearly increasing distancef D 60t:

Notice that this example starts the car at full velocity. No time is spent picking up
speed. (The velocity is a “step function.”) Notice also that the distance starts at zero;
the car is new. Those decisions make the graphs ofv andf as neat as possible. One is
the horizontal linevD 60: The other is the sloping linef D 60t: Thisv, f; t relation
needs algebra but not calculus:

If v is constant andf starts at zero thenf D vt:

The opposite is also true. Whenf increases linearly,v is constant.The division by
time gives the slope. The distance isf1 D 120 miles when the time ist1 D 2 hours.
Laterf2 D 240 miles att2 D 4 hours. At both points, the ratiof=t is 60 miles=hour.
Geometrically,the velocity is the slope of the distance graph:

slopeD
change in distance

change in time
D
vt

t
D v:
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Fig. 1.3 Straight linesf D 20C60t (slope60) andf D�30t (slope�30).
The slope of thef -graph gives thev-graph. Figure 1.3 shows two more possibilities:

1. The distance starts at20 instead of0: The distance formula changes from60t
to 20C60t: The number20 cancels when we computechangein distance—so
the slope is still60:

2. Whenv is negative, the graph off goesdownward. The car goes backward
and the slope off D�30t is vD�30:

I don’t think speedometers go below zero. But driving backwards, it’s not that safe
to watch. If you go fast enough, Toyota says they measure “absolute values”—the
speedometer readsC30 when the velocity is�30: For the odometer, as far as I know
it just stops. It should go backward.�

VELOCITY vs. DISTANCE: SLOPE vs. AREA

How do you computef from v ? The point of the question is to seef D vt on the
graphs. We want to start with the graph ofv and discover the graph off: Amazingly,
the opposite of slope isarea.

The distancef is the area under thev-graph. Whenv is constant, the region
under the graph is a rectangle. Its height isv, its width is t , and its area isv timest:
This is integration, to go fromv to f by computing the area. We are glimpsing two
of the central facts of calculus.

1A The slope of thef-graph gives the velocityv. The area under thev-graph
gives the distancef.

That is certainly not obvious, and I hesitated a long time before I wrote it down in
this first section. The best way to understand it is to look first at more examples. The
whole point of calculus is to deal with velocities that arenot constant, and from now
onv has several values.

EXAMPLE (Forward and back) There is a motion that you will understand right
away. The car goes forward with velocityV; and comes back at the same speed. To
say it more correctly, thevelocity in the second part is�V: If the forward part lasts
until t D 3, and the backward part continues tot D 6, the car will come back where it
started. The total distance after both parts will bef D 0:

�This actually happened inFerris Bueller’s Day Off, when the hero borrowed his father’s
sports car and ran up the mileage. At home he raised the car and drove in reverse. I forget if
it worked.
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Fig. 1.4 VelocitiesCV and�V gives motion forward and back, ending atf .6/D 0:

Thev-graph shows velocitiesCV and�V: The distance starts up with slopeCV

and reachesf D 3V: Then the car starts backward. The distance goes down with
slope�V and returns tof D 0 at t D 6:

Notice what that means. The total area “under” thev-graph is zero! A negative
velocity makes the distance graph godownward(negative slope). The car is moving
backward.Area below the axis in thev-graph is counted as negative.

FUNCTIONS

This forward-back example gives practice with a crucially important idea—the
concept of a “function.” We seize this golden opportunity to explain functions:

The numberv.t/ is the value of the functionv at the timet .

The timet is the input to the function. The velocityv.t/ at that time is theoutput.
Most people say “v of t” when they readv.t/: The number “v of 2” is the velocity
when t D 2: The forward-back example hasv.2/D CV andv.4/D�V: The func-
tion contains the whole history, like a memory bank that has a record ofv at eacht:

It is simple to convert forward-back motion into a formula. Here isv.t/:

v.t/D

$'&'% CV if 0  t   3
‹ if t D 3�V if 3  t   6

The right side contains the instructions for findingv.t/: The inputt is converted into
the outputCV or �V: The velocityv.t/ depends ont: In this case the function is
“discontinuous,” because the needle jumps att D 3: The velocity is not defined at that
instant. There is nov.3/: (You might argue thatv is zero at the jump, but that leads
to trouble.) The graph off has a corner, and we can’t give its slope.

The problem also involves a second function, namely the distance. The principle
behindf .t/ is the same:f .t/ is the distance at timet: It is the net distance forward,
and again the instructions change att D 3: In the forward motion,f .t/ equalsV t as
before. In the backward half, a calculation is built into the formula forf .t/:

f .t/D

#
V t if 0¤ t ¤ 3
V.6� t/ if 3¤ t ¤ 6

At the switching time the right side gives two instructions (one on each line). This
would be bad except that they agree:f .3/D 3V:� The distance function is “continu-
ous.” There is no jump inf; even when there is a jump inv: After t D 3 the distance
decreases because of�V t: At t D 6 the second instruction correctly givesf .6/D 0:

�A function is only allowedone valuef .t/ or v.t/ at each timet:
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Notice something more. The functions were given by graphs beforethey were given
by formulas. The graphs tell youf andv at every timet—sometimes more clearly
than the formulas. The valuesf .t/ andv.t/ can also be given by tables or equations
or a set of instructions. (In some way all functions are instructions—the function tells
how to findf at timet:) Part of knowingf is knowing all its inputs and outputs—its
domainandrange:

The domain of a function is the set of inputs. The range is the set of outputs.

The domain off consists of all times0¤ t ¤ 6: The range consists of all distances
0¤ f .t/¤ 3V: (The range ofv contains only the two velocitiesCV and �V:)
We mention now, and repeat later, that every “linear” function has a formula
f .t/D vtCC: Its graph is a line andv is the slope. The constantC moves the line
up and down. It adjusts the line to go through any desired starting point.

SUMMARY: MORE ABOUT FUNCTIONS

May I collect together the ideas brought out by this example ? We had two functions
v andf: One wasvelocity, the other wasdistance. Each function had adomain, and
a range, and most important agraph. For thef -graph we studied the slope (which
agreed withv). For thev-graph we studied the area (which agreed withf ). Calculus
produces functions in pairs, and the best thing a book can do early is to show you
more of them.

in
the

domain

$&% input t Ñ function f Ñ outputf .t/
input 2 Ñ function v Ñ outputv.2/
input 7 Ñ f .t/D 2tC6 Ñ f .7/D 20

,.- in
the

range

Note about the definition of a function.The idea behind the symbolf .t/ is
absolutely crucial to mathematics. Words don’t do it justice! By definition, a function
is a “rule” that assigns one member of the range to each member of the domain. Or,
a function is a set of pairs.t;f .t// with no t appearing twice. (These are “ordered
pairs” because we writet beforef .t/:) Both of those definitions are correct—but
somehow they are too passive.

In practice what matters is the active part. The numberf .t/ is produced from the
numbert: We read a graph, plug into a formula, solve an equation, run a computer
program. The inputt is “mapped” to the outputf .t/, which changes ast changes.
Calculus is about therate of change. This rate is our other functionv:

Fig. 1.5 Subtracting2 fromf affects the range. Subtracting 2 fromt affects the domain.
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It is quite hard at the beginning, and not automatic, to see the difference between
f .t/�2 andf .t�2/: Those are both new functions, created out of the originalf .t/:

In f .t/�2, we subtract2 from all the distances. That moves the whole graphdown.
In f .t�2/, we subtract2 from the time. That moves the graph overto the right.
Figure 1.5 shows both movements, starting fromf .t/D 2tC1: The formula to find
f .t�2/ is 2.t�2/C1, which is2t�3:

A graphing calculator also moves the graph, when you change the viewing window.
You can pick any rectangleA¤ t ¤B;C ¤ f .t/¤D: The screen shows that part of
the graph. But on the calculator,the functionf .t/ remains the same. It is the axes that
get renumbered. In our figures the axes stay the same and the function is changed.

There are two more basic ways to change a function. (We are always creating new
functions—that is what mathematics is all about.) Instead of subtracting or adding,
we canmultiply the distance by2: Figure 1.6 shows2f .t/: And instead of shifting
the time, we canspeed it up. The function becomesf .2t/: Everything happens twice
as fast (and takes half as long). On the calculator those changes correspond to a “zoom”
—on thef axis or thet axis. We soon come back to zooms.

Fig. 1.6 Doubling the distance or speeding up the time doubles the slope.

1.1 EXERCISES

Each section of the book contains read-through questions.
They allow you to outline the section yourself—more actively
than reading a summary. This is probably the best way to
remember the important ideas.

Starting fromf .0/D 0 at constant velocityv, the distance func-
tion isf .t/D a . Whenf .t/D 55t the velocity isvD b .
When f .t/D 55tC1000 the velocity is still c and the starting
value isf .0/D d . In each casev is the e of the graph of
f: When f is negative, the graph of g goes downward. In
that case area in thev-graph counts as h .

Forward motion fromf .0/D 0 to f .2/D 10 hasvD i .Then
backward motion tof .4/D 0 hasvD j . The distance function
is f .t/D 5t for 0¤ t ¤ 2 and thenf .t/D k (not�5t). The
slopes are l and m . The distancef .3/D n . The area

under thev-graph up to time1:5 is o . The domain off is the
time interval p , and the range is the distance intervalq .
The range ofv.t/ is only r .

The value off .t/D 3tC1 at t D 2 is f .2/D s . The value
19 equalsf ( t ). The differencef .4/�f .1/D u . That
is the change in distance, when4�1 is the change in v .
Theratio of those changes equalsw , which is the x of the
graph. The formula forf .t/C2 is 3tC3 whereasf .tC2/ equals

y . Those functions have the same z as f W the graph
of f .t/C2 is shifted A andf .tC2/ is shifted B . The
formula forf .5t/ is C . The formula for5f .t/ is D . The
slope has jumped from3 to E .
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The set of inputs to a function is its F . The set of outputs
is its G . The functionsf .t/D 7C3.t �2/ andf .t/D vtCC

are H . Their graphs are I with slopes equal to J and
K . They are the same function, ifvD L andC D M .

Draw the velocity graph that goes with each distance graph.

1

2

3 Write down three-part formulas for the velocitiesv.t/ in
Problem2; starting fromv.t/D 2 for 0  t   10:
4 The distance in1b starts with f .t/D 10�10t for 0¤ t ¤ 1:

Give a formula for the second part.

5 In the middle of graph2a find f .15/ andf .12/ andf .t/:

6 In graph2b findf .1:4T /: If T D 3 what isf .4/?

7 Find theaverage speedbetween t D 0 and t D 5 in graph1a.
What is the speed att D 5?

8 What is the average speed betweent D 0 andt D 2 in graph1b ?
The average speed is zero betweent D 1

2 and t D :

9 (recommended) A car goes at speedvD 20 into a brick wall at
distancef D 4: Give two-part formulas forv.t/ andf .t/ (before
and after), and draw the graphs.

10 Draw any reasonable graphs ofv.t/ andf .t/ when

(a) the driver backs up, stops to shift gear, then goes fast;
(b) the driver slows to55 for a police car;

(c) in a rough gear change, the car accelerates in jumps;

(d) the driver waits for a light that turns green.

11 Your bank account earns simple interest on the opening
balancef .0/: What are the interest rates per year ?

12 The earth’s population is growing atvD 100 million a year,
starting fromf D 5:2 billion in 1990: Graphf .t/ and findf .2000/:

Draw the distance graph that goes with each velocity graph.
Start from f D 0 at t D 0 and mark the distance.

13

14

15 Write down formulas forv.t/ in Problem14; starting with
vD�40 for 0  t   1: Find the average velocities tot D 2:5 and
t D 3T:

16 Give3-part formulas for the areasf .t/ underv.t/ in 13:

17 The distance in14a starts withf .t/D�40t for 0¤ t ¤ 1: Find
f .t/ in the other part, which passes throughf D 0 at t D 2:

18 Draw the velocity and distance graphs ifv.t/D 8 for 0  t   2,
f .t/D 20C t for 2¤ t ¤ 3:
19 Draw rough graphs of yD

?
x and yD

?
x�4 and

yD
?
x�4: They are “half-parabolas” with infinite slope at the

start.

20 What is the break-even point ifx yearbooks cost $1;200C30x

to produce and the income is40x ? The slope of the cost line is
(cost per additional book). If it goes above you can’t

break even.

21 What are the domains and ranges of the distance functions in
14a and 14b—all values oft andf .t/ if f .0/D 0 ?

22 What is the range ofv.t/ in 14b ? Why is t D 1 not in the
domain ofv.t/ in 14a ?

Problems 23–28 involvelinear functions f .t/D vtCC: Find
the constantsv andC:

23 What linear function hasf .0/D 3 andf .2/D�11 ?

24 Find two linear functions whose domain is0¤ t ¤ 2 and whose
range is1¤f .t/¤ 9:
25 Find the linear function withf .1/D 4 and slope6:

26 What functions havef .tC1/D f .t/C2 ?

27 Find the linear function with f .tC2/D f .t/C6 and
f .1/D 10:

28 Find the onlyf D vt that hasf .2t/D 4f .t/: Show that every
f D 1

2at
2 has this property. To go times as far in twice the

time, you must accelerate.
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29 Sketch the graph off .t/D |5�2t | (absolute value) for|t |¤ 2
and find its slopes and range.

30 Sketch the graph off .t/D 4� t�|4� t | for 2¤ t ¤ 5 and find
its slope and range.

31 SupposevD 8 up totimeT , and after thatvD�2:Starting from
zero, when doesf return to zero ? Give formulas forv.t/ andf .t/:

32 SupposevD 3 up totimeT D 4:What new velocity will lead to
f .7/D 30 if f .0/D 0 ? Give formulas forv.t/ andf .t/:

33 What function F(C) converts Celsius temperature C to
Fahrenheit temperature F ? The slope is , which is the
number of Fahrenheit degrees equivalent to1�C.

34 What function C(F) converts Fahrenheit to Celsius (or
Centigrade), and what is its slope ?

35 What function converts the weightw in grams to the weight
f .w/ in kilograms ? Interpret the slope off .w/:

36 (Newspaper of March1989) Ten hours after the accident the al-
cohol reading was:061: Blood alcohol is eliminated at:015 per hour.
What was the reading at the time of the accident ? How much later
would it drop to:04 (the maximum set by the Coast Guard) ? The
usual limit on drivers is:10 percent.

Which points betweent D 0 and t D 5 can be in the domain of
f .t/? With this domain find the range in 37–42.

37 f .t/D
?
t�1

39 f .t/D |t�4| (absolute value)

41 f .t/D 2t

38 f .t/D 1=
?
t�1

40 f .t/D 1=.t�4/2
42 f .t/D 2�t

43 (a) Draw the graph off .t/D 1
2 tC3 with domain0¤ t ¤ 2:

Then give a formula and graph for

(b) f .t/C1

(d) 4f .t/

(c) f .tC1/

(e) f .4t/:

44 (a) Draw the graph ofU.t/D step functionD t0 for t   0;
1 for t ¥ 0u: Then draw

(b) U.t/C2

(d) 3U.t/

(c) U.tC2/

(e) U.3t/:

45 (a) Draw the graph off .t/D tC1 for �1¤ t ¤ 1: Find the
domain, range, slope, and formula for

(b) 2f .t/ (c) f .t�3/ (d) �f .t/ (e) f .�t/:
46 If f .t/D t�1 what are2f .3t/ andf .1� t/ andf .t�1/ ?

47 In the forward-back example (Figure 1.4) findf
�

1
2T
�

and
f
�

3
2T
�

: Verify that those agree with the areas “under” thev-graph.

48 Find formulas for the outputsf1.t/ and f2.t/ which come from
the inputt :

(1) insideD input �3
outputD inside C3

(2) inside� input C6

output� inside�3
Note BASIC and FORTRAN (and calculus itself) useD in-
stead of� : But the symbol� or ´ is in some ways better. The
instructiont� tC6 produces a newt equal to the oldt plus six.
The equationt D tC6 is not intended.

49 Your computer can add and multiply. Starting with the number
1 and the input calledt , give a list of instructions to lead to these
outputs:

f1.t/D t2 C t f2.t/Df1.f1.t// f3.t/Df1.tC1/:

50 In fifty words or less explain what afunction is.

The last questions are challenging but possible.

51 If f .t/D 3t�1 for 0¤ t ¤ 2 give formulas (with domain) and
find the slopes of these six functions:

(a) f .tC2/

(d) f .2t/

(b) f .t/C2

(e) f .�t/ (c) 2f .t/

(f) f .f .t//:

52 Forf .t/D vtCC find the formulas and slopes of

(a) 3f .t/C1

(d) f .�t/ (b) f .3tC1/

(e) f .t/�f .0/ (c) 2f .4t/

(f) f .f .t//:

53 (hardest) The forward-back function isf .t/D 2t for
0¤ t ¤ 3; f .t/D 12�2t for 3¤ t ¤ 6: Graphf .f .t// and find its
four-part formula. First tryt D 1:5 and3:

54 (a) Why is the letterX not the graph of a function ?

(b) Which capital letters are the graphs of functions ?

(c) Draw graphs of their slopes.
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1.2 Calculus Without Limits

The next page is going to reveal one of the key ideas behind calculus. The discussion is
just about numbers—functions and slopes can wait. The numbers are not even special,
they can be any numbers. The crucial point is to look at their differences:

Suppose the numbers aref D 0 2 6 7 4 9

Their differences arevD 2 4 1 �3 5

The differences are printed in between, to show2�0D 2 and 6�2D 4 and
7�6D 1: Notice how4�7 gives a negative answer�3: The numbers inf can go
up or down, the differences inv can be positive or negative. The idea behind calculus
comes when youadd up those differences:

2C4C1�3C5D 9

The sum of differences is9: This is the last number on the top line (inf ). Is this an
accident, or is this always true ? If we stop earlier, after2C4C1, we get the7 in f:
Test any prediction on a second example:

Suppose the numbers aref D 1 3 7 8 5 10

Their differences arevD 2 4 1 �3 5

Thef ’s are increased by1: The differences are exactly the same—no change. The
sum of differences is still9: But the lastf is now10: That prediction is not right, we
don’t always get the lastf:

The firstf is now1: The answer9 (the sum of differences) is10�1, the lastf
minus the firstf: What happens when we change thef ’s in the middle ?

Suppose the numbers aref D 1 5 12 7 10

Their differences arevD 4 7 �5 3

The differences add to4C7�5C3D 9: This is still 10�1: No matter whatf ’s we
choose or how many, the sum of differences is controlled by the firstf and lastf:
If this is always true, there must be a clear reason whythe middlef ’s cancel out.

The sum of differences is.5�1/C.12�5/C.7�12/C.10�7/D 10�1:
The5’s cancel, the12’s cancel, and the7’s cancel. It is only10�1 that doesn’t cancel.
This is the key to calculus!

1B The differences of thef ’s add up to (flast�ffirst).

EXAMPLE 1 Thenumbers grow linearly:f D 2 3 4 5 6 7

Their differences are constant:vD 1 1 1 1 1

The sum of differences is certainly5: This agrees with7�2Dflast�ffirst: The
numbers inv remind us of constant velocity. The numbers inf remind us of a straight
line f D vtCC: This example hasvD 1 and thef ’s start at2: The straight line
would come fromf D tC2:

EXAMPLE 2 The numbers are squares:f D 0 1 4 9 16

Their differences grow linearly:vD 1 3 5 7

1C3C5C7 agrees with42 D 16: It is a beautiful fact that the firstj odd numbers
always add up toj 2: Thev’s are the odd numbers, thef ’s are perfect squares.
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Note The letterj is sometimes useful to tell which number inf we are looking at.
For this example the zeroth number isf0 D 0 and thej th number isfj D j 2: This is a
part of algebra, to give a formula for thef ’s instead of a list of numbers. We can also
usej to tell which difference we are looking at. The firstv is the first odd number
v1 D 1: Thej th difference is thej th odd numbervj D 2j �1: (Thusv4 is 8�1D 7:)
It is better to start the differences withj D 1, since there is no zeroth odd numberv0:

With this notation thej th difference isvj Dfj �fj�1: Sooner or later you will
get comfortable with subscripts likej andj �1, but it can be later. The important
point is that the sum of thev’s equalsflast�ffirst: We now connect thev’s to slopes
and thef ’s to areas.

Fig. 1.7 Linear increase invD 1;3;5;7: Squares in the distancesf D 0;1;4;9;16:

Figure 1.7 shows a natural way to graph Example 2, with the odd numbers inv and
the squares inf: Notice an important difference between thev-graph and thef-graph.
The graphoff is “piecewise linear.” We plotted the numbers inf and connected them
by straight lines. The graph ofv is “piecewise constant.” We plotted the differences
as constant over each piece. This reminds us of the distance-velocity graphs, when
the distancef .t/ is a straight line and the velocityv.t/ is a horizontal line.

Now make the connection to slopes:

The slope of thef -graph is
distance up

distance across
D

change inf

change int
D v:

Over each piece, the change int (across) is1: The change inf (upward) is the
difference that we are callingv: The ratio is the slopev=1 or justv: The slope makes
a sudden change at the breakpointst D 1;2;3; : : :. At those special points the slope
of thef -graph is not defined—we connected thev’s by vertical lines but this is very
debatable.The main idea is that between the breakpoints, the slope off .t/ is v.t/.

Now make the connection to areas:

The total area under thev-graph isflast�ffirst:

This area, underneath the staircase in Figure 1.7, is composed of rectangles. The base
of every rectangle is1: The heights of the rectangles are thev’s. So the areas also
equal thev’s, and the total area is the sum of thev’s. This area isflast�ffirst:

Even more is true. We could start at any time and end at any later time—
not necessarily at the special timest D 0;1;2;3;4: Suppose we stop att D 3:5: Only
half of the last rectangular area (undervD 7) will be counted. The total area is
1C3C5C 1

2
.7/D 12:5: This still agrees withflast�ffirst D 12:5�0: At this

new ending timet D 3:5, we are only halfway up the last step in thef -graph. Halfway
between9 and16 is 12:5:
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1C Thev’s are slopes off .t/: The area under thev-graph isf .tend/�f .tstart/:

This is nothing less than the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus. But we have only
used algebra (no curved graphs and no calculations involving limits). For now the
Theorem is restricted to piecewise linearf .t/ and piecewise constantv.t/: In
Chapter5 that restriction will be overcome.

Notice that a proof of1C3C5C7D 42 is suggested by Figure 1.7a. The triangle
under the dotted line has the same area as the four rectangles under the staircase. The
area of the triangle is1

2
�base�heightD 1

2
�4 �8, which is the perfect square42: When

there arej rectangles instead of4, we get1
2
�j �2j D j 2 for the area.

The next examples show other patterns, wheref andv increase exponentially or
oscillate around zero. I hope you like them but I don’t think you have to learn them.
They are like the special functions2t and sint and cost—except they go in steps.
You get a first look at the important functions of calculus, but you only need algebra.
Calculus is needed for a steadily changing velocity, when the graph off is curved.

The last example will beincome tax—which really does go in steps. Then
Section1:3 will introduce the slope of a curve. The crucial step for curves is working
with limits. That will take us from algebra to calculus.

EXPONENTIAL VELOCITY AND DISTANCE

Start with the numbersf D 1;2;4;8;16: These are “powers of2:” They start with the
zeroth power, which is20 D 1: The exponential starts at1 and not0. After j steps
there arej factors of2, andfj equals2j : Please recognize the difference between
2j andj 2 and2j . The numbers2j grow linearly, the numbersj 2 grow quadratically,
the numbers2j grow exponentially. Atj D 10 these are20 and100 and1024: The
exponential2j quickly becomes much larger than the others.

The differences off D 1;2;4;8;16 are exactlyvD 1;2;4;8: We get the same
beautiful numbers.When thef ’s are powers of2; so are thev’s. The formula
vj D 2j�1 is slightly different fromfj D 2j , because the firstv is numberedv1: (Then
v1 D 20 D 1: The zeroth power of every number is1, except that00 is meaningless.)
The two graphs in Figure 1.8 use the same numbers but they look different, because
f is piecewise linear andv is piecewise constant.

Fig. 1.8 The velocity and distance grow exponentially (powers of2).

Where will calculus come in ? It works with the smooth curvef .t/D 2t : This
exponential growth is critically important for population and money in a bank and the
national debt. You can spot it by the following test:v.t/ is proportional tof .t/:
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Remark The function2t is trickier thant2: For f D t2 the slope isvD 2t: It is
proportional tot and nott2: For f D 2t the slope isvD c2t , and we won’t find the
constantcD :693 : : : until Chapter6: (The numberc is the natural logarithm of2:)
Problem37 estimatesc with a calculator—the important thing is that it’s constant.

OSCILLATING VELOCITY AND DISTANCE

We have seen a forward-back motion, velocityV followed by�V: That is oscillation
of the simplest kind. The graph off goes linearly up and linearly down. Figure 1.9
shows another oscillation that returns to zero, but the path is more interesting.

The numbers inf are now0;1;1;0;�1;�1;0: Sincef6 D 0 the motion brings us
back to the start. The whole oscillation can be repeated.

The differences inv are1;0;�1;�1;0;1: They add up to zero, which agrees with
flast�ffirst: It is the same oscillation as inf (and also repeatable), but shifted in time.

Thef -graph resembles (roughly) asine curve. Thev-graph resembles (even more
roughly) acosine curve. The waveforms in nature are smooth curves, while these are
“digitized”—the way a digital watch goes forward in jumps. You recognize that the
change from analog to digital brought the computer revolution. The same revolution
is coming in CD players. Digital signals (off or on,0 or 1) seem to win every time.

The piecewisev andf start again att D 6: The ordinary sine and cosine repeat at
t D 2�: A repeating motion isperiodic—here the “period” is6 or 2�: (With t in
degrees the period is360—a full circle. The period becomes2� when angles are mea-
sured inradians. We virtually always use radians—which are degrees times2�=360:)
A watch has a period of12 hours. If the dial showsAM andPM, the period is :

Fig. 1.9 Piecewise constant “cosine” and piecewise linear “sine.” Theyboth repeat.

A SHORT BURST OF SPEED

The next example is a car that is driven fast for a short time. The speed isV until the
distance reachesf D 1, when the car suddenly stops. The graph off goes up linearly
with slopeV , and then across with slope zero:

v.t/D

#
V up to t DT

0 after t DT
f .t/D

"
V t up to t DT

1 after t DT

This is another example of “function notation.” Notice the general timet and the
particular stopping timeT: The distance isf .t/: The domain off (the inputs)
includes all timest ¥ 0: The range off (the outputs) includes all distances0¤ f ¤ 1:

Figure 1.10 allows us to compare three cars—a Jeep and a Corvette and a Maserati.
They have different speeds but they all reachf D 1: So the areas under thev-graphs
are all1: The rectangles have heightV and baseT D 1=V:
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Fig. 1.10 Bursts of speed withVMTM D VCTC D VJ TJ D 1: Step function has infinite
slope.

Optional remark It is natural to think about faster and faster speeds, which means
steeper slopes. Thef -graph reaches1 in shorter times. The extreme case is astep
function, when the graph off goes straight up. This is the unit stepU.t/, which is
zero up tot D 0 and jumps immediately toU D 1 for t ¡ 0:
What is the slope of the step function ?It is zero except at the jump. At that moment,
which ist D 0, the slope isinfinite. We don’t have an ordinary velocityv.t/—instead
we have an impulse that makes the car jump. The graph is a spike over the single point
t D 0, and it is often denoted byı—so the slope of the step function is called a “delta
function.” The area under the infinite spike is1:

You are absolutely not responsible for the theory of delta functions! Calculus is
about curves, not jumps.

Our last example is a real-world application of slopes ands rates—to explain “how
taxes work.” Note especially the difference between tax rates and tax brackets and
total tax. The rates arev, the brackets are onx, the total tax isf:

EXAMPLE 3 Income tax is piecewise linear. The slopes are the tax rates:15; :28; :31:

Suppose you are single with taxable income ofx dollars (Form1040; line 37—after
all deductions). These are the1991 instructions from the Internal Revenue Service:

If x is not over $20;350; the tax is15% of x:

If $20;350¤ x¤ $49;300; the tax is $3052:50C28% of the amount over $20;350:

If x is over $49;300; the tax is $11;158:50C31% of the amount over $49;300:

The first bracket is0¤ x¤ $20;350: (The IRS never uses this symbol¤, but I think
it is OK here.We know what it means.)Thesecond bracket is $20;350¤ x¤ $49;300:
The top bracketx¥ $49;300 pays tax at the top rate of31%: But only the incomein
that bracketis taxed at that rate.

Figure 1.11 shows the rates and the brackets and the tax due. Those are notaverage
rates, they aremarginal rates. Total tax divided by total income would be the average
rate. The marginal rate of .28 or :31 gives the tax on eachadditionaldollar of income—
it is the slope at the pointx: Tax is like areaor distance—it adds up.Tax rate is like
slopeor velocity—it depends where you are. This is often unclear in the news media.

Question What is the equation for the straight line in the top bracket ?
Answer The bracket begins atxD $49;300 when the tax isf .x/D $11;158:50:
The slope of the line is the tax rate:31: When we know a point on the line and the
slope, we know the equation. This is important enough to be highlighted.
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Fig. 1.11 Thetax rate isv, thetotal tax isf: Tax brackets end at breakpoints.

1D For x in the top bracket the tax isf .x/D $11;158:50C :31.x�$49;300/:
This is the tax on $49;300 plus the extra tax on extra income.

Section2:3 presents this “point-slope equation” for any straight line. Here you see it
for one specific example. Where does the number $11;158:50come from ? It is the
tax at theendof the middle bracket, so it is the tax at thestart of the top bracket.

Figure 1.11 also shows a distance-velocity example. The distance att D 2 is
f .2/D 40 miles. After that time the velocity is60 miles per hour. So the line with
slope60 on thef -graph has the equation

f .t/D starting distanceC extra distanceD 40C60.t�2/:
The starting point is.2;40/: The new speed60 multiplies the extra timet�2: The
point-slope equation makes sense.We now review this section, with comments.

Central idea Start with any numbers inf: Their differences go inv: Then the sum of
those differences isflast�ffirst:

Subscript notationThe numbers aref0;f1; : : : and the first difference is
v1 Df1�f0: A typical number isfj and thej th difference isvj Dfj �fj�1:When
those differences are added, allf ’s in the middle (likef1) cancel out:

v1 Cv2 C � � �Cvj D .f 1�f 0/C.f 2�f 1/C � � �C.f j �f j�1/D f j �f 0:

Examplesfj D j or j 2 or 2j : Then vj D 1 (constant) or2j �1 (odd numbers)
or 2j�1:

Functions Connect thef ’s to be piecewise linear. Then the slopev is piecewise con-
stant. The area under thev-graph from anytstart to anytend equalsf .tend/�f .tstart/:

Units Distance in miles and velocity in miles per hour. Tax in dollars and tax rate in
(dollars paid)=(dollars earned). Tax rate is a percentage like:28, with no units.

1.2 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

Start with the numbers f D 1;6;2;5: Their differences are
vD a . The sum of those differences is b . This is equal
to flast minus c . The numbers6 and 2 have no effect on this
answer, because in.6�1/C.2�6/C.5�2/ the numbers6 and2

d . The slope of the line betweenf .0/D 1 and f .1/D 6 is
e . The equation of that line isf .t/D f .

With distances1;5;25 at unit times, the velocities are g .
These are the h of the f -graph. The slope of the tax graph
is the tax i . If f .t/ is the postage cost fort ounces ort
grams, the slope is the j per k . For distances0;1;4;9 the
velocities are l . The sum of the firstj odd numbers is
fj D m . Thenf10 is n and the velocityv10 is o .
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The piecewise linear sine has slopes p . Those form a
piecewise q cosine. Both functions have r equal to 6,
which means thatf .tC6/D s for every t: The velocities
vD 1;2;4;8; : : : have vj D t . In that casef0 D 1 and
fj D u . The sum of1;2;4;8;16 is v . The difference
2j �2j�1 equals w . After a burst of speedV to time T , the
distance is x . If f .T / = 1 and V increases, the burst lasts
only toT D y . WhenV approaches infinity,f .t/ approaches a

z function. The velocities approach a A function, which
is concentrated att D 0 but has area B under its graph. The
slope of a step function is C .

Problems 1–4 are about numbersf and differencesv:

1 From the numbersf D 0;2;7;10 find the differencesv and the
sum of the threev’s. Write down anotherf that leads to the same
v’s. Forf D 0;3;12;10 the sum of thev’s is still :

2 Starting fromf D 1;3;2;4 draw thef -graph (linear pieces) and
the v-graph. What are the areas “under” thev-graph that add to
4�1 ? If the next number inf is 11, what is the area under the
nextv ?

3 FromvD 1;2;1;0;�1 find thef ’s starting atf0 D 3: Graphv
andf: The maximum value off occurs whenvD : Where
is the maximumf whenvD 1;2;1;�1 ?

4 Forf D 1;b;c;7 find the differencesv1;v2;v3 and add them up.
Do the same forf Da;b;c;7: Do the same forf D a;b;c;d:

Problems 5–11 are about linear functions and constant slopes.

5 Write down the slopes of these linear functions:

(a) f .t/D 1:1t (b) f .t/D 1�2t (c) f .t/D 4C5.t �6/:
Compute f .6/ and f .7/ for each function and confirm that
f .7/�f .6/ equals the slope.

6 If f .t/D 5C3.t�1/ andg.t/D 1:5C2:5.t �1/what ish.t/D

f .t/�g.t/? Find the slopes off;g andh:

7 Supposev.t/D 2 for t   5 andv.t/D 3 for t ¡ 5:
(a) If f .0/D 0 find a two-part formula forf .t/:

(b) Check thatf .10/ equals the area under the graph ofv.t/

(two rectangles) up tot D 10:

8 Supposev.t/D 10 for t   1=10;v.t/D 0 for t ¡ 1=10: Starting
from f .0/D 1 find f .t/ in two pieces.

9 Supposeg.t/D 2tC1 and f .t/D 4t: Find g.3/ andf .g.3//
andf .g.t//: How is the slope off .g.t// related to the slopes off
andg ?

10 For the same functions, what aref .3/ and g.f .3// and
g.f .t//? Whent is changed to4t , distance increases times
asfast and the velocity is multiplied by :

11 Compute f .6/ and f .8/ for the functions in Problem5:
Confirm that the slopesv agree with

slopeD
f .8/�f .6/

8�6 D
change inf

change int
:

Problems 12–18 are based on Example 3 about income taxes.

12 What are the income taxes onxD $10;000 and xD $30;000
andxD $50;000 ?

13 What is the equation for income taxf .x/ in the second bracket
$20;350¤x¤$49;300 ? How is the number11;158:50 connected
with the other numbers in the tax instructions ?

14 Write the tax functionF.x/ for a married couple if the IRS treats
them as two single taxpayers each with taxable incomex=2: (This
is not done.)

15 In the 15% bracket, with 5% state tax as a deduction, the
combined rate is not20% but . Think about the tax on an
extra $100:

16 A piecewise linear function iscontinuouswhenf .t/ at the end
of each interval equalsf .t/ at the start of the following interval. If
f .t/D 5t up to t D 1 andv.t/D 2 for t ¡ 1, definef beyondt D 1

so it is (a) continuous (b) discontinuous. (c) Define a tax function
f .x/ with rates:15 and :28 so you would lose by earning an extra
dollar beyond the breakpoint.

17 The difference between a taxcredit and a deduction from
income is the difference betweenf .x/�c andf .x�d/: Which is
more desirable, a credit ofcD $1000 or a deduction ofd D $1000,
and why ? Sketch the tax graphs whenf .x/D :15x:

18 The average tax rate on the taxable incomex is a.x/D f .x/=x:

This is the slope between.0;0/ and the point.x;f .x//: Draw a
rough graph ofa.x/: The average ratea is below the marginal rate
v because :

Problems 19–30 involve numbersf0;f1;f2; : : : and their
differencesvj D fj �fj�1: They give practice with subscripts
0; : : : ;j:

19 Find the velocitiesv1;v2;v3 and formulas forvj andfj :

(a)f D 1;3;5;7; : : : (b) f D 0;1;0;1; : : : (c) f D 0; 1
2 ;

3
4 ;

7
8 ; : : :

20 Findf1;f2;f3 and a formula forfj with f0 D 0:

(a) vD 1;2;4;8; : : : (b) vD�1;1;�1;1; : : :
21 The areas of these nested squares are12;22;32; : : :. What are
the areas of the L-shaped bands (the differences between squares) ?
How does the figure show that1C3C5C7D 42 ?

22 From the area under the staircase (by rectangles and then by
triangles) show that the firstj whole numbers1 to j add up to
1
2j

2 C 1
2j: Find1C2C � � �C100:
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23 If vD 1;3;5; : : : then fj D j 2: If vD 1;1;1; : : : then
fj D : Add those to find the sum of2;4;6; : : : ;2j: Divide
by 2 to find the sum of1;2;3; : : : ;j: (Compare Problem22:)

24 True (with reason)or false(with example).

(a) When thef ’s are increasing so are thev’s.

(b) When thev’s are increasing so are thef ’s.

(c) When thef ’s are periodic so are thev’s.
(d) When thev’s are periodic so are thef ’s.

25 If f .t/D t2, computef .99/ andf .101/: Between those times,
what is the increase inf divided by the increase int ?

26 If f .t/D t2 C t , computef .99/ and f .101/: Between those
times, what is the increase inf divided by the increase int ?

27 If fj D j 2 Cj C1 find a formula forvj :

28 Suppose thev’s increase by4 at every step. Show by example
and then by algebra that the “second difference”fj C1�2fj C

fj�1 equals4:

29 Supposef0 D 0 and the v’s are 1; 1
2 ;

1
2 ;

1
4 ;

1
4 ;

1
4 ;

1
4 ; : : :. For

whichj doesfj D 5 ?

30 Show that aj D fj C1�2fj Cfj�1 always equals
vj C1�vj : If v is velocity thena stands for :

Problems 31–34 involve periodic f ’s and v’s (like sin t
and cost).

31 For the discrete sinef D 0;1;1;0;�1;�1;0 find the second dif-
ferencesa1 D f2�2f1 Cf0 anda2 D f3�2f2 Cf1 anda3: Com-
pareaj with fj :

32 If the sequencev1;v2; : : : has period6 and w1;w2; : : : has
period10, what is the period ofv1 Cw1;v2 Cw2; : : : ?

33 Draw the graph of f .t/ starting from f0 D 0 when
vD 1;�1;�1;1: If v has period4 find f .12/;f .13/;f .100:1/:

34 Graphf .t/ from f0 D 0 to f4 D 4 whenvD 1;2;1;0: If v has
period 4, find f .12/ and f .14/ andf .16/: Why doesn’tf have
period4 ?

Problems 35–42 are about exponentialv’s andf ’s.

35 Find thev’s for f D 1;3;9;27: Predictv4, andvj :Algebra gives
3j �3j�1 D .3�1/3j�1:

36 Find1C2C4C � � �C32 and also1C 1
2 C 1

4 C � � �C 1
32 :

37 Estimate the slope off .t/D 2t at t D 0: Use a calculator to
compute (increase inf )=(increase int) whent is small:

f .t/�f .0/
t

D
2�1
1

and
2:1�1
:1

and
2:01�1
:01

and
2:001�1
:001

:

38 Supposef0 D 1 and vj D 2fj�1 D vj : Findf4:

39 (a) Fromf D 1; 1
2 ;

1
4 ;

1
8 find v1;v2;v3, and predictvj :

(b) Checkf3�f0 D v1 Cv2 Cv3 andfj �fj�1 D vj :

40 Supposevj D rj : Show that fj D .rj C1�1/=.r�1/ starts
from f0 D 1 and hasfj �fj�1 D vj : (Then this is the correct
fj D 1CrC � � �Crj D sum of a geometric series.)

41 Fromfj D .�1/j computevj : What isv1 Cv2 C � � �Cvj ?

42 Estimate the slope off .t/D et at t D 0: Use a calculator that
knowse (or else takeeD 2:78) to compute

f .t/�f .0/
t

D
e�1
1

and
e:1�1
:1

and
e:01�1
:01

:

Problems 43–47 are aboutU.t/D step from 0 to 1 at t D 0:

43 Graph the four functionsU.t�1/ andU.t/�2 andU.3t/ and
4U.t/: Then graphf .t/D 4U.3t�1/�2:
44 Graph the square waveU.t/�U.t�1/: If this is the velocity
v.t/, graph the distancef .t/: If this is the distancef .t/, graph the
velocity.

45 Two bursts of speed lead to the same distancef D 10:
vD to t D :001 vDV to t D :

As V Ñ8 the limit of thef .t/’s is :

46 Draw the staircase functionU.t/CU.t�1/CU.t�2/: Its
slope is a sum of three functions.

47 Which capital letters likeL are the graphs of functions when
steps are allowed ? The slope ofL is minus a delta function. Graph
the slopes of the others.

48 Write a subroutine FINDV whose input is a sequence
f0;f1; : : : ;fN and whose output isv1;v2; : : : ;vN : Include
graphical output if possible. Test onfj D 2j andj 2 and2j :

49 Write a subroutine FINDF whose input isv1; : : : ;vN : andf0,
and whose output isf0;f1; : : : ;fN : The default value off0 is zero.
Include graphical output if possible. Testvj D j:

50 If FINDV is applied to the output of FINDF, what sequence
is returned ? If FINDF is applied to the output of FINDV, what
sequence is returned ? Watchf0:

51 Arrange2j andj 2 and 2j and
?
j in increasing order

(a) whenj is large:j D 9 (b) whenj is small:j D 1
9 :

52 The average age of your family since1970 is a piecewise linear
functionA.t/: Is it continuous or does it jump ? What is its slope ?
Graph it the best you can.
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1.3 The Velocity at an Instant

We have arrived at the central problems that calculus was invented to solve. There are
two questions, in opposite directions, and I hope you could see them coming.

1. If the velocity is changing,how can you compute the distance traveled?

2. If the graph off .t/ is not a straight line,what is its slope?

Find the distance from the velocity, find the velocity from the distance. Our goal is to
do both—but not in one section. Calculus may be a good course, but it is not magic.
The first step is to let the velocity change in the steadiest possible way.

Question 1 Suppose the velocity at each timet is v.t/D 2t: Findf .t/:

With vD 2t , a physicist would say that the acceleration is constant (it equals2). The
driver steps on the gas, the car accelerates, and the speedometer goes steadily up. The
distance goes up too—faster and faster. If we measuret in seconds andv in feet per
second, the distancef comes out in feet. After10 seconds the speed is20 feet per
second. After44 seconds the speed is88 feet=second (which is60 miles=hour). The
acceleration is clear,but how far has the car gone?

Question 2 The distance traveled by timet is f .t/D t2: Find the velocityv.t/:

The graph off .t/D t2 is on the right of Figure 1.12. It is aparabola. The curve
starts at zero, when the car is new. Att D 5 the distance isf D 25: By t D 10;f

reaches100:
Velocity is distance divided by time, but what happens when the speed is changing?

Dividing f D 100 by t D 10 givesvD 10—the average velocityover the first ten
seconds. Dividingf D 121 by t D 11 gives the average speed over11 seconds. But
how do we find theinstantaneous velocity—the reading on the speedometer at the
exact instant whent D 10?

Fig. 1.12 ThevelocityvD 2t is linear. The distancef D t2 is quadratic.

I hope you see the problem. As the car goes faster, the graph oft2 gets steeper—
because more distance is covered in each second. The average velocity betweent D 10

andt D 11 is a good approximation—but only an approximation—to the speed at the
momentt D 10: Averages are easy to find:
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distance att D 10 is f .10/D 102 D 100 distance att D 11 is f .11/D 112 D 121

average velocity is
f .11/�f .10/

11�10 D
121�100

1
D 21:

The car covered21 feet in that1 second. Its average speed was21 feet=second. Since
it was gaining speed, the velocity at the beginning of that second was below21:

Geometrically, what is the average ? It is a slope, but not the slope of the curve.
The average velocity is the slope of a straight line. The line goes between two points
on the curve in Figure 1.12. When we compute an average, we pretend the velocity is
constant—so we go back to the easiest case. It only requires a division of distance by
time:

average velocityD
change inf

change int
: (1)

Calculus and the Law You enter a highway at1 W 00: If you exit 150 miles away at
3 W 00, your average speed is75miles per hour. I’m not sure if the police can give you
a ticket. You could say to the judge, “When was I doing75? ” The police would have
to admit that they have no idea—but they would have a definite feeling that you must
have been doing75 sometime.�

We return to the central problem—computingv.10/ at the instantt D 10: The
average velocity over the next second is21: We can also find the average over the
half-secondbetweent D 10:0 and t D 10:5: Divide the change in distance by the
change in time:

f .10:5/�f .10:0/
10:5�10:0 D

.10:5/2�.10:0/2
:5

D
110:25�100

:5
D 20:5:

That average of20:5 is closer to the speed att D 10: It is still not exact.
The way to findv.10/ is to keep reducing the time interval. This is the basis for

Chapter2; and the key to differential calculus.Find the slope between points that
are closer and closer on the curve. The “limit” is the slope at a single point.

Algebra gives the average velocity betweent D 10 and any later timet D 10Ch:

The distance increases from102 to .10Ch/2: The change in time ish: So divide:

vaverageD
.10Ch/2�102

h
D
100C20hCh2�100

h
D 20Ch: (2)

This formula fits our previous calculations. The interval fromt D 10 to t D 11 had
hD 1, and the average was20ChD 21: When the time step washD 1

2
, the

average was20C 1
2

D 20:5: Over a millionth of a second the average will be20
plus1=1;000;000—which is very near20:

Conclusion: The velocity att D 10 is vD 20. That is the slope of the curve. It
agrees with thev-graph on the left side of Figure 1.12, which also hasv.10/D 20:

�This is our first encounter with the much despised “Mean Value Theorem.” If the judge can
prove the theorem, you are dead. A fewv-graphs andf -graphs will confuse the situation.
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We now show that the two graphs match at all times. Iff .t/D t2 thenv.t/D 2t:

You are seeing the key computation of calculus, and we can put it into words before
equations. Compute the distance at timetCh, subtractthe distance at timet , and
divideby h: That gives the average velocity:

vaveD
f .tCh/�f .t/

h
D
.tCh/2� t2

h
D
t2 C2thCh2� t2

h
D 2tCh: (3)

This fits the previous calculation, wheret was10: The average was20Ch: Now the
average is2tCh: It depends on the time steph, because the velocity is changing. But
we can see what happensash approaches zero. The average is closer and closer to
the speedometer reading of2t , at the exact moment when the clock shows timet :

1E As h approaches zero, the average velocity2tCh approachesv.t/D 2t:

Note The computation (3) shows how calculus needs algebra. If we want the whole
v-graph, we have to let time be a “variable.” It is represented by the lettert: Numbers
are enough at the specific timet D 10 and the specific stephD 1—but algebra gets
beyond that. The average between anyt and anytCh is 2tCh: Please don’t hesitate
to put back numbers for the letters—that checks the algebra.

There is also a step beyond algebra! Calculus requires thelimit of the average.
As h shrinks to zero, the points on the graph come closer. “Average over an interval”
becomes “velocity at an instant.” The general theory of limits is not particularly
simple, but here we don’t need it. (It isn’t particularly hard either.) In this example
the limiting value is easy to identify. The average2tCh approaches2t , ashÑ 0:

What remains to do in this section ? We answered Question2—to find velocity
from distance. We have not answered Question1: If v.t/D 2t increases linearly with
time, what is the distance ? This goes in the opposite direction (it isintegration).

The Fundamental Theorem of Calculus says that no new work is necessary.If the
slope off .t/ leads tov.t/, then the area under thatv-graph leads back to the
f -graph. The odometer readingsf D t2 produced speedometer readingsvD 2t:

By the Fundamental Theorem, the area under2t should bet2: But we have certainly
not proved any fundamental theorems, so it is better to be safe—by actually
computing the area.

Fortunately, it is the area of a triangle. The base of the triangle ist and the height is
vD 2t: The area agrees withf .t/:

areaD 1
2
.base/.height/D 1

2
.t/.2t/D t2: (4)

EXAMPLE 1 The graphs areshifted in time. The car doesn’t start untilt D 1:

ThereforevD 0 andf D 0 up to that time. After the car starts we havevD 2.t�1/
andf D .t�1/2: You see how the time delay of1 enters the formulas. Figure 1.13
shows how it affects the graphs.

EXAMPLE 2 The acceleration changes from2 to another constanta: The velocity
changes fromvD 2t to vD at: The acceleration is the slope of the velocity curve!
The distance is also proportional toa, but notice the factor1

2
:

accelerationa � velocityvD at � distancef D 1
2
at2:

If a equals1, then vD t and f D 1
2
t2: That is one of the most famous pairs in

calculus. Ifa equals the gravitational constantg, thenvDgt is the velocity of a
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Fig. 1.13 Delayed velocity and distance. The pairsvD atCb andf D 1
2at

2 Cbt:

falling body. The speed doesn’t depend on the mass (tested by Galileo at the
Leaning Tower of Pisa). Maybe he saw the distancef D 1

2
gt2 more easily than the

speedvDgt: Anyway, this is the most famous pair in physics.

EXAMPLE 3 Supposef .t/D 3tC t2: The average velocity fromt to tCh is

vaveD
f .tCh/�f .t/

h
D
3.tCh/C.tCh/2�3t� t2

h
:

Thechange in distance has an extra3h (coming from3.tCh/minus3t). The velocity
contains an additional3 (coming from3h divided byh). When3t is added to the
distance,3 is added to the velocity. If Galileo had thrown a weight instead of dropping
it, the starting velocityv0 would have addedv0t to the distance.

FUNCTIONS ACROSS TIME

The idea of slope is not difficult—for one straight line. Divide the change inf by
the change int: In Chapter2; divide the change iny by the change inx: Experience
shows that the hard part is to see what happens to the slope as the line moves.

Figure 1.14a shows the line between pointsA andB on the curve. This is a “secant
line.” Its slope is anaveragevelocity. What calculus does is to bring that pointB
down the curve towardA:

Fig. 1.14 Slope of line, slope of curve. Two velocity graphs.Which is which?

Question 1 What happens to the “change inf ”—the height ofB aboveA ?
Answer The change inf decreases to zero. So does the change int:
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Question 2 AsB approachesA, does the slope of the line increase or decrease ?
Answer I am not going to answer that question. It is too important. Draw another
secant line withB closer toA: Compare the slopes.

This question was created by Steve Monk at the University of Washington—where
57% of the class gave the right answer. Probably97% would have found the right
slope from a formula. Figure 1.14b shows the opposite problem. We know the
velocity, not the distance. But calculus answers questions about both functions.

Question 3 Which car is going faster at timet D 3=4?
Answer CarC has higher speed. CarD hasgreater acceleration.

Question 4 If the cars start together, isD catching up toC at the end ? Between
t D 1

2
and t D 1, do the cars get closer or further apart ?

Answer This time more than half the class got it wrong. You won’t but you can see
why they did. You have to look at the speed graph and imagine the distance graph.
When carC is going faster, the distance between them :

To repeat: The cars start together, but they don’t finish together. They reach the
same speed att D 1, not the same distance. CarC went faster. You really should draw
their distance graphs, to see how they bend.

These problems help to emphasize one more point. Finding the speed (or slope) is
entirely different from finding the distance (or area):

1. To find theslopeof thef -graph at a particular timet , youdon’t have to know
the whole history.

2. To find thearea under thev-graph up to a particular timet , you do have to
know the whole history.

A short record of distance is enough to recoverv.t/: PointB moves toward pointA:
The problem of slope islocal—the speed is completely decided byf .t/ near pointA:

In contrast, a short record of speed isnot enoughto recover the total distance. We
have to know what the mileage was earlier. Otherwise we can only know theincrease
in mileage, not the total.

1.3 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

Between the distancesf .2/D 100 and f .6/D 200, the
average velocity is a . If f .t/D 1

4 t
2 then f .6/D b

and f .8/D c . The average velocity in between is d .
The instantaneous velocities att D 6 and t D 8 are e
and f .

The average velocity is computed fromf .t/ and f .tCh/

by vaveD g . If f .t/D t2 then vaveD h . From t D 1 to
t D 1:1 the average is i . The instantaneous velocity is the

j of vave: If the distance isf .t/D 1
2at

2 then the velocity is
v.t/D k and the acceleration is l .

Onthe graph off .t/, the average velocity betweenA andB is the
slope of m . The velocity atA is found by n . The velocity

atB is found by o . When the velocity is positive, the distance
is p . When the velocity is increasing, the car isq .

1 Compute the average velocity betweent D 5 andt D 8:

(a) f .t/D 6t

(c) f .t/D 1
2at

2

(e) f .t/D 6

(b) f .t/D 6tC2

(d) f .t/D t� t2
(f) v.t/D 2t

2 For the same functions computeŒf .tCh/�f .t/�=h: This
depends ont andh: Find the limit ashÑ 0:

3 If the odometer readsf .t/D t2 C t.f in miles or kilometers,t
in hours), find the average speed between

(a) t D 1 and t D 2

(b) t D 1 and t D 1:1
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(c) t D 1 and t D 1Ch

(d) t D 1 and t D :9 (notehD�:1)
4 For the samef .t/D t2 C t , find the average speed between

(a) t D 0 and1 (b) t D 0 and 1
2 (c) t D 0 andh:

5 In the answer to 3(c), find the limit ashÑ 0: What does that
limit tell us ?

6 Set hD 0 in your answer to 4(c). Draw the graph of
f .t/D t2 C t and show its slope att D 0:

7 Draw the graph ofv.t/D 1C2t: From geometry find the area
under it from0 to t: Find the slope of that area functionf .t/:

8 Draw the graphs ofv.t/D 3�2t and the areaf .t/:

9 True or false
(a) If the distancef .t/ is positive, so isv.t/:

(b) If the distancef .t/ is increasing, so isv.t/:

(c) If f .t/ is positive,v.t/ is increasing.
(d) If v.t/ is positive,f .t/ is increasing.

10 If f .t/D 6t2 find the slope of thef -graph and also the
v-graph. The slope of thev-graph is the .

11 If f .t/D t2 what is the average velocity betweent D :9 and
t D 1:1 ? What is the average betweent�h andtCh ?

12 (a) Show that forf .t/D 1
2at

2 the average velocity between
t�h andtCh is exactly the velocity att:

(b) The area underv.t/D at from t�h to tCh is exactly the
base2h times :

13 Findf .t/ from v.t/D 20t if f .0/D 12: Also if f .1/D 12:

14 True or false, for any distance curves.

(a) The slope of the line fromA to B is the average velocity
between those points.

(b) Secant lines have smaller slopes than the curve.

(c) If f .t/ and F.t/ start together and finish together, the
average velocities are equal.

(d) If v.t/ and V.t/ start together and finish together, the
increases in distance are equal.

15 When you jump up and fall back your height isyD 2t� t2 in
the right units.

(a) Graph this parabola and its slope.

(b) Find the time in the air and maximum height.

(c) Prove: Half the time you are aboveyD 3
4 :

Basketball players “hang” in the air partly because of (c).

16 Graphf .t/D t2 andg.t/D f .t/�2 andh.t/D f .2t/, all from
t D 0 to t D 1: Find the velocities.

17 (Recommended) An up and down velocity isv.t/D 2t for t ¤
3;v.t/D 12�2t for t ¥ 3:Draw the piecewise parabolaf .t/:Check
thatf .6/D area under the graph ofv.t/:

18 Supposev.t/D t for t ¤ 2 and v.t/D 2 for t ¥ 2: Draw the
graph off .t/ out tot D 3:

19 Drawf .t/ up to t D 4 whenv.t/ increases linearly from

(a) 0 to 2 (b) �1 to 1 (c) �2 to 0:

20 (Recommended) Supposev.t/ is the piecewise linear sine func-
tion of Section1:2: (In Figure 1.8 it was the distance.) Find the area
underv.t/ betweent D 0 and t D 1;2;3;4;5;6: Plot those points
f .1/; : : : ;f .6/ and draw the complete piecewise parabolaf .t/:

21 Draw the graph off .t/D |1� t2| for 0¤ t ¤ 2: Find a three-
part formula forv.t/:

22 Draw the graphs off .t/ for these velocities (tot D 2):

(a) v.t/D 1� t
(b) v.t/D |1� t |
(c) v.t/D .1� t/C |1� t |:

23 When doesf .t/D t2�3t reach10 ? Find the average velocity
up to that time and the instantaneous velocity at that time.

24 If f .t/D 1
2at

2 CbtCc, what is v.t/ ? What is the slope of
v.t/? When doesf .t/ equal41, if aD bD cD 1?

25 If f .t/D t2 thenv.t/D 2t:Does the speeded-up functionf .4t/
have velocityv.4t/ or 4v.t/ or 4v.4t/ ?

26 If f .t/D t� t2 find v.t/ andf .3t/: Does the slope off .3t/
equalv.3t/ or 3v.t/ or 3v.3t/ ?

27 For f .t/D t2 find vave.t/ between0 and t: Graphvave.t/ and
v.t/:

28 If you know the average velocityvave.t/, how can you find the
distancef .t/? Start fromf .0/D 0:
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1.4 Circular Motion

This section introduces completely new distances and velocities—the sines and
cosines from trigonometry. As I write that last word, I ask myself how much
trigonometry it is essential to know. There will be the basic picture of a right
triangle, with sides cost and sint and 1: There will also be the crucial equation
.cost/2 C.sin t/2 D 1, which is Pythagoras’ lawa2 Cb2 D c2: The squares of two
sides add to the square of the hypotenuse (and the1 is really 12). Nothing else is
needed immediately. If you don’t know trigonometry, don’t stop—an important part
can be learned now.

You will recognize the wavy graphs of the sine and cosine.We intend to find the
slopes of those graphs. That can be done without using the formulas for sin.xCy/

and cos.xCy/—which later give the same slopes in a more algebraic way. Here it is
only basic things that are needed.� And anyway, how complicated can a triangle be ?

Remark You might think trigonometry is only for surveyors and navigators
(people with triangles). Not at all! By far the biggest applications are torotation and
vibration and oscillation. It is fantastic that sines and cosines are so perfect for
“repeating motion”—around a circle or up and down.

Fig. 1.15 As the anglet changes, the graphs show the sides of the right triangle.

Our underlying goal is to offer one more example in which the velocity can be
computed by common sense. Calculus is mainly an extension of common sense, but
here that extension is not needed. We will find the slope of the sine curve. The straight
line f D vt was easy and the parabolaf D 1

2
at2 was harder. The new example also

involves realistic motion, seen every day. We start withcircular motion, in which the
position is given and the velocity will be found.

A ball goes around a circle of radius one. The center is atxD 0;yD 0 (the
origin). Thex andy coordinates satisfyx2 Cy2 D 12, to keep the ball on the circle.
We specify its position in Figure 1.16a by giving its angle with the horizontal. And
we make the ball travel with constant speed, by requiring thatthe angle is equal to
the timet: The ball goes counterclockwise. At time1 it reaches the point where the
angle equals1: The angle is measured inradiansrather than degrees, so a full circle
is completed att D 2� instead oft D 360:

The ball starts on thex axis, where the angle is zero. Now find it at timet :

The ball is at the point wherexD cost and yD sin t:

�Sines and cosines are so important that I added a review of trigonometry in Section1:5: But
the concepts in this section can be more valuable than formulas.
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This is where trigonometry is useful. The cosine oscillates between1 and�1, as the
ball goes from far right to far left and back again. The sine also oscillates between1

and�1, starting from sin0D 0: At time �=2 the sine (the height) increases to one.
The cosine is zero and the ball reaches the top pointxD 0;yD 1:At time� the cosine
is�1 and the sine is back to zero—the coordinates are.�1;0/: At t D 2� the circle
is complete (the angle is also2�), andxD cos2�D 1; yD sin 2� D 0:

Fig. 1.16 Circular motion with speed1; angle t , height sint , upward velocity cost:

Important point: The distance around the circle (its circumference) is2�r D 2�,
because the radius is1: The ball travels a distance2� in a time2�: The speed equals
1: It remains to find the velocity, which involves not only speed butdirection.

Degrees vs. radiansA full circle is 360 degrees and2� radians. Therefore

1 radianD360=2� degrees� 57:3 degrees

1 degreeD2�=360 radians� :01745 radians

Radians were invented to avoid those numbers! The speed is exactly 1; reachingt
radians at timet: The speed would be:01745; if the ball only reachedt degrees. The
ball would complete the circle at timeT D 360: We cannot accept the division of the
circle into360 pieces (by whom ? ), which produces these numbers.

To check degree mode vs. radian mode, verify that sin1�� :017 and sin1� :84:
VELOCITY OF THE BALL

At time t , which direction is the ball going ? Calculus watches the motion betweent

andtCh: For a ball on a string, we don’t need calculus—just let go.The direction of
motion is tangent to the circle.With no force to keep it on the circle,the ball goes off
on a tangent. If the ball is the moon, the force is gravity. If it is a hammer swinging
around on a chain, the force is from the center. When the thrower lets go, the hammer
takes off—and it is an art to pick the right moment. (I once saw a friend hit by a
hammer at MIT. He survived, but the thrower quit track.) Calculus will find that same
tangent direction, when the points att andtCh come close.

The “velocity triangle” is in Figure 1.16b. It is the same as the position triangle,
but rotated through90�: The hypotenuse is tangent to the circle, in the direction the
ball is moving. Its length equals1 (the speed). The anglet still appears, but now it
is the angle with the vertical.The upward component of velocity iscost; when the
upward component of position issin t: That is our common sense calculation, based
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on a figure rather than a formula. The rest of this section depends on it—and we check
vD cost at special points.

At the starting timet D 0, the movement is all upward. The height is sin0D 0 and
the upward velocity is cos0D 1: At time �=2, the ball reaches the top. The height
is sin�=2D 1 and the upward velocity is cos�=2D 0: At that instant the ball is not
moving up or down.

The horizontal velocity contains a minus sign. At first the ball travels to theleft. The
value ofx is cost , but the speed in thex direction is�sin t: Half of trigonometry
is in that figure (the good half), and you see how sin2tCcos2t D 1 is so basic. That
equation applies to position and velocity, at every time.

Application of plane geometry: The right triangles in Figure 1.16 are the same
size and shape. They look congruent and they are—the anglet above the ball equals
the anglet at the center. That is because the three angles at the ball add to180�.

OSCILLATION: UP AND DOWN MOTION

We now use circular motion to studystraight-line motion. That line will be they axis.
Instead of a ball going around a circle, a mass will move up and down. It oscillates
betweenyD 1 andyD�1: The mass is the“shadow of the ball,” as we explain in a
moment.

There is a jumpy oscillation that we do not want, withvD 1 andvD�1: That
“bang-bang” velocity is like a billiard ball, bouncing between two walls without
slowing down. If the distance between the walls is2; then att D 4 the ball is back
to the start. The distance graph is a zigzag (or sawtooth) from Section1:2:

We prefer a smoother motion. Instead of velocities that jump betweenC1 and�1,
a real oscillationslows down to zeroand gradually builds up speed again. The mass
is on a spring, which pulls it back. The velocity drops to zero as the spring is fully
stretched. Thenv is negative, as the mass goes the same distance in the opposite
direction.Simple harmonic motionis the most important back and forth motion,
while f D vt andf D 1

2
at2 are the most important one-way motions.

Fig. 1.17 Circular motion of the ball and harmonic motion of the mass (its shadow).

How do we describe this oscillation ? The best way is to match it with the ball on
the circle.The height of the ball will be the height of the mass. The “shadow of the
ball” goes up and down, level with the ball. As the ball passes the top of the circle, the
mass stops at the top and starts down. As the ball goes around the bottom, the mass
stops and turns back up they axis. Halfway up (or down), the speed is1:

Figure 1.17a shows the mass at a typical timet: The height isyDf .t/D sin t ,
level with the ball. This height oscillates betweenf D 1 andf D�1: But the mass
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does not move with constant speed.The speed of the mass is changing although the
speed of the ball is always1. The time for a full cycle is still2�, but within that cycle
the mass speeds up and slows down. The problem is to find the changing velocityv:

Since the distance isf D sin t , the velocity will be theslope of the sine curve.

THE SLOPE OF THE SINE CURVE

At the top and bottom (t D�=2 and t D 3�=2) the ball changes direction andvD 0:

The slope at the top and bottom of the sine curve is zero.� At time zero, when the ball
is going straight up, the slope of the sine curve isvD 1: At t D�, when the ball and
mass andf -graph are going down, the velocity isvD�1: The mass goes fastest at the
center. The mass goes slowest (in fact it stops) when the height reaches a maximum
or minimum. The velocity triangle yieldsv at every timet:

To find the upward velocity of the mass, look at the upward velocity of the ball.
Those velocities are the same! The mass and ball stay level, and we knowv from
circular motion:The upward velocity isvD cost:

Figure 1.18 shows the result we want. On the right,f D sin t gives the height. On
the left is the velocityvD cost: That velocity is the slope of thef -curve. The height
and velocity (red lines) are oscillating together, but they are out of phase—just as the
position triangle and velocity triangle were at right angles. This is absolutely fantastic,
that in calculus the two most famous functions of trigonometry form a pair:The slope
of the sine curve is given by the cosine curve.

When the distance isf .t/D sin t , the velocity isv.t/D cost:

Admission of guilt: The slope of sint was not computed in the standard way.
Previously we compared.tCh/2 with t2, and divided that distance byh: This average
velocity approached the slope2t ash became small.For sin t we could have done
the same:

average velocityD
change in sint

change int
D

sin.tCh/�sin t

h
: (1)

This is where we need the formula for sin.tCh/, coming soon. Somehow the ratio
in (1) should approach cost ashÑ 0: (It does.) The sine and cosine fit the same
pattern ast2 and2t—our shortcut was to watch the shadow of motion around a circle.

Fig. 1.18 vD cost whenf D sin t (red);vD�sin t whenf D cost (black).

�That looks easy but you will see later that it is extremely important.At a maximum or
minimum the slope is zero. The curve levels off.
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Question 1 What if the ball goes twice as fast, to reach angle2t at time t ?

Answer The speed is now2: The time for a full circle is only�: The ball’s
position isxD cos2t andyD sin2t: The velocity is still tangent to the circle—but
the tangent is at angle2t where the ball is. Therefore cos2t enters the upward
velocity and�sin2t enters the horizontal velocity. The difference is thatthe
velocity triangle is twice as big. The upward velocity is not cos2t but 2cos2t: The
horizontal velocity is�2sin2t: Notice these2’s!

Question 2 What is the area under the cosine curve fromt D 0 to t D�=2?

You can answer that, if you accept the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus—
computing areas is the opposite of computing slopes. The slope of sint is cost ,
so the area under cost is the increase in sint: No reason to believe that yet, but we
use it anyway.

From sin0D 0 to sin�=2D 1, the increase is1: Please realize the power of
calculus. No other method could compute the area under a cosine curve so fast.

THE SLOPE OF THE COSINE CURVE

I cannot resist uncovering another distance and velocity (another f -v pair) with no
extra work. This timef is the cosine. The time clock startsat the top of the circle.
The old timet D�=2 is nowt D 0: The dotted lines in Figure 1.18 show the new start.
But the shadow has exactly the same motion—the ball keeps going around the circle,
and the mass follows it up and down. Thef -graph andv-graph are still correct, both
with a time shift of�=2:

The newf -graph is the cosine. The newv-graph isminus the sine. The slope of
the cosine curve follows thenegativeof the sine curve. That is another famous pair,
twins of the first:

When the distance isf .t/D cost; the velocity isv.t/D�sin t:

You could see that coming, by watching the ball go left and right (instead of up and
down). Its distance across isf D cost: Its velocity across isvD�sin t: That twin
pair completes the calculus in Chapter1 (trigonometry to come). We review the ideas:

v is thevelocity
theslopeof the distance curve

the limit of average velocity over a short time

thederivativeof f:

f is thedistance
theareaunder the velocity curve

the limit of total distance over many short times

the integral of v:

Differential calculus: Computev fromf . Integral calculus: Computef fromv:

With constant velocity,f equalsvt:With constant acceleration,vD at andf D 1
2
at2:

In harmonic motion,vD cost andf D sin t: One part of our goal is to extend that
list—for which we need the tools of calculus. Another and more important part is to
put these ideas to use.

Before the chapter ends, may I add a note about the book and the course ? The
book is more personal than usual, and I hope readers will approve. What I write is
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very close to what I would say, if you were in this room. The sentences are spoken
before they are written.� Calculus is alive and moving forward—it needs to be taught
that way.

One new part of the subject has come with the computer. It works with a finite step
h, not an “infinitesimal” limit. What it can do, it does quickly—even if it
cannot find exact slopes or areas. The result is an overwhelming growth in the range
of problems that can be solved. We landed on the moon becausef andv were so
accurate. (The moon’s orbit has sines and cosines, the spacecraft starts withvD at

and f D 1
2
at2: Only the computer can account for the atmosphere and the sun’s

gravity and the changing mass of the spacecraft.)Modern mathematics is a
combination of exact formulas and approximate computations. Neither part can be
ignored, and I hope you will see numerically what we derive algebraically. The
exercises are to help you master both parts.

The course has made a quick start—not with an abstract discussion of sets or
functions or limits, but with the concrete questions that led to those ideas. You have
seen a distance functionf and a limitv of average velocities. We will meet more
functions and more limits (and their definitions!) but it is crucial to study important
examples early. There is a lot to do, but the course has definitely begun.

1.4 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

A ball at angle t on the unit circle has coordinatesxD a
and yD b . It completes a full circle att D c . Its
speed is d . Its velocity points in the direction of the e ,
which is f to the radius coming out from the center. The
upward velocity is g and the horizontal velocity is h .

A mass going up and down level with the ball has height
f .t/D i . This is called simple j motion. The velocity
is v.t/D k . When t D�=2 the height is f D I
and the velocity isvD m . If a speeded-up mass reaches
f D sin 2t at timet , its velocity isvD n . A shadow traveling
under the ball hasf D cost andvD o . Whenf is distanceD
areaD integral,v is p D q D r .

1 For a ball going around a unit circle with speed1,

(a) how long does it take for5 revolutions ?

(b) at timet D 3�=2 where is the ball ?

(c) at t D 22 where is the ball (approximately) ?

2 For the same motion find the exactx and y coordinates at
t D 2�=3: At what time would the ball hit thex axis, if it goes off
on the tangent att D 2�=3 ?

3 A ball goes around a circle of radius4: At timet (when it reaches
anglet) find

(a) itsx andy coordinates

(b) the speed and the distance traveled

(c) the vertical and horizontal velocity.

4 On a circle of radiusR find the x andy coordinates at timet
(and anglet). Draw the velocity triangle and find thex andy veloc-
ities.

5 A ball travels around a unit circle (radius1) with speed3,
starting from angle zero. At timet ,

(a) what angle does it reach ?

(b) what are itsx andy coordinates ?

(c) what are itsx andy velocities ? This part is harder.

6 If another ball stays�=2 radians ahead of the ball with speed
3; find its angle, itsx andy coordinates, and its vertical velocity at
time t:

7 A mass moves on thex axisunder or over the original ball (on
the unit circle with speed1). What is the positionxD f .t/? Findx
andv at t D�=4: Plotx andv up tot D�:

�On television you know immediately when the words are live. The same with writing.
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8 Does the new mass (under or over the ball) meet the old mass
(level with the ball) ? What is the distance between the masses at
time t ?

9 Draw graphs of f .t/D cos3t and cos2�t and 2� cost ,
marking the time axes. How long until eachf repeats ?

10 Draw graphs of f D sin.tC�/ and vD cos.tC�/: This
oscillation stays level with what ball ?

11 Draw graphs off D sin.�=2� t/ andvD�cos.�=2� t/: This
oscillation stays level with a ball going which way starting where ?

12 Draw a graph off .t/D sin tCcost: Estimate its greatest
height (maximumf ) and the time it reaches that height. By
computingf 2 check your estimate.

13 How fast should you run across the circle to meet the ball again ?
It travels at speed1:

14 A mass falls from the top of the unit circle when the ball of speed
1 passes by. What accelerationa is necessary to meet the ball at the
bottom ?

Find the area undervD cost from the change inf D sin t :

15 from t D 0 to t D�

17 from t D 0 to t D 2�

16 from t D 0 to t D�=6

18 from t D�=2 to t D 3�=2:

19 The distance curvef D sin4t yields the velocity curve
vD 4cos4t: Explain both4’s.

20 The distance curvef D 2cos3t yields the velocity curve
vD�6sin3t: Explain the�6:
21 The velocity curve vD cos4t yields the distance curve
f D 1

4 sin 4t: Explain the1
4 :

22 The velocityvD 5sin5t yields what distance ?

23 Find the slope of the sine curve att D�=3 from vD cost:
Then find an average slope by dividing sin�=2�sin�=3 by the
time difference�=2��=3:
24 The slope off D sin t at t D 0 is cos0D 1: Compute average
slopes.sin t/=t for t D 1; :1; :01; :001:

The ball at xD cost;yD sin t circles (1) counterclockwise (2)
with radius 1 (3) starting from xD 1;yD 0 (4) at speed1: Find
(1)(2)(3)(4) for the motions 25–30.

25 xD cos3t; yD�sin3t

26 xD 3 cos4t; yD 3 sin 4t

27 xD 5 sin2t; yD 5cos2t

28 xD 1Ccost; yD sin t

29 xD cos.tC1/; yD sin.tC1/

30 xD cos.�t/; yD sin.�t/
The oscillation xD 0;yD sin t goes (1) up and down (2)
between �1 and 1 (3) starting from xD 0;yD 0 (4) at
velocity vD cost: Find (1)(2)(3)(4) for the oscillations 31–36.

31 xD cost; yD 0

33 xD 0; yD 2 sin.tC�/

35 xD 0; yD�2 cos 1
2 t

32 xD 0; yD sin 5t

34 xD cost; yD cos t

36 xD cos2t; yD sin2t

37 If the ball on the unit circle reachest degreesat timet , find its
position and speed and upward velocity.

38 Choose the numberk so thatxD coskt;yD sinkt completes a
rotation att D 1: Find the speed and upward velocity.

39 If a pitcher doesn’t pause before starting to throw, a balk is
called. The American League decided mathematically that there is
always a stop between backward and forward motion, even if the
time is too short to see it. (Therefore no balk.) Is that true ?
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1.5 A Review of Trigonometry

Trigonometry begins with a right triangle. The size of the triangle is not as important
asthe angles. We focus on one particular angle—call it�—and on theratiosbetween
the three sidesx;y;r: The ratios don’t change if the triangle is scaled to another size.
Three sides give six ratios, which are the basic functions of trigonometry:

Fig. 1.19
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Of course those six ratios are not independent. The three on the right come directly
from the three on the left. And the tangent is the sine divided by the cosine:

tan � D
sin �

cos�
D
y=r

x=r
D
y

x
:

Note that “tangent of an angle” and “tangent to a circle” and “tangent line to a graph”
are different uses of the same word. As the cosine of� goes to zero, the tangent of
� goes to infinity. The sidex becomes zero,� approaches90�; and the triangle is
infinitely steep. The sine of90� is y=rD 1:

Triangles have a serious limitation. They are excellent for angles up to90�; and
they are OK up to180�; but after that they fail. We cannot put a240� angle into a
triangle. Therefore we change now to a circle.

Fig. 1.20 Trigonometry on a circle.Compare2sin � with sin 2� and tan� (periods2�;�;�).

Angles are measured from the positivex axis (counterclockwise). Thus90� is
straight up,180� is to the left, and360� is in the same direction as0�: (Then450� is
the same as90�:) Each angle yields a point on the circle of radiusr: The coordinatesx
andy of that point can be negative (but neverr). As the point goes around the circle,
the six ratios cos�; sin �; tan �; : : : trace out six graphs. The cosine waveform is the
same as the sine waveform—just shifted by90�:

One more change comes with the move to a circle. Degrees are out. Radians are
in. The distance around the whole circle is2�r: The distance around to other points
is � r: We measure the angle by that multiple� . For a half-circle the distance is�r ,
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so the angle is� radians—which is180�: A quarter-circle is�=2 radians or90�: The
distance around to angle� is r times� .

Whenr D 1 this is the ultimate in simplicity:The distance is�:A 45� angle is1
8

of a
circle and2�=8 radians—and the length of the circular arc is2�=8: Similarly for 1�:
360� D 2� radians 1� D 2�=360 radians 1 radianD 360=2� degrees.

An angle going clockwise isnegative. The angle��=3 is�60� and takes us1
6

of the
wrongway around the circle. What is the effect on the six functions ?

Certainly the radiusr is not changed when we go to��: Also x is not changed (see
Figure 1.20a). Buty reverses sign, because�� is below the axis whenC� is above.
This change iny affectsy=r andy=x but notx=r :

cos.��/D cos� sin.��/D�sin � tan.��/D� tan�:

The cosine iseven(no change). The sine and tangent areodd (change sign).
The same point is5

6
of theright way around. Therefore5

6
of 2� radians (or300�)

gives the same direction as��=3 radians or�60�: A difference of2� makes no
difference tox;y;r . Thus sin� and cos� and the other four functions have period
2�: We can go five times or a hundred times around the circle, adding10� or 200�
to the angle, and the six functions repeat themselves.

EXAMPLE Evaluate the six trigonometric functions at� D 2�=3 (or � D�4�=3).
This angle is shown in Figure 1.20a (wherer D 1). The ratios are

cos�Dx=r D�1=2 sin�Dy=rD
?
3=2 tan�Dy=xD�?3

sec �D�2 csc�D2=
?
3 cot �D�1=?3

Those numbers illustrate basic facts about the sizes of four functions:|cos� | ¤ 1 |sin � | ¤ 1 |sec� | ¥ 1 |csc� | ¥ 1:
The tangent and cotangent can fall anywhere, as long as cot� D 1= tan �:

The numbers reveal more. The tangent�?3 is the ratio of sine to cosine. The
secant�2 is 1=cos�: Their squares are3 and4 (differing by 1). That may not seem
remarkable, but it is. There are three relationships in thesquaresof those six numbers,
and they are the key identities of trigonometry:

cos2�Csin2� D 1 1C tan2� D sec2� cot2�C1D csc2�

Everything flows from the Pythagoras formulax2 Cy2 D r2: Dividing byr2 gives
.x=r/2 C.y=r/2 D 1: That is cos2�Csin2 � D 1: Dividing by x2 gives the second
identity, which is1C.y=x/2 D .r=x/2: Dividing by y2 gives the third. All three will
be needed throughout the book—and the first one has to be unforgettable.

DISTANCES AND ADDITION FORMULAS

To compute the distance between points we stay with Pythagoras.The points are in
Figure 1.21a. They are known by theirx andy coordinates, andd is the distance
between them. The third point completes a right triangle.
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For thex distance along the bottom we don’t need help. It isx2�x1 (or |x2�x1|
since distances can’t be negative). The distance up the side is|y2�y1|: Pythagoras
immediately gives the distanced :

distance between pointsD d D
a
.x2�x1/2 C .y2�y1/2: (1)

Fig. 1.21 Distance between points and equal distances in two circles.

By applying this distance formula in two identical circles, we discover the cosine
of s� t: (Subtracting angles is important.) In Figure 1.21b, the distance squared is

d 2 D .change inx/2 C.change iny/2

D .coss�cost/2 C.sin s�sin t/2: (2)

Figure 1.21c shows the same circle and triangle (but rotated). The same distance
squared is

d 2 D .cos.s� t/�1/2 C.sin.s� t//2: (3)

Now multiply out the squares in equations (2) and (3). Whenever.cosine/2 C.sine/2

appears, replace it by1: The distances are the same, so.2/D .3/:

.2/D 1C1�2 coss cost�2 sins sin t

.3/D 1C1�2 cos.s� t/:
After canceling1C1 and then�2, we have the “addition formula” for cos.s� t/:

The cosine ofs� t equals coss cost Csin s sin t: (4)

The cosine ofsC t equals coss cost�sin s sin t: (5)

The easiest is t D 0: Then cost D 1 and sint D 0: The equations reduce to
cossD coss:

To go from (4) to (5) in all cases, replacet by�t:No change in cost , but a “minus”
appears with the sine. In the special casesD t , we have cos.tC t/D .cost/.cos t/�
.sin t/.sin t/: This is a much-used formula for cos2t :

Double angle: cos2t D cos2t�sin2t D 2cos2t�1 D 1�2sin2t: (6)

I am constantly using cos2tCsin2t D 1, to switch between sines and cosines.
We also need addition formulas and double-angle formulas for thesineof s� t and

sC t and2t: For that we connect sine to cosine, rather than.sine/2 to .cosine/2: The
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connection goes back to the ratioy=r in our original triangle. This is the sine of the
angle� and also the cosine of thecomplementary angle�=2�� :

sin� D cos.�=2��/ and cos� D sin.�=2��/: (7)

The complementary angle is�=2�� because the two angles add to�=2 (a
right angle). By making this connection in Problem19; formulas (4–5–6) move from
cosines to sines:

sin.s� t/ D sin s cost�coss sin t (8)

sin.sC t/ D sin s costCcoss sin t (9)

sin2t D sin.tC t/D 2 sin t cost (10)

I want to stop with these ten formulas, even if more are possible. Trigonometry is
full of identities that connect its six functions—basically because all those functions
come from a single right triangle. Thex;y;r ratios and the equationx2 Cy2 D r2

can be rewritten in many ways. But you have now seen the formulas that are needed
by ca1culus.� They give derivatives in Chapter2 and integrals in Chapter5: And
it is typical of our subject to add something of its own—a limit in which an angle
approaches zero.The essence of calculus is in that limit.

Review of the ten formulasFigure 1.22 showsd 2 D .0� 1
2
/2 C.1�?3=2/2:
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�

6
Dcos

�

2
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�

3
Csin

�

2
sin

�

3
.s� t/ sin

�

6
Dsin

�

2
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�

3
�cos

�

2
sin

�

3

cos
5�

6
Dcos

�

2
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�
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�

2
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�
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5�
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�

2
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�

3
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�
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�

3
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�

3
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�
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�

6
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�

3
D
?
3=2

��
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�

6
Dcos

�

3
D 1=2

Fig. 1.22

Question 1 Draw graphs for equationsyD sin2x, yD 2 sin �x, yD 1
2

cos2�x,
yD sinxCcosx, and mark three points.

Question 2 Which of the six trigonometric functions are infinite at what angles ?

Question 3 Draw rough graphs or computer graphs oft sin t and sin4t sin t from
0 to 2�:

�Calculus turns (6) around to cos2t D 1
2
.1Ccos2t/ and sin2t D 1

2
.1�cos2t/:
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1.5 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

Starting with a a triangle, the six basic functions are theb
of the sides. Two ratios (the cosinex=r and the c ) are below1:
Two ratios (the secantr=x and the d ) are above1: Two ratios
(the e and the f ) can take any value. The six functions are
defined for all angles� , by changing from a triangle to a g .

The angle� is measured in h . A full circle is � D i ,
when the distance around is2�r: The distance to angle� is j .
All six functions have period k . Going clockwise changes
the sign of � and l and m . Since cos.��/D cos� , the
cosine is n .

Coming from x2 Cy2 D r2 are the three identities sin2 �C

cos2 � D 1 and o and p . (Divide by r2 and q and
r .) The distance from.2;5/ to .3;4/ is d D s . The

distance from .1;0/ to .cos.s� t/; sin.s� t// leads to the
addition formula cos.s� t/D t : Changing the sign oft gives
cos.sC t/D u . Choosing sD t gives cos2t D v or

w . Therefore1
2 .1Ccos2t/D x , a formula needed in cal-

culus.

1 In a60�60�60 triangle show why sin30� D 1
2 :

2 Convert �; 3�; ��=4 to degrees and60�; 90�; 270� to
radians. What angles between0 and2� correspond to� D 480� and
� D�1� ?

3 Draw graphs of tan� and cot � from 0 to 2�: What is their
(shortest) period ?

4 Show that cos2� andcos2� have period� and draw them on
the same graph.

5 At � D 3�=2 compute the six basic functions and check cos2�C

sin2�;sec2�� tan2�;csc2��cot2�:

6 Prepare a table showing the values of the six basic functions at
� D 0; �=4; �=3; �=2; �:

7 The area of a circle is�r2: What is the area of the sector that
has angle� ? It is a fraction of the whole area.

8 Find the distance from.1;0/ to .0;1/ along (a) a straight line (b)

a quarter-circle (c) a semicircle centered at
�

1
2 ;

1
2

�

:

9 Find the distanced from .1;0/ to
�

1
2 ;
?
3=2

�

and show on a

circle why6d is less than2�:

10 In Figure 1.22 computed2 and (with calculator)12d: Why is
12d close to and below2� ?

11 Decide whether these equations are true or false:

(a)
sin �

1�cos�
D
1Ccos�

sin�

(b)
sec�Ccsc�

tan�Ccot�
D sin �Ccos�

(c) cos��sec� D sin� tan�

(d) sin.2���/D sin�

12 Simplify sin.���/;cos.���/;sin.�=2C�/;cos.�=2C�/:

13 From the formula for cos.2tC t/ find cos3t in terms of cost:

14 From the formula for sin.2tC t/ find sin3t in terms of sint:

15 By averaging cos.s� t/ and cos.sC t/ in (4–5) find a formula
for coss cost: Find a similar formula for sins sin t:

16 Show that.cost C i sin t/2 D cos2tC i sin2t , if i2 D�1:
17 Draw cos� and sec� on the same graph. Find all points where
cos� D sec�:

18 Find all angless and t between0 and2� where sin.sC t/D

sinsCsin t:

19 Complementary angles have sin� D cos.�=2��/: Write
sin.sC t/ as cos.�=2�s� t/ and apply formula (4) with
�=2�s instead ofs: In this way derive the addition formula (9).

20 If formula (9) is true, how do you prove (8) ?

21 Check the addition formulas (4–5) and (8–9) for
sD t D�=4:

22 Use (5) and (9) to find a formula for tan.sC t/:

In 23–28 findevery� that satisfies the equation.

23 sin� D�1
25 sin� D cos�

27 sec2 �Ccsc2 � D 1

24 sec � D�2
26 sin� D �

28 tan� D 0

29 Rewrite cos�Csin� as
?
2sin.�C�/ by choosing the

correct “phase angle”�: (Make the equation correct at� D 0:

Square both sides to check.)

30 Match asinxCb cosx with Asin.xC�/: From equation (9)
show thataDAcos� and bDAsin�: Square and add to find
AD : Divide to find tan�D b=a:

31 Draw the base of a triangle from the originO D .0;0/

to P D .a;0/: The third corner is atQD .b cos�;b sin�/:
What are the side lengthsOP and OQ ? From the distance
formula (1) show that the sidePQ has length

d2 D a2 Cb2�2ab cos� (law of cosines):

32 Extend the same triangle to a parallelogram with its fourth
corner at RD .aCb cos�;b sin�/: Find the length squared of
the other diagonalOR:
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1.6 A Thousand Points of Light

The figures drawn below show y D sin n: This is very different
from yD sinx: The graph of sinx is one continuous curve. By the time it reaches
xD 10;000, the curve has gone up and down10;000=2� times. Those1591
oscillations would be so crowded that you couldn’t see anything. The graph of sinn

has picked10;000 pointsfrom the curve—and for some reason those points seem to
lie on more than40 separate sine curves.

The second graph shows the first1000 points. Theydon’tseem to lie on sine curves.
Most people see hexagons.But they are the same thousand points! It is hard to believe
that the graphs are the same, but I have learned what to do.Tilt the second graph and
look from the side at a narrow angle.Now the first graph appears. I believe you will
see “diamonds.” The narrow angle compresses thex axis—back to the scale of the
first graph.

The effect of scale is something we don’t think of. We understand it for maps.
Computers can zoom in or zoom out—those are changes of scale. What our eyes see
depends on what is “close.” We think we see sine curves in the10;000 point graph,
and they raise several questions:

1. Which points are near.0;0/?
2. How many sine curves are there ?
3. Where does the middle curve, going upward from.0;0/, come back to zero ?

A point near.0;0/ really means that sinn is close to zero. That is certainly not true
of sin1 (1 is one radian!). In fact sin1 is up the axis at:84; at the start of the seventh
sine curve. Similarly sin2 is :91 and sin3 is :14: (The numbers3 and:14 make us
think of �: The sine of3 equals the sine of��3: Then sin:14 is near:14:) Similarly
sin4; sin5; . . . , sin21 are not especially close to zero.

The first point to come close issin 22: This is because22=7 is near�: Then22 is
close to7�, whose sine is zero:

sin22D sin.7��22/� sin.�:01/��:01:
That is the first point to the right of.0;0/ and slightly below. You can see it on
graph1; and more clearly on graph2: It begins a curve downward.

The next point to come close is sin44: This is because44 is just past14�:

44� 14�C :02 so sin44� sin :02� :02:
This point .44; sin44/ starts the middle sine curve. Next is.88; sin88/:
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Now we know something.There are44curves. They begin near the heightssin0;
sin1; : : : ;sin43: Of these44 curves,22 start upward and22 start downward. I was
confused at first, because I could only find42 curves. The reason is thatsin11 equals�0:99999 andsin33 equals .9999: Those are so close to the bottom and top that
you can’t see their curves. The sine of11 is near�1 becausesin22 is near zero. It is
almost impossible to follow a single curve past the top—coming back down it is not
the curve you think it is.

The points on the middle curve are atnD 0 and44 and88 and every number44N:
Where does that curve come back to zero ? In other words, when does44N come
very closeto a multiple of� ? We know that44 is 14�C :02: More exactly44 is
14�C :0177: So we multiply:0177 until we reach� :

if N D�=:0177 then 44N D .14�C :0177/N D 14�NC�:

This givesN D 177:5:At that point44N D 7810:This is half the period of the sine
curve. The sine of7810 is very near zero.

If you follow the middle sine curve, you will see it come back to zero above7810:
The actual points on that curve havenD 44 �177 andnD 44 �178, with sines just
above and below zero. Halfway between isnD 7810: The equation for the middle
sine curve isyD sin.�x=7810/. Its period is15;620—beyond our graph.

Question The fourth point on that middle curve looks the same as the fourth point
coming down fromsin3:What is this “double point ? ”
Answer 4 times44 is 176:On the curve going up, the point is.176;sin176/:On the
curve coming down it is.179;sin179/: The sines of176and 179differ only by
.00003:

The second graph spreads out this double point. Look above176 and179; at the
center of a hexagon. You can follow the sine curve all the way across graph2:

Only a little question remains. Why does graph2 have hexagons ?I don’t know.
The problem is with your eyes. To understand the hexagons, Doug Hardin plotted
points on straight lines as well as sine curves. Graph3 showsyD fractional part of
n=2�:Then he made a second copy, turned it over, and placed it on top. That produced
graph4—with hexagons. Graphs3 and4 are on the next page.

This is called aMoiré pattern. If you can get a transparent copy of graph3; and
turn it slowly over the original, you will see fantastic hexagons. They come from
interference between periodic patterns—in our case44=7 and25=4 and19=3 are near
2�: This interference is an enemy of printers, when color screens don’t line up. It can
cause vertical lines on a TV. Also in making cloth, operators get dizzy from seeing
Moiré patterns move. There are good applications in engineering and optics—but
we have to get back to calculus.



CHAPTER 2

Derivatives

2.1 The Derivative of a Function

This chapter begins with the definition of the derivative. Two examples were in
Chapter1: When the distance ist2, the velocity is2t: Whenf .t/D sin t we found
v.t/D cost: The velocity is now called thederivative of f .t/: As we move to a
more formal definition and new examples, we use new symbolsf 1 anddf=dt for the
derivative.

2A At time t , thederivativef 1.t/ or df=dt or v.t/ is

f 1.t/D lim
�tÑ0

f .tC�t/�f .t/
�t

: (1)

The ratio on the right is the average velocity over a short time�t: The derivative, on
the left side, is its limit as the step�t (delta t ) approaches zero.

Go slowly and look at each piece. The distance at timetC�t is f .tC�t/: The
distance at timet is f .t/: Subtraction gives thechange in distance, between those
times. We often write�f for this difference:�f D f .tC�t/�f .t/:The average
velocity is the ratio�f=�t—change in distance divided by change in time.

The limit of the average velocity is the derivative, if this limit exists:

df

dt
D lim

�tÑ0

�f

�t
: (2)

This is the neat notation that Leibniz invented:�f=�t approachesdf=dt: Behind
the innocent word “limit” is a process that this course will help you understand.

Note that�f is not� times f ! It is the change inf: Similarly �t is not
� times t: It is the time step, positive or negative and eventually small. To have a
one-letter symbol we replace�t by h:

The right sides of(1) and (2) contain average speeds. On the graph off .t/, the
distanceup is divided by the distanceacross. That gives the average slope�f=�t:

The left sides of(1) and(2) areinstantaneousspeedsdf=dt: They give the slope
at the instantt: This is the derivativedf=dt (when�t and�f shrink to zero). Look
again at the calculation forf .t/D t2:

87
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�f

�t
D
f .tC�t/�f .t/

�t
D
t2 C2t �tC .�t/2� t2

�t
D 2tC�t: (3)

Important point: Those steps are taken before�t goes to zero.If we set�t D 0 too
soon, we learn nothing. The ratio�f=�t becomes0=0 (which is meaningless).
The numbers�f and�t must approach zero together, not separately. Here their
ratio is2tC�t , the average speed.

To repeat: Success came by writing out.tC�t/2 and subtractingt2 and dividing
by�t: Then and only then can we approach�t D 0: The limit is the derivative2t:

There are several new things in formulas(1) and(2). Some are easy but important,
others are more profound. The idea of a function we will come back to, and the
definition of a limit. But the notations can be discussed right away. They are used
constantly and you also need to know how to read them aloud:

f .t/D “f of t ” D the value of the functionf at time t

�t D “delta t ” D the time step forward or backward fromt

f .tC�t/D “f of t plus deltat ” D the value off at time tC�t

�f = “deltaf ” D the changef .tC�t/�f .t/
�f=�t D “deltaf over deltat ” D the average velocity

f 1.t/D “f prime oft ” D the value of the derivative at timet

df=dt D “d f d t ” D the same asf 1 (the instantaneous velocity)

lim
�Ñ0

D “limit as delta t goes to zero”D the process that starts with
numbers�f=�t and produces the numberdf=dt:

From those last words you see what lies behind the notationdf=dt: The symbol�t
indicates a nonzero (usually short) length of time. The symboldt indicates
an infinitesimal (even shorter) length of time. Some mathematicians work separately
with df anddt , anddf=dt is their ratio. For usdf=dt is a single notation (don’t
canceld and don’t cancel�). The derivativedf=dt is the limit of�f=�t: When
that notationdf=dt is awkward, usef 1 or v:

Remark The notation hides one thing we should mention. The time step can be
negativejust as easily as positive. We can compute the average�f=�t over a time
intervalbeforethe timet , instead of after. This ratio also approachesdf=dt:

The notation also hides another thing:The derivative might not exist. The
averages�f=�t might not approach a limit (it has to be the same limit going forward
and backward from timet ). In that casef 1.t/ is not defined. At that instant there is
no clear reading on the speedometer. This will happen in Example 2.

EXAMPLE 1 (Constant velocityV D 2) Thedistancef isV timest: The distance
at timetC�t is V timestC�t: The difference�f is V times�t :

�f

�t
D
V�t

�t
DV sothe limit is

df

dt
DV:

The derivative ofV t isV: The derivative of2t is 2: The averages�f=�t are always
V D 2, in this exceptional case of a constant velocity.
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EXAMPLE 2 Constant velocity2 up totime t D 3, then stop.

For small times we still havef .t/D 2t: But after the stopping time, the distance
is fixed atf .t/D 6: The graph is flat beyond time3. Thenf .tC�t/D f .t/ and
�f D 0 andthe derivative of a constant function is zero:

t ¡ 3W f 1.t/D lim
�tÑ0

f .tC�t/�f .t/
�t

D lim
�tÑ0

0

�t
D 0: (4)

In this examplethe derivative is not defined at the instant whent D 3. The velocity
falls suddenly from2 to zero. The ratio�f=�t depends, at that special moment, on
whether�t is positive or negative. The average velocityafter time t D 3 is zero. The
average velocitybeforethat time is2: When the graph off has a corner, the graph
of v has ajump. It is astep function.

One new part of that example is the notation (df=dtor f 1 instead ofv). Please
look also at the third figure. It shows how the function takest (on the left) tof .t/:
Especially it shows�t and�f: At the start,�f=�t is 2. After the stop att D 3, all
t ’s go to the samef .t/D 6: So�f D 0 anddf=dt D 0:

Fig. 2.1 The derivative is2 then0: It does not exist att D 3:

THE DERIVATIVE OF 1=t

Here is a completely different slope, for the “demand function”f .t/D 1=t:
The demand is1=t when the price ist: A high price t means a low demand1=t:
Increasing the price reduces the demand. The calculus question is:How quickly
does1=t change whent changes? The “marginal demand” is the slope of the
demand curve.

The big thing is to find the derivative of1=t once and for all. It is�1=t2:
EXAMPLE 3 f .t/D

1

t
has�f D

1

tC�t
� 1
t
: This equals

t� .tC�t/

t.tC�t/
D

��t
t.tC�t/

:

Divide by�t andlet�tÑ 0 W
�f

�t
D

�1
t.tC�t/

approaches
df

dt
D
�1
t2
:

Line 1 is algebra, line2 is calculus. The first step in line1 subtractsf .t/ from
f .tC�t/: The difference is1=.tC�t/ minus1=t: The common denominator ist
timestC�t—this makes the algebra possible. We can’t set�t D 0 in line 2; until
we have divided by�t:

The average is�f=�t D�1=t.tC�t/:Now set�t D 0:The derivative is�1=t2:
Section2:4 will discuss the first of many cases when substituting�t D 0 is not
possible, and the idea of a limit has to be made clearer.
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Fig. 2.2 Average slope is�1
6 , true slope is�1

4 : Increase int produces decrease inf:

Check the algebra att D 2 and tC�t D 3: The demand1=t drops from1=2 to
1=3: The difference is�f D�1=6, which agrees with�1=.2/.3/ in line 1. As the
steps�f and�t get smaller, their ratio approaches�1=.2/.2/D�1=4:

This derivative is negative. The function1=t is decreasing, and�f is below
zero. The graph is goingdownwardin Figure 2.2, and its slope is negative:

An increasingf .t/ has positive slope. A decreasingf .t/ has negative slope.

The slope�1=t2 is very negative for smallt: A price increase severely cuts demand.
The next figure makes a small but important point. There is nothing sacred aboutt:

Other letters can be used—especiallyx: A quantity can depend onposition instead
of time. The height changes as we go west. The area of a square changes as the side
changes. Those are not affected by the passage of time, and there is no reason to use
t: You will often seeyD f .x/, with x across andy up—connected by a functionf:

Similarly,f is not the only possibility. Not every function is namedf ! That letter
is useful because it stands for the word function—but we are perfectly entitled to write
y.x/ or y.t/ instead off .x/ or f .t/: The distance up is a function of the distance
across. This relationship “y of x” is all-important to mathematics.

The slope is also a function. Calculus is about two functions,y.x/ anddy=dx:

Question If we add1 to y.x/, what happens to the slope ?AnswerNothing.

Question If we add1 to the slope, what happens to the height ?Answer :

The symbolst andx representindependent variables—they take any value they
want to (in the domain). Once they are set,f .t/ andy.x/ are determined. Thusf and
y representdependent variables—theydependon t andx: A change�t produces a

Fig. 2.3 The derivative of1=t is�1=t2: The slope of1=x is�1=x2:
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change�f: A change�x produces�y: The independent variable goesinside the
parentheses inf .t/ andy.x/: It is not the letter that matters, it is the idea:

independent variablet or x

dependent variablef or g or y or z or u

derivativedf=dt or df=dx or dy=dx or � � �
The derivativedy=dx comes from [change iny] divided by [change inx]. The time
step becomes a space step, forward or backward. The slope is the rate at whichy
changes withx: The derivative of a function is its“ rate of change.”

I mention that physics books usex.t/ for distance. Darn it.
To emphasize the definition of a derivative, here it is again withy andx:

�y

�x
D
y.xC�x/�y.x/

�x
D

distance up

distance across

dy

dx
D lim

�xÑ0

�y

�x
D y 1.x/:

The notationy 1.x/ pins down the pointx where the slope is computed. Indy=dx that
extra precision is omitted. This book will try for a reasonable compromise between
logical perfection and ordinary simplicity. The notationdy=dx.x/ is not good;y 1.x/
is better; whenx is understood it need not be written in parentheses.

You are allowed to say that the function isyD x2 and the derivative isy 1 D 2x—
even if the strict notation requiresy.x/D x2 andy 1.x/D 2x: You can even say that
the function isx2 and its derivative is2x and itssecond derivativeis 2—provided
everybody knows what you mean.

Here is an example. It is a little early and optional but terrific. You get excellent
practice with letters and symbols, and out come new derivatives.

EXAMPLE 4 If u.x/ has slopedu=dx, what is the slope off .x/D .u.x//2 ?

From the derivative ofx2 this will give the derivative ofx4: In that caseuD x2

andf D x4: First point:The derivative ofu2 is not .du=dx/2. We do not square
the derivative2x: To find the “square rule” we start as we have to—with
�f D f .xC�x/�f .x/:
�f D .u.xC�x//2� .u.x//2 D Œu.xC�x/Cu.x/�Œu.xC�x/�u.x/�:

This algebra puts�f in a convenient form. We factoreda2�b2 into ŒaCb� times
Œa�b�: Notice that we don’t have.�u/2: We have�f , the change inu2: Now
divide by�x and take the limit:

�f

�x
D Œu.xC�x/Cu.x/�

�

u.xC�x/�u.x/
�x

�

approaches2u.x/
du

dx
: (5)

This is thesquare rule: The derivative of.u.x//2 is 2u.x/ timesdu=dx. From the
derivatives ofx2 and1=x andsinx (all known) the examples give new derivatives.

EXAMPLE 5 .uD x2/ The derivative ofx4 is 2u du=dxD 2.x2/.2x/D 4x3:

EXAMPLE 6 .uD 1=x/ Thederivative of1=x2 is 2u du=dxD .2=x/.�1=x2/D�2=x3:

EXAMPLE 7 .uD sinx; du=dxD cosx/ The derivative ofu2 D sin2x is 2sinx cosx:

Mathematics is really about ideas. The notation is created to express those ideas.
Newton and Leibniz invented calculus independently, and Newton’s friends spent
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a lot of time proving that he was first. He was, but it was Leibniz whothought of
writing dy=dx—which caught on. It is the perfect way to suggest the limit of�y=�x:
Newton was one of the great scientists of all time, and calculus was one of the great
inventions of all time-but the notation must help. You now can write and speak about
the derivative. What is needed is a longer list of functions and derivatives.

2.1 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

The derivative is the a of �f=�t as�t approaches b .
Here �f equals c . The step�t can be positive or d .
The derivative is writtenv or e or f . If f .x/D 2xC3

and�xD 4 then�f D g . If �xD�1 then�f D h . If
�xD 0 then�f D i . The slope is not0=0 butdf=dxD j .

The derivative does not exist wheref .t/ has a k andv.t/
has a l . Forf .t/D 1=t the derivative is m . The slope of
yD 4=x is dy=dxD n . A decreasing function has a o
derivative. The p variable ist or x and the q variable
is f or y: The slope ofy2 (is) (is not) .dy=dx/2: The slope
of .u.x//2 is r by the square rule. The slope of.2xC3/2

is s .

1 Which of the following numbers (as is) givesdf=dt at timet ?
If in doubt test onf .t/D t2:

(a)
f .tC�t/�f .t/

�t

(c) lim
�tÑ0

f .t��t/�f .t/��t (b) lim
hÑ0

f .tC2h/�f .t/
2h

(d) lim
tÑ0

f .tC�t/�f .t/
�t

2 Supposef .x/D x2: Compute each ratio and sethD 0:

(a)
f .xCh/�f .x/

h

(c)
f .xCh/�f .x�h/

2h

(b)
f .xC5h/�f .x/

5h

(d)
f .xC1/�f .x/

h

3 For f .x/D 3x and g.x/D 1C3x, find f .4Ch/ andg.4Ch/

andf 1.4/ andg1.4/: Sketch the graphs off andg—why do they
have the same slope ?

4 Find three functions with the same slope asf .x/Dx2:

5 For f .x/D 1=x, sketch the graphs off .x/C1 andf .xC1/:

Which one has the derivative�1=x2 ?

6 Choosec so that the lineyDx is tangent to the parabola
yD x2 Cc: They have the same slope where they touch.

7 Sketch the curvey.x/D 1�x2 and compute its slope atxD 3:

8 If f .t/D 1=t , what is the average velocity betweent D 1
2 and

t D 2 ? What is the average betweent D 1
2 and t D 1 ? What is the

average (to one decimal place) betweent D 1
2 and t D 101=200 ?

9 Find�y=�x for y.x/D xCx2: Then finddy=dx:

10 Find�y=�x and dy=dx for y.x/D 1C2xC3x2 :

11 Whenf .t/D 4=t , simplify the differencef .tC�t/�f .t/, di-
vide by�t , and set�t D 0: The result isf 1.t/:
12 Find the derivative of1=t2 from�f .t/D 1=.tC�t/2�1=t2:
Write �f as a fraction with the denominatort2.tC�t/2: Divide
the numerator by�t to find�f=�t: Set�t D 0:

13 Supposef .t/D 7t to t D 1: Afterwards f .t/D 7C9.t�1/:
(a) Finddf=dt at t D 1

2 and t D 3
2 :

(b) Why doesn’tf .t/ have a derivative att D 1 ?

14 Find the derivative of the derivative (thesecond derivative) of
yD 3x2: What is the third derivative ?

15 Find numbersA and B so that the straight lineyD x fits
smoothly with the curveY DACBxCx2 at xD 1: Smoothly
means thatyDY anddy=dxD dY=dx atxD 1:

16 Find numbersA andB so that the horizontal lineyD 4 fits
smoothly with the curveyDACBxCx2 at the pointxD 2:

17 True(with reason)or false(with example):

(a) If f .t/  0 thendf=dt   0:
(b) The derivative of.f .t//2 is 2df=dt:
(c) The derivative of2f .t/ is 2df=dt:

(d) The derivative is the limit of�f divided by the limit of�t:

18 For f .x/D 1=x the centered differencef .xCh/�f .x�h/
is 1=.xCh/�1=.x�h/: Subtract by using the common
denominator.xCh/.x�h/: Then divide by2h and sethD 0: Why
divide by2h to obtain the correct derivative ?

19 SupposeyDmxCb for negative x and yDMxCB for
x¥ 0: The graphs meet if : The two slopes are :

The slope atxD 0 is (what is possible ? ).

20 The slope ofyD 1=x at xD 1=4 is y1 D�1=x2 D�16: At
hD 1=12, which of these ratios is closest to�16?

y.xCh/�y.x/
h

y.x/�y.x�h/
h

y.xCh/�y.x�h/
2h

21 Find the average slope ofyD x2 betweenxD x1 andxD x2:

What does this average approach asx2 approachesx1 ?
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22 Redraw Figure 2.1 when f .t/D 3�2t for t ¤ 2 and
f .t/D�1 for t ¥ 2: Includedf=dt:

23 Redraw Figure 2.3 for the functiony.x/D 1�.1=x/:
Includedy=dx:

24 The limit of 0=�t as�tÑ 0 is not0=0: Explain.

25 Guess the limits by an informal working rule. Set�t D 0:1 and�0:1 and imagine�t becoming smaller:

(a)
1C�t

2C�t

(c)
�tC.�t/2

�t�.�t/2 (b)
|�t |
�t

(d)
tC�t

t��t�26 Supposef .x/=xÑ 7 as xÑ 0: Deduce thatf .0/D 0 and
f 1.0/D 7: Give an example other thanf .x/D 7x:

27 What is lim
xÑ0

f .3Cx/�f .3/
x

if it exists ? What ifxÑ 1 ?

Problems 28–31 use the square rule:d.u2/=dxD 2u.du=dx/:

28 TakeuD x and find the derivative ofx2 (a new way).

29 TakeuD x4 and find the derivative ofx8 (usingdu=dxD 4x3).

30 If uD 1 thenu2 D 1: Thend1=dx is 2 timesd1=dx: How is this
possible ?

31 TakeuD
?
x: The derivative ofu2 D x is 1D 2u.du=dx/: So

what isdu=dx, the derivative of
?
x ?

32 The left figure showsf .t/D t2: Indicate distancesf .tC�t/
and�t and�f: Draw lines that have slope�f=�t andf 1.t/:

33 The right figure showsf .x/ and�x: Find�f=�x andf 1.2/:
34 Drawf .x/ and�x so that�f=�xD 0 butf 1.x/¤ 0:

35 If f Du2 then df=dxD 2u du=dx: If gD f 2

then dg=dxD 2f df=dx: Together those givegDu4 and
dg=dxD :

36 True or false, assumingf .0/D 0:

(a) If f .x/¤x for all x, thendf=dx¤ 1:
(b) If df=dx¤ 1 for all x, thenf .x/¤x:

37 The graphs show�f and�f=h for f .x/Dx2: Why is2xCh

the equation for�f=h? If h is cut in half, draw in the new graphs.

38 Draw the corresponding graphs forf .x/D 1
2x:

39 Draw1=x and1=.xCh/ and�f=h—either by hand withhD 1
2

or by computer to showhÑ 0:

40 ForyD ex , show on computer graphs thatdy=dxD y:

41 Explain the derivative in your own words.
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2.2 Powers and Polynomials

This section has two main goals. One is to find the derivatives off .x/D x3 and
x4 andx5 (and more generallyf .x/D xn). Thepoweror exponentn is at first a
positive integer. Later we allowx� andx2:2 and everyxn:

The other goal is different. While computing these derivatives, we look ahead to
their applications. In using calculus, we meetequations with derivatives in them—
“differential equations.” It is too early to solve those equations. But it is not too
early to see the purpose of what we are doing. Our examples come from economics
and biology.

With nD 2, the derivative ofx2 is 2x: With nD�1, the slope ofx�1 is�1x�2:
Those are two pieces in a beautiful pattern, which it will be a pleasure to discover. We
begin withx3 and its derivative3x2, before jumping toxn:

EXAMPLE 1 If f .x/D x3 then�f D .xCh/3�x3 D .x3 C3x2hC3xh2 Ch3/�x3:

Step 1:Cancelx3: Step 2:Divide byh: Step 3:h goes to zero.

�f

h
D 3x2 C3xhCh2 approaches

df

dx
D 3x2:

That is straightforward, and you see the crucial step. The power.xCh/3 yields four
separate termsx3 C3x2hC3xh2 Ch3: (Notice1, 3, 3, 1:) After x3 is subtracted,
we can divide byh: At the limit .hD 0/ we have3x2:

Forf .x/D xn the plan is the same. A step of sizeh leads tof .xCh/D .xCh/n:
One reason for algebra is to calculate powers like.xCh/n, and if you have forgotten
the binomial formula we can recapture its main point. Start withnD 4:

.xCh/.xCh/.xCh/.xCh/D x4C ‹‹‹ Ch4: (1)

Multiplying the fourx’s givesx4: Multiplying the fourh’s givesh4: These are the
easy terms, but not the crucial ones. The subtraction.xCh/4�x4 will removex4,
and the limiting stephÑ 0will wipe outh4 (even after division byh). The products
that matter are those with exactly oneh. In Example 1 with.xCh/3, this key term
was3x2h: Division byh left 3x2:

With only oneh, there aren places it can come from. Equation(1) has four
h’s in parentheses, and four ways to producex3h: Therefore the key term is4x3h:
(Division byh leaves4x3:) In general there aren parentheses andn ways to produce
xn�1h, so thebinomial formula containsnxn�1h:

.xCh/n D xn Cnxn�1hC � � �Chn: (2)

2B FornD 1;2;3;4; : : : ; thederivative ofxn is nxn�1:

Subtractxn from (2). Divide byh: The key term isnxn�1: The rest disappears as
hÑ 0:

�f

�x
D
.xCh/n�xn

h
D
nxn�1hC � � �Chn

h
so

df

dx
D nxn�1:

The terms replaced by the dots involveh2 andh3 and higher powers. After dividing
byh, they still have at least one factorh: All those terms vanish ash approaches zero.
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EXAMPLE 2 .xCh/4 D x4 C4x3hC6x2h2 C4xh3 Ch4: This is nD 4 in
detail.

Subtractx4, divide byh, lethÑ 0: The derivative is4x3: The coefficients1;4;6;4;1
are in Pascal’s triangle below. For.xCh/5 the next row is1;5;10; ? .

Remark The missing terms in the binomial formula (replaced by the dots) contain
all the productsxn�jhj : An x or anh comes from each parenthesis. The binomial
coefficient “nchoosej ” is the number of ways to choosej h’s out of n parenthe-
ses. It involvesn factorial, which isn.n�1/ � � �.1/: Thus5ŠD 5 �4 �3 �2 �1D 120:

These are numbers that gamblers know and love:

“n choosej ” D

�

n

j

�

D
nŠ

j Š.n�j /Š 1 Pascal’s
1 1 triangle
1 2 1
1 3 3 1 nD 3
1 4 6 4 1 nD 4

In the last row, the coefficient ofx3h is 4Š=1Š3ŠD 4 �3 �2 �1=1 �3 �2 �1D 4: For the
x2h2 term, withj D 2, there are4 �3 �2 �1=2 �1 �2 �1D 6 ways to choose twoh’s.
Notice that1C4C6C4C1 equals16; which is24: Each row of Pascal’s triangle
adds to a power of2:

Choosing6 numbers out of49 in a lottery, the odds are49 �48 �47 �46 �45 �44=6Š
to1: That number isN D “49 choose6” D 13;983;816: It is the coefficient ofx43h6

in .xCh/49: If � timesN tickets are bought, the expected number of winners is�:
The chance of no winner ise��: The chance ofonewinner is�e��: See Section8:4:

Florida’s lottery in September1990 (these rules) had six winners out of109, 163,
978 tickets.

DERIVATIVES OF POLYNOMIALS

Now we have an infinite list of functions and their derivatives:

x x2 x3 x4 x5 � � � 1 2x 3x2 4x3 5x4 � � �
The derivative ofxn is n times the next lower powerxn�1: That rule extends
beyond these integers1;2;3;4;5 to all powers:

f D 1=x has f 1 D�1=x2 W Example3 of section2:1 .nD�1/
f D 1=x2 has f 1 D�2=x3 W Example6 of section2:1 .nD�2/
f D

?
x has f 1 D 1

2
x�1=2 W true but not yet checked .nD 1

2
/

Remember thatx�2 means1=x2 andx�1=2 means1=
?
x: Negative powers lead

to decreasingfunctions, approaching zero asx gets large. Their slopes have minus
signs.

Question What are the derivatives ofx10 andx2:2 andx�1=2 ?
Answer 10x9 and2:2x1:2 and�1

2
x�3=2: Maybe.xCh/2:2 is a little unusual.

Pascal’s triangle can’t deal with this fractional power, but the formula stays firm:
After x2:2 comes2:2x1:2h. The complete binomial formula is in Section10:5:

That list is a good start, but plenty of functions are left. What comes next is really
simple. A tremendous number of new functions are “linear combinations” like

f .x/D 6x3 or 6x3 C
1

2
x2 or 6x3� 1

2
x2:
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What are their derivatives ? The answers are known forx3 andx2, and we want to
multiply by 6 or divide by2 or add or subtract.Do the same to the derivatives:

f 1.x/D 18x2 or 18x2 Cx or 18x2�x:
2C The derivative ofc timesf .x/ is c timesf 1.x/:
2D The derivative off .x/Cg.x/ is f 1.x/Cg1.x/:

The numberc can be any constant. We can add (or subtract) any functions.
The rules allow any combination off andg: The derivative of9f .x/�7g.x/
is 9f 1.x/�7g1.x/:

The reasoning is direct. Whenf .x/ is multiplied by c, so is f .xCh/: The
difference�f is also multiplied byc: All averages�f=h containc, so their limit is
cf 1: The only incomplete step is the last one (the limit).We still have to say what
“ limit” means.

Rule2D is similar. Addingf Cg means adding�f C�g: Now divide byh: In
the limit ashÑ 0 we reachf 1Cg1—because a limit of sums is a sum of limits.
Any example is easy and so is the proof—it is the definition of limit that needs care
(Section2:6).

You can now find the derivative of every polynomial. A “polynomial” is a
combination of 1; x; x2; : : : ; xn—for example 9C2x�x5: That particular
polynomial has slope2�5x4: Note that the derivative of9 is zero! A constant just
raises or lowers the graph, without changing its slope. It alters the mileage before
starting the car.

The disappearance of constants is one of the nice things in differential calculus. The
reappearance of those constants is one of the headaches in integral calculus. When you
find v fromf , the starting mileage doesn’t matter. The constant inf has no effect on
v: (�f is measured by a trip meter;�t comes from a stopwatch.) To find distance
from velocity, you need to know the mileage at the start.

A LOOK AT DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS (FIND y FROM dy=dx)

We know thatyD x3 hasthe derivativedy=dxD 3x2: Starting with the function,
we found its slope. Now reverse that process.Start with the slope and find the
function. This is what science does all the time—and it seems only reasonable to say
so.

Begin withdy=dxD 3x2: The slope is given, the functiony is not given.

Question Can you go backward to reachyD x3 ?
Answer Almost but not quite. You are only entitled to say thatyD x3 CC: The
constantC is the starting value ofy (whenxD 0). Then thedifferential equation
dy=dxD 3x2 is solved.

Every time you find a derivative, you can go backward to solve a differential
equation. The functionyD x2 Cx has the slopedy=dxD 2xC1: In reverse, the
slope2xC1 producesx2 Cx—and all the other functionsx2 CxCC , shifted up
and down. After going from distancef to velocityv, we return tof CC: But there
is a lot more to differential equations. Here are two crucial points:

1. We reachdy=dx by way of�y=�x, but we have no system to go backward.
With dy=dxD .sinx/=x we are lost. What function has this derivative?
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2. Many equations have the same solutionyD x3:Economics hasdy=dxD 3y=x:
Geometry hasdy=dxD 3y2=3: These equations involvey as well asdy=dx:
Function and slope are mixed together! This is typical of differential equations.

To summarize: Chapters2-4 compute and use derivatives. Chapter5 goes in reverse.
Integral calculus discovers the function from its slope. Givendy=dx we findy.x/:
Then Chapter6 solves the differential equationdy=dt D y, function mixed with slope.
Calculus moves fromderivativesto integralsto differential equations.

This discussion of the purpose of calculus should mention a specific example. Dif-
ferential equations are applied to an epidemic (like AIDS). In most epidemics the
number of cases grows exponentially. The peak is quickly reached byet , and the epi-
demic dies down. Amazingly, exponential growth is not happening with AIDS—the
best fit to the data through1988 is acubic polynomial(Los Alamos Science, 1989):

The number of cases fits a cubic within2% W yD 174:6.t�1981:2/3C340:

This is dramatically different from other epidemics. Instead ofdy=dt D y we have
dy=dt D 3y=t: Before this book is printed, we may know what has been
preventinget (fortunately). Eventually the curve will turn away from a cubic—I hope
that mathematical models will lead to knowledge that saves lives.

Added in proof: In 1989 the curve for the U.S. dropped fromt3 to t2:

MARGINAL COST AND ELASTICITY IN ECONOMICS

First point about economics: Themarginal cost andmarginal income are crucially
important. The average cost of making automobiles may be$10;000: But it is the
$8;000 cost of thenext car that decides whether Ford makes it. “The average
describes the past, the marginal predicts the future.” For bank deposits or work
hours or wheat, which come in smaller units, the amounts are continuous variables.
Then the word “marginal” says one thing:Take the derivative.�

The average pay over all the hours we ever worked may be low. We wouldn’t work
another hour for that! This average is rising, but the pay for each additional hour rises
faster—possibly it jumps. When$10=hour increases to$15=hour after a40-hour
week, a50-hour week pays$550: The average income is$11=hour. The marginal
income is$15=hour—the overtime rate.

Concentrate next on cost. Lety.x/ be the cost of producingx tons of steel. The
cost ofxC�x tons isy.xC�x/: The extra cost is the difference�y: Divide by
�x, the number of extra tons. The ratio�y=�x is the average cost per extra ton.
When�x is an ounce instead of a ton, we are near the marginal costdy=dx:

Example: When the cost isx2, the average cost isx2=xD x: The marginal cost is
2x: Figure 2.4 has increasing slope—an example of “diminishing returns to scale.”

This raises another point about economics. The units are arbitrary. In yen per
kilogram the numbers look different. The way to correct for arbitrary units is to work
with percentage changeor relative change. An increase of�x tons is a relative
increase of�x=x: A cost increase�y is a relative increase of�y=y: Those are
dimensionless, the same in tons=tons or dollars=dollars or yen=yen.

A third example isthe demandy at pricex. Now dy=dx is negative. But again
the units are arbitrary. The demand is in liters or gallons, the price is in dollars or
pesos.

�These paragraphs show how calculus applies to economics. You donot have to be an
economist to understand them. Certainly the author is not, probably the instructor is not,
possibly the student is not. We can all usedy=dx:
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Fig. 2.4 Marginal exceeds average. Constant elasticityE D�1: Perfectly elastic to perfectly
inelastic (� curve).

Relative changes are better. When the price goes up by10%, the demand may drop
by 5%: If that ratio stays the same for small increases,the elasticity of demand is1

2
:

Actually this number should be�1
2
: The price rose, the demand dropped. In our

definition, the elasticitywill be�1
2
: In conversation between economists the minus

sign is left out (I hope not forgotten).

DEFINITION The elasticity of the demand functiony.x/ is

E.x/D lim
�xÑ0

�y=y

�x=x
D
dy=dx

y=x
: (3)

Elasticity is “marginal” divided by“average.” E.x/ is also relative change iny
divided by relative change inx: SometimesE.x/ is the same at all prices—this
important case is discussed below.

EXAMPLE 4 Suppose the demand isyD c=x when the price isx: The derivative
dy=dxD�c=x2 comes from calculus. The divisiony=xD c=x2 is only algebra.
The ratio isED�1:

For the demandyD c=x, the elasticity is.�c=x2/=.c=x2/D�1:
All demand curves are compared with this one. The demand isinelastic when|E|   1: It is elastic when |E| ¡ 1: The demand20=

?
x is inelastic.ED�1

2
/,

while x�3 is elastic.ED�3/: The poweryD cxn, whose derivative we know, is
the function with constant elasticityn:

if yD cxn then dy=dxD cnxn�1 and ED cnxn�1=.cxn=x/D n:

It is becauseyD cxn sets the standard that we could come so early to economics.
In the special case whenyD c=x, consumers spend the same at all prices. Pricex

times quantityy remains constant atxyD c:

EXAMPLE 5 The supply curve hasE¡ 0—supply increases with price. Now
the baseline case isyD cx: The slope isc and the average isy=xD c: The elasticity
isED c=cD 1:

CompareED 1withED 0 andED8:A constant supply is “perfectly inelastic.”
The powern is zero and the slope is zero:yD c: No more is available when the
harvest is over. Whatever the price, the farmer cannot suddenly grow more wheat.
Lack of elasticity makes farm economics difficult.

The other extremeED8 is “perfectly elastic.” The supply is unlimited at a fixed
price x: Once this seemed true of water and timber. In reality the steep curve
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xD constant is leveling off to a flat curveyD constant. Fixed price is changing to
fixed supply,ED8 is becomingED 0, and the supply of water follows a “gamma
curve” shaped like�:

EXAMPLE 6 Demand is an increasing function ofincome—more income, more
demand. Theincome elasticityis E.I /D .dy=dI /=.y=I /: A luxury hasE¡ 1
(elastic). Doubling your income more than doubles the demand for caviar. A necessity
hasE  1 (inelastic). The demand for bread does not double. Please recognize how
the central ideas of calculus provide a language for the central ideas of economics.

Important note on supplyD demand This is the basic equation of microeconomics.
Where the supply curve meets the demand curve, the economy finds the equilibrium
price.SupplyD demand assumes perfect competition. With many suppliers, no one
can raise the price. If someone tries, the customers go elsewhere.

The opposite case is amonopoly—no competition. Instead of many small pro-
ducers of wheat, there is one producer of electricity. An airport is a monopolist (and
maybe the National Football League). If the price is raised, some demand remains.

Price fixingoccurs when several producers act like a monopoly-which antitrust
laws try to prevent. The price is not set by supplyD demand. The calculus problem is
different—to maximize profit. Section3:2 locates the maximum where the marginal
profit (the slope!) is zero.

Question on income elasticity From an income of$10;000 you save$500:
The income elasticity of savings isED 2: Out of the next dollar what fraction do
you save ?

Answer The savings isyD cx2 becauseED 2: The numberc must give500D
c.10;000/2, soc is 5 �10�6: Then the slopedy=dx is 2cxD 10 �10 �10�6 �104 D
1
10
: This is the marginal savings, ten cents on the dollar.Average savings is5%;

marginal savings is10%; andED 2.

2.2 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

The derivative of f D x4 is f 1 D a . That comes from
expanding.xCh/4 into the five terms b . Subtractingx4 and
dividing by h leaves the four terms c . This is�f=h, and its
limit is d .

The derivative off D xn is f 1 D e . Now .xCh/n comes
from the f theorem. The terms to look for arexn�1h,
containing only one g . There are h of those terms,
so .xCh/n D xn C i C � � � : After subtracting j and
dividing by h, the limit of �f=h is k . The coefficient of
xn�jhj , not needed here, is “n choosej ” D l , wheren! means

m .

The derivative of x�2 is n . The derivative ofx1=2 is
o . The derivative of3xC.1=x/ is p , which uses the

following rules: The derivative of3f .x/ is q and the
derivative of f .x/Cg.x/ is r . Integral calculus recovers

s from dy=dx: If dy=dxD x4 theny.x/D t .

1 Starting with f Dx6, write downf 1 and thenf 2: (This is “f
double prime,” the derivative off 1:) After derivatives ofx6

you reach a constant. What constant ?

2 Find a function that hasx6 as its derivative.

Find the derivatives of the functions in 3–10. Even ifn is
negative or a fraction, the derivative ofxn is nxn�1:

3 x2 C7xC5 4 1C.7=x/C.5=x2/

5 1CxCx2 Cx3 Cx4 6 .x2 C1/2

7 xn Cx�n 8 xn=nŠ

9 1CxC
1

2
x2 C

1

6
x3 C

1

24
x4 10

2

3
x3=2 C

2

5
x5=2

11 Name two functions withdf=dxD 1=x2:
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12 Find the mistake: x2 is xCxC � � �Cx (with x terms). Its
derivative is1C1C � � �C1 (alsox terms). So the derivative ofx2

seems to bex:

13 What are the derivatives of3x1=3 and �3x�1=3 and
.3x1=3/�1 ?

14 The slope ofxC.1=x/ is zero whenxD :What does the
graph do at that point ?

15 Draw a graph ofyD x3�x:Where is the slope zero ?

16 If df=dx is negative, isf .x/ always negative ? Isf .x/
negative for largex ? If you think otherwise, give examples.

17 A rock thrown upward with velocity16 ft=sec reaches height
f D 16t�16t2 at timet:

(a) Find its average speed�f=�t from t D 0 to t D 1
2 :

(b) Find its average speed�f=�t from t D 1
2 to t D 1:

(c) What isdf=dt at t D 1
2 ?

18 Whenf is in feet andt is in seconds, what are the units off 1
and its derivativef 2 ? In f D 16t�16t2, the first16 is ft=sec but
the second16 is :

19 Graph yD x3 Cx2�x from xD�2 to xD 2 and estimate
where it is decreasing. Check the transition points by solving
dy=dxD 0:

20 At a point wheredy=dxD 0, what is special about the graph of
y.x/? Test case:yDx2:

21 Find the slope ofyD
?
x by algebra (thenhÑ 0):

�y

h
D

?
xCh�?x

h
D

?
xCh�?x

h
D

?
xChC

?
x?

xChC
?
x
:

22 Imitate Problem21 to find the slope ofyD 1=
?
x:

23 Complete Pascal’s triangle fornD 5 and nD 6: Why do the
numbers across each row add to2n ?

24 Complete .xCh/5 D x5 C : What are the binomial

coefficients
�

5

1

�

and
�

5

2

�

and
�

5

3

�

?

25 Compute.xCh/3�.x�h/3, divide by2h, and sethD 0: Why
divide by2h to find this slope?

26 Solve the differential equationy2 D x to findy.x/:

27 For f .x/D x2 Cx3, write outf .xC�x/ and�f=�x: What
is the limit at�xD 0 and what rule about sums is confirmed ?

28 The derivative of.u.x//2 is from Section2:1: Test this
rule onuD xn:

29 What are the derivatives ofx7 C1 and.xC1/7 ? Shift the graph
of x7:

30 If df=dx is v.x/, what functions have these derivatives ?

(a) 4v.x/

(c) v.xC1/

(b) v.x/C1

(d) v.x/Cv1.x/:

31 What functionf .x/ has fourth derivative equal to1 ?

32 What functionf .x/ hasnth derivative equal to1 ?

33 Supposedf=dxD 1CxCx2 Cx3: Find f .x/:

34 Supposedf=dxD x�2�x�3: Findf .x/:

35 f .x/ can be its own derivative. In the infinite polynomial
f D 1CxC 1

2x
2 C 1

6x
3 C , what numbers multiplyx4

and x5 if df=dx equalsf ?

36 Write down a differential equationdy=dxD that is
solved byyD x2: Make the right side involvey (not just2x).

37 True or false: (a) The derivative ofx� is �x� :

(b) The derivative ofaxn=bxn is a=b:

(c) If df=dxD x4 anddg=dxD x4 thenf .x/Dg.x/:

(d) .f .x/�f .a//=.x�a/ approachesf 1.a/ asxÑa:

(e) The slope ofyD .x�1/3 is y1 D 3.x�1/2:
Problems 38–44 are about calculus in economics.

38 When the cost isyD y0 Ccx, find E.x/D .dy=dx/=.y=x/:

It approaches for largex:

39 From an income ofxD $10;000 you spendyD $1;200 on
your car. If E D 1

2 , what fraction of your next dollar will be

spent on the car ? Comparedy=dx (marginal) withy=x (average).

40 Name a product whose price elasticity is

(a) high (b) low (c) negative ( ? )

41 The demandyD c=x has dy=dxD�y=x: Show that�y=�x
is not �y=x: (Use numbers or algebra.) Finite steps miss the
special feature of infinitesimal steps.

42 The demandyD xn hasED : The revenuexy (price
times demand) has elasticityED :

43 yD 2xC3 grows with marginal cost2 from the fixed cost3:
Draw the graph ofE.x/:

44 From an incomeI we save S.I /: The marginal propensity
to save is : Elasticity is not needed becauseS and I

have the same : Applied to the whole economy this is
(microeconomics) (macroeconomics).

45 2t is doubled whent increases by : t3 is doubled when
t increases to t: The doubling time for AIDS is proportional
to t:

46 Biology also leads tody=yDndx=x, for the relative growth of
the head.dy=y/ and the body.dx=x/: Isn¡ 1 orn  1 for a child ?

47 What functions havedf=dxD x9 anddf=dxD xn ? Why does
nD�1 give trouble ?

48 The slope ofyD x3 comes from this identity:

.xCh/3�x3

h
D .xCh/2 C.xCh/xCx2:

(a) Check the algebra. Finddy=dx ashÑ 0:
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(b) Write a similar identity foryD x4:

49 (Computer graphing) Find all the points where
yD x4 C2x3�7x2 C3D 0 and wheredy=dxD 0:

50 The graphs ofy1.x/D x4 Cx3 and y2.x/D 7x�5 touch at
the point wherey3.x/D D 0: Plot y3.x/ to see what
is special. What does the graph ofy.x/ do at a point where
yD y1 D 0 ?

51 In the Massachusetts lottery you choose6 numbers out of36:
What is your chance to win ?

52 In what circumstances would it pay to buy a lottery ticket for
every possible combination, so one of the tickets would win ?
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2.3 The Slope and the Tangent Line

Chapter1 started with straight line graphs. The velocity was constant (at least
piecewise). The distance function was linear. Now we are facing polynomials like
x3�2 or x4�x2 C3, with other functions to come soon. Their graphs are definitely
curved. Most functions are not close to linear—except if you focus all your attention
near a single point. That is what we will do.

Over a very short range a curve looks straight. Look through a microscope, or
zoom in with a computer, and there is no doubt. The graph of distance versus time
becomes nearly linear. Its slope is the velocity at that moment. We want to find the
line that the graph stays closest to—the “tangent line”—before it curves away.

The tangent line is easy to describe. We are at a particular point on the graph of
yD f .x/: At that pointx equalsa andy equalsf .a/ and the slope equalsf 1.a/:
The tangent line goes through that pointxD a;yD f .a/ with that slope
mD f 1.a/. Figure 2.5 shows the line more clearly than any equation, but we have to
turn the geometry into algebra. We need the equation of the line.

EXAMPLE 1 SupposeyD x4�x2 C3: At the point xD aD 1, the height is
yD f .a/D 3: The slope isdy=dxD 4x3�2x: At xD 1 the slope is4�2D 2:
That isf 1.a/:

The numbersxD 1; yD 3; dy=dxD 2 determine the tangent line.

The equation of the tangent line isy�3D 2.x�1/, and this section explains
why.

Fig. 2.5 The tangent line has the same slope2 as the curve (especially after zoom).

THE EQUATION OF A LINE

A straight line is determined by two conditions. We know the line if we know two of
its points. (We still have to write down the equation.) Also, if we knowone point and
the slope, the line is set. That is the situation for the tangent line, which has a known
slope at a known point:

1. The equation of a line has the formyDmxCb

2. The numberm is the slope of the line, becausedy=dxDm

3. The numberb adjusts the line to go through the required point.

I will take those one at a time—firstyDmxCb, thenm, thenb:
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1. The graph ofyDmxCb is not curved. How do we know ? For the specific
exampleyD 2xC1, take two points whose coordinatesx;y satisfy the equation:

xD 0;yD 1 and xD 4;yD 9 both satisfy yD 2xC1:

Those points.0;1/ and.4;9/ lie on the graph.The point halfway between hasxD 2
andyD 5. That point also satisfiesyD 2xC1:The halfway point is on the graph.
If we subdivide again, the midpoint between.0;1/ and.2;5/ is .1;3/: This also has
yD 2xC1: The graph contains all halfway points and must be straight.

2. What is the correct slopem for the tangent line ? In our example it is
mD f 1.a/D 2:

The curve and its tangent line have the same slope at the crucial point:
dy=dxD 2:

Allow me to say in another way why the lineyDmxCb has slopem: At xD 0
its height isyD b: At xD 1 its height isyDmCb: The graph has goneone unit
across.0 to 1/ andm units up.b tomCb/: The whole idea is

slopeD
distance up

distance across
D
m

1
: (1)

Each unit across meansm units up, to2mCb or 3mCb: A straight line keeps a
constant slope, whereas the slope ofyD x4�x2 C3 equals2 only atxD 1:

3. Finally we decide onb: The tangent lineyD 2xCb must go throughxD 1;
yD 3: ThereforebD 1: With letters instead of numbers,yDmxCb leads to
f .a/DmaCb: So we knowb:

2E The equation of the tangent line hasbD f .a/�ma:

yDmxCf .a/�ma or y�f .a/Dm.x�a/: (2)

That last form is the best. You see immediately what happens atxD a: The factor
x�a is zero. ThereforeyD f .a/ as required. This is thepoint-slope formof the
equation, and we use it constantly:

y�3D 2.x�1/ or
y�3
x�1 D

distance up

distance across
D slope2:

EXAMPLE 2 The curveyD x3�2 goes throughyD 6 whenxD 2: At that point
dy=dxD 3x2 D 12: The point-slope equation of the tangent line uses2 and6 and12:

y�6D 12.x�2/ which is also yD 12x�18:
There is another important line. It isperpendicular to the tangent line and

perpendicularto the curve. This is thenormal line in Figure 2.6. Its new feature
is its slope. When the tangent line has slopem, the normal line has slope�1=m:
(Rule: Slopes of perpendicular lines multiply to give�1:) Example 2 hasmD 12,
so the normal line has slope�1=12:

tangent line: y�6D 12.x�2/ normal line: y�6D� 1
12
.x�2/:

Light rays travel in the normal direction. So do brush fires—they move perpendicular
to the fire line. Use the point-slope form! The tangent isyD 12x�18, the normal is
notyD� 1

12
x�18:
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EXAMPLE 3 You are on a roller-coaster whose track followsyD x2 C4: You see
a friend at.0;0/ and want to get there quickly. Where do you step off ?

Solution Your path will be the tangent line (at high speed). The problem isto choose
xD a so the tangent line passes throughxD 0;yD 0:When you step off atxD a,

the height isyD a2 C4 and the slope is2a

the equation of the tangent line isy� .a2 C4/D 2a.x�a/
this line goes through.0;0/ if �.a2 C4/D�2a2 or aD�2:

The same problem is solved by spacecraft controllers and baseball pitchers. Releasing
a ball at the right time to hit a target60 feet away is an amazing display of calculus.
Quarterbacks with a moving target should read Chapter4 on related rates.

Here is a better example than a roller-coaster. Stopping at a red light wastes gas. It
is smarter to slow down early, and then accelerate. When a car is waiting in front of
you, the timing needs calculus:

EXAMPLE 4 How much must you slow down when a red light is72meters away ?
In 4 seconds it will be green. The waiting car will accelerate at3meters=sec2: You
cannot pass the car.

Strategy Slow down immediately to the speedV at which you will just catch that car.
(If you wait and brake later, your speed will have to go belowV:) At the catchup time
T , the cars have the same speed and same distance.Two conditions, so the distance
functions in Figure 2.6d are tangent.

Solution At time T , the other car’s speed is3.T �4/: That shows the delay of4
seconds. Speeds are equal when3.T �4/DV or T D 1

3
V C4: Now require equal

distances. Your distance isV timesT: The other car’s distance is72C 1
2
at2:

72C 1
2
�3.T �4/2 DV T becomes 72C 1

2
� 1

3
V 2 DV

�

1
3
V C4

�

:

Thesolution isV D 12meters=second. This is43 km=hr or27miles per hour.
Without the other car, you only slow down toV D 72=4D 18meters=second. As

the light turns green, you go through at65 km=hr or40miles per hour. Try it.

Fig. 2.6 Tangent liney�y0 Dm.x�x0/: Normal liney�y0 D� 1

m
.x�x0/: Leaving a

roller-coaster and catching up to a car.
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THE SECANT LINE CONNECTING TWO POINTS ON A CURVE

Instead of the tangent line through one point, consider thesecant line through two
points. For the tangent line the points came together. Now spread them apart. The
point-slope form of a linear equation is replaced by thetwo-point form.

The equation of the curve is stillyD f .x/: The first point remains atxD a;
yD f .a/: The other point is atxD c;yD f .c/: The secant line goes between them,
and we want its equation. This time we don’t start with the slope—butm is easy to
find.

EXAMPLE 5 The curveyD x3�2 goes throughxD 2;yD 6: It also goes through
xD 3;yD 25: The slope between those points is

mD
change iny

change inx
D
25�6
3�2 D 19:

The point-slope form (at the first point) isy�6D 19.x�2/:This line automatically
goes through the second point.3;25/: Check:25�6 equals19.3�2/: The secant
has the right slope19 to reach the second point. It is theaverage slope�y=�x.

A look ahead The second point is going to approach the first point. The secant
slope�y=�x will approach the tangent slopedy=dx: We discover the derivative
(in the limit). That is the main point now—but not forever.

Soon you will be fast at derivatives. The exactdy=dx will be much easier
than�y=�x: The situation is turned around as soon as you know thatx9 has slope
9x8: Near xD 1, the distanceup is about9 times the distanceacross. To find
�yD 1:0019�19, just multiply �xD :001 by 9: The quick approximation is
:009, the calculator gives�yD :009036: It is easier to follow the tangent line than
the curve.

Come back to the secant line, and change numbers to letters. What line connects
xD a;yD f .a/ to xD c;yD f .c/ ? A mathematician puts formulas ahead of
numbers, and reasoning ahead of formulas, and ideas ahead of reasoning:

(1) The slope ismD
distance up

distance across
D
f .c/�f .a/

c�a
(2) The height isyD f .a/ atxD a

(3) The height isyD f .c/ atxD c (automatic with correct slope).

2F Thetwo-point formuses the slope between the points:

secant lineW y�f .a/D

�

f .c/�f .a/
c�a �

.x�a/: (3)

At xD a the right side is zero. SoyD f .a/ on the left side. AtxD c the right
side has two factorsc�a: They cancel to leaveyD f .c/:With equation(2) for the
tangent line and equation(3) for the secant line, we are ready for the moment of truth.
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THE SECANT LINE APPROACHES THE TANGENT LINE

What comes now is pretty basic. It matches what we did with velocities:

average velocityD
� distance

� time
D
f .tC�t/�f .t/

�t
:

The limit is df=dt: We now do exactly the same thing with slopes.The secant line
turns into the tangent line asc approachesa:

slope of secant line:
�f

�x
D
f .c/�f .a/

c�a
slope of tangent line:

df

dx
D limit of

�f

�x
:

There stands the fundamental idea of differential calculus! You have to imagine
more secant lines than I can draw in Figure 2.7, asc comes close toa: Everybody
recognizesc�a as�x: Do you recognizef .c/�f .a/ asf .xC�x/�f .x/ ? It
is �f , the change in height. All lines go throughxD a;yD f .a/: Their limit is
the tangent line.

Fig. 2.7 Secants approach tangent as their
slopes�f=�x approachdf=dx:

secant y�f .a/D
f .c/�f .a/

c�a .x�a/
tangent y�f .a/Df 1.a/.x�a/

Intuitively, the limit is pretty clear. The two points come together, and the
tangent line touches the curve atonepoint. (It could touch again at faraway points.)
Mathematically this limit can be tricky—it takes us from algebra to calculus. Algebra
stays away from0=0, but calculus gets as close as it can.

The new limit fordf=dx looks different, but it is the same as before:

f 1.a/D lim
cÑa

f .c/�f .a/
c�a : (4)

EXAMPLE 6 Find the secant lines and tangent line foryD f .x/D sin x atxD 0:

The starting point isxD 0;yD sin0: This is the origin.0;0/: The ratio of distance
up to distance across is.sinc/=c:

secant equationyD
sinc

c
x tangent equation yD 1x:

As c approaches zero, the secant line becomes the tangent line. The limit of.sinc/=c
is not0=0, which is meaningless, but1; which isdy=dx:

EXAMPLE 7 The gold you own will be worth
?
t million dollars int years. When

does the rate of increase drop to10% of the current value, so you should sell the
gold and buy a bond ? Att D 25, how far does that put you ahead of

?
t D 5 ?
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Solution The rate of increase is the derivative of
?
t , which is1=2

?
t : That is10%

of the current value
?
t when1=2

?
t D

?
t=10: Therefore2t D 10 or t D 5: At that

time you sell the gold, leave the curve, and go onto the tangent line:

y�?5D

?
5

10
.t�5/ becomes y�?5D 2

?
5 at t D 25:

With straight interest on the bond, not compounded, you have reached
yD 3

?
5D 6:7million dollars. The gold is worth a measly five million.

2.3 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

A straight line is determined by a points, or one point and the
b . The slope of the tangent line equals the slope of thec .

Thepoint-slope form of the tangent equation isy�f .a/D d .
The tangent line toyD x3 Cx at xD 1 has slope e . Its

equation is f . It crosses they axis at g and thex axis
at h . The normal line at this point.1;2/ has slope i . Its
equation isy�2D j . The secant line from.1;2/ to .2; k /

has slope l . Its equation isy�2D m .

The point .c;f .c// is on the liney�f .a/Dm.x�a/ provided
mD n . As c approachesa, the slopem approaches o . The
secant line approaches the p line.

1 (a) Find the slope ofyD 12=x: Find the slope ofyD 12=x:

(b) Find the equation of the tangent line at.2;6/:

(c) Find the equation of the normal line at.2;6/:

(d) Find the equation of the secant line to.4;3/:

2 ForyDx2 Cx find equations for

(a) the tangent line and normal line at.1;2/;
(b) the secant line toxD 1Ch;y D .1Ch/2 C.1Ch/:

3 A line goes through.1;�1/ and .4;8/: Write its equation in
point-slope form. Then write it asyDmxCb:

4 The tangent line to yD x3 C6x at the origin is
yD : Does it cross the curve again ?

5 The tangent line to yDx3�3x2 Cx at the origin is
yD : It is also the secant line to the point :

6 Find the tangent line toxD y2 atxD 4;yD 2:

7 For yD x2 the secant line from.a;a2/ to .c;c2/ has the
equation : Do the division byc�a to find the tangent
line asc approachesa:

8 Construct a function that has the same slope atxD 1 andxD 2:

Then find two points whereyD x4�2x2 has the same tangent line
(draw the graph).

9 Find a curve that is tangent toyD 2x�3 atxD 5: Find the nor-
mal line to that curve at.5;7/:

10 For yD 1=x the secant line from.a;1=a/ to .c;1=c/ has
the equation : Simplify its slope and find the limit asc
approachesa:

11 What are the equations of the tangent line and normal
line to yD sinx atxD�=2 ?

12 If c anda both approach an in-between valuexD b, then the
secant slope.f .c/�f .a//=.c�a/ approaches :

13 At xD a on the graph ofyD 1=x, compute

(a) the equation of the tangent line

(b) the points where that line crosses the axes.

The triangle between the tangent line and the axes always has
area :

14 Supposeg.x/D f .x/C7: The tangent lines tof andg atxD 4

are : True or false: The distance between those lines is7:

15 Choosec so thatyD 4x is tangent toyDx2 Cc:Match heights
as well as slopes.

16 Choosec so thatyD 5x�7 is tangent toyD x2 Ccx:

17 For yD x3 C4x2�3xC1, find all points where the tangent is
horizontal.

18 yD 4x can’t be tangent toyD cx2: Try to match heights and
slopes, or draw the curves.

19 Determinec so that the straight line joining.0;3/ and.5;�2/ is
tangent to the curveyD c=.xC1/:

20 Chooseb;c;d so that the two parabolasyD x2 CbxCc and
yD dx�x2 are tangent to each other atxD 1;yD 0:

21 The graph off .x/D x3 goes through.1;1/:

(a) Another point isxD cD 1Ch;y D f .c/D :

(b) The change inf is�f D :

(c) The slope of the secant ismD :

(d) As h goes to zero,m approaches :

22 Construct a functionyD f .x/whose tangent line atxD 1 is the
same as the secant that meets the curve again atxD 3:
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23 Draw two curves bending away from each other. Mark
the points P and Q where the curves are closest. At those
points, the tangent lines are and the normal lines are :�24 If the parabolasyD x2 C1 and yD x�x2 come closest at
.a;a2 C1/ and.c;c�c2/, set up two equations fora andc:

25 A light ray comes down the linexD a: It hits the parabolic re-
flectoryD x2 atP D .a;a2/:

(a) Find the tangent line atP: Locate the pointQ where that
line crosses they axis.

(b) Check thatP andQ are the same distance from the focus
atF D .0; 1

4 /:

(c) Show from (b) that the figure has equal angles.

(d) What law of physics makes every ray reflect off the
parabola to the focus atF ?

26 In a bad reflectoryD 2=x, a ray down one special linexD a is
reflected horizontally. What isa ?

27 For the parabola4pyDx2, where is the slope equal to
1? At that point a vertical ray will reflect horizontally. So the
focus is at.0; /:

28 Why are these statements wrong ? Make them right.

(a) If yD 2x is the tangent line at.1;2/ thenyD�1
2x is the

normal line.

(b) As c approachesa, the secant slope.f .c/�f .a//=
.c�a/ approaches.f .a/�f .a//=.a�a/:
(c) The line through.2;3/ with slope4 is y�2D 4.x�3/:

29 A ball goes around a circle:xD cost;yD sin t: At t D 3�=4 the
ball flies off on the tangent line. Find the equation of that line and
the point where the ball hits the ground.yD 0/:

30 If the tangent line toyD f .x/ at xD a is the same as the
tangent line toyDg.x/ at xD b, find two equations that must be
satisfied bya andb:

31 Draw a circle of radius 1 resting in the parabola
yD x2: At the touching point .a;a2/, the equation of the
normal line is : That line hasxD 0 whenyD : The
distance to.a;a2/ equals the radius1 when aD : This
locates the touching point.

32 Follow Problem 31 for the flatter parabolayD 1
2x

2 and
explain where the circle rests.

33 You are applying for a $1000 scholarship and your time is worth
$10 a hour. If the chance of success is1�.1=x/ from x hours of
writing, when should you stop ?

34 Suppose|f .c/�f .a/|¤ |c�a| for every pair of pointsa and
c: Prove that|df=dx|¤ 1:
35 From which pointxD a does the tangent line toyD 1=x2 hit
thex axis atxD 3 ?

36 If u.x/=v.x/D 7 find u1.x/=v1.x/: Also find .u.x/=v.x//1:
37 Findf .c/D 1:00110 in two ways—by calculator and byf .c/�
f .a/� f 1.a/.c�a/: ChooseaD 1 andf .x/D x10:

38 At a distance�x from xD 1, how far is the curveyD 1=x

above its tangent line ?

39 At a distance�x from xD 2, how far is the curveyD x3 above
its tangent line ?

40 Based on Problem38 or 39; the distance between curve and tan-
gent line grows like what power.�x/p ?

41 The tangent line tof .x/D x2�1 at x0 D 2 crosses the
x axis at x1 D : The tangent line atx1, crosses
the x axis at x2 D : Draw the curve and the two
lines, which are the beginning ofNewton’s methodto solve
f .x/D 0:

42 (Puzzle) The equationyDmxCb requires two numbers,
the point-slope formy�f .a/D f 1.a/.x�a/ requiresthree, and
the two-point form requiresfour: a;f .a/;c;f .c/: How can
this be ?

43 Find the timeT at the tangent point in Example 4, when you
catch the car in front.

44 If the waiting car only accelerates at2 meters=sec2, what speed
V must you slow down to ?

45 A thief 40 meters away runs toward you at8 meters
per second. What is the smallest acceleration so thatvD at

keeps you in front ?

46 With 8 meters to go in a relay race, you slow down badly
.f D�8C6t� 1

2 t
2/: How fast should the next runner start

(choosev in f D vt) so you can just pass the baton ?
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2.4 The Derivative of the Sine and Cosine

This section does two things. One is to compute the derivatives ofsin x and cosx:
The other is to explain why these functions are so important. They describe

oscillation, which will be expressed in words and equations. You will see a
“differential equation.” It involves the derivative of an unknown functiony.x/:

The differential equation will say that thesecondderivative—the derivative of the
derivative—is equal and opposite toy: In symbols this isy2 D�y: Distance in one
direction leads to acceleration in the other direction. That makesy andy 1 andy2 all
oscillate. The solutions toy2 D�y aresinx andcosx and all their combinations.

We begin with the slope. The derivative ofyD sinx is y 1 D cosx: There is no
reason for that to be a mystery, but I still find it beautiful. Chapter1 followed a ball
around a circle; the shadow went up and down. Its height wassin t and its velocity
was cost: We now find that derivative bythe standard method of limits, when
y.x/D sinx:

dy

dx
D limit of

�y

�x
D lim

hÑ0

sin.xCh/�sinx

h
: (1)

The sine is harder to work with thanx2 or x3: Where we had.xCh/2 or .xCh/3,
we now havesin.xCh/: This calls for one of the basic “addition formulas” from
trigonometry, reviewed in Section1:5 W

sin.xCh/ D sin x coshCcosx sinh (2)

cos.xCh/ D cosx cosh�sinx sinh: (3)

Equation (2) puts�yD sin.xCh/�sinx in a new form:

�y

�x
D

sin x coshCcosx sinh�sinx

h
D sin x

�

cosh�1
h

�

Ccosx

�

sin h

h

�

: (4)

The ratio splits into two simpler pieces on the right. Algebra and trigonometry got
us this far, and now comes the calculus problem.What happens ashÑ 0 ? It is no
longer easy to divide byh: (I will not even mention the unspeakable crime of writing
.sinh/=hD sin:) There are two critically important limits—the first is zero and the
second is one:

lim
hÑ0

cosh�1
h

D 0 and lim
hÑ0

sinh

h
D 1: (5)

The careful reader will object that limits have not been defined! You may further
object to computing these limits separately, before combining them into equation(4).
Nevertheless—following the principle ofideas now, rigor later—I would like to
proceed. It is entirely true that the limit of(4) comes from the two limits in(5):

dy

dx
D .sinx/.first limit/C .cosx/.second limit/D 0Ccosx: (6)

The secant slope�y=�x has approached the tangent slopedy=dx:

2G The derivative ofyD sinx is dy=dxD cosx:
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Fig. 2.8

We cannot pass over the crucial step—the two limits in(5). They contain the real
ideas.Both ratios become0=0 if we just substitutehD 0. Remember that the
cosine of a zero angle is1, and the sine of a zero angle is0: Figure 2.8a shows a
small angleh (as near to zero as we could reasonably draw). The edge of lengthsinh
is close to zero, and the edge of lengthcosh is near1: Figure 2.8b shows how the
ratio of sinh to h (both headed for zero) gives the slope of the sine curve at the start.

When two functions approach zero, their ratio might do anything. We might have

h2

h
Ñ 0 or

h

h
Ñ 1 or

?
h

h
Ñ8:

No clue comes from0=0: When matters iswhether the top or bottom goes to zero
more quickly. Roughly speaking, we want to show that.cosh�1/=h is like h2=h
and.sinh/=h is like h=h:

Time out The graph ofsinx is in Figure 2.9 (in black). The graph ofsin.xC�x/
sits just beside it (in red). The height difference is�f when the shift distance is�x:

Fig. 2.9 sin.xCh/ with hD 10� D�=18 radians.�f=�x is close to cosx:

Now divide by that small number�x (or h). The second figure shows�f=�x:
It is close tocosx: (Look how it starts—it is not quitecosx:) Mathematics will prove
that the limit iscosx exactly, when�xÑ 0: Curiously, the reasoning concentrates
on only one point.xD 0/: The slope at that point iscos0D 1:

We now prove this:sin�x divided by�x goes to1: The sine curve starts with
slope1: By the addition formula forsin.xCh/, this answer at one point will lead to
the slopecosx at all points.

Question Why does the graph off .xC�x/ shift left fromf .x/ when�x¡ 0 ?
Answer WhenxD 0, theshifted graph is already showingf .�x/: In Figure 2.9a,
the red graph is shiftedleft from the black graph. The red graph showssinh when the
black graph showssin0:

THE LIMIT OF .sin h/=h IS 1

There are several ways to find this limit. The direct approach is tolet a computer draw
a graph. Figure 2.10a is very convincing.The function .sinh/=h approaches1 at
the key pointhD 0. So does.tanh/=h: In practice, the only danger is that you might
get a message like “undefined function” and no graph. (The machine may refuse to
divide by zero athD 0:Probably you can get around that.) Because of the importance
of this limit, I want to give a mathematical proof that it equals1:

Figure 2.10b indicates, but still only graphically, thatsinh stays belowh: (The
first graph shows that too;.sinh/=h is below1:) We also see thattanh stays above
h: Remember that the tangent is the ratio of sine to cosine. Dividing by the cosine is
enough to push the tangent aboveh: The crucial inequalities (to be proved whenh is
small and positive) are

sinh  h and tanh¡ h: (7)
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Fig. 2.10 .sinh/=h squeezed between cosx and 1I.tanh/=h decreases to1:

SincetanhD .sinh/=.cosh/, those are the same as

sinh

h
  1 and

sinh

h
¡ cosh: (8)

Whathappens ash goes to zero ?The ratio .sinh/=h is squeezed betweencosh
and1. But cosh is approaching1! The squeeze ashÑ 0 leaves only one possibility
for .sinh/=h, which is caught in between:The ratio.sinh/=h approaches1.

Figure 2.10 shows that “squeeze play.”If two functions approach the same limit,
so does any function caught in between. This is proved at the end of Section2:6:

For negative values ofh, which are absolutely allowed, the result is the same. To the
left of zero,h reverses sign andsinh reverses sign. The ratio.sinh/=h is unchanged.
(The sine is an odd function:sin.�h/D�sinh:) The ratio is anevenfunction,
symmetric around zero and approaching1 from both sides.

The proof depends onsinh  h  tanh, which is displayed by the graph but not
explained. We go back to right triangles.

Fig. 2.11 Line shorter than arc:2 sinh  2h: Areas giveh  tanh:

Figure 2.11a shows whysinh  h: The straight linePQ has length2 sinh: The
circular arc must be longer, because the shortest distance between two points is a
straight line.� The arcPQ has length2h: (Important:When the radius is1, the arc
length equals the angle. The full circumference is2� and the full angle is also2�:)
The straight distance2 sinh is less than the circular distance2h; sosinh  h.

Figure 2.11b shows whyh  tanh: This time we look atareas. The triangular area
is 1

2
(base)(height)D 1

2
.1/.tanh/: Inside that triangle is the shaded sector of the circle.

� If we try to prove that, we will be here all night. Accept it as true.
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Its area ish=2� times the area of the whole circle (because the angle is that fraction
of the whole angle). The circle has area�r2 D� , so multiplication byh=2� gives
1
2
h for the area of the sector. Comparing with the triangle around it,1

2
tan h¡ 1

2
h:

The inequalitiessinh  h  tanh are now proved. The squeeze in equation(8)
produces.sinh/=hÑ 1: Q.E.D. Problem13 shows how to provesinh  h from
areas.

Note All anglesx andh are being measured in radians.In degrees,cosx is not
the derivative ofsinx. A degree is much less than a radian, anddy=dx is reduced
by the factor2�=360:

THE LIMIT OF .cosh�1/=h IS 0

This second limit is different. We will show that1�cosh shrinks to zeromore quickly
thanh: Cosines are connected to sines by.sinh/2 C .cosh/2 D 1:We start from the
known factsinh  h and work it into a form involving cosines:

.1�cosh/.1Ccosh/D 1� .cosh/2 D .sinh/2  h2: (9)

Note that everything is positive. Divide through byh and also by1Ccosh:

0  1�cosh

h
  h

1Ccosh
: (10)

Our ratio is caught in the middle.The right side goes to zero becausehÑ 0. This
is another “squeeze”—there is no escape. Our ratio goes to zero.

For cosh�1 or for negativeh, the signs change but minus zero is still zero. This
confirms equation(6). The slope ofsinx is cosx:

Remark Equation (10) also shows that1�cosh is approximately1
2
h2: The

2 comes from1Ccosh: This is a basic purpose of calculus—to find simple
approximations like1

2
h2: A “ tangent parabola”1� 1

2
h2 is close to the top of the

cosine curve.

THE DERIVATIVE OF THE COSINE

This will be easy. The quick way to differentiatecosx is to shift the sine curve by
�=2: That yields the cosine curve (solid line in Figure 2.12b). The derivative also
shifts by�=2 (dotted line).The derivative ofcosx is�sinx.

Notice how the dotted line (the slope) goes below zero when the solid line
turns downward. The slope equals zero when the solid line is level.Increasing
functions have positive slopes. Decreasing functions have negative slopes. That
is important, and we return to it.

There is more information indy=dx than “function rising” or “function falling.”
The slope tellshow quicklythe function goes up or down. It gives therate of change.
The slope ofyD cosx can be computed in the normal way, as the limit of�y=�x:

�y

�x
D

cos.xCh/�cosx

h
D cosx

�

cosh�1
h

��sinx

�

sinh

h

�

dy

dx
D .cosx/.0/� .sinx/.1/D�sinx: (11)

The first line came from formula(3) for cos.xCh/: The second line took limits,
reaching0 and1 as before. This confirms the graphical proof that the slope ofcosx
is�sinx:
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Fig. 2.12 y.x/ increases wherey1 is positive.y.x/ bends up wherey2 is positive.

THE SECOND DERIVATIVES OF THE SINE AND COSINE

We now introducethe derivative of the derivative. That is thesecond derivativeof
the original function. It tells how fast the slope is changing, not how fasty itself is
changing. The second derivative is the “rate of change of the velocity.” A straight line
has constant slope (constant velocity), so its second derivative is zero:

f .t/D 5t has df=dt D 5 and d2f=dt2 D 0:

The parabolayD x2 has slope2x (linear) which has slope2 (constant). Similarly

f .t/D 1
2
at2 has df=dt D at and d2f=dt2 D a:

There stands the notationd2f=dt2 (or d2y=dx2) for the second derivative. A short
form isf 2 ory2: (This is pronouncedf double primeory double prime). Example:
The second derivative ofyD x3 is y2 D 6x:

In the distance-velocity problem,f 2 is acceleration. It tells how fastv is changing,
while v tells how fastf is changing. Wheredf=dt was distance=time, the second
derivative is distance=(time)2: The acceleration due to gravity is about32 ft=sec2 or
9:8 m=sec2, which means thatv increases by32 ft=sec in one second. It does not
mean that the distance increases by32 feet!

The graph ofyD sin t increases at the start. Its derivativecost is positive.
However the second derivative is�sin t: The curve is bending down while
going up. The arch is “concave down” becausey2 D�sin t is negative.

At t D� the curve reaches zero and goes negative. The second derivative becomes
positive.Now the curve bends upward. The lower arch is “concave up.”

y2¡ 0means thaty 1 increases soy bends upward (concave up)

y2  0means thaty 1 decreases soy bends down (concave down).

Chapter3 studies these things properly—here we get an advance look forsin t:
The remarkable fact about the sine and cosine is thaty2 D�y: That is unusual and

special:accelerationD�distance: The greater the distance, the greater the force
pulling back:

yD sin t has dy=dt D Ccost and d2y=dt2 D�sin t D�y:
yD cost has dy=dt D�sin t and d2y=dt2 D�cost D�y:

Question Doesd2y=dt2  0mean that the distancey.t/ is decreasing?
Answer No. Absolutely not! It means thatdy=dt is decreasing, not necessarilyy:
At the start of the sine curve,y is still increasing buty2  0:
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Sines and cosines givesimple harmonic motion—up and down, forward and back,
out and in, tension and compression. Stretch a spring, and the restoring force pulls
it back. Push a swing up, and gravity brings it down. These motions are controlled
by adifferential equation:

d2y

dt2
D�y: (12)

All solutions are combinations of the sine and cosine:yDA sin tCB cost:
This is not a course on differential equations. But you have to see the purpose of

calculus. It models events by equations. It models oscillation by equation(12). Your
heart fills and empties. Balls bounce. Current alternates. The economy goes up and
down:

high pricesÑ high productionÑ low pricesÑ �� �
We can’t live without oscillations (or differential equations).

2.4 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

The derivative ofyD sinx is y1 D a . The second derivative
(the b of the derivative) is y2 D c . The fourth
derivative is y4 D d . ThusyD sin x satisfies the differential
equations y2 D e and y4 D f . So does
yD cosx, whose second derivative is g .

Al l these derivatives come from one basic limit:.sinh/=h
approaches h . The sine of :01 radians is very close
to i . So is the j of :01: The cosine of :01 is
not :99, because1�cosh is much k than h: The ratio
.1�cosh/=h2 approaches l . Therefore cosh is close to
1� 1

2h
2 and cos:01� m . We can replaceh by x:

The differential equationy2 D�y leads to n . When y
is positive, y2 is o . Thereforey1 is p . Eventually y
goes below zero andy2 becomes q . Then y1 is r .
Examples of oscillation in real life are s and t .

1 Which of these ratios approach1 ashÑ 0 ?

(a)
h

sinh (b)
sin2h

h2
(c)

sin h

sin2h
(d)

sin.�h/
h

2 (Calculator) Find .sinh/=h at hD 0:5 and 0:1 and :01:

Where does.sinh/=h go above:99 ?

3 Find the limits ashÑ 0 of

(a)
sin2h

h
(b)

sin 5h

5h
(c)

sin 5h

h
(d)

sin h

5h
4 Where does tanhD 1:01h ? Where does tanhD h?

5 yD sinx has period2�, which means that sinxD : The
limit of .sin.2�Ch/�sin2�/=h is 1 because : This gives
dy=dx atxD :

6 Draw cos.xC�x/ next to cosx:Mark the height difference�y:
Then draw�y=�x as in Figure 2.9.

7 The key to trigonometry is cos2 � D 1�sin2 �:

Set sin� � � to find cos2 � � 1��2: The square root is
cos� � 1� 1

2 �
2. Reason: Squaring gives cos2 � � and the

correction term is very small near� D 0:

8 (Calculator) Compare cos� with 1� 1
2�

2 for

(a) � D 0:1 (b) � D 0:5 (c) � D 30� (d) � D 30�:
9 Trigonometry gives cos� D 1�2sin2 1

2�: The approximation
sin 1

2� � leads directly to cos� � 1� 1
2�

2:

10 Find the limits ashÑ 0:

(a)
1�cosh

h2

(c)
1�cos2h

sin2h

(b)
1�cos2h

h2

(d)
1�cos2h

h

11 Find by calculator or calculus:

(a) lim
hÑ0

sin3h

sin2h
(b) lim

hÑ0

1�cos2h

1�cosh
:

12 Compute the slope atxD 0 directly from limits:

(a) yD tanx (b) yD sin.�x/
13 The unmarked points in Figure 2.11 areP andS: Find the height
PS and the area of triangleOPR: Prove by areas that sinh  h:
14 The slopes of cosx and1� 1

2x
2 are�sinx and : The

slopes of sinx and are cosx and1� 1
2x

2:

15 Chapter10 gives an infinite series for sinx:

sinxD
x

1
� x3

3 �2 �1 C
x5

5 �4 �3 �2 �1 � �� � :
From the derivative find the series for cosx: Then take its
derivative to get back to�sinx:
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16 A centered differencefor f .x/D sinx is

f .xCh/�f .x�h/
2h

D
sin.xCh/�sin.x�h/

2h
D‹

Usethe addition formula (2). Then lethÑ 0:

17 Repeat Problem16 to find the slope of cosx: Use formula (3) to
simplify cos.xCh/�cos.x�h/:
18 Find the tangent line toyD sinx at

(a) xD 0 (b) xD� (c) xD�=4

19 Where doesyD sinxCcosx have zero slope ?

20 Find the derivative of sin.xC1/ in two ways:

(a) Expand to sinx cos1Ccosx sin1: Computedy=dx:

(b) Divide �yD sin.xC1C�x/�sin.xC1/ by �x: Write
X instead ofxC1: Let�x go to zero.

21 Show that.tanh/=h is squeezed between1 and 1=cosh: As
hÑ 0 the limit is :

22 For yD sin2x, the ratio�y=h is

sin2.xCh/�sin2x

h
D

sin 2x .cos2h�1/Ccos2x sin2h

h
:

Explain why the limitdy=dx is 2 cos2x:

23 Draw the graph ofyD sin 1
2x: State its slope atxD 0;�=2;�;

and2=�: Does1
2 sin x have the same slopes ?

24 Draw the graph ofyD sinxC
?
3 cosx: Its maximum value is

yD atxD : The slope at that point is :

25 By combining sinx and cosx, find a combination that
starts atxD 0 from yD 2 with slope 1: This combination also
solvesy2 D :

26 True or false, with reason:

(a) The derivative of sin2x is cos2x

(b) The derivative of cos.�x/ is sinx
(c) A positive function has a negative second derivative.

(d) If y1 is increasing theny2 is positive.

27 Find solutions tody=dxD sin3x anddy=dxD cos3x:

28 If yD sin5x then y1 D 5cos5x and y2 D�25 sin5x: So
this function satisfies the differential equationy2 D :

29 If h is measured in degrees, find limhÑ0 .sinh/=h: You could
set your calculator in degree mode.

30 Write down a ratio that approachesdy=dx at xD�: For
yD sinx and�xD :01 compute that ratio.

31 By the square rule, the derivative of.u.x//2 is 2udu=dx: Take
the derivative of each term in sin2 xCcos2xD 1:

32 Give an example of oscillation that does not come from physics.
Is it simple harmonic motion (one frequency only) ?

33 Explain the second derivative in your own words.
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2.5 The Product and Quotient and Power Rules

What are the derivatives ofxCsin x andx sinx and1=sinx andx=sinx andsinnx ?
Those are made up from the familiar piecesx and sinx, but we need new rules.
Fortunately they are rules that apply to every function, so they can be established
once and for all. If we know the separate derivatives of two functionsu andv, then
the derivatives ofuCv anduv and1=v andu=v andun are immediately available.

This is a straightforward section, with those five rules to learn. It is also an
important section, containing most of the working tools of differential calculus. But I
am afraid that five rules and thirteen examples (which we need—the eyes glaze over
with formulas alone) make a long list. At least the easiest rule comes first.When we
add functions,we add their derivatives.

Sum Rule

Thederivative of the sumu.x/Cv.x/ is
d

dx
.uCv/D

du

dx
C
dv

dx
: (1)

EXAMPLE 1 The derivative ofxCsinx is 1Ccosx: That is tremendously
simple, but it is fundamental. The interpretation for distances may be more
confusing (and more interesting) than the rule itself:

Suppose a train moves with velocity1: The distance at timet is t:On the train a
professor paces back and forth (in simple harmonic motion). His distance from
his seat issin t: Then the total distance from his starting point istCsin t , and
his velocity (train speed plus walking speed) is1Ccost:

If you add distances, you add velocities. Actually that example is ridiculous, because
the professor’s maximum speed equals the train speed.D 1/:He is running like mad,
not pacing. Occasionally he is standing still with respect to the ground.

The sum rule is a special case of a bigger rule called “linearity.” It applies when
we add or subtract functions and multiply them by constants—as in3x�4sinx:
By linearity the derivative is3�4cosx: The rule works for all functionsu.x/ and
v.x/: A linear combinationis y.x/D au.x/Cbv.x/, wherea andb are any real
numbers. Then�y=�x is

au.xC�x/Cbv.xC�x/�au.x/�bv.x/
�x

D a
u.xC�x/�u.x/

�x
Cb

v.xC�x/�v.x/
�x

:

Thelimit on the left isdy=dx: The limit on the right isa du=dxCb dv=dx:We are
allowed to take limits separately and add. The result is what we hope for:

Rule of Linearity

The derivative of au.x/Cbv.x/ is
d

dx
.auCbv/D a

du

dx
Cb

dv

dx
: (2)

The product rulecomes next. It can’t be so simple—products are not linear. The
sum rule is what you would have done anyway, but products give something new.
The derivative ofu timesv is not du=dx timesdv=dx. Example: The derivative
of x5 is 5x4: Don’t multiply the derivatives ofx3 andx2: (3x2 times2x is not5x4:)
For a product of two functions, the derivative has two terms.

Product Rule(thekey to this section)

The derivative of u.x/v.x/ is
d

dx
.uv/Du

dv

dx
Cv

du

dx
: (3)
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EXAMPLE 2 uD x3 timesvD x2 is uvD x5: The product rule leads to5x4:

x3 dv

dx
Cx2du

dx
D x3.2x/Cx2.3x2/D 2x4 C3x4 D 5x4:

EXAMPLE 3 In the slope ofx sinx, I don’t writedx=dxD 1 but it’s there:

d

dx
.x sinx/D x cosxCsinx:

EXAMPLE 4 If uD sinx andvD sin x thenuvD sin2x:We get two equal terms:

sinx
d

dx
.sin x/Csinx

d

dx
.sin x/D 2 sinx cosx:

This confirms the “square rule”2u du=dx, whenu is the same asv: Similarly the
slope ofcos2x is�2 cosx sinx (minus sign from the slope of the cosine).

Question Those answers forsin2x and cos2x have opposite signs, so the derivative
of sin2xCcos2x is zero (sum rule). How do you see that more quickly ?

EXAMPLE 5 The derivative ofuvw is uvw1Cuv1wCu1vw—one derivative at a
time. The derivative ofxxx is xxCxxCxx:

Fig. 2.13 Change in lengthD�uC�v: Change in areaDu�vCv�uC�u�v:

After those examples we prove the product rule. Figure 2.13 explains it best. The
area of the big rectangle isuv: The important changes in area are the two strips
u�v and v�u. The corner area�u�v is much smaller. When we divide by�x,
the strips giveu�v=�x andv�u=�x: The corner gives�u�v=�x, which ap-
proaches zero.

Notice how the sum rule is in one dimension and the product rule is in two
dimensions. The rule foruvw would be in three dimensions.

The extra area comes from the whole top strip plus the side strip. By algebra,

u.xCh/v.xCh/�u.x/v.x/Du.xCh/Œv.xCh/�v.x/�Cv.x/Œu.xCh/�u.x/�: (4)

This increase isu.xCh/�vCv.x/�u—top plus side.Now divide byh (or �x)
and lethÑ 0. The left side of equation(4) becomes the derivative ofu.x/v.x/: The
right side becomesu.x/ timesdv=dx—we can multiply the two limits—plusv.x/
timesdu=dx: That proves the product rule—definitely useful.

We could go immediately to the quotient rule foru.x/=v.x/: But start withuD 1:
The derivative of1=x is�1=x2 (known). What is the derivative of1=v.x/ ?

Reciprocal Rule

The derivative of
1

v.x/
is
�dv=dx
v2

: (5)
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The proof starts with.v/.1=v/D 1: The derivative of1 is 0: Apply the product rule:

v
d

dx

�

1

v

�

C
1

v

dv

dx
D 0 so that

d

dx

�

1

v

�

D
�dv=dx
v2

: (6)

It is worth checking the units—in the reciprocal rule and others. A test of
dimensions is automatic in science and engineering, and a good idea in
mathematics. The test ignores constants and plus or minus signs, but it prevents bad
errors. If v is in dollars andx is in hours,dv=dx is in dollars per hour. Then
dimensions agree:

d

dx

�

1

v

�� .1=dollars/

hour
and also

�dv=dx
v2

� dollars=hour

(dollars)2
:

From this test, the derivative of1=v cannot be1=.dv=dx/: A similar test shows that
Einstein’s formulaeDmc2 is dimensionally possible. The theory of relativity might
be correct! Both sides have the dimension of (mass)(distance)2=(time)2, when mass
is converted to energy.�

EXAMPLE 6 The derivatives ofx�1;x�2;x�n are�1x�2;�2x�3;�nx�n�1:

Those come from the reciprocal rule withvD x andx2 and anyxn:

d

dx
.x�n/D

d

dx

�

1

xn

�

D�nxn�1

.xn/2
D�nx�n�1:

The beautiful thing is that this answer�nx�n�1 fits into the same pattern asxn:
Multiply by the exponent and reduce it by one.

For negative and positive exponents the derivative ofxn is nxn�1: (7)

Reciprocal
1

vC�v
� 1
v

D
��v

v.vC�v/

Quotient
uC�u

vC�v
� u
v

D
v�u�u�v
v.vC�v/

Fig. 2.14 Reciprocal rule from.��v/=v2: Quotient rule from.v�u�u�v/=v2:

EXAMPLE 7 The derivatives of
1

cosx
and

1

sinx
are

Csin x

cos2x
and

�cosx

sin2x
:

Those come directly from the reciprocal rule. In trigonometry,1=cosx is thesecant
of the anglex, and1=sinx is thecosecantof x: Now we have their derivatives:

d

dx
.sec x/ D

sinx

cos2x
D

1

cosx

sin x

cosx
D secx tanx: (8)

d

dx
.csc x/ D �cosx

sin2x
D� 1

sinx

cosx

sinx
D�cscx cotx: (9)

�But only Einstein knew that the constant is1:
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Those formulas are often seen in calculus. If you have a good memory they are
worth storing. Like most mathematicians, I have to check them every time before
using them (maybe once a year). It is really the rules that are basic, not the formulas.

The next rule applies to the quotientu.x/=v.x/: That isu times1=v: Combining
the product rule and reciprocal rule gives something new and important:

Quotient Rule

Thederivative of
u.x/

v.x/
is

1

v

du

dx
�udv=dx

v2
D
vdu=dx�udv=dx

v2
:

You must memorize that last formula. Thev2 is familiar. The rest is new, but
not very new. IfvD 1 the result isdu=dx (of course). ForuD 1 we have the
reciprocal rule. Figure 2.14b shows the difference.uC�u/=.vC�v/� .u=v/:The
denominatorv.vC�v/ is responsible forv2:

EXAMPLE 8 (only practice) Ifu=vD x5=x3 (which isx2) the quotient rule gives2x:

d

dx

�

x5

x3

�

D
x3.5x4/�x5.3x2/

x6
D
5x7�3x7

x6
D 2x:

EXAMPLE 9 (important) ForuD sinx andvD cosx, the quotient issinx=cosxD
tanx:The derivative oftanx is sec2x. Use the quotient rule andcos2xCsin2xD 1 W

d

dx

�

sin x

cosx

�

D
cosx .cosx/�sinx .�sinx/

cos2x
D

1

cos2x
D sec2x: (11)

Again to memorize:.tanx/1 D sec2x: At xD 0, this slope is 1. The graphs ofsinx
andx and tanx all start with this slope (then they separate). AtxD�=2 the sine
curve is flat.cosxD 0/ and the tangent curve is vertical.sec2xD8/:

The slope generally blows up faster than the function. We divide bycosx, once
for the tangent and twice for its slope. The slope of1=x is�1=x2: The slope is more
sensitive than the function, because of the square in the denominator.

EXAMPLE 10
d

dx

�

sin x

x

�

D
x cosx�sinx

x2
:

That one I hesitate to touch atxD 0: Formally it becomes0=0: In reality it is more
like 03=02, and the true derivative is zero. Figure 2.10 showed graphically that.sinx/=x
is flat at the center point. The function iseven(symmetric across they axis) so its
derivative can only be zero.

This section is full of rules, and I hope you will allow one more. It goes beyond
xn to .u.x//n: A power ofx changes to a power ofu.x/—as in.sinx/6 or .tanx/7

or .x2 C1/8: The derivative containsnun�1 (copyingnxn�1), but there is an extra
factor du=dx: Watch that factor in6.sinx/5 cosx and 7.tanx/6sec2x and
8.x2 C1/7.2x/:

Power Rule

Thederivative of
h

u.x/
in

is n
h

u.x/
in�1 du

dx
: (12)

For nD 1 this reduces todu=dxD du=dx: For nD 2 we get the square rule
2u du=dx: Next comesu3: The best approach is to usemathematical induction,
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which goes from eachn to the next powernC1 by the product rule:

d

dx
.unC1/D

d

dx
.unu/Dundu

dx
Cu

�

nun�1du

dx

�

D .nC1/un du

dx
:

That is exactly equation(12) for the powernC1:We get all positive powers this way,
going up fromnD 1—then the negative powers come from the reciprocal rule.

Figure 2.15 shows the power rule fornD 1;2;3: The cube makes the point
best. The three thin slabs areu by u by�u: The change in volume is essentially
3u2�u: From multiplying out .uC�u/3, the exact change in volume is
3u2�uC3u.�u/2 C .�u/3—which also accounts for three narrow boxes and a
midget cube in the corner. This is the binomial formula in a picture.

Fig. 2.15 Length changeD�u; area change� 2u�u; volume change� 3u2�u:

EXAMPLE 11
d

dx
.sinx/n D n.sinx/n�1 cosx: The extra factorcosx isdu=dx:

Our last step finally escapes from a very undesirable restriction—thatn must be
a whole number. We want to allow fractional powersnDp=q, and keep the same
formula.The derivative ofxn is still nxn�1.

To deal with square roots I can write.
?
x/2 D x: Its derivative is2

?
x.
?
x/1 D 1:

Therefore.
?
x/1 is 1=2

?
x, which fits the formula whennD 1

2
: Now try nDp=q:

Fractional powers Write uD xp=q asuq D xp: Take derivatives, assuming they
exist:

quq�1
du

dx
Dpxp�1 (power rule on both sides)

du

dx
D
px�1

qu�1
(cancelxp with uq)

du

dx
Dnxn�1 (replacep=q by n andu by xn)

EXAMPLE 12 The slope ofx1=3 is 1
3
x�2=3: The slope is infinite atxD 0 and

zero atxD8: But the curve in Figure 2.16 keeps climbing. It doesn’t stay below an
“asymptote.”
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Fig. 2.16 Infinite slope ofxn versus zero slope: the difference between0 n  1 andn¡ 1:
EXAMPLE 13 The slope ofx4=3 is 4

3
x1=3: The slope is zero atxD 0 and infinite at

xD8: The graph climbs faster than a line and slower than a parabola (4
3

is between

1 and2). Its slope follows the cube root curve (times4
3
).

WE STOP NOW! I am sorry there were so many rules. A computer can memorize
them all, but it doesn’t know what they mean and you do. Together with the chain rule
that dominates Chapter4; they achieve virtually all the derivatives ever computed by
mankind. We list them in one place for convenience.

Rule of Linearity .auCbv/1D au1Cbv1
Product Rule .uv/1 Duv1Cvu1
Reciprocal Rule .1=v/1 D�v1=v2

Quotient Rule .u=v/1 D .vu1�uv1/=v2

Power Rule .un/1 D nun�1u1
The power rule applies whenn is negative, or afraction, or any real number. The
derivative ofx� is �x��1, according to Chapter6: The derivative of.sinx/� is

: And the derivatives of all six trigonometric functions are now established:

.sin x/1D cosx .tanx/1D sec2x .secx/1D secx tanx

.cosx/1D�sinx .cotx/1D�csc2x .cscx/1D�cscx cotx:

2.5 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

The derivatives of sinx cosx and 1=cosx and sinx=cosx and
tan3x come from the a rule, b rule, c rule, and

d rule. The product of sinx times cosx has .uv/1 Duv1C
e D f . The derivative of1=v is g , so the slope of

sec x is h . The derivative ofu=v is i , so the slope of tanx
is j . The derivative of tan3x is k . The slope ofxn is l
and the slope of.u.x//n is m . With nD�1 the derivative of
.cosx/�1 is n , which agrees with the rule for secx:

Even simpler is the rule of o , which applies
to au.x/Cbv.x/: The derivative is p . The slope of3sin xC

4 cosx is q . The derivative of.3 sinxC4 cosx/2 is r .

The derivative of s is 4sin3x cosx:

Find the derivatives of the functions in 1–26.

1 .xC1/.x�1/ 2 .x2 C1/.x2�1/
3

1

1Cx
C

1

1Csinx
4

1

1Cx2
C

1

1�sinx
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5 .x�1/.x�2/.x�3/ 6 .x�1/2.x�2/2
7 x2 cosxC2x sin x 8 x1=2.xCsin x/

9
x3 C1

xC1
C

cosx

sinx
10

x2 C1

x2�1 C
sinx

cosx

11 x1=2sin2xC.sin x/1=2 12 x3=2sin3xC.sin x/3=2

13 x4 cosxCxcos4x 14
?
x.
?
xC1/.

?
xC2/

15 1
2x

2 sin x�x cosxCsinx 16 .x�6/10 Csin10x

17 sec2x� tan2x 18 csc2x�cot2x

19
4

.x�5/2=3
C

4

.5�x/2=3
20

sinx�cosx

sinxCcosx

21 .sin x cosx/3 Csin 2x 22 x cosx cscx

23 u.x/v.x/w.x/z.x/ 24 Œu.x/�2 Œv.x/�2

25
1

tanx
� 1

cotx
26 x sinxCcosx

27 A growing box has lengtht , width 1=.1C t/, and height cost:

(a) What is the rate of change of the volume ?

(b) What is the rate of change of the surface area ?

28 With two applications of the product rule show that the
derivative ofuvw is uvw1Cuv1wCu1vw: When a box with sides
u;v;w grows by�u;�v;�w, three slabs are added with volume
uv �w and and :

29 Find the velocity if the distance isf .t/D

5t2 for t ¤ 10; 500C100
?
t�10 for t ¥ 10:

30 A cylinder has radiusr D
t3=2

1C t3=2
and heighthD

1

1C t
:

(a) What is the rate of change of its volume ?
(b) What is the rate of change of its surface area (including top
and base) ?

31 The height of a model rocket isf .t/D t3=.1C t/:

(a) What is the velocityv.t/?

(b) What is the accelerationdv=dt ?

32 Apply the product rule tou.x/u2.x/ to find the power rule
for u3.x/:

33 Find thesecondderivative of the productu.x/v.x/: Find the
third derivative. Test your formulas onuD vD x:

34 Find functionsy.x/ whose derivatives are

(a) x3 (b) 1=x3 (c) .1�x/3=2 (d) cos2x sinx

35 Find the distancesf .t/, starting fromf .0/D 0, to match these
velocities:

(a) v.t/D cost sin t

(c) v.t/D
?
1C t

(b) v.t/D tant sec2t

36 Apply the quotient rule to.u.x//3=.u.x//2 and�v1=v2: The
latter gives the second derivative of :

37 Draw a figure like2:13 to explain thesquare rule.

38 Give an example whereu.x/=v.x/ is increasing but
du=dxD dv=dxD 1:

39 True or false, with a good reason:

(a) The derivative ofx2n is 2nx2n�1:

(b) By linearity the derivative ofa.x/u.x/Cb.x/v.x/ is
a.x/du=dxCb.x/dv=dx:

(c) The derivative of|x|3 is 3|x|2:
(d) tan2x and sec2x have the same derivative.

(e) .uv/1 Du1v1 is true whenu.x/D 1:

40 The cost ofu shares of stock atv dollars per share isuv dollars.
Check dimensions ofd.uv/=dt andudv=dt andv du=dt:

41 If u.x/=v.x/ is aratio of polynomials of degreen, what are the
degrees for its derivative ?

42 ForyD 5xC3, is .dy=dx/2 the same asd2y=dx2 ?

43 If you change from f .t/D t cost to its tangent line at
t D�=2, find the two-part functiondf=dt:

44 Explain in your own words why the derivative ofu.x/v.x/ has
two terms.

45 A plane starts its descent from heightyD h at xD�L to land
at .0;0/: Choosea;b;c;d so its landing pathyD ax3 Cbx2 C

cxCd is smooth. With dx=dt DV Dconstant, finddy=dt and
d2y=dt2 at xD 0 and xD�L: (To keep d2y=dt2 small, a
coast-to-coast plane starts downL¡ 100 miles from the airport.)
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2.6 Limits

You have seen enough limits to be ready for a definition. It is true that we have
survived this far without one, and we could continue. But this seems a reasonable
time to define limits more carefully. The goal is to achieve rigor without rigor mortis.

First you should know that limits of�y=�x are by no means the only limits in
mathematics. Here are five completely different examples. They involvenÑ8, not
�xÑ 0:

1. an D .n�3/=.nC3/ (for largen, ignore the3’s and findanÑ 1)
2. an D 1

2
an�1 C4 (start with anya1 and alwaysaÑ 8)

3. an D probability of living to yearn (unfortunatelyanÑ 0)
4. an D fraction of zeros among the firstn digits of� .anÑ 1

10
‹/

5. a1 D :4; a2 D :49; a3 D :493; : : :No matter what the remaining decimals are,
thea’s converge to a limit. PossiblyanÑ :493000 . . . , but not likely.

The problem is to say what the limit symbolÑ really means.
A good starting point is to ask about convergence tozero. When does a sequence

of positive numbers approach zero ? What does it mean to writeanÑ 0 ? The
numbersa1;a2;a3; : : : ;must become “small,” but that is too vague. We will propose
four definitions ofconvergence to zero, and I hope the right one will be clear .

1. All the numbersan are below10�10. That may be enough for practical
purposes, but it certainly doesn’t make thean approach zero.

2.The sequence is getting closer to zero—eachanC1 is smaller than the preceding
an: This test is met by1:1, 1:01, 1:001, . . . which converges to1 instead of0:

3. For any small number you think of, at least one of thean’s is smaller. That
pushes something toward zero, but not necessarily the whole sequence. The condition
would be satisfied by1; 1

2
;1; 1

3
;1; 1

4
; : : :, which does not approach zero.

4.For any small number you think of, thean’s eventually go below that number
andstay below. This is the correct definition.

I want to repeat that. To test for convergence to zero, start with asmall number—
say10�10: Thean’s must gobelow that number. They may come back up and go
below again—the first million terms make absolutely no difference. Neither do the
next billion, but eventually all terms must go below10�10: After waiting longer
(possibly a lot longer), all terms drop below10�20: The tail end of the sequence
decides everything.

Question 1 Does the sequence10�3;10�2;10�6;10�5;10�9;10�8; : : :
approach0 ?
Answer Yes, These up and down numbers eventually stay below any":

Fig. 2.17 Convergence means: Only a finite number ofa’s are outside any strip around L.
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Question 2 Does10�4;10�6;10�4;10�8;10�4;10�10; : : : approach zero ?
Answer No. This sequence goes below10�4 but does not stay below.

There is a recognized symbol for “an arbitrarily small positive number.” By
worldwide agreement, it is the Greek letter" (epsilon). Convergence to zero means
that the sequence eventually goes below" and stays there. The smaller the",
the tougher the test and the longer we wait. Think of" as the tolerance, and keep
reducing it.

To emphasize that" comes from outside, Socrates can choose it. Whatever" he
proposes, thea’s must eventually be smaller.After someaN , all thea’s are below
the tolerance". Here is the exact statement:

for any " there is anN such that an  " if n¡N:
Once you see that idea, the rest is easy. Figure 2.17 hasN D 3 andthenN D 6:

EXAMPLE 1 The sequence1
2
; 4

4
; 9

8
; : : : starts upward but goes to zero. Notice that

1;4;9; : : : ;100; : : : are squares, and2;4;8; : : : ;1024; : : : are powers of2:Eventually
2n grows faster thann2, as ina10 D 100=1024: The ratio goes below any":

EXAMPLE 2 1;0; 1
2
;0; 1

3
;0; : : : approaches zero. Thesea’s do not decrease steadily

(the mathematical word for steadily is “monotonically”) but still their limit is zero.
The choice"D 1=10 produces the right response:Beyonda2001 all terms are below
1=1000: SoN D 2001 for that":

The sequence1; 1
2
; 1

2
; 1

3
; 1

3
; 1

3
; : : : is much slower—but it also converges to zero.

Next we allow the numbersan to benegativeas well as positive. They can converge
upward toward zero, or they can come in from both sides. The test still requires the
an to go inside any strip near zero (and stay there). But now the strip starts at�":

The distance from zero is the absolute value|an|. ThereforeanÑ 0 means|an|Ñ 0: The previous test can be applied to|an|:
for any " there is anN such that |an|   " if n¡N .

EXAMPLE 3 1;�1
2
; 1

3
;�1

4
; : : : converges to zero because1; 1

2
; 1

3
; 1

4
; : : : converges

to zero.

It is a short step to limits other than zero.The limit is L if the numbersan�L
converge to zero. Our final test applies to the absolute value|an�L|:

for any " there is anN such that |an�L|   " if n¡N .

This is the definition of convergence! Only a finite number ofa’s are outside any strip
aroundL (Figure 2.18). We writeanÑL or lim an DL or limnÑ8 an DL:

Fig. 2.18 anÑ 0 in Example 3; anÑ 1 in Example 4; anÑ8 in Example 5 (but
anC1�anÑ 0).
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EXAMPLE 4 The numbers3
2
; 5

4
; 7

6
; : : : converge toLD 1: After subtracting1 the

differences1
2
; 1

4
; 1

6
; : : : converge to zero. Those difference are|an�L|:

EXAMPLE 5 The sequence1; 1C 1
2
; 1C 1

2
C 1

3
; 1C 1

2
C 1

3
C 1

4
; : : : fails to converge.

The distance between terms is getting smaller. But those numbersa1; a2; a3; a4; : : :
go past any proposed limitL: The second term is11

2
: Thefourth term adds on1

3
C 1

4
,

so a4 goes past2: The eighth term has four new fractions1
5

C 1
6

C 1
7

C 1
8
, totaling

more than1
8

C 1
8

C 1
8

C 1
8

D 1
2
: Thereforea8 exceeds21

2
: Eight more terms will add

more than8 times 1
16

, so a16 is beyond3: The lines in Figure 2.18c are infinitely
long, not stopping at anyL:

In the language of Chapter10, the harmonic series1C 1
2

C 1
3

C : : : does not
converge. The sum is infinite, because the “partial sums”an go beyond every limitL
(a5000 is pastLD 9). We will come back to infinite series, but this example makes a
subtle point: The steps between thean can go to zero while stillanÑ8:

Thus the conditionanC1�anÑ 0 is not sufficient for convergence. However
this condition isnecessary. If we do have convergence, thenanC1�anÑ 0: That
is a good exercise in the logic of convergence, emphasizing the difference between
“sufficient” and “necessary.” We discuss this logic below, after proving that [statement
A] implies [statementB]:

If Œan converges toL� then ŒanC1�an converges to zero�: (1)

Proof Because thean converge, there is a numberN beyond which|an�L|   "
and also|anC1�L|   ": SinceanC1�an is the sum ofanC1�L andL�an, its
absolute value cannot exceed"C"D 2": ThereforeanC1�an approaches zero.

Objection by Socrates: We only got below2" and he asked for": Our reply: If he
particularly wants|anC1�an|   1=10, we start with"D 1=20:Then2"D 1=10:But
this juggling is not necessary. To stay below2" is just as convincingas to stay below":

THE LOGIC OF “IF” AND “ONLY IF”

The following page is inserted to help with the language of mathematics. In ordinary
language we might say “I will come if you call.” Or we might say “I will come only
if you call.” That is different! A mathematician might even say “I will comeif and
only if you call.” Our goal is to think through the logic, because it is important and
not so fami1iar.�

StatementA above implies statementB: StatementA is anÑL; statementB is
anC1�anÑ 0: Mathematics has at least five ways of writing downAñB, and
I though you might like to see them together. It seems excessive to have so many
expressions for the same idea, but authors get desperate for a little variety. Here are
the five ways that come to mind:

AñB

A impliesB

if A thenB

A is a sufficient condition forB

B is trueif A is true

�Logical thinking is much more important than" and ı:
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EXAMPLES If [positive numbers are decreasing]then [they converge to a limit].
If [sequencesan andbn converge]then [the sequencean Cbn converges].
If [f .x/ is the integral ofv.x/] then [v.x/ is the derivative off .x/].

Those are all true, but not proved.A is the hypothesis,B is the conclusion.
Now we go in the other direction. (It is called the “converse,” not the inverse.)We

exchangeA andB. Of course stating the converse does not make it true!B might
imply A, or it might not. In the first two examples the converse was false—thean

can converge without decreasing, andan Cbn can converge when the separate
sequences do not. The converse of the third statement is true—and there are five
more ways to state it:

AðB

A is implied byB

if B thenA

A is a necessarycondition forB

B is trueonly if A is true

Those words “necessary” and “sufficient” are not always easy to master. The same
is true of the deceptively short phrase “if and only if.” The two statementsAñB and
AðB are completely different andthey both require proof. That means two sepa-
rate proofs. But they can be stated together for convenience (when both are true):

A�B

A impliesB andB impliesA

A is equivalent toB

A is a necessary and sufficientcondition forB

A is true if and only if B is true

EXAMPLES ŒanÑL� � Œ2anÑ 2L� � Œan C1ÑLC1�� Œan�LÑ 0�:

RULES FOR LIMITS

Calculus needs adefinition of limits, to definedy=dx: That derivative contains two
limits:�xÑ 0 and�y=�xÑ dy=dx:Calculus also needsrules for limits, to prove
the sum rule and product rule for derivatives. We started on the definition, and now
we start on the rules.

Given two convergent sequences, anÑL and bnÑM , other sequences also
converge:

Addition: an CbnÑLCM Subtraction:an�bnÑL�M
Multiplication: anbnÑLM Division: an=bnÑL=M .providedM ¤ 0/

We check the multiplication rule, which uses a convenient identity:

anbn�LM D .an�L/.bn�M/CM.an�L/CL.bn�M/: (2)

Suppose|an�L|   " beyond some pointN , and|bn�M |   " beyond some other
pointN 1: Then beyond the larger ofN andN 1, the right side of.2/ is small. It is less
than" �"CM"CL": This proves that.2/ givesanbnÑLM:

An important special case iscanÑ cL: (The sequence ofb’s is c;c;c;c; : : :)
Thus a constant can be brought “outside” the limit, to givelim can D c lim an:
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THE LIMIT OF f .x/ AS xÑ a

The final step is to replace sequences by functions. Instead ofa1;a2; : : : there is a
continuum of valuesf .x/: The limit is taken asx approaches a specified pointa
(instead ofnÑ8). Example: Asx approachesaD 0, the functionf .x/D 4�x2

approachesLD 4:Asx approachesaD 2, the function5x approachesLD 10:Those
statements are fairly obvious, but we have to say what they mean. Somehow it must
be this:

if x is close toa then f .x/ is close toL.

If x�a is small, thenf .x/�L should be small. As before, the wordsmalldoes not
say everything. We really mean “arbitrarily small,” or “below any":” The difference
f .x/�Lmust becomeas small as anyone wants, whenx gets neara: In that case
limxÑa f .x/DL: Or we writef .x/ÑL asxÑ a:

The statement is awkward because it involvestwo limits. The limitxÑ a is forcing
f .x/ÑL: (PreviouslynÑ8 forcedaÑL:) But it is wrong to expect the same"
in both limits. We do not and cannot require that|x�a|   " produces)|f .x/�L|  
": It may be necessary to pushx extremely close toa (closer than"). We must
guarantee that ifx is close enough toa, then|f .x/�L|   ":

We have come to the “epsilon-delta definition” of limits. First, Socrates chooses
": He has to be shown thatf .x/ is within " ofL, for everyx neara: Then somebody
else (maybe Plato) replies with a numberı: That gives the meaning of “neara:”
Plato’s goal is to getf .x/ within " of L, by keepingx within ı of a:

if 0  |x�a|   ı then |f .x/�L|   ": (3)

The input tolerance isı (delta), the output tolerance is": When Plato can find aı
for every", Socrates concedes that the limit isL:

EXAMPLE Prove thatlim
xÑ2

5xD 10: In this caseaD 2 andLD 10:

Socrates asks for|5x�10|   ":Plato responds by requiring|x�2|   ı:Whatı should
he choose ? In this case|5x�10| is exactly5 times|x�2|: So Plato picksı below
"=5 (a smallerı is always OK). Whenever|x�2|   "=5, multiplication by5 shows
that|5x�10|   ":
Remark1 In Figure 2.19, Socrates chooses the height of the box. It extends above
and belowL, by the small number": Second, Plato chooses the width. He must make
the box narrow enough for the graph to goout the sides. Then|f .x/�L|   ":

Fig. 2.19 S chooses height2", then P chooses width2ı: Graph must go out the sides.
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Whenf .x/ hasa jump, the box can’t hold it. A step function has no limit asx
approaches the jump, because the graph goes through the top or bottom—no matter
how thin the box.

Remark2 The second figure hasf .x/ÑL, because in taking limitswe ignore
the final pointxD a. The valuef .a/ can be anything, with no effect onL: The first
figure has more:f .a/ equalsL: Then a special name applies—fis continuous. The
left figure shows a continuous function, the other figures do not.

We soon come back to continuous functions.

Remark3 In the example withf D 5x andıD "=5, the number5 was theslope.
That choice barely kept the graph in the box—it goes out the corners. A little narrower,
say ıD "=10, and the graph goes safely out the sides.A reasonable choice is to
divide " by 2|f 1.a/|. (We double the slope for safety.) I want to say why thisı
works—even if the"�ı test is seldom used in practice.

The ratio off .x/�L tox�a is distance up over distance across. This is�f=�x,
close to the slopef 1.a/: When the distance across isı, the distance up or down is
nearı|f 1.a/|: That equals"=2 for our “reasonable choice” ofı—so we are safely
below": This choice solves most exercises. But Example 7 shows that a limit might
exist even when the slope is infinite.

EXAMPLE 7 lim
xÑ1C

?
x�1D 0 (a one-sided limit).

Notice the plus sign in the symbolxÑ 1C. The numberx approachesaD 1 only
from above. An ordinary limitxÑ 1 requires us to acceptx on both sides of1 (the
exact valuexD 1 is not considered). Since negative numbers are not allowed by the
square root, we have aone-sided limit. It isLD 0:

Suppose" is 1=10: Then the response could beıD 1=100:A number below1=100
has a square root below1=10: In this case the box must be made extremely narrow,ı
much smaller than", because the square root starts with infinite slope.

Those examples show the point of the"�ı definition. (Given", look for ı: This
came from Cauchy in France, not Socrates in Greece.) We also see its bad feature: The
test is not convenient. Mathematicians do not go around proposing"’s and replying
with ı’s. We may live a strange life, but not that strange.

It is easier to establish once and for all that5x approaches its obvious limit
5a: The same is true for other familiar functions:xnÑ an and sinxÑ sina
and .1�x/�1Ñ .1�a/�1—except ataD 1: The correct limit L comes by
substitutingxD a into the function. This is exactly the property of a “continuous
function.” Before the section on continuous functions, we prove the Squeeze
Theorem using" andı:

2H Squeeze TheoremSupposef .x/¤ g.x/¤ h.x/ for x neara: If f .x/Ñ
L andh.x/ÑL asxÑ a, then the limit ofg.x/ is alsoL:

Proof g.x/ is squeezed betweenf .x/ andh.x/: After subtractingL, g.x/�L is
betweenf .x/�L andh.x/�L: Therefore|g.x/�L|   " if |f .x/�L|   " and |h.x/�L|   ":
For any", the last two inequalities hold in some region0  |x�a|   ı: So the first
one also holds. This proves thatg.x/ÑL: Values atxD a are not involved—until
we get to continuous functions.
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2.6 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

The limit of an D .sinn/=n is a . The limit of an Dn4=2n is
b . The limit of an D .�1/n is c . The meaning ofanÑ 0

is: Only d of the numbers|an| can be e . The meaning
of anÑL is: For every f there is an g such that h

if n¡ i . The sequence1;1C 1
2 ;1C 1

2 C 1
3 ; : : : is not j

because eventually those sums go pastk .

The limit of f .x/D sinx as xÑ a is l . The limit of
f .x/D x=|x| as xÑ�2 is m , but the limit as xÑ 0

does not n . This function only has o -sided limits. The
meaning of limxÑa f .x/DL is: For every" there is aı such that|f .x/�L|  " whenever p .

Two rules for limits, whenanÑL andbnÑM , arean CbnÑ
q andanbnÑ r . The corresponding rules for functions,

when f .x/ÑL andg.x/ÑM asxÑa, are s and t .
In all limits, |an�L| or |f .x/�L| must eventually go below and

u any positive v .

AñB means thatA is a w condition forB: ThenB is true
x A is true.A�B means thatA is a y condition forB:

ThenB is true z A is true.

1 What is a4 and what is the limit L ? After which N is|an�L|  1
10 ? (Calculator allowed)

(a) �1;C 1
2 ;�1

3 ; : : :

(c) 1
2 ;

2
4 ;

3
8 ; : : : an Dn=2n

(e) an D n
?
n

(b) 1
2 ;

1
2 C 1

4 ;
1
2 C 1

4 C 1
6 ; : : :

(d) 1:1;1:11;1:111; : : :

(f) an D
?
n2 Cn�n

(g) 1C1;.1C 1
2 /

2; .1C 1
3 /

3; : : :

2 Show by example that these statements are false:

(a) If anÑL andbnÑL thenan=bnÑ 1

(b) anÑL if and only if a2
nÑL2

(c) If an  0 andanÑL thenL  0
(d) If infinitely many an’s are inside every strip around zero
thenanÑ 0:

3 Which of these statements are equivalent toBñA?

(a) If A is true so isB

(b) A is true if and only ifB is true
(c) B is a sufficient condition forA

(d) A is a necessary condition forB:

4 Decide whetherAñB orBñA or neither or both:

(a) AD ŒanÑ 1�

(b) AD ŒanÑ 0�

(c) AD Œan¤n�
(d) AD ŒanÑ 0�

(e) AD ŒanÑ 0�

(f) AD Œan n�
B D Œ�anÑ�1�
B D Œan�an�1Ñ 0�

B D Œan Dn�

B D ŒsinanÑ 0�

B D Œ1=an fails to converge�

B D Œan=n converges�

�5 If the sequencea1;a2;a3; : : : approaches zero, prove that we
can put those numbers in any order and the new sequence still
approaches zero.�6 Supposef .x/ÑL andg.x/ÑM asxÑa: Prove from the
definitions thatf .x/Cg.x/ÑLCM asxÑa:

Find the limits 7–24 if they exist. An"�ı test is not required.

7 lim
tÑ2

tC3

t2�2 8 lim
tÑ2

t2 C3

t�2
9 lim

xÑ0

f .xCh/�f .x/
h

(careful) 10 lim
hÑ0

f .1Ch/�f .1/
h

11 lim
hÑ0

sin2hcos2h

h2
12 lim

xÑ0

2x tanx

sinx

13 lim
xÑ0C

|x|
x

(one-sided) 14 lim
xÑ0� |x|x (one-sided)

15 lim
xÑ1

sinx

x
16 lim

cÑa

f .c/�f .a/
c�a

17 lim
xÑ5

x2 C25

x�5 18 lim
xÑ5

x2�25
x�5

19 lim
xÑ0

?
1Cx�1
x

(test xD :01) 20 lim
xÑ2

?
4�x?
6Cx

21 lim
xÑa

Œf .x/�f .a/� ( ? ) 22 lim
xÑ�=2

.secx� tanx/

23 lim
xÑ0

sinx

sinx=2
24 lim

xÑ1

sin.x�1/
x2�1

25 Chooseı so that|f .x/|  1
100 if 0 x  ı:

f .x/D 10x f .x/D
?
x f .x/D sin 2x f .x/D x sinx

26 Which does the definition of a limit require ?

(1) |f .x/�L|  " ñ 0 |x�a|  ı:
(2) |f .x/�L|  " ð 0 |x�a|  ı:
(3) |f .x/�L|  " � 0 |x�a|  ı:

27 The definition of “f .x/ÑL as xÑ8” is this: For any
" there is anX such that   " if x¡X: Give an example
in whichf .x/Ñ 4 asxÑ8:
28 Give a correct definition of “f .x/Ñ 0 asxÑ�8:”
29 The limit of f .x/D .sin x/=x as xÑ8 is : For
"D :01 find a pointX beyond which|f .x/|  ":
30 The limit of f .x/D 2x=.1Cx/ as xÑ8 is LD 2: For
"D :01 find a pointX beyond which|f .x/�2|  ":
31 The limit of f .x/D sin x as xÑ8 does not exist. Explain
why not.

32 (Calculator) Estimate the limit of

�

1C
1

x

�x

asxÑ8:
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33 For the polynomialf .x/D 2x�5x2 C7x3 find

(a) lim
xÑ1

f .x/

(c) lim
xÑ8 f .x/x3

(b) lim
xÑ8f .x/

(d) lim
xÑ�8 f .x/x3

34 For f .x/D 6x3 C1000x find

(a) lim
xÑ8 f .x/x

(c) lim
xÑ8 f .x/x4

(b) lim
xÑ8 f .x/x2

(d) lim
xÑ8 f .x/

x3 C1

Important rule As xÑ8 the ratio of polynomialsf .x/=g.x/
has the same limit as the ratio of theirleading terms.
f .x/D x3�xC2 has leading term x3 and
g.x/D 5x6 CxC1 has leading term 5x6: Therefore
f .x/=g.x/ behaves likex3=5x6Ñ 0, g.x/=f .x/ behaves like
5x6=x3Ñ8, .f .x//2=g.x/ behaves likex6=5x6Ñ 1=5:

35 Find the limit asxÑ8 if it exists:

3x2 C2xC1

3C2xCx2

x4

x3 Cx2

x2 C1000

x3�1000 x sin
1

x
:

36 If a particular ı achieves |f .x/�L|  ", why is it OK to
choose a smallerı ?

37 The sum of 1CrCr2 C � � �Crn�1 is an D .1�rn/=

.1�r/: What is the limit of an as nÑ8 ? For which r does
the limit exist ?

38 If anÑL prove that there is a numberN with this property:
If n¡N andm¡N then|an�am|  2": This is Cauchy’s test for
convergence.

39 No matter what decimals come later,a1 D :4;a2 D :49;

a3 D :493; : : : approaches a limitL: How do we know (when we
can’t knowL) ? Cauchy’s testis passed: thea’s get closer to each
other.

(a) Froma4 onwards we have|an�am|  :

(b) After whichaN is |am�an|  10�7 ‹

40 Choose decimals in Problem39 so the limit isLD :494: Choose
decimals so that your professor can’t findL:

41 If every decimal in :abcde � � � is picked at random from
0;1; : : : ;9, what is the “average” limitL ?

42 If every decimal is0 or 1 (at random), what is the average
limit L ?

43 Supposean D 1
2an�1 C4 and start froma1 D 10: Find a2 and

a3 and a connection betweenan�8 and an�1�8: Deduce that
anÑ 8:

44 “For every ı there is an " such that|f .x/|  " if |x|  ı:”
That test is twisted around. Find" whenf .x/D cosx, which does
not converge to zero.

45 Prove the Squeeze Theorem for sequences, using": If anÑL

andcnÑL andan¤ bn¤ cn for n¡N , thenbnÑL:

46 Explain in110 words the difference between “we will get there
if you hurry” and “we will get there only if you hurry” and “we will
get there if and only if you hurry.”
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2.7 Continuous Functions

This will be a brief section. It was originally included with limits, but the
combination was too long. We are still concerned with the limit off .x/ asxÑ a,
but a new number is involved. That number isf .a/, the value off at xD a. For a
“limit,” x approacheda but never reached it—sof .a/was ignored. For a “continuous
function,” this final numberf .a/must be right.

May I summarize the usual (good) situation asx approachesa ?

1. The numberf .a/ exists (f is defined ata)

2. The limit of f .x/ exists (it was calledL)

3. The limitL equalsf .a/ (f .a/ is the right value)

In such a case,f .x/ iscontinuousatxD a: These requirements are often written in
a single line:f .x/Ñ f .a/ asxÑ a: By way of contrast, start with four functions
that arenot continuous atxD 0:

Fig. 2.20 Four types of discontinuity (others are possible) atxD 0:

In Figure 2.20, the first function would be continuous if it hadf .0/D 0: But
it hasf .0/D 1: After changingf .0/ to the right value, the problem is gone. The
discontinuity isremovable. Examples2;3;4 are more important and more serious.
There is no “correct” value forf .0/:

2.f .x/D step function (jump from0 to 1 atxD 0)
3.f .x/D 1=x2 (infinite limit asxÑ 0)
4.f .x/D sin.1=x/ (infinite oscillation asxÑ 0).

The graphs show how the limit fails to exist. The step function has ajump
discontinuity. It hasone-sided limits, from the left and right. It does not have an
ordinary (two-sided) limit. The limit from the left (xÑ 0�) is 0: The limit from the
right (xÑ 0C) is 1: Another step function isx=|x|, which jumps from�1 to 1:

In the graph of1=x2, the only reasonable limit isLD C8: I cannot go on record
as saying that this limit exists. Officially, it doesn’t—but we often write it anyway:
1=x2Ñ8 asxÑ 0: This means that1=x2 goes (and stays) above everyL asxÑ 0:

In the same unofficial way we write one-sided limits forf .x/D 1=x:

From the left, lim
xÑ0� 1x D�8: From the right, lim

xÑ0C

1

x
D C8: (1)

Remark 1=x has a “pole” at xD 0: So has1=x2 (a double pole). The function
1=.x2�x/ has poles atxD 0 andxD 1: In each case the denominator goes to zero
and the function goes toC8 or�8: Similarly 1=sinx has a pole at every multiple
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of � (wheresinx is zero). Except for1=x2 these poles are “simple”—the functions
are completely smooth atxD 0 when we multiply them byx:

.x/

�

1

x

�

D 1 and .x/

�

1

x2�x�D
1

x�1 and .x/

�

1

sinx

�

arecontinuous atxD 0:

1=x2 has a double pole, since it needs multiplication byx2 (not justx). A ratio of
polynomialsP.x/=Q.x/ has poles whereQD 0, provided any common factors like
.xC1/=.xC1/ are removed first.

Jumps and poles are the most basic discontinuities, but others can occur. The
fourth graph shows thatsin.1=x/ has no limit asxÑ 0: This function does not blow
up; the sine never exceeds1: At xD 1

3
and 1

4
and 1

1000
it equalssin3 andsin4 and

sin1000: Those numbers are positive and negative and ( ? ). Asx gets small and1=x
gets large, the sine oscillates faster and faster. Its graph won’t stay in a small box of
height", no matter how narrow the box.

CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS

DEFINITION f is “continuous atxD a” i f f .a/ is defined andf .x/Ñ f .a/
asxÑ a: If f is continuous at every point where it is defined, it is acontinuous
function.
Objection The definition makesf .x/D 1=x a continuous function! It is not de-
fined atxD 0, so its continuity can’t fail. The logic requires us to accept this, but we
don’t have to like it. Certainly there is nof .0/ that would make1=x continuous at
xD 0:

It is amazing but true that the definition of “continuous function” is still debated
(Mathematics Teacher, May 1989). You see the reason—we speak about a
discontinuity of1=x, and at the same time call it a continuous function. The definition
misses the difference between1=x and.sinx/=x: The functionf .x/D .sinx/=x
can be made continuous at allx. Just setf .0/D 1:

We call a function “continuable” if its definition can be extendedto all x in a
way that makes it continuous. Thus.sinx/=x and

?
x are continuable. The functions

1=x andtanx are not continuable. This suggestion may not end the debate, but I hope
it is helpful.

EXAMPLE 1 sinx andcosx and all polynomialsP.x/ are continuous functions.

EXAMPLE 2 The absolute value|x| is continuous. Its slope jumps (not
continuable).

EXAMPLE 3 Any rational functionP.x/=Q.x/ is continuous except where
QD 0:

EXAMPLE 4 The function that jumps between1 at fractions and0 at non-fractions
is discontinuous everywhere. There is a fraction between every pair of non-fractions
and vice versa. (Somehow there are many more non-fractions.)

EXAMPLE 5 The function0x2
is zero for everyx, except that00 is not defined.

So define it as zero and this function is continuous. But see the next paragraph where
00 has to be1:
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We could fill the book with proofs of continuity, but usually the situation is clear.
“A function is continuous if you can draw its graph without lifting up your pen.”
At a jump, or an infinite limit, or an infinite oscillation, there is no way across the
discontinuity except to start again on the other side. The functionx2 is continuous
for n¡ 0: It is not continuable forn  0: The functionx0 equals1 for everyx,
except that00 is not defined. This time continuity requires00 D 1:

The interesting examples are the close ones—we have seen two of them:

EXAMPLE 6
sinx

x
and

1�cosx

x
areboth continuable atxD 0:

Those were crucial for the slope ofsinx: The first approaches1 and the second
approaches0: Strictly speaking we must give these functions the correct values
(1 and0) at the limiting pointxD 0—which of course we do.

It is important to know what happens when the denominators change tox2:

EXAMPLE 7
sinx

x2
blows up but

1�cosx

x2
has the limit

1

2
atxD 0:

Since.sinx/=x approaches1, dividing by anotherx gives a function like1=x: There
is a simple pole. It is an example of0=0, in which the zero fromx2 is reached more
quickly than the zero fromsinx: The “race to zero” produces almost all interesting
problems about limits.

For1�cosx andx2 the race is almost even. Their ratio is1 to 2:

1�cosx

x2
D

1�cos2x

x2.1Ccosx/
D

sin2x

x2
� 1

1Ccosx
Ñ 1

1C1
as xÑ 0:

This answer1
2

will be found again (more easily) by “l’Hôpital’s rule.” Here I
emphasize not the answer but the problem. A central question of differential
calculus isto know how fast the limit is approached. The speed of approach is
exactly the information in the derivative.

These three examples are all continuous atxD 0: The race is controlled by the
slope—becausef .x/�f .0/ is nearlyf 1.0/ timesx:

derivative ofsinx is 1 Ø sinx decreases likex

derivative ofsin2x is 0 Ø sin2x decreases faster thanx

derivative ofx1=3 is8 Ø x1=3 decreases more slowly thanx:

DIFFERENTIABLE FUNCTIONS

The absolute value|x| is continuous atxD 0 but has no derivative. The same is true
for x1=3: Asking for a derivative is more than asking for continuity. The reason
is fundamental, and carries us back to the key definitions:

Continuousat x: f .xC�x/�f .x/Ñ0 as�xÑ 0

Derivativeat x:
f .xC�x/�f .x/

�x
Ñf 1.x/ as�xÑ 0:
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In the first case,�f goes to zero (maybe slowly). In the second case,�f goes to
zeroas fast as�x (because�f=�x has a limit). That requirement is stronger:

2I At a point wheref .x/ has a derivative, the function must be continuous.
But f .x/ can be continuous with no derivative.

Proof The limit of �f D .�x/.�f=�x/ is .0/.df=dx/D 0: So f .xC�x/�
f .x/Ñ 0:

The continuous functionx1=3 has no derivative atxD 0, because1
3
x�2=3 blows

up. The absolute value|x| has no derivative because its slope jumps. The remarkable
function 1

2
cos3xC 1

4
cos9xC � � � is continuous atall pointsand has a derivative at

no points. You can draw its graph without lifting your pen (but not easily—it turns
at every point). To most people, it belongs with space-filling curves and
unmeasurable areas—in a box of curiosities. Fractals used to go into the same box!
They are beautiful shapes, with boundaries that have no tangents. The theory of
fractals is very alive, for good mathematical reasons, and we touch on it in
Section3:7:

I hope you have a clear idea of these basic definitions of calculus:

1 Limit .nÑ8 or xÑ a/ 2 Continuity (atxD a) 3 Derivative(atxD a).

Those go back to" andı, but it is seldom necessary to follow them so far. In the same
way that economics describes many transactions, or history describes many events,
a function comes from many valuesf .x/: A few points may be special, like market
crashes or wars or discontinuities. At other pointsdf=dx is the best guide to the
function.

This chapter ends with two essential facts abouta continuous function on a closed
interval. The interval isa¤ x¤ b, written simply as [a;b]. � At the endpointsa and
b we requiref .x/ to approachf .a/ andf .b/:

Extreme Value Property A continuous function on the finite intervalŒa;b� has a
maximum valueM and a minimum valuem: There are pointsxmax andxmin in Œa;b�
where it reaches those values:

f .xmax/DM ¥ f .x/¥ f .xmin/Dm for all x in Œa;b�:

Intermediate Value Property If the numberF is betweenf .a/ andf .b/, there is
a pointc betweena andb wheref .c/DF: Thus ifF is between the minimumm
and the maximumM , there is a pointc betweenxmin andxmax wheref .c/DF:

Examples show why we require closed intervals and continuous functions. For
0  x¤ 1 the functionf .x/D x never reaches its minimum (zero). If we close the
interval by definingf .0/D 3 (discontinuous) the minimum is still not reached.
Because of the jump, the intermediate valueF D 2 is also not reached. The idea of
continuity was inescapable, after Cauchy defined the idea of a limit.

�The intervalŒa;b� is closed(endpoints included). The interval (a, b) isopen(a andb left
out). The infinite interval [0,8) contains allx¥ 0:
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2.7 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

Continuity requires the a of f .x/ to exist asxÑa and
to agree with b . The reason thatx=|x| is not continuous
at xD 0 is c . This function does have d limits. The
reason that 1=cosx is discontinuous at e is f . The
reason that cos.1=x/ is discontinuous atxD 0 is g . The
function f .x/D h has a simple pole atxD 3, wheref 2 has
a i pole.

The power xn is continuous at allx provided n is j . It
has no derivative atxD 0 when n is k . f .x/D sin.�x/=x
approaches l as xÑ 0, so this is a m function
provided we definef .0/D n : A “continuous function” must
be continuous at all o . A “continuable function” can be
extended to every pointx so that p .

If f has a derivative atxD a then f is necessarily q
at xD a: The derivative controls the speed at whichf .x/
approaches r . On a closed interval [a;b], a continuousf
has the s value property and the t value property. It
reaches its u M and its v m, and it takes on every value

w .

In Problems 1–20, find the numbersc that make f .x/ into
(A) a continuous function and (B) a differentiable function. In
one casef .x/Ñf .a/ at every point, in the other case�f=�x
has a limit at every point.

1 f .x/D

#
sinx x  1
c x¥ 1 2 f .x/D

#
cos3x x¤�

c xD�

3 f .x/D

#
cx x  0
2cx x¥ 0 4 f .x/D

#
cx x  1
2cx x¥ 1

5 f .x/D

#
cCx x  0
c2 Cx2 x¥ 0 6 f .x/D

#
x3 x¤ c�8 xD c

7 f .x/D

#
2x x  c
xC1 x¥ c 8 f .x/D

#
xc x¤ 0

0 xD 0

9 f .x/D

#
.sinx/=x2 x¤ 0

c xD 0
10 f .x/D

#
xCc x¤ c
1 x¡ c

11 f .x/D

#
c x¤ 4

1=x3 xD 4
12 f .x/D

#
c x¤ 0

secx x¥ 0
13 f .x/D

$&%x2 Cc

x�1 x¤ 1

2 xD 1

14 f .x/D

$&%x2�1
x�c x¤ c

2c xD c

15 f .x/D

#
.tanx/=x x¤ 0

c xD 0
16 f .x/D

#
x2 x¤ c
2x x¡ c

17 f .x/D

#
.cCcosx/=x x¤ 0

0 xD 0
18 f .x/D |xCc|

19 f .x/D

#
.sinx�x/=xc x¤ 0

0 xD 0
20 f .x/D |x2 Cc2|

Construct your own f .x/ with these discontinuities at
xD 1:

21 Removable discontinuity

22 Infinite oscillation

23 Limit for xÑ 1C, no limit for xÑ 1�
24 A double pole

25 lim
xÑ1�f .x/D 4C lim

xÑ1C
f .x/

26 lim
xÑ1

f .x/D8 but lim
xÑ1

.x�1/f .x/D 0

27 lim
xÑ1

.x�1/f .x/D 5

28 The statement “3xÑ 7 asxÑ 1” is false. Choose an" for which
no ı can be found. The statement “3xÑ 3 asxÑ 1” is true. For
"D 1

2 choose a suitableı:

29 How many derivatives f 1;f 2; : : : are continuable
functions ?

(a) f D x3=2 (b) fDx3=2 sinx (c) fD.sinx/5=2

30 Find one-sided limits at points where there is no two-sided limit.
Give a3-part formula for function (c).

(a)
|x|
7x

(b) sin |x| (c)
d

dx
|x2�1|

31 Let f .1/D 1 and f .�1/D 1 and f .x/D .x2�x/=.x2�1/
otherwise. Decide whetherf is continuous at

(a) xD 1 (b) xD 0 (c) xD�1�32 Let f .x/D x2 sin1=x for x¤ 0 and f .0/D 0: If the limits
exist, find

(a) lim
xÑ0

f .x/ (b) df=dx atxD 0 (c) lim
xÑ0

f 1.x/
33 If f .0/D 0 and f 1.0/D 3, rank these functions from
smallest to largest asx decreases to zero:

f .x/; x; xf .x/; f .x/C2x; 2.f .x/�x/; .f .x//2:

34 Create a discontinuous functionf .x/ for which f 2.x/ is
continuous.

35 True or false, with an example to illustrate:

(a) If f .x/ is continuous at allx, it has a maximum
valueM:
(b) If f .x/¤ 7 for all x, thenf reaches its maximum.

(c) If f .1/D 1 andf .2/D�2, then somewheref .x/D 0:

(d) If f .1/D 1 andf .2/D�2 andf is continuous onŒ1;2�,
then somewhere on that intervalf .x/D 0:
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36 The functions cosx and 2x are continuous. Show from the
property that cosxD 2x at some point between0 and1:

37 Show by example that these statements are false:

(a) If a function reaches its maximum and minimum then the
function is continuous.

(b) If f .x/ reaches its maximum and minimum and all
values betweenf .0/ andf .1/, it is continuous atxD 0:

(c) (mostly for instructors) Iff .x/ has the intermediate
value property between all pointsa and b, it must be
continuous.

38 Explain with words and a graph whyf .x/D x sin.1=x/ is
continuous but has no derivative atxD 0: Setf .0/D 0:

39 Which of these functions arecontinuable, and why ?

f1.x/D

#
sinx x  0
cosx x¡ 1 f2.x/D

#
sin1=x x  0
cos1=x x¡ 1

f3.x/D
x

sinx
whensinx¤ 0 f4.x/D x0 C0x2

40 Explain the difference between a continuous function and
a continuable function. Are continuous functions always
continuable ?�41 f .x/ is any continuous function withf .0/D f .1/:

(a) Draw a typicalf .x/:Mark wheref .x/D f .xC 1
2 /:

(b) Explain whyg.x/D f .xC 1
2 /�f .x/ has

g.1
2 /D�g.0/:

(c) Deduce from (b) that (a) is always possible: Theremustbe
a point whereg.x/D 0 andf .x/D f .xC 1

2 /:

42 Create anf .x/ that is continuous only atxD 0:

43 If f .x/ is continuous and0¤f .x/¤ 1 for all x, then there is a
point wheref .x�/D x�: Explain with a graph and prove with the
intermediate value theorem.

44 In the "–ı definition of a limit, change0 |x�a|  ı to|x�a|  ı: Why isf .x/ now continuousatxD a ?

45 A function has a at xD 0 if and only if
.f .x/�f .0//=x is atxD 0:



CHAPTER 3

Applications of the Derivative

Chapter 2 concentrated on computing derivatives. This chapterconcentrates onusing
them. Our computations produceddy=dx for functions built fromxn andsinx and
cosx. Knowing the slope, and if necessary also the second derivative, we can answer
the questions aboutyD f .x/ that this subject was created for:

1. How doesy change whenx changes?
2. What is the maximum value ofy? Or the minimum?
3. How can you tell a maximum from a minimum, using derivatives?

The information indy=dx is entirely local. It tells what is happening close to
the point and nowhere else. In Chapter 2,�x and�y went to zero. Now we want
to get them back. The local information explains the larger picture,because�y is
approximatelydy=dx times�x.

The problem is to connect the finite to the infinitesimal—the average slope to the
instantaneous slope. Those slopes are close, and occasionally they are equal. Points
of equality are assured by the Mean Value Theorem—which is the local-global
connection at the center of differential calculus. But we cannot predictwheredy=dx
equals�y=�x: Therefore we now find other ways to recover a function from its
derivatives—or to estimate distance from velocity and acceleration.

It may seem surprising that we learn abouty from dy=dx: All our work has been
going the other way! We struggled withy to squeeze outdy=dx:Now we usedy=dx
to studyy: That’s life. Perhaps it really is life, to understand one generation from later
generations.

137
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3.1 Linear Approximation

The book started with a straight linef D vt: The distance is linear when the velocity
is constant. As soon asv begins to change,f D vt falls apart. Which velocity do we
choose, whenv.t/ is not constant? The solution is to take very short time intervals,
in whichv is nearly constant:

f D vt is completely false

�f D v�t is nearly true

df D vdt is exactly true

For a brief moment the functionf .t/ is linear—and stays near its tangent line.
In Section 2.3 we found the tangent line toyD f .x/: At xD a, the slope of the

curve and the slope of the line aref 1.a/: For points on the line, start atyD f .a/:
Add the slope times the “increment”x�a:

Y D f .a/Cf 1.a/.x�a/: (1)

We write a capitalY for the line and a smally for the curve. The whole point of
tangents is that they are close.provided we don’t move too far froma/:

y�Y or f .x/� f .a/Cf 1.a/.x�a/: (2)

That is the all-purposelinear approximation. Figure 3.1 shows the square root
functionyD

?
x and its tangent line atxD aD 100: At the pointyD

?
100D 10,

the slope is1=2
?
xD 1=20: The table beside the figure comparesy.x/ with Y.x/:

Fig. 3.1 Y.x/ is the linear approximation to
?
x nearxD aD 100:

x Y yD
?
x

100 10 10Ñ 102 10:1 10:0995

110 10:5 10:49

200 15 14:1

400 25 20

The accuracy gets worse asx departs from100: The tangent line leaves the curve.
The arrow points to a good approximation at102, and at101 it would be even better.
In this exampleY is larger thany—the straight line is above the curve. The slope
of the line stays constant, and the slope of the curve is decreasing. Such a curve will
soon be called “concave downward,” and its tangent lines are above it.

Look again atxD 102, where the approximation is good. In Chapter 2, when we
were approachingdy=dx, we started with�y=�x:

slope� ?102�?100
102�100 : (3)
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Now that is turned around! The slope is1=20:What we don’t know is
?
102:?

102�?100C (slope).102�100/: (4)

You work with what you have. Earlier we didn’t knowdy=dx, so we used.3/: Now
we are experts atdy=dx, and we use.4/: After computingy 1 D 1=20 once and for
all, the tangent line stays near

?
x for every number near100: When that nearby

number is100C�x, notice the error as the approximation is squared:
�?

100C
1

20
�x

�2

D 100C�xC
1

400
.�x/2:

The desired answer is100C�x, and we are off by the last term involving.�x/2:
The whole point of linear approximation is to ignore every term after�x:

There is nothing magic aboutxD 100, except that it has a nice square root. Other
points and other functions allowy�Y: I would like to express this same idea in
different symbols.Instead of starting froma and going tox, we start fromx and go
a distance�x to xC�x. The letters are different but the mathematics is identical.

3A At any pointx, and for any smooth functionyD f .x/,

slope atx� f .xC�x/�f .x/
�x

: (5)

For the approximation tof .xC�x/, multiply both sides by�x and addf .x/:

f .xC�x/� f .x/C .slope atx/.�x/: (6)

EXAMPLE 1 An important linear approximation: .1Cx/n� 1Cnx for x near zero.

EXAMPLE 2 A second important approximation: 1=.1Cx/n� 1�nx for x near zero.

Discussion Those are really the same. By changingn to �n in Example 1, it
becomes Example 2. These are linear approximations using the slopesn and�n
atxD 0:

.1Cx/n� 1C .slope at zero/ times.x�0/D 1Cnx:

Here is the same thing withf .x/D xn: The basepoint in equation(6) is now1 or x:

.1C�x/n� 1Cn�x .xC�x/n� xn Cnxn�1�x:

Better than that, here are numbers. FornD 3 and�1 and100, take�xD :01:

.1:01/3� 1:03 1

1:01
� :99 �

1C
1

100

�100� 2
Actually that last number is no good. The100th power is too much. Linear
approximation gives1C100�xD 2, but a calculator gives.1:01/100 D 2:7 : : :: This
is close toe, the all-important number in Chapter 6. The binomial formula shows why
the approximation failed:

.1C�x/100 D 1C100�xC
.100/.99/

.2/.1/
.�x/2 C � � � :

Linear approximation forgets the.�x/2 term. For�xD 1=100 that error is nearly
1
2
: It is too big to overlook. The exact error is1

2
.�x/2f 2.c/, where the Mean Value

Theorem in Section 3.8 placesc betweenx andxC�x: You already see the point:

y�Y is of order.�x/2: Linear approximation, quadratic error.
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DIFFERENTIALS

There is one more notation for this linear approximation. It has to be presented,
because it is often used. The notation is suggestive and confusing at the same time—it
keeps the same symbolsdx and dy that appear in the derivative. Earlier we
took great pains to emphasize thatdy=dx is not an ordinary fraction.� Until this
paragraph,dx and dy have had no independent meaning. Now they become
separate variables, likex andy but with their own names. These quantitiesdx anddy
are calleddifferentials.

The symbolsdx anddy measure changesalong the tangent line. They do for the
approximationY.x/ exactly what�x and�y did for y.x/: Thusdx and�x both
measure distance across.

Figure 3.2 has�xD dx: But the change iny does not equal the change inY:
One is�y (exact for the function). The other isdy (exact for the tangent line).The
differential dy is equal to�Y , the change along the tangent line. Where�y is
the true change,dy is its linear approximation.dy=dx/dx:

You often seedy written asf 1.x/dx:
�yDchange iny (along curve)
dyDchange inY (along tangent)
Fig. 3.2 The linear approximation to�y is

dyD f 1.x/dx:
EXAMPLE 3 yD x2 hasdy=dxD 2x so dyD 2xdx: The table has basepoint
xD 2: The predictiondy differs from the true�y by exactly.�x/2 D :01 and:04
and:09:

dx dy �x �y

yD x2 .1 0.4 .1 0.41 �yD .2C�x/2�22

dyD 4dx .2 0.8 .2 0.84 �yD 4�xC .�x/2

.3 1.2 .3 1.29

The differentialdyD f 1.x/dx is consistent with the derivativedy=dxD f 1.x/:
We finally havedyD .dy=dx/dx, but this is not as obvious as it seems! It looks like
cancellation—it is really a definition. Entirely new symbols could be used, butdx and
dy have two advantages: They suggest small steps and they satisfydyD f 1.x/dx:
Here are three examples and three rules:

d.xn/Dnxn�1dx d.f Cg/Ddf Cdg
d.sinx/Dcosx dx d.cf /Dc df
d.tanx/Dsec2x dx d.fg/Df dgCg df

Science and engineering and virtually all applications of mathematics depend on
linear approximation. The true function is “linearized,” using its slopev:

�Fraction or not, it is absolutely forbidden to cancel thed ’s
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Increasing the time by�t increases the distance by� v�t
Increasing the force by�f increases the deflection by� v�f
Increasing the production by�p increases its value by� v�p:

The goal of dynamics or statics or economics is to predict this multiplierv—the
derivative that equals the slope of the tangent line. The multiplier gives alocal
predictionof the change in the function. The exact law is nonlinear—but Ohm’s law
and Hooke’s law and Newton’s law are linear approximations.

ABSOLUTE CHANGE, RELATIVE CHANGE, PERCENTAGE CHANGE

The change�y or�f can be measured in three ways. So can�x:

Absolute change �f �x

Relative change
�f

f .x/

�x

x

Percentage change
�f

f .x/
�100 �x

x
�100

Relative change is often more realistic than absolute change. Ifwe know the distance
to the moon within three miles, that is more impressive than knowing our own height
within one inch. Absolutely, one inch is closer than three miles. Relatively, three miles
is much closer:

3miles

300;000miles
  1 inch

70 inches
or :001%  1:4%:

EXAMPLE 4 The radius of the Earth is within80miles ofr D 4;000miles.
(a) Find the variationdV in the volumeV D 4

3
�r3, using linear approximation.

(b) Compute the relative variationsdr=r anddV=V and�V=V:

Solution The job of calculus is to produce the derivative. AfterdV=dr D 4�r2,
its work is done. The variation in volume isdV D 4�.4000/2.80/ cubic miles. A
2% relative variation inr gives a6% relative variation inV :

dr

r
D

80

4000
D 2%

dV

V
D
4�.4000/2.80/

4�.4000/3=3
D 6%:

Without calculus we need the exact volume atr D 4000C80 (also atr D 3920):

�V

V
D
4�.4080/3=3�4�.4000/3=3

4�.4000/3=3
� 6:1%

One comment ondV D 4�r2dr: This is (area of sphere) times (change in radius).
It is the volume of a thin shell around the sphere. The shell is added when the radius
grows bydr: The exact�V=V is 3917312=640000%; but calculus just calls it6%:
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3.1 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

On the graph, a linear approximation is given by the a
line. At xD a, the equation for that line isY D f .a/C b .
Near xD aD 10, the linear approximation toyD x3 is
Y D 1000C c . At xD 11 the exact value is.11/3 D d .
The approximation isY D e . In this case�yD f and
dyD g . If we know sinx, then to estimate sin.xC�x/ we
add h .

In terms of x and �x, linear approximation is
f .xC�x/�f .x/C i . The error is of order.�x/p or
.x�a/p with pD j . The differentialdy equals k times
the differential l . Those movements are along them line,
where�y is along the n .

Find the linear approximation Y to yD f .x/ near xD a W

1 f .x/D xCx4; aD 0 2 f .x/D 1=x; aD 2

3 f .x/D tan x; aD�=4

5 f .x/D x sin x; aD 2�

4 f .x/D sin x; aD�=2

6 f .x/D sin2x; aD 0

Compute 7–12 within :01 by deciding on f .x/; choosing the
basepoint a; and evaluating f .a/Cf 1.a/.x�a/: A calculator
shows the error.

7 .2:001/6

9 cos.:03/

11 1=:98

8 sin.:02/

10 .15:99/1=4

12 sin.3:14/

Calculate the numerical error in these linear approximations
and compare with1

2 .�x/
2f 2.x/:

13 .1:01/3� 1C3.:01/

15 .sin:01/2� 0C0.:01/

17
�

1C 1
10

�10� 2 14 cos.:01/� 1C0.:01/

16 .1:01/�3� 1�3.:01/
18

?
8:99� 3C 1

6 .�:01/

Confirm the approximations 19–21 by computingf 1.0/:
19

?
1�x� 1� 1

2x

20 1=
a
1�x2� 1C 1

2x
2 (usef D 1=

?
1�u, then putuD x2/

21
?
c2 Cx2� cC

1

2

x2

c
(use f .u/D

?
c2 Cu, then put

uD x2)

22 Write down the differentialsdf for f .x/D cosx and
.xC1/=.x�1/ and.x2 C1/2:

In 23–27 find the linear changedV in the volume or dA in the
surface area.

23 dV if the sides of a cube change from10 to 10:1:

24 dA if the sides of a cube change fromx to xCdx:

25 dA if the radius of a sphere changes bydr:

26 dV if a circular cylinder withr D 2 changes height from3
to 3:05 (recallV D�r2h).

27 dV if a cylinder of height3 changes fromr D 2 to r D 1:9:

Extra credit : What isdV if r andh both change.dr anddh/?

28 In relativity the mass ism0=
a
1�.v=c/2 at velocity v: By

Problem 20 this is nearm0 C for small v: Show that
the kinetic energy 1

2mv
2 and the change in mass satisfy

Einstein’s equationeD .�m/c2:

29 Enter 1:1 on your calculator. Press the square root key5
times (slowly). What happens each time to the number after the dec-
imal point? This is because

?
1Cx � :

30 In Problem29 thenumbers you see are less than1:05;1:025; : : : :
The second derivative of

?
1Cx is so the linear approxima-

tion is higher than the curve.

31 Enter 0:9 on your calculator and press the square root
key 4 times. Predict what will appear the fifth time and press
again. You now have the root of 0:9: How many decimals
agree with1� 1

32 .0:1/?
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3.2 Maximum and Minimum Problems

Our goal is to learn aboutf .x/ from df=dx: We begin with two quick questions.
If df=dx is positive, what does that say aboutf ? If the slope is negative, how is that
reflected in the function? Then the third question is the critical one:

How do you identify amaximumor minimum?
Normal answer:The slope is zero.

This may be the most important application of calculus, to reachdf=dxD 0:

Take the easy questions first. Supposedf=dx is positive for every x between
a andb: All tangent lines slope upward.The functionf .x/ is increasingasx goes
froma to b.

3B If df=dx¡ 0 then f .x/ is increasing. If df=dx  0 then f .x/
is decreasing.

To define increasing and decreasing, look at any two pointsx X: “Increasing”
requiresf .x/  f .X/: “Decreasing” requiresf .x/¡ f .X/:A positive slope does
not mean a positive function. The function itself can be positive or negative.

EXAMPLE 1 f .x/D x2�2x has slope2x�2: This slope is positive whenx¡ 1
and negative whenx  1: The function increases afterxD 1 and decreases before
xD 1:

Fig. 3.3 Slopes are�C : Slope isC�C�C sof is up-down-up-down-up.

We say that without computingf .x/ at any point! The parabola in Figure 3.3 goes
down to its minimum atxD 1 and up again.

EXAMPLE 2 x2�2xC5 has the same slope. Its graph is shifted up by5, a
number that disappears indf=dx: All functions with slope2x�2 are parabolas
x2�2xCC , shifted up or down according toC: Some parabolas cross thex axis
(those crossings are solutions tof .x/D 0/:Other parabolas stay above the axis. The
solutions tox2�2xC5D 0 are complex numbers and we don’t see them. The
special parabolax2�2xC1D .x�1/2 grazes the axis atxD 1: It has a “double
zero,” wheref .x/D df=dxD 0:
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EXAMPLE 3 Suppose df=dxD .x�1/.x�2/.x�3/.x�4/: This slope is
positive beyondxD 4 and up toxD 1 (df=dxD 24 at xD 0). And df=dx is
positive again between2 and 3: At xD 1;2;3;4, this slope is zero andf .x/
changes direction.

Heref .x/ is a fifth-degree polynomial, becausef 1.x/ is fourth-degree. The graph
of f goes up-down-up-down-up. It might cross thex axis five times.It must cross
at least once(like this one). When complex numbers are allowed, every fifth-degree
polynomial has five roots.

You may feel that “positive slope implies increasing function” is obvious—perhaps
it is. But there is still something delicate. Starting fromdf=dx¡ 0 at everysingle
point, we have to deducef .X/¡f .x/ at pairsof points. That is a “local to global”
question, to be handled by the Mean Value Theorem. It could also wait for the
Fundamental Theorem of Calculus:The differencef .X/�f .x/ equals the area
under the graph ofdf=dx. That area is positive, sof .X/ exceedsf .x/:

MAXIMA AND MINIMA

Which x makesf .x/ as large as possible? Where is the smallestf .x/? Without
calculus we are reduced to computing values off .x/ and comparing. With calculus,
the information is indf=dx:

Suppose the maximum or minimum is at a particular pointx: It is possible that
the graph has a corner—and no derivative.But if df=dx exists, it must be zero. The
tangent line is level. The parabolas in Figure 3.3 change from decreasing to increasing.
The slope changes from negative to positive. At this crucial pointthe slope is zero.

3C Local Maximum or Minimum Suppose the maximum or minimum
occurs at a pointx inside an interval wheref .x/ anddf=dx are defined. Then
f 1.x/D 0:

The word “local” allows the possibility that in other intervals,f .x/ goes higher or
lower.We only look nearx, and we use the definition ofdf=dx:

Start withf .xC�x/�f .x/: If f .x/ is the maximum, this difference is negative
or zero. The step�x can be forward or backward:

if �x¡ 0 W
f .xC�x/�f .x/

�x
D

negative

positive
¤ 0 and in the limit

df

dx
¤ 0:

if �x  0 W
f .xC�x/�f .x/

�x
D

negative

negative
¥ 0 and in the limit

df

dx
¥ 0:

Both arguments apply. Both conclusionsdf=dx¤ 0 anddf=dx¥ 0 are correct. Thus
df=dxD 0:

Maybe Richard Feynman said it best. He showed his friends a plastic curve that
was made in a special way—“no matter how you turn it, the tangent at the lowest
point is horizontal.” They checked it out. It was true.

Surely You’re Joking, Mr. Feynman! is a good book (but rough on
mathematicians).

EXAMPLE 3 (continued) Look back at Figure 3.3b. The points that stand out
arenot the “ups” or “downs” but the “turns.” Those arestationary points, where
df=dxD 0: We see two maxima and two minima. None of them are absolute
maxima or minima, becausef .x/ starts at�8 and ends atC8:
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EXAMPLE 4 f .x/D 4x3�3x4 has slope12x2�12x3: That derivative is zero
whenx2 equalsx3, at the two pointsxD 0 andxD 1: To decide between minimum
and maximum (local or absolute), the first step is to evaluatef .x/ at thesestationary
points. We findf .0/D 0 andf .1/D 1:

Now look at largex: The function goes down to�8 in both directions. (You can
mentally substitutexD 1000 andxD�1000). For largex;�3x4 dominates4x3:

Conclusion f D 1 is an absolute maximum.f D 0 is not a maximum or minimum
(local or absolute). We have to recognize this exceptional possibility, that a curve (or a
car) can pause for an instant.f 1 D 0/ and continue in the same direction. The reason
is the “double zero” in12x2�12x3, from its double factorx2:

Fig. 3.4 The graphs of4x3�3x4 andxCx�1: Check rough points and endpoints.

EXAMPLE 5 Definef .x/D xCx�1 for x¡ 0: Its derivative1�1=x2 is zero at
xD 1: At that pointf .1/D 2 is the minimum value. Every combination like1

3
C3

or 2
3

C 3
2

is larger thanfmin D 2: Figure 3.4 shows thatthe maximum ofxCx�1 is
C8:�
Important The maximum always occurs at astationary point(wheredf=dxD 0)
or a rough point (no derivative) or anendpointof the domain. These are the three
types ofcritical points. All maxima and minima occur at critical points! At every
other pointdf=dx¡ 0 or df=dx  0: Here is the procedure:

1. Solvedf=dxD 0 to find the stationary pointsf .x/:
2. Compute f .x/ at every critical point—stationary point, rough point,

endpoint.
3. Take the maximum and minimum of those critical values off .x/:

EXAMPLE 6 (Absolute valuef .x/D |x|) The minimum is zero at a rough point.
The maximum is at an endpoint. There are no stationary points.

The derivative ofyD |x| is never zero. Figure 3.4 shows the maximum and
minimum on the intervalŒ�3;2�: This is typical of piecewise linear functions.

Question Could the minimum be zero when the function never reachesf .x/D 0?
Answer Yes, f .x/D 1=.1Cx/2 approaches but never reaches zero asxÑ8:
�A good word isapproach when f .x/Ñ8: Infinity is not reached. But I still say “the
maximum is8:”
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Remark1 xÑ�8 andf .x/Ñ�8 are avoided whenf is continuous on a
closed intervala¤ x¤ b: Then f .x/ reaches its maximum and its minimum
(Extreme Value Theorem). ButxÑ8 andf .x/Ñ8 are too important to rule out.
You testxÑ8 by considering largex: You recognizef .x/Ñ8 by going above
every finite value.

Remark2 Note the difference between criticalpoints(specified byx) and critical
values(specified byf .x/). The examplexCx�1 had the minimumpointxD 1 and
the minimumvaluef .1/D 2:

MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM IN APPLICATIONS

To find a maximum or minimum, solvef 1.x/D 0: The slope is zero at the top and
bottom of the graph. The idea is clear—and then check rough points and endpoints.
But to be honest, that is not where the problem starts.

In a real application, the first step (often the hardest) is to choose the unknown
andfind the function. It is we ourselves who decide onx andf .x/: The equation
df=dxD 0 comes in the middle of the problem, not at the beginning. I will start on a
new example, with a question instead of a function.

EXAMPLE 7 Where should you get onto an expressway for minimum driving time,
if the expressway speed is60mph and ordinary driving speed is30mph?

I know this problem well—it comes up every morning. The Mass Pike goes to MIT
and I have to join it somewhere. There is an entrance near Route128 and another
entrance further in. I used to take the second one, now I take the first. Mathematics
should decide which is faster—some mornings I think they are maxima.

Most models are simplified, to focus on the key idea. We will allow the expressway
to be entered atany pointx (Figure 3.5). Instead of two entrances (a discrete problem)
we have a continuous choice (a calculus problem). The trip has two parts, at speeds
30 and60:

a distance
?
a2 Cx2 up to the expressway, in

?
a2 Cx2=30 hours

a distanceb�x on the expressway, in.b�x/=60 hours

Problem Minimizef .x/D total timeD
1

30

?
a2 Cx2 C

1

60
.b�x/:

We have the functionf .x/: Now comes calculus. The first term uses the power rule:
The derivative ofu1=2 is 1

2
u�1=2du=dx: HereuD a2 Cx2 hasdu=dxD 2x:

f 1.x/D
1

30

1

2
.a2 Cx2/�1=2.2x/� 1

60
: (1)

To solvef 1.x/D 0, multiply by 60 and square both sides:

.a2 Cx2/�1=2.2x/D 1 gives 2xD .a2 Cx2/1=2 and 4x2 D a2 Cx2: (2)

Thus 3x2 D a2: This yields two candidates,xD a=
?
3 and xD�a=?3: But a

negativex would mean useless driving on the expressway. In factf 1 is not zero
atxD�a=?3: That false root entered when we squared2x:
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Fig. 3.5 Join the freeway atx—minimize the driving timef .x/:

I notice something surprising. The stationary pointxD a=
?
3 does not depend on

b: The total time includes the constantb=60, which disappeared indf=dx: Somehow
b must enter the answer, and this is a warning to go carefully. The minimum might
occur at a rough point or an endpoint. Those are the other critical points off , and
our drawing may not be realistic. Certainly we expectx¤ b, or we are entering the
expressway beyond MIT.

Continue with calculus. Compute the driving timef .x/ for an entrance at
x� D a=

?
3:

f .x/D
1

30

a
a2 C .a2=3/C

1

60

�

b� a?
3

�

D

?
3a

60
C
b

60
D f �:

The square root of4a2=3 is2a=
?
3:We combined2=30�1=60D 3=60and divided

by
?
3: Is this stationary valuef � a minimum? You must look also atendpoints:

enter atxD 0: travel time is a=30Cb=60D f ��
enter atxD b: travel time is

?
a2 Cb2=30D f ���:

The comparisonf �  f �� should be automatic. Entering atxD 0 was a candidate
and calculus didn’t choose it. The derivative is not zero atxD 0: It is not smart to
go perpendicular to the expressway.

The second comparison hasxD b: We drive directly to MIT at speed30: This
option has to be taken seriously. In fact it is optimal whenb is small ora is large.

This choicexD b can arise mathematically in two ways. If all entrances are
between0 andb, thenb is anendpoint. If we can enter beyond MIT, thenb is a
rough point. The graph in Figure 3.5c has a corner atxD b, where the derivative
jumps. The reason is that distance on the expressway is theabsolute value|b�x|—
never negative.

Either wayxD b is a critical point.The optimal x is the smaller ofa=
?
3

and b.

if a=
?
3¤ b W stationary point wins, enter atxD a=

?
3; total timef �

if a=
?
3¥ b W no stationary point, drive directly to MIT, timef ���

The heart of this subject is in “word problems.” All the calculus is in a few lines,
computingf 1 and solvingf 1.x/D 0: The formulation took longer. Step1 usually
does:

1. Express the quantity to be minimized or maximized as a functionf .x/:
The variablex has to be selected.
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2. Computef 1.x/, solvef 1.x/D 0, check critical points forfmin andfmax:

A picture of the problem (and the graph off .x/) makes all the difference.

EXAMPLE 7 (continued) Choosex as anangle instead of a distance. Figure 3.6
shows the triangle with anglex and sidea: The driving distance to the expressway
is asecx: The distance on the expressway isb�a tanx: Dividing by the speeds30
and60, the driving time has a nice form:

f .x/D total timeD
a secx

30
C
b�a tanx

60
: (3)

The derivatives ofsecx andtanx go intodf=dx:

df

dx
D
a

30
sec x tanx� a

60
sec2x: (4)

Now setdf=dxD 0, divide bya, and multiply by30cos2x:

sinxD 1
2
: (5)

This answer is beautiful. The anglex is 30�! That optimal angle (�=6 radians)
hassinxD 1

2
: The triangle with sidea and hypotenusea=

?
3 is a30–60–90 right

triangle.
I don’t know whether you prefer

?
a2 Cx2 or trigonometry. The minimum is

exactly as before—either at30� or going directly to MIT.

Fig. 3.6 (a) Driving at anglex: (b) Energies of spring and mass. (c) ProfitD income� cost.

EXAMPLE 8 In mechanics,nature chooses minimum energy. A spring is pulled
down by a mass, the energy isf .x/, and df=dxD 0 gives equilibrium. It is a
philosophical question why so many laws of physics involve minimum energy or
minimum time—which makes the mathematics easy.

The energy has two terms—for the spring and the mass. The spring energy is
1
2
kx2—positive in stretching (x¡ 0 is downward) and also positive in compression
.x  0/: The potential energy of the mass is taken as�mx—decreasing as the mass
goes down. The balance is at the minimum off .x/D 1

2
kx2�mx:

I apologize for giving you such a small problem, but it makes a crucial point.
Whenf .x/ is quadratic, the equilibrium equationdf=dxD 0 is linear.

df=dxD kx�mD 0:

Graphically,xDm=k is at the bottom of the parabola. Physically,kxDm is a
balance of forces—the spring force against the weight.Hooke’s lawfor the spring
force is elastic constantk times displacementx:
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EXAMPLE 9 Derivative of cost D marginal cost (our first management
example).

The paper to printx copies of this book might costC D 1000C3x dollars. The
derivative isdC=dxD 3: This is themarginal costof paper for each additional book.
If x increases by one book, the costC increases by$3: The marginal cost is like the
velocity and the total cost is like the distance.

Marginal cost is in dollars per book. Total cost is in dollars.On the plus
side, the income isI.x/ and the marginal income isdI=dx: To apply calculus, we
overlook the restriction to whole numbers.

Suppose the number of books increases bydx:� The cost goes up by
.dC=dx/dx: The income goes up by.dI=dx/dx: If we skip all other costs, then
profit P.x/D incomeI.x/� costC.x/. In most casesP increases to a maximum
and falls back.

At the high point on the profit curve,the marginal profit is zero:

dP=dxD 0 or dI=dxD dC=dx: (6)

Profit is maximized when marginal incomeI 1 equals marginal costC 1.
This basic rule of economics comes directly from calculus, and wegive an example:

C.x/Dcost ofx advertisementsD 900C400x�x2

setup cost 900, print cost400x; volume savingsx2

I.x/D income due tox advertisementsD 600x�6x2

sales600 per advertisement, subtract6x2 for diminishing returns

optimal decisiondC=dxD dI=dx or 400�2xD 600�12x or xD 20

profitD income�costD 9600�8500D 1100:

The next section shows how to verify that this profit is a maximum not a minimum.
The first exercises ask you to solvedf=dxD 0: Later exercises also look

for f .x/:

3.2 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

If df=dx¡ 0 in an interval thenf .x/ is a . If a maximum
or minimum occurs atx then f 1.x/D b . Points where
f 1.x/D 0 are called c points. The functionf .x/D 3x2�x
has a (minimum)(maximum) atxD d . A stationary point that
is not a maximum or minimum occurs forf .x/D e .

Extreme values can also occur where f is not defined
or at the g of the domain. The minima of|x| and 5x for�2¤x¤ 2 are at xD h and xD i , even though
df=dx is not zero. x� is an absolute j when
f .x�/¥ f .x/ for all x: A k minimum occurs when
f .x�/¤ f .x/ for all x nearx�:

The minimum of12ax
2�bx is l atxD m .

Find the stationary points and rough points and endpoints.
Decide whether each point is a local or absolute minimum or
maximum.

1 f .x/D x2 C4xC5;�8 x 8
2 f .x/D x3�12x;�8 x 8
3 f .x/D x2 C3;�1¤ x¤ 4
4 f .x/D x2 C.2=x/;1¤x¤ 4
5 f .x/D .x�x2/2;�1¤x¤ 1

�Maybedx is a differential calculus book. I apologize for that.
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6 f .x/D 1=.x�x2/;0 x  1
7 f .x/D 3x4 C8x3�18x2;�8 x 8
8 f .x/D tx2�4x for 0¤x¤ 1;x2�4 for 1¤x¤ 2u
9 f .x/D

?
x�1C

?
9�x;1¤ x¤ 9

10 f .x/D xCsinx;0¤x¤ 2�
11 f .x/D x3.1�x/6;�8 x 8
12 f .x/D x=.1Cx/;0¤x¤ 100
13 f .x/D distance fromx¥ 0 to nearest whole number

14 f .x/D distance fromx¥ 0 to nearest prime number

15 f .x/D |xC1|C |x�1|;�3¤x¤ 2
16 f .x/D x

a
1�x2;0¤x¤ 1

17 f .x/D x1=2�x3=2;0¤x¤ 4
18 f .x/D sinxCcosx;0¤x¤ 2�
19 f .x/D xCsinx;0¤ x¤ 2�
20 f .�/D cos2� sin�;�� ¤ � ¤�
21 f .�/D 4sin��3cos�;0¤ � ¤ 2�
22 f .x/D tx2 C1 for x¤ 1;x2�4xC5 for x¥ 1u:
In applied problems, choose metric units if you prefer.

23 The airlines accept a box if lengthCwidthCheightD
l CwCh¤622 or 158 cm. If h is fixed show that the
maximum volume.62�w�h/wh is V D h.31� 1

2h/
2: Choose

h to maximizeV: The box with greatest volume is a :

24 If a patient’s pulse measures70, then 80, then 120, what
least squares value minimizes .x�70/2 C.x�80/2 C

.x�120/2? If the patient got nervous, assign120 a lower weight
and minimize.x�70/2 C.x�80/2 C 1

2 .x�120/2:
25 At speed v, a truck usesavC.b=v/ gallons of fuel per
mile. How many miles per gallon at speedv? Minimize the fuel
consumption. Maximize the number of miles per gallon.

26 A limousine gets .120�2v/=5 miles per gallon. The
chauffeur costs $10=hour, the gas costs $1=gallon:

(a) Find the cost per mile at speedv:
(b) Find the cheapest driving speed.

27 You should shoot a basketball at the angle� requiring
minimum speed. Avoid line drives and rainbows. Shooting
from .0;0/ with the basket at .a;b/, minimize
f .�/D 1=.asin� cos��bcos2�/:

(a) If bD 0 you are level with the basket. Show that
� D 45� is best (Jabbar sky hook).

(b) Reducedf=d� D 0 to tan2� D�a=b: Solve whenaD b:

(c) Estimate the best angle for a free throw.

The same angle allows the largest margin of error (Sports
Scienceby Peter Brancazio). Section 12.2 gives the flight path.

28 On the longest and shortest days, in June and December, why
does the length of day change the least?

29 Find the shortestY connectingP;Q, and B in the figure.
Originally B was a birdfeeder. The length ofY is
L.x/D .b�x/C2?a2 Cx2:

(a) Choosex to minimizeL(not allowingx¡ b).

(b) Show that the center of theY has120�angles.

(c) The bestY becomes aV whena=bD :

30 If the distance function isf .t/D .1C3t/=.1C3t2/, when
does the forward motion end? How far have you traveled?
Extra credit: Graphf .t/ anddf=dt:

In 31–34; we make and sell x pizzas: The income is
R.x/D axCbx2 and the cost isC.x/D cCdxCex2.

31 The profit is ….x/D : The average profit per
pizza is D : The marginal profit per additional pizza
is d…=dxD : We should maximize the (profit)(average
profit)(marginal profit).

32 We receiveR.x/D axCbx2 when the price per pizza is
p.x/D : In reverse: When the price isp wesellxD

pizzas (a function ofp). We expectb  0 because :

33 Findx to maximize the profit….x/:At thatx the marginal profit
is d…=dxD :

34 Figure B showsR.x/D 3x�x2 and C1.x/D 1Cx2 and
C2.x/D 2Cx2:With costC1, which salesx makes a profit? Which
x makes the most profit? With higher fixed cost inC2, the best plan
is :

The cookie box and popcorn box were created by Kay Dundas
from a 122�122 square: A box with no top is a calculus classic.
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35 Choosex to find the maximum volume of the cookie box.

36 Choosex to maximize the volume of the popcorn box.

37 A high-class chocolate box adds a strip of widthx down
across the front of the cookie box. Find the new volumeV.x/
and the x that maximizes it. Extra credit: Show thatVmax is
reduced by more than20%:

38 For a box with no top, cut four squares of sidex from the
corners of the122 square. Fold up the sides so the height isx:Max-
imize the volume.

Geometry provides many problems, more applied than they
seem.

39 A wire four feet long is cut in two pieces. One piece forms
a circle of radiusr , the other forms a square of sidex: Choose
r to minimize the sum of their areas. Then chooser to
maximize.

40 A fixed wall makes one side of a rectangle. We have200
feet of fence for the other three sides. Maximize the areaA in 4
steps:

1 Draw a picture of the situation.

2 Select one unknown quantity asx (but notA!).

3 Find all other quantities in terms ofx:

4 SolvedA=dxD 0 and check endpoints.

41 With no fixed wall, the sides of the rectangle satisfy
2xC2y D 200: Maximize the area. Compare with the area of
a circle using the same fencing.

42 Add 200meters of fence to an existing straight100–meter fence,
to make a rectangle of maximum area (invented by Professor Klee).

43 How large a rectangle fits into the triangle with sides
xD 0;yD 0, and x=4Cy=6D 1? Find the point on this third side
that maximizes the areaxy:

44 The largest rectangle in Problem43 may not sit straight
up. Put one side alongx=4Cy=6D 1 and maximize the area.

45 The distance around the rectangle in Problem43 is
P D 2xC2y: Substitute fory to find P.x/: Which rectangle has
PmaxD 12?

46 Find the right circular cylinder of largest volume that fits in a
sphere of radius1:

47 How large a cylinder fits in a cone that has base radiusR

and heightH? For the cylinder, chooser andh on the sloping sur-
facer=RCh=H D 1 to maximize the volumeV D�r2h:

48 The cylinder in Problem47 has side area AD 2�rh:

MaximizeA instead ofV:

49 Including top and bottom, the cylinder has area

AD 2�rhC2�r2 D 2�rH.1�.r=R//C2�r2 :

MaximizeA whenH ¡R: MaximizeA whenR¡H:

�50 A wall 8 feet high is1 foot from a house. Find the lengthL of
the shortest ladder over the wall to the house. Draw a triangle with
heighty, base1Cx, and hypotenuseL:

51 Find the closed cylinder of volumeV D�r2hD 16� that has
the least surface area.

52 Draw a kite that has a triangle with sides1;1;2x next to
a triangle with sides2x;2;2: Find the areaA and thex that
maximizes it.Hint: In dA=dx simplify

a
1�x2�x2=

a
1�x2 to

.1�2x2/=
a
1�x2:

In 53–56; x and y are nonnegative numbers withxCy D 10:

Maximize and minimize:

53 xy 54 x2 Cy2 55 y�.1=x/ 56 sinx siny

57 Find the total distancef .x/ from A to X to C: Show that
df=dxD 0 leads to sinaD sinc: Light reflects at an equal angle
to minimize travel time.

58 Fermat’s principle says that light travels fromA to B on the
quickest path. Its velocity above thex axis isv and below thex axis
isw:

(a) Find the time T .x/ from A to X to B: On AX;

timeD distance=velocityD
?
r2 Cx2=v:

(b) Find the equation for the minimizingx:

(c) DeduceSnell’s law.sina/=vD .sinb/=w:

“Closest point problems” are models for many applications.

59 Where is the parabolayD x2 closest toxD 0, yD 2?

60 Where is the lineyD 5�2x closest to.0;0/?

61 What point on yD�x2 is closest to what point on
yD 5�2x? At the nearest points, the graphs have the same slope.
Sketch the graphs.

62 Where is yD x2 closest to .0; 1
3 /? Minimizing

x2 C.y� 1
3 /

2 D yC.y� 1
3 /

2 givesy  0: What went wrong?

63 Draw the lineyDmx passing near.2;3/; .1;1/, and .�1;1/:
For a least squares fit, minimize

.3�2m/2 C.1�m/2 C.1Cm/2:
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64 A triangle has corners (�1;1/; .x;x2/, and .3;9/ on the
parabola yD x2: Find its maximum area forx between�1
and 3: Hint: The distance from.X;Y / to the lineyDmxCb is|Y �mX�b|=?1Cm2:

65 Submarines are located at.2;0/ and .1;1/: Choose the
slope m so the lineyDmx goes between the submarines but
stays as far as possible from the nearest one.

Problems 66–72 go back to the theory.

66 To find where the graph ofy.x/ has greatest slope, solve
: For yD 1=.1Cx2/ this point is :

67 When the difference betweenf .x/ and g.x/ is smallest, their
slopes are : Show this point on the graphs off D 2Cx2 and
gD 2x�x2:

68 Supposey is fixed. The minimum ofx2 Cxy�y2 (a function
of x) ism.y/D : Find the maximum ofm.y/:

Now x is fixed. The maximum ofx2 Cxy�y2 (a function of
y) isM.x/D . Find the minimum ofM.x/:

69 For eachm the minimum value of f .x/�mx occurs at
xDm: What isf .x/?

70 yD xC2x2 sin.1=x/ has slope1 at xD 0: But show thaty
is not increasing on aninterval aroundxD 0, by finding points
wheredy=dxD 1�2 cos.1=x/C4x sin.1=x/ is negative.

71 True or false, with a reason: Between two local minima of a
smooth functionf .x/ there is a local maximum.

72 Create a functiony.x/ that has its maximum at a rough point
and its minimum at an endpoint.

73 Draw a circular pool with a lifeguard on one side and
a drowner on the opposite side. The lifeguard swims with
velocity v and runs around the rest of the pool with velocity
wD 10v: If the swim direction is at angle� with the direct
line, choose� to minimize and maximize the arrival time.
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3.3 Second Derivatives: Bending and Acceleration

When f 1.x/ is positive,f .x/ is increasing. Whendy=dx is negative,y.x/ is
decreasing. That is clear, but what about thesecondderivative? From looking at the
curve, can you decide the sign off 2.x/ or d2y=dx2? The answer isyesand the key
is in thebending.

A straight line doesn’t bend. The slope ofyDmxCb ism(a constant). The second
derivative is zero. We have to go to curves, to see a changing slope. Changes in the
derivative show up inf 2.x/:

f Dx2 hasf 1 D 2x andf 2 D 2 (this parabola bendsup)

yD sinx hasdy=dxD cosx andd2y=dx2 D�sinx (the sine bendsdown)

The slope2x gets largereven when the parabola is falling. The sign off or f 1 is
not revealed byf 2: The second derivative tells aboutchange in slope.

A function withf 2.x/¡ 0 is concave up. It bends upward as the slope increases.
It is also calledconvex. A function with decreasing slope—this meansf 2.x/  0—is
concave down. Note howcosx and1Ccosx and even1C 1

2
xCcosx change from

concave down to concave up atxD�=2: At that pointf 2 D�cosx changes from
negative to positive. The extra1C 1

2
x tilts the graph but the bending is the same.

Fig. 3.7 Increasing slopeD concave up.f 2¡ 0/:Concave down isf 2  0: Inflection pointf 2 D 0

Here is another way to see the sign off 2: Watch the tangent lines.When the
curve is concave up, the tangent stays below it. A linear approximation is too low.
This section computes aquadraticapproximation—which includes the term with
f 2¡0: When the curve bends down.f 2  0/, the opposite happens—the tangent
lines are above the curve. The linear approximation is too high, andf 2 lowers it.

In physical motion,f 2.t/ is the acceleration—in units of distance=.time/2:
Acceleration is rate of change of velocity. The oscillationsin2t hasvD 2cos2t
(maximum speed2) andaD�4sin2t (maximum acceleration4).

An increasing population meansf 1¡ 0: An increasing growth rate means
f 2¡ 0. Those are different. The rate can slow down while the growth continues.

MAXIMUM VS. MINIMUM

Remember thatf 1.x/D 0 locates a stationary point. That may be aminimumor
a maximum.The second derivative decides! Instead of computingf .x/ at many
points, we computef 2.x/ at one point—the stationary point. It is a minimum if
f 2.x/¡ 0:
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3D Whenf 1.x/D 0 andf 2.x/¡ 0, there is alocal minimum atx:
Whenf 1.x/D 0 andf 2.x/  0, there is alocal maximumatx:

To the left of a minimum, the curve is falling. After the minimum, the curve rises. The
slope has changed from negative to positive. The graph bends upward andf 2.x/¡ 0:

At a maximum the slope drops from positive to negative. In the exceptional case,
whenf 1.x/D 0 and alsof 2.x/D 0, anything can happen. An example isx3, which
pauses atxD 0 and continues up (its slope is3x2¥ 0). Howeverx4 pauses and goes
down (with a very flat graph).

We emphasize that the information fromf 1.x/ andf 2.x/ is only “local.” To be
certain of anabsoluteminimum or maximum, we need information over the whole
domain.

EXAMPLE 1 f .x/D x3�x2 has f 1.x/D 3x2�2x and f 2.x/D 6x�2:
To find the maximum and=or minimum, solve3x2�2xD 0: The stationary points
arexD 0 andxD 2

3
. At those points we need the second derivative. It isf 2.0/D�2

(local maximum) andf 2�2
3

�

D C2 (local minimum).
Between the maximum and minimum is theinflection point. That is where

f 2.x/D 0. The curve changes from concave down to concave up. This example has
f 2 D 6x�2, so the inflection point is atxD 1

3
:

INFLECTION POINTS

In mathematics it is a special event when a function passes through zero. When the
function isf , its graph crosses the axis. When the function isf 1, the tangent line is
horizontal. Whenf 2 goes through zero, we have aninflection point.

The direction of bending changes at an inflection point. Your eye picks that out
in a graph. For an instant the graph is straight (straight lines havef 2 D 0). It is easy
to see crossing points and stationary points and inflection points. Very few people can
recognize wheref 3 D 0 or f 4 D 0: I am not sure if those points have names.

There is a genuine maximum or minimum whenf 1.x/ changes sign. Similarly,
there is a genuine inflection point whenf 2.x/ changes sign.The graph is concave
down on one side of an inflection point and concave up on the other side.�
The tangents are above the curve on one side and below it on the other side. At an
inflection point,the tangent line crosses the curve(Figure 3.7b).

Notice that a parabolayD ax2 CbxCc has no inflection points:y2 is constant.
A cubic curve has one inflection point, becausef 2 is linear. A fourth-degree curve
might or might not have inflection points—the quadraticf 2.x/ might or might not
cross the axis.

EXAMPLE 2 x4�2x2 isW-shaped,4x3�4x has two bumps,12x2�4 isU-shaped.
The table shows the signs at the important values ofx:

x �?2 �1 �1=?3 0 1=
?
3 1

?
2

f .x/ 0 � � 0;0 � � 0

f 1.x/ 0 C 0 � 0

f 2.x/ 0 � 0

�That rules outf .x/D x4, which hasf 2 D 12x2¡ 0 on both sides of zero. Its tangent line
is the x axis. The line stays below the graph—so no inflection point
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Between zeros off .x/ come zeros off 1.x/ (stationary points). Between zeros of
f 1.x/ come zeros off 2.x/ (inflection points). In this examplef .x/ has a double
zero at the origin, so a single zero off 1 is caught there. It is a local maximum, since
f 2.0/  0:

Inflection points are important—not just for mathematics. We know the world
population will keep rising. We don’t know if therate of growth will slow down.
Remember:The rate of growth stops growing at the inflection point. Here is the
1990 report of the UN Population Fund.

The next ten years will decide whether the world population trebles or merely
doubles before it finally stops growing. This may decide the future of the earth as a
habitation for humans. The population, now5:3 billion, is increasing by a quarter
of a million every day. Between90 and100 million people will be added every
year during the1990s; a billion people—a whole China—over the decade. The
fastest growth will come in the poorest countries.

A few years ago it seemed as if the rate of population growth was slowing�
everywhere except in Africa and parts of South Asia. The world’s population
seemed set to stabilize around10:2 billion towards the end of the next century.

Today, the situation looks less promising. The world has overshot the marker
points of the1984 “most likely” medium projection. It is now on course for an
eventual total that will be closer to11 billion than to10 billion.

If fertility reductions continue to be slower than projected, the mark could be
missed again. In that case the world could be headed towards a total of up to14
billion people.

Starting with a census, the UN follows each age group in each country. They
estimate the death rate and fertility rate—the medium estimates are published. This
report is saying that we are not on track with the estimate.

Section 6.5 will come back to population, with an equation that predicts10 billion.
It assumes we are now at the inflection point. But China’s second census just started
on July1, 1990:When it’s finished we will know if the inflection point is still ahead.

You now understand the meaning off 2.x/:Its sign gives the direction of bending—
the change in the slope.The rest of this section computeshow much the curve
bends—using thesizeof f 2 and not just its sign. We find quadratic approximations
based onf 2.x/: In some courses they are optional—the main points are highlighted.

CENTERED DIFFERENCES AND SECOND DIFFERENCES

Calculus begins with average velocities, computed on either side ofx:

f .xC�x/�f .x/
�x

and
f .x/�f .x��x/

�x
are close tof 1.x/ (1)

We never mentioned it, but a better approximation tof 1.x/ comes fromaveraging
those two averages. This produces acentered difference, which is based onxC�x
andx��x: It divides by2�x:

f 1.x/� 1

2

�

f .xC�x/�f .x/
�x

C
f .x/�f .x��x/

�x

�

D
f .xC�x/�f .x��x/

2�x
: (2)

We claim this is better. The test is to try it on powers ofx:

�The United Nations watches the second derivative!
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For f .x/D x these ratios all givef 1 D 1 (exactly). Forf .x/D x2, only the
centered difference correctly givesf 1 D 2x: The one-sided ratio gave2xC�x
(in Chapter 1 it was2tCh). It is only “first-order accurate.” But centering leaves no
error. We are averaging2xC�x with 2x��x: Thus the centered difference
is “second-order accurate.”

I ask now:What ratio converges to the second derivative? One answer is to take
differences of the first derivative. Certainly�f 1=�x approachesf 2: But we want
a ratio involvingf itself. A natural idea is to takedifferences of differences, which
brings us to “second differences”:

f .xC�x/�f .x/
�x

� f .x/�f .x��x/
�x

�x
D
f .xC�x/�2f .x/Cf .x��x/

.�x/2
Ñ d2f

dx2
: (3)

On the top, the difference of the difference is�.�f /D�2f: It corresponds tod2f:
On the bottom,.�x/2 corresponds todx2 . This explains the way we place the2’s in
d2f=dx2: To say it differently:dx is squared,df is not squared—as in distance=.time/2:

Note that.�x/2 becomes much smaller than�x: If we divide�f by .�x/2, the
ratio blows up. It is the extra cancellation in the second difference�2f that allows
the limit to exist. That limit isf 2.x/:
Application The great majority of equations can’t be solved exactly. A typical case
is f 2.x/D�sinf .x/ (the pendulum equation). To compute a solution, I would
replacef 2.x/ by the second difference in equation(3). Approximations at points
spaced by�x are a very large part of scientific computing.

To test the accuracy of these differences, here is an experiment onf .x/D
sinxCcosx: The table shows the errors atxD 0 from formulas.1/, .2/, .3/:

step length�x one-sided errors centered errors second difference errors

1=4 .1347 .0104 �:0052
1=8 .0650 .0026 �:0013
1=16 .0319 .0007 �:0003
1=32 .0158 .0002 �:0001

The one-sided errors are cut in half when�x is cut in half. The other columns
decrease like.�x/2: Each reduction divides those errors by 4.The errors from
one-sided differences areO.�x/ and the errors from centered differences are
O.�x/2.

The “big O” notation When the errors are of order�x, we writeEDO.�x/:
This means thatE¤C�x for some constantC: We don’t computeC—in fact we
don’t want to deal with it. The statement “one-sided errors are Oh of deltax” captures
what is important. The main point of the other columns isEDO.�x/2 .

LINEAR APPROXIMATION VS. QUADRATIC APPROXIMATION

The second derivative gives a tremendous improvement over linear approximation
f .a/Cf 1.a/.x�a/: A tangent line starts out close to the curve, butthe line has
no way to bend. After a while it overshoots or undershoots the true function (see
Figure 3.8). That is especially clear for the modelf .x/D x2, when the tangent is the
x axis and the parabola curves upward.
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You can almost guess the term with bending.It should involvef 2, and also.�x/2:
It might be exactlyf 2.x/ times .�x/2 but it is not. The model functionx2 has
f 2 D 2: There must be a factor1

2
to cancel that2:

3E Thequadratic approximationto asmooth functionf .x/ nearxD a is

f .x/� f .a/Cf 1.a/.x�a/C 1
2
f 2.a/.x�a/2: (4)

At the basepoint this isf .a/D f .a/: The derivatives also agree atxD a: Further-
more the second derivatives agree. On both sides of.4/, the second derivative at
xD a is f 2.a/:

The quadratic approximation bends with the function. It is not the absolutely
final word, because there is a cubic term1

6
f 3.a/.x�a/3 and a fourth-degree term

1
24
f 4.a/.x�a/4 and so on. The whole infinite sum is a “Taylor series.” Equation(4)

carries that series through the quadratic term—which for practical purposes gives a
terrific approximation. You will see that in numerical experiments.

Two things to mention. First, equation(4) shows whyf 2¡ 0 brings the curve
above the tangent line. The linear part gives the line, while the quadratic part is
positive and bends upward. Second, equation(4) comes from.2/ and .3/: Where
one-sided differences givef .xC�x/� f .x/Cf 1.x/�x, centered differences
give the quadratic:

from.2/ W f .xC�x/� f .x��x/C2f 1.x/�x
from.3/ W f .xC�x/� 2f .x/�f .x��x/Cf 2.x/.�x/2:

Add and divide by2: The result isf .xC�x/� f .x/Cf 1.x/�xC 1
2
f 2.x/.�x/2:

This is correct through.�x/2 and misses by.�x/3, as examples show:

Fig. 3.8

EXAMPLE 3 .xC�x/3� .x3/C .3x2/.�x/C 1
2
.6x/.�x/2 Cerror.�x/3:

EXAMPLE 4 .1Cx/n� 1CnxC 1
2
n.n�1/x2:

The first derivative atxD 0 is n: The second derivative isn.n�1/: The cubic term
would be1

6
n.n� l/.n�2/x3:We are just producing the binomial expansion!

EXAMPLE 5
1

1�x � 1CxCx2 D start of a geometric series.

1=.1�x/ has derivative1=.1�x/2: Its second derivative is2=.1�x/3: At xD 0
those equal1;1;2: The factor 1

2
cancels the2, which leaves1;1;1: This explains

1CxCx2:

The next terms arex3 andx4: The whole series is1=.1�x/D 1CxCx2Cx3 C � � � :
Numerical experiment 1=

?
1Cx� 1� 1

2
xC 3

8
x2 is tested for accuracy.

Dividing x by 2 almost divides the error by8: If we only keep the linear part1� 1
2
x,

theerror is only divided by4: Here are the errors atxD 1
4
; 1

8
and 1

16
:

linear approximation

�

error� 3

8
x2

�

W :0194 :0053 :0014

quadratic approximation

�

error� �5
16
x3

�

W�:00401 � :00055 � :00007
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3.3 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

The direction of bending is given by the sign of a . If the
second derivative is b in an interval, the function is concave
up (or convex). The graph bends c . The tangent lines are

d the graph. Iff 2.x/  0 then the graph is concave e ,
and the slope is f .

At a point wheref 1.x/D 0 andf 2.x/¡ 0, the function has a
g . At a point where h , the function has a maximum. A

point wheref 2.x/D 0 is an i point, providedf 2 changes sign.
The tangent line j the graph.

The centered approximation tof 1.x/ is Œ k �=2�x: The
3-point approximation tof 2.x/ is Œ l �=.�x/2: The second
order approximation tof .xC�x/ is f .x/Cf 1.x/�xC m .
Without that extra term this is just the n approximation. With
that term the error is O( o ).

1 A graph that is concave upward is inaccurately said to
“hold water.” Sketch a graph withf 2.x/¡ 0 that would not hold
water.

2 Find a function that is concave down forx  0 and concave
up for0 x  1 and concave down forx¡ 1:
3 Can a function be always concave down and never cross zero?

Canit be always concave down and positive? Explain.

4 Find a function with f 2.2/D 0 and no other inflection
point.

True or false, when f .x/ is a 9th degree polynomial with
f 1.1/D 0 andf 1.3/D 0: Give (or draw) a reason.

5 f .x/D 0 somewhere betweenxD 1 andxD 3:

6 f 2.x/D 0 somewhere betweenxD 1 andxD 3:

7 There is no absolute maximum atxD 3:

8 There are seven points of inflection.

9 If f .x/ has nine zeros, it has seven inflection points.

10 If f .x/ has seven inflection points, it has nine zeros.

In 11–16 decide which stationary points are maxima or
minima.

11 f .x/D x2�6x
13 f .x/D x4�6x3

15 f .x/D sinx�cosx

12 f .x/D x3�6x2

14 f .x/D x11�6x10

16 f .x/D xCsin2x

Locate the inflection points and the regions wheref .x/ is
concave up or down.

17 f .x/D xCx2�x3 18 f .x/D sinxC tanx

19 f .x/D .x�2/2.x�4/2 20 f .x/D sinxC.sinx/3

21 If f .x/ is an even function, the centered difference
Œf .�x/�f .��x/�=2�x exactly equalsf 1.0/D 0: Why?

22 If f .x/ is an odd function, the second difference
Œf .�x/�2f .0/Cf .��x/�=.�x/2 exactly equals f 2.0/D 0:

Why?

Write down the quadratic f .0/Cf 1.0/xC 1
2f

2.0/x2 in
23–26.

23 f .x/D cosxCsin x

25 f .x/D .sinx/=x

24 f .x/D tanx

26 f .x/D 1CxCx2

In 26, findf .1/Cf 1.1/.x�1/C 1
2f

2.1/.x�1/2 aroundaD 1:

27 FindA andB in
?
1�x� 1CAxCBx2 :

28 FindA andB in 1=.1�x/2� 1CAxCBx2:

29 Substitute the quadratic approximation into
Œf .xC�x/�f .x/�=�x, to estimate the error in this one-sided
approximation tof 1.x/:
30 What is the quadratic approximation atxD 0 to f .��x/?
31 Substitute for f .xC�x/ and f .x��x/ in the centered
approximation Œf .xC�x/�f .x��x/�=2�x, to get
f 1.x/C error. Find the�x and .�x/2 terms in this error. Test
onf .x/D x3 atxD 0:

32 Guess a third-order approximationf .�x/�f .0/C
f 1.0/�xC 1

2f
2.0/.�x/2 C : Test it onf .x/D x3

Construct a table as in the text; showing the actual errors
at xD 0 in one-sided differences; centered differences; second
differences; and quadratic approximations: By hand take two
values of�x; by calculator take three; by computer take four.

33 f .x/D x3 Cx4 34 f .x/D 1=.1�x/
35 f .x/D x2 Csinx

36 Example 5 was 1=.1�x/� 1CxCx2: What is the error at
xD 0:1? What is the error atxD 2?

37 Substitute xD :01 and xD�0:1 in the geometric series
1=.1�x/D 1CxCx2 C � � � to find 1=:99 and 1=1:1—first to
four decimals and then to all decimals.

38 Compute cos1� by equation (4) withaD 0: OK to check
on a calculator. Also compute cos1: Why so far off?

39 Why is sinx�x not only a linear approximation but also a
quadratic approximation?xD 0 is an point.

40 If f .x/ is an even function, find its quadratic approximation
atxD 0: What is the equation of the tangent line?
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41 For f .x/D xCx2 Cx3, what is the centered difference
Œf .3/�f .1/�=2, and what is the true slopef 1.2/?
42 For f .x/D xCx2 Cx3, what is the second difference
Œf .3/�2f .2/Cf .1/�=12, and what is the exactf 2.2/?
43 The error inf .a/Cf 1.a/.x�a/ is approximately12f

2.a/.x�
a/2: This error is positive when the function is : Then the tan-
gent line is the curve.

44 Draw a piecewise lineary.x/ that is concave up. Define
“concave up” without using the testd2y=dx2¥ 0: If derivatives
don’t exist, a new definition is needed.

45 What do these sentences say aboutf or f 1 or f 2 or f 3?

1. The population is growing more slowly.

2. The plane is landing smoothly.

3. The economy is picking up speed.

4. The tax rate is constant.

5. A bike accelerates faster but a car goes faster.
6. Stock prices have peaked.

7. The rate of acceleration is slowing down.

8. This course is going downhill.

46 (Recommended) Draw a curve that goes up-down-up.
Below it draw its derivative. Then draw its second derivative.
Mark the same points on all curves—the maximum, minimum,
and inflection points of the first curve.

47 Repeat Problem 46 on a printout showing y.x/D

x3�4x2 CxC2 anddy=dx andd2y=dx2 on the same graph.
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3.4 Graphs

Reading a graph is like appreciating a painting. Everything is there, but you have to
know what to look for. One way to learn is by sketching graphs yourself, and in the
past that was almost the only way. Now it is obsolete to spend weeks drawing curves—
a computer or graphing calculator does it faster and better. That doesn’t remove the
need to appreciate a graph (or a painting), since a curve displays a tremendous amount
of information.

This section combines two approaches. One is to study actual machine-produced
graphs (especially electrocardiograms). The other is to understand the mathematics of
graphs—slope, concavity, asymptotes, shifts, and scaling. We introduce thecentering
transform andzoom transform. These two approaches are like the rest of calculus,
where special derivatives and integrals are done by hand and day-to-day applications
are by computer. Both are essential—the machine can do experiments that we could
never do. But without the mathematics our instructions miss the point. To create good
graphs you have to know a few of them personally.

READING AN ELECTROCARDIOGRAM (ECG or EKG)

The graphs of an ECG show the electrical potential during a heartbeat. There are
twelve graphs—six from leads attached to the chest, and six from leads to the arms
and left leg. (It doesn’t hurt, but everybody is nervous. You have to lie still, because
contraction of other muscles will mask the reading from the heart.) The graphs record
electrical impulses, as the cells depolarize and the heart contracts.

What can I explain in two pages? The graph shows the fundamental pattern of the
ECG.Note theP wave, the QRScomplex, and theT wave. Those patterns, seen
differently in the twelve graphs, tell whether the heart is normal or out of rhythm—or
suffering an infarction (a heart attack).

First of all the graphs show theheart rate. The dark vertical lines are by convention
1
5

second apart. The light lines are1
25

second apart. If the heart beats every1
5

second
(one dark line) the rate is5 beats per second or300 per minute. That is extreme
tachycardia—not compatible with life. The normal rate is between three dark lines
per beat (3

5
second, or100 beats per minute) and five dark lines (one second between

beats,60 per minute). A baby has a faster rate, over100 per minute. In this figure the
rate is : A rate below60 is bradycardia, not in itself dangerous. For a resting
athlete that is normal.

Doctors memorize the six rates300;150;100;75;60;50:Those correspond to1;2;
3;4;5;6 dark lines between heartbeats. The distance is easiest to measure between
spikes (the peaks of the R wave). Many doctors put a printed scale next to the chart.
One textbook emphasizes that “Where the next wave falls determines the rate. No
mathematical computation is necessary.” But you see where those numbers come
from.
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The next thing to look for isheart rhythm. The regular rhythm is set by the
pacemaker, which produces the P wave. A constant distance between waves is good—
and then each beat is examined. When there is a block in the pathway, it shows as a
delay in the graph. Sometimes the pacemaker fires irregularly. Figure 3.10 shows
sinus arrythmia(fairly normal). The time between peaks is changing. In disease or
emergency, there are potential pacemakers in all parts of the heart.

I should have pointed out the main parts. We have four chambers, an atrium
ventricle pair on the left and right. The SA node should be the pacemaker. The
stimulus spreads from the atria to the ventricles— from the small chambers that “prime
the pump” to the powerful chambers that drive blood through the body. The P wave
comes with contraction of the atria. There is a pause of1

10
second at the AV node.

Then the big QRS wave starts contraction of the ventricles, and the T wave is when
the ventricles relax. The cells switch back to negative charge and the heart cycle is
complete.

Fig. 3.9 Happy person with a heart and a normal electrocardiogram.

The ECG shows when the pacemaker goes wrong. Other pacemakers take over—
the AV node will pace at60=minute: An early firing in the ventricle can give a wide
spike in the QRS complex, followed by a long pause. The impulses travel by a slow
path. Also the pacemaker can suddenly speed up (paroxysmal tachycardia is
150�250=minute). But the most critical danger isfibrillation.

Figure 3.10b shows a dying heart. The ECG indicates irregular contractions—no
normal PQRST sequence at all. What kind of heart would generate such a rhythm?
The muscles are quivering or “fibrillating” independently. The pumping action is
nearly gone, which means emergency care. The patient needs immediate CPR—
someone to do the pumping that the heart can’t do. Cardio-pulmonary resuscitation
is a combination of chest pressure and air pressure (hand and mouth) to restart the
rhythm. CPR can be done on the street. A hospital applies a defibrillator, which shocks
the heart back to life. It depolarizesall the heart cells, so the timing can be reset. Then
the charge spreads normally from SA node to atria to AV node to ventricles.

This discussion has not used all twelve graphs to locate the problem. That needs
vectors. Look ahead at Section 11.1 for the heart vector, and especially at Section 11.2
for its twelve projections. Those readings distinguish between atrium and ventricle,
left and right, forward and back. This information is of vital importance in the event
of a heart attack. A “heart attack” is amyocardial infarction(MI).

An MI occurs when part of an artery to the heart is blocked (a coronary occlusion).
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Fig. 3.10 Doubtful rhythm. Serious fibrillation. Signals of a heart attack.

An area is without blood supply—therefore without oxygen or glucose. Often the
attack is in the thick left ventricle, which needs the most blood. The cells are first
ischemic, then injured, and finally infarcted (dead). The classical ECG signals involve
those three I’s:

Ischemia: Reduced blood supply, upside-down T wave in the chest leads.
Injury: An elevated segment between S and T means a recent attack.
Infarction: The Q wave, normally a tiny dip or absent, is as wide as a small
square (1

25
second). It may occupy a third of the entire QRS complex.

The Q wave gives the diagnosis. You can find all three I’s in Figure 3.10c.
It is absolutely amazing how much a good graph can do.

THE MECHANICS OF GRAPHS

From the meaning of graphs we descend to the mechanics. A formula is now given for
f .x/: The problem isto create the graph. It would be too old-fashioned to evaluate
f .x/ by hand and draw a curve through a dozen points. A computer has a much better
idea of a parabola than an artist (who tends to make it asymptotic to a straight line).
There are some things a computer knows, and other things an artist knows, and still
others that you and I know—because we understand derivatives.

Our job is to apply calculus. We extract information fromf 1 andf 2 as well asf:
Small movements in the graph may go unnoticed, but the important properties come
through. Here are the main tests:

1. The sign off .x/ (above or below axis:f D 0 atcrossing point)
2. The sign off 1.x/ (increasing or decreasing:f 1 D 0 atstationary point)
3. The sign off 2.x/ (concave up or down:f 2 D 0 at injection point)
4. The behavior off .x/ asxÑ8 andxÑ�8
5. The points at whichf .x/Ñ8 or f .x/Ñ�8
6. Even or odd? Periodic? Jumps inf or f 1? Endpoints? f .0/?

EXAMPLE 1 f .x/D
x2

1�x2
f 1.x/D

2x

.1�x2/2
f 2.x/D

2C6x2

.1�x2/3

The sign off .x/ depends on1�x2: Thusf .x/¡ 0 in the inner interval where
x2  1: The graph bends upwards (f 2.x/¡ 0) in that same interval. There are no
inflection points, sincef 2 is never zero. The stationary point wheref 1 vanishes is
xD 0:We have alocal minimumatxD 0:

The guidelines (orasymptotes) meet the graph at infinity. For largex the important
terms arex2 and�x2: Their ratio isCx2=�x2 D�1—which is the limit asxÑ8, andxÑ�8: The horizontal asymptote is the lineyD�1.

The other infinities, wheref blows up, occur when1�x2 is zero. That happens at
xD 1 andxD�1: The vertical asymptotes are the linesxD 1 andxD�1. The
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graph in Figure 3.11a approaches those lines.

if f .x/Ñ b asxÑ8 or�8, the lineyD b is ahorizontal asymptote
if f .x/ÑC8 or�8 asxÑ a, the linexD a is avertical asymptote
if f .x/� .mxCb/Ñ 0 asxÑC8 orÑ�8, the lineyDmxCb is asloping asymptote.

Finally comes the vital fact that this function iseven: f .x/D f .�x/ because
squaringx obliterates the sign. The graph is symmetric across they axis.

To summarize the effect of dividing by1�x2: No effect nearxD 0: Blowup at1
and�1 from zero in the denominator. The function approaches�1 as|x|Ñ8:
EXAMPLE 2 f .x/D

x2

x�1 f 1 D x2�2x
.x�1/2 f 2 D

2

.x�1/3
This example divides byx�1: ThereforexD 1 is a vertical asymptote, wheref .x/
becomes infinite. Vertical asymptotes come mostly fromzero denominators.

Look beyondxD 1: Both f .x/ andf 2.x/ are positive forx¡ 1: The slope is
zero atxD 2: That must be a local minimum.

What happens asxÑ8 ? Dividing x2 by x�1, the leading term isx: The
function becomes large. It grows linearly—we expect asloping asymptote. To find
it, do the division properly:

x2

x�1 D xC1C
1

x�1: (1)

The last term goes to zero. The function approachesyD xC1 as the asymptote.
This function is not odd or even. Its graph is in Figure 3.11b. Withzoom outyou

see the asymptotes.Zoom in for f D 0 or f 1 D 0 or f 2 D 0:

Fig. 3.11 The graphs ofx2=.1�x2/ andx2=.x�1/ and sinxC 1
3 sin 3x:

EXAMPLE 3 f .x/D sinxC 1
3

sin 3x has the slope f 1.x/D cosxCcos3x:

Above all these functions areperiodic. If x increases by2� , nothing changes. The
graphs from2� to 4� are repetitions of the graphs from0 to 2�: Thusf .xC2�/D
f .x/ and the period is2�: Any interval of length2� will show a complete picture,
and Figure 3.11c picks the interval from�� to �:

The second outstanding property is thatf is odd. The sine functions satisfy
f .�x/D�f .x/: The graph is symmetric through the origin. By reflecting the right
half through the origin, you get the left half. In contrast, the cosines inf 1.x/ are even.

To find the zeros off .x/ andf 1.x/ andf 2.x/, rewrite those functions as

f .x/D 2 sinx� 4
3

sin3x f 1.x/D�2 cosxC4cos3x f 2.x/D�10 sinxC12sin3x:
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We changedsin3x to 3 sinx�4sin3x: For the derivatives usesin2xD 1�cos2x:
Now find the zeros—thecrossing points, stationary points, andinflection points:

f D 0 2 sin xD 4
3

sin3xñ sin xD 0 or sin2xD 3
2
ñ xD 0;��

f 1 D 0 2 cosxD 4 cos3xñ cosxD 0 or cos2xD 1
2
ñ xD��=4;��=2;�3�=4

f 2 D 0 5 sin xD 6 sin3xñ sin xD 0 or sin2xD 5
6
ñ xD 0;�66�;�114�;��

That is more than enough information to sketch the graph. The stationary points
�=4;�=2;3�=4 are evenly spaced. At those pointsf .x/ is

?
8=3 (maximum),2=3

(local minimum),
?
8=3 (maximum). Figure 3.11c shows the graph.

I would like to mention a beautiful continuation of this same pattern:

f .x/D sinxC 1
3

sin 3xC 1
5

sin 5xC � � � f 1.x/D cosxCcos3xCcos5xC � � �
If we stop after ten terms,f .x/ is extremely close to astep function. If we don’t
stop,the exact step function contains infinitely many sines. It jumps from��=4 to
C�=4 asx goes past zero. More precisely it is a “square wave,” because the graph
jumps back down at� and repeats. The slopecosxCcos3xC � � � also has period
2�: Infinitely many cosines add up to a delta function! (The slope at the jump is an
infinite spike.) These sums of sines and cosines areFourier series.

GRAPHS BY COMPUTERS AND CALCULATORS

We have come to a topic of prime importance. If you havegraphing softwarefor
a computer, or if you have agraphing calculator, you can bring calculus to life. A
graph presentsy.x/ in a new way—different from the formula. Information that is
buried in the formula is clear on the graph.But don’t throw awayy.x/ anddy=dx.
The derivative is far from obsolete.

These pages discuss how calculus and graphs go together. We work on a crucial
problem of applied mathematics—to find wherey.x/ reaches its minimum. There is
no need to tell you a hundred applications. Begin with the formula. How do you find
the pointx� wherey.x/ is smallest ?

First, draw the graph. That shows the main features. We should see (roughly) where
x� lies. There may be several minima, or possibly none. But what we see depends on
a decision that is ours to make—the range ofx andy in the viewing window.

If nothing is known abouty.x/, the range is hard to choose. We can accept a default
range, and zoom in or out. We can use the autoscaling program in Section 1.7.
Somehowx� can be observed on the screen. Then the problem is to compute it.

I would like to work with a specific example. We solved it by calculus—to find
the best pointx� to enter an expressway. The speeds in Section 3.2 were30 and60:
The length of the fast road will bebD 6: The range of reasonable values for the
entering point is0¤ x¤ 6: The distance to the road in Figure 3.12 isaD 3: We
drive a distance

?
32 Cx2 at speed30 and the remaining distance6�x at speed60:

driving time y.x/D
1

30

a
32 Cx2 C

1

60
.6�x/: (2)

This is the function to be minimized. Its graph is extremely flat.
It may seem unusual for the graph to be so level. On the contrary, it is common.

A flat graph is the whole point ofdy=dxD 0:
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The graph near the minimum looks likeyDCx2: It is a parabola sitting on a
horizontal tangent. At a distance of�xD :01, we only go up byC.�x/2 D :0001C:
UnlessC is a large number, this�y can hardly be seen.

Fig. 3.12 Enter atx: Thegraph of driving timey.x/: Zoom boxes locatex�.
The solution is to change scale. Zoom in onx�: The tangent line stays flat, since

dy=dx is still zero. But the bending fromC is increased. Figure 3.12 shows thezoom
boxblown up into a new graph ofy.x/:

A calculator has one or more ways to findx�: With a TRACE mode, you direct
a cursor along the graph. From the display ofy values, readymax andx� to the
nearest pixel. A zoom gives better accuracy, because it stretches the axes—each
pixel represents a smaller�x and�y: The TI-81 stretches by4 as default. Even
better, let the whole process be graphical—draw the actualZOOM BOX on the
screen. Pick two opposite corners, pressENTER, and the box becomes the new
viewing window (Figure 3.12).

The first zoom narrows the search forx�: It lies betweenxD 1 andxD 3:We build
a newZOOM BOX and zoom in again. Now1:5¤ x�¤ 2: Reasonable accuracy
comes quickly. High accuracy does not come quickly. It takes time to create the box
and execute the zoom.

Question 1 What happens as we zoom in, if all boxes are square (equal scaling) ?

Answer The picture gets flatter and flatter. We are zooming in to the tangent line.
Changingx toX=4 andy toY=4, the parabolayD x2 flattens toY DX2=4: To see
any bending,we must use a long thin zoom box.

I want to change to a totally different approach. Suppose we have a formula for
dy=dx: That derivative was produced by an infinite zoom! The limit of �y=�x
came by brainpower alone:

dy

dx
D

x

30
?
32 Cx2

D� 1

60
: Call this f .x/:

This function is zero atx�: The computing problem is completely changed: Solve
f .x/D 0: It is easier to find a root off .x/ than a minimum ofy.x/. The graph of
f .x/ crosses thex axis. The graph ofy.x/ goes flat—this is harder to pinpoint.
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Fig. 3.13

Take the model functionyD x2 for |x|   :01: The slopef D 2x changes
from�:02 to C:02: The value ofx2 moves only by:0001 —its minimum point is
hard to see.

To repeat: Minimization is easier withdy=dx: The screen shows an order of
magnitude improvement, when we trace or zoom onf .x/D 0: In calculus, we have
been taking the derivative for granted. It is natural to get blasé aboutdy=dxD 0:We
forget how intelligent it is, to work with the slope instead of the function.

Question 2 How do you get another order of magnitude improvement?
Answer Use the next derivative! With a formula fordf=dx, which isd2y=dx2,
the convergence is even faster. In two steps the error goes from:01 to :0001 to
:00000001: Another infinite zoom went into the formula fordf=dx, andNewton’s
methodtakes account of it. Sections 3.6 and 3.7 studyf .x/D 0:

The expressway example allows perfect accuracy. We can solvedy=dxD 0 by
algebra. The equation simplifies to60xD 30

?
32 Cx2: Dividing by 30 and squaring

yields4x2 D 32 Cx2: Then3x2 D 32: The exact solution isx� D
?
3D 1:73205 : : :

A model like this is a benchmark, to test competing methods. It also displays what
we never appreciated—the extreme flatness of the graph. The difference in driving
time between entering atx� D

?
3 andxD 2 is one second.

THE CENTERING TRANSFORM AND ZOOM TRANSFORM

For a photograph we do two things—point the right way and stand atthe right
distance. Then take the picture. Those steps are the same for a graph. First we pick
the new center point. The graph isshifted, to move that point from.a;b/ to .0;0/:
Then we decide how far the graph should reach. It fits in a rectangle, just like the
photograph.Rescalingto x=c andy=d puts the desired section of the curve into the
rectangle.

A good photographer does more (like an artist). The subjects are placed and
the camera is focused. For good graphs those are necessary too. But an everyday
calculator or computer or camera is built to operate without an artist—just aim
and shoot. I want to explain how to aim atyD f .x/:

We are doing exactly what a calculator does, with one big difference.It doesn’t
change coordinates. We do. WhenxD 1,yD�2moves to the center of the viewing
window, the calculator still shows that point as.1;�2/: When the centering
transform acts on yC2Dm.x�1/, those numbers disappear. This will be
confusing unlessx andy also change.The new coordinates areX D x�1 and
Y D yC2. Then the new equation isY DmX .

The main point (for humans) is to make the algebra simpler. The computer has no
preference forY DmX overy�y0 Dm.x�x0/: It accepts2x2�4x as easily as
x2: But we do preferY DmX andyD x2, partly because their graphs go through
.0;0/: Ever since zero was invented, mathematicians have liked that number best.

3F A centering transformshifts left bya and down byb:

X D x�a andY D y�b changeyD f .x/ into Y CbD f .XCa/:

EXAMPLE 4 The parabolayD 2x2�4x has its minimum whendy=dxD
4x�4D 0: Thus xD 1 and yD�2: Move this bottom point to the center:
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yD 2x2�4x is

Y C2D 2.X�1/2�4.X�1/ or Y D 2X2:

The new parabolaY D 2X2 has its bottom at.0;0/: It is the same curve, shifted
across and up. The only simpler parabola isyD x2: This final step is the job of the
zoom.

Next comes scaling. We may want more detail (zoom in to see the tangent line).
We may want a big picture (zoom out to check asymptotes). We might stretch one
axis more than the other, if the picture looks like a pancake or a skyscraper.

3G A zoom transformscales theX andY axes byc andd :

x D cX and y D dY change Y DF.X/ to y D dF.x=c/:

The newx andy are boldface letters, and the graph is rescaled. OftencD d:

EXAMPLE 5 Start with Y D 2X2: Apply a square zoom withcD d: In the
new xy coordinates, the equation isy=cD 2.x=c/2: The number2 disappears if
cD d D 2: With the right centering and the right zoom, every parabola that opens
upward isy D x2:

Question 3 What happens to the derivatives (slope and bending) after a zoom ?
Answer The slope (first derivative) is multiplied byd=c: Apply the chain rule to
y D dF.x=c/: A square zoom hasd=cD 1—lines keep their slope. The second
derivative is multiplied byd=c2, which changes the bending. A zoom out divides
by small numberscD d , so the big picture is more, curved.

Combining the centering and zoom transforms, as we do in practice, givesy in
terms ofx:

yD f .x/ becomes Y D f .XCa/�b and then y D d

�

f

�

x
c

Ca

��b� :
Fig. 3.14 Change of coordinates by centering and zoom. Calculators still show .x;y/:

Question 4 Findx andy ranges after two transforms. Start between�1 and1:
Answer The window after centering is�1¤ x�a¤ 1 and�1¤ y�b¤ 1: The
window after zoom is�1¤ c.x�a/¤ 1 and�1¤ d.y�b/¤ 1: The point.1;1/
was originally in the corner. The point.c�1 Ca;d�1 Cb/ is now in the corner.

The numbersa;b;c;d are chosen to produce a simpler function (likey D x2).
Or else—this is important in applied mathematics—they are chosen to makex andy
“dimensionless.” An example isyD 1

2
cos8t: The frequency8 has dimension

1=time. The amplitude1
2

is a distance. Withd D 2 cm andcD 8 sec, the units are
removed andy D cost:
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May I mention one transform thatdoeschange the slope ? It is arotation.
The whole plane is turned. A photographer might use it—but normally people are
supposed to be upright. You use rotation when you turn a map or straighten a picture.
In the next section, an unrecognizable hyperbola is turned intoY D 1=X:

3.4 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

The position, slope, and bending ofyD f .x/ are decided by
a , b and c . If |f .x/|Ñ8 as xÑa, the line

xD a is a vertical d . If f .x/Ñ b for large x, then yD

b is a e . If f .x/�mxÑ b for large x, then yDmxCb

is a f . The asymptotes ofyD x2=.x2�4/ are g . This
function is even becausey.�x/D h . The function sinkx has
period i .

Near a point wheredy=dxD 0, the graph is extremely j .
For the modelyDCx2, xD :1 gives yD k . A box around
the graph looks long and l . We m in to that box for an-
other digit ofx�: But solvingdy=dxD 0 is more accurate, because
its graph n the x axis. The slope ofdy=dx is o . Each
derivative is like an p zoom.

To move .a;b/ to .0;0/, shift the variables toX D q and
Y D r . This s transform changesyD f .x/ to Y D t .
Theoriginal slope at.a;b/ equals the new slope at u . To stretch
the axes byc andd , setx D cX and v . The w transform
changesY DF.X/ to y D x . Slopes are multiplied by y .
Second derivatives are multiplied by z .

1 Find the pulse rate when heartbeats are1
2 second or two dark

lines orx seconds apart.

2 Another way to compute the heart rate uses marks for
6-second intervals. Doctors count the cycles in an interval.

(a) How many dark lines in6 seconds ?

(b) With 8 beats per interval, find the rate.
(c) Rule: Heart rateD cycles per interval times :

Which functions in 3–18 are even or odd or periodic ? Find
all asymptotes:yD b or xD a or yDmxCb: Draw roughly by
hand or smoothly by computer.

3 f .x/D x�.9=x/ 4 f .x/D xn (any integern)

5 f .x/D
1

1�x2 6 f .x/D
x3

4�x2

7 f .x/D
x2 C3

x2 C1
8 f .x/D

x2 C3

xC1

9 f .x/D .sinx/.sin 2x/ 10 f .x/D cosxCcos3xCcos5x

11 f .x/D
x sinx

x2�1 12 f .x/D
x

sinx

13 f .x/D
1

x3 Cx2
14 f .x/D

1

x�1 �2x
15 f .x/D

x3 C1

x3�1 16 f .x/D
sinxCcosx

sinx�cosx

17 f .x/D x�sinx 18 f .x/D .1=x/�?x
In 19–24 constructf .x/ with exactly these asymptotes.

19 xD 1 andyD 2 20 xD 1, xD 2, yD 0

21 yD x andxD 4 22 yD 2xC3 andxD 0

23 yD x.xÑ8/, yD�x.xÑ�8/
24 xD 1;xD 3;yD x

25 ForP.x/=Q.x/ to haveyD 2 as asymptote, the polynomialsP
andQ must be :

26 For P.x/=Q.x/ to have a sloping asymptote, the degrees of
P andQ must be :

27 For P.x/=Q.x/ to have the asymptoteyD 0, the degrees of
P and Q must : The graph ofx4=.1Cx2/ has what
asymptotes ?

28 Both 1=.x�1/ and 1=.x�1/2 have xD 1 and yD 0 as
asymptotes. The most obvious difference in the graphs is

:

29 If f 1.x/ has asymptotesxD 1 and yD 3 then f .x/ has
asymptotes :

30 True (with reason) orfalse(with example).

(a) Every ratio of polynomials has asymptotes

(b) If f .x/ is even so isf 2.x/
(c) If f 2.x/ is even so isf .x/
(d) Between vertical asymptotes,f 1.x/ touches zero.

31 Construct anf .x/ that is “even aroundxD 3:”

32 Constructg.x/ to be “odd aroundxD�:”

Create graphs of 33–38 on a computer or calculator.

33 y.x/D .1C1=x/x ;�3¤x¤ 3
34 y.x/D x1=x ;0:1¤x¤ 2
35 y.x/D sin.x=3/Csin.x=5/

36 y.x/D .2�x/=.2Cx/;�3¤x¤ 3
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37 y.x/D 2x3 C3x2�12xC5 on Œ�3;3� andŒ2:9;3:1�

38 100Œsin.xC :1/�2 sinxCsin.x� :1/�
In 39–40 show the asymptotes on large-scale computer graphs.

39 (a) yD
x3 C8x�15
x2�2 (b) yD

x4�6x3 C1

2x4 Cx2

40 (a) yD
x2�2

x3 C8x�15 (b) yD
x2�xC2

x2�2xC1

41 RescaleyD sinx soX is in degrees, not radians, andY changes
from meters to centimeters.

Problems 42–46 minimize the driving timey.x/ in the text: Some
questions may not fit your software.

42 Trace along the graph ofy.x/ to estimatex�: Choose an
xy range or use the default.

43 Zoomin bycD d D 4: How many zooms until you reachx� D

1:73205 or 1:7320508 ?

44 Ask your program for the minimum ofy.x/ and the solution of
dy=dxD 0: Same answer ?

45 What are the scaling factorsc and d for the two zooms in
Figure 3.12 ? They give the stretching of thex andy axes.

46 Show thatdy=dxD�1=60 and d2y=dx2 D 1=90 at xD 0:

Linear approximation givesdy=dx��1=60Cx=90: So the slope
is zero nearxD : This is Newton’s method, using the next
derivative.

Change the function toy.x/D
?
15Cx2=30C.10�x/=60.

47 Findx� using only the graph ofy.x/:

48 Findx� using also the graph ofdy=dx:

49 What are thexy and XY and xy equations for the line in
Figure 3.14 ?

50 Define fn.x/D sinxC 1
3 sin 3xC 1

5 sin 5xC � � � (n terms).
Graph f5 and f10 from �� to �: Zoom in and describe the
Gibbs phenomenonatxD 0:

On the graphs of 51–56; zoom in to all maxima and minima
(3 significant digits). Estimate inflection points.

51 yD 2x5�16x4 C5x3�37x2 C21xC683

52 yD x5�x4�?3xC1�2
53 yD x.x�1/.x�2/.x�4/
54 yD 7 sin2xC5 cos3x

55 yD .x3�2xC1/=.x4�3x2�15/;�3¤x¤ 5
56 yD x sin.1=x/;0:1¤x¤ 1
57 A 10-digit computer showsyD 0 and dy=dxD :01 at
x� D 1: This root should be correct to about (8 digits) (10 digits)
(12 digits). Hint: SupposeyD :01.x�1C error). What errors
don’t show in10 digits ofy ?

58 Which is harder to compute accurately: Maximum point
or inflection point ? First derivative or second derivative ?
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3.5 Parabolas, Ellipses, and Hyperbolas

Here is a list of the most important curves in mathematics, so you can tell what is
coming. It is not easy to rank the top four:

1. straight lines
2. sines and cosines(oscillation)
3. exponentials(growth and decay)
4. parabolas,ellipses, and hyperbolas(using1;x;y;x2;xy;y2).

The curves that I wrote last, the Greeks would have written first. It is so natural to
go from linear equations to quadratic equations. Straight lines use1;x;y: Second
degree curves includex2;xy;y2: If we go on tox3 andy3, the mathematics gets
complicated. We now study equations of second degree, and the curves they produce.

It is quite important to see both theequationsand thecurves. This section connects
two great parts of mathematics—analysisof the equation andgeometryof the curve.
Together they produce “analytic geometry.” You already know about functions and
graphs. Even more basic: Numbers correspond to points. We speak about “the point
.5;2/:” Euclid might not have understood.

Where Euclid drew a45� line through the origin, Descartes wrote downyD x:
Analytic geometry has become central to mathematics—we now look at one part of it.

Fig. 3.15 The cutting plane gets steeper: circle to ellipse to parabola to hyperbola.

CONIC SECTIONS

The parabola and ellipse and hyperbola have absolutely remarkable properties. The
Greeks discovered that all these curves come fromslicing a cone by a plane. The
curves are “conic sections.” A level cut gives acircle, and a moderate angle produces
an ellipse. A steep cut gives the two pieces of ahyperbola(Figure 3.15d). At the
borderline, when the slicing angle matches the cone angle, the plane carves out a
parabola. It has one branch like an ellipse, but it opens to infinity like a hyperbola.

Throughout mathematics, parabolas are on the border between ellipses and
hyperbolas.

To repeat: We can slice through cones or we can look for equations. For a cone
of light, we see an ellipse on the wall. (The wall cuts into the light cone.) For an
equationAx2 CBxyCCy2 CDxCEyCF D 0, we will work to make it simpler.
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The graph will be centered and rescaled (and rotated if necessary), aiming for an
equation likeyD x2: Eccentricity and polar coordinates are left for Chapter 9.

THE PARABOLA y D ax2
Cbx Cc

You knew this function long before calculus. The graph crosses the x axis when
yD 0: The quadratic formula solvesyD 3x2�4xC1D 0, and so does factoring
into .x�1/.3x�1/: The crossing pointsxD 1 andxD 1

3
come from algebra.

The other important point is found by calculus. It is theminimumpoint, where
dy=dxD 6x�4D 0:Thex coordinate is4

6
D 2

3
, halfway between the crossing points.

The height isymin D�1
3
: This is thevertexV in Figure 3.16a—at the bottom of the

parabola.
A parabola has no asymptotes. The slope6x�4 doesn’t approach a constant.

To center the vertexShift left by 2
3

and up by 1
3
: So introduce the new

variablesX D x� 2
3

and Y D yC 1
3
: Then xD 2

3
and yD�1

3
correspond to

X D Y D 0—which is the new vertex:

yD 3x2�4xC1 becomes Y D 3X2: (1)

Check the algebra.Y D 3X2 is the same asyC 1
3

D 3
�

x� 2
3

�2
: That simplifies to

the original equationyD 3x2�4xC1:The second graph shows the centered parabola
Y D 3X2, with the vertex moved to the origin.

To zoom in on the vertex RescaleX andY by the zoom factora:

Y D 3X2 becomes y=aD 3.x=a/2:

The final equation hasx andy in boldface. WithaD 3 we findy D x2—the graph is
magnified by3: In two steps we have reached the model parabola opening upward.

Fig. 3.16 Parabola with minimum atV: Rays reflect to focus. Centered in (b), rescaled in (c).

A parabola has another important point—thefocus. Its distance from the vertex is
calledp: The special parabolay D x2 haspD 1=4, and other parabolasY D aX2

havepD 1=4a: You magnify by a factora to gety D x2: The beautiful property of a
parabola is thatevery ray coming straight down is reflected to the focus.

Problem2:3:25 located the focusF—here we mention two applications. A solar
collector and a TV dish are parabolic. They concentrate sun rays and TV signals
onto a point—a heat cell or a receiver collects them at the focus. The1982 UMAP
Journalexplains how radar and sonar use the same idea. Car headlights turn the idea
around, and send the light outward.

Here is a classical fact about parabolas.From each point on the curve, the
distance to the focus equals the distance to the “directrix.”The directrix is the
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line yD�p below the vertex (so the vertex is halfway between focus and directrix).
With pD 1

4
, the distance down from any.x;y/ isyC 1

4
:Match that with the distance

to the focus at
�

0; 1
4

�

— this is the square root below. Out comes the special parabola
yD x2:

yC 1
4

D

b
x2 C

�

y� 1
4

�2 ���Ñ (square both sides)���Ñ yD x2: (2)

The exercises give practice with all the steps we have taken—center the parabola to
Y D aX2, rescale it toy D x2, locate the vertex and focus and directrix.

Summary for other parabolas yD ax2 CbxCc has its vertex wheredy=dx is
zero. Thus2axCbD 0 andxD�b=2a:Shifting across to that point is “completing
the square”:

ax2 CbxCc equals a

�

xC
b

2a

�2

CC: (3)

Here C D c� .b2=4a/ is the height of the vertex. The centering transform
X D xC .b=2a/,Y D y�C producesY D aX2: It moves the vertex to.0;0/, where
it belongs.

For the ellipse and hyperbola, our plan of attack is the same:

1. Center the curve to remove any linear termsDx andEy:
2. Locate each focus and discover the reflection property.
3. Rotate to removeBxy if the equation contains it.

ELLIPSES
x2

a2
C

y2

b2
D 1 (CIRCLES HAVE a D b)

This equation makes the ellipse symmetric about.0;0/—the center. Changingx to�x or y to�y leaves the same equation. No extra centering or rotation is needed.
The equation also shows thatx2=a2 andy2=b2 cannot exceed one. (They add

to one and can’t be negative.) Thereforex2¤ a2, andx stays between�a anda:
Similarly y stays betweenb and�b: The ellipse is inside a rectangle.

By solving fory we get a function (or two functions!) ofx:

y2

b2
D 1� x2

a2
gives

y

b
D�1� x2

a2
or yD�b

a

a
a2�x2:

The graphs are the top half.C/ and bottom half.�/ of the ellipse. To draw the ellipse,
plot them together. They meet whenyD 0, atxD a on the far right of Figure 3.17
and atxD�a on the far left. The maximumyD b and minimumyD�b are at the
top and bottom of the ellipse, where we bump into the enclosing rectangle.

A circle is a special case of an ellipse, whenaD b. The circle equationx2 C
y2 D r2 is the ellipse equation withaD bD r:This circle is centered at.0;0/; other
circles are centered atxD h;yD k: The circle is determined by itsradiusr and its
center.h;k/:

Equation of circleW .x�h/2 C .y�k/2 D r2: (4)

In words, the distance from.x;y/ on the circle to.h;k/ at the center isr: The
equation has linear terms�2hx and�2ky—they disappear when the center is.0;0/:
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EXAMPLE 1 Find the circle that has a diameter from.1;7/ to .5;7/:

Solution The center is halfway at.3;7/: Sor D 2 and.x�3/2 C .y�7/2 D 22:

EXAMPLE 2 Find the center and radius of the circlex2�6xCy2�14yD�54:
Solution Completex2�6x to the square.x�3/2 by adding 9: Complete
y2�14y to .y�7/2 by adding49: Adding 9 and49 to both sides of the equation
leaves.x�3/2 C .y�7/2 D 4—the same circle as in Example 1.

Quicker Solution Match the given equation with.4/: ThenhD 3, kD 7, andr D 2:
x2�6xCy2�14yD�54 must agree with x2�2hxCh2 Cy2�2kyCk2 D r2:

The change toX D x�h andY D y�k moves the center of the circle from.h;k/
to .0;0/: This is equally true for an ellipse:

The ellipse
.x�h/2
a2

C
.y�k/2
b2

D 1 becomes
X2

a2
C
Y 2

b2
D 1

When we rescale byxDX=a andyD Y=b, we get the unit circlex2 Cy2 D 1:
The unit circle has area�: The ellipse has area�ab (proved later in the book).

The distance around the circle is2�: The distance around an ellipse does not rescale—
it has no simple formula.

Fig. 3.17 Uncentered circle. Centered ellipsex2=32 Cy2=22 D 1: The distance from center
to far right is alsoaD 3: All rays fromF2 reflect toF1:

Now we leave circles and concentrate on ellipses. They havetwo foci (pronounced
fo-sigh). For a parabola, the second focus is at infinity. For a circle, both foci are at
the center. The foci of an ellipse are on its longer axis (itsmajor axis), one focus on
each side of the center:

F1 is atxD cD
a
a2�b2 and F2 is atxD�c:

The right triangle in Figure3.17has sidesa;b;c: From the top of the ellipse, the
distance to each focus isa: From the endpoint atxD a, the distances to the foci are
aCc anda�c: Adding .aCc/C .a�c/ gives2a: As you go around the ellipse,
the distance toF1 plus the distance toF2 is constant(always2a).

3H At all points on the ellipse, the sum of distances from the foci is2a: This
is another equation for the ellipse:

fromF1 andF2 to .x;y/ W
a
.x�c/2 C y2 C

a
.xCc/2 Cy2 D 2a: (5)
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To draw an ellipse, tie a string of length2a to the foci. Keep the string taut and your
moving pencil will create the ellipse. This description usesa andc—the other form
usesa andb (rememberb2 Cc2 D a2). Problem24 asks you to simplify equation(5)
until you reachx2=a2 Cy2=b2 D 1:

The “whispering gallery” of the United States Senate is an ellipse. If you stand at
one focus and speak quietly, you can be heard at the other focus (and nowhere else).
Your voice is reflected off the walls to the other focus—following the path of the
string. For a parabola the rays come in to the focus from infinity—where the second
focus is.

A hospital uses this reflection property to split up kidney stones. The patient sits
inside an ellipse with the kidney stone at one focus. At the other focus alithotripter
sends out hundreds of small shocks. You get a spinal anesthetic (I mean the patient)
and the stones break into tiny pieces.

The most important focus is the Sun. The ellipse is the orbit of the Earth. See
Section 12.4 for a terrible printing mistake by the Royal Mint, on England’s
last pound note. They put the Sun at the center.

Question 1 Why do the whispers (and shock waves) arrive together at the second
focus ?
Answer Whichever way they go, the distance is2a: Exception: straight path is2c:

Question 2 Locate the ellipse with equation4x2 C9y2 D 36:

Answer Divide by36 to change the constant to1: Now identifya andb:

x2

9
C
y2

4
D 1 so aD

?
9 andbD

?
4: Foci at�?9�4D�?5:

Question 3 Shift the center of that ellipse across and down toxD 1, yD�5:
Answer Change x to x�1: Change y to yC5: The equation becomes
.x�1/2=9C .yC5/2=4D 1: In practice we start with this uncentered ellipse and
go the other way to center it.

HYPERBOLAS
y2

a2
� x2

b2
D 1

Notice the minus sign for a hyperbola. That makes all the difference. Unlike an
ellipse,x andy can both be large. The curve goes out to infinity. It is still symmetric,
sincex can change to�x andy to�y:

The center is at.0;0/: Solving fory again yields two functions (C and�):

y2

a2
� x2

b2
D 1 gives

y

a
D�1C

x2

b2
or yD�a

b

a
b2 Cx2: (6)

The hyperbola has two branches that never meet. The upper branch, with a plus sign,
hasy¥a: ThevertexV1 is atxD 0;yD a—the lowest point on the branch. Much
further out, whenx is large, the hyperbola climbs up beside itssloping asymptotes:

if
x2

b2
D 1000 then

y2

a2
D 1001: So

y

a
is close to

x

b
or � x

b
:
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Fig. 3.18 The hyperbola1
4y

2� 1
9x

2 D 1 has aD 2;bD 3;cD
?
4C9: The distances toF1

andF2 differ by 2aD 4:

The asymptotes are the linesy=aD x=b andy=aD�x=b: Their slopes area=b and�a=b: You can’t miss them in Figure 3.18.
For a hyperbola, the foci are inside the two branches. Their distance from the

center is still calledc: But now cD
?
a2 Cb2, which is larger thana and b: The

vertex is a distancec�a from one focus andcCa from the other. Thedifference
(not the sum) is.cCa/� .c�a/D 2a:

All points on the hyperbola have this property:The difference between distances
to the foci is constantly2a: A ray coming in to one focus is reflected toward the
other. The reflection is on theoutsideof the hyperbola, and theinsideof the ellipse.

Here is an application to navigation. Radio signals leave two fixed transmitters at
the same time. A ship receives the signals a millisecond apart. Where is the ship ?
Answer: It is on a hyperbola with foci at the transmitters. Radio signals travel
186 miles in a millisecond, so186D 2a: This determines the curve. In Long Range
Navigation (LORAN) a third transmitter gives another hyperbola. Then the ship is
located exactly.

Question 4 How do hyperbolas differ from parabolas, far from the center ?
Answer Hyperbolas have asymptotes. Parabolas don’t.

The hyperbola has a natural rescaling. The appearance ofx=b isa signal to change
to X: Similarly y=a becomesY: ThenY D 1 at the vertex, and we have a standard
hyperbola:

y2=a2�x2=b2 D 1 becomes Y 2�X2 D 1:

A 90� turn givesX2�Y 2 D 1—the hyperbola opens to the sides. A45� turn
produces2XY D 1: We show below how to recognizex2 CxyCy2 D 1 as an
ellipse andx2 C3xyCy2 D 1 as a hyperbola. (They are not circles because of the
xy term.) When thexy coefficient increases past2, x2 Cy2 no longer indicates an
ellipse.

Question 5 Locate the hyperbola with equation9y2�4x2 D 36:

Answer Divide by36: Then y2=4�x2=9D 1: RecognizeaD
?
4 andbD

?
9:

Question 6 Locate the uncentered hyperbola9y2�18y�4x2�4xD 28:
Answer Complete9y2�18y to 9.y�1/2 by adding9: Complete4x2 C4x to

4.xC 1
2
/2 byadding4

�

1
2

�2
D 1: The equation is rewritten as9.y�1/2�4.xC 1

2
/2 D

28C9�1: This is the hyperbola in Question5—except its center is.�1
2
;1/:
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To summarize: Find the center by completing squares. Then read off a andb:

THE GENERAL EQUATION Ax2
CBxy CCy2

CDx CEy CF D 0

This equation is of second degree, containing any and all of1;x;y;x2;xy;y2:
A plane is cutting through a cone.Is the curve a parabola or ellipse or
hyperbola? Start with the most important caseAx2 CBxyCCy2 D 1:

3I The equationAx2 CBxyCcy2 D 1 produces a hyperbola ifB2¡ 4AC and
an ellipse ifB2  4AC: A parabola hasB2 D 4AC:

To recognize the curve, we removeBxy by rotating the plane. This also changesA
and C—but the combinationB2�4AC is not changed (proof omitted). An
example is2xyD 1, with B2 D 4: It rotates toy2�x2 D 1, with�4AC D 4: That
positive number4 signals a hyperbola—sinceAD�1 andC D 1 have opposite signs.

Another example isx2 Cy2 D 1: It is a circle (a special ellipse). However we
rotate, the equation stays the same. The combinationB2�4AC D 0�4 �1 �1 is
negative, as predicted for ellipses.

To rotate by an anglę, changex andy to new variablesx1 andy 1:
xDx1 cos˛�y 1 sin˛
yDx1 sin˛Cy 1 cos˛ and

x1D x cos˛Cy sin˛
y 1D�y sin˛Cx cos˛: (7)

Substituting forx andy changesAx2 CBxyCCy2 D 1 to A1x12 CB 1x1y 1CC 1y 12 D
1: The formulas forA1, B 1, C 1 are painful so I go to the key point:

B 1 is zero if the rotation anglę has tan2˛DB=.A�C/:
WithB 1 D 0, the curve is easily recognized fromA1x12 CC 1y 12 D 1: It is a hyperbola
if A1 andC 1 have opposite signs. ThenB 12�4A1C 1 is positive. The originalB2�4AC
was also positive, because this special combination stays constant during rotation.

After thexy term is gone, we deal withx andy—by centering. To find the center,
complete squares as in Questions3 and6: For total perfection, rescale to one of the
model equationsy D x2 or x2 Cy2 D 1 or y2�x2 D 1:

The remainingquestion is aboutF D 0:What is the graph ofAx2 CBxyCCy2 D 0 ?
The ellipse-hyperbola-parabola have disappeared. But if the Greeks were right, the
cone is still cut by a plane. The degenerate caseF D 0 occurs when the plane cuts
right through the sharp point of the cone.

A level cut hits only that one point.0;0/: The equation shrinks tox2 Cy2 D 0,
a circle with radius zero. A steep cut gives two lines. The hyperbola becomesy2�
x2 D 0, leaving only its asymptotesyD�x: A cut at the exact angle of the cone
gives only one line, as inx2 D 0: A single point, two lines, andone lineare very
extreme cases of an ellipse, hyperbola, and parabola.

All these “conic sections” come from planes and cones. The beauty of the geometry,
which Archimedes saw, is matched by the importance of the equations. Galileo
discovered that projectiles go along parabolas (Chapter 12). Kepler discovered that

the Earth travels on an ellipse (also Chapter 12). Finally Einstein discovered that
light travels on hyperbolas. That is in four dimensions, and not in Chapter 12.
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equation vertices foci

P yD ax2 CbxCc

�� b

2a
;c� b2

4a

�

1

4a
above vertex, also infinity

E
x2

a2
C
y2

b2
D 1;a¡ b .a;0/ and.�a;0/ .c;0/ and.�c;0/ W cD

?
a2�b2

H
y2

a2
� x2

b2
D 1 .0;a/ and.0;�a/ .0;c/ and.0;�c/ W cD

?
a2 Cb2

3.5 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

The graph of yD x2 C2xC5 is a a . Its lowest point
(the vertex) is .x;y/D ( b ). Centering byX D xC1 and
Y D c moves the vertex to.0;0/: The equation becomes
Y D d . The focus of this centered parabola ise . All rays
coming straight down are f to the focus.

The graph ofx2 C4y2 D 16 is an g . Dividing by h

leaves x2=a2 Cy2=b2 D 1 with aD i and bD j . The
graph lies in the rectangle whose sides arek . The area
is �abD l . The foci are atxD�cD m . The sum of
distances from the foci to a point on this ellipse is always

n . If we rescale toX D x=4 and Y D y=2 the equation
becomes o and the graph becomes a p .

The graph of y2�x2 D 9 is a q . Dividing by 9 leaves
y2=a2�x2=b2 D 1 with aD r andbD s . On the upper
branch y¥ t : The asymptotes are the lines u . The foci
are at yD�cD v . The w of distances from the foci to a
point on this hyperbola is x .

Al l these curves are conic sections—the intersection of a
y and a z . A steep cutting angle yields a A . At

the borderline angle we get a B . The general equation is
Ax2C C CF D 0: If DDED 0 the center of the graph is at

D . The equationAx2 CBxyCCy2 D 1 gives an ellipse when
E . The graph of4x2 C5xyC6y2 D 1 is a F .

1 The vertex of yD ax2 CbxCc is at xD�b=2a: What is
special about thisx ? Show that it givesyD c�.b2=4a/:

2 The parabola yD 3x2�12x has xmin= : At this
minimum, 3x2 is as large as12x: IntroducingX D x�2
andY D yC12 centers the equation to :

Draw the curves 3–14 by hand or calculator or computer:
Locate the vertices and foci.

3 yD x2�2x�3
5 4yD�x2

7 .x�1/2 C.y�1/2 D 1

4 yD .x�1/2
6 4xD y2

8 x2 C9y2 D 9

9 9x2 Cy2 D 9 10 x2=4�.y�1/2 D 1

11 y2�4x2 D 1

13 y2�x2 D 0

12 .y�1/2�4x2 D 1

14 xyD 0

Problems 15–20 are about parabolas; 21–34 are about ellipses;
35–41 are about hyperbolas.

15 Find the parabolayD ax2 CbxCc that goes through
.0;0/ and.1;1/ and.2;12/:

16 yD x2�x has vertex at : To move the vertex to
.0;0/ setX D andY D : ThenY DX2:

17 (a) In equation (2) change14 to p: Square and simplify.

(b) Locate the focus and directrix ofY D 3X2: Which
points are a distance1 from the directrix and focus ?

18 The parabola yD 9�x2 opens with vertex at
: Centering byY D y�9 yieldsY D�x2:

19 Find equations for all parabolas which

(a) open to the right with vertex at.0;0/

(b) open upwards with focus at.0;0/
(c) open downwards and go through.0;0/ and.1;0/:

20 A projectile is at xD t , yD t� t2 at time t: Find dx=dt

anddy=dt at the start, the maximum height, and anxy equation
for the path.

21 Find the equation of the ellipse with extreme points at
.�2;0/ and.0;�1/: Then shift the center to.1;1/ and find the new
equation.

22 On the ellipse, x2=a2 Cy2=b2 D 1, solve for y when
xD cD

a
a2�b2: This height above the focus will be valuable in

proving Kepler’s third law.

23 Find equations for the ellipses with these properties:

(a) through.5;0/ with foci at .�4;0/
(b) with sum of distances to.1;1/ and.5;1/ equal to12
(c) with both foci at.0;0/ and sum of distancesD 2aD 10:
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24 Move a square root to the right side of equation (5) and
square both sides. Then isolate the remaining square root and square
again. Simplify to reach the equation of an ellipse.

25 Decide between circle-ellipse-parabola-hyperbola, based onthe
XY equation withX D x�1 andY D yC3:

(a) x2�2xCy2 C6yD 6

(b) x2�2x�y2�6yD 6

(c) x2�2xC2y2 C12y D 6

(d) x2�2x�yD 6:

26 A tilted cylinder has equation .x�2y�2z/2 C

.y�2x�2z/2 D 1: Show that the water surface atzD 0 is an el-
lipse. What is its equation and what isB2�4AC ?

27 .4;9=5/ is above the focus on the ellipsex2=25Cy2=9D 1:

Finddy=dx at that point and the equation of the tangent line.

28 (a) Check that the linexx0 Cyy0 D r2 is tangent to the
circlex2 Cy2 D r2 at .x0;y0/:

(b) For the ellipsex2=a2 Cy2=b2 D 1 show that the tangent
equation isxx0=a

2 Cyy0=b
2 D 1: (Check the slope.)

29 The slope of the normal line in FigureA is
sD�1=.slope of tangent/D : The slope of the line from
F2 isS D : By the reflection property,

S D cot2� D
1

2
.cot�� tan�/D

1

2

�

s� 1
s

�

:

Test your numberss andS against this equation.

30 Figure B proves the reflecting property of an ellipse.
R is the mirror image ofF1 in the tangent line;Q is any other point
on the line. Deduce steps2;3;4 from 1;2;3:

1. PF1 CPF2 QF1 CQF2 (left sideD 2a,Q is outside)
2. PRCPF2 QRCQF2

3. P is on the straight line fromF2 toR
4. ˛Dˇ: the reflecting property is proved.

31 The ellipse .x�3/2=4C.y�1/2=4D 1 is really a
with center at and radius : ChooseX and Y to
produceX2 CY 2 D 1:

32 Compute the area of a square that just fits inside the
ellipsex2=a2 Cy2=b2 D 1:

33 Rotate the axes ofx2 CxyCy2 D 1 by using equation (7)
with sin˛D cos̨ D 1=

?
2: The x1y1 equation should show an

ellipse.

34 What area;b;c for the Earth’s orbit around the sun ?

35 Find an equation for the hyperbola with

(a) vertices.0;�1/, foci .0;�2/
(b) vertices.0;�3/, asymptotesyD�2x
(c) .2;3/ on the curve, asymptotesyD�x

36 Find the slope of y2�x2 D 1 at .x0;y0/: Show that
yy0�xx0 D 1 goes through this point with the right slope (it has
to be the tangent line).

37 If the distances from.x;y/ to .8;0/ and .�8;0/ differ by
10, what hyperbola contains.x;y/?

38 If a cannon was heard by Napoleon and one second later
by the Duke of Wellington, the cannon was somewhere on a
with foci at :

39 y2�4y is part of .y�2/2 D and 2x2 C12x

is part of2.xC3/2 D : Thereforey2�4y�2x2�12xD 0

gives the hyperbola.y�2/2�2.xC3/2 D : Its center is
and it opens to the :

40 Following Problem 39 turn y2 C2yD x2 C10x into
Y 2 DX2 CC with X;Y; andC equal to :

41 Draw the hyperbolax2�4y2 D 1 and find its foci and
asymptotes.

Problems 42–46 are about second-degree curves (conics).

42 For whichA;C;F doesAx2 CCy2 CF D 0 have no solution
(empty graph) ?

43 Show that x2 C2xyCy2 C2xC2yC1D 0 is the equation
(squared) of a single line.

44 Given any points in the plane, a second-degree
curveAx2 C � � �CF D 0 goes through those points.

45 (a) When the planezD axCbyCc meets the conez2 D

x2 Cy2, eliminatez by squaring the plane equation. Rewrite
in the formAx2 CBxyCCy2 CDxCEyCF D 0:

(b) ComputeB2�4AC in terms ofa andb:

(c) Show that the plane meets the cone in an ellipse if
a2 Cb2  1 and a hyperbola ifa2 Cb2¡ 1 (steeper).

46 The roots of ax2 CbxCcD 0 also involve the special
combinationb2�4ac: This quadratic equation has two real roots if

and no real roots if : The roots come together when
b2 D 4ac, which is the borderline case like a parabola.
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3.6 Iterations xnC1 D F.xn/

Iteration means repeating the same function. Suppose the function isF.x/D
cosx: Choose any starting value, sayx0 D 1: Take its cosine:x1 D cosx0 D :54:
Then take the cosine ofx1. That producesx2 D cos:54D :86: The iteration is
xnC1 D cosxn. I am in radian mode on a calculator, pressing “cos” each time. The
early numbers are not important, what is important is the output after12 or 30 or 100
steps:

EXAMPLE 1 x12 D :75; x13 D :73; x14 D :74; : : : ; x29 D :7391; x30 D :7391:

The goal is to explain why thex’s approachx� D :739085 : : : : Every starting value
x0 leads to this same numberx�:What is special about:7391 ?

Note on iterations Do x1 D cosx0, andx2 D cosx1, mean thatx2 D cos2x0 ?
Absolutely not! Iteration creates a new and different functioncos.cosx/: It uses the
cos button, not the squaring button. The third step createsF.F.F.x///: As soon as
you can, iterate withxnC1 D 1

2
cosxn:What limit do thex’s approach? Is it1

2
.:7931/ ?

Let me slow down to understand these questions.The central idea is expressed
by the equationxnC1 DF.xn/. Substitutingx0 into F givesx1: This outputx1 is
the input that leads tox2: In its turn,x2 is the input and out comesx3 DF.x2/: This
is iteration, and it produces the sequencex0;x1;x2; : : : :

The x’s may approach a limitx�, depending on the functionF: Sometimesx�
also depends on the starting valuex0: Sometimes there isno limit. Look at a second
example, which does not need a calculator.

EXAMPLE 2 xnC1 DF.xn/D 1
2
xn C4: Starting fromx0 D 0 the sequence is

x1 D 1
2
�0C4D 4; x2 D 1

2
�4C4D 6; x3 D 1

2
�6C4D 7; x4 D 1

2
�7C4D 71

2
; : : : :

Those numbers0;4;6;7;71
2
; : : : seem to be approachingx� D 8: A computer would

convince us. So will mathematics, when we see what is special about8:

When thex’s approachx�, the limit ofxnC1 D 1
2
xn C4

is x� D 1
2
x�C4: This limiting equation yieldsx� D 8:

8 is the “steady state” whereinput equals output: 8DF.8/: It is thefixed point.
If we start atx0 D 8, the sequence is8;8;8; : : : : When we start atx0 D 12, the

sequence goes back toward8:

x1 D 1
2
�12C4D 10; x2 D 1

2
�10C4D 9; x3 D 1

2
�9C4D 8:5; : : : :

Equation for limit: If th e iterationsxnC1 DF.xn/ converge tox�, thenx� DF.x�/.
To repeat:8 is special because it equals1

2
�8C4: The number:7391 : : : is special

because it equalscos:7391 : : :: The graphs ofyD x and yDF.x/ intersect at
x�. To explainwhythex’s converge (or why they don’t) is the job of calculus.

EXAMPLE 3 xnC1 D x2
n has two fixed points: 0D 02 and 1D 12: Here

F.x/D x2:

Starting fromx0 D 1
2

the sequence1
4
; 1

16
; 1

256
; : : : goes quickly tox� D 0: The only

approaches tox� D 1 are fromx0 D 1 (of course) and fromx0 D�1: Starting from
x0 D 2 we get4;16;256; : : : andthe sequence diverges toC8:
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Each limitx� has a “basin of attraction.” The basin contains all starting pointsx0

that lead tox�: For Examples1 and2, everyx0 led to :7391 and8: The basins were
the whole line (that is still to be proved). Example 3 had three basins—the interval�1  x0  1, the two pointsx0 D�1, and all the rest. The outer basin|x0| ¡ 1 led
to�8: I challenge you to find the limits and the basins of attraction (by calculator)
for F.x/D x� tanx:

In Example 3,x� D 0 is attracting. Points nearx� move towardx�: The fixed
pointx� D 1 is repelling. Points near1move away. We now find the rule that decides
whetherx� is attracting or repelling.The key is the slopedF=dx at x�.

3J Start from anyx0 neara fixed pointx� DF.x�/:
x� is attracting if |dF=dx| is below1 atx�
x� is repelling if |dF=dx| is above1 atx�:

First I will give a calculus proof. Then comes a picture of convergence, by “cobwebs.”
Both methods throw light on this crucial test for attraction:|dF=dx|   1:

First proof: Subtractx� DF.x�/ fromxnC1 DF.xn/: The differencexnC1�x�
is the same asF.xn/�F.x�/: This is�F: The basic idea of calculus is that�F
is close toF 1�x:

xnC1�x� DF.xn/�F.x�/�F 1.x�/.xn�x�/: (1)

The “error” xn�x� is multiplied by the slopedF=dx: The next errorxnC1�x� is
smaller or larger, based on|F 1|   1 or |F 1| ¡ 1 at x�: Every step multiplies
approximately byF 1.x�/: Its size controls the speed of convergence.

In Example 1,F.x/ is cosx andF 1.x/ is �sinx: There is attraction to:7391
because|sinx�|   1: In Example 2,F is 1

2
xC4 and F 1 is 1

2
: There is attraction to

8: In Example 3,F is x2 andF 1 is 2x: There is superattraction tox� D 0 (where
F 1 D 0). There is repulsion fromx� D 1 (whereF 1 D 2).

I admit one major difficulty. The approximation in equation(1) only holdsnear
x�: If x0 is far away, does the sequence still approachx� ? When there are several
attracting points, whichx� do we reach ? This section starts with good iterations,
which solve the equationx� DF.x�/ orf .x/D 0:At the end we discoverNewton’s
method. The next section produces crazy but wonderful iterations, not converging and
not blowing up. They lead to “fractals” and “Cantor sets” and “chaos.”

The mathematics of iterations is not finished. It may never be finished, but we are
converging on the answers. Please choose a function and join in.

THE GRAPH OF AN ITERATION: COBWEBS

The iterationxnC1 DF.xn/ involves two graphs at the same time. One is the graph
of yDF.x/: The other is the graph ofyD x (the45� line). The iteration jumps back
and forth between these graphs. It is a very convenient way to see the whole process.

Example 1 wasxnC1 D cosxn: Figure 3.19 shows the graph ofcosx and the
“cobweb.” Starting at.x0;x0/ on the45� line, the rule is based onx1 DF.x0/:

From.x0;x0/ goup or down to.x0;x1/ on the curve.

From.x0;x1/ go across to.x1;x1/ on the45� line.
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These steps are repeated forever. Fromx1 go upto the curve atF.x1/: That height
is x2: Now cross to the45� line at.x2;x2/: The iterations are aiming for.x�;x�/D
.:7391; :7391/:This is thecrossing pointof the two graphsyDF.x/ andyD x:

Fig. 3.19 Cobwebs go from.x0;x0/ to .x0;x1/ to .x1;x1/—line to curve to line.

Example 2 wasxnC1 D 1
2
xn C4: Both graphs are straight lines. The cobweb is

one-sided, from.0;0/ to .0;4/ to .4;4/ to .4;6/ to .6;6/: Notice howy changes
(vertical line) and thenx changes (horizontal line). The slope ofF.x/ is 1

2
, so the

distance to8 is multiplied by 1
2

atevery step.
Example 3 wasxnC1 D x2

n: The graph ofyD x2 crosses the45� line at two fixed
points:02 D 0 and12 D 1: Figure 3.20a starts the iteration close to1, but it quickly
goes away. This fixed point is repelling becauseF 1.1/D 2: Distance fromx� D 1
is doubled (at the start). One path moves down tox� D 0—which issuperattractive
becauseF 1 D 0: The path fromx0¡ 1 diverges to infinity.

EXAMPLE 4 F.x/ has two attracting pointsx� (a repellingx� is always between).

Figure 3.20b shows two crossings with slope zero. The iterations and cobwebs
converge quickly. In between, the graph ofF.x/must cross the45� line from below.
That requires a slope greater than one. Cobwebs diverge from this unstable point,
which separates the basins of attraction. The fixed pointxD� is in a basin by itself!

Note1 To draw cobwebs on a calculator, graphyDF.x/ on top ofyD x: On
a Casio, one way is to plot.x0;x0/ and give the commandLINE: PLOTX,Y followed byEXE. Now move the cursor vertically toyDF.x/ and pressEXE. Then move horizontally toyD x and pressEXE. Continue. Each step draws
a line.

For the TI-81 (and also the Casio) a short program produces a cobweb. StoreF.x/
in theYD function slotY1. Set the range (square window or autoscaling). Run the
program and answer the prompt withx0:PrgmC:COBWEB :Disp ''INITIAL X�'' :Input X :All-off:Y1-On :''X''ÑY4 :Lbl 1 :XÑS :Y1ÑT :Line (S,S,S,T):Line(S,T,T,T) :TÑX :Pause :Goto 1
Note2 Thex’s approachx� from one side when0  dF=dx  1:
Note3 A basin of attraction can include farawayx0’s (basins can come in infinitely
many pieces). This makes the problem interesting. If no fixed points are attracting,
see Section 3.7 for “cycles” and “chaos.”
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Fig. 3.20 Converging and diverging cobwebs:F.x/D x2 andF.x/D x�sinx:

THE ITERATION xnC1 D Xn�cf .xn/

At this point we offer the reader a choice. One possibility is to jump ahead to the
next section on “Newton’s Method.” That method is an iteration to solvef .x/D 0:
The functionF.x/ combinesxn andf .xn/ andf 1.xn/ into an optimal formula
for xnC1:We will see how quickly Newton’s method works (when it works). It isthe
outstanding algorithm to solve equations, and it is totally built on tangent
approximations.

The other possibility is to understand (through calculus) a whole family of
iterations. This family depends on a numberc, which is at our disposal.The best
choice ofc produces Newton’s method. I emphasize that iteration is by no means a
new and peculiar idea.It is a fundamental technique in scientific computing.

We start by recognizing that there are many ways to reachf .x�/D 0: (I write
x� for the solution.) A good algorithm may switch to Newton as it gets close. The
iterations usef .xn/ to decide on the next pointxnC1:

xnC1 DF.xn/D xn�cf .xn/: (2)

Notice howF.x/ is constructed fromf .x/—they are different! We movef to the
right side and multiply by a “preconditioner”c: The choice ofc (or cn, if it changes
from step to step)is absolutely critical. The starting guessx0 is also important—but
its accuracy is not always under our control.

Suppose thexn converge tox�: Then the limit of equation(2) is

x� D x��cf .x�/: (3)

That givesf .x�/D 0: If the xn’s have a limit, it solves the right equation. It is a
fixed point ofF (we can assumecnÑ c¤ 0 andf .xn/Ñ f .x�/). There are two
key questions, and both of them are answered by the slopeF 1.x�/:

1. How quickly doesxn approachx� (or do thexn diverge)?

2. What is a good choice ofc (or cn) ?

EXAMPLE 5 f .x/D ax�b is zero at x� D b=a: The iteration xnC1 D
xn�c.axn�b/ intends to findb=a without actually dividing. (Early computers
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could not divide; they used iteration.) Subtractingx� from both sides leaves an
equation for the error:

xnC1�x� D xn�x��c.axn�b/:
Replaceb by ax�: The right side is.1�ca/.xn�x�/: This “error equation” is

(error)nC1 D .1�ca/(error)n: (4)

At every step the error is multiplied by.1�ca/, which isF 1: The error goes to
zero if|F 1| is less than1. The absolute value|1�ca| decides everything:

xn converges tox� if and only if �1  1�ca  1: (5)

The perfect choice (if we knew it) iscD 1=a, which turns the multiplier1�ca into
zero. Then one iteration gives the exact answer:x1 D x0� .1=a/.ax0�b/D b=a:
That is the horizontal line in Figure 3.21a, converging in one step. But look at the
other lines.

This example did not need calculus. Linear equations never do. The key idea is that
close tox� the nonlinear equationf .x/D 0 is nearly linear. We apply the tangent
approximation. You are seeing how calculus is used, in a problem that doesn’t start
by asking for a derivative.

THE BEST CHOICE OF c

The immediate goal is to study the errorsxn�x�: They go quickly to zero, if
the multiplier is small. To understandxnC1 D xn�cf .xn/, subtract the equation
x� D x��cf .x�/:

xnC1�x� D xn�x��c.f .xn/�f .x�//: (6)

Now calculus enters.When you see a difference off ’s think of df=dx: Replace
f .xn/�f .x�/ byA.xn�x�/, whereA stands for the slopedf=dx atx�:

xnC1�x�� .1�cA/.xn�x�/: (7)

This is theerror equation. The new error at stepnC1 is approximately the old error
multiplied bymD 1�cA: This corresponds tomD 1�ca in the linear example.
We keep returning to the basic test|m|D |F 1.x�/|   1:

3K Starting nearx�; the errorsxn�x� go to zero if multiplier has|m|   1: The
perfect choice iscD 1=AD 1=f 1.x�/: ThenmD 1�cAD 0:

There is only one difficulty:We don’t knowx�. Therefore we don’t know the
perfectc: It depends on the slopeAD f 1.x�/ at the unknown solution. However we
can come close, by using the slope atxn:

Choosecn D 1=f 1.xn/: ThenxnC1 D xn�f .xn/=f
1.xn/DF.xn/.

This is Newton’s method. ThemultipliermD 1�cA is as near to zero as we can
make it. By buildingdf=dx into F.x/, Newton speeded up the convergence of the
iteration.
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Fig. 3.21 The error multiplier ismD 1�cf 1.x�/: Newton hascD 1=f 1.xn/ andmÑ 0:

EXAMPLE 6 Solvef .x/D 2x�cosxD 0with different iterations (differentc’s).

The lineyD 2x crosses the cosine curve somewhere nearxD 1
2
: The intersection

point where2x� D cosx� has no simple formula. We start fromx0 D 1
2

and iterate
xnC1 D xn�c.2xn�cosxn/ with three different choicesof c:

TakecD 1 or cD 1=f 1.x0/ or updatec by Newton’s rulecn D 1=f 1.xn/:

x0 D :50 cD 1 cD 1=f 1.x0/ cn D 1=f 1.xn/

x1 D :38 :45063 :45062669

x2 D :55 :45019 :45018365

x3 D :30 :45018 :45018361 : : :

The column withcD 1 is diverging (repelled fromx�). The second column shows
convergence (attracted tox�). The third column (Newton’s method) approachesx�
so quickly that:4501836 and seven more digitsare exact forx3:

How does this convergence match the prediction ? Note thatf 1.x/D 2Csinx so
AD 2:435: Look to see whether the actual errorsxn�x�, going down each column,
are multiplied by the predictedm below that column:

cD 1 cD 1=.2Csin1
2
/ cn D 1=.2Csinxn/

x0�x� D 0:05 4:98 �10�2 4:98 �10�2

x1�x� D �0:07 4:43 �10�4 4:43 �10�4

x2�x� D 0:10 7:88 �10�6 3:63 �10�8

x3�x� D �0:15 1:41 �10�7 2:78 �10�16

multiplier mD�1:4 mD :018 mÑ 0 (Newton)

The first column shows a multiplier below�1: The errors grow at every step. Because
m is negative the errors change sign—the cobweb goes outward.

The second column shows convergence withmD :018: It takes one genuine
Newton step, thenc is fixed. After n steps the error is closely proportional to
mn D .:018/n— that is “linear convergence” with a good multiplier.

The third column shows the “quadratic convergence” of Newton’s method.
Multiplying the error bym is more attractive than ever, becausemÑ 0: In factm
itself is proportional to the error, soat each step the error is squared. Problem
3:8:31 will show that.error/nC1¤M.error/2n: This squaring carries us from10�2

to10�4 to10�8 to “machine"” in three steps. The number of correct digits is doubled
at every step as Newton converges.
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Note 1 The choicecD 1 producesxnC1 D xn�f .xn/: This is “successive
substitution.” The equationf .x/D 0 is rewritten asxD x�f .x/, and eachxn is
substituted back to producexnC1: Iteration withcD 1 does not always fail!

Note2 Newton’s method is successive substitution forf=f 1, notf: Thenm� 0:
Note3 Edwards and Penney happened to choose the same example2xD cosx:
But they cleverly wrote it asxnC1 D 1

2
cosxn, which has|F 1|D |1

2
sin x|   1: This

iteration fits into our family withcD 1
2
, and it succeeds. We asked earlier if its limit

is 1
2
.:7391/:No, it is x� D :450 : : ::

Note4 The choicecD 1=f 1.x0/ is “modified Newton.” After one step of Newton’s
method,c is fixed. The steps are quicker, because they don’t require a newf 1.xn/:
But we need more steps. Millions of dollars are spent on Newton’s method, so speed
is important. In all its forms,f .x/D 0 is the central problem of computing.

3.6 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

xnC1 D x3
n describes, an a . After one stepx1 D b .

Af ter two steps x2 DF.x1/D c . If it happens that
input D output, orx� D d , thenx� is a e point.F D x3

has f fixed points, atx� D g . Starting near a fixed
point, the xn will converge to it if h   1: That is because
xnC1�x� DF.xn/�F.x�/� i . The point is called j .
The xn are repelled if k . For F D x3 the fixed points have
F 1 D l . The cobweb goes from.x0;x0/ to ( , ) to ( , ) and con-
verges to.x�;x�/D m . This is an intersection ofyD x3 and
yD n , and it is superattracting becauseo .

f .x/D 0 can be solved iteratively byxnC1 D xn�cf .xn/,
in which caseF 1.x�/D p . Subtractingx� D x��cf .x�/,
the error equation isxnC1�x��m �

q
�

. The multiplier
is mD r . The errors approach zero if s . The choice
cn D t produces Newton’s method. The choicecD 1 is
“successive u ” and cD v is modified Newton.
Convergence tox� is w certain.

We have three ways to study iterationsxnC1 DF.xn/:
.1/ computex1; x2; : : : from differentx0 .2/ find the fixed points
x� and test|dF=dx|  1 .3/ draw cobwebs.

In Problems 1–8 start from x0 D :6 and x0 D 2: Compute
x1; x2; : : : to test convergence:

1 xnC1 D x2
n� 1

2

3 xnC1 D
?
xn

5 xnC1 D 3xn.1�xn/

7 xnC1 D 1
2xn�1 2 xnC1 D 2xn.1�xn/

4 xnC1 D 1=
?
xn

6 xnC1 Dx2
n Cxn�2

8 xnC1 D |xn|
9 CheckdF=dx at all fixed points in Problems 1–6. Are they

attracting or repelling ?

10 From x0 D�1 compute the sequencexnC1 D�x3
n: Draw the

cobweb with its “cycle.” Two steps producexnC2 D x9
n, which has

the fixed points :

11 Draw the cobwebs forxnC1 D 1
2xn�1 and xnC1 D 1� 1

2xn

starting from x0 D 2: Rule: Cobwebs are two-sided whendF=dx
is :

12 Draw the cobweb for xnC1 Dx2
n�1 starting from the

periodic point x0 D 0: Another periodic point is : Start
nearby at x0 D :1 to see if the iterations are attracted to
0;�1;0;�1; : : : :
Solve equations 13–16 within 1% by iteration.

13 xD cos 1
2x

15 xD cos
?
x

14 xD cos2x

16 xD 2x�1(??)

17 For which numbersa does xnC1 D a.xn�x2
n/ converge to

x� D 0?

18 For which numbersa does xnC1 D a.xn�x2
n/ converge to

x� D .a�1/=a ?

19 Iterate xnC1 D 4.xn�x2
n/ to see chaos. Why don’t thexn

approachx� D 3
4 ?

20 One fixed point ofF.x/D x2� 1
2 is attracting, the other is

repelling. By experiment or cobwebs, find the basin ofx0’s that go
to the attractor.

21 (important) Find the fixed point forF.x/D axCs: When is it
attracting ?

22 What happens in the linear casexnC1 D axn C4 when aD 1

and whenaD�1 ?

23 Starting with $1;000, you spend half your money each year
and a rich but foolish aunt gives you a new $1;000: What is
your steady state balancex� ? What isx� if you start with a
million dollars ?
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24 The US national debt was once $1 tril lion. Inflation
reduces its real value by5% each year (so multiply byaD :95), but
overspending adds another $100 billion. What is the steady state debt
x� ?

25 xnC1 D b=xn has the fixed point x� D
?
b: Show that|dF=dx|D 1 at that point—what is the sequence starting fromx0 ?

26 Show that both fixed points ofxnC1 D x2
n Cxn�3 are

repelling. What do the iterations do ?

27 A $5 calculator takes square roots but not cube roots. Explain
why xnC1 D

a
2=xn converges to3

?
2:

28 Start the cobwebs forxnC1 D sinxn and xnC1 D tanxn: In
both casesdF=dxD 1 at x� D 0: (a) Do the iterations converge ?
(b) Propose a theory based onF 2 for cases whenF 1 D 1:

Solvef .x/D 0 in 29–32 by the iterationxnC1 D xn�cf .xn/; to
find a c that succeeds and ac that fails.

29 f .x/D x2�4
31 f .x/D .x�2/9�1 30 f .x/D x2�4xC3

32 f .x/D .1�x/�1�3
33 Newton’s method computes a newcD 1=f 1.xn/ at each
step. Write out the iteration formulas forf .x/Dx3�2D 0 and
f .x/D sinx� 1

2 D 0:

34 Apply Problem33 to find the first six decimals of3
?
2 and

�=6:

35 By experiment find eachx� and its basin of attraction,
when Newton’s method is applied tof .x/D x2�5xC4:

36 Test Newton’s method onx2�1D 0, starting far out at
x0 D 106: At first the error is reduced by aboutmD 1

2 : Near
x� D 1 the multiplier approachesmD 0:

37 Find the multiplier m at each fixed point of xnC1 D

xn�c.x2
n�xn/: Predict the convergence for differentc (to which

x� ? ).

38 Make a table of iterations forcD 1 and cD 1=f 1.x0/ and
cD 1=f 1.xn/, whenf .x/D x2� 1

2 and x0 D 1:

39 In the iteration forx2�2D 0, finddF=dx atx�:

xnC1 D
1

2

�

xn C
2

xn

�

:

(b) Newton’s iteration hasF.x/D x�f .x/=f 1.x/: Show
that F 1 D 0 when f .x/D 0: The multiplier for Newton is
mD 0.

40 What are the solutions off .x/Dx2 C2D 0 and why is
Newton’s method sure to fail ? But carry out the iteration to see
whetherxnÑ8:
41 Computer projectF.x/D x� tanx has fixed points where
tanx� D 0: Sox� is any multiple of�: Fromx0 D 2:0 and1:8 and
1:9, which multiple do you reach ? Test points in1:7 x0  1:9 to
find basins of attraction to�;2�;3�;4�:

Between any two basins there are basins foreverymultiple of�:
And more basins between these (a fractal). Mark them on the line
from 0 to �: Magnify the picture aroundx0 D 1:9 (in color ? ).

42 Graph cosx andcos.cosx/ and cos.cos.cosx//: Also .cos/8x:
What are these graphs approaching ?

43 Graph sinx and sin.sinx/ and.sin/8x: What are these graphs
approaching ? Why so slow ?
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3.7 Newton’s Method (and Chaos)

The equation to be solved isf .x/D 0: Its solutionx� is the point where the graph
crosses thex axis. Figure 3.22 showsx� and a starting guessx0: Our goal is to come
as close as possible tox�, based on the informationf .x0/ andf 1.x0/.

Section 3.6 reached Newton’s formula forx1 (the next guess). We now do that
directly.

What do we see atx0 ? The graph has heightf .x0/ and slopef 1.x0/: We know
where we are, and which direction the curve is going. We don’t know if the curve
bends (we don’t havef 2). The best plan isto follow the tangent line, which uses
all the information we have.

Newton replacesf .x/ by its linear approximation (D tangent approximation):

f .x/� f .x0/Cf 1.x0/.x�x0/: (1)

We want the left side to be zero. The best we can do is to make the right side zero!
The tangent line crosses the axis atx1, while the curve crosses atx�: The new guess
x1 comes fromf .x0/Cf 1.x0/.x1�x0/D 0: Dividing by f 1.x0/ and solving for
x1, this is step1 of Newton’s method:

x1 D x0� f .x0/

f 1.x0/
: (2)

At this new point, computef .x1/ andf 1.x1/—the height and slope atx1: They
give a new tangent line, which crosses atx2: At every step we wantf .xnC1/D 0
and we settle forf .xn/Cf 1.xn/.xnC1�xn/D 0. After dividing byf 1.xn/, the
formula forxnC1 is Newton’s method.

3L The tangent line fromxn crosses the axis atxnC1:

Newton’s method xnC1 D xn� f .xn/

f 1.xn/
: (3)

Usually this iterationxnC1 DF.xn/ converges quickly tox�:

Fig. 3.22 Newton’s method along tangent lines fromx0 to x1 to x2:
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Linear approximation involves three numbers. They are�x (across) and�f (up)
and the slopef 1.x/: If we know two of those numbers, we can estimate the third. It
is remarkable to realize that calculus has now used all three calculations—they are
the key to this subject:

1. Estimate the slopef 1.x/ from�f=�x (Section 2.1)

2. Estimate the change�f fromf 1.x/�x (Section 3.1)

3. Estimate the change�x from�f=f 1.x/ (Newton’s method)

The desired�f is�f .xn/: Formula.3/ is exactly�xD�f .xn/=f
1.xn/:

EXAMPLE 1 (Square roots) f .x/D x2�b is zero atx� D
?
b and also at�?b:

Newton’s method is a quick way to find square roots—probably built into your
calculator. The slope isf 1.xn/D 2xn, and formula.3/ for the new guess becomes

xnC1 D xn� x2
n�b
2xn

D xn� 1
2
xn C

b

2xn

: (4)

This simplifies toxnC1 D 1
2
.xn Cb=xn/:Guess the square root, divide intob; and

average the two numbers. The ancient Babylonians had this same idea, without
knowing functions or slopes. They iteratedxnC1 DF.xn/:

F.x/D
1

2

�

xC
b

x

�

and F 1.x/D
1

2

�

1� b

x2

�

: (5)

The Babylonians did exactly the right thing. The slopeF 1 is zeroat the solution,
whenx2 D b: That makes Newton’s method converge at high speed. The convergence
test is|F 1.x�/|   1: Newton achievesF 1.x�/D 0—which issuperconvergence.

To find
?
4, start the iterationxnC1 D 1

2
.xn C4=xn/ at x0 D 1: Then

x1 D 1
2
.1C4/:

x1 D 2:5 x2 D 2:05 x3 D 2:0006 x4 D 2:000000009:

The wrong decimal is twice as far out at each step.The error is squared.
Subtractingx� D 2 from both sides ofxnC1 DF.xn/ gives anerror equationwhich
displays that square:

xnC1�2D
1

2

�

xn C
4

xn

��2D
1

2xn

.xn�2/2: (6)

This is.error/nC1� 1
4
.error/2n: It explains the speed of Newton’s method.

Remark1 You can’t start this iteration atx0 D 0: The first step computes4=0
and blows up. Figure 3.22a shows why—the tangent line at zero is horizontal. It will
never cross the axis.

Remark2 Starting atx0 D�1, Newton converges to�?2 instead ofC
?
2: That

is the otherx�:Often it is difficult to predict whichx� Newton’s method will choose.
Around every solution is a “basin of attraction,” but other parts of the basin may be
far away. Numerical experiments are needed, with many startsx0: Finding basins of
attraction was one of the problems that led to fractals.
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EXAMPLE 2 Solve
1

x
�aD 0 to findx� D

1

a
without dividing bya.

Here f .x/D .1=x/�a: Newton usesf 1.x/D�1=x2: Surprisingly, we don’t
divide:

xnC1 D xn� .1=xn/�a�1=x2
n

D xn Cxn�ax2
n: (7)

Do these iterations converge? I will takeaD 2 and aim forx� D 1
2
: Subtracting 1

2
from both sides of.7/ changes the iteration into the error equation:

xnC1 D 2xn�2x2
n becomes xnC1� 1

2
D�2�xn� 1

2

�2
: (8)

At each step the error is squared. This is terrific if (and only if) you are close to
x� D 1

2
: Otherwise squaring a large error and multiplying by�2 is not good:

x0 D :70 x1 D :42 x2 D :487 x3 D :4997 x4 D :4999998

x0 D 1:21 x1 D�:5 x2 D�1:5 x3 D�7:5 x4 D�127:5
The algebra in Problem18 confirms those experiments. There is fast convergence if
0  x0  1: There is divergence ifx0 is negative orx0¡ 1: The tangent line goes to
a negativex1: After that Figure 3.22 shows a long trip backwards.

In the previous section we drewF.x/: The iterationxnC1 DF.xn/ converged to
the45� line, wherex� DF.x�/: In this section we are drawingf .x/: Now x� is
the point on the axis wheref .x�/D 0:

To repeat: It isf .x�/D 0 that we aim for. But it is the slopeF 1.x�/ that
decides whether we get there. Example 2 hasF.x/D 2x�2x2: The fixed points are
x� D 1

2
(our solution) andx� D 0 (not attractive). The slopesF 1.x�/ are zero (typical

Newton) and2 (typical repeller).The key to Newton’s method isF 1 D 0 at the
solution:

The slope ofF.x/D x� f .x/

f 1.x/ is
f .x/f 2.x/
.f 1.x//2 : ThenF 1.x/D 0 whenf .x/D 0:

The examplesx2 D b and1=xD a show fast convergence or failure. In Chapter 13,
and in reality, Newton’s method solves much harder equations. Here I am going to
choose a third example that came from pure curiosity about what might happen. The
results are absolutely amazing. The equation isx2 D�1:
EXAMPLE 3 What happens to Newton’s method if you ask it to solve
f .x/D x2 C1D 0 ?

The only solutions are the imaginary numbersx� D i andx� D�i: There is no real
square root of�1: Newton’s method might as well give up. But it has no way to
know that! The tangent line still crosses the axis at a new pointxnC1, even if the
curveyD x2 C1 never crosses. Equation(5) still gives the iteration forbD�1:

xnC1 D
1

2

�

xn� 1

xn

�

DF.xn/: (9)

Thex’s cannot approachi or�i (nothing is imaginary). So what do they do ?
The starting guessx0 D 1 is interesting. It is followed byx1 D 0: Thenx2 divides

by zero and blows up. I expected other sequences to go to infinity. But the experiments
showed something different (and mystifying). Whenxn is large,xnC1 is less than half
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as large. Afterxn D 10 comesxnC1 D 1
2
.10� 1

10
/D 4:95: After much indecision

and a long wait, a number near zero eventually appears. Then the next guess divides
by that small number and goes far out again. This reminded me of “chaos.”

It is tempting to retreat to ordinary examples, where Newton’s method is a big
success. By trying exercises from the book or equations of your own, you will see that
the fast convergence to

?
4 is very typical. The function can be much more

complicated thanx2�4 (in practice it certainly is). The iteration for2xD cosx was
in the previous section, and the error was squared at every step. If Newton’s method
starts close tox�, its convergence is overwhelming. That has to be the main point of
this section:Follow the tangent line.

Instead of those good functions, may I stay with this strange examplex2 C1D 0 ?
It is not so predictable, and maybe not so important, but somehow it is more
interesting. There is no real solutionx�, and Newton’s methodxnC1 D 1

2
.xn�1=xn/

bounces around. We will now discoverxn:

A FORMULA FOR xn

The key is an exercise from trigonometry books. Most of those problems just give
practice with sines and cosines, but this one exactly fits1

2
.xn�1=xn/:

1

2

�

cos�

sin�
� sin�

cos�

�

D
cos2�

sin2�
or

1

2

�

cot �� 1

cot�

�

D cot 2�

In the left equation, the common denominator is2 sin� cos� (which issin2� ). The
numerator iscos2��sin2� (which is cos2� ). Replace cosine=sine by cotangent,
and the identity says this:

If x0 D cot� then x1 D cot2�: Then x2 D cot4� Then xn D cot2n�:

This is the formula.Our points are on the cotangent curve. Figure 3.23 starts from
x0 D 2D cot� , and every iteration doubles the angle.

Example AThe sequencex0 D 1;x1 D 0;x2 D8matches the cotangents of�=4;�=2,
and�: This sequence blows up becausex2 has a division byx1 D 0:

Fig. 3.23 Newton’s method forx2 C1D 0: Iteration givesxn D cot2n�:

Example BThe sequence1=
?
3;�1=?3;1=?3matches the cotangents of�=3;2�=3,

and4�=3: This sequencecycles foreverbecausex0 D x2 D x4 D : : : :
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Example CStart with a largex0 (a small� ). Thenx1 is about half as large (at2� ).
Eventually one of the angles4�;8�; : : : hits on a large cotangent, and thex’s go far
out again.This is typical. ExamplesA andB were special, when�=� was 1

4
or 1

3
:

What we have here ischaos. Thex’s can’t converge. They are strongly repelled
by all points. They are also extremely sensitive to the value of�: After ten steps� is
multiplied by210 D 1024: The starting angles60� and61� look close, but now they
are different by1024�. If that were a multiple of180�, the cotangents would still be
close. In fact thex10’s are0:6 and14:

This chaos in mathematics is also seen in nature. The most familiar example is the
weather, which is much more delicate than you might think. The headline “Forecast-
ing Pushed Too Far” appeared inScience.1989/. The article said that the snowballing
of small errors destroys the forecast after six days. We can’t follow the weather equa-
tions for a month—the flight of a plane can change everything. This is a revolutionary
idea, that a simple rule can lead to answers that are too sensitive to compute.

We are accustomed to complicated formulas (or no formulas). We are not
accustomed to innocent-looking formulas likecot2n� , which are absolutely hopeless
after100 steps.

CHAOS FROM A PARABOLA

Now I get to tell you about new mathematics. First I will change theiterationxnC1 D
1
2
.xn�1=xn/ into one that is even simpler. By switching fromx to zD 1=.1Cx2/,

each newz turns out to involve only the oldz andz2:

znC1 D 4zn�4z2
n: (10)

This is the most famous quadratic iteration in the world. There are books about
it, and Problem28 shows where it comes from. Our formula forxn leads tozn:

zn D
1

1Cx2
n

D
1

1C .cot2n�/2
D .sin 2n�/2: (11)

The sine is just as unpredictable as the cotangent, when2n� gets large. The new thing
is to locate this quadratic as the last member (whenaD 4) of the family

znC1 D azn�az2
n; 0¤ a¤ 4: (12)

Example 2 happened to be the middle memberaD 2, converging to1
2
: I would like

to give a brief and very optional report on this iteration, for differenta’s.
The general principle is to start with a numberz0 between0 and1, and compute

z1;z2;z3; : : : : It is fascinating to watch the behavior change asa increases.You can
see it on your own computer. Here we describe some things to look for. All numbers
stay between0 and1 and they may approach a limit. That happens whena is small:

for 0¤ a¤ 1 thezn approachz� D 0
for 1¤ a¤ 3 thezn approachz� D .a�1/=a

Those limit points are the solutions ofzDF.z/: They are the fixed points where
z� D az��a.z�/2: But remember the test for approaching a limit:The slope atz�
cannot be larger than one. HereF D az�az2 hasF 1 D a�2az: It is easy to check|F 1| ¤ 1 at the limits predicted above. The hard problem—sometimes impossible—
is to predict what happens aboveaD 3:Our case isaD 4:

The z’s cannot approach a limit when|F 1.z�/|¡1. Something has to happen,
and there are at least three possibilities:
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Thezn’s can cycle or fill the whole interval.0;1/ or approach a Cantor set.

I start with a random numberz0, take100 steps, and write down steps101 to 105:

aD 3:4 aD 3:5 aD 3:8 aD 4:0

z101 D :842 :875 :336 :169

z102 D :452 :383 :848 :562

z103 D :842 :827 :491 :985

z104 D :452 :501 :950 :060

z105 D :842 :875 :182 :225

The first column is converging to a “2-cycle.” It alternates betweenxD :842 and
yD :452:Those satisfyyDF.x/ andxDF.y/DF.F.x//: If we look at adouble
stepwhenaD 3:4;x andy are fixed points of the double iterationznC2 DF.F.zn//:
Whena increases past3:45, this cycle becomes unstable.

At that point the period doubles from2 to 4. With aD 3:5 you see a “4-cycle” in
the table—it repeats after four steps. The sequence bounces from:875 to :383 to :827
to :501 and back to:875. This cycle must be attractive or we would not see it. But
it also becomes unstable asa increases. Next comes an8-cycle, which is stable in
a little window (you could compute it) aroundaD 3:55: The cycles are stable for
shorter and shorter intervals ofa’s. Those stability windows are reduced by the
Feigenbaum shrinking factor4:6692. . . . Cycles of length16 and32 and64 can be
seen in physical experiments, but they are all unstable beforeaD 3:57:What happens
then ?

The new and unexpected behavior is between3:57 and 4: Down each line of
Figure 3.24, the computer has plotted the values ofz1001 to z2000—omitting the
first thousand points to let a stable period (or chaos) become established. No points
appeared in the big white wedge. I don’t know why. In the window for period 3, you
see only threez’s. Period3 is followed by6;12;24; . . . . There isperiod doubling
at the end of every window (including all the windows that are too small to see). You
can reproduce this figure by iteratingznC1 D azn�az2

n from anyz0 and plotting the
results.

CANTOR SETS AND FRACTALS

I can’t tell what happens ataD 3:8: There may be a stable cycle of some long period.
The z’s may come close to every point between0 and1: A third possibility is to
approach a very thin limit set, which looks like the famousCantor set:

To construct the Cantor set, divideŒ0;1� into three pieces and remove the open
interval

�

1
3
; 2

3

�

: Then remove
�

1
9
; 2

9

�

and
�

7
9
; 8

9

�

from what remains. At each
steptake out the middle thirds. The points that are left form the Cantor set.

All the endpoints1
3
; 2

3
; 1

9
; 2

9
, . . . are in the set. So is4

3
(Problem42). Nevertheless

the lengths of the removed intervals add to1 and the Cantor set has “measure zero.”
What is especially striking is itsself-similarity: Between0 and 1

3
you see the same

Cantor set three times smaller. From0 to 1
9

the Cantor set is there again, scaled
down by9: Every section, when blown up, copies the larger picture.

Fractals That self-similarity is typical of afractal. There is an infinite sequence
of scales. A mathematical snowflake starts with a triangle and adds a bump in the
middle of each side. At every step the bumps lengthen the sides by4=3: The final
boundary is self-similar, like an infinitely long coastline.
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The period2;4; : : : is the number ofz’s in a cycle.

Fig. 3.24 Period doubling and chaos from iteratingF.z/ (stolen by special permission
from Introduction to Applied Mathematicsby Gilbert Strang, Wellesley-Cambridge
Press).

The word “fractal” comes fromfractional dimension. The snowflake boundary
has dimension larger than1 and smaller than2: The Cantor set has dimension larger
than0 and smaller than1: Covering an ordinary line segment with circles of radius
r would takec=r circles. For fractals it takesc=rD circles—andD is the dimension.

Fig. 3.25 Cantor set (middle thirds removed). Fractal snowflake (infinite boundary).

Our iterationznC1 D 4zn�4z2
n hasaD 4, at the end of Figure 3.24. The sequence

z0;z1;. . . goes everywhere and nowhere. Its behavior is chaotic, and statistical tests
find no pattern. For all practical purposes the numbers are random.

Think what this means in an experiment (or the stock market). If simple rules
produce chaos, there isabsolutely no wayto predict the results. No measurement can
ever be sufficiently accurate. The newspapers report that Pluto’s orbit is chaotic—
even though it obeys the law of gravity. The motion is totally unpredictable over
long times. I don’t know what that does for astronomy (or astrology).

The most readable book on this subject is Gleick’s best-sellerChaos: Making a
New Science. The most dazzling books areThe Beauty of FractalsandThe Science
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of Fractal Images, in which Peitgen and Richter and Saupe show photographs that
have been in art museums around the world. The most original books are Mandelbrot’s
FractalsandFractal Geometry. Our cover has a fractal from Figure 13.11.

We return to friendlier problems in which calculus is not helpless.

NEWTON’S METHOD VS. SECANT METHOD: CALCULATOR PROGRAMS

The hard part of Newton’s method is to finddf=dx: We need it for the slope of the
tangent line. But calculus can approximate by�f=�x—using the values off .x/
already computed atxn andxn�1:

Thesecant methodfollows the secant line instead of the tangent line:

SecantW xnC1 D xn� f .xn/

.�f=�x/n
where

�

�f

�x

�

n

D
f .xn/�f .xn�1/

xn�xn�1

: (13)

The secant line connects the two latest points on the graph off .x/: Its equation
is y�f .xn/D .�f=�x/.x�xn/: Set yD 0 to find equation(13) for the new
xD xnC1, where the line crosses the axis.

Prediction:Threesecant steps are about as good astwoNewton steps. Both should
give four times as many correct decimals:.error/Ñ .error/4: Probably the secant
method is also chaotic forx2 C1D 0:

These Newton and secant programs are for the TI-81. Place the formula forf .x/
in slotY1 and the formula forf 1.x/ in slotY2 on theYD function edit screen.
Answer the prompt with the initialx0 DX�. The programs pause to display each
approximationxn, the valuef .xn/, and the differencexn�xn�1: PressENTER
to continue or pressON and select item2:Quit to break. Iff .xn/D 0, the pro-
grams displayROOT AT and the rootxn:PrgmN:NEWTON :Disp''ENTER FOR MORE'' PrgmS:SECANT :YÑT:Disp''X�='' :Disp''ON 2 TO BREAK'' :Disp''X�='' :Y1ÑY:Input X :Disp'' '' :Input X :Disp''ENTER FOR MORE'':XÑS :Disp''XN FXN XN-XNM1'' :XÑS :Disp''XN FXN XN-XNM1'':Y1ÑY :Disp X :Y1ÑT :Disp X:Lbl 1 :Disp Y :Disp ''X1='' :Disp Y:X-Y/Y2ÑX :Disp D :Input X :Disp D:X-SÑD :Pause :Y1ÑY :Pause:XÑS :If Y¤� :Lbl 1 :If Y¤�:Y1ÑY :Goto 1 :X-SÑD :Goto 1:Disp ''ROOT AT'' :XÑS :Disp ''ROOT AT'':Disp X :X-YD/(Y-T)ÑX :Disp X

3.7 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

When f .x/D 0 is linearized tof .xn/Cf
1.xn/.x�xn/D 0, the

solution xD a is Newton’s xnC1: The b to the curve
crosses the axis atxnC1, while the c crosses atx�: The
errors at xn and xnC1 are normally related by
.error/nC1�M d . This is e convergence. The number
of correct decimals f at every step.

For f .x/D x2�b, Newton’s iteration is xnC1 D g .
The xn converge to h if x0¡ 0 and to i if x0  0:
For f .x/D x2 C1, the iteration becomesxnC1 D j . This
cannot converge to k . Instead it leads to chaos.
Changing to zD 1=.x2 C1/ yields the parabolic iteration
znC1 D l .
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For a¤ 3; znC1 Dazn�az2
n converges to a single m .

Af ter aD 3 the limit is a 2-cycle, which means n . Later the
limit is a Cantor set, which is a one-dimensional example of a

o . The cantor set is self- p :

1 To solve f .x/D x3�bD 0, what iteration comes from
Newton’s method ?

2 For f .x/D .x�1/=.xC1/ Newton’s formula is xnC1 D

F.xn/D : Solve x� DF.x�/ and findF 1.x�/: What limit
do thexn’s approach ?

3 I believe that Newton only applied his method in public
to one equation x3�2x�5D 0: Raphson carried the idea
forward but got partial credit at best. After two steps fromx0 D 2,
how many decimals inx� D 2:09455148 are correct ?

4 Show that Newton’s method forf .x/D x1=3 gives the
strange formulaxnC1 D�2xn: Draw a graph to show the
iterations.

5 Findx1 if (a) f .x0/D 0; (b) f 1.x0/D 0:

6 Graph f .x/D x3�3x�1 and estimate its rootsx�: Run
Newton’s method starting from0, 1, �1

2 , and 1:1: Experiment to
decide whichx0 converge to which root.

7 Solve x2�6xC5D 0 by Newton’s method withx0 D 2:5

and3: Draw a graph to show whichx0 lead to which root.

8 If f .x/ is increasing and concave up (f 1¡ 0 and f 2¡ 0)
show by a graph that Newton’s method converges. From which
side ?

Solve 9–17 to four decimal places by Newton’s method with a
computer or calculator: Choose anyx0 exceptx�.

9 x2�10D 0

10 x4�100D 0 (faster or slower than Problem9? )

11 x2�xD 0 (whichx0 to which root ? )

12 x3�xD 0 (whichx0 to which root ? )

13 xC5cosxD 0 (this has three roots)

14 xC tanxD 0 (find two roots) (are there more ? )

15 1=.1�x/D 2

16 1CxCx2 Cx3 Cx4 D 2

17 x3 C.xC1/3 D 103

18 (a) Show thatxnC1 D 2xn�2x2
n in Example 2 is the same

as.1�2xnC1/D .1�2xn/
2:

(b) Prove divergence if|1�2x0|¡ 1: Prove convergence if|1�2x0|  1 or 0 x0  1:
19 With aD 3 in Example 2, experiment with the Newton
iterationxnC1 D 2xn�3x2

n to decide whichx0 lead tox� D 1
3 :

20 Rewrite xnC1 D 2xn�ax2
n as .1�axnC1/D .1�axn/

2: For
which x0 does the sequence1�axn approach zero (so
xÑ 1=a) ?

21 What is Newton’s method to find thekth root of 7? Calculate
7
?
7 to 7 places.

22 Find all solutions ofx3 D 4x�1 (5 decimals).

Problems 23–29 are aboutx2 C1D 0 and chaos.

23 For � D�=16 when does xn D cot2n� blow up ? For
� D�=7 when does cot2n� D cot� ? (The angles2n� and �
differ by a multiple of�:)

24 For� D�=9 follow the sequence untilxn D x0:

25 For � D 1, xn never returns to x0 D cot1: The angles2n

and1 never differ by a multiple of� because :

26 If z0 equals sin2� , show thatz1 D 4z0�4z2
0 equals sin2 2�:

27 If yDx2 C1, each newy is

ynC1 D x2
nC1 C1D

1

4

�

xn� 1

xn

�2

C1:

Show that this equalsy2
n=4.yn�1/:

28 Turn Problem 27 upside down, 1=ynC1 D 4.yn�1/=y
2
n, to

find the quadratic iteration.10/ for zn D 1=yn D 1=.1Cx2
n/:

29 If F.z/D 4z�4z2 what isF.F.z//? How many solutions to
zDF.F.z//? How many are not solutions tozDF.z/?

30 Apply Newton’s method tox3� :64x� :36D 0 to find the
basin of attraction forx� D 1: Also find a pair of points for
which yDF.z/ and zDF.y/: In this example Newton does not
always find a root.

31 Newton’s method solvesx=.1�x/D 0 by xnC1 D :

From whichx0 does it converge ? The distance tox� D 0 is exactly
squared.

Problems 33–41 are about competitors of Newton.

32 At a double root, Newton only converges linearly. What
is the iteration to solvex2 D 0?

33 To speed up Newton’s method, find the step�x from
f .xn/C�xf

1.xn/C
1
2 .�x/

2f 2.xn/D 0: Test on f .x/D

x2�1 from x0 D 0 and explain.

34 Halley’s method usesfn C�xf 1n C 1
2�x.�fn=f

1
n/f

2
n D 0: For

f .x/D x2�1 andx0 D 1C", show thatx1 D 1CO."3/— which is
cubicconvergence.

35 Apply the secant method tof .x/D x2�4D 0, starting
from x0 D 1 and x1 D 2:5: Find �f=�x and the next pointx2

by hand. Newton usesf 1.x1/D 5 to reach x2 D 2:05: Which
is closer tox� D 2 ?

36 Draw a graph off .x/D x2�4 to show the secant line in
Problem35 and the pointx2 where it crosses the axis.
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Bisection methodIf f .x/ changes sign betweenx0 and x1; find
its sign at the midpoint x2 D 1

2 .x0 Cx1/: Decide whetherf .x/
changes sign betweenx0 and x2 or x2 and x1: Repeat on
that half-length (bisected) interval. Continue.Switch to a faster
method when the interval is small enough.

37 f .x/D x2�4 is negative atxD 1, positive atxD 2:5, and
negative at the midpointxD 1:75: So x� lies in what interval ?
Take a second step to cut the interval in half again.

38 Write a code for the bisection method. At each step print
out an interval that containsx�: The inputs arex0 andx1; lbr the
code callsf .x/: Stop iff .x0/ andf .x1/ have the same sign.

39 Three bisection steps reduce the interval by what
factor ? Starting fromx0 D 0 and x1 D 8, take three steps for
f .x/D x2�10:
40 A direct method is tozoom in where the graph crosses the
axis. Solve 10x3�8:3x2 C2:295x� :21141D 0 by several
zooms.

41 If the zoom factor is 10, then the number of correct
decimals for every zoom. Compare with Newton.

42 The number34 equals 2
3 .1C 1

9 C 1
81 C � � � /: Show that it is in the

Cantor set. It survives when middle thirds are removed.

43 The solution to f .x/D .x�1:9/=.x�2:0/D 0 is
x� D 1:9: Try Newton’s method fromx0 D 1:5;2:1; and 1:95:
Extra credit: Whichx0’s give convergence ?

44 Apply the secant method to solve cosxD 0 from
x0 D :308:

45 Try Newton’s method on cosxD 0 from x0 D :308: If
cotx0 is exactly �, show thatx1 Dx0 C� (and x2 D x1 C�).
Fromx0 D :308169071 does Newton’s method ever stop ?

46 Use the Newton and secant programs to solve
x3�10x2 C22xC6D 0 from x0 D 2 and1:39:

47 Newton’s method for sinxD 0 is xnC1 D xn� tanxn:

Graph sinx and three iterations fromx0 D 2 and x0 D 1:8:

Predict the result forx0 D 1:9 and test. This leads to thecomputer
project in Problem3:6:41, which finds fractals.

48 Graph Y1.x/D 3:4.x�x2/ and Y2.x/DY1.Y1.x// in the
square window .0;0/¤ .x;y/¤ .1;1/: Then graph Y3.x/D

Y2.Y1.x// andY4; : : : ;Y9: The cycle is from:842 to :452:

49 Repeat Problem48 with 3:4 changed to2 or 3:5 or 4:
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3.8 The Mean Value Theorem and l’Hôpital’s Rule

Now comes one of the cornerstones of calculus: theMean Value Theorem. It
connects the local picture (slope at a point) to the global picture (average slope
across an interval). In other words it relatesdf=dx to �f=�x: Calculus depends
on this connection, which we saw first for velocities. If the average velocity is75, is
there a moment when the instantaneous velocity is75 ?

Fig. 3.26 (a) v jumps overvaverage: (b) v equalsvaverage:

Without more information, the answer to that question isno. The velocity could
be 100 and then50—averaging75 but never equal to75: If we allow a jump in
velocity, it can jump right over its average. At that moment the velocity does not
exist. (The distance function in Figure 3.26a has no derivative atxD 1:) We will take
away this cheap escape by requiring a derivative at all points inside the interval.

In Figure 3.26b the distance increases by150 when t increases by2: There is a
derivativedf=dt at all interior points (but an infinite slope att D 0). The average
velocity is

�f

�t
D
f .2/�f .0/

2�0 D
150

2
D 75:

The conclusion of the theorem is thatdf=dt D 75 at some point inside the
interval. There is at least one point wheref 1.c/D 75:

This is not a constructive theorem. The value ofc is not known. We don’t findc,
we just claim (with proof) that such a point exists.

3M Mean Value TheoremSupposef .x/ is continuous in the closed interval
a¤ x¤ b and has a derivative everywhere in the open intervala  x  b: Then

f .b/�f .a/
b�a D f 1.c/ at some pointa  c  b: (1)

The left side is the average slope�f=�x: It equalsdf=dx at c: The notation for a
closed interval [with endpoints] isŒa;b�: For an open interval (without endpoints) we
write .a;b/: Thusf 1 is defined in.a;b/, andf remains continuous ata andb: A
derivative is allowed at those endpoints too—but the theorem doesn’t require it.

The proof is based on a special case—whenf .a/D 0 andf .b/D 0: Suppose the
function starts at zero and returns to zero. The average slope or velocity is zero.
We have to prove thatf 1.c/D 0 at a point in between. This special case (keeping the
assumptions onf .x/) is calledRolle’s theorem.

Geometrically, iff goes away from zero and comes back, thenf 1 D 0 at the turn.
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3N Rolle’s theorem Suppose f .a/D f .b/D 0 (zero at the ends). Then
f 1.c/D 0 at some point witha  c  b:

Proof At a point inside the interval wheref .x/ reaches its maximum or minimum,
df=dx must be zero. That is an acceptable pointc: Figure 3.27a shows the difference
betweenf D 0 (assumed ata andb) andf 1 D 0 (proved atc).

Small problem: The maximum could be reached at the endsa andb, if f .x/  0 in
between. At those endpointsdf=dx might not be zero. But in that case theminimum
is reached at an interior pointc, which is equally acceptable. The key to our proof is
thata continuous function onŒa;b� reaches its maximum and minimum. This is
theExtreme Value Theorem.�

It is ironic that Rolle himself did not believe the logic behind calculus. He may not
have believed his own theorem! Probably he didn’t know what it meant—the language
of “evanescent quantities” (Newton) and “infinitesimals” (Leibniz) was exciting but
frustrating. Limits were close but never reached. Curves had infinitely many flat sides.
Rolle didn’t accept that reasoning, and what was really serious, he didn’t accept the
conclusions. The Académie des Sciences had to stop his battles (he fought against
ordinary mathematicians, not Newton and Leibniz). So he went back to number
theory, but his special case whenf .a/D f .b/D 0 leads directly to the big one.

Fig. 3.27 Rolle’s theorem is whenf .a/D f .b/D 0 in the Mean Value Theorem.

Proof of the Mean Value Theorem We are looking for a point wheredf=dx equals
�f=�x: The idea isto tilt the graph back to Rolle’s special case(when�f was
zero). In Figure 3.27b, the distanceF.x/ between the curve and the dotted secant line
comes from subtraction:

F.x/D f .x/��f .a/C�f

�x
.x�a/� : (2)

At a andb, this distance isF.a/DF.b/D 0: Rolle’s theorem applies toF.x/:
There is an interior point whereF 1.c/D 0: At that point take the derivative of equa-
tion (2): 0D f 1.c/� .�f=�x/: The desired pointc is found, proving the theorem.

EXAMPLE 1 The functionf .x/D
?
x goes from zero atxD 0 to ten atxD 100:

Its average slope is�f=�xD 10=100: The derivativef 1.x/D 1=2
?
x exists in

the open interval.0;100/, even though it blows up at the endxD 0: By the Mean
Value Theorem there must be a point where10=100D f 1.c/D 1=2

?
c: That point

iscD 25:

� If f .x/ doesn’t reach its maximumM; then1=.M �f .x// would be continuous but also
approach infinity. Essential fact:A continuous function onŒa;b� cannot approach infinity.
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The truth is that nobody cares about the exact value ofc: Its existence is what
matters. Notice how it affects the linear approximationf .x/� f .a/Cf 1.a/.x�
a/, which was basic to this chapter. Close becomes exact (� becomesD) whenf 1 is
computed atc instead ofa:

3O The derivative atc gives an exact prediction off .x/:

f .x/D f .a/Cf 1.c/.x�a/: (3)

The Mean Value Theorem is rewritten here as�f D f 1.c/�x: Now a  c  x:
EXAMPLE 2 The function f .x/D sin x starts from f .0/D 0: The linear
prediction (tangent line) uses the slopecos0D 1: The exact prediction uses the slope
cosc at an unknown point between0 andx:

(approximate) sinx� x (exact) sinxD .cosc/x: (4)

The approximation is useful, because everything is computed atxD aD 0: The
exact formula is interesting, becausecosc¤ 1 proves again thatsinx¤ x: The
slope is below1, so the sine graph stays below the45� line.

EXAMPLE 3 If f 1.c/D 0 at all points in an interval thenf .x/ is constant.

Proof Whenf 1 is everywhere zero, the theorem gives�f D 0: Every pair of points
hasf .b/D f .a/: The graph is a horizontal line. That deceptively simple case is a
key to the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus.

Most applications of�f D f 1.c/�x do not end up with a number. They end up
with another theorem (like this one). The goal is to connect derivatives (local) to
differences (global). But the next application—l’Hôpital’s Rule—manages to
produce a number out of0=0:

L’HÔPITAL’S RULE

Whenf .x/ andg.x/ both approach zero, what happens to their ratiof .x/=g.x/ ?

f .x/

g.x/
D
x2

x
or

sin x

x
or

x�sinx

1�cosx
all become

0

0
at xD 0:

Since0=0 is meaningless, we cannot work separately withf .x/ andg.x/: This is a
“ race toward zero,” in which two functions become small while their ratio might do
anything. The problem is to find the limit off .x/=g.x/:

One such limit is already studied.It is the derivative!�f=�x automatically builds
in a race toward zero, whose limit isdf=dx:

f .x/�f .a/Ñ 0
x � a Ñ 0

but lim
xÑa

f .x/�f .a/
x�a D f 1.a/: (5)

The idea of l’Hôpital is to usef 1=g1 to handlef=g: The derivative is the special case
g.x/D x�a, with g1 D 1: The Rule is followed by examples and proofs.

3P l’Hôpital’s Rule Supposef .x/ andg.x/ both approach zero asxÑ a:
Thenf .x/=g.x/ approaches the same limit asf 1.x/=g1.x/, if that second limit
exists:

lim
xÑa

f .x/

g.x/
D lim

xÑa

f 1.x/
g1.x/ : Normally this limit is

f 1.a/
g1.a/ : (6)
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Fig. 3.28 (a)
f .x/

g.x/
is exactly

f 1.a/
g1.a/ D 3: (b)

f .x/

g.x/
approaches

f 1.a/
g1.a/ D 3:

This is not the quotient rule! The derivatives off .x/ and g.x/ are taken
separately. Geometrically, l’Hôpital is saying thatwhen functions go to zero their
slopes control their size. An easy case isf D 6.x�a/ andgD 2.x�a/: The ratio
f=g is exactly6=2, the ratio of their slopes. Figure 3.28 shows these straight lines
dropping to zero, controlled by6 and2:

The next figure shows the same limit6=2, when the curves aretangentto the lines.
That picture is the key to l’Hôpital’s rule.

Generally the limit off=g can be a finite numberL or C8 or�8: (Also the limit
pointxD a can represent a finite number orC8 or�8:We keep it finite.) The one
absolute requirement is thatf .x/ andg.x/must separately approach zero—we insist
on0=0:Otherwise there is no reason why equation(6) should be true. Withf .x/D x
andg.x/D x�1, don’t use l’Hôpital:

f .x/

g.x/
Ñ a

a�1 but
f 1.x/
g1.x/ D

1

1
:

Ordinary ratios approachlim f .x/ divided by lim g.x/: l’Hôpital enters only for
0=0:

EXAMPLE 4 (an old friend) lim
xÑ0

1�cosx

x
equals lim

xÑ0

sinx

1
: This equals zero.

EXAMPLE 5
f

g
D

tan x

sinx
leads to

f 1
g1 D

sec2x

cosx
: At xD 0 the limit is

1

1
:

EXAMPLE 6
f

g
D
x�sinx

1�cosx
leads to

f 1
g1 D

1�cosx

sinx
: At xD 0 this is still

0

0
:

Solution Apply the Rule tof 1=g1: It has the same limit asf 2=g2:
if
f

g
Ñ 0

0
and

f 1
g1 Ñ 0

0
then compute

f 2.x/
g2.x/ D

sinx

cosx
Ñ 0

1
D 0:

The reason behind l’Hôpital’s Rule is that the following fractions are the
same:

f .x/

g.x/
D
f .x/�f .a/

x�a �

g.x/�g.a/
x�a : (7)

Thatis just algebra; the limit hasn’t happened yet. The factorsx�a cancel, and the
numbersf .a/ andg.a/ are zero by assumption. Now take the limit on the right side
of (7) asx approachesa:
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What normally happens is that one part approachesf 1 at xD a: The other part
approachesg1.a/:We hopeg1.a/ is not zero. In this case we can divide one limit by
the other limit. That gives the “normal” answer

lim
xÑa

f .x/

g.x/
D limit of (7) D

f 1.a/
g1.a/ : (8)

This is also l’Hôpital’s answer. Whenf 1.x/Ñ f 1.a/ and separatelyg1.x/Ñ g1.a/,
his overall limit isf 1.a/=g1.a/: He published this rule in the first textbook ever
written on differential calculus. (That was in1696—the limit was actually discovered
by his teacher Bernoulli.) Three hundred years later we apply his name to other cases
permitted in.6/;whenf 1=g1 might approach a limit even if the separate parts do not.

To prove this more general form of l’Hôpital’s Rule, we need a more general Mean
Value Theorem.I regard the discussion below as optional in a calculus course
(but required in a calculus book). The important idea already came in equation(8).

Remark The basic“ indeterminate” is 8�8. If f .x/ and g.x/ approach
infinity, anything is possible forf .x/�g.x/: We could havex2�x or x�x2 or
.xC2/�x: Their limits are8 and�8 and2:

At the next level are0=0 and8=8 and0 �8: To find the limit in these cases,
try l’Hôpital’s Rule. See Problem 24 whenf .x/=g.x/ approaches8=8: When
f .x/Ñ 0 andg.x/Ñ8, apply the0=0 rule tof .x/=.1=g.x//:

The next level has00 and 18 and80: Those come from limits off .x/g.x/:
If f .x/ approaches0;1; or 8 while g.x/ approaches0;8; or 0, we need more
information. A really curious example isx1= lnx , which shows all three possibilities
00 and18 and80: This function is actually a constant! It equalse:

To go back down a level, take logarithms. Theng.x/ lnf .x/ returns to0=0 and
0 �8 and l’Hôpital’s Rule. But logarithms ande have to wait for Chapter 6.

THE GENERALIZED MEAN VALUE THEOREM

The MVT can be extended totwo functions. The extension is due to Cauchy, who
cleared up the whole idea of limits. You will recognize the special casegD x as the
ordinary Mean Value Theorem.

3Q Generalized MVT If f .x/ and g.x/ are continuous onŒa;b� and
differentiable on.a;b/, there is a pointa  c  b where

Œf .b/�f .a/�g1.c/D Œg.b/�g.a/�f 1.c/: (9)

The proof comes by constructing a new function that hasF.a/DF.b/:

F.x/D Œf .b/�f .a/�g.x/� Œg.b/�g.a/�f .x/:
The ordinary Mean Value Theorem leads toF 1.c/D 0—which is equation(9).

Application 1 (Proof of l’Hôpital’s Rule) The rule deals withf .a/=g.a/D 0=0:
Inserting those zeros into equation(9) leavesf .b/g1.c/D g.b/f 1.c/: Therefore

f .b/

g.b/
D
f 1.c/
g1.c/ : (10)

As b approachesa, so doesc: The pointc is squeezed betweena andb: The limit of
equation(10)asbÑ a andcÑ a is l’Hôpital’s Rule.
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Application 2 (Error in linear approximation) Section 3.2 stated that the distance
between a curve and its tangent line grows like.x�a/2: Now we can prove this, and
find out more. Linear approximation is

f .x/D f .a/Cf 1.a/.x�a/C error e.x/: (11)

The pattern suggests an error involvingf 2.x/ and .x�a/2: The key example
f D x2 shows the need for a factor1

2
(to cancelf 2 D 2). The error in linear

approximation is

e.x/D 1
2
f 2.c/.x�a/2 with a  c  x: (12)

Key idea Compare the errore.x/ to .x�a/2: Both are zero atxD a:

eD f .x/�f .a/�f 1.a/.x�a/ e1D f 1.x/�f 1.a/ e2D f 2.x/
gD .x�a/2 g1D 2.x�a/ g2D 2

The Generalized Mean Value Theorem finds a pointC betweena and x where
e.x/=g.x/D e1.C /=g1.C /: This is equation(10) with different letters. After
checkinge1.a/D g1.a/D 0, apply the same theorem toe1.x/ andg1.x/: It produces
a pointc betweena andC—certainly betweena andx—where

e1.C /
g1.C / D

e2.c/
g2.c/ and therefore

e.x/

g.x/
D
e2.c/
g2.c/ :

With gD .x�a/2 and g2 D 2 and e2 D f 2, the equation on the right is
e.x/D 1

2
f 2.c/.x�a/2: The error formula is proved. A very good approximation is

1
2
f 2.c/.x�a/2:

EXAMPLE 7 f .x/D
?
x nearaD 100:

?
102� 10C

�

1

20

�

2C
1

2

� �1
4000

�

22:

That last term predictseD�:0005: The actual error is
?
102�10:1D�:000496:

3.8 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

The Mean Value Theorem equates the average slope�f=�x

over an a Œa;b� to the slopedf=dx at an unknown b .
The statement is c . It requiresf .x/ to be d on the

e interval Œa;b�, with a f on the open interval.a;b/:
Rolle’s theorem is the special case whenf .a/Df .b/D 0, and the
point c satisfies g . The proof choosesc asthe point wheref
reaches its h .

Consequences of the Mean Value Theorem include:
If f 1.x/D 0 everywhere in an interval thenf .x/D i .
The prediction f .x/D f .a/C j .x�a/ is exact for some
c between a and x: The quadratic predictionf .x/D f .a/C

f 1.a/.x�a/C k .x�a/2 is exact for anotherc: The
error in f .a/Cf 1.a/.x�a/ is less than1

2M.x�a/2 whereM
is the maximum of l .

A chief consequence is l’Hôpital’s Rule, which applies when
f .x/ and g.x/Ñ m as xÑa: In that case the limit of

f .x/=g.x/ equals the limit of n , provided this limit exists.
Normally this limit is f 1.a/=g1.a/: If this is also0=0, go on to
the limit of o .

Find all points 0  c  2 wheref .2/�f .0/D f 1.c/.2�0/.
1 f .x/D x3

3 f .x/D tan2�x

5 f .x/D .x�1/10

2 f .x/D sin�x

4 f .x/D 1CxCx2

6 f .x/D .x�1/9
In 7–10 show that no pointc yieldsf .1/�f .�1/D f 1.c/.2/: Ex-
plain why the Mean Value Theorem fails to apply.

7 f .x/D |x� 1
2 | 8 f .x/D unit step function

9 f .x/D |x|1=2 10 f .x/D 1=x2
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11 Show that sec2x and tan2x have the same derivative, and draw
a conclusion aboutf .x/D sec2x� tan2x:

12 Show that csc2x and cot2x have the same derivative and
find f .x/D csc2x�cot2x:

Evaluate the limits in 13–22 by l’Hôpital’s Rule.

13 lim
xÑ3

x2�9
x�3 14 lim

xÑ3

x2�9
xC3

15 lim
xÑ0

.1Cx/�2�1
x

17 lim
xÑ�

x��
sinx

19 lim
xÑ0

.1Cx/n�1
x

21 lim
xÑ0

sinx� tanx

x3

16 lim
xÑ0

?
1�cosx

x

18 lim
xÑ1

x�1
sinx

20 lim
xÑ0

.1Cx/n�1�nx
x2

22 lim
xÑ0

?
1Cx�?1�x

x

23 For f D x2�4 and gD xC2, the ratiof 1=g1 approaches4
asxÑ 2: What is the limit off .x/=g.x/? What goes wrong in
l’Hôpital’s Rule ?

24 l’Hôpital’s Rule still holds for f .x/=g.x/Ñ8=8: L is

lim
f .x/

g.x/
D lim

1=g.x/

1=f .x/
D lim

g1.x/=g2.x/

f 1.x/=f 2.x/
DL2 lim

g1.x/
f 1.x/ :

Then L equals limŒf 1.x/=g1.x/� if this limit exists. Where did
we use the rule for0=0 ? What other limit rule was used ?

25 Compute lim
xÑ0

1C.1=x/

1�.1=x/ : 26 Compute lim
xÑ8 x2 Cx

2x2
:

27 Compute lim
xÑ8 xCcosx

xCsinx
by common sense. Show that

l’Hôpital gives no answer.

28 Compute lim
xÑ8 cscx

cotx
by common sense or trickery.

29 The Mean Value Theorem applied tof .x/D x3 guarantees that
some numberc between1 and4 has a certain property. Say what the
property is and findc:

30 If |df=dx|¤ 1 at all points, prove this fact:|f .x/�f .y/|¤ 1 at allx andy:

31 The error in Newton’s method is squared at each step:|xnC1�x�|¤M |xn�x�|2: The proof starts from0D f .x�/D

f .xn/Cf
1.xn/.x

��xn/C
1
2f

2.c/.x��xn/
2: Divide by

f 1.xn/, recognizexnC1, and estimateM:

32 (Rolle’s theorem backward) Supposef 1.c/D 0: Are there
necessarily two points aroundc wheref .a/D f .b/?

33 Supposef .0/D 0: If f .x/=x has a limit asxÑ 0, that limit is
better known to us as : L’Hôpital’s Rule looks instead at the
limit of :

Conclusion from l’Hôpital: The limit off 1.x/, if it exists, agrees
with f 1.0/: Thusf 1.x/ cannot have a “removable :”

34 It is possible that f 1.x/=g1.x/ has no limit but
f .x/=g.x/ÑL: This is why l’Hôpital included an “if.”

(a) Find L as xÑ 0 when f .x/D x2 cos.1=x/ and
g.x/D x: Remember that cosines are below1:

(b) From the formulaf 1.x/D sin.1=x/C2x cos.1=x/ show
thatf 1=g1 has no limit asxÑ 0:

35 Stein’s calculus book asks for the limiting ratio of
f .x/D triangular areaABC to g.x/D curved areaABC:
(a) Guess the limit off=g as the anglex goes to zero.
(b) Explain why f .x/ is 1

2 .sinx�sinx cosx/ and g.x/ is
1
2 .x�sinx cosx/: (c) Compute the true limit off .x/=g.x/:

36 If you drive 3;000 miles from New York to L.A. in 100
hours (sleeping and eating and going backwards are allowed)
then at some moment your speed is :

37 AsxÑ8 l’Hôpital’s Rule still applies. The limit off .x/=g.x/
equals the limit off 1.x/=g1.x/, if that limit exists. What is the limit
as the graphs become parallel in Figure B ?

38 Prove thatf .x/ is increasing when its slope is positive:If
f 1.c/¡ 0 at all points c, thenf .b/¡f .a/ at all pairs of points
b¡a.



CHAPTER 4

Derivatives by the Chain Rule

4.1 The Chain Rule

You remember that the derivative off .x/g.x/ is not .df=dx/.dg=dx/: The
derivative ofsinx timesx2 is notcosx times2x: The product rule gave two terms,
not one term. But there is another way of combining the sine functionf and the
squaring functiong into a single function. The derivative of that new function does
involve the cosine times2x (but with a certain twist). We will first explain the new
function, and then find the “chain rule” for its derivative.

May I say here that the chain rule is important. It is easy to learn, and you will
use it often. I see it as the third basic way to find derivatives of new functions from
derivatives of old functions. (So far the old functions arexn, sinx, andcosx: Still
ahead areex andlog x:) Whenf andg are added and multiplied, derivatives come
from thesum ruleandproduct rule. This section combinesf andg in a third way.

The new function issin.x2/—the sine ofx2. It is created out of the two original
functions: ifxD 3 thenx2 D 9 andsin.x2/D sin9: There is a “chain” of functions,
combiningsinx andx2 into the composite functionsin.x2/: You start withx, then
findg.x/, then findf .g.x//:

The squaring function givesyD x2: This is g.x/:
The sine function produceszD sinyD sin.x2/: This isf .g.x//:

The “inside function” g.x/ givesy: This is the input to the“outside function”
f .y/: That is calledcomposition. It starts withx and ends withz: The composite
function is sometimes writtenf �g (the circle shows the difference from an ordinary
productfg). More often you will seef .g.x//:

z.x/D f �g .x/D f .g.x//: (1)

Other examples arecos2x and.2x/3, with gD 2x: On a calculator you inputx,
then push the “g” button, then push the “f ” button:

From x computeyD g.x/ From y computezD f .y/.

There is not a button for every function! But the squaring function and sine function
are on most calculators, and they are usedin that order. Figure 4.1a shows how
squaring will stretch and squeeze the sine function.

204
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That graph ofsinx2 is a crazy FM signal (the Frequency is Modulated). The wave
goes up and down likesinx, but not at the same places. Changing tosing.x/moves
the peaks left and right. Compare with a productg.x/sinx, which is an AM signal
(the Amplitude is Modulated).

Remark f .g.x// is usually different fromg.f .x//: The order off and g is
usually important. Forf .x/D sinx andg.x/D x2, the chain in the opposite order
g.f .x// gives something different:

First apply the sine function:yD sinx
Then apply the squaring function:zD .sinx/2:

That result is often writtensin2x, to save on parentheses. It is never writtensinx2,
which is totally different. Compare them in Figure 4.1.

Fig. 4.1 f .g.x// is different fromg.f .x//: Apply g thenf , or f theng:

EXAMPLE 1 The composite functionf �g can be deceptive. Ifg.x/D x3 and
f .y/D y4, how doesf .g.x// differ from the ordinary productf .x/g.x/? The
ordinary product isx7: The chain starts withyD x3, and thenzD y4 D x12: The
composition ofx3 andy4 givesf .g.x//D x12:

EXAMPLE 2 In Newton’s method,F.x/ is composed with itself. This is
iteration. Every outputxn is fed back as input, to findxnC1 DF.xn/: The example
F.x/D 1

2
xC4 hasF.F.x//D 1

2

�

1
2
xC4

�

C4: That produceszD 1
4
xC6:

The derivative ofF.x/ is 1
2
: Thederivative ofzDF.F.x// is 1

4
, which is 1

2
times

1
2
:Wemultiply derivatives. This is a special case of the chain rule.

An extremely special case isf .x/D x andg.x/D x: The ordinary product isx2:
The chainf .g.x// produces onlyx! The output from the “identity function” is
g.x/D x:� When the second identity function operates onx it producesx again.
The derivative is1 times1: I can give more composite functions in a table:

yD g.x/ zD f .y/ zD f .g.x//

x2�1 ?
y

?
x2�1

cosx y3 .cosx/3

2x 2y 22x

xC5 y�5 x

�A calculator has no button for the identity function. It wouldn’t do anything.
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The last one adds5 to get y: Then it subtracts5 to reachz: So zD x: Here output
equals input:f .g.x//D x: These “inverse functions” are in Section4:3: The other
examples create new functionsz.x/ and we want their derivatives.

THE DERIVATIVE OF f .g.x//

What is the derivative ofzD sinx2?It is the limit of�z=�x: Therefore we look at a
nearby pointxC�x: That change inx produces a change inyD x2—which moves
toyC�yD .xC�x/2: From this change iny, there is a change inzD f .y/: It is a
“domino effect,” in which each changed input yields a changed output:�x produces
�y produces�z: We have to connect the final�z to the original�x:

The key is to write�z=�x as�z=�y times�y=�x. Then let�x approach
zero. In the limit,dz=dx is given by the “chain rule”:

�z

�x
D
�z

�y

�y

�x
becomes the chain rule

dz

dx
D
dz

dy

dy

dx
: (2)

As�x goes to zero, the ratio�y=�x approachesdy=dx: Therefore�y must be
going to zero, and�z=�y approachesdz=dy: The limit of a product is the product
of the separate limits (end of quick proof).We multiply derivatives:

4A Chain Rule Supposeg.x/ hasa derivative atx andf .y/ has a derivative
atyD g.x/: Then the derivative ofzD f .g.x// is

dz

dx
D
dz

dy

dy

dx
D f 1.g.x//g1.x/: (3)

The slope atx is df=dy (aty) timesdg=dx (atx).

Caution The chain rule doesnot say that the derivative ofsinx2 is .cosx/.2x/:
True, cosy is the derivative ofsiny: The point is thatcosy must be evaluated aty
(not atx). We do not wantdf=dx atx, we wantdf=dy atyD x2:

The derivative ofsinx2 is .cosx2/ times.2x/: (4)

EXAMPLE 3 If zD .sinx/2 thendz=dxD .2sinx/.cosx/: HereyD sinx is inside.

In this order,zD y2 leads todz=dyD 2y: It does not lead to2x: The inside
functionsinx producesdy=dxD cosx: The answer is2y cosx: We have not yet
found the function whose derivative is2x cosx:

EXAMPLE 4 The derivative ofzD sin3x is
dz

dx
D
dz

dy

dy

dx
D 3 cos3x:

Fig. 4.2 The chain rule:
�z

�x
D
�z

�y

�y

�x
approaches

dz

dx
D
dz

dy

dy

dx
:
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The outside function iszD siny: The inside function isyD 3x: Then dz=dyD
cosy—this is cos3x, not cosx: Remember the other factordy=dxD 3:

I can explain that factor3; especially if x is switched tot: The distance is
zD sin3t: That oscillates likesin t exceptthree times as fast. The speeded-up
function sin3t completes a wave at time2�=3 (instead of2�). Naturally the
velocity contains the extra factor3 from the chain rule.

EXAMPLE 5 Let zD f .y/D yn: Find the derivative off .g.x//D Œg.x/�n:

In this casedz=dy is nyn�1: The chain rule multiplies bydy=dx:

dz

dx
D nyn�1 dy

dx
or

d

dx
Œg.x/�n D nŒg.x/�n�1dg

dx
: (5)

This is thepower rule! It was already discovered in Section2:5: Square roots (when
nD 1=2) are frequent and important. SupposeyD x2�1:

d

dx

a
x2�1D

1

2
.x2�1/�1=2.2x/D

x?
x2�1: (6)

Question A Buick uses1=20 of a gallon of gas per mile. You drive at60 miles per
hour. How many gallons per hour?
Answer .Gallons=hour/D .gallons=mile/.miles=hour/: The chain rule is
.dy=dt/D .dy=dx/.dx=dt/: The answer is.1=20/.60/D 3 gallons=hour:

Proof of the chain rule The discussion above was correctly based on

�z

�x
D
�z

�y

�y

�x
and

dz

dx
D
dz

dy

dy

dx
: (7)

It was here, over the chain rule, that the “battle of notation” was won by Leibniz.
His notation practically tells you what to do: Take the limit of each term. (I have to
mention that when�x is approaching zero, it is theoretically possible that�y might
hit zero. If that happens,�z=�y becomes0=0: We have to assign it the correct
meaning, which isdz=dy:) As�xÑ 0,

�y

�x
Ñ g1.x/ and

�z

�y
Ñ f 1.y/D f 1.g.x//:

Then�z=�x approachesf 1.y/ timesg1.x/, which is the chain rule.dz=dy/.dy=dx/:
In the table below, the derivative of.sinx/3 is 3.sinx/2 cosx: That extra factor
cosx is easy to forget. It is even easier to forget the�1 in the last example.

zD .x3 C1/5 dz=dxD 5.x3 C1/4 times3x2

zD .sinx/3 dz=dxD 3sin2x times cosx

zD .1�x/2 dz=dxD 2.1�x/ times�1
Important All kinds of letters are used for the chain rule. We named the outputz:
Very often it is calledy, and the inside function is calledu:

The derivative ofyD sinu.x/ is
dy

dx
D cosu

du

dx
:

Examples withdu=dx are extremely common. I have to ask you to accept whatever
letters may come. What never changes is the key idea—derivative of outside function
times derivative of inside function.
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EXAMPLE 6 The chain rule is barely needed forsin.x�1/: Strictly speaking the
inside function isuD x�1: Thendu=dx is just1 (not�1). If yD sin.x�1/ then
dy=dxD cos.x�1/: The graph is shifted and the slope shifts too.

Notice especially: The cosine is computed atx�1 and not at the unshiftedx:

RECOGNIZING f .y/ AND g.x/

A big part of the chain rule isrecognizing the chain. The table started with.x3 C1/5:
You look at it for a second. Then you see it asu5: The inside function isuD x3 C1:
With practice this decomposition (the opposite of composition) gets easy:

cos.2xC1/ is cosu
?
1Csin t is

?
u x sin x is : : : (product rule!)

In calculations, the careful way is to write down all the functions:

zD cosu uD 2xC1 dz=dxD .�sinu/.2/D�2sin.2xC1/:

The quick way is to keep in your mind “the derivative of what’s inside.” The
slope ofcos.2xC1/ is�sin.2xC1/, times2 from the chain rule. The derivative
of 2xC1 is remembered—withoutz or u or f or g:

EXAMPLE 7 sin
?
1�x is a chain ofzD siny; yD

?
u;uD 1�x (three functions).

With that triple chain you will have the hang of the chain rule:

The derivative ofsin
?
1�x is .cos

?
1�x/� 1

2
?
1�x�.�1/:

This is.dz=dy/.dy=du/.du=dx/: Evaluate them at the right placesy;u;x:
Finally there is the question ofsecond derivatives. The chain rule givesdz=dx as

a product, sod2z=dx2 needs the product rule:

dz

dx
D
dz

dy

dy

dx
leads to

d2z

dx2
D
dz

dy

d2y

dx2
C
d

dx

�

dz

dy

�

dy

dx
: (8)

u v u v1 C u1 v

That last term needs the chain rule again. It becomesd2z=dy2 times.dy=dx/2:

EXAMPLE 8 The derivative ofsinx2 is 2x cosx2: Then the product rule gives
d2z=dx2 D 2 cosx2�4x2 sinx2: In this casey2 D 2 and.y 1/2 D 4x2:

4.1 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

zD f .g.x// comes fromzD f .y/ andyD a . At xD 2, the
chain .x2�1/3 equals b . Its inside function isyD c , its
outside function iszD d . Thendz=dx equals e . The first
factor is evaluated atyD f (not atyD x). For zD sin.x4�1/
the derivative is g . The triple chainzD cos.xC1/2 has a shift
and a h and a cosine. Thendz=dxD i .

Theproof of the chain rule begins with�z=�xD( j )( k )
and ends with l . Changing letters,yD cosu.x/ hasdy=dxD

m : The power rule for yD Œu.x/�n is the chain rule
dy=dxD n . The slope of5g.x/ is o and the slope of
g.5x/ is p . Whenf D cosine andgD sine andxD 0, the
numbersf .g.x// andg.f .x// andf .x/g.x/ are q .

In 1–10 identifyf .y/ and g.x/: From their derivatives find
dz

dx
:

1 zD .x2�3/3 2 zD .x3�3/2
3 zD cos.x3/ 4 zD tan 2x
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5 zD
?

sinx

7 zD tan.1=x/C1= tanx

9 zD cos.x2 CxC1/

6 zD sin
?
x

8 zD sin.cosx/

10 zD
?
x2

In 11–16 write downdz=dx: Don’t write down f and g:

11 zD sin.17x/

13 zD cos.cosx/

15 zD x2 sinx

12 zD tan.xC1/

14 zD .x2/3=2

16 zD .9xC4/3=2

Problems 17–22 involve three functionsz.y/; y.u/; and u.x/:
Find dz=dx from .dz=dy/.dy=du/.du=dx/.

17 zD sin
?
xC1

19 zD
?
1Csinx

21 zD sin.1=sinx/

18 zD
a

sin.xC1/

20 zD sin.
?
xC1/

22 zD .sin x2/2

In 23–26 finddz=dx by the chain rule and also by rewriting z:

23 zD ..x2/2/2

25 zD .xC1/2 Csin.xC�/

24 zD .3x/3

26 zD
a
1�cos2x

27 If f .x/D x2 C1 what is f .f .x//? If U.x/ is the unit step
function (from 0 to 1 at xD 0) draw the graphs of sinU.x/
andU.sinx/: If R.x/ is the ramp function 1

2 .xC |x|/, draw the
graphs ofR.x/ andR.sinx/:

28 (Recommended) Ifg.x/D x3 find f .y/ so thatf .g.x//D
x3 C1: Then find h.y/ so thath.g.x//D x: Then find k.y/ so
thatk.g.x//D 1:

29 If f .y/D y�2 find g.x/ so thatf .g.x//D x: Then findh.x/
so thatf .h.x//D x2: Then findk.x/ so thatf .k.x//D 1:

30 Find two different pairsf .y/; g.x/ so thatf .g.x//D
a
1�x2:

31 The derivative off .f .x// is . Is it .df =dx/2? Test
your formula onf .x/D l=x:

32 If f .3/D 3 and g.3/D 5 andf 1.3/D 2 andg1.3/D 4, find the
derivative atxD 3 if possible for

(a) f .x/g.x/ (b) f .g.x// (c) g.f .x// (d) f .f .x//

33 ForF.x/D 1
2xC8, show how iteration givesF.F.x//D 1

4xC

12: Find F.F.F.x///—also calledF .3/.x/: The derivative of
F .4/.x/ is .

34 In Problem33 the limit of F .n/.x/ is a constantC D :

From any start (tryxD 0) the iterationsxnC1 DF.xn/ converge to
C:

35 Supposeg.x/D 3xC1 andf .y/D 1
3 .y�1/:Thenf .g.x//D

andg.f .y//D : These areinverse functions.

36 Supposeg.x/ is continuous atxD 4, say g.4/D 7: Suppose
f .y/ is continuous atyD 7, say f .7/D 9: Then f .g.x// is
continuous atxD 4 andf .g.4//D 9:

Proof " is given. Because is continuous, there is aı

such that |f .g.x//�9|  " whenever |g.x/�7|  ı: Then be-
cause is continuous, there is a� such that |g.x/�7|  ı
whenever|x�4|  �: Conclusion:If |x�4|  � then . This
shows thatf .g.x// approachesf .g.4//:

37 Only six functions can be constructed by compositions (in any
sequence) ofg.x/D 1�x andf .x/D 1=x: Starting withg andf ,
find the other four.

38 If g.x/D 1�x theng.g.x//D 1�.1�x/D x: If g.x/D 1=x

theng.g.x//D 1=.1=x/D x: Draw graphs of thoseg’s and explain
from the graphs whyg.g.x//D x: Find two moreg’s with this spe-
cial property.

39 Construct functions so thatf .g.x// is always zero, butf .y/ is
not always zero.

40 True or false

(a) If f .x/D f .�x/ thenf 1.x/D f 1.�x/:
(b) The derivative of the identity function is zero.

(c) The derivative off .1=x/ is�1=.f .x//2:
(d) The derivative off .1Cx/ is f 1.1Cx/:

(e) The second derivative off .g.x// is f 2.g.x//g2.x/:
41 On the same graph draw the parabolayD x2 and the curve
zD siny (keepy upwards, withx andz across). Starting atxD 3

find your way tozD sin9:

42 On the same graph drawyD sinx and zD y2 (y upwards for
both). Starting atxD�=4 find zD .sinx/2 on the graph.

43 Find the second derivative of

(a) sin.x2 C1/ (b)
a
x2�1 (c) cos

?
x

44 Explain why
d

dx

 

dz

dy

!

D

 

d2z

dy2

! 

dy

dx

!

in equation (8).

Check this whenzD y2;yD x3:

Final practice with the chain rule and other rules (and other
letters!): Find the x or t derivative of z or y:

45 zD f .u.t// 46 zDu3;uD x3

47 yD sinu.x/cosu.x/ 48 yD
a
u.t/

49 yD x2u.x/ 50 yD f .x2/D .f .x//2

51 zD
?
1�u;uD

?
1�x 52 zD 1=un.t/

53 zD f .u/;uD v2;vD
?
t 54 yDu;uD x;xD 1=t

55 If f D x4 andgD x3 then f 1 D 4x3 andg1 D 3x2: The chain
rule multiplies derivatives to get12x5: But f .g.x//D x12 and its
derivative is not12x5: Where is the flaw?

56 The derivative ofyD sin.sinx/ is dy=dxD

cos.cosx/ sin.cosx/cosx cos.sinx/cosx cos.cosx/cosx:

57 (a) A book has400 words per page. There are9 pages per sec-
tion. So there are words per section.
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(b) You read200 words per minute. So you read pages
per minute. How many minutes per section?

58 (a) You walk in a train at3 miles per hour. The train moves at
50 miles per hour. Your ground speed is miles per hour.

(b) You walk in a train at3 miles per hour. The train is shown
on TV (1 mile trainD 20 inches on TV screen). Your speed
across the screen is inches per hour.

59 Coke costs1=3 dollar per bottle. The buyer gets bottles
per dollar. If dy=dxD 1=3 thendx=dy= .

60 (Computer) GraphF.x/D sin x and G.x/D sin.sinx/—not
much difference. Do the same forF 1.x/ and G1.x/: Then plot
F 2.x/ andG2.x/ to see where the difference shows up.
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4.2 Implicit Differentiation and Related Rates

We start with the equationsxyD 2 and y5 CxyD 3: As x changes, thesey’s will
change—to keep.x;y/ on the curve.We want to knowdy=dx at a typical point.
ForxyD 2 that is no trouble, but the slope ofy5 CxyD 3 requires a new idea.

In the first case, solve foryD 2=x and take its derivative:dy=dxD�2=x2: The
curve is a hyperbola. AtxD 2 the slope is�2=4D�1=2:

The problem withy5 CxyD 3 is that it can’t be solved fory: Galois proved that
there is no solution formula for fifth-degree equations.� The function y.x/ cannot
be given explicitly. All we have is theimplicit definition of y, as a solution to
y5 CxyD 3: The pointxD 2, yD 1 satisfies the equation and lies on the curve,
but how to finddy=dx?

This section answers that question. It is a situation that often occurs. Equations like
sinyCsinxD 1 or y sinyD x (maybe evensinyD x) are difficult or impossible
to solve directly fory: Nevertheless we can finddy=dx at any point.

The way out isimplicit differentiation. Work with the equation as it stands.Find
the x derivative of every term iny5 CxyD 3. That includes the constant term3;
whose derivative is zero.

EXAMPLE 1 The power rule fory5 andthe product rule forxy yield

5y4 dy

dx
Cx

dy

dx
CyD 0: (1)

Now substitute the typical pointxD 2 andyD 1, and solve fordy=dx:

5
dy

dx
C2

dy

dx
C1D 0 produces

dy

dx
D�1

7
: (2)

This is implicit differentiation(ID), and you see the idea: Includedy=dx from the
chain rule, even ify is not known explicitly as a function ofx:

EXAMPLE 2 sinyCsinxD 1 leads tocosy
dy

dx
CcosxD 0

EXAMPLE 3 y sinyD x leads toy cosy
dy

dx
D siny

dy

dx
D 1

Knowing the slope makes it easier to draw the curve. We still need points.x;y/
that satisfy the equation. Sometimes we can solve forx: Dividing y5 CxyD 3 by y
givesxD 3=y�y4: Now the derivative (thex derivative!) is

1D

�� 3

y2
�4y3

�

dy

dx
D�7dy

dx
atyD 1: (3)

Againdy=dxD�1=7: All these examples confirm the main point of the section:

4B (Implicit differentiation) An equationF.x;y/D 0 can be differentiated
directly by the chain rule, without solving fory in terms ofx:

The examplexyD 2, done implicitly, givesxdy=dxCyD 0: The slopedy=dx is�y=x: That agrees with the explicit slope�2=x2:
ID is explained better by examples than theory (maybe everything is). The essential

theory can be boiled down to one idea: “Go ahead and differentiate.”

�That was before he went to the famous duel, and met his end. Fourth-degree equations do
have a solution formula, but it is practically never used.
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EXAMPLE 4 Find the tangent direction to the circlex2 Cy2 D 25:

We can solve foryD�?25�x2, or operate directly onx2 Cy2 D 25:

2xC2y
dy

dx
D 0 or

dy

dx
D�x

y
: (4)

Compare with the radius, which has slopey=x: The radius goes acrossx
and upy: The tangent goes across�y and upx: The slopes multiply to give
.�x=y/.y=x/D�1:

To emphasize implicit differentiation, go on to thesecond derivative. The top of
the circle is concave down, sod2y=dx2 is negative. Use the quotient rule on�x=y:

dy

dx
D�x

y
so

d2y

dx2
D�ydx=dx�xdy=dx

y2
D�yC.x2=y/

y2
D�y2 Cx2

y3
: (5)

RELATED RATES

There is a group of problems that has never found a perfect place incalculus. They
seem to fit here—as applications of the chain rule. The problem is to compute
df=dt , but the odd thing is thatwe are given another derivativedg=dt: To find
df=dt , we need a relation betweenf andg:

The chain rule isdf=dt D .df=dg/.dg=dt/: Here the variable ist because that
is typical in applications. From the rate of change ofg we find the rate of change of
f: This is the problem ofrelated rates, and examples will make the point.

EXAMPLE 5 The radius of a circle is growing bydr=dt D 7: How fast is the
circumference growing? Remember thatC D 2�r (this relatesC to r).

Solution
dC

dt
D
dC

dr

dr

dt
D .2�/.7/D 14�:

That is pretty basic, but its implications are amazing. Suppose you want to put a rope
around the earth that any7-footer can walk under. If the distance is24;000 miles,
what is the additional length of the rope? Answer: Only14� feet.

More realistically, if two lanes on a circular track are separated by5 feet, how much
head start should the outside runner get? Only10� feet. If your speed around a turn
is 55 and the car in the next lane goes56; who wins? See Problem14:

Examples6–8 are from the1988 Advanced Placement Exams(copyright1989
by the College Entrance Examination Board). Their questions are carefully prepared.

Fig. 4.3 Rectangle for Example 6, shadow for Example 7, balloon for Example 8.

EXAMPLE 6 The sides of the rectangle increase in such a way thatdz=dt D 1
anddx=dt D 3dy=dt: At the instant whenxD 4 andyD 3, what is the value of
dx=dt?
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Solution The key relation isx2 Cy2 D z2: Takeits derivative (implicitly):

2x
dx

dt
C2y

dy

dt
D 2z

dz

dt
produces 8

dx

dt
C6

dy

dt
D 10:

We used all information, includingzD 5, except fordx=dt D 3dy=dt: The term
6dy=dt equals2dx=dt , so we have10dx=dt D 10: Answer:dx=dt D 1:

EXAMPLE 7 A person2 meters tall walks directly away from a streetlight that is
8 meters above the ground. If the person’s shadow is lengthening at the rate of4=9
meters per second, at what rate in meters per second is the person walking?

Solution Draw a figure! You must relate the shadow lengths to the distancex
from the streetlight. The problem givesds=dt D 4=9 and asks fordx=dt :

By similar triangles
x

6
D
s

2
so

dx

dt
D
6

2

ds

dt
D .3/

�

4

9

�

D
4

3
:

Note This problem was hard. I drew three figures before catching on tox ands:
It is interesting thatwe never knewx or s or the angle.

EXAMPLE 8 An observer at pointA is watching balloonB as it rises from pointC:
(The figure is given.) The balloon is rising at a constant rate of3 meters per second
(this meansdy=dt D 3) and the observer is100meters from pointC:

(a) Find the rate of change inz at the instant whenyD 50: (They wantdz=dt .)

z2 D y2 C1002 ñ 2z
dz

dt
D 2y

dy

dt

zD
a
502 C1002 D 50

?
5ñ dz

dt
D
2 �50 �3
2 �50?5 D

3
?
5

5
:

(b) Find the rate of change in the area of right triangleBCAwhenyD 50:

AD
1

2
.100/.y/D 50y

dA

dt
D 50

dy

dt
D 50 �3D 150:

(c) Find the rate of change in� whenyD 50: (They wantd�=dt:)

yD 50ñ cos� D
100

50
?
5

D
2?
5

tan � D
y

100
ñ sec2�

d�

dt
D

1

100

dy

dt
ñ d�

dt
D

�

2?
5

�2
3

100
D

3

125

In all problems I first wrote down a relation from the figure: Then I took its
derivative:Then I substituted known information: (The substitution isafter taking
the derivative oftan� D y=100: If we substituteyD 50 too soon; the derivative of
50=100 is useless:)

“Candidates are advised to show their work in order to minimize the risk of not
receiving credit for it.”50% solved Example 6 and21% solved Example 7. From
12;000 candidates, the average on Example 8 (free response) was6:1 out of9:
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EXAMPLE 9 A is a lighthouse andBC is the shoreline (same figure as the balloon).
The light atA turns once a second.d�=dt D 2� radians=second/:How quickly does
the receiving pointB move up the shoreline?

Solution The figure showsyD 100 tan �: The speeddy=dt is 100sec2� d�=dt:
This is200� sec2� , soB speeds up assec� increases.

Paradox When � approaches a right angle,sec� approaches infinity. So does
dy=dt: B moves faster than light! This contradicts Einstein’s theory of relativity.
The paradox is resolved (I hope) in Problem18:

If you walk around a light atA, your shadow atB seems to go faster than light.
Same problem. This speed is impossible—something has been forgotten.

Smaller paradox(not destroying the theory of relativity). The figure showsyD z sin�:
Apparentlydy=dt D .dz=dt/sin�: This is totally wrong. Not only is it wrong, the
exact opposite is true:dz=dt D .dy=dt/sin�: If you can explain that (Problem15),
thenID and related rates hold no terrors.

4.2 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

For x3 Cy3 D 2 the derivative dy=dx comes from a
differentiation. We don’t have to solve for b . Term by term the
derivative is 3x2C c D 0: Solving for dy=dx gives d .
At xD yD 1 this slope e . The equation of the tangent line is
y�1D f .

A second example isy2 D x: The x derivative of this
equation is g . Thereforedy=dxD h :Replacingy by

?
x,

this isdy=dxD i :

In related rates, we are givendg=dt and we wantdf=dt:
We need a relation betweenf and j . If f Dg2, then
.df =dt/D k .dg=dt/: If f 2 Cg2 D 1, thendf=dt D l :

If the sides of a cube grow byds=dt D 2, then its volume grows
by dV=dt D m : To find a number (8 is wrong), you also need
to know n .

By implicit differentiation find dy=dx in 1�10.
1 yn Cxn D 1

3 .x�y/2 D 4

5 xDF.y/

7 x2yD y2x

9 xD tany

2 x2yCy2xD 1

4
?
xC

?
yD 3atxD 4

6 f .x/CF.y/D xy

8 xD siny

10 yn D xatxD 1

11 Show that the hyperbolasxyDC are perpendicular to the
hyperbolasx2�y2 DD: (Perpendicular means that the product of
slopes is�1:)
12 Show that the circles.x�2/2 Cy2 D 2 andx2 C.y�2/2 D 2

are tangent at the point.1;1/:

13 At 25 meters=second, does your car turn faster or slower
than a car traveling5 meters further out at26 meters=second?
Your radius is (a)50 meters (b)100 meters.

14 Equation (4) is2xC2y dy=dxD 0 (on a circle). Directly byID
reachd2y=dx2 in equation (5).

Problems 15–18 resolve the speed of light paradox in
Example 9.

15 (Small paradox first) The right triangle hasz2 D y2 C1002:

Take thet derivative to show thatz1 D y1 sin�:

16 (Even smaller paradox) AsB moves up the line, why isdy=dt
larger thandz=dt? Certainlyz is larger thany, But as� increases
they become :

17 (Faster than light) The derivative ofyD 100 tan � in
Example 9 isy1 D 100sec2� � 1 D 200�sec2�: Thereforey1 passes
c (the speed of light) when sec2� passes . Such a
speed is impossible—we forget that light takes time to reachB:

� increases by2�
in 1 second

t is arrival time
of light

� is different from2�t

18 (Explanation byID ) Light travels fromA to B in time z=c,
distance over speed. Its arrival time ist D �=2�Cz=c so
� 1=2� D 1�z1=c: Then z1 D y1 sin� and y1 D 100sec2� � 1 (all
these areID ) lead to

y1 D 200�c=.ccos2�C200� sin�/
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As� approaches�=2, this speed approaches .

Note: y1 still exceedsc for some negative angle. That is for
Einstein to explain. See the1985 College Math Journal, page 186,
and the1960 Scientific American, “Things that go faster than light.”

19 If a plane follows the curveyD f .x/, and its ground speed is
dx=dt D 500 mph, how fast is the plane going up? How fast is the
plane going?

20 Why can’t we differentiatexD 7 and reach1D 0?

Problems 21–29 are applications of related rates.

21 (Calculus classic) The bottom of a10-foot ladder is going
away from the wall atdx=dt D 2 feet per second. How fast is the
top going down the wall? Draw the right triangle to finddy=dt
when the heighty is (a)6 feet (b)5 feet (c) zero.

22 The top of the10-foot ladder can go faster than light. At what
heighty doesdy=dt D�c?
23 How fast does the level of a Coke go down if you
drink a cubic inch a second? The cup is a cylinder of radius
2 inches—first write down the volume.

24 A jet flies at 8 miles up and560 miles per hour. How fast
is it approaching you when (a) it is16 miles from you; (b) its
shadow is8 miles from you (the sun is overhead); (c) the plane
is 8 miles from you (exactly above)?

25 Starting from a3�4�5 right triangle, the short sides in-
crease by2 meters=second but the angle between them decreases
by 1 radian=second: How fast does the area increase or decrease?

26 A pass receiver is atxD 4, yD 8t: The ball thrown att D 3

is atxD c.t�3/;yD 10c.t�3/:

(a) Choosec so the ball meets the receiver.�(b) At that instant the distanceD between them is changing at
what rate?

27 A thief is 10 meters away (8 meters ahead of you,
across a street6 meters wide). The thief runs on that side at
7 meters=second, you run at9 meters=second. How fast are you
approaching if (a) you follow on your side; (b) you run toward the
thief; (c) you run away on your side?

28 A spherical raindrop evaporates at a rate equal to twice its
surface area. Finddr=dt:

29 Starting fromP DV D 5 and maintainingPV DT , finddV=dt
if dP=dt D 2 anddT=dt D 3:

30 (a) The crankshaftAB turns twice a second so
d�=dt D :

(b) Differentiate the cosine law62 D 32 Cx2�2.3x cos�) to
find the piston speeddx=dt when� D�=2 and� D�:

31 A camera turns atC to follow a rocket atR:

(a) Relatedz=dt to dy=dt whenyD 10:

(b) Related�=dt to dy=dt based onyD 10 tan�:

(c) Related2�=dt2 to d2y=dt2 anddy=dt:
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4.3 Inverse Functions and Their Derivatives

There is a remarkable special case of the chain rule. It occurs whenf .y/ andg.x/ are
“ inverse functions.” That idea is expressed by a very short and powerful equation:
f .g.x//D x:Here is what that means.

Inverse functions: Start with any input, sayxD 5: Compute yD g.x/, say
yD 3: Then computef .y/, and the answer must be5. What one function does,
the inverse function undoes. Ifg.5/D 3 thenf .3/D 5: The inverse functionf
takes the outputy back to the inputx.

EXAMPLE 1 g.x/D x�2 andf .y/D yC2 are inverse functions. Starting with
xD 5, the functiong subtracts2: That producesyD 3: Then the functionf adds2:
That brings backxD 5. To say it directly:The inverse ofyD x�2 is xD yC2.

EXAMPLE 2 yD g.x/D 5
9
.x�32/ and xD f .y/D 9

5
yC32 are inverse

functions (for temperature). Herex is degrees Fahrenheit andy is degrees Celsius.
From xD 32 (freezing in Fahrenheit) you findyD 0 (freezing in Celsius). The
inverse function takesyD 0 back to xD 32: Figure 4.4 shows howxD 50�F
matchesyD 10�C.

Notice that5
9
.x�32/ subtracts32 first. The inverse9

5
yC32 adds32 last. In the

same wayg multiplies last by5
9

while f multiplies first by9
5
:

Fig. 4.4 �F to �C to �F. Alwaysg�1.g.x//Dx andg.g�1 D .y//D y: If f Dg�1 then
gD f �1:

The inverse function is writtenf D g�1 and pronounced“g inverse.”It is not
1=g.x/:

If the demandy is afunction of the pricex, then the price is a function of the demand.
Those are inverse functions.Their derivatives obey a fundamental rule: dy=dx
timesdx=dy equals1. In Example 2,dy=dx is 5=9 anddx=dy is 9=5:

There is another important point. Whenf and g are applied in theopposite
order, they still come back to the start. Firstf adds2, theng subtracts2: The chain
g.f .y//D .yC2/�2 brings backy: If f is the inverse ofg theng is the inverse
of f . The relation is completely symmetric, and so is the definition:

Inverse function: If yD g.x/ thenxD g�1.y/: If xD g�1.y/ thenyD g.x/:

The loop in the figure goes fromx to y to x: The compositiong�1.g.x// is the
“identity function.” Instead of a new pointz it returns to the originalx: This will
make the chain rule particularly easy—leading to.dy=dx/.dx=dy/D 1:

EXAMPLE 3 yD g.x/D
?
x andxD f .y/D y2 are inverse functions.

Starting fromxD 9 we findyD 3: The inverse gives32 D 9: The square of
?
x is

f .g.x//D x: In the opposite direction, the square root ofy2 is g.f .y//D y:
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Caution That example does not allowx to be negative. The domain ofg—the set
of numbers with square roots—is restricted tox¥ 0: This matches the range of
g�1: The outputsy2 are nonnegative. Withdomain ofgD range ofg�1, the
equationxD .

?
x/2 is possible and true. The nonnegativex goes intog and comes

out ofg�1:

In this exampley is also nonnegative. You might think we could square anything,
buty must come back as the square root ofy2: Soy¥ 0:

To summarize:The domain of a function matches the range of its inverse. The
inputs tog�1 are the outputs fromg: The inputs tog are the outputs fromg�1:

If g.x/D y then solving that equation forx givesxD g�1.y/:

if yD 3x�6 thenxD 1
3
.yC6/ .this isg�1.y//

if yD x3 C1 thenxD 3
?
y�1 .this isg�1.y//

In practice that is howg�1 is computed:Solveg.x/D y: This is the reason inverses
are important. Every time we solve an equation we are computing a value ofg�1:

Not all equations have one solution.Not all functions have inverses. For
eachy, the equationg.x/D y is only allowed to produce onex: That solution is
xD g�1.y/: If there is a second solution, theng�1 will not be a function—because
a function cannot produce twox’s from the samey:

EXAMPLE 4 There is more than one solution tosinxD 1
2
: Many angles have the

same sine. On the interval0¤ x¤� , the inverse ofyD sinx is not a function.
Figure 4.5 shows how twox’s give the samey:

Preventx from passing�=2 and the sine has an inverse. WritexD sin�1y:

The functiong has no inverse if two pointsx1 andx2 giveg.x1/D g.x2/. Its
inverse would have to bring the samey back tox1 andx2: No function can do that;
g�1.y/ cannot equal bothxl andx2: There must be only onex for eachy:

To be invertible over an interval,g mustbe steadily increasing or steadily decreasing.

Fig. 4.5 Inverse exists (onex for eachy). No inverse function (twox’s for oney).

THE DERIVATIVE OF g�1

It is time for calculus. Forgive me for this very humble example.

EXAMPLE 5 (ordinary multiplication) The inverse ofyD g.x/D 3x is xD f .y/D 1
3
y:

This shows with special clarity the rule for derivatives:The slopesdy=dxD 3 and
dx=dyD 1

3
multiply to give1: This rule holds for all inverse functions, even if their

slopes are not constant. It is a crucial application of the chain rule to the derivative
of f .g.x//D x:
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4C (Derivative of inverse function) From f .g.x//D x the chain rule gives
f 1.g.x//g1.x/D 1:Writing yD g.x/ andxD f .y/, this rule looks better:

dx

dy

dy

dx
D 1 or

dx

dy
D

1

dy=dx
: (1)

The slope ofxD g�1.y/ times the slope ofyD g.x/ equals one.

This is the chain rule with a special feature. Sincef .g.x//D x, the derivative of
both sides is1: If we know g1 we now knowf 1: That rule will be tested on a
familiar example. In the next section it leads to totally new derivatives.

EXAMPLE 6 The inverse ofyD x3 is xD y1=3: We can finddx=dy two ways:

directlyW
dx

dy
D
1

3
y�2=3 indirectlyW

dx

dy
D

1

dy=dx
D

1

3x2
D

1

3y2=3
:

The equation.dx=dy/.dy=dx/D 1 is not ordinary algebra, but it is true. Those
derivatives are limits of fractions. The fractions are.�x=�y/.�y=�x/D 1 and
we let�xÑ 0:

Fig. 4.6 Graphs of inverse functions:xD 1
3y is the mirror image ofyD 3x:

Before going to new functions, I want to draw graphs. Figure 4.6 showsyD
?
x

andyD 3x:What is special is thatthe same graphs also show the inverse functions.
The inverse ofyD

?
x isxD y2: The pairxD 4;yD 2 is the same for both. That is

the whole point of inverse functions—if2D g.4/ then4D g�1(2). Notice that the
graphs go steadily up.

The only problem is, the graph ofxD g�1.y/ is on its side. To change the slope
from 3 to 1

3
, you would have to turn the figure. After that turn there is another

problem—the axes don’t point to the right and up. You also have to look in a mirror!
(The typesetter refused to print the letters backward. He thinks it’s crazy but it’s not.)
To keep the book in position, and the typesetter in position, we need a better idea.

The graph ofxD 1
3
y comes fromturning the picture across the45� line. They

axis becomes horizontal andx goes upward. The point.2;6/ on the lineyD 3x goes
into the point.6;2/ on the linexD 1

3
y: The eyes see a reflection across the45� line

(Figure 4.6c). The mathematics sees the same pairsx andy: The special properties
of g andg�1 allow us to know two functions—and draw two graphs—at the same
time.� The graph ofxD g�1.y/ is the mirror image of the graph ofyD g.x/.

� I have seen graphs withyD g.x/ and alsoyD g�1.x/: For me that is wrong: it has to be
xD g�1.y/: If yD sinx thenxD sin�1y:
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EXPONENTIALS AND LOGARITHMS

I would like to add two more examples of inverse functions, because they are so
important. Both examples involve theexponentialand thelogarithm. One is made
up of linear pieces that imitate2x; it appeared in Chapter1: The other is the true
function 2x , which is not yet defined—and it is not going to be defined here. The
functionsbx andlogb y are so overwhelmingly important that they deserve and will
get a whole chapter of the book (at least). But you have to see the graphs.

The slopes in the linear model are powers of2: So are the heightsy at the start
of each piece.The slopes1;2;4; : : : equal the heights1;2;4; : : : at those special
points.

The inverse is a discrete model for the logarithm (to base2). The logarithm of1
is 0, because20 D 1: The logarithm of2 is 1, because21 D 2: The logarithm of2j

is the exponentj: Thus the model gives the correctxD log2y at the breakpoints
yD 1;2;4;8; : : : : The slopes are1; 1

2
; 1

4
; 1

8
; : : : becausedx=dyD 1=.dy=dx/:

The model is good, but the real thing is better. The figure on the right shows the
true exponentialyD 2x: At xD 0;1;2; : : : the heightsy are the same as before. But
now the height atxD 1

2
is the number21=2, which is

?
2: The height atxD :10

is the tenth root21=10 D 1:07 : : :: The slope atxD 0 is no longer1—it is closer to
�y=�xD :07=:10: The exact slope is a numberc (near .7) that we are not
yet prepared to reveal.

The special property ofyD 2x is that the slope at all points iscy: The slope is
proportional to the function. The exponential solvesdy=dxD cy:

Now look at the inverse function—the logarithm. Its graph is the mirror image:

If yD 2x thenxD log2y: If 2
1=10� 1:07 then log2 1:07� 1=10:

What the exponential does, the logarithm undoes—and vice versa.The logarithm of
2x is the exponentx. Since the exponential starts with slopec, the logarithm must
start with slope1=c:Check that numerically. The logarithm of1:07 is near1=10: The
slope is near .10=:07: The beautiful property is thatdx=dyD 1=cy:

Fig. 4.7 Piecewise linear models and smooth curves:yD 2x and xD log2 y: BasebD 2:

I have to mention that calculus avoids logarithms to base2: The reason lies
in that mysterious numberc: It is the “natural logarithm” of2, which is .693147 : : :
—and who wants that? Also1=:693147 : : : enters the slope oflog2y: Then
.dx=dy/.dy=dx/D 1: The right choice is to use “natural logarithms” throughout.
In place of2, they are based on the special numbere:

yD ex is the inverse ofxD ln y: (2)
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The derivatives of those functions are sensational—they are saved for Chapter 6.
Together withxn andsinx andcosx, they are the backbone of calculus.

Note It is almost possible to go directly to Chapter6: The inverse functions
xD sin�1y andxD tan�1y can be done quickly. The reason for including integrals
first (Chapter5) is that they solve differential equations with no guesswork:

dy

dx
D y or

dx

dy
D
1

y
leads to

»
dxD

»
dy

y
or xD lnyCC:

Integrals have applications of all kinds, spread through the rest of the book. But do
not lose sight of2x andex : They solvedy=dxD cy—the key to applied calculus.

THE INVERSE OF A CHAIN h.g.x//

The functionsg.x/D x�2 andh.y/D 3y were easy to invert. Forg�1 we added2,
and forh�1 we divided by3:Now the question is: If we create the composite function
zD h.g.x//, or zD 3.x�2/, what is its inverse?

Virtually all known functions are created in this way, from chains of simpler
functions.The problem is to invert a chain using the inverse of each piece. The
answer is one of the fundamental rules of mathematics:

4D The inverse ofzD h.g.x// is a chain of inversesin the opposite order:

xD g�1.h�1.z//: (3)

h�1 is applied first becauseh was applied last:g�1.h�1.h.g.x////D x:

That last equation looks like a mess, but it holds the key. In the middle you see
h�1 andh: That part of the chain does nothing! The inverse functions cancel, to
leaveg�1.g.x//: But that isx. The whole chain collapses, wheng�1 andh�1 are
in the correct order—which is opposite to the order ofh.g.x//:

EXAMPLE 7 zD h.g.x//D 3.x�2/ and xD g�1.h�1.z//D 1
3
zC2:

First h�1 divides by3: Theng�1 adds2: The inverse ofh�g is g�1�h�1: It can
be found directly by solvingzD 3.x�2/. A chain of inverses is like writing in
prose—we do it without knowing it.

EXAMPLE 8 InvertzD
?
x�2 by writing z2 D x�2 and thenxD z2 C2:

The inverse adds2 and takes the square—but not in that order. That would give
.zC2/2, which is wrong. The correct order isz2 C2:

The domains and ranges are explained by Figure 4.8. We start withx¥ 2:
Subtracting2 givesy¥ 0: Taking the square root givesz¥ 0: Taking the square
brings backy¥ 0: Adding 2 brings backx¥ 2—which is in the original domain
of g:

Fig. 4.8 The chaing�1.h�1.h.g.x////D x is one-to-one at every step.
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EXAMPLE 9 Inverse matrices.AB/�1 DB�1A�1 (this linear algebra is optional).

Suppose a vectorx is multiplied by a square matrixB: yD g.x/DBx: The inverse
function multiplies by the inverse matrix: xD g�1.y/DB�1y: It is like
multiplication byB D 3 andB�1 D 1=3, except thatx andy are vectors.

Now suppose a second function multiplies by anothermatrixA: zD h.g.x//DABx:
The problem is to recoverx from z: The first step is to invertA, because that came
last: BxDA�1z: Then the second step multiplies byB�1 and brings back
xDB�1A�1z: The productB�1A�1 inverts the productAB. The rule for matrix
inverses is like the rule for function inverses—in fact it is a special case.

I had better not wander too far from calculus. The next section introduces the
inverses of the sine and cosine and tangent, and finds their derivatives. Remember
that the ultimate source is the chain rule.

4.3 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

The functions g.x/D x�4 and f .y/D yC4 are a
functions, becausef .g.x//D b . Also g.f .y//D c . The
notation is f Dg�1 and gD d . The composition e
is the identity function. By definitionxDg�1.y/ if and only
if yD f . When y is in the range ofg, it is in the g

of g�1: Similarly x is in the h of g when it is in the
i of g�1: If g has an inverse theng.x1/ j g.x2/

at any two points. The functiong must be steadily k
or steadily l .

The chain rule applied tof .g.x//D x gives .df =dy/( m )
D n . The slope ofg�1 times the slope ofg equals o .
More directly dx=dyD 1= p . For yD 2xC1 and xD
1
2 .y�1/, the slopes aredy=dxD q and dx=dyD r .
For yD x2 and xD s , the slopes aredy=dxD t and
dx=dyD u . Substitutingx2 for y givesdx=dyD v . Then
.dx=dy/.dy=dx/D w .

The graph of yDg.x/ is also the graph ofxD x , but
with x across andy up. For an ordinary graph ofg�1, take
the reflection in the line y . If .3;8/ is on the graph ofg,
then its mirror image ( z ) is on the graph ofg�1: Those
particular points satisfy8D 23 and3D A .

The inverse of the chainzD h.g.x// is the chainxD B .
If g.x/D 3x and h.y/D y3 then zD C . Its inverse is
xD D , which is the composition of E and F .

Solve equations 1–10 for x; to find the inverse function
xDg�1.y/: When more than onex gives the samey; write “no
inverse.”

1 yD 3x�6
3 yD x2�1
5 yD 1Cx�1

2 yDAxCB

4 yD x=.x�1/ [solvexy�yD x]

6 yD |x|

7 yD x3�1
9 yD sinx

8 yD 2xC |x|
10 yD x1=5 [draw graph]

11 Solving yD
1

x�a gives xy�ayD 1 or xD
1Cay

y
: Now

solve that equation fory:

12 Solving yD
xC1

x�1 gives xy�yD xC1 or xD
yC1

y�1 : Draw

the graph to see whyf andf �1 are the same. Computedy=dx
anddx=dy:

13 Supposef is increasing andf .2/D 3 andf .3/D 5: What can
you say aboutf �1.4/?

14 Supposef .2/D 3 andf .3/D 5 andf .5/D 5: What can you
say aboutf �1?

15 Supposef .2/D 3 and f .3/D 5 and f .5/D 0: How do you
know that there is no functionf �1?

16 Vertical line test: If no vertical line touches its graph twice
then f .x/ is a function (one y for each x). Horizontal line
test: If no horizontal line touches its graph twice thenf .x/ is
invertiblebecause .

17 If f .x/ and g.x/ are increasing, which two of these might
not be increasing?

f .x/Cg.x/ f .x/g.x/ f .g.x// f �1.x/ 1=f .x/

18 If yD 1=x then xD 1=y: If yD 1�x then xD 1�y: The
graphs are their own mirror images in the45� line. Construct two
more functions with this propertyf D f �1 or f .f .x//D x:

19 For which numbersm are these functions invertible?

(a) yDmxCb (b) yDmxCx3 (c) yDmxCsinx

20 From its graph show thatyD |x|Ccx is invertible if c¡ 1
and also if c �1: The inverse of a piecewise linear function
is piecewise .
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In 21–26 finddy=dx in terms of x and dx=dy in terms of y:

21 yD x5

23 yD x3�1
25 yD

x

x�1 22 yD 1=.x�1/
24 yD 1=x3

26 yD
axCb

cxCd

27 If dy=dxD 1=y thendx=dyD andxD :

28 If dx=dyD 1=y then dy=dxD (these functions are
yD ex and xD lny, soon to be honored properly).

29 The slopes off .x/D 1
3x

3 and g.x/D�1=x arex2 and1=x2:

Why isn’t f Dg�1? What isg�1? Show thatg1.g�1/1 D 1:

30 At the pointsx1, x2, x3 a piecewise constant function jumps
to y1, y2, y3: Draw its graph starting fromy.0/D 0:

The mirror image is piecewise constant with jumps at the
points to the heights . Why isn’t this the
inverse function?

In 31–38 draw the graph of yDg.x/: Separately draw its
mirror image xDg�1.y/:

31 yD 5x�10
33 yD 1=.xC1/

35 yD 10x

37 yD 2�x

32 yD cosx, 0¤x¤�
34 yD |x|�2x
36 yD

a
1�x2, 0¤ x¤ 1

38 yD 1=
a
1�x2, 0¤x  1

In 39–42 finddx=dy at the given point.

39 yD sinx atxD�=6

41 yD sinx2 atxD 3

40 yD tanx atxD�=4

42 yD x�sinx atxD 0

43 If y is a decreasing function ofx, then x is a
function ofy: Prove by graphs and by the chain rule.

44 If f .x/¡x for all x, show thatf �1.y/ y:
45 True or false, with example:

(a) If f .x/ is invertible so ish.x/D .f .x//2:

(b) If f .x/ is invertible so ish.x/D f .f .x//:

(c) f �1.y/ has a derivative at everyy:

In the ehains 46–51 write down g.x/ and f .y/ and their
inverses. Then findxDg�1.f �1.z//.

46 zD 5.x�4/
48 zD .6Cx/3

50 zD 1
2

�

1
2xC4

�

C4

47 zD .xm/n

49 zD 6Cx3

51 zD log.10x/

52 Solving f .x/D 0 is a large part of applied mathematics.
Express the solutionx� in terms off �1: x� D :

53 (a) Show by example thatd2x=dy2 is not1=.d2y=dx2/:

(b) If y is in meters andx is in seconds, thend2y=dx2 is in
andd2x=dy2 is in .

54 Newton’s method solvesf .x�/D 0 by applying a linear
approximation tof �1:

f �1.0/�f �1.y/C.df �1=dy/.0�y/:
ForyD f .x/ this is Newton’s equationx�� xC :

55 If the demand is1=.pC1/2 when the price isp, then the
demand isy when the price is . If the range of prices
is p¥ 0, what is the range of demands?

56 If dF=dxDf .x/ show that the derivative of
G.y/D yf �1.y/�F.f �1.y// is f �1.y/:

57 For each numbery find the maximum value ofyx�2x4:

This maximum is a functionG.y/: Verify that the derivatives
of G.y/ and2x4 are inverse functions.

58 (for professors only) IfG.y/ is the maximum value of
yx�F.x/, prove thatF.x/ is the maximum value ofxy�G.y/:
Assume that f .x/D dF=dx is increasing, like 8x3 in
Problem57:

59 Suppose the richestx percent of people in the world have
10
?
x percent of the wealth. Theny percent of the wealth is

held by percent of the people.
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4.4 Inverses of Trigonometric Functions

Mathematics is built on basic functions like the sine, and on basic ideas like the
inverse. Thereforeit is totally natural to invert the sine function. The graph of
xD sin�1y is a mirror image ofyD sinx: This is a case where we pay close
attention to the domains, since the sine goes up and down infinitely often. We only
wantone pieceof that curve, in Figure 4.9.

For the bold line the domain is restricted.The anglex lies between��=2
andC�=2. On that interval the sine is increasing, soeachy comes from exactly
one anglex. If the whole sine curve is allowed, infinitely many angles would have
sinxD 0: The sine function could not have an inverse. By restricting to an interval
wheresinx is increasing, we make the function invertible.

Fig. 4.9 Graphs of sinx and sin�1y: Their slopes are cosx and1=
a
1�y2:

The inverse function bringsy back tox: It is xD sin�1y (the inverse sine):

xD sin�1y whenyD sinx and|x| ¤�=2: (1)

The inverse starts with a numbery between�1 and1: It produces an anglexD
sin�1y—the angle whose sine isy. The anglex is between��=2 and�=2, with
the required sine. Historicallyx was called the “arc sine” ofy, andarcsin is used in
computing. The mathematical notation issin�1:This has nothing to do with1=sinx.

The figure shows the30� anglexD�=6: Its sine isyD 1
2
: The inverse sine of1

2

is �=6. Again: The symbolsin�1.1/ stands for the angle whose sine is1 (this angle
is xD�=2). We are seeingg�1.g.x//D x:

sin�1.sinx/D x for � �
2
¤ x¤ �

2
sin.sin�1y/D y for �1¤ y¤ 1:

EXAMPLE 1 (important) IfsinxD y find a formula forcosx:

Solution We are given the sine, we want the cosine. The key to this problem must
becos2xD 1�sin2x: When the sine isy, the cosine is the square root of1�y2:

cosxD cos.sin�1y/D
a
1�y2: (2)

This formula is crucial for computing derivatives. We use it immediately.
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THE DERIVATIVE OF THE INVERSE SINE

The calculus problem is to find the slope of the inverse functionf .y/D sin�1y:
The chain rule gives (slope of inverse function) D 1=(slope of original function).
Certainly the slope ofsinx is cosx: To switch fromx to y, use equation(2):

yD sinx gives
dy

dx
D cosx so that

dx

dy
D

1

cosx
D

1a
1�y2

: (3)

This derivative 1=
a
1�y2 gives a newv–f pair that is extremely valuable in

calculus:

velocity v.t/D 1=
a
1� t2 distance f .t/D sin�1t:

Inverse functions will soon produce two more pairs, from the derivatives oftan�1y
andsec�1y: The table at the end lists all the essential facts.

EXAMPLE 2 The slope ofsin�1y atyD 1 is infinite: 1=
a
1�y2 D 1=0:Explain.

At yD 1 the graph ofyD sinx is horizontal. The slope is zero. So its mirror image
is vertical. The slope1=0 is an extreme case of the chain rule.

Question What isd=dx.sin�1x/? Answer 1=
?
1�x2: I just changed letters.

THE INVERSE COSINE AND ITS DERIVATIVE

Whatever is done for the sine can be done for the cosine. But the domain and range
have to be watched. The graph cannot be allowed to go up and down. Eachy from�1 to 1 should be the cosine ofonly one anglex: That putsx between0 and�:
Then the cosine is steadily decreasing andyD cosx has an inverse:

cos�1.cosx/D x and cos.cos�1y/D y: (4)

The cosine of the anglexD 0 is the numberyD 1: The inverse cosine ofyD 1 is the
anglexD 0: Those both express the same fact, thatcos0D 1:

For the slope ofcos�1y, we could copy the calculation that succeeded forsin�1y:
The chain rule could be applied as in (3). But there is a faster way, because of a special
relation betweencos�1y andsin�1y: Those angles always add to a right angle:

cos�1yCsin�1yD�=2: (5)

Figure 4.9c shows the angles and Figure 4.10c shows the graphs. The sum is�=2 (the
dotted line), and its derivative is zero. So the derivatives ofcos�1y andsin�1y must
add to zero.Those derivatives have opposite sign. There is aminus for the inverse
cosine, and its graph goes downward:

The derivative ofxD cos�1y is dx=dyD�1=a1�y2: (6)

Question How can two functionsxD sin�1y andxD�cos�1y have thesame
derivative?
Answer sin�1y must be the same as�cos�1yCC: Equation(5) givesC D�=2:
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Fig. 4.10 The graphs ofyD cosx and xD cos�1y: Notice the domain0¤x¤�:
THE INVERSE TANGENT AND ITS DERIVATIVE

The tangent issinx=cosx: The inverse tangent isnot sin�1y=cos�1y: The inverse
function producesthe angle whose tangent isy: Figure 4.11 shows that angle, which
is between��=2 and�=2: The tangent can be any number, but the inverse tangent is
in theopen interval��=2  x �=2: (The interval is “open” because its endpoints
are not included.) The tangents of�=2 and��=2 are not defined.

The slope ofyD tanx is dy=dxD sec2x: What is the slope ofxD tan�1y?

By the chain rule
dx

dy
D

1

sec2x
D

1

1C tan2x
D

1

1Cy2
: (7)

4E The derivative off .y/D tan�1y is
df

dy
D

1

1Cy2
: (8)

Fig. 4.11 xD tan�1y has slope1=.1Cy2/: xD sec�1y has slope1=|y|ay2�1:
EXAMPLE 3 The tangent ofxD�=4 is yD 1: We check slopes. On the inverse
tangent curve,dx=dyD 1=.1Cy2/D 1

2
:Onthe tangent curve,dy=dxD sec2x: At
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�=4 the secant squared equals2: The slopesdx=dyD 1
2

anddy=dxD 2multiply to
give1:

Important Soon will come the following question.What function has the
derivative1=.1Cx2/? One reason for reading this section is to learn the answer.
The function is in equation(8)—if we change letters. It is f .x/D tan�1x that has
slope1=.1Cx2/.

Fig. 4.12 cos2xCsin2xD 1 and 1C tan2xD sec2x and 1Ccot2xD csc2x:

INVERSE COTANGENT, INVERSE SECANT, INVERSE COSECANT

There is no way we can avoid completing this miserable list! But itcan be painless.
The idea is to use1=.dy=dx/ for yD cotx andyD secx andyD cscx:

dx

dy
D

�1
csc2x

and
dx

dy
D

1

secx tanx
and

dx

dy
D

�1
cscx cotx

: (9)

In the middle equation, replacesecx byy andtanx by�ay2�1: Choose the sign
for positive slope (compare Figure 4.11). That gives the middle equation in(10):

The derivatives ofcot�1y and sec�1y and csc�1y are

d

dy
.cot�1y/D

�1
1Cy2

d

dy
.sec�1y/D

1|y|ay2�1 d

dy
.csc�1y/D

�1|y|ay2�1: (10)

Noteabout the inverse secantWheny is negative there is a choice forxD sec�1y:
We selected the angle in the second quadrant (between�=2 and�). Its cosine is
negative, so its secant is negative. This choice makessec�1yD cos�1.1=y/, which
matchessecxD 1=cosx: It also makessec�1y an increasing function, wherecos�1y
is a decreasing function. So we needed the absolute value|y| in the derivative.

Some mathematical tables make a different choice. The anglex could be in the
third quadrant (between�� and��=2). Then the slope omits the absolute value.

Summary For the six inverse functions it is only necessary to learn three
derivatives. The other three just have minus signs, as we saw forsin�1y andcos�1y:
Each inverse function and its “cofunction” add to�=2, so their derivatives add to
zero. Here are the six functions for quick reference, with the three new derivatives.

functionf .y/ inputsy outputsx slopedx=dy

sin�1y; cos�1y |y| ¤ 1 h��
2
;
�

2

i

; Œ0;�� � 1a
1�y2

tan�1y; cot�1y ally
���

2
;
�

2

�

; .0;�/ � 1

1Cy2

sec�1y; csc�1y |y| ¥ 1 Œ0;���;h��
2
;
�

2

i� � 1|y|ay2�1
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If yD cosx or yD sinx then|y| ¤ 1: ForyD secx andyD cscx the opposite is
true; we must have|y| ¥ 1: The graph ofsec�1y misses all the points�1  y  1:

Also, that graph missesxD�=2—where the cosine is zero. The secant of�=2
would be 1=0 (impossible). Similarlycsc�1y missesxD 0, becauseyD csc0
cannot be1=sin0: The asterisks in the table are to remove those pointsxD�=2
andxD 0:

The column of derivatives is what we need and use in calculus.

4.4 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

The relation x�sin�1y means that a is the sine of
b . Thus x is the angle whose sine is c . The number

y lies between d and e . The anglex lies between
f and g . (If we want the inverse to exist, there

cannot be two angles with the same sine.) The cosine of the
angle sin�1y is

a
h : The derivative of xD sin�1y is

dx=dy= i

The relationxD cos�1y means thaty equals j . Again
the number y lies between k and l . This time the
angle x lies between m and n (so that eachy comes
from only one anglex). The sum sin�1yCcos�1yD o .
(The angles are called p , and they add to a q angle.)
Therefore the derivative ofxD cos�1y isdx=dyD r , the same
asfor sin�1y except for a s sign.

The relation xD tan�1y means that yD t . The
number y lies between u and v . The anglex lies
between w and x . The derivative isdx=dyD y .
Since tan�1yCcot�1yD z , the derivative of cot�1y is the
same except for a A sign.

The relation xD sec�1y means that B . The numbery
never lies between C and D . The anglex lies between

E and F , but never atxD G . The derivative of
xD sec�1y is dx=dyD H .

In 1–4; find the angles sin�1y and cos�1y and tan�1y in
radians.

1 yD 0 2 yD�1 3 yD 1 4 yD
?
3

5 Weknow that sin� D 0: Why isn’t � D sin�10?

6 Suppose sinxD y: Under what restriction isxD sin�1y?

7 Sketch the graph ofxD sin�1y and locate the points with slope
dx=dyD 2:

8 Finddx=dy if xD sin�1 1
2y: Draw the graph.

9 If yD cosx find a formula for sinx: First draw a right
triangle with anglex and near sidey—what are the other two sides?

10 If yD sinx find a formula for tanx: First draw a right
triangle with anglex and far sidey—what are the other sides?

11 Take thex derivative of sin�1.sinx/D x by the chain rule.
Check thatd.sin�1y/=dyD�1=a1�y2 gives a correct result.

12 Take they derivative of cos.cos�1y/D y by the chain rule.
Check thatd.cos�1y/=dyD�1=a1�y2 gives a correct result.

13 At yD 0 andyD 1, find the slopedx=dy of xD sin�1y and
xD cos�1y andxD tan�1y:

14 At xD 0 andxD 1, find the slopedx=dy of xD sin�1y and
xD cos�1y andxD tan�1y:

15 True or false, with reason:

(a) .sin�1y/2 C.cos�1y/2 D 1

(b) sin�1yD cos�1y has no solution

(c) sin�1y is an increasing function

(d) sin�1y is an odd function

(e) sin�1y and�cos�1y have the same slope—so they are the
same.

(f) sin.cosx/D cos.sinx/

16 Find tan.cos�1.sinx// by drawing a triangle with sides
sinx, cosx;1:

Compute the derivatives in 17–28 (using the letters as given).

17 uD sin�1x

19 zD sin�1.sin3x/

21 zD .sin�1x/2

23 zD
a
1�y2sin�1y

25 xD sec�1.yC1/

18 uD tan�1 2x

20 zD sin�1.cosx/

22 zD .sin�1x/�1

24 zD .1Cx2/tan�1x

26 uD sec�1.secx2/

27 uD sin�1y=cos�1
a
1�y2

28 uD sin�1yCcos�1yC tan�1y

29 Draw a right triangle to show why tan�1yCcot�1yD�=2:

30 Draw a right triangle to show why tan�1yD cot�1.1=y/:

31 If yD tanx find secx in terms ofy:

32 Draw the graphs ofyD cotx and xD cot�1y:

33 Find the slopedx=dy of xD tan�1y at

(a) yD�3 (b) xD 0 (c) xD��=4
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34 Find a functionu.t/ whose slope satisfiesu1C t2u1 D 1:

35 What is the second derivatived2x=dy2 of xD sin�1y?

36 What isd2u=dy2 for uD tan�1y?

Find the derivatives in 37–44.

37 yD sec1
2x

39 uD sec�1.xn/

41 tanyD .x�1/=.xC1/

38 xD sec�12y

40 uD sec�1.tanx/

42 zD .sinx/.sin�1x/

43 yD sec�1
?
x2 C1 44 zD sin.cos�1x/�cos.sin�1x/

45 Differentiate cos�1.1=y/ to find the slope of sec�1y in
a new way.

46 The domain and range ofxD csc�1y are .

47 Find a functionu.y/ such thatdu=dyD 4=
a
1�y2:

48 Solve the differential equationdu=dxD 1=.1C4x2/:

49 If du=dxD 2=
a
1�x2 find u.1/�u.0/:

50 (recommended) With u.x/D .x�1/=.xC1/, find the
derivative of tan�1u.x/: This is also the derivative of . So
the difference between the two functions is a .

51 Findu.x/ and tan�1u.x/ and tan�1x atxD 0 andxD8:Con-
clusion based on Problem50 W tan�1u.x/� tan�1x equals the num-
ber

52 Find u.x/ and tan�1u.x/ and tan�1x as xÑ�8:
Now tan�1u.x/� tan�1x equals . Something has
happened to tan�1u.x/: At what x do u.x/ and tan�1u.x/ change
instantly?



CHAPTER 5

Integrals

5.1 The Idea of the Integral

This chapter is about theidea of integration, and also about thetechnique of
integration. We explain how it is donein principle, and then how it is donein
practice. Integration is a problem of adding up infinitely many things, each of which
is infinitesimally small. Doing the addition is not recommended. The whole point of
calculus is to offer a better way.

The problem of integration is to find a limit of sums. The key is to work backward
from a limit of differences (which is the derivative).We can integratev.x/ if it
turns up as the derivative of another functionf .x/. The integral ofvD cosx is
f D sinx. The integral ofvD x isf D 1

2
x2. Basically,f .x/ is an “antiderivative”.

The list off ’s will grow much longer (Section5:4 is crucial). A selection is inside
the cover of this book. If we don’t find a suitablef .x/, numerical integration can still
give an excellent answer.

I could go directly to the formulas for integrals, which allow you to compute areas
under the most amazing curves. (Area is the clearest example of adding up infinitely
many infinitely thin rectangles, so it always comes first. It is certainly not the only
problem that integral calculus can solve.) But I am really unwilling just to write down
formulas, and skip over all the ideas. Newton and Leibniz had an absolutely brilliant
intuition, and there is no reason why we can’t share it.

They started with something simple. We will do the same.

SUMS AND DIFFERENCES

Integrals and derivatives can be mostly explained by working (very briefly) with
sums and differences. Instead of functions, we haven ordinary numbers. The key
idea is nothing more than a basic fact of algebra. In the limit asnÑ8, it becomes
the basic fact of calculus. The step of “going to the limit” is the essential difference
between algebra and calculus! It has to be taken, in order to add up infinitely many
infinitesimals—but we start out this side of it.

To see what happens before the limiting step, we needtwo sets ofn numbers. The
first set will bev1;v2; : : : ;vn, wherev suggests velocity. The second set of numbers
will be f1;f2; : : : ;fn; wheref recalls the idea of distance. You might thinkd would
be a better symbol for distance, but that is needed for thedx anddy of calculus.

229
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A first example hasnD 4:

v1;v2;v3;v4 D 1;2;3;4 f1;f2;f3;f4 D 1;3;6;10:

The relation between thev’s and f ’s is seen in that example. When you are given
1;3;6;10; how do you produce1;2;3;4? By taking differences. The difference
between10 and 6 is 4. Subtracting6�3 is 3. The differencef2�f1 D 3�1 is
v2 D 2. Eachv is the difference between twof ’s:

vj is the differencefj �fj�1:

This is the discrete form of the derivative. I admit to a small difficulty at j D 1,
from the fact that there is nof0. The firstv should bef1�f0, and the natural idea
is to agree thatf0 is zero. This need for a starting point will come back to haunt us
(or help us) in calculus.

Now look again at those same numbers—but start withv. FromvD 1;2;3;4 how
do you producef D 1;3;6;10?By taking sums. The first twov’s add to3, which is
f2. The first threev’s add tof3 D 6. The sum of all fourv’s is 1C2C3C4D 10.
Taking sums is the opposite of taking differences.

That idea from algebra is the key to calculus. The sumfj involves all the numbers
v1 Cv2 C � � �Cvj . The differencevj involves only thetwonumbersfj �fj�1. The
fact that one reverses the other is the “Fundamental Theorem.” Calculus will change
sums to integrals and differences to derivatives—but why not let the key idea come
through now?

5A Fundamental Theorem of Calculus(before limits):

If eachvj D fj �fj�1; thenv1 Cv2 C � � �Cvn D fn�f0:

The differences of thef ’s add up tofn�f0. All f ’s in between are canceled, leaving
only the lastfn and the startingf0. The sum “telescopes”:

v1 Cv2 Cv3 C � � �Cvn D .f1�f0/C .f2�f1/C .f3�f2/C � � �C .fn�fn�1/:

The numberf1 is canceled by�f1. Similarly�f2 cancelsf2 and�f3 cancelsf3.
Eventuallyfn and�f0 are left. Whenf0 is zero, the sum is the finalfn.

That completes the algebra.We add thev’s by finding thef ’s.

Question How do you add the odd numbers1C3C5C � � �C99 (thev’s)?
Answer They are the differences between0;1;4;9; : : : : Thesef ’s are squares. By
the Fundamental Theorem, the sum of50 odd numbers is.50/2.

The tricky part is to discover the rightf ’s! Their differences must produce thev’s.
In calculus, the tricky part is to find the rightf .x/. Its derivative must producev.x/.
It is remarkable how oftenf can be found—more often for integrals than for sums.
Our next step is to understand howthe integral is a limit of sums.

SUMS APPROACH INTEGRALS

Suppose you start a successful company. The rate of income is increasing. Afterx
years, the income per year is

?
x million dollars. In the first four years you reach?

1;
?
2;
?
3; and

?
4 million dollars. Those numbers are displayed in a bar graph

(Figure 5.1a, for investors). I realize that most start-up companies make losses, but
your company is an exception. If the example is too good to be true, please keep
reading.
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Fig. 5.1 Total incomeD total area of rectanglesD 6:15.

The graph shows four rectangles, of heights
?
1;
?
2;
?
3;
?
4. Since the base of

each rectangle is one year, those numbers are also theareasof the rectangles. One
investor, possibly weak in arithmetic, asks a simple question:What is the total
income for all four years? There are two ways to answer, and I will give both.

The first answer is
?
1C

?
2C

?
3C

?
4. Addition gives6:15 million dollars.

Figure 5.1b shows this total—which is reached at year 4. This is exactly like
velocities and distances, but nowv is theincome per yearandf is thetotal income.
Algebraically,fj is still v1 C � � �Cvj .

The second answer comes from geometry.Thetotal incomeis thetotal areaof the
rectangles. We are emphasizing the correspondence betweenadditionandarea. That
point may seem obvious, but it becomes important when a second investor (smarter
than the first) asks a harder question.

Here is the problem.The incomes as stated are false. The company did not make
a million dollars the first year. After three months, whenx was1=4; the rate of income
was only

?
xD 1=2. The bar graph showed

?
1D 1 for the whole year, but that was

an overstatement. The income in three months was not more than1=2 times1=4; the
rate multiplied by the time.

All other quarters and years were also overstated. Figure 5.2a is closer to reality,
with 4 years divided into16 quarters. It gives a new estimate for total income.

Again there are two ways to find the total. We add
?
1=4C

?
2=4C � � �C?16=4,

remembering to multiply them all by1=4 (because each rate applies to1=4 year).
This is also the area of the16 rectangles. The area approach is better because the1=4
is automatic. Each rectangle has base1=4; so that factor enters each area. The total
area is now5:56million dollars, closer to the truth.

You see what is coming. The next step divides time into weeks. After one week
the rate

?
x only

?
1=52. That is the height of the first rectangle—its base is�xD

1=52. There is a rectangle for every week. Then a hard-working investor divides time
into days, and the base of each rectangle is�xD 1=365. At that point there are
4�365D 1460 rectangles, or1461 because of leap year, with a total area below51

2
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Fig. 5.2 IncomeD sum of areas (not heights)

D
1

4

 
1

4
C


2

4
C � � �C16

4

!

million dollars. The calculation is elementary but depressing—adding up thousands
of square roots, each multiplied by�x from the base. There has to be a better way.

The better way, in fact the best way, is calculus. The whole idea is to allow for
continuous change: The geometry problem is to find the area under the square
root curve. That question cannot be answered by arithmetic, because it involves a
limit. The rectangles have base�x and heights

?
�x;

?
�2x; : : : ;

?
4. There are

4=�x rectangles—more and more terms from thinner and thinner rectangles.The
area is the limit of the sum as�xÑ 0.

This limiting area is the “integral.” We are looking for a number below51
2
.

Algebra(area ofn rectangles): Computev1 C � � �Cvn by findingf ’s.
Key idea: If vj D fj �fj�1, then the sum isfn�f0.

Calculus(area under curve): Compute the limit of�xŒv.�x/Cv.2�x/C � � ��.
Key idea: If v.x/D df=dx then areaD integral to be explained next.

5.1 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

The problem of summation is to addv1 C � � �Cvn. It is solved
if we find f ’s such thatvj D a . Then v1 C � � �Cvn equals

b . The cancellation in.f1�f0/C.f2�f1/C � � �C.fn�
fn�1/ leaves only c . Taking sums is the d of
taking differences.

The differences between0;1;4;9 are v1;v2;v3 D e . For
fj D j 2 the difference betweenf10, andf9 is v10 D f . From
this pattern1C3C5C � � �C19 equals g .

For functions, finding the integral is the reverse of h . If
the derivative off .x/ is v.x/, then the i of v.x/ is f .x/. If
v.x/D 10x thenf .x/D j . This is the k of a triangle with
basex and height10x.

Integrals begin with sums. The triangle undervD 10x out
to xD 4 has area l . It is approximated by four rectangles
of heights10;20;30;40 and area m . It is better approximated
by eight rectangles of heights n and area o . Forn rectan-
gles covering the triangle the area is the sum ofp . As nÑ8
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this sum should approach the numberq . That is the integral of
vD 10x from0 to 4.

Problems 1–6 are about sumsfj and differencesvj .

1 With vD 1;2;4;8, the formula for vj is (not 2j ).
Findf1;f2;f3;f4, starting fromf0 D 0. What isf7?

2 The same vD 1;2;4;8; : : : are the differences between
f D 1;2;4;8;16; : : : : Now f0 D 1 and fj D 2j . (a) Check that
25�24 equalv5. (b) What is1C2C4C8C16?

3 The differences between f D 1;1=2;1=4;1=8 are
vD�1=2;�1=4;�1=8. These negativev’s do not add up to these
positivef ’s. Verify thatv1 Cv2 Cv3 Cv4 D f4�f0 is still true.

4 Any constantC can be added to the antiderivativef .x/
because the of a constant is zero. AnyC can be added to
f0;f1; : : : because the between thef ’s is not changed.

5 Show that fj D rj =.r�1/ has fj �fj�1 D rj�1.
Therefore the geometric series1CrC � � �Crj�1 adds up to
(remember to subtractf0).

6 The sumsfj D .rj �1/=.r�1/ also havefj �fj�1 D rj�1.
Now f0 D . Therefore1CrC � � �Crj�1 adds up tofj . The
sum1CrC � � �Crn equals .

7 Supposev.x/D 3 for x  1 and v.x/D 7 for x¡ 1. Find the
areaf .x/ from 0 to x, under the graph ofv.x/. (Two pieces.)

8 If vD 1;�2;3;�4; : : :, write down the f ’s starting from
f0 D 0. Find formulas forvj andfj whenj is odd andj is even.

Problems 9–16 are about the company earning
?
x per year.

9 When time is divided into weeks there are4�52D 208

rectangles. Write down the first area, the208th area, and the
j th area.

10 How do you know that the sum over208 weeks is smaller
than the sum over16 quarters?

11 A pessimist would use
?
x at the beginning of each time

period as the income rate for that period. Redraw Figure 5.1
(both parts) using heights

?
0;
?
1;
?
2;
?
3. How much lower

is the estimate of total income?

12 The same pessimist would redraw Figure 5.2 with heights
0;
a
1=4; : : : : What is the height of the last rectangle? How

much does this change reduce the total rectangular area5:56?

13 At every step from years to weeks to days to hours, the
pessimist’s area goes and the optimist’s area goes .
Thedifference between them is the area of the last .

14 The optimist and pessimist arrive at the same limit as years
aredivided into weeks, days, hours, seconds. Draw the

?
x curve

between the rectangles to show why the pessimist is always too low
and the optimist is too high.

15 (Important) Letf .x/ be the area under the
?
x curve, above the

interval from0 to x. The area toxC�x is f .xC�x/. The extra
area is�f D . This is almost a rectangle with base
and height

?
x. So�f=�x is close to . As�xÑ 0 we sus-

pect thatdf=dxD .

16 Draw the
?
x curve fromxD 0 to 4 and put triangles below to

prove that the area under it is more than5: Look left and right from
the point where

?
1D 1.

Problems 17–22 are about a company whose expense ratev.x/D

6�x is decreasing.

17 The expenses drop to zero atxD . The total expense dur-
ing those years equals . This is the area of .

18 The rectangles of heights6;5;4;3;2;1 give a total estimated ex-
pense of . Draw them enclosing the triangle to show why this
total is too high.

19 How many rectangles (enclosing the triangle) would you need
before their areas are within1 of the correct triangular area?

20 The accountant uses2-year intervals and computesvD 5;3;1 at
the midpoints (the odd-numbered years). What is her estimate, how
accurate is it, and why?

21 What is the areaf .x/ under the linev.x/D 6�x above the in-
terval from2 to x? What is the derivative of thisf .x/?

22 What is the areaf .x/ under the linev.x/D 6�x above the in-
terval fromx to 6? What is the derivative of thisf .x/?

23 With �xD 1=3, find the area of the three rectangles that
enclose the graph ofv.x/D x2.

24 Draw graphs ofvD
?
x andvD x2 from 0 to 1: Which areas

add to1? The same is true forvD x3 andvD .

25 Fromx to xC�x, the area undervD x2 is�f . This is almost
a rectangle with base�x and height . So�f=�x is close to

. In the limit we finddf=dxD x2 andf .x/D .

26 Compute the area of208 rectangles underv.x/D
?
x from

xD 0 to xD 4.
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5.2 Antiderivatives

The symbol
r

was invented by Leibniz to represent the integral. It is a stretched-out
S, from the Latin word for sum. This symbol is a powerful reminder ofthe whole
construction:Sum approaches integral, S approaches

r
, and rectangular area

approaches curved area:

curved areaD
r
v.x/ dxD

r ?
x dx: (1)

The rectangles of base�x lead to this limit—the integral of
?
x. The “dx” indicates

that�x approaches zero. The heightsvj of the rectangles are the heightsv.x/ of
the curve. The sum ofvj times�x approaches “the integral ofv of xdx.” You can
imagine an infinitely thin rectangle above every point, instead of ordinary rectangles
above special points.

We now find the area under the square root curve. The “limits of integration” are
0 and4. The lower limit isxD 0, where the area begins. (The start could be any
point xD a.) The upper limit isxD 4, since we stop after four years. (The finish
could be any pointxD b.) The area of the rectangles is a sum of base�x times
heights

?
x. The curved area is the limit of this sum.That limit is the integral of?

x from 0 to 4:

lim
�xÑ0

h

.
?
�x/.�x/C .

?
2�x/.�x/C � � �C .

?
4/.�x/

i

D

» xD4

xD0

?
x dx: (2)

The outstanding problem of integral calculus is still to be solved.What is this limiting
area? We have a symbol for the answer, involving

r
and

?
x anddx—but we don’t

have a number.

THE ANTIDERIVATIVE

I wish I knew who discovered the area under the graph of
?
x. It may have been

Newton. The answer was available earlier, but the key idea was shared by Newton
and Leibniz. They understood the parallels between sums and integrals, and between
differences and derivatives. I can give the answer, by following that analogy. I can’t
give the proof (yet)—it is the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus.

In algebra the differencefj �fj�1 is vj . When we add, the sum of thev’s is
fn�f0. In calculus the derivative off .x/ is v.x/. When we integrate,the area
under thev.x/ curve isf .x/minusf .0/. Our problem asks for the area out toxD
4:

5B (Discrete vs. continuous, rectangles vs. curved areas, addition vs. integration)
The integral ofv.x/ is the difference inf .x/:

If df=dxD
?
x then areaD

r xD4

xD0

?
x dxD f .4/�f .0/: (3)

What is f .x/? Instead of the derivative of
?
x, we need its “antiderivative.” We

have to find a functionf .x/ whose derivative is
?
x. It is the opposite of Chapters

2�4; and requires us towork backwards. The derivative ofxn is nxn�1—now
we need the antiderivative. The quick formula isf .x/D xnC1=.nC1/—we aim to
understand it.

Solution Since the derivative lowers the exponent, the antiderivativeraisesit. We
go fromx1=2 to x3=2. But then the derivative is.3=2/x1=2. It contains an unwanted
factor3=2. To cancel that factor, put2=3 into the antiderivative:
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f .x/D 2
3
x3=2 has the required derivativev.x/D x1=2 D

?
x:

Fig. 5.3 The integral ofv.x/D
?
x is the exact area16=3 under the curve.

There you see the key to integrals: Work backward from derivatives (and adjust).
Now comes a number—the exact area. AtxD 4we findx3=2 D 8. Multiply by 2=3

to get16=3. Then subtractf .0/D 0:» xD4

xD0

?
x dxD

2

3
.4/3=2� 2

3
.0/3=2 D

2

3
.8/D

16

3
(4)

The total income over four years is16=3D 51
3

million dollars. This isf .4/�
f .0/. The sum from thousands of rectangles was slowly approaching this exact area
51

3
.

Other areas The income in the first year, atxD 1, is 2
3
.1/3=2 D 2

3
million dollars.

(The false income was1 million dollars.) The total income afterx years is2
3
.x/3=2,

which is the antiderivativef .x/. The square root curve covers2=3 of the overall
rectangle it sits in. The rectangle goes out tox and up to

?
x, with areax3=2, and

2=3 of that rectangle is below the curve. (1=3is above.)

Other antiderivativesThe derivative ofx5 is 5x4. Therefore the antiderivative of
x4 is x5=5. Divide by5 (or nC1) to cancel the5 (ornC1) from the derivative. And
don’t allownC1D 0:

The derivativev.x/D xn has the antiderivativef .x/D xnC1=.nC1/:

EXAMPLE 1 The antiderivative ofx2 is 1
3
x3. This is the area under the parabola

v.x/D x2. The area out toxD 1 is 1
3
.1/3� 1

3
.0/3, or 1=3.

Remark on
?
x andx2 The2=3 from

?
x and the1=3 fromx2 add to1. Those are

the areas below and above the
?
x curve, in the corner of Figure 5.3. If you turn

the curve by90�, it becomes the parabola. The functionsyD
?
x andxD y2 are

inverses! The areas for these inverse functions add to a square of area1.
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AREA UNDER A STRAIGHT LINE

You already know the area of a triangle. The region is below the diagonal linevD x
in Figure 5.4. The base is4, the height is4, and the area is1

2
.4/.4/D 8. Integration

is

Fig. 5.4 Triangular area8 as the limit of rectangular areas10;9;81
2 ; : : : :

not required! But if you allow calculus to repeat that answer, and build up the integral
f .x/D 1

2
x2 asthe limiting area of many rectangles, you will have the beginning of

something important.
The four rectangles have area1C2C3C4D 10. That is greater than8, because

the triangle is inside.10 is a first approximation to the triangular area8, and to
improve it we need more rectangles.

The next rectangles will be thinner, of width�xD 1=2 instead of the original
�xD 1. There will be eight rectangles instead of four. They extend above the line, so
the answer is still too high. The new heights are1=2, 1, 3=2, 2, 5=2, 3, 7=2, 4. The
total area in Figure 5.4b is the sum of the base�xD 1=2 times those heights:

areaD 1
2

�

1
2

C1C 3
2

C2C � � �C4
�

D 9 (which is closer to8):

Question What is the area of16 rectangles? Their heights are1
4
; 1

2
; : : : ;4.

Answer With base�xD 1
4

thearea is1
4

�

1
4

C 1
2

C � � �C4
�

D 81
2
.

The effort of doing the addition is increasing. A formula for the sums is needed, and
will be established soon. (The next answer would be81

4
.) But more important than

the formula is the idea.We are carrying out a Iimiting process, one step at a time.
The area of the rectangles is approaching the area of the triangle, as�x decreases.
The same limiting process will apply to other areas, in which the region is much more
complicated. Therefore we pause to comment on what is important.

Area Under a Curve
What requirements are imposed on those thinner and thinner rectangles? It is not

essential that they all have the same width. And it is not required that they cover the
triangle completely. The rectangles could liebelow the curve. The limiting answer
will still be 8, even if the widths�x are unequal and the rectangles fit inside the
triangle or across it. We only impose two rules:

1. The largest width�xmax must approach zero.
2. The top of each rectangle must touch or cross the curve.
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The area under the graph is defined to be the limit of these rectangular areas, if that
limit exists. For the straight line, the limit does exist and equals8. That limit is
independent of the particular widths and heights—as we absolutely insist it should be.

Section 5.5 allows any continuousv.x/. The question will be the same—Does the
limit exist? The answer will be the same—Yes. That limit will be theintegral of
v.x/, and it will be the area under the curve. It will bef .x/.

EXAMPLE 2 The triangular area from0 to x is 1
2
.base/.height/D 1

2
.x/.x/. That

is f .x/D 1
2
x2. Its derivative isv.x/D x. But notice that1

2
x2 C1 has the same

derivative. So doesf D 1
2
x2 CC , for any constantC . There is a “constant of

integration” in f .x/, which is wiped out in its derivativev.x/.

EXAMPLE 3 Suppose the velocity is decreasing:v.x/D 4�x. If we samplev at
xD 1;2;3;4; the rectangles lieunderthe graph. Becausev is decreasing, the right
end of each interval givesvmin. Then the rectangular area3C2C1C0D 6 is less
than the exact area8. The rectangles areinsidethe triangle, and eight rectangles with
base1

2
come closer:

rectangular areaD 1
2
.31

2
C3C � � �C 1

2
C0/D 7:

Sixteen rectangles would have area71
2
. We repeat that the rectangles need not have

the same widths�x, but it makes these calculations easier.
What is the area out to an arbitrary point (likexD 3 or xD 1)? We could insert

rectangles, but the Fundamental Theorem offers a faster way. Any antiderivative
of 4�x will give the area.We look for a function whose derivative is4�x. The
derivative of4x is 4, the derivative of1

2
x2 is x, so work backward:

to achievedf=dxD 4�x choosef .x/D 4x� 1
2
x2:

Calculus skips past the rectangles and computesf .3/D 71
2
. The area betweenxD

1 and xD 3 is the difference71
2
�31

2
D 4. In Figure 5.5, this is the area of the

trapezoid.

Thef-curve flattens out when thev-curve touches zero. No new area is being
added.

Fig. 5.5 The area is�f D 71
2�31

2 D 4. Sincev.x/ decreases,f .x/ bends down.
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INDEFINITE INTEGRALS AND DEFINITE INTEGRALS

We have to distinguish two different kinds of integrals. They both use the antideriva-
tive f .x/. The definite one involves the limits0 and4, the indefinite one doesn’t:

The indefinite integral is a function f .x/D 4x� 1
2
x2.

Thedefinite integralfrom xD 0 to xD 4 is thenumberf .4/�f .0/.
The definite integral is definitely8. But the indefinite integral is not necessarily
4x� 1

2
x2. We can changef .x/ by a constant without changing its derivative

(since the derivative of a constant is zero). The following functions are also antideriva-
tives:

f .x/D 4x� 1
2
x2 C1; f .x/D 4x� 1

2
x2�9; f .x/D 4x� 1

2
x2 CC:

The first two are particular examples. The last is the general case. The constantC
can be anything (including zero), to give all functions with the required derivative.
The theory of calculus will show that there are no others. The indefinite integral is
the most general antiderivative (with no limits):

indefinite integral f .x/D
r
v.x/ dxD 4x� 1

2
x2 CC: (5)

By contrast, the definite integral is a number. It contains no arbitrary constantC .
More that that, it contains no variablex. The definite integral is determined by the
functionv.x/ and the limits of integration (also known as theendpoints). It is the
area under the graph between those endpoints.

To see the relation of indefinite to definite, answer this question:What is the defi-
nite integral betweenxD 1 andxD 3? The indefinite integral givesf .3/D 71

2
CC

and f .1/D 31
2

CC . To find the area between the limits,subtractf at one limit
from f at the other limit:

r 3

xD1
v.x/ dxD f .3/�f .1/D .71

2
CC/� .31

2
CC/D 4: (6)

The constant cancels itself! The definite integral is thedifferencebetween the values
of the indefinite integral.C disappears in the subtraction.

The differencef .3/�f .1/ is likefn�f0. The sum ofvj from1 ton has become
“ the integral ofv.x/ from 1 to 3.” Section 5.3 computes other areas from sums, and
5:4 computes many more from antiderivatives. Then we come back to the definite
integral and the Fundamental Theorem:» b

a

v.x/ dxD

» b

a

df

dx
dxD f .b/�f .a/: (7)

5.2 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

Integration yields the a under a curveyD v.x/. It starts from
rectangles with base b and heightsv.x/ and areas c . As
�xÑ 0 the areav1�xC � � �Cvn�x becomes the d of v.x/.
The symbol for the indefinite integral ofv.x/ is e .

The problem of integration is solved if we findf .x/ such
that f . Then f is the g of v, and

r 6
2v.x/ dx equals

h minus i . The limits of integration are j . This
is a k integral, which is a l and not a functionf .x/.

The example v.x/D x has f .x/D m . It also has
f .x/D n . The area underv.x/ from 2 to 6 is o . The
constant is canceled in computing the differencep minus

q . If v.x/Dx8 thenf .x/D r .
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The sum v1 C � � �Cvn D fn�f0 leads to the Fundamental

Theorem
r b

av.x/ dxD s . The t integral isf .x/ and the
u integral is f .b/�f .a/. Finding the v under the

v-graph is the opposite of finding the w of thef -graph.

Find an antiderivative f .x/ for v.x/ in 1–14. Then compute the
definite integral

r 1
0v.x/ dxD f .1/�f .0/.

1 5x4 C4x5

3 1=
?
x (or x�1=2)

5 x1=3 C.2x/1=3

7 2 sinxCsin2x

9 x cosx (by experiment)

2 xC12x2

4 .
?
x/3 (or x3=2)

6 x1=3=x2=3

8 sec2xC1

10 x sinx (by experiment)

11 sin x cosx

13 0 (find allf )

12 sin2x cosx

14 �1 (find all f )

15 If df=dxD v.x/ then the definite integral ofv.x/ from
a to b is . If fj �fj�1 D vj then the definite sum of
v3 C � � �Cv7 is .

16 The areas include a factor�x, the base of each rectangle.
So the sum ofv’s is multiplied by to approach the
integral. The difference off ’s is divided by to approach
the derivative.

17 The areas of4, 8, and 16 rectangles were10, 9, and 81
2 ,

containing the triangle out toxD 4. Find a formula for the
areaAN of N rectangles and test it forN D 3 andN D 6.

18 Draw four rectangles with base1 below the yD x line, and
find the total area. What is the area withN rectangles?

19 Draw yD sinx from 0 to �. Three rectangles (base�=3)
and six rectangles (base�=6) contain an arch of the sine function.
Find the areas and guess the limit.

20 Draw an example where three lower rectangles under a
curve (heightsm1,m2,m3) have less area than two rectangles.

21 Draw yD 1=x2 for 0  x  1 with two rectangles under it
(base 1=2). What is their area, and what is the area for four
rectangles? Guess the limit.

22 Repeat Problem21 for yD 1=x.

23 (with calculator) Forv.x/D 1=
?
x take enough rectangles

over 0¤x¤ 1 to convince any reasonable professor that the area
is 2. Findf .x/ and verify thatf .1/�f .0/D 2.

24 Find the area under the parabolavD x2 from xD 0 to
xD 4. Relate it to the area16=3 below

?
x.

25 For v1 and v2 in the figure estimate the areasf .2/ andf .4/.
Start withf .0/D 0.

26 Draw yD v.x/ so that the areaf .x/ increases untilxD 1,
stays constant toxD 2, and decreases tof .3/D 1.

27 Describe the indefinite integrals ofv1 and v2. Do the areas
increase? Increase then decrease? . . .

28 Forv4.x/ find the areaf .4/�f .1/. Drawf4.x/.

29 The graph ofB.t/ shows the birth rate: births per unit time
at time t . D.t/ is the death rate. In what way do these numbers
appear on the graph?

1. The change in population fromt D 0 to t D 10.
2. The timeT when the population was largest.

3. The timet� when the population increased fastest.

30 Draw the graph of a functiony4.x/ whose area function
is v4.x/.

31 If v2.x/ is an antiderivative ofy2.x/, drawy2.x/.

32 Supposev.x/ increases fromv.0/D 0 to v.3/D 4. The area
under yD v.x/ plus the area on the left side ofxD v�1.y/

equals .

33 True or false, when f .x/ is an antiderivative ofv.x/.

(a) 2f .x/ is an antiderivative of2v.x/ (try examples)
(b) f .2x/ is an antiderivative ofv.2x/

(c) f .x/C1 is an antiderivative ofv.x/C1

(d) f .xC1/ is an antiderivative ofv.xC1/.

(e) .f .x//2 is an antiderivative of.v.x//2.
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5.3 Summation versus Integration

This section does integration the hard way. We find explicit formulas for
fn D v1 C � � �Cvn: From areas of rectangles, the limits produce the areaf .x/
under a curve. According to the Fundamental Theorem,df=dx should return
us tov.x/—and we verify in each case that it does.

May I recall that there is sometimes an easier way? If we can find anf .x/ whose
derivative isv.x/, then the integral ofv is f: Sums and limits are not required, when
f is spotted directly. The next section, which explains how to look forf .x/, will
displace this one. (If we can’t find an antiderivative we fall back on summation.)
Given a successfulf; adding any constant produces anotherf—since the derivative
of the constant is zero. The right constant achievesf .0/D 0, with no extra effort.

This section constructsf .x/ from sums. The next section searches for antiderivatives.

THE SIGMA NOTATION

In a section about sums, there has to be a decent way to express them. Consider
12 C22 C32 C42: The individual terms arevj D j 2: Their sum can be written in
summation notation, using the capital Greek letter† (pronounced sigma):

12 C22 C32 C42 is written
4
X

j D1

j 2:

Spoken aloud, that becomes “the sum of j 2 from j D 1 to 4.” It equals30: The
limits onj (written below and above†) indicate where to start and stop:

v1 C � � �Cvn D

n
X

j D1

vj and v3 C � � �Cv9 D

9
X

kD3

vk: (1)

Thek at the end of(1) makes an additional point. There is nothing special about the
letterj: That is a “dummy variable,” no better and no worse thank (or i ). Dummy
variables are only on one side (the side with†), and they have no effect on the sum.
The upper limitn is on both sides. Here are six sums:

n
P

kD1

kD 1C2C3C � � �Cn
4
P

j D1

.�1/j D�1C1�1C1D 0

5
P

j D1

.2j �1/D 1C3C5C7C9D 52
0
P

iD0

vi D v0

h

only one term
i

4
P

iD1

j 2 D
h

meaningless?
i 8

P

kD0

1

2k
D 1C

1

2
C
1

4
C � � �D 2

h

infinite series
i

The numbers1 andn or 1 and4 (or 0 and8) are thelower limit and upper
limit . The dummy variablei or j or k is the indexof summation. I hope it seems
reasonable that the infinite series1C 1

2
C 1

4
C � � � adds to2: We will come back to it

in Chapter 10.�
A sum like†n

j D16 looks meaningless, but it is actually6C6C � � �C6D 6n: It

follows the rules. In fact†4
iD1j

2 is not meaningless either. Every term isj 2 and by

�Zeno the Greek believed it was impossible to get anywhere, since he would only go halfway
and then half again and half again. Infinite series would have changed his whole life.
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the same rules, that sum is4j 2: However thei was probably intended to bej: Then
the sum is1C4C9C16D 30:

Question What happens to these sums when the upper limits are changed ton?

Answer The sum depends on the stopping pointn. A formula is required (when
possible). Integrals stop atx, sums stop atn, and we now look for special cases when
f .x/ or fn can be found.

A SPECIAL SUMMATION FORMULA

How do you add the first100 whole numbers? The problem is to compute

100
X

j D1

j D 1C2C3C � � �C98C99C100D‹

If you were Gauss, you would see the answer at once. (He solved thisproblem at a
ridiculous age, which gave his friends the idea of getting him into another class.)
His solution was to combine1C100, and2C99, and3C98, always adding to101.
There are fifty of those combinations. Thus the sum is.50/.101/D 5050.

The sum from1 to n uses the same idea. The first and last terms add tonC1: The
next termsn�1 and2 also add tonC1: If n is even (as100 was) then there are1

2
n

parts. Therefore the sum is1
2
n timesnC1:

n
X

j D1

j D 1C2C � � �C .n�1/CnD
1

2
n.nC1/: (2)

The important term is1
2
n2, but the exact sum is1

2
n2 C 1

2
n:

What happens ifn is an odd number (likenD 99)? Formula(2) remains true. The
combinations1C99 and2C98 still add tonC1D 100: There are1

2
.99/D 491

2
such pairs, because the middle term (which is50) has nothing to combine with. Thus
1C2C � � �C99 equals491

2
times100, or 4950.

Remark That sum had to be4950; because it is5050minus100: The sum up to99
equals the sum up to100 with the last term removed. Our key formulafn�fn�1 D
vn has turned up again!

EXAMPLE Find the sum101C102C � � �C200 of thesecondhundred numbers.

First solution This is the sum from1 to 200minus the sum from1 to 100 W

200
X

101

j D

200
X

1

j � 100
X

1

j: (3)

The middle sum is1
2
.200/.201/ and the last is1

2
.100/.101/: Their difference is

15050:
Note! I left out “j D” in the limits. It is there, but not written.

Second solution The answer15050 is exactly the sum of the first hundred numbers
(which was5050) plus an additional10000: Believing that a number like10000 can
never turn up by accident, we look for a reason. It is found throughchanging the
limits of summation:
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200
X

j D101

j is the same sum as
100
X

kD1

.kC100/: (4)

This is important, to be able to shift limits around. Often the lower limit is moved
to zero or one, for convenience. Both sums have100 terms (that doesn’t change).
The dummy variablej is replaced by another dummy variablek: They are related by
j D kC100 or equivalently bykD j �100:

The variable must change everywhere—in the lower limit and the upper limit
as well as inside the sum. Ifj starts at101; thenkD j �100 starts at1: If j ends
at 200; k ends at100: If j appears in the sum, it is replaced bykC100 (and if j 2

appeared it would become.kC100/2/:
From equation(4) you see why the answer is15050: The sum1C2C � � �C100 is

5050 as before.100 is added to each of those100 terms. That gives10000:

EXAMPLES OF CHANGING THE VARIABLE (and the limits)
3
P

iD0

2i equals
4
P

j D1

2j�1 (herei D j �1). Both sums are1C2C4C8

n
P

iD3

vi equals
n�3
P

j D0

vj C3 (herei D j C3 andj D i�3). Both sums arev3 C � � �Cvn:

Why changen to n�3? Because the upper limit isi D n: So j C3D n andj D
n�3:

A final step is possible, and you will often see it.The new variablej can be
changed back toi: Dummy variables have no meaning of their own, but at first the
result looks surprising:

5
X

iD0

2i equals
6
X

j D1

2j�1 equals
6
X

iD1

2i�1:

With practice you might do that in one step, skipping the temporary letterj: Everyi
on the left becomesi�1 on the right. Theni D 0; : : : ;5 changes toi D 1; : : : ;6: (At
first two steps are safer.) This may seem a minor point, but soon we will be changing
the limits onintegralsinstead of sums. Integration is parallel to summation, and it is
better to see a “change of variable” here first.

Note about1C2C � � �Cn: The good thing is that Gauss found the sum1
2
n.nC1/:

The bad thing is that his method looked too much like a trick. I would like to show
how this fits the fundamental rule connecting sums and differences:

if v1 Cv2 C � � �Cvn D fn then vn D fn�fn�1: (5)

Gauss says thatfn is 1
2
n.nC1/:Reducingn by1, his formula forfn�1 is 1

2
.n�1/n:

The differencefn�fn�1 should be the last termn in the sum:

fn�fn�1 D 1
2
n.nC1/� 1

2
.n�1/nD 1

2
.n2 Cn�n2 Cn/D n: (6)

This is the one termvn D n that is included infn but not infn�1:
There is a deeper point here. For any sumfn; there are two things to check. The

f ’s must begincorrectly and they mustchangecorrectly. The underlying idea is
mathematical induction: Assume the statement is true belown: Prove it forn.
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Goal: To prove that1C2C � � �CnD 1
2
n.nC1/: This is the guessfn.

Proof by induction: Checkf1 (it equals1). Checkfn�fn�1(it equalsn).

FornD 1 the answer1
2
n.nC1/D 1

2
�1 �2 is correct. FornD 2 this formula1

2
�2 �3

agrees with1C2: But that separate test is not necessary!If f1 is right, and if the
changefn�fn�1 is right for everyn; then fn must be right. Equation(6) was
the key test, to show that the change inf ’s agrees withv:

That is the logic behind mathematical induction, but I am not happy with most of
the exercises that use it. There is absolutely no excitement. The answer is given by
some higher power (like Gauss), and it is proved correct by some lower power (like
us). It is much better when we lower powers find the answer for ourselves.� Therefore
I will try to do that for the second problem, which is thesum of squares.

THE SUM OF j 2 AND THE INTEGRAL OF x2

An important calculation comes next. It is the area in Figure 5.6. One region is made
up of rectangles, so its area is a sum ofn pieces. The other region lies under the
parabolavD x2: It cannot be divided into rectangles, and calculus is needed.

The first problem is to findfn D 12 C22 C32 C � � �Cn2: This is a sum of squares,
with f1 D 1 andf2 D 5 andf3 D 14: The goal is to find the pattern in that sequence.
By trying to guessfn we are copying what will soon be done for integrals.

Calculus looks for anf .x/ whose derivative isv.x/: Theref is anantiderivative

Fig. 5.6 Rectangles enclosingvD x2 have area
�

1
3n

3 C 1
2n

2 C 1
6n
�

.�x/3� 1
3 .n�x/

3 D 1
3x

3:

(or an integral). Algebra looks forfn’s whose differences producevn: Herefn could
be called anantidifference(better to call it a sum).

The best start is a good guess. Copying directly from integrals, we might try
fn D 1

3
n3: To test if it is right, check whetherfn�fn�1 produces onvn D n2:

1
3
n3� 1

3
.n�1/3 D 1

3
n3� 1

3
.n3�3n2 C3n�1/D n2�nC 1

3
:

We seen2, but also�nC 1
3
: The guess1

3
n3 needscorrection terms. To cancel1

3

in the difference, I subtract1
3
n from the sum. To put backn in the difference, I add

1C2C � � �CnD 1
2
n.nC1/ to the sum. The new guess (which should be right) is

fn D 1
3
n3 C 1

2
n.nC1/� 1

3
nD 1

3
n3 C 1

2
n2 C 1

6
n: (7)

To check this answer, verify first thatf1 D 1: Also f2 D 5 and f3 D 14: To be
certain, verify thatfn�fn�1 D n2: For calculus the important term is1

3
n3:

�The goal of real teaching is for thestudentto find the answer. And also the problem.
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The sum
n
P

j D1

j 2 of the firstn squares is
1

3
n3 plus corrections

1

2
n2 and

1

6
n:

In practice 1
3
n3 is an excellent estimate. The sum of the first100 squares is

approximately 1
3
.100/3, or a third of a million. If we need the exact answer,

equation(7) is available: the sum is338;350: Many applications (example: the
number of steps to solve100 linear equations) can settle for1

3
n3:

What is fascinating is the contrast with calculus.Calculus has no correction terms!
They get washed away in the limit of thin rectangles. When the sum is replaced by
the integral (the area), we get an absolutely clean answer:

The integral ofvD x2 from xD 0 to xD n is exactly1
3
n3.

Thearea under the parabola, out to the pointxD 100, is precisely a third of a million.
We have to explain why, with many rectangles.

The idea is to approach an infinite number of infinitely thin rectangles. A hundred
rectangles gave an area of338;350: Now take a thousand rectangles. Their heights

are
�

1
10

�2
;
�

2
10

�2
; : : : because the curve isvD x2: The base of every rectangle is

�xD 1
10

, and we add heights times base:

area of rectanglesD

�

1

10

�2�
1

10

�

C

�

2

10

�2�
1

10

�

C � � �C�

1000

10

�2�
1

10

�

:

Factor out
�

1
10

�3
:What you have left is12 C22 C � � �C10002, which fits the sum of

squares formula. The exact area of the thousand rectangles is333;833:5: I could try
to guess ten thousand rectangles but I won’t.

Main point: The area is approaching333;333:333 : : : :But the calculations are getting
worse. It is time for algebra—which means that we keep “�x” and avoid numbers.

The interval of length100 is divided inton pieces of length�x: (ThusnD 100=�x:)
Thej th rectangle meets the curvevD x2, so its height is.j�x/2: Its base is�x,
and we add areas:

areaD .�x/2.�x/C .2�x/2.�x/C � � �C .n�x/2.�x/D

n
X

j D1

.j�x/2.�x/:

(8)
Factor out.�x/3, leaving a sum ofn squares. The area is.�x/3 timesfn; andnD

100

�x
:

.�x/3

"

1

3

�

100

�x

�3

C
1

2

�

100

�x

�2

C
1

6

�

100

�x

�

#

D
1

3
1003 C

1

2
1002.�x/C

1

6
100.�x/2:

(9)
This equation shows what is happening. The leading term is a third of a million,

as predicted. The other terms are approaching zero! They contain�x, and as the
rectangles get thinner they disappear. They only account for the small corners of
rectangles that lie above the curve. The vanishing of those corners will eventually be
proved for any continuous functions—the area from the correction terms goes to
zero—but here in equation(9) you see it explicitly.

The area under the curve came from the central idea of integration:100=�x
rectangles of width�x approach the limiting areaD 1

3
.100/3: The rectangular area

is †vj�x: The exact area is
r
v.x/dx: In the limit † becomes

r
and vj be-

comesv.x/ and�x becomesdx:
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That completes the calculation for a parabola. It used the formula for a sum of
squares, which was special. But the underlying idea is much more general. The
limit of the sums agrees with the antiderivative:The antiderivative ofv.x/D x2 is
f .x/D 1

3
x3. According to the Fundamental Theorem, the area underv.x/ is f .x/:

r 100

0
v.x/ dxD f .100/�f .0/D 1

3
.100/3:

That Fundamental Theorem is not yet proved! I mean it is not proved by us. Whether
Leibniz or Newton managed to prove it, I am not quite sure. But it can be done. Start-
ing from sums of differences, the difficulty is that we have too many limits at once.
The sums ofvj�x are approaching the integral. The differences�f=�x approach
the derivative. A real proof has to separate those steps, and Section 5.7 will do it.

Proved or not, you are seeing the main point. What was true for the numbersfj

andvj is true in the limit forv.x/ andf .x/: Now v.x/ can vary continuously, but it
is still the slope off .x/: The reverse of slope is area.

.1C2C3C4/2 D 13 C23 C33 C43

Proof without words by Roger Nelsen (Mathematics Magazine1990).

Finally we review the area undervD x: The sum of1C2C � � �Cn is 1
2
n2 C 1

2
n:

This gives the area ofnD 4=�x rectangles, going out toxD 4: The heights are
j�x, the bases are�x, and we add areas:

4=�x
X

j D1

.j�x/.�x/D .�x/2

"

1

2

�

4

�x

�2

C
1

2

�

4

�x

�

#

D 8C2�x: (10)

With �xD 1 the area is1C2C3C4D 10:With eight rectangles and�xD 1
2
, the

area was8C2�xD 9: Sixteen rectangles of width1
4

brought the correction2�x

down to 1
2
: Theexact area is8: The error is proportional to�x.

Important note There you see a question in applied mathematics. If there is an
error, what size is it? How does it behave as�xÑ 0? The�x term disappears in
the limit, and.�x/2 disappears faster. But to get an error of10�6 we needeight
million rectangles:

2�xD 2 �4=8;000;000D 10�6:

That is horrifying! The numbers10;9;81
2
;81

4
; : : : seem to approach the area8 in

a satisfactory way, but the convergence ismuch too slow. It takes twice as much
work to get one more binary digit in the answer—which is absolutely unacceptable.
Somehow the�x term must be removed. If the correction is.�x/2 instead of�x,
then a thousand rectangles will reach an accuracy of10�6:

The problem is that the rectangles are unbalanced. Their right sides touch the
graph ofv, but their left sides are much too high. The best is to cross the graph in
themiddleof the interval—this is themidpoint rule. Then the rectangle sits halfway
across the linevD x, and the error is zero. Section 5.8 comes back to this rule—and
to Simpson’s rule that fits parabolas and removes the.�x/2 term and is built into
many calculators.
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Finally we try the quick way. The area undervD x is f D 1
2
x2, becausedf=dx

is v: The area out toxD 4 is 1
2
.4/2 D 8: Done.

Fig. 5.7 Endpoint rules: error� 1=(work)� 1=n:Midpoint rule is better: error� 1=.work/2:

Optional: pth powers Our sums are following a pattern. First,1C � � �Cn is 1
2
n2

plus 1
2
n: The sum of squares is1

3
n3 plus correction terms.The sum ofpth powers

is
1p C2p C � � �Cnp D

1

pC1
npC1 plus correction terms: (11)

192 The correction involves lower powers ofn, and you know what is coming.Those
corrections disappear in calculus. The area undervD xp from 0 to n is» n

xD0

xp dxD lim
�xÑ0

n=�x
X

j D1

.j�x/p.�x/D
1

pC1
npC1: (12)

Calculus doesn’t care if the upper limitn is an integer, and it doesn’t care if the
powerp is an integer. We only needpC1¡ 0 to be surenpC1 is genuinely the
leading term.The antiderivative ofvD xp is f D xpC1=.pC1/.

We are close to interesting experiments. The correction terms disappear and the sum
approaches the integral. Here are actual numbers forpD 1, when the sum and integral
are easy:Sn D 1C � � �Cn andIn D

r
x dxD 1

2
n2: Thedifference isDn D 1

2
n: The

thing to watch is therelative errorEn DDn=In:

n Sn In Dn DSn�In En DDn=In

100 5050 5000 50 :010

200 20100 20000 100 :005

The number20;100 is 1
2
.200/.201/: Please write down the next linenD 400, and

please find a formula forEn. You can guessEn from the table, or you can derive
it from knowingSn andIn: The formula should show thatEn goes to zero. More
important, it should show how quick (or slow) that convergence will be.

One more number—a third of a million—was mentioned earlier. It came from
integratingx2 from 0 to 100, which compares to the sumS100 of 100 squares:

n p Sn In D 1
3
n3 DDS�I EDD=I

100 2 338350 3333331
3

50162
3

:01505

200 2 2686700 26666662
3

200331
3

:0075125

These numbers suggest a new idea,to keepn fixed and changep. The computer can
find sums without a formula! With its help we go to fourth powers and square roots:

n p S D 1p C � � �Cnp I D npC1=.pC1/ DDS�I En;p DD=I

100 4 2050333330 1
5
.100/5 50333330 0:0252

100 1
2

671:4629 2
3
.100/3=2 4:7963 0:0072
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In this and future tables we don’t expect exact values. The last entries are rounded
off, and the goal is to see the pattern. The errorsEn;p are sure to obey a systematic
rule—they are proportional to1=n and to an unknown numberC.p/ that depends on
p: I hope you can push the experiments far enough to discoverC.p/: This is not an
exercise with an answer in the back of the book—it is mathematics.

5.3 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

The Greek letter a indicates summation. In†n
1vj the

dummy variable is b . The limits are c , so the first
term is d and the last term is e . When vj D j this
sum equals f . For nD 100 the leading term is g .
The correction term is h . The leading term equals the integral
of vD x from0 to 100, which is written i . The sum is the total

j of 100 rectangles. The correction term is the area between the
k and the l .

Thesum†6
iD3

i2 is the same as†4
j D1

m and equals n .

Thesum†5
iD4 vi is the same as o viC4 and equals p . For

fn D†n
j D1vj the differencefn�fn�1 equals q .

The formula for 12 C22 C � � �Cn2 is fn D r . To prove
it by mathematical induction, checkf1 D s and check
fn�fn�1 D t . The area under the parabolavD x2 from
xD 0 to xD 9 is u . This is close to the area of v rectan-
gles of base�x: The correction terms approach zero veryw .

1 Compute the numbers
4
P

nD1

1=n and
5
P

iD2

.2i�3/:
2 Compute

3
P

j D0

.j 2�j / and
n
P

j D1

1=2j :

3 Evaluate the sum
6
P

iD0

2i and
n
P

iD0

2i :

4 Evaluate
6
P

iD1

.�1/ii and
n
P

j D1

.�1/jj:
5 Write these sums in sigma notation and compute them:

2C4C6C � � �C100 1C3C5C � � �C199 1� 1
2

C
1

3
� 1
4

6 Express these sums in sigma notation:

v1�v2 Cv3�v4 v1w1 Cv2w2 C � � �Cvnwn v1 Cv3 Cv5

7 Convert these sums to sigma notation:

a0 Ca1xC � � �Canx
n sin

2�

n
Csin

4�

n
C � � �Csin2�

8 The binomial formula uses coefficients

 

n

j

!

D
nŠ

j Š.n�j /Š :
.aCb/n D

 

n

0

!

an C

 

n

1

!

an�1bC � � �C 

n

n

!

bn D
n
P

j D0

bj :

9 With electronic help compute
100
P

1

1=j and
1000
P

1

1=j:

10 On a computer find
10
P

0

.�1/j =j Š times
10
P

0

1=j Š

11 Simplify
n
P

iD1

.ai Cbi /
2 C

n
P

iD1

.ai �bi /
2 to

n
P

iD1

:

12 Show that

 

n
P

iD1

ai

!2

¤
n
P

iD1

a2
i

and
n
P

iD1

aibi ¤
n
P

j D1

aj

n
P

kD1

bk :

13 “Telescope” thesums
n
P

kD1

.2k�2k�1/ and
10
P

j D1

�

1

j C1
� 1

j

�

:

Al l but two terms cancel.

14 Simplify the sums
n
P

j D1

.fj �fj�1/ and
12
P

j D3

.fj C1�fj /:

15 True or false: (a)
8
P

j D4

vj D
6
P

iD2

vi�2 (b)
9
P

iD1

vi D
11
P

iD3

vi�2

16
n
P

iD1

vi D
n�1
P

j D0

and
6
P

iD0

i2 D
8
P

iD2

:

17 The antiderivative ofd2f=dx2 is df=dx: What is the sum
.f2�2f1 Cf0/C.f3�2f2 Cf1/C � � �C.f9�2f8 Cf7/?

18 Induction: Verify that 12 C22 C � � �Cn2 is fn D

n.nC1/.2nC1/=6 by checking that f1 is correct and
fn�fn�1 Dn2:

19 Prove by induction:1C3C � � �C.2n�1/Dn2:

20 Verify that 13 C23 C � � �Cn3 is fn D 1
4n

2.nC1/2 by
checkingf1 andfn�fn�1: The text has aproof without words.

21 Supposefn has the form anCbn2 Ccn3: If you know
f1 D 1, f2 D 5, f3 D 14, turn those into three equations for
a, b, c: The solutionsaD 1

6 , bD 1
2 , cD 1

3 give what formula?

22 Findq in the formula18 C � � �Cn8 D qn9C correction.

23 Add nD 400 to the table forSn D 1C � � �Cn and find the
relative errorEn: Guess and prove a formula forEn:

24 Add nD 50 to the table forSn D 12 C � � �Cn2 and compute
E50: Find an approximate formula forEn:

25 Add pD 1
3 and pD 3 to the table for S100;p D

1p C � � �C100p : Guess an approximate formula forE100;p :
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26 GuessC.p/ in the formulaEn;p �C.p/=n:
27 Show that|1�5|   |1|C |�5|: Always |v1 Cv2|  |v1|C |v2|
unless :

28 Let S be the sum 1CxCx2 C � � � of the (infinite)
geometric series. ThenxS D xCx2 Cx3 C � � � is the same asS
minus : ThereforeS D : None of this makes sense if
xD 2 because :

29 The double sum
2
P

iD1

"

3
P

j D1

.iCj /

#

is v1 D
3
P

iD1

.1Cj / plus

v2 D
3
P

j D1

.2Cj /: Computev1 andv2 and the double sum.

30 The double sum
2
P

iD1

 

3
P

j D1

wi;j

!

is .w1;1 Cw1;2 Cw1;3/C

: The double sum
3
P

j D1

 

2
P

iD1

wi;j

!

is .w1;1 Cw2;1/C

.w1;2 Cw2;2/C : Compare.

31 Find the flaw in the proof that 2n D 1 for every
nD 0;1;2; : : : : For nD 0 we have 20 D 1: If 2n D 1 for every
n N; then2N D 2N�1 �2N�1=2N�2 D 1 �1=1D 1:

32 Write out all terms to see why the following are true:

3
X

1

4vj D 4

3
X

1

vj

2
X

iD1

0

@

3
X

j D1

uivj

1

AD

 

2
X

1

ui

! 

3
X

1

vj

!

33 The average of 6;11;4 is NvD 1
3 .6C11C4/: Then

.6� Nv/C.11� Nv/C.4� Nv/D : The average ofv1; : : : ;vn

is NvD : Prove that†.vi � Nv/D 0:

34 TheSchwarz inequalityis

�

n
P

1

aibi

�2¤� n
P

1

a2
i

��

n
P

1

b2
i

�

:

Compute both sides ifa1 D 2, a2 D 3, b1 D 1, b2 D 4: Then
compute both sides for anya1; a2; b1; b2: The proof in
Section 11.1 uses vectors.

35 Supposen rectangles with base�x touch the graph of
v.x/ at the pointsxD�x; 2�x; : : : ; n�x: Express the total
rectangular area in sigma notation.

36 If 1=�x rectangles with base�x touch the graph ofv.x/ at
the left end of each interval (thus atxD 0;�x;2�x; : : :) express the
total area in sigma notation.

37 The sum�x
1=�x
P

j D1

f .j�x/�f ..j �1/�x/
�x

equals :

In the limit this becomes
r 1

0 dxD :
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5.4 Indefinite Integrals and Substitutions

This section integrates the easy way, by looking for antiderivatives. We leave aside
sums of rectangular areas, and their limits as�xÑ 0: Instead we search for anf .x/
with the required derivativev.x/: In practice, this approach is more or less
independent of the approach through sums—but it gives the same answer. And also,
the search for an antiderivative may not succeed. We may not findf: In that case
we go back to rectangles, or on to something better in Section 5.8.

A computer is ready to integratev, but not by discoveringf: It integrates
between specified limits, to obtain anumber (the definite integral). Here we hope
to find afunction (the indefinite integral). That requires a symbolic integration code
like MACSYMA or Mathematicaor MAPLE, or a reasonably nicev.x/, or both.
An expression forf .x/ can have tremendous advantages over a list of numbers.

Thus our goal is to find antiderivatives and use them. The techniques will be further
developed in Chapter 7—this section is short but good. First we write down what
we know.On each line,f .x/ is an antiderivative ofv.x/ becausedf=dxD v.x/.

Known pairs Function v.x/ Antiderivativef .x/

Powers ofx xn xnC1=.nC1/CC

nD�1 is not included, becausenC1 would be zero.vD x�1 will lead us
to f D ln x:

Trigonometric functions cosx sinxCC

sin x �cosxCC

sec2x tanxCC

csc2x �cotxCC

secx tanx secxCC

cscx cotx �cscxCC

Inverse functions 1=
?
1�x2 sin�1xCC

1=.1Cx2/ tan�1xCC

1=|x|?x2�1 sec�1xCC

You recognize that each integration formula came directly from a differentiation
formula. The integral of the cosine is the sine, because the derivative of the sine is
the cosine. For emphasis we list three derivatives above three integrals:

d

dx
(constant)D0

d

dx
.x/D1

d

dx

�

xnC1

nC1

�

Dxn»
0 dxDC

»
1 dxDxCC

»
xndxD

xnC1

nC1
CC

There are two ways to make this list longer. One is to find the derivative of a new
f .x/: Thenf goes in one column andvD df=dx goes in the other co1umn.� The
other possibility is to use rules for derivatives to find rules for integrals. That is the
way to extend the list, enormously and easily.

�We will soon meetex , which goes inboth columns. It is f .x/ and alsov.x/:
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RULES FOR INTEGRALS

Among the rules for derivatives, three were of supreme importance. They were
linearity, theproduct rule, and thechain rule. Everything flowed from those three.
In the reverse direction (fromv to f ) this is still true. The three basic methods of
differential calculus also dominate integral calculus:

linearity of derivativesÑ linearity of integrals

product rule for derivativesÑ integration by parts

chain rule for derivativesÑ integrals by substitution

The easiest is linearity, which comes first. Integration by partswill be left for
Section 7.1. This section starts on substitutions, reversing the chain rule to make an
integral simpler.

LINEARITY OF INTEGRALS

What is the integral ofv.x/Cw.x/? Add the two separate integrals. The graph of
vCw has two regions below it, the area underv and the area fromv to vCw:
Adding areas gives the sum rule. Supposef andg are antiderivatives ofv andw:

sum rule: f Cg is an antiderivative of vCw

constant rule: cf is an antiderivative of cv

linearity: af Cbg is an antiderivative of avCbw

This is a case of overkill. The first two rules are special cases of the third, so logically
the last rule is enough. However it is so important to deal quickly with constants— just
“ factor them out”—that the rulecvØ cf is stated separately. The proofs come from
the linearity of derivatives:.af Cbg/1 equalsaf 1Cbg1 which equalsavCbw.
The rules can be restated with integral signs:

sum rule:
r �
v.x/Cw.x/

�

dxD
r
v.x/ dxC

r
w.x/ dx

constant rule:
r
cv.x/ dxD c

r
v.x/ dx

linearity:
r �
av.x/Cbw.x/

�

dxD a
r
v.x/ dxCb

r
w.x/ dx

Note about the constant inf .x/CC . All antiderivatives allow the addition of a
constant. For a combination likeav.x/Cbw.x/, the antiderivative is
af .x/Cbg.x/CC: The constants for each part combine into a single constant.
To give all possible antiderivatives of a function, just remember to write “CC ” after
one of them. The real problem is to find that one antiderivative.

EXAMPLE 1 The antiderivative ofvD x2 Cx�2 is f D x3=3C .x�1/=.�1/CC:

EXAMPLE 2 The antiderivative of6 costC7 sin t is 6 sin t�7 costCC:

EXAMPLE 3 Rewrite
1

1�sinx
as

1�sinx

1�sin2x
D
1�sinx

cos2x
D sec2x�secx tanx:

The antiderivative istanx�secxCC: That rewriting is done by a symbolic algebra
code (or by you). Differentiation is often simple, so most people check that
df=dxD v.x/:

Question How to integratetan2x?
Method Write it assec2x�1: Answer tanx�xCC:
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INTEGRALS BY SUBSTITUTION

We now present the most valuable technique in this section—substitution. To see the
idea, you have to remember the chain rule:

f .g.x// has derivative f 1.g.x//.dg=dx/
sinx2 has derivative .cosx2/.2x/

.x3 C1/5 has derivative 5.x3 C1/4.3x2/

If the function on the right is given, the function on the left is its antiderivative!
There are two points to emphasize right away:

1. Constants are no problem—they can always be fixed.Divide by2 or 15:»
x cos.x/2dxD

1

2
sin.x2/CC

»
x2.x3 C1/4dxD

1

15
.x3 C1/5 CC

Notice the2 from x2, the5 from the fifth power, and the3 from x3:

2. Choosing the inside functiong (or u) commits us to its derivative:

the integral of2x cosx2 is sinx2 CC .gD x2;dg=dxD 2x/

the integral ofcosx2 is (failure) .nodg=dx/

the integral ofx2 cosx2 is (failure) .wrongdg=dx/

To substituteg for x2, we need its derivative. The trick is to spot an inside function
whose derivative is present. We can fix constants like2 or 15; but otherwisedg=dx
has to be there.Very often the inside functiong is writtenu. We use that letter to
state thesubstitution rule, whenf is the integral ofv:»

v.u.x//
du

dx
dxD f .u.x//CC: (1)

EXAMPLE 4
r

sinx cosx dxD 1
2
.sin x/2 CC uD sinx (compare Example 6)

EXAMPLE 5
r

sin2x cosx dxD 1
3
.sin x/3 CC uD sinx

EXAMPLE 6
r

cosx sin x dxD�1
2
.cosx/2 CC uD cosx (compare Example 4)

EXAMPLE 7
r

tan4x sec2x dxD 1
5
.tanx/5 CC uD tanx

The next example hasuD x2�1 anddu=dxD 2x: The key step is choosingu:

EXAMPLE 8
r
x dx=

?
x2�1D

?
x2�1CC

³
x
?
x2�1 dxD 1

3
.x2�1/3=2 CC

A shift of x (to xC2) or amultiple of x (rescaling to2x) is particularly easy:

EXAMPLES 9–10
r
.xC2/3dxD 1

4
.xC2/4 CC

r
cos2x dxD 1

2
sin 2xCC

You will soon be able to do those in your sleep. Officially the derivative of.xC2/4

uses the chain rule. But the inside functionuD xC2 hasdu=dxD 1: The “1” is
there automatically, and the graph shifts over—as in Figure 5.8b.

For Example 10 the inside function isuD 2x: Its derivative isdu=dxD 2: This
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Fig. 5.8 SubstitutinguDxC1 anduD 2x anduD x2: The last graph has half ofdu=dxD 2x:

required factor2 is missing in
r

cos2x dx, but we put it there by multiplying and
dividing by2: Check the derivative of1

2
sin 2x: the2 from the chain rule cancels the

1
2
: Therule for any nonzero constant is similar:»

v.xCc/ dxD f .xCc/ and

»
v.cx/ dxD

1

c
f .cx/: (2)

Squeezing the graph byc divides the area byc: Now 3xC7 rescalesandshifts:

EXAMPLE 11
r

cos.3xC7/ dxD 1
3

sin.3xC7/CC
r
.3xC7/2dxD 1

3
� 1

3
.3xC7/3 CC

Remark on writing down the stepsWhen the substitution is complicated, it is a
good idea to getdu=dx where you need it. Here3x2 C1 needs6x:»

7x.3x2 C1/4dxD
7

6

»
.3x2 C1/46x dxD

7

6

»
u4du

dx
dx

Now integrate:
7

6

u5

5
CC D

7

6

.3x2 C1/5

5
CC: (3)

Check the derivative at the end. The exponent5 cancels5 in the denominator,
6x from the chain rule cancels6, and7x is what we started with.

Remark on differentials In place of.du=dx/dx, many people just writedu:
r
.3x2 C1/46x dxD

r
u4duD 1

5
u5 CC: (4)

This really shows how substitution works.We switch fromx to u, and we also
switch fromdx to du. The most common mistake is to confusedx with du: The
factordu=dx from the chain rule is absolutely needed, to reachdu: The change of
variables (dummy variables anyway!) leaves an easy integral, and thenu turns back
into 3x2 C1: Here are the four steps to substituteu for x:

1. Chooseu.x/ and computedu=dx
2. Locatev.u/ timesdu=dx timesdx, or v.u/ timesdu
3. Integrate

r
v.u/ du to findf .u/CC

4. Substituteu.x/ back into this antiderivativef:

EXAMPLE 12
r
.cos

?
x/ dx=2

?
xD

r
cosu duD sinuCC D sin

?
xCC

(put in u) (integrate) (put backx)

The choice ofu mustbe right, to change everything fromx to u: With ingenuity,
some remarkable integrals are possible. But most will remain impossible forever.

The functionscosx2 and1=
a
4�sin2x have no “elementary” antiderivative. Those

integrals are well defined and they come up in applications—the latter gives the
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distance around an ellipse. That can be computed to tremendous accuracy, but not
to perfect accuracy.

The exercises concentrate on substitutions, which need and deserve practice. We
give anonexample—

r
.x2 C1/2dx does not equal1

3
.x2 C1/3—to emphasize the

need fordu=dx: Since2x is missing,uD x2 C1 does not work. But we can fix up
� : »

sin�x dxD

»
sinu

du

�
D� 1

�
cosuCC D� 1

�
cos�xCC:

5.4 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

Finding integrals by substitution is the reverse of thea rule.
The derivative of .sinx/3 is b . Therefore the antideriva-
tive of c is d . To compute

r
.1Csin x/2 cosx dx,

substitute uD e . Then du=dxD f so substitute
duD g . In terms of u the integral is

r
h = i .

Returning tox gives the final answer.

The best substitutions for
r

tan.xC3/sec2.xC3/ dx

and
r
.x2 C1/10x dx are uD j and uD k . Then

duD l and m . The answers are n and o .
The antiderivative of v dv=dx is p .

r
2x dx=.1Cx2/

leads to
r

q , which we don’t yet know. The integral
r
dx=.1Cx2/ is known immediately as r .

Find the indefinite integrals in 1–20.

1
r ?

2Cx dx (addCC )

3
r
.xC1/n dx

5
r
.x2 C1/5x dx

7
r

cos3x sin x dx

9
r

cos3 2x sin 2x dx

2
r ?

3�x dx (alwaysCC )

4
r
.xC1/�n dx

6
r ?

1�3x dx
8

r
cosx dx=sin3x

10
r

cos3x sin 2x dx

11
r
dt=

a
1� t2

13
r
t3dt=

?
1C t2

15
r
.1C

?
x/ dx=

?
x

17
r

sec x tan x dx

19
r

cosx tan x dx

12
r
t
a
1� t2 dt

14
r
t3
a
1� t2 dt

16
r
.1Cx3=2/

?
x dx

18
r

sec2x tan2x dx

20
r

sin3x dx

In 21–32 find a function y.x/ that solves the differential
equation.

21 dy=dxD x2 C
?
x

23 dy=dxD
?
1�2x 22 dy=dxD y2 (try yD cxn)

24 dy=dxD 1=
?
1�2x

25 dy=dxD 1=y

27 d2y=dx2 D 1

29 d2y=dx2 D�y
31 d2y=dx2 D

?
x

26 dy=dxD x=y

28 d5y=dx5 D 1

30 dy=dxD
?
xy

32 .dy=dx/2 D
?
x

33 True or false, when f is an antiderivative ofv:

(a)
r
v.u.x// dxD f .u.x//CC

(b)
r
v2.x/ dxD 1

3f
3.x/CC

(c)
r
v.x/.du=dx/ dxD f .u.x//CC

(d)
r
v.x/.dv=dx/ dxD 1

2f
2.x/CC

34 True or false, when f is an antiderivative ofv:

(a)
r
f .x/.dv=dx/dxD 1

2f
2.x/CC

(b)
r
v.v.x//.dv=dx/dxD f .v.x//CC

(c) Integral is inverse to derivative sof .v.x//D x

(d) Integral is inverse to derivative so
r
.df =dx/ dxDf .x/

35 If df=dxD v.x/ then
r
v.x�1/ dxD andr

v.x=2/ dxD :

36 If df=dxD v.x/ then
r
v.2x�1/ dxD andr

v.x2/x dxD :

37
x2

1Cx2
D 1� 1

1Cx2
so
»
x2dx

1Cx2
D :

38
r
.x2 C1/2dx is not 1

3 .x
2 C1/3 but :

39
r
2x dx=.x2 C1/ is

r
du which will soon be lnu:

40 Show that
r
2x3dx=.1Cx2/3 D

r
.u�1/du=u3 D :

41 The accelerationd2f=dt2 D 9:8 gives f .t/D (two
integration constants).

42 The solution tod4y=dx4 D 0 is (four constants).

43 If f .t/ is an antiderivative ofv.t/, find antiderivatives of

(a) v.tC3/ (b) v.t/C3 (c) 3v.t/ (d) v.3t/:
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5.5 The Definite Integral

The integral ofv.x/ is an antiderivativef .x/ plus a constantC . This section takes
two steps. First, we chooseC . Second, we constructf .x/. The object isto define
the integral—in the most frequent case when a suitablef .x/ is not directly known.

The indefinite integral contains “CC .” The constant is not settled because
f .x/CC has the same slope for everyC . When we care only about the derivative,
C makes no difference. When the goal is a number—adefinite integral—C can be
assigned a definite value at the starting point.

For mileage traveled,we subtract the reading at the start. This section does
the same for area. Distance isf .t/ and area isf .x/—while the definite integral
is f .b/�f .a/. Don’t pay attention tot or x, pay attention to the great formula of
integral calculus: » b

a

v.t/ dt D

» b

a

v.x/ dxD f .b/�f .a/: (1)

Viewpoint1 W Whenf is known, the equation gives the area froma to b.
Viewpoint2 W Whenf is not known, the equation definesf from the area.

For a typicalv.x/, we can’t findf .x/ by guessing or substitution. But stillv.x/ has
an “area” under its graph—and this yields the desired integralf .x/.

Most of this section is theoretical, leading to the definition of the integral. You may
think we should have defined integrals before computing them—which is logically
true. But the idea of area (and the use of rectangles) was already pretty clear in our
first examples. Now we go much further.Every continuous functionv.x/ has an
integral (also some discontinuous functions). Then the Fundamental Theorem com-
pletes the circle: The integral leads back todf=dxD v.x/. The area up tox is the
antiderivative that we couldn’t otherwise discover.

THE CONSTANT OF INTEGRATION

Our goal is to turnf .x/CC into a definite integral— the area betweena andb. The
first requirement is to haveareaD zeroat the start:

f .a/CC D starting areaD 0 so C D�f .a/: (2)

For the area up tox (moving endpoint, indefinite integral), uset as the dummy
variable:

the area froma to x is
r x

a
v.t/ dtD f .x/�f .a/ (indefinite integral)

the area froma to b is
r b

a
v.x/ dxD f .b/�f .a/ (definite integral)

EXAMPLE 1 The area under the graph of5.xC1/4 from a to b has
f .x/D .xC1/5:

r b

a
5.xC1/4dxD .xC1/5

ib

a
D .bC1/5� .aC1/5:

The calculation has two separate steps—first findf .x/, then substituteb anda. After
the first step, check thatdf=dx is v. The upper limit in the second step givesplus
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f .b/, the lower limit givesminusf .a/. Notice the brackets (or the vertical bar):

f .x/
�b

a
D f .b/�f .a/ x3j21 D 8�1 �

cosx
�2t

0
D cos2t�1:

Changing the example tof .x/D .xC1/5�1 gives an equally good antiderivative—
and nowf .0/D 0. Butf .b/�f .a/ stays the same, because the�1 disappears:

h

.xC1/5�1ib

a
D ..bC1/5�1/� ..aC1/5�1/D .bC1/5� .aC1/5:

EXAMPLE 2 When vD 2x sinx2 we recognizef D �cosx2. The area from
0 to 3 is r 3

0
2x sinx2 dxD�cosx2

i3

0
D�cos9Ccos0:

The upper limit copies the minus sign. The lower limit gives�.�cos0/, which is
Ccos0. That example shows the right form for solving exercises on definite
integrals.

Example 2 jumped directly tof .x/D�cosx2. But most problems involving the
chain rule go more slowly—bysubstitution. SetuD x2, with du=dxD 2x:» 3

0

2x sinx2 dxD

» 3

0

sinu
du

dx
dxD

» ‹

‹

sinu du: (3)

We need new limits whenu replacesx2. Those limits onu area2 andb2. (In this
casea2 D 02 andb2 D 32 D 9.) If x goes froma to b, thenu goes fromu.a/ to
u.b/. » b

a

v.u.x//
du

dx
dx D

» u.b/

u.a/

v.u/ duD f .u.b//�f .u.a//: (4)

EXAMPLE 3

» 1

xD0

.x2 C5/3x dxD

» 6

uD5

u3 du

2
D
u4

8

#6

5

D
64

8
� 54

8
.

In this caseuD x2 C5. Thereforedu=dxD 2x (or duD 2x dx for differentials).
We have to account for the missing2. The integral is1

8
u4. The limits onuD x2 C5

areu.0/D 02C5 andu.1/D 12 C5. That is why theu-integral goes from5 to 6.
The alternative is to findf .x/D 1

8
.x2 C5/4 in one jump (and check it).

EXAMPLE 4
r 1

0
sinx2 dxD?? (no elementary function gives this integral).

If we try cosx2, the chain rule produces an extra2x—no adjustment will work. Does
sinx2 still have an antiderivative?Yes! Every continuousv.x/ has anf .x/. Whether
f .x/ has an algebraic formula or not, we can write it as

r
v.x/dx. To define that

integral, we now take the limit of rectangular areas.

INTEGRALS AS LIMITS OF “RIEMANN SUMS”

We have come to thedefinition of the integral. The chapter started with the
integrals ofx andx2, from formulas for1C � � �Cn and12 C � � �Cn2. We will not
go back to those formulas. But for other functions, too irregular to find exact sums,
the rectangular areas also approach a limit.

That limit is the integral. This definition is a major step in the theory of calculus.
It can be studied in detail, or understood in principle. The truth is that the definition
is not so painful—you virtually know it already.
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Problem Integrate the continuous functionv.x/ over the intervalŒa;b�.
Step 1 Split Œa;b� into n subintervalsŒa;x1�; Œx1;x2�; : : : ; Œxn�1;b�.

The “meshpoints”x1;x2; : : : divide up the interval froma to b. The endpoints are
x0 D a andxn D b. The length of subintervalk is�xk D xk�xk�1. In that smaller
interval, the minimum ofv.x/ ismk . The maximum isMk .

Now construct rectangles. The “lower rectangle” over intervalk has heightmk .
The “upper rectangle” reaches toMk . Sincev is continuous, there are pointsxmin

andxmax wherevDmk andvDMk (extreme value theorem).The graph ofv.x/
is in between.

Important: The area underv.x/ contains the area “s” of the lower rectangles:
r b

a
v.x/ dx ¥ m1�x1 Cm2�x2 C � � � C mn�xn D s: (5)

The area underv.x/ is contained in the area “S ” of the upper rectangles:
r b

a
v.x/dx ¤M1�x1 CM2�x2 C � � �CMn�xn D S: (6)

The lower sums and theupper sumS were computed earlier in special cases—
whenv wasx or x2 and the spacings�x were equal. Figure 5.9a shows whys¤
area¤S .

Fig. 5.9 Area of lower rectanglesD s: Upper sumS includes top pieces. Riemann sumS�
is in between.

Notice an important fact. When a new dividing pointx1 is added,the lower sum
increases. The minimum in one piece can be greater (see second figure) than the
originalmk . Similarly the upper sum decreases. The maximum in one piece can be
below the overall maximum.As new points are added,s goes up andS comes
down. So the sums come closer together:

s ¤ s1 ¤ ¤ S 1 ¤ S: (7)

I have left space in between for the curved area—the integral ofv.x/.
Now add more and more meshpoints in such a way that�xmaxÑ 0. The lower

sums increase and the upper sums decrease. They never pass each other.If v.x/ is
continuous, those sums close in on a single numberA. That number is the definite
integral—the area under the graph.

DEFINITION The areaA is the common limit of the lower and upper sums:

sÑA andSÑA as�xmaxÑ 0: (8)

Thislimit A exists for all continuousv.x/, and also for some discontinuous functions.
When it exists,A is the “Riemann integral” of v.x/ from a to b.
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REMARKS ON THE INTEGRAL

As for derivatives, so for integrals: The definition involves a limit. Calculus is built
on limits, and we always add “if the limit exists.” That is the delicate point. I hope the
next five remarks (increasingly technical) will help to distinguish functions that are
Riemann integrablefrom functions that are not.

Remark 1 The sumss andS may fail to approach the same limit. A standard
example hasV.x/D 1 at all fractionsxDp=q, andV.x/D 0 at all other points.
Every interval contains rational points (fractions) and irrational points (nonrepeating
decimals).Thereforemk D 0 andMk D 1. The lower sum is alwayssD 0. The upper
sum is alwaysS D b�a (the sum of1’s times�x’s). The gap in equation(7) stays
open. This functionV.x/ is not Riemann integrable. The area under its graph is not
defined (at least by Riemann—see Remark5).

Remark 2 Thestep functionU.x/ is discontinuous but still integrable. On every
interval the minimummk equals the maximumMk—except on the interval contain-
ing the jump. That jump interval hasmk D 0 andMk D 1. But when we multiply by
�xk, and require�xmaxÑ 0, the difference betweens andS goes to zero. The area
under a step function is clear—the rectangles fit exactly.

Remark 3 With patience another key step could be proved:If sÑA andSÑA
for one sequence of meshpoints, then this limitA is approached by every choice
of meshpoints with�xmaxÑ 0. The integral is the lower bound of all upper sums
S , and it is the upper bound of all possibles—provided those bounds are equal. The
gap must close, to define the integral.

The same limitA is approached by “in-between rectangles.” The heightv.x�
k
/ can

be computed at any pointx�
k

in subintervalk. See Figures 5.9c and 5.10. Then the
total rectangular area is a “Riemann sum” betweens andS :

S� D v .x�1 /�x1 Cv.x�2 /�x2 C � � �C v.x�n /�xn: (9)

We cannot tell whether the true area is above or belowS�. Very oftenA is closer toS�
than tos orS . Themidpoint ruletakesx� in the middle of its interval (Figure 5.10),
and Section 5.8 will establish its extra accuracy. The extreme sumss andS are used
in the definition whileS� is used in computation.

Fig. 5.10 Various positions forx�
k

in the base. The rectangles have heightv.x�
k
/.

Remark 4 Every continuous function is Riemann integrable. The proof is op-
tional (in my class), but it belongs here for reference. It starts with continuity atx�:
“For any " there is aı . . ..” When the rectangles sit betweenx��ı andx�Cı,
the boundsMk andmk differ by less than2". Multiplying by the base�xk , the ar-
eas differ by less than2".�xk/. Combining all rectangles, the upper and lower sums
differ by less than2".�x1 C�x2 C � � �C�xn/D 2".b�a/.
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As "Ñ 0 we conclude thatS comes arbitrarily close tos. They squeeze in on a
single numberA. The Riemann sums approach the Riemann integral,if v is continu-
ous.

Two problems are hidden by that reasoning. One is at the end, whereS ands come
together. We have to know that the line of real numbers has no “holes,” so there is a
numberA to which these sequences converge. That is true.

Any increasing sequence, if it is bounded above, approaches a limit.

The decreasing sequenceS , bounded below, converges to the same limit. SoA exists.
The other problem is about continuity. We assumed without saying so that the width

2ı is the same around every pointx�. We did not allow for the possibility thatı might
approach zero wherev.x/ is rapidly changing—in which case an infinite number of
rectangles could be needed. Our reasoning requires that

v.x/ is uniformly continuous: ı depends on" but not on the position ofx�.

For each" there is aı that works at all points in the interval.A continuous function
on a closed interval isuniformly continuous. This fact (proof omitted) makes the
reasoning correct, andv.x/ is integrable.

On an infinite interval, evenvD x2 is not uniformly continuous. It changes across a
subinterval by.x�Cı/2� .x��ı/2 D 4x�ı. Asx� gets larger,ımust get smaller—
to keep4x�ı below". No singleı succeeds at allx�. But on a finite intervalŒ0;b�,
the choiceıD "=4b works everywhere—sovD x2 is uniformly continuous.

Remark 5 If those four remarks were fairly optional, this one is totally at your
discretion. Modern mathematics needs to integrate the zero-one functionV.x/ in the
first remark. SomehowV has more0’s than1’s. The fractions (whereV.x/D 1) can
be put in a list, but the irrational numbers (whereV.x/D 0) are “uncountable.” The
integral ought to be zero, but Riemann’s upper sums all involveMk D 1.

Lebesgue discovered a major improvement. He allowedinfinitely many subinter-
vals (smaller and smaller). Then all fractions can be covered with intervals of total
width ": (Amazing, when the fractions are packed so densely.) The idea is to cover
1=q;2=q; : : : ;q=q by narrow intervals of total width"=2q. Combining all
qD 1;2;3; : : : ; the total width to cover all fractions is no more than
"
�

1
2

C 1
4

C 1
8

C � � ��D ". SinceV.x/D 0 everywhere else, the upper sumS is only
". And since" was arbitrary, the “Lebesgue integral” is zero as desired.

That completes a fair amount of theory, possibly more than you want or need—
but it is satisfying to get things straight. The definition of the integral is still being
studied by experts (and so is the derivative, again to allow more functions). By
contrast, thepropertiesof the integral are used by everybody. Therefore the next
section turns from definition to properties, collecting the rules that are needed in
applications. They are very straightforward.
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5.5 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

In
r x

av.t/ dt D f .x/CC , the constant C equals a .
Then at xD a the integral is b . At xD b the integral
becomes c . The notation f .x/�ba means d . Thus
cosx��0 equals e . Also ŒcosxC3��0 equals f , which
shows why the antiderivative includes an arbitrary g .

Substituting uD 2x�1 changes
r 3

1

?
2x�1 dx into h

(with limits onu).
The integral

r b
av.x/dx can be defined for any i function

v.x/, even if we can’t find a simple j . First the meshpoints
x1;x2; : : : divide Œa;b� into subintervals of length�xk D k .
Theupper rectangle with base�xk has heightMk D l .The up-
per sum S is equal to m . The lower sums is n . The

o is betweens andS . As more meshpoints are added,S p
and s q . If S and s approach the same r , that defines
the integral. The intermediate sumsS�, named after s , use
rectangles of heightv.x�

k
/. Herex�

k
is any point between t ,

and S� D u approaches the area.

If v.x/D df=dx, what constantsC make 1–10 true?

1
r b

2 v.x/ dxD f .b/CC

2
r 4

1 v.x/ dxD f .4/CC

3
r 3

x v.t/ dt D�f .x/CC
4

r b
�=2 v.sin x/cosx dxD f .sinb/CC

5
r x

1 v.t/ dt D f .t/CC (careful)

6 df=dxD v.x/CC

7
r 1

0 .x
2�1/32x dxD

r C�1u
3 du.

8
r x2

0 v.t/ dt D f .x2/CC

9
r b

a v.�x/dxDC (change�x to t ; alsodx and limits)

10
r 2

0 v.x/ dxDC
r 1

0v.2t/ dt .

Chooseu.x/ in 11–18 andchange limits. Compute the integral in
11-16.

11
r 1

0 .x
2 C1/10x dx

13
r �=4

0 tan xsec2x dx

15
r �=4

0 sec2x tanx dx

17
r 2

1 dx=x (takeuD 1=x)

12
r �=2

0 sin8x cosx dx

14
r 2

0 x
2nC1 dx (takeuD x2)

16
r 1

0 x dx=
a
1�x2

18
r 1

0 x
3.1�x/3 dx .uD 1�x/

With �xD 1
2 in 19–22, find the maximumMk and minimum mk

and upper and lower sumsS and s:

19
r 1

0 .x
2 C1/4 dx

21
r 2

0 x
3 dx

20
r 1

0 sin 2�x dx

22
r 1�1 x dx.

23 Repeat19 and20 with �xD 1
4 and compare with the correct

answer.

24 The differenceS�s in 21 is the area23�x of the far right rect-
angle. Find�x so thatS   4:001.
25 If v.x/ is increasing for a¤x¤ b, the differenceS�s is
the area of the rectangle minus the area of the
rectangle. Those areas approach zero.Soevery increasing function
on Œa;b� is Riemann integrable.

26 Find the Riemann sumS� for V.x/ in Remark 1; when
�xD 1=n and eachx�

k
is the midpoint. ThisS� is well-behaved

but still V.x/ is not Riemann integrable.

27 W.x/ equals1 atxD 1
2 ;

1
4 ;

1
8 ; : : : ; and elsewhereW.x/D 0. For

�xD :01 find the upper sumS . IsW.x/ integrable?

28 Suppose M.x/ is a multistep function with jumps of
1
2 ;

1
4 ;

1
8 ; : : : ; at the pointsxD 1

2 ;
1
4 ;

1
8 ; : : :. Draw a rough graph with

M.0/D 0 andM.1/D 1. With�xD 1
3 find S and s.

29 For M.x/ in Problem 28 find the differenceS�s (which
approaches zero as�xÑ 0). What is the area under the graph?

30 If df=dxD�v.x/ andf .1/D 0, explainf .x/D
r 1

x v.t/ dt .

31 (a) If df=dxD Cv.x/ andf .0/D 3, findf .x/.

(b) If df=dxD Cv.x/ andf .3/D 0, findf .x/.

32 In your own words define the integral ofv.x/ froma to b.

33 True or false, with reason or example.

(a) Every continuousv.x/ has an antiderivativef .x/.

(b) If v.x/ is not continuous,S and s approach different
limits.

(c) If S ands approachA as�xÑ 0, then all Riemann sums
S� in equation (9) also approachA.

(d) If v1.x/Cv2.x/D v3.x/, their upper sums satisfy
S1 CS2 DS3.

(e) If v1.x/Cv2.x/D v3.x/, their Riemann sums at the
midpointsx�

k
satisfyS�1 CS�2 DS�3 .

(f) The midpoint sum is the average ofS ands.

(g) Onex�
k

in Figure 5.10 gives the exact area.
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5.6 Properties of the Integral and Average Value

The previous section reached the definition of
r b

a
v.x/ dx: But the subject cannot stop

there. The integral was defined in order to be used. Its properties are important, and
its applications are even more important. The definition was chosen so that the
integral has properties that make the applications possible.

One direct application is to theaverage valueof v.x/: The average ofn numbers
is clear, and the integral extends that idea—it produces the average of a whole
continuum of numbersv.x/: This develops from the last rule in the following list
(Property7). We now collect togetherseven basic properties of definite integrals.

The addition rule for
r
Œv.x/Cw.x/�dx will not be repeated—even though this

property of linearity is the most fundamental. We start instead with a different kind of
addition. There is only one functionv.x/, but now there are two intervals.

The integral froma to b is added to its neighbor fromb to c: Their sum is the
integral from a to c. That is the first (not surprising) property in the list.

Property1 Areas over neighboring intervals add to the area over the combined
interval: r b

a
v.x/ dxC

r c

b
v.x/ dxD

r c

a
v.x/ dx: (1)

Thissum of areas is graphically obvious (Figure 5.11a). It also comes from the formal
definition of the integral. Rectangular areas obey(1)—with a meshpoint atxD b to
make sure. When�xmax approaches zero, their limits also obey(1). All the normal
rules for rectangular areas are obeyed in the limit by integrals.

Property1 is worth pursuing. It indicates how to define the integral whenaD b:
The integral “fromb to b” is the area over a point, which we expect to be zero. It is.

Property2
r b

b
v.x/ dxD 0:

That comes from Property1 whencD b: Equation(1) has two identical integrals, so
the one fromb to b must be zero. Next we see what happens ifcD a—which makes
the second integral go fromb to a:

What happens whenan integral goes backward? The “lower limit” is now the
larger numberb: The “upper limit”a is smaller. Going backward reverses the sign:

Property3
r a

b
v.x/ dxD�r b

a
v.x/ dxD f .a/�f .b/:

Proof WhencD a the right side of(1) is zero. Then the integrals on the left side
must cancel, which is Property3. In going fromb to a the steps�x are negative.
That justifies a minus sign on the rectangular areas, and a minus sign on the integral
(Figure 5.11b).Conclusion: Property1 holds for any ordering ofa;b;c:

EXAMPLES

» 0

x

t2 dt D�x3

3

» 0

1

dt D�1 » 2

2

dt

t
D 0

Property4 For odd functions
r a�a

v.x/ dxD 0: “Odd” means thatv.�x/D�v.x/:
For even functions

r a�a
v.x/ dxD 2

r a

0
v.x/ dx: “Even” means thatv.�x/D Cv.x/:

The functionsx; x3; x5; : : : are odd. Ifx changes sign, these powers change sign.
The functionssinx and tanx are also odd, together with their inverses. This is an
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important family of functions, andthe integral of an odd function from�a to a
equals zero. Areas cancel:

r a�a
6x5 dxD x6

�a�a
D a6� .�a/6 D 0:

If v.x/ is odd thenf .x/ is even! All powers1;x2;x4; : : : are even functions.Curi-
ous fact: Odd function times even function isodd, but odd number times even number
is even.

For even functions, areas add:
r a�a

cosx dxD sina�sin.�a/D 2sina:

Fig. 5.11 Properties1–4: Add areas, change sign to go backward, odd cancels, even adds.

The next properties involve inequalities. Ifv.x/ is positive, the area under its graph
is positive (not surprising). Now we have a proof: The lower sumss are positive and
they increase toward the area integral. So the integral is positive:

Property5 If v.x/¡ 0 for a  x  b then
r b

a
v.x/ dx¡ 0:

A positive velocity means a positive distance. A positivev lies above a positive area.
A more general statement is true. Supposev.x/ stays between a lower functionl.x/
and an upper functionu.x/: Then the rectangles forv stay between the rectangles for
l andu: In the limit, the area underv (Figure 5.12) is between the areas underl andu:

Property6 If l.x/¤ v.x/¤u.x/ for a¤ x¤ b then

r b

a
l.x/ dx ¤ r b

a
v.x/ dx ¤ r b

a
u.x/ dx: (2)

EXAMPLE 1 cost ¤ 1 ñ r x

0
cost dt ¤ r x

0
1 dt ñ sinx¤ x

EXAMPLE 2 1¤ sec2t ñ r x

0
1 dt ¤ r x

0
sec2t dt ñ x¤ tanx

EXAMPLE 3 Integrating
1

1Cx2
¤ 1 leads totan�1x¤ x:

All those examples are forx¡ 0: You may remember that Section 2.4 used
geometry to provesinh  h  tanh: Examples1–2 seem to give new and shorter
proofs. But I think the reasoning is doubtful. The inequalities were needed to
compute the derivatives (therefore the integrals) in the first place.

Fig. 5.12 Properties5–7: v above zero,v betweenl andu; average value (C balances�).
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Property7 (Mean Value Theorem for Integrals) If v.x/ is continuous, there
is a pointc betweena andb wherev.c/ equals the average value ofv.x/:

v.c/D
1

b�a » b

a

v.x/ dxD “average value ofv.x/:” (3)

This is the same as the ordinary Mean Value Theorem (for the derivative off .x/):

f 1.c/D
f .b/�f .c/

b�a D “average slope off: ” (4)

With f 1 D v; (3) and(4) are the same equation. But honesty makes me admit to a
flaw in the logic. We need the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus to guarantee that
f .x/D

r x

a
v.t/ dt really givesf 1 D v:

A direct proof of(3) places one rectangle across the interval froma to b:Now raise
the top of that rectangle, starting atvmin (the bottom of the curve) and moving up to
vmax (the top of the curve). At some height the area will be just right—equal to the
area under the curve. Then the rectangular area, which is.b�a/ timesv.c/, equals

the curved area
r b

a
v.x/ dx: This is equation(3).

Fig. 5.13 Mean Value Theorem for integrals: area=.b�a/D average heightD v.c/ at somec:

That direct proof uses theintermediate value theorem: A continuous function
v.x/ takes on every height betweenvmin andvmax: At some point (at two points in
Figure 5.12c) the functionv.x/ equals its own average value.

Figure 5.13 shows equal areas above and below the average heightv.c/D
vave.

EXAMPLE 4 The average value of an odd function iszero (between�1 and1):

1

2

» 1�1

x dxD
x2

4

#1�1

D
1

4
� 1
4

D 0

�

note
1

b�a D
1

2

�

For once we knowc: It is the center pointxD 0; wherev.c/D vaveD 0:

EXAMPLE 5 The average value ofx2 is 1
3

(between1 and�1):
1

2

» 1�1

x2 dxD
x3

6

�1�1

D
1

6
���1

6

�

D
1

3

�

note
1

b�a D
1

2

�

Where does this functionx2 equal its average value1
3
? That happens whenc2 D 1

3
,

so c can be either of the points1=
?
3 and�1=?3 in Figure 5.13b. Those are the

Gauss points, which are terrific for numerical integration as Section 5.8 will show.
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EXAMPLE 6 The average value ofsin2x over a period (zero to�) is 1
2
:

1

�

» �

0

sinx2 dxD
x�sinx cosx

2�

��

0

D
1

2

�

note
1

b�a D
1

�

�

Thepointc is�=4 or3�=4, wheresin2cD 1
2
: Thegraph ofsin2x oscillates around

its average value1
2
. See the figure or the formula:

sin2xD 1
2
� 1

2
cos2x: (5)

The steady term is1
2
, the oscillation is�1

2
cos2x: The integral isf .x/D 1

2
x�

1
4

sin 2x, which is the same as1
2
x� 1

2
sin x cosx: This integral ofsin2x will be

seen again. Please verify thatdf=dxD sin2x:

THE AVERAGE VALUE AND EXPECTED VALUE

The “average value” froma to b is the integral divided by the lengthb�a: This
was computed forx andx2 andsin2x, but not explained. It is a major application of
the integral, and it is guided by the ordinary average ofn numbers:

vaveD
1

b�a » b

a

v.x/ dx comes from vaveD
1

n
.v1 Cv2 C � � �Cvn/:

Integration is parallel to summation! Sums approach integrals. Discrete averages
approach continuous averages. The average of1

3
; 2

3
; 3

3
is 2

3
: Theaverage of1

5
; 2

5
; 3

5
; 4

5
; 5

5

is 3
5
: Theaverage ofn numbers from1=n to n=n is

vaveD
1

n

�

1

n
C
2

n
C � � �C n

n

�

D
nC1

2n
: (7)

The middle term gives the average, whenn is odd. Or we can do the addition. As
nÑ8 the sum approaches an integral (do you see the rectangles?). The ordinary
average of numbers becomes the continuous average ofv.x/D x:

nC1

2n
Ñ 1

2
and

» 1

0

x dxD
1

2

�

note
1

b�a D 1

�

In ordinary language: “The average value of the numbers between0 and1 is 1
2
:” Since

a whole continuum of numbers lies between0 and1, that statement is meaningless
until we have integration.

The average value of thesquaresof those numbers is.x2/aveD
r
x2 dx=.b�a/D 1

3
:

If you pick a number randomly between0 and1; its expected value is1
2

and its
expected square is1

3
.

To me that sentence is a puzzle. First, we don’t expect the number to be exactly
1
2
—sowe need to define “expected value.” Second, if the expected value is1

2
, why is

the expected square equal to1
3

instead of1
4
? The ideas come from probability theory,

and calculus is leading us tocontinuous probability. We introduce it briefly here,
and come back to it in Chapter 8.
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PREDICTABLE AVERAGES FROM RANDOM EVENTS

Suppose you throw a pair of dice. The outcome is not predictable. Otherwise why
throw them?But the average over more and more throws is totally predictable.
We don’t know what will happen, but we know its probability.

For dice, we are adding two numbers between1 and6: The outcome is between2
and12: The probability of2 is the chance of two ones:.1=6/.1=6/D 1=36: Beside
each outcome we can write its probability:

2

�

1

36

�

3

�

2

36

�

4

�

3

36

�

5

�

4

36

�

6

�

5

36

�

7

�

6

36

�

8

�

5

36

�

9

�

4

36

�

10

�

3

36

�

11

�

2

36

�

12

�

1

36

�

To repeat, one roll is unpredictable. Only the probabilities are known, and they add
to 1: (Those fractions add to36=36; all possibilities are covered.) The total from a
million rolls is even more unpredictable—it can be anywhere between2;000;000 and
12;000;000: Nevertheless theaverageof those million outcomes is almost com-
pletely predictable. Thisexpected valueis found by adding the products in that line
above:

Expected value: multiply (outcome) times(probability of outcome) and add:

2

36
C
6

36
C
12

36
C
20

36
C
30

36
C
42

36
C
40

36
C
36

36
C
30

36
C
22

36
C
12

36
D 7:

If you throw the dice1000 times, and the average is not between6:9 and7:1, you get
an A. Use the random number generator on a computer and round off to integers.

Now comescontinuous probability. Suppose all numbers between2 and12 are
equally probable. This means all numbers—not just integers. What is the probability
of hitting the particular numberxD�? It is zero! By any reasonable measure,� has
no chanceto occur. In the continuous case, everyx has probability zero. But an
interval ofx’s has a nonzero probability:

the probability of an outcome between2 and3 is 1=10
the probability of an outcome betweenx andxC�x is�x=10

To find the average, add up each outcome times the probability of that outcome.
First divide2 to 12 into intervals of length�xD 1 and probabilitypD 1=10: If
we round offx, the average is61

2
:

2

�

1

10

�

C3

�

1

10

�

C � � �C11

�

1

10

�

D 6:5:

Here all outcomes are integers (as with dice). It is more accurate to use20 intervals
of length1=2 and probability1=20: The average is63

4
, and you see what is coming.

These are rectangular areas (Riemann sums). As�xÑ 0 they approach an integral.
The probability of an outcome betweenx andxCdx is p.x/ dx, and this problem
hasp.x/D 1=10: The average outcome in the continuous case is not a sum but
an integral:

expected valueE.x/D

» 12

2

xp.x/ dxD

» 12

2

x
dx

10
D
x2

20

�12

2

D 7:

That is a big jump. From the point of view of integration, it is a limit of sums. From the
point of view of probability, the chance of each outcome is zero but theprobability
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densityatx is p.x/D 1=10: The integral ofp.x/ is 1, because some outcome must
happen. The integral ofxp.x/ is xaveD 7, the expected value. Each choice ofx is
random, but the average is predictable.

This completes a first step in probability theory. The second step comes after more
calculus. Decaying probabilities usee�x ande�x2

—then the chance of a largex is
very small. Here we end with the expected values ofxn and1=

?
x and 1=x, for a

random choice between0 and1 (sop.x/D 1):

E.xn/D

» 1

0

xn dxD
1

nC1
E

�

1?
x

�

D

» 1

0

dx?
x

D 2 E

�

1

x

�

D

» 1

0

dx

x
D8.Š/

A CONFUSION ABOUT “EXPECTED” CLASS SIZE

A college can advertise an average class size of29; while most students are in large
classes most of the time. I will show quickly how that happens.

Suppose there are95 classes of20 students and5 classes of200 students. The total
enrollment in100 classes is1900C1000D 2900:A random professor has expected
class size29: But a random student sees it differently. The probability is1900=2900
of being in a small class and1000=2900 of being in a large class. Adding class size
times probability gives the expected class sizefor the student:

.20/

�

1900

2900

�

C .200/

�

1000

2900

�

D 82 students in the class.

Similarly, the average waiting time at a restaurant seems like40 minutes (to the
customer). To the hostess, who averages over the whole day, it is10 minutes. If you
came at a random time itwouldbe10, but if you are a random customer it is40:

Traffic problems could be eliminated by raising the average number of people per
car to 2:5, or even2: But that is virtually impossible. Part of the problem is the
difference between (a) the percentage of cars with one person and (b) the percentage
of people alone in a car. Percentage (b) is smaller. In practice, most people would be
in crowded cars. See Problems37�38:

5.6 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

The integrals
r b

0 v.x/ dx and
r 5

b v.x/ dx add to a . The

integral
r 3

1 v.x/ dx equals b . The reason is c . If

v.x/¤x then
r 1

0 v.x/ dx¤ d . The average value ofv.x/
on the interval1¤x¤ 9 is defined by e . It is equal to
v.c/ at a point xD c which is f . The rectangle across
this interval with height v.c/ has the same area as g .
The average value ofv.x/D xC1 on the interval1¤x¤ 9 is

h .

If x is chosen from1;3;5;7 with equal probabilities1
4 , its ex-

pected value (average) is i . The expected value ofx2 is
j . If x is chosen from1;2; : : : ;8 with probabilities 1

8 , its
expected value is k . If x is chosen from1¤x¤ 9, the

chance of hitting an integer is l . The chance of falling between
x and xCdx is p.x/ dxD m . The expected valueE.x/ is the
integral n . It equals o .

In 1–6 find the average value ofv.x/ betweena and b; and find
all points c wherevaveD v.c/:

1 vD x4; aD�1; bD 1

3 vD cos2x; aD 0; bD�

5 vD 1=x2; aD 1; bD 2

2 vD x5; aD�1; bD 1

4 vD
?
x; aD 0; bD 4

6 vD .sin x/9; aD��; bD�:

7 At xD 8; F .x/D
r x

3 v.t/ dtC
r 5

x v.t/ dt is .

8
r 3

1 x dxC
r 5

3 x dx�r 1
5 x dxD .
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Are 9–16 true or false? Give a reason or an example.

9 The minimum of
r x

4 v.t/ dt is atxD 4:

10 The value of
r xC3

x v.t/ dt does not depend onx:

11 The average value fromxD 0 to xD 3 equals
1
3 .vave on 0¤x¤ 1/C 2

3 .vave on 1¤x¤ 3/:
12 The ratio.f .b/�f .a//=.b�a/ is the average value off .x/ on
a¤x¤ b:
13 On the symmetric interval�1¤ x¤ 1, v.x/�vave is an
odd function.

14 If l.x/¤ v.x/¤u.x/ thendl=dx¤ dv=dx¤du=dx:
15 The average ofv.x/ from 0 to 2 plus the average from2
to 4 equals the average from0 to 4:

16 (a) Antiderivatives of even functions are odd functions.

(b) Squares of odd functions are odd functions.

17 What numberNv gives
r b

a .v.x/� Nv/ dxD 0?

18 If f .2/D 6 and f .6/D 2 then the average ofdf=dx from
xD 2 to xD 6 is .

19 (a) The averages of cosx and|cosx| from 0 to � are .

(b) The average of the numbersv1; : : : ;vn is than
the average of|v1|; : : : ; |vn|:

20 (a) Which property of integrals proves
r 1

0 v.x/ dx¤ r 1
0 |v.x/|dx?

(b) Which property proves�r 1
0 v.x/ dx¤ r 1

0 |v.x/|dx?

Together these areProperty8: |r 1
0 v.x/ dx|¤ r 1

0 |v.x/|dx:
21 What function hasvave (from 0 to x) equal to 1

3v.x/ at all
x? What functions havevaveD v.x/ at allx?

22 (a) If v.x/ is increasing, explain from Property6 whyr x
0 v.t/ dt ¤xv.x/ for x¡ 0:

(b) Take derivatives of both sides for a second proof.

23 The average ofv.x/D 1=.1Cx2/ on the interval Œ0; b�
approaches asbÑ8: The average ofV.x/D x2=.1Cx2/

approaches :

24 If the positive numbersvn approach zero asnÑ8 prove
that their average.v1 C � � �Cvn/=n also approaches zero.

25 Find the average distance fromxD a to points in the
interval0¤x¤ 2: Is the formula different ifa  2?
26 (Computer experiment) Choose random numbersx
between 0 and 1 until the average value ofx2 is between .333
and .334: How many values ofx2 are above and below? If
possible repeat ten times.

27 A point P is chosen randomly along a semicircle (see
figure: equal probability for equal arcs). What is the average
distancey from thex axis? The radius is1:

28 A pointQ is chosen randomly between�1 and1:
(a) What is the average distanceY up to the semicircle?
(b) Why is this different from Problem27?

29 (A classic way to compute�) A 22 needle is tossed
onto a floor with boards22 wide. Find the probability of
falling across a crack. (This happens when cos� ¡yD distance
from midpoint of needle to nearest crack. In the rectangle
0¤ � ¤�=2; 0¤y¤ 1, shade the part where cos� ¡y and find the
fraction of area that is shaded.)

30 If Buffon’s needle has length2x instead of 2, find the
probabilityP.x/ of falling across the same cracks.

31 If you roll threedice at once, what are the probabilities of each
outcome between3 and18? What is the expected value?

32 If you choose a random point in the square0¤x¤ 1;
0¤y¤ 1, what is the chance that its coordinates havey2¤x?

33 The voltageV.t/D 220 cos2� t=60 has frequency60 hertz
and amplitude220 volts. FindVave from 0 to t:

34 (a) Show thatveven.x/D 1
2 .v.x/Cv.�x// is always even.

(b) Show thatvodd.x/D 1
2 .v.x/�v.�x// is always odd.

35 By Problem34 or otherwise, write.xC1/3 and1=.xC1/ as an
even function plus an odd function.

36 Prove from the definition ofdf=dx that it is an odd function if
f .x/ is even.

37 Suppose four classes have6;8;10; and40 students, averaging
: The chance of being in the first class is . The

expected class size (for the student) is

E.x/D 6

�

6

64

�

C8

�

8

64

�

C10

�

10

64

�

C40

�

40

64

�

D :

38 With groups of sizesx1; : : : ;xn adding toG; the average
size is : The chance of an individual belonging to
group 1 is : The expected size of his or her group is
E.x/D x1.x1=G/C � � �Cxn.xn=G/:

� Prove†n
1 x

2
i =G¥G=n:

39 True or false, 15 seconds each:
(a) If f .x/¤g.x/ thendf=dx¤dg=dx:
(b) If df=dx¤dg=dx thenf .x/¤ g.x/:
(c) xv.x/ is odd ifv.x/ is even.
(d) If vave¤wave on all intervals thenv.x/¤w.x/ at all
points.

40 If v.x/D

#
2x for x  3�2x for x¡ 3 thenf .x/D

#
x2 for x  3�x2 for x¡ 3 :

Thus
r 4

0 v.x/ dxD f .4/�f .0/D�16: Correct the mistake.

41 If v.x/D |x�2| find f .x/: Compute
r 5

0 v.x/ dx:

42 Why are there equal areas above and belowvave?
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5.7 The Fundamental Theorem and Its Applications

When the endpoints are fixed ata and b, we have adefiniteintegral. When the upper
limit is a variable pointx, we have anindefiniteintegral. More generally: When the
endpoints depend in any way onx, the integral is a function ofx: Therefore we
can find its derivative. This requires the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus.

The essence of the Theorem is:Derivative of integral ofv equalsv. We also
compute the derivative when the integral goes froma.x/ to b.x/—both limits vari-
able.

Part2 of the Fundamental Theorem reverses the order:Integral of derivative off
equalsf CC . That will follow quickly from Part1, with help from the Mean Value
Theorem. It is Part2 that we use most, since integrals are harder than derivatives.

After the proofs we go to new applications, beyond the standard problem of area
under a curve. Integrals can add up rings and triangles and shells—not just rectangles.
The answer can be a volume or a probability—not just an area.

THE FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM, PART 1

Start with a continuous functionv: Integrate it from a fixed pointa to a variable
point x: For eachx, this integralf .x/ is a number. We do not require or expect a
formula for f .x/—it is the area out to the pointx: It is a function ofx! The
Fundamental Theorem says that this area function has a derivative (another limiting
process).The derivativedf=dx equals the originalv.x/:

5C (Fundamental Theorem, Part1) Supposev.x/ is a continuous function:

If f .x/D
r x

a
v.t/ dt then df=dxD v.x/:

The dummy variable is written ast , so we can concentrate on the limits. The value of
the integral depends on the limitsa andx, not ont:

To finddf=dx, start with�f D f .xC�x/�f .x/D difference of areas:

�f D
r xC�x

a
v.t/ dt�r x

a
v.t/ dt D

r xC�x

x
v.t/ dt: (1)

Officially, this is Property1: The area out toxC�x minus the area out tox equals
the small part fromx to xC�x: Now divide by�x:

�f

�x
D

1

�x

» xC�x

x

v.t/ dt D average valueD v.c/: (2)

This is Property7, the Mean Value Theorem for integrals. The average value on this
short interval equalsv.c/: This pointc is somewhere betweenx andxC�x (exact
position not known), and we let�x approach zero. That squeezesc towardx, so
v.c/ approachesu.x/—remember thatv is continuous. The limit of equation(2) is
the Fundamental Theorem:

�f

�x
Ñ df

dx
and v.c/Ñ v.x/ so

df

dx
D v.x/: (3)

If �x is negative the reasoning still holds. Why assume thatv.x/ is continuous?
Because ifv is a step function, thenf .x/ has a corner wheredf=dx is notv.x/:
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We could skip the Mean Value Theorem and simply boundv above and below:

for t betweenx andxC�x W vmin¤ v.t/ ¤vmax

integrate over that interval: vmin�x¤ �f ¤vmax�x

divide by�x W vmin¤�f=�x¤vmax

(4)

As�xÑ 0, vmin andvmax approachv.x/: In the limit df=dx again equalsv.x/:

Fig. 5.14 Fundamental Theorem, Part1: (thin area�f )=(base length�x)Ñ heightv.x/:

Graphical meaning Thef-graph gives the area under thev-graph. The thin strip in
Figure 5.14 has area�f: That area is approximatelyv.x/ times�x. Dividing by
its base,�f=�x is close to the heightv.x/: When�xÑ 0 and the strip becomes
infinitely thin, the expression “close to” converges to “equals.” Thendf=dx is the
height atv.x/:

DERIVATIVES WITH VARIABLE ENDPOINTS

When the upper limit isx, the derivative isv.x/: Suppose thelower limit is x: The
integral goes fromx to b, instead ofa to x: Whenx moves, the lower limit moves.
The change in area is on the left side of Figure 5.15.As x goes forward, area is
removed. So there is a minus sign in the derivative of area:

The derivative of g.x/D

» b

x

v.t/ dt is
dg

dx
D�v.x/: (5)

The quickest proof is to reverseb andx, which reverses the sign (Property3):

g.x/D�» x

b

v.t/ dt so by Part1
dg

dx
D�v.x/:

Fig. 5.15 Area fromx to b hasdg=dxD�v.x/: Areav.b/db is added, areav.a/da is lost

The general case is messier but not much harder (it is quite useful). Supposeboth
limits are changing. The upper limitb.x/ is not necessarilyx, but it depends onx:
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The lower limita.x/ can also depend onx (Figure 5.15b). The areaA between those
limits changes asx changes, and we wantdA=dx:

If AD

» b.x/

a.x/

v.t/ dt then
dA

dx
D v.b.x//

db

dx
�v.a.x//da

dx
: (6)

The figure shows two thin strips, one added to the area and one subtracted.
First check the two cases we know. WhenaD 0 andbD x, we haveda=dxD 0

anddb=dxD 1: The derivative according to(6) is v.x/ times1—the Fundamental
Theorem. The other case hasaD x andbD constant. Then the lower limit in(6)
produces�v.x/: When the integral goes fromaD 2x to bD x3, its derivative is
new:

EXAMPLE 1 AD
r x3

2x
cost dt D sinx3�sin2x

dA=dxD .cosx3/.3x2/� .cos2x/.2/:

That fits with(6), becausedb=dx is 3x2 andda=dx is 2 (with minus sign). It also
looks like the chain rule—which it is! To prove(6) we use the lettersv andf :

AD

» b.x/

a.x/

v.t/ dt D f .b.x//�f .a.x// (by Part2 below)

dA

dx
D f 1.b.x//db

dx
�f 1.a.x//da

dx
(by the chain rule)

Sincef 1 D v, equation(6) is proved. In the next example the area turns out to be
constant, although it seems to depend onx: Note thatv.t/D 1=t sov.3x/D 1=3x:

EXAMPLE 2 AD

» 3x

2x

1

t
dt has

dA

dx
D

�

1

3x

�

.3/�� 1

2x

�

.2/D 0:

Question AD

» x�x

v.t/ dt has
dA

dx
D v.x/Cv.�x/:Why doesv.�x/ have a plus sign?

THE FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM, PART 2

We have used a hundred times the Theorem that is now to be proved. It is the key to
integration. “The integral ofdf=dx is f .x/CC .” The application starts withv.x/:
We search for anf .x/ with this derivative. Ifdf=dxD v.x/, the Theorem says that»

v.x/ dxD

»
df

dx
dxD f .x/CC:

We can’t rely on knowing formulas forv andf—only the definitions of
r

andd=dx:
The proof rests on one extremely special case:df=dx is the zero function.

We easily findf .x/D constant. The problem is to prove that there are no other
possibilities:f mustbe constant. When the slope is zero, the graphmustbe flat.
Everybody knows this is true, but intuition is not the same as proof.

Assume thatdf=dxD 0 in an interval. If f .x/ is not constant, there are points
wheref .a/¤ f .b/: By the Mean Value Theorem, there is a pointc where

f 1.c/D
f .b/�f .a/

b�a .this is not zero becausef .a/¤ f .b//:

But f 1.c/¤ 0 directly contradictsdf=dxD 0: Thereforef .x/ must be constant.
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Note the crucial role of the Mean Value Theorem. Alocal hypothesis (df=dxD 0
at each point) yields aglobal conclusion (f D constant in the whole interval). The
derivative narrows the field of view, the integral widens it. The Mean Value Theorem
connects instantaneous to average, local to global, points to intervals. This special
case (the zero function) applies whenA.x/ andf .x/ have the same derivative:

If dA=dxD df=dx on an interval; then A.x/D f .x/CC: (7)

Reason: The derivative ofA.x/�f .x/ is zero. SoA.x/�f .x/must be constant.
Now comes the big theorem. It assumes thatv.x/ is continuous, and integrates

usingf .x/:

5D (Fundamental Theorem, Part2) If v.x/D
df

dx
then

» b

a

v.x/dxDf .b/�f .a/:
Proof The antiderivative isf .x/: But Part1 gave another antiderivative for the same
v.x/: It was the integral—constructed from rectangles and now calledA.x/:

A.x/D

» x

a

v.t/ dt also has
dA

dx
D v.x/:

SinceA1 D v andf 1 D v, the special case in equation(7) states thatA.x/D f .x/C
C: That is the essential point:The integral from rectangles equalsf .x/CC .

At the lower limit the area integral isAD 0: Sof .a/CC D 0: At the upper limit
f .b/CC DA.b/: Subtract to findA.b/, the definite integral:

A.b/D
r b

a
v.x/ dxD f .b/�f .a/:

Calculus is beautiful—its Fundamental Theorem is also its most useful theorem.

Another proof of Part2 starts withf 1 D v and looks at subintervals:

f .x1/�f .a/D v.x�1 /.x1�a/ (by the Mean Value Theorem)

f .x2/�f .x1/D v.x�2 /.x2�x1/ (by the Mean Value Theorem)

: : :D : : :

f .b/�f .xn�1/D v.x�n/.b�xn�1/ (by the Mean Value Theorem).

The left sides add tof .b/�f .a/: The sum on the right, as�xÑ 0, is
r b

a
v.x/ dx:

APPLICATIONS OF INTEGRATION

Up to now the integral has been the area under a curve. There are many other
applications, quite different from areas.Whenever addition becomes“continuous,”
we have integrals instead of sums. Chapter 8 has space to develop more applica-
tions, but four examples can be given immediately—which will make the point.

We stay with geometric problems, rather than launching into physics or
engineering or biology or economics. All those will come. The goal here is to take
a first step away from rectangles.
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EXAMPLE 3 (for circles) The area A and circumferenceC are related by
dA=dr DC .

The question is why. The area is�r2: Its derivative2�r is the circumference. By
the Fundamental Theorem, the integral ofC isA:What is missing is the geometrical
reason. Certainly�r2 is the integral of2�r , but what is thereal explanation for
AD

r
C.r/dr?

My point is thatthe pieces are not rectangles. We could squeeze rectangles under
a circular curve, but their heights would have nothing to do withC: Our intuition has
to take a completely different direction, and add up thethin ringsin Figure 5.16.

Fig. 5.16 Area of circleD integral over rings. Volume of sphereD integral over shells.

Suppose the ring thickness is�r: Then the ring area is close toC times�r: This
is precisely the kind of approximation we need, because its error is of higher order
.�r/2: The integral adds ring areasjust as it added rectangular areas:

AD

» r

0

C dr D

» r

0

2�r dr D�r2:

That is our first step toward freedom, away from rectangles to rings.
The ring area�A can be checked exactly—it is the difference of circles:

�AD�.rC�r/2��r2 D 2�r �rC�.�r/2:

This isC�r plus a correction. Dividing both sides by�rÑ 0 leavesdA=drDC:

Finally there is a geometrical reason. The ring unwinds into a thin strip. Its width
is �r and its length is close toC: The inside and outside circles have different
perimeters, so this is not a true rectangle—but the area is nearC�r:

EXAMPLE 4 For a sphere, surface area and volume satisfyAD dV=dr:

What worked for circles will work for spheres. The thin rings becomethin shells. A
shell goes from radiusr to radiusrC�r , so its thickness is�r:We want the volume
of the shell, but we don’t need it exactly. The surface area is4�r2, so the volume is
about4�r2 �r: That is close enough!

Again we are correct except for.�r/2: Infinitesimally speakingdV DA dr :

V D

» r

0

A dr D

» r

0

4�r2 dr D
4

3
�r3:

This is the volume of a sphere. The derivative ofV isA, and the shells explain why.
Main point:Integration is not restricted to rectangles.
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EXAMPLE 5 The distance around a square is4s: Why does the area have
dA=dsD 2s?

The side iss and the area iss2: Its derivative2s goes onlyhalf way around the
square. I tried to understand that by drawing a figure. Normally this works, but in the
figuredA=ds looks like4s: Something is wrong. The bell is ringing so I leave this as
an exercise.

EXAMPLE 6 Find the area underv.x/D cos�1x from xD 0 to xD 1:

That is a conventional problem, but we have no antiderivative forcos�1x: We could
look harder, and find one. However there is another solution—unconventionalbut cor-
rect.The region can be filled with horizontal rectangles(not vertical rectangles).
Figure 5.17b shows a typical strip of lengthxD cosv (the curve hasvD cos�1x). As
the thickness�v approaches zero, the total area becomes

r
x dv: We are integrating

upward, sothe limits are onv not onx:

areaD
r �=2

0
cosv dvD sin v

i�=2

0
D 1:

The exercises ask you to set up other integrals—not always with rectangles.
Archimedes used triangles instead of rings to find the area of a circle.

Fig. 5.17 Trouble with a square. Success with horizontal strips and triangles.

5.7 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

The areaf .x/D
r x
a v.t/ dt is a function of a . By Part1 of

the Fundamental Theorem, its derivative isb . In the proof,
a small change�x produces the area of a thin c . This area
�f is approximately d times e . So the derivative ofr x
a t2 dt is f .

The integral
r b
x t2 dt has derivative g . The minus sign is

because h . When both limitsa.x/ and b.x/ depend onx,
the formula fordf=dx becomes i minus j . In the example
r 3x
2 t dt; the derivative is k .

By Part 2 of the Fundamental Theorem, the integral ofdf=dx
is l . In the special case whendf=dxD 0, this says that

m . From this special case we conclude: IfdA=dxDdB=dx

thenA.x/D n . If an antiderivative of1=x is lnx (whatever that

is), then automatically
r b
a dx=xD o .

The square0¤x¤ s, 0¤y¤ s has areaAD p . If s is
increased by�s, the extra area has the shape ofq . That area
�A is approximately r . SodA=dsD s .

Find the derivatives of the following functionsF.x/:

1
r x
1 cos2t dt

3
r 2
0 tn dt

5
r x2

1 u3 du

2
r 1
x cos3t dt

4
r 2
0 xn dt

6
r x=2�x v.u/du

7
r xC1
x v.t/ dt (a “running average” of v)

8
1

x

» x

0
v.t/ dt (the average ofv; use product rule)

9
1

x

» x

0
sin2t dt 10

1

2

» xC2

x
t3 dt
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11
r x
0 Œ

r t
0 v.u/du� dt 12

r x
0 .df =dt/2 dt

13
r x
0 v.t/ dtC

r 1
x v.t/ dt 14

r x
0 v.�t/ dt

15
r x�x sin t2 dt

17
r x
0 u.t/v.t/ dt

19
» sinx

0
sin�1t dt

16
r x�x sin t dt

18
r b.x/
a.x/

5 dt

20
» f .x/

0

df

dt
dt

21 True or false

(a) If df=dxD dg=dx thenf .x/Dg.x/:

(b) If d2f=dx2 D d2g=dx2 thenf .x/Dg.x/CC:

(c) If 3¡x then the derivative of
r x
3 v.t/ dt is�v.x/:

(d) The derivative of
r 3
1 v.x/ dx is zero.

22 For F.x/D
r 2x
x sin t dt , locateF.�C�x/�F.�/ on a sine

graph. Where isF.�x/�F.0/?
23 Find the functionv.x/ whose average value between0 andx is
cosx: Start from

r x
0 v.t/ dt D x cosx:

24 Supposedf=dxD 2x: We know thatd.x2/=dxD 2x: How do
we prove thatf .x/D x2 CC?

25 If
r 0�x v.t/ dt D

r x
0 v.t/ dt (equal areas left and right of zero),

thenv.x/ is an function. Take derivatives to prove it.

26 Example 2 said that
r 3x
2x dt=t does not really depend onx (or

t !). Substitutexu for t and watch the limits onu:

27 True or false, with reason:

(a) All continuous functions have derivatives.
(b) All continuous functions have antiderivatives.

(c) All antiderivatives have derivatives.

(d) A.x/D
r 3x
2x dt=t

2 hasdA=dxD 0:

Find
r x
1 v.t/ dt from the facts in 28–29.

28
d.xn/

dx
D v.x/ 29

» x

0
v.t/ dt D

x

xC2
:

30 What is wrong with Figure 5.17? It seems to show that
dAD 4s ds, which would meanAD

r
4s dsD 2s2:

31 The cube0¤x; y; z¤ s has volumeV D : The three
square faces withxD s or yD s or zD s have total area
AD : If s is increased by�s, the extra volume has the
shape of : That volume�V is approximately : So
dV=dsD :

32 The four-dimensional cube0¤x; y; z; t ¤ s has hypervolume
H D : The face withxD s is really a : Its volume is
V D : The total volume of the four faces withxD s, yD s,
zD s, or t D s is : Whens is increased by�s, the extra hy-
pervolume is�H � : SodH=dsD :

33 The hypervolume of a four-dimensional sphere isH D 1
2�

2r4:

Therefore the area (volume?) of its three-dimensional surface
x2 Cy2 Cz2 C t2 D r2 is :

34 The area above the parabolayD x2 from xD 0 to xD 1 is 2
3 :

Draw a figure with horizontal strips and integrate.

35 The wedge in Figure (a) has area12 r
2d�: One reason: It

is a fraction d�=2� of the total area�r2: Another reason: It
is close to a triangle with small baserd� and height :

Integrating1
2 r

2d� from� D 0 to � D gives the area
of a quarter-circle.

36 AD
r r
0

a
r2�x2 dx is also the area of a quarter-circle. Show

why, with a graph and thin rectangles. Calculate this integral by sub-
stitutingxD r sin� anddxD r cos� d�:

37 The distancer in Figure (b) is related to� by r D :

Therefore the area of the thin triangle is12 r
2d� D :

Integration to� D gives the total area12 :

38 The x and y coordinates in Figure (c) add to
r cos�Cr sin� D : Without integrating explain why» �=2

0

d�

.cos�Csin �/2
D 1:

39 The horizontal strip at heighty in Figure (d) has widthdy and
lengthxD : So the area up toyD 2 is : What length
are the vertical strips that give the same area?

40 Use thin rings to find the area between the circlesr D 2 and
r D 3: Draw a picture to show why thin rectangles would be extra
difficult.

41 The length of the strip in Figure (e) is approximately :

The width is : Therefore the triangle has area
r 1
0 da

(do you get1
2 ?).

42 The area of the ellipse in Figure (f) is2�r2: Its derivative is4�r:
But this is not the correct perimeter. Where does the usual reasoning
go wrong?

43 The derivative of the integral ofv.x/ is v.x/: What is the
corresponding statement for sums and differences of the numbers
vj ? Prove that statement.
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44 The integral of the derivative off .x/ is f .x/CC: What is the
corresponding statement for sums of differences offj ? Prove that
statement.

45 Does d2f=dx2 D a.x/ lead to
r 1
0 .

r x
0 a.t/ dt/dxD

f .1/�f .0/? 46 The mountainyD�x2 C t has an areaA.t/ above thex axis.
As t increases so does the area. Draw anxy graph of the mountain at
t D 1: What line givesdA=dt? Show with words or derivatives that
d2A=dt2¡ 0:
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5.8 Numerical Integration

This section concentrates on definite integrals. The inputs arey.x/ and two endpoints
a and b: The output is the integralI: Our goal is to find that numberr b

a
y.x/ dxD I , accurately and in a short time. Normally this goal is achievable—as

soon as we have a good method for computing integrals.
Our two approaches so far have weaknesses. The search for an antiderivative

succeeds in important cases, and Chapter 7 extends that range—but generallyf .x/
is not available. The other approach (by rectangles) is in the right direction but too
crude. The height is set byy.x/ at the right and left end of each small interval. The
right and left rectangle rulesadd the areas (�x timesy):

Rn D .�x/.y1 Cy2 C � � � Cyn/ and Ln D .�x/.y0 Cy1 C � � � Cyn�1/:

The value ofy.x/ at the end of intervalj is yj : The extreme left valuey0 D y.a/
entersLn:With n equal intervals of length�xD .b�a/=n, the extreme right value
is yn D y.b/: It entersRn: Otherwise the sums are the same—simple to compute,
easy to visualize, but very inaccurate.

This section goes from slow methods (rectangles) to better methods (trapezoidal
and midpoint) to good methods (Simpson and Gauss). Each improvement cuts down
the error. You could discover the formulas without the book, by integratingx andx2

andx4: The ruleRn would come out on one side of the answer, andLn would be
on the other side. You would figure out what to do next, to come closer to the exact
integral. The book can emphasize one key point:

The quality of a formula depends on how many integralsr
1 dx;

r
x dx;

r
x2 dx; : : : ; it computes exactly. If

r
xp dx

is the first to be wrong, the order of accuracyisp:

By testing the integrals of1;x;x2; : : :, we decide how accurate the formulas are.
Figure 5.18 shows the rectangle rulesRn andLn: They are already wrong when

yD x. These methods arefirst-order: pD 1: The errors involve the first power of
�x—where we would much prefer a higher power. A largerp in .�x/p means a
smaller error.

Fig. 5.18 ErrorsE ande in Rn andLn are the areas of triangles.

When the graph ofy.x/ is a straight line, the integralI is known. The error
trianglesE ande have base�x: Their heights are the differencesyj C1�yj : The
areas are1

2
(base)(height), and the only difference is a minus sign. (L is too low, so

the errorL�I is negative.) The total error inRn is the sum of theE ’s:

Rn�I D 1
2
�x.y1�y0/C � � �C 1

2
�x.yn�yn�1/D 1

2
�x.yn�y0/: (1)

All y’s betweeny0 andyn cancel. Similarly for the sum of thee’s:

Ln�I D�1
2
�x.yn�y0/D�1

2
�xŒy.b/�y.a/�: (2)
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The greater the slope ofy.x/, the greater the error—since rectangles have zero slope.
Formulas(1) and (2) are nice—but those errors are large. To integrateyD x

from aD 0 to bD 1; the error is1
2
�x.1�0/: It takes500;000 rectangles to reduce

this error to1=1;000;000. This accuracy is reasonable, but that many rectangles is
unacceptable.

The beauty of the error formulas is that they are “asymptotically correct” for all
functions. When the graph is curved, the errors don’t fit exactly into triangles. But
the ratio of predicted error to actual error approaches1. As �xÑ 0, the graph is
almost straight in each interval—this is linear approximation.

The error prediction1
2
�xŒy.b/�y.a/� is so simple that we test it ony.x/D

?
x:

I D
r 1

0

?
x dxD 2

3
nD 1 10 100 1000

errorRn�I D :33 :044 :0048 :00049

errorLn�I D �:67 �:056 �:0052 �:00051
The error decreases along each row. So does�xD :1; :01; :001; :0001:Multiplying
n by 10 divides�x by 10: The error is also divided by10 (almost).The error is
nearly proportional to�x—typical of first-order methods.

The predicted error is1
2
�x, since herey.1/D 1 andy.0/D 0: The computed er-

rors in the table come closer and closer to1
2
�xD :5; :05; :005; :0005:The prediction

is the “leading term” in the actual error.
The table also shows a curious fact. Subtracting the last row from the row

above gives exact numbers1; :1; :01; and .001: This is.Rn�I /� .Ln�I /; which
isRn�Ln: It comes from an extra rectangle at the right, included inRn but notLn:
Its height is1 and its area is1; :1; :01; :001:

The errors inRn and Ln almost cancel. The averageTn D 1
2
.Rn CLn/ has

less error—it is the “trapezoidal rule.” First we give the rectangle prediction two final
tests:

nD 1 nD 10 nD 100 nD 1000r
.x2�x/dx W errors 1:7 �10�1 1:7 �10�3 1:7 �10�5 1:7 �10�7

r
dx=.10Ccos2�x/ W errors �1 �10�3 2 �10�14 “0” “ 0”

Those errors are fallingfasterthan�x: ForyD x2�x the prediction explains why:
y.0/ equalsy.1/: The leading term, withy.b/minusy.a/, is zero. The exact errors
are 1

6
.�x/2, dropping from10�1 to 10�3 to 10�5 to 10�7: In these examplesLn is

identical toRn (and also toTn), because the end rectangles are the same. We will see
these1

6
.�x/2 errors in the trapezoidal rule.

The last row in the table is more unusual. It shows practically no error. Why do the
rectangle rules suddenly achieve such an outstanding success?

The reason is thaty.x/D 1=.10Ccos2�x/ is periodic. The leading term in the
error is zero, becausey.0/D y.1/: Also the next term will be zero, because
y 1.0/D y 1.1/: Every power of�x is multiplied by zero, when we integrate over
a complete period. So the errors go to zero exponentially fast.

Personal noteI tried to integrate1=.10Ccos2�x/ by hand and failed. Then I was
embarrassed to discover the answer in my book on applied mathematics. The method
was a special trick using complex numbers, which applies over an exact period.
Finally I found the antiderivative (quite complicated) in a handbook of integrals, and
verified the area1=

?
99:
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THE TRAPEZOIDAL AND MIDPOINT RULES

We move to integration formulas that are exact whenyD x: They have
second-order accuracy. The �x error term disappears. The formulas give the
correct area under straight lines. The predicted error is a multiple of.�x/2: That
multiple is found by testingyD x2—for which the answers are not exact.

The first formula combinesRn andLn: To cancel as much error as possible, take
the average1

2
.Rn CLn/: This yields thetrapezoidal rule, which approximatesr

y.x/ dx by Tn:

Tn D 1
2
Rn C 1

2
Ln D�x.1

2
y0 Cy1 C � � � Cyn�1 C 1

2
yn/: (3)

Another way to findTn is from the area of the “trapezoid” belowyD x in Figure 5.19a.

Fig. 5.19 Second-order accuracy: The error prediction is based onvD x2:

The base is�x and the sides have heightsyj�1 andyj : Adding those areas gives
1
2
.Ln CRn/ in formula (3)—the coefficients ofyj combine into1

2
C 1

2
D 1:Only the

first and last intervals are missing a neighbor, so the rule has1
2
y0 and 1

2
yn: Because

trapezoids (unlike rectangles) fit under a sloping line,Tn is exact whenyD x:
What is the difference from rectangles? The trapezoidal rule gives weight1

2
�x to

y0 andyn: The rectangle ruleRn gives full weight�x to yn (and no weight toy0).
Rn�Tn is exactly the leading error1

2
yn� 1

2
y0: The change toTn knocks out that

error.

Another important formula is exact fory.x/D x: A rectangle has the same area
as a trapezoid, if the height of the rectangle is halfway betweenyj�1 andyj : On a
straight line graph that is achieved at themidpointof the interval. By evaluatingy.x/
at the halfway points1

2
�x; 3

2
�x; 5

2
�x; : : :, we get much better rectangles. This leads

to themidpoint ruleMn:

Mn D�x.y1=2 Cy3=2 C � � �Cyn�1=2/: (4)

For
r 4

0
x dx, trapezoids give1

2
.0/C1C2C3C 1

2
.4/D 8:The midpoint rule gives

1
2

C 3
2

C 5
2

C 7
2

D 8, again correct. The rules become different whenyD x2; because
y1=2 is no longer the average ofy0 andy1: Try both second-order rules onx2:

I D
r 1

0
x2 dx nD 1 10 100

errorTn�I D 1=6 1=600 1=60000

errorMn�I D �1=12 �1=1200 �1=120000
The errors fall by100 whenn is multiplied by10: The midpoint rule is twice as
good (�1=12 vs. 1=6). Since all smooth functions are close to parabolas (quadratic
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approximation in each interval), the leading errors come from Figure 5.19. The
trapezoidal error is exactly1

6
.�x/2 wheny.x/ is x2 (the12 in the formula divides

the2 in y 1):
Tn�I � 1

12
.�x/2

�

.y 11�y 10/C � � �C .y 1n�y 1n�1/
�

D
1

12
.�x/2

�

y 1n�y 10� (5)

Mn�I �� 1

24
.�x/2

�

y 1n�y 10�D� 1

24
.�x/2

�

y 1.b/�y 1.a/� (6)

For exact error formulas, changey 1.b/�y 1.a/ to .b�a/y2.c/: The location of
c is unknown (as in the Mean Value Theorem). In practice these formulas are not
much used—they involve thepth derivative at an unknown locationc: The main
point about the error is the factor.�x/p:

One crucial fact is easy to overlook in our tests.Each value ofy.x/ can be ex-
tremely hard to compute. Every time a formula asks foryj , a computer calls a sub-
routine. The goal of numerical integration is to get below the error tolerance, while
calling fora minimum number of values ofy. Second-order rules need about a thou-
sand values for a typical tolerance of10�6: The next methods are better.

FOURTH-ORDER RULE: SIMPSON

The trapezoidal error is nearly twice the midpoint error (1=6vs.�1=12). So a good
combination will have twice as much ofMn asTn: That isSimpson’s rule:

Sn D
1

3
Tn C

2

3
Mn D

1

6
�x

�

y0 C4y1=2 C2y1 C4y3=2 C2y2 C � � � C4yn�1=2 Cyn

�

:

(7)

Multiply the midpoint values by2=3D 4=6: The endpoint values are multiplied by
2=6; except at the far endsa andb (with heightsy0 andyn). This 1�4�2�4�
2�4�1 pattern has become famous.

Simpson’s rule goes deeper than a combination ofT andM: It comes from a
parabolicapproximation toy.x/ in each interval. When a parabola goes throughy0;
y1=2;y1, the area under it is1

6
�x.y0 C4y1=2 Cy1/. This is S over the first

interval. All our rules are constructed this way: Integrate correctly as many
powers1;x;x2; : : : as possible. Parabolas are better than straight lines, which are
better than flat pieces.S beatsM , which beatsR: Check Simpson’s rule on powers
of x, with�xD 1=n:

nD 1 nD 10 nD 100

error if yD x2 0 0 0

error if yD x3 0 0 0

error if yD x4 8:33 �10�3 8:33 �10�7 8:33 �10�11

Exact answers forx2 are no surprise.Sn was selected to get parabolas right. But the
zero errors forx3 were not expected. The accuracy has jumped tofourth order, with
errors proportional to.�x/4: That explains the popularity of Simpson’s rule.

To understand whyx3 is integrated exactly, look at the intervalŒ�1;1�: The odd
functionx3 has zero integral, and Simpson agrees by symmetry:» 1�1

x3 dxD
1

4
x4

�1�1

D 0 and
2

6

h

.�1/3 C4.0/3 C13
i

D 0: (8)
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Fig. 5.20 Simpson versus Gauss:ED c.�x/4.y3
j C1

�y3
j
/ with cSD 1=2880 and

cG D�1=4320:
THE GAUSS RULE (OPTIONAL)

We need a competitor for Simpson, and Gauss can compete with anybody. He
calculated integrals in astronomy, and discovered thattwo points are enough for
a fourth-order method. From�1 to 1 (a single interval) his rule is

r 1�1
y.x/ dx� y.�1=?3/Cy.1=

?
3/: (9)

Those “Gauss points” xD�1=?3 andxD 1=
?
3 can be found directly. By placing

them symmetrically, all odd powersx;x3; : : : are correctly integrated. The key is in
yD x2, whose integral is2=3: The Gauss points�xG andCxG get this integral
right:

2

3
D .�xG/

2 C .xG/
2; so x2

G D
1

3
and xG D� 1?

3
:

Figure 5.20c shifts to the interval from0 to �x: The Gauss points are
.1�1=?3/�x=2: They are not as convenient as Simpson’s (which hand calcula-
tors prefer). Gauss is good for thousands of integrations over one interval. Simpson is
good when intervals go back to back—then Simpson also uses twoy’s per interval.
ForyD x4, you see both errors drop by10�4 in comparingnD 1 to nD 10:

I D
r 1

0
x4 dx Simpson error 8:33 �10�3 8:33 �10�7

Gauss error �5:56 �10�3 �5:56 �10�7

DEFINITE INTEGRALS ON A CALCULATOR

It is fascinating to know how numerical integration is actually done. The points are
not equally spaced! For an integral from0 to 1, Hewlett-Packard machines might
internally replacex by 3u2�2u3 (the limits onu are also0 and1). The machine
remembers to changedx: For example,» 1

0

dx?
x

becomes

» 1

0

6.u�u2/du?
3u2�2u3

D

» 1

0

6.1�u/du?
3�2u :

Algebraically that looks worse—but the infinite value of1=
?
x at xD 0 disappears

atuD 0: The differential6.u�u2/du was chosen to vanish atuD 0 anduD 1:We
don’t needy.x/ at the endpoints—where infinity is most common. In theu variable
the integration points are equally spaced—therefore inx they are not.

When a difficult point isinsideŒa;b�, break the interval in two pieces. And chop

off integrals that go out to infinity. The integral ofe�x2
should be stopped byxD 10,
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since the tail is so thin. (It is bad to go too far.) Rapid oscillations are among the
toughest—the answer depends on cancellation of highs and lows, and the
calculator requires many integration points.

The change fromx to u affects periodic functions. I thought equal spacing was
good, since1=.10Ccos2�x/ was integrated above to enormous accuracy. But there
is a danger calledaliasing. If sin8�x is sampled with�xD 1=8, it is always zero.
A high frequency8 is confused with a low frequency0 (its “alias” which agrees at
the sample points). With unequal spacing the problem disappears.Notice how any
integration method can be deceived:

Ask for the integral ofyD 0 and specify the accuracy. The calculator
samplesy atx1; : : : ;xk: (With a PAUSE key, thex’s may be displayed.)
Then integrateY.x/D .x�x1/

2 � � � .x�xk/
2: That also returns the

answer zero (now wrong), because the calculator follows the same steps.

On the calculator you enter the function, the endpoints, and the accuracy. The
variablex can be named or not (see the margin). The outputs4:67077 and 4.7E-5

are the requested integral
r 2

1
ex dx and the estimated error bound. Your input

accuracy .00001 guarantees

relative error inyD

���� truey�computedy

computedy

����¤ :00001:
The machine estimates accuracy based on its experience in samplingy.x/: If you
guaranteeex within .00000000001; it thinks you want high accuracy and takes longer.

In consulting for HP, William Kahan chose formulas using1;3;7;15; : : : sample
points. Each new formula uses the samples in the previous formula. The calculator
stops when answers are close.
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5.8 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

To integratey.x/, divide Œa;b� into n pieces of length�xD a .
Rn and Ln place a b over each piece, using the
height at the right or c endpoint:Rn D�x.y1 C � � �Cyn/

and Ln D d . These are e order methods, because
they are incorrect for yD f . The total error on Œ0;1�
is approximately g . For yD cos�x this leading term is

h . For yD cos2�x the error is very small becauseŒ0;1� is a
complete i .

A much better method is Tn D 1
2RnC j D

�xŒ12y0C k y1 C � � �C l yn�: This m rule is
n -order because the error foryD x is o . The error for

yD x2 from a to b is p . The q rule is twice as accurate,
usingMn D�x[ r ].

Simpson’s method is Sn D 2
3MnC s . It is t -

order, because the powers u are integrated correctly. The
coefficients of y0;y1=2;y1 are v times �x: Over three
intervals the weights are�x=6 times 1�4� w . Gauss uses

x points in each interval, separated by�x=
?
3: For a

method of orderp the error is nearly proportional to y .

1 What is the differenceLn�Tn? Compare with the leading
error term in (2).

2 If you cut �x in half, by what factor is the trapezoidal
error reduced (approximately)? By what factor is the error in
Simpson’s rule reduced?

3 ComputeRn and Ln for
r 1

0 x
3 dx and nD 1;2;10: Either

verify (with computer) or use (without computer) the formula
13 C23 C � � �Cn3 D 1

4n
2.nC1/2:

4 One way to computeTn is by averaging 1
2 .Ln CRn/:

Another way is to add1
2y0 Cy1 C � � �C 1

2yn: Which is more
efficient? Compare the number of operations.

5 Test three different rules onI D
r 1

0 x
4 dx for nD 2;4;8:

6 Compute � to six places as4
r 1

0 dx=.1Cx2/, using any
rule.

7 Change Simpson’s rule to�x
�

1
4y0 C 1

2y1=2 C 1
4y1

�

in each
interval and find the order of accuracyp:

8 Demonstrate superdecay of the error when1=.3Csin x/ is
integrated from0 to 2�:

9 Check that .�x/2.y1
j C1

�y1
j
/=12 is the correct error for

yD 1 and yD x and yD x2 from the first trapezoid.j D 0/:

Then it is correct for every parabola over every interval.

10 Repeat Problem 9 for the midpoint error�.�x/2.y1j C1�y1j /=24: Draw a figure to show why the
rectangleM has the same area as any trapezoid through the mid-
point (including the trapezoid tangent toy.x/).

11 In principle
r8�8 sin2x dx=x2 D�: With a symbolic algebra

code or an HP-28S, how many decimal places do you get? Cut off
the integral to

r A�A and test large and smallA:

12 These four integrals all equal�:» 1

0

dxa
x.1�x/ » 8�8 sinx

x
dx

8

3

» �

0
sin4x dx

» 8
0

x�1=2dx

1Cx

(a) Apply the midpoint rule to two of them until
� � 3:1416:
(b) Optional: Pick the other two and find� � 3:

13 To compute ln2D
r 2

1 dx=xD :69315 with error less than
.001, how many intervals shouldTn need? Its leading error is
.�x/2Œy1.b/�y1.a/�=12: Test the actual error withyD 1=x:

14 CompareTn with Mn for
r 1

0

?
x dx and nD 1;10;100: The

error prediction breaks down becausey1.0/D8:
15 Take f .x/D

r x
0 y.x/ dx in error formula 3R to prove that

r �x
0 y.x/dx�y.0/�x is exactly1

2 .�x/
2y1.c/ some pointc:

16 For the periodic functiony.x/D 1=.2Ccos6�x/ from�1 to 1,
compareT andS andG for nD 2:

17 ForI D
r 1

0

a
1�x2 dx, the leading error in the trapezoidal rule

is : Try nD 2;4;8 to defy the prediction.

18 Change to xD sin�;
a
1�x2 D cos�;dxD cos� d� , and

repeatT4 on
r �=2

0 cos2� d� . What is the predicted error after
the change to�?

19 Write down the three equationsAy.0/CBy
�

1
2

�

CCy.1/D I

for the three integralsI D
r 1

0 1dx;
r 1

0 x dx;
r 1

0 x
2 dx: Solve for

A;B;C and name the rule.

20 Can you invent a rule usingAy0 CBy1=4 CCy1=2 CDy3=4 C

Ey1 to reach higher accuracy than Simpson’s?

21 Show thatTn is the only combination ofLn andRn that has
second-order accuracy.

22 Calculate
r
e�x2

dx with ten intervals from0 to 5 and 0
to 20 and0 to 400: The integral from0 to8 is 1

2

?
�: What is the

best point to chop off the infinite integral?

23 The graph ofy.x/D 1=.x2 C10�10/ has a sharp spike and
a long tail. Estimate

r 1
0 y dx from T10 and T100 (don’t expect

much). Then substitutexD 10�5 tan�;dxD 10�5sec2� d� and
integrate105 from 0 to �=4:

24 Compute
r 4

0 |x��|dx from T4 and compare with the
divide and conquer method of separating

r �
0 |x��|dx from

r 4
� |x��|dx:
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25 Find a;b;c so that yD ax2 CbxCc equals 1;3;7 at
xD 0; 1

2 ;1 (three equations). Check that16 �1C 4
6 �3C 1

6 �7
equals

r 1
0 y dx:

26 Find c in S�I D c.�x/4Œy3.1/�y3.0/� by taking yD x4

and�xD 1:

27 Find c in G�I D c.�x/4Œy3.1/�y3.�1/� by taking
yD x4,�xD 2, andGD .�1=?3/4 C.1=

?
3/4:

28 What condition ony.x/ makesLn DRn DTn for the integral
r b

a y.x/ dx?

29 Supposey.x/ is concave up. Show from a picture that
the trapezoidal answer is too high and the midpoint answer is
too low. How doesy2¡ 0 make equation (5) positive and (6)
negative?



CHAPTER 6

Exponentials and Logarithms

This chapter is devoted to exponentials like2x and10x and above allex : The goal
is to understand them, differentiate them, integrate them, solve equations with them,
and invert them (to reach the logarithm). The overwhelming importance ofex makes
this a crucial chapter in pure and applied mathematics.

In the traditional order of calculus books,ex waits until other applications of the
integral are complete. I would like to explain why it is placed earlier here. I believe
that the equationdy=dxD y has to be emphasized above techniques of integration.
The laws of nature are expressed bydifferential equations, and at the center isex : Its
applications are to life sciences and physical sciences and economics and engineering
(and more—wherever change is influenced by the present state). The model produces
a differential equation and I want to show what calculus can do.

The key is alwaysbmCn D .bm/.bn/: Section6:1 applies that rule in three ways:

1. to understand thelogarithm as theexponent;
2. to drawgraphson ordinary and semilog and log-log paper;
3. to findderivatives. The slope ofbx will usebxC�x D .bx/.b�x/:

283
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6.1 An Overview

There is a good chance you have met logarithms. They turn multiplication into
addition, which is a lot simpler. They are the basis for slide rules (not so important)
and for graphs on log paper (very important). Logarithms are mirror images of
exponentials—and those I know you have met.

Start with exponentials. The numbers10 and102 and103 are basic to the decimal
system. For completeness I also include100; which is “ten to the zeroth power” or
1: The logarithms of those numbers are the exponents. The logarithms of1 and
10 and100 and1000 are0 and1 and2 and3: These are logarithms “to base10,”
because the powers are powers of10:

Question When the base changes from10 to b, what is the logarithm of1 ?
Answer Sinceb0 D 1, logb 1 isalwayszero. To baseb, the logarithm of bn isn:
Negative powers are also needed. The number10x is positive, but its exponentx can
be negative. The first examples are1=10 and1=100, which are the same as10�1 and
10�2: The logarithms are the exponents�1 and�2:

1000D103 and log1000D3

1=1000D10�3 and log1=1000D�3:
Multiplying 1000 times1=1000 gives1D 100: Adding logarithms gives3C .�3/D
0: Always 10m times10n equals10mCn: In particular103 times102 produces five
tens:

.10/.10/.10/ times .10/.10/ equals .10/.10/.10/.10/.10/D 105:

The law forbm timesbn extends to all exponents, as in104:6 times10� : Furthermore
the law applies to all bases (we restrict the base tob¡ 0 andb¤ 1). In every case
multiplication of numbers is addition of exponents.

6A bm timesbn equalsbmCn, so logarithms (exponents) add
bm divided bybn equalsbm�n, so logarithms (exponents) subtract

logb.yz/D logb yC logb z and logb.y=z/D logb y� logb z: (1)

Historical note In the days of slide rules,1:2 and1:3 were multiplied by sliding
one edge across to1:2 and reading the answer under1:3: A slide rule made in
Germany would give the third digit in1:56: Its photograph shows the numbers on a
log scale. The distance from1 to 2 equals the distance from2 to 4 and from4 to 8:
By sliding the edges, you add distances and multiply numbers.

Division goes the other way.Notice how1000=10D 100matches3�1D 2: To
divide1:56 by 1:3, look back along line D for the answer1:2:

The second figure, though smaller, is the important one.When x increases by
1;2x is multiplied by2. Adding toxmultipliesy: This rule easily givesyD 1;2;4;8;
but look ahead to calculus—which doesn’t stay with whole numbers.

Calculus will add�x: Then y is multiplied by 2�x : This number is near1:
If �xD 1

10
then 2�x � 1:07—the tenth root of2: To find the slope, we have to

consider.2�x�1/=�x. The limit is near.1:07�1/= 1
10

D :7, but the exact number
will take time.
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Fig. 6.1 An ancient relic (the slide rule). When exponentsx add,powers2x multiply.

Base ChangeBases other than10 and exponents other than1;2;3; : : : are needed
for applications. The population of the worldx years from now is predicted to grow by
a factor close to1:02x: Certainlyx does not need to be a whole number of years. And
certainly the base1:02 should not be10 (or we are in real trouble). This prediction
will be refined as we study the differential equations for growth. It can be rewritten to
base10 if that is preferred (but look at the exponent):

1:02x is the same as 10.log 1:02/x:

When the base changes from1:02 to 10, the exponent is multiplied—as we now see.
For practice, start with baseb and change to basea: The logarithm to basea will

be written “log:” Everything comes from the rule that logarithmD exponent:

base change for numbersW bD alog b :

Now raise both sides to the powerx: You see the change in the exponent:

base change for exponentialsW bx D a.logb/x :

Finally setyD bx: Its logarithm to baseb isx: Its logarithm to basea is the exponent
on the right hand side:loga yD .loga b/x: Now replacex by logb y:

base change for logarithmsW loga yD .loga b/.logb y/:

We absolutely need this ability to change the base. An example with aD 2 is

bD 8D 23 82 D .23/2 D 26 log2 64D 3 �2D .log2 8/.log8 64/:

The rule behind base changes is.am/x D amx: When themth power is raised
to thexth power,the exponents multiply. The square of the cube is the sixth power:

.a/.a/.a/ times .a/.a/.a/ equals .a/.a/.a/.a/.a/.a/ W .a3/2 D a6:

Another base will soon be more important than10—here are the rules for base changes:
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6B To changenumbers,powers, andlogarithmsfrom baseb to basea, use

bD aloga b bx D a.loga b/x loga yD .loga b/.logb y/ (2)

The first is the definition. The second is thexth power of the first. The third is the
logarithm of the second (remembery is bx). An important case isyD a:

loga aD .loga b/.logb a/D 1 so loga bD 1= logb a: (3)

EXAMPLE 8D 23 means81=3 D 2: Then.log2 8/.log8 2/D .3/.1=3/D 1:

This completes the algebra of logarithms. The addition rules6A came from
.bm/.bn/D bmCn: The multiplication rule6B came from.am/x D amx: We still
need to definebx andax for all real numbersx. Whenx is a fraction, the defi-
nition is easy. The square root ofa8 is a4.mD 8 timesxD 1=2/: Whenx is not a
fraction, as in2� ; the graph suggests one way to fill in the hole.

We could define2� as the limit of 23;231=10;2314=100; : : : : As the fractions
r approach� , the powers2r approach2� : This makesyD 2x into a continuous
function, with the desired properties.2m/.2n/D 2mCn and.2m/x D 2mx—whether
m andn andx are integers or not. But the"’s andı’s of continuity are not attractive,
and we eventually choose (in Section6:4) a smoother approach based on integrals.

GRAPHS OF bx AND logb y

It is time to draw graphs. In principle one graph should do the jobfor both functions,
becauseyD bx means the same asxD logb y: These are inverse functions. What
one function does, its inverse undoes. The logarithm ofg.x/D bx is x:

g�1.g.x//D logb.b
x/D x: (4)

In the opposite direction, the exponential of the logarithm ofy is y:

g.g�1.y//D b.logb y/ D y: (5)

This holds for every baseb, and it is valuable to seebD 2 andbD 4 on the same
graph. Figure 6.2a showsyD 2x andyD 4x: Their mirror images in the45� line
give the logarithms to base2 and base4, which are in the right graph.

Whenx is negative,yD bx is still positive. If the first graph is extended to the
left, it stays above thex axis.Sketch it in with your pencil. Also extend the second
graph down, to be the mirror image. Don’t cross the vertical axis.

Fig. 6.2 Exponentials and mirror images (logarithms). Different scales for x andy:
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There are interesting relations within the left figure. All exponentials start at1,
becauseb0 is always1: At the heightyD 16, one graph is abovexD 2 (because
42 D 16). The other graph is abovexD 4 (because24 D 16). Why does4x in one
graph equal22x in the other? This is the base change for powers, since4D 22:

The figure on the right shows the mirror image—the logarithm. All logarithms
start from zero atyD 1: The graphs go down to�8 at yD 0: (Roughly speaking
2�8 is zero.) Againx in one graph corresponds to2x in the other (base change for
logarithms). Both logarithms climb slowly, since the exponentials climb so fast.

The numberlog2 10 is between3 and4, because10 is between23 and24: The
slope of2x is proportional to2x—which never happened forxn: But there are two
practical difficulties with those graphs:

1. 2x and4x increase too fast. The curves turn virtually straight up.
2. The most important fact aboutAbx is the value ofb—and the base

doesn’t stand out in the graph.

There is also another point. In many problems we don’t know the functionyD f .x/:
We are looking for it! All we have are measured values ofy (with errors mixed in).
When the values are plotted on a graph, we want to discoverf .x/:

Fortunately there is a solution.Scale they axis differently. On ordinary graphs,
each unit upward adds a fixed amount toy: On a log scale each unitmultiplies y
by a fixed amount. The step fromyD 1 to yD 2 is the same length as the step from
3 to 6 or 10 to 20:

On a log scale,yD 11 is not halfway between10 and12: And yD 0 is not there
at all. Each step down divides by a fixed amount—we never reach zero. This is
completely satisfactory forAbx, which also never reaches zero.

Figure 6.3 is onsemilog paper(also known aslog-linear), with an ordinaryx
axis.The graph ofyDAbx is a straight line. To see why, take logarithms of that
equation:

log yD logACx log b: (6)

The relation betweenx and logy is linear. It is really logy that is plotted, so the
graph is straight. The markings on they axis allow you to entery without looking up
its logarithm—you get an ordinary graph oflogy againstx:

Figure 6.3 shows two examples. One graph is an exact plot ofyD 2 �10x: It goes
upward with slope1; because a unit across has the same length as multiplication by
10 going up.10x has slope1 and 10.logb/x (which is bx) will have slopelog b.
The crucial numberlog b can be measured directly as the slope.

The second graph in Figure 6.3 is more typical of actual practice, in which we start
with measurements and look forf .x/: Here are the data points:

xD0:0 0:2 0:4 0:6 0:8 1:0

yD4:0 3:2 2:4 2:0 1:6 1:3

We don’t know in advance whether these values fit the modelyDAbx: The graph
is strong evidence that they do. The points lie close to a line with negative slope—
indicatinglog b  0 andb  1: The slope down is half of the earlier slope up, so the
model is consistent with

yDA �10�x=2 or logyD logA� 1
2
x: (7)

Whenx reaches2, y drops by a factor of10: At xD 0 we seeA� 4:
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Fig. 6.3 2 �10x and4 �10�x=2 on semilog paper. Fig. 6.4 Graphs ofAxk on log-log paper.

Another model—apoweryDAxk instead of an exponential—also stands out with
logarithmic scaling. This time we uselog-log paper, with both axes scaled. The
logarithm ofyDAxk gives a linear relation betweenlogy andlog x:

logyD logACk log x: (8)

The exponent k becomes the slope on log-log paper. The baseb makes no
difference. We just measure the slope, and a straight line is a lot more attractive
than a power curve.

The graphs in Figure 6.4 have slopes3 and 1
2

and �1: They representAx3 and
A
?
x andA=x: To find theA’s, look at one point on the line. AtxD 4 the height is

8; so adjust theA’s to make this happen: The functions arex3=8 and4
?
x and32=x:

On semilog paper those graphs would not be straight!
You can buy log paper or create it with computer graphics.

THE DERIVATIVES OF y D bx AND x D logb y

This is a calculus book.We have to ask about slopes. The algebra of exponents is
done, the rules are set, and on log paper the graphs are straight. Now come limits.

The central question is the derivative.What is dy=dx when yD bx ? What is
dx=dy whenx is the logarithm logb y ? Those questions are closely related, be-
causebx and logb y are inverse functions. If one slope can be found, the other is
known fromdx=dyD 1=.dy=dx/: The problem is to find one of them, and the ex-
ponential comes first.

You will now see that those questions have quick (and beautiful) answers,except
for a mysterious constant. There is a multiplying factorc which needs more time.
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I think it is worth separating out the part that can be done immediately, leavingc
in dy=dx and1=c in dx=dy: Then Section6:2 discoversc by studying the special
number callede (butc¤ e).

6C The derivative ofbx is a multiple cbx : The numberc depends on the baseb:

The product and power and chain rules do not yield this derivative. We are pushed all
theway back to the original definition, the limit of�y=�x:

dy

dx
D lim

hÑ0

y.xCh/�y.x/
h

D lim
hÑ0

bxCh�bx

h
: (9)

Key idea: Split bxCh into bx timesbh: Then the crucial quantitybx factors out.
More than that,bx comesoutside the limitbecause it does not depend onh: The
remaining limit, inside the brackets, is the numberc that we don’t yet know:

dy

dx
D lim

hÑ0

bxbh�bx

h
D bx

"

lim
hÑ0

bh�1
h

#

D cbx: (10)

This equation is central to the whole chapter:dy=dx equalscbx which equalscy:
The rate of change ofy is proportional toy. The slope increases in the same way
that bx increases (except for the factorc). A typical example is money in a bank,
where interest is proportional to the principal. The rich get richer, and the poor get
slightly richer. We will come back to compound interest, and identifyb andc:

The inverse function isxD logb y: Now the unknown factor is1=c:

6D The slope oflogb y is 1=cy with the samec (depending onb).

Proof If dy=dxD cbx thendx=dyD 1=cbx D 1=cy: (11)

Thatproof was like a Russian toast, powerful but too quick! We go more carefully:

f .bx/D x (logarithm of exponential)

f 1.bx/.cbx/D 1 .x derivative by chain rule/

f 1.bx/D 1=cbx .divide bycbx/

f 1.y/D 1=cy .identifybx asy/

The logarithm gives another way to findc: From its slope we can discover1=c: This
is the way that finally works(next section).

Fig. 6.5 The slope of2x isabout .7 �2x : The slope of log2 y is about1=:7y:

Final remark It is extremely satisfying to meet anf .y/ whose derivative is1=cy:
At last the “�1 power” has an antiderivative. Remember that

r
xndxD xnC1=.nC
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1/ is a failure whennD�1: The derivative ofx0 (a constant) does not producex�1

We had no integral forx�1, and the logarithm fills that gap. If y is replaced by
x or t (all dummy variables) then

d

dx
logb xD

1

cx
and

d

dt
logb t D

1

ct
: (12)

The baseb can be chosen so thatcD 1: Then the derivative is1=x: This final touch
comes from the magic choicebD e—the highlight of Section 6.2.

6.1 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

In 104 D 10;000, the exponent4 is the a of 10;000: The
base isbD b . The logarithm of10m times 10n is c .
The logarithm of 10m=10n is d . The logarithm of10;000x

is e . If yD bx then xD f . Here x is any number,
and y is always g .

A base change givesbD a
h

andbx Da
i
: Then85 is

215: In other words log2 y is j times log8y:WhenyD 2 it fol-
lows that log2 8 times log8 2 equals k .

On ordinary paper the graph ofyD l is a straight line. Its
slope is m . On semilog paper the graph ofyD n is a
straight line. Its slope is o . On log-log paper the graph of
yD p is a straight line. Its slope is q .

The slope ofyD bx is dy=dxD r , wherec depends onb:
The numberc is the limit ashÑ 0 of s . SincexD logb y

is the inverse,.dx=dy/.dy=dx/D t . Knowing dy=dxD cbx

yieldsdx=dyD u . Substitutingbx for y, the slope of logb y is
v . With a change of letters, the slope of logb x is w .

Problems 1–10 use the rules for logarithms.

1 Find these logarithms (or exponents):
(a) log2 32

(d) log32 2

(b) log2.1=32/

(e) log10.10
?
10/

(c) log32.1=32/

(f) log2.log2 16/

2 Without a calculator find the values of
(a) 3log3 5

(c) log10 5C log10 2

(e) 10510�4103

(b) 32 log3 5

(d) .log3 b/.logb 9/

(f) log2 56� log2 7

3 SketchyD 2�x andyD 1
2 .4

x/ from�1 to1 on the same graph.
Put their mirror imagesxD� log2 y andxD log4 2y on a second
graph.

4 Following Figure 6.2 sketch the graphs ofyD
�

1
2

�x
and

xD log1=2 y:What are log1=2 2 and log1=2 4 ?

5 Compute without a computer:
(a) log2 3C log2

2
3

(c) log10 100
40

(e) 223
=.22/3

(b) log2

�

1
2

�10

(d) .log10 e/.loge 10/

(f) loge.1=e/

6 Solve the following equations forx:
(a) log10.10

x/D 7

(c) logx 10D 2

(e) logxC log xD log 8

(b) log4x� log 4D log 3
(d) log2.1=x/D 2

(f) logx.x
x/D 5

7 The logarithm ofyD xn is logb yD .�8 Prove that.logb a/.logd c/D .logd a/.logb c/:

9 210 is close to103 (1024 versus1000). If they were equal
then log2 10 would be . Also log10 2 would be

instead of0:301:

10 The number21000 has approximately how many (decimal) dig-
its ?

Questions 11–19 are about the graphs ofyD bx and xD logb y:

11 By hand draw the axes for semilog paper and the graphs of
yD 1:1x and yD 10.1:1/x :

12 Display a set of axes on which the graph ofyD log10 x is a
straight line. What other equations give straight lines on those axes ?

13 When noise is measured indecibels, amplifying by a factor
A increases the decibel level by10 logA: If a whisper is20db
and a shout is70db then10 logAD 50 andAD :

14 Draw semilog graphs ofyD 101�x andyD 1
2

�?
10
�x
:

15 The Richter scale measures earthquakes by log10.I=I0/DR:

What isR for the standard earthquake of intensityI0 ? If the1989
San Francisco earthquake measuredRD 7, how did its intensityI
compare toI0 ? The1906 San Francisco quake hadRD 8:3: The
record quake was four times as intense withRD :

16 The frequency ofA above middle C is 440=second: The
frequency of the next higherA is . Since 27=12� 1:5,
the note with frequency660=sec is .

17 Draw your own semilog paper and plot the data

yD 7; 11; 16; 28; 44 at xD 0; 1=2; 1; 3=2; 2:

EstimateA andb in yDAbx :

18 Sketch log-log graphs ofyD x2 andyD
?
x:
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19 On log-log paper, printed or homemade, plotyD 4; 11;

21; 32; 45 atxD 1; 2; 3; 4; 5: EstimateA andk in yDAxk :

Questions 20–29 are about the derivativedy=dxD cbx :

20 g.x/D bx has slopeg1 D cg:Apply the chain rule tog.f .y//D
y to prove thatdf=dyD 1=cy:

21 If the slope of logx is 1=cx, find the slopes of log.2x/ and
log.x2/ and log.2x/:

22 What is the equation (includingc) for the tangent line toyD

10x atxD 0 ? Find also the equation atxD 1:

23 What is the equation for the tangent line toxD log10y at
yD 1 ? Find also the equation atyD 10:

24 With bD 10, the slope of10x is c10x :Use a calculator for small
h to estimatecD lim .10h�1/=h:
25 The unknown constant in the slope ofyD .:1/x is
LD lim .:1h�1/=h: (a) EstimateL by choosing a smallh:
(b) Changeh to�h to show thatLD�c from Problem24:

26 Find a baseb for which .bh�1/=h� 1: UsehD 1=4 by hand
or hD 1=10 and1=100 by calculator.

27 Find the second derivative ofyD bx and also ofxD logb y:

28 Show that C D lim .100h�1/=h is twice as large as
cD lim .10h�1/=h: (Replace the lasth’s by 2h:)

29 In 28, the limit for bD 100 is twice as large as forbD 10:

Soc probably involves the of b:
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6.2 The Exponential ex

The last section discussedbx and logb y: The baseb was arbitrary—it could be2
or 6 or 9:3 or any positive number except1: But in practice, only a few bases are
used. I have never met a logarithm to base6 or 9:3: Realistically there are two
leading candidates forb, and10 is one of them. This section is about the other one,
which is an extremely remarkable number. This number is not seen in arithmetic or
algebra or geometry, where it looks totally clumsy and out of place. In calculus it
comes into its own.

The number ise: That symbol was chosen by Euler (initially in a fit of selfishness,
but he was a wonderful mathematician). It is the base of thenatural logarithm. It
also controls the exponentialex , which is much more important thanln x: Euler also
chose� to stand for perimeter—anyway, our first goal is to finde:

Remember that the derivatives ofbx andlogb y include a constantc that depends
onb: Equations(10)and(11) in the previous section were

d

dx
bx D cbx and

d

dy
logb yD

1

cy
: (1)

At xD 0, the graph ofbx starts fromb0 D 1: The slope isc: At yD 1, the graph of
logb y starts fromlogb 1D 0: The logarithm has slope1=c: With the right choice
of the baseb those slopes will equal1 (becausec will equal1).

ForyD 2x the slopec is near:7: We already tried�xD :1 and found�y� :07:
The base has to be larger than2; for a starting slope ofcD 1:

We begin with a direct computation of the slope oflogb y atyD 1:

1

c
D slope at1D lim

hÑ0

1

h

h

logb.1Ch/� logb 1
i

D lim
hÑ0

logb

h

.1Ch/1=h
i

: (2)

Always logb 1D 0: The fraction in the middle islogb.1Ch/ times the number1=h:
This number can go up into the exponent, and it did.

The quantity.1Ch/1=h is unusual, to put it mildly. AshÑ 0, the number1Ch
is approaching1: At the same time,1=h is approaching infinity.In the limit we
have18: But that expression is meaningless (like0=0). Everything depends on the
balance between “nearly1” and “nearly8:” This balance produces the extraordinary
numbere:

DEFINITION The number e is equal to lim
hÑ0

.1Ch/1=h: Equivalently

eD lim
hÑ0

�

1C
1

n

�n

:

Before computinge, look again at the slope1=c: At the end of equation(2) is the
logarithm ofe:

1=cD logb e: (3)

Whenthe base isbD e; the slope isloge eD 1: That basee hascD 1 as desired:

The derivative ofex is1 �ex and the derivative ofloge y is
1

1 �y : (4)

This is why the basee is all-important in calculus. It makescD 1:
To compute the actual numbere from .1Ch/1=h, choosehD 1;1=10;1=100; : : : :

Then the exponents1=h are nD 1;10;100; : : : : (All limits and derivatives will
become official in Section6:4:) The table shows.1Ch/1=h approachinge as
hÑ 0 andnÑ8:
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n hD
1

n
1ChD 1C

1

n
.1Ch/1=h D

�

1C
1

n

�n

1 1:0 2:0 2:0
2 0:5 1:5 2:25
10 0:1 1:1 2:593742
100 0:01 1:01 2:704814
1000 0:001 1:001 2:716924
10000 0:0001 1:0001 2:718146

The last column is converging toe (not quickly). There is an infinite series that
converges much faster. We know125;000 digits ofe (and a billion digits of�). There
are no definite patterns, although you might think so from the first sixteen digits:

eD2:7 1828 1828 45 90 45 � � � .and1=e� :37/:
The powers ofe produceyD ex : At xD 2:3 and5; we are close toyD 10 and150:

The logarithm is the inverse function. The logarithms of150 and10; to the base
e, are close toxD 5 andxD 2:3: There is a special name for this logarithm—the
natural logarithm. There is also a special notation “ln” to show that the base ise:

ln ymeans the same asloge y:The natural logarithm is the exponent inex D y:

The notationln y (or ln x—it is the function that matters, not the variable) is standard
in calculus courses. After calculus, the base is generally assumed to bee: In most of
science and engineering, the natural logarithm is the automatic choice. The symbol
“exp.x/” meansex , and the truth is that the symbol “logx” generally meansln x:
Basee is understood even without the lettersln : But in any case of doubt—on a
calculator key for example—the symbol “ln x” emphasizes that the base ise:

THE DERIVATIVES OF ex AND ln x

Come back to derivatives and slopes. The derivative ofbx is cbx; and the derivative
of logb y is 1=cy: If bD e then cD 1. For all bases, equation(3) is 1=cD logb e:
This givesc—the slope ofbx atxD 0:

6E The numberc is1= logb eD loge b: Thus c equalsln b. (5)

cD ln b is the mysterious constant that was not available earlier. The slope of
2x is ln 2 times2x : The slope ofex is ln e timesex (but ln eD 1). We have the
derivatives on which this chapter depends:

6F The derivatives ofex and ln y areex and1=y: For other bases

d

dx
bx D .ln b/bx and

d

dy
logb yD

1

.ln b/y
: (6)

To make clear that those derivatives come from the functions (and not at all from the
dummy variables), we rewrite them usingt andx:

d

dt
et D et and

d

dx
ln xD

1

x
: (7)
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Remark on slopes atxD 0: It would be satisfying to see directly that the slope
of 2x is below1; and the slope of4x is above1: Quick proof:e is between2 and4.
But the idea is to see the slopes graphically. This is a small puzzle, which is fun to
solve but can be skipped.
2x rises from1 at xD 0 to 2 at xD 1: On that interval its average slope is1: Its

slope at the beginning issmallerthan average, so it must be less than1—as desired.
On the other hand4x rises from1

2
at xD�1

2
to 1 at xD 0: Again the average slope

is 1
2

ı

1
2

D 1: SincexD 0 comes at theendof this new interval, the slope of4x at that
point exceeds1: Somewhere between2x and4x is ex , which starts out with slope1:

This is the graphical approach toe: There is also the infinite series, and a fifth
definition through integrals which is written here for the record:

1. e is the number such thatex has slope1 atxD 0

2. e is the base for whichln yD loge y has slope1 atyD 1

3. e is the limit of

�

1C
1

n

�n

as nÑ8
4. eD

1

0Š
C
1

1Š
C
1

2Š
C
1

3Š
C � � �D 1C1C

1

2
C
1

6
C � � �

5. the area
r e

1
x�1dx equals1:

The connections between1, 2, and3 have been made. The slopes are1 whene is
the limit of .1C1=n/n: Multiplying this out wlll lead to4, the infinite series in
Section 6.6. The official definition ofln x comes from

r
dx=x, and then5 says that

ln eD 1: This approach toe (Section 6.4) seems less intuitive than the others.
Figure 6.6b shows the graph ofe�x : It is the mirror image ofex across the

vertical axis. Their product isexe�x D 1: Where ex grows exponentially,e�x

decays exponentially—or it grows asx approaches�8: Their growth and decay
are faster than any power ofx. Exponential growth is more rapid than polynomial
growth, so thatex=xn goes to infinity (Problem59). It is the fact thatex has slope
ex which keeps the function climbing so fast.

Fig. 6.6 ex grows between2x and 4x : Decay ofe�x ; faster decay ofe�x2=2:

The other curve isyD e�x2=2: This is the famous “bell-shaped curve” of
probability theory. After dividing by

?
2� , it gives thenormal distribution, which

applies to so many averages and so many experiments. The Gallup Poll will be an
example in Section 8.4. The curve is symmetric around its mean valuexD 0, since
changingx to�x has no effect onx2:

About two thirds of the area under this curve is betweenxD�1 andxD 1: If
you pick points at random below the graph,2=3 of all samples are expected in that
interval. The pointsxD�2 andxD 2 are “two standard deviations” from the center,
enclosing95% of the area. There is only a5% chance of landing beyond. The decay
is even faster than an ordinary exponential, because1

2
x2 hasreplacedx:
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THE DERIVATIVES OF ecx AND eu.x/

The slope ofex is ex : This opens up a whole world of functions that calculus can
deal with. The chain rule gives the slope ofe3x andesinx and everyeu.x/:

6G The derivative ofeu.x/ is eu.x/ timesdu=dx: (8)

Special caseuD cx W The derivative ofecx is cecx : (9)

EXAMPLE 1 The derivative ofe3x is 3e3x (herecD 3). The derivative ofesinx

is esinx cosx (hereuD sinx). The derivative off .u.x// is df=du timesdu=dx:
Heref D eu sodf=duD eu: The chain rule demands that second factordu=dx.

EXAMPLE 2 e.ln 2/x is the same as2x : Its derivative is ln 2 times 2x: The
chain rule rediscovers our constantcD ln 2: In the slope ofbx it rediscovers
the factor cD ln b:

Generallyecx is preferred to the originalbx : The derivative just brings down the
constantc: It is better to agree one as the base, and put all complications (like
cD ln b) up in the exponent. The second derivative ofecx is c2ecx :

EXAMPLE 3 The derivative ofe�x2=2 is�xe�x2=2 (hereuD�x2=2 sodu=dxD�x).

EXAMPLE 4 The second derivative off D e�x2=2, by the chain rule and product
rule, is

f 2 D .�1/ �e�x2=2 C .�x/2e�x2=2 D .x2�1/e�x2=2: (10)

Notice howthe exponential survives. With every derivative it is multiplied by more
factors, but it is still there to dominate growth or decay. Thepoints of inflection,
where the bell-shaped curve hasf 2 D 0 in equation(10), arexD 1 andxD�1.
EXAMPLE 5 .uD n ln x/: Sinceen ln x isxn in disguise, its slope must benxn�1:

slopeD en ln x d

dx
.n lnx/D xn

�n

x

�

D nxn�1: (11)

This slope is correct for alln; integer or not. Chapter 2 produced3x2 and4x3

from the binomial theorem. Nownxn�1 comes fromln andexpand the chain rule.

EXAMPLE 6 An extreme case isxx D .eln x/x:HereuD x ln x and we needdu=dx:

d

dx
.xx/D ex ln x

�

ln xCx � 1
x

�

D xx.ln xC1/:

INTEGRALS OF ecx AND eu du=dx

Theintegral ofex is ex : Theintegral ofecx is notecx . The derivative multiplies by
c so the integral divides byc: The integral ofecx is ecx=c (plus a constant).

EXAMPLES

»
e2xdxD

1

2
e2x CC

»
bxdxD

bx

ln b
CC»

e3.xC1/dxD
1

3
e3.xC1/ CC

»
e�x2=2dxÑ failure

The first one hascD 2: The second hascD ln b—remember again thatbx D e.ln b/x :
The integral divides byln b: In the third one,e3.xC1/ is e3x times the numbere3
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and that number is carried along. Or more likely we seee3.xC1/ as eu: The missing
du=dxD 3 is fixed by dividing by3: The last example fails becausedu=dx is not
there.We cannot integrate withoutdu=dx:

6H The indefinite integral
»
eu du

dx
dx equals eu.x/ CC:

Here are three examples withdu=dx and one without it:»
esinx cosx dxD esinx CC

»
xex2=2 dxD ex2=2 CC»

e
?

xdx?
x

D 2e
?

x CC

»
exdx

.1Cex/2
D

�1
1Cex

CC

The first is a pureeudu: So is the second. The third hasuD
?
x anddu=dxD

1=2
?
x,

so only the factor2 had to be fixed. The fourth example does not belong with the
others. It is the integral ofdu=u2, not the integral ofeudu: I don’t know any way
to tell you which substitution is best—except thatthe complicated part is1Cex and
it is natural to substituteu. If it works, good.

Without an extraex for du=dx; the integral
r
dx=.1Cex/2 looks bad. But

uD 1Cex is still worth trying. It hasduD exdxD .u�1/dx:»
dx

.1Cex/2
D

»
du

.u�1/u2
D

»
du

�

1

u�1� 1

u
� 1

u2

�

: (12)

That last step is “partial fractions.” The integral splits into simpler pieces (explained
in Section7:4) and we integrate each piece. Here are three other integrals:»

e1=xdx

»
ex.4Cex/dx

»
e�x.4Cex/dx

The first can change to�r
eudu=u2, which is not much better. (It is just as

impossible.) The second is actually
r
udu, but I prefer a split:

r
4ex and

r
e2x are

safer to do separately. The third is
r
.4e�x C1/dx, which also separates. The

exercises offer practice in reachingeudu=dx—ready to be integrated.

Warning about definite integralsWhen the lower limit isxD 0, there is a natural
tendency to expectf .0/D 0—in which case the lower limit contributes nothing. For
a powerf D x3 that is true. For an exponentialf D e3x it is definitely not true,
becausef .0/D 1:» 1

0

e3xdxD
1

3
e3x

#1

0

D
1

3
.e3�1/ » 1

0

xex2

dxD
1

2
ex2

#1

0

D
1

2
.e�1/:
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6.2 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

The numbere is approximately a . It is the limit of .1Ch/

to the power b . This gives 1:01100 when hD c . An
equivalent form is eD lim. d /n:

When the base isbD e, the constantc in Section 6.1 is e .
Therefore the derivative ofyD ex is dy=dxD f . The
derivative of xD loge y is dx=dyD g : The slopes atxD 0

and yD 1 are both h . The notation for loge y is i ,
which is the j logarithm ofy:

The constantc in the slope ofbx is cD k . The function
bx can be rewritten as l . Its derivative is m . The
derivative of eu.x/ is n . The derivative ofesin x is o .
Thederivative ofecx brings down a factor p .

The integral of ex is q . The integral ofecx is r .

The integral of eu.x/du=dx is s . In general the integral of
eu.x/ by itself is t to find.

Find the derivatives of the functions in 1–18.

1 7e7x 2 �7e�7x

3 .ex/8 4 .x�x/�8

5 3x 6 ex ln 3

7 .2=3/x 8 44x

9 1=.1Cex / 10 e1=.1Cx/

11 eln x Cx ln e 12 xe1=x

13 xex�ex 14 x2ex�2xex C2ex

15
ex�e�x

ex Ce�x
16 eln.x2/ C ln.ex2

/

17 esinx Csinex 18 x�1=x (which ise—)

19 The difference betweene and .1C1=n/n is approximately
Ce=n: Subtract the calculated values fornD 10;100;1000 from
2:7183 to discover the numberC:

20 By algebra or a calculator find the limits of.1C1=n/2n and
.1C1=n/

?
n.

21 The limit of .11=10/10; .101=100/100 ; : : : is e: So the
limit of .10=11/10 ; .100=101/100 ; : : : is . So the limit
of .10=11/11; .100=101/101 ; : : : is . The last sequence
is .1�1=n/n:
22 Compare the number of correct decimals ofe for
.1:001/1000 and .1:0001/10000 and if possible.1:00001/100000 :

Which powern would give all the decimals in2:71828?

23 The function yD ex solves dy=dxD y: Approximate this
equation by �Y=�xDY; which is Y.xCh/�Y.x/D hY.x/:

With hD 1
10 find Y.h/ after one step starting fromY.0/D 1:

What isY.1/ after ten steps ?

24 The function that solvesdy=dxD�y starting fromyD 1 at
xD 0 is . Approximate byY.xCh/�Y.x/D�hY.x/: If
hD 1

4 what isY.h/ after one step and what isY.1/ after four steps ?

25 Invent three functions f; g; h such that for x¡ 10
.1C1=x/x  f .x/  ex  g.x/  e2x  h.x/  xx:

26 Graph ex and
?
ex at xD�2;�1; 0; 1; 2: Another form of?

ex is .

Find antiderivatives for the functions in 27–36.

27 e3x Ce7x

29 1x C2x C3x

31 .2e/x C2ex

33 xex2
Cxe�x2

35
?
ex C.ex/2

28 .e3x/.e7x/

30 2�x

32 .1=ex/C.1=xe/

34 .sinx/ecosx C.cosx/esinx

36 xex (trial and error)

37 Compare e�x with e�x2
: Which one decreases faster near

xD 0 ? Where do the graphs meet again ? When is the ratio ofe�x2

to e�x less than1=100 ?

38 Compareex with xx: Where do the graphs meet ? What are
their slopes at that point ? Dividexx by ex and show that the ratio
approaches infinity.

39 Find the tangent line toyD ex at xD a: From which point on
the graph does the tangent line pass through the origin ?

40 By comparing slopes, prove that ifx¡ 0 then

(a) ex ¡ 1Cx (b) e�x ¡ 1�x:
41 Find the minimum value ofyD xx for x¡ 0: Show from
d2y=dx2 that the curve is concave upward.

42 Find the slope ofyD x1=x and the point wheredy=dxD 0:

Checkd2y=dx2 to show that the maximum ofx1=x is .

43 If dy=dxD y find the derivative ofe�xy by the product rule.
Deduce thaty.x/DCex for some constantC:

44 Prove thatxe D ex has only one positive solution.
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Evaluate the integrals in 45–54: With infinite limits, 49–50 are
“ improper :”

45
» 1

0
e2x dx

47
» 1�1

2x dx

49
» 8

0
e�x dx

51
» 1

0
e1Cx dx

46
» �

0
sinx ecosx dx

48
» 1�1

2�x dx

50
» 8

0
xe�x2

dx

52
» 1

0
e1Cx2

xdx

53
» �

0
2sinx cosx dx 54

» 1

0
.1�ex/10 ex dx

55 Integrate the integrals that can be integrated:»
eu

du=dx
dx

»
du=dx

eu
dx»

eu
�du

dx

�2
dx

»
.eu/2

du

dx
dx

56 Find a function that solvesy1.x/D 5y.x/ with y.0/D 2:

57 Find a function that solvesy1.x/D 1=y.x/ with y.0/D 2:

58 With electronic help graph the function.1C1=x/x :What are its
asymptotes ? Why ?

59 This exercise shows thatF.x/D xn=ex Ñ 0 asxÑ8:
(a) Find dF=dx: Notice thatF.x/ decreases forx¡ n¡ 0:
The maximum ofxn=ex , atxDn, is nn=en:

(b) F.2x/D .2x/n=e2x D 2nxn=ex � ex ¤ 2nnn=en � ex :

Deduce thatF.2x/Ñ 0 asxÑ8: ThusF.x/Ñ 0:

60 With nD 6, graph F.x/D x6=ex on a calculator or computer.
Estimate its maximum. Estimatex when you reachF.x/D 1:

Estimatex when you reachF.x/D 1
2 :

61 Stirling’s formula says thatnŠ�?2�n nn=en: Use it to
estimate66=e6 to the nearest whole number. Is it correct ? How
many decimal digits in10Š?

62 x6=ex Ñ 0 is also proved by I’Hôpital’s rule (atxD8):

lim x6=ex D lim 6x5=ex D fill this in D 0:
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6.3 Growth and Decay in Science and Economics

The derivative ofyD ecx has taken time and effort.The result wasy 1 D cecx;which
means thaty 1 D cy. That computation brought others with it, virtually for free—the
derivatives ofbx andxx andeu.x/: But I want to stay withy 1 D cy—which is the
most important differential equation in applied mathematics.

Comparey 1 D x with y 1 D y. The first only asks for an antiderivative ofx: We
quickly findyD 1

2
x2 CC: The second hasdy=dx equal toy itself—which we rewrite

asdy=yD dx: The integral is inyD xCC: Theny itself is exec : Notice that the
first solution is1

2
x2 plusa constant, and the second solution isex times a constant.

There is a way to graph slopex versus slopey: Figure 6.7 shows “tangent arrows,”
which give the slope at eachx andy: For parabolas, the arrows grow steeper as
x grows—becausey 1 D slopeD x: For exponentials, the arrows grow steeper asy
grows—the equation isy 1 D slopeD y: Now the arrows are connected byyDAex :
A differential equation gives a field of arrows(slopes).Its solution is a curve that
stays tangent to the arrows—then the curve has the right slope.

Fig. 6.7 The slopes arey1 D x andy1 D y: The solution curves fit those slopes.

A field of arrows can show many solutions at once (this comes in a differential
equations course). Usually a singley0 is not sacred. To understand the equation we
start from manyy0—on the left the parabolas stay parallel, on the right the heights
stay proportional. Fory 1 D�y all solution curves go to zero.

Fromy 1 D y it is a short step toy 1 D cy: To makec appear in the derivative,put
c into the exponent. The derivative ofyD ecx is cecx ; which isc timesy: We have
reached the key equation, which comes with aninitial condition—a starting value
y0:

dy=dt D cy with yD y0 at t D 0: (1)

A small change:x has switched tot: In most applicationstimeis the natural variable,
rather than space. The factorc becomes the “growth rate” or “decay rate”—andecx

converts toect :
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The last step is to match the initial condition. The problem requiresyD y0 at
t D 0:Ourect starts fromec0 D 1: The constant of integration is needed now—the
solutions areyDAect : By choosingAD y0, we match the initial condition and
solve equation(1). The formula to remember isy0e

ct :

6I Theexponential lawyD y0e
ct solvesy 1 D cy starting fromy0:

The rate of growth or decay isc: May I call your attention to a basic fact ?The
formulay0e

ct contains three quantitiesy0; c; t: If two of them are given, plus one
additional piece of information, the third is determined. Many applications have one
of these three forms:find t , find c, find y0:

1. Find the doubling timeT if cD 1=10: At that timey0e
cT equals2y0:

ecT D 2 yields cT D ln 2 so thatT D
ln 2

c
� :7

:1
: (2)

The question asks for an exponentT: The answer involves logarithms. If a cell
grows at a continuous rate ofcD 10% per day, it takes about:7=:1D 7 days to
double in size. (Note that:7 is close to ln 2:) If a savings account earns10%
continuous interest, it doubles in7 years.

In this problem we knewc: In the next problem we knowT:

2. Find the decay constantc for carbon-14 ifyD 1
2
y0 in T D 5568 years.

ecT D 1
2

yields cT D ln 1
2

sothat c� � ln 1
2

�

=5568: (3)

After the half-lifeT D 5568, the factorecT equals1
2
: Now c is negative.ln 1

2
D� ln 2/:

Question1 was about growth. Question2 was about decay. Both answers found
ecT as the ratioy.T /=y.0/: Then cT is its logarithm. Note howc sticks toT:
T has the units of time,c has the units of “1=time:”

Main point: The doubling time is.ln 2/=c, becausecT D ln 2: The time to multi-
ply by e is 1=c: The time to multiply by10 is .ln 10/=c: The time to divide bye is�1=c, when a negativec brings decay.

3. Find the initial valuey0 if cD 2 andy.1/D 5:

y.t/D y0e
ct yields y0 D y.t/e�ct D 5e�2:

Fig. 6.8 Growth (c¡ 0) and decay (c  0). Doubling timeT D .ln 2/=c: Future value at5%:
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All we do is run the process backward. Start from 5 and go back toy0: With time
reversed,ect becomese�ct : The product ofe2 ande�2 is 1—growth forward and
decay backward.

Equally important isT C t: Go forward to timeT and go on toT C t :

y.T C t/ is y0e
c.T Ct/ which is .y0e

cT /ect : (4)

Ever stept; at the start or later, multiplies by the sameect : This uses the fundamental
property of exponentials, thateT Ct D eT et :

EXAMPLE 1 Population growth from birth rateb and death rate d (both
constant):

dy=dt D by�dyD cy .the net rate iscD b�d/:
The population in this model isy0e

ct D y0e
bte�dt : It grows whenb¡ d (which

makesc¡ 0). One estimate of the growth rate iscD 0:02=year:

The earth’s population doubles in aboutT D
ln 2

c
� :7

:02
D 35 years:

First comment: We predict the future based onc: We count the past population to
find c: Changes inc are a serious problem for this model.

Second comment:y0e
ct is not a whole number. You may prefer to think of bacteria

instead of people. (This section begins a major application of mathematics to
economics and the life sciences.) Malthus based his theory of human population
on this equationy 1 D cy—and with large numbers a fraction of a person doesn’t
matter so much. To use calculus we go from discrete to continuous. The theory
must fail whent is very large, since populations cannot grow exponentially forever.
Section 6.5 introduces thelogistic equationy 1 D cy�by2, with a competition term�by2 to slow the growth.

Third comment: The dimensions ofb;c;d are “1=time.” The dictionary gives birth
rateD number of births per person in a unit of time. It is arelative rate—people
divided by people and time. The productct is dimensionless andect makes sense
(also dimensionless). Some texts replacec by � (lambda). Then1=� is the growth
time or decay time or drug elimination time or diffusion time.

EXAMPLE 2 Radioactive dating A gram of charcoal from the cave paintings in
France gives0:97 disintegrations per minute. A gram of living wood gives6:68
disintegrations per minute. Find the age of those Lascaux paintings.

The charcoal stopped adding radiocarbon when it was burned (att D 0). The
amount has decayed toy0e

ct : In living wood this amount is stilly0; because cosmic
rays maintain the balance.Their ratio isect D 0:97=6:68. Knowing the decay ratec
from Question2 above, we know the present timet :

ct D ln

�

0:97

6:68

�

yields t D
5568�:7 ln

�

0:97

6:68

�

D 14;400 years:

Here is a related problem—the age of uranium. Right now there is140 times as much
U-238 as U-235. Nearly equal amounts were created, with half-lives of.4:5/109 and
.0:7/109 years.Question: How long since uranium was created ?Answer: Find t by
substitutingcD .ln 1

2
/=.4:5/109 andC D .ln 1

2
/=.0:7/109:

ect=eC t D 140 ñ ct�Ct D ln 140 ñ t D
ln 140

c�C D 6.109/ years:
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EXAMPLE 3 Calculus in Economics: price inflation and the value of money

We begin with two inflation rates—acontinuous rateand anannual rate. For the
price change�y over a year, use the annual rate:

�yD .annual rate/ times .y/ times.�t/: (5)

Calculus applies the continuous rate to each instantdt: The price change isdy:

dyD .continuous rate/ times .y/ times .dt/: (6)

Dividing by dt , this is a differential equation for the price:

dy=dt D .continuous rate/ times .y/D :05y:

The solution isy0e
:05t : Set t D 1: Thene:05� 1:0513 and the annual rate is5:13%:

When you ask a bank what interest they pay, they give both rates:8% and8:33%:
The higher one they call the “effective rate.” It comes from compounding (and
depends how often they do it). If the compounding is continuous, everydt brings
an increase ofdy—ande:08 is near1:0833:

Section 6.6 returns to compound interest. The interval drops from a month to a day
to a second. That leads to.1C1=n/n, and in the limit toe: Here we compute the
effect of5% continuous interest:

Future value A dollar now has the same value ase:05T dollars inT years.

Present value A dollar in T years has the same value ase�:05T dollars now.

Doubling time Prices double.e:05T D 2/ in T D ln 2=:05� 14 years.

With no compounding, the doubling time is20 years. Simple interest adds on20
times5%D 100%:With continuous compounding the time is reduced by the factor
ln 2� :7, regardless of the interest rate.

EXAMPLE 4 In 1626 the Indians sold Manhattan for$24: Our calculations in-
dicate that they knew what they were doing. Assuming8% compound interest, the
original$24 is multiplied bye:08t : After t D 365 years the multiplier ise29:2 and the
$24 has grown to115 trillion dollars. With that much money they could buy back the
land and pay off the national debt.

This seems farfetched. Possibly there is a big flaw in the model. It is absolutely
true that Ben Franklin left money to Boston and Philadelphia, to be invested for200
years. In1990 it yielded millions (not trillions, that takes longer). Our next step is a
new model.

Question How can you estimatee29:2 with a$24 calculator (log but notln) ?
Answer Multiply 29:2 by log10 eD :434 to get12:7: This is the exponent to base
10. After that base change, we have1012:7 or more than a trillion.

GROWTH OR DECAY WITH A SOURCE TERM

The equationy 1 D y will be given a new term. Up to now, all growth or decay has
started fromy0: No deposit or withdrawal was made later. The investment grew by
itself—a pure exponential.The new terms allows you to add or subtract from the
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account. It is a “source”—or a “sink” ifs is negative. The sourcesD 5 adds5dt ,
proportional todt but not toy:

Constant source: dy=dt D yC5 starting fromyD y0:

Noticey on both sides! My first guessyD etC5 failed completely. Its derivative is
etC5 again, which is notyC5: The class suggestedyD et C5t: But its derivative
et C5 is still not yC5: We tried other ways to produce5 in dy=dt: This idea is
doomed to failure.Finally we thought ofyDAet�5. That hasy 1 DAet D yC5
as required.

Important:A is noty0. Sett D 0 to findy0 DA�5: The source contributes5et�
5:

The solution is.y0 C5/et�5: That is the same asy0e
t C5.et�1/:

sD 5multiplies the growth termet�1 that starts at zero.y0e
t grows as before.

EXAMPLE 5 dy=dt D�yC5 hasyD .y0�5/e�t C5: This isy0e
�t C5.1�e�t/:

That final term from the source is still positive. The other termy0e
�t decays to zero.

The limit astÑ8 is y8 D 5. A negativec leads to a steady statey8:
Based on these examples withcD 1 andcD�1, we can findy for anyc ands.

EQUATION WITH SOURCE
dy

dt
D cyCs starts fromyD y0 at t D 0:(7)

The source could be a deposit ofsD $1000=year, after an initial investment ofy0 D
$8000: Or we can withdraw funds atsD�$200=year. The units are “dollars per
year” to matchdy=dt: The equation feeds in$1000 or removes$200 continuously—
not all at once.

Note again thatyD e.cCs/t is not a solution. Its derivative is.cCs/y: The com-
binationyD ect Cs is also not a solution (but closer).The analysis ofy 1 D cyCs
will be our main achievement for differential equations(in this section). The
equation is not restricted to finance—far from it—but that produces excellent exam-
ples.

Fig. 6.9

I propose to findy in four ways. You may feel that one way is enough.� The first
way is the fastest—only three lines—but please give the others a chance. There is no
point in preparing for real problems if we don’t solve them.

Solution by Method 1 (fast way) Substitute the combinationyDAect CB: The
solution has this form—exponential plus constant. From two facts we findA and
B:

the equationy 1 D cyCs gives cAect D c.Aect CB/Cs

the initial value at t D 0 givesACBD y0:

The first line hascAect on both sides. Subtraction leavescBCsD 0, orBD�s=c:
Then the second line becomesAD y0�BD y0 C .s=c/:

KEY FORMULA yD
�

y0 C
s

c

�

ect � s
c

or yD y0e
ct C

s

c

�

ect�1�: (8)

With sD 0 this is the old solutiony0e
ct (no source). The example withcD 1 and

sD 5 produced.y0 C5/et�5: Separating the source term givesy0e
t C5.et�1/:

�My class says one way ismore than enough. They just want the answer. Sometimes I cave
in and write down the formula:y is y0e

ct pluss.ect�1/=c from the source term.
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Solution by Method 2 (slow way) The inputy0 produces the outputy0e
ct : After t

years any deposit is multiplied byect : That also applies to deposits made after the
account is opened. If the deposit enters at timeT , the growing time is onlyt�T:
Therefore the multiplying factor is onlyec.t�T /: This growth factor applies to the
small deposit (amountsdT ) made between timeT andT CdT:

Now add up all outputs at timet: The output fromy0 is y0e
ct : The small deposit

sdT near timeT grows toec.t�T /sdT: The total is an integral:

y.t/D y0e
ct C

» t

T D0

ec.t�T /sdT: (9)

This principle of Duhamel would still apply when the sources varies with time.
Heres is constant, and the integral divides byc:

s

» t

T D0

ec.t�T /dT D
sec.t�T /�c #t

0

D� s
c

C
s

c
ect : (10)

That agrees with the source term from Method1; at the end of equation(8). There we
looked for “exponential plus constant,” here we added up outputs.

Method1 was easier. It succeeded because we knew the formAect CB—with
“undetermined coefficients.” Method2 is more complete. The form fory is part of the
output, not the input. The sources is a continuous supply of new deposits, all growing
separately. Section6:5 starts from scratch, by directly integratingy 1 D cyCs:

Remark Method2 is often described in terms of anintegrating factor. First write
the equation asy 1�cyD s: Then multiply by a magic factor that makes integration
possible:

.y 1�cy/e�ct Dse�ct multiply by the factore�ct

ye�ct
it

0
D� s

c
e�ct

it

0
integrate both sides

ye�ct �y0 D� s
c
.e�ct �1/ substitute0 and t

yDecty0 C
s

c
.ect�1/ isolatey to reach formula(8)

The integrating factor produced a perfect derivative in line1: I prefer Duhamel’s idea,
that all inputsy0 ands grow the same way. Either method gives formula(8) for y:

THE MATHEMATICS OF FINANCE (AT A CONTINUOUS RATE)

The question from finance is this:What inputs give what outputs? The inputs can
come at the start byy0, or continuously bys: The output can be paid at the end or
continuously. There are six basic questions, two of which are already answered.

The future value isy0e
ct from a deposit ofy0: To producey in the future,

deposit the present valueye�ct : Questions3–6 involve the source term s.We fix
the continuous rate at5% per year.cD :05/, and start the account fromy0 D 0: The
answers come fast from equation(8).

Question 3 With deposits ofsD $1000=year; how large isy after20 years ?

yD
s

c
.ect�1/D

1000

:05
.e.:05/.20/�1/D 20;000.e�1/� $34;400:

One big deposit yields20;000e� $54;000: The same20;000 via s yields$34;400:
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Notice a small by-product (for mathematicians). When the interest rate iscD 0,
our formula s.ect�1/=c turns into 0=0: We are absolutely sure that depositing
$1000=yearwith no interest produces$20;000 after20 years. But this is not obvious
from 0=0: By l’Hôpital’s rule we takec-derivatives in the fraction:

lim
cÑ0

s.ect�1/
c

D lim
cÑ0

stect

1
D st: This is.1000/.20/D 20;000: (11)

Question 4 What continuous deposit ofs per year yields$20;000 after20 years ?

20;000D
s

:05
.e.:05/.20/�1/ requiressD

1000

e�1 � 582:
Deposits of$582 over20 years total$11;640:A single deposit ofy0 D 20;000=eD
$7;360 produces the same$20;000 at the end. Better to be rich att D 0:

Questions1 and2 had sD 0 (no source). Questions3 and4 hady0 D 0 (no initial
deposit). Now we come toyD 0: In 5, everything is paid out by anannuity. In 6,
everything is paid up on aloan.

Question 5 What deposity0 provides$1000=yearfor 20 years ? End withyD 0:

yD y0e
ct C

s

c
.ect�1/D 0 requiresy0 D

�s
c
.1�e�ct/:

SubstitutingsD�1000; cD :05; t D 20 givesy0� 12;640: If you win $20;000 in
a lottery, and it is paid over20 years, the lottery only has to put in$12;640: Even
less if the interest rate is above5%:

Question 6 What paymentss wil l clear a loan ofy0 D $20;000 in 20 years ?

Unfortunately,s exceeds $1000 per year. The bank gives up more than the $20,000
to buy your car (and pay tuition).It also gives up the interest on that money. You
pay that back too, but you don’t have to stay even at every moment. Instead you repay
at aconstant ratefor 20 years. Your payments mostly cover interest at the start and
principal at the end. Aftert D 20 years you are even and your debt isyD 0:

This is like Question5 (alsoyD 0), but now we knowy0 and we wants:

yD y0e
ct C

s

c
.ect �1/D 0 requiressD�cy0e

ct=.ect �1/:
The loan isy0 D $20;000, the rate iscD :05=year; the time is t D 20 years.
Substituting in the formula fors, your payments are$1582 per year.

Puzzle How is sD $1582 for loan payments related tosD $582 for deposits ?

0Ñ $582 per yearÑ $20;000 and $20;000Ñ�$1582 per yearÑ 0:

That difference of exactly1000 cannot be an accident.1582 and582 came from

1000
e

e�1 and 1000
1

e�1 with difference1000
e�1
e�1 D 1000:

Why? Here is the real reason. Instead of repaying1582 we can pay only1000 (to
keep even with the interest on20;000). The other582 goes into a separate account.
After 20 years the continuous582 has built up to20;000 (including interest as in
Question4). From that account we pay back the loan.
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Section 6.6 deals with daily compounding—which differs from continuous
compounding by only a few cents. Yearly compounding differs by a few dollars.

Fig. 6.10 Questions3�4 deposits: Questions5�6 repay loan or annuity. Steady state�s=c:
TRANSIENTS VS. STEADY STATE

Suppose there is decay instead of growth. The constantc is negative andy0e
ct dies

out. That is the “transient” term, which disappears astÑ8: What is left is the
“steady state.” We denote that limit byy8:

Without a source,y8 is zero (total decay). Whens is present,y8 D�s=c:
6J The solutionyD

�

y0 C
s

c

�

ect � s
c

approachesy8 D� s
c

when ect Ñ 0:

At this steady state, the sources exactly balances the decaycy: In other words
cyCsD 0: From the left side of the differential equation, this meansdy=dt D 0:
There is no change. That is whyy8 is steady.

Notice thaty8 depends on the source and onc—but not ony0:

EXAMPLE 6 Suppose Bermuda has a birth ratebD :02 and death rated D :03:
The net decay rate iscD�:01:There is also immigration from outside, ofsD 1200=year:
The initial population might bey0 D 5 thousand ory0 D 5 million, but that number
has no effect ony8: The steady state is independent ofy0:

In this casey8 D�s=cD 1200=:01D 120;000:The population grows to120;000
if y0 is smaller. It decays to120;000 if y0 is larger.

EXAMPLE 7 Newton’s Law of Cooling: dy=dt D c.y�y8/: (12)

This is back to physics. The temperature of a body isy: The temperature around it
is y8: Theny starts aty0 and approachesy8, following Newton’s rule:The rate is
proportional toy�y8. The bigger the difference, the faster heat flows.

The equation has�cy8 where before we hads: That fits withy8 D�s=c: For the
solution, replaces by�cy8 in formula(8). Or use this new method:

Solution by Method 3 The new idea is to look at the differencey�y8. Its deriva-
tive is dy=dt , sincey8 is constant. Butdy=dt is c.y�y8/—this is our equation.
The difference starts fromy0�y8, and grows or decays as a pure exponential:

d

dt
.y�y8/D c.y�y8/ has the solution .y�y8/D .y0�y8/ect : (13)

This solves the law of cooling. We repeat Method3 using the letterss andc:

d

dt

�

yC
s

c

�

D c
�

yC
s

c

�

has the solution
�

yC
s

c

�

D
�

y0 C
s

c

�

ect : (14)
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Moving s=c to the right side recovers formula(8). There is aconstant termand
an exponential term. In a differential equations course, those are the “particular
solution” and the “homogeneous solution.” In a calculus course, it’s time to stop.

EXAMPLE 8 In a 70� room, Newton’s corpse is found with a temperature of90�:
A day later the body registers80�: When did he stop integrating (at98:6�) ?

Solution Herey8 D 70 andy0 D 90: Newton’s equation(13) is yD 20ect C
70: ThenyD 80 at t D 1 gives20ec D 10: The rate of cooling iscD ln 1

2
: Death

occurred when20ect C70D 98:6 or ect D 1:43: The time wast D ln 1:43= ln 1
2

D
half a day earlier.

6.3 EXERCISES

Read-through exercises

If y1 D cy then y.t/D a . If dy=dt D 7y and y0 D 4 then
y.t/D b . This solution reaches8 at t D c . If the
doubling time is T then cD d : If y1 D 3y and y.1/D 9

theny0 was e . Whenc is negative, the solution approaches
f astÑ8:
The constant solution tody=dt D yC6 is yD g . The

general solution isyDAet �6: If y0 D 4 thenAD h . The so-
lution ofdy=dt D cyCs starting fromy0 isyDAect CB D i .
Theoutput from the sources is j . An input at timeT grows by
the factor k at timet:

At cD 10%, the interest in timedt is dyD l . This
equation yields y.t/D m . With a source term instead of
y0, a continuous deposit ofsD 4000=year yields yD n
after 10 years. The deposit required to produce10;000 in 10

years is sD o (exactly or approximately). An income of
4000=year forever (!) comes fromy0 D p . The deposit to
give 4000=year for 20 years isy0 D q . The payment rate
s to clear a loan of10;000 in 10 years is r .

Thesolution toy1 D�3yCs approachesy8 D s .

Solve 1–4 starting from y0 D 1 and from y0 D�1: Draw both
solutions on the same graph.

1
dy

dt
D 2t 2

dy

dt
D�t 3

dy

dt
D 2y 4

dy

dt
D�y

Solve 5–8 starting fromy0 D 10: At what time doesy increase to
100 or drop to 1‹

5
dy

dt
D 4y 6

dy

dt
D 4t 7

dy

dt
D e4t 8

dy

dt
D e�4t

9 Draw a field of “tangent arrows” fory1 D�y, with the solution
curvesyD e�x andyD�e�x :

10 Draw a direction field of arrows fory1 D y�1, with solution
curvesyD ex C1 andyD 1:

Problems 11–27 involvey0e
ct : They ask for c or t or y0:

11 If a culture of bacteria doubles in two hours, how many hours to
multiply by 10‹ First findc:

12 If bacteria increase by factor of ten in ten hours, how many hours
to increase by100 ? What isc ?

13 How old is a skull that contains15 as much radiocarbon as a
modern skull ?

14 If a relic contains90% asmuch radiocarbon as new material,
could it come from the time of Christ ?

15 The population of Cairo grew from5mill ion to10million in 20
years. Fromy1 D cy find c: When wasyD 8 million ?

16 The populations of New York and Los Angeles are growing at
1% and1:4% a year. Starting from8 million (NY) and 6 million
(LA), when will they be equal ?

17 Suppose the value of $1 in Japanese yen decreases at2% per
year. Starting from $1D Y240; when will 1 dollar equal1 yen ?

18 The effect of advertising decays exponentially. If40%
remember a new product after three days, findc: How long
will 20% remember it ?

19 If yD 1000 at t D 3 andyD 3000 at t D 4 (exponential growth),
what wasy0 at t D 0 ?

20 If yD 100 att D 4 andyD 10 att D 8 (exponential decay) when
will yD 1? What wasy0 ?

21 Atmospheric pressure decreases with height according to
dp=dhD cp: The pressures athD 0 (sea level) andhD 20 km
are 1013 and 50 millibars. Find c: Explain why pD

?
1013 �50

halfway up athD 10:

22 For exponential decay show thaty.t/ is the square root ofy.0/
timesy.2t/: How could you findy.3t/ from y.t/ andy.2t/ ?
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23 Most drugs in the bloodstream decay byy1 D cy (first-order ki-
netics). (a) The half-life of morphine is3 hours. Find its decay con-
stantc (with units). (b) The half-life of nicotine is2 hours. After a
six-hour flight what fraction remains ?

24 How often should a drug be taken if its dose is3 mg, it is
cleared atcD :01=hour; and 1 mg is required in the bloodstream
at all times ? (The doctor decides this level based on body size.)

25 The antiseizure drug dilantin has constant clearance rate
y1 D�a until yD y1: Theny1 D�ay=y1: Solve fory.t/ in two
pieces fromy0: When doesy reachy1 ?

26 The actual elimination of nicotine is multiexponential:
yDAect CBeC t : The first-order equation .d=dt�c/yD 0

changes to the second-order equation.d=dt�c/.d=dt�C/yD 0:

Write out this equation starting withy2; and show that it is satisfied
by the giveny:

27 True or false. If f alse, say what’s true.

(a) The time foryD ect to double is.ln 2/=.ln c/:

(b) If y1 D cy andz1 D cz then.yCz/1 D 2c.yCz/:

(c) If y1 D cy andz1 D cz then.y=z/1 D 0:

(d) If y1 D cy andz1 DCz then.yz/1 D .cCC/yz:

28 A rocket has velocityv: Burnt fuel of mass�m leaves at
velocityv�7: Total momentum is constant:

mvD .m��m/.vC�v/C�m.v�7/:
What differential equation connectsm to v ? Solve forv.m/ not
v.t/, starting fromv0 D 20 andm0 D 4:

Problems 29–36 are about solutions ofy1 D cyCs:

29 Solvey1 D 3yC1 with y0 D 0 by assumingyDAe3t CB and
determiningA andB:

30 Solvey1 D 8�y starting fromy0 andyDAe�t CB:

Solve 31–34 withy0 D 0 and graph the solution.

31
dy

dt
D yC1

33
dy

dt
D�yC1

32
dy

dt
D y�1

34
dy

dt
D�y�1

35 (a) What valueyD constant solvesdy=dt D�2yC12 ?

(b) Find the solution with an arbitrary constantA.
(c) What solutions start fromy0 D 0 andy0 D 10 ?

(d) What is the steady statey8 ?

36 Choose� signs indy=dt D�3y�6 to achieve the following
results starting fromy0 D 1: Draw graphs.

(a) y increases to8
(c) y decreases to�2 (b) y increases to2

(d) y decreases to�8
37 What valueyD constant solvesdy=dt D 4�y ? Show that
y.t/DAe�t C4 is also a solution. Findy.1/ andy8 if y0 D 3:

38 Solve y1 D yCet from y0 D 0 by Method 2; where the
deposit eT at time T is multiplied by et�T : The total output
at time t is y.t/D

r t
0 e

T et�T dT D : Substitute back to
checky1 D yCet :

39 Rewritey1 D yCet asy1�yD et :Multiplying by e�t , the left
side is the derivative of . Integrate both sides fromy0 D 0 to
find y.t/:

40 Solvey1 D�yC1 fromy0 D 0 by rewriting asy1Cy D 1, mul-
tiplying by et ; and integrating both sides.

41 Solvey1 D yC t from y0 D 0 by assumingyDAet CBtCC:

Problems 42–57 are about the mathematics of finance.

42 Dollar bills decrease in value atcD�:04 per year because of
inflation. If you hold $1000; what is the decrease indt years ? At
what rates should you print money to keep even ?

43 If a bank offers annual interest of71
2 % or continuous interest of

71
4 %, which is better ?

44 What continuous interest rate is equivalent to an annual rate of
9% ? Extra credit: Telephone a bank for both rates and check their
calculation.

45 At 100% interest.cD 1/ how much is a continuous deposit ofs
per year worth after one year ? What initial deposity0 would have
produced the same output ?

46 To have $50;000 for college tuition in 20 years, what gift
y0 should a grandparent make now ? AssumecD 10%: What
continuous deposit should a parent make during20 years ? If the
parent savessD $1000 per year, when does he or she reach $50;000

arid retire ?

47 Income per person grows3%, the population grows2%, the
total income grows . Answer if these are (a) annual
rates (b) continuous rates.

48 Whendy=dt D cyC4, how much is the deposit of4dT at time
T worth at the later timet ? What is the value att D 2 of deposits
4dT from T D 0 to T D 1 ?

49 DepositingsD $1000 per year leads to $34;400 after20 years
(Question3). To reach the same result, when should you deposit
$20,000 all at once ?

50 For how long can you withdrawsD $500=year after depositing
y0 D $5000 at8%, before you run dry ?

51 What continuous payments clears a $1000 loan in60 days, if a
loan shark charges1% per day continuously ?

52 You are the loan shark. What is $1 worth after a year of
continuous compounding at1% per day ?

53 You can afford payments ofsD $100 per month for48 months.
If the dealer chargescD 6%, how much can you borrow ?

54 Your income isI0e
2ct per year. Your expenses areE0e

ct per
year. (a) At what future time are they equal ? (b) If you borrow the
difference until then, how much money have you borrowed ?
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55 If a student loan in your freshman year is repaid plus20% four
years later, what was the effective interest rate ?

56 Is a variable rate mortgage withcD :09C :001t for 20 years bet-
ter or worse than a fixed rate of10% ?

57 At 10% instead of8%, the $24 paid for Manhattan is worth
after365 years.

Problems 58–65 approach a steady statey8 astÑ8:
58 If dy=dt D�yC7 what is y8 ? What is the derivative of
y�y8 ? Theny�y8 equalsy0�y8 times .

59 Graphy.t/ when y1 D 3y�12 andy0 is
(a) below4 (b) equal to4 (c) above4

60 The solutions tody=dt D c.y�12/ converge to
y8 D providedc is .

61 Suppose the time unit indy=dt D cy changes from minutes to
hours. How does the equation change ? How doesdy=dt D�yC5

change ? How doesy8 change ?

62 True or false, when y1 andy2 both satisfyy1 D cyCs:

(a) The sumyD y1 Cy2 also satisfies this equation.

(b) The averageyD 1
2

�

y1 Cy2

�

satisfies the same equation.

(c) The derivativeyD y11 satisfies the same equation.

63 If Newton’s coffee cools from80� to 60� in 12 minutes (room
temperature20�), find c: When was the coffee at100� ?

64 If y0 D 100 andy.1/D 90 andy.2/D 84, what isy8 ?

65 If y0 D 100 andy.1/D 90 andy.2/D 81, what isy8 ?

66 To cool down coffee, should you add milk now or later ?
The coffee is at70�C, the milk is at10�, the room is at20�.

(a) Adding 1 part milk to 5 parts coffee makes it60�. With
y8 D 20�, the white coffee cools toy.t/D :

(b) The black coffee cools to yc.t/D : The
milk warms to ym.t/D : Mixing at time t gives
.5yc Cym/=6D :
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6.4 Logarithms

We have given first place toex and a lower place toln x: In applications that is
absolutely correct. But logarithms have one important theoretical advantage (plus
many applications of their own). The advantage is that the derivative ofln x is 1=x;
whereas the derivative ofex is ex : We can’t defineex as its own integral, without
circular reasoning. But we can and do defineln x (the natural logarithm) as the
integral of the “�1 power” which is1=x:

ln xD

» x

1

1

x
dx or lnyD

» y

1

1

u
du: (1)

Notethe dummy variables, firstx thenu: Note also the live variables, firstx theny:
Especially note the lower limit of integration, which is1 and not0: The logarithm is
the area measured from1. Thereforeln 1D 0 at that starting point—as required.

Earlier chapters integrated all powers except this “�1 power.” The logarithm is
that missing integral. The curve in Figure 6.11 has heightyD 1=x—it is a hyperbola.
At xD 0 the height goes to infinity and the area becomes infinite:log 0D�8:
The minus sign is because the integral goes backward from1 to 0: The integral does
not extend past zero to negativex:We are definingln x only for x¡ 0:�
Fig. 6.11 Logarithm as area. Neighbors lnaC ln bD ln ab:

Equal areas:� ln 1
2 D ln 2D 1

2 ln 4:

With this new approach,ln x has a direct definition.It is an integral(or an area).
Its two key properties must follow from this definition. That step is a beautiful
application of the theory behind integrals.

Property1: ln abD ln aC ln b: The areas from1 to a andfrom a to ab combine
into a single area (1 to ab in the middle figure):

Neighboring areasW

» a

1

1

x
dxC

» ab

a

1

x
dxD

» ab

1

1

x
dx: (2)

The right side isln ab; from definition (1). The first term on the left isln a: The
problem is to show that the second integral (a to ab) is ln b:» ab

a

1

x
dx

.‹/
D

» b

1

1

u
du D ln b: (3)

We needuD 1 whenxD a (the lower limit) anduD b whenxD ab (the upper
limit). The choiceuD x=a satisfies these requirements. SubstitutingxD au anddxD
a du yieldsdx=xD du=u:Equation(3) givesln b; and equation(2) is ln aC ln bD
ln ab:

�The logarithm of�1 is�i (an imaginary number). That is becausee�i D�1: The logarithm
of i is also imaginary—it is1

2
�i: In general, logarithms are complex numbers.
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Property2: ln bn D n ln b: These are the left and right sides of» bn

1

1

x
dx

.‹/
D n

» b

1

1

u
du: (4)

This comes from the substitutionxDun: The lower limit xD 1 corresponds to
uD 1; andxD bn corresponds touD b: The differentialdx is nun�1du: Divid-
ing byxDun leavesdx=xD n du=u: Then equation(4) becomesln bn D n ln b:

Everything comes logically from the definition as an area. Also definite integrals:

EXAMPLE 1 Compute

» 3x

x

1

t
dt: Solution: ln 3x� ln xD ln

3x

x
D ln 3:

EXAMPLE 2 Compute

» 1

:1

1

x
dx: Solution: ln 1� ln :1D ln 10: (Why ? )

EXAMPLE 3 Compute

» e2

1

1

u
du: Solution: ln e2 D 2: The area from1 to e2 is

2:

Remark While working on the theory this is a chance to straighten out old debts.
The book has discussed and computed (and even differentiated) the functionsex and
bx andxn; without defining them properly. When the exponent is an irrational num-
ber like�; how do we multiplye by itself� times? One approach (not taken) is
to come closer and closer to� by rational exponents like22=7: Another approach
(taken now) is to determine the numbere� D 23:1 : : : by its logarithm.� Start withe
itself:

e is (by definition) the number whose logarithm is1

e� is (by definition) the number whose logarithm is�:

When the area in Figure6.12reaches1; the basepoint ise. When the area reaches
�; the basepoint ise� : We are constructing the inverse function (which isex). But
how do we know that the area reaches� or1000 or�1000 at exactly one point ? (The
area is1000 far out ate1000: The area is�1000 very near zero ate�1000:) To define
e we have to know that somewhere the area equals1!

For a proof in two steps, go back to Figure 6.11c. The area from1 to 2 is more
than 1

2
(because1=x is more than1

2
on that interval of length one). The combined

area from1 to 4 is more than1:We come toareaD 1 before reaching4: (Actually
at eD 2:718 : : ::) Since1=x is positive, the area is increasing and never comes back
to 1:

To double the area we have to square the distance. The logarithm creeps up-
wards:

ln xÑ8 but
ln x

x
Ñ 0: (5)

The logarithm grows slowly becauseex grows so fast(and vice versa—they are
inverses). Remember thatex goes past every powerxn: Thereforeln x is passed by
every rootx1=n: Problems60 and61 give two proofs that.ln x/=x1=n approaches
zero.

We might compareln x with
?
x: At xD 10 they are close (2:3 versus3:2). But

out atxD e10 the comparison is10 againste5; andln x loses to
?
x:

�Chapter9 goes on toimaginary exponents, and proves the remarkable formulae�i D�1:
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Fig. 6.12 Area is logarithm of basepoint. Fig. 6.13 ln x grows more slowly
than x:

APPROXIMATION OF LOGARITHMS

Fig. 6.14

The limiting casesln 0D�8 and ln8D C8 are important. More important are
logarithms near the starting pointln 1D 0:Our question is:What is ln.1Cx/ for x
near zero? The exact answer is an area. The approximate answer is much simpler.
If x (positive or negative) is small, then

ln.1Cx/� x and ex � 1Cx: (6)

The calculator givesln 1:01D :0099503: This is close toxD :01: Between1 and
1Cx the area under the graph of1=x is nearly a rectangle. Its base isx and its
height is 1: So the curved arealn.1Cx/ is close to the rectangular areax:
Figure 6.14 shows how a small triangle is chopped off at the top.

The difference between .0099503(actual) and .01 (linear approximation) is�:0000497:That is predicted almost exactly by the second derivative:1
2

times.�x/2

times.ln x/2 is 1
2

�

:01
�2��1�D�:00005: This is the area of the small triangle!

ln.1Cx/� rectangular area minus triangular areaD x� 1
2
x2:

Theremaining mistake of:0000003 is close to1
3
x3 (Problem65).

May I switch toex ? Its slope starts ate0 D 1; so its linear approximation is1Cx:
Thenln.ex/� ln.1Cx/� x: Two wrongs do make a right: ln.ex/D x exactly.

The calculator givese:01 as1:0100502 (actual) instead of1:01 (approximation).
The second-order correction is again a small triangle:1

2
x2 D :00005: The complete

series forln.1Cx/ andex are in Sections10:1 and6:6 W

ln.1Cx/D x�x2=2Cx3=3� : : : ex D 1CxCx2=2Cx3=6C : : : :

DERIVATIVES BASED ON LOGARITHMS

Logarithms turn up as antiderivatives very often. To build up a collection of integrals,
we now differentiateln u.x/ by the chain rule.

6K The derivative ofln x is
1

x
: The derivative of ln u.x/ is

1

u

du

dx
.
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The slope ofln x washard work in Section6:2: With its new definition (the integral
of 1=x) the work is gone. By the Fundamental Theorem, the slope must be1=x:

For ln u.x/ the derivative comes from the chain rule. The inside function isu; the
outside function isln : (Keepu¡ 0 to defineln u:) The chain rule gives

d

dx
ln cxD

1

cx
cD

1

x
.Š/

d

dx
ln x3 D 3x2=x3 D

3

x

d

dx
ln.x2 C1/D 2x=.x2C1/

d

dx
ln cosxD

�sinx

cosx
D� tanx

d

dx
ln ex D ex=ex D 1

d

dx
ln.ln x/D

1

ln x

1

x
:

Those are worth another look, especially the first. Any reasonable person would
expect the slope ofln 3x to be3=x: Not so. The3 cancels, andln 3x has the same
slope asln x: (The real reason is thatln 3xD ln 3C ln x:) The antiderivative of3=x
is not ln 3x but3 ln x; which is ln x3:
Before moving to integrals, here is a new method for derivatives:logarithmic
differentiation or LD . It applies toproductsandpowers. The product and power
rules are always available, but sometimes there is an easier way.

Main idea: The logarithm of a productp.x/ is asum of logarithms. Switching to
ln p; the sum rule just adds up the derivatives. But there is a catch at the end, as you
see in the example.

EXAMPLE 4 Finddp=dx if p.x/D xx
?
x�1: Hereln p.x/D x ln xC 1

2
ln.x�1/:

Take the derivative ofln p:
1

p

dp

dx
Dx � 1

x
C ln xC

1

2.x�1/:
Now multiply byp.x/:

dp

dx
Dp

�

1C ln xC
1

2.x�1/� :
The catch is that last step. Multiplying byp complicates the answer. This can’t be
helped—logarithmic differentiation contains no magic. The derivative ofpD fg is
the same as from the product rule:ln pD ln f C ln g gives

p1
p

D
f 1
f

C
g1
g

and p1 Dp

�

f 1
f

C
g1
g

�

D f 1gCfg1: (7)

ForpD xex sinx; with three factors, the sum has three terms:

ln pD ln xCxC ln sinx andp1 Dp

�

1

x
C1C

cosx

sinx

�

:

Wemultiply p timesp1=p (the derivative ofln p). Do the same for powers:

EXAMPLE 5 pD x1=x ñ ln pD
1

x
ln xñ dp

dx
Dp

�

1

x2
� ln x

x2

�

:

EXAMPLE 6 pD x ln x ñ ln pD .ln x/2ñ dp

dx
Dp

�

2 ln x

x

�

:

EXAMPLE 7 pD x1= ln x ñ ln pD
1

ln x
ln xD 1ñ dp

dx
D 0 .Š/
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INTEGRALS BASED ON LOGARITHMS

Now comes an important step. Many integrals produce logarithms.The foremost
example is1=x; whose integral isln x: In a certain way that is the only example,
but its range is enormously extended by the chain rule. The derivative ofln u.x/ is
u1=u; so the integral goes fromu1=u back toln u:»

du=dx

u.x/
dxD lnu.x/ or equivalently

»
du

u
D lnu:

Try to chooseu.x/ so that the integral containsdu=dx divided byu:

EXAMPLES

»
dx

xC7
D ln|xC7| »

dx

cxC7
D
1

c
ln|cxC7|

Final remark Whenu is negative,ln u cannot be the integral of1=u: The logarithm
is not defined whenu  0: But the integral can go forward by switching to�u:»

du=dx

u
dxD

» �du=dx�u dxD ln.�u/: (8)

Thus ln.�u/ succeeds whenln u fails.� The forbidden case isuD 0. The
integralsln u and ln.�u/; on the plus and minus sides of zero, can be combined
as ln |u|: Every integral that gives a logarithm allowsu  0 by changing to the
absolute value|u|:» �1�e

dx

x
D
h

ln |x|i�1�e
D ln 1� ln e

» 4

2

dx

x�5 D
h

ln |x�5|i4

2
D ln 1� ln 3:

The areas are�1 and� ln 3: The graphs of1=x and1=.x�5/ are below thex axis.
We donot have logarithms of negative numbers, and we will not integrate1=.x�5/
from 2 to 6: That crosses the forbidden pointxD 5; with infinite area on both sides.

The ratiodu=u leads to important integrals. WhenuD cosx oruD sinx; we are
integrating thetangentandcotangent. When there is a possibility thatu  0; write
the integral asln |u|:»

tanx dxD

»
sinx

cosx
dxD� ln |cosx| »

xdx

x2 C7
D
1

2
ln.x2 C7/»

cotx dxD

»
cosx

sinx
dxD ln |sinx| »

dx

x ln x
D ln | ln x|

Now we report on thesecantandcosecant. The integrals of1=cosx and1=sinx
also surrender to an attack by logarithms—based on a crazy trick:»

secx dxD

»
secx

�

secxC tanx

secxC tanx

�

dxD ln|secxC tanx|: (9)»
cscx dxD

»
cscx

�

cscx�cotx

cscx�cotx

�

dx D ln |cscxCcotx|: (10)

HereuD secxC tanx is in the denominator;du=dxD secx tanxCsec2x is above
it. The integral isln |u|: Similarly (10)containsdu=dx overuD cscx�cotx:

�The integral of1=x (odd function) is ln|x| (even function). Stay clear ofxD 0:
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In closing we integrateln x itself. The derivative ofx ln x is ln xC1: To remove
the extra1; subtractx from the integral:

r
ln xdxD x ln x�x:

In contrast, the area under1=.ln x/ has no elementary formula. Nevertheless it is
the key to the greatest approximation in mathematics—theprime number theorem.
The area

r b

a
dx= ln x is approximately the number of primes betweena and b.

Neare1000; about1=1000 of the integers are prime.

6.4 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

The natural logarithm ofx is
r x

1
a . This definition leads

to lnxyD b and lnxn D c . Then e is the number
whose logarithm (area under1=x curve) is d . Similarly
ex is now defined as the number whose natural logarithm is

e . AsxÑ8; ln x approaches f . But the ratio.ln x/=
?
x

approaches g . The domain and range of lnx are h .

The derivative of lnx is i . The derivative of ln.1Cx/ is
j . The tangent approximation to ln.1Cx/ at xD 0 is
k . The quadratic approximation is l . The quadratic

approximation toex is m .

The derivative of lnu.x/ by the chain rule is n .
Thus .ln cosx/1 D o . An antiderivative of tanx is p .
The product pD x e5x has lnpD q . The derivative of this
equation is r . Multiplying by p givesp1 D s , which is
LD or logarithmic differentiation.

The integral ofu1.x/=u.x/ is t . The integral of2x=.x2 C4/

is u . The integral of1=cx is v . The integral of1=.ctCs/
is w . The integral of1=cosx; after a trick, is x . We should
write ln |x| for the antiderivative of1=x; since this allows y .
Similarly

r
du=u should be written z .

Find the derivative dy=dx in 1–10.

1 yD ln.2x/

3 yD .ln x/�1

5 yD x ln x�x
7 yD ln.sinx/

9 yD 7 ln 4x

2 yD ln.2xC1/

4 yD .lnx/=x

6 yD log10 x

8 yD ln.ln x/

10 yD ln..4x/7/

Find the indefinite (or definite) integral in 11–24.

11
»
dt

3t

13
» 1

0

dx

3Cx

15
» 2

0

x dx

x2 C1

17
» e

2

dx

x.ln x/

12
»

dx

1Cx

14
» 1

0

dt

3C2t

16
» 2

0

x3 dx

x2 C1

18
» e

2

dx

x.ln x/2

19
»

cosx dx

sinx

21
»

tan3x dx

23
»
.ln x/2dx

x

25 GraphyD ln.1Cx/

20
» �=4

0
tanx dx

22
»

cot3x dx

24
»

dx

x.ln x/.ln ln x/

26 GraphyD ln.sinx/

Computedy=dx by differentiating ln y: This is LD:

27 yD
?
x2 C1

29 yD esinx

28 yD
?
x2 C1

a
x2�1

30 yD x�1=x

31 yD e.ex/

33 yD x.ex/

35 yD x�1= ln x

32 yD xe

34 yD .
?
x/. 3
?
x/. 6
?
x/

36 yD e� ln x

Evaluate 37–42 by any method.

37
» 10

5

dt

t
�» 10x

5x

dt

t

39
d

dx

» 1

x

dt

t

41
d

dx
ln.sec xC tanx/

38
» e�

1

dx

x
C

» �1�2

dx

x

40
d

dx

» x2

x

dt

t

42
»

sec2xCsecx tanx

secxC tanx
dx

Verify the derivatives 43–46, which give useful antiderivatives:

43
d

dx
ln.xC

?
x2 C1/D

1?
1Cx2

44
d

dx
ln
�

x�a
xCa

�

D
2a

.x2�a2/

45
d

dx
ln

 

1C
a
1�x2

x

!

D
�1

x
a
1�x2

46
d

dx
ln.xC

a
x2�a2/D

1a
x2�a2
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Estimate 47–50 to linear accuracy, then quadratic accuracy, by
ex � 1CxC 1

2x
2: Then use a calculator.

47 ln.1:1/ 48 e:1 49 ln.:99/ 50 e2

51 Compute lim
xÑ0

ln.1Cx/

x

53 Compute lim
xÑ0

logb.1Cx/

x

52 Compute lim
xÑ0

ex�1
x

54 Compute lim
xÑ0

bx�1
x

55 Find the area of the “hyperbolic quarter-circle” enclosed by
xD 2 andyD 2 aboveyD 1=x:

56 Estimate the area underyD 1=x from 4 to 8 by four upper
rectangles and four lower rectangles. Then average the answers
(trapezoidal rule). What is the exact area ?

57 Why is
1

2
C
1

3
C � � �C 1

n
near ln n? Is it above or below ?

58 Prove that lnx¤ 2.?x�1/ for x¡ 1: Compare the integrals of
1=t and1=

?
t ; from 1 to x:

59 Dividing by x in Problem 58 gives .ln x/=x¤ 2.?x�1/=x:
Deduce that.ln x/=xÑ 0 as xÑ8: Where is the maximum of
.ln x/=x ?

60 Prove that .ln x/=x1=n also approaches zero. (Start with
.ln x1=n/=x1=nÑ 0:/ Where is its maximum ?

61 For any powern; Problem 6:2:59 proved ex ¡xn for large
x: Then by logarithms,x¡n ln x: Since .ln x/=x goes below
1=n and stays below, it converges to .

62 Prove that y ln y approaches zero asyÑ 0; by changing
y to 1=x: Find the limit of yy (take its logarithm asyÑ 0).
What is .1:1 on your calculator ?

63 Find the limit of lnx= log10 x asxÑ8:
64 We know the integral

r x
1 t

h�1dt D Œth=h�x1 D .xh�1/=h: Its
limit ashÑ 0 is .

65 Find linear approximations nearxD 0 for e�x and2x :

66 The x3 correction to ln.1Cx/ yields x� 1
2x

2 C 1
3x

3: Check
that ln1:01� :0099503 and find ln1:02:

67 An ant crawls at1 foot=second along a rubber band whose
original length is 2 feet. The band is being stretched at1
foot=second by pulling the other end. At what timeT; if ever,
does the ant reach the other end ?

One approach: The band’s length at timet is tC2: Let y.t/ be
the fractionof that length which the ant has covered, and explain

(a)y1 D 1=.tC2/ (b) yD ln.tC2/� ln 2 (c) T D 2e�2:
68 If the rubber band is stretched at8 feet=second, when if ever
does the same ant reach the other end ?

69 A weaker ant slows down to2=.tC2/ feet=second, so
y1 D 2=.tC2/2: Show that the other end is never reached.

70 The slope ofpD xx comes two ways from lnpD x ln x:

1 Logarithmic differentiation (LD ): Compute.ln p/1 and mul-
tiply by p:

2 Exponential differentiation (ED): Writexx asex ln x ; take its
derivative, and put backxx :

71 If pD 2x then lnpD : LD gives p1 D .p/.ln p/1 D
: ED givespD e and thenp1 D :

72 Compute ln2 by the trapezoidal rule and=or Simpson’s
rule, to get five correct decimals.

73 Compute ln10 by either rule with�xD 1; and compare with
the value on your calculator.

74 Estimate1= ln 90;000; the fraction of numbers near90;000 that
are prime. (879of the next10;000 numbers are actually prime.)

75 Find a pair of positive integers for whichxy D yx : Show
how to change this equation to.ln x/=xD .ln y/=y: So look for
two points at the same height in Figure 6.13. Prove that you have
discovered all the integer solutions.�76 Show that.ln x/=xD .ln y/=y is satisfied by

xD

�

tC1

t

�t

and yD

�

tC1

1

�tC1

with t ¤ 0: Graph those points to show the curvexy D yx : It
crosses the lineyD x atxD ; wheretÑ8:
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6.5 Separable Equations Including the Logistic Equation

This section begins with the integrals that solve two basic differential equations:

dy

dt
D cy and

dy

dt
D cyCs: (1)

We already know the solutions. What we don’t know is how to discover those
solutions, when a suggestion “try ect ” has not been made. Many important
equations, including these, separate into ay-integral and at -integral. The answer
comes directly from the two separate integrations. When a differential equation is
reduced that far—to integrals that we know or can look up—it is solved.

One particular equation will be emphasized. Thelogistic equationdescribes the
speedup and slowdown of growth. Its solution is anS-curve, which starts slowly, rises
quickly, and levels off. (The1990’s are near the middle of theS, if the prediction is
correct for the world population.)S-curves are solutions tononlinear equations, and
we will be solving our first nonlinear model. It is highly important in biology and all
life sciences.

SEPARABLE EQUATIONS

The equationsdy=dt D cy anddy=dt D cyCs (with constant sources) can be
solved by a direct method.The idea is to separatey from t :

dy

y
D c dt and

dy

yC .s=c/
D c dt: (2)

All y’s are on the left side. Allt ’s are on the right side (andc can be on either side).
This separation would not be possible fordy=dt D yC t:

Equation(2) contains differentials. They suggest integrals. Thet -integrals givect
and they-integrals give logarithms:

ln yD ctCconstant and ln
�

yC
s

c

�

D ctCconstant: (3)

The constant is determined by the initial condition. At t D 0 we requireyD y0;
and the right constant will make that happen:

ln yD ctC ln y0 and ln
�

yC
s

c

�

D ctC ln
�

y0 C
s

c

�

: (4)

Then the final step isolatesy: The goal is a formula fory itself, not its logarithm, so
take the exponential of both sides (eln y is y):

yD y0e
ct and yC

s

c
D
�

y0 C
s

c

�

ect : (5)

It iswise to substitutey back into the differential equation, as a check.
This is our fourth method fory 1 D cyCs: Method1 assumed from the start that

yDAect CB: Method2 multiplied all inputs by their growth factorsec.t�T / and
added up outputs. Method3 solved fory�y8:Method4 is separation of variables
(and all methods give the same answer). This separation method is so useful that we
repeat its main idea, and then explain it by using it.
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Fig. 6.15 The solutions to separable equations
dy

dt
D y2 and

dy

dt
Dn

y

t
or
dy

y
Dn

dt

t
:

To solve dy=dt Du.y/v.t/; separatedy=u.y/ from v.t/dt and inte-
grate both sides: »

dy=u.y/D

»
v.t/dtCC: (6)

Then substitute the initial condition to determineC; andsolve fory.t/:

EXAMPLE 1 dy=dt D y2 separates into dy=y2 D dt: Integrate to reach�1=yD tCC: Substitutet D 0 andyD y0 to findC D�1=y0: Now solve fory:� 1
y

D t� 1

y0

and yD
y0

1� ty0

:

This solution blows up (Figure 6.15a) whent reaches1=y0: If the bank pays interest
on your depositsquared(y 1 D y2), you soon have all the money in the world.

EXAMPLE 2 dy=dt D ty separates into dy=yD t dt: Then by integration
ln yD 1

2
t2 CC: Substitutet D 0 andyD y0 to findC D ln y0: The exponential of

1
2
t2 C ln y0 givesyD y0e

t2=2:When the interest rate iscD t; the exponent ist2=2:

EXAMPLE 3 dy=dt D yC t is notseparable. Method 1 survives by assuming
yDAet CBCDt—with an extra coefficientD in Problem23: Method 2 also
succeeds—but not the separation method.

EXAMPLE 4 Separatedy=dt D ny=t intody=yD n dt=t: By integrationln yD
n ln tCC: Substitutingt D 0 producesln 0 and disaster. This equation cannot start
from time zero (it divides byt ). Howevery can start fromy1 at t D 1; which gives
C D ln y1: The solution is a power functionyD y1t

n.
This was the first differential equation in the book (Section2:2). The ratio ofdy=y

to dt=t is the “elasticity” in economics. These relative changes have units like
dollars=dollars—they are dimensionless, andyD tn has constant elasticityn:

On log–log paper the graph ofln yD n ln tCC is astraight line with slopen:

THE LOGISTIC EQUATION

The simplest model of population growth isdy=dt D cy: The growth ratec is the
birth rate minus the death rate. Ifc is constant the growth goes on forever—beyond the
point where the model is reasonable. A population can’t grow all the way to infinity!
Eventually there is competition for food and space, andyD ect must slow down.
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The true ratec depends on the population sizey: It is a functionc.y/ not a
constant. The choice of the model is at least half the problem:

Problem in biology or ecology: Discover c.y/:

Problem in mathematics: Solve dy=dt D c.y/y:

Every model looks linear over a small range ofy’s—but not forever. When the rate
drops off, two models are of the greatest importance. TheMichaelis-Mentenequation
hasc.y/D c=.yCK/: The logisticequation hasc.y/D c�by: It comes first.

The nonlinear effect is from “interaction.” For two populations of sizey andz;
the number of interactions is proportional toy timesz: The Law of Mass Action
produces a quadratic termbyz: It is the basic model for interactions and
competition. Here we have one population competing within itself, soz is the same
asy: This competition slows down the growth, because�by2 goes into the equation.

The basic model ofgrowth versus competitionis known as thelogistic equation:

dy=dt D cy�by2: (7)

Normally b is very small compared toc: The growth begins as usual (close toect ).
The competition termby2 is much smaller thancy; until y itself gets large. Then
by2 (with its minus sign) slows the growth down. The solution follows anS-curve
that we can compute exactly.

What are the numbersb and c for human population? Ecologists estimate the
natural growth rate ascD :029=year. That is not the actual rate, because ofb:
About 1930; the world population was3 billion. The cy term predicts a yearly
increase of .:029/.3 billion/D 87million: The actual growth was more like
dy=dt D 60million=year: That difference of27million=year wasby2:

27million=yearD b.3 billion/2 leads tobD 3 �10�12=year:

Certainlyb is a small number (three trillionths) but its effect is not small. It reduces
87 to 60:What is fascinating is to calculate thesteady state, when the new termby2

equals the old termcy: When these terms cancel each other,dy=dt D cy�by2 is
zero. The loss from competition balances the gain from new growth:cyD by2 and
yD c=b: The growth stops at this equilibrium point—the top of theS-curve:

y8 D
c

b
D
:029

3
1012� 10 billion people:

According to Verhulst’s logistic equation,the world population is converging to10
billion. That is from the model. From present indications we are growing much faster.
We will very probably go beyond10 billion. The United Nations report in Section3:3
predicts11 billion to 14 billion.

Notice a special point halfway toy8 D c=b. (In the model this point is at5
billion.) It is the inflection pointwhere theS-curve begins to bend down. The second
derivatived2y=dt2 is zero. The slopedy=dt is a maximum. It is easier to find this
point from the differential equation (which givesdy=dt ) than fromy: Take one more
derivative:

y2 D .cy�by2/1 D cy 1�2byy 1 D .c�2by/y 1: (8)

The factorc�2by is zero at the inflection pointyD c=2b; halfway up theS-curve.
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THE S-CURVE

The logistic equation is solved by separating variablesy and t :

dy=dt D cy�by2 becomes

»
dy=.cy�by2/D

»
dt: (9)

The first question is whether we recognize thisy-integral.No. The second question is
whether it is listed in the cover of the book.No. The nearest is

r
dx=.a2�x2/;which

can be reached with considerable manipulation (Problem21). The third question is
whether a general method is available.Yes. “Partial fractions” is perfectly suited to
1=.cy�by2/; and Section7:4 gives the following integral of equation(9):

ln
y

c�by D ctCC and then ln
y0

c�by0

DC: (10)

That constantC makes the solution correct att D 0: The logistic equation is
integrated, but the solution can be improved. Take exponentials of both sides to
remove the logarithms:

y

c�by D ect y0

c�by0

: (11)

This contains the same growth factorect as in linear equations. But the logistic
equation is not linear—it is noty that increases so fast. According to(11), it is
y=.c�by/ that grows to infinity. This happens whenc�by approaches zero.

The growth stops atyD c=b: That is the final population of the world (10 bil-
lion ? ).

We still need a formula fory: The perfectS-curve is the graph ofyD 1=.1C
e�t /: It equals1 whent D8; it equals1

2
when t D 0; it equals0 whent D�8: It

satisfiesy 1 D y�y2; with cD bD 1: The general formula cannot be so beautiful,
because it allows anyc;b; andy0: To find theS-curve, multiply equation(11) by
c�by and solve fory:

yD
c

bCe�ct
�

c�by0

�

=y0

or yD
c

bCde�ct
: (12)

When t approaches infinity,e�ct approaches zero. The complicated part of the
formula disappears. Theny approaches its steady statec=b; the asymptote in
Figure 6.16. TheS-shape comes from the inflection point halfway up.

Fig. 6.16 The standardS-curveyD 1=.1Ce�t /: The populationS-curve (with prediction).
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Year US Model
Population

1790 3.9 D 3.9
1800 5.3 5.3
1810 7.2 7.2
1820 9.6 9.8
1830 12.9 13.1
1840 17.1 17.5
1850 23.2 D 23.2
1860 31.4 30.4
1870 38.6 39.4
1880 50.2 50.2
1890 62.9 62.8
1900 76.0 76.9
1910 92.0 D 92.0
1920 105.7 107.6
1930 122.8 123.1
1940 131.7 ¤ 136.7
1950 150.7 149.1

Surprising observation: zD 1=y satisfies a linear equation. By calculusz1 D�y 1=y2:
So

z1 D �cyCby2

y2
D� c

y
CbD�czCb: (13)

This equationz1 D�czCb is solved by an exponentiale�ct plus a constant:

zDAe�ct C
a

b
D

�

1

y0

� b
c

�

e�ct C
b

c
: (14)

Turned upside down,yD 1=z is the S-curve (12). As z approachesb=c; the S-curve
approachesc=b: Notice thatz starts at1=y0:

EXAMPLE 1 (United States population) The table shows the actual population and
the model. Pearl and Reed used census figures for1790;1850; and1910 to computec
andb: In between, the fit is good but not fantastic. One reason is war—another is depres-
sion. Probably more important is immigration.� In fact the Pearl-Reed steady statec=b is
below 200 million, which the US has already passed. Certainly their model can be and
has been improved.The 1990 census predicted a stop before300 million . For constant
immigrations we could still solvey 1 D cy�by2 Cs by partial fractions—but in practice
the computer has taken over. The table comes from Braun’s bookDifferential Equations
(Springer1975).

Remark For good science they2 term should be explained and justified. It gave
a nonlinear model that could be completely solved, but simplicity is not necessar-
ily truth. The basic justification is this: In a population of sizey; the number of
encounters is proportional toy2: If those encounters are fights, the term is�by2: If
those encountersincreasethe population, as some like to think, the sign is changed.
There is a cooperation termCby2; and the population increases very fast.

EXAMPLE 5 y 1 D cyCby2: y goes to infinity in a finite time.

EXAMPLE 6 y 1 D�dyCby2: y dies to zero ify0  d=b:
In Example 6 death wins. A small population dies out before the cooperationby2

can save it. A population belowd=b is an endangered species.
The logistic equation can’t predict oscillations—those go beyonddy=dt D f .y/:

The y line Here is a way to understand every nonlinear equationy 1 D f .y/: Draw
a “y line.” Add arrows to show the sign off .y/: Wheny 1 D f .y/ is positive,y is
increasing (it follows the arrow to the right). Whenf is negative,y goes to the left.
Whenf is zero, the equation isy 1 D 0 andy is stationary:

The arrows take you left or right, to the steady state or to infinity. Arrows gotoward
stable steady states. The arrows goaway, when the stationary point is unstable. The
y line shows which wayy moves and where it stops.

� Immigration does not enter for the world population model (at least not yet).
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The terminal velocity of a falling body isv8 D
?
g in Problem6:7:54: For

f .y/D siny there are several steady states:

EXAMPLE 7 Kinetics of a chemical reactionmACnBÑpC:

The reaction combinesm molecules ofA with n molecules ofB to producep
molecules ofC: The numbersm;n;p are1;1;2 for hydrogen chloride:H2 CCl2 D
2 HCl: The Law of Mass Actionsays that the reaction rate is proportional to the
product of the concentrationsŒA� andŒB�: ThenŒA� decays asŒC � grows:

dŒA�=dt D�rŒA�ŒB� and dŒC �=dt D CkŒA�ŒB�: (15)

Chemistry measuresr andk: Mathematics solves forŒA� and ŒC �: Write y for the
concentrationŒC �; the number of molecules in a unit volume. Forming thosey
molecules drops the concentrationŒA� from a0 to a0� .m=p/y: Similarly ŒB� drops
from b0 to b0� .n=p/y: The mass action law(15)containsy2:

dy

dt
D k

�

a0�m
p
y

��

b0� n

p
y

�

: (16)

This fits our nonlinear model (Problem33�34). We now find this same mass action
in biology. You recognize it whenever there is a product of two concentrations.

THE MM EQUATION dy=dt D�cy=.y CK/

Biochemical reactions are the keys to life. They take place continually in every living
organism. Their mathematical description is not easy! Engineering and physics go far
with linear models, while biology is quickly nonlinear. It is true thaty 1 D cy is ex-
tremely effective in first-order kinetics (Section6:3), but nature builds in a nonlinear
regulator.

It is enzymesthat speed up a reaction. Without them, your life would be in slow
motion. Blood would take years to clot. Steaks would take decades to digest. Calculus
would take centuries to learn. The whole system is awesomely beautiful—DNA tells
amino acids how to combine into useful proteins, and we get enzymes and elephants
and Isaac Newton.

Briefly, the enzyme enters the reaction and comes out again. It is thecatalyst. Its
combination with the substrate is an unstable intermediate, which breaks up into a
new product and the enzyme (which is ready to start over).

Here are examples of catalysts, some good and some bad.

1. The platinum in a catalytic converter reacts with pollutants from the car engine.
(But platinum also reacts with lead—ten gallons of leaded gasoline and you can
forget the platinum.)

2. Spray propellants (CFC’s) catalyze the change from ozone (O3) into ordinary
oxygen (O2). This wipes out the ozone layer—our shield in the atmosphere.

3. Milk becomes yoghurt and grape juice becomes wine.
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4. Blood clotting needs a whole cascade of enzymes, amplifying the reaction at
every step. In hemophilia—the “Czar’s disease”—the enzyme called Factor VIII
is missing. A small accident is disaster; the bleeding won’t stop.

5. Adolph’s Meat Tenderizer is a protein from papayas. It predigests the steak.
The same enzyme (chymopapain) is injected to soften herniated disks.

6. Yeast makes bread rise. Enzymes put the sour in sourdough.

Of course, it takes enzymes to make enzymes. The maternal egg contains the material
for a cell, and also half of the DNA. The fertilized egg contains the full instructions.

We now look at the Michaelis–Menten (MM) equation, to describe these reactions.
It is based on theLaw of Mass Action. An enzyme in concentrationz converts a
substrate in concentrationy by dy=dt D�byz: The rate constant isb; and you see
the product of “enzyme times substrate.” A similar law governs the other reactions
(some go backwards). The equations are nonlinear, with no exact solution. It is typical
of applied mathematics (and nature) that a pattern can still be found.

What happens is that the enzyme concentrationz.t/ quickly drops toz0K=.yC
K/: TheMichaelis constantK depends on the rates (likeb) in the mass action laws.
Later the enzyme reappears (z8 D z0). But by then the first reaction is over. Its law
of mass action is effectively

dy

dt
D�byzD� cy

yCK
(17)

with cD bz0K: This is theMichaelis–Menten equation—basic to biochemistry.
The ratedy=dt is all-important in biology. Look at the functioncy=.yCK/:

wheny is large; dy=dt ��c wheny is small; dy=dt ��cy=K:
The start and the finish operate at different rates, depending whethery dominatesK
orK dominatesy: The fastest rate isc:

A biochemist solves the MM equation by separating variables:»
yCK

y
dyD�» c dt gives yCK ln yD�ctCC: (18)

Sett D 0 as usual. ThenC D y0 CK ln y0: The exponentials of the two sides are

eyyK D e�ctey0yK
0 : (19)

We don’t have a simple formula fory: We are lucky to get this close. A computer
can quickly graphy.t/—and we see the dynamics of enzymes.

Problems27�32 follow up the Michaelis–Menten theory. In science, concentra-
tions and rate constants come with units. In mathematics, variables can be made
dimensionless and constants become1: We solvedY=dT D Y=.Y C1/ and then
switch back toy; t;c;K: This idea applies to other equations too.

Essential point:Most applications of calculus come through differential
equations.That is the language of mathematics—with populations and chemicals
and epidemics obeying the same equation. Running parallel tody=dt D cy are the
difference equations that come next.
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6.5 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

The equationsdy=dt D cy and dy=dt D cyCs and dy=dt D

u.y/v.t/ are called a because we can separatey from t:

Integration of
r
dy=yD

r
c dt gives b . Integration ofr

dy=.yCs=c/D
r
c dt gives c . The equationdy=dxD�x=y leads to d . Theny2 Cx2 D e and the solution stays

on a circle.

The logistic equation isdy=dt D f . The new term�by2

represents g when cy represents growth. Separation gives
r
dy=.cy�by2/D

r
dt; and the y-integral is 1=c times ln

h . Substitutingy0 at t D 0 and taking exponentials produces
y=.c�by/D ect ( i ). As tÑ8;y approaches j . That is
thesteady state wherecy�by2 D k . The graph ofy looks like
an l , because it has an inflection point atyD m .

In biology and chemistry, concentrationsy and z react at a
rate proportional toy times n . This is the Law of o . In
a model equationdy=dt D c.y/y; the ratec depends on p .
The MM equation isdy=dt D q . Separating variables yieldsr

r dyD s D�ctCC:
Separate, integrate, and solve equations 1�8.

1 dy=dt D yC5; y0 D 2

2 dy=dt D 1=y; y0 D 1

3 dy=dxD x=y2; y0 D 1

4 dy=dxD y2 C1; y0 D 0

5 dy=dxD .yC1/=.xC1/; y0 D 0

6 dy=dxD tany cosx; y0 D 1

7 dy=dt D y sin t; y0 D 1

8 dy=dt D et�y ; y0 D e

9 Suppose the rate of growth is proportional to
?
y instead ofy:

Solvedy=dt D c
?
y starting fromy0:

10 The equationdy=dxDny=x for constant elasticity is the same
asd.ln y/=d.ln x/D : The solution is lnyD :

11 When cD 0 in the logistic equation, the only term is
y1 D�by2: What is the steady statey8 ? How long untily drops
from y0 to 1

2y0 ?

12 Reversing signs in Problem11; suppose y1 D Cby2: At
what time does the population explode toyD8; starting from
y0 D 2 (AdamCEve) ?

Problems 13�26 deal with logistic equationsy1 D cy�by2:

13 Show thatyD 1=.1Ce�t / solves the equationy1 D y�y2:

Draw the graph ofy from starting values12 and 1
3 :

14 (a) What logistic equation is solved byyD 2=.1Ce�t /?

(b) Findc andb in the equation solved byyD 1=.1Ce�3t /:

15 Solvez1 D�zC1 with z0 D 2: Turned upside down as in (13),
what isyD 1=z ?

16 By algebra find theS-curve (12) fromyD 1=z in (14).

17 How many years to grow fromy0 D 1
2c=b to yD 3

4c=b ? Use
equation (10) for the timet since the inflection point in1988: When
doesy reach9billion D :9c=b ?

18 Show by differentiatinguD y=.c�by/ that if y1 D cy�
by2 then u1 D cu: This explains the logistic solution (11)—it is
uDu0e

ct :

19 Suppose Pittsburgh grows fromy0 D 1 mill ion people in
1900 to yD 3 million in the year 2000: If the growth rate is
y1 D 12;000=year in1900 andy1 D 30;000=year in2000; substitute
in the logistic equation to findc and b: What is the steady
state ? Extra credit: When doesyD y8=2D c=2b ?

20 SupposecD 1 but bD�1; giving cooperationy1 D yCy2:

Solve fory.t/ if y0 D 1: When doesy become infinite ?

21 Draw anS-curve through.0;0/ with horizontal asymptotesyD�1 andyD 1: Show thatyD .et �e�t /=.et Ce�t / has those three
properties. The graph ofy2 is shaped like .

22 To solvey1 D cy�by3 change touD 1=y2: Substitute fory1
in u1 D�2y1=y3 to find a linear equation foru: Solve it as in (14)
but withu0 D 1=y2

0 : ThenyD 1=
?
u:

23 With yD rY and t D sT; the equationdy=dt D cy�by2

changes todY=dT DY �Y 2: Find r ands:

24 In a change toyD rY andt D sT; how are the initial valuesy0

andy10 related toY0 andY 10 ?

25 A rumor spreads according toy1 D y.N �y/: If y people know,
thenN �y don’t know. The producty.N �y/measures the number
of meetings (to pass on the rumor).

(a) Solvedy=dt D y.N �y/ starting fromy0 D 1:

(b) At what timeT haveN=2 people heard the rumor ?

(c) This model is terrible becauseT goes to as
N Ñ8: A better model isy1 D by.N �y/:

26 Supposeb andc areboth multiplied by10: Does the middle of
theS-curve get steeper or flatter ?

Problems 27�34 deal with mass action and the MM equation
y1 D�cy=.yCK/.

27 Most drugs are eliminated acording toy1 D�cy but
aspirin follows the MM equation. WithcDKD y0 D 1; does
aspirin decay faster ?

28 If you take aspirin at a constant rated (themaintenance dose),
find the steady state level whered D cy=.yCK/: Theny1 D 0:
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29 Show that the rateRD cy=.yCK/ in the MM equation
increases asy increases, and find the maximum asyÑ8:
30 Graph the rateR as afunction ofy forKD 1 andKD 10: (Take
cD 1:) As the Michaelis constant increases, the rate . At what
value ofy isRD 1

2 c ?

31 With yDKY and ct DKT; find the “nondimensional”
MM equation fordY=dT: From the solutioneY Y D e�T eY0Y0

recover they; t solution (19).

32 Graphy.t/ in (19) for differentc andK (by computer).

33 The Law of Mass Action for ACBÑC is y1 D
k.a0�y/.b0�y/: Supposey0 D 0, a0 D b0 D 3, kD 1. Solve for
y and find the time whenyD 2:

34 In addition to the equation fordŒC �=dt; the mass action law
givesdŒA�=dt D :

35 Solve y1 D yC t from y0 D 0 by assumingyDAet CBCDt:

FindA;B;D:

36 Rewrite cy�by2 as a2�x2; with xD
?
by�c=2?b and

aD . Substitute fora and x in the integral taken from
tables, to obtain they-integral in the text:»

dx

a2�x2
D

1

2a
ln
aCx

a�x »
dy

cy�by2
D
1

c
ln

y

c�by
37 (Important) Draw they-lines (with arrows as in the text)
for y1 D y=.1�y/ and y1 D y�y3: Which steady states are
approached from which initial valuesy0 ?

38 Explain in your own words how they-line works.

39 (a) Solve y1 D tany starting from y0 D�=6 to find
sinyD 1

2e
t :

(b) Explain whyt D 1 is never reached.

(c) Draw arrows on they-line to show thaty approaches
�=2—when does it get there ?

40 Write the logistic equation asy1 D cy.1�y=K/: As y1
approaches zero,y approaches . Find y;y1;y2 at the
inflection point.
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6.6 Powers Instead of Exponentials

You may remember our first look ate. It is the special base for whichex has slope
1 at xD 0. That led to the great equation of exponential growth:The derivative of
ex equalsex . But our look at the actual numbereD 2:71828 : : : was very short.
It appeared as the limit of.1C1=n/n. This seems an unnatural way to write down
such an important number.

I want to show how.1C1=n/n and .1Cx=n/n arise naturally. They givedis-
crete growth in finite steps—with applications to compound interest. Loans and life
insurance and money market funds use the discrete form ofy 1 D cyCs. (We
include extra information about bank rates, hoping this may be useful some day.) The
applications in science and engineering are equally important. Scientific computing,
like accounting, hasdifference equationsin parallel with differential equations.

Knowing that this section will be full of formulas, I would like to jump ahead and
tell you the best one. It is an infinite series forex . What makes the series beautiful is
that its derivative is itself.

Start withyD 1Cx. This hasyD 1 andy 1 D 1 atxD 0. Buty2 is zero, not one.
Such a simple function doesn’t stand a chance! No polynomial can be its own deriva-
tive, because the highest powerxn drops down tonxn�1. The only way isto have no
highest power. We are forced to consider infinitely many terms—a power series—to
achieve “derivative equals function.”

To produce the derivative1Cx; we need 1CxC 1
2
x2: Then 1

2
x2 is the

derivative of 1
6
x3; which is the derivative of 1

24
x4: The best way is to write

the whole series at once:

Infinite series ex D 1CxC 1
2
x2 C 1

6
x3 C 1

24
x4 C � � � : (1)

Thismust be the greatest power series ever discovered. Its derivative is itself:

dex=dxD 0C1CxC 1
2
x2 C 1

6
x3 C � � �D ex : (2)

The derivative of each term is the term before it. The integral of each term is the one
after it (so

r
exdxD ex CC ). The approximationex � 1Cx appears in the first two

terms. Other properties like.ex/.ex/D e2x are not so obvious. (Multiplying series
is hard but interesting.)It is not even clear why the sum is2:718 : : : whenxD 1.
Somehow1C1C 1

2
C 1

6
C � � � equalse: That is where.1C1=n/n will come in.

Notice thatxn is divided by the product1 �2 �3 � � � � �n: This is “n factorial.” Thus
x4 is divided by1 �2 �3 �4D 4ŠD 24; andx5 is divided by5ŠD 120: The derivative
of x5=120 is x4=24; because5 from the derivative cancels5 from the factorial. In
generalxn=nŠ has derivativexn�1=.n�1/Š Surprisingly0Š is 1:

Chapter 10 emphasizes thatxn=nŠ becomes extremely small asn increases. The
infinite series adds up to a finite number—which isex : We turn now to discrete
growth, which produces the same series in the limit.

This headline was on page one of the New York Times for May27; 1990:

213 Years After Loan, Uncle Sam is Dunned

San Antonio, May 26—More than 200 years ago, a wealthy Pennsylvania
merchant named Jacob DeHaven lent$450;000 to the Continental Congress to
rescue the troops at Valley Forge. That loan was apparently never repaid.
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So Mr. DeHaven’s descendants are taking the United States Government to
court to collect what they believe they are owed. The total:$141 billion if the
interest is compounded daily at6 percent, the going rate at the time. If compounded
yearly, the bill is only$98 billion.

The thousands of family members scattered around the country say they are
not being greedy. “It’s not the money—it’s the principle of the thing,” said
Carolyn Cokerham, a DeHaven on her father’s side who lives in San Antonio.
“You have to wonder whether there would even be a United States if this man had
not made the sacrifice that he did. He gave everything he had.”

The descendants say that they are willing to be flexible about the amount of
settlement. But they also note that interest is accumulating at$190 a second.

“None of these people have any intention of bankrupting the Government,”
said Jo Beth Kloecker, a lawyer from Stafford, Texas. Fresh out of law school,
Ms. Kloecker accepted the case for less than the customary30 percent contingency.

It is unclear how many descendants there are. Ms. Kloecker estimates that based
on 10 generations with four children in each generation, there could be as many as
half a million.

The initial suit was dismissed on the ground that the statute of limitations is
six years for a suit against the Federal Government. The family’s appeal asserts
that this violates Article6 of the Constitution, which declares as valid all debts
owed by the Government before the Constitution was adopted.

Mr. DeHaven died penniless in1812: He had no children.

COMPOUND INTEREST

The idea of compound interest can be applied right away. Supposeyou invest
$1000 at a rate of100% (hard to do). If this is theannual rate, the interest after a
year is another$1000: You receive$2000 in all. But if the interest iscompounded
you receive more:

after six months: Interest of$500 is reinvested to give$1500

end of year: New interest of$750 (50% of 1500) gives$2250 total.

The bank multiplied twice by1:5 (1000 to 1500 to 2250). Compoundingquarterly
multipliesfour timesby 1:25 (1 for principal,:25 for interest):

after one quarter the total is1000C .:25/.1000/D1250

after two quarters the total is1250C .:25/.1250/D1562:50

after nine months the total is1562:50C .:25/.1562:50/D1953:12

after a full year the total is1953:12C .:25/.1953:12/D2441:41

Each step multiplies by1C .1=n/; to add onenth of a year’s interest—still at100%:

quarterly conversion:.1C1=4/4�1000 D2441:41

monthly conversion:.1C1=12/12�1000D2613:04

daily conversion:.1C1=365/365�1000 D2714:57:

Many banks use360 days in a year, although computers have made that obsolete.
Very few banks use minutes (525;600 per year). Nobody compounds every second
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.nD 31;536;000/: But some banks offercontinuous compounding. This is the
limiting case.nÑ8/ that producese:

�

1C
1

n

�n�1000 approachese�1000D 2718:28:

1. Quick method for.1C1=n/n: Take its logarithm. Useln.1Cx/� x with xD
1

n
:

ln

�

1C
1

n

�n

D n ln

�

1C
1

n

�� n�1
n

�

D 1: (3)

As 1=n gets smaller, this approximation gets better. The limit is1: Conclusion:
.1C1=n/n approaches the number whose logarithm is1: Sections6:2 and 6:4
define the same number (which ise).

2. Slow method for.1C1=n/n: Multiply out all the terms. Then letnÑ8.

This is a brutal use of the binomial theorem. It involves nothing smart like logarithms,
but the result is a fantastic new formula fore:

Practice fornD 3 W

�

1C
1

3

�3

D 1C3

�

1

3

�

C
3 �2
1 �2 �13�2

C
3 �2 �1
1 �2 �3�13�3

:

Binomial theorem for any positive integern:

�

1C
1

n

�n

D 1Cn

�

1

n

�

C
n.n�1/
1 �2 �

1

n

�2

C
n.n�1/.n�2/

1 �2 �3 �

1

n

�3

C � � �C�

1

n

�n

:

(4)

Each term in equation(4) approaches a limit asnÑ8: Typical terms are

n.n�1/
1 �2 �

1

n

�2Ñ 1

1 �2 and
n.n�1/.n�2/

1 �2 �3 �

1

n

�3Ñ 1

1 �2 �3:
Next comes1=1 �2 �3 �4: The sum of all those limits in(4) is our new formula fore:

lim

�

1C
1

n

�n

D 1C1C
1

1 �2C
1

1 �2 �3C
1

1 �2 �3 �4C � � �D e: (5)

In summation notation this is†8
kD0

1=kŠD e: The factorials give fast convergence:

1C1C :5C :16667C :04167C :00833C :00139C :00020C :00002D 2:71828:

Those nine terms give an accuracy that was not reached bynD 365 compoundings.
A limit is still involved (to add up the whole series).You never seee without a
limit ! It can be defined by derivatives or integrals or powers.1C1=n/n or by an
infinite series. Something goes to zero or infinity, and care is required.

All terms in equation(4) are below (or equal to) the corresponding terms in(5).
The power.1C1=n/n approachese from below. There is a steady increase withn:
Faster compounding yields more interest. Continuous compounding at100% yields
e; as each term in(4) moves up to its limit in(5).
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Remark Change .1C1=n/n to .1Cx=n/n: Now the binomial theorem produces
ex :

�

1C
x

n

�n

D 1Cn
�x

n

�

C
n.n�1/
1 �2 �x

n

�2

C � � � approaches1CxC
x2

1 �2C � � � : (6)

Please recognizeex on the right side! It is the infinite power series in equation(1).
The next term isx3=6 (x can be positive or negative). This is a final formula forex :

6L The limit of .1Cx=n/n is ex : At xD 1 we finde:

The logarithmof that power isn ln.1Cx=n/� n.x=n/D x:Thepower approachesex :

To summarize: The quick method proves.1C1=n/nÑ e by logarithms. The slow
method (multiplying out every term) led to the infinite series. Together they show the
agreement of all our definitions ofe:

DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS VS. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

We have the chance to see an important part of applied mathematics. This is not
a course on differential equations, and it cannot become a course on difference
equations. But it is a course with a purpose—we aim to use what we know. Our
main application ofe was to solvey 1 D cy and y 1 D cyCs: Now we solve the
corresponding difference equations.

Above all, the goal is to see the connections.The purpose of mathematics is to
understand and explain patterns. The path from “discrete to continuous” is beauti-
fully illustrated by these equations. Not every class will pursue them to the end, but I
cannot fail to show the pattern in adifference equation:

y.tC1/D ay.t/: (7)

Eachstep multiplies by the same numbera: The starting valuey0 is followed by
ay0, a2y0, anda3y0: The solution at discrete timest D 0;1;2; : : : is y.t/D aty0:

This formula aty0 replaces the continuous solutionecty0 of the differential
equation.

Fig. 6.17 Growth for |a|¡ 1; decay for|a|  1: Growth factora compares toec :

A source or sink (birth or death, deposit or withdrawal) is likey 1 D cyCs:

y.tC1/D ay.t/Cs: (8)

Eachstep multiplies bya and addss: The first outputs are

y.1/D ay0Cs; y.2/D a2y0 CasCs; y.3/D a3y0 Ca2sCasCs:

We saw this pattern for differential equations—every inputs becomes a new start-
ing point. It is multiplied by powers ofa: Sinces enters later thany0; the powers
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stop att�1: Algebra turns the sum into a clean formula by adding the geometric
series:

y.t/D aty0 Cs
�

at�1 Cat�2 C � � �CaC1
�

D aty0 Cs.at�1/=.a�1/: (9)

EXAMPLE 1 Interest at8% from annual IRA deposits ofsD $2000 (herey0 D 0).

The first deposit is at yeart D 1: In a year it is multiplied byaD 1:08; because8%
is added. At the same time a newsD 2000 goes in. Att D 3 the first deposit has
been multiplied by.1:08/2; the second by1:08; and there is anothersD 2000: After
yeart;

y.t/D 2000.1:08t�1/=.1:08�1/: (10)

With t D 1 this is2000:With t D 2 it is 2000 .1:08C1/—two deposits. Notice how
a�1 (the interest rate:08) appears in the denominator.

EXAMPLE 2 Approach to steady state when|a|   1:Compare withc  0:
With a¡ 1; everything has been increasing. That corresponds toc¡ 0 in the
differential equation (which is growth). But things die, and money is spent, soa
can be smaller than one. In that caseaty0 approaches zero—the starting balance
disappears. What happens if there is also a source ?Every year half of the balance
y.t/ is spent and a new$2000 is deposited. NowaD 1

2
:

y.tC1/D 1
2
y.t/C2000 yields y.t/D

�

1
2

�t
y0 C2000

h

��

1
2

�t�1�=�1
2
�1�i:

The limit astÑ8 is an equilibrium point. As
�

1
2

�t
goes to zero,y.t/ stabilizes to

y8 D 2000
�

0�1�=�1
2
�1�D 4000D steady state: (11)

Why is 4000 steady ? Because half is lost and the new2000 makes it up again.The
iteration isynC1 D 1

2
yn C2000: Its fixed point is wherey8 D 1

2
y8C2000.

In general the steady equation isy8 D ay8Cs: Solving fory8 givess=.1�a/:
Compare with the steady differential equationy 1 D cyCsD 0:

y8 D� s
c

(differential equation) vs. y8 D
s

1�a (difference equation): (12)

EXAMPLE 3 Demand equals supply when the price is right.

Dif ference equations are basic to economics. Decisions are made every year (by a
farmer) or every day (by a bank) or every minute (by the stock market). There are
three assumptions:

1. Supply next time depends on price this time:S.tC1/D cP.t/:

2. Demand next time depends on price next time:D.tC1/D�dP.tC1/Cb:

3. Demand next time equals supply next time:D.tC1/DS.tC1/:

Comment on3: the price sets itself to makedemandD supply. The demand slope�d is negative. The supply slopec is positive. Those lines intersect at the competitive
price, where supply equals demand. To find the difference equation, substitute1 and
2 into 3:

Difference equationW �dP.tC1/CbDcP.t/

Steady state priceW �dP8CbDcP8: ThusP8 D b=.cCd/:

If the price starts aboveP8; the difference equation brings it down. If below, the
price goes up. When the price isP8; it stays there. This is not news—economic
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theory depends on approach to a steady state. But convergence only occurs ifc  d:
If supply is less sensitive than demand, the economy is stable.

Blow-up example:cD 2, bD d D 1: The difference equation is�P.tC1/C1D
2P.t/: FromP.0/D 1 the price oscillates as it grows:P D�1;3;�5;11; : : : :

Stable example:cD 1=2, bD d D 1: The price moves fromP.0/D 1 to
P.8/D 2=3:�P.tC1/C1D

1

2
P.t/ yields P D 1;

1

2
;
3

4
;
5

8
; : : : ; approaching

2

3
:

Increasingd gives greater stability. That is the effect of price supports. Ford D 0
(fixed demand regardless of price) the economy is out of control.

THE MATHEMATICS OF FINANCE

It would be a pleasure to make this supply-demandmodel more realistic—with curves,
not straight lines. Stability depends on the slope—calculus enters. But we
also have to be realistic about class time. I believe the most practical application is
to solvethe fundamental problems of finance. Section 6.3 answered six questions
about continuous interest. We now answer the same six questions when the annual
rate isxD :05D 5% andinterest is compoundedn times a year.

First we computeeffective rates, higher than:05 because of compounding:

compoundedquarterly

�

1C
:05

4

�4

D1:0509
h

effective rate:0509D 5:09%
i

compoundedcontinuously e:05 D1:0513
h

effective rate5:13%
i

Now come the six questions. Next to the new answer (discrete) we write the old
answer (continuous). One is algebra, the other is calculus. The time period is20
years, so simple interest ony0 would produce.:05/.20/.y0/: That equalsy0—money
doubles in20 years at5% simple interest.

Questions1and2ask for thefuture valuey andpresent valuey0 with compound
interestn times a year:

1: y growing fromy0W yD

�

1C
:05

n

�20n

y0 yDe.:05/.20/y0

2: deposity0 to reachyW y0 D

�

1C
:05

n

��20n

y y0 De�.:05/.20/y

Each step multiplies byaD .1C :05=n/:There are20n steps in20 years. Time goes
backward in Question2. We divide by the growth factor instead of multiplying. The
future value is greater than the present value (unless the interest rate is negative!). As
nÑ8 the discretey on the left approaches the continuousy on the right.

Questions3 and4 connecty to s (with y0 D 0 at the start). As soon as eachs is
deposited, it starts growing. ThenyD sCasCa2sC � � � :
3: y growing from depositssW yD s

"

.1C :05=n/20n�1
:05=n

#

yDs

"

e.:05/.20/�1
:05

#

4: depositss to reachyW sDy

"

:05=n

.1C :05=n/20n�1# sDy

"

:05

e.:05/.20/�1#
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Questions5 and6 connecty0 to s: This timey is zero—there is nothing left at the
end. Everything is paid. The deposity0 is just enough to allow payments ofs: This
is anannuity, where the bank earns interest on youry0 while it pays yous (n times
a year for20 years). So your deposit in Question5 is less than20ns:

Question6 is the opposite—aloan. At the start you borrowy0 (instead of giving
the banky0). You can earn interest on it as you pay it back. Therefore your payments
have to total more thany0: This is the calculation for car loans and mortgages.

5: Annuity: Deposity0 to receive20n payments ofs:

y0 D s

"

1� .1C :05=n/�20n

:05=n

#

y0 D s

"

1�e�.:05/.20/

:05

#

6: Loan: Repayy0 with 20n payments ofs:

sD y0

�

:05=n

1� .1C :05=n/�20n

�

sD y0

�

:05

1�e�.:05/.20/

�

Questions2;4;6 are the inverses of1;3;5: Notice the pattern: There are three
numbersy;y0; and s: One of them is zero each time. If all three are present, go
back to equation(9).

The algebra for these lines is in the exercises.It is not calculus because�t is not
dt . All factors in brackets

� �

are listed in tables, and the banks keep copies. It
might also be helpful to know their symbols. If a bank has interest ratei per period
overN periods, then in our notationaD 1C i D 1C :05=n andt DN D 20n:

future value ofy0 D $1 .line 1/ W y.N /D .1C i/N

present value ofyD $1 .line 2/ W y0 D .1C i /�N

future value ofsD $1 .line 3/ W y.N /D s
Nsi D

h

.1C i /N �1i=i
present value ofsD $1 .line 5/ W y0 D a

Nsi D
h

1� .1C i /�N
i

=i

To tell the truth, I never knew the last two formulas until writing this book.
The mortgage on my home hasN D .12/.25/ monthly payments with interest rate
i D :07=12: In 1972 the present value was$42;000D amount borrowed. I am now
going to see if the bank is honest.�

Remark In many loans, the bank computes interest on the amount paid back
instead of the amount received. This is calleddiscounting. A loan of $1000 at 5%
for one year costs$50 interest. Normally you receive$1000 and pay back$1050:
With discounting you receive$950 (called the proceeds)and you pay back$1000:
The true interest rate is higher than5%—because the$50 interest is paid on the
smaller amount$950: In this case the “discount rate” is50=950D 5:26%:

SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING: DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS BY
DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS

In biology and business, most events are discrete. In engineering and physics, time
and space are continuous. Maybe at some quantum level it’s all the same, but the

� It’s not. s is too big. I knew it.
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equations of physics (starting with Newton’s lawF Dma) are differential equations.
The great contribution of calculus is to model the rates of change we see in nature.
But to solve that model with a computer, it needs to be made digital and discrete.

These paragraphs work withdy=dt D cy: It is the test equation that all analysts
use, as soon as a new computing method is proposed. Its solution isyD ect ; starting
from y0 D 1: Here we test Euler’s method (nearly ancient, and not well thought of).
He replaceddy=dt by�y=�t :

Euler’s Method
y.tC�t/�y.t/

�t
D cy.t/: (13)

The left side isdy=dt; in the limit�tÑ 0:We stop earlier, when�t ¡ 0:
The problem is to solve(13). Multiplying by�t; the equation is

y.tC�t/D .1Cc�t/y.t/ .with y.0/D 1/:

Each step multiplies byaD 1Cc�t; son steps multiply byan:

yD an D .1Cc�t/n at timen�t: (14)

This is growth or decay,depending ona: The correctect is growth or decay,
depending onc: The question is whetheran and ect stay close. Can one of them
grow while the other decays ? We expect the difference equation to copyy 1 D cy;
but we might be wrong.

A good example isy 1 D�y: ThencD�1 andyD e�t —the true solution decays.
The calculator gives the following answersan for nD 2;10;20:

�t aD 1Cc�t a2 a10 a20

3 �2 4 1024 1048576

1 0 0 0 0

1=10 :90 :81 :35 :12

1=20 :95 :90 :60 :36

The big step�t D 3 shows total instability (top row). The numbers blow up when
they should decay. The row with�t D 1 is equally useless (all zeros). In practice the
magnitude ofc�t must come down to .10 or .05: For accurate calculations it would
have to be even smaller, unless we change to a better difference equation. That is the
right thing to do.

Notice the two reasonable numbers. They are:35 and:36; approachinge�1 D :37:
They come fromnD 10 (with �t D 1=10) andnD 20 (with �t D 1=20). Those
have the same clock timen�t D 1:

�

1� 1

10

�10

D :35

�

1� 1

20

�20

D :36

�

1� 1
n

�nÑ e�1 D :37:

The main diagonal of the table is executing.1Cx=n/nÑ ex in the casexD�1:
Final question:How quickly are :35 and :36 converging toe�1 D :37 ? With

�t D :10 the error is:02: With �t D :05 the error is:01: Cutting the time step
in half cuts the error in half. We are not keeping enough digits to be sure, butthe
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error seems close to1
5
�t: To test that, apply the “quick method” and estimate

an D .1��t/n from its logarithm:

ln.1��t/n D n ln.1��t/� nh��t� 1
2

�

�t
�2
i

D�1� 1
2
�t: (15)

The clock time isn�t D 1: Now take exponentials of the far left and right:

an D .1��t/n� e�1e��t=2� e�1
�

1� 1
2
�t
�

: (16)

The difference betweenan ande�1 is the last term1
2
�te�1: Everything comes down

to one question: Is that error the same as1
5
�t ? The answer is yes, becausee�1=2

is 1=5: If we keep only one digit, the prediction is perfect!

That took an hour to work out, and I hope it takes longer than�t to read. I wanted
you to seein usethe properties ofln x andex : The exact propertyln an D n ln a
came first. In the middle of(15) was the key approximationln.1Cx/� x� 1

2
x2;

with xD��t: Thatx2 term uses the second derivative (Section 6.4). At the very
end cameex � 1Cx:

A linear approximation shows convergence:.1Cx=n/nÑ ex : A quadratic shows
the error: proportional to�t D 1=n: It is like using rectangles for areas, with error
proportional to�x: This minimal accuracy was enough to define the integral, and
here it is enough to definee: It is completely unacceptable for scientific computing.

The trapezoidal rule, for integrals or fory 1 D cy; has errors of order.�x/2 and
.�t/2: All good software goes further than that. Euler’s first-order method could not
predict the weather before it happens.

Euler’s Method for
dy

dt
DF.y; t/ W

y.tC�t/�y.t/
�t

DF.y.t/; t/:

6.6 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

The infinite series forex is a . Its derivative is b . The
denominatorn! is called “ c ” and it equals d . At xD 1 the
series fore is e .

To match the original definition of e; multiply out
.1C1=n/n D f (first three terms). AsnÑ8 those terms
approach g in agreement withe: The first three terms
of .1Cx=n/n are h . As nÑ8 they approach i
in agreement withex : Thus .1Cx=n/n approaches j . A
quicker method computes ln.1Cx=n/n � k (first term only)
and takes the exponential.

Compound interest (n times in one year at annual ratex)
multiplies by ( l )n: As nÑ8; continuous compounding
multiplies by m . At xD 10% with continuous compounding,
$1 grows to n in a year.

The difference equationy.tC1/D ay.t/ yields y.t/D o
times y0: The equation y.tC1/D ay.t/Cs is solved by yD

aty0 CsŒ1CaC � � �Cat�1�: The sum in brackets is p .

When aD 1:08 and y0 D 0; annual deposits ofsD 1 produce
yD q after t years. IfaD 1

2 and y0 D 0; annual deposits of
sD 6 leave r after t years, approachingy8 D s . The
steady equationy8 D ay8Cs givesy8 D t .

When i D interest rate per period, the value ofy0 D $1 after
N periods isy.N/D u . The deposit to producey.N/D 1

is y0 D v . The value ofsD $1 deposited after each period
grows to y.N/D w . The deposit to reachy.N/D 1 is
sD x .

Euler’s method replacesy1 D cy by �yD cy�t: Each step
multiplies y by y . Thereforey at t D 1 is .1Cc�t/1=t y0;

which converges to z as�tÑ 0: The error is proportional
to A , which is too B for scientific computing.

1 Write down a power seriesyD 1�xC � � � whose derivative
is�y:
2 Write down a power seriesyD 1C2xC � � � whose derivative is
2y:
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3 Find two series that are equal to their second derivatives.

4 By comparing eD 1C1C 1
2 C 1

6 C 1
24 C � � � with a larger

series (whose sum is easier) show thate  3:
5 At 5% interest compute the output from $1000 in a year with
6-month and3-month and weekly compounding.

6 With the quick method ln.1Cx/� x; estimate ln.1�1=n/n and
ln.1C2=n/n : Then take exponentials to find the two limits.

7 With the slow method multiply out the three terms of.1� 1
2 /

2

and the five terms of.1� 1
4 /

4: What are the first three terms of
.1�1=n/n; and what are their limits asnÑ8 ?

8 The slow method leads to1�1C1=2Š�1=3ŠC � � � for the
limit of .1�1=n/n:What is the sum of this infinite series—the exact
sum and the sum after five terms ?

9 Knowing that .1C1=n/nÑ e; explain .1C1=n/2nÑ e2 and
.1C2=N/N Ñ e2:

10 What are the limits of.1C1=n2/n and.1C1=n/n
2

? OK to use
a calculator to guess these limits.

11 (a) The power .1C1=n/n (decreases) (increases) withn;
as we compound more often. (b) The derivative off .x/D

x ln.1C1=x/; which is , should be.  0/.¡ 0/: This is
confirmed by Problem12:

12 Show that ln.1C1=x/¡ 1=.xC1/ by drawing the graph of1=t:
The area fromt D 1 to 1C1=x is . The rectangle inside it has
area .

13 Take three steps ofy.tC1/D 2y.t/ from y0 D 1:

14 Take three steps ofy.tC1/D 2y.t/C1 from y0 D 0:

Solve the difference equations 15–22.

15 y.tC1/D 3y.t/;y0 D 4

17 y.tC1/D y.t/C1;y0 D 0

19 y.tC1/D 3y.t/C1;y0 D 0

21 y.tC1/D ay.t/Cs;y0 D 0

16 y.tC1/D 1
2y.t/;y0 D 1

18 y.tC1/D y.t/�1;y0 D 0

20 y.tC1/D 3y.t/Cs;y0 D 1

22 y.tC1/D ay.t/Cs;y0 D 5

In 23–26, which initial value producesy1 D y0 (steady state)?

23 y.tC1/D 2y.t/�6
25 y.tC1/D�y.t/C6 24 y.tC1/D 1

2y.t/�6
26 y.tC1/D�1

2y.t/C6

27 In Problems23 and24; start fromy0 D 2 and take three steps to
reachy3: Is this approaching a steady state ?

28 For which numbersa does .1�at /=.1�a/ approach a limit as
tÑ8 and what is the limit ?

29 The price P is determined by supplyD demand or�dP.tC1/CbD cP.t/: Which priceP is not changed from one
year to the next ?

30 FindP.t/ from the supply-demand equation withcD 1, d D 2,
bD 8, P.0/D 0: What is the steady state astÑ8 ?

Assume10% interest (soaD 1C i D 1:1) in Problems31�38.
31 At 10% interest compounded quarterly, what is the effective
rate ?

32 At 10% interest compounded daily, what is the effective
rate ?

33 Find the future value in20 years of $100 deposited now.

34 Find the present value of $1000 promised in twenty years.

35 For a mortgage of $100;000 over 20 years, what is the
monthly payment ?

36 For a car loan of $10;000 over6 years, what is the monthly pay-
ment ?

37 With annual compounding of depositssD $1000; what is the
balance in20 years ?

38 If you repaysD $1000 annually on a loan of $8000; when are
you paid up ? (Remember interest.)

39 Every year two thirds of the available houses are sold, and
1000 new houses are built. What is the steady state of the
housing market—how many are available ?

40 If a loan shark charges5% interest a month on the $1000
you need for blackmail, and you pay $60 a month, how much
do you still owe after one month (and after a year) ?

41 Euler chargescD 100% interest on his $1 fee for discover-
ing e: What do you owe (including the $1) after a year with
(a) no compounding; (b) compounding every week; (c) continuous
compounding ?

42 Approximate.1C1=n/n as in (15) and (16) to show that you
owe Euler aboute�e=2n: Compare Problem6:2:5.

43 My Visa statement says monthly rateD 1:42% and yearly
rateD 17%: What is the true yearly rate, since Visa compounds
the interest ? Give a formula or a number.

44 You borrowy0 D $80;000 at9% to buy a house.

(a) What are your monthly paymentss over30 years ?

(b) How much do you pay altogether ?
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6.7 Hyperbolic Functions

This section combinesex with e�x . Up to now those functions have gone separate
ways—one increasing, the other decreasing. But two particular combinations have
earned names of their own (coshx andsinhx):

hyperbolic cosinecoshxD
ex Ce�x

2
hyperbolic sine sinhxD

ex�e�x

2

Thefirst name rhymes with “gosh”. The second is usually pronounced “cinch”.
The graphs in Figure 6.18 show thatcoshx¡ sinhx. For largex both hyperbolic

functions come extremely close to1
2
ex . Whenx is large andnegative, it is e�x that

dominates. Coshx still goes up toC8 while sinhx goes down to�8 (because
sinhx has a minus sign in front ofe�x).

Fig. 6.18 Cosh x and sinhx. The hyperbolic
functions combine12 e

x and 1
2 e

�x .
Fig. 6.19 Gateway Arch courtesy of the St.

Louis Visitors Commission.

The following facts come directly from1
2

�

ex Ce�x
�

and 1
2

�

ex�e�x
�

:

cosh.�x/D coshx andcosh0D 1 .coshis evenlike the cosine/

sinh.�x/D�sinhx andsinh0D 0 .sinh is odd like the sine/

The graph ofcoshx corresponds to ahanging cable(hanging under its weight).
Turned upside down, it has the shape of the Gateway Arch in St. Louis. That must
be the largest upside-downcoshfunction ever built. A cable is easier to construct
than an arch, because gravity does the work. With the right axes in Problem55; the
height of the cable is a stretched-outcoshfunction called acatenary:

yD a cosh.x=a/ .cable tension=cable densityD a/:

Busch Stadium in St. Louis has96 catenary curves, to match the Arch.

The properties of the hyperbolic functions come directly from the definitions.
There are too many properties to memorize—and no reason to do it! One rule is the
most important.Every fact about sines and cosines is reflected in a correspond-
ing fact aboutsinhx and coshx: Often the only difference is a minus sign. Here
are four properties:
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1. .coshx/2� .sinhx/2 D 1
h

instead of.cosx/2 C .sinx/2 D 1
i

Check:

�

ex Ce�x

2

�2��ex�e�x

2

�2

D
e2x C2Ce�2x�e2x C2�e�2x

4
D 1

2.
d

dx

�

cosh x
�

D sinhx

�

instead of
d

dx

�

cosx
�

D�sinx

�

3.
d

dx

�

sinh x
�

D coshx

�

like
d

dx
sin xD cosx

�

4.
»

sinhxdxD coshxCC and

»
coshxdxD sinhxCC

Fig. 6.20 The unit circle cos2tCsin2t D 1 and the unit hyperbola cosh2t�sinh2t D 1:

Property1 is the connection to hyperbolas. It is responsible for the “h” incosh
and sinh: Remember that.cosx/2 C .sinx/2 D 1 puts the point.cosx; sinx/
onto aunit circle. As x varies, the point goes around the circle. The ordinary sine
and cosine are “circular functions.” Now look at.coshx;sinhx/: Property1 is
.coshx/2� .sinhx/2 D 1, so this point travels on theunit hyperbolain Figure 6.20.

You will guess the definitions of the other four hyperbolic functions:

tanhxD
sinhx

coshx
D
ex�e�x

ex Ce�x
cothxD

coshx

sinhx
D
ex Ce�x

ex�e�x

sechxD
1

coshx
D

2

ex Ce�x
cschxD

1

sinhx
D

2

ex�e�x

I think “ tanh” is pronounceable, and “sech” is easy. The others are harder. Their
properties come directly fromcosh2x�sinh2xD 1: Divide bycosh2x andsinh2x:

1� tanh2xD sech2x and coth2x�1D csch2x

.tanhx/1 D sech2x and .sechx/1 D�sechx tanhx»
tanhx dxD

»
sinhx

coshx
dxD ln.coshx/CC:

INVERSE HYPERBOLIC FUNCTIONS

You remember the anglessin�1x and tan�1x and sec�1x: In Section 4.4 we
differentiated those inverse functions by the chain rule. The main application was
to integrals. If we happen to meet

r
dx=.1Cx2/; it is tan�1xCC: The situation for
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sinh�1x andtanh�1x and sech�1x is the same except for sign changes—which are
expected for hyperbolic functions. We write down thethree new derivatives:

y D sinh�1x .meaningxD sinhy/ has
dy

dx
D

1?
x2 C1

(1)

y D tanh�1x .meaningxD tanhy/ has
dy

dx
D

1

1�x2
(2)

y D sech�1x .meaningxD sechy/ has
dy

dx
D

�1
x
?
1�x2

(3)

Problems 44�46 computedy=dx from 1=.dx=dy/: The alternative is to use
logarithms. Sinceln x is the inverse ofex ; we can expresssinh�1x and tanh�1x
andsech�1x as logarithms. Here isyD tanh�1x:

yD
1

2
ln

�

1Cx

1�x � has slope
dy

dx
D
1

2

1

1Cx
� 1
2

1

1�x D
1

1�x2
: (4)

The last step is an ordinary derivative of1
2

ln.1Cx/� 1
2

ln.1�x/: Nothing is new
except the answer. But where did the logarithms come from ? In the middle of the
following identity, multiply above and below bycoshy:

1Cx

1�x D
1C tanhy

1� tanhy
D

coshyCsinhy

coshy�sinhy
D

ey

e�y
D e2y :

Then2y is the logarithm of the left side. This is the first equation in(4), and it is the
third formula in the following list:

sinh�1xD ln
h

xC
?
x2 C1

i

cosh�1xD ln
h

xC
?
x2�1i

tanh�1xD
1

2
ln

"

1Cx

1�x# sech�1xD ln

"

1C
?
1�x2

x

#

Remark 1 Those are listedonly for reference. If possible do not memorize them.
The derivatives in equations(1), (2), (3) offer a choice of antiderivatives—either
inverse functions or logarithms (most tables prefer logarithms). The inside cover of
the book has»

dx

1�x2
D
1

2
ln

�

1Cx

1�x �CC (in place oftanh�1xCC/:

Remark2 Logarithms were not seen forsin�1x and tan�1x andsec�1x: You
might wonder why. How does it happen thattanh�1x is expressed by logarithms,
when the parallel formula fortan�1x was missing ? Answer:There must be a
parallel formula. To display it I have to reveal a secret that has been hidden
throughout this section.

The secret is one of the great equations of mathematics.What formulas for
cosx and sinx correspond to1

2

�

ex Ce�x
�

and 1
2

�

ex�e�x
�

? With so many
analogies (circular vs. hyperbolic) you would expect to find something. The
formulas do exist, butthey involve imaginary numbers. Fortunately they are very
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simple and there is no reason to withhold the truth any longer:

cosxD
1

2

�

eix Ce�ix
�

and sinxD
1

2i

�

eix�e�ix
�

: (5)

It is the imaginary exponents that kept those identities hidden. Multiplyingsinx by
i and adding tocosx gives Euler’s unbelievably beautiful equation

cosxC i sinxD eix: (6)

Thatis parallel to the non-beautiful hyperbolic equationcoshxCsinhxD ex :
I have to say that(6) is infinitely more important than anything hyperbolic will

ever be. The sine and cosine are far more useful than thesinhandcosh: So we end
our record of the main properties, with exercises to bring out their applications.

6.7 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

Cosh xD a and sinhxD b and cosh2x�
sinh2xD c . Their derivatives are d and e and

f . The point.x;y/D .cosht; sinht/ travels on the hyperbola
g . A cable hangs in the shape of a catenaryyD h .

The inverse functions sinh�1x and tanh�1x are equal to
lnŒxC

?
x2 C1� and 1

2 ln i . Their derivatives are j
and k . So we have two ways to write the anti l .
The parallel to coshxCsinhxD ex is Euler’s formula m .
The formula cosxD 1

2

�

eix Ce�ix
�

involves n exponents.
Theparallel formula for sinx is o .

1 Find coshxCsinhx;coshx�sinhx; and coshx sinhx:

2 From the definitions of coshx and sinh x; find their
derivatives.

3 Show that both functions satisfyy2 D y:

4 By the quotient rule, verify.tanhx/1 D sech2x:

5 Derive cosh2xCsinh2xD cosh2x; from the definitions.

6 From the derivative of Problem5 find sinh 2x:

7 The parallel to .cosxC i sin x/n D cosnxC i sinnx is a
hyperbolic formula.coshxCsinhx/n D coshnxC .

8 Prove sinh.xCy/D sinhx coshyCcoshx sinhy by
changing to exponentials. Then thex-derivative gives
cosh.xCy/D .

Find the derivatives of the functions 9–18:

9 cosh.3xC1/

11 1=coshx

10 sinhx2

12 sinh.ln x/

13 cosh2xCsinh2x

15 tanh
?
x2 C1

17 sinh6x

14 cosh2x�sinh2x

16 .1C tanhx/=.1� tanhx/

18 ln.sechxC tanh x/

19 Find the minimum value of cosh.ln x/ for x¡ 0:
20 From tanhxD 3

5 find sechx; coshx; sinhx; cothx; cschx:

21 Do the same if tanhxD�12=13:
22 Find the other five values if sinhxD 2:

23 Find the other five values if coshxD 1:

24 Compute sinh.ln 5/ and tanh.2 ln 4/:

Find antiderivatives for the functions in 25–32:

25 cosh.2xC1/

27 cosh2x sinhx

29
sinhx

1Ccoshx

31 sinh xCcoshx

26 x cosh.x2/

28 tanh2x sech2x

30 coth xD
ex Ce�x

ex�e�x

32 .sinhxCcoshx/n

33 The triangle in Figure 6.20 has area1
2 cosh t sinht:

(a) Integrate to find the shaded area below the hyperbola

(b) For the areaA in red verify thatdA=dt D 1
2

(c) Conclude thatAD 1
2 tCC and showC D 0:

Sketch graphs of the functions in 34–40.

34 yD tanhx (with inflection point)

35 yD cothx (in the limit asxÑ8)

36 yD sechx
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37 yD sinh�1x

38 yD cosh�1x for x¥ 1
39 yD sech�1x for 0  x¤ 1
40 yD tanh�1xD

1

2
ln

�

1Cx

1�x � for |x|  1
41 (a) Multiplying xD sinhyD 1

2

�

ey�e�y
�

by 2ey gives
.ey/2�2x.ey /�1D 0: Solve as a quadratic equation forey :

(b) Take logarithms to findyD sinh�1x and compare with the
text.

42 (a) Multiplying xD coshyD 1
2

�

ey Ce�y
�

by 2ey gives
.ey/2�2x.ey /C1D 0: Solve forey :

(b) Take logarithms to findyD cosh�1x and compare with the
text.

43 Turn (4) upside down to provey1 D�1=.1�x2/; if
yD coth�1x:

44 Computedy=dxD 1=
?
x2 C1 by differentiatingxD sinhy and

using cosh2y�sinh2yD 1:

45 Computedy=dxD 1=.1�x2/ if yD tanh�1x by differentiat-
ing xD tanhy and using sech2yC tanh2yD 1:

46 Compute dy=dxD�1=xa1�x2 for yD sech�1x; by
differentiatingxD sechy:

From formulas (1); (2); (3) or otherwise; find antiderivatives in
47–52:

47
»
dx=.4�x2/ 48

»
dx=.a2�x2/

49
»
dx=

a
x2 C1

51
»
dx=x

a
1�x2

50
»
xdx=

a
x2 C1

52
»
dx=

a
1�x2

53 Compute
» 1=2

0

dx

1�x2
and

» 1

0

dx

1�x2
:

54 A falling body with friction equal to velocity squared obeys
dv=dt Dg�v2:

(a) Show thatv.t/D
?
g tanh

?
gt satisfies the equation.

(b) Derive thisv yourself, by integratingdv=.g�v2/Ddt:

(c) Integratev.t/ to find the distancef .t/:

55 A cable hanging under its own weight has slopeS D dy=dx that
satisfiesdS=dxD c

?
1CS2: The constantc is the ratio of cable

density to tension.

(a) Show thatS D sinhcx satisfies the equation.

(b) Integratedy=dxD sinhcx to find the cable heighty.x/; if
y.0/D 1=c:

(c) Sketch the cable hanging betweenxD�L and xDL

and find how far it sags down atxD 0:

56 The simplest nonlinear wave equation (Burgers’ equation)
yields a waveformW.x/ that satisfiesW 2 DWW 1�W 1: One
integration givesW 1 D 1

2W
2�W:

(a) Separate variables and integrate:
dxD dW=

�

1
2W

2�W �

D�dW=.2�W /�dW=W:
(b) CheckW 1 D 1

2W
2�W:

57 A solitary water wave has a shape satisfying theKdV
equationy2 D y1�6yy1:

(a) Integrate once to findy2: Multiply the answer byy1:
(b) Integrate again to findy1 (all constants of integration are
zero).

(c) Show that yD 1
2 sech2.x=2/ gives the shape of the

“soliton.”

58 Derive cosixD cosh x from equation (5). What is the cosine of
the imaginary anglei D

?�1 ?

59 Derive sinixD i sinh x from (5). What is sini ?

60 The derivative ofeix D cosxC i sin x is .



CHAPTER 7

Techniques of Integration

Chapter 5 introduced the integral as a limit of sums. The calculation of areas was
started—by hand or computer. Chapter 6 opened a different door. Its new functions
ex and lnx led to differential equations. You might say that all along we have been
solving the special differential equationdf=dxD v.x/. The solution isf D

r
v.x/ dx.

But the step tody=dxD cy was a breakthrough.
The truth is that we are able to do remarkable things.Mathematics has a lan-

guage, and you are learning to speak it. A short time ago the symbolsdy=dx andr
v.x/ dx were a mystery. (My own class was not too sure aboutv.x/ itself—the

symbol for a function.) It is easy to forget how far we have come, in looking ahead to
what is next.

I do want to look ahead. For integrals there are two steps to take—more functions
and more applications.By using mathematics we make it live. The applications are
most complete when we know the integral. This short chapter will widen (very much)
the range of functions we can integrate. A computer with symbolic algebra widens it
more.

Up to now, integration depended on recognizing derivatives. Ifv.x/D sec2x then
f .x/D tanx. To integratetanx we use a substitution:»

sin x

cosx
dxD�» du

u
D� ln uD� ln cosx:

What we need now aretechniques for other integrals, to change them around until
we can attack them. Two examples are

r
x cosx dx and

r ?
1�x2 dx, which are

not immediately recognizable. With integration by parts, and a new substitution, they
become simple.

Those examples indicate where this chapter starts and stops. With reasonable
effort (and the help of tables, which is fair) you can integrate important functions.
With intense effort you could integrate even more functions. In older books that
extra exertion was made—it tended to dominate the course. They had integrals liker
.xC1/ dx=

?
2x2�6xC4, which we could work on if we had to.Our time is

too valuable for that! Like long division, the ideas are for us and their intricate
elaboration is for the computer.

Integration by parts comes first. Then we do new substitutions. Partial fractions
is a useful idea (already applied to the logistic equationy 1 D cy�by2/. In the last
sectionx goes to infinity ory.x/ goes to infinity—but the area stays finite. These
improper integrals are quite common. Chapter 8 brings the applications.

341
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7.1 Integration by Parts

There are two major ways to manipulate integrals (with the hope of making them
easier). Substitutions are based on the chain rule, and more are ahead. Here we present
the other method, based on theproduct rule. The reverse of the product rule, to find
integrals not derivatives, isintegration by parts.

We have mentioned
r

cos2x dx and
r

lnx dx. Now is the right time to compute
them (plus more examples). You will see how

r
lnx dx is exchanged for

r
1 dx—

a definite improvement. Also
r
xex dx is exchanged for

r
ex dx. The difference

between the harder integral and the easier integral is a known term—that is the point.
One note before starting: Integration by parts isnot just a trickwith no meaning.

On the contrary, it expresses basic physical laws of equilibrium and force balance.
It is a foundation for the theory of differential equations (and even delta functions).
The final paragraphs, which are completely optional, illustrate those points too.

We begin with the product rule for the derivative ofu.x/ timesv.x/:

u.x/
dv

dx
Cv.x/

du

dx
D
d

dx
.u.x/v.x//: (1)

Integrate both sides. On the right, integration brings backu.x/v.x/. On the left are
two integrals, and one of them moves to the other side (with a minus sign):»

u.x/
dv

dx
dxDu.x/v.x/�» v.x/du

dx
dx: (2)

That is the key to this section—not too impressive at first, but very powerful. It is
integration by parts(u andv are the parts). In practice we write it withoutx’s:

7A The integration by parts formula is
r
u dvDuv�r

v du: (3)

The problem of integratingu dv=dx is changed into the problem of integrating
vdu=dx. There is a minus sign to remember, and there is the “integrated term”
u.x/v.x/. In the definite integral, that productu.x/v.x/ is evaluated at the end-
pointsa andb: » b

a

u
dv

dx
dxDu.b/v.b/�u.a/v.a/�» b

a

v
du

dx
dx: (4)

The key is in choosingu and v. The goal of that choice is to make
r
v du easier

than
r
u dv. This is best seen by examples.

EXAMPLE 1 For
r

ln x dx chooseuD ln x anddvD dx (sovD x):»
ln x dxDuv�» v duD x ln x�» x 1

x
dx:

I used the basic formula(3). Instead of working withln x (searching for an
antiderivative), we now work with the right hand side. Therex times1=x is 1. The
integral of1 is x. Including the minus sign and the integrated termuvD x ln x and
the constantC , the answer isr

ln x dxD x ln x�xCC: (5)

For safety,take the derivative. The product rule givesln xCx.1=x/�1, which is
ln x. The area underyD ln x from 2 to 3 is 3 ln 3�3�2 ln 2C2.
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To repeat: We exchanged the integral ofln x for the integral of1.

EXAMPLE 2 For
r
x cosx dx chooseuD x anddvD cosx dx (sov.x/D sinx):

r
x cosx dxDuv�r

v duD x sinx�r
sin x dx: (6)

Again the right side has a simple integral, which completes the solution:
r
x cosx dxD x sinxCcosxCC: (7)

Note The new integral is not always simpler. We could have chosenuD cosx and
dvD x dx. ThenvD 1

2
x2. Integration using those parts give the true but useless

result r
x cosx dxDuv�r

v duD 1
2
x2 cos xC

r
1
2
x2 sin x dx:

The last integral is harder instead of easier (x2 is worse thanx). In the forward
direction this is no help. But in the opposite direction it simplifies

r
1
2
x2 sin x dx.

The idea in choosingu andv is this:Try to giveu a nice derivative anddv a nice
integral.

EXAMPLE 3 For
r
.cosx/2 dx chooseuD cosx anddvD cosx dx (sovD sin x):

r
.cosx/2 dxDuv�r

v duD cosx sin xC
r
.sinx/2 dx:

The integral of.sinx/2 is no better and no worse than the integral of.cosx/2. But
we never see.sinx/2 without thinking of1� .cosx/2. So substitute for.sinx/2:

r
.cosx/2 dxD cosx sin xC

r
1 dx�r

.cosx/2 dx:

The last integral on the right joins its twin on the left, and
r
1 dxD x:

2
r
.cosx/2 dxD cosx sin xCx:

Dividing by 2 gives the answer, which is definitely not1
3
.cosx/3. Add anyC :

r
.cosx/2 dxD 1

2
.cosx sin xCx/CC: (8)

Question Integrate.cosx/2 from0 to 2� . Why should the area be� ?

Answer The definite integral is1
2
.cosx sin xCx/

�2�

0
. This does give� . That

area can also be found by common sense, starting from.cosx/2 C .sinx/2 D 1. The
area under1 is 2� . The areas under.cosx/2 and.sinx/2 are the same. So each one
is� .

EXAMPLE 4 Evaluate
r

tan�1x dx by choosinguD tan�1x andvD x:»
tan�1x dxDuv�» v duD x tan�1x�» x dx

1Cx2
: (9)

The last integral haswD 1Cx2 below and almost hasdwD 2x dx above:»
x dx

1Cx2
D
1

2

»
dw

w
D
1

2
ln wD

1

2
ln.1Cx2/:

Substituting back into(9) gives
r

tan�1x dx asx tan�1x� 1
2

ln.1Cx2/. All the
familiar inverse functions can be integrated by parts (takevD x, and add “CC ” at
the end).

Our final example shows howtwo integrations by partsmay be needed, when the
first one only simplifies the problem half way.
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EXAMPLE 5 For
r
x2exdx chooseuD x2 anddvD exdx (sovD ex):

r
x2ex dxDuv�r

v duD x2ex�r
ex.2x dx/: (10)

The last integral involvesxex . This is better thanx2ex , but it still needs work:r
xexdxDuv�r

v duD xex�r
ex dx .now uD x/: (11)

Finallyex is alone. Aftertwo integrations by parts, we reach
r
exdx. In equation(11),

the integral ofxex is xex�ex . Substituting back into(10),r
x2ex dxD x2ex�2 Œxex�ex �CC: (12)

These five examples are in the list of prime candidates for integration by parts:

xnex ; xn sinx; xn cosx; xn lnx; ex sinx; ex cosx; sin�1x; tan�1x; : : : :

This concludes the presentation of the method—brief and straightforward.
Figure 7.1a shows how the areas

r
u dv and

r
v du fill out the difference between

the big areau.b/v.b/ and the smaller areau.a/v.a/.

Fig. 7.1 The geometry of integration by parts. Delta function (area1) multiplies v.x/ at
xD0:

In the movie Stand and Deliver, the Los Angeles teacher Jaime Escalante
computed

r
x2 sinx dx with two integrations by parts. His success was through

exercises—plus insight in choosingu andv. (Notice the difference from
r
x sinx2 dx.

That falls the other way—to a substitution.) The class did extremely well on the
Advanced Placement Exam. If you saw the movie, you remember that the examiner
didn’t believe it was possible. I spoke to him long after, and he confirms that practice
was the key.

THE DELTA FUNCTION

From the most familiar functions we move to the least familiar.The delta function
is the derivative of a step function. The step functionU.x/ jumps from0 to 1 at
xD 0. We write ı.x/D dU=dx, recognizing as we do it that there is no genuine
derivative at the jump. The delta function is the limit of higher and higher spikes—
from the “burst of speed” in Section 1.2. They approach an infinite spike concentrated
at a single point (whereU jumps). This “non-function” may be unconventional—it is
certainly optional—but it is important enough to come back to.

The slopedU=dx is zero except atxD 0, where the step function jumps. Thus
ı.x/D 0 except at that one point, where the delta function has a “spike.” We cannot
give a value forı at xD 0, but we know its integral across the jump. On every
interval from�A toA, the integral ofdU=dx brings backU :» A�A

ı.x/ dxD

» A�A

dU

dx
dxDU.x/

�A�A
D 1: (13)

“The area under the infinitely tall and infinitely thin spikeı.x/ equals1.”
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So far so good. The integral ofı.x/ isU.x/. We now integrate by parts for a crucial
purpose—to find the area underv.x/ı.x/. This is an ordinary function times the
delta function. In some sensev.x/ timesı.x/ equalsv.0/ timesı.x/—because away
fromxD 0 the product is always zero. Thusexı.x/ equalsı.x/, andsinx ı.x/D 0.

The area underv.x/ı.x/ is v.0/—which integration by parts will prove:

7B The integral ofv.x/ timesı.x/ is
r A�A

v.x/ı.x/dxD v.0/.

The area isv.0/ because the spike is multiplied byv.0/—the value of the smooth
function v.x/ at the spike. But multiplying infinity is dangerous, to say the least.
(Two times infinity is infinity). We cannot deal directly with the delta function.It is
only known by its integrals! As long as the applications produce integrals (as they
do), we can avoid the fact thatı is not a true function.

The integral ofv.x/ı.x/D v.x/dU=dx is computed “by parts:”» A�A

v.x/ı.x/ dxD v.x/U.x/
iA�A

�» A�A

U.x/
dv

dx
dx: (14)

Remember thatU D 0 or U D 1. The right side of(14) is our areav.0/:

v.A/ �1�» A

0

1
dv

dx
dxD v.A/� .v.A/�v.0//D v.0/: (15)

Whenv.x/D 1, this answer matches
r
ı dxD 1. We give three examples:

r 2�2
cosx ı.x/ dxD 1

r 6�5
.U.x/Cı.x//dxD 7

r 1�1
.ı.x//2dxD8:

A nightmare question occurs to me.Whatis the derivative of the delta function?

INTEGRATION BY PARTS IN ENGINEERING

Physics and engineering and economics frequently involveproducts. Work is force
times distance. Power is voltage times current. Income is price times quantity. When
there are several forces or currents or sales, we add the products. When there are
infinitely many, we integrate (probably by parts).

I start with differential equations for the displacementu at pointx in a bar:�dv
dx

D f .x/withv.x/D k
du

dx
: (16)

Thisdescribes a hanging bar pulled down by a forcef .x/. Each pointxmoves through
a distanceu.x/. The top of the bar is fixed, sou.0/D 0. The stretching in the bar is
du=dx. The internal force created by stretching isvD k du=dx. (This is Hooke’s
law.) Equation(16) is abalance of forceson the small piece of the bar in Figure 7.2.
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Fig. 7.2 Difference in internal force balances external force��vD f�x or�dv=dxD f .x/

vDW atxD 1 balances hanging weight

EXAMPLE 6 Supposef .x/DF , a constant force per unit length. We can solve(16):

v.x/D�FxCC and ku.x/D�1
2
Fx2 CCxCD: (17)

The constantsC andD are settled at the endpoints (as usual for integrals). AtxD 0
we are givenuD 0 soDD 0. At xD 1 we are givenvDW soC DW CF . Then
v.x/ andu.x/ give force and displacement in the bar.

To see integration by parts, multiply�dv=dxD f .x/ by u.x/ and integrate:» 1

0

f .x/u.x/ dxD�» 1

0

dv

dx
u.x/ dxD�u.x/v.x/i1

0
C

» 1

0

v.x/
du

dx
dx: (18)

The left side is force times displacement, orexternal work. The last term is inter-
nal force times stretching—orinternal work. The integrated term hasu.0/D 0—the
fixed support does no work. It also has�u.1/W , the work by the hanging weight.
The balance of forces has been replaced by abalance of work.

This is a touch of engineering mathematics, and here is the main point. Integration
by parts makes physical sense! When�dv=dxD f is multiplied by other functions—
called test functionsor virtual displacements—then equation(18) becomesthe
principle of virtual work. It is absolutely basic to mechanics.

7.1 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

Integration by parts is the reverse of the a rule. It changesr
udv into b minus c . In caseuD x and dvD e2xdx,

it changes
r
xe2xdx to d minus e . The definite integral

r 2
0 xe

2xdx becomes f minus g .

In choosingu anddv, the h of u and the i of dv=dx
should be as simple as possible. Normally lnx goes into j and
ex goes into k . Prime candidates areuD x or x2 and vD sinx
or l or m . WhenuD x2 we need n integrations by
parts. For

r
sin�1 x dx, the choicedvD dx leads to o minus

p .

If U is the unit step function,dU=dxD ı is the unit q
function. The integral from�A to A is U.A/�U.�A/D r .
The integral of v.x/ı.x/ equals s . The integralr 1�1 cosx ı.x/ dx equals t . In engineering, the balance of

forces�dv=dxD f is multiplied by a displacementu.x/ and inte-
grated to give a balance of u .

In tegrate 1–16, usually by parts (sometimes twice).

1
r
x sin x dx

3
r
x e�x dx

2
r
x e4x dx

4
r
x cos3x dx

5
r
x2 cosx dx (use Problem1)

6
r
x ln x dx 7

r
ln.2xC1/dx

8
r
x2e4x dx (use Problem2)

9
r
ex sin x dx 10

r
ex cosx dx

[9 and10 need two integrations. I thinkex can beu or v.]
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11
r
eax sin bx dx

13
r

sin.ln x/dx

15
r
.ln x/2dx

17
r

sin�1x dx

12
r
xe�x2

dx

14
r

cos.ln x/ dx

16
r
x2 ln x dx

18
r

cos�1.2x/ dx

19
r
x tan�1 x dx

20
r
x2 sin x dx (from the movie)

21
r
x3 cosx dx

23
r
x3ex dx

25
r
x sec2 x dx

22
r
x3 sin x dx

24
r
x sec�1x dx

26
r
x coshx dx

Compute the definite integrals 27–34.

27
r 1
0 ln x dx

29
r 1
0 x e

�2xdx

31
r �
0 x cosx dx

33
r 3
0 ln .x2 C1/dx

28
r 1
0 e

?
xdx (letuD

?
x)

30
r e
1 ln.x2/dx

32
r ��� x sin x dx

34
r �=2
0 x2 sin x dx

In 35–40 derive “reduction formulas” from higher to lower pow-
ers.

35
r
xnex dxD xnex�n r

xn�1exdx

36
r
xneax dxD

37
r
xn cosx dxD xn sin x�n r

xn�1 sin x dx

38
r
xn sin x dxD

39
r
.ln x/ndxD x.ln x/n�nr

.ln x/n�1dx

40
r
x.ln x/n dxD

41 How would you compute
r
x sin x exdx using Problem9?

Not necessary to do it.

42 How would you compute
r
x ex tan�1 x dx ? Don’t do it.

43 (a) Integrate
r
x3 sinx2dx by substitution and parts.

(b) The integral
r
xn sinx2dx is possible ifn is .

44–54 are about optional topics at the end of the section.

44 For the delta functionı.x/ find these integrals:

(a)
r 1�1 e

2xı.x/dx (b)
r 3�1 v.x/ı.x/dx (c)

r 4
2 cosx ı.x/dx:

45 Solvedy=dxD 3ı.x/ anddy=dxD 3ı.x/Cy.x/.

46 Strange fact:ı.2x/ is different fromı.x/. Integrate them both
from�1 to 1.

47 The integral ofı.x/ is the unit stepU.x/. Graph the next
integralsR.x/D

r
U.x/dx andQ.x/D

r
R.x/dx. The rampR

and quadratic splineQ are zero atxD 0.

48 In ı.x� 1
2 /, the spike shifts toxD 1

2 . It is the derivative of
the shifted stepU.x� 1

2 /. The integral of v.x/ı.x� 1
2 / equals

the value ofv atxD 1
2 . Compute

(a)
r 1
0 ı.x� 1

2 /dx; (b)
r 1
0 e

xı.x� 1
2 /dx;

(c)
r 1�1 ı.x/ı.x� 1

2 /dx.

49 The derivative ofı.x/ is extremely singular. It is a “dipole”
known by its integrals. Integrate by parts in (b) and (c):

(a)
» 1�1

dı

dx
dx (b)

» 1�1
x
dı

dx
dx (c)

» 1�1
v.x/

dı

dx
dxD�v1.0/:

50 Why is
r 1�1U.x/ı.x/dx equal to1

2 ? (By parts.)

51 Choose limits of integration inv.x/D
r
f .x/dx so that

dv=dxD�f .x/ andvD 0 atxD 1.

52 Draw the graph ofv.x/ if v.1/D 0 and�dv=dxD f .x/:

(a)f D xI (b)f DU
�

x� 1
2

�

; (c)f D ı
�

x� 1
2

�

:

53 What integral u.x/ solves k du=dxD v.x/ with end
condition u.0/D 0 ? Find u.x/ for the threev’s (not f ’s) in
Problem52; and graph the threeu’s.

54 Draw the graph of �U=�xD ŒU.xC�x/�U.x/�=�x.
What is the area under this graph ?

Problems 55–62 need more than one integration.

55 Two integrations by parts lead toV D integral ofv:

r
uv1dxDuv�V u1Cr

V u2dx:
Test this rule on

r
x2 sin x dx.

56 After n integrations by parts,
r
u.dv=dx/dx becomes

uv�u.1/v.1/ Cu.2/v.2/��� �C.�1/nr
u.n/v.n�1/dx:

u.n/ is the nth derivative ofu, and v.n/ is the nth integral ofv.
Integrate the last term by parts to stretch this formula tonC1

integrations.

57 Use Problem56 to find
r
x3exdx.

58 Fromf .x/�f .0/D r x
0 f

1.t/dt , integrate by parts (noticedt
not dx) to reachf .x/D f .0/Cf 1.0/xC

r x
0 f

2.t/.x� t/dt . Con-
tinuing as in Problem56 producesTaylor’s formula:

f .x/Df .0/Cf 1.0/xC
1

2Š
f 2.0/x2 C � � �C» x

0
f .nC1/.t/

.x� t/n
nŠ

dt:

59 What is the difference between
r 1
0 uw

2dx and
r 1
0 u

2w dx ?

60 Compute the areasAD
r e
1 ln x dx and B D

r 1
0 eydy. Mark

them on the rectangle with corners.0;0/; .e;0/; .e;1/; .0;1/.

61 Find the mistake. I don’t believeex coshxD ex sinhx:

r
ex sinhx dxD ex coshx�r

ex coshx dx

D ex coshx�ex sinhxC
r
ex sinhx dx:

62 Choose C and D to make the derivative of
C eax cosbxCD eax sin bx equal toeax cosbx. Is this easier than
integratingeax cosbx twice by parts ?
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7.2 Trigonometric Integrals

The next section will put old integrals into new forms. For example
r
x2
?
1�x2 dx

will become
r

sin2�cos2 � d� . That looks simpler because the square root is gone.
But still sin2�cos2� has to be integrated.This brief section integrates any product
of sines and cosines and secants and tangents.

There are two methods to choose from. One uses integration by parts, the other
is based on trigonometric identities. Both methods try to make the integral easy (but
that may take time). We follow convention by changing the letter� back tox.

Notice thatsin4x cosx dx is easy to integrate. It is u4du: This is the goal in
Example 1—to separate outcosx dx: It becomesdu; andsinx is u:

EXAMPLE 1
r

sin2xcos3x dx (the exponent3 is odd)

Solution Keepcosx dx asdu: Convert the othercos2x to 1�sin2x:»
sin2xcos3x dxD

»
sin2x.1�sin2x/cosx dxD

sin3x

3
� sin5x

5
CC:

EXAMPLE 2
r

sin5x dx (the exponent5 is odd)

Solution Keepsinx dx and convert everything else to cosines.The conversion
is always based onsin2xCcos2xD 1:

r
.1�cos2x/2 sinx dxD

r
.1�2cos2xCcos4x/sinx dx:

Now cosx is u and�sinx dx is du:We have
r
.�1C2u2�u4/du:

General method for
r

sinmx cosnx dx; whenm or n is odd

If n is odd, separate out a singlecosx dx: That leaves an even number of cosines.
Convert them to sines. Thencosx dx is du and the sines areu’s.

If m is odd, separate out a singlesinx dx asdu: Convert the rest to cosines.
If m andn are both odd, use either method.
If m andn are both even, a new method is needed. Here are two examples.

EXAMPLE 3
r

cos2x dx (mD 0; nD 2; both even)

There are two good ways to integratecos2x; but substitution is not one of them. If
u equalscosx; thendu is not here. The successful methods are integration by parts
and double-angle formulas. Both answers are in equation(2) below—I don’t see
either one as the obvious winner.

Integratingcos2x by parts was Example 3 of Section 7.1. The other approach, by
double angles, is based on these formulas from trigonometry:

cos2xD 1
2

�

1Ccos2x
�

sin2xD 1
2

�

1�cos2x
�

(1)

The integral ofcos2x is 1
2

sin 2x: So these formulas can be integrated directly. They
give the only integrals you should memorize—either the integration by parts form,
or the result from these double angles:

r
cos2x dx equals 1

2

�

xCsin x cosx
�

or 1
2
xC 1

4
sin 2x .plusC/: (2)r

sin2x dx equals 1
2

�

x�sinx cosx
�

or 1
2
x� 1

4
sin2x .plusC/: (3)
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EXAMPLE 4
r

cos4x dx (mD 0; nD 4; both are even)

Changingcos2x to 1�sin2x gets us nowhere. All exponents stay even. Substituting
uD sinx won’t simplify sin4x dx; withoutdu: Integrate by parts or switch to2x:

First solution Integrate by parts. TakeuD cos3x anddvD cosx dx:
r
.cos3x/.cosx dx/Duv�r

v duD cos3x sinx�r
.sinx/.�3cos2x sinx dx/:

The last integral has even powerssin2x and cos2x: This looks like no progress.
Replacingsin2x by 1�cos2x producescos4x on the right-hand side also:

r
cos4x dxD cos3x sinxC3

r
cos2x.1�cos2x/dx:

Always even powers in the integrals. But now move3
r

cos4x dx to the left side:

Reduction 4
r

cos4x dxD cos3x sinxC3
r

cos2x dx: (4)

Partial success—the problem isreducedfrom cos4x to cos2x: Still an even power,
but a lower power. The integral ofcos2x is already known. Use it in equation(4):

r
cos4x dxD 1

4
cos3x sin xC 3

4
� 1

2

�

xCsin x cosx
�

CC: (5)

Second solution Substitute the double-angle formulacos2xD 1
2

C 1
2

cos2x:
r

cos4x dxD
r
.1

2
C 1

2
cos2x/2dxD 1

4

r
.1C2 cos2xCcos2 2x/dx:

Certainly
r
dxD x: Also 2

r
cos2x dxD sin2x: That leaves the cosine squared:

r
cos22xD

r
1
2
.1Ccos4x/dxD 1

2
xC 1

8
sin 4xCC:

The integral ofcos4x using double angles is

1
4

�

xCsin 2xC 1
2
xC 1

8
sin 4x

�

CC: (6)

That solution looks different from equation(5), but it can’t be. There all angles were
x; here we have2x and4x: We went fromcos4x to cos22x to cos4x; which was
integrated immediately. The powers were cut in half as the angle was doubled.

Double-angle method for
r

sinmx cosnx dx; whenm andn are even:

Replacesin2x by 1
2
.1�cos2x/ andcos2x by 1

2
.1Ccos2x/: The exponents drop

tom=2 andn=2: If those are even, repeat the idea (2xgoes to4x). If m=2 or n=2 is
odd, switch to the “general method” using substitution. With an odd power, we have
du:

EXAMPLE 5 (Double angle)
r

sin2x cos2x dxD
r

1
4
.1�cos2x/.1Ccos2x/dx:

This leaves1�cos2 2x in the last integral. That is familiar but not necessarily easy.
We can look it up (safest) or remember it (quickest) or use double angles again:

1

4

»
.1�cos2 2x/dxD

1

4

» �
1� 1

2
� 1
2

cos4x

�

dxD
x

8
� sin4x

32
CC:

Conclusion Every sinmx cosnx can be integrated. This includes negativem and
n— see tangents and secants below. Symbolic codes like MACSYMA orMathemat-
ica give the answer directly. Do they use double angles or integration by parts ?
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You may prefer the answer from integration by parts (I usually do). It avoids2x
and4x: But it makes no sense to go through every step every time. Either a computer
does the algebra, or we use a “reduction formula” fromn to n�2:
Reduction n

r
cosnx dxD cosn�1x sinxC .n�1/ r

cosn�2x dx: (7)

FornD 2 this is
r

cos2x dx—the integral to learn. FornD 4 the reduction produces
cos2x: The integral ofcos6x goes tocos4x: There are similar reduction formulas for
sinmx and also forsinmx cosnx: I don’t see a good reason to memorize them.

INTEGRALS WITH ANGLES px AND qx

Instead ofsin8x timescos6x; suppose you havesin8x timescos6x: How do you
integrate ? Separately a sine and cosine are easy. The new question isthe integral of
the product:

EXAMPLE 6 Find
r 2�

0
sin8x cos6x dx: More generally find

r 2�

0
sinpx cos qx dx.

This is not for the sake of making up new problems. I believe these are the most
important definite integrals in this chapter (p andq are0;1;2; : : :). They may be
the most important in all of mathematics, especially because the question has such a
beautiful answer.The integrals are zero. On that fact rests the success of Fourier
series, and the whole industry of signal processing.

One approach (the slow way) is to replacesin8x andcos6x by powers of cosines.
That involvescos14x: The integration is not fun. A better approach, which applies to
all anglespx andqx; is to use the identity

sinpx cosqxD 1
2

sin.pCq/xC 1
2

sin.p�q/x: (8)

Thus sin 8x cos6xD 1
2

sin 14xC 1
2

sin 2x: Separated like that, sines are easy to
integrate: » 2�

0

sin8x cos6x dxD

��1
2

cos 14x

14
� 1
2

cos 2x

2

�2�

0

D 0:

Sincecos14x is periodic, it has the same value at0 and2�: Subtraction gives zero.
The same is true forcos2x: The integral of sine times cosine is always zero over a
complete period (like0 to 2�).

What aboutsinpx sinqx and cospx cosqx ? Their integrals are also zero,
providedp is different fromq. WhenpD q we have a perfect square. There is
no negative area to cancel the positive area. The integral ofcos2px or sin2px is�:

EXAMPLE 7
r 2�

0
sin 8x sin7x dxD 0 and

r 2�

0
sin2 8x dxD�:

With two sines or two cosines (instead of sine times cosine), we goback to the
addition formulas of Section 1.5. Problem24 derives these formulas:

sinpx sinqxD�1
2

cos.pCq/xC 1
2

cos.p�q/x (9)

cospx cosqxD 1
2

cos.pCq/xC 1
2

cos.p�q/x: (10)

With pD 8 and qD 7; we getcos15x andcosx: Their definite integrals are zero.
WithpD 8 andqD 8;we getcos16x andcos0x (which is1). Formulas(9)and(10)
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also give a factor1
2
: The integral of 1

2
is� :

r 2�

0
sin 8x sin7x dxD�1

2

r 2�

0
cos15x dxC1

2

r 2�

0
cos x dxD0C0

r 2�

0
sin8x sin8x dxD�1

2

r 2�

0
cos16x dxC1

2

r 2�

0
cos0x dxD0C�

The answer zero is memorable. The answer� appears constantly in Fourier series.
No ordinary numbers are seen in these integrals. The casepD qD 1 brings backr

cos2x dxD 1
2

C 1
4

sin 2x:

SECANTS AND TANGENTS

When we allownegative powersm andn; the main fact remains true. All integralsr
sinmx cosnx dx can be expressed by known functions. The novelty for negative

powers is thatlogarithms appear. That happens right at the start, forsinx=cosx
and for1=cosx (tangent and secant):

r
tanx dxD�r

du=uD� ln |cosx| .hereuD cosx/
r

secx dxD
r
du=uD ln |secxC tanx| .hereuD secxC tanx/:

For higher powers there is one key identity:1C tan2xD sec2x: That is the old
identitycos2xCsin2xD 1 in disguise (just divide bycos2x). We switch tangents to
secants just as we switched sines to cosines. Since.tanx/1 D sec2x and.secx/1 D
secx tanx; nothing else comes in.

EXAMPLE 8
r

tan2x dxD
r
.sec2x�1/dxD tanx�xCC:

EXAMPLE 9
r

tan3x dxD
r

tanx.sec2x�1/dx:
The first integral on the right is

r
u duD 1

2
u2; with uD tanx: The last integral is�r

tanx dx: The complete answer is1
2
.tanx/2 C ln |cosx|CC: By taking abso-

lute values, a negative cosine is also allowed. AvoidcosxD 0:

EXAMPLE 10 Reduction
»
.tanx/mdxD

.tanx/m�1

m�1 �» .tanx/m�2dx

Same idea—separate off.tanx/2 assec2x�1:Then integrate.tanx/m�2sec2x dx;
which isum�2du: This leaves the integral on the right, with the exponent lowered by
2: Every power.tanx/m is eventually reduced to Example 8 or 9.

EXAMPLE 11
r

sec3x dxDuv�r
v duD secx tanx�r

tan2x secx dx

This was integration by parts, withuD secx andvD tanx: In the integral on the
right, replacetan2x by sec2x�1 (this identity is basic):

r
sec3x dxD secx tanx�r

sec3x dxC
r

secx dx:

Bring
r

sec3x dx to the left side. That reduces the problem fromsec3x to secx:

I believe those examples make the point—trigonometric integrals are computable.
Every producttanmx secnx can be reduced to one of these examples. Ifn is even we
substituteuD tanx: If m is odd we setuD secx: If m is even andn is odd, use a
reduction formula (and always usetan2xD sec2x�1:)
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I mention very briefly a completely different substitutionuD tan1
2
x: This seems

to all students and instructors (quite correctly) to come out of the blue:

sinxD
2u

1Cu2
and cosxD

1�u2

1Cu2
and dxD

2du

1Cu2
: (11)

The x-integral can involve sums as well as products—not onlysinmx cosnx but
also1=.5Csinx� tanx/: (No square roots.) Theu-integral is aratio of ordinary
polynomials. It is done bypartial fractions.

Application of
r

secx dx to distance on a map(Mercator projection)

The strange integralln.secxC tanx/ has an everyday application. It measures the
distance from the equator to latitudex; on a Mercator map of the world.

All mapmakers face the impossibility of putting part of a sphere onto a flat page.
You can’t preserve distances, when an orange peel is flattened. But angles can be
preserved, and Mercator found a way to do it. His map came before Newton and
Leibniz. Amazingly, and accidentally, somebody matched distances on the map with
a table of logarithms—and discovered

r
secx dx before calculus. You would not be

surprised to meetsinx; but who would recognizeln.secxC tanx/ ?
The map starts with strips at all latitudesx: The heights aredx; the lengths are

proportional tocosx: We stretch the strips by1=cosx—then Figure 7.3c lines up
evenly on the page. Whendx is also divided bycosx; angles are preserved—a small

Fig. 7.3 Strips at latitudex are scaled by secx;making Greenland too large.

square becomes a bigger square. The distance north adds up the strip heights
dx=cosx: This gives

r
secx dx:

The distance to the North Pole is infinite! Close to the Pole, maps are stretched
totally out of shape. When sailors wanted to go fromA toB at a constant angle with
the North Star, they looked on Mercator’s map to find the angle.

7.2 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

To integrate sin4x cos3x; replace cos2x by a . Then
.sin4x�sin6x/cosx dx is b du: In terms ofuD sin x the
integral is c . This idea works for sinmx cosnx if either m
or n is d .

If both m and n are e , one method is integration by
f . For

r
sin4x dx; split off dvD sinx dx: Then �r

v du

is g . Replacing cos2x by h creates a new sin4x dx
that combines with the original one. The result is areduction tor

sin2x dx; which is known to equal i .

Thesecond method uses the double-angle formula sin2xD j .
Then sin4x involves cos2 k . Another doubling comes from
cos22xD l . The integral contains the sine of m .
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To integrate sin6x cos4x; rewrite it as 1
2 sin 10xC n .

The indefinite integral is o . The definite integral from
0 to 2� is p . The product cospx cosqx is written as
1
2 cos.pCq/xC q . Its integral is also zero, except if r
when the answer is s .

With uD tanx; the integral of tan9x sec2x is t .
Similarly

r
sec9x .secx tanx dx/D u . For the combination

tanmx secnx we apply the identity tan2xD v . After reduction
wemay need

r
tanx dxD w and

r
secx dxD x .

Compute 1–8 by the“general method,” whenm or n is odd.

1
r

sin3x dx

3
r

sinx cosx dx

5
r

sin5x cos2x dx

7
r ?

sinx cosx dx

2
r

cos3x dx

4
r

cos5x dx

6
r

sin3x cos3x dx

8
r ?

sinx cos3x dx

9 Repeat Problem6 starting with sinx cosxD 1
2 sin 2x:

10 Find
r

sin2ax cosax dx and
r

sinax cosax dx:

In 11–16 use the double-angle formulas (m;n even).

11
r �
0 sin2x dx

13
r

cos23x dx

15
r

sin2x dxC
r

cos2x dx

12
r �
0 sin4x dx

14
r

sin2x cos2x dx

16
r

sin2x cos22x dx

17 Use the reduction formula (7) to integrate cos6x:

18 For n¡ 1 use formula (7) to prove» �=2

0
cosnx dxD

n�1
n

» �=2

0
cosn�2x dx:

19 FornD 2;4;6; : : : deduce from Problem18 that» �=2

0
cosnx dxD

�

2

.1/.3/ � � � .n�1/
.2/.4/ � � � .n/

20 FornD 3;5;7; : : : deduce from Problem18 that» �=2

0
cosnx dxD

.2/.4/ � � � .n�1/
.3/.5/ � � � .n/

21 (a) SeparatedvD sinx dx from uD sinn�1x and integrater
sinn

x dx by parts.

(b) Substitute 1�sin2x for cos2x to find a reduction
formula like equation (7).

22 For whichn does symmetry give
r �
0 cosnx dxD 0?

23 Are the integrals (a)–(f) positive, negative, or zero ?

(a)
r �
0 cos 3x sin 3x dx (b)

r �
0 cosx sin 2x dx

(c)
r 0�2� cosx sinx dx (d)

r �
0 .cos2x�sin2x/ dx

(e)
r 3�
� cospx sinqx dx (f)

r 0
� cos4x dx

24 Write down equation (9) forpD qD 1; and (10) for pD 2;

qD 1: Derive (9) from the addition formulas for cos.sC t/ and
cos.s� t/ in Section 1.5.

In 25–32 compute the indefinite integrals first, then the definite
integrals.

25
r 2�
0 cosx sin 2x dx

27
r �
0 cos99x sin101x dx

29
r �
0 cos99x cos101x dx

31
r 4�
0 cosx=2 sinx=2 dx

26
r �
0 sin3x sin 5x dx

28
r ��� cos23x dx

30
r 2�
0 sinx sin 2x sin3x dx

32
r �
0 x cosx dx (by parts)

33 Suppose aFourier sine seriesAsinxCB sin2xCC sin3xC� � � adds up tox on the interval from0 to �: Find A by multiply-
ing all those functions (includingx) by sinx and integrating from0
to �: (B andC will disappear.)

34 Suppose a Fourier sine seriesAsinxCB sin 2xCC sin3xC� � � adds up to1 on the interval from0 to �: Find C by multiply-
ing all functions (including1) by sin3x and integrating from0 to�:
(A andB will disappear.)

35 In 33; the series also equalsx from �� to 0; because all
functions are odd. Sketch the “sawtooth function,” which equals
x from �� to � and then has period2�: What is the sum of the
sine series atxD� ?

36 In 34; the series equals�1 from�� to 0; because sines are odd
functions. Sketch the “square wave,” which is alternately�1 and
C1; and findA andB:

37 The area underyD sinx from 0 to � is positive. Which
frequenciesp have

r �
0 sinpx dxD 0 ?

38 Which frequenciesq have
r �
0 cosqx dxD 0 ?

39 For whichp, q is
r �
0 sinpx cosqx dxD 0 ?

40 Show that
r �
0 sinpx sin qx dx is always zero.

Compute the indefinite integrals 41–52.

41
r

secx tan x dx

43
r

tan2x sec2x dx

42
r

tan5x dx

44
r

tan2x sec x dx

45
r

tanx sec3x dx

47
r

tan4x dx

49
r

cotx dx

51
»

sinx

cos3x
dx

46
r

sec4x dx

48
r

tan5x dx

50
r

cscx dx

52
»

sin6x

cos3x
dx

53 Choose A so that cosx�sinxDAcos.xC�=4/: Then
integrate1=.cosx�sinx/:

54 ChooseA so that cosx�?3sinxDAcos.xC�=3/: Then
integrate1=.cosx�?3sinx/2:

55 Evaluate
r 2�
0 |cosx�sinx|dx:
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56 Show that acosxCb sin xD
?
a2 Cb2 cos.x�˛/ and find

the correctphase anglę :

57 If a square Mercator map shows1000 miles at latitude
30�; how many miles does it show at latitude60� ?

58 When lengths are scaled by secx; area is scaled by
: Why is the area from the equator to latitudex

proportional to tanx ?

59 Use substitution (11) to find
r
dx=.1Ccosx/:

60 Explain from areas why
r �
0 sin2x dxD

r �
0 cos2x dx: These

integrals add to
r �
0 1 dx; so they both equal :

61 What product sinpx sin qx is graphed below ? Check
that (p cospx sinqx�q sinpx cosqx/=.q2�p2/ has this
derivative.

62 Finish
r

sec3x dx in Example 11. This is needed for
the length of a parabola and a spiral (Problem7:3:8 and
Sections 8.2 and 9.3).
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7.3 Trigonometric Substitutions

The most powerful tool we have, for integrating with pencil and paper and brain, is
themethod of substitution. To make it work, we have to think of good substitutions—
which make the integral simpler. This section concentrates on the single most valuable
collection of substitutions. They are the only ones you should memorize, and two
examples are given immediately.

To integrate
?
1�x2; substitutexD sin�:Do not setuD 1�x2

�

du

dx
ismissing

�» a
1�x2 dxÑ »

.cos�/.cos� d�/

»
dx?
1�x2

Ñ »
cos� d�

cos�

The expression
?
1�x2 is awkward as a function ofx: It becomes graceful as a

function of�:We are practically invited to use the equation1� .sin �/2 D .cos�/2:
Then the square root is simplycos�—provided this cosine is positive.

Notice the change indx. Whenx is sin�; dx is cos� d� . Figure 7.4a shows
the original area with new letters. Figure 7.4b shows an equal area, after rewritingr
.cos�/.cos� d�/ as

r
.cos2�/d�: Changing fromx to � gives a new height and a

new base. There is no change in area—that is the point of substitution.
To put it bluntly: If we go from

?
1�x2 to cos�; and forget the difference between

dx andd�; and just compute
r

cos� d�; the answer is totally wrong.

Fig. 7.4 Same area for
a
1�x2 dx and cos2� d�: Third area is wrong:dx¤ d�

We still need the integral ofcos2�: This was Example 3 of integration by parts, and
also equation7:2:6. It is worth memorizing. The example shows this� integral, and
returns tox:

EXAMPLE 1
r

cos2� d� D 1
2

sin � cos�C 1
2
� is after substitution

r ?
1�x2 dxD 1

2
x
?
1�x2 C 1

2
sin�1x is the original problem:

We changedsin� back to x andcos� to
?
1�x2: Notice that� is sin�1x. The

answer is trickier than you might expect for the area under a circular arc. Figure 7.5
shows how the two pieces of the integral are the areas of a pie-shaped wedge and a
triangle.

EXAMPLE 2

»
dx?
1�x2

D

»
cos� d�

cos�
D �CC D sin�1xCC:

Remember: We already knowsin�1x: Its derivative1=
?
1�x2 was computed in

Section 4.4. That solves the example. But instead of matching this special problem
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Fig. 7.5
r a

1�x2 dx is a sum of simpler areas. Infinite graph but finite area.

with a memory from Chapter 4, the substitutionxD sin� makes the solution
automatic. From

r
d� D � we go back tosin�1x:

The rest of this section is about other substitutions. They are more complicated
thanxD sin� (but closely related). A table will display the three main choices—
sin�; tan�;sec�—and their uses.

TRIGONOMETRIC SUBSTITUTIONS

After working with
?
1�x2; the next step is

?
4�x2: The changexD sin�

simplified the first, but it does nothing for the second:4�sin2� is not familiar.
Nevertheless a factor of2 makes everything work. Instead ofxD sin�; the idea
is to substitutexD 2 sin� :a

4�x2 D
a
4�4sin2� D 2 cos� and dxD 2 cos� d�:

Notice both2’s. The integral is4
r

cos2� d� D 2sin� cos�C2�:But watch closely.
This is not4 times the previous

r
cos2� d� ! Sincex is2 sin�; � is nowsin�1.x=2/.

EXAMPLE 3
r ?

4�x2dxD 4
r

cos2� d� D x
a
1� .x=2/2 C2sin�1.x=2/:

Based on
?
1�x2 and

?
4�x2; here is the general rule for

?
a2�x2: Substi-

tutexD asin�: Then thea’s separate out:a
a2�x2 D

a
a2�a2sin2� D a cos� and dxD a cos� d�:

That is the automatic substitution to try, whenever the square root appears.

EXAMPLE 4

» 4

xD0

dx?
16�x2

D

» �=2

�D0

4 cos� d�a
42�42.sin�/2

D

» �=2

�D0

d� D
�

2
:

Herea2 D 16: ThenaD 4 andxD 4 sin�: The integral has4 cos� above and be-
low, so it is

r
d�: The antiderivative is just�: For the definite integral notice that

xD 4meanssin� D 1; and this means� D�=2:
A table of integrals would hide that substitution. The table only givessin�1.x=4/:

There is no mention of
r
d� D �: But what if16�x2 changes tox2�16 ?

EXAMPLE 5

» 8

xD4

dx?
x2�16 D ?

Notice the two changes—the sign in the square root and the limits onx: Example 4
stayedinsidethe interval|x| ¤ 4; where16�x2 has a square root. Example 5 stays
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outside, wherex2�16 has a square root. The new problem cannot usexD 4 sin�;
because we don’t want the square root of�cos2�:

The new substitution isxD 4 sec� . This turns the square root into4 tan� :

xD 4 sec� gives dxD 4 sec� tan� d� and x2�16D 16sec2��16D 16 tan2�:

This substitution solves the example, when the limits are changed to� :» �=3

0

4 sec� tand�

4 tan�
D

» �=3

0

sec� d� D ln.sec�C tan�/
i�=3

0
D ln.2C

?
3/:

I want to emphasize the three steps. First came the substitutionxD 4 sec�: An
unrecognizable integral became

r
sec� d�: Second came the new limits (� D 0when

xD 4;� D�=3 whenxD 8). Then I integratedsec�:
Example 6 has the samex2�16: So the substitution is againxD 4 sec� :

EXAMPLE 6

» 8
xD8

16dx

.x2�16/3=2
D

» �=2

�D�=3

64 sec� tan� d�

.4 tan�/3
D

» �=2

�=3

cos� d�

sin2�
:

Step one substitutesxD 4 sec�: Step two changes the limits to�: The upper limit
xD8 becomes� D�=2; where the secant is infinite. The limitxD 8 again means
� D�=3: To get a grip on the integral, I also changed to sines and cosines.

The integral of cos�=sin2� needs another substitution! (Or else recognize
cot� csc�:) With uD sin� we have

r
du=u2 D�1=uD�1=sin� :

Solution

» �=2

�=3

cos� d�

sin2�
D

�1
sin�

��=2

�=3

D�1C
2?
3
:

Warning With lower limit � D 0 (or xD 4) this integral would be a disaster. It di-
vides bysin0; which is zero.This area is infinite.

.Warning/2 Example 5 also blew up atxD 4; but the area wasnot infinite. To make
the point directly, comparex�1=2 to x�3=2: Both blow up atxD 0; but the first one
has finite area:» 1

0

1?
x
dxD 2

?
x
i1

0
D 2

» 1

0

1

x3=2
dxD

�2?
x

�1

0

D8:
Section 7.5 separates finite areas (slow growth of1=

?
x) from infinite areas (fast

growth ofx�3=2).

Last substitutionTogether with16�x2 andx2�16 comes the possibility16Cx2:
(You might ask about�16�x2; but for obvious reasons we don’t take its square
root.) This third form 16Cx2 requires a third substitutionxD 4 tan�: Then
16Cx2 D 16C16 tan2� D 16 sec2�: Here is an example:

EXAMPLE 7

» 8
xD0

dx

16Cx2
D

» �=2

�D0

4 sec2� d�

16 sec2�
D
1

4
�

��=2

0

D
�

8
:

Table of substitutions fora2�x2; a2 Cx2; x2�a2

xD a sin� replacesa2�x2 by a2cos2� and dx by a cos� d�

xD a tan� replacesa2 Cx2 by a2sec2� and dx by asec2� d�

xD a sec� replacesx2�a2 by a2tan2� and dx by a sec� tan� d�
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Note There is a subtle difference between changingx to sin � and changingsin� to
u:

in Example 1,dx was replaced bycos� d� (new method)

in Example 6,cos� d� was already there and becamedu (old method):

The combinationcos� d� was put into the first and pulled out of the second.
My point is that Chapter 5 neededdu=dx inside the integral. Then.du=dx/dx

becamedu: Now it is not necessary to see so far ahead. We can try any substi-
tution. If it works, we win. In this section,xD sin� or sec� or tan� is bound to
succeed.

NEW
»

dx

1Cx2
D

»
d� by tryingxD tan� OLD

»
x dx

1Cx2
D

»
du

2u
by seeingdu

We mention thehyperbolic substitutionstanh�;sinh�; andcosh�: The table
below shows their use. They give new forms for the same integrals. If you are familiar
with hyperbolic functions the new form might look simpler—as it does in Example 8.

xD a tanh� replaces a2�x2 by a2 sech2� and dx by a sech2� d�

xD a sinh� replaces a2 Cx2 by a2 cosh2� and dx by a cosh� d�

xD a cosh� replaces x2�a2 by a2 sinh2� and dx by a sinh� d�

EXAMPLE 8

»
dx?
x2�1 D

»
sinh� d�

sinh�
D �CC D cosh�1xCC:

r
d� is simple. The bad part iscosh�1x at the end. Compare withxD sec� :»
dx?
x2�1 D

»
sec� tan� d�

tan�
D ln.sec �C tan�/CC D ln.xC

a
x2�1/CC:

This way looks harder, but most tables prefer that final logarithm. It is clearer than
cosh�1x; even if it takes more space. All answers agree if Problem35 is correct.

COMPLETING THE SQUARE

We have not said what to do for
?
x2�2xC2 or

?�x2 C2x: Those square roots
contain alinear term—a multiple ofx: The device for removing linear terms is worth
knowing. It is calledcompleting the square, and two examples will begin to explain
it:

x2�2xC2D .x�1/2 C1Du2 C1�x2 C2xD�.x�1/2 C1D 1�u2:

The idea has three steps. First, get thex2 andx terms into one square. Here that square
was.x�1/2 D x2�2xC1: Second, fix up the constant term. Here we recover the
original functions by adding1: Third, setuD x�1 to leave no linear term. Then the
integral goes forward based on the substitutions of this section:»

dx?
x2�2xC1

D

»
du?
u2 C1

»
dx?
2x�x2

D

»
du?
1�u2
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The same idea applies to any quadratic that contains a linear term2bx:

rewrite x2 C2bxCc as .xCb/2 CC; with C D c�b2

rewrite �x2 C2bxCc as �.x�b/2 CC; with C D cCb2

To match the quadratic with the square, we fix up the constant:

x2 C10xC16D .xC5/2 CC leads toC D 16�25D�9�x2 C10xC16D�.x�5/2 CC leads toC D 16C25D 41:

EXAMPLE 9

»
dx

x2 C10xC16
D

»
dx

.xC5/2�9 D

»
du

u2�9:
HereuD xC5 andduD dx: Now comes a choice—struggle on withuD 3 sec�
or look for

r
du=.u2�a2/ inside the front cover. Then setaD 3:»

du

u2�9 D
1

6
ln

����u�3uC3

����D 1

6
ln

����xC2

xC8

���� :
Note If the quadratic starts with5x2 or�5x2; factor out the5 first:

5x2�10xC25D 5.x2�2xC5/D (complete the square)D 5Œ.x�1/2C4�:

Now uD x�1 produces5Œu2 C4�: This is ready for table lookup oruD 2 tan� :

EXAMPLE 10

»
dx

5x2�10xC25
D

»
du

5Œu2 C4�
D

»
2sec2� d�

5Œ4sec2��
D
1

10

»
d�:

This answer is�=10CC:Now go backwards:�=10D .tan�1 1
2
u/=10D .tan�1 1

2
.x�

1//=10: Nobody could see that from the start. A double substitution takes practice,
from x to u to �: Then go backwards from� to u to x:

Final remark Foru2 Ca2 we substituteuD a tan�: Foru2�a2 we substituteuD
a sec�: This big dividing line depends on whether the constantC (after completing
the square) is positive or negative. We either haveC D a2 or C D�a2: The same
dividing line in the originalx2 C2bxCc is betweenc¡ b2 andc  b2: In between,
cD b2 yields the perfect square.xCb/2— and no trigonometric substitution at all.

7.3 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

The function
a
1�x2 suggests the substitutionxD a .

The square root becomes b and dx changes to c .
The integral

r
.1�x2/3=2dx becomes

r
d d�: The interval

1
2 ¤x¤ 1 changes to e ¤ � ¤ f .

For
a
a2�x2 the substitution isxD g with dxD h .

For x2�a2 we usexD i with dxD j . Then
r
dx=.1C

x2/ becomes
r
d�; because1C tan2� D k . The answer is

� D tan�1x: We already knew that l is the derivative
of tan�1x:

The quadraticx2 C2bxCc contains a m term 2bx:

To remove it we n the square. This gives.xCb/2 CC

with C D o . The examplex2 C4xC9 becomes p .
Then uD xC2: In case x2 enters with a minus sign,�x2 C4xC9 becomes ( q )2C r . When the quadratic
contains4x2; start by factoring out s .

In tegrate 1–20 by substitution: Change� back to x:

1
»

dxa
4�x2

2
»

dxa
x2�a2
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3
» a

4�x2 dx

5
»

x2 dxa
1�x2

7
»

dx

.1Cx2/2

9
» a

x2�25
x

dx

4
»

dx?
1C9x2

6
»

dx

x2
a
1�x2

8
r ?

x2 Ca2 dx (see7:2:62)

10
»

x3 dxa
9�x2

11
»

dxa
x6�x4

13
»

dx

.1Cx2/3=2

15
»

dx

.x2�9/3=2�17
»

x2 dxa
x2 �1

19
»

dx

x2
?
x2 C1

12
» a

x6�x8 dx

14
»

dx

.1�x2/3=2�16
» ?

1Cx2 dx

x

18
»
x2 dx

x2 C4�20
»

x2 dx?
1Cx2

21 (Important) This section started withxD sin� and
r
dx=

a
1�x2 D

r
d� D � D sin�1x:

(a) UsexD cos� to get a different answer.

(b) How can the same integral give two answers ?

22 Compute
r
dx=x

a
x2�1with xD sec�:Recompute withxD

csc�: How can both answers be correct ?

23 Integratex=.x2 C1/ with xD tan�; and also directly as a
logarithm. Show that the results agree.

24 Show that
r
dx=x

a
x4�1D 1

2 sec�1.x2/:

Calculate the definite integrals 25–32.

25
» a�a

a
a2�x2 dxD area of

26
» 1�1

.1�x2/3=2 dx 27
» 1

:5

dxa
1�x2

28
» 4

1

dxa
x2�1

30
» 1�1

x dx

x2 C1

29
» 8

2

dx

.x2�1/3=2

31
» 8�8 dx

x2 C9

32
» 1

1=2

a
1�x2 dxD area of :

33 Combine the integrals to prove the reduction formula.n¤ 0/:»
xnC1

x2 C1
dxD

xn

n
�» xn�1

x2 C1
dx:

34 Integrate1=cosx and 1=.1Ccosx/ and
?
1Ccosx:

35 (a) xD gives
r
dx=

a
x2�1D ln.sec�C tan�/:

(b) From the triangle, this answer isf D ln.xC
a
x2�1/:

Check thatdf=dxD 1=
a
x2�1:

(c) Verify that coshf D 1
2 .e

f Ce�f /D x: Then
f D cosh�1x; the answer in Example 8.

36 (a) xD gives
r
dx=

?
x2 C1D ln.sec �C tan�/:

(b) The second triangle converts this answer togD ln.xC?
x2 C1/: Check thatdg=dxD 1=

?
x2 C1:

(c) Verify that sinhgD 1
2 .e

g�e�g/D x sogD sinh�1x:

(d) Substitute xD sinhg directly into
r
dx=

?
x2 C1 and

integrate.

In 37–42 substitute xD sinh �; cosh�; or tanh�: After
integration change back tox:

37
»

dxa
x2�1

39
» a

x2�1 dx
41

»
dx

1�x2

38
»

dx

x
a
1�x2

40
» a

x2�1
x2

dx

42
» ?

1Cx2

x2
dx

Rewrite 43–48 as.xCb/2 CC or �.x�b/2 CC by completing
the square.

43 x2�4xC8

45 x2�6x
47 x2 C2xC1

44 �x2 C2xC8

46 �x2 C10

48 x2 C4x�12
49 For the three functionsf .x/ in Problems 43, 45, 47

integrate1=f .x/:

50 For the three functionsg.x/ in Problems 44, 46, 48

integrate1=
a
g.x/:

51 For
r
dx=.x2 C2bxCc/ why does the answer have different

forms forb2¡ c andb2  c ? What is the answer ifb2 D c ?

52 What substitutionuD xCb or uD x�b will remove the
linear term ?

(a)
»

dx

x2�4xCc
(b)

»
dx

3x2 C6x

(c)
»

dx�x2 C10xCc
(d)

»
dx

2x2�x
53 Find the mistake. With xD sin� and

a
1�x2 D cos�;

substitutingdxD cos� d� changes» 2�

0
cos2� d� into

» 0

0

a
1�x2 dx:
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54 (a) If xD tan� then
r ?

1Cx2dxD
r

d�:
(b) Convert1

2 Œsec � tan�C ln.sec�C tan�/� back tox:

(c) If xD sinh� then
r ?

1Cx2 dxD
r

d�:

(d) Convert1
2 Œsinh � cosh�C�� back tox:

These answers agree. In Section 8.2 they will give the length
of a parabola. Compare with Problem7:2:62:

55 Rescalex and y in Figure 7.5b to produce the equal arear
y dx in Figure 7.5c. What happens toy and what happens

to dx ?

56 Draw yD 1=
a
1�x2 and yD 1=

a
16�x2 to the same

scale (12 across and up;42 across and14
2

up).

57 What is wrong, if anything, with» 2

0

dxa
1�x2

D sin�12‹
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7.4 Partial Fractions

This section is about rational functionsP.x/=Q.x/: Sometimes their integrals
are also rational functions (ratios of polynomials). More often they are not. It is
very common for the integral ofP=Q to involve logarithms. We meet logarithms
immediately in the simple case1=.x�2/;whose integral isln |x�2|CC:We meet
them again in a sum of simple cases:» �

1

x�2C
3

xC2
� 4

x

�

dxD ln|x�2|C3 ln|xC2|�4 ln|x|CC:

Our plan is to splitP=Q into a sum like this—and integrate each piece.
Which rational function produced that particular sum ? It was

1

x�2C
3

xC2
� 4

x
D
.xC2/.x/C3.x�2/.x/�4.x�2/.xC2/

.x�2/.xC2/.x/
D

�4xC16

.x�2/.xC2/.x/
:

This isP=Q: It is a ratio of polynomials, degree1 over degree3: The pieces ofP are
collected into�4xC16: The common denominator.x�2/.xC2/.x/Dx3�4x
isQ: But I kept these factors separate, for the following reason. When we start with
P=Q; and break it into a sum of pieces,the first things we need are the factors of
Q.

In the standard problemP=Q is given. To integrate it, we break it up. The goal of
partial fractions is to find the pieces—to prepare for integration. That is the tech-
nique to learn in this section, and we start right away with examples.

EXAMPLE 1 SupposeP=Q has the sameQ but a different numeratorP :

P

Q
D

3x2 C8x�4
.x�2/.xC2/.x/

D
A

x�2C
B

xC2
C
C

x
: (1)

Notice the form of those pieces! They are the “partial fractions” that add toP=Q:
Each one is a constant divided by a factor ofQ:We know the factorsx�2 andxC2
andx:We don’t know the constantsA;B;C: In the previous case they were1;3;�4:
In this and other examples, there are two ways to find them.

Method3 (slow) Put the right side of.1/ over the common denominatorQ:

3x2 C8x�4
Q

D
A.xC2/.x/CB.x�2/.x/CC.x�2/.xC2/

.x�2/.xC2/.x/
(2)

Why is A multiplied by .xC2/.x/ ? Because canceling those factors will leave
A=.x�2/ as in equation(1). Similarly we haveB=.xC2/ andC=x: Choose the
numbersA;B;C so that the numerators match. As soon as they agree, the split-
ting is correct.

Method4 (quicker) Multiply equation(1) by x�2: That leaves a space:

3x2 C8x�4
.xC2/.x/

DAC
B.x�2/
xC2

C
C.x�2/

x
: (3)

Now set xD 2 and immediately you haveA. The last two terms of(3) are zero,
becausex�2 is zero whenxD 2: On the left side,xD 2 gives

3.2/2 C8.2/�4
.2C2/.2/

D
24

8
D 3: .which isA/:
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Notice how multiplying byx�2 produced a hole on the left side. Method2
is the “cover-up method.” Cover upx�2 and then substitutexD 2. The result
is 3DAC0C0; just what we wanted.

In Method1, the numerators of equation(2) must agree. The factors that multiply
B andC are again zero atxD2: That leads to the sameA—but the cover-up method
avoids the unnecessary step of writing down equation(2).

Calculation ofB Multiply equation(1) by xC2; which covers up the.xC2/:

3x2 C8x�4
.x�2/ .x/

D
A.xC2/

x�2 CBC
C.xC2/

x
: (4)

Now setxD�2; soA andC are multiplied by zero:

3.�2/2 C8.�2/�4
.�2�2/ .�2/ D

�8
8

D�1DB:

This is almost full speed, but(4) was not needed.Just cover up inQ and givex the
right value(which makes the covered factor zero).

Calculation ofC (quickest) In equation(1), cover up the factor.x/ and setxD 0:

3.0/2 C8.0/�4
.0�2/.0C2/

D
�4�4 D 1DC: (5)

To repeat: The same resultAD 3; B D�1; C D 1 comes from Method1.

EXAMPLE 2
xC2

.x�1/.xC3/
D

A

x�1C
B

xC3
:

First cover up.x�1/ on the left and setxD 1: Next cover up.xC3/ and setxD�3:
1C2

. /.1C3/
D
3

4
DA

�3C2

.�3�1/. /
D
�1�4 DB:

The integral is3
4

ln |x�1|C 1
4

ln |xC3|CC:

EXAMPLE 3 This was needed for the logistic equation in Section 6.5:

1

y.c�by/ D
A

y
C

B

c�by : (6)

First multiply byy: That covers upy in the first two terms and changesB to By:
Then setyD 0: The equation becomes1=cDA:

To findB; multiply by c�by: That covers upc�by in the outside terms. In the
middle,A timesc�by will be zero atyD c=b: That leavesB on the right equal to
1=yD b=c on the left. ThenAD 1=c andBD b=c give the integral announced in
Equation6:5:9 W»

dy

cy�by2
D

»
dy

cy
C

»
b dy

c.c�by/ D
ln y

c
� ln.c�by/

c
: (7)

It is time to admit that the general method of partial fractions can be very
awkward. First of all, it requires the factors of the denominatorQ: WhenQ is a
quadraticax2 CbxCc; we can find its roots and its factors. In theory a cubic or a
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quartic can also be factored, but in practice only a few are possible—for examplex4�
1 is .x2�1/.x2 C1/: Even for this good example,two of the roots are imaginary.
We can splitx2�1 into .xC1/.x�1/:We cannot splitx2 C1 without introducing
i:

The method of partial fractions can work directly withx2 C1; as we now see.

EXAMPLE 4

»
3x2 C2xC7

x2 C1
dx (a quadratic over a quadratic).

This has another difficulty. The degree ofP equals the degree ofQ.D 2/: Partial
fractions cannot start untilP has lower degree. Therefore I divide the leading
termx2 into the leading term3x2: That gives3; which is separated off by itself:

3x2 C2xC7

x2 C1
D 3C

2xC4

x2 C1
: (8)

Note how3 really used3x2 C3 from the original numerator. That left2xC4: Par-
tial fractions will accept a linear factor2xC4 (or AxCB; not justA) above a
quadratic.

This example contains2x=.x2 C1/; which integrates toln.x2 C1/: The final
4=.x2 C1/ integrates to4 tan�1x: When the denominator isx2 CxC1 we com-
plete the square before integrating. The point of Sections 7.2 and 7.3 was to make that
integration possible. This section gets the fraction ready—in parts.

The essential point is that we never have to go higher than quadratics.Every
denominatorQ can be split into linear factors and quadratic factors. There
is no magic way to find those factors, and most examples begin by giving them. They
go into their own fractions, and they have their own numerators—which are theA and
B and2xC4 we have been computing.

The one remaining question iswhat to do if a factor is repeated. This happens in
Example 5.

EXAMPLE 5
2xC3

.x�1/2 D
A

.x�1/C
B

.x�1/2 :
The key is the new termB=.x�1/2: That is the right form to expect. With.x�1/
.x�2/ this term would have beenB=.x�2/: But when.x�1/ is repeated, some-
thing new is needed. To findB; multiply through by.x�1/2 and setxD 1:

2xC3DA.x�1/CB becomes 5DB when xD 1:

This cover-up method givesB: Then AD 2 is easy, and the integral is
2 ln |x�1|�5=.x�1/:The fraction5=.x�1/2 has an integral without logarithms.

EXAMPLE 6
2x3 C9x2 C4

x2.x2 C4/.x�1/ D
A

x
C
B

x2
C
CxCD

x2 C4
C

E

x�1:
This final example has almost everything! It is more of a game than acalculus
problem. In fact calculus doesn’t enter until we integrate (and nothing is new there).
Before computingA;B;C;D;E;we write down the overall rules for partial fractions:

1. The degree ofP must be less than the degree ofQ: Otherwise divide their
leading terms as in equation(8) to lower the degree ofP: Here3  5:

2. Expect the fractions illustrated by Example 6. The linear factorsx andxC1
(and the repeatedx2) are underneath constants. The quadraticx2 C4 is under
a linear term. A repeated.x2 C4/2 would be under a newFxCG:
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3. Find the numbersA;B;C; : : : by any means, including cover-up.
4. Integrate each term separately and add.

We could prove that this method always works. It makes better sense to show that
it works once, in Example 6.

To find E; cover up.x�1/ on the left and substitutexD 1: ThenED 3: To
find B; cover upx2 on the left and setxD 0: ThenB D 4=.0C4/.0�1/D�1:
The cover-up method has done its job, and there are several ways to findA;C;D:
Compare the numerators, after multiplying through by the common denominatorQ:

2x3 C9x2 C4DAx.x2 C4/.x�1/� .x2C4/.x�1/C .CxCD/.x2/.x�1/C3x2.x2 C4/:

The known terms on the right, fromB D�1 andED 3; can move to the left:�3x4 C3x3�4x2 C4xDAx.x2 C4/.x�1/C .CxCD/x2.x�1/:
We can divide through byx andx�1; which checks thatB andE were correct:�3x2�4DA.x2 C4/C .CxCD/x:

Finally xD 0 yieldsAD�1: This leaves�2x2 D .CxCD/x: ThenC D�2 and
DD 0:

You should never have to do such a problem! I never intend to do another one. It
completely depends on expecting the right form and matching the numerators.
They could also be matched by comparing coefficients ofx4;x3;x2;x;1—to give
five equations forA;B;C;D;E: That is an invitation to human error. Cover-up is
the way to start, and usually the way to finish. With repeated factors and quadratic
factors, match numerators at the end.

7.4 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

The idea of a fractions is to expressP.x/=Q.x/ as a
b of simpler terms, each one easy to integrate. To begin,

the degree ofP should be c the degree ofQ: Then Q
is split into d factors like x�5 (possibly repeated) and
quadratic factors likex2 CxC1 (possibly repeated). The quadratic
factors have two e roots, and do not allow real linear
factors.

A factor like x�5 contributes a fractionA= f . Its
integral is g . To compute A; cover up h in the
denominator of P=Q: Then set xD i , and the rest of
P=Q becomesA: An equivalent method puts all fractions over
a common denominator (which is j ). Then match the

k . At the same pointxD l this matching givesA:

A repeated linear factor.x�5/2 contributes not only
A=.x�5/ but alsoB= m . A quadratic factor likex2 CxC1

contributes a fraction n =.x2 CxC1/ involving C and
D: A repeated quadratic factor or a triple linear factor would
bring in .ExCF /=.x2 CxC1/2 or G=.x�5/3: The conclusion
is that anyP=Q can be split into partial o , which can always
beintegrated.

1 Find the numbersA andB to split 1=.x2�x/:
1

x.x�1/ D
A

x
C

B

x�1 :
Cover up x and setxD 0 to find A: Cover up x�1 and set
xD 1 to findB: Then integrate.

2 Find the numbersA andB to split 1=.x2�1/:
1

x2�1 D
A

x�1 C
B

xC1
:

Multiply by x�1 and setxD 1: Multiply by xC1 and setxD�1:
Integrate. Then findA andB again by method1—with numerator
A.xC1/CB.x�1/ equal to1:

Express the rational functions 3–16 as partial fractions:

3
1

.x�3/.x�2/ 4
x

.x�3/.x�2/
5

x2 C1

.x/.xC1/.xC2/
6

1

x3�x
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7
3xC1

x2
8

3xC1

.x�1/2
9

3x2

x2 C1
(divide first) 10

1

.x�1/.x2 C1/

11
1

x2.x�1/
13

1

x.x�1/.x�2/.x�3/ 12
x

x2�4
14

x2 C1

xC1
(divide first)

15
1

x4�1 D
1

.xC1/.x�1/.x2 C1/

16
1

x2.x�1/ �remember the
A

x
term

�

17 Apply Method1 (matching numerators) to Example 3:

1

cy�by2
D
A

y
C

B

c�by D
A.c�by/CBy
y.c�by/ :

Match the numerators on the far left and far right. Why does
AcD 1 ? Why does�bACB D 0 ? What areA andB ?

18 What goes wrong if we look forA andB sothat

x2

.x�3/.xC3/
D

A

x�3C
B

xC3
‹

Over a common denominator, try to match the numerators. What to
do first ?

19 Split
3x2

x3�1 D
3x2

.x�1/.x2 CxC1/
into

A

x�1C
BxCC

x2 CxC1
:

(a) Cover upx�1 and setxD 1 to findA:

(b) SubtractA=.x�1/ from the left side. FindBxCC:

(c) Integrate all terms. Why do we already know

ln.x3�1/D ln.x�1/C ln.x2 CxC1/‹

20 Solvedy=dt D 1�y2 by separating
r
dy=1�y2 D

r
dt: Then

1

1�y2
D

1

.1�y/.1Cy/
D

1=2

1�y C
1=2

1Cy

Integration gives1
2 ln D tCC: With y0 D 0 the constant

is C D : Taking exponentials gives : The solution is
yD : This is theS-curve.

By substitution change 21–28 to integrals of rational functions.
Problem 23 integrates1=sin� with no special trick.

21
»

exdx

e2x�ex

23
»

sin� d�

1�cos2�

25
»
1Cex

1�ex
dx

27
»

dx

1C
?
xC1

22
»
1�?x
1C
?
x
dx

24
»

dt

.et �e�t /2

26
» 3
?
x�8
x

dx

28
»

dx?
xC 4

?
x

29 Multiply this partial fraction byx�a: Then letxÑa:

1

Q.x/
D

A

x�a C � � � :
Show thatAD 1=Q1.a/: WhenxD a is a double root this fails be-
causeQ1.a/D :

30 FindA in
1

x8�1 D
A

x�1C � � � : Use Problem29:

31 (for instructors only) Which rational functionsP=Q are the
derivatives of other rational functions (no logarithms) ?
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7.5 Improper Integrals

“ Improper” means that some part of
r b

a
y.x/ dx becomesinfinite. It might beb ora

or the functiony: The region under the graph reaches infinitely far—to the right or left
or up or down. (Those come frombD8 andaD�8 andyÑ8 andyÑ�8:)
Nevertheless the integral may “converge.” Just because theregion is infinite, it is not
automatic that thearea is infinite. That is the point of this section—to decide when
improper integrals have proper answers.

The first examples show finite area whenbD8; thenaD�8; thenyD 1=
?
x

at xD 0: The areas in Figure 7.6 are1;1;2:» 8
1

dx

x2
D � 1

x

�8
1

D 1

» 0�8 exdxD ex
i0�8 D 1

» 1

0

dx?
x

D 2
?
x
i1

0
D 2:

Fig. 7.6 The shaded areas are finite but the regions go to infinity.

In practice we substitute the dangerous limits and watch what happens. When
the integral is�1=x; substitutingbD8 gives “�1=8D 0:” When the integral is
ex ; substitutingaD�8 gives “e�8 D 0:” I think that is fair, and I know it is suc-
cessful. But it is not completely precise.

The strict rules involve a limit. Calculus sneaks up on1=8 ande�8 just as it
sneaks up on0=0: Instead of swallowing an infinite region all at once, the formal
definitions push out to the limit:

DEFINITION

» 8
a

y.x/dxD lim
bÑ8» b

a

y.x/dx

» b�8y.x/dxD lim
aÑ�8» b

a

y.x/dx:

The conclusion is the same. The first examples converged to1;1;2: Now come two
more examples going out tobD8:

The area under1=x is infinite:

» 8
1

dx

x
D ln x

i8
1

D8 (1)

The area under1=xp is finite if p¡ 1 W

» 8
1

dx

xp
D
x1�p

1�p�81 D
1

p�1: (2)

The area under1=x is like 1C 1
2

C 1
3

C 1
4

C � � � , which is also infinite. In fact the sum
approximates the integral—the curved area is close to the rectangular area. They go
together (slowly to infinity).

A largerp brings the graph more quickly to zero. Figure 7.7a shows a finite area
1=.p�1/D 100:The region is still infinite, but we can cover it with strips cut out of
a square! The borderline for finite area ispD 1: I call it the borderline, butpD 1 is
strictly on the side of divergence.
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The borderline is alsopD 1whenthe function climbs they axis. At xD 0; the
graph ofyD 1=xp goes to infinity. ForpD 1; the area under1=x is again infinite.
But atxD 0 it is a smallp (meaningp  1) that produces finite area:» 1

0

dx

x
D ln x

i1

0
D8 » 1

0

dx

xp
D
x1�p

1�p�1

0

D
1

1�p if p  1: (3)

Loosely speaking “� ln 0D8:” Strictly speaking we integrate from the pointxD a

nearzero, to get
r 1

a
dx=xD� ln a: As a approaches zero, the area shows itself as

infinite. ForyD 1=x2; which blows up faster, the area�1=x�10 is again infinite.
For yD 1=

?
x; the area from0 to 1 is 2: In that casepD 1

2
: For pD 99=100

the area is1=.1�p/D 100: ApproachingpD 1 the borderline in Figure 7.7 seems
clear.But that cutoff is not as sharp as it looks.

Fig. 7.7 Graphs of1=xp on both sides ofpD 1: I drew the same curves!

Narrower borderlineUnder the graph of1=x; the area is infinite. When we divide
by ln x or .ln x/2; the borderline is somewhere in between. One has infinite area
(going out toxD8), the other area is finite:» 8

e

dx

x.ln x/
D ln.ln x/

i8
e

D8 » 8
e

dx

x.ln x/2
D � 1

ln x

�8
e

D 1: (4)

The first is
r
du=u with uD ln x: The logarithm ofln x does eventually make it to

infinity. At xD 1010; the logarithm is near23 and ln.ln x/ is near3: That is slow!
Even slower isln.ln.ln x// in Problem11: No function isexactlyon the borderline.

The second integral in equation(4) is convergent (to1). It is
r
du=u2 with uD

ln x: At first I wrote it with x going from zero to infinity. That gave an answer I
couldn’t believe: » 8

0

dx

x.ln x/2
D� 1

ln x

�8
0

D 0 .‹‹/

There must be a mistake, because we are integrating a positive function. The area
can’t be zero. It is true that1= ln b goes to zero asbÑ8: It is also true that1= ln a
goes to zero asaÑ 0: But there is another infinity in this integral. The trouble is at
xD 1; whereln x is zero and the area is infinite.

EXAMPLE 1 The factore�x overrides any powerxp (but only asxÑ8).
r 8

0
x50e�x dxD 50Š but

r 8
0
x�1e�x dxD8:

The first integral is.50/.49/.48/ � � �.1/: It comes from fifty integrations by parts (not
recommended). Changing50 to 1

2
; the integral defines “1

2
factorial:” The product
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1
2

�� 1
2

��� 3
2

� � � � has no way to stop, but somehow1
2
! is 1

2

?
�: See Problem28:

The integral
r 8

0
x0e�xdxD 1 is the reason behind “zero factorial”D 1: That seems

the most surprising of all.

The area undere�x=x is .�1/ŠD8: The factore�x is absolutely no help atxD
0: That is an example (the first of many) in which we do not know an antiderivative—
but still we get a decision. To integratee�x=x we need a computer. But to decide that
an improper integral is infinite (in this case) or finite (in other cases), we rely on the
following comparison test:

7C (Comparison test) Suppose that0¤u.x/¤ v.x/:Then the area underu.x/
is smaller than the area underv.x/:
r
u.x/dx 8 if

r
v.x/dx 8 if

r
u.x/dxD8 then

r
v.x/dxD8:

Comparison can decide if the area is finite. We don’t get the exact area, but we learn
about one function from the other. The trick is to construct a simple function (like
1=xp) which is on one side of the given function—and stays close to it:

EXAMPLE 2

» 8
1

dx

x2 C4x
converges by comparison with

» 8
1

dx

x2
D 1:

EXAMPLE 3

» 8
1

dx?
xC1

diverges by comparison with

» 8
1

dx

2
?
x

D8:
EXAMPLE 4

» 1

0

dx

x2 C4x
diverges by comparison with

» 1

0

dx

5x
D8:

EXAMPLE 5

» 1

0

dx?
xC1

converges by comparison with

» 1

0

dx

1
D 1:

In Examples 2 and 5, the integral on the right is larger than the integral on the left.
Removing4x and

?
x increased the area. Therefore the integrals on the left are

somewhere between0 and1:
In Examples 3 and 4, weincreasedthe denominators. The integrals on the right

are smaller, but still they diverge. So the integrals on the left diverge. The idea of
comparing functionsis seen in the next examples and Figure 7.8.

EXAMPLE 6

» 8
0

e�x2

dx is below

» 1

0

1 dxC

» 8
1

e�xdxD 1C1:

EXAMPLE 7

» e

1

dx

ln x
is above

» e

1

dx

x ln x
D8:

EXAMPLE 8

» 1

0

dx?
x�x2

is below

» 1

0

dx?
x

C

» 1

0

dx?
1�x D 2C2:
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Fig. 7.8 Comparing u.x/ to v.x/:
r e
1 dx= ln xD8 and

r 1
0 dx=

a
x�x2  4: But8�8¤ 0:

There are two situations not yet mentioned, and both are quite common. The first is
an integral all the way fromaD�8 to bD C8: That is split into two parts, and
each part must converge. By definition, the limits at�8 andC8 are keptsepa-
rate:» 8�8y.x/ dxD

» 0�8 y.x/ dxC

» 8
0

y.x/ dxD lim
aÑ�8» 0

a

y.x/ dxC lim
bÑ8» b

0

y.x/ dx:

The bell-shaped curveyD e�x2
covers a finite area (exactly

?
�). The region extends

to infinity in both directions, and the separate areas are1
2

?
�: But notice:

r 8�8 x dx is not defined even though
r b�b

x dxD 0 for everyb:

The area underyD x is C8 on one side of zero. The area is�8 on the other side.
We cannot accept8�8D 0. The two areas must be separately finite, and in this
case they are not.

EXAMPLE 9 1=x has balancing regions left and right ofxD 0:Compute
r 1�1

dx=x:

This integral does not exist. There is no answer, even for the region in Figure 7.8c.
(They are mirror images because1=x is an odd function.) You may feel that the
combined integral from�1 to 1 should be zero. Cauchy agreed with that—his
“principal value integral” is zero. But the rules say no:8�8 is not zero.

7.5 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

An improper integral
r b
a y.x/ dx has lower limit aD a or

upper limit bD b or y becomes c in the interval
a¤x¤ b: The example

r8
1 dx=x3 is improper because d .

We should study the limit of
r b
1 dx=x

3 as e . In practice
we work directly with�1

2x
�2�81 D f . Forp¡ 1 the improper

integral g is finite. For p  1 the improper integral
h is finite. ForyD e�x the integral from0 to8 is i .

Suppose0¤u.x/¤ v.x/ for all x: The convergence of j im-
plies the convergence of k . The divergence of

r
u.x/dx l

the divergence of
r
v.x/dx: From �8 to 8; the integral of

1=.ex Ce�x/ converges by comparison with m . Strictly
speaking we split .�8;8/ into ( n , 0) and (0; o ).
Changing to 1=.ex�e�x/ gives divergence, because p .
Also

r ��� dx=sinx diverges by comparison with q . The
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regions left and right of zero don’t cancel because8�8
is r .

Decide convergence or divergence in 1–16. Compute the
integrals that converge.

1
» 8

1

dx

xe 2
» 1

0

dx

x�

3
» 1

0

dx?
1�x

5
» 0�8 dx

x2 C1

7
» 1

0

ln x

x
dx

9
» e

0
ln x dx (by parts)

4
» 1

0

dx

1�x
6
» 1�1

dxa
1�x2

8
» 8�8 sinx dx

10
» 8

0
x e�xdx (by parts)

11
» 8

100

dx

x.ln x/.ln ln x/

13
» 8

0
cos2x dx

15
» 8

0

dx

xp

12
» 8�8 x dx

.x2�1/2
14

» �=2

0
tanx dx

16
» 8

0

ex dx

.ex�1/p
In 17–26, find a larger integral that converges or a smaller
integral that diverges.

17
» 8

1

dx

x6 C1

19
» 8

0

?
x dx

x2 C1

21
» 8

1
e�x sinx dx

23
» 8

0
e2xe�x2

dx

25
» 8

0

sin2 x

x2
dx

18
» 1

0

dx

x6 C1

20
» 1

0

e�xdx

1�x
22

» 8
1
x�xdx

24
» 1

0

?� ln x dx

26
» 8

1

�

1

x
� 1

1Cx

�

dx

27 If p¡ 0; integrate by parts to show that
r8
0 xp e�x dxDp

r8
0 xp�1e�x dx:

The first integral is the definition ofp! So the equation is
pŠD : In particular 0ŠD : Another notation for
p! is �.pC1/—using the gamma functionemphasizes thatp
need not be an integer.

28 Compute
�� 1

2

�

! by substitutingxDu2:

r8
0 x�1=2e�xdxD D

?
� (known):

Then apply Problem27 to find
�

1
2

�

!

29 Integrate
r8
0 x2 e�x2

dx by parts.

30 The beta functionB.m;n/D
r 1
0 xm�1.1�x/n�1dx is finite

whenm andn are greater than :

31 A perpetual annuity pays s dollars a year forever. With
continuous interest ratec; its present value isy0 D

r8
0 se�ctdt: To

receive $1000=year atcD 10%; you deposity0 D :

32 In a perpetual annuity that pays once a year, the present
value is y0 D s=aCs=a2 C � � �D : To receive $1000=year
at 10% (now aD 1:1) you again deposit y0 D :

Infinite sums are like improper integrals.

33 The work to move a satellite (massm) infinitely far from
the Earth (radiusR; massM ) is W D

r8
R GMm dx=x2: Evaluate

W: What escape velocityat liftoff gives an energy1
2mv

2
0 that

equalsW ?

34 The escape velocity for a black hole exceeds the speed of
light: v0¡ 3 �108 m=sec. The Earth hasGM D 4 �1014m3=sec2:
If it were compressed to radiusRD ; the Earth
would be a black hole.

35 Show how the area underyD 1=2x can be covered (draw
a graph) by rectangles of area1C 1

2 C 1
4 C � � �D 2: What is the

exact area fromxD 0 to xD8 ?

36 Explain this paradox:» b�b

x dx

1Cx2
D 0 for everyb but

» 8�8 x dx

1Cx2
diverges:

37 Compute the area betweenyD secx and yD tanx for
0¤x¤�=2: What is improper ?�38 Compute any of these integrals found by geniuses:»

x�1=2 dx

1Cx
D�

» 8
0

e�x�e�2x

x
dxD ln 2» 8

0
x e�x cosx dxD 0

» 8
0

cosx2dxD
a
�=8:

39 For whichp is
» 8

0

dx

xp Cx�p
D8 ?

40 Explain from Figure 7.6c why the red area is2; when
Figure 7.6a has red area1:



CHAPTER 8

Applications of the Integral

We are experts in one application of the integral—to find the areaunder a curve.
The curve is the graph ofyD v.x/; extending fromxD a at the left toxD b at the
right. The area between the curve and thex axis is the definite integral.

I think of that integral in the following way. The region is made up ofthin strips.
Their width isdx and their height isv.x/: The area of a strip isv.x/ timesdx:

The area of all the strips is
r b

a
v.x/ dx: Strictly speaking, the area of one strip is

meaningless—genuine rectangles have width�x:My point is that the picture of thin
strips gives the correct approach.

We know what function to integrate (from the picture). We also know how (from
this course or a calculator). The new applications to volume and length and surface
area cut up the region in new ways. Again the small pieces tell the story. In this
chapter,what to integrate is more important thanhow.

372
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8.1 Areas and Volumes by Slices

This section starts with areas between curves. Then it moves tovolumes, where the
strips becomeslices. We are weighing a loaf of bread by adding the weights of the
slices. The discussion is dominated by examples and figures—the theory is minimal.
The real problem is to set up the right integral. At the end we look at a different way
of cutting up volumes, into thin shells.All formulas are collected into final table.

Figure 8.1 showsthe area between two curves. The upper curve is the graph of
yD v.x/: The lower curve is the graph ofyDw.x/: The strip height isv.x/�
w.x/; from one curve down to the other. The width isdx (speaking informally again).
The total area is the integral of “top minus bottom”:

area between two curvesD
» b

a

h

v.x/�w.x/idx: (1)

EXAMPLE 1 The upper curve isyD 6x (straight line). The lower curve isyD 3x2

(parabola). The area lies between the points where those curves intersect.

To find the intersection points, solvev.x/Dw.x/ or 6xD 3x2:

Fig. 8.1 Area between curvesD integral ofv�w: Area in Example 2 starts withx¥ 0:
One crossing is atxD 0; the other is atxD 2: The area is an integral from0 to 2:

areaD
r b

a
.v�w/dxD

r 2

0
.6x�3x2/dxD 3x2�x3

i2

0
D 4:

EXAMPLE 2 Find the area between the circlevD
?
1�x2 and the45� linewD

x:

First question: Which area and what limits ? Start with the pie-shaped wedge in
Figure 8.1b. The area begins at they axis and ends where the circle meets the line.
At the intersection point we havev.x/Dw.x/:

from
a
1�x2 D x squaring gives1�x2 D x2 and then2x2 D 1:
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Thusx2 D 1
2
: Theendpoint is atxD 1=

?
2: Now integrate the strip heightv�w:» 1=

?
2

0

.
a
1�x2�x/dxD

1

2
sin�1xC

1

2
x
a
1�x2� 1

2
x2

�1=
?

2

0

D
1

2
sin�1

�

1?
2

�

C
1

4
� 1
4

D
1

2

�

�

4

�

:

The area is�=8 (one eighth of the circle). To integrate
?
1�x2 dx we apply the

techniques of Chapter 7: SetxD sin�; convert to
r

cos2� d� D 1
2
.�Csin � cos�/;

convert back using� D sin�1x: It is harder than expected, for a familiar shape.

Remark Suppose the problem is to find thewhole areabetween the circle and
the line. The figure showsvDw at two points, which arexD 1=

?
2 (already used)

and alsoxD�1=?2: Instead of starting atxD 0; which gave1
8

of acircle, we now
include the area to the left.

Main point:Integrating fromxD�1=?2 to xD 1=
?
2 will give the wrong an-

swer. It misses the part of the circle that bulges out over itself, at the far left. In that
part, the strips have height2v instead ofv�w: The figure is essential, to get the
correct area of this half-circle.

HORIZONTAL STRIPS INSTEAD OF VERTICAL STRIPS

There is more than one way to slice a region.Vertical slices givex integrals.
Horizontal slices givey integrals. We have a free choice, and sometimes they
integral is better.

Fig. 8.2 Vertical slices (xintegrals) vs. horizontal slices (y integrals).

Figure 8.2 shows a unit parallelogram, with base1 and height1: To find its area
from vertical slices, three separate integrals are necessary. You should see why! With

horizontal slices of length1 and thicknessdy; the area is just
r 1

0
dyD 1:

EXAMPLE 3 Find the area underyD ln x (or beyondxD ey) out toxD e:

Thex integral from vertical slices is in Figure 8.2c. They integral is in Figure 8.2d.
The area is a choice between two equal integrals (I personally would choosey):

r e

xD1
ln x dxD

h

x ln x�xie

1
D 1 or

r 1

yD0
.e�ey/ dyD

h

ey�ey
i1

0
D 1:
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VOLUMES BY SLICES

For the first time in this book, we now look atvolumes. The regions are
three-dimensional solids. There are three coordinatesx;y;z—and many ways to
cut up a solid.

Figure 8.3 shows one basic way—usingslices. The slices have thicknessdx; like
strips in the plane. Instead of the heighty of a strip, we now havethe areaA of a
cross-section. This area is different for different slices:A depends onx: The volume
of the slice is its area times its thickness:dV DA.x/dx: The volume of the whole
solid is the integral:

volumeD integral of area times thicknessD
r
A.x/ dx: (2)

Note An actual slice does not have the same area on both sides! Its thickness is
�x (notdx). Its volume is approximatelyA.x/�x (but not exactly). In the limit, the
thickness approaches zero and the sum of volumes approaches the integral.

For a cylinder all slices are the same. Figure 8.3b shows a cylinder—not circular.
The area is a fixed numberA; so integration is trivial.The volume isA timesh. The

Fig. 8.3 Cross-sections have areaA.x/: Volumes are
r
A.x/ dx:

letterh; which stands forheight, reminds us that the cylinder often stands on its end.
Then the slices are horizontal and they integral orz integral goes from0 to h:

When the cross-section is a circle, the cylinder has volume�r2h:

EXAMPLE 4 Thetriangular wedgein Figure 8.3b has constant cross-sections with
areaAD 1

2
.3/.4/D 6: The volume is6h:

EXAMPLE 5 For thetriangular pyramidin Figure 8.3c, the areaA.x/ drops from
6 to 0: It is a general rule for pyramids or cones that their volume has an extra factor
1
3

(compared to cylinders). The volume is now2h instead of6h: For a cone with base

area�r2; the volume is1
3
�r2h: Tapering the area to zero leaves only1

3
of the

volume.
Why the 1

3
? Triangles sliced from the pyramid have shorter sides. Starting from

3 and4; the side lengths3.1�x=h/ and4.1�x=h/ drop to zero atxD h: The area
is AD 6.1�x=h/2: Notice: The side lengths go down linearly, the area drops
quadratically. The factor1

3
really comes from integratingx2 to get 1

3
x3:» h

0

A.x/ dxD

» h

0

6

�

1� x
h

�2

dxD�2h �1� x
h

�3
#h

0

D 2h:
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EXAMPLE 6 A half-sphere of radiusR has known volume 1
2
.4

3
�R3/: Its

cross-sections aresemicircles. The key relation isx2 Cr2 DR2; for the right
triangle in Figure 8.4a. The area of the semicircle isAD 1

2
�r2 D 1

2
�.R2�x2/:

So we integrateA.x/:

volumeD
r R�R

A.x/ dxD 1
2
�.R2x� 1

3
x3/

iR�R
D 2

3
�R3:

EXAMPLE 7 Find the volume of the same half-sphere using horizontal slices
(Figure 8.4b). The sphere still has radiusR: The new right triangle givesy2 Cr2 D
R2: Since we have full circles the area is�r2 D�.R2�y2/:Notice that this isA.y/
notA.x/: But they integral starts at zero:

volumeD
r R

0
A.y/ dyD�.R2y� 1

3
y3/

iR

0
D 2

3
�R3 (as before):

Fig. 8.4 A half-sphere sliced vertically or horizontally. Washer area�f 2��g2:

SOLIDS OF REVOLUTION

Cones and spheres and circular cylinders are “solids of revolution.” Rotating a
horizontal line around thex axis gives a cylinder. Rotating a sloping line gives a
cone. Rotating a semicircle gives a sphere. If a circle is moved away from the axis,
rotation produces a torus (a doughnut). The rotation of any curveyD f .x/ produces
asolid of revolution.

The volume of that solid is made easier becauseevery cross-section is a circle.
All slices are pancakes (or pizzas). Rotating the curveyD f .x/ around thex axis
gives disks of radiusy; so the area isAD�y2 D�Œf .x/�2: We add the slices:

volume of solid of revolutionD
» b

a

�y2 dxD

» b

a

� Œf .x/�2dx:

EXAMPLE 8 Rotating yD
?
x with AD�.

?
x2/2 produces a “headlight”

(Figure 8.5a):

volume of headlightD
r 2

0
AdxD

r 2

0
�x dxD 1

2
�x2

i2

0
D 2�:

If the same curve is rotated around they axis, it makes a champagne glass.The slices
are horizontal. The area of a slice is�x2 not�y2: WhenyD

?
x this area is�y4:

Integrating fromyD 0 to
?
2 gives the champagne volume�.

?
2/5=5:

revolution around they axisW volumeD

»
�x2 dy:
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EXAMPLE 9 The headlight has a hole down the center (Figure 8.5b). VolumeD ?

The hole has radius1: All of the
?
x solid is removed, up to the point where

?
x

reaches1: After that, fromxD 1 to xD 2; each cross-section is a disk with a hole.
The disk has radiusf D

?
x and the hole has radiusgD 1: The slice is a flat ring

or a “washer.” Its area is the full disk minus the area of the hole:

area of washerD�f 2��g2 D�.
?
x/2��.1/2 D�x��:

This is the areaA.x/ in themethod of washers. Its integral is the volume:

r 2

1
AdxD

r 2

1
.�x��/ dxD

h

1
2
�x2��xi2

1
D 1

2
�:

Please notice:The washer area is not�.f �g/2. It isAD�f 2��g2:

Fig. 8.5 yD
?
x revolved;yD 1 revolved inside it; circle revolved to give torus.

EXAMPLE 10 (Doughnut sliced into washers) Rotate a circle of radiusa around
thex axis. The center of the circle stays out at a distanceb¡ a: Show that the volume
of the doughnut (or torus) is2�2a2b:

The outside half of the circle rotates to give the outside of the doughnut. The inside
half gives the hole. The biggest slice (through the center plane) has outer radiusbCa
and inner radiusb�a:

Shifting over byx; the outer radius isf D bC
?
a2�x2 and the inner radius is

gD b�?a2�x2: Figure 8.5c shows a slice (a washer) with area�f 2��g2:

areaAD�.bC
a
a2�x2/2��.b�aa2�x2/2 D 4�b

a
a2�x2:

Now integrate over the washers to find the volume of the doughnut:

r a�a
A.x/ dxD 4�b

r a�a

?
a2�x2 dxD .4�b/.1

2
�a2/D 2�2a2b:

That integral1
2
�a2 is the area of a semicircle. When we setxD a sin� the area isr

a2 cos2� d�: Not for the last time do we meetcos2�:
The hardest part is visualizing the washers, because a doughnut usually breaks the

other way. A better description is abagel, sliced the long way to be buttered.
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VOLUMES BY CYLINDRICAL SHELLS

Finally we look at a different way of cutting up a solid of revolution. So far it was
cut into slices. The slices were perpendicular to the axis of revolution. Now the cuts
areparallel to the axis, and each piece is athin cylindrical shell. The new formula
gives the same volume, but the integral to be computed might be easier.

Figure 8.6a shows a solid cone. A shell is inside it. The inner radius isx and the
outer radius isxCdx: The shell is an outer cylinder minus an inner cylinder:

shell volume�.xCdx/2h��x2hD�x2hC2�x.dx/hC�.dx/2h��x2h:
(3)

The term that matters is2�x.dx/h: The shell volume is essentially2�x (the dis-
tance around)timesdx (the thickness)timesh (the height). The volume of the solid
comes from putting together the thin shells:

solid volumeD integral of shell volumesD
»
2�xh dx: (4)

This is the central formula of the shell method. The rest is examples.

Remark on this volume formulaIt is completely typical of integration that.dx/2

and .�x/2 disappear. The reason is this. The number of shells grows like1=�x:
Terms of order.�x/2 add up to a volume of order�x (approaching zero).The
linear term involving�x or dx is the one to get right. Its limit gives the integralr
2�xh dx: The key is to build the solid out of shells—and to find the area or volume

of each piece.

EXAMPLE 11 Find the volume of a cone (base area�r2; heightb) cut into shells.

A tall shell at the center hash nearb: A short shell at the outside hash near zero.
In between the shell heighth decreases linearly, reaching zero atxD r: The height
in Figure 8.6a ishD b�bx=r: Integrating over all shells gives the volume of the
cone (with the expected1

3
):» r

0

2�x

�

b�b x
r

�

dxD

�

�x2b� 2�x3b

3r

�r

0

D
1

3
�r2b:

Fig. 8.6 Shells of volume2�xh dx inside cone, sphere with hole, and paraboloid.
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EXAMPLE 12 Bore a hole of radiusa through a sphere of radiusb¡ a:
The hole removes all points out toxD a; where the shells begin. The height of the
shell ishD 2

?
b2�x2: (The key is the right triangle in Figure 8.6b. The height

upward is
?
b2�x2—this is half the height of the shell.) Therefore the sphere-with-

hole has
volumeD

r b

a
2�xh dxD

r b

a
4�x

?
b2�x2 dx:

With uD b2�x2 we almost seedu: Multiplying duD�2x dx is an extra factor�2� :
volumeD�2� r ?

u duD�2��2
3
u3=2

�

:

We can find limits onu; or we can put backuD b2�x2:

volumeD�4�
3
.b2�x2/3=2

�b

a

D
4�

3
.b2�a2/3=2:

If aD b (the hole is as big as the sphere) this volume is zero. IfaD 0 (no hole) we
have4�b3=3 for the complete sphere.

Question What if the sphere-with-hole is cut into slices instead of shells?
Answer Horizontal slices are washers (Problem66). Vertical slices are not good.

EXAMPLE 13 Rotate the parabolayD x2 around they axis to form a bowl.

We go out toxD
?
2 (and up toyD 2). The shells in Figure 8.6c have height

hD 2�x2: The bowl (or paraboloid) is the same as the headlight in Example 8,
but we have shells not slices:» ?

2

0

2�x.2�x2/ dxD 2�x2� 2�x4

4

�

?
2

0

D 2�:

TABLE
OF

AREAS
AND

VOLUMES

area between curves: AD
r
.v.x/�w.x// dx

solid volume cut into slices: V D
r
A.x/ dx or

r
A.y/ dy

solid of revolution: cross-sectionAD�y2 or �x2

solid with hole: washer areaAD�f 2��g2

solid of revolution cut into shells: V D
r
2�xh dx:

Which to use, slices or shells? Start with a vertical line going up toyD cosx:
Rotating the line around thex axis produces aslice (a circular disk). The radius is
cosx: Rotating the line around they axis produces ashell(the outside of a cylinder).
The height iscosx: See Figure 8.7 for the slice and the shell. For volumes we just
integrate� cos2x dx (the slice volume) or2�x cosx dx (the shell volume).

This is the normal choice—slices through thex axis and shells around they
axis. ThenyD f .x/ gives the disk radius and the shell height. The slice is a washer
instead of a disk if there is also an inner radiusg.x/: No problem—just integrate
small volumes.

What if you use slices for rotation around they axis ? The disks are in Figure 8.7b,
andtheir radius isx: This isxD cos�1y in the example. It isxD f �1.y/ in gen-
eral. You have to solveyD f .x/ to findx in terms ofy: Similarly for shells around
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thex axis: Thelength of the shell isxD f �1.y/: Integrating may be difficult or
impossible.

WhenyD cosx is rotated around thex axis, here are the choices for volume:

(good by slices)
r
� cos2x dx (bad by shells)

r
2�y cos�1y dy:

Fig. 8.7 Slices throughx axis and shells aroundy axis (good). The opposite way needsf �1.y/:

8.1 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

The area betweenyD x3 and yD x4 equals the integral of
a . If the region ends where the curves intersect, we find

the limits on x by solving b . Then the area equals c .
When the area betweenyD

?
x and the y axis is sliced

horizontally, the integral to compute is d .

In three dimensions the volume of a slice is its thickness
dx times its e . If the cross-sections are squares of side
1�x; the volume comes from

r
f . From xD 0 to xD 1;

this gives the volume g of a square h . If the cross-
sections are circles of radius1�x; the volume comes fromr

i . This gives the volume j of a circular k .

For a solid of revolution, the cross-sections are l .
Rotating the graph ofyD f .x/ around thex axis gives a solid
volume

r
m . Rotating around they axis leads to

r
n .

Rotating the area betweenyD f .x/ and yDg.x/ around thex
axis, the slices look like o . Their areas are p so the
volume is

r
q .

Another method is to cut the solid into thin cylindrical
r . Revolving the area underyD f .x/ around they axis,

a shell has height s and thicknessdx and volume t .
The total volume is

r
u .

Find where the curves in 1–12 intersect, draw rough graphs, and
compute the area between them.

1 yD x2�3 andyD 1

3 y2 D x andxD 9

5 yD x4�2x2 andyD 2x2

2 yD x2�2 andyD 0

4 y2 D x andxD yC2

6 xD y5 andyD x4

7 yD x2 andyD�x2 C18x

8 yD 1=x andyD 1=x2 andxD 3

9 yD cosx andyD cos2x

10 yD sin�x and yD 2x andxD 0

11 yD ex andyD e2x�1 andxD 0

12 yD e andyD ex and yD e�x

13 Find the area inside the three linesyD 4�x;yD 3x; and
yD x:

14 Find the area bounded byyD 12�x;y D
?
x; andyD 1:

15 Does the parabolayD 1�x2 out to xD 1 sit inside or
outside the unit circlex2 Cy2 D 1 ? Find the area of the “skin” be-
tween them.

16 Find the area of the largest triangle with base on thex axis
that fits (a) inside the unit circle (b) inside that parabola.

17 Rotate the ellipsex2=a2 Cy2=b2 D 1 around thex axis to
find the volume of a football. What is the volume around they
axis ? If aD 2 and bD 1; locate a point.x;y;z/ that is in one
football but not the other.

18 What is the volume of the loaf of bread which comes from
rotating yD sinx.0¤x¤�/ around thex axis ?

19 What is the volume of the flying saucer that comes from
rotating yD sinx.0¤x¤�/ around they axis ?

20 What is the volume of the galaxy that comes from rotating
yD sinx.0¤x¤�) around thex axis and then rotating the whole
thing around they axis ?

Draw the region bounded by the curves in 21–28. Find the
volume when the region is rotated (a) around thex axis (b)
around the y axis.

21 xCyD 8; xD 0;yD 0

22 y�ex D 1; xD 1;yD 0; xD 0

23 yD x4;yD 1; xD 0
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24 yD sinx;yD cosx; xD 0

25 xyD 1; xD 2;yD 3

26 x2�y2 D 9; xCyD 9 (rotate the region wherey¥ 0)
27 x2 D y3; x3 D y2

28 .x�2/2 C.y�1/2 D 1

In 29–34 find the volume and draw a typical slice.

29 A cap of heighth is cut off the top of a sphere of radiusR: Slice
the sphere horizontally starting atyDR�h:
30 A pyramid P has height 6 and square base of side2: Its
volume is1

3 .6/.2/
2 D 8:

(a) Find the volume up to height3 by horizontal slices.
What is the length of a side at heighty ?
(b) Recompute by removing a smaller pyramid fromP:

31 The base is a disk of radiusa: Slices perpendicular to the
base are squares.

32 The base is the region under the parabolayD 1�x2:

Slices perpendicular to thex axis are squares.

33 The base is the region under the parabolayD 1�x2:

Slices perpendicular to they axis are squares.

34 The base is the triangle with corners.0;0/; .1;0/; .0;1/:
Slices perpendicular to thex axis are semicircles.

35 Cavalieri’s principle for areas: If two regions have strips
of equal length, then the regions have the same area. Draw a
parallelogram and a curved region, both with the same strips
as the unit square. Why are the areas equal ?

36 Cavalieri’s principle for volumes: If two solids have slices
of equal area, the solids have the same volume. Find the
volume of the tilted cylinder in the figure.

37 Draw another region with the same slice areas as the
tilted cylinder. When all areasA.x/ are the same, the volumesr

are the same.

38 Find the volume common to two circular cylinders of radiusa:
Oneeighth of the region is shown (axes are perpendicular and hori-
zontal slices are squares).

39 A wedge is cut out of a cylindrical tree (see figure). One
cut is along the ground to thex axis. The second cut is at
angle�; also stopping at thex axis.

(a) The curveC is part of a (circle) (ellipse) (parabola).

(b) The height of pointP in terms ofx is .

(c) The areaA.x/ of the triangular slice is .

(d) The volume of the wedge is .

40 The same wedge is sliced perpendicular to they axis.

(a) The slices are now (triangles) (rectangles) (curved).
(b) The slice area is (slice heighty tan �).

(c) The volume of the wedge is the integral .

(d) Change the radius from1 to r: The volume is
multiplied by .

41 A cylinder of radius r and height h is half full of water.
Tilt it so the water just covers the base.

(a) Find the volume of water by common sense.

(b) Slices perpendicular to thex axis are (rectangles)
(trapezoids) (curved). I had to tilt an actual glass.�42 Find the area of a slice in Problem41: (The tilt angle has

tan� D 2h=r:) Integrate to find the volume of water.

The slices in 43–46 are washers. Find the slice area and vol-
ume.

43 The rectangle with sidesxD 1; xD 3; yD 2; yD 5 is rotated
around thex axis.

44 The same rectangle is rotated around they axis.

45 The same rectangle is rotated around the lineyD 1:

46 Draw the triangle with corners.1;0/; .1;1/; .0;1/: After ro-
tation around thex axis, describe the solid and find its
volume.

47 Bore a hole of radiusa down the axis of a cone and
through the base of radiusb: If it is a 45� cone (height also
b), what volume is left ? CheckaD 0 andaD b:

48 Find the volume common to two spheres of radiusr if
their centers are2.r�h/ apart. Use Problem29 on spherical
caps.

49 (Shells vs. disks) RotateyD 3�x around thex axis from
xD 0 to xD 2: Write down the volume integral by disks and
then by shells.

50 (Shells vs. disks) RotateyD x3 around the y axis from
yD 0 to yD 8: Write down the volume integral by shells and
disks and compute both ways.
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51 Yogurt comes in a solid of revolution. Rotate the line
yDmx around the y axis to find the volume betweenyD a

andyD b:

52 SupposeyD f .x/ decreases fromf .0/D b to f .1/D 0: The
curve is rotated around they axis.Compare shells to disks:

r 1
0 2�xf .x/dxD

r b
0 �.f �1.Y //2dy:

SubstituteyD f .x/ in the second. Also substitutedyD f 1.x/dx:
Integrate by parts to reach the first.

53 If a roll of paper with inner radius2 cm and outer radius
10 cm has about10 thicknesses per centimeter, approximately
how long is the paper when unrolled ?

54 Find the approximate volume of your brain. OK to include
everything above your eyes (skull too).

Use shells to find the volumes in 55–63. The rotated regions lie
between the curve andx axis.

55 yD 1�x2; 0¤ x¤ 1 (around they axis)

56 yD 1=x; 1¤x¤ 100 (around they axis)

57 yD
a
1�x2; 0¤x¤ 1 (around either axis)

58 yD 1=.1Cx2/; 0¤x¤ 3 (around they axis)

59 yD sin.x2/; 0¤x¤?� (around they axis)

60 yD 1=
a
1�x2; 0¤x¤ 1 (around they axis)

61 yD x2; 0¤x¤ 2 (around thex axis)

62 yD ex; 0¤x¤ 1 (around thex axis)

63 yD ln x; 1¤x¤ e (around thex axis)

64 The region betweenyD x2 andyD x is revolved around they
axis. (a) Find the volume by cutting into shells. (b) Find the volume
by slicing into washers.

65 The region betweenyDf .x/ and yD 1Cf .x/ is rotated
around they axis. The shells have height . The volume out to
xD a is . It equals the volume of a because the shells
are the same.

66 A horizontal slice of the sphere-with-hole in Figure 8.6b is a
washer. Its area is�x2��a2 D�.b2�y2�a2/:

(a) Find the upper limit ony (the top of the hole).

(b) Integrate the area to verify the volume in Example12:

67 If the hole in the sphere has length2; show that the volume is
4�=3 regardless of the radiia andb:�68 An upright cylinder of radiusr is sliced by two parallel planes
at anglę : One is a heighth above the other.

(a) Draw a picture to show that the volume between the planes
is �r2h:

(b) Tilt the picture by̨ ; so the base and top are flat. What is
the shape of the base ? What is its areaA ? What is the height
H of the tilted cylinder ?

69 True or false, with a reason.

(a) A cube can only be sliced into squares.

(b) A cube cannot be cut into cylindrical shells.

(c) The washer with radiir andR has area�.R�r/2:
(d) The planewD 1

2 slices a3-dimensional sphere out of a4-
dimensional spherex2 Cy2 Cz2 Cw2 D 1:
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8.2 Length of a Plane Curve

The graph ofyD x3=2 is a curve in thex-y plane.How long is that curve? A
definite integral needs endpoints, and we specifyxD 0 andxD 4: The first problem
is to know what “length function” to integrate.

The distance along a curve is thearc length. To set up an integral, we break the
problem into small pieces. Roughly speaking,small pieces of a smooth curve are
nearly straight. We know the exact length�s of a straight piece, and Figure 8.8
shows how it comes close to a curved piece.

.�s/2 D .�x/2 C .�y/2

.ds/2 D .dx/2 C

�

dy

dx

�2

.dx/2

dsD
a
1C.dy=dx/2 dx

Fig. 8.8 Length�s of short straight segment. Lengthds of very short curved segment.

Here is the unofficial reasoning that gives the length of the curve. A straight piece
has.�s/2 D .�x/2 C .�y/2: Within that right triangle, the height�y is the slope
.�y=�x/ times�x: This secant slope is close to the slope of the curve. Thus�y is
approximately.dy=dx/ �x:

�s�a.�x/2 C .dy=dx/2.�x/2 D
a
1C .dy=dx/2�x: (1)

Now add these pieces and make them smaller. The infinitesimal triangle has
.ds/2 D .dx/2 C .dy/2: Think of ds as

a
1C .dy=dx/2 dx and integrate:

length of curveD

»
dsD

» a
1C .dy=dx/2 dx: (2)

EXAMPLE 1 KeepyD x3=2 and dy=dxD 3
2
x1=2: Watch out for3

2
and 9

4
:

lengthD
r 4

0

b
1C 9

4
x dxD

�

2
3

��

4
9

��

1C 9
4
x
�3=2

i4

0
D 8

27
.103=2�13=2/: (3)

This answer is just above9: A straight line from.0;0/ to .4;8/ has exact length?
80:Note42 C82 D 80:Since

?
80 is just below9; the curve is surprisingly straight.

You may not approve of those numbers (or the reasoning behind them). We can fix
the reasoning, but nothing can be done about the numbers. This exampleyD x3=2

had to be chosen carefully to make the integration possible at all. The length integral
is difficult because of the square root. In most cases we integrate numerically.

EXAMPLE 2 The straight lineyD 2x from xD 0 to xD 4 hasdy=dxD 2:

length D
r 4

0

?
1C4 dxD 4

?
5D

?
80 as be-fore (just checking):

Wereturn briefly to the reasoning. The curve is the graph ofyD f .x/: Each piece
contains at least one point where secant slope equals tangent slope:�y=�xD f 1.c/:
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The Mean Value Theorem applies when the slope is continuous—thisis required for
a smooth curve. The straight length�s is exactly

a
.�x/2 C .f 1.c/�x/2: Adding

then pieces gives the length of the broken line (close to the curve):

n
X

1

�si D

n
X

1

a
1C Œf 1.ci/�2�xi :

As nÑ8 and�xmaxÑ 0 this approaches the integral that gives arc length.

8A The length of the curveyD f .x/ fromxD a to xD 6 is

sD
r
dsD

r b

a

a
1C Œf 1.x/�2 dxD

r b

a

a
1C .dy=dx/2 dx: (4)

EXAMPLE 3 Find the length of the first quarter of the circleyD
?
1�x2:

Heredy=dxD�x=?1�x2: From Figure 8.9a, the integral goes fromxD 0 to
xD 1:

lengthD

» 1

0

a
1C .dy=dx/2 dxD

» 1

0


1C

x2

1�x2
dxD

» 1

0

dx?
1�x2

:

The antiderivative issin�1x: It equals�=2 atxD 1: This length�=2 is a quarter of
the full circumference2�:

EXAMPLE 4 Compute the distance around a quarter of theellipsey2 C2x2 D 2:

The equation isyD
?
2�2x2 and the slope isdy=dxD�2x=?2�2x2: So

r
ds

is » 1

0


1C

4x2

2�2x2
dxD

» 1

0


2C2x2

2�2x2
dxD

» 1

0


1Cx2

1�x2
dx: (5)

That integral can’t be done in closed form.The length of an ellipse can only be
computed numerically. The denominator is zero atxD 1, so a blind application of
the trapezoidal rule or Simpson’s rule would givelengthD8: The midpoint rule
giveslengthD 1:91 with thousands of intervals.

Fig. 8.9 Circle and ellipse, directly byyD f .x/ or parametrically byx.t/ andy.t/:
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LENGTH OF A CURVE FROM PARAMETRIC EQUATIONS: x.f / AND y.f /

We have met the unit circle in two forms. One isx2 Cy2 D 1: Theother isxD cost ,
yD sin t: Sincecos2tCsin2t D 1, this point goes around the correct circle. One
advantage of the “parameter” t is to give extra information—it tellswherethe point
is and alsowhen. In Chapter 1, the parameter was the time and also the angle—
because we moved around the circle with speed1:

Using t is a natural way to give the position of a particle or a spacecraft. We can
recover the velocity if we knowx andy at every timet: An equationyD f .x/ tells
the shape of the path, not the speed along it.

Chapter 12 deals with parametric equations for curves. Here we concentrate on
the path length—which allows you to see the idea of a parametert without too
much detail. We givex as a function oft andy as a function oft: The curve is still
approximated by straight pieces, and each piece has.�s/2 D .�x/2 C .�y/2: But
instead of using�y� .dy=dx/�x; we approximate�x and�y separately:

�x� .dx=dt/�t; �y� .dy=dt/�t; �s�a.dx=dt/2 C .dy=dt/2�t:

8B The length of a parametric curve is an integral with respect tot :

r
dsD

r
.ds=dt/ dt D

r a
.dx=dt/2 C .dy=dt/2 dt: (6)

EXAMPLE 5 Find the length of the quarter-circle usingxD cost and yD sin t :» �=2

0

a
.dx=dt/2 C .dy=dt/2 dt D

» �=2

0

a
sin2tCcos2t dt D

» �=2

0

dt D
�

2
:

The integral is simpler than1=
?
1�x2, and there is one new advantage.We can

integrate around a whole circle with no trouble. Parametric equations allow a path
to close up or even cross itself. The timet keeps going and the point.x.t/;y.t//
keeps moving. In contrast, curvesyD f .x/ are limited to oney for eachx:

EXAMPLE 6 Find the length of the quarter-ellipse:xD cost and yD
?
2sin t :

On this pathy2 C2x2 is 2 sin2tC2cos2t D 2 (same ellipse). Thenon-parametric
equationyD

?
2�2x2 comes from eliminatingt: We keept :

lengthD

» �=2

0

a
.dx=dt/2 C .dy=dt/2 dt D

» �=2

0

a
sin2tC2 cos2t dt: (7)

This integral(7) must equal(5). If one cannot be done, neither can the other. They
are related byxD cost , but (7) does not blow up at the endpoints. The trapezoidal
rule gives1:9101with less than100 intervals. Section 5.8 mentioned that calculators
automaticallydo a substitution that makes(5) more like(7).

EXAMPLE 7 The pathxD t2, yD t3 goes from .0;0/ to .4;8/: Stop att D 2:

To find this path without the parametert , first solve fort D x1=2: Then substitute
into the equation foryWyD t3 D x3=2: The non-parametric form(with t elimi-
nated)is the same curveyD x3=2 as in Example1.

The length from thet -integral equals the length from thex-integral. This is
Problem 22.
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EXAMPLE 8 Special choice of parameter: t is x: The curve becomesxD t ,
yD t3=2:

If xD t then dx=dt D 1: The square root in(6) is the same as the square root
in (4). Thus the non-parametric formyD f .x/ is a special case of the parametric
form—just taket D x:

ComparexD t , yD t3=2 with xD t2, yD t3: Same curve, same length, differ-
ent speed.

EXAMPLE 9 Define “speed” by
short distance

short time
D
ds

dt
: It is

d
�

dx

dt

�2

C

�

dy

dt

�2

:

When a ball is thrown straight upward,dx=dt is zero. But the speed is notdy=dt:
It is |dy=dt |: The speed is positive downward as well as upward.

8.2 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

The length of a straight segment (�x across, �y up) is
�sD a . Between two points of the graph ofy.x/;�y is
approximatelydy=dx times b . The length of that piece
is approximately

a
.�x/2 C c . An infinitesimal piece of

the curve has lengthdsD d . Then the arc length integral
is

r
e .

For yD 4�x from xD 0 to xD 3 the arc length isr
f D g . ForyD x3 the arc length integral is h .

The curvexD cost; yD sin t is the same as i . The length

of a curve given byx.t/; y.t/ is
r b

j dt: For example

xD cos t , yD sin t from t D�=3 to t D�=2 has length k .
The speed is ds=dt D l . For the special casexD t;

yD f .t/ the length formula goes back to
r ?

m dx:

Find the lengths of the curves in Problems 1�8.

1 yD x3=2 from .0;0/ to .1;1/

2 yD x2=3 from .0;0/ to .1;1/ (compare with Problem1 or put
uD 4

9 Cx2=3 in the length integral)

3 yD 1
3 .x

2 C2/3=2 from xD 0 to xD 1

4 yD 1
3 .x

2�2/3=2 from xD 2 to xD 4

5 yD
x3

3
C
1

4x
from xD 1 to xD 3

6 yD
x4

4
C

1

8x2
from xD 1 to xD 2

7 yD 2
3x

3=2� 1
2x

1=2 fromxD 1 to xD 4

8 yD x2 from .0;0/ to .1;1/

9 The curve given byxD cos3t , yD sin3t is an astroid
(a hypocycloid). Its non-parametric form isx2=3 Cy2=3 D 1:

Sketch the curve fromt D 0 to t D�=2 and find its length.

10 Find the length fromt D 0 to t D� of the curve given by
xD costCsin t; yD cost�sin t: Show that the curve is a circle (of
what radius ? ).

11 Find the length fromt D 0 to t D�=2 of the curve given by
xD cost; yD t�sin t:

12 What integral gives the length of Archimedes’ spiral
xD t cost; yD t sin t ?

13 Find the distance traveled in the first second (tot D 1) if
xD 1

2 t
2; yD 1

3 .2tC1/
3=2:

14 xD .1� 1
2 cos 2t/cos t and yD .1C 1

2 cos 2t/sin t lead to
4.1�x2�y2/3 D 27.x2�y2/2: Find the arc length fromt D 0 to
�=4:

Find the arc lengths in 15�18 by numerical integration.

15 One arch ofyD sinx, fromxD 0 to xD�:

16 yD ex from xD 0 to xD 1:

17 yD lnx from xD 1 to xD e:

18 xD cost;yD 3 sin t;0¤ x¤ 2�:
19 Draw a rough picture ofyD x10:Without computing the length
of yD xn from .0;0/ to .1;1/, find the limit asnÑ8:
20 Which is longer between.1;1/ and .2; 1

2 /, the hyperbola
yD 1=x or the graph ofxC2y D 3 ?

21 Find the speedds=dt on the circlexD 2 cos3t;yD 2sin3t:

22 Examples1 and7 wereyD x3=2 andxD t2, yD t3:

lengthD
r 4
0

b
1C 9

4x dx; lengthD
r 2
0

?
4t2 C9t4 dt:

Show by substitutingxD that these integrals agree.
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23 Instead ofyD f .x/ a curve can be given asxDg.y/: Then

dsD

b
.dx/2 C.dy/2 D

b
.dx=dy/2 C1 dy:

DrawxD 5y from yD 0 to yD 1 and find its length.

24 The length of xD y3=2 from .0;0/ to .1;1/ is
r
dsD

r b
9
4yC1 dy: Compare with Problem1 W Same length ?

Same curve ?

25 Find the length ofxD 1
2 .e

y Ce�y/ from yD�1 to yD 1 and
draw the curve.

26 The length ofxDg.y/ is a special case of equation (6) with
yD t andxDg.t/: The length integral becomes .

27 Plot the point xD 3 cost; yD 4 sin t at the five times
t D 0, �=2, �, 3�=2, 2�: The equation of the curve is
.x=3/2 C.y=4/2 D 1, not a circle but an . This curve
cannot be written asyDf .x/ because .

28 (a) Find the length ofxD cos2 t , yD sin2 t , 0¤y¤�:
(b) Why does this path stay on the linexCyD 1 ?
(c) Why isn’t the path length equal to

?
2 ?

29 (important) The lineyD x is close to a staircase of pieces
that gostraight across or straight up. With 100 pieces of length
�xD 1=100 or �yD 1=100, find the length of carpet on the

staircase. (The length of the45� line is
?
2: The staircase can be

close when its length is not close.)

30 The area of an ellipse is�ab: The area of a strip around
it (width �) is �.aC�/.bC�/��ab ��.aCb/�: The dis-
tance around the ellipse seems to be�.aCb/: But this distance
is impossible to find—what is wrong ?

31 The pointxD cost , yD sin t , zD t moves on aspace curve.

(a) In three-dimensional space.ds/2 equals.dx/2 C :

In equation (6),ds is now dt:

(b) This particular curve hasdsD : Find its length from
t D 0 to t D 2�:

(c) Describe the curve and its shadow in thexy plane.

32 Explain in 50 words the difference between a non-
parametric equationyD f .x/ and two parametric equations
xD x.t/, yD y.t/:

33 Write down the integral for the lengthL of yD x2 from .0;0/

to .1;1/: Show thatyD 1
2x

2 from .0;0/ to .2;2/ is exactly twice as
long. If possible give a reason using the graphs.

34 (for professors) Compare the lengths of the parabolayD x2

and the line yD bx from .0;0/ to .b;b2/: Does the difference
approach a limit asbÑ8 ?
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8.3 Area of a Surface of Revolution

This section starts by constructing surfaces.A curveyD f .x/ is revolved around
an axis. That produces a “surface of revolution,” which is symmetric around the
axis. If we revolve a sloping line, the result is a cone. When the line is parallel to the
axis we get a cylinder (a pipe). By revolving a curve we might get a lamp or a lamp
shade (or even the light bulb).

Section 8.1 computed the volume inside that surface.This section computes the
surface area. Previously we cut the solid into slices or shells. Now we need a good
way to cut up the surface.

The key idea isto revolve short straight line segments. Their slope is�y=�x:
They can be the same pieces of length�s that were used to find length—now we
compute area. When revolved, a straight piece produces a “thin band” (Figure 8.10).
The curved surface, from revolvingyD f .x/, is close to the bands. The first step is
to computethe surface area of a band.

A small comment: Curved surfaces can also be cut into tiny patches. Each patch
is nearly flat, like a little square. The sum of those patches leads to a double integral
(with dx dy). Here the integral stays one-dimensional (dx or dy or dt ). Surfaces of
revolution are special—we approximate them by bands that go all the way around.
A band is just a belt with a slope, and its slope has an effect on its area.

Fig. 8.10 Revolving a straight piece and a curve around they axisandx axis.

Revolve a small straight piece (length�s not�x). The center of the piece goes
around a circle of radiusr: The band isa slice of a cone. When we flatten it out
(Problems11�13) we discover its area. The area is theside length�s times the
middle circumference2�r :

The surface area of a band is2�r�sD 2�r
a
1C .�y=�x/2�x:

For revolution around they axis, the radius isr D x: For revolution around the
x axis, the radius is the height:r D yD f .x/: Figure 8.10 shows both bands—the
problem tells us which to use. The sum of band areas2�r �s is close to the areaS
of the curved surface. In the limit we integrate2�r ds:

8C The surface area generated by revolving the curveyD f .x/ betweenxD a
andxD b is

S D
r b

a
2�y

a
1C .dy=dx/2 dx around thex axis .r D y/ (1)

S D
r b

a
2�x

a
1C .dy=dx/2 dx around they axis .r D x/: (2)
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EXAMPLE 1 Revolve a complete semicircleyD
?
R2�x2 around thex axis.

The surface of revolution is asphere. Its area (known!) is4�R2: The limits onx are�R andR: The slope ofyD
?
R2�x2 is dy=dxD�x=?R2�x2:

areaS D

» R�R

2�
a
R2�x2


1C

x2

R2�x2
dxD

» R�R

2�R dxD 4�R2:

EXAMPLE 2 Revolve a piece of the straight lineyD 2x around thex axis.

The surface is aconewith .dy=dx/2 D 4: The band fromxD 0 to xD 1 has area
2�
?
5:

S D
r
2�y dsD

r 1

0
2�.2x/

?
1C4 dxD 2�

?
5:

This answer must agree with the formula2�r �s (which it came from). The line
from .0;0/ to .1;2/ has length�sD

?
5: Its mid-point is.1

2
;1/: Around thex axis,

the middle radius isr D 1 and the area is2�
?
5:

EXAMPLE 3 Revolve the same straight line segment around they axis. Now the
radius isx instead ofyD 2x: The area in Example 2 is cut in half:

S D
r
2�x dsD

r 1

0
2�x

?
1C4 dxD�

?
5:

For surfaces as for arc length, only a few examples have convenient answers.
Watermelons and basketballs and light bulbs are in the exercises. Rather than
stretching out this section, we give a final area formula and show how to use it.

The formula applies when there is aparametert: Instead of.x;f .x// the points on
the curve are.x.t/;y.t//: As t varies, we move along the curve. The length formula
.ds/2 D .dx/2 C .dy/2 is expressedin terms oft .

For the surface of revolution around thex axis, the area becomes at -integral:

8D The surface area is
r
2�y dsD

r
2�y.t/

a
.dx=dt/2 C .dy=dt/2 dt: (3)

EXAMPLE 4 The point xD cost;yD 5Csin t travels on a circle with center at
.0;5/: Revolving that circle around thex axis produces a doughnut. Find its surface
area.

Solution .dx=dt/2 C .dy=dt/2 D sin2 tCcos2 t D 1: The circle is complete at
t D 2� :r

2�y dsD
r 2�

0
2�.5Csin t/dt D

h

2�.5t�cost/
i2�

0
D 20�2:
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8.3 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

A surface of revolution comes from revolving a a around
b . This section computes the c . When the curve is

a short straight piece (length�s), the surface is a d . Its
area is �S D e . In that formula (Problem13) r is the
radius of f . The line from.0;0/ to .1;1/ has length g ,
and revolving it produces area h .

When the curveyD f .x/ revolves around thex axis, the
surface area is the integral i . For yD x2 the integral to
compute is j . When yD x2 is revolved around they axis,
the area isS D k . For the curve given byxD 2t;yD t2,
changeds to l dt:

Find the surface area when curves 1–6 revolve around thex axis.

1 yD
?
x; 2¤ x¤ 6

2 yD x3; 0¤x¤ 1
3 yD 7x; �1¤x¤ 1 (watch sign)

4 yD
a
4�x2; 0¤x¤ 2

5 yD
a
4�x2; �1¤x¤ 1

6 yD coshx; 0¤x¤ 1:
In 7–10 find the area of the surface of revolution around they
axis.

7 yD x2; 0¤x¤ 2
9 yD xC1; 0¤x¤ 3 8 yD 1

2x
2 C 1

2 ; 0¤x¤ 1
10 yD x1=3; 0¤x¤ 1

11 A cone with base radiusR and slant height s is laid out
flat. Explain why the angle (in radians) is� D 2�R=s: Then the
surface area is a fraction of a circle:

areaD

�

�

2�

�

�s2 D

�

R

s

�

�s2 D�Rs:

12 A band with slant height�sD s�s1 and radii R and R1
is laid out flat. Explain in one line why its surface area is
�Rs��R1s1:

13 By similar trianglesR=sDR1=s1 or Rs1 DR1s: The middle
radius r is 1

2 .RCR1/: Substitute forr and�s in the proposed
area formula 2�r �s, to show that this gives the correct area
�Rs��R1s1:
14 Slices of a basketball all have the same area of cover, if they
havethe same thickness.

(a) Rotate yD
a
1�x2 around the x axis. Show that

dS D 2� dx:

(b) The area betweenxD a andxD aCh is .

(c) 1
4 of the Earth’s area is above latitude .

15 Change the circle in Example 4 toxD a cos t and
yD bCasin t: Its radius is and its center is .
Find the surface area of a torus by revolving this circle around thex

axis.

16 What part of the circle xDR cost;yDRsin t should
rotate around they axis to produce the top half of a sphere ?
Choose limits ont and verify the area.

17 The base of a lamp is constructed by revolving the
quarter-circle yD

a
2x�x2 .xD 1 to xD 2/ around they axis.

Draw the quarter-circle, find the area integral, and compute
the area.

18 The light bulb is a sphere of radius1=2 with its bottom
sliced off to fit onto a cylinder of radius1=4 and length1=3:
Draw the light bulb and find its surface area (ends of the
cylinder not included).

19 The lamp shade is constructed by rotatingyD 1=x around
the y axis, and keeping the part fromyD 1 to yD 2: Set up
the definite integral that gives its surface area.

20 Compute the area of that lamp shade.

21 Explain why the surface area is infinite whenyD 1=x

is rotated around thex axis .1¤x 8/: But the volume
of “Gabriel’s horn” is . It can’t enough paint to
paint its surface.

22 A disk of radius 12 can be covered by four strips of tape
(width 1

2
2). If the strips are not parallel, prove that they can’t

cover the disk.Hint : Change to a unit sphere sliced by planes
1
2
2 apart. Problem 14 gives surface area� for each slice.

23 A watermelon (maybe a football) is the result of rotating
half of the ellipse xD

?
2 cost; yD sin t (which means

x2 C2y2 D 2). Find the surface area, parametrically or not.

24 Estimate the surface area of an egg.
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8.4 Probability and Calculus

Discrete probability usually involves careful counting. Not many samples are taken
and not many experiments are made. There is a list of possible outcomes, and a
known probability for each outcome. But probabilities go far beyond red cards and
black cards. The real questions are much more practical:

1. How often will too many passengers arrive for a flight ?

2. How many random errors do you make on a quiz ?

3. What is the chance of exactly one winner in a big lottery ?

Those are important questions and we will set up models to answer them.
There is another point. Discrete models do not involve calculus. The number of

errors or bumped passengers or lottery winners is a small whole number.Calculus
enters for continuous probability. Instead of results that exactly equal1 or 2 or
3, calculus deals with results that fall in a range of numbers. Continuous probability
comes up in at least two ways:

(A) An experiment is repeated many times and we takeaverages.
(B) The outcome lies anywhere in anintervalof numbers.

In the continuous case, the probabilitypn of hitting a particular valuexD n becomes
zero. Instead we have aprobability densityp.x/—which is a key idea.The chance
that a randomX falls betweena andb is found by integrating the densityp.x/:

Probta¤X ¤ buD
r b

a
p.x/ dx: (1)

Roughly speaking,p.x/ dx is the chance of falling betweenx andxCdx: Cer-
tainlyp.x/¥ 0: If a andb are the extreme limits�8 and8, including all possible
outcomes, the probability is necessarily one:

Probt�8 X C8uD
r8�8 p.x/ dxD 1: (2)

This is a case where infinite limits of integration are natural and unavoidable. In
studying probability they create no difficulty—areas out to infinity are often easier.

Here are typical questions involving continuous probability and calculus:

4. How conclusive is a53%�47% poll of 2500 voters ?

5. Are16 random football players safe on an elevator with capacity3600 pounds?

6. How long before your car is in an accident ?

It is not so traditional for a calculus course to study these questions. They need extra
thought, beyond computing integrals (so this section is harder than average). But
probability is more important than some traditional topics, and also more interesting.
Drug testing and gene identification and market research are major applications.
Comparing Questions1–3with 4–6brings out the relation ofdiscretetocontinuous—
the differences between them, and the parallels.

It would be impossible to give here a full treatment of probability theory. I believe
you will see the point (and the use of calculus) from our examples. Frank Morgan’s
lectures have been a valuable guide.
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DISCRETE RANDOM VARIABLES

A discreterandom variableX has a list of possible values. For two dice the outcomes
areX D 2;3; : : : ;12: For coin tosses (see below), the list is infinite:X D 1;2;3; : : : :

A continuousvariable lies in an intervala¤X ¤ b:
EXAMPLE 1 Toss a fair coin until heads come up. The outcomeX is the number
of tosses. The value ofX is 1 or 2 or 3 or : : :, and the probability is1

2
that X D 1

(heads on the first toss). The probability of tails then heads isp2 D 1
4
: Theprobability

thatX D n is pn D .1
2
/n—this is the chance ofn�1 tails followed by heads.The

sum of all probabilities is necessarily1:

p1 Cp2 Cp3 C � � �D 1
2

C 1
4

C 1
8

C � � �D 1:

EXAMPLE 2 Suppose a student (not you) makes an average of2 unforced errors
per hour exam. The number of actual errors on the next exam isX D 0 or 1 or 2
or : : : : A reasonable model for the probability ofn errors—when they are random
and independent—is thePoisson model(pronounced Pwason):

pn D probability ofn errorsD
2n

nŠ
e�2:

The probabilities of no errors, one error, and two errors arep0;p1; andp2:

p0 D
20

0Š
e�2 D

1

1
e�2� :135 p1 D

21

1Š
e�2� :27 p2 D

22

2Š
e�2� :27:

The probability of more than two errors is1� :135� :27� :27D :325:

This Poisson model can be derived theoretically or tested experimentally. The total
probability is again1; from the infinite series (Section6:6) for e2:

p0 Cp1 Cp2 C � � �D�

20

0Š
C
21

1Š
C
22

2Š
C � � ��e�2 D e2e�2 D 1: (3)

EXAMPLE 3 Suppose on average3 out of 100 passengers with reservations don’t
show up for a flight. If the plane holds98 passengers,what is the probability that
someone will be bumped?

If the passengers come independently to the airport, use the Poisson model with2
changed to3: X is the number of no-shows, andX D n happens with probabilitypn:

pn D
3n

nŠ
e�3 p0 D

30

0Š
e�3 p1 D

31

1Š
e�3 D 3e�3:

There are98 seats and100 reservations. Someone is bumped ifX D 0 orX D 1:

chance of bumpingD p0 Cp1 D e�3 C3e�3� 4=20:
We will soon define theaverageor expected valueor meanof X—this model has
�D 3:
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CONTINUOUS RANDOM VARIABLES

If X is the lifetime of a VCR, all numbersX ¥ 0 are possible. IfX is a score on
the SAT, then200¤X¤ 800: If X is the fraction of computer owners in a poll of
600 people,X is between0 and1: You may object that the SAT score is a whole
number and the fraction of computer owners must be0 or1=600 or 2=600 or : : : : But
it is completely impractical to work with601 discrete possibilities. Instead we take
X to be acontinuous random variable, falling anywherein the rangeX ¥ 0 or
Œ200;800� or 0¤X¤ 1:Of course the various values ofX are not equally probable.

EXAMPLE 4 The average lifetime of a VCR is4 years. A reasonable model for
breakdown time is anexponential random variable. Its probability density is

p.x/D 1
4
e�x=4 for 0¤ x 8:

The probability that the VCR will eventually break is1:

r 8
0

1
4
e�x=4 dxD

��e�x=4
�8
0

D 0� .�1/D 1: (4)

The probability of breakdown within12 years (X from 0 to 12) is :95:

r 12

0
1
4
e�x=4 dxD

��e�x=4
�12

0
D�e�3 C1� :95: (5)

An exponential distribution hasp.x/D ae�ax : Its integral from 0 to x is
F.x/D 1�e�ax: Figure 8.11 is the graph foraD 1: It shows the area up toxD 1:

To repeat:The probability thata¤X ¤ b is the integral ofp.x/ from a to b.

Fig. 8.11 Probabilities add to† pn D 1: Continuous density integrates to
r
p.x/ dxD 1:

EXAMPLE 5 We now define the most important density function. Suppose the
average SAT score is500; and thestandard deviation(defined below—it measures
the spread around the average) is200: Then thenormal distributionof grades has

p.x/D
1

200
?
2�

e�.x�500/2=2.200/2

for �8  x 8:
This is the normal (or Gaussian) distribution with mean500 and standard deviation
200: The graph ofp.x/ is the famousbell-shaped curvein Figure 8.12.

A new objection is possible. The actual scores are between200 and800, while the
densityp.x/ extends all the way from�8 to8: I think the Educational Testing Ser-
vice counts all scores over800 as800: The fraction of such scores is pretty small—in
fact the normal distribution gives

ProbtX ¥ 800uD

» 8
800

1

200
?
2�

e�.x�500/2=2.200/2

dx� :0013: (6)
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Fig. 8.12 The normal distribution (bell-shaped curve) and its cumulativedensityF.x/:

Regrettably,e�x2
has no elementary antiderivative. We need numerical integration.

But there is nothing the matter with that! The integral is called the “error function,”
and special tables give its value to great accuracy. The integral ofe�x2=2 from�8
to8 is exactly

?
2�: Then division by

?
2� keeps

r
p.x/ dxD 1:

Notice that the normal distribution involvestwo parameters. They are the mean
value (in this case�D 500) and the standard deviation (in this case� D 200). Those
numbersmuandsigmaare often given the “normalized” values�D 0 and� D 1:

p.x/D
1

�
?
2�

e�.x��/2=2�2

becomes p.x/D
1?
2�

e�e2=2:

The bell-shaped graph ofp is symmetric around the middle pointxD�: The width
of the graph is governed by the second parameter�—which stretches thex axis and
shrinks they axis (leaving total area equal to1). The axes are labeled to show the
standard case�D 0;� D 1 and also the graph for any other� and�:

We now give a name to the integral ofp.x/: The limits will be�8 andx, so the
integralF.x/measures theprobability that a random sample is belowx:

ProbtX ¤ xuD
r x�8 p.x/ dxD cumulative density functionF.x/: (7)

F.x/ accumulates the probabilities given byp.x/, so dF=dxDp.x/: The total
probability isF.8/D 1: This integral from�8 to8 covers all outcomes.

Figure 8.12b shows the integral of the bell-shaped normal distribution. The middle
pointxD� hasF D 1

2
: By symmetry there is a50�50 chance of an outcome below

the mean. The cumulative densityF.x/ is near:l6 at��� and near:84 at�C�:
The chance of falling in between is:84� :16D :68: Thus68% of the outcomes are
less than one deviation� away from the center�:

Moving out to��2� and�C2� , 95% of the area is in between.With 95%
confidenceX is less than two deviations from the mean. Only one sample in20
is further out (less than one in40 on each side).

Note that� D 200 is not the precise value for the SAT!

MEAN, VARIANCE, AND STANDARD DEVIATION

In Example1, X wasthe number of coin tosses until the appearance of heads. The
probabilities werep1 D 1

2
;p2 D 1

4
;p3 D 1

8
; : : : :What is theaveragenumber of tosses?

We now find the “mean”� of any distributionp.x/—not only the normal distribu-
tion, where symmetry guarantees that the built-in number� is the mean.

To find�; multiply outcomes by probabilities and add:

�D meanD
X

npn D 1.p1/C2.p2/C3.p3/C � � � : (8)
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The average number of tosses is1.1
2
/C2.1

4
/C3.1

8
/C � � � : This series adds up (in

Section10:1) to �D 2: Please do the experiment10 times. I am almost certain that
the average will be near2:

When the average is�D 2 quiz errors or�D 3 no-shows, the Poisson probabilities
arepn D�ne��=nŠ Check that the formula�D†npn does give� as the mean:
�

1
�

1Š
C2

�2

2Š
C3

�3

3Š
C � � ��e�� D�

�

1C
�

1Š
C
�2

2Š
C � � ��e�� D�e�e�� D�:

For continuous probability, the sum�D† npn changes to�D
r
xp.x/ dx:

We multiply outcomex by probability p.x/ and integrate. In the VCR model,
integration by parts gives a mean breakdown time of�D 4 years:

r
x p.x/ dxD

r 8
0
x.1

4
e�x=4/ dxD

��xe�x=4�4e�x=4
�8
0

D 4: (9)

Together with the meanwe introduce thevariance. It is always written�2, and in
the normal distribution that measured the “width” of the curve. When�2 was2002,
SAT scores spread out pretty far. If the testing service changed to�2 D 12, the scores
would be a disaster.95% of them would be within�2 of the mean. When a teacher
announces an average grade of72, the variance should also be announced—if it is big
then those with60 can relax. At least they have company.

8E The mean� is the expected value ofX: The variance�2 is the expected value
of .X�mean/2 D .X��/2: Multiply outcome times probability and add:

�D
P

npn �2 D
P

.n��/2pn (discrete)

�D
r 8�8 xp.x/ dx �2 D

r 8�8.x��/2p.x/ dx (continuous)

Thestandard deviation(written� ) is the square root of�2:

EXAMPLE 6 (Yes-no poll, one person asked) The probabilities arep and1�p:
A fraction pD 1

3
of the population thinksyes, the remaining fraction1�pD 2

3
thinks no. Suppose we only ask one person. IfX D 1 for yes andX D 0 for no,
the expected value ofX is�DpD 1

3
: Thevariance is�2 Dp.1�p/D 2

9
:

�D 0

�

2

3

�

C1

�

1

3

�

D
1

3
and �2 D

�

0� 1
3

�2�
2

3

�

C

�

1� 1
3

�2�
1

3

�

D
2

9
:

The standard deviation is� D
?
2=9: When the fractionp is near one or near zero,

the spread is smaller—and one person is more likely to give the right answer for
everybody. The maximum of�2 Dp.1�p/ is atpD 1

2
, where� D 1

2
:

Thetable shows� and�2 for important probability distributions.

Model Mean Variance Application

p1 Dp;p0 D 1�p p p.1�p/ yes-no

Poissonpn D�ne��=nŠ � � random occurrence

Exponentialp.x/D ae�ax 1=a 1=a2 waiting time

Normalp.x/D
1?
2��

e�.x��/2=2�2
� �2 distribution

around mean
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THE LAW OF AVERAGESAND THE CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREM

We come to the center of probability theory (without intending togive proofs). The
key idea is to repeat an experiment many times—poll many voters, or toss many
dice, or play considerable poker. Each independent experiment produces an outcome
X , and the average fromN experiments isNX: It is called “X bar”:

NX D
X1 CX2 C � � �CXN

N
D average outcome:

All we know aboutp.x/ is its mean� and variance�2: It is amazing how much
information that gives about the averageNX :

8F Law of Averages: NX is almost sure to approach� asN Ñ8:
Central Limit Theorem: The probability densitypN .x/ for NX approaches
a normal distribution with the same mean� and variance�2=N:

No matter what the probabilities forX , the probabilities for NX move toward the
normal bell-shaped curve. The standard deviation is close to�=

?
N when the

experiment is repeatedN times. In the Law of Averages, “almost sure” means that
the chance ofNX not approaching� is zero. It can happen, but it won’t.

Remark 1 The Boston Globe doesn’t understand the Law of Averages. I quote
from September1988 W “What would happen if a giant Red Sox slump arrived ?
What would happen if the fabled Law of Averages came into play, reversing all those
can’t miss decisions during the winning streak ? ” They think the Law of Averages
evens everything up, favoring heads after a series of tails. See Problem20:

EXAMPLE 7 Yes-no poll ofN D 2500 voters. Is a 53%�47% outcome
conclusive?

The fractionp of “yes” voters in the whole population isnot known. That is the
reason for the poll. The deviation� D

?
p.1�p/ is also not known, but for one voter

this is never more than1
2

(whenpD 1
2
). Therefore�=

?
N for 2500 voters is no larger

than 1
2
=
?
2500, which is1%:

The result of the poll wasNX D 53%: With 95% confidence, this sample is within
two standard deviations (here2%) of its mean. Therefore with95% confidence,the
unknown mean�Dp of the whole population is between51% and 55%. This
poll is conclusive.

If the true mean had beenpD 50%, the poll would have had only a:0013 chance
of reaching53%: The error margin on each side of a poll is amazingly simple; it is
always1=

?
N:

Remark 2 The New York Times has better mathematicians than the Globe. Two
days after Bush defeated Dukakis, their poll ofN D 11;645 voters was printed with
the following explanation. “In theory, in19 cases out of20 [there is95%] the results
should differ by no more than one percentage point [there is1=

?
N ] from what would

have been obtained by seeking out all voters in the United States.”

EXAMPLE 8 Football players at Caltech (if any) have average weight�D 210
pounds and standard deviation� D 30 pounds. AreN D 16 players safe on an
elevator with capacity3600 pounds ?16 times210 is 3360:
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The average weightNX is approximately a normal random variable withN�D 210 and
N� D 30=

?
N D 30=4: There is only a2% chance thatNX is aboveN�C2 N� D 225 (see

Figure 8.12b—weights below the mean are no problem on an elevator). Since16
times225 is 3600, a statistician would have98% confidence that the elevator is safe.
This is an example where98% is not good enough—I wouldn’t get on.

EXAMPLE 9 (The famous Weldon Dice) Weldon threw12 dice26;306 times and
counted the5’s and6’s. They came up in33:77%of the315;672 separate rolls. Thus
NX D :3377 instead of the expected fractionpD 1

3
of 5’sand6’s. Were the dice fair ?

The variance in each roll is�2 Dp.1�p/D 2=9: The standard deviation ofNX is
N� D �=

?
N D

?
2=9=

?
315672� :00084: For fair dice, there is a95% chance that

NX will differ from 1
3

by less than2 N�: (For Poisson probabilities that is false. HereNX
is normal.) But :3377 differs from :3333 by more than5 N�: The chance of falling5
standard deviations away from the mean is only about1 in 10;000:�

So the dice were unfair. The faces with5 or 6 indentations werelighter than the
others, and a little more likely to come up. Modern dice are made to compensate for
that, but Weldon never tried again.

8.4 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

Discrete probability uses counting, a probability uses
calculus. The functionp.x/ is the probability b . The
chance that a random variable falls betweena andb is c . The
total probability is

r8�8 p.x/ dxD d . In the discrete case
†pn D e . The mean (or expected value) is�D

r
f in

the continuous case and�D†npn in the g .

The Poisson distribution with mean� has pn D h . The
sum †pn D 1 comes from the i series. The exponential
distribution hasp.x/D e�x or 2e�2x or j . The standard

Gaussian (or k ) distribution has
?
2�p.x/D e�x2=2:

Its graph is the well-known l curve. The chance that the
variable falls belowx is F.x/D m . F is the n density
function. The differenceF.xCdx/�F.x/ is about o , which
is the chance thatX is betweenx andxCdx:

The variance, which measures the spread around�, is
�2 D

r
p in the continuous case and�2 D† q in

the discrete case. Its square root� is the r . The normal
distribution hasp.x/D s . If NX is the t of N samples
from any population with mean� and variance�2, the Law of
Averages says thatNX will approach u . The Central Limit
Theorem says that the distribution forNX approaches v . Its
mean is w and its variance is x .

In a yes-no poll when the voters are50-50, the mean
for one voter is �D 0.1

2 /C1.
1
2 /D y . The variance is

.0��/2p0 C.1��/2p1 D z . For a poll withN D 100, N� is

A . There is a95% chance thatNX (the fraction saying yes) will
be between B and C .

1 If p1 D 1
2 ;p2 D 1

4 ;P3 D 1
8 ; : : : ; what is the probability of an

outcomeX   4? What are the probabilities ofX D 4 andX ¡ 4?

2 With the samepn D .1
2 /

n, what is the probability thatX is
odd ? Why ispn D .1

3 /
n an impossible set of probabilities ? What

multiple c.1
3 /

n is possible ?

3 Why is p.x/D e�2x not an acceptable probability density for
x¥ 0 ? Why isp.x/D 4e�2x�e�x not acceptable ?�4 If pn D .1

2 /
n, show that the probabilityP thatX is a prime num-

ber satisfies6=16¤P ¤ 7=16:
5 If p.x/D e�x for x¥ 0, find the probability thatX ¥ 2 and the

approximate probability that1¤X ¤ 1:01:
6 If p.x/DC=x3 is a probability density forx¥ 1, find the

constantC and the probability thatX ¤ 2:
7 If you choosex completely at random between0 and�, what is

the densityp.x/ and the cumulative densityF.x/?

In 8–13 find the mean value�D†npn or �D
r
xp.x/dx.

8 p0 D 1=2;p1 D 1=4;p2 D 1=4

9 p1 D 1=7;p2 D 1=7; : : : ;p7 D 1=7

10 pn D 1=nŠe .p0 D 1=e;p1 D 1=e;p2 D 1=2e; : : :/

�Joe Di-Maggio’s56-game hitting streak was much more improbable—I think it is statisti-
cally the most exceptional record in major sports.
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11 p.x/D 2=�.1Cx2/; x¥ 0
12 p.x/D e�x (integrate by parts)

13 p.x/Dae�ax (integrate by parts)

14 Show by substitution that
r8�8 e�x2=2�2

dxD
?
2 �

r8�8 e�u2
duD

?
2� �:

15 Find the cumulative probabilityF (the integral of p) in
Problems11;12;13: In terms of F , what is the chance that a
random sample lies betweena andb ?

16 Can-Do Airlines books100 passengers when their plane only
holds 98: If the average number of no-shows is2; what is the
Poisson probability that someone will be bumped ?

17 The waiting time for a bus has probability density
.1=10/e�x=10, with �D 10 minutes. What is the probability of
waiting longer than10 minutes ?

18 You make a3-minute telephone call. If the waiting time for
the next incoming call hasp.x/D e�x, what is the probability
that your phone will be busy ?

19 Supernovas are expected about every100 years. What is the
probability that you will be alive for the next one ? Use a Poisson
model with�D :01 and estimate your lifetime. (Supernovas actu-
ally occurred in1054 (Crab Nebula),1572;1604; and1987: But the
future distribution doesn’t depend on the date of the last one.)

20 (a) A fair coin comes up heads10 times in a row. Will heads
or tails be more likely on the next toss ?

(b) The fraction of heads afterN tosses is̨ : The expected
fraction after2N tosses is .

21 Show that the area between� and�C� under the bell-shaped
curve is a fixed number (near1=3), by substitutingyD :» �C�

�

1

�
?
2�

e�.x��/2=2�2

dxD

» 1

0

1?
2�

e�y2=2dy:

What is the area between��� and �? The area outside
.���;�C�/ ?

22 For ayes-no poll of two voters, explain why

p0 D .1�p/2;p1 D 2p�2p2;p2 Dp2:

Find� and�2: N voters give the “binomial distribution.”

23 Explain the last step in this reorganization of the formula
for �2:

�2 D
r
.x��/2p.x/dxD

r
.x2�2x�C�2/p.x/ dx

D
r
x2p.x/ dx�2�r

xp.x/dxC�2
r
p.x/ dx

D
r
x2p.x/ dx��2:

24 Use
r
.x��/2p.x/dx and also

r
x2p.x/dx��2 to find �2

for theuniform distribution: p.x/D 1 for 0¤x¤ 1:
25 Find �2 if p0 D 1=3;p1 D 1=3;p2 D 1=3: Use †.n��/2pn

and also†n2pn��2:

26 Use Problem23 and integration by parts (equation 7.1.10) to
find �2 for the exponential distributionp.x/D 2e�2x for x¥ 0,
which has mean12 :

27 The waiting time to your next car accident has probability
density p.x/D 1

2e
�x=2: What is�? What is the probability of

no accident in the next four years ?

28 With pD 1
2 ;

1
4 ;

1
8 ; : : : ; find the average number� of coin

tosses by writingp1 C2p2 C3p3 C � � � as .p1 Cp2 Cp3 C � � � /C
.p2 Cp3 Cp4 C � � � /C.p3 Cp4 Cp5 C � � � /C � � � :
29 In a poll of 900 Americans,30 are in favor of war. What range
can you give with95% confidence for the percentage of peaceful
Americans ?

30 Sketch rough graphs ofp.x/ for the fractionx of heads in4
tosses of a fair coin, and in16 tosses. The mean value is1

2 :

31 A judge tosses a coin2500 times. How many heads does it take
to prove with95% confidence that the coin is unfair ?

32 Long-life bulbs shine an average of2000 hours with standard
deviation150 hours. You can have95% confidence that your bulb
will fail between and hours.

33 Grades have a normal distribution with mean70 andstandard
deviation10: If 300 students take the test and passing is55; how
many are expected to fail ? (Estimate from Figure 8.12b.) What pass-
ing grade will fail1=10 of the class ?

34 The average weight of luggage is�D 30 pounds with
deviation� D 8 pounds. What is the probability that the luggage for
64 passengers exceeds2000 pounds ? How does the answer change
for 256 passengers and8000 pounds ?

35 A thousand people try independently to guess a number
between1 and1000: This is like a lottery.

(a) What is the chance that the first person fails ?

(b) What is the chanceP0 that they all fail ?

(c) Explain whyP0 is approximately1=e:

36 (a) In Problem 35, what is the chance that the first person
is right and all others are wrong ?

(b) Show that the probabilityP1 of exactly one winner is
also close to1=e:
(c) Guess the probabilityPn of n winners (fishy question).
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8.5 Masses and Moments

This chapter concludes with two sections related to engineering and physics. Each
application starts with a finite number of masses or forces. Their sum is the total
mass or total force. Then comes the “continuous case,” in which the mass is spread
out instead of lumped. Its distribution is given by adensity function� (Greek rho),
and the sum changes to anintegral.

The first step (hardest step ? ) is to get the physical quantities straight. The second
step is to move from sums to integrals (discrete to continuous, lumped to distributed).
By now we hardly stop to think about it—although this is the key idea of integral
calculus. The third step is to evaluate the integrals. For that we can use substitution or
integration by parts or tables or a computer.

Figure 8.13 shows the one-dimensional case:masses along thex axis. The total
mass is the sum of the masses. The new idea is that ofmoments—when the mass or
force is multiplied by adistance:

momentof mass around they axisDmxD(mass) times (distance to axis):

Fig. 8.13 The center of mass is atNxD (total moment)=(total mass)D average distance.

The figure has masses1;3;2. The total mass is6. The “lever arms” or “moment
arms” are the distancesxD 1;3;7. The masses have moments1 and9 and14 (since
mx is 2 times7). The total moment is1C9C14D 24. Then the balance point is at
NxDMx=M D 24=6D 4.

The total mass is the sum of them’s. The total moment is the sum ofmn times
xn (negative on the other side ofxD 0). If the masses are children on a seesaw, the
balance point is the center of gravityNx—also called thecenter of mass:

DEFINITION NxD

P

mnxn
P

mn

D
total moment

total mass
: (1)

If all masses are moved toNx, the total moment (6 times4) is still 24: The moment
equals the mass

P

mn times Nx. The masses act like a single mass atNx.
Also: If we move the axis toNx, and leave the children where they are, the seesaw

balances. The masses on the left ofNxD 4 will offset the mass on the right.Reason:
The distances to the new axis arexn� Nx. The moments add to zero by equation.1/:

moment around new axisD
X

mn.xn� Nx/D
X

mnxn�Xmn NxD 0:

Turn now to thecontinuous case, when mass is spread out along the line. Each
piece of length�x has an average density�n D .mass of piece//.length of piece/D
�m=�x. As the pieces get shorter, this approachesdm=dx—the density at the point.
The limit of (small mass)=(small length)is the density�.x/.

Integrating that derivative�D dm=dx, we recover the total mass:
P

�n�x be-
comes

total massM D
r
�.x/dx: (2)

Whenthe mass is spread evenly,� is constant. ThenM D �LD density times length.
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The moment formula is similar. For each piece, the moment is mass�n�x
multiplied by distancex—and we add. In the continuous limit,�.x/dx is multiplied
by x and we integrate:

total moment aroundy axis DMy D
r
x�.x/ dx: (3)

Moment is mass times distance. Dividing by the total massM gives “average
distance”:

center of massNxD
moment

mass
D
My

M
D

r
x�.x/ dxr
�.x/ dx

: (4)

Remark If you studied Section8:4 on probability, you will notice how the formulas
match up. The mass

r
�.x/dx is like the total probability

r
p.x/dx. The momentr

x�.x/dx is like the mean
r
xp.x/dx. The moment of inertia

r
.x� Nx/2�.x/dx

is the variance. Mathematics keeps hammering away at the same basic ideas! The only
difference is that the total probability is always1: The mean really corresponds to the
centerof massNx, but in probability we didn’t notice the division by

³
p.x/dxD 1.

EXAMPLE 1 With constant density� from 0 to L, the mass isM D �L. The
moment is

My D
r L

0
x�dxD 1

2
�x2

�L

0
D 1

2
�L2:

The center of mass isNxDMy=M DL=2. It is halfway along.

EXAMPLE 2 With densitye�x the mass is1, the moment is1, and Nx is 1:

r 8
0
e�x dxD

��e�x
�8

0
D 1 and

r 8
0
xe�x dxD

��xe�x �e�x
�8
0

D 1:

MASSES AND MOMENTS IN TWO DIMENSIONS

Instead of placing masses along thex axis, supposem1 is at the point.x1; y1/ in the
plane. Similarlymn is at.xn; yn/. Now there aretwo momentsto consider. Around
they axisMy D†mnxn and around thex axisMx D†mnyn. Please notice that
thex’s go into the momentMy—because thex coordinate gives the distance from
they axis!

Around thex axis, the distance isy and the moment isMx . Thecenter of massis
the point. Nx; Ny/ at which everything balances:

NxD
My

M
D

P

mnxn
P

mn

and NyD
Mx

M
D

P

mnyn
P

mn

: (5)

In the continuous case these sums become two-dimensional integrals. The total
mass is

rr
�.x;y/dx dy, when the density is�Dmass per unit area. These “double

integrals” are for the future (Section14:1). Here we consider the most important
case:�D constant. Think of a thin plate, made of material with constant density (say
�D 1). To compute its mass and moments, the plate is cut into strips Figure 8.14:

massM D area of plate (6)

momentMy D
r
.distancex/ (length of vertical strip)dx (7)

momentMx D
r
.heighty/ (length of horizontal strip)dy: (8)
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Fig. 8.14 Plates cut into strips to compute masses and moments and centroids.

The mass equals the area because�D 1. For moments, all points in a vertical strip
are the same distance from they axis.That distance isx. The moment isx times
area, orx times length timesdx—and the integral accounts for all strips.

Similarly thex-moment of ahorizontalstrip isy times strip length timesdy.

EXAMPLE 3 A plate has sidesxD 0 andyD 0 andyD 4�2x. FindM;My ;Mx .

massM D areaD
r 2

0
y dxD

r 2

0
.4�2x/dxD

�

4x�x2
�2

0
D 4:

The vertical strips go up toyD 4�2x, and the horizontal strips go out toxD 1
2
.4�

y/:

momentMy D

» 2

0

x.4�2x/dxD

�

2x2� 2
3
x3

�2

0

D
8

3

momentMx D

» 4

0

y
1

2
.4�y/dyD

�

y2� 1
6
y3

�4

0

D
16

3
:

The “center of mass” hasNxDMy=MD2=3 and NyDMx=MD4=3. This is thecen-
troid of the triangle (and also the “center of gravity”). With�D 1 these terms all refer
to the same balance point. Nx; Ny/. The plate will not tip over, if it rests on that point.

EXAMPLE 4 FindMy andMx for the half-circle belowx2 Cy2 D r2.

My D 0 because the region is symmetric—Figure 8.14 balances on they axis. In the
x-moment we integratey times the length of a horizontal strip (notice the factor2):

Mx D
r r

0
y �2ax2�y2 dyD �2

3
.r2�y2/3=2

ir

0
D 2

3
r3:

Divide by the mass (the area1
2
�r2) to find the height of the centroid:NyDMx=M D

4r=3�.This is less than1
2
r because the bottom of the semicircle is wider than the top.

MOMENT OF INERTIA

The moment of inertiacomes from multiplying each mass by thesquareof its
distance from the axis. Around they axis, the distance isx. Around the origin, it isr :

Iy D†x2
nmn and Ix D†y2

nmn and I0 D†r2
nmn:

Notice thatIx CIy D I0 becausex2
n Cy2

n D r2
n . In the continuous case we inte-

grate.
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The moment of inertia around they axis is Iy D
rr

x2�.x; y/dx dy. With
a constant density�D 1, we again keep together the points on a strip. On a vertical
strip they share the samex. On a horizontal strip they sharey:

Iy D
r
.x2/ (vertical strip length)dx and Ix D

r
.y2/ (horizontal strip length)dy:

In engineering and physics, it isrotation that leads to the moment of inertia. Look at
the energy of a massm going around a circle of radiusr . It hasI0 Dmr2.

kinetic energyD 1
2
mv2 D 1

2
m.r!/2 D 1

2
I0!

2: (9)

The angular velocity is! (radians per second). The speed isvD r! (meters per
second).

An ice skater reducesI0 by putting her arms up instead of out. She stays close to
the axis of rotation (r is small). Since her rotational energy1

2
I0!

2 does not change,
! increases asI0 decreases. Then she spins faster.

Another example: It takes force to turn a revolving door. More correctly, it takes
torque. The force is multiplied by distance from the turning axis:T DFx, so a push
further out is more effective.

To see the physics, replace Newton’s lawF DmaDmdv=dt by its rotational
form: T D I d!=dt . WhereF makes the mass move, the torqueT makes it turn.
Wheremmeasures unwillingness to change speed,I measures unwillingness to change
rotation.

EXAMPLE 5 Find the moment of inertia of a rod about (a) its end and (b) its center.

The distancex from the end of the rod goes from0 toL. The distance from the center
goes from�L=2 toL=2. Around the center, turning is easier becauseI is smaller:

IendD
r L

0
x2 dxD 1

3
L3 Icenter D

r L=2�L=2
x2 dxD 1

12
L3: (10)

Fig. 8.15 Moment of inertia for rod and propeller. Rolling balls beat cylinders.

MOMENT OF INERTIA EXPERIMENT

Experiment: Roll a solid cylinder (a coin), a hollow cylinder (a ring), a solid ball
(a marble), and a hollow ball (not a pingpong ball) down a slope. Galileo dropped
things from the Leaning Tower—this experiment requires a Leaning Table. Objects
that fall together from the tower don’t roll together down the table.

Question 1 What is the order of finish ?Record your prediction first!

Question 2 Does size make a difference if shape and density are the same ?

Question 3 Does density make a difference if size and shape are the same ?
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Question 4 Find formulas for the velocityv and the finish timeT .

To computev, the key is that potential energy plus kinetic energy is practically
constant. Energy loss from rolling friction is very small. If the mass ism and the
vertical drop ish, the energy at the top (all potential) ismgh. The energy at the
bottom (all kinetic) has two parts:1

2
mv2 from movement along the plane plus

1
2
I!2 from turning.Important fact: vD!r for a rolling cylinder or ball of radiusr .

Equate energies and set!D v=r :

mghD
1

2
mv2 C

1

2
I!2 D

1

2
mv2

�

1C
I

mr2

�

: (11)

The ratioI=mr2 is critical. Call it J and solve.11/ for v2:

v2 D
2gh

1CJ
.smallerJ means larger velocity/: (12)

The order ofJ ’s, for different shapes and sizes, should decide the race. Apparently
the density doesn’t matter, because it is a factor in bothI andm—so it cancels in
J D I=mr2. A hollow cylinder hasJ D 1, which is the largest possible—all its mass
is at the full distancer from the axis. So the hollow cylinder should theoretically
come in last. This experiment was developed by Daniel Drucker.

Problems35�37 find the other threeJ ’s. Problem40 finds the timeT by integra-
tion. Your experiment will show how close this comes to the measured time.

8.5 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

If massesmn are at distancesxn, the total mass isM D a .
The total moment aroundxD 0 is My D b . The center of
mass is at NxD c . In the continuous case, the mass distribu-
tion is given by the d �.x/. The total mass isM D e
and the center of mass is atNxD f . With �D x, the inte-
grals from 0 to L give M D g and

r
x �.x/dxD h

and NxD i . The total moment is the same if the whole
massM is placed at j .

In a plane, with massesmn at the points .xn;yn/, the
moment around they axis is k . The center of mass hasNxD

l and NyD m . For a plate with density�D 1, the mass
M equals the n . If the plate is divided into vertical strips
of height y.x/, thenM D

r
y.x/dx andMy D

r
o dx. For

a square plate0¤x;y¤L; the mass isM D p and the
moment around they axis is My D q . The center of
mass is at . Nx; Ny/D r . This point is the s , where the
plate balances.

A mass m at a distancex from the axis has moment of
inertia I D t . A rod with �D 1 from xD a to xD b

has Iy D u . For a plate with�D 1 and strips of height
y.x/, this becomesIy D

³
v . The torque T is w

times x .

Compute the massM along thex axis, the momentMy around
xD 0, and the center of massNxDMy=M .

1 m1 D 2 atx1 D 1;m2 D 4 at x2 D 2

2 mD 3 atxD 0;1;2;6

3 �D 1 for �1¤x¤ 3
4 �D x2 for 0¤ x¤L
5 �D 1 for 0¤x  1; �D 2 for 1¤x¤ 2
6 �D sinx for 0¤x¤�

Find the massM , the momentsMy and Mx, and the center of
mass. Nx; Ny/.

7 Unit masses at.x; y/D .1; 0/; .0; 1/; and.1;1/

8 m1 D 1 at .1; 0/; m2 D 4 at .0; 1/

9 �D 7 in the square0¤x¤ 1; 0¤ y¤ 1.
10 �D 3 in the triangle with vertices.0; 0/; .a; 0/; and.0; b/.

Find the areaM and the centroid . Nx; Ny/ inside curves 11–16.

11 yD
a
1�x2; yD 0; xD 0 (quarter-circle)

12 yD x; yD 2�x; yD 0 (triangle)
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13 yD e�2x; yD 0; xD 0 (infinite dagger)

14 yD x2; yDx (lens)

15 x2 Cy2 D 1; x2 Cy2 D 4 (ring)

16 x2 Cy2 D 1; x2 Cy2 D 4;yD 0 (half-ring).

Verify these engineering formulas forIy with �D 1:

17 Rectangle bounded byxD 0; xD a; yD 0; yD b W Iy D

a3b=3.

18 Square bounded byxD�1
2 a; xD 1

2 a; yD�1
2 a;yD 1

2a W

Iy D a4=12.

19 Triangle bounded byxD 0; yD 0; xCyD a W Iy D a4=12.

20 Disk of radiusa centered atxD yD 0: Iy D�a4=4.

21 The moment of inertia around the pointxD t of a rod with
density �.x/ is I D

r
.x� t/2�.x/ dx. Expand .x� t/2 and I

into three terms. Show thatdI=dt D 0 whent D Nx. The moment of
inertia is smallest around the center of mass.

22 A region has NxD 0 if My D
r
x.height of strip/ dxD 0.

The moment of inertia about any other axisxD c is I Dr
.x�c/2 (height of strip) dx. Show thatI D Iy C.area/.c2/.

This is the parallel axis theorem: I is smallest around the
balancing axiscD 0.

23 (With thanks to Trivial Pursuit) In what state is the center
of gravity of the United States—the “geographical center” or
centroid ?

24 Pappus (an ancient Greek) noticed that the volume is

V D
r
2�y(strip width) dyD 2�Mx D 2� NyM

when a region of areaM is revolved around thex axis. In the first
step the solid was cut into .

25 Use this theorem of Pappus to find the volume of a torus.
Revolve a disk of radiusa whose center is at heightNyD b¡a.

26 Rotate the triangle of Example 3 around thex axis
and find the volume of the resulting cone—first fromV D 2� NyM ,
second from1

3�r
2h.

27 Find Mx and My for a thin wire along the semicircle

yD
a
1�x2. Take�D 1 soM D lengthD�.

28 A second theorem of Pappus givesAD 2� NyL as the surface
area when a wire of lengthL is rotated around thex axis. Verify
his formula for a horizontal wire alongyD 3 .xD 0 to xDL/ and
a vertical wire (yD 1 to yDLC1).

29 The surface area of a sphere isAD 4� when r D 1. So
AD 2� NyL leads to NyD for the semicircular wire in
Problem 27.

30 RotatingyDmx around thex axis betweenxD 0 andxD 1

produces the surface areaAD .

31 Put a massm at the point .x;0/. Around the origin the torque
from gravity is the forcemg times the distancex. This equalsg
times the mx.

32 If ten equal forcesF are alternately down and up at
xD 1;2; : : : ;10; what is their torque ?

33 The solar system has nine massesmn at distancesrn with
angular velocities!n. What is the moment of inertia around
the sun ? What is the rotational energy ? What is the torque pro-
vided by the sun ?

34 The diskx2 Cy2¤a2 hasI0 D
r a
0 r22�r dr D 1

2�a
4. Why

is this different from Iy in Problem 20‹ Find the radius of
gyration Nr D

a
I0=M . (The rotational energy1

2I0!
2 equals

1
2M Nr2!2—when the whole mass is turning at radiusNr .)

Questions 35–42 come from the moment of inertia experiment.

35 A solid cylinder of radiusr is assembled from hollow cylinders
of lengthl , radiusx, and volume.2�x/.l/.dx/. The solid cylinder
has

massM D
r r
0 2�xl� dx and I D

r r
0 x22�xl� dx:

With �D 7 findM andI andJ D I=Mr2.

36 Problem 14:4:40 finds J D 2=5 for a solid ball. It is less
than J for a solid cylinder because the mass of the ball is more
concentrated near .

37 Problem14:4:39 findsJ D 1
2

r �
0 sin3 � d�D for a hol-

low ball. The four rolling objects finish in the order .

38 By varying the density of the ball how could you make it roll
faster than any of these shapes ?
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39 Answer Question2 about the experiment.

40 For a vertical drop ofy, equation (12) gives the velocity along
the plane:v2 D 2gy=.1CJ /. ThusvD cy1=2 for cD . The
vertical velocity isdy=dt D vsin˛:

dy=dt D cy1=2 sin˛ and
r
y�1=2dyD

r
c sin˛ dt:

Integrate to findy.t/. Show that the bottom is reached.yDh/ at
timeT D 2

?
h=c sin ˛:

41 What is the theoretical ratio of the four finishing times ?

42 True or false:

(a) Basketballs roll downhill faster than baseballs.

(b) The center of mass is always at the centroid.

(c) By putting your arms up you reduceIx andIy .

(d) The center of mass of a high jumper goes over the bar
(on successful jumps).
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8.6 Force, Work, and Energy

Chapter1 introduced derivativesdf=dt anddf=dx: The independent variable could
be t or x. For velocity it was natural to use the lettert: This section is about two
important physical quantities—forceandwork—for whichx is the right choice.

The basic formula isW DFx: Work equals force times distance moved(dis-
tance in the direction ofF ). With a force of100 pounds on a car that moves20 feet,
the work is2000 foot-pounds. If the car is rolling forward and you are pushing back-
ward, the work is�2000 foot-pounds. If your force is only80 pounds and the car
doesn’t move, the work is zero. In these examples the force is constant.
W DFx is completely parallel tof D vt: When v is constant, we only need

multiplication. It is achanging velocitythat requires calculus. The integral
r
v.t/dt

adds up small multiplications over short times. For a changing force, we add up
small pieces of workF dx over short distances:

W DFx .constant force/ W D
r
F.x/ dx .changing force/:

In the first case we lift a suitcase weighingF D 30 pounds upxD 20 feet of stairs.
The work isW D 600 foot-pounds. The suitcase doesn’t get heavier as we go up—it
only seems that way. Actually it gets lighter (we study gravity below).

In the second case we stretch a spring, which needs more force asx increases.
Hooke’s law says thatF.x/D kx: The force is proportional to the stretching dis-
tancex. Starting fromxD 0; the work increases with thesquareof x:

F D kx and W D
r x

0
kx dxD 1

2
kx2: (1)

In metric units the force is measured in Newtons and the distance in meters. The unit
of work is a Newton-meter (a joule). The600 foot-pounds for an American suitcase
would have been about800 joules in France.

EXAMPLE 1 Suppose a force ofF D 20 pounds stretches a spring1 foot.

(a) Find k: The elastic constant iskDF=xD 20 pounds per foot.

(b) FindW: The work is1
2
kx2 D 1

2
�20 �12 D 10 foot-pounds.

(c) Find x whenF D�10 pounds. This is compression not stretching:xD�1
2

foot.

Compressing the same spring through the same distance requires the same work.
For compressionx andF are negative. But the workW D 1

2
kx2 is still positive.

Please note thatW does not equalkx timesxŠ That is the whole point of variable
force (changeFx to

r
F.x/ dx).

May I add another important quantity from physics ? It comes from looking at the
situation from the viewpoint of the spring. In its natural position, the spring rests
comfortably. It feels no strain and has no energy.Tension or compression gives it
potential energy. More stretching or more compression means more energy.The
change in energy equals the work. The potential energy of the suitcase increases by
600 foot-pounds, when it is lifted20 feet.

Write V.x/ for the potential energy. Herex is the height of the suitcase or the ex-
tension of the spring. In moving fromxD a toxD b;work D increase in potential:

W D
r b

a
F.x/ dxDV.b/�V.a/: (2)

This is absolutely beautiful. The workW is thedefinite integral. The potentialV is
theindefinite integral. If we carry the suitcase up the stairs and back down, our total
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work iszero. Wemay feel tired, but the trip down should have given back our energy.
(It was in the suitcase.) Starting with a spring that is compressed one foot, and ending
with the spring extended one foot, again we have done no work.V D 1

2
kx2 is the

same forxD�1 andxD 1: But an extension fromxD 1 to xD 3 requires work:

W D change inV D 1
2
k.3/2� 1

2
k.1/2:

Indefinite integrals likeV come with a property that we know well.They include
an arbitrary constantC . The correct potential is not simply1

2
kx2; it is 1

2
kx2 CC:

To compute achangein potential, we don’t needC: The constant cancels. But to
determineV itself, we have to chooseC . By fixing V D 0 at one point, the potential
is determined at all other points. A common choice isV D 0 at xD 0: Sometimes
V D 0 atxD8 (for gravity). Electric fields can be “grounded” at any point.

There is another connection between the potentialV and the forceF: According
to (2), V is the indefinite integral ofF: ThereforeF.x/ is the derivative ofV.x/:
The fundamental theorem of calculus is also fundamental to physics:

force exertedonspringWF D dV=dx (3a)

force exertedbyspring WF D�dV=dx (3b)

Those lines say the same thing. One is our force pulling on the spring, the other
is the “restoring force” pulling back.(3a) and (3b) are a warning that the sign of
F depends on the point of view. Electrical engineers and physicists use the minus
sign. In mechanics the plus sign is more common. It is one of the ironies of fate that
F DV 1; while distance and velocity have those letters reversed:vD f 1: Note the
change to capital letters and the change tox:

Fig. 8.16 Stretched spring; suitcase20 feet up; moon of massm; oscillating spring.

EXAMPLE 2 Newton’s law of gravitation(inverse square law):

force to overcome gravityDGMm=x2 force exerted by gravityD�GMm=x2

An engine pushes a rocket forward. Gravity pulls it back. The gravitational constant
isG and the Earth’s mass isM: The mass of the rocket or satellite or suitcase ism;
and the potential is the indefinite integral:

V.x/D
r
F.x/ dxD�GMm=xCC: (4)

Usually C D 0; which makes the potential zero atxD8:
Remark When carrying the suitcase upstairs,x changed by20 feet. The weight
was regarded as constant—which it nearly is. But an exact calculation of work uses
the integral ofF.x/; not just the multiplication30 times20: The serious difference
comes when the suitcase is carried toxD8:With constant force that requires infinite
work. With the correct (decreasing) force, the work equalsV at infinity (which is zero)
minusV at the pickup pointx0: The change inV isW DGMm=x0:
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KINETIC ENERGY

This optional paragraph carries the physics one step further. Suppose you release the
spring or drop the suitcase. The external force changes toF D 0: But the internal
force still acts on the spring, and gravity still acts on the suitcase. They both start
moving. The potential energy of the suitcase is converted tokinetic energy, until it
hits the bottom of the stairs.

Time enters the problem, either through Newton’s law or Einstein’s:

.Newton/ F DmaDm
dv

dt
.Einstein/ F D

d

dt
.mv/: (5)

Herewe stay with Newton, and pretend the mass is constant. Exercise21 follows
Einstein; the mass increases with velocity. TheremDm0=

a
1�v2=c2 goes to

infinity as v approachesc; the speed of light. That correction comes from the
theory of relativity, and is not needed for suit-cases.

What happens as the suitcase falls ? FromxD a at the top of the stairs toxD b
at the bottom, potential energy is lost. But kinetic energy1

2
mv2 is gained, as we see

from integrating Newton’s law:

forceF D m
dv

dt
Dm

dv

dx

dx

dt
Dmv

dv

dx

work

» b

a

F dx D

» b

a

mv
dv

dx
dxD

1

2
mv2.b/� 1

2
mv2.a/: (6)

This same forceF is given by�dV=dx: So the work is also the change inV :

work

» b

a

F dxD

» b

a

��dV
dx

�

dxD�V.b/CV.a/: (7)

Since(6)D (7), the total energy1
2
mv2 CV (kinetic plus potential) is constant:

1
2
mv2.b/CV.b/D 1

2
mv2.a/CV.a/: (8)

This is the law ofconservation of energy. The total energy is conserved.

EXAMPLE 3 Attach a massm to the end of a stretched spring and let go. The
spring’s
energyV D 1

2
kx2 is gradually converted to kinetic energy of the mass. AtxD 0 the

change to kinetic energy is complete: the original1
2
kx2 has become1

2
mv2: Beyond

xD 0 the potential energy increases, the force reverses sign and pulls back, and
kinetic energy is lost. Eventually all energy is potential—when the mass reaches the
other extreme. It issimple harmonic motion, exactly as in Chapter1 (where the mass
was the shadow of a circling ball). The equation of motion is the statement thatthe
rate of change of energy is zero(and we cancelvD dx=dt ):

d

dt

�

1

2
mv2 C

1

2
kx2

�

Dmv
dv

dt
Ckx

dx

dt
D 0 or m

d2x

dt2
CkxD 0: (9)

ThatisF Dma in disguise. For a spring, the solutionxD cos
?
k=mt will be found

in this book. For more complicated structures, engineers spend a billion dollars a year
computing the solution.
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PRESSURE AND HYDROSTATIC FORCE

Our forces have been concentrated at a single points. That is not the case for
pressure. A fluid exerts a force all over the base and sides of its container. Suppose a
water tank or swimming pool has constant depthh (in meters or feet). The water has
weight-densityw� 9800 N=m3� 62 lb=ft3:On the base, the pressure isw timesh:
The force iswh times the base areaA W

F DwhA (pounds or Newtons) pDF=ADwh.lb=ft2 or N=m2/: (10)

Thuspressure is force per unit area. Herep andF are computed by multiplication,
because the depthh is constant. Pressure is proportional to depth (as divers know).
Down the side wall,h varies and we need calculus.

The pressure on the side is stillwh—the same in all directions. We divide the side
into horizontal strips of thickness�h. Geometry gives the lengthl.h/ at depthh
(Figure 8.17). The area of a strip isl.h/�h: The pressurewh is nearly constant on
the strip—the depth only changes by�h: The force on the strip is�F Dwhl�h.
Adding those forces, and narrowing the strips so that�hÑ 0; the total force
approaches an integral:

total forceF D
r
whl.h/ dh (11)

Fig. 8.17 Water tank and dam: length of side stripD l; area of layerDA:

EXAMPLE 4 Find the total force on the trapezoidal dam in Figure 8.17.

The side length isl D 60 whenhD 0: The depthh increases from0 to 20: The main
problem is to findl at an in-between depthh:With straight sides the relation is linear:
l D 60Cch. We choosec to givel D 50whenhD 20: Then50D 60Cc.20/ yields
cD�1

2
.

Thetotal force is the integral ofwhl: So substitutel D 60� 1
2
h:

F D
r 20

0
wh.60� 1

2
h/dhD

h

30wh2� 1
6
wh3

i20

0
D 12000w� 1

6
.8000w/:

With distance in feet andwD 62 lb=ft3, F is in pounds. With distance in meters and
wD 9800N=m3, the force is in Newtons.

Note that.weight-densityw/D .mass-density�/ times.g/D .1000/.9:8/:These
SI units were chosen to make the density of water at0�C exactly�D 1000 kg=m3:

EXAMPLE 5 Find the work to pump water out of a tank. The area at depthh
isA.h/.

Imagine lifting outone layer of water at a time. The layer weighswA.h/�h: The
work to lift it to the top is its weight times the distanceh; orwhA.h/�h: The work
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to empty the whole tank is the integral:

W D
r
whA.h/ dh: (12)

Suppose the tank is the bottom half of a sphere of radiusR. The cross-sectional
area at depthh is AD�.R2�h2/: Then the work is the integral(12) from 0 toR:
It equalsW D�wR4=4.

Units:wD force=.distance/3 timesR4 D .distance/4 gives workW D .force/.distance/.

8.6 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

Work equals a times b . For a spring the force is
F D c , proportional to the extensionx (this is d
law). With this variable force, the work in stretching from0 to
x is W D

r
e D f . This equals the increase in the

g energy V: Thus W is a h integral andV is the
corresponding i integral, which includes an arbitrary j .
The derivative dV=dx equals k . The force of gravity is
F D l and the potential isV D m .

In falling, V is converted to n energyKD o . The
total energyKCV is p (this is the law of q when
there is no external force).

Pressure is force per unit r . Water of densityw in a
pool of depth h and areaA exerts a downward forceF D

s on the base. The pressure ispD t . On the sides the
u is still wh at depth h; so the total force is

r
whl dh;

where l is v . In a cubic pool of sides; the force
on the base isF D w , the length around the sides is
l D x , and the total force on the four sides isF D

y . The work to pump the water out of the pool is
W D

r
whA dhD z .

1 (a) Find the workW when a constant forceF D 12 pounds
moves an object fromxD :9 feet toxD 1:1 feet.
(b) ComputeW by integration when the forceF D 12=x2

varies withx.

2 A 12�inch spring is stretched to15 inches by a force of75
pounds.

(a) What is the spring constantk in pounds per foot?
(b) Find the work done in stretching the spring.

(c) Find the work to stretch it3 more inches.

3 A shock-absorber is compressed1 inch by a weight of1 ton.
Find its spring constantk in pounds per foot. What potential
energy is stored in the shock-absorber ?

4 A forceF D 20x�x3 stretches a nonlinear spring byx.
(a) What work is required to stretch it fromxD 0 to xD 2 ?

(b) What is its potential energyV atxD 2; if V.0/D 5 ?

(c) What is kD dF=dx for a small additional stretch at
xD 2?

5 (a) A 120-lb person makes a scale go downx inches. How
much work is done ?
(b) If the same person goesx inches down the stairs, how much
potential energy is lost ?

6 A rocket burns its100 kg of fuel at a steady rate to reach a height
of 25 km.

(a) Find the weight of fuel left at heighth.

(b) How much work is done lifting fuel ?

7 Integrate to find the work in winding up a hanging cable of
length 100 feet and weight density5 lb=ft. How much additional
work is caused by a200-pound weight hanging at the end of the
cable ?

8 The great pyramid (height5001—you can see it from Cairo)
has a square base8001 by 8001: Find the areaA at heighth: If
the rock weighswD 100 lb=ft3, approximately how much work did
it take to lift all the rock ?

9 The force of gravity on a massm is F D�GMm=x2: With
GD 6 �10�17 and Earth massM D 6 �1024 and rocket mass
mD 1000; compute the work to lift the rocket fromxD 6400

to xD 6500: (The units are kgs and kms and Newtons, giving
work in Newton-kms.)

10 The approximate work to lift a30-pound suitcase20 feet is
600 foot-pounds. The exact work is the change in the potential
V D�GmM=x: Show that�V is 600 times a correction factor
R2=.R2�102/; when x changes fromR�10 to RC10: (This
factor is practically1, whenRD radius of the Earth:)

11 Find the work to lift the rocket in Problem9 from xD 6400

out to xD8: If this work equals the original kinetic energy
1
2mv

2; what was the originalv (the escape velocity) ?

12 The kinetic energy 1
2mv

2 of a rocket is converted into
potential energy�GMm=x: Starting from the Earth’s radius
xDR, whatx does the rocket reach ? If it reachesxD8 show that
vD

a
2GM=R: This escape velocity is25;000 miles per hour.

13 It takes 20 foot-pounds of work to stretch a spring2 feet.
How much work to stretch it one more foot ?
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14 A barrel full of beer is4 feet high with a1 foot radius and an
opening at the bottom. How much potential energy is lost by the beer
as it comes out of the barrel ?

15 A rectangular dam is40 feet high and60 feet wide. Compute the
total side forceF on the dam when (a) the water is at the top (b)
the water level is halfway up.

16 A triangular dam has an80-meter base at a depth of30 meters.
If water covers the triangle, find

(a) the pressure at depthh

(b) the lengthl of the dam at depthh
(c) the total force on the dam.

17 A cylinder of depthH and cross-sectional areaA stands full of
water (densityw). (a) Compute the workW D

r
wAhdh to lift all

the water to the top. (b) Check the units ofW: (c) What is the work
W if the cylinder is only half full ?

18 In Problem17, computeW in both cases ifH D 20 feet,wD 62

lb=ft3; and the base is a circle of radiusr D 5 feet.

19 How much work is required to pump out a swimming pool, if
the area of the base is800 square feet, the water is4 feet deep, and
the top is one foot above the water level ?

20 For a cone-shaped tank the cross-sectional area increases with
depth:AD�r2h2=H2: Show that the work to empty it is half the
work for a cylinder with the same height and base. What is the ratio
of volumes of water ?

21 In relativity the mass ismDm0=
a
1�v2=c2: Find the

correction factor in Newton’s equationF Dm0a to give Einstein’s
equationF D d.mv/=dt D .d.mv/=dv/.dv=dt/D m0a.

22 Estimate the depth of theTitanic, the pressure at that depth, and
the force on a cabin door. Why doesn’t every door collapse at the
bottom of the Atlantic Ocean ?

23 A swimming pool is 4 meters wide, 10 meters long, and
2 meters deep. Find the weight of the water and the total force on
the bottom.

24 If the pool in Problem23 hasa shallow end only one meter deep,
what fraction of the water is saved ? Draw a cross-section (a trape-
zoid) and show the direction of force on the sides and the sloping
bottom.

25 In what ways is work like a definite integral and energy like an
indefinite integral ? Their derivative is the .



CHAPTER 9

Polar Coordinates and
Complex Numbers

9.1 Polar Coordinates

Up to now, points have been located by theirx and y coordinates. But if you were
a flight controller, and a plane appeared on the screen, you would not give its
position that way. Instead ofx andy, you would read off thedirection of the plane
and itsdistance. The direction is given by an angle�: The distance is given by a
positive numberr: Those are thepolar coordinatesof the point, wherex andy are
therectangular coordinates.

The angle� is measured from the horizontal. Suppose the distance is2 and
the direction is30� or �=6 (degrees preferred by flight controllers, radians by
mathematicians). A pilot looking along thex axis would give the plane’s direction
as “11 o’clock.” This totally destroys our system of units, by measuring direction in
hours. But the angle and the distance locate the plane.

How far to a landing strip atr D 1 and � D��=2 ? For that question polar
coordinates are not good. They are perfect for distance from the origin (which equals
r), but for most other distances I would switch tox andy: It is extremely simple
to determinex andy from r and� , and we will do it constantly. The most used
formulas in this chapter come from Figure 9.1—where the right triangle has angle�
and hypotenuser: The sides of that triangle arex andy:

xD r cos� and yD r sin �: (1)

The point atr D 2;� D�=6 hasxD 2 cos.�=6/ andyD 2sin.�=6/: The cosine of
�=6 is

?
3=2 and the sine is1

2
: So xD

?
3 andyD 1: Polar coordinates convert

easily toxy coordinates—now we go the other way.
Alwaysx2 Cy2 D r2: In this example.

?
3/2 C .1/2 D .2/2: Pythagoras produces

r from x andy: The direction� is also available, but the formula is not so beautiful:

r D
a
x2 Cy2 and tan � D

y

x
and .almost/ � D tan�1 y

x
: (2)

Our point hasy=xD 1=
?
3:One angle with this tangent is� D tan�1.1=

?
3/D�=6:

412
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Fig. 9.1 Polar coordinatesr;� and rectangular coordinatesxD r cos�;yD r sin�:

EXAMPLE 1 Point B in Figure 9.1c is at anegative angle� D��=4: The x
coordinater cos.��=4/ is the same asr cos�=4 (the cosine is even). But they
coordinater sin.��=4/ is negative. Computingr and� from xD 1 andyD 1, the
distance isr D

?
1C1 andtan� is�1=1:

Warning To any angle� we can add or subtract2�—which goes a full360� circle
and keeps the same direction. Thus��=4 or �45� is the same angle as7�=4 or
315�: So is15�=4 or 675�:

If we add or subtract180�, the tangent doesn’t change. The point.1;�1/ is on the�45� line atr D
?
2: The point.�1;1/ is on the135� line also withr D

?
2: Both

have tan� D�1:We had to write “almost” in equation(2), because a point has many
� ’s and two points have the samer andtan�:

Even worse, we could say thatB D .1;�1/ is on the135� line but at anegative
distancer D�?2: A negativer carries the pointbackwardalong the135� line,
which is forward toB: In giving the position ofB, I would always keepr ¡ 0: But
in drawing the graph of a polar equation,r   0 is allowed. We move now to those
graphs.

THE CIRCLE r D cos�

Thebasis for Chapters 1–8 wasyD f .x/: The key to this chapter isr DF.�/: That
is a relation between the polar coordinates, and the points satisfying an equation like
r D cos� produce apolar graph.

It is not obvious whyr D cos� gives a circle. The equationsr D cos2� and
r D cos2� and r D 1Ccos� produce entirely different graphs—not circles. The
direct approach is to take� D 0�;30�;60�; : : : and go out the distancer D cos� on
each ray. The points are marked in Figure 9.2a, and connected into a curve. It seems
to be a circle of radius1

2
, with its center at the point.1

2
;0/: We have to be able to

show mathematically thatr D cos� represents ashifted circle.

One point must be mentioned.The angles from0 to� give the whole circle. The
numberr D cos� becomes negative after�=2, and we go backwards along each ray.

Fig. 9.2 The circler D cos� and the switch tox andy: The circler D sin�:
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At � D� (to the left of the origin) the cosine is�1: Going backwards brings us
to the same point as� D 0 andr D C1—which completes the circle.

When� continues from� to 2� we go around again. The polar equation gives the
circle twice. (Or more times, when� continues past2�:) If you don’t like negative
r ’s and multiple circles, restrict� to the range from��=2 to �=2: We still have to
see why the graph ofr D cos� is a circle.

Method5 Multiply by r and convert to rectangular coordinatesx andy:

r D cos� ñ r2 D r cos� ñ x2 Cy2 D x: (3)

This is a circle because ofx2 Cy2: From rewriting as.x� 1
2
/2 Cy2 D .1

2
/2 we

recognize its center and radius. Center atxD 1
2

and yD 0; radius1
2
: Done.

Method6 Write x andy separatelyas functions of�: Then� is a “parameter”:

xD r cos� D cos2� and yD r sin� D sin� cos�: (4)

These are notpolar equations butparametricequations. The parameter� is the
angle, but it could be the time—the curve would be the same. Chapter 12 studies
parametric equations in detail—here we stay with the circle.

To find the circle, squarex andy and add. This producesx2 Cy2 D x in Problem
26: But here we do something new:Start with the circle and find equation(4). In
case you don’t reach Chapter 12, the idea is this. Add the vectorsOC to the center
andCP out the radius:

The point P in Figure9.2has.x;y/DOCCCP D .1
2
;0/C .1

2
cos t; 1

2
sin t/:

The parametert is the angle at the center of the circle. The equations are
xD 1

2
C 1

2
cos t andyD 1

2
sin t: A trigonometric person sees a double angle and sets

t D 2�: The result is equation(4) for the circle:

xD 1
2

C 1
2

cos2� D cos2� and yD 1
2

sin 2� D sin� cos�: (5)

This step rediscovers a basic theorem of geometry:The anglet at the center is twice
the angle� at the circumference. End of quick introduction to parameters.

A second circle isr D sin� , drawn in Figure 9.2c. A third circle isr D cos�C
sin� , not drawn. Problem27 asks you to find itsxy equation and its radius. All
calculations go back toxD r cos� and yD r sin�—the basic facts of polar
coordinates! The last exercise shows a parametric equation with beautiful graphs,
because it may be possible to draw them now. Then the next section concentrates on
r DF.�/—and goes far beyond circles.

9.1 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

Polar coordinatesr and� correspond toxD a andyD b .
Thepoints withr ¡ 0 and� D� are located c . The points with
r D 1 and 0¤ � ¤� are located d . Reversing the sign of�
moves the point.x;y/ to e .

Givenx andy, the polar distance isr D f . The tangent of�
is g . The point.6;8/ hasr D h and� D i . Another
point with the same� is j . Another point with the samer is

k . Another point with the samer and tan� is l .

The polar equationr D cos� produces a shifted m . The
top point is at� D n , which givesr D o . When � goes
from 0 to 2�, we go p times around the graph. Rewriting as
r2 D r cos� leads to thexy equation q . Substitutingr D cos�
into xD r cos� yields xD r and similarlyyD s . In this
form x andy are functions of t �:
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Find the polar coordinatesr ¥ 0 and 0¤ �   2� of these points.

1 .x;y/D .0;1/ 2 .x;y/D .�4;0/
3 .x;y/D .

?
2;
?
2/ 4 .x;y/D .�1;?3/

5 .x;y/D .�1;�1/ 6 .x;y/D .3;4/

Find rectangular coordinates.x;y/ from polar coordinates.

7 .r;�/D .2;�=2/ 8 .r;�/D .1;3�=2/

9 .r;�/D .
?
20;�=4/ 10 .r;�/D .3�;3�/

11 .r;�/D .2;��=6/ 12 .r;�/D .2;5�=6/

13 What is the distance from.x;y/D .
?
3;1/ to .1;�?3/ ?

14 How far is the pointr D 3;� D�=2 from r D 4;� D� ?

15 How far is .x;y/D .r cos�;r sin�/ from .X;Y /D .R cos�;
R sin�/ ? Simplify .x�X/2 C.y�Y /2 by using cos.���/D

cos� cos�Csin� sin�:

16 Find a second set of polar coordinates (a differentr or �) for the
points

.r;�/D .�1;�=2/; .�1;3�=4/; .1;��=2/; .0;0/:

17 Using polar coordinates describe (a) the half-planex¡ 0;
(b) the half-planey¤ 0; (c) the ring withx2 Cy2 between4 and
5; (d) the wedgex¥|y|:
18 True or false, with a reason or an example:

(a) Changing to�r and�� produces the same point.

(b) Each point has only oner and � , when r   0 is not
allowed.

(c) The graph ofr D 1=sin� is a straight line.

19 Fromx and� find y and r:

20 Which other point has the samer andtan� asxD
?
3; yD 1 in

Figure 9.1b ?

21 Convert from rectangular to polar equations:

(a) yD x (b) xCyD 1 (c) x2 Cy2 D xCy

22 Show that the triangle with vertices at.0;0/; .r1;�1/, and
.r2;�2/ has areaAD 1

2 r1r2 sin.�2��1/: Find the base and height
assuming0¤ �1¤ �2¤�:

Problems 23–28 are about polar equations that give circles.

23 Convertr D sin� into anxy equation. Multiply first byr:

24 Graph r D sin� at � D 0�;30�;60�; : : : ;360�: These thirteen
values of� give different points on the graph. What range of
� ’s goes once around the circle ?

25 Substituter D sin� into xD r cos� andyD r sin� to find x
andy in terms of the parameter�: Then computex2 Cy2 to reach
thexy equation.

26 From the parametric equationsxD cos2� and yD sin� cos�
in (4), recover thexy equation. Square, add, eliminate�:

27 (a) Multiply r D cos�Csin � by r to convert into anxy
equation. (b) Rewrite the equation as.x� 1

2 /
2 C.y� 1

2 /
2 DR2 to

find the radiusR: (c) Draw the graph.

28 Find the radius ofr D acos�Cb sin �: (Multiply by r:)

29 ConvertxCyD 1 into an r� equation and solve forr: Then
substitute thisr into xD r cos� andyD r sin� to find parametric
equations for the line.

30 The equations xD cos2� and yD sin2 � also lead to
xCyD 1—but they are different from the answer to Problem29:
Explanation:� is no longer the polar angle and we should have
written t: Find a point xD cos2�;yD sin2 � that is not at the
angle�:

31 Convertr D cos2� into anxy equation (of sixth degree!)

32 If you have a graphics package for parametric curves, graph
somehypocycloids. The equations arexD .1�b/costCb cos.1�
b/t=b;yD .1�b/sin t�b sin.1�b/t=b: The figure showsbD 3

10
and part ofbD :31831:
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9.2 Polar Equations and Graphs

The most important equation in polar coordinates, by far, isr D 1: The angle� does
not even appear. The equation looks too easy, but that is the point! The graph is a circle
around the origin (the unit circle). Compare with the linexD 1: More important,
compare the simplicity ofr D 1 with the complexity ofyD�?1�x2: Circles are
so common in applications that they created the need for polar coordinates.

This section studies polar curvesr DF.�/:The cardioid is a sentimental favorite—
maybe parabolas are more practical. The cardioid isr D 1Ccos�; the parabola is
r D 1=.1Ccos�/: Section 12.2 adds cycloids and astroids. A graphics package can
draw them and so can we.

Together with the circlesr D constantgo the straight lines� D constant. The
equation� D�=4 is a ray out from the origin, at that fixed angle. If we allowr   0;
as we do in drawing graphs, the one-directional ray changes to a full line. Important:
The circles are perpendicular to the rays. We have “orthogonal coordinates”—
more interesting than thex�y grid of perpendicular lines. In principlex could be
mixed with� (non-orthogonal), but in practice that never happens.

Other curves are attractive in polar coordinates—we look first at five examples.
Sometimes we switch back toxD r cos� andyD r sin�; to recognize the graph.

EXAMPLE 1 The graph ofr D 1=cos� is thestraight linexD 1 (becauser cos� D 1).

EXAMPLE 2 The graph ofr D cos2� is thefour-petal flowerin Figure 9.3.

The points at� D 30� and�30� and150� and�150� are marked on the flower.
They all haver D cos2� D 1

2
: There are three important symmetries—across the

x axis, across they axis, and through the origin. This four-petal curve has them
all. So does the vertical flowerr D sin2�—but surprisingly, the tests it passes are
different.

(Across thex axis: y to�y) There are two ways to cross. First, change� to��:
The equationr D cos2� stays the same. Second, change� to ��� and alsor to�r: The equationr D sin2� stays the same. Both flowers havex axis symmetry.

(Across they axis: x to�x) There are two ways to cross. First, change� to���:
The equationr D cos2� stays the same. Second, change� to�� andr to�r: Now
r D sin2� stays the same (the sine is odd). Both curves havey axis symmetry.

(Through the origin) Now we changer to�r or � to �C�: The flower equations
pass the second test only:cos2.�C�/D cos2� andsin2.�C�/D sin2�: Every
equationr2 DF.�/ passes the first test, since.�r/2 D r2.

The circler D cos� hasx axis symmetry, but noty or r: The spiralr D �3 has
y axis symmetry, because�r D .��/3 is the same equation.

Question What happens if you changer to�r and also change� to �C� ?
Answer Nothing—because.r;�/ and.�r;�C�/ are always the same point.

EXAMPLE 3 The graph ofr D � is a spiral of Archimedes—or maybe two spi-
rals.

The spiral adds new points as� increases past2�: Our other examples are
“periodic”—�D 2� gives the same point as� D 0: A periodic curve repeats itself.
The spiral moves out by2� each time it comes around. If we allow negative angles
and negativer D �; a second spiral appears.
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Fig. 9.3 The four-petal flowerr D cos2� and the spiralr D � (r ¡ 0 in red).

EXAMPLE 4 The graph ofr D 1Ccos� is acardioid. It is drawn in Figure 9.4c.

The cardioid has no simplexy equation. Still the curve is very attractive. It has a
cusp at the origin and it is heart-shaped (hence its name). To draw it, plotr D 1C
cos� at30� intervals and connect the points. For this curver is never negative, since
cos� never goes below�1:

It is a curious fact that the electrical vector in your heart almost traces out a
cardioid. See Section 11.1 about electrocardiograms. If it is a perfect cardioid you
are in a little trouble.

Fig. 9.4 Limaçonsr D 1Cb cos�; including a cardioid and Mars seen from Earth.

EXAMPLE 5 The graph ofr D 1Cb cos� is a limaçon (a cardioid whenbD 1).

Limaçon (softc) is a French word for snail—not so well known as escargot but just
as inedible. (I am only referring to the shell. Excusez-moi!) Figure 9.4 shows how a
dimple appears asb increases. Then an inner loop appears beyondbD 1 (the cardioid
at bD 1 is giving birth to a loop). For largeb the curve looks more like two circles.
The limiting case is a double circle, when the inner loop is the same as the outer loop.
Remember thatr D cos� goes around the circle twice.

We could magnify the limaçon by a factorc; changing tor D c.1Cb cos�/: We
could rotate180� to r D 1�b cos�: But the real interest is whether these figures
arise in applications, and Donald Saari showed me a nice example.
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Mars seen from EarthThe Earth goes around the Sun and so does Mars. Roughly
speaking Mars is11

2
times as far out, and completes its orbit in two Earth years.

We take the orbits as circles:r D 2 for Earth andr D 3 for Mars. Those equations
tell wherebut notwhen. With time as a parameter, the coordinates of Earth and Mars
are given at every instantt :

xE D 2 cos2�t;yE D 2 sin2�t and xM D 3 cos�t;yM D 3 sin�t:

At t D 1 year, the Earth completes a circle (angleD 2�) and Mars is halfway.
Now the key step. Subtract to find the position of Marsrelative to Earth:

xM�E D 3 cos�t�2 cos2�t and yM�E D 3 sin�t�2 sin2�t:

Replacingcos2�t by 2cos2�t�1 andsin2�t by 2 sin�t cos�t; this is

xM�E D .3�4 cos�t/cos�tC2 and yM�E D .3�4 cos�t/sin�t:

Seen from the Earth, Mars does a loop in the sky! There are twot ’s for which
3�4cos�t D 0 (or cos�t D 3

4
). At both times, Mars is two units from Earth

(xM�E D 2 and yM�E D 0). When we move the origin to that point, the2 is
subtracted away—theM�Ecoordinates becomexD r cos�t andyD r sin�t with
r D 3�4cos�t: That is a limaçon with a loop, like Figure 9.4d.

Note added in proofI didn’t realize that a3-to-2 ratio is also responsible for heating
up two spots on opposite sides of Mercury. From the newspaper of June13; 1990:

“Astronomers today reported the first observations showing that Mercury
has two extremely hot spots. That is because Mercury, the planet closest to the
Sun, turns on its axis once every59:6 days, which is a day on Mercury. It goes
around the sun every88 days, a Mercurian year. With this3-to-2 ratio between
spin and revolution,the Sun appears to stop in the sky and move backward,
describing a loopover each of the hot spots.”

CONIC SECTIONS IN POLAR COORDINATES

The exercises include other polar curves, like lemniscates and200-petal flowers. But
get serious. The most important curves are theellipseandparabolaandhyperbola.
In Section 3.5 their equations involved1;x;y;x2;xy;y2: With one focus at the ori-
gin, their polar equations are even better.

9A The graph ofr DA=.1Cecos�/ is a conic section with “eccentricity”e:

circle if eD 0 ellipse if0  e  1 parabola ifeD 1 hyperbola ife¡ 1:
EXAMPLE 6 .eD 1/ The graph ofr D 1=.1Ccos�/ is a parabola. This equation
is rCr cos� D 1 or r D 1�x: Squaring both sides givesx2 Cy2 D 1�2xCx2:
Cancelingx2 leavesy2 D 1�2x; the parabola in Figure 9.5b.

The amplifying factorA blows up all curves, with no change in shape.

EXAMPLE 7 .eD 2/ The same steps lead fromr.1C2cos�/D 1 to r D 1�2x:
Squaring givesx2 Cy2 D 1�4xC4x2 and thex2 terms do not cancel. Instead we
havey2�3x2 D 1�4x: This is the hyperbola in Figure 9.5c, with a focus at.0;0/:

The hyperbolay2�3x2 D 1 (without the�4x) has itscenterat .0;0/.
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EXAMPLE 8 .eD 1
2
/ Thesame steps lead fromr.1C 1

2
cos�/D 1 to r D 1� 1

2
x:

Squaring gives the ellipsex2 Cy2 D 1�xC 1
4
x2: Polar equations look at conics in

a new way, which happens to match the sun and planets perfectly.The sun at.0;0/
is not the center of the system, but a focus.

Finally eD 0 gives the circler D 1: Center of circleD both fociD .0;0/.

Fig. 9.5 r D 1=.1Cecos�) is an ellipse foreD 1
2 ; a parabola foreD 1; a hyperbola for

eD 2.

The directrix The figure shows the lined (the “directrix”) for each curve. All points
P on the curve satisfyr D |PF |D e|Pd |: The distance to the focus ise times the
distance to the directrix. (e is still the eccentricity, nothing to do with exponentials.)
A geometer would start from this propertyr D e|Pd | and construct the curve. We
derive the property from the equation:

r D
A

1Cecos�
ñ rCexDA ñ r D e

�

A

e
�x� : (1)

The directrix is the line atxDA=e: That last equation is exactly|PF |D e|Pd |.
Notice how two numbers determine these curves. Here the numbers areA ande: In

Section 3.5 they werea andb: (The ellipse wasx2=a2 Cy2=b2 D 1:) UsingA and
e we go smoothly from ellipses through parabolas (ateD 1) and on to hyperbolas.
With three more numbers we can move the focus to any point and rotate the curve
through any angle.Conics are determined by five numbers.

9.2 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

The circle of radius 3 around the origin has polar equation
a . The 45� line has polar equation b . Those graphs

meet at an angle of c . Multiplying r D 4 cos� by r yields
the xy equation d . Its graph is a e with center at

f . The graph ofr D 4=cos� is the line xD g . The
equation r2 D cos2� is not changed when�Ñ�� (symmetric
across h ) and when�Ñ�C� (or rÑ i ). The graph of
r D 1Ccos� is a j .

The graph of r DA=( k ) is a conic section with one
focus at l . It is an ellipse if m and a hyperbola
if n . The equationr D 1=.1Ccos�/ leads to rCxD 1

which gives a o . Then r D distance from origin equals
1�xD distance from p . The equationsr D 3.1�x/ andr D

1
3 .1�x/ represents a q and an r . Including a shift
and rotation, conics are determined by s numbers.

Convert to xy coordinates to draw and identify these curves.

1 r sin� D 1

3 r D 2 cos�

5 r D 1=.2Ccos �/

2 r.cos��sin�/D 2

4 r D�2 sin�

6 r D 1=.1C2 cos�/

In 7–14 sketch the curve and check forx;y; and r symmetry.

7 r2 D 4 cos2�

8 r2 D 4 sin 2�

9 r D cos3�

(lemniscate)

(lemniscate)

(three petals)
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10 r2 D 10C6 cos4�

11 r D e�

12 r D 1=�

13 r D tan �

14 r D 1�2sin3�

(logarithmic spiral)

(hyperbolic spiral)

(rose inside rose)

15 Convert r D 6 sin�C8 cos� to the xy equation of a circle
(what radius, what center ? ).�16 Squaring and adding in the Mars-Earth equation gives
x2

M�ECy2
M�E D 13�12 cos�t: The graph ofr2 D 13�12 cos� is

not at all like Figure 9.4d. What went wrong ?

In 17–23 find the points where the two curves meet.

17 r D 2cos� and r D 1Ccos�
Warning: You might set2cos� D 1Ccos� to find cos� D 1: But
the graphs have another meeting point—they reach it at different
� ’s. Draw graphs to find all meeting points.

18 r2 D sin2� and r2 D cos2�

19 r D 1Ccos� andr D 1�sin�

20 r D 1Ccos� andr D 1�cos�

21 r D 2 andr D 4 sin2�

22 r2 D 4 cos� and r D 1�cos�

23 r sin� D 1 andr cos.���=4/D
?
2 (straight lines)

24 When is there a dimple inr D 1Cb cos� ? From xD

.1Cb cos�/cos� find dx=d� andd2x=d�2 at � D�: When that
second derivative is negative the limaçon has a dimple.

25 How many petals forr D cos5� ? For r D cos� there was
one, forr D cos2� there were four.

26 Explain why r D cos100 � has 200 petals butr D cos101 �
only has 101: The other 101 petals are : What about
r D cos 1

2� ?

27 Find anxy equation for the cardioidr D 1Ccos� .

28 (a) The flowerr D cos2� is symmetric across thex and y
axes. Does that make it symmetric about the origin ? (Do
two symmetries imply the third, so�r D cos2� produces
the same curve ? )
(b) How can r D 1, � D�=2 lie on the curve but fail to
satisfy the equation ?

29 Find anxy equation for the flowerr D cos2� .

30 Find equations for curves with these properties:

(a) Symmetric about the origin but not thex axis

(b) Symmetric across the45� line but not symmetric inx
or y or r

(c) Symmetric in x and y and r (like the flower) but
changed whenxØ y (not symmetric across the45� line).

Problems 31–37 are about conic sections—especially ellipses.

31 Find the top point of the ellipse in Figure 9.5a, by maximizing
yD r sin� D sin �=.1C 1

2 cos�/.

32 (a) Show that all conicsr D 1=.1Cecos�/ go through
xD 0;yD 1.

(b) Find the second focus of the ellipse and hyperbola. For the
parabola.eD 1/ where is the second focus ?

33 The pointQ in Figure 9.5c hasyD 1: By symmetry findx
and thenr (negative!). Check thatx2 Cy2 D r2 and|QF |D 2|Qd |.
34 The equationsr DA=.1Cecos�/ and r D 1=.C CD cos�/
are the same ifC D and DD : For the mirror
image across they axis replace� by : This givesr D 1=.C �
D cos�/ as in Figure 12.10 for a planet around the sun.

35 The ellipser DA=.1Cecos�/ has length2a on thex axis. Add
r at � D 0 to r at � D� to prove thataDA=.1�e2/: The Earth’s
orbit hasaD 92;600;000 milesD one astronomical unit (AU).

36 The maximum heightb occurs when yD r sin� DAsin�=
.1Cecos�/ hasdy=d� D 0: Show thatbD ymaxDA=

a
1�e2.

37 Combine a and b from Problems 35�36 to find cDa
a2�b2 DAe=.1�e2/: Then the eccentricity e is c=a.

Halley’s comet is an ellipse withaD 18:1 AU and bD 4:6 AU
soeD .

Comets have large eccentricity; planets have much smallere W

Mercury :21; Venus:01; Earth :02;Mars :09; Jupiter :05; Saturn
:05; Uranus :05; Neptune:01; Pluto :25; Kohoutek :9999.

38 If you have a computer with software to do polar graphs,
start with these:

1. Flowersr DACcosn� for nD 1
2 ;3;7;8; AD 0;1;2

2. Petals r D .cosm�C4 cosn�/=cos�; .m;n/D .5;3/, .3;5/,
.9;1/, .2;3/

3. Logarithmic spiralr D e�=2�

4. Nephroidr D 1C2 sin 1
2� from the bottom of a teacup

5. Dr. Fay’s butterflyr D ecos� �2 cos4�Csin5.�=12/

Then create and name your own curve.
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9.3 Slope, Length, and Area for Polar Curves

The previous sections introduced polar coordinates and polar equations and polar
graphs. There was no calculus! We now tackle the problems ofarea(integral calculus)
andslope(differential calculus), when the equation isr DF.�/. The use ofF instead
of f is a reminder that the slope isnotdF=d� and the area isnot

r
F.�/d� .

Start with area. The region is always divided into small pieces—what is their
shape ? Look between the angles� and�C�� in Figure 9.6a. Inside the curve is a
narrow wedge—almost a triangle, with�� as its small angle. If the radius is constant

Fig. 9.6 Area of a wedge and a circle and an intersection of circles.

the wedge is a sector of a circle. It is a piece of pie cut at the extremely narrow angle
�� . The area of that piece is a fraction (the angle�� divided by the whole angle2�)
of the whole area�r2 of the circle:

area of wedgeD
��

2�
�r2 D

1

2
r2�� D

1

2
ŒF.�/�2��: (1)

We admit that the exact shape is not circular. The true radiusF.�/ varies with�—
but in a narrow angle that variation is small. When we add up the wedges and let
�� approach zero, the area becomes an integral.

9B The area inside the polar curverDF.�/ is the limit of
P

1
2
r2�� D

P

1
2
F 2�� :

areaD

»
1

2
r2 d� D

»
1

2
ŒF.�/�2 d�: (2)

EXAMPLE 1 Find the area inside the circler D cos� of radius1
2

(Figure 9.6).

areaD

» 2�

0

1

2
cos2 � d� D

cos� sin�C�

4

�2�

0

D
2�

4
:

That is wrong! The correct area of a circle of radius1
2

is �=4. The mistake is that
we wenttwicearound the circle as� increased to2� . Integrating from� to � gives
�=4.

EXAMPLE 2 Find the area between the circlesr D cos� and r D 1
2
.

The circles cross at the points wherer D cos� agrees withr D 1
2
. Figure 9.6 shows

these points at�60�, or� D��=3. Those are the limits of integration, wherecos� D
1
2
.
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The integral adds up the difference between two wedges,one out tor D cos� and
a smaller one withr D 1

2
:

areaD

» �=3��=3

1

2

"

.cos�/2��1
2

�2
#

d�: (3)

Note that chopped wedges have area1
2
.F 2

1 �F 2
2 /�� and not 1

2
.F1�F2/

2�� .

EXAMPLE 3 Find the area between the cardioidr D 1Ccos� and the circler D 1.

areaD

» �=2��=2

1

2

�

.1Ccos�/2�12
�

d�

�

limits � D��
2

where1Ccos� D 1

�

SLOPE OF A POLAR CURVE

Where is the highest point on the cardioidr D 1Ccos� ? What is the slope at
� D�=4 ? Those are not the most important questions in calculus, but still we should
know how to answer them. I will describe the method quickly, by switching to
rectangular coordinates:

xD r cos� D .1Ccos�/cos� and yD r sin� D .1Ccos�/sin�:

For the highest point, maximizey by setting its derivative to zero:

dy=d� D .1Ccos�/.cos�/C .�sin�/.sin�/D 0: (3)

Thuscos�Ccos2� D 0, which happens at60�. The height isyD .1C 1
2
/.
?
3=2/.

For the slope, use the chain ruledy=d� D .dy=dx/.dx=d�/:

dy

dx
D
dy=d�

dx=d�
D
.1Ccos�/.cos�/C .�sin�/.sin�/

.1Ccos�/.�sin�/C .�sin�/cos�
: (4)

Equations(3) and (4) avoid the awkward (or impossible) step of eliminating� .
Instead of trying to findy as a function ofx, we keepx and y as functions of
� . At � D�=4, the ratio in equation(4) yieldsdy=dxD�1=.1C

?
2/.

Problem18 finds a general formula for the slope, usingdy=dxD.dy=d�/=.dx=d�/.
Problem20 finds a more elegant formula, by looking at the question differently.

LENGTH OF A POLAR CURVE

The length integral always starts withdsD
a
.dx/2 C .dy/2. A polar curve has

xD r cos� DF.�/cos� andyDF.�/sin� . Now take derivatives by the product
rule:

dxD .F 1.�/cos��F.�/sin�/d� and dyD .F 1.�/sin�CF.�/cos�/d�:
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Squaring and adding (notecos2 �Csin2 � ) gives the element of lengthds:

dsD

b
ŒF 1.�/�2 C ŒF .�/�2 d�: (5)

The figure shows.ds/2 D .dr/2 C .rd�/2, the same formula with different letters.
The total arc length is

r
ds.

The area of a surface of revolution is
r
2�y ds (around thex axis) or

r
2�x ds

(around they axis).Write x;y, andds in terms of� andd� . Then integrate.

EXAMPLE 4 The circler D cos� hasdsD
?
1 d� . So its length is� (not2� !!—

don’t go around twice). Revolved around they axis the circle yields a doughnut with
no hole. SincexD r cos� D cos2 � , the surface area of the doughnut is

Fig. 9.7»
2�x dsD

» �

0

2� cos2 � d� D�2:

EXAMPLE 5 The length ofr D 1Ccos� is, by symmetry, double the integral from
0 to� :

length of cardioidD 2

» �

0

a
.�sin�/2 C .1Ccos�/2 d�

D 2

» �

0

?
2C2 cos� d� D 4

» �

0

cos
�

2
d� D 8:

We substituted4 cos2 1
2
� for 2C2 cos� in the square root. It is possible to skip

symmetry and integrate from0 to 2�—but that needs the absolute value|cos1
2
� | to

maintain a positive square root.

EXAMPLE 6 The logarithmic spiralr D e�� hasdsD
?
e�2� Ce�2� d� . It spi-

rals to zero as� goes to infinity, and the total length is finite:»
dsD

» 8
0

?
2 e�� d� D �?2 e��

i8
0

D
?
2:

Revolve this spiral for a mathematical seashell with area
r 8

0
.2�e�� cos�/

?
2 e��d� .

9.3 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

A circular wedge with angle�� is a fraction a of a whole
circle. If the radius isr , the wedge area is b . Then the
area insider DF.�/ is

r
c . The area insider D �2 from 0

to � is d . That spiral meets the circler D 1 at � D e .
Thearea inside the circle and outside the spiral isf . A chopped
wedge of angle�� betweenr1 andr2 has area g .

The curve r DF.�/ has xD r cos� D h and yD i .
The slopedy=dx is dy=d� divided by j . For length.ds/2 D

.dx/2 C.dy/2 D k . The length of the spiralr D � to � D�

is
r

l (not to compute integrals). The surface area when

r D � is revolved around thex axis is
r
2�y dsD

r
m . The

volume of that solid is
r
�y2 dxD

r
n .

In 1–6 draw the curve and find the area inside.

1 r D 1Ccos�

2 r D sin�Ccos� from0 to �

3 r D 2Ccos�

4 r D 1C2 cos� (inner loop only)

5 r D cos2� (one petal only)

6 r D cos3� (one petal only)
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Find the area between the curves in 7–12 after locating their in-
tersections (draw them first).

7 circle r D cos� and circle r D sin�

8 spiralr D � andy axis (first arch)

9 outside cardioidr D 1Ccos� inside circler D 3 cos�

10 lemniscater2 D 4 cos2� outsider D
?
2

11 circle r D 8 cos� beyond liner cos� D 4

12 circle r D 10 beyond liner cos� D 6

13 Locate the mistake and find the correct area of the lemniscate
r2 D cos2� : areaD

r �
0

1
2 r

2 d� D
r �

0
1
2 cos2� d� D 0.

14 Find the area between the two circles in Example 2.

15 Compute the area between the cardioid and circle in
Example 3.

16 Find the complete area (carefully) between the spiralr D

e�� .� ¥ 0/ and the origin.

17 At what � ’s does the cardioidr D 1Ccos� have infinite
slope ? Which points are furthest to the left (minimumx) ?

18 Apply the chain ruledy=dxD .dy=d�/=.dx=d�/ to xD

F.�/cos� , yDF.�/sin� . Simplify to reach

dy

dx
D

F C tan � dF=d��F tan�CdF=d�
:

19 The groove in a record is nearly a spiralr D c� :

length D
rb

r2 C.dr=d�/2 d� D
r 14

6

a
r2 Cc2 dr=c:

Take cD :002 to give 636 turns between the outer radius
14 cm and the inner radius6 cm .14�6 equals:002.636/2�/.

(a) Omitc2 and just integrater dr=c.
(b) Compute the length integral. Tables and calculators
allowed. You will never trust integrals again.

20 Show that the angle between the ray from the origin
and the tangent line has tan DF=.dF=d�/.
Hint : If the tangent line is at an angle� with the horizontal,
then tan� is the slopedy=dx in Problem18. Therefore

tan D tan.���/D
tan�� tan�

1C tan� tan�
:

Substitute for tan� and simplify like mad.

21 The circle r DF.�/D 4 sin � has  D � . Draw a figure
including�;�; and check tan .

22 Draw the cardioid r D 1�cos� , noticing the minus sign.
Include the angles�;�; and show that D �=2.

23 The first limaçon in Figure 9.4 looks like a circle centered at
.1

3 ;0/. Prove that it isn’t.

24 Find the equation of the tangent line to the circler D cos�
at � D�=6.

In 25–28 compute the length of the curve.

25 r D � .� from 0 to 2�/

26 r D sec� .� from0 to �=4/

27 r D sin3.�=3/ .� from0 to 3�/

28 r D �2 .� from 0 to �/

29 The narrow wedge in Figure 9.6 is almost a triangle. It
was treated as a circular sector but triangles are more familiar.
Why is the area approximately12 r

2�� ?

30 In Example 4 revolve the circle around thex axis and find
the surface area.We really only revolve a semicircle.

31 Compute the seashell area2�
?
2
r8

0 e
�2� cos� d� using

two integrations by parts.

32 Find the surface area when the cardioidr D 1Ccos�
is revolved around thex axis.

33 Find the surface area when the lemniscater2 D cos2� is
revolved around thex axis. What is� after one petal ?

34 When yD f .x/ is revolved around thex axis, the volume
is

r
�y2dx. When the circler D cos� is revolved, switch to a

�-integral from0 to �=2 and check the volume of a sphere.

35 Find the volume when the cardioidr D 1Ccos� is rotated
around thex axis.

36 Find the surface area and volume when the graph ofr D 1=cos�
is rotated around they axis.0¤ � ¤�=4/.
37 Show that the spiralsr D � and r D 1=� are perpendicular
when they meet at� D 1.

38 Draw three circles of radius1 that touch each other and
find the area of the curved triangle between them.

39 Draw the unit square0¤x¤ 1, 0¤y¤ 1. In polar coordinates
its right side isr D . Find the area from

r
1
2 r

2d� .

40 (Unravel the paradox) The area of the ellipsexD 4 cos�;
yD 3 sin � is ��4 �3D 12�. But the integral of12 r

2d� is» 2�

0

1

2
.16 cos2 �C9 sin2 �/d� D 12

1

2
�:
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9.4 Complex Numbers

Real numbers are sufficient for most of calculus. Starting fromx2 C4, its integral
1
3
x3 C4xCC is also real. If we are givenx3�1, its derivative3x2 is real.But the

roots(or zeros) of those polynomials are complex numbers:

x2 C4D 0 and x3�1D 0 have complex solutions:

We expect two square roots of�4. There are three cube roots of1. Complex numbers
are unavoidable, in order to findn roots for each polynomial of degreen.

This section explains how to work with complex numbers. You will see their
relation to polar coordinates. At the end, we use them to solve differential equations.

Start with the imaginary numberi . Everybody knows thatx2 D�1 has no real
solution. When you square a real number, the result is never negative. So the world has
agreed on a solution calledi . (Except that electrical engineers call itj .) Imaginary
numbers follow the normal rules of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division,
with one difference:Wheneveri2 appears it is replaced by�1. In particular�i
times�i givesCi2 D�1. In other words,�i is also a square root of�1. There are
two solutions.i and�i / to the equationx2 C1D 0.

Finding cube roots of1 will stretch us further. We need complex numbers—real
plus imaginary.

9B A complex number(say 1C3i ) is the sum of a real number.1/ and a pure
imaginary number.3i/. Addition keeps those parts separate; multiplication uses
i2 D�1:

Addition W .1C3i/C .1C3i/D 1C1C i.3C3/D 2C6i

Multiplication W .1C3i/.1C3i/D 1C3iC3iC9i2 D�8C6i:

Adding1C3i to 5� i is easy.6C2i/. Multiplying is longer, but you see the rules:

.1C3i/.5� i /D 5C15i� i�3i2 D 8C14i:

The point is this: We don’t have to imagine any more new numbers. After accepting
i , the rest is straightforward. A real number is just a complex number with no
imaginary part! When1C3i combines with its “complex conjugate” 1�3i—adding
or multiplying—the answer is real:

.1C3i/C .1�3i/D 2 (real)
.1C3i/.1�3i/D 1�3iC3i�9i2 D 10: (real)

(1)

The complex conjugate offers a way to do division, by making the denominator real:

1

1C3i
D

1

1C3i

1�3i
1�3i D

1�3i
10

and
1

xC iy
D

1

xC iy

x� iy
x� iy D

x� iy
x2 Cy2

:

9C The complex numberxC iy has real partx and imaginary party. Its
complex conjugate isx� iy. The product.xC iy/.x� iy/ equalsx2 Cy2 D r2.
Theabsolute value(or modulus) isr D |xC iy|Dax2 Cy2.
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THE COMPLEX PLANE

Complex numbers correspond to points in a plane. The number1C3i corre-
sponds to the point.1;3/. Similarly xC iy is paired with.x;y/—which isx units
along the “real axis” andy units up the “imaginary axis.” The ordinary plane turns
into thecomplex plane. The absolute valuer is the same as the polar coordinater
(Figure 9.8a).

The figure shows two more copies of the complex plane. The one in the middle
is for addition and subtraction. It uses rectangular coordinates. The one on the right
is for multiplication and division and squaring. It uses polar coordinates. In squaring
a complex number,r is squared and� is doubled—as the right figure and equation(3)
both show.

Fig. 9.8 The complex plane showsx, y, r , � . Addwith x andy, multiply with r and� .

Adding complex numbers is like adding vectors (Chapter 11). The real parts give
3�1 and the imaginary parts give1C1. The vector sum.2;2/ corresponds to the
complex sum2C2i . The complex conjugate3� i is the mirror image across the real
axis.i reversed to�i /. The connection tor and� is the same as before (you see it in
the triangle):

xD r cos� and yD r sin � so that xC iyD r.cos�C i sin�/: (2)

In the third figure,1C i hasr D
?
2 and� D�=4. The polar form is

?
2 cos�=4C?

2i sin�=4. When this number is squared, its45� angle becomes90�: The square
is .1C i /2 D 1C2i�1D 2i . Its polar form is2 cos�=2C2i sin�=2.

9D Multiplication adds angles, division subtracts angles, and squaring doubles
angles. The absolute values are multiplied, divided, and squared:

.r cos�C ir sin�/2 D r2 cos2�C ir2 sin2�: (3)

For nth powers we reachrn and n� . For square roots,r goes to
?
r and� goes to

1
2
� . The number�1 is at180�, so its square rooti is at90�.
To see why� is doubled in equation(3), factor outr2 and multiply as usual:

.cos�C i sin�/.cos�C i sin�/D cos2��sin2 �C2i sin� cos�:

The right side iscos2�C i sin2� . The double-angle formulas from trigonometry
match the squaring of complex numbers. The cube would becos3�C i sin3�
(because2� and � add to 3� , and r is still 1). The nth power is in
de Moivre’s formula:

.cos�C i sin�/n D cosn�C i sinn�: (4)
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With nD�1 we getcos.��/C i sin.��/—which iscos�� i sin� , the complex
conjugate:

1

cos�C i sin �
D

1

cos�C i sin �

cos�� i sin�

cos�� i sin�
D

cos�� i sin�

1
: (5)

We are almost touchingEuler’s formula, the key to all numbers on the unit circle:

Euler’s formula : cos�C i sin � D ei� : (6)

Squaring both sides gives.ei�/.ei� /D e2i� . That is equation(3). The�1 power
is 1=ei� D e�i� . That is equation(5). Multiplying anyei� by ei� producesei.�C�/.
The special case�D � gives the square, and the special case�D�� givesei�e�i� D
1.

Euler’s formula appeared in Section 6.7, by changingx to i� in the series forex :

ex D 1CxC
x2

2
C
x3

6
C � � � becomes ei� D 1C i�� �2

2
� i �3

6
C � � � :

A highlight of Chapter 10 is to recognize two new series on the right. The real terms
1� 1

2
�2 C � � � add up tocos� . The imaginary part�� 1

6
�3 C � � � adds up tosin� .

Thereforeei� equalscos�C i sin� . It is fantastic that the most important periodic
functions in all of mathematics come together in this graceful way.

We learn from Euler (pronouncedoiler) thate2�i D 1. The cosine of2� is 1, the
sine is zero. If you substitutexD 2�i into the infinite series, somehow everything
cancels except the1—this is almost a miracle. From the viewpoint of angles,� D 2�
carries us around a full circle and back toe2�i D 1.

Multiplying Euler’s formula byr , we have a third way to write a complex number:

Every complex number is xC iyD r cos�C ir sin� D rei� : (7)

EXAMPLE 1 2ei� times3ei� equals6e2i� . For� D�=2, 2i times3i is�6.
EXAMPLE 2 Findw2 andw4 andw8 andw25 whenwD ei�=4.

Solution ei�=4 is1=
?
2C i=

?
2. Note thatr2 D 1

2
C 1

2
D 1. Now watch angles:

w2 D ei�=2 D i w4 D ei� D�1 w8 D 1 w25 Dw8w8w8wDw:

Figure 9.9 shows the eight powers ofw. They are the eighth roots of1.

Fig. 9.9 The eight powers ofw and the cube roots of1.

EXAMPLE 3 .x2 C4D 0/ The square roots of�4 are 2i and�2i . Instead of
.i/.i/D�1we have.2i/.2i/D�4. If Euler insists, we write2i and�2i as2ei�=2

and2ei3�=2.
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EXAMPLE 4 (The cube roots of1) In rectangular coordinates we have to
solve .xC iy/3 D 1, which is not easy. In polar coordinates this same equation is
r3e3i� D 1. Immediatelyr D 1. The angle� can be2�=3 or 4�=3 or 6�=3—the
cube roots in the figure are evenly spaced:

.e2�i=3/3 D e2�i D 1 .e4�i=3/3 D e4�i D 1 .e6�i=3/3 D e6�i D 1:

You see why the angle8�=3 gives nothing new. It completes a full circle back to
2�=3.

Thenth roots of1 aree2�i=n, e4�i=n, : : :, 1. There aren of them.
They lie at angles2�=n, 4�=n, : : :, 2� around the unit circle.

SOLUTION OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

The algebra of complex numbers is now applied to the calculus of complex functions.
The complex number isc, the complex function isect . It will solve the equations
y2 D�4y andy3 D y, by connecting them toc2 D�4 andc3 D 1. Chapter 16 does
the same for all linear differential equations with constant coefficients—this is an
optional preview.

Please memorize the one key idea:SubstituteyD ect into the differential equa-
tion and solve forc. Each derivative brings a factorc, soy 1 D cect andy2 D c2ect :

d2y=dt2 D�4y leads toc2ect D�4ect ; which givesc2 D�4: (8)

For this differential equation,c must be a square root of�4. We know the candidates
.cD 2i andcD�2i/. The equation has two “pure exponential solutions”ect :

yD e2it and yD e�2it : (9)

Their combinationsyDAe2it CBe�2it give all solutions. In Chapter 16 we will
choose the two numbersA andB to match two initial conditions att D 0.

The solutionyD e2it D cos2tC i sin2t is complex. The differential equation is
real. For realy’s, take the real and imaginary parts of the complex solutions:

yrealD cos2t and yimaginaryD sin2t: (10)

These are the “pure oscillatory solutions.” WhenyD e2it travels around the
unit circle, its imaginary partsin2t moves up and down. (It is like the ball and its
shadow in Section 1.4, but twice as fast because of2t .) The real partcos2t goes
backward and forward. By the chain rule,the second derivative ofcos2t is�4cos2t .
Thusd2y=dt2 D�4y and we have real solutions.

EXAMPLE 5 Find three solutions and then threereal solutions tod3y=dt3 D y.

Key step: SubstituteyD ect . The result isc3ect D ect . Thusc3 D 1 andc is a cube
root of1. The candidatecD 1 givesyD et (our first solution). The nextc is complex:

cD e2�i=3 D�1
2

C i

?
3

2
yields yD ect D e�t=2ei

?
3t=2: (11)

The real part of the exponent leads to the absolute value|y|D e�t=2. It decreases

ast gets larger, soy moves toward zero. At the same time, the factorei
?

3t=2 goes
around the unit circle. Thereforey spirals in to zero (Figure 9.10). So does its complex
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conjugate, which is the third exponential. Changingi to �i in (11) gives the third
cube root of1 and the third solutione�t=2e�i

?
3t=2.

Thefirst real solution isyD et . The others are the two parts of the spiral:

yrealD e�t=2 cos
?
3t=2 and yimaginaryD e�t=2 sin

?
3t=2: (12)

That isr cos� andr sin� . It is the ultimate use (until Chapter 16) of polar coordinates
and complex numbers. We might have discoveredcos2t andsin2t without help, for
y2 D�4y. I don’t think these solutions toy3 D y would have been found.

EXAMPLE 6 Find four solutions tod4y=dt4 D y by substitutingyD ect .

Four derivatives lead toc4 D 1. Thereforec is i or�1 or�i or 1. The solutions are
yD ei t , e�t , e�i t , andet . If we want real solutions,ei t ande�i t combine intocost
andsin t . In all casesy22 D y.

Fig. 9.10 Solutions move in the complex plane:y2 D�4y andy3 D y andy22 Dy.

9.4 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

The complex number3C4i has real part a and imagi-
nary part b . Its absolute value isr D c and its com-
plex conjugate is d . Its position in the complex plane is at
( e ). Its polar form isr cos�C ir sin� D f ei� . Its square
is g C i h . Its nth power is i ein� .

The sum of1C i and1� i is j . The product of1C i and 1� i
is k . In polar form this is

?
2ei�=4 times l . The quotient

.1C i/=.1� i/ equals the imaginary number m . The number

.1C i/8 equals n . An eighth root of1 iswD o . The other
eighth roots are p .

To solve d8y=dt8 D y, look for a solution of the form
yD q . Substituting and cancelingect leads to the equation

r . There are s choices for c, one of which is
.�1C i/=

?
2. With that choice|ect |D t . The real solutions are

Reect D u and Imect D v .

In 1�6 plot each number in the complex plane.

1 2C i and its complex conjugate2� i and their sum and
product

2 1C i and its square.1C i/2 and its reciprocal1=.1C i/

3 2ei�=6 and its reciprocal12e
�i�=6 and their squares

4 The sixth roots of1 (six of them)

5 cos3�=4C i sin3�=4 and its square and cube

6 4ei�=3 and its square roots

7 For complex numberscD xC iyD rei� and their conjugates
NcD x� iyD re�i� , find all possible locations in the complex plane
of (1) cC Nc (2) c� Nc (3) c Nc (4) c= Nc.

8 Find x and y for the complex numbersxC iy at angles
� D 45�, 90�, 135� on the unit circle. Verify directly that the square
of the first is the second and the cube of the first is the third.

9 If cD 2C i and d D 4C3i find cd and c=d . Verify that the
absolute value|cd | equals |c| times |d |, and |c=d | equals |c|
divided by|d |.
10 Find a solutionx to eix D i and a solution toeix D 1=e. Then
find a second solution.
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Find the sum and product of the numbers in 11�14.

11 ei� ande�i� , alsoe2�i=3 ande4�i=3

12 ei� andei� , alsoe�i=4 ande��i=4

13 The sixth roots of1 (addand multiply all six)

14 The two roots ofc2�4cC5D 0

15 If cD rei� is not zero, what arec4 and c�1 andc�4 ?

16 Multiply out .cos�C i sin �/3 D ei3� , to find the real part
cos3� and the imaginary part sin3� in terms of cos� and sin� .

17 Plot the three cube roots of a typical numberrei� . Show why
they add to zero. One cube root isr1=3ei�=3.

18 Prove that the four fourth roots ofrei� multiply to give�rei� .

In 19�22, find all solutions of the formyD ect :

19 y2CyD 0

21 y3�y1 D 0

20 y3CyD 0

22 y2C6y1C5yD 0

Construct two real solutions from the real and imaginary parts
of ect (first find c):

23 y2C49yD 0 24 y2�2y1C2yD 0

Sketch the path ofyD ect as t increases from zero, and mark
yD ec :

25 cD 1� i 26 cD�1C i 27 cD�i=4

28 What is the solution ofdy=dt D iy starting from y0 D 1 ?
For this solution, matching real parts and imaginary parts of
dy=dt D iy gives and .

29 In Figure 9.10b, at what timet doesthe spiral cross the real axis
at the far left ? What doesy equal at that time ?

30 Show that cos� D 1
2 .e

i� Ce�i� / and find a similar formula for
sin� .

31 True or false, with an example to show why:

(a) If c1 Cc2 is real, thec’s are complex conjugates.

(b) If |c1|D 2 and|c2|D 4 thenc1c2 has absolute value8.

(c) If |c1|D 1 and|c2|D 1 then|c1 Cc2| is (at least1) (at most
2) (equal to2).

(d) If ect approaches zero astÑ8, then (c is negative) (the
real part ofc is negative).|c| is less than1/.

32 The polar form ofrei� timesRei� is . The rectangular
form is . Circle the terms that giverR cos.�C�/.

33 The complex number1=.rei� / has polar form and rect-
angular form and square roots .

34 Show that cosixD cosh x and sinixD i sinhx. What is the co-
sine ofi ?



CHAPTER 10

Infinite Series

Infinite series can be a pleasure (sometimes). They throw a beautiful light on sinx
andcosx. They give famous numbers like� ande. Usually they produce totally
unknown functions—which might be good. But on the painful side is the fact that
an infinite series has infinitely many terms.

It is not easy to know the sum of those terms. More than that, it is not certain
that thereis a sum. We need tests, to decide if the series converges. We also need
ideas, to discover what the series convergesto. Here are examples ofconvergence,
divergence, andoscillation:

1C 1
2

C 1
4

C � � �D 2 1C1C1C � � �D8 1�1C1�1 � � �D‹

The first series converges. Its next term is1=8, after that is1=16—and every step
brings us halfway to2. The second series (the sum of1’s) obviously diverges to
infinity. The oscillating example (with1’s and�1’s) also fails to converge.

All those and more are special cases of one infinite series which is absolutely the
most important of all:

The geometric series is1CxCx2 Cx3 C � � �D 1

1�x :
This is a series offunctions. It is a “power series.” When we substitute numbers for
x, the series on the left may converge to the sum on the right. We need to know when
it doesn’t. ChoosexD 1

2
and xD 1 andxD�1:

1C 1
2

C
�

1
2

�2
C � � � is the convergent series. Its sum is

1

1� 1
2

D 2

1C1C1C � � � is divergent. Its sum is
1

1�1 D
1

0
D8

1C .�1/C .�1/2C � � � is the oscillating series. Its sum should be
1

1� .�1/ D
1

2
.

The last sum bounces between one and zero, so at least its average is1
2
. At xD 2

there is no way that1C2C4C8C � � � agrees with1=.1�2/.
This behavior is typical of a power series—to converge in an interval ofx’s and to

diverge whenx is large. The geometric series is safe forx between�1 and1. Outside
that range it diverges.

431
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The next example shows arepeating decimal1:111 : : ::

SetxD
1

10
: Thegeometric series is1C

1

10
C

�

1

10

�2

C

�

1

10

�3

C � � �
The decimal1:111 : : : is also the fraction1=

�

1� 1
10

�

, which is 10=9. Every
fraction leads to a repeating decimal. Every repeating decimal adds up(through
the geometric series)to a fraction.

To get3:333 : : :; just multiply by3. This is10=3. To get1:0101 : : :; setxD 1=100.
This is the fraction1=

�

1� 1
100

�

, which is100=99.

Here is an unusual decimal (which eventually repeats). I don’t really understand it:

1

243
D :004 115 226 337 448 : : :

Most numbers are not fractions (or repeating decimals). A good example is� :

� D 3C
1

10
C

4

100
C

1

1000
C

5

10000
C � � � :

This is 3:1415 : : :, a series that certainly converges. We happen to know the first
billion terms (the billionth is given below). Nobody knows the2 billionth term.
Compare that series with this one, which also equals� :

� D 4� 4
3

C
4

5
� 4
7

C � � �
Thatalternating seriesis really remarkable. It is typical of this chapter, because its
pattern is clear. We know the2 billionth term (it has a minus sign). This is not a
geometric series, but in Section 10.1 it comes from a geometric series.

Question Does this series actually converge? What if all signs areC ?
Answer The alternating series converges to� (Section 10.3). The positive series
diverges to infinity (Section 10.2). The terms go to zero, but their sum is infinite.

This example begins to show what the chapter is about. Part of the subject deals
with special series, adding to10=9 or � or ex . The other part is about series in
general, adding to numbers or functions that nobody has heard of. The situation was
the same for integrals—they give famous answers likelnx or unknown answers liker
xx dx. The sum of1C1=8C1=27C � � � is also unknown—although a lot of

mathematicians have tried.
The chapter is not long, but it is full. The last half studiespower series. We begin

with a linear approximation like1Cx. Next is a quadratic approximation like
1CxCx2. In the end we matchall the derivatives off .x/. This is the “Taylor
series,” a new way to create functions—not by formulas or integrals but by infinite
series.

No example can be better than1=.1�x/, which dominates Section 10.1. Then we
define convergence and test for it. (Most tests are really comparisons with a geometric
series.) The second most important series in mathematics is theexponential series
ex D 1CxC 1

2
x2 C 1

6
x3 C � � � . It includes the series forsinx andcosx, because of

the formulaeix D cosxC i sinx. Finally a whole range of new and old functions
will come from Taylor series.

In the end, all the key functions of calculus appear as “infinite polynomials” (ex-
cept the step function). This is the ultimate voyage from the linear functionyD
mxCb.
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10.1 The Geometric Series

We begin by looking at both sides of the geometric series:

1CxCx2 Cx3 C � � �D 1

1�x : (1)

How does the series on the left produce the function on the right ? How does1=.1�
x/ produce the series ? Add up two terms of the series, then three terms, thenn terms:

1CxD
1�x2

1�x 1CxCx2 D
1�x3

1�x 1C � � �Cxn�1 D
1�xn

1�x : (2)

For the first, 1Cx times 1�x equals1�x2 by ordinary algebra. The second
begins to make the point:1CxCx2 times1�x gives1�xCx�x2Cx2�x3.
Between1 at the start and�x3 at the end, everything cancels. The same happens in all
cases:1C � � �Cxn�1 times1�x leaves1 at the start and�xn at the end. This proves
equation(2)—the sum ofn terms of the series.

For the whole series we will pushn towards infinity. On a graph you can see what
is happening. Figure 10.1 showsnD 1 andnD 2 andnD 3 andnD8.

Fig. 10.1 Two terms, then three
terms, then full series:

1CxCx2 C � � �D 1

1�x .

1CxCx2 C � � �
1�xb1

1�x
x

x�x2

x2

x2�x3� � �
The infinite sum gives a finite
answer, providedx is between�1 and 1. Then xn goes to
zero:

1�xn

1�x Ñ 1

1�x :
Now start with the function1=.1�x/. How does it produce the series ? One

way is elementary but brutal, to do “long division” of1�x into 1 (next to the figure).
Another way is to look up the binomial formula for.1�x/�1. That is cheating—
we want to discover the series, not just memorize it. The successful approach uses
calculus.Compute the derivatives off .x/D 1=.1�x/:

f 1 D .1�x/�2 f 2 D 2.1�x/�3 f 3 D 6.1�x/�4 � � � (3)
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At xD 0 these derivatives are1, 2, 6, 24, : : : : Notice how�1 from the chain rule
keeps them positive.Thenth derivative atxD 0 is n factorial:

f .0/D 1 f 1.0/D 1 f 2.0/D 2 f 3.0/D 6 � � � f .n/.0/D nŠ:

Now comes the idea.To match the series with1=.1�x/, match all those deriva-
tives atxD 0. Each powerxn gets one derivative right. Its derivatives atxD 0 are
zero, except thenth derivative, which isn! By adding all powers we get every deriva-
tive right—so the geometric series matches the function:

1CxCx2 Cx3 C � � �has the same derivatives atxD 0 as 1=.1�x/:
The linear approximation is1Cx. Then comes1

2
f 2.0/x2 D x2. The third deriva-

tive is supposed to be6, andx3 is just what we need.Through its derivatives, the
function produces the series.

With that example, you have seen a part of this subject. The geometric series
diverges if |x| ¥ 1. Otherwise it adds up to the function it comes from (when�1  x  1). To get familiar with other series, we now apply algebra or calculus—to
reach the square of1=.1�x/ or its derivative or its integral. The point is that these
operations are appliedto the series.

The best I know is to show you eight operations that produce something useful.
At the end we discover series forln 2 and� .

1. Multiply the geometric series bya or ax:

aCaxCax2 C � � �D a

1�x axCax2 Cax3 C � � �D ax

1�x : (4)

The first series fits the decimal3:333 : : :: In that caseaD 3. The geometric series for
xD 1

10
gave1:111 : : :D 10=9, and this series is just three times larger. Its sum is10=3.

The second series fits other decimals that are fractions in disguise. To get12=99,
chooseaD 12 andxD 1=100:

:121212 : : :D
12

100
C

12

1002
C

12

1003
C � � �D 12=100

1�1=100D
12

99
:

Problem13 asks about:8787 : : : and :123123 : : :: It is usual in precalculus to write
aCarCar2 C � � �D a=.1�r/. But we usex instead ofr to emphasize thatthis is
a function—which we can now differentiate.

2. The derivative of the geometric series1CxCx2 C � � � is 1=.1�x/2:

1C2xC3x2C4x3 C � � �D d

dx

�

1

1�x�D
1

.1�x/2 : (5)

At xD 1
10

the left side starts with 1:23456789. The right side is

1=.1� 1
10
/2 D 1=.9=10/2, which is100=81. If you have a calculator, divide100 by

81.

The answer should also be near.1:11111111/2, which is1:2345678987654321.

3. Subtract1CxCx2 C � � � from 1C2xC3x2 C � � � as you subtract functions:

xC2x2 C3x3 C � � �D 1

.1�x/2 D
1

.1�x/ D
x

.1�x/2 : (6)

Curiously, the same series comes from multiplying.5/ byx. It answers a question left
open in Section 8.4—the average number of coin tosses until the result is heads. This
is the sum1.p1/C2.p2/C � � � from probability, withxD 1

2
:
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1
�

1
2

�

C2
�

1
2

�2
C3

�

1
2

�3
C � � �D 1

2

.1� 1
2
/2

D 2: (7)

The probability of waiting until thenth toss ispn D
�

1
2

�n
. The expected value istwo

tosses. I suggested experiments, but now this mean value is exact.

4. Multiply series: the geometric series times itself is1=.1�x/ squared:

.1CxCx2 C � � �/.1CxCx2 C � � �/D 1C2xC3x2C � � � : (8)

The series on the right is not new! In equation(5) it was the derivative of
yD 1=.1�x/. Now it is thesquareof the samey. The geometric series satisfies
dy=dxD y2, so the function does too. We have stumbled onto a differential equation.

Notice how the series was squared. A typical term in equation(8) is 3x2, coming
from 1 timesx2 andx timesx andx2 times1 on the left side. It is a lot quicker
to square1=.1�x/—but other series can be multiplied when we don’t know what
functions they add up to.

5. Solvedy=dxD y2 from any starting value—a new application of series:

Suppose the starting value isyD 1 at xD 0. The equationy 1 D y2 gives12 for the
derivative. Now a key step:The derivative of the equation givesy2 D 2yy 1. At
xD 0 that is2 �1 �1. Continuing upwards, the derivative of2yy 1 is 2yy2C2.y1/2.
At xD 0 that isy3 D 4C2D 6.

All derivatives are factorials:1;2;6;24; : : : :We are matching the derivatives of the
geometric series1CxCx2 Cx3 C : : : : Term by term, we rediscover the solution to
y 1 D y2. The solution starting fromy.0/D 1 is yD 1=.1�x/.

A different starting value is�1. Theny 1 D .�1/2 D 1 as before. The chain rule
gives y2 D 2yy 1 D�2 and theny3 D 6. With alternating signs to match these
derivatives, the solution starting from�1 is

yD�1Cx�x2 Cx3 C � � �D�1=.1Cx/: (9)

It is a small challenge to recognize the function on the right from the series on the
left. The series has�x in place ofx; then multiply by�1. The sumyD�1=.1Cx/
also satisfiesy 1 D y2. We can solve differential equations from all starting values
by infinite series. Essentially we substitute an unknown series into the equation, and
calculate one term at a time.

6. The integrals of1CxCx2 C � � � and1�xCx2��� � are logarithms:

xC
1

2
x2 C

1

3
x3 C � � �D » x

0

dx

1�x D� ln .1�x/ (10a)

x� 1
2
x2 C

1

3
x3��� �D » x

0

dx

1Cx
D C ln .1Cx/ (10b)

The derivative of (10a) brings back the geometric series. For logarithms we find1=n
not 1=n! The first termx and second term1

2
x2 give linear and quadratic approxi-

mations. Now we have the whole series. I cannot fail to substitute1 and 1
2
, to find

ln.1�1/ andln.1C1/ andln.1� 1
2
/:

xD 1 W 1 C 1
2

C 1
3

C 1
4

C � � �D� ln 0D C8 (11a)

xD 1 W 1 � 1
2

C 1
3
� 1

4
C � � �D ln 2D :693 (11b)

xD 1
2

W 1
2

C 1
8

C 1
24

C 1
64

C � � �D� ln 1
2

D ln 2: (12)
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The first series diverges to infinity. Thisharmonic series1C 1
2

C 1
3

C � � � came into
the earliest discussion of limits (Section 2.6). The second series has alternating signs
and converges toln 2. The third has plus signs and also converges toln 2. These will
be examples for a major topic in infinite series— tests for convergence.

For the first time in this book we are able to compute a logarithm! Something
remarkable is involved.The sums of numbers in.11/ and .12/ were discovered
from the sums of functions in.10/. You might think it would be easier to deal only
with numbers, to computeln 2. But then we would never have integrated the series for
1=.1�x/ and detected.10/. It is better to work withx, and substitute special values
like 1

2
at the end.

There are two practical problems with these series. Forln 2 they converge slowly.
For ln e they blow up. The correct answer isln eD 1, but the series can’t find it.
Both problems are solved by adding (10a) to (10b), which cancels the even powers:

2

�

xC
x3

3
C
x5

5
C � � ��D ln.1Cx/� ln.1�x/D ln

1Cx

1�x : (13)

At xD 1
3
, the right side isln 4

3
� ln 2

3
D ln 2. Powers of 1

3
are much smaller than

powers of1 or 1
2
, so ln 2 is quickly computed. All logarithms can be found from the

improved series.13/.

7. Change variables in the geometric series (replacex byx2 or �x2):

1Cx2 Cx4 Cx6 C � � �D 1=.1�x2/ (14)

1�x2 Cx4�x6 C � � �D 1=.1Cx2/: (15)

This produces new functions (always our goal). They involve even powers ofx. The
second series will soon be used to calculate� . Other changes are valuable:

x

2
in place ofx W 1C

x

2
C
�x

2

�2

C � � �D 1

1� .x=2/D
2

2�x (16)

1

x
in place ofx W 1C

1

x
C
1

x2
C � � �D 1

1� .1=x/ D
x

x�1: (17)

Equation(17) is a series ofnegative powersx�n. It converges when|x| is greater
than1. Convergence in.17/ is for largex. Convergence in.16/ is for |x|   2.
8. The integral of1�x2 Cx4�x6 C � � � yields the inverse tangent ofx:

x� 1
3
x3 C

1

5
x5� 1

7
x7 C � � �D » dx

1Cx2
D tan�1x: (18)

We integrated.15/ and got odd powers. The magical formula for� (discovered by
Leibniz) comes whenxD 1. The angle with tangent1 is�=4:

1� 1
3

C
1

5
� 1
7

C � � �D �

4
: (19)

The first three terms give� � 3:47 (not very close). The5000th term is still of size
:0001, so the fourth decimal is still not settled. By changing toxD 1=

?
3, the

astronomer Halley and his assistant found71 correct digits of�=6 (while waiting
for the comet). That is one step in the long and amazing story of calculating� . The
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Chudnovsky brothers recently took the latest step with a supercomputer—they have
found more thanone billion decimal places of� (seeScience, June1989). The dig-
its look completely random, as everyone expected. But so far we have no proof that
all ten digits occur1

10
of the time.

Historical note Archimedes located� above3:14 and below31
7
. Variations of his

method (polygons in circles) reached as far as34 digits—but not for1800 years. Then
Halley found71 digits of�=6 with equation(18). For faster convergence that series
was replaced by other inverse tangents, using smaller values ofx:

�

4
D tan�1 1

2
C tan�1 1

3
D 4 tan�1 1

5
� tan�1 1

239
: (20)

A prodigy named Dase, who could multiply100-digit numbers in his head in8 hours,
finally passed200 digits of � . The climax of hand calculation came when Shanks
published607 digits. I am sorry to say that only527 were correct. (With years of
calculation he went on to707 digits, but still only527 were correct.) The mistake
was not noticed until1945! Then Ferguson reached808 digits with a desk calculator.

Now comes the computer. Three days on an ENIAC.1949/ gave2000 digits. A
hundred minutes on an IBM704 .1958/ gave10;000 digits. Shanks (no relation)
reached100;000 digits. Finally a million digits were found in a day in1973, with a
CDC7600. All these calculations used variations of equation(20).

The record after that went between Cray and Hitachi and now IBM. But the
method changed. The calculations rely on an incredibly accurate algorithm, based
on the “arithmetic-geometric mean iteration” of Gauss. It is also incredibly simple,
all things considered:

anC1 D
an Cbn

2
bnC1 D

a
anbn �n D 2a2

nC1

, 

1� n
X

kD0

2k.a2
k�b2

k/

!

:

The number of correct digits more than doubles at every step. BynD 9 we are far
beyond Shanks (the hand calculator). No end is in sight. Almost anyone can go past
a billion digits, since with the Chudnovsky method we don’t have to start over again.

It is time to stop. You may think (or hope) that nothing more could possibly be
done with geometric series. We have gone a long way from1=.1�x/, but some func-
tions can never be reached. One isex (and its relativessinx, cosx, sinhx, coshx).
Another is

?
1�x (and its relatives1=

?
1�x2, sin�1x, sec�1x, : : :). The expo-

nentials are in10:4, with series that converge for allx. The square-roots are in10:5,
closer to geometric series and converging for|x|   1. Before that we have to say what
convergence means.

The series came fast, but I hope you see what can be done (subtract, multiply,
differentiate, integrate). Addition is easy, division is harder, all are legal. Some
unexpected numbers are the sums of infinite series.

Added in proof By e-mail I just learned that the record for� is back in Japan:
230 digits which is more than1:07 billion. The elapsed time was100 hours (75 hours
of CPU time on an NEC machine). The billionth digit after the decimal point is9.
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10.1 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

The geometric series1CxCx2 C � � � adds to a . It con-
verges provided|x|  b . The sum of n terms is c .
The derivatives of the series match the derivatives of1=.1�x/
at the pointxD d , where thenth derivative is e . The
decimal 1:111: : : is the geometric series atxD f and equals
the fraction g . The decimal:666: : : multiplies this by h .
Thedecimal:999: : : is the same as i .

The derivative of the geometric series is j D k . This
also comes from squaring the l series. By choosingxD :01,
the decimal 1:02030405 is close to m . The differential
equation dy=dxD y2 is solved by the geometric series, going
term by term starting fromy.0/D n .

The integral of the geometric series is o D p . At xD 1

this becomes the q series, which diverges. AtxD r we
find ln 2D s . The change fromx to �x produces the series
1=.1Cx/D t and ln.1Cx/D u .

In the geometric series, changing tox2 or �x2 gives
1=.1�x2/D v and 1=.1Cx2/D w . Integrating the
last one yields x� 1

3x
3 C 1

5x
5 � � �D x . The angle whose

tangent isxD 1 is tan�1 1D y . Then substitutingxD 1 gives
the series� D z .

1 The geometric series is1CxCx2 C � � �DG. Another way
to discoverG is to multiply by x. ThenxCx2 Cx3 C � � �DxG,
and this can be subtracted from the original series. What does that
leave, and what isG ?

2 A basketball is dropped10 feet and bounces back6 feet.
After every fall it recovers3

5 of its height. What total distance
does the ball travel, bouncing forever ?

3 Find the sums of13 C 1
9 C 1

27 C � � � and 1� 1
4 C 1

16��� � and
10�1C :1� :01: : : and3:040404: : : :

4 Replacex by 1�x in the geometric series to find a series
for 1=x. Integrate to find a series for lnx. These are power series
“around the pointxD 1.” What is their sum atxD 0 ?

5 What is thesecond derivativeof the geometric series, and
what is its sum atxD 1

2 ?

6 Multiply the series.1CxCx2 C � � � /.1�xCx2��� � / and find
the product by comparing with equation (14).

7 Start with the fraction1
7 . Divide 7 into 1:000: : : (by long

division or calculator) until the numbers start repeating. Which
is the first number to repeat ? How do you know that the next
digits will be the same as the first ?

Note about the fractions1=q, 10=q, 100=q, : : : All remainders
are less thanq so eventually two remainders are the same. By
subtraction,q goes evenly into a power10N minus a smaller

power10N�n. ThusqcD 10N �10N�n for somec and1=q has
a repeating decimal:

1

q
D

c

10N �10N�n
D

c

10N

1

1�10�n

D
c

10N

�

1C
1

10n
C

1

102n
C � � �� :

Conclusion: Every fraction equals a repeating decimal.

8 Find the repeating decimal for113 and read offc. What is the
numbern of digits before it repeats ?

9 From the fact that everyq goes evenly into a power
10N minus a smaller power, show that all primes except2 or 5 go
evenly into9 or 99 or 999 or � � � :
10 Explain why:010010001: : : cannot be a fraction (the number of
zeros increases).

11 Show that:123456789101112: : : is not a fraction.

12 From the geometric series, the repeating decimal1:065065: : :

equals what fraction ? Explain why every repeating decimal equals
a fraction.

13 Write :878787: : : and :123123: : : as fractions and as geometric
series.

14 Find the square of1:111: : : as an infinite series.

Find the functions which equal the sums 15–24.

15 xCx3 Cx5 C � � � 16 1�2xC4x2��� �
17 x3 Cx6 Cx9 C � � � 18 1

2x� 1
4x

2 C 1
8x

3��� �
19 ln xC.ln x/2 C.ln x/3 C � � � 20 x�2x2 C3x3��� �
21

1

x
C
1

x2
C
1

x3
C � � � 22 xC

x

1Cx
C

x

.1Cx/2
C � � �

23 tanx� 1
3 tan3xC 1

5 tan5x��� � 24 ex Ce2x Ce3x C � � �
25 Multiply the series for1=.1�x/ and 1=.1Cx/ to find the
coefficients ofx, x2, x3 andxn.

26 Compare the integral of1Cx2 Cx4 C � � � to equation (13)
and find

r
dx=.1�x2/.

27 What fractions are close to:2468 and:987654321 ?

28 Find the first three terms in the series for1=.1�x/3.

Add up the series 29–34. Problem 34 comes from (18).

29
2

3
C
2

32
C
2

33
C � � � 30 :1C :02C :003C � � �

31 :1C 1
2 .:01/C

1
3 .:001/C � � � 32 :1� 1

2 .:01/C
1
3 .:001/��� �

33 :1C 1
3 .:001/C

1
5 .:00001/C � � � 34 1� 1

3 �3 C
1

5 �32
��� �
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35 Compute thenth derivative of 1C2xC3x2 C � � � at xD 0.
Compute also thenth derivative of.1�x/�2.

36 The differential equationdy=dxD y2 starts fromy.0/D b.
From the equation and its derivatives findy1, y2, y3 at xD 0,
and construct the start of a series that matches those derivatives. Can
you recognizey.x/?

37 The equationdy=dxD y2 has the differential formdy=y2 D

dx. Integrate both sides and choose the integration constant
so that yD b at xD 0. Solve for y.x/ and compare with
Problem36.

38 In a bridge game, what is the average number� of deals
until you get the best hand ? The probability on the first deal
is p1 D 1

4 . Then p2 D
�

3
4

��

1
4

�

D (probability of missing on the
first) times (probability of winning on the second). Generallypn D
�

3
4

�n�1�1
4

�

. The mean value� isp1 C2p2 C3p3 C � � �D .

39 Show that.†an/.†bn/D†anbn is ridiculous.

40 Find a series for ln13 by choosingx in (10b). Find a series for
ln3 by choosingx in .13/. How is ln1

3 related to ln3, and which
series converges faster ?

41 Compute ln3 to its second decimal place without a calculator
(OK to check).

42 To four decimal places, find the angle whose tangent is
xD 1

10 .

43 Two tennis players move to the net as they volley the ball.
Starting together they each go forward39 feet at 13 feet per
second. The ball travels back and forth at26 feet per second. How
far does it travel before the collision at the net ? (Look for an easy
way and also an infinite series.)

44 How many terms of the series1� 1
2 C 1

3� 1
4 C � � � are

needed before the first decimal place doesn’t change ? Which
power of 1

4 equals the100th power of1
2 ? Which power1=an equals

1=2100 ?

45 If tanyD 1
2 and tanzD 1

3 , then the tangent ofyCz

is .tanyC tanz/=.1� tany tanz/D 1. If tanyD 1
5 and tanzD

, again tan.yCz/D 1. Why is this not as good as
equation (20), to find�=4 ?

46 Find one decimal of� beyond 3:14 from the series for
4 tan�1 1

2 and 4 tan�1 1
3 . How many terms are needed in each

series ?

47 (Calculator) In the same way find one decimal of� beyond
3:14159. How many terms did you take ?

48 From equation (10a) what is†ein=n ?

49 Zeno’s Paradox is that if you go half way, and then half
way, and then half way: : : ; you will never get there. In your
opinion, does1

2 C 1
4 C 1

8 C � � � add to1 or not ?
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10.2 Convergence Tests: Positive Series

This is the third time we have stopped the calculations to deal with the definitions.
Chapter 2 said what a derivative is. Chapter 5 said what an integral is. Now we say
what the sum of a series is—if it exists. In all three casesa limit is involved. That
is the formal, careful, cautious part of mathematics, which decides if the active and
progressive parts make sense.

The series1
2

C 1
4

C 1
8

C � � � converges to1. The series1C 1
2

C 1
3

C � � � diverges to

infinity. The series1� 1
2

C 1
3
��� � converges toln 2. When we speak about

convergence or divergence of a series, we are really speaking about convergence or
divergence of its “partial sums.”

DEFINITION 1 Thepartial sumsn of the seriesa1 Ca2 Ca3 C � � � stops atan:

sn D sum of the firstn terms D a1 Ca2 C � � �Can:

Thussn is part of the total sum. The example1
2

C 1
4

C 1
8

C � � � has partial sums

s1 D
1

2
s2 D

3

4
s3 D

7

8
sn D 1� 1

2n
:

Those add up larger and larger parts of the series—what is the sum of the whole
series ? The answer is:The series1

2
C 1

4
C : : : converges to1 because its partial

sumssn converge to1. The seriesa1 Ca2 Ca3 C : : : converges tos when its partial
sums—going further and further out—approach this limits. Add thea’s, not thes’s.

DEFINITION 2 The sum of a series is the limit of its partial sumssn.

We repeat:if the limit exists. The numberssn may have no limit. When the partial
sums jump around, the whole serieshas no sum. Then the series does not converge.
When the partial sums approachs, the distant termsan are approaching zero. More
than that, thesumof distant terms is approaching zero.

The new idea.† an D s/ has been converted to the old idea.snÑ s/.

EXAMPLE 1 The geometric series1
10

C 1
100

C 1
1000

C � � � converges tosD 1
9
.

Thepartial sumss1; s2; s3; s4 are:1; :11; :111; :1111. They are approachingsD 1
9
.

Note again the difference between the series ofa’s and the sequence ofs’s. The series
1C1C1C � � � diverges because the sequence ofs’s is 1;2;3; : : : : A sharper example
is the harmonic series:1C 1

2
C 1

3
C � � � diverges because its partial sums1;11

2
; : : :

eventually go past every numbers: We saw that in2:6 and will see it again here.
Do not confuseanÑ 0with snÑ s:You cannot be sure that a series converges, just

on the basis thatanÑ 0: The harmonic series is the best example:an D 1=nÑ 0 but
still snÑ8: This makes infinite series into a delicate game, which mathematicians
enjoy. The line between divergence and convergence is hard to find and easy to cross.
A slight push will speed upanÑ 0 and make thesn converge. Even thoughanÑ 0
does not by itself guarantee convergence, it is the first requirement:

10A If a series converges.snÑ s/ then its terms must approach zero.anÑ 0/:

Proof Supposesn approachess (as required by convergence). Then alsosn�1

approachess, and the differencesn�sn�1 approaches zero. That difference isan:
SoanÑ 0:
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EXAMPLE 1 (continued) For the geometric series1CxCx2 C � � � , the testanÑ
0 is the same asxnÑ 0: The test is failed if|x| ¥ 1, because the powers ofx don’t
go to zero. Automatically the series diverges. The test is passed if�1  x  1: But
to prove convergence,we cannot rely onanÑ 0. It is the partial sums that must
converge:

sn D 1CxC � � �Cxn�1 D
1�xn

1�x and snÑ 1

1�x : This is s:

For other series, first check thatanÑ 0 (otherwise there is no chance of
convergence). Thean will not have the special formxn—so we need sharper tests.

The geometric series stays in our mind for this reason.Many convergence tests
are comparisons with that series. The right comparison gives enough information:

If |a1|   1
2

and |a2|   1
4

and : : : ; thena1 Ca2 C : : : convergesfaster than1
2

C 1
4

C : : : :

More generally, the terms ina1 Ca2 Ca3 C : : : may be smaller thanaxCax2 C
ax3 C : : : : Providedx  1, the second series converges. Then

P

an also converges.
We move now toconvergence by comparisonor divergence by comparison.

Throughout the rest of this section, all numbersan are assumed positive.

COMPARISON TEST AND INTEGRAL TEST

In practice it is rare to compute the partial sumssn D a1 C � � �Can: Usually a simple
formula can’t be found. We may never know the exact limits: But it is still possible
to decide convergence—whether thereis a sum—by comparison with another series
that is known to converge.

10B (Comparison test) Suppose that0¤ an¤ bn and
P

bn converges. Then
P

an converges.

The smaller termsan add to a smaller sum:
P

an is below
P

bn and must converge.
On the other hand supposean¥ cn and

P

cn D8: This comparison forces
P

an D8: A series diverges if it is above another divergent series.
Note that a series of positive terms can only diverge “to infinity.” It cannot oscil-

late, because each term moves it forward. Either thesn creep up ons, passing every
number below it, or they pass all numbers and diverge.If an increasing sequencesn
is bounded above, it must converge. The line of real numbers is complete, and has
no holes.

The harmonic series1C 1
2

C 1
3

C 1
4

C : : : diverges to infinity.

A comparison series is1C 1
2

C 1
4

C 1
4

C 1
8

C 1
8

C 1
8

C 1
8

C : : : : The harmonic series
is larger. But this comparison series is really1C 1

2
C 1

2
C 1

2
C : : :, because1

2
D 2

4
D

4
8
:
Thecomparison series diverges. The harmonic series,above it, must also diverge.

To apply the comparison test, we need something to compare with. In Example 2,
we thought of another series. It was convenient because of those1

2
’s. But a different

series will need a different comparison, and where will it come from ? There is an
automatic way to think of acomparison series. It comes from theintegral test.

Allow me to apply the integral test to the same example.To understand the in-
tegral test, look at the areas in Figure 10.2. The test compares rectangles with
curved areas.
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Fig. 10.2 In tegral test: Sums and integrals both diverge.pD 1/ and both converge.p¡ 1/:
EXAMPLE 2 (again)Compare1C 1

2
C 1

3
C : : :with the area under the curveyD1=x.

Every terman D 1=n is the area of a rectangle. We are comparing it with a curved
areacn: Both areas are betweenxD n andxD nC1, andthe rectangle is above
the curve. Soan¡ cn:

rectangular areaan D
1

n
exceeds curved areacn D

» nC1

n

dx

x
:

Here is the point. Thosecn’s look complicated, butwe can add them up. The sum
c1 C : : :Ccn is the whole area, from1 to nC1: It equalsln.nC1/—we know the
integral of1=x:We also know that the logarithm goes to infinity.

The rectangular area1C1=2C : : :C1=n is above the curved area. By comparison
of areas, the harmonic series diverges to infinity—a little faster thanln.nC1/:

Remark The integral of1=x has another advantage over the series with1
2
’s. First,

the integral test was automatic. From1=n in the series, we went to1=x in the integral.
Second, the comparison iscloser. Instead of adding only1

2
when the number of terms

is doubled, the true partial sums grow likeln n: To prove that, put rectanglesunder
the curve.

Rectanglesbelowthe curve give an areabelowthe integral. Figure 10.2b omits the
first rectangle, to get under the curve. Then we have the opposite to the first
comparison—the sum is now smaller than the integral:

1

2
C
1

3
C � � �C 1

n
  » n

1

dx

x
D ln n:

Adding 1 to both sides,sn is below1C ln n. From the previous test,sn is above
ln.nC1/. That is a narrow space—we have an excellent estimate ofsn: The sum

of 1=n and the integral of1=x diverge together. Problem43 will show that the
difference betweensn andln n approaches “Euler’s constant,” which is D :577 : : ::

Main point: Rectangular area issn: Curved area is close. We are using integrals to
help with sums (it used to be the opposite).

Question If a computer adds a million terms every second for a million years, how
large is the partial sum of the harmonic series ?
Answer The number of terms isnD 602 �24 �365 �1012  3:2 �1019: Therefore
ln n is less thanln 3:2C19 ln 10  45: By the integral testsn  1C ln n; the partial
sum after a million years has not reached46:
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For other series,1=x changes to a different functiony.x/: At xD n this function
must equalan: Also y.x/must be decreasing. Then a rectangle of heightan is above
the graph to the right ofxD n, and below the graph to the left ofxD n: The series
and the integral box each other in: left sum¥ integral ¥ right sum. The rea-
soning is the same as it was foran D 1=n andy.x/D 1=x: There is finite area in the
rectangles when there is finite area under the curve.

When we can’t add thea’s, we integratey.x/ and compare areas:

10C (Integral test) If y.x/ is decreasing andy.n/ agrees withan, then

a1 Ca2 Ca3 C � � � and

» 8
1

y.x/ dx both converge or both diverge:

EXAMPLE 3 The“p-series”
1

2p
C
1

3p
C
1

4p
C � � � converges ifp¡ 1: IntegrateyD

1

xp
W

1

np
  » n

n�1

dx

xp
soby addition

8
X

nD2

1

np
  » 8

1

dx

xp
:

In Figure 10.2c, the area is finite ifp¡ 1: The integral equals
�

x1�p=.1�p/�8
1
;

which is1=.p�1/: Finite area means convergent series. If 1=1p is the first term,
add1 to the curved area:

1

1p
C
1

2p
C
1

3p
C � � �   1C

1

p�1 D
p

p�1 :
The borderline casepD 1 is the harmonic series (divergent). By the comparison

test, everyp  1 also produces divergence. Thus†1=
?
n diverges by comparison

with
r
dx=

?
x (and also by comparison with†1=n). Section 7.5 on improper

integrals runs parallel to this section on “improper sums” (infinite series).
Notice the special casespD 2 andpD 3: The series1C 1

4
C 1

9
C � � � converges.

Euler found�2=6 as its sum. The series1C 1
8

C 1
27

C � � � also converges. That is
proved by comparing†1=n3 with †1=n2 or with

r
dx=x3: But the sum forpD 3

is unknown.

Extra credit problem The sum of thep-series leads to the most important problem
in pure mathematics. The “zeta function” isZ.p/D†1=np, soZ.2/D�2=6 and
Z.3/ is unknown. Riemann studied the complex numbersp whereZ.p/D 0 (there
are infinitely many). He conjectured thatthe real part of thosep is always1

2
. That

has been tested for the first billion zeros, but never proved.

COMPARISON WITH THE GEOMETRIC SERIES

We can compare any new seriesa1 Ca2 C � � � with 1CxC � � � : Remember that the
first million terms have nothing to do with convergence. It is further out, asnÑ8,
that the comparison stands or falls. We still assume thatan¡ 0:

10D (Ratio test) If anC1=an approaches a limitL  1, the series converges.

10E (Root test) If thenth root.an/
1=n approachesL  1, the series converges.

Roughly speaking, these tests makean comparable withLn—therefore convergent.
The tests also establish divergence ifL¡ 1: They give no decision whenLD 1:
UnfortunatelyLD 1 is the most important and the hardest case.
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On the other hand, you will now see that the ratio test is fairly easy.

EXAMPLE 4 The geometric seriesxCx2 C � � � has ratio exactlyx: Thenth root
is also exactlyx: SoLD x: There is convergence ifx  1 (known) and divergence if
x¡ 1 (also known). The divergence of1C1C � � � is too delicate (!) for the ratio test
and root test, becauseLD 1:

EXAMPLE 5 Thep-series hasan D 1=np andanC1=an D np=.nC1/p: The limit
asnÑ8 is LD 1, for everyp: The ratio test does not feel the difference between
pD 2 (convergence) andpD 1 (divergence) or evenpD�1 (extreme divergence).
Neither does the root test. So the integral test is sharper.

EXAMPLE 6 A combination ofp-series and geometric series can now be decided:

x

1p
C
x2

2p
C � � �C xn

np
C � � � has ratio

anC1

an

D
xnC1

.nC1/p
np

xn
approachingLD x:

It is |x|   1 that decides convergence, notp. The powersxn are stronger than
anynp . The factorialsn! will now prove stronger than anyxn:

EXAMPLE 7 The exponential seriesex D 1CxC 1
2
x2 C 1

6
x3 C � � � converges

for all x:

The terms of this series arexn=n! The ratio between neighboring terms is

xnC1=.nC1/Š

xn=nŠ
D

x

nC1
; which approachesLD 0 asnÑ8:

With xD 1, this ratio test gives convergence of
P

1=nŠ The sum ise. With xD 4,
the larger series

P

4n=nŠ also converges. We know this sum too—it ise4: Also the
sum ofxnnp=nŠ converges for anyx andp: AgainLD 0—the ratio test is not even
close.The factorials take over; and give convergence.

Here is the proof of convergence when the ratios approachL  1. Choosex halfway
fromL to 1: Thenx  1: Eventually the ratios go belowx and stay below:

aN C1=aN   x aN C2=aN C1  x aN C3=aN C2  x � � �
Multiply the first two inequalities. Then multiply all three:

aN C1=aN   x aN C2=aN   x2 aN C3=aN   x3 � � �
ThereforeaN C1 CaN C2 CaN C3 C � � � is less thanaN .xCx2 Cx3 C � � �/: Since
x  1; comparison with the geometric series gives convergence.

EXAMPLE 8 The series
P

1=nn is ideal for the root test. Thenth root is1=n: Its
limit is LD 0: Convergence is even faster than foreD

P

1=nŠ The root test is easily
explained, since.an/

1=n  x yieldsan  xn andx is close toL  1: So we compare
with the geometric series.

SUMMARY FOR POSITIVE SERIES

The convergence of geometric series andp-series and exponential series is settled.
I will put these an’s in a line, going from most divergent to most convergent.
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The crossover to convergence is after1=n:

1C1C � � � .p  1/ 1
np

1

n

1

np
.p¡ 1/ n

2n

1

2n

4n

nŠ

1

nŠ

1

nn

10A 10B and10C 10D and10E

.an =Ñ 0/ (comparison and integral) (ratio and root)

You should know that this crossover is not as sharp as it looks. On the convergent
side,1=n.ln n/2 comes before all thosep-series. On the divergent side,1=n.ln n/
and1=n.ln n/.ln ln n/ belong after1=n: For any divergent (or convergent) series,
there is another that diverges (or converges) more slowly.

Thus there is no hope of an ultimate all-purpose comparison test. But comparison is
the best method available. Every series in that line can be compared with its neighbors,
and other series can be placed in between. It is a topic that is understood best by
examples.

EXAMPLE 9
X 1

ln n
diverges because

X 1

n
diverges. The comparison uses

ln n  n:
EXAMPLE 10

X 1

n.ln n/2
� » dx

x.ln x/2
 8 X 1

n.ln n/
� » dx

x.ln x/
D8:

The indefinite integrals are�1= ln x andln.ln x/: The first goes to zero asxÑ8;
the integral and series both converge. The second integralln.ln x/ goes to infinity—
very slowly but it gets there. So the second series diverges. These examples squeeze
new series into the line, closer to the crossover.

EXAMPLE 11
1

n2 C1
  1

n2
so

1

2
C
1

5
C
1

10
C � � �  1

1
C
1

4
C
1

9
C � � � (convergence).

The constant1 in this denominator has no effect—and again in the next example.

EXAMPLE 12
1

2n�1 ¡ 1

2n
so

1

1
C
1

3
C
1

5
C � � �¡ 1

2
C
1

4
C
1

6
C � � � :

P

1=2n is 1=2 times
P

1=n, so both series diverge.Two series behave in the same
way if the ratiosan=bn approachL¡ 0. Examples11�12 haven2=.n2 C1/Ñ 1
and2n=.2n�1/Ñ 1: That leads to our final test:

10F (Limit comparison test) If the ratioan=bn approaches a positive limitL,
then

P

an and
P

bn either both diverge or both converge.

Reason: an is smaller than2Lbn, and larger than1
2
Lbn, at least whenn is large.

So the two series behave in the same way. For example
P

sin.7=np/ converges for
p¡ 1, not forp¤ 1: It behaves like

P

1=np (hereLD 7). The tail end of a series
(largen) controls convergence. The front end (smalln) controls most of the sum.

There are many more series to be investigated by comparison.
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10.2 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

The convergence ofa1 Ca2 C � � � is decided by the partial sums
sn D a . If the sn approachs; then†an D b . For the c
series1CxC � � � the partial sums aresn D d . In that case
snÑ 1=.1�x/ if and only if e . In all cases the limitsnÑ s

requires thatanÑ f . But the harmonic seriesan D 1=n shows
that we can haveanÑ g and still the series h .

The comparison test says that if0¤an¤ bn then i . In
case a decreasingy.x/ agrees withan at xDn; we can apply
the j test. The sum†an converges if and only if k .
By this test thep-series†1=np converges if and only ifp is

l . For the harmonic series.pD 1/; sn D 1C � � �C1=n is
close to the integralf .n/D m .

The n test applies whenanC1=anÑL: There is
convergence if o , divergence if p , and no decision if

q . The same is true for the r test, when.an/
1=nÑL:

For a geometric-p-series combinationan D xn=np; the ratio
anC1=an equals s . Its limit is LD t so there is
convergence if u . For the exponentialex D†xn=nŠ the
limiting ratio anC1=an is LD v . This series always w
becausen! grows faster than anyxn or np :

There is no sharp line between x and y . But if †bn

converges andan=bnÑL; it follows from the z test that†an

also converges.

1 Here is a quick proof that a finite sum1C 1
2 C 1

3 C � � �D s

is impossible. Division by2 would give 1
2 C 1

4 C 1
6 C � � �D 1

2 s:

Subtraction would leave1C 1
3 C 1

5 C � � �D 1
2 s: Those last two

series cannot both add to12 s because :

2 Behind every decimal sD :abc : : : is a convergent series
a=10Cb=100C C � � � : By a comparison test prove
convergence.

3 From these partial sumssn; find an and alsosD†81 an:

(a) sn D 1� 1

n
(b) sn D 4n (c) sn D ln

2n

nC1
:

4 Find the partial sumssn D a1 Ca2 C � � �Can:

(a) an D 1=3n�1 (b) an D ln
n

nC1
(c) an Dn

5 Suppose 0 an  bn and †an converges. What can be
deduced about†bn ? Give examples.

6 (a) Supposebn Ccn an (all positive) and†an converges.
What can you say about†bn and†cn ?

(b) Supposean  bn Ccn (all positive) and†an diverges.
What can you say about†bn and†cn ?

Decide convergence or divergence in 7–10 (and give a reason).

7 1
100 C 1

200 C 1
300 C � � � 8 1

100 C 1
105 C 1

110 C � � �

9 1
101 C 1

104 C 1
109 C � � � 10 1

101 C 2
108 C 3

127 C � � �
Establish convergence or divergence in 11–20 by a comparison
test.

11
X 1

n2 C10
12

X 1?
n2 C10

13
X 1

nC
?
n

14
X

?
n

n2 C4

15
X n3

n2 Cn4
16

X 1

n2
cos

�

1

n

�

17
X 1

2n�1 18
X

sin2

�

1

n

�

19
X 1

3n�2n
20

X 1

en�ne

For 21–28 find the limit L in the ratio test or root test.

21
X 3n

nŠ
22

X 1

n2

23
X n22n

nŠ
24

X

�

n�1
n

�n

25
X n

2n
26

X nŠ

en2

27
X

�

n�1
n

�n2

28
X nŠ

nn

29 .1
1 � 1

2 /C.
1
2 � 1

3 /C.
1
3� 1

4 / is “ telescoping” because12 and 1
3

cancel�1
2 and�1

3 : Add the infinite telescoping series

sD

8
X

1

�

1

n
� 1

nC1

�

D

8
X

1

�

1

n.nC1/

�

:

30 Compute the sums for other “telescoping series”:

(a)
�

1

1
� 1
3

�

C

�

1

2
� 1
4

�

C

�

1

3
� 1
5

� � � �
(b) ln 1

2 C ln 2
3 C ln 3

4 C � � �
31 In the integral test, what sum is larger than

r n
1 y.x/ dx and what

sum is smaller ? Draw a figure to illustrate.

32 Comparing sums with integrals, find numbers larger and smaller
than

sn D 1C
1

3
C � � �C 1

2n�1 andsn D 1C
1

8
C � � �C 1

n3
:

33 Which integral test shows that
X8

1
1=en converges ? What is

the sum ?

34 Which integral test shows that
X8

1
n=en converges ? What is

the sum ?
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Decide for or against convergence in 35–42, based on
r
y.x/ dx:

35
X 1

n2 C1
36

X 1

3nC5

37
X n

n2 C1
38

X lnn

n

�

is
ln x

x
decreasing ?

�

39
X

ne=n� 40
8
X

2

1

n.lnn/.ln lnn/

41
X

en=�n 42
X

n=en2

43 (a) Explain whyDn D

�

1C
1

2
C � � �C 1

n

�� ln n is positive by

using rectangles as in Figure 10.2.

(b) Show thatDnC1 is less thanDn by proving that

1

nC1
  » nC1

n

dx

x
:

(c) (Calculator) The decreasingDn ’s must approach a limit.
Compute them until they go below .6 and below .58 (when ? ).
The limit of theDn is Euler’s constant D :577: : : :

44 In the harmonic series, usesn� :577C ln n to show that

sn D 1C
1

2
C � � �C 1

n
needs more than600 terms to reachsn¡ 7:

How many terms forsn¡ 10 ?

45 (a) Show that1� 1
2

C
1

3
� 1
4
� � �� 1

2n
D

1

nC1
C � � �C 1

2n
by

adding 2
�

1

2
C
1

4
C � � �C 1

2n

�

to both sides.

(b) Why is the right side close to ln2n� ln n? Deduce that
1� 1

2 C 1
3 � 1

4 C � � � approaches ln2:

46 Every second a computer adds a million terms of
P

1=.n lnn/:
By comparison with

r
dx=.x ln x/; estimate the partial sum after a

million years (see Question in text).

47 Estimate
1000
X

100

1

n2
by comparison with an integral.

48 If †an converges (allan¡ 0) show that†a2
n converges.

49 If †an converges (allan¡ 0) show that†sinan converges.
How could†sinan converge when†an diverges ?

50 Thenth prime numberpn satisfiespn=n ln nÑ 1: Prove that

X 1

pn
D
1

2
C
1

3
C
1

5
C
1

7
C
1

11
C � � � diverges:

Construct a series†an that converges faster than†bn but
slower than†cn(meaningan=bnÑ 0; an=cnÑ8).

51 bn D 1=n2; cn D 1=n3

53 bn D 1=nŠ; cn D 1=nn

52 bn Dn.1
2 /

n; cn D .1
2 /

n

54 bn D 1=ne ; cn D 1=en

In Problem53 use Stirling’s formula
?
2�n nn=ennŠÑ 1:

55 For the series12 C 1
2 C 1

4 C 1
4 C 1

8 C 1
8 C � � � show that the ratio

test fails. The roots.an/
1=n do approach a limitL: FindL from the

even termsa2k D 1=2k : Does the series converge ?

56 (For instructors) If the ratiosanC1=an approach a positive limit
L show that the roots.an/

1=n also approachL:

Decide convergence in 57–66 and name your test.

57
X 1

.ln n/n

59
X 1

10n

61
X

ln
nC2

nC1

63
X 1

.ln n/p
(test allp)

65
X 3n

4n�2n

58
X 1

nln n

60
X 1

ln.10n/

62
X

n�1=n

64
X ln n

np
(test allp)

66
X np

.nŠ/q
(test allp;q)

67 Supposean=bnÑ 0 in the limit comparison test. Prove that†an

converges if†bn converges.

68 Can you invent a series whose convergence you and your
instructor cannot decide ?
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10.3 Convergence Tests: All Series

This section finally allows the numbersan to be negative. The geometric series
1� 1

2
C 1

4
� 1

8
C � � �D 1

3
is certainly allowed. So is the series� D 4� 4

3
C 4

5
� 4

7
C� � � . If we change all signs toC, the geometric series would still converge (to the

larger sum2). This is the first test, to bring back a positive series by taking theabso-
lute value|an| of every term.

DEFINITION The series†an is “absolutely convergent” if †|an| is convergent.

Changing a negative number froman to |an| increases the sum. Main point: The
smaller series†an is sure to converge if† |an| converges.

10G If †|an| converges then†an converges (absolutely). But†an might con-
verge, as in the series for� , even if†|an| diverges to infinity.

EXAMPLE 1 Start with the positive series1
2

C 1
4

C 1
8

C � � � . Change any signs to
minus. Then the new series converges (absolutely). The right choice of signs will
make it converge to any number between�1 and1.

EXAMPLE 2 Start with the alternating series1� 1
2

C 1
3
� 1

4
C � � � which converges

to ln 2. Change to plus signs. The new series1C 1
2

C 1
3

C � � � diverges to infinity. The
original alternating series was not absolutely convergent. It was only “conditionally
convergent.” A series can converge (conditionally) by a careful choice of signs—even
if †|an|D8.

If †|an| converges then†an converges. Here is a quick proof. The numbers
an C |an| are either zero (ifan is negative) or2|an|. By comparison with†2|an|,
which converges,†.an C |an|/ must converge. Now subtract the convergent series
†|an|. The difference†an also converges, completing the proof. All tests for pos-
itive series (integral, ratio, comparison,: : :) apply immediately to absolute conver-
gence, because we switch to|an|.
EXAMPLE 3 Start with the geometric series1

3
C 1

9
C 1

27
C � � � which converges to

1
2
. Change any of those signs to minus. Then the new series must converge (abso-

lutely). But the sign changes cannot achieve all sums between�1
2

and 1
2
. This time

the sums belong to the famous (and very thin)Cantor setof Section 3.7.

EXAMPLE 4 (looking ahead) Suppose†anx
n converges for a particular number

x. Then for everyx nearer to zero, it converges absolutely. This will be proved and
used in Section10:6 on power series, where it is the most important step in the theory.

EXAMPLE 5 Since†1=n2 converges, so does†.cosn/=n2. That second series
has irregular signs, but it converges absolutely by comparison with the first series
(since|cosn|   1). Probably†.tann/=n2 does not converge, because the tangent
does not stay bounded like the cosine.

ALTERNATING SERIES

The series1� 1
2

C 1
3
� 1

4
C � � � converges toln 2. That was stated without proof. This

is an example of analternating series, in which the signs alternate between plus and
minus. There is the additional property that the absolute values1; 1

2
; 1

3
; 1

4
; : : : decrease
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to zero. Those two facts—decrease to zero with alternating signs—guarantee
convergence.

10H An alternating seriesa1�a2 Ca3�a4 � � � converges (at least condition-
ally, maybe not absolutely) if everyanC1¤ an andanÑ 0.

The best proof is in Figure10.3. Look ata1�a2 Ca3. It is belowa1, becausea3

(with plus sign) is smaller thana2 (with minus sign). The sum of five terms is less than
the

Fig. 10.3 An alternating series converges when the absolute values decrease to zero.

sum of three terms, becausea5 is smaller thana4. These partial sumss1; s3; s5; : : :
with an odd number of terms aredecreasing.

Now look at two termsa1�a2, then four terms, then six terms. Adding on
a3�a4 increases the sum (becausea3¥ a4). Similarly s6 is greater thans4 (because
it includesa5�a6 which is positive). So the sumss2; s4; s6; : : : areincreasing.

The difference betweensn�1 andsn is the single number�an. It is required by
10H to approach zero. Therefore the decreasing sequences1; s3; : : : approaches the
samelimit s as the increasing sequences2; s4; : : : : The series converges tos, which
always lies betweensn�1 andsn.

This plus-minus pattern is special but important. The positive series†an may not
converge.The alternating series is†.�1/nC1an.

EXAMPLE 6 The alternating series4� 4
3

C 4
5
� 4

7
� � � is conditionally convergent

(to�). The absolute values decrease to zero. Is this series absolutely convergent?No.
With plus signs,4.1C 1

3
C 1

5
C � � � / diverges like the harmonic series.

EXAMPLE 7 The alternating series1�1C1�1C � � � is not convergent at all.Which
requirement in10H is not met? The partial sumss1; s3; s5; : : : all equal1 and
s2; s4; s6; : : : all equal0—but they don’t approach the same limits.

MULTIPLYING AND REARRANGING SERIES

In Section10:1weadded and subtracted and multiplied series. Certainly addition and
subtraction are safe. If one series has partial sumssnÑ s and the other has partial
sumstnÑ t , then addition gives partial sumssn C tnÑ sC t . But multiplication is
more dangerous, because theorderof the multiplication can make a difference. More
exactly, the order of terms is important when the series are conditionally
convergent. For absolutely convergent series, the order makes no difference. We can
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rearrange their terms and multiply them in any order, and the sum and product comes
out right:

10I Suppose†an converges absolutely. IfA1;A2; : : : is any reordering of the
a’s, then†An D†an. In the new order†An also converges absolutely.

10J Suppose†an D s and†bn D t converges absolutely. Then the infinitely
many termsaibj in their product add (in any order) tost .

Rather than proving10I and 10J, we show what happens when there is only con-
ditional convergence. Our favorite is1� 1

2
C 1

3
� 1

4
C � � � , converging conditionally

to ln 2. By rearranging, it will converge conditionally toanything! Suppose the de-
sired sum is1000. Take positive terms1C 1

3
C � � � until they pass1000. Then add

negative terms�1
2
� 1

4
��� � until the subtotal drops below1000. Then new positive

terms bring it above1000, and so on. All terms are eventually used, since at least one
new term is needed at each step. The limit issD 1000.

We also get strange products, when series fail to converge absolutely:
�

1� 1?
2

C
1?
3
� � ���1� 1?

2
C

1?
3
� � ��D 1�� 1?

2
C

1?
2

�

C

�

1?
3

C
1?
4

C
1?
3

� � � � :
On the left the series converge (conditionally). The alternating terms go to zero. On
the right the series diverges. Its terms in parentheses don’t even approach zero, and
the product is completely wrong.

I close by emphasizing that it is absolute convergence that matters.The most
important series are power series†anx

n. Like the geometric series (with allan D
1) there is absolute convergence over an interval ofx’s. They givefunctionsof x,
which is what calculus needs and wants.

We go next to the series forex , which is absolutely convergent everywhere. From
the viewpoint of convergence tests it is too easy—the danger is gone. But from the
viewpoint of calculus and its applications,ex is unconditionally the best.

10.3 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

The series†an is absolutely convergent if the series a
is convergent. Then the original series†an is also b .
But the series†an can converge without converging absolutely.
That is called c convergence, and the series d is an
example.

For alternating series, the sign of eachanC1 is e to the
sign of an. With the extra conditions that f and g ,
the series converges (at least conditionally). The partial sums
s1; s3; : : : are h and the partial sumss2; s4; : : : are i .
The difference betweensn and sn�1 is j . Therefore the
two series converge to the same numbers. An alternating
series that converges absolutely [conditionally] (not at all)
is k [ l ] ( m ). With absolute [conditional] conver-
gence a reordering (can or cannot ? ) change the sum.

Do the series 1–12 convergeabsolutelyor conditionally?

1
X

.�1/nC1 n

nC3
2
X

.�1/n�1=
?
nC3

3
X

.�1/nC1 1

nŠ

5
X

.�1/nC13
?
n=.nC1/

7
X

.�1/nC1 ln

�

1

n

�

9
X

.�1/nC1n2=.1Cn4/

4
X

.�1/nC1 3
n

nŠ

6
X

.�1/nC1sin2n

8
X

.�1/nC1 sin2n

n

10
X

.�1/nC121=n

11
X

.�1/nC1n1=n 12
X

.�1/nC1.1�n1=n/
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13 Suppose †an converges absolutely. Explain why keeping
the positivea’s gives another convergent series.

14 Can†an converge absolutely if allan are negative ?

15 Show that the alternating series1� 1
2 C 1

2 � 1
4 C 1

3� 1
6 C � � �

does not converge, by computing the partial sumss2; s4; : : :.
Which requirement of10H is not met ?

16 Show that 2
3� 3

5 C 4
7� 5

9 C � � � does not converge. Which
requirement of10H is not met ?

17 (a) For an alternating series with terms decreasing to zero,
why does the sums always lie betweensn�1 andsn ?

(b) Is s�sn positive or negative ifsn stops at a positivean ?

18 Use Problem17 to give a bound on the difference between
s5 D 1� 1

2 C 1
3� 1

4 C 1
5 and the sum sD ln 2 of the infinite

series.

19 Find the sum1� 1

2Š
C
1

3Š
� 1

4Š
C � � �D s. The partial sums4

is (aboves)(belows) by less than .

20 Give a bound on the difference betweens100 D
1

12
� 1

22
C
1

32
� � �� 1

1002
and sD

P

.�1/nC1=n2.

21 Starting from
1

12
C
1

22
C
1

32
C � � �D �2

6
, with plus signs, show

that the alternating series in Problem20 hassD�2=12.

22 Does the alternating series in20 or the positive series in21 give
�2 more quickly ? Compare1=1012�1=1022 C � � � with 1=1012 C

1=1022 C � � � .
23 If †an does not converge show that†|an| does not
converge.

24 Find conditions which guarantee thata1 Ca2�a3 Ca4 Ca5�
a6 C � � � will converge (negative term follows two positive terms).

25 If the terms of ln2D 1� 1
2 C 1

3� 1
4 C � � � are rearranged into

1� 1
2 � 1

4 C 1
3� 1

6� 1
8 C � � � , show that this series now adds to

1
2 ln 2. (Combine each positive term with the following negative
term.)

26 Show that the series1C 1
3� 1

2 C 1
5 C 1

7 � 1
4 C � � � converges

to 3
2 ln 2.

27 What is the sum of1C 1
3� 1

2 C 1
5� 1

4 C 1
7 � 1

6 C � � � ?

28 Combine 1C � � �C 1

n
� ln nÑ  and 1� 1

2 C 1
3 ��� �Ñ ln 2

to prove1C 1
3 C 1

5 � 1
2� 1

4� 1
6 C � � �D ln 2.

29 (a) Prove that this alternating series converges:

1�» 2

1

dx

x
C
1

2
�» 3

2

dx

x
C
1

3
�» 4

3

dx

x
C � � �

(b) Show that its sum is Euler’s constant .

30 Prove that this series converges. Its sum is�=2.» �

0

sinx

x
dxC

» 2�

�

sinx

x
dxC � � �D » 8

0

sinx

x
dx:

31 The cosine of � D 1 radian is 1� 1

2Š
C
1

4Š
��� � .

Compute cos1 to five correct decimals (how many terms ? ).

32 The sine of� D� radians is �� �3

3Š
C
�5

5Š
��� � . Compute

sin� to eight correct decimals (how many terms ? ).

33 If †a2
n and †b2

n are convergent show that†anbn is
absolutely convergent.
Hint: .a�b/2¥ 0 yields2|ab|¤a2 Cb2.

34 Verify the Schwarz inequality .†anbn/
2¤ .†a2

n/.†b
2
n/ if

an D
�

1
2

�n and bn D
�

1
3

�n.

35 Under what condition does
8
P

0

.anC1�an/ converge and

what is its sum ?

36 For a conditionally convergent series, explain how the
terms could be rearranged so that the sum isC8. All terms
must eventually be included, even negative terms.

37 Describe the terms in the product.1C 1
2 C 1

4 C � � � /.1C 1
3 C

1
9 C � � � / and find their sum.

38 True or false:

(a) Every alternating series converges.

(b) †an converges conditionally if†|an| diverges.

(c) A convergent series with positive terms is absolutely
convergent.

(d) If †an and†bn both converge, so does†.an Cbn/.

39 Every numberx between 0 and 2 equals 1C 1
2 C 1

4 C � � �
with suitable terms deleted. Why ?

40 Every numbers between�1 and 1 equals�1
2� 1

4� 1
8 ��� �

with a suitable choice of signs. (Add1D 1
2 C 1

4 C 1
8 C � � � to get

Problem39.) Which signs givesD�1 andsD 0 andsD 1
3 ?

41 Show that no choice of signs will make�1
3� 1

9� 1
27 ��� �

equal to zero.

42 The sums in Problem41 form a Cantor set centered at
zero. What is the smallest positive number in the set ? Choose
signs to show that14 is in the set.�43 Show that the tangent of� D 1

2 .��1/ is sin1=.1�cos1/.
This is the imaginary part of sD� ln.1�ei /. From
sD†ein=n deduce the remarkable sum†.sinn/=nD 1

2 .��1/.
44 Suppose†an converges and|x|  1. Show that †anx

n

converges absolutely.
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10.4 The Taylor Series for ex, sin x, and cosx

This section goes back from numbers to functions. Instead of†an D s it deals with
†anx

n D f .x/: The sum is a function ofx. The geometric series has allan D 1
(includinga0, the constant term) and its sum isf .x/D 1=.1�x/: The derivatives
of 1CxCx2 C � � � match the derivatives off: Now we choose thean differently, to
match a different function.

The new function isex : All its derivatives areex : At xD 0, this function and its
derivatives equal1: To match these1’s, we move factorials into the denominators.
Term by term the series is

ex D 1C
x

1Š
C
x2

2Š
C
x3

3Š
C � � � : (1)

xn=nŠ has the correctnth derivative.D 1/: From the derivatives atxD 0;we have
built back the function! At xD 1 the right side is1C1C 1

2
C 1

6
C � � � and the left

side iseD 2:71828 : : :: At xD�1 the series gives1�1C 1
2
� 1

6
C � � � , which is

e�1:
The same term-by-term idea works for differential equations, as follows.

EXAMPLE 1 Solvedy=dxD�y starting fromyD 1 atxD 0:

Solution The zeroth derivative atxD 0 is the function itself: yD 1: Then the
equationy 1 D�y givesy 1 D�1 andy2 D�y 1 D C1: The alternating derivatives
1;�1;1;�1; : : : are matched by the alternating series fore�x :

yD 1�xC 1
2
x2� 1

6
x3 C � � �D e�x (the correct solution toy 1 D�y):

EXAMPLE 2 Solved2y=dx2 D�y starting fromyD 1 andy 1 D 0 (the answer
is cosx).

Solution The equation givesy2 D�1 (again atxD 0). The derivative of the
equation givesy3 D�y 1 D 0: Then y22 D�y2 D C1: The even derivatives are
alternatelyC1 and�1, the odd derivatives are zero. This is matched by a series
of even powers, which constructscosx:

yD 1� 1

2Š
x2 C

1

4Š
x4� 1

6Š
x6 C � � �D cosx:

The first terms1� 1
2
x2 came earlier in the book. Now we have the whole alternating

series. It converges absolutely for allx, by comparison with the series forex (odd
powers are dropped). The partial sums in Figure 10.4 reach further and further before
they lose touch withcosx:

Fig. 10.4 Thepartial sums1�x2=2Cx4=24��� � of the cosine series.
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If we wanted plus signs instead of plus-minus, we could averageex ande�x : The
differential equation forcoshx is d2y=dx2 D Cy, to give plus signs:

1

2
.ex Ce�x/D 1C

1

2Š
x2 C

1

4Š
x4 C

1

6Š
x6 C � � � (which is coshx).

TAYLOR SERIES

The idea ofmatching derivatives by powersis becoming central to this chapter. The
derivatives are given at a basepoint (sayxD 0). They are numbersf .0/;f 1.0/; : : : :
The derivativef .n/.0/ will be the nth derivative ofanx

n, if we choosean to be
f .n/.0/=nŠThen the series†anx

n has the same derivatives at the basepoint asf .x/:

10K TheTaylor seriesthat matchesf .x/ and all its derivatives atxD 0 is

f .0/Cf 1.0/xC
1

2
f 2.0/x2 C

1

6
f 3.0/x3 C � � �D 8

X

nD0

f .n/.0/

nŠ
xn:

The first terms give the linear and quadratic approximations that we know well. The
x3 term was mentioned earlier (but not used). Now we haveall the terms—an “infinite
approximation” that is intended to equalf .x/:

Two things are needed. First, the series must converge. Second, the function must
do what the series predicts, away fromxD 0: Those are true forex andcosx and
sinx; the series equals the function. We proceed on that basis.

The Taylor series with special basepointxD 0 is also called the “Maclaurin se-
ries.”

EXAMPLE 3 Find the Taylor series forf .x/D sin x aroundxD 0:

Solution The numbersf .n/.0/ are the values off D sinx, f 1 D cosx, f 2 D�sinx; : : : at xD 0: Those values are0;1;0;�1;0;1; : : : : All even derivatives are
zero. To find the coefficients in the Taylor series, divide by the factorials:

sinxD x� 1
6
x3 C 1

120
x5��� � : (2)

EXAMPLE 4 Find the Taylor series forf .x/D .1Cx/5 aroundxD 0:

Solution This function starts atf .0/D 1: Its derivative is5.1Cx/4, sof 1.0/D
5: The second derivative is5 �4 � .1Cx/3, sof 2.0/D 5 �4:The next three derivatives
are5 �4 �3, 5 �4 �3 �2, 5 �4 �3 �2 �1:After that all derivatives are zero. Therefore the
Taylor seriesstopsafter thex5 term:

1C5xC
5 �4
2Š
x2 C

5 �4 �3
3Š

x3 C
5 �4 �3 �2
4Š

x4 C
5 �4 �3 �2 �1

5Š
x5: (3)

You may recognize1, 5, 10, 10, 5, 1: They are thebinomial coefficients, which ap-
pear in Pascal’s triangle (Section 2.2). By matching derivatives, we see why0Š;1Š;2Š; : : :
are needed in the denominators.

There is no doubt thatxD 0 is the nicest basepoint. But Taylor series can be
constructed around other pointsxD a: The principle is the same—match derivatives
by powers—but now the powers to use are.x�a/n: The derivativesf .n/.a/ are
computed at the new basepointxD a:
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The Taylor series begins withf .a/Cf 1.a/.x�a/: This is the tangent
approximation atxD a: The whole “infinite approximation” is centered ata—
at that point it has the same derivatives asf .x/:

10L TheTaylor seriesfor f .x/ around the basepointxD a is

f .x/Df .a/Cf 1.a/.x�a/C 1

2
f 2.a/.x�a/2C � � �D 8

X

nD0

f .n/.a/

nŠ
.x�a/n:

(4)

EXAMPLE 5 Find the Taylor series forf .x/D .1Cx/5 aroundxD aD 1:

Solution At xD 1, the function is.1C1/5 D 32: Its first derivative5.1Cx/4 is
5 �16D 80:We compute thenth derivative, divide bynŠ, and multiply by.x�1/n:

32C80.x�1/C80.x�1/2C40.x�1/3C10.x�1/4C .x�1/5: (5)

That Taylor series (which stops atnD 5) should agree with.1Cx/5: It does. We
could rewrite1Cx as2C .x�1/, and take its fifth power directly. Then32;16;8;4;
2;1will multiply the usual coefficients1;5;10;10;5;1 to give our Taylor coefficients
32;80;80;40;10;1: The series stops as it will stop for any polynomial—because the
high derivatives are zero.

EXAMPLE 6 Find the Taylor series forf .x/D ex around the basepointxD 1:

Solution At xD 1 the function and all its derivatives equale: Therefore the Taylor
series has that constant factor (note the powers ofx�1, notx):

ex D eCe.x�1/C e

2Š
.x�1/2 C

e

3Š
.x�1/3 C � � � : (6)

DEFINING THE FUNCTION BY ITS SERIES

Usually, we definesinx and cosx from the sides of a triangle. But we could start
instead with the series. Definesinx by equation(2). The logic goes backward, but it
is still correct:

First, prove that the series converges.
Second, prove properties like.sinx/1 D cosx:
Third, connect the definitions by series to the sides of a triangle.

We don’t plan to do all this. The usual definition was good enough. But note first:
There is no problem with convergence. The series forsinx andcosx andex all have
terms�xn=nŠ: The factorials make the series converge for allx: The general rule
for ex timesey can be based on the series. Equation(6) is typical:e is multiplied by
powers of.x�1/: Those powers add toex�1: So the series proves thatex D eex�1:
That is just one example of the multiplication.ex/.ey/D exCy :
�

1CxC
x2

2
C : : :

��

1CyC
y2

2
C : : :

�

D 1CxCyC
x2

2
CxyC

y2

2
C : : : :

(7)
Term by term, multiplication gives the series forexCy : Term by term, differentiating
the series forex givesex : Term by term, the derivative ofsinx is cosx:

d

dx

�

x� x3

3Š
C
x5

5Š
� : : :�D 1� x2

2Š
C
x4

4Š
� : : : : (8)
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We don’t need the famous limit.sinx/=xÑ 1, by which geometry gave us the
derivative. The identities of trigonometry become identities of infinite series. We
could even define� as the first positivex at whichx� 1

6
x3 C � � � equals zero. But it is

certainly not obvious that this sine series returns to zero—much less that the point of
return is near3:14:

The function thatwill be defined by infinite series isei� . This is the exponential
of the imaginary numberi� (a multiple ofi D

?�1). The resultei� is acomplex
number, and our goal is to identify it. (We will be confirming Section 9.4.) The
technique is to treati� like all other numbers, real or complex, and simply put it into
the series:

DEFINITION ei� is the sum of1C .i�/C
1

2Š
.i�/2 C

1

3Š
.i�/3 C � � � : (9)

Now use i2 D�1: The even powers arei4 D C1, i6 D�1, i8 D C1; : : : : We are
just multiplying�1 by �1 to get 1: The odd powers arei3 D�i , i5 D Ci; : : : :
Thereforeei� splits into areal part (with no i ’s) and animaginary part(multiplying
i ):

ei� D

�

1� 1

2Š
�2 C

1

4Š
�4��� ��C i

�

�� 1

3Š
�3 C

1

5Š
�5��� �� : (10)

You recognize those series. They arecos� andsin�: Therefore:

Fig. 10.5

Euler’s formula is ei� D cos�C i sin �: Note thate2�i D 1.

The real part isxD cos� and the imaginary part isyD sin�: Those coordinates
pick out the pointei� in the “complex plane.” Its distance from the origin.0;0/ is
r D 1, because.cos�/2 C .sin�/2 D 1: Its angle is� , as shown in Figure 10.5. The
number�1 is ei� ; at the distancer D 1 and the angle�: It is on the real axis to
the left of zero. Ifei� is multiplied byr D 2 or r D 1

2
or any r ¥ 0, the result is a

complex number at a distancer from the origin:

Complex numbers: rei� D r.cos�C i sin�/D r cos�C ir sin� D xC iy:

With ei� , a negative number has a logarithm.The logarithm of�1 is imaginary
(it is i� , sinceei� D�1). A negative number also has fractional powers. The fourth
root of�1 is .�1/1=4 D ei�=4:More important for calculus:The derivative ofx5=4

is 5
4
x1=4. That sounds old and familiar, but atxD�1 it was never allowed.

Complex numbers tie up the loose ends left by the limitations of real num-
bers.

The formulaei� D cos�C i sin� has been called “one of the greatest mysteries of
undergraduate mathematics.” Writers have used desperate methods to avoid infinite
series. That proof in(10) may be the clearest (I remember sending it to a prisoner
studying calculus) but here is a way to start fromd=dx.eix/D ieix:

A different proof of Euler’s formula Any complex number iseix D r.cos�C
i sin�/ for somer and�: Take thex derivative of both sides, and substitute forieix :

.cos�C i sin�/dr=dxCr.�sin�C i cos�/d�=dxD ir.cos�C i sin�/:

Comparing the real parts and also the imaginary parts, we needdr=dxD 0 and
d�=dxD 1: The starting valuesr D 1 and� D 0 are known fromei0 D 1: There-
fore r is always1 and� is x: Substituting into the first sentence of the proof, we
have Euler’s formulaei� D 1.cos�C i sin�/:
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10.4 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

The a series is chosen to matchf .x/ and all its b
at the basepoint. AroundxD 0 the series begins with
f .0/C c xC d x2: The coefficient ofxn is e . For
f .x/D ex this series is f . For f .x/D cosx the series is

g . For f .x/D sinx the series is h . If the signs were
all positive in those series, the functions would be coshx and

i . Addition gives coshxCsinhxD j .

In the Taylor series forf .x/ around xD a, the coefficient
of .x�a/n is bn D k . Thenbn.x�a/n has the same l
as f at the basepoint. In the examplef .x/D x2, the Taylor
coefficients areb0 D m , b1 D n , b2 D o . The series
b0 Cb1.x�a/Cb2.x�a/2 agrees with the original p . The
series forex aroundxD a hasbn D q . Then the Taylor series
reproduces the identityex D . r /. s /:

We define ex , sinx, cosx, and also ei� by their series.
The derivative d=dx.1CxC 1

2x
2 C � � � /D 1CxC � � � translates

to t . The derivative of 1� 1
2x

2 C � � � is u . Using

i2 D�1 the series1C i�C 1
2 .i�/

2 C � � � splits into ei� D v :

Its square givese2i� D w . Its reciprocal ise�i� D x .
Multiplying by r gives rei� D y C i z ; which con-
nects the polar and rectangular forms of a A number.
The logarithm ofei� is B .

1 Write down the series fore2x and compute all derivatives at
xD 0: Give a series of numbers that adds toe2:

2 Write down the series for sin2x andcheck the third derivative
atxD 0: Give a series of numbers that adds to sin2� D 0:

In 3�8 find the derivatives off .x/ at xD 0 and the Taylor series
(powers ofx) with those derivatives.

3 f .x/D eix 4 f .x/D 1=.1Cx/

5 f .x/D 1=.1�2x/ 6 f .x/D coshx

7 f .x/D ln.1�x/ 8 f .x/D ln.1Cx/

Problems 9�14 solve differential equations by series.

9 From the equationdy=dxD y�2 find all the derivatives ofy
at xD 0 starting fromy.0/D 1: Construct the infinite series fory,
identify it as a known function, and verify that the function satisfies
y1 D y�2:
10 Differentiate the equationy1 D cyCs (c and s constant) to
find all derivatives ofy at xD 0: If the starting value isy0 D 0,
construct the Taylor series fory and identify it with the solution
of y1 D cyCs in Section 6.3.

11 Find the infinite series that solvesy2 D�y starting fromyD 0

andy1 D 1 atxD 0:

12 Find the infinite series that solvesy1 D y starting fromyD 1 at
xD 3 (use powers ofx�3). Identify y as a known function.

13 Find the infinite series (powers ofx) that solvesy2 D 2y1�y
starting fromyD 0 andy1 D 1 atxD 0:

14 Solvey2 D y by a series withyD 1 andy1 D 0 at xD 0 and
identify y as a known function.

15 Find the Taylor series forf .x/D .1Cx/2 aroundxD aD 0 and
aroundxD aD 1 (powers ofx�1). Check that both series add to
.1Cx/2:

16 Find all derivatives off .x/D x3 at xD a and write out the Tay-
lor series around that point. Verify that it adds tox3:

17 What is the series for.1�x/5 with basepointaD 1?

18 Write down the Taylor series forf D cosx aroundxD 2� and
also forf D cos.x�2�/ aroundxD 0:

In 19�24 compute the derivatives off and its Taylor series
around xD 1:

19 f .x/D 1=x 20 f .x/D 1=.2�x/
21 f .x/D ln x 22 f .x/D x4

23 f .x/D e�x 24 f .x/D e2x

In 25�33 write down the first three nonzero terms of the Taylor
series aroundxD 0; from the series for ex ;cosx; and sinx:

25 xe2x

28
sinx

x

31 ex2

26 cos
?
x

29
» x

0

sinx

x
dx

32 bx D ex lnb

27 .1�cosx/=x2

30 sinx2

33 ex cosx�34 Forx  0 the derivative ofxn is still nxn�1:

d

dx
.xn/D

d

dx
.|x|nein�/Dn|x|n�1ein� d |x|

dx
:

What is d |x|=dx ? Rewrite this answer asnxn�1:

35 Why doesn’tf .x/D
?
x have a Taylor series aroundxD 0?

Find the first two terms aroundxD 1:

36 Find the Taylor series for2x aroundxD 0:

In 37�44 find the first three terms of the Taylor series around
xD 0:

37 f .x/D tan�1 x 38 f .x/D sin�1x

39 f .x/D tanx 40 f .x/D ln.cosx/

41 f .x/D esinx 42 f .x/D tanh�1x

43 f .x/D cos2x 44 f .x/D sec2x
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45 From ei� D cos�C i sin � ande�i� D cos�� i sin� , add and
subtract to find cos� and sin�:

46 Does.ei� /2 equal cos2 �C i sin2 � or cos�2 C i sin�2 ?

47 Find the real and imaginary parts and the99th power of
ei� , ei�=2, ei�=4 ande�i�=6:

48 The three cube roots of1 are1; e2�i=3; e4�i=3:

(a) Find the real and imaginary parts ofe2�i=3:

(b) Explain why.e2�i=3/3 D 1:

(c) Check this statement in rectangular coordinates.

49 The cube roots of�1D ei� areei�=3 and and :

Find their sum and their product.

50 Find the squares of 2ei�=3 D 1C
?
3i and 4ei�=4 D

2
?
2C i2

?
2 in both polar and rectangular coordinates.

51 Multiply eis D cossC i sin s timesei t D costC i sin t to find
formulas for cos.sC t/ and sin.sC t/:

52 Multiply eis timese�i t to find formulas for cos.s� t/ and
sin.s� t/:
53 Find the logarithm ofi: Then find another logarithm ofi: (What
can you add to the exponent ofeln i without changing the result ? )

54 (Proof thate is irrational) If eDp=q then

N DpŠ

�

1

e
��1� 1

1Š
C
1

2Š
��� �� 1

pŠ

��

would be an integer. (Why ? ) The number in brackets—the
distance from the alternating series to its sum1=e—is less than
the last term which is1=pŠ Deduce that|N |  1 and reach a
contradiction, which proves thate cannot equalp=q:

55 Solvedy=dxD y by infinite series starting fromyD 2 atxD 0:
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10.5 Power Series

This section studies the properties of a power series. When the basepoint is zero, the
powers arexn. The series is†anx

n. When the basepoint isxD a, the powers are
.x�a/n. We want to know when and where (and how quickly) the series converges
to the underlying function. Forex andcosx andsinx there is convergence for all
x—but that is certainly not true for1=.1�x/. The convergence is best when the
function is smooth.

First I emphasize that power series are not the only series. For many applications
they are not the best choice. An alternative is a sum of sines,f .x/D†bn sinnx.
That is a “Fourier sine series”, which treats allx’s equally instead of picking on a
basepoint. A Fourier series allows jumps and corners in the graph—it takes the rough
with the smooth. By contrast a power series is terrific near its basepoint, and gets
worse as you move away. The Taylor coefficientsan are totally determinedat the
basepoint—where all derivatives are computed. Remember the rule for Taylor series:

an D .nth derivative at the basepoint/=nŠD f .n/.a/=nŠ (1)

A remarkable fact is the convergence in asymmetric interval aroundxD a.

10M A power series†anx
n either converges for allx, or it converges only at

the basepointxD 0, or else it has aradius of convergencer :

†anx
n converges absolutely if|x|   r and diverges if|x| ¡ r:

The series†xn=nŠ converges for allx (the sum isex). The series†nŠxn converges
for no x (exceptxD 0). The geometric series†xn converges absolutely for|x|  
1 and diverges for|x| ¡ 1. Its radius of convergence isr D 1. Note that its sum
1=.1�x/ is perfectly good for|x| ¡ 1—the function is all right but the series has
given up. If something goes wrong at the distancer , a power series can’t get past that
point.

When the basepoint isxD a, the interval of convergence shifts over to|x�a|   r:
The series converges forx betweena�r andaCr (symmetric arounda). We cannot
say in advance whether the endpointsa�r give divergence or convergence (absolute
or conditional).Insidethe interval, an easy comparison test will now prove conver-
gence.

PROOF OF 10M Suppose†anX
n converges at a particular pointX . The proof will

show that†anx
n converges when|x| is less than the number|X |. Thus convergence

atX gives convergence at all closer pointsx (I mean closer to the basepoint0). Proof:
Since†anX

n converges, its terms approach zero. Eventually|anX
n|   1 and then|anx

n|D |anX
n||x=X |n  |x=X |n:

Our series†anx
n is absolutely convergent by comparison with the geometric series

for |x=X |, which converges since|x=X |   1.
EXAMPLE 1 The series†nxn=4n has radius of convergencer D 4.

The ratio test and root test are best for power series. The ratios between terms
approachx=4 (and so does thenth root ofnxn=4n):

.nC1/xnC1

4nC1

�

nxn

4n
D
x

4

nC1

n
approachesLD

x

4
:
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The ratio test gives convergence ifL  1, which means|x|   4.
EXAMPLE 2 The sine seriesx� x3

3Š
C
x5

5Š
��� � hasr D8 (it converges every-

where).

The ratio ofxnC2=.nC2/Š to xn=nŠ is x2=.nC2/.nC1/. This approachesLD 0.

EXAMPLE 3 The series†.x�5/n=n2 has radiusr D 1 around its basepointaD
5.

The ratios between terms approachLD x�5. (The fractionsn2=.nC1/2 go toward
1.) There is absolute convergence if|x�5|   1. This is the interval4  x  6, sym-
metric around the basepoint. This series happens to converge at the endpoints4 and6,
because of the factor1=n2. That factor decides the delicate question—convergence at
the endpoints—but all powers ofn give the sameinterval of convergence4  x  6.

CONVERGENCE TO THE FUNCTION: REMAINDER TERM AND RADIUS r

Remember that a Taylor series starts with a functionf .x/. The derivatives at the
basepoint produce the series. Suppose the series converges:Does it converge to the
function ? This is a question about theremainderRn.x/D f .x/�sn.x/, which
is the difference betweenf and the partial sumsn D a0 C � � �Can.x�a/n. The
remainderRn is the error if we stop the series, ending with thenth derivative term
an.x�a/n.

10N Supposef has an .nC1/st derivative from the basepointa out tox. Then
for some pointc in between (position not known) the remainder atx equals

Rn.x/D f .x/�sn.x/D f .nC1/.c/.x�a/nC1=.nC1/Š (2)

The error in stopping at thenth derivative is controlled by the.nC1/st derivative.

You will guess, correctly, that the unknown pointc comes from the Mean Value
Theorem. FornD 1 the proof is at the end of Section 3.8. That was the errore.x/ in
linear approximation:

R1.x/D f .x/�f .a/�f 1.a/.x�a/D 1
2
f 2.c/.x�a/2:

For everyn, the proof comparesRn with .x�a/nC1. Their .nC1/st derivatives
aref .nC1/ and.nC1/Š The generalized Mean Value Theorem says that the ratio of
Rn to .x�a/nC1 equals the ratio of those derivatives, at the right pointc. That is
equation(2). The details can stay in Section 3.8 and Problem23, because the main
point is what we want.The error is exactly like the next termanC1.x�a/nC1,
except that the.nC1/st derivative is atc instead of the basepointa.

EXAMPLE 4 Whenf is ex , the .nC1/st derivative isex . Therefore the error is

Rn D ex��1CxC � � �C xn

nŠ

�

D ec xnC1

.nC1/Š
: (3)

At xD 1 and nD 2, the error ise� .1C1C 1
2
/� :218. The right side isec=6.

The unknown point iscD ln.:218 �6/D :27. Thusc lies between the basepointaD 0
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and the error pointxD 1, as required. The series converges to the function, because
RnÑ 0.

In practice,n is the number of derivatives to be calculated. We may aim for an
error|Rn| below10�6. Unfortunately, the high derivative in formula.2/ is awkward
to estimate (except forex). And high derivatives in formula.1/ are difficult to
compute. Most real calculations use only afew termsof a Taylor series. For more
accuracy we move the basepoint closer, or switch to another series.

There is a direct connection between the function and the convergence radiusr . A
hint came forf .x/D 1=.1�x/. The function blows up atxD 1—which also ends
the convergence interval for the series. Another hint comes forf D 1=x, if we expand
aroundxD aD 1:

1

x
D

1

1� .1�x/D 1C .1�x/C .1�x/2C � � � : (4)

This geometric series converges for|1�x| 1. Convergence stops at the end
point xD 0—exactly where1=x blows up.The failure of the function stops the
convergence of the series. But note that1=.1Cx2/, which never seems to fail, also
has convergence radiusr D 1:

1=.1Cx2/D 1�x2 Cx4�x6 C � � � converges only for|x|   1:
When you see the reason, you will know whyr is a “radius.” There is a circle, and
the function fails at the edge of the circle. The circle contains complex numbers as
well as real numbers. The imaginary pointsi and�i are at the edge of the circle.The
function fails at those points because1=.1C i2/D8.

Complex numbers are pulling the strings, out of sight. The circle of convergence
reaches out to the nearest “singularity” off .x/, real or imaginary or complex. For
1=.1Cx2/, the singularities ati and�i maker D 1. If we expand aroundaD 3,
the distance toi and�i is r D

?
10. If we change toln.1Cx/, which blows up at

xD�1, the radius of convergence ofx� 1
2
x2 C 1

3
x3��� � is r D 1.

Fig. 10.6 Convergence radiusr is distance from basepointa to nearest singularity.

THE BINOMIAL SERIES

We close this chapter with one more series. It is the Taylor seriesfor .1Cx/p, around
the basepointxD 0. A typical power ispD 1

2
, where we want the terms in?

1CxD 1C 1
2
xCa2x

2 C � � � :
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The slow way is to square both sides, which gives1CxC .2a2 C 1
4
/x2 on the right.

Since1Cx is on the left,a2 D�1
8

is needed to remove thex2 term. Eventuallya3

can be found. The fast way is to match the derivatives off D .1Cx/1=2:

f 1 D 1
2
.1Cx/�1=2 f 2 D

�

1
2

��� 1
2

�

.1Cx/�3=2 f 3 D
�

1
2

��� 1
2

��� 3
2

�

.1Cx/�5=2:

At xD 0 those derivatives are1
2
;�1

4
; 3

8
. Dividing by1Š;2Š;3Š gives

a1 D
1

2
a2 D�1

8
a3 D

1

16
an D

1

nŠ

�

1

2

��

1

2
�1� � � ��1

2
�nC1

�

:

These are thebinomial coefficientswhen the power ispD 1
2
.

Notice the difference from the binomials in Chapter 2. For those, the powerp was
a positive integer. The series.1Cx/2 D 1C2xCx2 stopped atx2. The coefficients
for pD 2 were1;2;1;0;0;0; : : : : For fractionalp or negativep those later coeffi-
cients arenot zero, and we find them from the derivatives of.1Cx/p:

.1Cx/p p.1Cx/p�1 p.p�1/.1Cx/p�2 f .n/ Dp.p�1/ � � �.p�nC1/.1Cx/p�n:

Dividing by 0Š;1Š;2Š; : : : ; nŠ atxD 0, the binomial coefficients are

1 p
p.p�1/

2
� � � f .n/.0/

nŠ
D
p.p�1/ � � �.p�nC1/

nŠ
: (5)

For pD n that last binomial coefficient isnŠ=nŠD 1. It gives the finalxn at the end
of .1Cx/n. For other values ofp, the binomial series never stops.It converges for|x| 1:
.1Cx/p D 1CpxC

p.p�1/
2

x2 C � � �D 8
X

nD0

p.p�1/ � � �.p�nC1/

nŠ
xn: (6)

WhenpD 1;2;3; : : : the binomial coefficientpŠ=nŠ.n�p/Š counts the number
of ways to select a group ofn friends out of a group ofp friends. If you have20
friends, you can choose2 of them in.20/.19/=2D 190ways.

Supposep is not a positive integer. What goes wrong with.1Cx/p, to stop the
convergence at|x|D 1 ? The failure is atxD�1. If p is negative,.1Cx/p blow
up. If p is positive, as in

?
1Cx, the higher derivatives blow up. Only for a positive

integerpD n does the convergence radius move out tor D8. In that case the series
for .1Cx/n stops atxn, andf never fails.

A power series is a function in a new form. It is not a simple form, but sometimes
it is the only form. To computef we have to sum the series. To squaref we have to
multiply series. But the operations of calculus—derivative and integral—are easier.
That explains why power series help to solve differential equations, which are a rich
source of new functions. (Numerically the series are not always so good.) I should
have said that the derivative and integral are easyfor each separate termanx

n—and
fortunately the convergence radius of the whole series is not changed.

If f .x/D†anx
n has convergence radiusr , so do its derivative and its integral:

df=dxD†nanx
n�1 and

r
f .x/dxD†anx

nC1=.nC1/ also converge for|x|   r .
EXAMPLE 5 The series for1=.1�x/ and its derivative1=.1�x/2 and its integral� ln.1�x/ all haver D 1 (because they all have trouble atxD 1). The series are
†xn and†nxn�1 and†xnC1=.nC1/.
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EXAMPLE 6 We can integrateex2
(previously impossible) by integrating every

term in its series:»
ex2

dxD

» �
1Cx2 C

1

2Š
x4 C � � ��dxD xC

x3

3
C
1

2Š

�

x5

5

�

C
1

3Š

�

x7

7

�

C � � � :
This always converges.r D8/. The derivative ofex2

was never a problem.

10.5 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

If |x|  |X | and†anX
n converges, then the series†anx

n also
a . There is convergence in a b interval around the
c . For †.2x/n the convergence radius isr D d . For

†xn=nŠ the radius isr D e . For †.x�3/n there is con-
vergence for |x�3|  f . Then x is between g and

h .

Starting with f .x/, its Taylor series†anx
n has an D i .

With basepointa, the coefficient of .x�a/n is j . The
error after thexn term is called the k Rn.x/. It is equal
to l where the unknown pointc is between m . Thus
the error is controlled by the n derivative.

The circle of convergence reaches out to the first point
where f .x/ fails. For f D 4=.2�x/, that point is xD o .
Around the basepointaD 5, the convergence radius would be
r D p . For sinx and cosx the radius isr D q .

The series for
?
1Cx is the r series withpD 1

2 . Its
coefficients arean D s . Its convergence radius is t . Its
square is the very short series1Cx.

In 1–6 find the Taylor series for f .x/ around xD 0 and its
radius of convergencer . At what point doesf .x/ blow up ?

1 f .x/D 1=.1�4x/
3 f .x/D e1�x

5 f .x/D ln.eCx/

2 f .x/D 1=.1�4x2/

4 f .x/D tanx (throughx3)

6 f .x/D 1=.1C4x2/

Find the interval of convergence and the function in 7–10.

7 f .x/D

8
X

0

�

x�1
2

�n

8 f .x/D

8
X

0

n.x�a/n�1

9 f .x/D

8
X

0

1

nC1
.x�a/nC1

10 f .x/D .x�2�/� .x�2�/3
3Š

C � � �
11 Write down the Taylor series for.ex�1/=x, based on the
series forex . At xD 0 the function is0=0. Evaluate the series at
xD 0. Check by l’Hôpital’s Rule on.ex�1/=x.

12 Write down the Taylor series forxex around xD 0. Integrate
and substitutexD 1 to find the sum of1=nŠ.nC2/.

13 If f .x/ is an even function, sof .�x/D f .x/, what can you say
about its Taylor coefficients inf D†anx

n ?

14 Puzzle out the sums of the following series:

(a) xCx2�x3 Cx4 Cx5�x6 C � � �
(b) 1C

x4

4Š
C
x8

8Š
C � � �

(c) .x�1/� 1
2 .x�1/2 C 1

3 .x�1/3��� �
15 From the series for.1�cosx/=x2 find the limit asxÑ 0 faster
than l’Hôpital’s rule.

16 Construct a power series that converges for0 x  2�.

17–24 are about remainders and 25–36 are about binomials.

17 If the cosine series stops beforex8=8Š show from .2/ that the
remainderR7 is less thanx8=8Š Does this also follow because
the series is alternating ?

18 If the sine series aroundxD 2� stops after the terms in
problem10, estimate the remainder from equation (2).

19 Estimate by.2/ the remainderRn D xnC1 CxnC2 C � � � in the
geometric series. Then computeRn exactly and find the unknown
point c for nD 2 andxD 1

2 .

20 For � ln.1�x/DxC 1
2x

2 C 1
3x

3 CR3, use equation (2) to
show thatR3¤ 1

8 atxD 1
2 .

21 FindRn in Problem20 and show that the series converges to the
function atxD 1

2 (prove thatRnÑ 0).

22 By estimatingRn prove that the Taylor series forex around
xD 1 converges toex asnÑ8.

23 (Proof of the remainder formula whennD 2)

(a) At xDa findR2;R
1
2;R

2
2;R

3
2 .

(b) At xD a evaluateg.x/D .x�a/3 andg1;g2;g3.

(c) What rule gives
R2.x/�R2.a/

g.x/�g.a/ D
R12.c1/
g1.c1/ ?
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(d) In
R12.c1/�R12.a/
g1.c1/�g1.a/ D

R22.c2/
g2.c2/ and

R22.c2/�R22.a/
g2.c2/�g2.a/ D

R32 .c/
g3.c/ where arec1 andc2 andc ?

(e) Combine (a-b-c-d) into the remainder formula.2/.

24 All derivatives of f .x/D e�1=x2
are zero atxD 0, includ-

ing f .0/D 0. What is f .:1/? What is the Taylor series around
xD 0? What is the radius of convergence ? Where does the
series converge tof .x/? For xD 1 and nD 1 what is the
remainder estimate in.2/?

25 (a) Find the first three terms in the binomial series for
1=
a
1�x2.

(b) Integrate to find the first three terms in the Taylor series for
sin�1x.

26 Show that the binomial coefficients in1=
?
1�xD

P

anx
n are

an D 1 �3 �5 � � � .2n�1/=2nnŠ

27 ForpD�1 andpD�2 find nice formulas for the binomial co-
efficients.

28 Change the dummy variable and add lower limits to make
P8 nxn�1 D

P8.nC1/xn.

29 In .1�x/�1 D†xn the coefficient ofxn is the number of
groups ofn friends that can be formed from1 friend (not binomial—
repetition is allowed!). The coefficient is1 and there is only one
group—the same friendn times.

(a) Describe all groups ofn friends that can be formed from2
friends. (There arenC1 groups.)

(b) How many groups of5 friends can be formed from3
friends ?

30 (a) What is the coefficient ofxn when 1CxCx2 C � � �
multiplies1CxCx2 C � � � ? Write the first three terms.

(b) What is the coefficient ofx5 in .†xk/3 ?

31 Show that the binomial series for
?
1C4x has integer

coefficients. (Note thatxn changes to.4x/n. These coefficients are
important in counting trees, paths, parentheses. . . )

32 In the series for1=
?
1C4x, show that the coefficient ofxn is

.2n/Š divided by.nŠ/2.

Use the binomial series to compute 33–36 with error less than
1=1000.

33 .15/1=4 34 .1001/1=3

35 .1:1/1:1 36 e1=1000

37 From secxD 1=Œ1�.1�cosx/� find the Taylor series of
secx up to x6. What is the radius of convergencer (distance to
blowup point) ?

38 From sec2xD 1=Œ1�sin2x� find the Taylor series up tox2.
Check by squaring the secant series in Problem37. Check by
differentiating the tangent series in Problem39.

39 (Division of series) Find tanx by long division of sinx=cosx:

 

x� x3

6
C
x5

120
� � �!, 

1� x2

2
C
x4

24
� � �!D xC

x3

3
C
2x5

15
C � � � :

40 (Composition of series) Iff D a0 Ca1xCa2x
2 C � � � and

gD b1xCb2x
2 C � � � find the1;x;x2 coefficients off .g.x//.

Test onf D 1=.1Cx/;gD x=.1�x/, with f .g.x//D 1�x.

41 (Multiplication of series) From the series for sinx and
1=.1�x/ find the first four terms forf D sinx=.1�x/.
42 (Inversion of series) Iff D a1xCa2x

2 C � � � find coefficients
b1;b2 in gD b1xCb2x

2 C � � � so that f .g.x//Dx. Compute
b1;b2 for f D ex�1; gD f �1 D ln.1Cx/.

43 From the multiplication.sinx/.sinx/ or the derivatives of
f .x/D sin2x find the first three terms of the series. Find the
first four terms for cos2x by an easy trick.

44 Somehow find the first six nonzero terms forf D .1�x/=
.1�x3/.

45 Find four terms of the series for1=
?
1�x. Then square the se-

ries to reach a geometric series.

46 Compute
r 1

0 e
�x2

dx to 3 decimals by integrating the power se-
ries.

47 Compute
r 1

0 sin2 t dt to 4 decimals by power series.

48 Show that †xn=n converges atxD�1, even though its
derivative †xn�1 diverges. How can they have the same
convergence radius ?

49 Compute lim
xÑ0

.sinx� tanx/=x3 from the series.

50 If the nth root of an approachesL¡0, explain why†anx
n

has convergence radiusr D 1=L.

51 Find the convergence radiusr around basepointsaD 0 and
aD 1 from the blowup points of.1C tanx/=.1Cx2/.



CHAPTER 11

Vectors and Matrices

This chapter opens up a new part of calculus. It ismultidimensional calculus,
because the subject moves into more dimensions. In the first ten chapters, all
functions depended on timet or positionx—but not both. We hadf .t/ or y.x/. The
graphs were curves in a plane. There was one independent variable (x or t )
and one dependent variable (y or f ). Now we meet functionsf .x; t/ that depend
on bothx andt . Their graphs aresurfacesinstead of curves. This brings us to the
calculus of several variables.

Start with the surface that represents the functionf .x; t/ or f .x;y/ or f .x;y; t/.
I emphasize functions, because that is what calculus is about.

EXAMPLE 7 f .x; t/D cos.x� t/ is a traveling wave (cosine curve in motion).

At t D 0 the curve isf D cosx. At a later time, the curve moves to the right
(Figure 11.1). At eacht we get a cross-section of the wholex-t surface. For a wave
traveling along a string, the height depends on position as well as time.

A similar function gives a wave going around a stadium. Each person stands up and
sits down. Somehow the wave travels.

EXAMPLE 8 f .x;y/D 3xCyC1 is asloping roof (fixed in time).

The surface is two-dimensional—you can walk around on it. It is flat because
3xCyC1 is a linear function. In they direction the surface goes up at45�. If y
increases by1, so doesf . That slope is1. In the x direction the roof is steeper
(slope3). There is a direction in between where the roof is steepest (slope

?
10).

EXAMPLE 9 f .x;y; t/D cos.x�y� t/ is an ocean surface with traveling waves.

This surface moves. At each timet we have a newx-y surface. There are three
variables,x andy for position andt for time. I can’t draw the function, it needs
four dimensions! The base coordinates arex;y; t and the height isf . The alternative
is a movie that shows thex-y surface changing witht .

At time t D 0 the ocean surface is given bycos.x�y/. The waves are in straight
lines. The linex�yD 0 follows a crest becausecos0D 1. The top of the next wave
is on the parallel linex�yD 2� , becausecos2� D 1. Figure 11.1 shows the ocean
surface at a fixed time.

464
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The linex�yD t gives the crest at timet . The water goes up and down (like
people in a stadium).The wave goes to shore; but the water stays in the ocean.

Fig. 11.1 Moving cosine with a small optical illusion—the darker
bands seem to go from top to bottom as you turn.

Fig. 11.2 Linear functions give planes.

Of course multidimensional calculus is not only for waves. In business, demand is
a function of price and date. In engineering, the velocity and temperature depend on
positionx and timet . Biology deals with many variables at once (and statistics is
always looking for linear relations likezD xC2y). A serious job lies ahead, to carry
derivatives and integrals into more dimensions.
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11.1 Vectors and Dot Products

In a plane, every point is described by two numbers. We measure across byx and
up byy. Starting from the origin we reach the point with coordinates.x;y/. I want
to describe this movement by avector—the straight line that starts at.0;0/ and
ends at.x;y/. This vectorv has adirection, which goes from.0;0/ to .x;y/ and
not the other way.

In a picture, the vector is shown by an arrow. In algebra,v is given by its two
components. For acolumn vector, writex abovey:

v D

"

x

y

#

(x andy arethe components ofv): (1)

Note that v is printed in boldface; its componentsx andy are in lightface.� The
vector�v in the opposite direction changes signs. Addingv to �v gives thezero
vector(different from the zero number and also in boldface):�v D

"�x�y# and v�v D

"

x�x
y�y#D

"

0

0

#

D 0: (2)

Notice how vector addition or subtraction is done separately on thex’s andy’s:

vCw D

"

3

1

#

C

"�1
2

#

D

"

2

3

#

: (3)

Fig. 11.3 Parallelogram forvCw, stretching for2v, signs reversed for�v.

The vectorv has componentsv1 D 3 andv2 D 1. (I write v1 for the first compo-
nent andv2 for the second component. I also writex andy, which is fine for two
components.) The vectorw hasw1 D�1 andw2 D 2. To add the vectors, add the
components.To draw this addition, place the start ofw at the end ofv. Fig-
ure 11.3 shows howw starts wherev ends.

VECTORS WITHOUT COORDINATES

In that head-to-tail additionof vCw, we did something new. The vectorw was
moved away from the origin. Its length and direction were not changed! The new
arrow is parallel to the old arrow—only the starting point is different.The vector
is the same as before.

A vector can be defined without an origin and withoutx andy axes. The purpose
of axes is to give the components—the separate distancesx andy. Those numbers

�Another way to indicate a vector is
Ñ
v . You will recognize vectors without needing arrows.
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are necessary for calculations. Butx andy coordinates are not necessary for head-to-
tail additionvCw, or for stretching to2v, or for linear combinations2vC3w. Some
applications depend on coordinates, others don’t.

Generally speaking, physics works without axes—it is “coordinate-free.” Aveloc-
ity has direction and magnitude, but it is not tied to a point. Aforcealso has direction
and magnitude, but it can act anywhere—not only at the origin. In contrast, a vec-
tor that gives the prices of five stocks is not floating in space. Each component has
a meaning—there are five axes, and we know when prices are zero. After examples
from geometry and physics (no axes), we return to vectorswith coordinates.

EXAMPLE 1 (Geometry) Take any four-sided figure in space. Connect the mid-
points
of the four straight sides.Remarkable fact: Those four midpoints lie in the same
plane. More than that, they form aparallelogram.

Frankly, this is amazing. Figure 11.4a cannot do justice to the problem, because it
is printed on a flat page. Imagine the vectorsA andD coming upward.B andC go
down at different angles. Notice how easily we indicate the four sides as vectors, not
caring about axes or origin.

I will prove thatV D W. That shows that the midpoints form a parallelogram.
What isV ? It starts halfway alongA and ends halfway alongB. The small triangle

at the bottom showsV D 1
2
A C 1

2
B. This is vector addition—the tail of1

2
B is at the

head of1
2
A. Together they equal the shortcutV. For the same reasonW D 1

2
CC 1

2
D.

Theheart of the proof is to see these relationships.
One step is left. Why is1

2
A C 1

2
B equal to 1

2
CC 1

2
D ? In other words, why is

A CB equal toCCD ? (I multiplied by2.) When the right question is asked, the
answer jumps out. A head-to-tail additionA CB brings us to the pointR. AlsoCCD
brings us toR. The proof comes down to one line:

A CB DPRD CCD: Then V D 1
2
A C 1

2
B equals W D 1

2
CC 1

2
D:

Fig. 11.4 Four midpoints form a parallelogram.V D W/. Three medians meet atP .

EXAMPLE 2 (Also geometry) In any triangle, draw lines from the corners to the
midpoints of the opposite sides. To prove by vectors:Those three lines meet at a
point. Problem38 finds the meeting point in Figure 11.4c. Problem37 says thatthe
three vectors add to zero.
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EXAMPLE 3 (Medicine) An electrocardiogram shows the sum of many small
vectors, the voltages in the wall of the heart. What happens to this sum—theheart
vectorV—in two cases that a cardiologist is watching for ?

Case1. Part of the heart is dead (infarction).
Case2. Part of the heart is abnormally thick (hypertrophy).

A heart attack kills part of the muscle. A defective valve, or hypertension, overworks
it. In case 1the cells die from the cutoff of blood (loss of oxygen). Incase 2the
heart wall can triple in size, from excess pressure. The causes can be chemical or
mechanical. The effect we see is electrical.

The machine is adding small vectors and“projecting” them in twelve direc-
tions.
The leads on the arms, left leg, and chest give twelve directions in the body. Each
graph shows the component ofV in one of those directions. Three of the projections—
two in the vertical plane, plus lead2 for front-back—produce the “mean QRS vector”
in Figure 11.5. That is the sumV when the ventricles start to contract. The left
ventricle is larger, so the heart vector normally points down and to the left.

Fig. 11.5 V is a sum of small voltage vectors, at the moment of depolarization.

Fig. 11.6 Changes inV showdead muscle and overworked muscle.

We come soon to projections, but here the question is aboutV itself. How does
the ECG identify the problem?
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Case1W Heart attack The dead cells make no contribution to the
electrical potential. Some small vectors are missing. Therefore the
sumV turnsawayfrom the infarcted part.
Case2W Hypertrophy The overwork increases the contribution to
the potential. Some vectors are larger than normal. ThereforeV
turnstoward the thickened part.

WhenV points in an abnormal direction, the ECG graphs locate the problem. The
P;Q;R;S;T waves on separate graphs can all indicate hypertrophy, in different
regions of the heart. Infarctions generally occur in the left ventricle, which needs the
greatest blood supply. When the supply of oxygen is cut back, that ventricle feels it
first. The result can be a heart attack (D myocardial infarctionD coronary occlusion).
Section 11.2 shows how the projections on the ECG point to the location.

First come the basic facts about vectors—components, lengths, and dot products.

COORDINATE VECTORS AND LENGTH

To compute with vectors we need axes and coordinates. The picture of the heart is
“coordinate-free,” but calculations require numbers. A vector is known by its com-
ponents.The unit vectors along the axes arei and j in the plane andi; j; k in
space:

in 2DW i D

"

1

0

#

; j D

"

0

1

#

in 3DW i D

2

6

4

1

0

0

3

7

5
; j D

2

6

4

0

1

0

3

7

5
; k D

2

6

4

0

1

0

3

7

5
:

Notice how easily we moved into three dimensions! The only changeis that vectors
have three components. The combinations ofi andj (or i, j, k) produce all vectorsv
in the plane (and all vectorsV in space):

v D 3i C j D

"

3

1

#

V D i C2j�2k D

2

6

4

1

2�2375 :
Those vectors are also writtenv D .3;1/ and V D .1;2;�2/. The components of
the vector are also the coordinates of a point. (The vector goes from the origin to the
point.) This relation between point and vector is so close that we allow them the same
notation:P D .x;y;z/ andv D .x;y;z/D xi Cyj Czk.

The sumvCV is totally meaningless. Those vectors live in different dimensions.

From the components we find thelength. The length of.3;1/ is
?
32 C12 D

?
10.

This comes directly from a right triangle. In three dimensions,V has a third
component to be squared and added. The length ofV D .x;y;z/ is |V|Dax2 Cy2 Cz2.

Vertical bars indicate length, which takes the place of absolute value. The length
of v D 3i C j is the distance from the point.0;0/ to the point.3;1/:|v|Dbv2

1 Cv2
2 D

b
10 |V|Db12 C22 C .�2/2 D 3:

A unit vector is a vector of length one. Dividing v andV by their lengths produces
unit vectors in the same directions:
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v|v| D

"

3=
?
10

1=
?
10

#

and
V|V| D

2

6

4

1=3

2=3�2=3375 are unit vectors:

11A Each nonzero vector has a positive length|v|. The direction ofv is given by
a unit vectoru D v=|v|. The length times direction equalsv.

A unit vector in the plane is determined by its angle� with thex axis:

u D

"

cos�

sin�

#

D .cos�/i C .sin�/j is a unit vectorW |u|2 D cos2�Csin2� D 1:

In 3-space the components of a unit vector are its “direction cosines”:

U D .cos˛/i C .cosˇ/j C .cos/k W ˛;ˇ; D angles withx;y;z axes:

Thencos2˛Ccos2ˇCcos2 D 1. We are doing algebra with numbers while we are
doing geometry with vectors. It was the great contribution of Descartes to see how to
study algebra and geometry at the same time.

Fig. 11.7 Coordinate vectorsi; j ;k. Perpendicular vectorsv�w D .6/.1/C.�2/.3/D 0.

THE DOT PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS

There are two basic operations on vectors. First, vectors are added.vCw/. Second,
a vector is multiplied by a scalar.7v or�2w/. That leaves a natural question—how
do you multiply two vectors ? The main part of the answer is—you don’t. But there is
an extremely important operation that begins with two vectors and produces a
number. It is usually indicated by a dot between the vectors, as inv �w, so it is
called thedot product.

DEFINITION 1 The dot product multiplies the lengths|v| times |w| times a
cosine:

v �w D |v||w|cos�; � D angle betweenv andw:

EXAMPLE

"

3

0

#

haslength3;

"

2

2

#

has length
?
8, the angle is45�:

The dot product is|v||w|cos� D .3/.
?
8/.1=

?
2/, which simplifies to6: The square

roots in the lengths are “canceled” by square roots in the cosine. For computingv �w,
a second and much simpler way involves no square roots in the first place.
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DEFINITION 2 The dot productv �w multiplies component by component and
adds:

v �w D v1w1 Cv2w2

"

3

0

# �"2
2

#

D .3/.2/C .0/.2/D 6:

The first form |v||w|cos� is coordinate-free. The second formv1w1 Cv2w2

computes with coordinates. Remark 4 explains why these two forms are equal.

11B Thedot productor scalar productor inner productof three-dimensional
vectors is

V �W D |V||W|cos� DV1W1 CV2W2 CV3W3: (4)

If the vectors are perpendicular then� D 90� andcos� D 0 andV �W D 0.

2

6

4

1

2

3

3

7

5
�26
4

4

5

6

3

7

5
D 32 (not perpendicular)

2

6

4

2

2�1375 �264�122375D 0 (perpendicular):

These dot products32 and0 equal|V||W|cos� . In the second one,cos� must be
zero. The angle is�=2 or��=2—in either case a right angle. Fortunately the cosine
is the same for� and�� , so we need not decide the sign of� .

Remark1 WhenV D W the angle is zero but not the cosine! In this casecos� D 1
andV �V D |V|2. The dot product ofV with itself is the length squared:

V �V D .V1;V2;V3/ � .V1;V2;V3/DV 2
1 CV 2

2 CV 2
3 D |V|2: (5)

Remark 2 The dot product ofi D .1;0;0/ with j D .0;1;0/ is i � j D 0. The
axes are perpendicular. Similarlyi �k D 0 and j �k D 0. Those are unit vectors:
i � i D j � j D k �k D 1.

Remark3 The dot product has three properties that keep the algebra simple:

1. V�W D W �V 2. .cV/ �W D c.V �W/ 3. .UCV/ �W D U �W CV �W
WhenV is doubled.cD 2/ the dot product is doubled. WhenV is split into i; j; k
components, the dot product splits in three pieces. The same applies toW, since
V �W D W �V. The nine dot products ofi; j; k are zeros and ones, and a giant splitting
of bothV andW gives back the correctV �W:

Fig. 11.8 Length squaredD .V�W/ �.V�W/, from coordinates and the cosine law.
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V �W DV1i �W1i CV2j �W2j CV3k �W3k Csix zeroesDV1W1 CV2W2 CV3W3:

Remark4 The two forms of the dot product are equal. This comes from com-
puting|V�W|2 by coordinates and also by the “law of cosines”:

with coordinatesW |V�W|2 D .V1�W1/
2 C .V2�W2/

2 C .V3�W3/
2

from cosine lawW |V�W|2 D |V|2 C |W|2�2|V||W|cos�:

Compare those two lines. Line1 containsV 2
1 andV 2

2 andV 2
3. Their sum matches|V|2 in the cosine law. AlsoW 2

1 CW 2
2 CW 2

3 matches|W|2. Therefore the terms
containing�2 are the same (you can mentally cancel the�2). The definitions agree:�2.V1W1 CV2W2 CV3W3/ equals�2|V||W|cos� equals�2V �W:

The cosine law is coordinate-free. It applies to all triangles (even inn dimensions).
Its vector form in Figure 11.8 is|V�W|2 D |V|2�2V �W C |W|2. This application
to V �W is its brief moment of glory.

Remark5 The dot product is the best way to compute the cosine of� :

cos� D
V �W|V||W|: (6)

Hereare examples ofV andW with a range of angles from0 to � :

i and3i have the same direction cos� D 1 � D 0

i � .i C j/ D 1 is positive cos� D 1=
?
2 � D�=4

i and j are perpendicular:i � j D 0 cos� D 0 � D�=2

i � .�i C j/ D�1 is negative cos� D�1=?2 � D 3�=4

i and�3i have opposite directions cos� D�1 � D�

Remark6 The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality|V �W| ¤ |V||W| comes from|cos� | ¤ 1.
The left side is|V||W||cos� |. It never exceeds the right side|V||W|. This is a key
inequality in mathematics, from which so many others follow:

Geometric mean
?
xy¤ arithmetic mean1

2
.xCy/ (true for anyx¥ 0 andy¥ 0).

Triangle inequality |V CW| ¤ |V|C |W| .|V|; |W|; |V CW| are lengths of sides).

These and other examples are in Problems39 to 44: The Schwarz inequality|V �W| ¤ |V||W| becomes an equality when|cos� |D 1 and the vectors are .
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11.1 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

A vector has length and a . If v has components6 and�8, its length is |v|D b and its direction vector isu D
c . The product of|v| with u is d . This vector goes

from .0;0/ to the point xD e , yD f . A combination
of the coordinate vectorsi D g and j D h produces
v D i i C j j .

To add vectors we add their k . The sum of .6;�8/
and .1;0/ is l . To seevC i geometrically, put the m of
i at the n of v. The vectors form a o with diagonal
vC i. (The other diagonal is p .) The vectors2v and �v
are q and r . Their lengths are s and t .

In a space without axes and coordinates, the tail ofV can
be placed u . Two vectors with the same v are the
same. If a triangle starts withV and continues withW, the
third side is w . The vector connecting the midpoint ofV
to the midpoint ofW is x . That vector is y the third
side. In this coordinate-free form the dot product isV �W D z .

Using components, V �W D A and .1;2;1/ �
.2;�3;7/D B . The vectors are perpendicular if C .
The vectors are parallel if D . V �V is the same as E .
The dot product of UCV with W equals F . The angle
between V and W has cos� D G . When V �W is negative
then � is H . The angle betweeni C j and i Ck is I .
The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality is J , and for V D i C j
and W D i Ck it becomes1¤ K .

In 1�4 compute VCW and 2V�3W and |V|2 and V �W and
cos�:

1 V D .1;1;1/; W D .�1;�1;�1/
2 V D i C j ; W D j�k

3 V D i�2j Ck; W D i C j�2k
4 V D .1;1;1;1/; W D .1;2;3;4/

5 (a) Find a vector that is perpendicular to.v1;v2/.

(b) Find two vectors that are perpendicular to.v1;v2;v3/.

6 Find two vectors that are perpendicular to.1;1;0/ and to each
other.

7 What vector is perpendicular to all2-dimensional vectors ?
What vector is parallel to all3-dimensional vectors ?

8 In Problems1�4 construct unit vectors in the same direction
asV.

9 If v andw are unit vectors, what is the geometrical meaning of
v �w ? What is the geometrical meaning of.v �w/v ? Draw a figure
with v D i andw D .3=5/i C.4=5/j .

10 Write down all unit vectors that make an angle� with the
vector.1;0/. Write downall vectors at that angle.

11 True or falsein three dimensions:
1. If bothU andV make a30� angle withW, so doesUCV.

2. If they make a90� angle withW, so doesUCV.

3. If they make a90� angle withW they are perpendicular:
U �V D 0.

12 From W D .1;2;3/ subtract a multiple ofV D .1;1;1/ so that
W�cV is perpendicular toV. DrawV andW andW�cV.

13 (a) What is the sumV of the twelve vectors from the center of
a clock to the hours ?
(b) If the 4 o’clock vector is removed, findV for the other
eleven vectors.

(c) If the vectors to1;2;3 are cut in half, findV for the
twelve vectors.

14 (a) By removing one or more of the twelve clock vectors, make
thelength|V| as large as possible.
(b) Suppose the vectors start from the top instead of the
center (the origin is moved to12 o’clock, sov12 D 0/. What is
the new sumV� ?

15 Find the anglePOQ by vector methods ifP D .1;1;0/;

O D .0;0;0/; QD .1;2;�2/:
16 (a) Draw the unit vectors u1 D .cos�; sin �/ and

u2 D .cos�; sin�/. By dot products find the formula for
cos.���/.
(b) Draw the unit vectoru3 from a90� rotation ofu2. By dot
products find the formula for sin.�C�/.

17 Describe all points.x;y/ such thatv D xi Cyj satisfies

(a) |v|D 2

(c) v � i D 2

(b) |v� i|D 2

(d) v � i D |v|
18 (Important) IfA andB are non-parallel vectors from the origin,
describe

(a) the endpoints oftB for all numberst

(b) the endpoints ofA C tB for all t
(c) the endpoints ofsA C tB for all s andt

(d) the vectorsv that satisfyv �A D v �B
19 (a) If vC2w D i and2vC3w D j find v andw.

(b) If v D i C j andw D 3i C4j theni D vC w.

20 If P D .0;0/ andRD .0;1/ chooseQ so the anglePQR is 90�.
All possibleQ’s lie in a .

21 (a) Choose d so that A D 2i C3j is perpendicular to
B D 9i Cd j .

(b) Find a vector C perpendicular toA D i C j Ck and
B D i�k.

22 If a boat has velocityV with respect to the water and the water
has velocityW with respect to the land, then . The speed of
the boat is not|V|C |W| but .
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23 Find the angle between the diagonal of cube and (a) an edge
(b) the diagonal of a face (c) another diagonal of the cube.
Choose lines that meet.

24 Draw the trianglePQR in Example1 (the four-sided figure in
space). By geometry not vectors, show thatPR is twice as long
as V. Similarly |PR|D 2|W|. Also V is parallel to W because
both are parallel to . SoV D W as before.

25 (a) If A andB areunit vectors, show that they make equal an-
gles withA CB.

(b) If A;B;C are unit vectors withA CBCC D 0, they form a
triangle and the angle between any two is .

26 (a) Find perpendicular unit vectorsI andJ in the plane that are
different fromi andj .

(b) Find perpendicular unit vectorsI ;J;K different fromi; j ;k.

27 If I andJ are perpendicular, take their dot products withA D

aI CbJ to find a andb.

28 SupposeI D .i C j /=
?
2 and J D .i� j /=

?
2. Check I �J D 0

and write A D 2i C3j as a combinationaI CbJ. (Best method:
use a and b from Problem27. Alternative: Find i and j from
I andJ and substitute intoA.)

29 (a) Find the position vectorOP and the velocity vectorPQ
when the pointP moves around the unit circle (see figure) with
speed1. (b) Change to speed2.

30 The sum.A � i/2 C.A � j /2 C.A �k2/ equals .

31 In the semicircle findC and D in terms of A and B. Prove
thatC �D D 0 (they meet at right angles).

35 The vector from the earth’s center to Seattle isai Cbj Cck.

(a) Along the circle at the latitude of Seattle, what two
functions ofa;b;c stay constant ?k goes to the North Pole.

(b) On the circle at the longitude of Seattle—the meridian—
what two functions ofa;b;c stay constant ?

(c) Extra credit: Estimatea;b;c in your present position. The
0� meridian through Greenwich hasbD 0.

36 If |A CB|2 D |A|2 C |B|2, prove thatA is perpendicular toB.

37 In Figure 11.4, the medians go from the corners to the
midpoints of the opposite sides. ExpressM1;M2;M3 in terms
of A;B;C. Prove thatM1 CM2 CM3 D 0. What relation holds
betweenA;B;C ?

38 The point 2
3 of the way along is the same for all three

medians. This means thatA C 2
3 M3 D 2

3 M2 D . Prove that
those three vectors are equal.

39 (a) Verify the Schwarz inequality|V �W|¤ |V||W| for
V D i C2j C2k andW D 2i C2j Ck.

(b) What does the inequality become whenV D .
?
x;
?
y/ and

W D .
?
y;
?
x/?

40 By choosing the right vectorW in the Schwarz inequality, show
that.V1 CV2 CV3/

2¤ 3.V 2
1 CV 2

2 CV 3
2/. What isW ?

41 The Schwarz inequality forai Cbj and ci Cd j says that
.a2 Cb2/.c2 Cd2/¥ .acCbd/2. Multiply out to show that the dif-
ference is¥ 0:
42 The vectorsA;B;C form a triangle if A CBCC D 0. The
triangle inequality |A CB|¤ |A|C |B| says that any one side length
is less than . The proof comes from Schwarz:|A CB|2 D A �A C2A �BCB �B¤|A|2 C C |B|2 D .|A|C |B|2/:

32 The diagonal PR has |PR|2 D .A CB/ � .A CB/D A �A C

A �BCB �A CB �B. Add |QS |2 from the other diagonal to prove
the parallelogram law:|PR|2 C |QS |2 D sum of squares of the four
side lengths.

33 If .1;2;3/; .3;4;7/, and .2;1;2/ are corners of a parallelogram,
find all possible fourth corners.

34 The diagonals of the parallelogram areA CB and .
If they have the same length, prove thatA �B D 0 and the region is a

.

43 True or false,with reason or example:

(a) |V CW|2 is never larger than|V|2 C |W|2
(b) In a real triangle|V CW| never equals|V|C |W|
(c) V �W equalsW �V
(d) The vectors perpendicular toi C j Ck lie along a line.

44 If V D i C2k choose W so that V �W D |V||W| and|V CW|D |V|C |W|.
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45 A methane molecule has a carbon atom at.0;0;0/ and
hydrogen atoms at .1;1;�1/; .1;�1;1/; .�1;1;1/; and
.�1;�1;�1/. Find

(a) the distance between hydrogen atoms

(b) the angle between vectors going out from the carbon atom
to the hydrogen atoms.

46 (a) Find a vectorV at a45� angle withi andj .
(b) FindW that makes a60� angle withi andj .
(c) Explain why no vector makes a30� angle withi andj .
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11.2 Planes and Projections

The most important “curves” are straight lines. The most important functions are
linear. Those sentences take us back to the beginning of the book—the graph of
mxCb is a line. The goal now is to move into three dimensions, wheregraphs
are surfaces.Eventually the surfaces will be curved. But calculus starts with the flat
surfaces that correspond to straight lines:

What are the most important surfaces ?Planes.
What are the most important functions ?Still linear.

The geometrical idea of a plane is turned into algebra, by findingthe equation of a
plane. Not just a general formula, but the particular equation of a particular plane.

A line is determined by one point.x0; y0/ and the slopem. The point-slope
equation isy�y0 Dm.x�x0/. That is a linear equation, it is satisfied whenyD y0

andxD x0, anddy=dx is m. For a plane, we start again with a particular point—
which is now.x0; y0; z0/. But the slope of a plane is not so simple. Many planes
climb at a45� angle—with “slope1”—and more information is needed.

The direction of a plane is described by a vectorN. The vector is notin the plane,
butperpendicularto the plane. In the plane, there are many directions. Perpendicular
to the plane, there is only one direction. A vector in that perpendicular direction is
anormal vector.

The normal vectorN can point “up” or “down”. The length ofN is not crucial (we
often make it a unit vector and call itn). KnowingN and the pointP0 D .x0;y0;z0/,
we know the plane (Figure 11.9). For its equation we switch to algebra and use the
dot product—which is the key to perpendicularity.

N is described by its components.a;b;c/. In other wordsN is ai Cbj Cck. This
vector is perpendicular to every direction in the plane. A typical direction goes
from

Fig. 11.9 The normal vector to a plane.Parallel planes have the same N.

P0 to another pointP D .x;y;z/ in the plane. The vector fromP0 to P has
components.x�x0;y�y0;z�z0/: This vector lies in the plane, soits dot product
with N is zero:

11C The plane throughP0 perpendicular toN D .a;b;c/ has the equation

.a;b;c/ � .x�x0; y�y0; z�z0/D 0 or

a.x�x0/Cb.y�y0/Cc.z�z0/D 0: (1)
The pointP lies on the plane when its coordinatesx;y;z satisfy this equation.
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EXAMPLE 1 The plane throughP0 D .1;2;3/ perpendicular toN D .1;1;1/ has
the equation.x�1/C .y�2/C .z�3/D 0. That can be rewritten asxCyCzD
6.

Notice three things. First,P0 lies on the plane because1C2C3D 6. Second,
N D .1;1;1/ can be recognized from thex;y;z coefficients inxCyCzD 6. Third,
we could changeN to .2;2;2/ and we could changeP0 to .8;2;�4/—becauseN is
still perpendicular andP0 is still in the plane:8C2�4D 6.

The new normal vectorN D .2;2;2/ produces2.x�1/C2.y�2/C2.z�3/D
0. That can be rewritten as2xC2yC2zD 12. Same normal direction, same plane.

The new pointP0 D .8;2;�4/ produces.x�8/C .y�2/C .zC4/D 0. That is
another form ofxCyCzD 6. All we require is a perpendicularN and a pointP0 in
the plane.

EXAMPLE 2 The plane through.1;2;4/ with the sameN D .1;1;1/ has a differ-
ent equation:.x�1/C .y�2/C .z�4/D 0. This isxCyCzD 7 (instead of6).
These planes with7 and6 are parallel.

Starting froma.x�x0/Cb.y�y0/Cc.z�z0/D 0, we often moveax0 Cby0 C
cz0 to the right hand side—and call this constantd :

11D With theP0 terms on the right side, the equation of the plane isN �PD d :

axCbyCczD ax0 Cby0 Ccz0 D d: (2)

A differentd gives aparallel plane; d D 0 gives aplane through the origin.

EXAMPLE 3 The plane x�yC3zD 0 goes through the origin.0;0;0/. The
normal vector is read directly from the equation:N D .1;�1;3/. The equation is
satisfied byP0 D .1;1;0/ andP D .1;4;1/. Subtraction gives a vectorV D .0;3;1/
that is in the plane, andN�V D 0.

The parallel planesx�yC3zD d have the sameN but differentd ’s. These planes
miss the origin becaused is not zero.xD 0;yD 0;zD 0 on the left side needs
d D 0 on the right side). Note that3x�3yC9zD�15 is parallel to both planes.
N is changed to3N in Figure 11.9, but its direction is not changed.

EXAMPLE 4 The angle between two planes is the angle between their normal
vectors.

The planesx�yC3zD 0 and3yCzD 0 are perpendicular, because.1;�1;3/ �
.0;3;1/D 0. The planeszD 0 andyD 0 are also perpendicular, because.0;0;1/ �
.0;1;0/D 0. (Those are thexy plane and thexz plane.) The planesxCyD 0 and
xCzD 0make a60� angle, becausecos60� D .1;1;0/ � .1;0;1/=?2?2D 1

2
.

Thecosine of the angle between two planes is|N1 �N2|=|N1||N2|. See Figure 11.10.
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Fig. 11.10 Angle between planes = angle between normals. Parallel and perpendicular to a
line. A line in space throughP0 andQ.

Remark1 We gave the “point-slope” equation of a line (usingm), and the “point-
normal” equation of a plane (usingN). What is the normal vectorN to a line ?

The vectorV D .1;m/ is parallel to the lineyDmxCb. The line goes across by
1 and up bym. The perpendicular vector isN D .�m;1/. The dot productN�V is�mCmD 0. Then the point-normal equation matches the point-slope equation:�m.x�x0/C1.y�y0/D 0 is the same asy�y0 Dm.x�x0/: (3)

Remark2 What is the point-slope equation for a plane ? The difficulty is that a
plane has different slopes in thex and y directions. The functionf .x;y/D
m.x�x0/CM.y�y0/ hastwo derivativesm andM .

This remark has to stop. In Chapter13; “slopes” become “partial derivatives.”

A LINE IN SPACE

In three dimensions, a line is not as simple as a plane.A line in space needs two
equations. Each equation gives a plane, and the line is theintersection of two planes.

The equationsxCyCzD 3 and 2xC3yCzD 6 determine a line:

Two points on that line areP0 D .1;1;1/ and QD .3;0;0/. They satisfy both
equations so they lie on both planes. Therefore they are on the line of intersection.
The direction of that line, subtracting coordinates ofP0 fromQ, is along the vector
V D 2i� j�k.

The line goes throughP0 D .1;1;1/ in the direction of V D 2i� j�k:

Starting from .x0;y0;z0/D .1;1;1/, add on any multipletV. ThenxD 1C2t
and
yD 1� t and zD 1� t . Those are the components of the vector equation
PD P0 C tV—which produces the line.

Here is the problem. The line needs two equations—or a vector equation with apa-
rametert . Neither form is as simple asaxCbyCczD d . Some books push ahead
anyway, to give full details about both forms. After trying this approach, I believe
that those details should wait. Equations with parameters are the subject of
Chapter12; and a line in space is the first example. Vectors and planes give plenty to
do here—especially when a vector is projected onto another vector or a plane.

PROJECTION OF A VECTOR

What is the projection of a vectorB onto another vectorA ? One part ofB goes
alongA—that is the projection. The other part ofB is perpendicularto A. We now
compute these two parts, which areP andB�P.
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In geometry, projections involvecos� . In algebra, we use the dot product (which
is closely tied tocos� ). In applications, the vectorB might be avelocityV or aforce
F:

An airplane flies northeast, and a100-mile per hour wind blows due
east. What is the projection ofV D .100;0/ in the flight directionA ?

Gravity makes a ball roll down the surface2xC2yCzD 0. What are
the projections ofF D .0;0;�mg/ in the plane and perpendicular to
the plane ?

The component ofV along A is the push from the wind (tail wind). The other
component ofV pushes sideways (crosswind). Similarly the force parallel to the
surface makes the ball move. Adding the two components brings backV or F.

Fig. 11.11 Projections alongA of wind velocityV and forceF and vectorB.

We now compute the projection ofB onto A. Call this projectionP. Since its
direction is known—Pis alongA—we can describeP in two ways:

1) Give thelength of P alongA
2) Give thevector Pas a multiple ofA.

Figure 11.11b shows the projectionP and its length. The hypotenuse is|B|. The
length is|P|D |B|cos� . The perpendicular componentB�P has length|B|sin� .
The cosine is positive for angles less than90�: The cosine (andP!) are zero when
A andB are perpendicular.|B|cos� is negative for angles greater than90�; and the
projection points along –A (the length is|B||cos� |). Unless the angle is0� or 30�
or 45� or 60� or 90�; we don’t want to compute cosines—and we don’t have to. The
dot product does it automatically:|A| |B|cos� D A �B so the length ofP along A is |B|cos� D

A �B|A| : (4)

Notice that the length ofA cancels out at the end of (4). IfA is doubled,P is
unchanged. But ifB is doubled, the projection is doubled.

What is the vectorP? Its length alongA is A �B=|A|. If A is a unit vector, then|A|D 1 and the projection isA �B timesA. GenerallyA is not a unit vector, until we
divide by|A|. Here is the projectionP of B alongA:

PD (length of P)(unit vector) D

�

A �B|A| �� A|A|�D
A �B|A|2 A: (5)
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EXAMPLE 5 For the wind velocityV D .100;0/ and flying directionA D .1;1/,
find P. HereV points east,A points northeast. The projection ofV ontoA is P:

length|P|D A �V|A| D
100?
2

vector PD
A �V|A|2 A D

100

2
.1;1/D .50;50/:

EXAMPLE 6 ProjectF D .0;0;�mg/ onto the plane with normalN D .2;2;1/.

The projection ofF alongN is not the answer. But compute that first:

F �N|N| D�mg
3

PD
F �N|N|2 N D�mg

9
.2;2;1/:

P is the component ofF perpendicularto the plane. It doesnot move the ball. The
in-plane component is the differenceF�P. Any vectorB has two projections, along
A and perpendicular:

The projectionPD
A �B|A|2 A is perpendicular to the remaining componentB�P:

EXAMPLE 7 ExpressB D i� j as the sum of a vectorP parallel toA D 3iC j and
a vectorB�P perpendicular toA. NoteA �B D 2.

Solution PD
A �B|A|2 A D

2

10
A D

6

10
i C

2

10
j. ThenB�PD

4

10
i� 12

10
j.

Check: P�.B�P/D
�

6
10

��

4
10

��� 2
10

��

12
10

�

D 0: These projections ofB are perpendicular.

Pythagoras: |P|2 C |B�P|2 equals|B|2. Check that too:0:4C1:6D 2:0.

Question When isPD 0? Answer WhenA andB areperpendicular.

EXAMPLE 8 Find the nearest point to the origin on the planexC2yC2zD
5.

The shortest distance from the origin is along the normal vectorN. The vectorP
to the nearest point (Figure 11.12) ist timesN, for some unknown numbert . We find
t by requiringPD tN to lie on the plane.

The planexC2yC2zD 5 has normal vectorN D .1;2;2/. ThereforePD tN D
.t;2t;2t/. To lie on the plane, this must satisfyxC2yC2zD 5:

tC2.2t/C2.2t/D 5 or 9t D 5 or t D 5
9
: (6)

ThenPD 5
9
ND.5

9
; 10

9
; 10

9
/. That locates the nearest point.The distance is5

9
|N|D 5

3
.

This example is important enough to memorize, with letters not numbers:

11E On the planeaxCbyCczD d , the nearest point to.0;0;0/ is

P D
.da;db;dc/

a2 Cb2 Cc2
: Thedistance is

|d |?
a2 Cb2 Cc2

: (7)

The steps are the same.N has componentsa;b;c. The nearest point on the plane is
a multiple.ta; tb; tc/. It lies on the plane ifa.ta/Cb.tb/Cc.tc/Dd .
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Thus t D d=.a2 Cb2 Cc2/. The point .ta; tb; tc/D tN is in equation (7). The
distance to the plane is|tN|D |d |=|N|.

Fig. 11.12 Vector to the nearest pointP is a multiple tN. The distance is in.7/ and.9/:

Question How far is the plane from an arbitrary pointQD .x1;y1;z1/ ?

Answer The vector fromQ toP is our multipletN. In vector formPD QC tN.
This reaches the plane ifP�N D d , and again we findt :

.QC tN/ �N D d yields t D .d�Q �N/=|N|2: (8)

This new termQ �N enters the distance fromQ to the plane:

distanceD|tN|D|d�Q �N|=|N|D|d�ax1�by1�cz1|=aa2 Cb2 Cc2: (9)

Whenthe point is on the plane, that distance is zero—becauseax1 Cby1 Ccz1 D d .
WhenQ is i C3j C2k, the figure showsQ �N D 11 and distanceD 2.

PROJECTIONS OF THE HEART VECTOR

An electrocardiogram has leads to your right arm–left arm–leftleg. You produce
the voltage. The machine amplifies and records the readings. There are also six chest
leads, to add a front-back dimension that is monitored across the heart. We will
concentrate on the big “Einthoven triangle,” named after the inventor of the ECG.

The graphs show voltage variations plotted against time. The first graph plots the
voltage difference between the arms. Lead II connects the left leg to the right arm.
Lead III completes the triangle, which has roughly equal sides (especially if you are
a little lopsided). So the projections are based on60� and120� angles.

The heart vectorV is the sum of many small vectors—all moved to the same
origin. V is the net effect of action potentials from the cells—small dipoles adding
to a single dipole. The pacemaker (S�A node) starts the impulse. The atria depolar-
ize to give the P wave on the graphs. This is actually a Ploop of the heart vector—
the graphs only show its projections. The impulse reaches theAV node, pauses, and
moves quickly through the ventricles. This produces the QRS complex—the large
sharp movement on the graph.
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Fig. A The graphs show the component of the moving heart vector along each lead. These
figures art reproduced with permission from the CIBA Collection of Medical Illustra-
tions by Frank H. Netter, M.D. Copyright1978 CIBA-GEIGY, all rights reserved.

The totalQRSinterval should not exceed1=10 second(21
2

spaces on the print-
out).V points first toward the right shoulder. This direction is opposite to the leads,
so the tracings go slightly down. That is the Q wave, small and negative. Then the
heart vector sweeps toward the left leg. In positions3 and4, its projection on lead I
(between the arms) is strongly positive. The R wave is this first upward deflection in
each lead. Closing the loop, the S wave is negative (best seen in leads I and aVR).

Question 1 How many graphs from the arms and leg are really independent?

Answer Only two! In a plane, the heart vectorV hastwo components. If we know
two projections, we can compute the others. (The ECG does that for us.) Different
vectors show better in different projections. A mathematician would use90� angles,
with an electrode at your throat.

Question 2 How are the voltages related ? What is the aVR lead ?

Answer Project the heart vectorV ontothe sides of the triangle:

The lead vectors haveL I �L II CL III D 0— they form a triangle.

The projections haveVI�VII CVIII D V �L I�V �L II CV �L III D 0.

The aVR lead is�1
2
L I � 1

2
L II . It is pure algebra (no wire). By vector addition it points

toward the electrode on the right arm. Its length is
?
3 if the other lengths are2:

Including aVL and aVF to the left arm and foot, there aresix leads intersecting at
equal angles. Visualize them going out from a single point (the origin in the chest).

Question 3 If the heart vector isV D 2i� j, what voltage differences are recorded ?

Answer The leads around the triangle have length2: Themachine projectsV:

Lead I is the horizontal vector2i. SoV �L I D 4.
Lead II is the�60� vector i�?3j. SoV �L II D 2C

?
3.

Lead III is the�120� vector�i�?3j. SoV �L III D�2C
?
3.

The first and third add to the second. The largest R waves are in leads I and II. In
aVR the projection ofV will be negative (Problem46), and will be labeled an S
wave.

Question 4 What about thepotential (not just its differences). Is it zero at the
center ?
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Fig. B Heart vector goes around the QRS loop. Projections are spikes onthe ECG.

Answer It is zero if we say so. Thepotential contains an arbitrary constantC . (It
is like an indefinite integral. Its differences are like definite integrals.) Cardiologists
define a “central terminal” where the potential is zero.

The average ofV over a loop is themean heart vectorH. This average requiresr
Vdt , by Chapter5:With no time to integrate, the doctor looks for a lead where the

area under the QRS complex is zero. Then the direction ofH (theaxis) is perpendic-
ular to that lead. There is so much to say about calculus in medicine.

11.2 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

A plane in space is determined by a pointP0 D .x0;y0;z0/

and a a vector N with components.a;b;c/. The point
P D .x;y;z/ is on the plane if the dot product ofN with b
is zero. (That answer was notP Š) The equation of this plane
is a. c /Cb. d /Cc. e /D 0. The equation is also
written asaxCbyCczD d , where d equals f . A parallel
plane has the same g and a different h . A plane
through the origin hasd D i .

The equation of the plane throughP0 D .2;1;0/ perpendicu-
lar to N D .3;4;5/ is j . A second point in the plane is
P D .0;0; k ). The vector fromP0 to P is l , and it is

m to N. (Check by dot product.) The plane throughP0 D

.2;1;0/ perpendicular to thez axis hasN D n and equation
o .

The component of B in the direction of A is p ,
where � is the angle between the vectors. This isA �B divided
by q . The projection vector P is |B|cos� times a

r vector in the direction ofA. Then PD .|B|cos�/.A=|A|/
simplifies to s . When B is doubled,P is t . When A
is doubled,P is u . If B reverses direction thenP v . If
A reverses direction thenP w .

When B is a velocity vector,P represents the x . WhenB
is a force vector,P is y . The component ofB perpendicular
to A equals z . The shortest distance from.0;0;0/ to
the plane axCbyCczD d is along the A vector. The
distance is B and the closest point on the plane isP D C
The distance fromQ D .x1;y1;z1/ to the plane is D .

Find two points P and P0 on the planes 1–6 and a normal
vector N:Verify that N �.P �P0/D 0.

1 xC2yC3zD 0 2 xC2yC3zD 6 3 theyz plane
4 the plane through.0;0;0/ perpendicular toi C j�k

5 the plane through.1;1;1/ perpendicular toi C j�k

6 the plane through.0;0;0/ and.1;0;0/ and.0;1;1/:

Find an x�y�z equation for planes 7–10.

7 The plane throughP0 D .1;2;�1/ perpendicular toN D i C j

8 The plane throughP0 D .1;2;�1/ perpendicular toN D

i C2j�k

9 The plane through.1;0;1/ parallel toxC2yCzD 0
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10 The plane through.x0;y0;z0/ parallel toxCyCzD 1.

11 When is a plane with normal vectorN parallel to the
vectorV ? When is it perpendicular toV ?

12 (a) If two planes are perpendicular (front wall and side
wall), is every line in one plane perpendicular to every line in
the other ?
(b) If a third plane is perpendicular to the first, it might be (par-
allel) (perpendicular) (at a45� angle) to the second.

13 Explain why a plane cannot

(a) contain .1;2;3/ and .2;3;4/ and be perpendicular to
N D i C j
(b) be perpendicular toN D i C j and parallel toV D i Ck
(c) contain.1;0;0/; .0;1;0/; .0;0;1/, and.1;1;1/

(d) contain.1;1;�1/ if it has N D i C j�k (maybe it can)

(e) go through the origin and have the equation
axCbyCczD 1.

14 The equation3xC4yC7z� t D 0 yields a hyperplane in
four dimensions. Find its normal vectorN and two pointsP , Q on
the hyperplane. Check.P �Q/ �N D 0.

15 The plane through.x;y;z/ perpendicular toai Cbj Cck goes
through .0;0;0/ if . The plane goes through.x0;y0;z0/

if .

16 A curve in three dimensions is the intersection of
surfaces. A line in four dimensions is the intersection of hy-
perplanes.

17 (angle between planes) Find the cosine of the angle
between xC2yC2zD 0 and (a) xC2zD 0 (b) xC2zD 5

(c) xD 0.

18 N is perpendicular to a plane andV is along a line. Draw
the angle� between the plane and the line, and explain why
V �N=|V||N| is sin� not cos� . Find the angle between thexy
plane andV D i C j C

?
2k.

In 19–26 find the projection P of B along A. Also find|P|.
19 A D .4;2;4/; B D .1;�1;0/
20 A D .1;�1;0/; B D .4;2;4/

21 B D unit vector at60� angle withA

22 B D vector of length2 at60� angle withA

23 B D�A 24 A D i C j ; B D i Ck

25 A is perpendicular tox�yCzD 0; B D i C j .

26 A is perpendicular tox�yCzD 5; B D i C j C5k.

27 The forceF D 3i�4k acts at the point.1;2;2/. How much force
pulls toward the origin ? How much force pulls vertically down ?
Which direction does a mass move under the forceF ?

28 The projection ofB along A is PD .The projection
of B perpendicular toA is . Check the dot product of the
two projections.

29 PD .x;y;z/ is on the plane axCbyCczD 5 if P�N D|P||N|cos� D 5. Since the largest value of cos� is 1, the smallest
value of|P| is . This is the distance between .

30 If the air speed of a jet is500 and the wind speed is50,
what information do you need to compute the jet’s speed over
land ? What is that speed ?

31 How far is the planexCy�zD 1 from .0;0;0/ and also
from .1;1;�1/ ? Find the nearest points.

32 Describe all points at a distance1 from the plane
xC2yC2zD 3.

33 The shortest distance fromQD .2;1;1/ to the plane
xCyCzD 0 is along the vector . The point PD

QC tN D .2C t;1C t;1C t/ lies on the plane if t D .
Then PD and the shortest distance is .
(This distance is not|P|.)
34 The plane through .1;1;1/ perpendicular to N D

i C2j C2k is a distance from .0;0;0/.

35 (Distance between planes)2x�2yCzD 1 is parallel
to 2x�2yCzD 3 because . Choose a vectorQ on the first
plane and findt so thatQC tN lies on the second plane. The distance
is |tN|D .

36 The distance between the planesxCyC5zD 7 and
3xC2yCzD 1 is zero because .

In Problems 37–41 all points and vectors are in thexy plane.

37 The line 3xC4y D 10 is perpendicular to the vectorN D

. On the line, the closest point to the origin isP D tN.
Find t andP and|P |.
38 Draw the line xC2yD 4 and the vector N D i C2j . The
closest point toQD .3;3/ isP DQC tN. Find t . FindP .

39 A new way to findP in Problem 37: minimize x2 Cy2 D

x2 C
�

10
4 � 3

4x
�2. By calculus find the bestx andy.

40 To catch a drug runner going from.0;0/ to .4;0/ at 8 meters
per second, you must travel from.0;3/ to .4;0/ at meters
per second. The projection of your velocity vector onto his velocity
vector will have length .

41 Show by vectors that the distance from.x1;y1/ to the line
axCbyD d is |d�ax1�by1|=?a2 Cb2.

42 It takes three points to determine a plane. So why does
axCbyCczD d contain four numbersa;b;c;d ? When doesexC

fyCgzD 1 represent the same plane ?

43 (projections by calculus) The dot product ofB� tA with
itself is |B|2�2tA �BC t2 |A|2. (a) This has a minimum at
t D . (b) ThentA is the projection of . A figure show-
ing B; tA, andB� tA is worth1000 words.

44 From their equations, how can you tell if two planes are

(a) parallel (b) perpendicular (c) at a45� angle ?

Problems 45–48 are about the ECG and heart vector.
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45 The aVR lead is �1
2 L I � 1

2 L II . Find the aVL and aVF
leads toward the left arm and foot. Show that
aVRCaVLCaVF D 0. They go out from the center at120�
angles.

46 Find the projection on the aVR lead ofV D 2i� j in
Question3:

47 If the potentials are'RA D 1 (right arm) and'LA D 2 and
'LL D�3, find the heart vectorV. The differencesin potential
are the projections ofV.

48 If V is perpendicular to a leadL , the reading on that lead
is . If

r
V.t/dt is perpendicular to leadL , why is the

areaunder the reading zero ?
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11.3 Cross Products and Determinants

After saying that vectors are not multiplied, we offered the dot product. Now we
contradict ourselves further, by defining the cross product. WhereA �B was a number,
the cross productA�B is a vector. It has length and direction:

The length is|A||B||sin� |: The direction is perpendicular toA and B:

The cross product (also called vector product) is defined in threedimensions only.
A and B lie on a plane through the origin.A�B is along the normal vectorN,
perpendicular to that plane. We still have to say whether it points “up” or “down”
alongN:

The length ofA�B depends onsin� , whereA �B involvedcos�: The dot product
rewards vectors for being parallel.cos0D 1/: The cross product is largest whenA is
perpendicular toB .sin�=2D 1/: At every angle|A �B|2 C |A�B|2 D |A|2|B|2 cos2�C |A|2|B|2 sin2� D |A|2|B|2: (1)

That will be a bridge from geometry to algebra.This section goes from definition
to formula to volume to determinant. Equations(6) and(14) are the key formulas
for A�B:

Notice thatA�A D 0: (This is the zero vector, not the zero number.) WhenB is
parallel toA, the angle is zero and the sine is zero. Parallel vectors haveA�B D 0:
Perpendicular vectors havesin� D 1 and|A�B|D |A||B|D area of rectangle with
sidesA andB:

Here are four examples that lead to the cross productA�B:

EXAMPLE 1 (From geometry) Find the area of a parallelogram and a triangle.

VectorsA andB, going out from the origin, form two sides of a triangle. They produce
the parallelogram in Figure 11.13, which is twice as large as the triangle.

The area of a parallelogram is base times height (perpendicular height not sloping
height). The base is|A|: The height is|B||sin� |: We take absolute values because
height and area are not negative. Then the area is the length of the cross product:

area of parallelogramD |A||B||sin� |D |A�B|: (2)

Fig. 11.13 Area |A�B| and moment|R�F|: Cross products are perpendicular to the page.

EXAMPLE 2 (From physics) The torque vectorT D R�F produces rotation.

The forceF acts at the point.x;y;z/: When F is parallel to the position vector
R D xi Cyj Czk, the force pushes outward (no turning). WhenF is perpendicu-
lar to R, the force createsrotation. For in-between angles there is an outward force
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moment|R||F|sin�:

The moment gives the magnitude and sign of thetorque vectorT D R�F. The
direction ofT is along the axis of rotation, at right angles toR andF:

EXAMPLE 3 Does the cross product go up or down ?Use the right-hand rule.

Forces and torques are probably just fine for physicists. Those who are not natural
physicists want to see something turn.� We can visualize a record or compact disc
rotating around its axis—which comes up through the center.

At a point on the disc, you give a push. When the push is outward (hard to do),
nothing turns. Rotation comes from force “around” the axis. The disc can turn
either way—depending on the angle between force and position. A sign convention
is necessary, and it is theright-hand rule:

A�B points along your right thumb when the fingers curl fromA towardB:

This rule is simplest for the vectorsi; j; k in Figure 11.14—which is all we need.
Suppose the fingers curl fromi to j: The thumb points alongk: The x-y-z axes

form a “ right-handed triple .” Since|i|D 1 and|j |D 1 andsin�=2D 1, the length
of i� j is 1: The cross product isi� j D k. The disc turns counterclockwise—its
angular velocity is up—when the force acts ati in the directionj:

Figure 11.14b reversesi and j: The force acts atj and its direction isi: The disc
turns clockwise (the way records and compact discs actually turn). When the fingers
curl from j to i, the thumb pointsdown. Thusj� i D�k: This is a special case of an
amazing rule:

The cross product isanticommutative: B�A D�.A�B/: (3)

That is quite remarkable. Its discovery by Hamilton produced an intellectual
revolution in19 th century algebra, which had been totally accustomed toABDBA:
This commutative law is old and boring for numbers (it is new and boring for dot
products). Here we see itsoppositefor vector productsA�B: Neither law holds for
matrix products.

Fig. 11.14 i� j D k D�.j� i/ i�k D�j D�.k� i/ j�k D i D�.k� j /:

EXAMPLE 4 A screw goes into a wall or out, following the right-hand rule.

The disc was in thexy plane. So was the force. (We are not breaking records here.)
The axis was up and down. To see the cross product more completely we need to
turn a screw into a wall.

Figure 11.14b shows thexz plane as the wall. The screw is in they direction. By
turning fromx towardz we drive the screwinto the wall—which is thenegativey

�Everybody is a natural mathematician. That is the axiom behind this book.
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direction. In other wordsi�k equalsminusj: We turn the screw clockwise to make
it go in. To take out the screw, twist fromk towardi: Thenk� i equalsplusj:

To summarize: k� i D j andj�k D i have plus signs becausekij andjki are in the
same “cyclic order” as ijk : (Anticyclic is minus.) Thez-x-y andy-z-x axes form
righthanded triples likex-y-z:

THE FORMULA FOR THE CROSS PRODUCT

We begin the algebra ofA�B: It is essential for computation, and it comes out
beautifully. The square roots in|A||B||sin� |will disappear in formula(6) for A�B:
(The square roots also disappeared inA �B, which is |A||B|cos�: But |A||B| tan�
would be terrible.) SinceA�B is a vector we need to findthree components.

Start with the two-dimensional case. The vectorsa1i Ca2j andb1i Cb2j are in the
xy plane. Their cross product must go in thez direction. ThereforeA�B D ? k
and there is only one nonzero component. It must be|A||B|sin� (with the correct
sign), but we want a better formula. There are two clean ways to computeA�B,
either by algebra (a) or by a bridge (b) to the dot product and geometry:

(a) .a1i Ca2j/� .b1i Cb2j/ D a1b1i� i Ca1b2i� j Ca2b1j� i Ca2b2j� j:(4)

On the right are0; a1b2k; �a2b1k and 0: The cross product is.a1b2�a2b1/k:

(b) RotateB D b1i Cb2j clockwise through90� into B� D b2i�b1j: Its length is
unchanged (andB �B� D 0). Then|A||B�|sin� equals|A||B�cos� , which isA �B�:|A||B|sin� D A �B� D

"

a1

a2

# �" b2�b1

#

D a1b2�a2b1: (5)

11F In thexy plane,A�B equals.a1b2�a2b1/k: The parallelogram with sides
A andB has area|a1b2�a2b1|: The triangleOAB has area1

2
|a1b2�a2b1|:

EXAMPLE 5 For A D i C2j and B D 4i C5j the cross product is (1 �5�2 �4)k D�3k: Area of parallelogramD 3, area of triangleD 3=2: The minus sign inA�B D�3k is absent in the areas.

Note Splitting A�B into four separate cross products is correct, but it does not
follow easily from |A||B|sin�: Method (a) is not justified until Remark1 below.
An algebraist would change the definition ofA�B to start with the distributive law
(splitting rule) and the anticommutative law:

A� .BCC/D .A�B/C.A�C/ and A�B D�.B�A/:

THE CROSS PRODUCT FORMULA (3 COMPONENTS)

We move to three dimensions. The goal is to compute all three components of
A�B (not just the length). Method (a) splits each vector into itsi; j; k components,
making nine separate cross products:

.a1i Ca2j Ca3k/� .b1i Cb2j Cb3k/D a1b2.i� i/Ca1b2.i� j/C seven more terms:
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Rememberi� i D j� j D k�k D 0: Those three terms disappear. The other six
terms come in pairs, andplease notice the cyclic pattern:

FORMULA A �B D .a2b3�a3b2/i C .a3b1�a1b3/j C .a1b2�a2b1/k: (6)

Thek component is the2�2 answer, whena3 D b3 D 0: The i component involves
indices2 and3, j involves3 and1, k involves1 and2: The cross product formula
is written as a “determinant” in equation(14) below—many people use that form to
computeA�B:

EXAMPLE 6 .i C2j C3k/� .4i C5j C6k/D .2 �6�3 �5/i C .3 �4�1 �6/j C .1 �
5�
2 �4/k: The i; j; k components giveA�B = �3i C6j�3k: Never add the�3;6;
and�3:
Remark1 The three-dimensional formula(6) is still to be matched withA�B
from geometry. One way is to rotateB into B� as before, staying in the plane ofA
andB: Fortunately there is an easier test. The vector in equation(6) satisfies all four
geometric requirements onA�B: perpendicular toA, perpendicular toB, correct
length, right-hand rule. The length is checked in Problem16—here is the zero dot
product withA:

A � .A�B/D a1.a2b3�a3b2/Ca2.a3b1�a1b3/Ca3.a1b2�a2b1/D 0: (7)

Remark2 (Optional) There is a wonderful extension of the Pythagoras formula
a2 Cb2 D c2: Instead of sides of a triangle, we go toareas of projectionson theyz,
xz, andxy planes.32 C62 C32 is the square of the parallelogram area in Example 6.

For triangles these areas are cut in half. Figure 11.15a shows three projected

triangles of area1
2
: ItsPythagoras formula is

�

1
2

�2
C
�

1
2

�2
C
�

1
2

�2
= (area ofPQR)2:

EXAMPLE 7 P D .1;0;0/;QD .0;1;0/;RD .0;0;1/ lie in a plane. Find its
equation.

Idea for anyP;Q;R: Find vectorsA and B in the plane. Compute the normal
N D A�B:

Solution The vector fromP toQ hascomponents�1;1;0: It is A D j� i (subtract
to go fromP toQ). Similarly the vector fromP to R is B D k� i: SinceA andB
are in the plane of Figure 11.15,N D A�B is perpendicular:

.j� i/� .k� i/D .j�k/� .i�k/� .j� i/C .i� i/D i C j Ck: (8)

The normal vector isN D i C j Ck: The equation of the plane is1xC1yC1zD
d:

With the right choiced D 1, this plane containsP, Q, R. The equation isxCyCzD
1:

EXAMPLE 8 What is the area of this same trianglePQR?

Solution The area is half of the cross-product length|A�B|D |i C j Ck|D?3:
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Fig. 11.15 Area of PQRis
?
3=2: N isPQ�PR: Volume of box is|A �.B�C/|:

DETERMINANTS AND VOLUMES

We are close to good algebra. The two plane vectorsa1i Ca2j andb1i Cb2j are the
sides of a parallelogram. Its area isa1b2�a2b1, possibly with a sign change. There
is a special way to write these four numbers—in a “square matrix.” There is also a
name for the combination that leads to area. It is the “determinant of the matrix”:

The matrix is

"

a1 a2

b1 b2

#

; its determinant is

���� a1 a2

b1 b2

����D a1b2�a2b1:

This is a2 by 2 matrix (notice brackets) and a2 by 2 determinant (notice vertical
bars). The matrix is an array of four numbers and the determinant is one number:

Examples of determinants:

���� 2 1

4 3

����D 6�4D 2;

���� 2 1

2 1

����D 0;

���� 1 0

0 1

���� D 1:

The second has no area becauseA D B: The third is a unit square.A D i;B D j/:
Now move to three dimensions, where determinants are most useful. The

parallelogram becomes a parallelepiped. The word “box” is much shorter, and we
will use it, but remember thatthe box is squashed. (Like a rectangle squashed to a
parallelogram, the angles are generally not90�.) The three edges from the origin are
A D .a1;a2;a3/;B D .b1;b2;b3/;C D .c1; c2; c3/: Those edges are at right angles
only whenA �B D A �C D B �C D 0:

Question: What is the volume of the box? The right-angle case is easy—it is
length times width times height. The volume is|A| times |B| times |C|, when the
angles are90�. For a squashed box (Figure 11.15) we need the perpendicular height,
not the sloping height.

There is a beautiful formula for volume.B andC give a parallelogram in the base,
and|B�C| is the base area. This cross product points straight up. The third vector
A points up at an angle—its perpendicular height is|A|cos�: Thus the volume is
area|B�C| times|A| timescos�: The volume is the dot product ofA with B�
C:

11G Thetriple scalar productisA � .B�C/: Volume of boxD |A �.B�C/|:
Important : A �.B�C/ is a number, not a vector. This volume is zero whenA is in
the same plane asB andC (the box is totally flattened). ThenB�C is perpendicular
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to A and their dot product is zero.

Useful facts W A � .B�C/D .A�B/ �C D C �.A�B/D B � .C�A/:

All those come from the same box, with different sides chosen as base—but no change
in volume. Figure 11.15 hasB andC in the base but it can beA andB or A andC:
The triple productA � .C�B) has opposite sign, sinceC�B D�.B�C). This
orderACB is not cyclic likeABC andCAB andBCA:

To compute this triple productA � .B�C/, we takeB�C from equation(6):

A � .B�C/D a1.b2c3�b3c2/Ca2.b3c1�b1c3/Ca3.b1c2�b2c1/: (9)

The numbersa1;a2;a3 multiply 2 by 2 determinants to give a3 by 3 determinant!
There are three terms with plus signs (likea1b2c3). The other three have minus signs
(like�a1b3c2). The plus terms have indices123;231;312 in cyclic order. The minus
terms have anticyclic indices132;213;321: Again there is a special way to write the
nine components ofA;B;C—as a “3by 3 matrix.” The combination in(9), which
gives volume, is a “3by 3 determinant:”

matrix D

2

6

4

a1 a2 a3

b1 b2 b3

c1 c2 c3

3

7

5
; determinant D A � .B�C/D

������� a1 a2 a3

b1 b2 b3

c1 c2 c3

������� :
A single number is produced out of nine numbers, by formula.9/: The nine

numbers are multiplied three at a time, as ina1b1c2—except this product is not
allowed.Each row and column must be represented once. This gives the six terms
in the determinant:������� a1 a2 a3

b1 b2 b3

c1 c2 c3

�������D a1b2c3 Ca2b3c1 Ca3b1c2�a1b3c2�a2b1c3�a3b2c1

(10)

The trick is in the� signs. Products down to the right are “plus”:������� 2 1 1

1 2 1

1 1 2

�������D 2 �2 �2C1 �1 �1�C1 �1 �1�2 �1 �1� 1 �1 �2 �1 �2 �1 D
8C1C1�2�2�2 D 4:

With practice the six products like2 �2 �2 are done in your head. Write down only
8C1C1�2�2�2D 4: This is the determinant and the volume.

Note the special case when the vectors arei; j; k: The box is a unit cube:

volume of cube D

�������1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

�������D 1C0C0�0�0�0 D 1:

If A;B;C lie in the same plane, the volume is zero. A zero determinant is the
test to see whether three vectors lie in a plane. Here rowA D row B� row C:������� 0 1 �1�1 1 0�1 0 1

�������D 0 �1 �1C1 �0 � .�1/C .�1/ � .�1/ �0�0 �0 �0�1 � .�1/ �1� .�1/ �1 � .�1/ D 0: (11)

Zeros in the matrix simplify the calculation. All three products with plus signs—
down to the right—are zero. The only two nonzero products cancel each other.
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If the three�1’s are changed toC1’s, the determinant is�2: The determinant can
be negative when all nine entries are positive! A negative determinant only means
that the rowsA;B;C form a “left-handed triple.” This extra information from the
sign—right-handed vs. left-handed—is free and useful, but the volume is the absolute
value.

The determinant yields the volume also in higher dimensions. In physics, four
dimensions give space-time. Ten dimensions give superstrings. Mathematics uses
all dimensions. The64 numbers in an8 by 8 matrix give the volume of an eight-
dimensional box—with8ŠD 40;320 terms instead of3ŠD 6: Under pressure from
my class I omit the formula.

Question When is the point.x;y;z/ on the plane through the origin containingB
andC ? For the vectorA D xi Cyj Czk to lie in that plane, the volumeA � .B�C/
must be zero. The equation of the plane isdeterminantD zero.

Follow this example forB D j� i andC D k� i to find the plane parallel toB and
C: ������� x y z�1 1 0�1 0 1

�������D x �1 �1Cy �0 � .�1/Cz �0 � .�1/�x �0 �0�y �1 � .�1/�z �1 � .�1/ D 0: (12)

This equation isxCyCzD 0: Thenormal vectorN D B�C has components1;1;1:

THE CROSS PRODUCT AS A DETERMINANT

There is a connection between3 by 3 and 2 by 2 determinants that you have to see.
The numbers in the top row multiply determinants from the other rows:������� a1 a2 a3

b1 b2 b3

c1 c2 c3

�������D a1

���� b2 b3

c2 c3

�����a2

���� b1 b3

c1 c3

����Ca3

���� b1 b2

c1 c2

���� : (13)

The highlighted producta1.b2c3�b3c2/ gives two of the six terms.All six
products contain ana and b and c from different columns. There are3ŠD 6
different orderings of columns1;2;3: Note howa3 multiplies a determinant from
columns1 and2:

Equation(13) is identical with equations(9) and(10). We are meeting the same
six terms in different ways. The new feature is the minus sign in front ofa2—and
the common mistake is to forget that sign. In a4 by 4 determinant,a1;�a2;a3;�a4

would multiply3 by 3 determinants.
Now comes a key step. We writeA�B as a determinant. The vectorsi; j; k go in

the top row, the components ofA andB go in the other rows.The “determinant” is
exactlyA�B:

A�B D

������� i j k

a1 a2 a3

b1 b2 b3

�������D i

���� a2 a3

b2 b3

����� j

���� a1 a3

b1 b3

����Ck

���� a1 a2

b1 b2

���� : (14)

This time we highlighted thej component with its minus sign. There is no great
mathematics in formula(14)—it is probably illegal to mixi; j; k with six numbers
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but it works. This is the good way to remember and computeA�B: In the example
.j� i/� .k� i/ from equation(8), those two vectors go into the last two rows:������� i j k�1 1 0�1 0 1

�������D i

���� 1 0

0 1

����� j

���� �1 0�1 1

����Ck

���� �1 1�1 0

����D i C j Ck:

The k component is highlighted, to seea1b2�a2b1 again. Note the change from
equation(11), which had0;1;�1 in the top row. That triple product was a number
(zero). This cross product is a vectori C j Ck:

Review question 1 With thei; j; k row changed to3;4;5;what is the determinant ?
Answer 3 �1C4 �1C5 �1D 12:That triple product is the volume of a box.

Review question 2 When isA�B D 0and when isA � .B�C/D 0 ? Zero vector,
zero number.
Answer WhenA andB areon the same line. WhenA;B;C are in the same plane.

Review question 3 Does the parallelogram area|A�B| equal a2 by 2 determi-
nant ?
Answer If A andB lie in thexy plane,yes. Generallyno.

Review question 4 What are thevector triple products .A�B/�C and
A� .B�C/ ?
Answer Not computed yet. These are two new vectors in Problem47:

Review question 5 Find the plane through the origin containingA D i C j C2k
andB D i Ck: Find the cross product of those same vectorsA andB:
Answer The position vectorPD xi Cyj Czk is perpendicular toN D A�B:

P� .A�B/D

������� x y z

1 1 2

1 0 1

�������D xCy�zD 0: A�B D

������� i j k

1 1 2

1 0 1

�������D i C j�k:

11.3 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

The cross productA�B is a a whose length is b .
Its direction is c to A and B: That length is the area of
a d , whose base is|A| and whose height is e . When
A D a1i Ca2j and B D b1i Cb2j , the area is f . This equals
a2 by 2 g . In general|A �B|2 C |A�B|2 D h .

The rules for cross product areA�A D i and
A�B D�( j ) and A�.BCC/D A�BC k . In
particular A�B needs the l -hand rule to decide its
direction. If the fingers curl fromA towards B (not more than
180�), then m points n . By this rule i� j D o and
i�k D p andj�k D q .

The vectors a1i Ca2j Ca3k and b1i Cb2j Cb3k have cross
product r iC s jC t k: The vectorsA D i C j Ck and
B D i C j have A�B D u . (This is also the 3 by
3 determinant v .) Perpendicular to the plane containing
.0;0;0/; .1;1;1/; .1;1;0/ is the normal vectorN D w . The
area of the triangle with those three vertices is x , which is
half the area of the parallelogram with fourth vertex aty .

Vectors, A;B;C from the origin determine a z . Its volume|A �. A /| comes from a3 by 3 B . There are six terms,
C with a plus sign and D with minus. In every term each

row and E is represented once. The rows.1;0;0/; .0;0;1/, and
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.0;1;0/ have determinantD F . That box is a G , but its
sides form a H -handed triple in the order given.

If A;B;C lie in the same plane thenA �.B�C/ is I . For
A D xi Cyj Czk the first row contains the letters J . So the
plane containingB and C has the equation K D 0: When
B D i C j and C D k that equation is L . B�C is M .

A 3 by 3 determinant splits into N 2 by 2 determinants.
They come from rows2 and 3, and are multiplied by the entries
in row 1: With i, j , k in row 1, this determinant equals the O
product. Itsj component is P , including the Q sign which
iseasy to forget.

Compute the cross products 1–8 from formula (6) or the
determinant (14). Do one example both ways.

1 .i� j /�k

3 .2i C3j /�.i Ck/

5 .2i C3j Ck/�.i� j�k/

2 .i� j /� i

4 .2i C3j Ck/�.2i C3j�k/

6 .i C j�k/�.i� j Ck/

7 .i C2j C3k/�.4i�9j /
8 .i cos�C j sin�/�.i sin�� j cos�/

9 When are|A�B|D |A||B| and|A �.B�C/|D |A||B||C|?
10 True or false:

(a) A�B never equalsA �B:
(b) If A�B D 0 andA �B D 0, then eitherA D 0 or B D 0:
(c) If A�B D A�C andA ¤ 0; thenB D C:

In 11–16 find |A�B| by equation (1) and then by computing
A�B and its length.

11 A D i C j Ck; B D i

13 A D�B

12 A D i C j ; B D i� j

14 A D i C j ; B D j Ck

15 A D a1i Ca2j ; B D b1i Cb2j

16 A D .a1;a2;a3/; B D .b1;b2;b3/

In Problem 16 (the general case), equation (1) proves that the
length from equation (6) is correct.

17 True or false, by testing onA D i; B D j ; C D k:
(a) A�.A�B/D 0 (b) A � .B�C/D .A�B/ �C
(c) A �.B�C/D C � .B�A/
(d) .A�B/�.A CB/D 2.A�B/:

18 (a) FromA�B D�.B�A/ deduce thatA�A D 0.
(b) Split .A CB/�.A CB/ into four terms, to deduce that
.A�B/D�.B�A/:

What are the normal vectors to the planes 19–22?

19 .2;1;0/ �.x;y;z/D 4

21

������� x y z

1 1 0

0 1 1

�������D 2

20 3xC4zD 5

22

������� x y z

1 1 1

1 1 2

�������D 0

Find N and the equation of the plane described in 23–29.

23 Contains the points.2;1;1/, .1;2;1/, .1;1;2/

24 Contains the points.0;1;2/, .1;2;3/, .2;3;4/

25 Through.0;0;0/, .1;1;1/, .a;b;c/ [What if aD bD c ? ]

26 Parallel toi C j andk

27 N makes a45� angle withi andj

28 N makes a60� angle withi andj

29 N makes a90� angle withi andj

30 The triangle with sidesi and j is as large as
the parallelogram with those sides. The tetrahedron with edges
i; j ;k is as large as the box with those edges. Extra
credit: In four dimensions the “simplex” with edgesi; j ;k; l
has volumeD :

31 If the points .x;y;z/, .1;1;0/, and .1;2;1/ lie on a plane
through the origin, what determinant is zero ? What equation
does this give for the plane ?

32 Give an example of a right-hand triple and left-hand triple.
Use vectors other than justi; j ; k:

33 When B D 3i C j is rotated 90� clockwise in thexy plane
it becomesB� D : When rotated90� counterclockwise
it is : When rotated180� it is :

34 From formula (6) verify thatB �.A�B/D 0:

35 Compute������� 1 2 3

2 3 4

3 4 6

������� ; ������� 2 1 0

1 2 1

0 1 2

������� ; ������� 1 0 2

0 3 0

2 0 1

������� :
36 Which of the following are equal toA�B ?
.A CB/�B; .�B/�.�A/; |A||B| |sin� |; .A CC/�.B�C/;
1
2.A�B/�.A CB/:

37 Compare the six terms on both sides to prove that������� a1 b1 c1

a2 b2 c2

a3 b3 c3

�������D ������� a1 a2 a3

b1 b2 b3

c1 c2 c3

������� :
The matrix is “transposed”—same determinant.

38 Compare the six terms to prove that

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

a1 a2 a3

b1 b2 b3

c1 c2 c3

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

D�b1

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

a2 a3

c2 c3

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

Cb2

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

a1 a3

c1 c3

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

�b3

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

a1 a2

c1 c2

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

:

This is an “expansion on row2:” Note minus signs.
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39 Choose the signs and2 by 2 determinants in������� a1 a2 a3

b1 b2 b3

c1 c2 c3

�������D�c1 ����� a2 a3

b2 b3

������c2 �c3 :

40 Show that .A�B/C.B�C/C.C�A/ is perpendicular to
B�A andC�B andA�C:

Problems 41–44 compute the areas of triangles.

41 The trianglePQR in Example7 has squared area.
?
3=2/2 D

.1
2 /

2 C.1
2 /

2 C.1
2 /

2, from the 3D version of Pythagoras in
Remark2: Find the area ofPQRwhenP D .a;0;0/;QD .0;b;0/;

andRD .0;0;c/: Check with1
2 |A�B|:

42 A triangle in the xy plane has corners at.a1;b1/; .a2;b2/

and .a3;b3/: Its area A is half the area of a parallelogram.
Find two sides of the parallelogram and explain why

AD 1
2 |.a2�a1/.b3�b1/�.a3�a1/.b2�b1/|:

43 By Problem42 find the areaA of the triangle with corners
.2;1/ and .4;2/ and .1;2/: Where is a fourth corner to make a
parallelogram ?

44 Lifting the triangle of Problem42 up to the planezD 1

gives corners.a1;b1;1/; .a2;b2;1/; .a3;b3;1/: The area of the
triangle times 1

3 is the volume of the upside-down pyramid
from .0;0;0/ to these corners. This pyramid volume is16 the

box volume, so1
3 (area of triangle)D 1

6 (volume of box):

area of triangleD
1

2

������� a1 b1 1

a2 b2 1

a3 b3 1

������� :
Find the areaA in Problem43 from this determinant.

45 (1) The projections ofA D a1i Ca2j Ca3k and B D b1i C
b2j Cb3k onto thexy plane are :

(2) The parallelogram with sidesA and B projects to a
parallelogram with area :

(3) General fact: The projection onto the plane normal to
the unit vectorn has area.A�B/ �n: Verify for n D k:

46 (a) For A D i C j�4k and B D�i C j , compute .A�B/ � i
and .A�B/ � j and .A�B/ �k: By Problem 45 those are
the areas of projections onto theyz andxz andxy planes.

(b) Square and add those areas to find|A�B|2: This is
the Pythagoras formula in space (Remark2).

47 (a) The triple cross product.A�B/�C is in the plane of
A and B, because it is perpendicular to the cross product

:

(b) Compute .A�B/�C when A D a1i Ca2 j Ca3k; B D

b1i Cb2j Cb3k;C D i:
(c) Compute .A �C/B�.B �C/A when C D i: The answers
in (b) and (c) should agree. This is also true ifC D j or C D k or
C D c1i Cc2 j Cc3k: That proves the tricky formula

.A�B/�C D .A �C/B�.B �C/A: (�)

48 Take the dot product of equation.�/ with D to prove

.A�B/ �.C�D/D .A �C/.B �D/�.B �C/.A �D/:
49 The plane containingP D .0;1;1/ and QD .1;0;1/ and
RD .1;1;0/ is perpendicular to the cross productN D

: Find the equation of the plane and the area of
trianglePQR.

50 Let P D .1;0;�1/;QD .1;1;1/;RD .2;2;1/: Choose S so
that PQRS is a parallelogram and compute its area. Choose
T;U;V so that OPQRSTUV is a box (parallelepiped) and
compute its volume.
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11.4 Matrices and Linear Equations

We are moving from geometry to algebra. Eventually we get back to calculus, where
functions are nonlinear—but linear equations come first. In Chapter 1,yDmxCb
produced a line. Two equations produce two lines. If they cross, the intersection point
solves both equations—and we want to find it.

Three equations in three variablesx;y;z produce three planes. Again they go
through one point (usually). Again the problem is to find that intersection point
—which solves the three equations.

The ultimate problem is to solven equations inn unknowns. There aren
hyperplanes inn-dimensional space, which meet at the solution. We need a test to
be sure they meet. We also want the solution. These are the objectives oflinear
algebra, which joins with calculus at the center of pure and applied mathematics.�

Like every subject, linear algebra requires a good notation. To state the equations
and solve them, we introduce a “matrix.”The problem will beAu D d: The solution
will be u DA�1d. It remains to understand where the equations come from, where
the answer comes from, and what the matricesA andA�1 stand for.

TWO EQUATIONS IN TWO UNKNOWNS

Linear algebra has no reason to choose one variable as special. The equationy�
y0 Dm.x�x0/ separatesy from x: A better equation for a line isaxCbyD d:
(A vertical line likexD 5 appears whenbD 0: The first form did not allow slope
mD8:) This section studies two lines:

a1xCb1yDd1

a2xCb2yDd2:
(1)

By solving both equations at once, we are asking.x;y/ to lie on both lines. The
practical question is: Where do the lines cross ? The mathematician’s question is:
Does a solution exist and is it unique ?

To understand everything is not possible. There are parts of life where you never
know what is going on (until too late). But two equations in two unknowns can have
no mysteries. There are three ways to write the system—byrows, by columns, and
by matrices. Please look at all three, since setting up a problem is generally harder
and more important than solving it. After that comes the concession to the real world:
we computex andy:

EXAMPLE 1 How do you invest$5000 to earn$400 a year interest, if a money
market account pays5% and a deposit account pays10%?

Set up equations by rows:With x dollars at5% the interest is .05x:With y dollars
at10% the interest is .10y:One row for principal, another row for interest:

xC yD5000

:05xC :10yD 400:
(2)

�Linear algebra dominates some applications while calculus governs others. Both are
essential. A fuller treatment is presented in the author’s bookLinear Algebra and Its
Applications(Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,3rd edition 1988), and in many other texts.
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Same equations by columns: The left side of(2) containsx times one vector plus
y times another vector. The right side is a third vector. The equation by columns is

x

"

1

:05

#

Cy

"

1

:10

#

D

"

5000

400

#

: (3)

Sameequations by matrices: Look again at the left side. There are two unknowns
x andy; which go into a vectoru: They are multiplied by the four numbers1; .05; 1;
and .10;which go into atwo by two matrixA: The left side becomesa matrix times
a vector:

Au D

"

1 1

:05 :10

#"

x

y

#

D

"

5000

400

#

: (4)

Now you see where the “rows” and “columns” came from. They are the rows and
columns of a matrix. The rows entered the separate equations(2). The columns
entered the vector equation(3). The matrix-vector multiplicationAu is defined so
that all these equations are the same:

Au by rows:

"

a1 b1

a2 b2

#"

x

y

#

D

"

a1xCb1y

a2xCb2y

#

(each row is
a dot product)

Au by columns:

"

a1 b1

a2 b2

#"

x

y

#

Dx

"

a1

a2

#

Cy

"

b1

b2

#

(combination of
column vectors)

A is thecoefficient matrix. The unknown vector isu: The known vector on the right
side, with components5000 and400; is d: The matrix equation isAu D d:

Fig. 11.16 Each row ofAu D d gives a line. Each column gives a vector.

This notationAu D d continues to apply when there are more equations and more
unknowns. The matrixA has arow for each equation(usuallym rows). It has a
column for each unknown(usuallyn columns). For2 equations in3 unknowns it is
a 2 by 3 matrix (therefore rectangular). For6 equations in6 unknowns the matrix is
6 by 6 (therefore square). The best way to get familiar with matrices is to work with
them. Note also the pronunciation: “matrisees” and never “matrixes.”

Answer to the practical questionThe solution isxD 2000; yD 3000: That is the
intersection point in the row picture (Figure 11.16). It is also the correct combination
in the column picture. The matrix equation checks both at once, because matrices are
multiplied by rowsor by columns. The product either way isd:

"

1 1

:05 :10

#"

2000

3000

#

D

"

2000C 3000

.:05/2000C .:10/3000

#

D

"

5000

400

#

D d:
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Singular caseIn the row picture, the lines cross at the solution. But there is a case
that gives trouble.When the lines are parallel, they never cross and there isno
solution. When the lines are the same, there is aninfinity of solutions:

parallel lines
2x C y D 0

2x C y D 1
same line

2x C y D 0

4x C 2y D 0
(5)

This trouble also appears in the column picture. The columns are vectorsaandb: The
equationAu D d is the same asxaCyb D d: We are asked to find the combination
of a andb (with coefficientsx andy) that producesd: In the singular casea and
b lie along the same line (Figure 11.17). No combination can produced; unless it
happens to lie on this line.

Fig. 11.17 Row and column pictures:singular (no solution) andnonsingular.xD yD 1/:

The investment problem isnonsingular, and2000aC3000b equalsd: We also
drew
EXAMPLE 2 : The matrixA multipliesu D .1;1/ to solvexC2yD 3 andx�yD
0:

Au D

"

1 2

1 �1#"11#D

"

1C 2

1� 1#D

"

3

0

#

: By columns

"

1

1

#

C

"

2�1#D

"

3

0

#

:

The crossing point is.1;1/ in the row picture. The solution isxD 1;yD 1 in the
column picture (Figure 11.17b). Then1 timesa plus1 timesb equals the right side
d:

SOLUTION BY DETERMINANTS

Up to now we just wrote down the answer. The real problem is to findx and y when
they are unknown. We solve two equations with letters not numbers:

a1x C b1y D d1

a2x C b2y D d2:

The key is to eliminatex: Multiply the first equation bya2 and the second equation
by a1: Subtract the first from the second and thex’s disappear:

.a1b2�a2b1/yD .a1d2�a2d1/: (6)

To eliminatey; subtractb1; times the second equation fromb2 times the first:

.b2a1�b1a2/xD .b2d1�b1d2/: (7)
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What you see in those parentheses are2 by 2 determinants! Remember from
Section11:3:

The determinant of

"

a1 b1

a2 b2

#

is the number

����a1 b1

a2 b2

����D a1b2�a2b1:

This number appears on the left side of(6) and (7). The right side of(7) is also a
determinant—but it hasd ’s in place ofa’s. The right side of(6) hasd ’s in place of
b’s. Sox andy areratios of determinants, given by Cramer’s Rule:

11H Cramer’s Rule The solution isxD

����d1 b1

d2 b2

��������a1 b1

a2 b2

���� ; yD

����a1 d1

a2 d2

��������a1 b1

a2 b2

���� :
The investment example is solved by three determinants from the three columns:���� 1 1

:05 :10

����D :05

����5000 1

400 :10

����D 100

���� 1 5000

:05 400

����D 150:

Cramer’s Rule hasxD 100=:05D 2000 andyD 150=:05D 3000: This is the solu-
tion. The singular case is whenthe determinant of A is zero—and we can’t divide by
it.

11I Cramer’s Rule breaks down when detAD 0—which is the singular case.
Then the lines in the row picture are parallel, and one column is a multiple of
the other column.

EXAMPLE 3 The lines 2xCyD 0; 2xCyD 1 are parallel. The determinant is
zero:

"

2 1

2 1

#"

x

y

#

D

"

0

1

#

has detAD

����2 1

2 1

����D 0:

The lines in Figure 11.17a don’t meet. Notice the columns:
�

2
2

�

is a multiple of
�

1
1

�

:
One final comment on2 by 2 systems. They are small enough so that all solution

methods apply. Cramer’s Rule usesdeterminants. Larger systems useelimination
(3 by 3 matrices are on the borderline). A third solution (the same solution!) comes
from theinverse matrixA�1; to be described next. But the inverse is more a symbol
for the answer than a new way of computing it, because to findA�1 we still use
determinants or elimination.

THE INVERSE OF A MATRIX

The symbolA�1 is pronounced “Ainverse.” It stands for a matrix—the one that
solvesAu D d: I think of A as a matrix that takesu to d: ThenA�1 is a matrix that
takesd back tou: If Au D d thenu DA�1d (provided the inverse exists). This is
exactly like functions and inverse functions:g.x/D y andxD g�1.y/: Our goal is
to findA�1 when we knowA:
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The first approach will be very direct. Cramer’s Rule gave formulas for
x andy; the components ofu: From that rule we can read offA�1; assuming that
DD a1b2�a2b1 is not zero.D is detA and we divide by it:

Cramer: u D
1

D

"

b2d1 � b1d2�a2d1 C a1d2

#

This isA�1d D
1

D

"

b2 �b1�a2 a1

#"

d1

d2

#

(8)
The matrix on the right (including1=D in all four entries) isA�1: Notice the sign
pattern and the subscript pattern. The inverse exists ifD is not zero—this is
important. Then the solution comes from a matrix-vector multiplication,A�1 times
d:We repeat the rules for that multiplication:

DEFINITION A matrixM times a vectorv equals a vector of dot products:

Mv D

"

row 1

row 2

#"

v

#

D

"

(row 1) �v
(row 2) �v# : (9)

Equation (8) follows this rule withM DA�1 andv D d: Look at Example 1:

AD

"

1 1

:05 :10

#

; detAD :05; A�1 D
1

:05

"

:10 �1�:05 1

#

D

"

2 �20�1 20

#

:

There stands the inverse matrix. It multipliesd to give the solutionu:

A�1d D

"

2 �20�1 20

#"

5000

400

#

D

"

.2/.5000/� .20/.400/
.�1/.5000/C.20/.400/#D

"

2000

3000

#

:

The formulas work perfectly, but you have to see a direct way to reachA�1d: Mul-
tiply both sides ofAu D d byA�1. The multiplication “cancels”A on the left side,
and leavesu DA�1d: This approach comes next.

MATRIX MULTIPLICATION

To understand the power of matrices, we must multiply them. The product ofA�1

with Au is a matrix times a vector. But that multiplication can be done another way.
FirstA�1 multipliesA; a matrix times a matrix. The productA�1A is another matrix
(a very special matrix). Then this new matrix multipliesu:

The matrix-matrix rule comes directly from the matrix-vector rule. Effectively, a
vectorv is a matrixV with only one column. When there are more columns,M times
V splits into separate matrix-vector multiplications, side by side:

DEFINITION A matrixM times a matrixV equals a matrix of dot products:

MV D

"

row 1

row 2

#"

v1 v2

#

D

"

(row 1)�v1 (row 1)�v2

(row 2)�v1 (row 2)�v2

#

: (10)

EXAMPLE 4

"

1 2

3 4

#"

5 6

7 8

#

D

"

1 �5C2 �7 1 �6C2 �8
3 �5C4 �7 3 �6C4 �8#D

"

19 22

43 50

#

:
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EXAMPLE 5 Multiplying A�1 timesA produces the “identity matrix”

"

1 0

0 1

#

:

A�1AD

"

b2 �b1�a2 a1

#

D

"

a1 b1

a2 b2

#

D

"

a1b2�a2b1 0

0 �a2b1 Ca1b2

#

D
D

"

1 0

0 1

#

:

(11)
This identity matrix is denoted byI: It has1’s on the diagonal and0’s off the diagonal.
It acts like the number1: Every vector satisfiesIu D u:

11J (Inverse matrix and identity matrix)AA�1 D I andA�1AD I andIu D
u:

AD

"

a b

c d

#

A�1 D
1

D

"

d �b�c a

# "

1 0

0 1

#"

x

y

#

D

"

x

y

#

: (12)

Note the placement ofa;b;c;d:With these lettersD is ad�bc:
The next section moves to three equations. The algebra gets more complicated (and
4 by 4 is worse). It is not easy to write outA�1: So we stay longer with the2 by 2
formulas, where each step can be checked. MultiplyingAu D d by the inverse matrix
givesA�1Au DA�1d—and the left side isIu D u:

Fig. 11.18 Rotatev forward intoAv: Rotated backward intoA�1d:

EXAMPLE 6 AD

"

cos� �sin�

sin� cos�

#

rotates everyv toAv; through the angle�:

Question1 Where is the vectorv D

"

1

0

#

rotated to ?

Question2 What isA�1 ?

Question3 Which vectoru is rotated intod D

"

0

1

#

?

Solution 1 v rotates intoAv D

"

cos� �sin�

sin� cos�

#"

1

0

#

D

"

cos�

sin�

#

:
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Solution 2 detAD 1 soA�1 D

"

cos� sin��sin� cos�

#

D rotation through��:
Solution 3 If Au D d thenu DA�1d D

"

cos� sin��sin� cos�

#"

0

1

#

D

"

sin�

cos�

#

.

Historical note I was amazed to learn that it was Leibniz (again!) who proposed
the notation we use for matrices.The entry in row i and columnj is aij : The
identity matrix hasa11 D a22 D 1 anda12 D a21 D 0: This is in a linear algebra book
by Charles Dodgson—better known to the world as Lewis Carroll, the author ofAlice
in Wonderland. I regret to say that he preferred his own notationiğj instead ofaij :
“I have turned the symbol toward the left, to avoid all chance of confusion with

r
:”

It drove his typesetter mad.

PROJECTION ONTO A PLANE D LEAST SQUARES FITTING BY A LINE

We close with a genuine application. It starts with three-dimensional vectorsa;b;d
and leads to a2 by 2 system. One good feature:a;b;d can ben-dimensional with
no change in the algebra. In practice that happens. Second good feature: There is a
calculus problem in the background. The example isto fit points by a straight line.

There are three ways to state the problem, and they look different:

1. SolvexaCyb D d as well as possible (three equations, two unknownsx andy).
2. Project the vectord onto the plane of the vectorsa andb:
3. Find the closest straight line (“least squares”) to three given points.

Figure 11.19 shows a three-dimensional vectord above the plane ofa andb: Its
projection onto the plane isp D xaCyb: The numbersx andy are unknown, and
our goal is to find them. The calculation will use the dot product, which is always the
key to right angles.

The differenced�p is the “error.” There has to be an error, because no combina-
tion of a andb can produced exactly. (Otherwised is in the plane.) The projection
p is the closest point tod; and it is governed by one fundamental law:The error is
perpendicular to the plane. That makes the error perpendicular to both vectorsa
andb:

a�.xaCyb�d/D 0 and b � .xaCyb�d/D 0: (13)

Rewrite those as two equations for the two unknown numbersx andy:

.a�a/x C .a�b/y D a�d

.b �a/x C .b �b/y D b �d: (14)

These are the famousnormal equationsin statistics, to computex andy andp:

EXAMPLE 7 ForaD .1;1;1/andb D .1;2;3/ andd D .0;5;4/; solve equation(14):

3x C 6y D 9

6x C 14y D 22
gives

x D�1
y D 2

so p D�aC2b D .1;3;5/D projection.

Notice the three equations that we are not solving (we can’t):xaCyb D d is

x C y D 0

x C 2y D 5

x C 3y D 4

with the3 by 2matrixAD

2

6

4

1 1

1 2

1 3

3

7

5
: (15)
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For d D .0;5;4/ there is no solution;d is not in the plane ofa andb: Forp D .1;3;5/
there is a solution,xD�1 andyD 2: The vectorp is in the plane. The errord�p
is .�1;2;�1/: This error is perpendicular to the columns.1;1;1/ and.1;2;3/; so it
is perpendicular to their plane.

SAME EXAMPLE (written as a line-fitting problem) Fit the points.1;0/ and.2;5/
and.3;4/ as closely as possible (“least squares”) by a straight line.

Two points determine a line. The example asks the linef D xCyt to go through
threepoints. That gives the three equations in(15), which can’t be solved with two
unknowns. We have to settle for the closest line, drawn in Figure 11.19b. This line is
computed again below, by calculus.

Notice that the closest line has heights1;3;5 where the data points have heights
0;5;4: Those are the numbers inp and d! The heights1;3;5 fit onto a line; the
heights0;5;4 do not. In the first figure,p D .1;3;5/ is in the plane andd D .0;5;4/
is not. Vectors in the plane lead to heights that lie on a line.

Notice another coincidence. The coefficientsxD�1 andyD 2 give the projection�aC2b: They also give the closest linef D�1C2t: All numbers appear in both
figures.

Fig. 11.19 Projection onto plane is.1;3;5/ with coefficients�1;2: Closest line has heights
1;3;5 with coefficients�1;2: Error in both pictures is�1;2;�1:

Remark Finding the closest line is acalculus problem: Minimize a sum of squares.
The numbersx andy that minimizeE give the least squares solution:

E.x;y/D .xCy�0/2 C .xC2y�5/2 C .xC3y�4/2: (16)

Those are the three errors in equation(15), squared and added. They are also the
three errors in the straight line fit, between the line and the data points. The projection
minimizes the error (by geometry), the normal equations(14)minimize the error (by
algebra), and now calculus minimizes the error by setting the derivatives ofE to zero.

The new feature is this:E depends on two variablesx andy: ThereforeE has two
derivatives. They both have to be zero at the minimum. That gives two equations for
x andy:

x derivative ofE is zero: 2.xCy/C2.xC2y�5/ C2.xC3y�4/ D 0

y derivative ofE is zero:2.xCy/C2.xC2y�5/.2/C2.xC3y�4/.3/D 0:

When we divide by2; those are the normal equations3xC6yD 9 and6xC14yD
22: The minimizingx andy from calculus are the same numbers�1 and2:
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Thex derivative treatsy as aconstant. They derivative treatsx as a constant. These
arepartial derivatives. This calculus approach to least squares is in Chapter 13, as
an important application of partial derivatives.

We now summarize theleast squares problem—to find the closest line ton data
points. In practicenmay be1000 instead of3: The points have horizontal coordinates
b1;b2; : : : ;bn: The vertical coordinates ared1;d2; : : : ;dn: These vectorsb andd;
together withaD .1;1; : : : ;1/; determine a projection—the combinationp D xaC
yb
that is closest tod: This problem is the same inn dimensions—the errord�p is
perpendicular toa andb: That is still tested by dot products,p �aD d �a andp �b D
d �b; which give the normal equations forx andy:

.a�a/xC .a�b/yDa�d

.b �a/xC .b �b/yDb �d or
.n/ xC .†bi/yD†di

.†bi /xC.†b2
i /yD†bidi :

(17)

11K The least squares problem projectsd onto the plane ofa and b: The
projection isp D xaCyb; in n dimensions. The closest linef D xCyt; in two
dimensions. The normal equations(17)give the bestx andy:

11.4 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

The equations3xCy D 8 and xCyD 6 combine into the vector
equationx a Cy b D c D d: The left side isAu;with
coefficient matrixAD d and unknown vectoru D e : The
determinant ofA is f , so this problem is not g . The row
picture shows two intersecting h . The column picture shows
xaCyb D d; where aD i andb D j : The inverse matrix
isA�1 D k . The solution isu DA�1d D l :

A matrix-vector multiplication produces a vector of dot m
from the rows, and also a combination of then :

"

A

B

#"

u

#

D

"��#; "

a b

#"

x

y

#

D

"�#; "

3 1

1 1

#"

1

5

#

D

"��#:
If the entries area;b;c;d; the determinant isDD o . A�1 is
[ p ] divided byD: Cramer’s Rule shows components ofu D

A�1d as ratios of determinants:xD q =D andyD r =D:

A matrix-matrix multiplicationMV yields a matrix of dot prod-
ucts, from the rows of s and the columns of t :

"

A

B

#"

v1 v2

#

D

"� �� �# "

3 1

1 1

#"

1 2

5 6

#

D

"� �� �#

"

3 1

1 1

#"

1=2 �1=2�1=2 3=2

#

D

"� �� �# "

1 0

0 1

#"

A

#

D

"� �� �# :
The last line contains the u matrix, denoted byI: It has
the property thatIADAI D v for every matrix A; and
Iu D w for every vector u: The inverse matrix satisfies
A�1AD x : Then Au D d is solved by multiplying both
sides by y , to give u D z . There is no inverse matrix
when A .

The combination xaCyb is the projection ofd when the
error B is perpendicular to C and D . If aD .1;1;1/;

b D .1;2;3/; andd D .0;8;4/; the equations forx andy are E .
Solving them also gives the closest F to the data points.1;0/;

G , and.3;4/: The solution isxD 0;yD 2; which means the
best line is H . The projection is0aC2b D I . The three
error components are J . Check perpendicularity: K D 0

and L D 0: Applying calculus to this problem,x and y

minimize the sum of squaresED M :

In 1–8 find the point .x;y/ where the two lines intersect (if they
do). Also show how the right side is a combination of the columns
on the left side (if it is). Also find the determinantD:

1 xCy D 7

x�y D 3

2 2xCy D 11

xCy D 6
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3 3x�y D 8

x�3y D 0

5 2x�4y D 0

x�2y D 0

7 axC byD 0

2axC2byD 2

4 xC2y D 3

2xC4y D 7

6 10xCy D 1

xCy D 1

8 axCby D 1

cxCdy D 1

9 Solve Problem3 by Cramer’s Rule.

10 Try to solve Problem4 by Cramer’s Rule.

11 What are the ratios for Cramer’s Rule in Problem5 ?

12 If AD I show how Cramer’s Rule solvesAu D d:

13 Draw the row picture and column picture for Problem1:

14 Draw the row and column pictures for Problem6:

15 FindA�1 in Problem1:

16 FindA�1 in Problem8 if ad�bcD 1:

17 A 2 by 2 system issingular when the two lines in the row pic-
ture : This system is still solvable if one equation is a
of the other equation. In that case the two lines are and the
number of solution is :

18 Try Cramer’s Rule when there is no solution or infinitely many:

3x C y D 0

6x C 2y D 2
or

3x C y D 1

6x C 2y D 2:

19 Au D d is singular when the columns ofA are :

A solution exists if the right sided is : In this solvable
case the number of solutions is :

20 The equationsx�yD d1 and 9x�9yD d2 can be solved
if :

21 Suppose xD 1
4 billion people live in the U.S. andyD 5

billion live outside. If 4 per cent of those inside move out
and 2 per cent of those outside move in, find the populationsd1

inside andd2 outside after the move. Express this as a matrix
multiplicationAu D d (and find the matrix).

22 In Problem 21 what is special abouta1 Ca2 and b1 Cb2

(the sums down the columns ofA) ? Explain whyd1 Cd2 equals
xCy:

23 With the same percentages moving, supposed1 D 0:58

billion are inside andd2 D 4:92 billion are outsideat the end.
Set up and solve two equations for the original populationsx

andy:

24 What is the determinant ofA in Problems21–23 ? What is
A�1 ? Check thatA�1AD I:

25 The equationsaxCy D 0; xCayD 0 have the solution
xD yD 0: For which two values ofa are there other solutions
(and what are the other solutions) ?

26 The equationsaxCbyD 0; cxCdy D 0 have the solution
xD yD 0: There are other solutions if the two lines are

: This happens ifa;b;c;d satisfy :

27 Find the determinant and inverse ofAD
� 2

3
4
5

�

:Do the same for
2A;A�1;�A; andI:

28 Show that the determinant ofA�1 is 1=detA:

A�1 D

"

d=.ad�bc/ �b=.ad�bc/�c=.ad�bc/ a=.ad �bc/ #
29 ComputeAB andBA and alsoBC andCB:

AD

"

1 4

2 �1# B D

"

3 1

1 1

#

C D

"

1 1

0 2

#

:

Verify theassociative law: AB timesC equalsA timesBC:

30 (a) Find the determinants ofA;B;AB; andBA above.

(b) Propose a law for the determinant ofBC and test it.

31 For AD

"

a b

c d

#

and BD

"

e f

g h

#

write out AB and

factor its determinant into .ad�bc/.eh�fg/: Therefore
det.AB/D .detA/.detB/:

32 Usually det.ACB/ does not equal detACdetB: Find
examples of inequality and equality.

33 Find the inverses, and checkA�1AD I andBB�1 D I; for

AD

"

1 4

0 2

#

and B D

"

2 2

0 1

#

:

34 In Problem 33 computeAB and the inverse ofAB: Check that
this inverse equalsB�1 timesA�1:

35 The matrix productABB�1A�1 equals the matrix.
Therefore the inverse ofAB is : Important: The associative
law in Problem29 allows you to multiplyBB�1 first.

36 The matrix multiplication C�1B�1A�1ABC yields the
matrix. Therefore the inverse ofABC is :

37 The equationsxC2yC3z and 4xC5yCczD 0 always have a
nonzero solution. The vectoru D .x;y;z/ is required to be
to v D .1;2;3/ and w D .4;5;c/: So chooseu D :

38 Find the combinationp D xaCyb of the vectorsaD .1;1;1/

andb D .�1;0;1/ that comes closest tod D .2;6;4/: (a) Solve the
normal equations (14) forx andy: (b) Check that the errord�p is
perpendicular toa andb:

39 Plot the three data points.�1;2/; .0;6/; .1;4/ in a plane.
Draw the straight linexCyt with the samex andy as in Problem
38: Locate the three errors up or down from the data points and com-
pare with Problem38:

40 Solve equation (14) to find the combinationxaCyb of
aD .1;1;1/ and b D .�1;1;2/ that is closest tod D .1;1;3/:

Draw the corresponding straight line for the data points
.�1;1/; .1;1/; and .2;3/: What is the vector of three errors and
what is it perpendicular to ?
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41 Under what condition ond1;d2;d3 do the three points
.0;d1/; .1;d2/; .2;d3/ lie on a line ?

42 Find the matrices that reversex andy and project:

M

"

x

y

#

D

"

y

x

#

and P

"

x

y

#

D

"

x

0

#

:

43 Multiplying by P D

"

:5 :5

:5 :5

#

projectsu onto the45� line.

(a) Find the projectionPu of u D
� 1

0

�

:

(b) Why doesP timesP equalP ?

(c) DoesP�1 exist ? What vectors givePu D 0?

44 Supposeu is not the zero vector butAu D 0: ThenA�1 can’t
exist: It would multiply and produceu:
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11.5 Linear Algebra

This section moves from two to three dimensions. There are three unknownsx;y;z
and also three equations. This is at the crossover point between formulas and
algorithms—it is real linear algebra. The formulas give a direct solution using
determinants. The algorithms use elimination and the numbersx;y;z appear at the
end. In practice that end result comes quickly.Computers solve linear equations by
elimination.

The situation for a nonlinear equation is similar. Quadratic equations
ax2 CbxCcD 0 are solved by a formula. Cubic equations are solved by Newton’s
method (even though a formula exists). For equations involvingx5 orx10, algorithms
take over completely.

Since we are at the crossover point, we look both ways. This section has a lot to do,
in mixing geometry, determinants, and3 by 3matrices:

1: The row picture: three planes intersect at the solution
2: The column picture: a vector equation combines the columns
3: The formulas: determinants and Cramer’s Rule
4:Matrix multiplication andA�1

5: The algorithm: Gaussian elimination.

Part of our goal is three-dimensional calculus. Another part isn-dimensional algebra.
And a third possibility is that you may not take mathematics next year. If that happens,
I hope you willusemathematics. Linear equations are so basic and important, in such
a variety of applications, that the effort in this section is worth making.

An example is needed. It is convenient and realistic if the matrix contains zeros.
Most equations in practice are fairly simple—a thousand equations each with990
zeros would be very reasonable. Here are three equations in three unknowns:

xC y D 1

x C2z D 0�2yC2z D� 4: (1)

In matrix-vector form, the unknownu has componentsx;y;z: The right sides1;0;�4
go intod: The nine coefficients, including three zeros, enter the matrixA:

2

6

4

1 1 0

1 0 2

0 �2 2

3

7

5

2

6

4

x

y

z

3

7

5
D

2

6

4

1

0�4375 or Au D d: (2)

The goal is to understand that system geometrically, and then solve it.

THE ROW PICTURE: INTERSECTING PLANES

Start with the first equationxCyD 1: In thexy plane that produces a line. In three
dimensions it is aplane. It has the usual formaxCbyCczD d , except thatc hap-
pens to be zero. The plane is easy to visualize (Figure 11.20a), because it cuts straight
down through the line. The equationxCyD 1 allows z to have any value, so the
graph includes all points above and below the line.

The second equationxC2zD 0 gives a second plane, which goes through the
origin. When the right side is zero, the point.0;0;0/ satisfies the equation. This
timey is absent from the equation, so the plane contains the wholey axis. All points
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.0;y;0/ meet the requirementxC2zD 0: The normal vector to the plane isN D
i C2k: The plane cuts across, rather than down, in 11.20b.

Before the third equation we combine the first two.The intersection of two planes
is a line. In three-dimensional space, two equations (not one) describe a line. The
points on the line have to satisfyxCyD 1 and alsoxC2zD 0: A convenient point
isP D .0;1;0/:Another point isQD .�1;2; 1

2
/: The line throughP andQ extends

out in both directions.
The solution is on that line. The third plane decides where.

Fig. 11.20 First plane, second plane, interesection line meets third planeat solution.

The third equation�2yC2zD�4 gives the third plane—which misses the origin
because the right side is not zero. What is important isthe point where the three
planes meet. The intersection line of the first two planes crosses the third plane.
We used determinants (but elimination is better) to findxD�2; yD 3; zD 1: This
solution satisfies the three equations and lies on the three planes.

A brief comment on4 by4 systems. The first equation might bexCyCz� t D 0:
It represents a three-dimensional “hyperplane” in four-dimensional space. (In
physics this is space-time.) The second equation gives a second hyperplane, and
its intersection with the first one is two-dimensional. The third equation (third
hyperplane) reduces the intersection to a line. The fourth hyperplane meets that line
at a point, which is the solution. It satisfies the four equations and lies on the four
hyperplanes. In this course three dimensions are enough.

COLUMN PICTURE: COMBINATION OF COLUMN VECTORS

There is an extremely important way to rewrite our three equations. In (1) they were
separate, in(2) they went into a matrix. Now they become a vector equation:

x

2

6

4

1

1

0

3

7

5
Cy

2

6

4

1

0�2375Cz

2

6

4

0

2

2

3

7

5
D

2

6

4

1

0�4375 : (3)

The columns of the matrix are multiplied byx;y;z: That is a special way to see
matrix-vector multiplication:Au is a combination of the columns ofA: We are
looking for the numbersx;y;z so that the combination produces the right sided:

The column vectorsa;b;c are shown in Figure 11.21a. The vector equation is
xaCybCzcD d: The combination that solves this equation must again bexD�2,
yD 3;zD 1: That agrees with the intersection point of the three planes in the row
picture.
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Fig. 11.21 Columns combine to gived: Columns combine to givezero (singular case).

THE DETERMINANT AND THE INVERSE MATRIX

For a3 by 3 determinant, the section on cross products gave two formulas. One was
the triple producta�.b�c/: The other wrote out the six terms:

detAD a�.b�c/D a1.b2c3�b3c2/Ca2.b3c1�b1c3/Ca3.b1c2�b2c1/:

Geometrically this isthe volume of a box. The columnsa;b;c are the edges going
out from the origin. In our example the determinant and volume are2:�������a1 b1 c1

a2 b2 c2

a3 b3 c3

�������D �������1 1 0

1 0 2

0 �2 2

�������D .1/.0/.2/� .1/.�2/.2/C .1/.�2/.0/�.1/.1/.2/C .0/.1/.2/� .0/.0/.0/ D 2:

A slight dishonesty is present in that calculation, and will be admitted now. In
Section 11.3 the vectorsA;B;C were rows. In this sectiona;b;c arecolumns. It
doesn’t matter, because the determinant is the same either way. Any matrix can be
“transposed” —exchanging rows for columns—without altering the determinant. The
six terms (a1b2c3 is the first) may come in a different order, but they are the same six
terms. Here four of those terms are zero, because of the zeros in the matrix. The sum
of all six terms isDD detAD 2:

SinceD is not zero, the equations can be solved. The three planes meet at a point.
The column vectorsa;b;c produce a genuine box, and are not flattened into the same
plane (with zero volume). The solution involvesdividing by D—which is only
possible ifDD detA is not zero.

11L When the determinantD is not zero,A bas an inverse:AA�1 DA�1

AD I: Then the equationsAu D d have one and only one solutionu DA�1d:

The3 by 3 identity matrixI is at the end of equation(5). AlwaysIu D u:
We now computeA�1; first with letters and then with numbers. The neatest formula

uses cross products of the columns ofA—it is special for3 by 3matrices.

Every entry is divided byD: The inverse matrix isA�1 D
1

D

2

6

4

b�c

c�a

a�b

3

7

5
: (4)

To test this formula, multiply byA: Matrix multiplication produces a matrix of
dot products—fromthe rows of the first matrix and the columns of the second,A�1AD
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I :

1

D

2

6

4

b�c

c�a

a�b

3

7

5

2

6

4
a b c

3

7

5
D
1

D

2

6

4

a�.b�c/ b � .b�c/ c�.b�c/

a�.c�a/ b � .c�a/ c�.c�a/

a�.a�b/ b � .a�b/ c�.a�b/

3

7

5
D

2

6

4

1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

3

7

5
:

(5)
On the right side, six of the triple products are zero. They are the off-diagonals like
b � .b�c/, which contain the same vector twice. Sinceb�c is perpendicular tob,
this triple product is zero. The same is true of the others, likea�.a�b/D 0: That
is the volume of a box with two identical sides. The six off-diagonal zeros are the
volumes of completely flattened boxes.

On the main diagonal the triple products equalD: The order of vectors can be
abcorbcaorcab, and the volume of the box stays the same. Dividing by this number
D, which is placed outside for that purpose, gives the1’s in the identity matrixI:

Now we change to numbers. The goal is to findA�1 and to test it.

EXAMPLE 1 The inverse ofAD

2

6

4

1 1 0

1 0 2

0 �2 2

3

7

5
isA�1 D

1

2

2

6

4

4 �2 2�2 2 �2�2 2 �1375 :
That comes from the formula, and it absolutely has to be checked. Do not fail to
multiply A�1 timesA (or A timesA�1). Matrix multiplication is much easier than
the formula forA�1:We highlight row3 times column1, with dot product zero:

1

2

2

6

4

4 �2 2�2 2 �2�2 2 �13752641 1 0

1 0 2

0 �2 2

3

7

5
D
1

2

2

6

4

4�2 4�4 �4C4�2C2 �2C4 4�4�2C2 �2C2 4�2375D

2

6

4

1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

3

7

5
:

Remark onA�1 Inverting a matrix requiresD¤ 0: We divide byDD detA: The
cross productsb�c andc�a anda�b giveA�1 in a neat form, but errors are easy.
We prefer to avoid writingi; j; k: There are nine2 by 2 determinants to be calculated,
and here isA�1 in full—containing the nine “cofactors” divided byD:

A�1 D
1

D

2

6

4

b2c3�b3c2 b3c1�b1c3 b1c2�b2c1

c2a3�c3a2 c3a1�c1a3 c1a2�c2a1

a2b3�a3b2 a3b1�a1b3 a1b2�a2b1

3

7

5
: (6)

Important: The first row ofA�1 does not use the first column ofA, except in1=D:
In other words,b�cdoes not involvea:Here are the2 by2 determinants that produce
4;�2;2—which is divided byDD 2 in the top row ofA�1:

2

6

4

1 1 0

1 0 2

0 �2 2

3

7

5

2

6

4

1 1 0

1 0 2

0 �2 2

3

7

5

2

6

4

1 1 0

1 0 2

0 �2 2

3

7

5

2

6

4

C � C� C �
C � C

3

7

5
: (7)

The second highlighted determinant looks likeC2 not�2: But thesign matrix on
the right assigns a minus to that position inA�1:We reverse the sign ofb1c3�b3c1,
to find the cofactorb3c1�b1c3 in the top row of(6).

To repeat:For a row of A�1; cross out the corresponding column ofA: Find
the three2 by2 determinants, use the sign matrix, and divide byD:
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EXAMPLE 2 BD

2

6

4

1 1 1

0 1 1

0 0 1

3

7

5
hasDD 1 andB�1 D

2

6

4

1 �1 0

0 1 �1
0 0 1

3

7

5
: (8)

The multiplicationBB�1 D I checks the arithmetic. Notice how1
1

1
1

in B leads to a
zero in the top row ofB�1: To find row1, column3 of B�1 we ignore column1 and
row 3 of B: (Also: the inverse of a triangular matrix is triangular.) The minus signs
come from the sign matrix.

THE SOLUTION u D A�1d

The purpose ofA�1 is to solve the equationAu D d: Multiplying by A�1 produces
Iu DA�1d: The matrix becomes the identity,Iu equalsu, and the solution is
immediate:

u DA�1d D
1

D

2

6

4

b�c

c�a

a�b

3

7

5

2

6

4
d

3

7

5
D
1

D

2

6

4

d � .b�c/

d � .c�a/

d � .a�b/

3

7

5
: (9)

By writing those componentsx;y;z asratios of determinants, we have Cramer’s Rule:

11M (Cramer’s Rule)

Thesolution isxD
|d b c||a b c| ; yD

|a d c||a b c| ; zD
|a b d||a b c| : (10)

The right sided replaces, in turn, columnsa and b and c: All denominators are
DD a�.b�c/: The numerator ofx is the determinantd � .b�c/ in (9). The second
numerator agrees with the second componentd � .c�a/, because the cyclic order is
correct. The third determinant with columnsabd equals the triple productd � .a�b/
in A�1u: Thus(10) is the same as(9).

EXAMPLE A: Multiply by A�1 to find the known solutionxD�2; yD 3; zD 1:

u DA�1d D
1

2

2

6

4

4 �2 2�2 2 �2�2 2 �1375264 1

0�4375D
1

2

2

6

4

4�8�2C8�2C4

3

7

5
D

2

6

4

�2
3

1

3

7

5
:

EXAMPLE B: Multiply by B�1 to solveBu D d whend is the column.6;5;4/:

u DB�1d D

2

6

4

1 �1 0

0 1 �1
0 0 1

3

7

5

2

6

4

6

5

4

3

7

5
D

2

6

4

1

1

4

3

7

5
: CheckBu D

2

6

4

1 1 1

0 1 1

0 0 1

3

7

5

2

6

4

1

1

4

3

7

5
D

2

6

4

6

5

4

3

7

5
:
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EXAMPLE C: Put d D .6;5;4/ in each column ofB: Cramer’s Rule givesu D
.1;1;4/:�������6 1 1

5 1 1

4 0 1

�������D 1

�������1 6 1

0 5 1

0 4 1

�������D 1

�������1 1 6

0 1 5

0 0 4

�������D 4 all divided byDD

�������1 1 1

0 1 1

0 0 1

�������D 1:

This rule fills the page with determinants. Those are good ones to check by eye,
without writing down the six terms (threeC and three�).

The formulas forA�1 are honored chiefly in their absence. They are not used by
the computer, even though the algebra is in some ways beautiful. In big calculations,
the computer never findsA�1—just the solution.

We now look at the singular caseDD 0: Geometry-algebra-algorithm must all
break down. After that is the algorithm: Gaussian elimination.

THE SINGULAR CASE

Changing one entry of a matrix can make the determinant zero. Thetriple product
a�.b�c/, which is also the volume, becomesDD 0: The box is flattened and the
matrix is singular. That happens in our example when the lower right entry is changed
from 2 to 4:

S D

2

6

4

1 1 0

1 0 2

0 �2 4

3

7

5
has determinantDD 0:

This does more than change the inverse. Itdestroysthe inverse. We can no longer
divide byD: There is noS�1:

What happens to the row picture and column picture ? For2 by 2 systems, the
singular case had two parallel lines. Now the row picture has three planes, which
need not be parallel. Here the planes arenot parallel. Their normal vectors are the
rows ofS , which go in different directions. But somehow the planes fail to go through
a common point.

What happens is more subtle. The intersection line from two planes misses the third
plane. The line is parallel to the plane and stays above it (Figure 11.22)a. When all
three planes are drawn, they form an open tunnel. The picture tells more than the
numbers, about how three planes can fail to meet. The third figure shows an end view,
where the planes go directly into the page. Each pair meets in a line, but those lines
don’t meet in a point.

Fig. 11.22 The row picture in the singular case: no interestion point, no solutions.

When two planes are parallel, the determinant is again zero. One row of the matrix
is a multiple of another row. The extreme case has all three planes parallel—as in a
matrix with nine1’s.
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The column picture must also break down. In the2 by 2 failure (previous section),
the columns were on the same line.Now the three columns are in the same plane.
The combinations of those columns produced only if it happens to lie in that particu-
lar plane. Most vectorsd will be outside the plane, so most singular systems have no
solution.

When the determinant is zero,Au D d hasno solution or infinitely many.

THE ELIMINATION ALGORITHM

Go back to the3 by 3 exampleAu D d: If you were given those equations, you
would never think of determinants. You would—quite correctly—start with the first
equation. It givesxD 1�y, which goes into the next equation to eliminatex:

xC y D 1

x C2zD 0�2yC2zD�4 xD 1�yÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ 1� yC2zD 0�2yC2zD�4:
Stop there for a minute. On the right is a2 by 2 system fory and z: The first
equation and first unknown are eliminated—exactly what we want. But that step was
not organized in the best way, because a “1” ended up on the left side. Constants
should stay on the right side—the pattern should be preserved. It is better to take the
same step bysubtracting the first equation from the second:

xC y D 1

x C2zD 0�2yC2zD�4 �������Ñ � yC2zD�1�2yC2zD�4: (11)

Same equations, better organization. Now look at the corner term�y: Its coefficient�1 is the second pivot. (The first pivot wasC1, the coefficient ofx in the first
corner.) We are ready for the next elimination step:

Plan: Subtract a multiple of the “pivot equation” from the equation below it.
Goal: To produce a zero below the pivot, soy is eliminated.

Method: Subtract2 times the pivot equation to cancel�2y:� yC2zD�1�2yC2zD�4 Ñ �2zD�2: (12)

The answer comes byback substitution. Equation(12) giveszD 1: Then equation
(11) givesyD 3: Then the first equation givesxD�2: This is much quicker than
determinants. You may ask:Why use Cramer’s Rule? Good question.

With numbers elimination is better. It is faster and also safer. (To check against
error, substitute�2;3;1 into the original equations.) The algorithm reaches the
answerwithout the determinant and without the inverse. Calculations with letters
usedetA andA�1:

Here are the steps in a definite order (top to bottom):

Subtract a multiple of equation 1 to produce0x in equation 2
Subtract a multiple of equation 1 to produce0x in equation 3
Subtract a multiple of equation 2 (new) to produce0y in equation 3.
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EXAMPLE (notice the zeros appearing under the pivots):

xC yC zD 1

2xC 5yC3zD 7

4xC7yC6zD11

Ñ xC yC zD1

3yC zD5

3yC2zD7

Ñ xC yCzD1

3yCzD5

zD2:

Elimination leads to atriangular system. The coefficients below the diagonal are
zero.
First zD 2, thenyD 1, thenxD�2: Back substitution solves triangular systems
(fast).

As a final example, try the singular caseSu D d when the corner entry is changed
from 2 to 4: With DD 0, there is no inverse matrixS�1: Elimination also fails, by
reaching an impossible equation0D�2:

x C y D 1

x C 2z D 0�2y C 4z D�4 Ñ x C y D 1� y C 2z D�1� 2y C 4z D�4 Ñ x C y D 1� yC 2z D�1
0D�2

The three planes do not meet at a point—a fact that was not obvious at the start.
Algebra discovers this fact fromDD 0: Elimination discovers it from0D�2: The
chapter is ending at the point where my linear algebra book begins.

One final comment. In actual computing, you will use a code written by
professionals. The steps will be the same as above. A multiple of equation1 is
subtracted from each equation below it, to eliminate the first unknownx: With one
fewer unknown and equation, elimination starts again. (A parallel computer executes
many steps at once.) Extra instructions are included to reduce roundoff error. You
only see the result! But it is more satisfying to know what the computer is doing.

In the end, solving linear equations is the key step in solving nonlinear equations.
The central idea of differential calculus is tolinearizenear a point.

11.5 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

Three equations in three unknowns can be written asAu D d: The
a u has componentsx;y;z andA is a b . The row picture

has a c for each equation. The first two planes intersect in a
d , and all three planes intersect in a e , which is f .

The column picture starts with vectorsa;b;c from the columns of
g and combines them to produce h . The vector equation

is i D d:

The determinant ofA is the triple product j . This is the
volume of a box, whose edges from the origin arek . If
detAD l then the system is m . Otherwise there is an

n matrix such thatA�1AD o (the p matrix). In this
case the solution toAu D d is u D q .

The rows of A�1 are the cross productsb�c; r , s ,
divided byD: The entries ofA�1 are2 by 2 t , divided byD:
The upper left entry equals u . The2 by 2 determinants needed
for a row ofA�1 do not use the corresponding v of A:

The solution isu DA�1d: Its first componentx is a ratio of
determinants,|dbc| divided by w . Cramer’s Rule breaks down
when detAD x . Then the columnsa;b;c lie in the same

y . There is no solution toxaCybCzcD d, if d is not on that
z . In a singular row picture, the intersection of planes1 and 2

is A to the third plane.

In practiceu is computed by B . The algorithm starts by sub-
tracting a multiple of row1 to eliminatex from c . If the first
two equations arex�yD 1 and 3xCzD 7, this elimination step
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leaves D . Similarlyx is eliminated from the third equation, and
then E is eliminated. The equations are solved by backF .
When the system has no solution, we reach an impossible equation
like G . The examplex�yD 1;3xCz D 7 has no solution if
the third equation is H .

Rewrite 1–4 as matrix equationsAu D d (do not solve).

1 d D .0;0;8/ is a combination ofaD .1;2;0/ and b D .2;3;2/

andcD .2;5;2/:

2 The planesxCyD 0;xCyCzD 1, and yCzD 0 intersect
atu D .x;y;z/:

3 The point u D .x;y;z/ is on the planesxD y; yD z;

x�zD 1:

4 A combination of aD .1;0;0/ and b D .0;2;0/ and
cD .0;0;3/ equalsd D .5;2;0/:

5 Show that Problem3 has no solution in two ways: find the
determinant ofA, and combine the equations to produce0D 1:

6 Solve Problem2 in two ways: by inspiration and Cramer’s Rule.

7 Solve Problem4 in two ways: by inspection and by computing
the determinant and inverse of thediagonal matrix

AD

2

6

4

1 0 0

0 2 0

0 0 3

3

7

5
:

8 Solve the three equations of Problem1 by elimination.

9 The vectorsb andc lie in a plane which is perpendicular to the
vector : In case the vectora also lies in that plane, it is also
perpendicular anda� D 0: The of the matrix with
columns in a plane is :

10 The plane a1xCb1yCc1zD d1 is perpendicular to its
normal vectorN1 D . The planea2xCb2yCc2zD d2 is
perpendicular toN2 D : The planes meet in a line that is
perpendicular to both vectors, so the line is parallel to their

product. If this line is also parallel to the third plane and
perpendicular toN3, the system is : The matrix has no

, which happens when.N1�N2/ �N3 D 0:

Problems 11–24 use the matricesA;B;C:

AD

2

6

4

1 4 0

0 2 6

0 0 3

3

7

5
B D

2

6

4

0 0 1

2 1 0

6 4 0

3

7

5
C D

2

6

4

1 �1 �3�1 2 0

0 �1 3

3

7

5
:

11 Find the determinants|A|; |B|; |C |:SinceA is triangular, its de-
terminant is the product :

12 Compute the cross products of each pair of columns inB (three
cross products).

13 Compute the inverses ofA andB above. Check thatA�1AD I

andB�1BD I:

14 SolveAu D

2

6

4

1

0

0

3

7

5
and Bu D

2

6

4

1

0

0

3

7

5
: With this right sided; why

is u the first column of the inverse ?

15 Suppose all three columns of a matrix add to zero, as inC above.
The dot product of each column withv D .1;1;1/ is : All
three columns lie in the same : The determinant ofC must
be :

16 Find a nonzero solution toCu D 0: Find all solutions to
Cu D 0:

17 Choose any right sided thatis perpendicular tov D .1;1;1/ and
solveCu D d: Then find a second solution.

18 Choose any right sided that is not perpendicular to
v D .1;1;1/: Show by elimination (reach an impossible equation)
thatCu D d has no solution.

19 Compute the matrix productAB andthen its determinant. How
is detAB related to detA and detB ?

20 Compute the matrix productsBC andCB: All columns ofCB
add to , and its determinant is :

21 Add A andC by adding each entry ofA to the correspond-
ing entry of C: Check whether the determinant ofACC equals
detACdetC:

22 Compute 2A by multiplying each entry ofA by 2: The
determinant of2A equals times the determinant ofA:

23 Which four entries ofA give the upper left corner entryp of
A�1, after dividing byDD detA ? Which four entries ofA give the
entryq in row 1, column2 of A�1 ? Findp andq:

24 The 2 by 2 determinants from the first two rows ofB are�1
(from columns2;3) and�2 (from columns1;3) and (from
columns1;2). These numbers go into the third of B�1, after
dividing by and changing the sign of :

25 Why does every inverse matrixA�1 have an inverse ?

26 From the multiplicationABB�1A�1 D I it follows that the in-
verse ofAB is : The separate inverses come in order.
If you put on socks and then shoes, the inverse begins by taking off

:

27 Find the determinants of these fourpermutation matrices:

P D

2

6

4

0 1 0

1 0 0

0 0 1

3

7

5
QD

2

6

4

0 0 1

0 1 0

1 0 0

3

7

5
PQD

2

6

4

0 1 0

0 0 1

1 0 0

3

7

5

andQP D : Multiply u D .x;y;z/ by each permutation to
findPu;Qu;PQu, andQPu:

28 Find all six of the3 by 3 permutation matrices (includingI ),
with a single1 in each row and column. Which of them are “even”
(determinant1) and which are “odd” (determinant�1) ?

29 How many2 by 2 permutation matrices are there, includingI ?
How many4 by 4 ?
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30 Multiply any matrix A by the permutation matrixP and
explain howPA is related toA: In the opposite order explain how
AP is related toA:

31 Eliminatex from the last two equations by subtracting the first
equation. Then eliminatey from the new third equation by using the
new second equation:

(a)

x C y C z D 2

x C 3y C 3z D 0

x C 3y C 7z D 2

(b)

x C y D 1

x C z D 3

y C z D 5:

After elimination solve forz;y;x (back substitution).

32 By elimination and back substitution solve

(a)

x C 2y C 2z D 0

2x C 3y C 5z D 0

2y C 2z D 8

(b)

x � y D 1

x � z D 4

y � z D 7:

33 Eliminatex from equation 2 by using equation 1:

x C 2y C 2z D 0

2x C 4y C 5z D 0

2y C 2z D 8:

Why can’t the new second equation eliminatey from the third equa-
tion ? Is there a solution or is the system singular ?

Note: If elimination creates a zero in the “pivot position,” try to
exchange that pivot equation with an equation below it. Elimination
succeeds when there is a full set of pivots.

34 The pivots in Problem32a are 1;�1; and 4: Circle those
as they appear along the diagonal in elimination. Check that the
product of the pivots equals the determinant. (This is how
determinants are computed.)

35 Find the pivots and determinants in Problem31:

36 Find the inverse ofAD

2

6

4

1 1 0

0 1 1

0 0 1

3

7

5
and also ofB DA2:

37 The symbol aij stands for the entry in rowi , column j:
Find a12 and a21 in Problem36: The formula†aij bjk gives
the entry in which row and column of the matrix productAB ?

38 Write down a3 by 3 singular matrixS in which no two rows are
parallel. Find a combination of rows1 and2 that is parallel to row
3: Find a combination of columns1 and2 that is parallel to column
3: Find a nonzero solution toSu D 0:

39 Compute these determinants. The2 by 2 matrix is invertible if
. The3 by 3 matrix (is)(is not) invertible.



CHAPTER 12

Motion Along a Curve

12.1 The Position Vector

This chapter is about “vector functions.” The vector2i C4j C8k is constant. The
vectorR.t/D t i C t2j C t3k is moving. It is a function of the parametert , which
often represents time. At each timet , the position vectorR.t/ locates the moving
body:

position vectorD R.t/D x.t/i Cy.t/j Cz.t/k: (1)

Our example hasxD t; yD t2; zD t3. As t varies, these points trace out acurve
in space. The parametert tells when the body passes each point on the curve. The
constant vector2i C4j C8k is the position vectorR.2/ at the instantt D 2.

What are the questions to be asked ? Every student of calculus knows the first
question:Find the derivative. If something moves, the Navy salutes it and we
differentiate it. At each instant, the body moving along the curve has a speed and
a direction. This information is contained in another vector function—the velocity
vectorv.t/ which is the derivative ofR.t/:

v.t/D
dR
dt

D
dx

dt
i C

dy

dt
j C

dz

dt
k: (2)

Since i; j; k are fixed vectors, their derivatives are zero. In polar coordinatesi and j
are replaced by moving vectors. Then the velocityv has more terms from the product
rule (Section12:4).

Two important cases are uniform motionalong a line and around a circle. We
study those motions in detail (v D constant on line,v D tangent to circle). This section
also finds the speed and distance and acceleration for any motionR.t/.

Equation(2) is the computing rule for the velocitydR=dt . It is not thedefinition
of dR=dt , which goes back to basics and does not depend on coordinates:

dR
dt

D lim
�tÑ0

�R
�t

D lim
�tÑ0

R.tC�t/�R.t/
�t

:

Werepeat:R is a vector so�R is a vector sodR=dt is a vector. All three vectors are
in Figure 12.1 (t is not a vector!). This figure reveals the key fact about the geometry:
The velocityv D dR=dt is tangent to the curve.

517
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The vector�R goesfrom one point on the curve to a nearby point. Dividing by
�t changes its length, not its direction. That direction lines up with the tangent to
the curve, as the points come closer.

EXAMPLE 1 R.t/D t i C t2j C t3k v.t/D i C2t j C3t2k
This curve swings upward ast increases. Whent D 0 the velocity isv D i. The tan-
gent is along thex axis, since thej and k components are zero. Whent D 1 the
velocity is i C2j C3k, and the curve is climbing.

For the shadow on thexy plane, drop thek component. Position on the shadow is
t i C t2j. Velocity along the shadow isi C2t j. The shadow is a plane curve.

Fig. 12.1 Position vectorR, change�R,
velocitydR=dt .

Fig. 12.2 Equations of a line, with and
without the parametert .

EXAMPLE 2 Uniform motion in a straight line:the velocity vectorv is constant.
The speed and direction don’t change. The position vector moves withdR=dt D v:

R.t/D R0 C tv .R0 fixed, v fixed, t varying/ (3)

That is theequation of a line in vector form. CertainlydR=dt D v. The starting
pointR0 D x0i Cy0j Cz0k is given. The velocityv D v1i Cv2j Cv3k is also given.
Separating thex, y andz components, equation(3) for a line is

line with parameterW xD x0 C tv1; yD y0 C tv2; zD z0 C tv3: (4)

The speed along the line is|v|Dav2
1 Cv2

2 Cv2
3 : The direction of the line is the

unit vectorv=|v|. We have three equations forx;y;z, and eliminatingt leaves two
equations. The parametert equals.x�x0/=v1 from equation(4). It also equals
.y�y0/=v2 and.z�z0/=v3. So these ratios equal each other, andt is gone:

line without parameterW
x�x0

v1

D
y�y0

v2

D
z�z0

v3

: (5)

An example isxD y=2D z=3. In this case.x0;y0;z0/D .0;0;0/—the line goes
through the origin. Another point on the line is.x;y;z/D .2;4;6/. Becauset is
gone, we cannot say when we reach that point and how fast we are going. The equa-
tionsx=4Dy=8Dz=12 give the same line. Withoutt we can’t know the velocityv D
dR=dt .

EXAMPLE 3 Find an equation for the line throughP D .0;2;1/ andQD .1;3;3/.

Solution We have choices!R0 can go to any pointon the line. The velocityv can
beany multipleof the vector fromP toQ. The decision onR0 controls where we
start, andv controls our speed.

The vector fromP toQ is i C j C2k. Those numbers1;1;2 come from subtracting
0;2;1 from 1;3;3. We choose this vectori C j C2k as a firstv, and double it for a
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secondv. We choose the vectorR0 D P as afirst start andR0 D Q as a second start.
Here are two different expressions for the same line—they arePC tv andQC t.2v/:

R.t/D .2j Ck/C t.i C j C2k/ R�.t/D .i C3j C3k/C t.2i C2j C4k/:

The vectorR.t/ givesxD t; yD 2C t; zD 1C2t . The vectorR� is at a different
point on the same line at the same time:x� D 1C2t; y� D 3C2t; z� D 3C4t .

If I pick t D 1 in R andt D 0 in R�, the point is.1;3;3/. We arrive there at different
times. You are seeing how parameters work, to tell “where” and also “when.” Ift
goes from�8 to C8, all points on one line are also on the other line. The path is
the same, but the “twins” are going at different speeds.

Question 1 When do these twins meet ? When doesR.t/D R�.t/ ?
Answer They meet att D�1, whenR D R� D�i C j�k.

Question 2 What is an equation for the segment betweenP andQ (not beyond)?
Answer In the equation forR.t/, let t go from0 to 1 (not beyond):

xD t yD 2C t zD 1C2t Œ0¤ t ¤ 1 for segment�: (6)

At t D 0 we start fromP D .0;2;1/. At t D 1 we reachQD .1;3;3/.

Question 3 What is an equation for the line without the parametert ?
Answer Solve equations(6) for t or use.5/: x=1D .y�2/=1D .z�1/=2.
Question 4 Which point on the line is closest to the origin ?
Answer The derivative ofx2 Cy2 Cz2 D t2 C .2C t/2 C .1C2t/2 is8C8t . This
derivative is zero att D�1. So the closest point is.�1;1;�1/.
Question 5 Where does the line meet the planexCyCzD 11 ?
Answer Equation(6) givesxCyCzD 3C4t D 11. Sot D 2. The meeting point
is xD t D 2;yD tC2D 4;zD 1C2t D 5.

Question 6 What line goes through.3;1;1/ perpendicular to the planex�y�zD
1 ?
Answer The normal vector to the plane isN D i� j�k. That isv. The position
vector to.3;1;1/ is R0 D 3i C j Ck. ThenR D R0 C tv.

COMPARING LINES AND PLANES

A line has one parameter or two equations. We give the starting point and veloc-
ity: .x;y;z/D .x0;y0;z0/C t.v1;v2;v3/. That tells directly which points are on the
line. Or we eliminatet to find the two equations in.5/.

A plane has one equation or two parameters! The equation isaxCbyCczD d .
That tells usindirectly which points are on the plane. (Instead of knowingx;y;z;
we know the equation they satisfy. Instead of directionsv andw in the plane, we are
told the perpendicular directionN D .a;b;c/:/ With parameters, the line contains
R0 C tv and the plane containsR0 C tvCsw. A plane looks worse with parameters
(t ands), a line looks better.

Questions5 and6 connected lines to planes. Here are two more. See Problems
41�44:
Question 7 When is the lineR0 C tv parallel to the plane ? When is it
perpendicular?
Answer The test isv �N D 0. The test isv�N D 0.
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EXAMPLE 4 Find the plane containingP0 D .1;2;1/ and the line of points
.1;0;0/C t.2;0;�1/. That vectorv will be in the plane.

Solution The vectorv D 2i�k goes along the line. The vectorw D 2j Ck goes
from .1;0;0/ to .1;2;1/. Their cross product is

N D v�w D

������� i j k

2 0 �1
0 2 1

�������D 2i�2j C4k:

The plane2x�2yC4zD 2 has this normalN and contains the point.1;2;1/.

SPEED, DIRECTION, DISTANCE, ACCELERATION

We go back to the curve traced out byR.t/. The derivativev.t/D dR=dt is the
velocity vector along that curve. Thespeedis the magnitude ofv:

speedD |v|Da.dx=dt/2 C .dy=dt/2 C .dz=dt/2: (7)

Thedirectionof the velocity vector isv=|v|. This is a unit vector, sincev is divided
by its length.The unit tangent vectorv=|v| is denoted byT.

The tangent vector is constant for lines. It changes direction for curves.

EXAMPLE 5 (important) Findv and|v| andT for steady motion around a circle:

xD r cos!t; yD r sin!t; zD 0:

Solution The position vector isR D r cos!t i Cr sin !t j. The velocity is

v D dR=dt D�!r sin!t i C!r cos!t j .tangent, not unit tangent/

The speed is the radiusr times the angular velocity!:|v|Da.�!r sin!t/2 C .!r cos!t/2 D!r:

The unit tangent vector isv divided by|v|:
T D�sin!t i Ccos!t j .length1 sincesin2!tCcos2!t D 1/:

Think next about thedistance traveled. Distance along a curve is always denoted by
s (calledarc length). I don’t know why we uses—certainly not as the initial for
speed. In fact speed is distance divided by time. The ratios=t gives average speed;
ds=dt is instantaneous speed. We are back to Chapter1 and Section8:3, the relation
of speed to distance:

speed|v|D ds=dt distancesD
r
.ds=dt/dt D

r |v.t/|dt:
Notice that|v| ands andt are scalars. The direction vector isT:

T D
v|v| D

dR=dt
ds=dt

D
dR
ds

D unit tangent vector. (8)

In Figure 12.3, the chord length (straight) is|�R|. The arc length (curved) is�s. As
�R and�s approach zero, the ratio|�R=�s| approaches|T|D 1.
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Think finally about theacceleration vectora.t/. It is the rate of change of velocity
(not the rate of change of speed):

aD
dv
dt

D
d2R
dt2

D
d2x

dt2
i C

d2y

dt2
j C

d2z

dt2
k: (9)

Fig. 12.3 Steady motion around a circle. Half turn up a helix.

For steady motion along a line, as inxD t;yD 2C t;zD 1C2t , there is no accel-
eration. The second derivatives are all zero. For steady motion around a circle, there
is acceleration. In driving a car, you accelerate with the gas pedal or the brake.You
also accelerate by turning the wheel. It is the velocity vector that changes, not the
speed.

EXAMPLE 6 Find the distances.t/ and accelerationa.t/ for circular motion.

Solution The speed in Example5 is ds=dt D!r . After integrating, the distance
is sD!rt . At time t we have gone through an angle of!t . The radius isr , so
the distance traveled agrees with!t timesr . Note that the dimension of! is 1=time.
(Angles are dimensionless.) At timet D 2�=! we have gone once around the circle—
to sD 2�r not back tosD 0.

The acceleration isaD d2R=dt2. RememberR D r cos!t i Cr sin!t j:

a.t/D�!2r cos!t i�!2r sin!t j: (10)

That direction is opposite toR. This is a special motion, with no action on the gas
pedal or the brake. All the acceleration is from turning. The magnitude is|a|D!2r ,
with the correct dimension of distance=(time)2.

EXAMPLE 7 Findv ands anda around the helixR D cost i Csin t j C t k.

Solution The velocity isv D�sin t i Ccost j Ck. The speed is

ds=dt D |v|Dasin2tCcos2tC1D
?
2 (constant):

Then distance issD
?
2t . At time t D� , ahalf turn is complete. The distance along

the shadow is� (a half circle). The distance along the helix is
?
2� , because of its

45� slope.
The unit tangent vector is velocity=speed, and the acceleration isdv=dt :

T D .�sin t i Ccost j Ck/=
?
2 aD�cost i�sin t j:
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EXAMPLE 8 Findv ands anda around the ellipsexD cost;yD 2 sin t;zD 0.

Solution Take derivatives:v D�sin t i C2 cost j and |v|Dasin2tC4cos2t .
This is the speedds=dt . For the distances, something bad happens (or something
normal). The speed is not simplified bysin2tCcos2t D 1. We cannot integrateds=dt
to find a formula fors. The square root defeats us.

The acceleration�cost i�2 sin t j still points to the center. This isnot the Earth
going around the sun. The path is an ellipse but the speed is wrong. See Section12:4
(the pound note) for a terrible error in the position of the sun.

12A The basic formulas for motion along a curve are

v D
dR
dt

aD
dv
dt

|v|D ds

dt
T D

v|v| D
dR=dt
ds=dt

D
dR
ds
:

Suppose we know the accelerationa.t/ and the initial velocityv0 and positionR0.
Thenv.t/ andR.t/ are also known. We integrate each component:

a.t/Dconstantñv.t/Dv0 Cat ñR.t/DR0 Cv0tC
1
2
at2

a.t/Dcost k ñv.t/Dv0 Csin t kñR.t/DR0 Cv0t�cost k:

THE CURVE OF A BASEBALL

There is a nice discussion of curve balls in the calculus book by Edwards and Penney.
We summarize it here (optionally). The ball leaves the pitcher’s hand five feet off the
ground:R0 D 0i C0j C5k. The initial velocity isv0 D 120i�2j C2k (120 ft=sec
is more than80 miles per hour). The acceleration is�32k from gravity, plus a new
term fromspin. If the spin is around thez axis, and the ball goes along thex axis,
then this acceleration is in they direction. (It comes from the cross productk� i—
there is a pressure difference on the sides of the ball.) A good pitcher can achieve
aD 16j�32k. The batter integrates as fast as he can:

v.t/Dv0 Cat D 120i C .�2C16t/j C .2�32t/k
R.t/DR0 Cv0tC

1
2
at2 D 120t i C .�2tC8t2/j C .5C2t�16t2/k:

Notice thet2. The effect of spin is small at first, then suddenly bigger (as every batter
knows). So is the effect of gravity—the ball starts to dive. Att D 1

2
, the i component

is 60 feet and the ball reaches the batter. Thej component is1 foot and thek
component is2 feet—the curve goes low over the outside corner.

At t D 1
4
, when the batter saw the ball halfway, thej component was zero. It looked

as if it was coming right over the plate.

Fig. 12.4 A curve ball approaches home plate. Halfway it is on line.
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12.1 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

The position vector a along the curve changes with the
parameter t . The velocity is b . The acceleration is c .
If the position isi C t j C t2k, then v D d and aD e .
In that example the speed is|v|D f . This equalsds=dt ,
where s measures the g . Then sD

r
h . The tangent

vector is in the same direction as the i , butT is a j vector.
In generalT D k and in the exampleT D l .

Steady motion along a line hasaD m . If the line is xD

yD z, the unit tangent vector isT D n . If the speed is|v|D?3, the velocity vector isv D o . If the initial position
is .1;0;0/, the position vector isR.t/D p . The general
equation of a line isxD x0 C tv1;yD q , zD r . In vector
notation this isR.t/D s . Eliminating t leaves the equations
.x�x0/=v1 D .y�y0/=v2 D t . A line in space needs u
equations where a plane needsv . A line has one parameter
where a plane has w . The line fromR0 D .1;0;0/ to .2;2;2/
with |v|D 3 is R.t/D x .

Steady motion around a circle (radiusr , angular velocity!) has
xD y , yD z , zD 0. The velocity isv D A . The
speed is |v|D B . The acceleration isaD C , which has
magnitude D and direction E . Combining upward motion
R D tk with this circular motion produces around a F . Then
v D G and|v|D H .

1 Sketch the curve with parametric equationsxD t;yD t3. Find
the velocity vector and the speed att D 1.

2 Sketch the path with parametric equationsxD 1C t;y D 1� t .
Find thexy equation of the path and the speed along it.

3 On the circlexD cost;yD sin t explain by the chain rule and
then by geometry whydy=dxD�cot t .

4 Locate the highest point on the curvexD 6t;yD 6t� t2. This
curve is a . What is the accelerationa?

5 Find the velocity vector and thexy equation of the tangent
line to xD et ;yD e�t at t D 0. What is thexy equation of the
curve ?

6 Describe the shapes of these curves: (a)xD 2t ;yD 4t ; (b) xD

4t ;yD 8t ; (c) xD 4t ;yD 4t:

Note: To find“parametric equations”is to findx.t/, y.t/, and pos-
sibly z.t/.

7 Find parametric equations for the line throughP D .1;2;4/

and QD .5;5;4/. Probably your speed is5; change the
equations so the speed is10. Probably yourR0 is P ; change the
start toQ.

8 Find an equation for any one plane that is perpendicular
to the line in Problem7. Also find equations for any one line that
is perpendicular.

9 On a straight line from.2;3;4/ with velocity v D i�k, the
position vector is R.t/D . If the velocity vector is
changed to t i� tk, then R.t/D . The path is still

.

10 Find parametric equations for steady motion fromP D

.3;1;�2/ at t D 0 on a line toQD .0;0;0/ at t D 3. What is the
speed ? Change parameters so the speed iset .

11 The equations x�1D 1
2 .y�2/D 1

3 .z�2/ describe a
. The same path is given parametrically byxD 1C t;

yD ;zD . The same path is also given by
xD 1C2t;y D ;zD .

12 Find parametric equations to go around the unit circle
with speed et starting from xD 1;yD 0. When is the circle
completed ?

13 The pathxD 2yD 3zD 6t is a traveled with speed
. If t is restricted byt ¥ 1 the path starts at . If t is

restricted by0¤ t ¤ 1 the path is a .

14 Find the closest point to the origin on the linexD 1C t;

yD 2� t . When and where does it cross the45� line through the
origin ? Find the equation of a line it never crosses.

15 (a) How far apart are the two parallel linesxD y and
xD yC1 ? (b) How far is the pointxD t;yD t from the point
xD t;yD tC1 ? (c) What is the closest distance if their speeds
are different:xD t;yD t andxD 2t;yD 2tC1 ?

16 Which vectors follow the same path asR D t i C t2 j ? The
speed along the path may be different.

(a)2t i C2t2 j (b) 2t i C4t2 j (c)�t i C t2 j (d) t3i C t6 j

17 Find a parametric form for the straight lineyDmxCb.

18 The line xD 1Cv1t;yD 2Cv2t passes through the origin
provided v1 C v2 D 0. This line crosses the
45� line yD x unless v1 C v2 D 0.

19 Find the velocity v and speed |v| and tangent vectorT
for these motions: (a)R D t i C t�1j (b) R D t cost i C t sin t j
(c) R D .tC1/i C.2tC1/j C.2tC2/k.

20 If the velocity dx=dt i Cdy=dt j is always perpendicular to
the position vectorxi Cyj , show from their dot product that
x2 Cy2 is constant. The point stays on a circle.

21 Find two pathsR.t/ with the samev D cost i Csint j . Find a
third path with a differentv but the same acceleration.

22 If the acceleration is a constant vector, the path must be .
If the path is a straight line, the acceleration vector must be .

23 Find the minimum and maximum speed ifxD tCcost;
yD t�sin t . Show that |a| is constant but nota. The point is
going around a circle while the center is moving on what line ?
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24 Find x.t/;y.t/ so that the point goes around the circle
.x�1/2 C.y�3/2 D 4 with speed1:

25 A ball that is circling withxD cos2t;yD sin2t flies off on a
tangent att D�=8. Find its departure point and its position at a later
time t (linear motion; compute its constant velocityv).

26 Why is |a| generally different fromd2s=dt2 ? Give an
example of the difference, and an example where they are
equal.

27 Change t so that the speed along the helixR D

cost i Csin t j C t k is 1 instead of
?
2. Call the new

parameters.

28 Find the speedds=dt on the line xD 1C6t;y D 2C3t;

zD 2t . Integrate to find the lengths from .1;2;0/ to .13;8;4/. Check
by using122 C62 C42.

29 Find v and |v| and a for the curvexD tant;yD sect . What
is this curve ? At what time does it go to infinity, and along
what line ?

30 Construct parametric equations for travel on a helix with
speed t .

31 Suppose the unit tangent vectorT.t/ is the derivative of
R.t/. What does that say about the speed ? Give a noncircular
example.

32 For travel on the pathyD f .x/, with no parameter, it is
impossible to find the but still possible to find the
at each point of the path.

Find x.t/ and y.t/ for paths 33–36.

33 Around the square bounded byxD 0; xD 1; yD 0; yD 1,
with speed2. The formulas have four parts.

34 Around the unit circle with speede�t . Do you get all the
way around ?

35 Around a circle of radius4 with acceleration|a|D 1.

36 Up and down they axis with constant acceleration�j ,
returning to.0;0/ at t D 10.

37 True (with reason) or false (with example):

(a) If |R|D 1 for all t then|v|D constant.

(b) If aD 0 thenR D constant.
(c) If v �v D constant thenv �aD 0.

(d) If v �R D 0 thenR �R D constant.

(e) There is no path withv D a.

38 Find the position vector to the shadow oft i C t2 j C t3k on
thexz plane. Is the curve ever parallel to the linexD yD z ?

39 On the ellipsexD a cost;yD b sin t , the angle� from the
center is not the same ast because .

40 Two particles are racing from.1;0/ to .0;1/. One follows
xD cost; yD sin t , the other followsxD 1Cv1t;yD v2t . Choose
v1 andv2 so that the second particle goes slower but wins.

41 Two lines in space are given byR.t/D PC tv and R.t/D

QC tw. Four possibilities: The lines are parallel or the same or
intersecting or skew. Decide which is which based on the vectors
v andw andu D Q�P (which goes between the lines):

(a) The lines are parallel if are parallel.
(b) The lines are the same if are parallel.

(c) The lines intersect if are not parallel but lie
in the same plane.

(d) The lines are skew if the triple productu �.v�w/ is
.

42 If the lines are skew (not in the same plane), find a formula
based on u;v;w for the distance between them. The vectoru
may not be perpendicular to the two lines, so project it onto
a vector that is.

43 The distance fromQ to the line PC tv is the projection of
u D Q�P perpendicular tov. How far isQ D .9;4;5/ from the line
xD 1C t; yD 1C2t; zD 3C2t ?

44 Solve Problem 43 by calculus: substitute forx;y;z in
.x�9/2 C.y�4/2 C.z�5/2 and minimize. Which.x;y;z/ on the
line is closest to.9;4;5/ ?

45 Practice with parameters, starting fromxDF.t/;yDG.t/.

(a) The mirror image across the45� line is xD ;

yD .

(b) Write the curvexD t3;yD t2 asyD f .x/.

(c) Why can’txD t2;yD t3 be written asyDf .x/?

(d) If F is invertible thent DF�1.x/ andyD .x/.

46 From 12:00 to 1:00 a snail crawls steadily out the minute
hand (one meter in one hour). Find its position at timet starting
from .0;0/.
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12.2 Plane Motion: Projectiles and Cycloids

The previous section started withR.t/: From this position vector we computedv and
a: Now we findR.t/ itself, from more basic information. The laws of physics govern
projectiles, and the motion of a wheel produces a cycloid (which enters problems in
robotics). The projectiles fly without friction, so the only force is gravity.

These motions occur in a plane. The two components of position will bex (across)
andy (up). A projectile moves ast changes, so we look forx.t/ andy.t/: We are
shooting a basketball or firing a gun or peacefully watering the lawn, and we have
to aim in the right direction (not directly at the target). If the hose delivers water at
10meters=second; can you reach the car12meters away ?

The usual initial position is.0;0/: Some flights start higher, at.0;h/: The initial
velocity is .v0 cos˛;v0 sin˛/; wherev0 is the speed and̨ is the angle with the
horizontal. The acceleration from gravity is purely vertical:d2y=dt2 D�g: So the
horizontal velocity stays at its initial value. The upward velocity decreases by�gt :

dx=dt D v0 cos˛; dy=dt D v0 sin˛�gt:
The horizontal distancex.t/ is steadily increasing. The heighty.t/ increases and
then decreases. To find the position, integrate the velocities (for a high start addh to
y):

The projectile path isx.t/D .v0 cos˛/t; y.t/D .v0 sin˛/t� 1
2
gt2: (1)

Thispath is aparabola. But it is not written asyD ax2 CbxCc: It could be, if we
eliminatedt: Then we would lose track of time. The parabola isy.x/, with no
parameter, where we havex.t/ andy.t/:

Basic question:Where does the projectile hit the ground? For the parabola, we
solvey.x/D 0: That gives the positionx: For the projectile we solvey.t/D 0:
That gives thetimeit hits the ground, not the place. If that time isT; thenx.T / gives
the place.

The information is there. It takes two steps instead of one, but we learn more.

EXAMPLE 1 Water leaves the hose at10meters=second(this isv0). It starts up
at the anglę : Find the timeT wheny is zero again, and find where the projectile
lands.

Solution The flight ends whenyD .10sin˛/T � 1
2
gT 2 D 0: The flight time is

T D .20sin˛/=g: At that time, the horizontal distance is

x.T /D .10 cos˛/T D .200 cos˛ sin˛/=g: This is therangeR:

The projectile (or water from the hose) hits the ground atxDR: To simplify, replace
200 cos˛ sin˛ by 100sin2˛: SincegD 9:8meters=sec2; we can’t reach the car:

The rangeRD .100 sin2˛/=9:8 is at most100=9:8: This is less than12:

The range is greatest when sin2˛D 1.˛ is 45�). To reach12 meters we could stand
on a ladder (Problem14). To hit a baseball against air resistance, the best angle is
nearer to35�: Figure 12.5 shows symmetric parabolas (no air resistance) and unsym-
metric flight paths that drop more steeply.

12B The flight timeT and the horizontal rangeRD x.T / are reached when
yD 0, which means.v0 sin˛/T D 1

2
gT 2:

T D .2v0 sin˛/=g andRD .v0 cos˛/T D .v2
0 sin2˛/=g:
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Fig. 12.5 Equal rangeR;different timesT:Baseballs hit at350 with increasingv0:The dots are
at half-seconds (fromThe Physics of Baseballby Robert Adair: Harper and Row 1990).

EXAMPLE 2 What are the correct angles̨for agiven rangeR and givenv0 ?

Solution The range isRD .v2
0 sin2˛/=g: This determines the sine of2˛—but

two angles can have the same sine. We might find2˛D 60� or 120�: The starting
angles̨ D 30� and˛D 60� in Figure 12.5 give the same sin2˛ and the same range
R: The flight times containsin˛ and are different.

By calculus, the maximum height occurs whendy=dt D 0: Thenv0 sin˛D gt ,
which means thatt D .v0 sin˛/=g: This is half of the total flight timeT—the time
going up equals the time coming down. The value ofy at this halfway timet D 1

2
T

is
ymax D .v0 sin˛/.v0 sin˛/=g� 1

2
g.v0 sin ˛=g/2 D .v0 sin˛/2=2g: (2)

EXAMPLE 3 If a ski jumper goes90 meters down a30� slope, after taking off at
28meters=second; find equations for the flight time and the ramp angle˛:

Solution The jumper lands at the pointxD 90 cos30�; yD�90 sin30� (minus
sign for obvious reasons). The basic equation(2) isxD .28 cos˛/t; yD .28sin˛/t�
1
2
gt2: Those are two equations for̨ and t: Note thatt is notT , the flight time to
yD 0:

Conclusion The position of a projectile involves three parametersv0;˛, andt: Three
pieces of information determine the flight(almost). The reason for the wordalmost
is the presence ofsin˛ and cos˛: Some flight requirements cannot be met (reach-
ing a car at12 meters). Other requirements can be met in two ways (when the car
is close). The equationsin˛D c is more likely to have no solution or two solutions
than exactly one solution.

Watch for the three pieces of information in each problem. When a football starts at
v0 D 20meters=secondand hits the ground atxD 40meters, the third fact is :
This is like a lawyer who is asked the fee and says$1000 for three questions. “Isn’t
that steep ? ” says the client. “Yes,” says the lawyer, “now what’s your last question ? ”

CYCLOIDS

A projectile’s path is a parabola. To compute it, eliminatet from the equations forx
andy: Problem5 findsyD ax2 Cbx, a parabola through the origin. The path of a
point on a wheel seems equally simple, but eliminatingt is virtually impossible. The
cycloid is a curve that really needs and uses a parameter.

To trace out a cycloid,roll a circle of radiusa along thex axis. Watch the point
thatstarts at the bottom of the circle. It comes back to the bottom atxD 2�a, after
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a complete turn of the circle. The path in between is shown in Figure 12.6. After a
centuryof looking for thexy equation, a series of great scientists (Galileo, Christopher
Wren, Huygens, Bernoulli, even Newton and l’Hôpital) found the right way to study
a cycloid—by introducing a parameter. We will call it� ; it could also bet:

Fig. 12.6 Path ofP on a rolling circle is a cycloid. Fastest slide toQ:

The parameter is the angle� through which the circle turns. (This angle is not at
the origin, like� in polar coordinates.) The circle rolls a distancea� , radius times
angle, along thex axis. So the center of the circle is atxD a�; yD a: To account for
the segmentCP , subtractasin� from x anda cos� from y:

The pointP hasxD a.��sin�/ andyD a.1� cos�/: (3)

At � D 0 theposition is.0;0/: At � D 2� the position is.2�a;0/: In between, the
slope of the cycloid comes from the chain rule:

dy

dx
D
dy=d�

dx=d�
D

asin �

a.1� cos�/
: (4)

This is infinite at� D 0: The point on the circle starts straight upward and the cycloid
has acusp. Note how all calculations use the parameter�: We go quickly:

Question 1 Find the area under one arch of the cycloid.� D 0 to � D 2�/:

Answer The area is
r
ydxD

r 2�

0
a.1� cos�/a.1� cos�/d�: This equals3�a2:

Question 2 Find the length of the arch, usingdsD
a
.dx=d�/2� .dy=d�/2 d�:

Answer
r
dsD

r 2�

0
a
a
.1� cos�/2� .sin�/2 d� D

r 2�

0
a
?
2�2 cos� d�:

Now substitute1� cos� D 2sin2 1
2
�: The square root is2sin 1

2
�: The length is8a:

Question 3 If the cycloid is turned over (y is downward), find the time to slide to
the bottom. The slider starts withvD 0 atyD 0:
Answer Kinetic plus potential energy is1

2
mv2�mgyD 0 (it starts from zero and

can’t change). So the speed isvD
?
2gy: This isds=dt and we knowds:

sliding timeD

»
dt D

»
ds?
2gy

D

» �

0

a
?
2�2 cos� d�?
2ga.1� cos �/

D�
a
a=g:

Check dimensions:aD distance; gD distance=.times/2; �
?
a=gD time: That is

the shortest sliding time for any curve. The cycloid solves the “brachistochrone
problem,” which minimizes the time down curves fromO to Q (Figure 12.6). You
might think a straight path would be quicker—it is certainly shorter. A straight line
has the equationxD�y=2, so the sliding time is

r
dt D

r
ds=

?
2gyD

r 2a

0

a
.�=2/2 C1dy=

?
2gyD

?
�2 C4

?
a=g: (5)

This is larger than the cycloid time�
?
a=g: It is better to start out vertically and pick

up speed early, even if the path is longer.
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Instead of publishing his solution, John Bernoulli turned this problem into an
international challenge:Prove that the cycloid gives the fastest slide. Most
mathematicians couldn’t do it. The problem reached Isaac Newton (this was later
in his life). As you would expect, Newton solved it. For some reason he sent back his
proof with no name. But when Bernoulli received the answer, he was not fooled for a
moment:“I recognize the lion by his claws.”

What is also amazing is a further property of the cycloid:The time toQ is the
same if you begin anywhere along the path. Starting from rest atP instead ofO,
the bottom is reached at the same time. This time Bernoulli got carried away: “You
will be petrified with astonishment when I say...”.

There are other beautiful curves, closely related to the cycloid. For anepicycloid,
the circle rolls around the outside of another circle. For ahypocycloid, the rolling
circle is inside the fixed circle. Theastroid is the special case with radii in the ratio1
to 4: It is the curved star in Problem34, wherexD acos3 � andyD asin3 �:

The cycloid even solves the old puzzle:What point moves backward when a train
starts forward? The train wheels have a flange that extends below the track, and
dx=dt   0 at the bottom of the flange.

12.2 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

A projectile starts with speedv0 and angle˛: At time t its
velocity is dx=dt D a , dy=dt D b (the downward
acceleration isg). Starting from.0;0/, the position at timet is
xD c , yD d . The flight time back toyD 0 isT D e .
At that time the horizontal range isRD f . The flight path is a

g .

The three quantities v0; h ; i determine the
projectile’s motion. Knowingv0 and the position of the target, we
(can) (cannot) solve for̨: Knowing˛ and the position of the target,
we (can) (cannot) solve forv0:

A j is traced out by a point on a rolling circle. If the
radius is a and the turning angle is� , the center of the circle is
at xD k , yD l . The point is atxD m , yD n ,
starting from .0;0/: It travels a distance o in a full turn of
the circle. The curve has a p at the end of every turn. An
upside-down cycloid gives the q slide between two points.

Problems 1–18 and 41 are about projectiles

1 Find the time of flightT , therangeR, and the maximum height
Y of a projectile withv0 D 16 ft=sec and

(a) ˛D 30� (b) ˛D 60� (c) ˛D 90�:
2 If v0 D 32 ft=sec and the projectile returns to the ground at
T D 1, find the anglę and the rangeR:

3 A ball is thrown at60� with v0 D 20 meters=sec to clear a wall
2 meters high. How far away is the wall ?

4 If v.0/D 3i C3j find v.t/;v.1/;v.2/ andR.t/;R.1/;R.2/:

5 (a) Eliminate t from xD t;yD t � 1
2 t

2 to find the xy

equation of the path. At whatx is yD 0?

(b) Do the same for anyv0 and˛:

6 Find the anglę for aball kicked at30meters=second if it clears
6 meters traveling horizontally.

7 How far out does a stone hit the waterh feetbelow, starting with
velocityv0 at anglę D 0 ?

8 How far out does the same stone go, starting at angle˛ ? Find
an equation for the angle that maximizes the range.

9 A ball starting from.0;0/ passes through.5;2/ after2 seconds.
Findv0 and˛: (The units are meters.)�10 With x andy from equation (1), show that

v2
0 ¥ .gx=v0/

2 C2gy:

If a fire is at heightH and the water velocity isv0, how far can
the fireman put the hose back from the fire ? (The parabola in this
problem is the “envelope” enclosing all possible paths.)

11 Estimate the initial speed of a100-meter golf shot hit at
˛D 45�: Is the truev0 larger or smaller, when air friction is
included ?

12 T D 2v0.sin˛/=g is in seconds andRD .v2
0 sin2˛/=g is in me-

ters ifv0 andg are in :

13 (a) What is the greatest height a ball can be thrown ? Aim
straight up withv0 D 28 meters=sec.
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14 If a baseball goes100 miles per hour for60 feet, how long does
it take (in seconds) and how far does it fall from gravity (in feet) ?
Use 1

2gt
2:

15 If you doublev0, what happens to the range and maximum
height ? If you change the angle byd˛, what happens to those
numbers ?

16 At what point on the path is the speed of the projectile (a) least
(b) greatest ?

17 If the hose withv0 D 10m=sec is at a45� angle,x reaches
12 meters whent D and yD : From a ladder of
height the water will reach the car (12 meters).

18 Describe the two trajectories a golf ball can take to land right in
the hole, if it starts with a large known velocityv0: In reality (with
air resistance) which of those shots would fall closer ?

Problems 19–34 are about cycloids and related curves

19 Find the unit tangent vectorT to the cycloid. Also find the speed
at� D 0 and� D�, if the wheel turns atd�=dt D 1:

20 The slope of the cycloid is infinite at� D 0:
dy

dx
D
dy=d�

dx=x�
D

sin �

1� cos�
:

By whose rule ? Estimate the slope at� D 1
10 and � D� 1

10 :Where
does the slope equal one ?

21 Show that the tangent to the cycloid atP in Figure 12.6a goes
throughxD a�; yD 2a: Where is this point on the rolling circle ?

22 For a trochoid, the pointP is a distanced from the center of
the rolling circle. Redraw Figure 12.6b to findxD a��d sin� and
yD :

23 If a circle of radiusa rolls inside a circle of radius2a, show that
one point on the small circle goes across on a straight line.

24 Findd2y=dx2 for the cycloid, which is concave :

25 If d�=dt D c, find the velocitiesdx=dt anddy=dt along the
cycloid. Where isdx=dt greatest and where isdy=dt greatest ?

26 Experiment with graphs ofxD a cos�Cb sin �; yD c cos�C

d sin� using a computer. What kind of curves are they ? Why are
they closed ?

27 A stone in a bicycle tire goes along a cycloid. Find equations for
the stone’s path if it flies off at the top (a projectile).

28 Draw curves on a computer withxDa cos�Cb cos3� and
yD c sin�Cd sin3�: Is there a limit to the number of loops ?

35 Find the area inside the astroid.

36 Explain whyxD 2acot� and yD 2asin2 � for the pointP on
thewitch of Agnesi. Eliminate� to find thexy equation.

Note: Maria Agnesi wrote the first three-semester calculus text
(I’Hôpital didn’t do integral calculus). The word “witch” is a
total mistranslation, nothing to do with her or the curve.

29 When a penny rolls completely around another penny, the head
makes turns. When it rolls inside a circle four times larger
(for the astroid), the head makes turns.

30 Display the cycloid family with computer graphics:

(a) cycloid
(b) epicycloidxDC cos�� cosC�;yDC sin�CsinC�

(c) hypocycloidxD c cos�C cosc�;y D c sin��sinc�
(d) astroid .cD 3/

(e) deltoid .cD 2/:

31 If one arch of the cycloid is revolved around thex axis, find the
surface area and volume.

32 For a hypocycloid the fixed circle has radiuscC1 and the
circle rolling inside has radius1: There arecC1 cusps ifc is an
integer. How many cusps (use computer graphics if possible) for
cD 1=2 ? cD 3=2 ? cD

?
2‹ What curve forcD 1 ?

33 When a string is unwound from a circle findx.�/ and y.�/ for
pointP: Its path is the “involute” of the circle.

34 For the pointP on the astroid, explain why xD 3 cos�C

cos3� and yD 3 sin��sin3�: The angle in the figure is3�
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because both circular arcs have length : Convert to
xD 4cos3 �;yD 4 sin3 � by triple-angle formulas.

37 For a cardioid the radius C �1 of the fixed circle equals
the radius1 of the circle rolling outside (epicycloid withC D 2).
(a) The coordinates ofP are xD�1C2 cos�� cos2�;
yD : (b) The double-angle formulas yieldxD 2 cos�
.1� cos�/;yD : (c)x2 Cy2 D so its square root
is r D :

38 Explain the last two steps in equation (5) for the sliding time
downa straight path.

39 On an upside-down cycloid the slider takes the same timeT to
reach bottomwherever it starts. Starting at� D˛, write1� cos� D

2 sin2 �=2 and1� cos˛D 2 sin2 ˛=2 to show that

TD

» �

˛

a
2a2.1� cos�/d�a
2ag.cos˛� cos�/

D�


a

g
:

40 Suppose a heavy weight is attached to the top of the rolling cir-
cle. What is the path of the weight ?

41 The wall in Fenway Park is37 feet high and315 feet from home
plate. A baseball hit3 feet above the ground at̨D 22:5� will just
go over ifv0 D : The time to reach the wall is :
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12.3 Curvature and Normal Vector

A driver produces acceleration three ways—by the gas pedal, the brake, and steering
wheel. The first two change the speed. Turning the wheel changes the direction.All
three change the velocity(they give acceleration). For steady motion around a circle,
the change is from steering—the accelerationdv=dt points to the center. We now
look at motion along other curves, to separate change in the speed|v| from change in
the directionT:

The direction of motion isT D v=|v|: It depends on the path but not the speed
(because we divide by|v|). For turning we measure two things:

1. How fast T turns: this will be the curvature� (kappa).
2. Which direction T turns: this will be the normal vectorN.

� andN depend, likes and T, only on the shape of the curve. Replacingt by 2t or
t2 leaves them unchanged. For a circle we give the answers in advance. The normal
vectorN points to the center. The curvature� is 1=radius.

A smaller turning circle means a larger curvature� : more bending.

The curvature� is change in direction|dT| divided by change in position|ds|:
There are three formulas for�—a direct one for graphsy.x/, a brutal but valuable
one for any parametric curve.x.t/; y.t//; and a neat formula that uses the vectorsv
anda:We begin with the definition and the neat formula.

DEFINITION �D |dT=ds| FORMULA �D |v�a|=|v|3 (1)

The definition does not involve the parametert—but the calculations do. The
position vectorR.t/ yields v D dR=dt andaD dv=dt: If t is changed to2t , the
velocity v is doubled anda is multiplied by4: Then|v�a| and|v|3 are multiplied
by 8, and their ratio� is unchanged.

Proof of formula (1) Start fromv D |v|T and compute its derivativea:

aD
d |v|
dt

T C |v|dT
dt

by the product rule:

Now take the cross product withv D |v|T:Remember thatT�T D 0:

v�aD |v|T�|v|dT
dt
: (2)

We know that|T|D 1: Equation(4) will show thatT is perpendicular todT=dt: So|v�a| is the first length|v| times the second length|v||dT=dt |: The factorsin� in
the length of a cross product is1 from the90� angle. In other words����dT

dt

����D |v�a||v|2 and �D

����dT
ds

����D ����dT=dt
ds=dt

����D |v�a||v|3 : (3)

The chain rule brings the extra|ds=dt |D |v| into the denominator.

Before any examples, we show thatdT=dt is perpendicular toT: The reason is
thatT is a unit vector. Differentiate both sides ofT �T D 1:

dT
dt
�T CT � dT

dt
D 0 or 2T � dT

dt
D 0: (4)

That proof used the product ruleU1 �V CU �V1 for the derivative of U �V
(Problem23, with U D V D T). Think of the vectorT moving around the unit sphere.
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To keep a constant length.T CdT/ � .T CdT/D 1, we need2T �dT D 0: Move-
mentdT is perpendicular to radius vectorT:

Our first examples will beplane curves. The position vectorR.t/ has components
x.t/ andy.t/ but noz.t/: Look at the components ofv anda andv�a (x1 means
dx=dt ):

R x.t/ y.t/ 0

v x1.t/ y1.t/ 0

a x2.t/ y2.t/ 0

v�a 0 0 x1y2�y 1y2 |v| D
a|x1|2 C |y 1|2

� D
|x1y2�y 1x2|

..x1/2 C .y 1/2/3=2
(5)

Equation (5) is the brutal but valuable formula for�: Apply it to movement around a
circle. We should find�D 1=radiusa:

EXAMPLE 1 WhenxD acos!t andyD a sin !t we substitutex1; y 1; x2; y2 into (5):

�D
.�!asin!t/.�!2asin!t/� .!acos!t/.�!2acos!t/

Œ.!asin!t/2 C .!acos!t/2�3=2
D

!2a2

Œ!2a2�3=2
:

This is!3a2=!3a3 and! cancels. The speed makes no difference to�D 1=a:

The third formula for� applies to an ordinary plane curve given byy.x/: The
parametert is x! You see the square root in the speed|v|D ds=dx:

R x y.x/ 0

v 1 dy=dx 0

a 0 d2y=dx2 0

v�a 0 0 d2y=dx2

|v| D
a
1C .dy=dx/2

� D
|d2y=dx2|

.1C .dy=dx/2/3=2
(6)

In practice this is the most popular formula for�: The most popular approximation is|d2y=dx2|: (The denominator is omitted.) For the bending of a beam, the nonlinear
equation uses� and the linear equation usesd2y=dx2:We can see the difference for
a parabola:

EXAMPLE 2 The curvature ofyD 1
2
x2 is�D |y2|=.1C .y 1/2/3=2 D 1=.1Cx2/3=2:

Fig. 12.7 Normal N divided by curvature� for circle and parabola and unit helix.

The approximation isy2 D 1: This agrees with� atxD 0, where the parabola turns
the corner. But for largex, the curvature approaches zero. Far out on the parabola, we
go a long way for a small change in direction.

The parabolayD�1
2
x2, opening down, has the same�: Now try a space curve.
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EXAMPLE 3 Find the curvature of the unit helixR D cost i Csin t j C tk:

Take the cross product ofv D�sin t i Ccost j Ck andaD�cost i�sin t j:

v�aD

������� i j k�sin t cost 1�cost �sin t 0

�������D sin t i�cost j Ck:

This cross product has length
?
2: Also the speed is|v|Dasin2 tCcos2 tC1D?

2 W
�D |v�a|=|v|3 D

?
2=.
?
2/3 D 1

2
:

Compare with a unit circle. Without the climbing termtk, the curvature would be1:
Because of climbing, each turn of the helix is longer and�D 1

2
:

That makes one think: Is the helix twice as long as the circle ? No. The length of
a turn is only increased by|v|D?2: The other

?
2 is because the tangentT slopes

upward. The shadow in the base turns a full360�, butT turns less.

THE NORMAL VECTOR N

The discussion is bringing us to an important vector. Where� measures therate of
turning, the unit vectorN gives thedirectionof turning.N is perpendicular toT, and
in the plane that leaves practically no choice. Turn left or right. For a space curve,
follow dT: Remember equation(4), which makesdT perpendicular toT:

The normal vectorN is a unit vector alongdT=dt: It is perpendicular toT:

DEFINITION N D
dT=ds|dT=ds| D

1

�

dT
ds

FORMULA N D
dT=dt|dT=dt | : (7)

EXAMPLE 4 Find the normal vectorN for the same helixR D cost i Csin t j C
tk:

Solution Copyv from Example 3, divide by|v|, and computedT=dt :

T D v=|v|D .�sint i Ccost j Ck/=
?
2 and dT=dt D .�cost i�sin t j/=

?
2:

To changedT=dt into a unit vector, cancel the
?
2: The normal vector isN D�cost i�sin t j: It is perpendicular toT: Since thek component is zero,N is

horizontal. The tangentT slopes up at45�—it goes around the circle at that
latitude. The normalN is tangent to this circle (N is tangent to the path of the
tangent!). SoN stays horizontal as the helix climbs.

There is also a third direction, perpendicular toT andN: It is thebinormal vector
B D T�N, computed in Problems25�30: The unit vectorsT;N;B provide the nat-
ural coordinate system for the path—along the curve, in the plane of the curve, and
out of that plane. The theory is beautiful but the computations are not often done—we
stop here.

TANGENTIAL AND NORMAL COMPONENTS OF ACCELERATION

May I return a last time to the gas pedal and brake and steering wheel ? The first
two give acceleration alongT: Turning gives acceleration alongN: The rate of turn-
ing (curvature�) and the directionN are established. We now ask about theforce
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required. Newton’s Law isF Dma, so we need the accelerationa—especially its
component alongT and its component alongN:

The acceleration isaD
d2s

dt2
T C�

�

ds

dt

�2

N: (8)

For a straight path,d2s=dt2 is the only acceleration—the ordinary second
derivative. The term�.ds=dt/2 is the acceleration in turning. Both have the
dimension of length=(time)2:

The force to steer around a corner depends on curvature and speed—as all drivers
know. Acceleration is the derivative ofv D |v|T D .ds=dt/T:

aD
d2s

dt2
T C

ds

dt

dT
dt

D
d2s

dt2
T C

ds

dt

dT
ds

ds

dt
: (9)

That last term is�.ds=dt/2N, sincedT=dsD �N by formula(7). So(8) is proved.

EXAMPLE 5 A fixed speedds=dt D 1 givesd2s=dt2 D 0:Theonly acceleration is�N:

EXAMPLE 6 Find the components ofa for circular speed-upR.t/D cost2 i Csin t2 j:

Without stopping to think, computedR=dt D v andds=dt D |v| andv=|v|D T:

v D�2t sin t2 i C2t cost2 j; |v|D 2t; T D�sin t2 i Ccost2 j:

The derivative ofds=dt D |v| is d2s=dt2 D 2: The derivative ofv is a:

aD�2 sin t2 i C2 cost2 j�4t2 cost2 i�4t2 sin t2 j:

In the first terms ofa we see2T: In the last terms we must be seeing�|v|2N:
Certainly|v|2 D 4t2 and�D 1, because the circle has radius1: ThusaD 2T C4t2N
has the tangential component2 and normal component4t2—acceleration along the
circle and in to the center.

Table of Formulas

v D dR=dt aD dv=dt|v|D ds=st T D v=|v|D |dR=ds|
Curvature�D |dT=ds|D |v�a|=|v|3
Plane curves�D

|x1y2�y 1x2|
..x1/2 C .y 1/2/3=2

D
|d2y=dx2|

.1C .dy=dx/2/3=2

Normal vectorN D
1

�

dT
ds

D
dT=dt|dT=dt |

AccelerationaD .d2s=dt2/T C�|v|2N

Fig. 12.8 Components ofa as car turns corner.
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12.3 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

The curvature tells how fast the curve a . For a circle
of radius a, the direction changes by2� in a distance b ,
so �D c . For a plane curveyD f .x/ the formula is�D|y2|= d . The curvature ofyD sin x is e . At a point where
y2 D 0 (an f point) the curve is momentarily straight and
�D g . For a space curve�D |v�a|= h .

The normal vectorN is perpendicular to i . It is a j
vector along the derivative ofT, so N D k . For motion around
a circle N points l . Up a helixN also points m . Moving
at unit speed on any curve, the timet is the same as the n s:

Then |v|D o andd2s=dt2 D p anda is in the direction
of q .

Acceleration equals r TC s N: At unit speed
around a unit circle, those components are t : An
astronaut who spins once a second in a radius of one meter
has|a|D u meters=sec2, which is about v g:

Compute the curvature � in Problems 1–8.

1 yD ex

2 yD ln x (where is� largest ? )

3 xD 2 cost;yD 2 sin t

4 xD cost2;yD sin t2

5 xD 1C t2;yD 3t2 (the path is a ).

6 xD cos3 t;yD sin3 t

7 r D � D t (soxD t cost;yD /

8 xD t;yD ln cost

9 FindT andN in Problem4:

10 Show thatN D sin t i Ccos t j in Problem6:

11 ComputeT andN in Problem8:

12 Find the speed|v| and curvature� of a projectile:

xD .v0 cos˛/t; yD .v0 sin ˛/t � 1
2
gt2:

13 Find T and|v| and� for the helixR D 3 cost i C3 sin t j C4t k:
How much longer is a turn of the helix than the corresponding cir-
cle ? What is the upward slope ofT ?

14 When�D 0 the path is a : This happens whenv and a
are : Thenv�aD :

15 Find the curvature of a cycloidxD a.t�sin t/; yD

a.1�cost/:

16 If all points of a curve are moved twice as far from the origin
.xÑ 2x; yÑ 2y/, what happens to� ? What happens toN ?

17 Find� andN at� D� for the hypocycloidxD 4 cos�Ccos4�;
yD 4 sin��sin4�:

18 Fromv D |v|T anda in equation (8), derive�D |v�a|=|v|3:
19 From a point on the curve, go along the vectorN=� to find the
center of curvature. Locate this center for the point.1;0/ on the cir-
cle xD cost;yD sin t and the ellipsexD cost;yD 2 sin t and the
parabolayD 1

2 .x
2�1/: The path of the center of curvature is the

“evolute” of the curve.

20 Which of these depend only on the shape of the curve, and which
depend also on the speed ?v;T; |v|; s;k;a;N;B:
21 A plane curve through.0;0/ and.2;0/ with constant curvature
� is the circular arc : For which� is there no such curve ?

22 Sketch a smooth curve going through.0;0/; .1;�1/, and.2;0/:
Somewhered2y=dx2 is at least : Somewhere the curvature
is at least : (Proof is for instructors only.)

23 For plane vectors, the ordinary product rule applied to
U1V1 CU2V2 shows that.U �V/1 D U1 �V C :

24 If v is perpendicular toa, prove that the speed is constant. True
or false: The path is a circle.

Problems 25–30 work with the T-N-B system—along the curve,
in the plane of the curve, perpendicular to that plane.

25 ComputeB D T�N for the helix R D cost i Csin t j C t k in
Examples3�4:
26 Using Problem23; differentiateB �T D 0 andB �B D 1 to show
that B1 is perpendicular toT and B: So dB=dsD��N for some
number� called thetorsion.

27 Compute the torsion� D |dB=ds| for the helix in Problem25:

28 FindB D TN for the curvexD 1; yD t; zD t2:

29 A circle lies in the xy plane. Its normal N lies
andB D and� D |dB=ds|D :

30 The Serret-Frenet formulas aredT=dsD �N; dN=dsD�kT C�B; dB=dsD��N: We know the first and third.
DifferentiateN D�T�B to find the second.

31 The angle � from the x axis to the tangent line is� D

tan�1.dy=dx/, whendy=dx is the slope of the curve.

(a) Computed�=dx:
(b) Divide by ds=dxD .1C.dy=dx/2/1=2 to show that|d�=ds| is � in equation (5). Curvature is change in direction|d� | divided by change in position|ds|:

32 If the tangent direction is at angle� then T D cos� i Csin� j : In
Problem31 |d�=ds| agreed with�D |dT=ds| because|dT=d� |D

:

In 33–37 find the T and N components of acceleration.

33 xD 5 cos!t;yD 5 sin!t;zD 0 (circle)

34 xD 1C t;y D 1C2t;zD 1C3t (line)
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35 xD t cost;yD t sin t;zD 0 (spiral)

36 xD et cost;yD et sin t; zD 0 (spiral)

37 xD 1;yD t;zD t2:

38 For the spiral in36, show that the angle betweenR and a
(position and acceleration) is constant. Find the angle.

39 Find the curvature of a polar curver DF.�/:
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12.4 Polar Coordinates and Planetary Motion

This section has a general purpose—to do vector calculus inpolar coordinates. It
also has a specific purpose—to studycentral forcesand themotion of planets. The
main gravitational force on a planet is from the sun. It is a central force, because it
comes from the sun at the center. Polar coordinates are natural, so the two purposes
go together.

You may feel that the planets are too old for this course. But Kepler’s laws are more
than theorems, they are something special in the history of mankind—“the greatest
scientific discovery of all time.” If we can recapture that glory we should do it. Part
of the greatness is in the difficulty—Kepler was working sixty years before Newton
discovered calculus. From pages of observations, and some terrific guesses, a theory
was born. We will try to preserve the greatness without the difficulty, and show how
elliptic orbits come from calculus. The first conclusion is quick.

Motion in a central force field always stays in a plane.

F is a multiple of the vectorR from the origin (central force).F also equalsma
(Newton’s Law). ThereforeR anda are in the same direction andR�aD 0: Then
R�v has zero derivative and is constant:

by the product ruleW
d

dt
.R�v/D v�vCR�aD 0C0: (1)

R�v is a constant vectorH: SoR stays in the plane perpendicular toH:

How does a planet move in that plane ? We turn to polar coordinates.At each point
except the origin (where the sun is),ur is the unit vector pointing outward. It is the
position vectorR divided by its lengthr (which is

a
x2 Cy2):

ur D R=r D .xi C yj/=rD cos� i C sin� j: (2)

That is a unit vector becausecos2 �Csin2 � D 1: It goes out from the center.
Figure 12.9 showsur and the second unit vectoru� at a90� angle:

u� D�sin� i Ccos� j: (3)

The dot product isur � u� D 0:Thesubscriptsr and� indicate direction (not derivative).

Question 1: How dour andu� change asr changes (out a ray) ?They don’t.

Question 2: How dour andu� change as� changes ?Take the derivative:

dur=d� D�sin� i Ccos� j D u�

du�=d� D�cos� i Csin� j D�ur :
(4)

Fig. 12.9 ur is outward,u� is around the center. Components ofv anda in this directions.
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Sinceur D R=r , one formula is simple:The position vector isR D rur : For its
derivativev D dR=dt , use the chain ruledur=dt D .dur=d�/.d�=dt/D .d�=dt/u� :

The velocity isv D
d

dt
.rur/D

dr

dt
ur Cr

d�

dt
u� : (5)

The outward speed isdr=dt:The circular speed isr d�=dt:The sum of squares is|v|2:
Return one more time to steady motion around a circle, sayr D 3 and� D 2t: The

velocity isv D 6u� , all circular. The acceleration is�12ur , all inward. For circlesu�

is the tangent vectorT: But the unit vectorur points outward andN points inward—
the way the curve turns.

Now we tackle acceleration for any motion in polar coordinates. There can be
speedup inr and speedup in� (also change of direction). Differentiatev in (5) by the
product rule:

dv
dt

D
d2r

dt2
ur C

dr

dt

dur

dt
C
dr

dt

d�

dt
u� Cr

d2�

dt2
u� Cr

d�

dt

du�

dt
:

For dur=dt anddu�=dt , multiply equation(4) by d�=dt: Then all terms contain
ur or u� : The formula fora is famous but not popular (except it got us to the moon):

aD
dv
dt

D

�

d2r

dt2
�r�d�

dt

�2�

ur C

�

r
d2�

dt2
C2

dr

dt

d�

dt

�

u� : (6)

In the steady motion withr D 3 and� D 2t , only one acceleration term is nonzero:
aD�12ur : Formula(6) can be memorized (maybe). Problem14 gives a new way to
reach it, usingrei� :

EXAMPLE 1 FindR andv and a for speedup� D t2 around the circler D 1:

Solution The position vector isR D ur : Thenv anda come from.5�6/:
v D .r d�=dt/u� D 2tu� aD�.2t/2ur C2u� :

This question and answer were also in Example 6 of the previous section. The
acceleration was2T C4t2N: Notice again thatT D u� andN D�ur , going round
the circle.

EXAMPLE 2 FindR andv and |v| anda for the spiral motionr D 3t; � D 2t:

Solution The position vector isR D 3t ur : Equation(5) gives velocity and speed:

v D 3urC D 6tu� and |v|Da.3/2 C .6t/2:

The motion goesoutand alsoaround. From(6) the acceleration is�12t ur C12u� :
The same answers would come more slowly fromR D 3t cos2t i C3t sin2t j:

This example uses polar coordinates, butthe motion is not circular. One of
Kepler’s inspirations, after many struggles, was to get away from circles.

KEPLER’S LAWS

You may know that before Newton and Leibniz and calculus and polar coordinates,
Johannes Kepler discovered three laws of planetary motion. He was the court
mathematician to the Holy Roman Emperor, who mostly wanted predictions of wars.
Kepler also determined the date of every Easter—no small problem. His triumph was
to discover patterns in the observations made by astronomers (especially by Tycho
Brahe). Galileo and Copernicus expected circles, but Kepler found ellipses.
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Law 1: Each planet travels in an ellipse with one focus at the sun.

Law 2: The vector from sun to planet sweeps out area at a steady rate:dA=dt D
constant.

Law 3: The length of the planet’s year isT D ka3=2, wherea = maximum distance
from the center (not the sun) andkD 2�=

?
GM is the same for all planets.

With calculus the proof of these laws is a thousand times quicker. But Law2 is the
only easy one. The sun exerts a central force. Equation(1) gaveR�v D H D con-
stant for central forces. ReplaceR by rur and replacev by equation(5):

H D rur��dr
dt

ur Cr
d�

dt
u�

�

D r2d�

dt
.ur�u� /: (7)

This vectorH is constant, soits lengthhD r2d�=dt is constant. In polar coordi-
nates, the area isdAD 1

2
r2d�: This areadA is swept out by the planet (Figure 12.10),

and we have proved Law2:

dA=dt D 1
2
r2d�=dt D 1

2
hD constant: (8)

Nearthe sunr is small. Sod�=dt is big and planets go around faster.

Fig. 12.10 The planet is on an ellipse with the sun at a focus. Notea, b,c, q.

Now for Law 1, about ellipses. We are aiming for1=r DC �D cos� , which is
the polar coordinate equation of an ellipse. It is easier to writeq than1=r , and
find an equation forq: The equation we will reach isd2q=d�2 CqDC: The desired
qDC �D cos� solves that equation (check this), and gives us Kepler’s ellipse.

The first step is to connectdr=dt to dq=d� by the chain rule:

dr

dt
D
d

dt

�

1

q

�

D
�1
q2

dq

dt
D
�1
q2

dq

d�

d�

dt
D�hdq

d�
: (9)

Notice especiallyd�=dt D h=r2 D hq2:What we really want are second derivatives:

d2r

dt2
D�h d

dt

�

dq

d�

�

D�h d
d�

�

dq

d�

�

d�

dt
D�h2q2d

2q

d�2
: (10)

After this trick of introducingq, we are ready for physics. The planet obeys Newton’s
Law F Dma, and the central forceF is the sun’s gravity:

F
m

D a is �GM
r2

D
d2r

dt2
�r �d�

dt

�2

: (11)
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That right side is theur component ofa in (6). Changer to 1=q and changed�=dt
to hq2: The preparation in(10) allows us to rewrited2r=dt2 in equation(11). That
equation becomes �GM q2 D�h2q2d

2q

d�2
� 1
q
.hq2/2:

Dividing by�h2q2 gives what we hoped for—the simple equation forq:

d2q=d�2 CqDGM=h2 DC .a constant/: (12)

The solution is qDC �D cos�: Section9:3 gave this polar equation for an ellipse
or parabola or hyperbola. To be sure it is an ellipse, an astronomer computesC andD
from the sun’s massM and the constantG and the earth’s position and velocity.The
main point is thatC ¡D: Thenq is never zero andr is never infinite. Hyperbolas
and parabolas are ruled out, and the orbit in Figure 12.10 must be an ellipse.�

Astronomy is really impressive. You should visit the Greenwich Observatory in
London, to see how Halley watched his comet. He amazed the world by predicting
the day it would return. Also the discovery of Neptune was pure mathematics—the
path of Uranus was not accounted for by the sun and known planets. LeVerrier
computed a point in the sky and asked a Berlin astronomer to look. Sure enough
Neptune was there.

Recently one more problem was solved—to explain the gap in the asteroids around
Jupiter. The reason is “chaos”—the three-body problem goes unstable and an asteroid
won’t stay in that orbit. We have come a long way from circles.

Department of Royal Mistakes The last pound note issued by the Royal Mint
showed Newton looking up from his great bookPrincipia Mathematica. He is not
smiling and we can see why. The artist put the sun at the center! Newton has just
proved it is at the focus. True, the focus is markedS and the planet isP: But those
rays at the center brought untold headaches to the Mint—the note is out of circulation.
I gave an antique dealer three pounds for it (in coins).

Kepler’s third law gives the timeT to go around the ellipse—the planet’s year.
What is special in the formula isa3=2—and for Kepler himself, the15th of May
1618 was unforgettable: “the right ratio outfought the darkness of my mind, by the
great proof afforded by my labor of seventeen years on Brahe’s observations.” The
second lawdA=dt D 1

2
h is the key, plus two facts about an ellipse—its area�ab

and the heightb2=a above the sun:

1. The areaAD

» T

0

dA

dt
dt D

1

2
hT must equal�ab, soT D

2�ab

h

2. The distancer D 1=C at� D�=2 must equalb2=a, sobD
?
a=C :

Theheightb2=a is in Figure 12.10 and Problems25�26:The constantC DGM=h2

is in equation(12). Put them together to find the period:

T D
2�ab

h
D
2�a

h


a

C
D

2�?
GM

a3=2: (13)

�An amateur sees the planet come around again, and votes for an ellipse.
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To think of Kepler guessinga3=2 is amazing. To think of Newton proving Kepler’s
laws by calculus is also wonderful—because we can do it too.

EXAMPLE 3 When a satellite goes around in a circle, find the timeT:

Let r be the radius and! be the angular velocity. The time for a complete circle (angle
2�) is T D 2�=!: The acceleration isGM=r2 from gravity, and it is alsor!2 for
circular motion. Therefore Kepler is proved right:

r!2 DGM=r2 ñ !D
a
GM=r3 ñ T D 2�=!D 2�r3=2=

?
GM:

12.4 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

A central force points toward a . Then R�d2R=dt2 D 0
because b . ThereforeR�dR=dt is a c (calledH).

In polar coordinates, the outward unit vector is
ur D cos� iC d . Rotated by90� this becomesu� D e .
The position vectorR is the distancer times f . The velocity
v D dR=dt is g ur C h u� : For steady motion around the
circler D 5 with � D 4t , v is i and|v| is j anda is k .

For motion under a circular force,r2 times l is constant. Di-
viding by 2 gives Kepler’s second lawdA=dt D m . The first
law says that the orbit is an n with the sun at o . The polar
equation for a conic section is p DC �D cos�: UsingF Dma
we foundq��C q DC: So the path is a conic section; it must
be an ellipse because r . The properties of an ellipse lead to the
period T D s , which is Kepler’s third law.

1 Find the unit vectorsur andu� at the point.0;2/: Theur and
u� components ofv D i C j at that point are :

2 Find ur and u� at .3;3/: If v D i C j then v D ur :

Equation (5) givesdr=dt D andd�=dt D :

3 At the point.1;2/, velocities in the direction will give
dr=dt D 0: Velocities in the direction will give d�=dt D 0:

4 Traveling on the cardioidr D 1�cos� with d�=dt D 2, what is
v ? How long to go around the cardioid (no integration involved) ?

5 If r D e� and� D 3t , findv anda whent D 1:

6 If r D 1 and� D sin t , describe the path and findv anda from
equations.5�6/: Where is the velocity zero ?

7 (important)R D 4cos5t i C4sin 5t j D 4ur travels on a circle of
radius4 with � D 5t and speed20: Find the components ofv anda
in three systems:i andj ;T andN;ur andu� :

8 When is the circler D 4 completed, if the speed is8t ? Findv
anda at the return to the starting point.4;0/:

9 The u� component of acceleration is D 0 for a central
force, which is in the direction of : Then r2d�=dt is
constant (new proof) because its derivative isr times :
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10 If r2d�=dt D 2 for travel up the linexD 1, draw a triangle to
show thatr D sec� and integrate to find the time to reach.1;1/:

11 A satellite is r D 10;000 km from the center of the Earth,
traveling perpendicular to the radius vector at4 km=sec: Findd�=dt
andh:

12 From |ur |D 1, it follows that dur=dr and dur=d� are
to ur (Section 12:3). In fact dur=dr is and

dur=d� is :

13 Momentum ismv and its derivative ismaD force. Angu-
lar momentum ismH DmR�v and its derivative is D

torque. Angular momentum is constant under a central force
because the is zero.

14 To find (and remember)v anda in polar coordinates, start with
the complex numberrei� and take its derivatives:

R D rei� dR
dt

D
dr

dt
ei� C ir

d�

dt
ei�

d2R
dt2

D C C C C :

Key idea: The coefficients ofei� and iei� are theur and u�

components ofR; v; a:

R D rur C0u� v D
dr

dt
ur Cr

d�

dt
u� aD :

(a) Fill in the five terms from the derivative ofdR=dt
(b) Convertei� to ur andiei� to u� to finda
(c) CompareR;v;a with formulas (5–6)

(d) (for instructors only) Why does this method work ?

Note howei� D cos�C i sin� corresponds tour D cos� i Csin� j :
This is one place where electrical engineers are allowed to writej

instead ofi for
?�1:

15 If the period isT find from (13) a formula for the distancea:

16 To stay above New York what should be the period of a
satellite ? What should be its distancea from the center of the
Earth ?

17 FromT anda find a formula for the massM:

18 If the moon has a period of28 days at an average distance of
aD 380;000 km, estimate the mass of the :

19 The Earth takes3651
4 days to go around the sun at a distance

a� 93 million miles� 150 million kilometers. Find the mass of the
sun.

20 True or false:

(a) The paths of all comets are ellipses.

(b) A planet in a circular orbit has constant speed.

(c) Orbits in central force fields are conic sections.

21
?
GM � 2 �107 in what units, based on the Earth’s mass

M D 6 �1024 kg and the constantG�6:67 �10�11Nm2=kg2 ? A
force of one kg�meter=sec2 is a Newton N.

22 If a satellite circles the Earth at9000 km from the center,
estimate its periodT in seconds.

23 The Viking 2 orbiter around Mars had a period of about
10;000 seconds. If the mass of Mars isM D 6:4 �1023 kg, what was
the value ofa ?

24 Convert 1=r DC �D cos� , or 1DCr�Dx, into the xy
equation of an ellipse.

25 The distancesa andc on the ellipse give the constants inr D

1=.C �D cos�/: Substitute� D 0 and� D� as in Figure 12.10 to
findDD c=.a2�c2/ andC D a=.a2�c2/D a=b2:

26 Show that xD�c; yD b2=a lies on the ellipse
x2=a2 Cy2=b2 D 1: Thusy is the height1=C above the sun in Fig-
ure 12.10. The distance from the sun to the center hasc2 D a2�b2:

27 The point xD acos2�t=T , yD b sin2�t=T travels
around an ellipse centered at.0;0/ and returns at timeT: By sym-
metry it sweeps out area at the same rate at both ends of the major
axis. Why does thisbreakKepler’s second law ?

28 If a central force is F D�ma.r/ur ; explain why
d2r=dt2�r.d�=dt/2 D�a.r/: What is a.r/ for gravity ?
Equation (12) forqD 1=r leads toq�� CqD r2a.r/:

29 WhenF D 0 thebody should travel in a straight :

The equationq�� CqD 0 allowsqD cos� , in which case the path
1=r D cos� is : Extra credit: Mark off equal distances on a
line, connect them to the sun, and explain why the triangles have
equal area. SodA=dt is still constant.

30 The strong nuclear force increases with distance,a.r/D r: It
binds quarks so tightly that up to now no top quarks have been seen
(reliably). Problem28 givesq�� CqD 1=q3:

(a) Multiply by q� and integrate to find1
2q

2
�

C 1
2q

2 D

CC:�(b) Integrate again (with tables) after settinguD q2;

u� D 2qq� :

31 The path of a quark in 30(b) can be written as
r2.ACB cos2�/D 1: Show that this is the same as the ellipse
.ACB/x2 C.A�B/y2 D 1 with the origin at thecenter. The
nucleus is not at a focus, and the pound note is correct for
Newton watching quarks. (Quantum mechanics not accounted for.)

32 When will Halley’s comet appear again ? It disappeared in1986

and its mean distance to the sun (average ofaCc and a�c) is
aD 1:6 �109 kilometers.

33 You are walking at2 feet=second toward the center of a
merry-go-round that turns once every ten seconds. Starting from
r D 20; � D 0 find r.t/; �.t/; v.t/; a.t/ and the length of your path
to the center.
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34 From Kepler’s laws r D 1=.C �D cos�/ and r2d�=dt D h,
show that

1. dr=dt D�Dh sin� 2. d2r=dt2 D

�

1

r
�C�h2=r2

3. d2r=dt2�r.d�=dt/D�Ch2=r2:

When Newton reached3, he knew that Kepler’s laws required a cen-
tral force ofCh2=r2: This is hisinverse square law. Then he went

backwards, in our equations (8–12), to show that this force yields
Kepler’s laws.

35 How long is our year ? The Earth’s orbit hasaD 149:57 �106

kilometers.



CHAPTER 13

Partial Derivatives

This chapter is at the center of multidimensional calculus. Other chapters and other
topics may be optional; this chapter and these topics are required. We are back to the
basic idea of calculus—the derivative. There is a functionf; the variables move a
little bit, andf moves. The question is how muchf moves and how fast. Chapters
1–4 answered this question forf .x/; a function of one variable. Now we havef .x;y/
or f .x;y;z/—with two or three or more variables that move independently. Asx
andy change,f changes. The fundamental problem of differential calculus is to
connect�x and�y to�f: Calculus solves that problem in the limit.It connectsdx
and dy to df: In using this language I am building on the work already done. You
know thatdf=dx is the limit of�f=�x: Calculus computes the rate of change—
which is the slope of the tangent line. The goal is to extend those ideas to

f .x;y/D x2�y2 or f .x;y/D
a
x2 Cy2 or f .x;y;z/D 2xC3yC4z:

These functions have graphs, they have derivatives, and they must have tangents.
The heart of this chapter is summarized in six lines. The subject isdifferential

calculus—small changes in a short time. Still to come isintegral calculus—adding
up those small changes. We give the words and symbols forf .x;y/; matched with
the words and symbols forf .x/: Please use this summary as a guide, to know where
calculus is going.

CurveyD f .x/ vs. SurfacezD f .x;y/

df

dx
becomes two partial derivatives

BfBx and
BfBy

d2f

dx2
becomes four second derivatives

B2fBx2
;
B2fBxBy ; B2fByBx ; B2fBy2

�f � df

dx
�x becomes the linear approximation�f � BfBx �xC

BfBy �y
tangent line becomes the tangent planez�z0 D

BfBx .x�x0/C
BfBy .y�y0/

dy

dt
D
dy

dx

dx

dt
becomes the chain rule

dz

dt
D
BzBx dxdt C

BzBy dydt
df

dx
D 0 becomes two maximum-minimum equations

BfBx D 0 and
BfBy D 0:

544
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13.1 Surfaces and Level Curves

The graph ofyD f .x/ is a curve in thexy plane. There are two variables—x
is independent and free,y is dependent onx: Abovex on the base line is the point
.x;y/ on the curve. The curve can be displayed on a two-dimensional printed page.
The graph ofzD f .x;y/ is a surface inxyz space. There arethree variables—
x andy are independent,z is dependent. Above.x;y/ in the base plane is the point
.x;y;z/ on the surface (Figure 13.1). Since the printed page remains two-dimensional,
we shade or color or project the surface. The eyes are extremely good at converting
two-dimensional images into three-dimensional understanding—they get a lot of
practice. The mathematical part of our brain also has something new to work on—two
partial derivatives.

This section uses examples and figures to illustrate surfaces and their level curves.
The next section is also short. Then the work begins.

EXAMPLE 1 Describe thesurfaceand thelevel curvesfor zDf .x;y/D
a
x2 Cy2:

The surface is a cone. Reason:
a
x2 Cy2 is the distance in the base plane from

.0;0/ to .x;y/: When we go out a distance5 in the base plane, we go up the same
distance5 to the surface. The cone climbs with slope1: The distance out to.x;y/
equals the distance up toz (this is a45� cone).

The level curves are circles. At height5; the cone contains a circle of points—all
at the same “level” on the surface. The planezD 5meets the surfacezD

a
x2 Cy2

at those points (Figure 13.1b). The circle below them (in the base plane) is the level
curve.

DEFINITION A level curveorcontour line of zD f .x;y/ contains all points.x;y/
that share thesame valuef .x;y/D c. Above those points, the surface is at the
heightzD c:

There are different level curves for differentc: To see the curve forcD 2; cut
through the surface with the horizontal planezD 2: The plane meets the surface
above the points wheref .x;y/D 2: The level curve in the base plane has the
equationf .x;y/D 2: Above it are all the points at “level2” or “level c” on the
surface.

Every curvef .x;y/D c is labeled by its constantc: This produces acontour
map (the base plane is full of curves). For the cone, the level curves are given bya
x2 Cy2 D c; and the contour map consists of circles of radiusc:

Question What are the level curves ofzD f .x;y/D x2 Cy2?
Answer Still circles. But the surface is not a cone (it bends up like a parabola). The
circle of radius3 is the level curvex2 Cy2 D 9: On the surface above, the height is
9:

EXAMPLE 2 For thelinear functionf .x;y/D 2xCy; the surface is a plane. Its
level curves are straight lines.The surfacezD 2xCy meets the planezD c in
the line 2xCyD c. That line is above the base plane whenc is positive, and below
whenc is negative. The contour lines arein the base plane. Figure 13.2b labels these
parallel lines according to their height in the surface.

Question If the level curves are all straight lines, must they be parallel?
Answer No. The surfacezD y=x has level curvesy=xD c: Those linesyD cx
swing around the origin, as the surface climbs like a spiral playground slide.
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Fig. 13.1 The surface forzD f .x;y/D
a
x2 Cy2 is a cone. The level curves are circles.

Fig. 13.2 A plane has parallel level lines. The spiral slidezD y=x has linesy=xD c:

EXAMPLE 3 The weather map shows contour lines of thetemperature function.
Each level curve connects points at a constant temperature. One line runs from Seattle
to Omaha to Cincinnati to Washington. In winter it is painful even to think about the
line through L.A. and Texas and Florida.USA Todayseparates the contours by color,
which is better. We had never seen a map of universities.
Question From a contour map, how do you find the highest point?
Answer The level curves formloopsaround the maximum point. Asc increases the
loops become tighter. Similarly the curves squeeze to the lowest point asc decreases.

EXAMPLE 4 A contour map of a mountain may be the best example of all.
Normally the level curves are separated by100 feet in height. On a steep trail those
curves are bunched together—the trail climbs quickly. In a flat region the contour
lines are far apart. Water runs perpendicular to the level curves. On my map of New
Hampshire that is true of creeks but looks doubtful for rivers.

Question Which direction in the base plane is uphill on the surface?
Answer The steepest direction is perpendicular to the level curves. This is impor-
tant. Proof to come.

EXAMPLE 5 In economicsx2y is autility functionandx2yD c is anindifference
curve.

The utility functionx2y gives the value ofx hours awake andy hours asleep. Two
hours awake and fifteen minutes asleep have the valuef D .22/.1

4
/: This is the same
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Fig. 13.3 Thetemperature at many U.S. and Canadian universities. Mt. Monadnock in New Hampshire is said to be the most
climbed mountain (except Fuji?) at125;000=year. Contour lines every6 meters.

as one hour of each:f D .12/.1/: Those lie on the same level curve in Figure 13.4a.
We are indifferent, and willing to exchange any two points on a level curve.

The indifference curve is “convex.” We prefer the average of any two points. The
line between two points is up on higher level curves.

Figure 13.4b shows an extreme case. The level curves are straight lines4xCyD c:
Four quarters are freely substituted for one dollar. The value isf D 4xCy dollars.

Figure 13.4c shows the other extreme. Extra left shoes or extra right shoes are
useless. The value (or utility) is thesmallerof x andy: That countspairsof shoes.

Fig. 13.4 Utility functionsx2y; 4xCy; min.x;y/: Convex, straight substitution, complements.
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13.1 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

The graph ofzD f .x;y/ is a a in b -dimensional space.
The c curvef .x;y/D 7 lies down in the base plane. Above
this level curve are all points at height d in the surface. The

e zD 7 cuts through the surface at those points. The level
curvesf .x;y/D f are drawn in thexy plane and labeled by

g . The family of labeled curves is a h map.

For zD f .x;y/D x2�y2; the equation for a level curve is
i . This curve is a j . For zD x�y the curves are
k . Level curves never cross because l . They crowd

together when the surface is m . The curves tighten to a
point when n . The steepest direction on a mountain iso
to the p .

1 Draw the surfacezDf .x;y/ for these four functions:

f1 D
a
4�x2�y2 f2 D 2�ax2 Cy2

f3 D 2� 1
2 .x

2 Cy2/ f4 D 1Ce�x2�y2

2 The level curves of all four functions are : They enclose
the maximum at : Draw the four curvesf .x;y/D 1 and rank
them by increasing radius.

3 Set yD 0 and compute thex derivative of each function at
xD 2:Which mountain is flattest and which is steepest at that point?

4 SetyD 1 and compute thex derivative of each function atxD 1:

For f5 to f10 draw the level curvesf D 0;1;2: Also f D�4:
5 f5 D x�y 6 f6 D .xCy/2

7 f7 D xe�y 8 f8 D sin.x�y/
9 f9 D y�x2 10 f10 D y=x2

11 Suppose the level curves are parallel straight lines. Does the sur-
face have to be a plane?

12 Construct a function whose level curvef D 0 is in two
separate pieces.

13 Construct a function for whichf D 0 is a circle and f D 1

is not.

14 Find a function for whichf D 0 hasinfinitely many pieces.

15 Draw the contour map forf D xy with level curves
f D�2;�1;0;1;2: Describe the surface.

16 Find a functionf .x;y/ whose level curvef D 0 consists of a
circle andall points inside it.

Draw two level curves in 17–20. Are they ellipses, parabolas,
or hyperbolas? Write? �2xD c as? D cC2x before
squaring both sides.

17 f D
a
4x2 Cy2 18 f D

a
4x2 Cy2�2x

19 f D
a
5x2 Cy2�2x 20 f D

a
3x2 Cy2�2x

21 The level curves off D .y�2/=.x�1/ are through the
point .1;2/ except that this point is not :

22 Sketch a map of the US with lines of constant temperature
(isotherms) based on today’s paper.

23 (a) The contour lines ofzDx2 Cy2�2x�2y are circles
around the point , wherez is a minimum.

(b) The contour lines off D are the circlesx2 Cy2 D

cC1 onwhichf D c:

24 Draw a contour map of any state or country (lines of constant
height above sea level). Florida may be too flat.

25 The graph ofwDF.x;y;z/ is a -dimensional surface in
xyzw space. Its level setsF.x;y;z/D c are -dimensional
surfaces in xyz space. ForwD x�2yCz those level sets are

: ForwD x2 Cy2 Cz2 those level sets are :

26 The surfacex2 Cy2�z2 D�1 is in Figure 13.8. There is
empty space whenz2 is smaller than1 because :

27 The level sets ofF D x2 Cy2 Cqz2 look like footballs whenq
is ; like basketballs whenq is ; and like frisbees when
q is :

28 Let T .x;y/ be the driving time from your home at.0;0/ to
nearby towns at.x;y/: Draw the level curves.

29 (a) The level curves off .x;y/D sin.x�y/ are :

(b) The level curves ofg.x;y/D sin.x2�y2/ are :

(c) The level curves ofh.x;y/D sin.x�y2/ are :

30 Prove that if x1y1 D 1 and x2y2 D 1 then their average
xD 1

2 .x1 Cx2/; yD 1
2 .y1 Cy2/ has xy¥ 1: The function

f D xy has convex level curves (hyperbolas).

31 The hours in a day are limited byxCyD 24: Write x2y as
x2.24�x/ and maximize to find the optimal number of hours to
stay awake.

32 Near xD 16 draw the level curvex2yD 2048 and the line
xCyD 24: Show that the curve is convex and the line is tangent.

33 The surfacezD 4xCy is a : The surfacezD min.x;y/
is formed from two : We are willing to exchange6 left and
2 right shoes for2 left and4 right shoes but better is the average

:

34 Draw a contour map of the top of your shoe.
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13.2 Partial Derivatives

The central idea of differential calculus is the derivative. A change inx produces a
change inf . The ratio�f=�x approaches the derivative, or slope, or rate of change.
What to do iff depends on bothx andy?

The new idea is to varyx andy one at a time. First, onlyx moves. If the function
is xCxy, then�f is�xCy�x. The ratio�f=�x is 1Cy. The “x derivative” of
xCxy is 1Cy. For all functions the method is the same:Keepy constant, change
x, take the limit of�f=�x:

DEFINITION
BfBx .x;y/D lim

�xÑ0

�f

�x
D lim

�xÑ0

f .xC�x;y/�f .x;y/
�x

: (1)

On the left is a new symbolBf=Bx. It signals that onlyx is allowed to vary—Bf=Bx
is a partial derivative. The different formB of the same letter (still say “d ”) is a
reminder thatx is not the only variable. Another variabley is present but not moving.

EXAMPLE 1 f .x;y/D x2y2 CxyCy
BfBx .x;y/D 2xy2CyC0.

Do not treat y as zero! Treat it as a constant, like6. Its x derivative is zero.
If f .x/D sin6x thendf=dxD 6 cos6x. If f .x;y/D sinxy thenBf=BxD y cosxy.

Spoken aloud,Bf=Bx is still “df dx:” It is a function ofx andy. When more
is needed, call it “the partial off with respect tox.” The symbolf 1 is no longer
available, since it gives no special indication aboutx. Its replacementfx is pronounced
“f x” or “f subx,” which is shorter thanBf=Bx and means the same thing.

We may also want to indicate the point.x0;y0/ where the derivative is computed:BfBx .x0;y0/ or fx.x0;y0/ or
BfBx ����.x0;y0/

or just

�BfBx �0

:

EXAMPLE 2 f .x;y/Dsin2x cosy fx D2 cos2x cosy (cosy is constant forB=Bx)

The particular point.x0;y0/ is .0;0/. The height of the surface isf .0;0/D 0.
The slope in thex direction isfx D 2. At a different pointx0 D�; y0 D� we find
fx.�;�/D�2.

Now keepx constant and varyy. The ratio�f=�y approachesBf=By:

fy.x;y/D lim
�yÑ0

�f

�y
D lim

�yÑ0

f .x;yC�y/�f .x;y/
�y

: (2)

This is the slope in they direction. Please realize that a surface can go up in thex
direction and down in they direction. The planef .x;y/D 3x�4y hasfx D 3 (up)
andfy D�4 (down). We will soon ask what happens in the45� direction.

EXAMPLE 3 f .x;y/D
a
x2 Cy2

BfBx D
xa

x2 Cy2
D
x

f

BfBy D
ya

x2 Cy2
D

y

f
.

Thex derivative of
a
x2 Cy2 is really one-variable calculus, becausey is constant.

The exponent drops from1
2

to�1
2
, and there is2x from the chain rule.This distance

function has the curious derivativeBf=BxD x=f .
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The graph is a cone. Above the point.0;2/ the height is
?
02 C22D2. The partial

derivatives arefx D 0=2 andfy D 2=2. At that point, Figure 13.5 climbs in they
direction. It is level in thex direction. An actual step�x will increase02 C22 to
.�x/2 C22. But this change is of order.�x/2 and thex derivative is zero.

Figure 13.5 is rather important. It shows howBf=Bx andBf=By are the ordinary
derivatives off .x;y0/ andf .x0;y/. It is natural to call thesepartial functions. The
first hasy fixed aty0 while x varies. The second hasx fixed atx0 while y varies.
Their graphs arecross sections down the surface—cut out by the vertical planes
yD y0 andxD x0. Remember that the level curve is cut out by the horizontal plane
zD c.

Fig. 13.5 Partial functions
?
x2 C22 and

a
02 Cy2 of the distance functionf D

a
x2 Cy2:

Thelimits of�f=�x and�f=�y are computed as always. With partial functions
we are back to a single variable.The partial derivative is the ordinary derivative
of a partial function (constanty or constantx). For the cone,Bf=By exists at all
points except.0;0/. The figure shows how the cross section down the middle of the
cone produces the absolute value function:f .0;y/D |y|. It has one-sided derivatives
but not a two-sided derivative.

Similarly Bf=Bx will not exist at the sharp point of the cone. We develop the idea
of a continuous functionf .x;y/ as needed (the definition is in the exercises). Each
partial derivative involves one direction, but limits and continuity involve all direc-
tions. The distance function is continuous at.0;0/, where it is not differentiable.

EXAMPLE 4 f .x;y/D y2�x2 Bf=BxD�2x Bf=ByD 2y

Move in thex direction from.1;3/. Theny2�x2 has the partial function9�x2.
With y fixed at3, a parabola opens downward. In they direction (alongxD1) the
partial functiony2�1 opens upward. The surface in Figure 13.6 is called ahyper-
bolic paraboloid, because the level curvesy2�x2Dc are hyperbolas. Most people
call it a saddle, and the special point at the origin is asaddle point. The origin is spe-
cial fory2�x2 because both derivatives are zero.The bottom of they parabola at
.0;0/ is the top of thex parabola. The surface is momentarily flat in all directions.
It is the top of a hill and the bottom of a mountain range at the same time. A saddle
point is neither a maximum nor a minimum, although both derivatives are zero.

Note Do not think thatf .x;y/ must containy2 andx2 to have a saddle point.
The function2xy does just as well. The level curves2xyD c are still hyperbolas.
The partial functions2xy0 and2x0y now give straight lines—which is remarkable.
Along the45� line xD y, the function is2x2 and climbing. Along the�45� line
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Fig. 13.6 A saddle function, its partial functions, and its level curves.

xD�y, the function is�2x2 and falling. The graph of2xy is Figure 13.6 rotated
by 45�.
EXAMPLES 5–6 f .x;y;z/D x2 Cy2 Cz2 P.T;V /D nRT=V

Example5 shows more variables. Example6 shows that the variables may not be
namedx andy. Also, the function may not be namedf ! Pressure and temperature
and volume areP andT andV . The letters change but nothing else:BP=BT D nR=V BP=BV D�nRT=V 2 .note the derivative of1=V /:

There is noBP=BR becauseR is a constant from chemistry—not a variable.
Physics produces six variables for a moving body—the coordinatesx;y;z and

the momentapx;py ;pz . Economics and the social sciences do better than that.
If there are26 products there are26 variables—sometimes52, to show prices as
well as amounts. The profit can be a complicated function of these variables.The
partial derivatives are the marginal profits, as one of the52 variables is changed. A
spreadsheet shows the52 values and the effect of a change. An infinitesimal
spreadsheet shows the derivative.

SECOND DERIVATIVE

Genius is not essential, to move to second derivatives. The onlydifficulty is that two
first derivativesfx andfy lead tofour second derivativesfxx andfxy andfyx and
fyy . (Two subscripts:fxx is thex derivative of thex derivative. Other notations areB2f=Bx2 andB2f=BxBy andB2f=ByBx andB2f=By2.) Fortunatelyfxy equals
fyx , as we see first by example.

EXAMPLE 7 f D x=y has fx D 1=y, which hasfxx D 0 and fxy D�1=y2.

The functionx=y is linear inx (which explainsfxx D 0). Its y derivative isfy D�x=y2. This has thex derivativefyx D�1=y2. The mixed derivativesfxy and
fyx are equal.

In the purey direction, the second derivative isfyy D 2x=y3. One-variable calcu-
lus is sufficient for all these derivatives, because only one variable is moving.
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EXAMPLE 8 f D 4x2 C3xyCy2 has fx D 8xC3y and fy D 3xC2y.

Both “cross derivatives” fxy and fyx equal3. The second derivative in thex
direction isB2f=Bx2 D 8 or fxx D 8. Thus “f xx” is “d secondf d x squared.”
Similarly B2f=By2 D 2. The only change is fromd to B.

If f .x;y/ has continuous second derivatives thenfxy D fyx. Problem43 sketches
a proof based on the Mean Value Theorem. For third derivatives almost any example
shows thatfxxy D fxyx D fyxx is different fromfyyx D fyxy D fxyy .

Question How do you plot a space curvex.t/, y.t/, z.t/ in a plane? One way is
to look parallel to the direction.1;1;1/. On yourXY screen, plotX D .y�x/=?2
andY D .2z�x�y/=?6. The linexD yD z goes to the point.0;0/!

How do you graph a surfacezD f .x;y/?Use the sameX andY . Fix x and let
y vary, for curves one way in the surface. Then fixy and varyx, for the other partial
function. For a parametric surface likexD .2Cvsin1

2
u/cosu, yD .2Cvsin1

2
u/

sinu, zD vcos1
2
u, vary u and thenv. Dick Williamson showed how this draws a

one-sided “Möbius strip.”

13.2 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

The a derivative Bf=By comes from fixing b and
moving c . It is the limit of d . If f D e2x siny thenBf=BxD e and Bf=ByD f . If f D .x2 Cy2/1=2 then
fx D g andfy D h . At (x0;y0) the partial derivativefx

is the ordinary derivative of the i functionf .x;y0/. Similarly
fy comes fromf ( j ). Those functions are cut out by vertical
planesxD x0 and k , while the level curves are cut out by

l planes.

The four second derivatives arefxx , m , n , o .
For f D xy they are p . For f D cos2x cos3y they are

q . In those examples the derivatives r and s are
the same. That is always true when the second derivatives
are t . At the origin, cos2x cos3y is curving u in the
x and y directions, whilexy goes v in the 45� direction
and w in the�45� direction.

Find Bf=Bx and Bf=By for the functions in 1–12.

1 3x�yCx2y2

3 x3y2�x2�ey

5 .xCy/=.x�y/
7 .x2 Cy2/�1

9 ln
a
x2 Cy2

11 tan�1.y=x/

2 sin.3x�y/Cy
4 xexC4

6 1=
a
x2 Cy2

8 ln.xC2y/

10 yx

12 ln.xy/

Compute fxx ;fxy D fyx , and fyy for the functions in
13–20.

13 x2 C3xyC2y2

15 .xC iy/3

17 1=
a
x2 Cy2

19 cos ax cosby

14 .xC3y/2

16 eaxCby

18 .xCy/n

20 1=.xC iy/

Find the domain and range (all inputs and outputs) for the func-
tions 21–26. Then computefx ;fy ;fz;ft :

21 1=.x�y/2
23 .y�x/=.z� t/ 22

a
x2 Cy2� t2

24 ln.xC t/

25 x lnt Why does this equalt lnx? 26 cosx cos�1y

27 Verify fxy D fyx for f D xmyn. If fxy D 0 thenfx does not
depend on andfy is independent of . The function
must have the formf .x;y/DG.x/C .

28 In terms ofv, computefx andfy for f .x;y/D
r y

xv.t/dt . First
varyx. Then varyy.

29 ComputeBf=Bx for f D
r xy

0 v.t/dt . Keepy constant.

30 What isf .x;y/D
r y

x dt=t and what arefx andfy?

31 Calculate all eight third derivativesfxxx;fxxy ; : : : of f D

x3y3. How many are different?

In 32–35, chooseg.y/ so that f .x;y/D ecxg.y/ satisfies the
equation.

32 fx Cfy D 0

34 fy D fxx

33 fx D 7fy

35 fxx D 4fyy
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36 Show that t�1=2e�x2=4t satisfies theheat equationft D fxx.
Thisf .x; t/ is the temperature at positionx and timet due to a point
source of heat atxD 0; t D 0.

37 The equation for heat flow in thexy plane is ft D fxx C

fyy . Show thatf .x;y; t/D e�2t sinx siny is a solution. What
exponent inf D e sin2x sin3y gives a solution?

38 Find solutionsf .x;y/D e sinmx cosny of the heat equa-

tionft D fxx Cfyy . Show thatt�1e�x2=4t e�y2=4t is also a solu-
tion.

39 The basicwave equation is ft t D fxx . Verify that f .x; t/D

sin.xC t/ andf .x; t/D sin.x� t/ are solutions. Draw both graphs
at t D�=4. Which wave moved to the left and which moved to the
right?

40 Continuing39, the peaks of the waves moved a distance�xD

in the time step�t D�=4. The wave velocity is�x=�t D

.

41 Which of these satisfy the wave equationft t D c2fxx?

sin.x�ct/; cos.xCct/; ex�ct ; ex�ect ; ex cosct:

42 SupposeBf=Bt D Bf=Bx. Show thatB2f=Bt2 D B2f=Bx2.

43 The proof offxy D fyx studiesf .x;y/ in a small rectangle.
The top-bottom difference isg.x/D f .x;B/�f .x;A/. The
difference at the corners1; 2; 3; 4 is:

QD Œf4�f3�� Œf2�f1�

Dg.b/�g.a/ .definition ofg/

D .b�a/gx.c/ .Mean Value Theorem/

D .b�a/Œfx.c;B/�fx.c;A/� .computegx/

D .b�a/.B�A/fxy.c;C / .MVT again/

(a) The right-left difference ish.y/D f .b;y/�f .a;y/. The
sameQ is h.B/�h.A/. Change the steps to reachQD

.B�A/.b�a/fyx.c
�;C�/.

(b) The two forms ofQ makefxy at .c;C / equal tofyx at
.c�;C�/. Shrink the rectangle toward.a;A/. What assumption
yieldsfxy Dfyx at that typical point?

44 Find Bf=Bx andBf=By where they exist, based on equations
.1/ and.2/.

(a)f D |xy| (b)f D x2 Cy2 if x¤ 0, f D 0 if xD 0

Questions 45–52 are about limits in two dimensions.

45 Complete thesefour correct definitions of limit: 1 The
points .xn;yn/ approach the point.a;b/ if xn converges toa and

. 2 For any circle around.a;b/, the points.xn;yn/ eventually
go the circle and stay . 3 The distance from.xn;yn/

to .a;b/ is and it approaches . 4 For any"¡ 0 there
is anN such that the distance   " for all n¡ .

46 Find .x2;y2/ and .x4;y4/ and the limit .a;b/ if it exists.
Start from.x0;y0/D .1;0/.

(a) .xn;yn/D .1=.nC1/;n=.nC1//

(b) .xn;yn/D .xn�1;yn�1/

(c) .xn;yn/D .yn�1;xn�1/

(d) .xn;yn/D .xn�1 Cyn�1;xn�1�yn�1/

47 (Limit of f .x;y// 1 Informal definition: the numbers
f .xn;yn/ approachL when the points.xn;yn/ approach.a;b/.
2 Epsilon-delta definition: For each"¡ 0 there is aı¡ 0 such
that |f .x;y/�L| is less than when the distance from
.x;y/ to .a;b/ is . The value of f at .a;b/ is not
involved.

48 Write down the limitL as.x;y/Ñ .a;b/. At which points.a;b/
doesf .x;y/ have no limit?

(a) f .x;y/D
a
x2 Cy2 (b) f .x;y/D x=y

(c) f .x;y/D 1=.xCy/ (d) f .x;y/D xy=.x2 Cy2/

In (d) find the limit at.0;0/ along the lineyDmx. The limit changes
with m, soL does not exist at.0;0/. Same forx=y.

49 Definition of continuity: f .x;y/ is continuous at.a;b/ if
f .a;b/ is defined andf .x;y/ approaches the limit
as .x;y/ approaches.a;b/. Construct a function that isnot
continuous at.1;2/.

50 Show that x2y=.x4 Cy2/Ñ 0 along every straight line
yDmx to the origin. But traveling down the parabolayDx2, the
ratio equals .

51 Can you definef .0;0/ so thatf .x;y/ is continuous at.0;0/?

(a)f D |x|C |y�1| (b)f D .1Cx/y (c)f D x1Cy :

52 Which functions approach zero as.x;y/Ñ .0;0/ and why ?

(a)
xy2

x2 Cy2
(b)

x2y2

x4 Cy4
(c)

xmyn

xm Cyn
.
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13.3 Tangent Planes and Linear Approximations

Over a short range, a smooth curveyD f .x/ is almost straight. The curve changes
direction, but the tangent liney�y0 D f 1.x0/.x�x0/ keeps the same slope
forever. The tangent line immediately gives the linear approximation toyD f .x/ W
y� y0 Cf 1.x0/.x�x0/:

What happens with two variables? The function iszD f .x;y/; and its graph is
a surface. We are at a point on that surface, and we are near-sighted. We don’t see
far away. The surface may curve out of sight at the horizon, or it may be a bowl or
a saddle. To our myopic vision, the surface looks flat. We believe we are on a plane
(not necessarily horizontal), and we want the equation of thistangent plane.

Notation The basepoint has coordinatesx0 andy0. The height on the surface is
z0 D f .x0;y0/. Other letters are possible: the point can be.a;b/ with heightw. The
subscript0 indicates the value ofx or y or z or Bf=Bx or Bf=By at the point.

With one variable the tangent line has slopedf=dx. With two variables there are
two derivativesBf=Bx andBf=By. At the particular point, they are.Bf=Bx/0 and
.Bf=By/0. Those are the slopes of the tangent plane. Its equation is the key to
this chapter:

13A The tangent plane at.x0;y0;z0/ has the same slopes as the surfacezD
f .x;y/: The equation of the tangent plane (a linear equation) is

z�z0 D

�BfBx �0

.x�x0/C

�BfBy �0

.y�y0/: (1)

The normal vectorN to that plane has components.Bf=Bx/0; .Bf=By/0;�1.
EXAMPLE 1 Find the tangent plane tozD 14�x2�y2 at.x0;y0;z0/D .1;2;9/.

Solution The derivatives areBf=BxD�2x andBf=ByD�2y. WhenxD 1 and
yD 2 those are.Bf=Bx/0 D�2 and.Bf=By/0 D�4. The equation of the tangent
plane is

z�9D�2.x�1/�4.y�2/ or zC2xC4yD 19: (2)

Thisz.x;y/ has derivatives�2 and�4; just like the surface. So the plane is tangent.
The normal vectorN has components�2;�4;�1: The equation of the normal

line is .x;y;z/D .1;2;9/C t.�2;�4;�1/:Starting from.1;2;9/ the line goes out
alongN—perpendicular to the plane and the surface.

Figure 13.7 shows more detail about the tangent plane. The dotted lines are thex
andy tangent lines. They lie in the plane. All tangent lines lie in the tangent plane!
These particular lines are tangent to the “partial functions”—wherey is fixed aty0 D
2 or x is fixed atx0 D 1. The plane is balancing on the surface and touching at the
tangent point.

More is true. In the surface,every curve through the point is tangent to the plane.
Geometrically, the curve goes up to the point and “kisses” the plane.� The tangent
T to the curve and the normalN to the surface are perpendicular:T �N D 0.

EXAMPLE 2 Find the tangent plane to the spherez2 D 14�x2�y2 at .1;2;3/:

�A safer word is “osculate.” At saddle points the plane is kissed from both sides.
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Fig. 13.7 The tangent plane contains thex andy tangent lines, perpendicular toN.

Solution Instead ofzD 14�x2�y2 we havezD
a
14�x2�y2: At x0 D 1;

y0 D 2 the height is nowz0 D 3. The surface is a sphere with radius
?
14. The only

trouble from the square root is its derivatives:BzBx D
BBxa14�x2�y2 D

1
2
.�2x/a

14�x2�y2
and

BzBy D
1
2
.�2y/a

14�x2�y2
(3)

At .1;2/ those slopes are�1
3

and�2
3
: Theequation of the tangent plane is linear:z�

3D�1
3
.x�1/� 1

3
.y�2/. I cannot resist improving the equation, by multiplying

through by3 and moving all terms to the left side:

tangent plane to sphereW 1.x�1/C2.y�2/C3.z�3/D 0: (4)

If mathematics is the “science of patterns,” equation(4) is a prime candidate for study.
The numbers1;2;3 appear twice. The coordinates are.x0;y0;z0/D .1;2;3/: The
normal vector is1i C2j C3k: The tangent equation is1xC2yC3zD 14: None of
this can be an accident, but the square root of14�x2�y2 made a simple pattern
look complicated.

This square root is not necessary. Calculus offers a direct way to finddz=dx—
implicit differentiation. Just differentiate every term as it stands:

x2 Cy2 Cz2 D 14 leads to 2xC2z Bz=BxD 0 and 2yC2z Bz=ByD 0:
(5)

Canceling the 2’s, the derivatives on a sphere are�x=z and�y=z. Those are the
same as in(3). The equation for the tangent plane has an extremely symmetric form:

z�z0 D�x0

z0

.x�x0/� y0

z0

.y�y0/ or x0.x�x0/Cy0.y�y0/Cz0.z�z0/D 0:

(6)
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Fig. 13.8 Tangent plane and normalN for asphere. Hyperboloids of 1 and 2 sheets.

Reading offN D x0i Cy0j Cz0k from the last equation, calculus proves something
we already knew:The normal vector to a sphere points outward along the
radius.

THE TANGENT PLANE TO F.x;y;z/ D c

The sphere suggests a question that is important for other surfaces. Suppose the
equation isF.x;y;z/D c instead ofzD f .x;y/: Can the partial derivatives and
tangent plane be found directly fromF ?

The answer isyes. It is not necessary to solve first forz: The derivatives ofF;
computed at.x0;y0;z0/, give a second formula for the tangent plane and normal
vector.

13B The tangent plane to the surfaceF.x;y;z/D c has the linear equation
�BFBx �0

.x�x0/C

�BFBy �0

.y�y0/C

�BFBz �0

.z�z0/D 0: (7)

The normal vector isN D

�BFBx �0

i C
�BFBy �0

j C

�BFBz �0

k:

Notice how this includes the original casezD f .x;y/. The function F becomes
f .x;y/�z: Its partial derivatives areBf=Bx andBf=By and�1: (The�1 is from
the derivative of�z:) Then equation(7) is the same as our original tangent equa-
tion (1).

EXAMPLE 3 The surfaceF D x2 Cy2�z2 D c is ahyperboloid. Find its tangent
plane.

Solution The partial derivatives areFx D 2x;Fy D 2y;Fz D�2z: Equation(7)
is

tangent planeW 2x0.x�x0/C2y0.y�y0/�2z0.z�z0/D 0: (8)

We can cancel the 2’s. The normal vector isN D x0i Cy0j�z0k. For c¡ 0 this
hyperboloid has one sheet(Figure 13.8). ForcD 0 it is a cone and forc  0 it
breaks into two sheets (Problem 13.1.26).
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DIFFERENTIALS

Come back to the linear equationz�z0 D .Bz=Bx/0.x�x0/C .Bz=By/0.y�y0/
for the tangent plane. That may be the most important formula in this chapter. Move
along the tangent plane instead of the curved surface. Movements in the plane are
dx anddy anddz—while �x and�y and�z are movements in the surface. The
d ’s are governed by the tangent equation—the�’s are governed byzD f .x;y/. In
Chapter2 thed ’s weredifferentials along the tangent line:

dyD .dy=dx/dx (straight line) and�y� .dy=dx/�x (on the curve): (9)

Now y is independent likex. The dependent variable isz. The idea is the same. The
distancesx�x0 andy�y0 andz�z0 (on the tangent plane) aredx anddy anddz.
The equation of the plane is

dzD .Bz=Bx/0dxC .Bz=By/0dy or df D fxdxCfydy: (10)

This is thetotal differential. All lettersdz anddf anddw can be used, butBz andBf are not used. Differentials suggest small movements inx andy; thendz is the
resulting movement inz. On the tangent plane, equation(10)holds exactly.

A “centering transform” has putx0;y0;z0 at the center of coordinates. Then the
“zoom transform” stretches the surface into its tangent plane.

EXAMPLE 4 The area of a triangle isAD 1
2
ab sin � . Find the total differential

dA.

Solution The base has lengthb and the sloping side has lengtha. The angle
between them is� . You may preferAD 1

2
bh; whereh is the perpendicular height

asin� . Either way we need the partial derivatives. IfAD 1
2
ab sin � , thenBABa D

1

2
b sin �

BABb D
1

2
a sin �

BAB� D
1

2
ab cos�: (11)

These lead immediately to the total differentialdA (like a product rule):

dAD

�BABa �daC

�BABb �dbC

�BAB� �d� D
1

2
b sin � daC

1

2
asin � dbC

1

2
ab cos� d�:

EXAMPLE 5 The volume of a cylinder isV D�r2h. Decide whetherV is more
sensitive to a change fromr D 1:0 to r D 1:1 or fromhD 1:0 to hD 1:1.

Solution The partial derivatives areBV=Br D 2�rh andBV=BhD�r2 . They
measure the sensitivity to change. Physically, they are the side area and base area
of the cylinder. The volume differentialdV comes from a shell around the side plus
a layer on top:

dV D shellC layerD 2�rh drC�r2dh: (12)

Starting fromr D hD 1, that differential isdV D 2�drC�dh. Withdr D dhD :1,
the shell volume is:2� and the layer volume is only:1� . SoV is sensitive todr .

For a short cylinder like a penny, the layer has greater volume.V is more sensitive
to dh. In our caseV D�r2h increases from�.1/3 to �.1:1/3. Compare�V to
dV :

�V D�.1:1/3��.1/3 D :331� and dV D 2�.:1/C�.:1/D :300�:

The difference is�V �dV D :031�. The shell and layer missed a small volume
in Figure 13.9, just above the shell and around the layer. The mistake is of order
.dr/2 C .dh/2. ForV D�r2h, the differentialdV D 2�rh drC�r2dh is alinear
approximationto the true change�V . We now explain that properly.
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LINEAR APPROXIMATION

Tangents lead immediately to linear approximations. That is true of tangent planes
as it was of tangent lines. The plane stays close to the surface, as the line stayed close
to the curve. Linear functions are simpler thanf .x/ orf .x;y/ orF.x;y;z/. All we
need are first derivativesat the point. Then the approximation is goodnear the point.

This key idea of calculus is already present in differentials. On the plane,df equals
fxdxCfydy. On the curved surface that is a linear approximation to�f :

13C The linear approximation tof .x;y/ near the point.x0;y0/ is

f .x;y/� f .x0;y0/C

�BfBx �0

.x�x0/C

�BfBy �0

.y�y0/: (13)

In other words�f � fx�xCfy�y, as proved in Problem 24. The right side of
(13) is a linear functionfL.x;y/. At .x0;y0/, the functionsf andfL have the same
slopes. Thenf .x;y/ curves away fromfL with an error of “second order:”|f .x;y/�fL.x;y/| ¤MŒ.x�x0/

2 C .y�y0/
2�: (14)

Thisassumes thatfxx;fxy , andfyy are continuous and bounded byM along the line
from .x0;y0/ to .x;y/. Example 3 of Section 13.5 shows that|ft t | ¤ 2M along that
line. A factor 1

2
comes from equation 3.8.12, for the errorf �fL with one variable.

For the volume of a cylinder,r andhwent from 1.0 to 1.1. The second derivatives of
V D�r2h areVrr D 2�h andVrh D 2�r andVhh D 0. They are belowM D 2:2� .
Then(14) gives the error bound2:2�.:12 C :12/D :044�, not far above the actual
error:031�. The main point is thatthe error in linear approximation comes from
the quadratic terms—those are the first terms to be ignored byfL.

Fig. 13.9 Shell plus layer givesdV D :300�.
Including top ring gives�V D :331�.

Fig. 13.10 QuantityQ and priceP move with the
lines.

EXAMPLE 6 Find a linear approximation to the distance functionr D
a
x2 Cy2.

Solution The partial derivatives arex=r andy=r . Then�r � .x=r/�xC .y=r/�y.

For .x;y;r/ near.1;2;
?
5/W
a
x2 Cy2�a12 C22 C .x�1/=?5C2.y�2/=?5:

If y is fixed at2, this is a one-variable approximation to
?
x2 C22. If x is fixed at1,

it is a linear approximation iny. Moving both variables, you might thinkdr would
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involvedx anddy in a square root. It doesn’t. Distance involvesx andy in a square
root, but:change of distanceis linear in�x and�y—to a first approximation.

There is a rough point atxD 0;yD 0. Any movement from.0;0/ gives�r Da
.�x/2 C .�y/2. The square root has returned. The reason is thatthe partial

derivativesx=r andy=r are not continuous at.0;0/. The cone has a sharp point
with no tangent plane.Linear approximation breaks down.

The next example shows how to approximate�z from �x and�y, when the
equation isF.x;y;z/D c. We use the implicit derivatives in(7) instead of the
explicit derivatives in(1). The idea is the same: Look at the tangent equation as a
way to find�z, instead of an equation forz. Here is Example 6 with new letters.

EXAMPLE 7 FromF D�x2�y2 Cz2 D 0 find a linear approximation to�z:

Solution (implicit derivatives) Use the derivatives ofFW�2x�x�2y�yC2z�z�
0. Then solve for�z, which gives�z� .x=z/�xC .y=z/�y—the same as
Example 6.

EXAMPLE 8 How does the equilibrium price change when the supply curve changes?

The equilibrium price is at the intersection of the supply and demand curves
(supplyD demand). As the pricep rises, the demandq drops (the slope is�:2):

demand lineDD WpD�:2qC40: (15)

The supply (alsoq) goesupwith the price. The slopes is positive (heresD :4/:

supply lineSS WpD sqC t D :4qC10:

Those lines are in Figure 13.10. They meet at theequilibrium priceP D $30. The
quantityQD 50 is available atP (on SS ) and demanded atP (onDD). So it is
sold.

Where do partial derivatives come in? The reality is that those linesDD andSS
are not fixed for all time. Technology changes, and competition changes, and the
value of money changes. Therefore the lines move. Therefore the crossing point.Q;P /
also moves. Please recognize that derivatives are hiding in those sentences.

Main point:The equilibrium priceP is a function of s and t . Reducings by
better technology lowers the supply line topD :3qC10. The demand line has not
changed. The customer is as eager or stingy as ever. But the priceP and quantityQ
are different. The new equilibrium is atQD 60 andP D $28, where the new line
XX crossesDD.

If the technology is expensive, the supplier will raiset when reducings. LineY Y
is pD :3qC20. That gives a higher equilibriumP D $32 at a lower quantityQD
40—the demand was too weak for the technology.

Calculus question FindBP=Bs andBP=Bt . The difficulty is thatP is not given as
a function ofs andt . So take implicit derivatives of the supply = demand equations:

supplyD demandW P D� :2QC40D sQC t (16)

s derivativeW Ps D�:2QsD sQs CQ .notets D 0/

t derivativeW Pt D�:2QtD sQt C1 .notett D 1/

Now substitutesD :4; t D 10;P D 30;QD 50. That is the starting point, around which
we are finding a linear approximation. The last two equations givePs D 50=3 and
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Pt D 1=3 (Problem25). The linear approximation is

P D 30C50.s� :4/=3C.t�10/=3 (17)

CommentThis example turned out to be subtle (so is economics) . I hesitated before
including it. The equations are linear and their derivatives are easy, but something
in the problem is hard—there is no explicit formula forP . The functionP.s; t/ is
not known. Instead of a point on a surface, we are following the intersection of two
lines.The solution changes as the equation changes.The derivative of the solution
comes from the derivative of the equation.

SummaryThe foundation of this section is equation(1) for the tangent plane.
Every thing builds on that—total differential, linear approximation, sensitivity to small
change. Later sections go on to the chain rule and “directional derivatives” and
“gradients.” The central idea of differential calculus is�f � fx�xCfy�y.

NEWTON’S METHOD FOR TWO EQUATIONS

Linear approximation is usedto solve equations. To find out where a function is
zero, look first to see where its approximation is zero. To find out where a graph
crosses thexy plane, look to see where its tangent plane crosses.

Remember Newton’s method forf .x/D 0. The current guess isxn. Around that
point,f .x/ is close tof .xn/C .x�xn/f

1.xn/. This is zero at the next guessxnC1 D
xn�f .xn/=f

1.xn/. That is where the tangent line crosses thex axis.

With two variables the idea is the same—but two unknownsx andy require two
equations. We solveg.x;y/D 0 and h.x;y/D 0. Both functions have linear
approximations that start from the current point.xn;yn/—where derivatives are
computed:

g.x;y/� g.xn;yn/C .Bg=Bx/.x�xn/C .Bg=By/.y�yn/

h.x;y/� h.xn;yn/C .Bh=Bx/.x�xn/C .Bh=By/.y�yn/:
(18)

The natural idea is toset these approximations to zero. That gives linear equations
for x�xn andy�yn. Those are the steps�x and�y that take us to the next guess
in Newton’s method:

13D Newton’s method to solveg.x;y/D 0 andh.x;y/D 0 has linear equations
for the steps�x and�y that go from.xn;yn/ to .xnC1; ynC1/:
�BgBx��xC

� BgBy��yD�g.xn;yn/and
� BhBx��xC

� BhBy��yD�h.xn;yn/: (19)

EXAMPLE 9 gD x3�yD 0 andhD y3�xD 0 have 3 solutions.1;1/; .0;0/;
.�1;�1/.
I will start at different points.x0;y0/. The next guess isx1 D x0 C�x;y1 D y0 C
�y. It is of extreme interest to know which solution Newton’s method will choose—if
it converges at all. I made three small experiments.
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1: Suppose.x0;y0/D .2;1/. At that pointgD 23�1D 7 andhD 13�2D�1.
The derivatives aregx D 3x2 D 12; gy D�1; hx D�1; hy D 3y2 D 3. The steps
�x and�y come from solving(19):

12�x��yD�7��xC3�yD C1
ñ �xD�4=7

�yD C1=7
ñ x1 D x0 C�xD 10=7

y1 D y0 C�yD 8=7:

This new point.10=7;8=7/ is closer to the solution at.1;1/. The next point is.1:1;
1:05/ and convergence is clear. Soon convergence is fast.

2: Start at.x0;y0/D .1
2
;0/. There we findgD 1=8 andhD�1=2:

.3=4/�x� �yD�1=8��xC0�yD C1=2
ñ �xD�1=2

�yD C1=4
ñ x1 D x0 C�xD 0

y1 D y0 C�yD�1=4:
Newton has jumped from

�

1
2
;0
�

on thex axis to
�

0;�1
4

�

onthey axis. The next step
goes to.1=32;0/; back on thex axis. We are in the “basin of attraction” of.0;0/:

3: Now start further out the axis at.1;0/, wheregD 1 andhD�1:
3�x��yD�1��xC0�yD C1

ñ �xD�1
�yD�2 ñ x1 D x0 C�xD 0

y1 D y0 C�yD�2:
Newton moves from.1;0/ to .0;�2/ to .16;0/. Convergence breaks down—the

method blows up. This danger is ever-present, when we start far from a solution.

Please recognize that even a small computer will uncover amazing patterns. It can
start from hundreds of points.x0;y0/, and follow Newton’s method. Each solution
has abasin of attraction, containing all.x0;y0/ leading to that solution. There is
also a basin leading to infinity. The basins in Figure 13.11 are completely mixed
together—a color figure shows them asfractals. The most extreme behavior is on the
borderline between basins, when Newton can’t decide which way to go. Frequently
we see chaos.

Chaos is irregular movement that follows a definite rule. Newton’s method
determines aniteration from each point.xn;yn/ to the next. In scientific problems
it normally converges to the solution we want. (We start close enough.) But the com-
puter makes it possible to study iterations from faraway points. This has created a new
part of mathematics—so new that any experiments you do are likely to be original.

Section 3.7 found chaos when trying to solvex2 C1D 0:But don’t think Newton’s
method is a failure. On the contrary, it is the best method to solve nonlinear equations.
The error is squared as the algorithm converges, because linear approximations have
errors of order.�x/2 C .�y/2: Each step doubles the number of correct digits,near
the solution. The example shows why it is important to be near.
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Fig. 13.11 The basins of attraction to.1;1/; .0;0/; .�1;�1/, and infinity.

13.3 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

The tangent line toyD f .x/ is y�y0 D a . The tangent
plane to wD f .x;y/ is w�w0 D b . The normal vector is
N D c . For wD x3 Cy3 the tangent equation at.1;1;2/ is

d . The normal vector isN D e .For a sphere, the direction
of N is f .

The surface given implicitly by F.x;y;z/D c has tangent
equation.BF=Bx/0.x�x0/C g . For xyzD 6 at .1;2;3/ the
tangent plane is h . On that plane the differentials satisfy i
dxC j dyC k dzD 0. The differential of zD f .x;y/ is
dzD l . This holds exactly on the tangent plane, while�z�

m holds approximately on the n . The heightzD 3xC7y

is more sensitive to a change in o than inx; because the partial
derivative p is larger than q .

The linear approximation tof .x;y/ is f .x0;y0/C r .
This is the same as�f � s �xC t �y. The error is
of order u . For f D sin xy the linear approximation
around .0;0/ is fL D v . We are moving along the w
instead of the x . When the equation is given asF.x;y;z/D c;

the linear approximation is y �xC z �yC A �zD 0.

Newton’s method solvesg.x;y/D 0 and h.x;y/D 0 by a
B approximation. Starting fromxn;yn the equations are

replaced by C and D . The steps�x and�y go to the next
point E . Each solution has a basin of F . Those basins are
likely to be G .

In 1–8 find the tangent plane and the normal vector atP:

1 zD
a
x2 Cy2;P D .0;1;1/

2 xCyCzD 17;P D .3;4;10/

3 zD x=y;P D .6;3;2/

4 zD exC2y ;P D .0;0;1/

5 x2 Cy2 Cz2 D 6;P D .1;2;1/

6 x2 Cy2 C2z2 D 7;P D .1;2;1/

7 zD xy ;P D .1;1;1/

8 V D�r2h;P D .2;2;8�/.

9 Show that the tangent plane toz2�x2�y2 D 0 goes
through the origin and makes a 45� angle with thez axis.

10 The planeszD xC4y and zD 2xC3y meet at .1;1;5/.
The whole line of intersection is.x;y;z/D .1;1;5/Cvt . Find v D

N1�N2.

11 If zD 3x�2y find dz from dx and dy. If zDx3=y2 find
dz from dx and dy at x0 D 1;y0 D 1: If x moves to1:02 and y
moves to1:03, find the approximatedz and exact�z for both
functions. The first surface is the to the second surface.

12 The surfaceszD x2 C4y and zD 2xC3y2 meet at.1;1;5/.
Find the normalsN1 and N2 and alsovDN1xN2. The line
in this directionv is tangent to what curve?

13 The normal N to the surface F.x;y;z/D 0 has
componentsFx ;Fy ;Fz : The normal line has xD x0 CFx t;yD

y0 CFy t;zD . For the surfacexyz�24D 0, find the
tangent plane and normal line at.4;2;3/.

14 For the surfacex2y2�zD 0; the normal line at.1;2;4/ has
xD ;yD ;zD :

15 For the spherex2 Cy2 Cz2 D 9; find the equation of the
tangent plane through.2;1;2/: Also find the equation of the
normal line and show that it goes through.0;0;0/:
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16 If the normal line at every point onF.x;y;z/D 0 goes
through .0;0;0/; show that Fx D cx;Fy D cy;Fz D cz: The
surface must be a sphere.

17 For wD xy near .x0;y0/; the linear approximation isdwD

: This looks like the rule for derivatives. The
difference between�wD xy�x0y0 and this approximation is

.

18 If f D xyz (3 independent variables) what isdf ?

19 You investP D $4000 at RD 8% to makeI D $320 per year.
If the numbers change bydP and dR what is dI? If the rate
drops bydRD :002 (to 7:8%) what changedP keepsdI D 0?
Find the exact interestI after those changes inR andP .

20 ResistancesR1 andR2 have parallel resistanceR, where1=RD

1=R1 C1=R2. Is R more sensitive to�R1 or �R2 if R1 D 1 and
R2 D 2?

21 (a) If your batting average isAD .25 hits/=.100 at bats/D

:250; compute the increase (to26=101) with a hit and the
decrease (to25=101) with an out.
(b) If AD x=y then dAD dxC dy: A hit
.dxD dyD 1/ gives dAD .1�A/=y. An out .dyD 1/ gives
dAD�A=y: So at AD :250 a hit has times the
effect of an out.

22 (a) 2 hits and3 outs .dxD 2;dyD 5/ will raise your average
.dA¡ 0/ providedA is less than .
(b) A player battingAD :500 with yD 400 at bats needs
dxD hits to raise his average to:505:

23 If x and y change by �x and �y, find the approximate
change�� in the angle� D tan�1.y=x/.

24 The Fundamental Lemmabehind equation (13) writes
�f D a�xCb�y. The Lemma says thataÑfx.x0;y0/ and
bÑfy.x0;y0/ when�xÑ 0 and�yÑ 0: The proof takes�x
first and then�y W

(1) f .x0 C�x;y0/�f .x0;y0/D�xfx.c;y0/wherec is be-
tween and (by which theorem?)

(2) f .x0 C�x;y0 C�y/�f .x0 C�x;y0/D�yfy.x0 C

�x;C / whereC is between and .
(3) aD fx.c;y0/Ñfx.x0;y0/ providedfx is .

(4) bD fy.x0 C�x;C /Ñfy.x0;y0/ provided fy is
.

25 If the supplier reducess, Figure 13.10 shows thatP decreases
andQ .

(a) Find Ps D 50=3 andPt D 1=3 in the economics equation
(17) by solving the equations above it forQs andQt :

(b) What is the linear approximation toQ around sD :4;

t D 10;P D 30;QD 50?

26 Solve the equationsP D�:2QC40 andP D sQC t for P and
Q. Then findBP=Bs andBP=Bt explicitly. At the sames; t;P;Q
check50=3 and1=3:

27 If the supplyDdemand equation (16) changes toP D

sQC t D�QC50, findPs andPt at sD 1; t D 10:

28 To find out how the roots ofx2 CbxCcD 0 vary with b;

take partial derivatives of the equation with respect to . Com-
pareBx=Bb with Bx=Bc to show that a root atxD 2 is more sensitive
to b:

29 Find the tangent planes tozD xy andzD x2�y2 atxD 2;yD

1: Find the Newton point where those planes meet thexy plane (set
zD 0 in the tangent equations).

30 (a) To solve g.x;y/D 0 and h.x;y/D 0 is to find the
meeting point of three surfaces:zDg.x;y/ andzD h.x;y/ and

.
(b) Newton finds the meeting point of three planes: the
tangent plane to the graph ofg; , and .

Problems 31–36 go further with Newton’s method for gD

x3�y and hD y3�x. This is Example 9 with solutions
.1;1/; .0;0/; .�1;�1/:
31 Start fromx0 D 1;y0 D 1 and find�x and�y. Where arex1

andy1; and what line is Newton’s method moving on?

32 Start from.1
2 ;

1
2 / and find the next point. This is in the basin of

attraction of which solution?

33 Starting from .a;�a/ find �y which is also��x. Newton
goes toward .0;0/: But can you find the sharp point in
Figure 13.11 where the lemon meets the spade?

34 Starting from .a;0/ show that Newton’s method goes to
.0;�2a3/ and find the next point.x2;y2/: Which numbers a
lead to convergence? Which special numbera leads to a cycle,
in which .x2;y2/ is the same as the starting point.a;0/?

35 Show thatx3 D y; y3 D x has exactly three solutions.

36 Locate a point from which Newton’s method diverges.

37 Apply Newton’s method to a linear problem:gD

xC2y�5D 0; hD 3x�3D 0: From any starting point show that
.x1;y1/ is the exact solution (convergence inone step).

38 The complex equation.xC iy/3 D 1 contains two real equa-
tions,x3�3xy2 D 1 from the real part and3x2y�y3 D 0 from the
imaginary part. Search by computer for the basins of attraction of the
three solutions.1;0/; .�1=2;?3=2/; and.�1=2;�?3=2/—which
give the cube roots of1.

39 In Newton’s method the new guess comes from.xn;yn/ by an
iteration: xnC1 DG.xn;yn/ and ynC1 DH.xn;yn/. What areG
andH for gD x2�yD 0;hD x�yD 0? First find�x and�y;
thenxn C�x givesG andyn C�y givesH:

40 In Problem 39 find the basins of attraction of the solution
.0;0/ and.1;1/.

41 The matrix in Newton’s method is theJacobian:

J D

"Bg=Bx Bg=ByBh=Bx Bh=By# and J

"

�x

�y

#

D

"�gn�hn

#

:

FindJ and�x and�y for gD ex�1; hD ey Cx:

42 Find the Jacobian matrix at.1;1/ when gD x2 Cy2 and
hD xy. This matrix is and Newton’s method fails. The
graphs ofg andh have tangent planes.
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43 Solve gD x2�y2 C1D 0 and hD 2xyD 0 by Newton’s
method from three starting points:.0;2/ and .�1;1/ and .2;0/:
Take ten steps by computer or one by hand. The solution

.0;1/ attracts wheny0¡ 0: If y0 D 0 you should find the chaos iter-
ationxnC1 D 1

2 .xn�x�1
n /:
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13.4 Directional Derivatives and Gradients

As x changes, we know howf .x;y/ changes. The partial derivativeBf=Bx treats
y as constant. SimilarlyBf=By keepsx constant, and gives the slope in they direc-
tion. But east-west and north-south are not the only directions to move. We could go
along a45� line, where�xD�y. In principle, before we draw axes, no direction is
preferred. The graph is a surface with slopes inall directions.

On that surface, calculus looks for the rate of change (or the slope). There is a
directional derivative, whatever the direction. In the45� case we are inclined to
divide�f by�x, but we would be wrong. Let me state the problem. We are given
f .x;y/ around a pointP D .x0;y0/. We are also given a directionu (a unit vector).
There must be a natural definition ofDuf—the derivative off in the directionu:
To compute this slope atP; we need a formula. Preferably the formula is based onBf=Bx andBf=By; which we already know.

Note that the45�direction hasu D i=2C j=2 . The square root of2 is going to
enter the derivative. This shows that dividing�f by�x is wrong. We should divide
by the step length�s.

EXAMPLE 1 Stay on the surfacezD xy. When.x;y/moves a distance�s in the
45� direction from.1;1/, what is�z=�s?

Solution The step is�s times the unit vectoru. Starting fromxD yD 1 the step
ends atxD yD 1C�s=

?
2. (The components ofu�s are�s=

?
2:/ ThenzD xy

is

zD .1C�s=
?
2/2 D 1C

?
2�sC 1

2
.�s/2; which means�zD

?
2�sC 1

2
.�s/2:

The ratio�z=�s approaches
?
2 as�sÑ 0: That is the slope in the45�direction.

DEFINITION The derivative off in the directionu at the pointP isDuf .P /:

Duf .P /D lim
�sÑ0

�f

�s
D lim

�sÑ0

f .P Cu�s/�f .P /
�s

: (1)

The step fromP D .x0;y0/ has length�s. It takes us to.x0 Cu1�s;y0 Cu2�s/.
We compute the change�f and divide by�s. But formula(2) below saves time.

Thex direction isu D .1;0/: Thenu�s is .�s;0/ and we recoverBf=Bx:

�f

�s
D
f .x0 C�s;y0/�f .x0;y0/

�s
approachesD.1;0/f D

BfBx :
SimilarlyDuf D Bf=By; whenu D .0;1/ is in they direction.What isDuf when
u D .0;�1/? That is the negativey direction, soDuf D�Bf=By.

CALCULATING THE DIRECTIONAL DERIVATIVE

Duf is the slope of the surfacezD f .x;y/ in the directionu. How do you compute
it? FromBf=Bx andBf=By; in two special directions, there is a quick way to find
Duf in all directions.Remember that u is a unit vector.

13E Thedirectional derivativeDuf in the directionu D .u1;u2/ equals

Duf D
BfBx u1 C

BfBy u2: (2)
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The reasoning goes back to the linear approximation of�f :

�f � BfBx �xC
BfBy �yD

BfBx u1�sC
BfBy u2�s:

Divide by �s and let�s approach zero. Formula(2) is the limit of �f=�s; as
the approximation becomes exact. A more careful argument guarantees this limit
providedfx andfy are continuous at the basepoint.x0;y0/:

Main point:Slopes in all directions are known from slopes in two directions.

EXAMPLE 1 (repeated) f D xy andP D .1;1/ andu D .1=
?
2;1=

?
2/: Find

Duf .P /:

The derivativesfx D y andfy D x equal1 atP . The45�derivative is

Duf .P /D fxu1 Cfyu2 D 1.1=
?
2/C1.1=

?
2/D

?
2 as before:

EXAMPLE 2 The linear functionf D 3xCyC1 hasslopeDuf D 3u1 Cu2.

The x direction isuD .1;0/; andDuf D 3: That is Bf=Bx: In the y direction
Duf D 1: Two other directions are special—along the level lines off .x;y/
and perpendicular:

Level direction: Duf is zero becausef is constant

Steepest direction: Duf is as large as possible.with u2
1 Cu2

2 D 1/:

To find those directions, look atDuf D 3u1 Cu2: The level direction has3u1 C
u2 D 0: Thenu is proportional to.1;�3/: Changingx by 1 andy by�3 produces
no change inf D 3xCyC1:

In the steepest directionu is proportional to.3;1/: Note the partial derivatives
fx D 3 andfy D 1: The dot product of.3;1/ and.1;�3/ is zero—steepest direction
is perpendicular to level direction. To make.3;1/ a unit vector, divide by

?
10:

Steepest climb: Duf D 3.3=
?
10/C1.1=

?
10/D 10=

?
10D

?
10

Steepest descent: Reverse tou D .�3=?10;�1=?10/ and Duf D�?10:
The contour lines around a mountain followDuf D 0. The creeks are perpendic-
ular. On a plane likef D 3xCyC1; those directions stay the same at all points
(Figure 13.12). On a mountain the steepest direction changes as the slopes change.

Fig. 13.12 Steepest direction is along the gradient. Level direction is perpendicular.
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THE GRADIENT VECTOR

Look again atfxu1 Cfyu2; which is the directional derivativeDuf: This is the dot
product of two vectors. One vector isu D .u1;u2/; which sets the direction. The
other vector is.fx;fy/; which comes from the function. This second vector is the
gradient.

DEFINITION Thegradientoff .x;y/ is the vector whose componentsare
BfBx and

BfBy :

gradf D rf D
BfBx i C

BfBy j
�

add
BfBz k in three dimensions

�

:

The space-saving symbolr is read as “grad.” In Chapter 15 it becomes “del.”
For the linear function3xCyC1; the gradient is the constant vector.3;1/: It

is the way to climb the plane. For the nonlinear functionx2 Cxy; the gradient is
the non-constant vector.2xCy;x/: Notice that gradf shares the two derivatives
in N D .fx;fy ;�1/: But the gradient is not the normal vector.N is in three dimen-
sions, pointing away from the surfacezD f .x;y/: The gradient vector is in thexy
plane! The gradient tells which way on the surface is up, but it does that from down
in the base.

The level curve is also in thexy plane, perpendicular to the gradient. The contour
map is a projection on the base plane of what the hiker sees on the mountain. The
vector gradf tells thedirectionof climb, and its length|gradf | gives thesteepness.

13F The directional derivative isDuf D .gradf / �u: The level direction is
perpendicular to gradf; sinceDuf D 0: The slopeDuf is largest whenu is

parallel to gradf: That maximum slope is the length|gradf |Dbf 2
x Cf 2

y :

for u D
gradf|gradf | the slope is .gradf / �u D

|gradf |2|gradf | D |gradf |:
The examplef D 3xCyC1 had gradf D .3;1/: Its steepest slope was in the
directionu D .3;1/=

?
10: The maximum slope was

?
10: That is|gradf |D?9C1:

Important point:The maximum of.gradf / �u is the length|gradf |: In nonlin-
ear examples, the gradient and steepest direction and slope will vary. But look at one
particular point in Figure 13.13. Near that point, and near any point, the linear picture
takes over.

On the graph off; the special vectors are the level directionL D .fy;�fx;0/
and the uphill directionU D .fx;fy ;f

2
x Cf 2

y / and the normalN D .fx;fy ;�1/:
Problem18 checks that those are perpendicular.

EXAMPLE 3 The gradient off .x;y/D .14�x2�y2/=3 isrf D .�2x=3;�2y=3/:
On the surface, the normal vector isN D .�2x=3;�2y=3;�1/:At the point.1;2;3/;
this perpendicular isN D .�2=3;�4=3;�1/: At the point.1;2/ down in the base,
the gradient is.�2=3;�4=3/: The length of gradf is the slope

?
20=3:

Probably a hiker does not go straight up. A “grade” of
?
20=3 is fairly steep

(almost150%). To estimate the slope in other directions, measure the distance along
the path between two contour lines. If�f D 1 in a distance�sD 3 the slope is
about1=3: This calculation is not exact until the limit of�f=�s, which isDuf:
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Fig. 13.13 N perpendicular to surface and gradf perpendicular to level line (in the base).

EXAMPLE 4 The gradient off .x;y;z/D xyCyzCxz has three components.

The pattern extends fromf .x;y/ to f .x;y;z/: The gradient is now the three-
dimensional vector.fx;fy ;fz/: For this function gradf is .yCz;xCz;xCy/:
To draw the graph ofwD f .x;y;z/ would require a four-dimensional picture, with
axes in thexyzw directions.

Notice the dimensions. The graph is a 3-dimensional “surface” in 4-dimensional
space. The gradient is down below in the 3-dimensional base. The level sets off
come fromxyCyzCzxD c—they are 2-dimensional. The gradient is perpendicu-
lar to that level set (still down in 3 dimensions). The gradient is notN! The normal
vector is.fx;fy ;fz ;�1/; perpendicular to the surface up in 4-dimensional space.

EXAMPLE 5 Find gradz whenz.x;y/ is given implicitly:F.x;y;z/D x2 Cy2�
z2 D 0:

In this case we findzD�ax2 Cy2: The derivatives are�x=ax2 Cy2 and�y=ax2 Cy2, which go into gradz: But the point is this: To find that gradient
faster, differentiateF.x;y;z/ as it stands. Then divide byFz :

FxdxCFydyCFzdzD 0 or dzD .�Fxdx�Fydy/=Fz: (3)

The gradient is.�Fx=Fz;�Fy=Fz/: Those derivatives are evaluated at.x0;y0/:
The computation does not need the explicit functionzD f .x;y/:

F D x2 Cy2�z2 ñ Fx D 2x;Fy D 2y;Fz D�2z ñ gradzD .x=z;y=z/:

To go uphill on the cone, move in the direction.x=z;y=z/: That gradient direction
goes radially outward. The steepness of the cone is the length of the gradient vector:|gradz|Da.x=z/2 C .y=z/2 D 1 becausez2 D x2 Cy2on the cone.

DERIVATIVES ALONG CURVED PATHS

On a straight path the derivative off isDuf D .grad f / �u: What is the derivative
on a curved path?The path directionu is the tangent vectorT. So replaceu by T;
which gives the “direction” of the curve.

The path is given by the position vectorR.t/D x.t/i Cy.t/j: The velocity is
v D .dx=dt/i C .dy=dt/j: The tangent vector isT D v=|v|: Notice the choice—to
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move at any speed (withv) or to go at unit speed (withT:) There is the same choice
for the derivative off .x;y/ along this curve:

rate of change
df

dt
D .grad f / �v D

BfBx dxdt C
BfBy dydt (4)

slope
df

ds
D .gradf / �T D

BfBx dxds C
BfBy dyds (5)

The first involvestime. If we move faster,df=dt increases. The second involves
distance. If we move a distanceds, at any speed, the function changes bydf: So
the slope in that direction isdf=ds: Chapter1 introduced velocity asdf=dt and
slope asdy=dx and mixed them up. Finally we see the difference. Uniform motion
on a straight line hasR D R0 Cvt: The velocityv is constant. The directionT D u D
v=|v| is also constant. The directional derivative is.gradf / �u, but the rate of change
is .gradf / �v:

Equations(4) and(5) look like chain rules. They are chain rules. The next section
extendsdf=dt D .df=dx/.dx=dt/ to more variables, proving(4) and(5). Here we
focus on the meaning:df=ds is the derivative off in the directionuDT along
the curve.

EXAMPLE 7 Find df=dt and df=ds for f D r: The curve isxD t2;yD t in
Figure 13.14a.

Solution The velocity along the curve isv D 2t i C j: At the typical pointt D 1 it is
v D 2i C j: The unit tangent isT D v=

?
5: The gradient is a unit vectori=

?
2C j=

?
2

pointing outward, whenf .x;y/ is the distancer from the center. The dot product
with v is df=dt D 3=

?
2: The dot product withT isdf=dsD 3=

?
10:

When we slow down to speed 1 (withT), the changes inf .x;y/ slow down too.

EXAMPLE 8 Finddf=ds for f D xy along the circular pathxD cost;yD sin t:

First take a direct approach. On the circle,xy equals.cost/.sin t/: Its derivative
comes from the product rule:df=dt D cos2 t�sin2 t:Normally this is different from
df=ds, because the timet need not equal the arc lengths: There is a speed factor
ds=dt to divide by—but here the speed is1: (A circle of lengthsD 2� is completed
at t D 2�:) Thus the slopedf=ds along the roller-coaster in Figure 13.14 iscos2 t�
sin2 t:

Fig. 13.14 The distancef D r changes along the curve. The slope of the roller-coaster is
(gradf )�T: The distanceD from .x0;y0/ has gradDD unit vector.

The second approach uses the vectors gradf andT: The gradient off D xy is
.y;x/D .sint;cost/: The unit tangent vector to the path isT D .�sin t;cost/: Their
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dot product is the samedf=ds:

slope along pathD .gradf / �T D�sin2 tCcos2 t:

GRADIENTS WITHOUT COORDINATES

This section ends with a little “philosophy.” What is thecoordinate-free definition
of the gradient? Up to now, gradf D .fx;fy/ depended totally on the choice ofx
andy axes. But the steepness of a surface is independent of the axes. Those are added
later, to help us compute.

The steepnessdf=ds involves onlyf and the direction, nothing else. The gradient
should be a “tensor”—its meaning does not depend on the coordinate system. The
gradient has different formulas in different systems (xy or r� or . . . ), but the direction
and length of gradf are determined bydf=ds—without any axes:

Thedirectionof gradf is the one in whichdf=ds is largest.
The length |gradf | is that largest slope.

The key equation is.change inf /� .gradient off /� .change in position/: That is
another way to write�f � fx�xCfy�y: It is the multivariable form—we used
two variables—of the basic linear approximation�y� .dy=dx/�x:
EXAMPLE 9 D.x;y/D distance from.x;y/ to .x0;y0/:Without derivatives prove|gradD|D 1: The graph ofD.x;y/ is a cone with slope1 and sharp point.x0;y0/:

First question In which direction does the distanceD.x;y/ increase fastest?
Answer Going directly away from.x0;y0/:Therefore this is the direction of gradD:

Second questionHow quickly doesD increase in that steepest direction?
Answer A step of length�s increasesD by�s: Therefore|gradD|D�s=�sD
1:

Conclusion gradD is a unit vector. The derivatives ofD in Problem48 are
.x�x0/=D and.y�y0/=D: The sum of their squares is1, because.x�x0/

2 C
.y�y0/

2 equalsD2:

13.4 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

Duf gives the rate of change of a in the direction b .
It can be computed from the two derivatives c in the
special directions d . In terms of u1;u2 the formula is
Duf D e : This is a f product of u with the vector

g , which is called the h . For the linear function
f DaxCby, the gradient is gradf D i and the directional
derivative isDuf D j � k .

The gradient rf D .fx;fy/ is not a vector in l
dimensions, it is a vector in the m . It is perpendicular to
the n lines. It points in the direction of o climb. Its

magnitude|gradf | is p . Forf D x2 Cy2 the gradient points
q and the slope in that steepest direction isr .

The gradient of f .x;y;z/ is s . This is different
from the gradient on the surfaceF.x;y;z/D 0, which is�.Fx=Fz/i C t : Traveling with velocityv on a curved path,
the rate of change off is df=dt D u : When the tangent
direction is T, the slope off is df=dsD v : In a straight
directionu;df =ds is the same as w .
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Compute gradf; thenDuf D .gradf / �u; thenDuf at P:

1 f .x;y/D x2�y2

2 f .x;y/D 3xC4yC7

3 f .x;y/D ex cosy

4 f .x;y/D y10

u D .
?
3=2;1=2/

u D .3=5;4=5/

u D .0;1/

u D .0;�1/ P D .1;0/

P D .0;�=2/

P D .0;�=2/

P D .1;�1/
5 f .x;y/D distance to.0;3/ u D .1;0/ P D .1;1/

Find grad f D .fx;fy ;fz/ for the functions 6–8 from physics.

6 1=
a
x2 Cy2 Cz2 (point source at the origin)

7 ln.x2 Cy2/ (line source alongz axis)

8 1=
a
.x�1/2 Cy2 Cz2�1=a.xC1/2 Cy2 Cz2 (dipole)

9 For f D 3x2 C2y2 find the steepest direction and the level
direction at.1;2/: ComputeDuf in those directions.

10 Example2 claimed thatf D 3xCyC1 has steepest slope
?
10:

MaximizeDuf D 3u1 Cu2 D 3u1 C
b
1�u2

1:

11 True or false, when f .x;y/ is any smooth function:

(a) There is a directionu atP in whichDuf D 0:

(b) There is a directionu in whichDuf D gradf:

(c) There is a directionu in whichDuf D 1:

(d) The gradient off .x/g.x/ equalsggradf Cf gradg:

12 What is the gradient off .x/? (One component only.) What
are the two possible directionsu and the derivativesDuf ? What
is the normal vectorN to the curveyD f .x/? (Two components.)

In 13–16 find the direction u in which f increases fastest at
P D .1;2/: How fast?

13 f .x;y/D axCby

15 f .x;y/D ex�y

14 f .x;y/D smaller of2x and y

16 f .x;y/D
a
5�x2�y2 (careful)

17 (Looking ahead) At a point wheref .x;y/ is a maximum,
what is gradf ? Describe the level curve containing the maximum
point .x;y/:

18 (a) Check by dot products that the normal and uphill
and level directions on the graph are perpendicular:N D

.fx;fy ;�1/;U D .fx;fy ;f
2

x Cf 2
y /;L D .fy ;�fx;0/:

(b) N is to the tangent plane,U and L are
to the tangent plane.

(c) The gradient is thexy projection of and also
of : The projection ofL points along the :

19 Compute theN;U;L vectors forf D 1�xCy and draw them
at a point on the flat surface.

20 Compute theN;U;L for x2 Cy2�z2 D 0 and draw them at
a typical point on the cone.

With gravity in the negative z direction, in what direction �U
will water flow down the roofs 21–24?

21 zD 2x (flat roof)

23 zD
a
1�x2�y2 (sphere)

22 zD 4x�3y (flat roof)

24 zD�ax2 Cy2 (cone)

25 Choose two functionsf .x;y/ that depend only onxC2y: Their
gradients at.1;1/ are in the direction : Their level curves are

:

26 The level curve off D y=x through .1;1/ is : The
direction of the gradient must be : Check gradf:

27 Gradf is perpendicular to2i C j with length1, and gradg is
parallel to2i C j with length5: Find gradf , gradg, f , andg:

28 True or false:

(a) If we know gradf , we knowf:
(b) The line xD yD�z is perpendicular to the planezD

xCy:

(c) The gradient ofzD xCy lies along that line.

29 Write down the level directionu for � D tan�1.y=x/ at the point
.3;4/: Then compute grad� and checkDu� D 0:

30 On a circle around the origin, distance is�sD r��: Then
d�=dsD 1=r: Verify by computing grad� andT and.grad�/ �T:
31 At the point.2;1;6/ on the mountainzD 9�x�y2, which way
is up? On the roofzD xC2yC2, which way is down? The roof is

to the mountain.

32 Around the point.1;�2/ the temperatureT D e�x2�y2
has

�T � �xC �y: In what directionu does it get hot
fastest?

33 Figure A shows level curves ofzD f .x;y/:

(a) Estimate the direction and length of gradf atP;Q;R:

(b) Locate two points where gradf is parallel toi C j :
(c) Where is|gradf | largest? Where is it smallest?

(d) What is your estimate ofzmax on this figure?

(e) On the straight line fromP to R, describez and estimate
its maximum.
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34 A quadratic functionax2 Cby2 CcxCdy has the gradients
shown in Figure B. Estimatea;b;c;d and sketch two level curves.

35 The level curves off .x;y/ are circles around.1;1/: The curve
f D c has radius2c: What isf ? What is gradf at .0;0/?

36 Suppose gradf is tangent to the hyperbolasxyD constant
in Figure C. Draw three level curves off .x;y/: Is |gradf |
larger atP orQ? Is|gradf | constant along the hyperbolas? Choose
a function that could bef : x2 Cy2;x2�y2;xy;x2y2:

37 Repeat Problem36, if gradf is perpendicular to the
hyperbolas in Figure C.

38 If f D 0;1;2 at the points.0;1/; .1;0/; .2;1/, estimate gradf
by assumingf DAxCByCC:

39 What functions have the following gradients?

(a) .2xCy;x/ (b) .ex�y ;�ex�y/ (c) .y;�x/ (careful)

40 Draw level curves off .x;y/ if gradf D .y;x/:

In 41–46 find the velocity v and the tangent vector T. Then
compute the rate of changedf=dt D gradf �v and the slope
df=dsD gradf �T:
41 f D x2 Cy2 xD t yD t2

42 f D x

43 f D x2�y2

44 f D xy

45 f D ln xyz

46 f D 2x2 C3y2 Cz2

xD cos2t

xD x0 C2t

xD t2 C1

xD et

xD t

yD sin2t

yD y0 C3t

yD 3

yD e2t

yD t2

zD e�t

zD t3

47 (a) Find df=ds and df=dt for the roller-coasterf D xy

along the pathxD cos2t;yD sin2t: (b) Change tof Dx2 Cy2

and explain why the slope is zero.

48 The distance D from .x;y/ to .1;2/ has D2 D

.x�1/2 C.y�2/2: Show thatBD=BxD .x�1/=D andBD=ByD

.y�2/=D and|gradD|D 1: The graph ofD.x;y/ is a with
itsvertex at :

49 If f D 1 and gradf D .2;3/ at the point .4;5/, find the
tangent plane at.4;5/: If f is a linear function, findf .x;y/:

50 Define the derivative off .x;y/ in the directionu D .u1;u2/ at
the pointP D .x0;y0/:What is�f (approximately)? What isDuf

(exactly)?

51 The slope off along a level curve isdf=dsD D 0: This
says that gradf is perpendicular to the vector in the level
direction.
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13.5 The Chain Rule

Calculus goes back and forth between solving problems and getting ready for
harder problems. The first is “application,” the second looks like “theory.” If we
minimizef to save time or money or energy, that is an application. If we don’t take
derivatives to find the minimum—maybe becausef is a function of other functions,
and we don’t have a chain rule—then it is time for more theory. The chain rule is
a fundamental working tool, becausef .g.x// appears all the time in applications.
So dof .g.x;y// andf .x.t/;y.t// and worse. We have to know their derivatives.
Otherwise calculus can’t continue with the applications.

You may instinctively say: Don’t bother with the theory, just teach me the formulas.
That is not possible. You now regard the derivative ofsin2x as a trivial problem,
unworthy of an answer. That was not always so. Before the chain rule, the slopes of
sin2x andsinx2 andsin2x2 were hard to compute from�f=�x: We are now at
the same point forf .x;y/:We know themeaningof Bf=Bx; but if f D r tan� and
xD r cos� andyD r sin�; we need a way tocomputeBf=Bx: A little theory is
unavoidable, if the problem-solving part of calculus is to keep going.

To repeat:The chain rule applies to a function of a function. In one variable
that wasf .g.x//:With two variables there are more possibilities:

1: f .z/ with zD g.x;y/ FindBf=Bx andBf=By
2: f .x;y/ with xD x.t/;yD y.t/ Finddf=dt

3: f .x;y/ with xD x.t;u/;yD y.t;u/ FindBf=Bt andBf=Bu
All derivatives are assumed continuous. More exactly, theinput derivatives likeBg=Bx anddx=dt andBx=Bu are continuous. Then the output derivatives likeBf=Bx
anddf=dt andBf=Bu will be continuous from the chain rule. We avoid points like
r D 0 in polar coordinates—whereBr=BxD x=r has a division by zero.

A Typical Problem Start with a function ofx andy; for examplex timesy: Thus
f .x;y/D xy:Changex to r cos� andy to r sin�: The function becomes.r cos�/
times .r sin�/: We want its derivatives with respect tor and�: First we have to
decide on itsname.

To be correct, we should not reuse the letterf: The new function can beF :
f .x;y/D xy f .r cos�;r sin�/D .r cos�/.r sin�/DF.r;�/:

Why not call itf .r;�/? Because strictly speaking that isr times� ! If we follow the
rules, thenf .x;y/ is xy andf .r;�/ should ber�: The new functionF does the
right thing—it multiplies.r cos�/.r sin�/: But in many cases, the rules get bent and
the letterF is changed back tof:

This crime has already occurred. The end of the last page ought to sayBF=Bt:
Instead the printer putBf=Bt: The purpose of the chain rule is to find derivatives in
the new variablest andu (or r and� ). In our example we wantthe derivative ofF
with respect tor: Here is the chain rule:BFBr D

BfBx BxBr C
BfBy ByBr D .y/.cos�/C .x/.sin�/D 2r sin� cos�:

I substitutedr sin� and r cos� for y andx: You immediately check the answer:
F.r;�/D r2 cos� sin� does lead toBF=Br D 2r cos� sin�: The derivative is cor-
rect. The only incorrect thing—but we do it anyway—is to writef instead ofF:

Question What is
BfB� ? Answer It is

BfBx BxB� C
BfBy ByB� :
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THE DERIVATIVES OF f .g.x;y//

Hereg depends onx andy; andf depends ong: Supposex moves bydx; while y
stays constant. Thengmoves bydgD .Bg=Bx/dx:Wheng changes,f also changes:
dfD.df=dg/dg:Now substitute fordg to make the chain:df D .df=dg/.Bg=Bx/dx:
This is the first rule:

13G Chain rule for f .g.x;y// W
BfBx D

df

dg

BgBx and
BfBy D

df

dg

BgBy : (1)

EXAMPLE 1 Everyf .xCcy/ satisfies the 1-way wave equationBf=ByD cBf=Bx:
The inside function isgD xCcy: The outside function can be anything,g2 or sing
oreg : The composite function is.xCcy/2 orsin.xCcy/ orexCcy : In each separate
case we could check thatBf=ByD cBf=Bx: The chain rule produces this equation
in all cases at once, fromBg=BxD 1 andBg=ByD c:BfBx D

df

dg

BgBx D 1
df

dg
and

BfBy D
df

dg

BgBy D c
df

dg
so

BfBy D c
BfBx : (2)

This is important:Bf=ByD cBf=Bx is our first example of apartial differential
equation. The unknownf .x;y/ has two variables. Two partial derivatives enter the
equation.

Up to now we have worked withdy=dt and ordinary differential equations.
The independent variable was timeor space (and only one dimension in space). For
partial differential equations the variables are timeand space (possibly several
dimensions in space). The great equations of mathematical physics—heat equation,
wave equation, Laplace’s equation—are partial differential equations.

Notice how the chain rule applies tof D sinxy: Its x derivative isy cosxy: A
patient reader would check thatf is sing andg is xy andfx is fggx : Probably you
are not so patient—you know the derivative ofsinxy: Therefore we pass quickly to
the next chain rule. Its outside function depends ontwo inside functions, and each of
those depends ont: We wantdf=dt:

THE DERIVATIVE OF f .x.t/;y.t//

Before the formula, here is the idea. Supposet changes by�t: That affectsx and
y; they change by�x and�y: There is a domino effect onf ; it changes by�f:
Tracing backwards,

�f � BfBx �xC
BfBy �y and �x� dx

dt
�t and �y� dy

dt
�t:

Substitute the last two into the first, connecting�f to�t: Then let�tÑ 0:

13H Chain rule for f .x.t/;y.t// W
df

dt
D
BfBx dxdt C

BfBy dydt : (3)

This is close to the one-variable ruledz=dxD .dz=dy/.dy=dx/: There we could
“cancel”dy: (We actually canceled�y in (�z=�y/.�y=�x), and then approached
the limit.) Now�t affects�f in two ways, throughx and throughy: The chain rule
has two terms. If we cancel in.Bf=Bx/.dx=dt/ we only get one of the terms!
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We mention again that the true name forf .x.t/;y.t// isF.t/ notf .t/: Forf .x;y;z/
the rule has three terms:fxxt Cfyyt Cfzzt is ft (or betterdF=dt:)

EXAMPLE 2 How quickly does the temperature change when you drive to Florida?

Suppose the Midwest is at30�F and Florida is at80�F. Going1000 miles south
increases the temperaturef .x;y/ by 50�; or .05 degrees per mile. Driving straight
south at70 miles per hour, the rate of increase is.:05/.70/D 3:5 degrees per hour.
Note how.degrees=mile/ times.miles=hour/ equals.degrees=hour/. That is the
ordinary chain rule.df=dx/.dx=dt/D .df=dt/—there is noy variable going south.

If the road goes southeast, the temperature isf D 30C :05xC :01y:Now x.t/ is
distance south andy.t/ is distance east. What isdf=dt if the speed is still70?

Solution
df

dt
D
BfBx dxdt C

BfBy dydt D :05
70?
2

C :01
70?
2
� 3 degrees=hour.

In reality there is another term. The temperature also dependsdirectly ont; because
of night and day. The factorcos.2�t=24/ has a period of24 hours, and it brings an
extra term into the chain rule:

For f .x;y; t/ the chain rule is
df

dt
D
BfBx dxdt C

BfBy dydt C
BfBt : (4)

This is the total derivativedf=dt; from all causes. Changes inx;y; t all affectf:
The partial derivativeBf=Bt is only one part ofdf=dt: (Note thatdt=dt D 1:) If
night and day add12cos.2�t=24/ tof; the extra term isBf=Bt D�� sin.2�t=24/:
At nightfall that is�� degrees per hour. You have to drive faster than70 mph to get
warm.

SECOND DERIVATIVES

What isd2f=dt2? We need the derivative of(4), which is painful. It is like acceler-
ation in Chapter 12, with many terms. So start with movement in a straight line.

SupposexD x0 C t cos� andyD y0 C t sin�: We are moving at the fixed angle
�;with speed1: The derivatives arext D cos� andyt D sin� andcos2 �Csin2 � D
1: Thendf=dt is immediate from the chain rule:

ft D fxxt Cfyyt D fx cos�Cfy sin�: (5)

For the second derivativeft t ; apply this rule toft : Thenft t is

.ft /x cos�C .ft/y sin� D .fxx cos�Cfyx sin�/cos�C .fxy cos�Cfyy sin�/sin�:

Collect terms: ft t D fxx cos2 �C2fxy cos� sin�Cfyy sin2 �: (6)

In polar coordinates changet to r: When we move in ther direction,� is fixed.
Equation(6) givesfrr fromfxx ;fxy ;fyy : Second derivatives on curved paths (with
new terms from the curving) are saved for the exercises.

EXAMPLE 3 If fxx;fxy ;fyy are all continuous and bounded byM; find a bound
onft t : This is the second derivative along any line.

Solution Equation(6) gives|ft t | ¤M cos2 �CM sin2�CM sin2 � ¤ 2M: This
upper bound2M was needed in equation 13.3.14, for the error in linear approxima-
tion.
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THE DERIVATIVES OF f .x.t;u/;y.t;u//

Suppose there are two inside functionsx andy; each depending ont andu: When
t moves,x andy both move:dxD xtdt anddyD ytdt: Thendx anddy force a
change inf : df D fxdxCfydy: The chain rule forBf=Bt is no surprise:

13I Chain rule forf .x.t;u/;y.t;u// W
BfBt D

BfBx BxBt C
BfBy ByBt : (7)

This rule hasB=Bt instead ofd=dt; because of the extra variableu: The symbols
remind us thatu is constant. Similarlyt is constant whileu moves, and there is a
second chain rule forBf=Bu: fu D fxxu Cfyyu:

EXAMPLE 4 In polar coordinates findf� andf�� :Start fromf .x;y/D f .r cos�;r sin�/:

The chain rule uses the� derivatives ofx andy:BfB� D
BfBx BxB� C

BfBy ByB� D

�BfBx � .�r sin�/C

�BfBy �.r cos�/: (8)

The second� derivative is harder, because(8) has four terms that depend on�:
Apply the chain rule to the first termBf=Bx: It is a function ofx andy; andx
andy are functions of� :BB� �BfBx �D

BBx �BfBx � BxB� C
BBy �BfBx � ByB� D fxx.�r sin�/Cfxy.r cos�/:

The� derivative ofBf=By is similar. So apply the product rule to(8):

f�� D Œfxx.�r sin�/Cfxy.r cos�/�.�r sin�/Cfx.�r cos�/

CŒfyx.�r sin�/Cfyy.r cos�/�.r cos�/Cfy.�r sin�/: (9)

This formula is not attractive. In mathematics, a messy formula is almost always a
signal of asking the wrong question. In fact the combinationfxx Cfyy is much more
special than the separate derivatives. We might hope the same forfrr Cf�� ; but di-
mensionally that is impossible—sincer is a length and� is an angle. The dimensions
of fxx andfyy are matched byfrr andfr=r andf��=r

2: We could even hope that

fxx Cfyy D frr C
1

r
fr C

1

r2
f�� : (10)

This equation is true. Add(5) + (6) + (9) with t changed tor: Laplace’s equation
fxx Cfyy D 0 is now expressed in polar coordinates:frr Cfr=rCf��=r

2 D 0:

A PARADOX

Before leaving polar coordinates there is one more question. It goes back toBr=Bx;
which was practically the first example of partial derivatives:BrBx D

BBxax2 Cy2 D x=
a
x2 Cy2 D x=r: (11)

My problem is this. We know thatx is r cos�: Sox=r on the right side iscos�: On
the other handr is x=cos�: So Br=Bx is also1=cos�: How can Br=Bx lead to
cos� one way and1=cos� the other way?
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I will admit that this cost me a sleepless night. There must be an explanation—
we cannot end withcos� D 1=cos�: This paradox brings a new respect for partial
derivatives. May I tell you what I finally noticed? You could cover up the next
paragraph and think about the puzzle first.

The key to partial derivatives is to ask:Which variable is held constant? In
equation(11), y is constant. But whenr D x=cos� gaveBr=BxD 1=cos�; � was
constant. In both cases we changex and look at the effect onr . The movement is
on a horizontal line (constanty) or on a radial line (constant� ). Figure 13.15 shows
the difference.

Remark This example shows thatBr=Bx is different from1=.Bx=Br/: The neat
formula .Br=Bx/.Bx=Br/D 1 is not generally true. May I tell you what takes its
place? We have to include.Br=By/.By=Br/: With two variablesxy and two vari-
ablesr�; we need2 by 2matrices! Section 14.4 gives the details:

"Br=Bx Br=ByB�=Bx B�=By#"Bx=Br Bx=B�By=Br ByB� #D

"

1 0

0 1

#

:

Fig. 13.15 dr Ddx cos� wheny is constant,dr D dx=cos� when� is constant.

NON-INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

This paradox points to a serious problem. In computing partial derivatives off .x;y;z/;
we assumed thatx;y;z were independent. Up to now,x could move whiley andz
were fixed. In physics and chemistry and economics that may not be possible. If there
is a relation betweenx;y;z; thenx can’t move by itself.

EXAMPLE 5 The gas lawPV D nRT relates pressure to volume and tempera-
ture.P;V;T are not independent. What is the meaning ofBV=BP? Does it equal
1=.BP=BV /?
Those questions have no answers, until we say what is held constant. In the paradox,Br=Bx had one meaning for fixedy and another meaning for fixed�: To indicate
what is held constant, use an extra subscript(not denoting a derivative):

.Br=Bx/y D cos� .Br=Bx/� D 1=cos�: (12)

.Bf=BP /V has constant volume and.Bf=BP /T has constant temperature. The usualBf=BP has bothV andT constant. But then the gas law won’t let us changeP:

EXAMPLE 6 Let f D 3xC2yCz: ComputeBf=Bx on the planezD 4xCy:
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Solution 1 Think of x andy asindependent. Replacez by 4xCy:

f D 3xC2yC .4xCy/ so .Bf=Bx/y D 7:

Solution 2 Keepx andy independent. Deal withz by the chain rule:

.Bf=Bx/y D Bf=BxC .Bf=Bz/.Bz=Bx/D 3C .1/.4/D 7:

Solution 3 (different) Makex and z independent. ThenyD z�4x:

.Bf=Bx/z D Bf=BxC .Bf=By/.By=Bx/D 3C .2/.�4/D�5:
Without a subscript,Bf=Bx means: Take thex derivative the usual way. The answer
is Bf=BxD 3; wheny andz don’t move. But on the planezD 4xCy; one of them
must move!3 is only part of the total answer, which is.Bf=Bx/y D 7 or .Bf=Bx/z D�5:

Here is the geometrical meaning. We are on the planezD 4xCy: The derivative
.Bf=Bx/y movesx but noty: To stay on the plane,dz is 4dx: The change inf D
3xC2yCz is df D 3dxC0CdzD 7dx:

EXAMPLE 7 On the world linex2 Cy2 Cz2 D t2 find .Bf=By/x;z forf D xyzt:

The subscriptsx;z mean thatx andz are fixed. The chain rule skipsBf=Bx andBf=Bz:
.Bf=By/x;z D Bf=ByC .Bf=Bt/.Bt=By/D xztC .xyz/.y=t/:Whyy=t‹

EXAMPLE 8 From the lawPV D T; compute the product.BP=BV /T .BV=BT /P .BT=BP /V :
Any intelligent person cancelsBV ’s, BT ’s, andBP ’s to get1: The right answer is�1:

.BP=BV /T D�T=V 2 .BV=BT /P D 1=P .BT=BP /V DV:

The product is�T=PV: This is�1 not C1! The chain rule is tricky (Problem42).

EXAMPLE 9 Implicit differentiation was used in Chapter 4. The chain rule explains it:

If F.x;y/D 0 then Fx CFyyx D 0 sody=dxD�Fx=Fy : (13)

13.5 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

The chain rule applies to a function of a a . The x

derivative of f .g.x;y// is Bf=BxD b . The y derivative
is Bf=ByD c . The examplef D .xCy/n has gD d .
Because Bg=BxD Bg=By we know that e D f . This

g differential equation is satisfied by any function ofxCy:

Along a path, the derivative off .x.t/;y.t// is df=dt D h .
The derivative off .x.t/;y.t/;z.t// is i . If f D xy then the
chain rule givesdf=dt D j . That is the same as the k rule!

When xDu1t andyDu2t the path is l . The chain rule for
f .x;y/ givesdf=dt D m . That is the n derivativeDuf:

The chain rule for f .x.t;u/;y.t;u// is Bf=Bt D o .
We don’t write df=dt because p . If xD r cos� and
yD r sin�; the variables t;u change to q . In this
case Bf=Br D r and Bf=B� D s . That connects the
derivatives in t and u coordinates. The difference
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betweenBr=BxD x=r and Br=BxD 1=cos� is because v is
constant in the first and w is constant in the second.

With a relation likexyzD 1; the three variables are x
independent. The derivatives.Bf=Bx/y and .Bf=Bx/z and
.Bf=Bx/ mean y and z and A . Forf D x2 Cy2 C

z2 withxyzD 1;we compute.Bf=Bx/z from the chain rule B .
In that ruleBz=BxD C from the relationxyzD 1:

Find fx and fy in Problems 1–4. What equation connects them?

1 f .x;y/D sin.xCcy/

3 f .x;y/D exC7y

2 f .x;y/D .axCby/10

4 f .x;y/D ln.xC7y/

5 Find both terms in thet derivative of.g.x.t/;y.t//3:

6 If f .x;y/D xy and xDu.t/ and yD v.t/; what is df=dt?
Probably all other rules for derivatives follow from the chain rule.

7 The step functionf .x/ is zero for x  0 and one for
x¡ 0: Graphf .x/ and g.x/D f .xC2/ and h.x/D f .xC4/: If
f .xC2t/ represents a wall of water (a tidal wave), which way
is it moving and how fast?

8 The wave equation isft t D c2fxx: (a) Show that.xCct/n is
a solution. (b) FindC different fromc so that.xCC t/n is also a
solution.

9 If f D sin.x� t/; draw two lines in thext plane along which
f D 0: Between those lines sketch a sine wave. Skiing on top of the
sine wave, what is your speeddx=dt?

10 If you float atxD 0 in Problem9; do you go up first or down
first? At timet D 4 what is your height and upward velocity?

11 Laplace’s equation is fxx Cfyy D 0: Show from the chain
rule that any functionf .xC iy/ satisfies this equation ifi2 D�1: Check that f D .xC iy/2 and its real part and
its imaginary part all satisfy Laplace’s equation.

12 Equation (10) gave the polar formfrr Cfr=rCf��=r
2 D 0

of Laplace’s equation. (a) Check thatf D r2e2i� and its real part
r2 cos2� and its imaginary partr2 sin2� all satisfy Laplace’s equa-
tion. (b) Show from the chain rule that any functionf .rei�/ satisfies
this equation ifi2 D�1:
In Problems 13–18 finddf=dt from the chain rule (3).

13 f D x2 Cy2; xD t;yD t2

14 f D
a
x2 Cy2; xD t;yD t2

15 f D xy; xD 1�?t ;yD 1C
?
t

16 f D x=y; xD et ;yD 2et

17 f D ln.xCy/; xD et ;yD et

18 f D x4; xD t;yD t

19 If a cone grows in height bydh=dt D 1 and in radius by
dr=dt D 2; starting from zero, how fast is its volume growing at
t D 3?

20 If a rocket has speeddx=dt D 6 down range anddy=dt D 2t

upward, how fast is it moving away from the launch point at.0;0/?
How fast is the angle� changing, if tan� D y=x?

21 If a train approaches a crossing at60 mph and a car
approaches (at right angles) at45 mph, how fast are they coming
together? (a) Assume they are both90 miles from the crossing.
(b) Assume they are going to hit.

22 In Example 2 does the temperature increase faster if you
drive due south at70 mph or southeast at80 mph?

23 On the line xDu1t;yDu2t;zDu3t; what combination of
fx ;fy ;fz givesdf=dt? This is thedirectional derivativein 3D.

24 On the same linexDu1t;yDu2t;zDu3t; find a formula
for d2f=dt2: Apply it to f D xyz:

25 For f .x;y; t/D xCyC t find Bf=Bt anddf=dt whenxD 2t

andyD 3t: Explain the difference.

26 If zD .xCy/2 thenxD
?
z�y: Does.Bz=Bx/.Bx=Bz/D 1?

27 Suppose xt D t and yt D 2t; not constant as in (5–6).
For f .x;y/ find ft and ft t : The answer involves
fx ;fy ;fxx;fxy ;fyy :

28 Supposext D t andyt D t2: For f D .xCy/3 find ft and then
ft t from the chain rule.

29 DeriveBf=Br D .Bf=Bx/cos�C.Bf=By/sin� from the chain
rule. Why do we takeBx=Br as cos� and not1=cos�?

30 Compute fxx for f .x;y/D .axCbyCc/10: If xD t and
yD t computeft t : True or false:.Bf=Bx/.Bx=Bt/D Bf=Bt:
31 Show thatB2r=Bx2 D y2=r3 in two ways:

(1) Find thex derivative ofBr=BxD x=
a
x2 Cy2

(2) Find thex derivative ofBr=BxD x=r by the chain rule.

32 Reversingx andy in Problem31 givesryy D x2=r3: But show
thatrxy D�xy=r3:

33 If sin zD xCy find .Bz=Bx/y in two ways:

(1) WritezD sin�1.xCy/ and compute its derivative.

(2) Take x derivatives of sinzD xCy: Verify that these
answers, explicit and implicit, are equal.

34 By direct computation findfx and fxx and fxy for
f D

a
x2 Cy2:

35 Find a formula for B2f=BrB� in terms of the x and y

derivatives off .x;y/:

36 SupposezD f .x;y/ is solved forx to give xDg.y;z/: Is it
true thatBz=BxD 1=.Bx=Bz/? Test on examples.

37 SupposezD exy and thereforexD .ln z/=y: Is it true or not
that.Bz=Bx/D 1=.Bx=Bz/?
38 If xD x.t;u;v/ andyD y.t;u;v/ andzD z.t;u;v/; find thet
derivative off .x;y;z/:

39 Thet derivative off .x.t;u/;y.t;u// is in equation (7). What is
ft t ?
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40 (a) For f Dx2 Cy2 Cz2 compute Bf=Bx (no subscript,
x;y;z all independent).
(b) When there is a further relationzD x2 Cy2; use it to
removez and compute.Bf=Bx/y :
(c) Compute .Bf=Bx/y using the chain rule.Bf=Bx/C
.Bf=Bz/.Bz=Bx/:
(d) Why doesn’t that chain rule contain.Bf=By/.By=Bx/?

41 Forf DaxCby on the planezD 3xC5y; find .Bf=Bx/z and
.Bf=Bx/y and.Bf=Bz/x:
42 The gas law in physics isPV DnRT or a more general
relation F.P;V;T /D 0: Show that the three derivatives in
Example 8 still multiply to give�1: First find .BP=BV /T fromBF=BV C.BF=BP /.BP=BV /T D 0:

43 If Problem 42 changes to four variables related by
F.x;y;z; t/D 0; what is the corresponding product of four
derivatives?

44 SupposexD tCu andyD tu: Find thet andu derivatives of
f .x;y/: Check whenf .x;y/D x2�2y:

45 (a) Forf D r2 sin2 � find fx andfy :

(b) Forf Dx2 Cy2 find fr andf� :

46 On the curve sinxCsinyD 0; find dy=dx andd2y=dx2 by
implicit differentiation.

47 (horrible) Supposefxx Cfyy D 0: If xDuCv andyDu�v
andf .x;y/Dg.u;v/; find gu andgv: Show thatguu Cgvv D 0:

48 A function has constant returns to scaleif f .cx;cy/D

cf .x;y/ When x and y are doubled so aref D
a
x2 Cy2

and f D
?
xy: In economics , input=output is constant. In

mathematicsf is homogeneousof degree one.

Prove thatx Bf=BxCy Bf=ByD f .x;y/; by computing thec
derivative atcD 1: Test this equation on the two examples and
find a third example.

49 True or false: The directional derivative off .r;�/ in the
direction ofu� is Bf=B�:
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13.6 Maxima, Minima, and Saddle Points

The outstanding equation of differential calculus is also the simplest:df=dxD 0:
The slope is zero and the tangent line is horizontal. Most likely we are at the top or
bottom of the graph—a maximum or a minimum. This is the point that the engineer
or manager or scientist or investor is looking for—maximum stress or production
or velocity or profit. With more variables inf .x;y/ andf .x;y;z/; the problem
becomes more realistic. The question still is:How to locate the maximum and
minimum?

The answer is in thepartial derivatives. When the graph is level, they are zero.
Deriving the equationsfx D 0 andfy D 0 is pure mathematics and pure pleasure.
Applying them is the serious part. We watch out for saddle points, and also for a
minimum at a boundary point—this section takes extra time. Remember the steps for
f .x/ in one-variable calculus:

1. The leading candidates arestationarypoints (wheredf=dxD 0).
2. The other candidates arerough points(no derivative) andendpoints(a or b).
3. Maximum vs. minimum is decided by the sign of thesecond derivative.

In two dimensions, a stationary point requiresBf=BxD 0 andBf=ByD 0: The tan-
gent line becomes a tangent plane. The endpointsa andb are replaced by aboundary
curve. In practice boundaries contain about40%of the minima and80%of the work.

Finally there are three second derivativesfxx;fxy ; andfyy : They tell how the
graph bends away from the tangent plane—up at aminimum, down at amaximum,
both ways at asaddle point. This will be determined by comparing.fxx/.fyy/ with
.fxy/

2:

STATIONARY POINT Ñ HORIZONTAL TANGENT Ñ ZERO DERIVATIVES

Supposef has aminimum at the point (x0;y0). This may be anabsolute minimum
or only alocal minimum. In both casesf .x0;y0/¤ f .x;y/ near the point. For an
absolute minimum, this inequality holds whereverf is defined. For a local minimum,
the inequality can fail far away from.x0;y0/: The bottom of your foot is an absolute
minimum, the end of your finger is a local minimum. We assume for now that.x0;y0/
is an interior point of the domain off: At a boundary point, we cannot expect a
horizontal tangent and zero derivatives.

Main conclusion: At a minimum or maximum (absolute or local) a nonzero
derivative is impossible. The tangent plane would tilt. In some directionf would
decrease. Note that the minimumpoint is .x0;y0/; and the minimumvalueisf .x0;y0/:

13J If derivatives exist at an interior minimum or maximum, they arezero:Bf=BxD 0 and Bf=ByD 0 .together this isgradf D 0/: (1)

For afunctionf .x;y;z/ of three variables, add the third equationBf=BzD 0:

The reasoning goes back to the one-variable case. That is because we look along
the linesxD x0 andyD y0: The minimum off .x;y/ is at the point where the lines
meet. So this is also the minimumalong each line separately.

Moving in thex direction alongyD y0; we find Bf=BxD 0: Moving in they
direction,Bf=ByD 0 at the same point.The slope in every direction is zero. In
other words gradf D 0:
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Graphically,.x0;y0/ is the low point of the surfacezD f .x;y/: Both cross sec-
tions in Figure 13.16 touch bottom. The phrase “if derivatives exist” rules out the
vertex of a cone, which is arough point. The absolute valuef D |x| has a minimum
withoutdf=dxD 0; and so does the distancef D r: The rough point is.0;0/:

Fig. 13.16 Bf=BxD 0 andBf=ByD 0 at the minimum. Quadraticf has linear derivatives.

EXAMPLE 1 Minimize the quadraticf .x;y/D x2 CxyCy2�x�yC1:

To locate the minimum (or maximum), setfx D 0 andfy D 0:

fx D 2xCy�1D 0 and fy D xC2y�1D 0: (2)

Notice what’s important:There are two equations for two unknownsx and y.
Sincef is quadratic, the equations are linear. Their solution isx0 D 1

3
;y0 D 1

3
(the

stationary point). This is actually a minimum, but to prove that you need to read
further.

The constant1 affects the minimum valuef D 2
3
—but not the minimum point.

The graph shifts up by1: The linear terms�x�y affectfx andfy : They move the
minimum away from.0;0/:The quadratic partx2 CxyCy2 makes the surface curve
upwards. Without that curving part, a plane has its minimum and maximum at
boundary points.

EXAMPLE 2 (Steiner’s problem) Find the point that is nearest to three given
points.

This example is worth your attention. We are locating an airportclose to three cities.
Or we are choosing a house close to three jobs. The problem is to get as near as
possible to the corners of a triangle. The best point depends on the meaning of “near.”

The distance to the first corner.x1;y1/ is d1 D
a
.x�x1/2 C .y�y1/2: The

distances to the other corners.x2;y2/ and .x3;y3/ ared2 andd3: Depending on
whether cost equals (distance) or .distance/2 or .distance/p, our problem will be:

Minimize d1 Cd2 Cd3 or d2
1 Cd2

2 Cd2
3 or even d

p
1 Cd

p
2 Cd

p
3 :

The second problem is the easiest, whend2
1 andd2

2 and d2
3 are quadratics:

f .x;y/D .x�x1/
2 C .y�y1/

2 C .x�x2/
2 C .y�y2/

2 C .x�x3/
2 C .y�y3/

2Bf=BxD 2Œx�x1 Cx�x2 Cx�x3�D 0 Bf=ByD 2Œy�y1 Cy�y2 Cy�y3�D 0:

Solving Bf=BxD 0 gives xD 1
3
.x1 Cx2 Cx3/: Then Bf=ByD 0 gives yD 1

3
.y1 Cy2 Cy3/: The best point is thecentroid of the triangle(Figure 13.17a). It is
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the nearest point to the corners when the cost is.distance/2: Note how squaring
makes the derivatives linear.Least squaresdominates an enormous part of applied
mathematics.

Fig. 13.17 The centroid minimizesd2
1 Cd2

2 Cd2
3 : The Steiner point minimizes

d1 Cd2 Cd3:

The real “Steiner problem” is to minimizef .x;y/D d1 Cd2 Cd3:We are laying
down roads from the corners, with cost proportional to length. The equationsfx D 0
and fy D 0 look complicated because of square roots. But the nearest point in
Figure 13.17b has a remarkable property, which you will appreciate.

Calculus takes derivatives ofd2
1 D .x�x1/

2 C .y�y1/
2: Thex derivative leaves

2d1.Bd1=Bx/D 2.x�x1/: Divide both sides by2d1:Bd1Bx D
x�x1

d1

and
Bd1By D

y�y1

d1

so gradd1 D

�

x�x1

d1

;
y�y1

d1

�

: (3)

This gradient is a unit vector. The sum of.x�x1/
2=d2

1 and.y�y1/
2=d2

1 isd2
1 =d

2
1 D

1: This was already in Section 13.4: Distance increases with slope1 away from the
center. The gradient ofd1 (call it u1) is a unit vector from the center point.x1;y1/:

Similarly the gradients ofd2 andd3 are unit vectorsu2 andu3: They point directly
away from the other corners of the triangle. The total cost isf .x;y/D d1 Cd2 Cd3;
so we add the gradients. The equationsfx D 0 andfy D 0 combine into the vector
equation

gradf D u1 Cu2 Cu3 D 0 at the minimum:

The three unit vectors add to zero! Moving away from one corner brings us closer
to another. The nearest point to the three corners is where those movements cancel.
This is the meaning of “gradf D 0 at the minimum.”

It is unusual for three unit vectors to add to zero—this can only happen in one
way. The three directions must form angles of120�: The best point has this
property, which is repeated in Figure 13.18a. The unit vectors cancel each other. At
the “Steiner point,” the roads to the corners make120� angles. This optimal point
solves the problem, except for one more possibility.
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Fig. 13.18 Gradientsu1 Cu2 Cu3 D 0 for 120� angles. Corner wins at wide angle.Four
corners. In this case two branchpoints are better—still120�:

The other possibility is a minimum at arough point. The graph of the distance
function d1.x;y/ is a cone. It has a sharp point at the center.x1;y1/: All three
corners of the triangle are rough points ford1 Cd2 Cd3; so all of them are possible
minimizers.

Suppose the angle at a corner exceeds120�: Then there is no Steiner point.
Inside the triangle, the angle would become even wider. The best point must be a
rough point—one of the corners. The winner is the corner with the wide angle. In the
figure that meansd1 D 0: Then the sumd2 Cd3 comes from the two shortest edges.

Summary The solution is at a120� point or a wide-angle corner. That is the theory.
The real problem is to compute the Steiner point—which I hope you will do.

Remark 1 Steiner’s problem forfour points is surprising. We don’t minimize
d1 Cd2 Cd3 Cd4—there is a better problem. Connect the four points with roads,
minimizing their total length,and allow the roads to branch. A typical solution is
in Figure 13.18c. The angles at the branch points are120�: There are at most two
branch points (two less than the number of corners).

Remark2 For other powersp; the cost is.d1/
p C .d2/

p C .d3/
p: Thex derivative

is Bf=BxDp.d1/
p�2.x�x1/Cp.d2/

p�2.x�x2/Cp.d1/
p�2.x�x3/: (4)

The key equations are stillBf=BxD 0 andBf=ByD 0: Solving them requires a
computer and an algorithm. To share the work fairly, I will supply the algorithm
(Newton’s method) if you supply the computer. Seriously, this is a terrific example.
It is typical of real problems—we knowBf=Bx andBf=By but not the point where
they are zero. You can calculate that nearest point, which changes asp changes. You
can also discover new mathematics, about how that point moves. I will collect all
replies I receive to Problems38 and39:

MINIMUM OR MAXIMUM ON THE BOUNDARY

Steiner’s problem had no boundaries. The roads could go anywhere. But most
applications have restrictions onx andy; like x¥ 0 or y¤ 0 or x2 Cy2¥ 1: The
minimum with these restrictions is probably higher than the absolute minimum. There
are three possibilities:

.1/ stationary pointfx D 0;fy D 0 .2/ rough point .3/ boundary point

That third possibility requires us to maximize or minimizef .x;y/ along the
boundary.
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EXAMPLE 3 Minimizef .x;y/D x2 CxyCy2�x�yC1 in thehalf-planex¥
0:

The minimum in Example 1 was2
3
: It occurred atx0 D 1

3
;y0 D 1

3
: This point is still

allowed. It satisfies the restrictionx¥ 0: So the minimum is not moved.

EXAMPLE 4 Minimize the samef .x;y/ restricted to thelower half-planey¤ 0:
Now the absolute minimum at.1

3
; 1

3
/ is not allowed. There are no rough points. We

look for a minimum on the boundary lineyD 0 in Figure 13.19a. SetyD 0; sof
depends only onx: Then choose the bestx:

f .x;0/D x2 C0�x�0C1 and fx D 2x�1D 0:

The minimum is atxD 1
2

and yD 0; wheref D 3
4
: This is up from2

3
:

Fig. 13.19 TheboundariesyD 0 andx2 Cy2 D 1 contain the minimum points.

EXAMPLE 5 Minimize the samef .x;y/ on or outside the circlex2 Cy2 D 1:

One possibility isfx D 0 andfy D 0:But this is at.1
3
; 1

3
/; inside the circle. The other

possibility is a minimum at a boundary point,on the circle.
To follow this boundary we can setyD

?
1�x2: The functionf gets compli-

cated, anddf=dx is worse. There is a way to avoid square roots: SetxD cost and
yD sin t: Thenf D x2 CxyCy2�x�yC1 is a function of the anglet :

f .t/D1Ccost sin t�cost�sin tC1

df=dtDcos2 t�sin2 tCsin t�cost D .cost�sin t/.costCsin t�1/:
Nowdf=dt D 0 locates a minimum or maximum along the boundary. The first factor
.cost�sin t/ is zero whenxD y: The second factor is zero whencostCsin t D 1;
or xCyD 1: Those pointson the circleare the candidates. Problem 24 sorts them
out, and Section 13.7 finds the minimum in a new way—using “Lagrange multipli-
ers.” Minimization on a boundary is a serious problem—it gets difficult quickly—and
multipliers are ultimately the best solution.

MAXIMUM VS. MINIMUM VS. SADDLE POINT

How to separate the maximum from the minimum? When possible, tryall candidates
and decide. Computef at every stationary point and other critical point (maybe also
out at infinity), and compare. Calculus offers another approach, based onsecond
derivatives.
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With one variable the second derivative test was simple:fxx ¡ 0 at a minimum,
fxx D 0 at an inflection point,fxx   0 at a maximum. This is a local test, which may
not give a global answer. But it decides whether the slope is increasing (bottom of the
graph) or decreasing (top of the graph). We now find a similar test forf .x;y/:

The new test involves all three second derivatives. It applies wherefx D 0 and
fy D 0: The tangent plane is horizontal.We ask whether the graph off goes
above or below that plane. The testsfxx ¡ 0 andfyy ¡ 0 guarantee a minimum
in thex andy directions, but there are other directions.

EXAMPLE 6 f .x;y/D x2 C10xyCy2 hasfxx D 2;fxy D 10;fyy D 2 (mini-
mum or not?)

All second derivatives are positive—but wait and see. The stationary point is.0;0/;
whereBf=Bx andBf=By are both zero. Our function is the sum ofx2 Cy2; which
goes upward, and10xy which has a saddle. The second derivatives must decide whether
x2 Cy2 or 10xy is stronger.

Along thex axis, whereyD 0 andf D x2; our point is at the bottom. The mini-
mum in thex direction is at.0;0/: Similarly for they direction. But.0;0/ is not a
minimum point for the whole function, because of10xy:

Try xD 1;yD�1: Thenf D 1�10C1; which is negative. The graph goesbe-
low the xy plane in that direction. The stationary point atxD yD 0 is a saddle
point.

Fig. 13.20 Minimum, maximum, saddle point based on the signs ofa andac�b2:

EXAMPLE 7 f .x;y/D x2 CxyCy2 hasfxx D 2;fxy D 1;fyy D 2 (minimum
or not?)

The second derivatives2;1;2 are again positive. The graph curves up in thex and
y directions. But there is a big difference from Example 6:fxy is reduced from10
to 1: It is the size offxy (not its sign!) that makes the difference. The extra
terms�x�yC4 in Example 1 moved the stationary point to.1

3
; 1

3
/: The second

derivatives are still2;1;2; and they pass the test for a minimum:

13K At .0;0/ the quadratic functionf .x;y/D ax2 C2bxyCcy2 has a

minimum if
a¡0
ac¡b2

maximum if
a 0
ac¡b2

saddle point if ac  b2:

For a direct proof, splitf .x;y/ into two parts by “completing the square:”

ax2 C2bxyCcy2 D a

�

xC
b

a
y

�2

C
ac�b2

a
y2:
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That algebra can be checked (notice the2b). It is the conclusion that’s important:

if a¡ 0 andac¡ b2; both parts are positive:minimum at .0;0/

if a  0 andac¡ b2; both parts are negative:maximumat .0;0/

if ac  b2; the parts have opposite signs:saddle pointat .0;0/:

Since the test involves thesquareof b; its sign has no importance. Example 6
hadbD 5 and a saddle point. Example 7 hadbD 1

2
and a minimum. Reversing to�x2�xy�y2 yields a maximum. So does�x2 Cxy�y2:

Now comes the final step, fromax2 C2bxyCcy2 to a general functionf .x;y/:
For all functions, quadratics or not, it is thesecond order termsthat we test.

EXAMPLE 8 f .x;y/D ex�x�cosy has a stationary point atxD 0;yD 0:

The first derivatives areex�1 and siny; both zero. The second derivatives are
fxx D ex D 1 andfyy D cosyD 1 andfxy D 0:We only use the derivativesat the
stationary point. The first derivatives are zero, so the second order terms come to the
front in the series forex�x�cosy:

.1CxC 1
2
x2 C � � �/�x� .1� 1

2
y2 C � � �/D 1

2
x2 C 1

2
y2 Chigher order terms:

(7)
There is aminimumat the origin. The quadratic part1

2
x2 C 1

2
y2 goes upward. The

x3 andy4 terms are too small to protest. Eventually those terms get large, but near
a stationary point it is the quadratic that counts. We didn’t need the whole series,
because fromfxx D fyy D 1 andfxy D 0 we knew it would start with1

2
x2 C 1

2
y2:

13L The test in13K applies to the second derivativesaD fxx;bD fxy; cD fyy

of anyf .x;y/ at any stationary point. At all points the test decides whether the
graph is concave up, concave down, or “indefinite.”

EXAMPLE 9 f .x;y/D exy hasfx D yexy andfy D xexy : The stationary point
is .0;0/:

The second derivatives at that point areaD fxx D 0;bD fxy D 1; andcD fyy D 0:
The testb2¡ ac makes this a saddle point. Look at the infinite series:

exy D 1CxyC 1
2
x2y2 C � � � :

No linear term becausefx D fy D 0: The origin is astationary point. No x2 or y2

term (onlyxy): The stationary point is asaddle point.
At xD 2;yD�2 we find fxxfyy ¡ .fxy/

2 . The graph is concave up at that
point—but it’s not a minimum since the first derivatives are not zero.

The series begins with the constant term—not important. Then come the linear
terms—extremely important. Those terms are decided byfirst derivatives, and they
give the tangent plane. It is only at stationary points—when the linear part disap-
pears and the tangent plane is horizontal—that second derivatives take over. Around
any basepoint,these constant-linear-quadratic terms are the start of the Taylor
series.

THE TAYLOR SERIES

We now put together the whole infinite series. It is a “Taylor series”—which means
it is a power series that matches all derivatives off (at the basepoint). For one
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variable, the powers werexn whenthe basepoint was0: For two variables, the pow-
ers arexn timesym when the basepoint is.0;0/: Chapter10 multiplied thenth
derivativednf=dxn byxn=nŠNow every mixed derivative.B=Bx/n.B=By/mf .x;y/
is computed at the basepoint(subscript0).

We multiply those numbers byxnym=nŠmŠ to match each derivative off .x;y/:

13M When the basepoint is.0;0/; the Taylor series is a double sum
††anmx

nym: The termanmx
nym has the same mixed derivative at.0;0/

asf .x;y/: The series is

f .0;0/Cx

�BfBx �0

Cy

�BfBy �0

C
x2

2

�B2fBx2

�

0

Cxy

� B2fBxBy�0

C
y2

2

�B2fBy2

�

0

C
PP

nCm¡2

xnym

nŠmŠ

�BnCmfBxnBm

�

0

:

The derivatives of this series agree with the derivatives off .x;y/ at the basepoint.

The first three terms are the linear approximation tof .x;y/: They give the tangent
plane at the basepoint. Thex2 term hasnD 2 andmD 0; so nŠmŠD 2: The xy
term hasnDmD 1; andnŠmŠD 1: The quadratic part1

2
.ax2 C2bxyCcy2/ is

in control when the linear part is zero.

EXAMPLE 10 All derivatives ofexCy equal one at the origin. The Taylor series is

exCy D 1CxCyC
x2

2
CxyC

y2

2
C � � �DXX xnym

nŠmŠ

This happens to haveacD b2; the special case that was omitted in13M and13N. It
is the two-dimensional version of an inflection point. The second derivatives fail to
decide the concavity. Whenfxxfyy D .fxy/

2; the decision is passed up to the higher
derivatives. But in ordinary practice, the Taylor series is stopped after the quadratics.

If the basepoint moves to.x0;y0/; the powers become.x�x0/
n.y�y0/

m—and
all derivatives are computed at this new basepoint.

Final questionW How would you compute a minimum numerically? One good
way is to solvefx D 0 andfy D 0: These are the functionsg andh of Newton’s
method (Section 13.3). At the current point.xn;yn/; the derivatives ofgD fx and
hD fy give linear equations for the steps�x and�y: Then the next pointxnC1 D
xn C�x;ynC1 D yn C�y comes from those steps. The input is.xn;yn/; the output
is the new point, and the linear equations are

.gx/�xC .gy/�yD�g.xn;yn/

.hx/�xC .hy/�yD�h.xn;yn/
or

.fxx/�xC .fxy/�yD�fx.xn;yn/

.fxy/�xC .fyy/�yD�fy.xn;yn/:
(5)

Whenthe second derivatives off are available, use Newton’s method.
When the problem is too complicated to go beyond first derivatives, here is an

alternative—steepest descent. The goal is to move down the graph off .x;y/; like
a boulder rolling down a mountain. The steepest direction at any point is given by
thegradient, with a minus sign to go down instead of up. So move in the direction
�xD�s Bf=Bx and�yD�s Bf=By:

The question is: How far to move? Like a boulder, a steep start may not aim directly
toward the minimum. The stepsizes is monitored, to end the step when the function
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f starts upward again (Problem54). At the end of each step, compute first derivatives
and start again in the new steepest direction.

13.6 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

A minimum occurs at a a point (wherefx D fy D 0/ or a
b point (no derivative) or a c point. Sincef D x2�

xyC2y hasfx D d andfy D e , the stationary point is
xD f , y= g . This is not a minimum, becausef decreases
when h .

The minimum of d2 D .x�x1/
2 C.y�y1/

2 occurs at the
rough point i . The graph of d is a j and gradd
is a k vector that points l . The graph off D |xy|
touches bottom along the lines m . Those are “rough lines”
because the derivative n . The maximum of d and f

must occur on the o of the allowed region because it
doesn’t occur p .

When the boundary curve isxDx.t/;yD y.t/; the deriva-
tive of f .x;y/ along the boundary is q (chain rule). If
f Dx2 C2y2 and the boundary isxD cost;yD sin t; then
df=dt D r . It is zero at the points s . The maximum
is at t and the minimum is at u . Inside the circlef
has an absolute minimum at v .

To separate maximum from minimum from w , com-
pute the x derivatives at a y point. The tests for a
minimum are z . The tests for a maximum are A . In
case ac  B or fxxfyy   C , we have a D . At all
points these tests decide between concave up andE and
“i ndefinite.” Forf D 8x2�6xyCy2; the origin is a F . The
signs off at .1;0/ and.1;3/ are G .

The Taylor series forf .x;y/ begins with the six terms H .
The coefficient of xnym is I . To find a stationary point
numerically, use J or K .

Find all stationary points .fx Dfy D 0/ in 1–16. Separate
minimum from maximum from saddle point. Test 13K applies
to aDfxx ;bD fxy ;cD fyy :

1 x2 C2xyC3y2

3 x2 C4xyC3y2�6x�12y
5 x2y2�x
7 �x2 C2xy�3y2

9 x2 Cy2 Cz2�4z
2 xy�xCy

4 x2�y2 C4y

6 xey�ex

8 .xCy/2 C.xC2y�6/2
10 .xCy/C.xC2y�6/

11 .x�y/2
13 .xCy/2�.xC2y/2

12 .1Cx2/=.1Cy2/

14 sin x�cosy

15 x3 Cy3�3x2 C3y2 16 8xy�x4�y4

17 A rectangle has sides on thex and y axes and a corner on
the linexC3yD 12: Find its maximum area.

18 A box has a corner at.0;0;0/ and all edges parallel
to the axes. If the opposite corner.x;y;z/ is on the plane
3xC2yCzD 1; what position gives maximum volume? Show
first that the problem maximizesxy�3x2y�2xy2:

19 (Straight line fit, Section 11.4) Findx andy to minimize the
error ED .xCy/2 C.xC2y�5/2 C.xC3y�4/2:
Show that this gives a minimum not a saddle point.

20 (Least squares) What numbersx;y come closest to sat-
isfying the three equationsx�yD 1; 2xCy D�1; xC2yD 1?
Square and add the errors,.x�y�1/2 C C :

Then minimize.

21 Minimize f D x2 CxyCy2�x�y restricted by

(a) x¤ 0 (b) y¥ 1 (c) x¤ 0 andy¥ 1:
22 Minimize f D x2 Cy2 C2xC4y in the regions

(a) allx;y (b) y¥ 0 (c) x¥ 0;y¥ 0
23 Maximize and minimize f D xC

?
3y on the circle

xD cos t; yD sin t:

24 Example 5 followed f D x2 CxyCy2�x�yC1 around
the circle x2 Cy2 D 1: The four stationary points havexD y

or xCyD 1: Compute f at those points and locate the
minimum.

25 (a) Maximizef D axCby on the circlex2 Cy2 D 1:

(b) Minimizex2 Cy2 on the lineaxCbyD 1:

26 Forf .x;y/D 1
4x

4�xyC 1
4y

4; what are the equationsfx D 0

andfy D 0? What are their solutions? What isfmin?

27 Choosec¡ 0 so thatf D x2 CxyCcy2 has a saddle point at
.0;0/: Note thatf ¡ 0 on the linesxD 0 andyD 0 andyD x and
yD�x; so checking four directions does not confirm a minimum.

Problems 28–42 minimize the Steiner distancef D d1 Cd2 C

d3 and related functions. A computer is needed for 33 and
36–39.

28 Draw the triangle with corners at.0;0/; .1;1/; and .1;�1/:
By symmetry the Steiner point will be on thex axis. Write
down the distancesd1;d2;d3 to .x;0/ and find the x that
minimizesd1 Cd2 Cd3: Check the120� angles.

29 Suppose three unit vectors add to zero. Prove that the angles be-
tween them must be120�:
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30 In three dimensions, Steiner minimizes the total distance
f .x;y;z/D d1 Cd2 Cd3 Cd4 from four points. Show that gradd1

is still a unit vector (in which direction?) At what angles do four unit
vectors add to zero?

31 With four points in a plane, the Steiner problem allows
branches (Figure 13.18c). Find the shortest network connecting
the corners of a rectangle, if the side lengths are (a)1 and 2
(b) 1 and1 (two solutions for a square) (c)1 and0:1:

32 Show that a Steiner point (120� angles) can never be outside the
triangle.

33 Write a program to minimizef .x;y/D d1 Cd2 Cd3 by
Newton’s method in equation (5). Fix two corners at.0;0/; .3;0/;

vary the third from.1;1/ to .2;1/ to .3;1/ to .4;1/; and compute
Steiner points.

34 Suppose one side of the triangle goes from.�1;0/ to .1;0/:
Above that side are points from which the lines to.�1;0/ and
.1;0/ meet at a120� angle. Those points lie on a circular arc—
draw it and find its center and its radius.

35 Continuing Problem 34, there are circular arcs for all three
sides of the triangle. On the arcs, every point sees one side of
the triangle at a120� angle. Where is the Steiner point? (Sketch
three sides with their arcs.)

36 Invent an algorithm to converge to the Steiner point based on
Problem 35. Test it on the triangles of Problem33:

37 Write a code to minimizef D d4
1 Cd4

2 Cd4
3 by solving fx D 0

andfy D 0: Use Newton’s method in equation (5).

38 Extend the code to allow all powersp¥ 1; not only pD 4:

Follow the minimizing point from the centroid atpD 2 to the Steiner
point atpD 1 (try pD 1:8;1:6;1:4;1:2).

39 Follow the minimizing point with your code asp increases:
pD 2;pD 4;pD 8;pD 16: Guess the limit atpD8 and test
whether it is equally distant from the three corners.

40 At pD8 we are making the largest of the distances
d1;d2;d3 as small as possible. The best point for a1;1;

?
2

right triangle is :

41 Suppose the road from corner1 is wider than the others,
and the total cost isf .x;y/D

?
2d1 Cd2 Cd3: Find the gradient

of f and the angles at which the best roads meet.

42 Solve Steiner’s problem fortwo points. Where isd1 Cd2 a
minimum? Solve also for three points if only the three corners
are allowed.

Find all derivatives at .0;0/: Construct the Taylor series:

43 f .x;y/D .xCy/3

45 f .x;y/D ln.1�xy/ 44 f .x;y/D xey

Find fx ;fy ;fxx ;fxy ;fyy at the basepoint. Write the quadratic
approximation to f .x;y/—the Taylor series through second-
order terms:

46 f D exCy at .0;0/

48 f D sinx cosy at .0;0/

47 f D exCy at .1;1/

49 f D x2 Cy2 at .1;�1/
50 The Taylor series around.x;y/ is also written with steps
h andk Wf .xCh;yCk/D f .x;y/Ch Ck C
1
2h

2 Chk C � � � : Fill in those four blanks.

51 Find lines along whichf .x;y/ is constant (these functions have
fxxfyy D f 2

xy or acD b2):

(a) f D x2�4xyC4y2 (b) f D exey

52 For f .x;y;z/ thefirst three terms afterf .0;0;0/ in the Taylor
series are : The next six terms are :

53 (a) For the errorf �fL in linear approximation, the Taylor
series at.0;0/ starts with the quadratic terms :

(b) The graph off goes up from its tangent plane (and
f ¡fL) if : Thenf is concave upward.

(c) For.0;0/ to be a minimum we also need

54 The gradient of x2 C2y2 at the point .1;1/ is .2;4/:

Steepest descent is along the linexD 1�2s;y D 1�4s (minus
sign to go downward). Minimizex2 C2y2 with respect to
the stepsizes: That locates the next point ; where
steepest descent begins again.

55 Newton’s method minimizesx2 C2y2 in one step. Starting
at .x0;y0/D .1;1/; find�x and�y from equation (5).

56 If fxx Cfyy D 0; show thatf .x;y/ cannot have an interior
maximum or minimum (only saddle points).

57 The value ofx theorems andy exercises isf D x2y (maybe).
The most that a student or author can deal with is4xCy D 12:

Substitute yD 12�4x and maximize f: Show that the line
4xCy D 12 is tangent to the level curvex2yD fmax:

58 The desirability ofx houses andy yachts isf .x;y/: The
constraintpxCqyD k limits the money available. The cost of
a house is ; the cost of a yacht is : Substitute
yD .k�px/=q into f .x;y/DF.x/ and use the chain rule for
dF=dx: Show that the slope�fx=fy at the bestx is�p=q:
59 At the farthest point in a baseball field, explain why the
fence is perpendicular to the line from home plate. Assume it is
not a rough point (corner) or endpoint (foul line).
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13.7 Constraints and Lagrange Multipliers

This section faces up to a practical problem. We often minimize one functionf .x;y/
while another functiong.x;y/ is fixed. There is aconstraintonx andy; given by
g.x;y/D k: This restricts the material available or the funds available or the energy
available. With this constraint, the problem is to do the best possible.fmax or fmin/:

At the absolute minimum off .x;y/; the requirementg.x;y/D k is probably
violated. In that case the minimum point is not allowed. We cannot usefx D 0 and
fy D 0—those equations don’t account forg:

Step1 Find equations for theconstrained minimumor constrained maxi-
mum. They will involvefx andfy and alsogx andgy ; which give local information
aboutf andg: To see the equations, look at two examples.

EXAMPLE 1 Minimize f D x2 Cy2 subject to the constraintgD 2xCyD k:

Trial runs The constraint allowsxD 0; yD k;wheref D k2: Also (1
2
k;0) satisfies

the constraint, andf D 1
4
k2 is smaller. AlsoxD yD 1

3
k givesf D 2

9
k2 (best so

far).

Idea of solutionLook at the level curves off .x;y/ in Figure 13.21. They are circles
x2 Cy2 D c: Whenc is small, the circles do not touch the line2xCyD k: There
are no points that satisfy the constraint, whenc is too small.Now increasec:

Eventually the growing circlesx2 Cy2 D c will just touch the linexC2yD k:
The point where they touch is the winner. It gives the smallest value ofc that can be
achieved on the line. The touching point is.xmin;ymin/; and the value ofc is fmin:

What equation describes that point? When the circle touches the line, they are
tangent. They have the same slope.The perpendiculars to the circle and the line
go in the same direction. That is the key fact, which you see in Figure 13.21a.The
direction perpendicular tof D c is given by gradf D .fx;fy/: The direction per-
pendicular togD k is given by gradgD .gx;gy/: The key equation says that those
two vectors are parallel. One gradient vector is a multiple of the other gradient vector,
with a multiplier� (called lambda) that is unknown:

13N At the minimum off .x;y/ subject tog.x;y/D k; the gradient off is
parallel to the gradient ofg—with an unknown number� as the multiplier:

gradf D� gradg so
BfBx D�

BgBx and
BfBy D�

BgBy : (1)

Step2 There are now three unknownsx;y;�: There are alsothree equations:Bf=BxD�Bg=Bx is 2xD 2�Bf=ByD�Bg=By is 2yD� (2)

g.x;y/D k is 2xCyD k:

In the third equation, substitute2� for 2x and 1
2
� for y: Then2xCy equals5

2
�

equalsk: Knowing�D 2
5
k; go back to the first two equations forx;y; andfmin:

xD�D
2

5
k; yD

1

2
�D

1

5
k; fmin D

�

2

5
k

�2

C

�

1

5
k

�2

D
5

25
k2 D

1

5
k2:
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The winning point.xmin;ymin/ is (2
5
k; 1

5
k). It minimizes the “distance squared,”

f D x2 Cy2 D 1
5
k2; from the origin to the line.

Question What is the meaning of the Lagrange multiplier�?

Mysterious answer The derivative of1
5
k2 is 2

5
k;which equals�: The multiplier

� is the derivative offmin with respect tok. Move the line by�k; andfmin changes
by about��k: Thus the Lagrange multiplier measures thesensitivityto k:

Pronounce his name “Lagronge” or better “Lagrongh” as if you are French.

Fig. 13.21 Circlesf D c tangent to linegD k and ellipsegD 4: parallel gradients

EXAMPLE 2 Maximize and minimizef D x2 Cy2 on the ellipsegD .x�1/2 C
4y2 D 4:

Idea and equations The circlesx2 Cy2 D c grow until they touch the ellipse. The
touching point is.xmin;ymin/ and that smallest value ofc is fmin: As the circles grow
they cut through the ellipse. Finally there is a point (xmax;ymax/ where the last circle
touches. That largest value ofc is fmax:

The minimum and maximum are described by the same rule: the circle is tangent to
the ellipse (Figure 13.21b).The perpendiculars go in the same direction. Therefore
.fx;fy/ is a multiple of.gx;gy/; and the unknown multiplier is�:

fx D�gx W 2xD�2.x�1/
fy D�gy W 2yD�8y (3)

gD k W .x�1/2 C4y2 D 4:

Solution The second equation allows two possibilities:yD 0 or�D 1
4
: Following

upyD 0; the last equation gives.x�1/2 D 4: ThusxD 3 orxD�1: Then the first
equation gives�D 3=2 or�D 1=2: The values off arex2 Cy2 D 32 C02 D 9 and
x2 Cy2 D .�1/2 C02 D 1:

Now follow �D 1=4: The first equation yieldsxD�1=3: Then the last equation
requiresy2 D 5=9: Sincex2 D 1=9 we findx2 Cy2 D 6=9D 2=3: This isfmin:

Conclusion The equations(3) have four solutions, at which the circle and ellipse are
tangent. The four points are.3;0/; .�1;0/; .�1=3;?5=3/; and .�1=3;�?5=3/:
Thefour values off are9;1; 2

3
; 2

3
:

Summary The three equations arefx D�gx and fy D�gy and gD k: The
unknowns arex;y; and�: There is no absolute system for solving the equations
(unless they are linear; then use elimination or Cramer’s Rule). Often the first two
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equations yieldx andy in terms of�; and substituting intogD k gives an equation
for �:

At the minimum, the level curvef .x;y/D c is tangent to the constraint curve
g.x;y/D k: If that constraint curve is given parametrically byx.t/ andy.t/; then
minimizingf .x.t/;y.t// uses the chain rule:

df

dt
D
BfBx dxdt C

BfBy dydt D 0 or .gradf / � .tangent to curve/D 0:

This is the calculus proof that gradf is perpendicular to the curve.Thusgradf is
parallel togradg: This means (fx;fy/D�.gx;gy).

We have lostfx D 0 andfy D 0: But a new functionL hasthreezero derivatives:

13O The Lagrange function isL.x;y;�/D f .x;y/��.g.x;y/�k/: Its three
derivatives areLx DLy DL� D 0 at the solution:BLBx D

BfBx ��BgBx D 0
BLBy D

BfBy ��BgBy D 0
BLB� D�gCkD 0: (4)

Note thatBL=B�D 0 automatically producesgD k: The constraint is “built in ” to
L: Lagrange has included a term�.g�k/; which is destined to be zero—but its
derivatives are absolutely needed in the equations! At the solution,gD k andLD f
andBL=BkD�:

What is important isfx D�gx andfy D�gy ; coming fromLx DLy D 0: In words:
The constraintgD k forcesdgD gxdxCgydyD 0: This restricts the movements
dx anddy: They must keep to the curve. The equations say thatdf D fxdxCfydy
is equal to�dg: Thusdf is zeroin the allowed direction—which is the key point.

MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM WITH TWO CONSTRAINTS

The whole subject of min(max)imization is calledoptimization. Its applications to
business decisions make upoperations research. The special case of linear functions
is always important—in this part of mathematics it is calledlinear programming. A
book about those subjects won’t fit inside a calculus book, but we can take one more
step—to allow a second constraint.

The function to minimize or maximize is nowf .x;y;z/: The constraints are
g.x;y;z/D k1 andh.x;y;z/D k2: The multipliers are�1 and�2:We need at least
three variablesx;y;z because two constraints would completely determinex andy:

13P To minimizef .x;y;z/ subject tog.x;y;z/D k1; andh.x;y;z/D k2; solve
five equations forx;y;z;�1;�2: CombinegD k1 andhD k2 withBfBx D�1

BgBx C�2

BhBx ; BfBy D�1

BgBy C�2

BhBy ; BfBz D�1

BgBz C�2

BhBz :
(5)

Figure 13.22a shows the geometry behind these equations. For conveniencef is
x2 Cy2 Cz2; so we are minimizing distance (squared). The constraintsgD xCyC
zD 9 andhD xC2yC3zD 20 are linear—their graphs are planes. The constraints
keep.x;y;z/ on both planes—and therefore on the line where they meet. We are
finding the squared distance from.0;0;0/ to a line.
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What equation do we solve? The level surfacesx2 Cy2 Cz2 D c are spheres. They
grow asc increases. The first sphere to touch the line is tangent to it. That touching
point gives the solution (the smallestc). All three vectorsgradf; gradg; gradh are
perpendicular to the line:

line tangent to sphereñgradf perpendicular to line

line in both planesñgradg and gradh perpendicular to line.

Thus gradf; gradg; gradh arein the same plane—perpendicular to the line. With
three vectors in a plane, gradf is a combination of gradg and gradh:

.fx;fy ;fz/D�1.gx;gy ;gz/C�2.hx;hy ;hz/: (6)

This is the key equation(5). It applies to curved surfaces as well as planes.

EXAMPLE 3 Minimizex2 Cy2 Cz2 whenxCyCzD 9 andxC2yC3zD 20:

In (Figure 13.22b), the normals to those planes are gradgD .1;1;1/ and gradhD
.1;2;3/: The gradient off D x2 Cy2 Cz2 is .2x;2y;2z/: The equations(5)– (6)
are

2xD�1 C�2; 2yD�1 C2�2; 2zD�1 C3�2:

Substitute thesex;y;z into the other two equationsgD xCyCzD 9 andhD 20:

�1 C�2

2
C
�1 C2�2

2
C
�1 C3�2

2
D 9 and

�1 C�2

2
C2

�1 C2�2

2
C3

�1 C3�2

2
D 20:

After multiplying by2; these simplify to3�1 C6�2 D 18 and6�1 C14�2 D 40: The
solutions are�1 D 2 and�2 D 2:Now the previous equations give.x;y;z/D .2;3;4/:

The Lagrange function with two constraints isL.x;y;z;�1;�2/D f ��1.g�
k1/��2.h�k2/: Its five derivatives are zero—those are our five equations. Lagrange
has increased the number of unknowns from3 to 5; by adding�1 and�2: The best
point .2;3;4/ gives fmin D 29: The �’s give Bf=Bk—the sensitivity to changes
in 9 and20:

Fig. 13.22 Perpendicular vector gradf is a combination�1 gradgC�2 gradh:
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INEQUALITY CONSTRAINTS

In practice, applications involveinequalities as well as equations. The constraints
might beg¤ k andh¥ 0: The first means: It is not required to use the whole re-
sourcek; but you cannot use more. The second means:h measures a quantity that
cannot be negative.At the minimum point, the multipliers must satisfy the same
inequalities: �1¤ 0 and�2¥ 0:There are inequalities on the�’s when there are
inequalities in the constraints.

Brief reasoning: Withg¤ k the minimum can beon or insidethe constraint curve.
Inside the curve, whereg  k; we are free to move in all directions. The constraint is
not really constraining. This brings backfx D 0 andfy D 0 and�D 0—an ordinary
minimum. On the curve, wheregD k constrains the minimum from going lower, we
have�  0:We don’t know in advance which to expect.

For 100 constraintsgi ¤ ki ; there are100�’s. Some�’s are zero (whengi   ki )
and some are nonzero (whengi D ki ). It is those2100 possibilities that make
optimization interesting. Inlinear programmingwith two variables, the constraints
arex¥ 0;y¥ 0:
EXAMPLE 4 Minimixef D5xC6ywithgD xCyD 4 andhDx¥ 0 andHDy¥
0:

The constraintgD 4 is an equation,h andH yield inequalities. Each has its own
Lagrange multiplier—and the inequalities require�2¥ 0 and�3¥ 0: The derivatives
of f;g;h;H are no problem to compute:BfBx D�1

BgBx C�2

BhBx C�3

BHBx yields 5D�1 C�2BfBy D�1

BgBy C�2

BhBy C�3

BHBy yields 6D�1 C�3:

(7)

Those equations make�3 larger than�2: Therefore�3¡ 0; which means that the
constraint onH must be an equation. (Inequality for the multiplier means equality
for the constraint.) In other wordsH D yD 0: ThenxCyD 4 leads toxD 4: The
solution is at (xmin;ymin/D .4;0/;wherefmin D 20:

At this minimum, hD xD 4 is above zero. The multiplier for the constraint
h¥ 0 must be�2 D 0: Then the first equation gives�1 D 5: As always, the mul-
tiplier measures sensitivity. WhengD 4 is increased by�k; the costfmin D 20 is
increased by5�k: In economics�1 D 5 is called ashadow price—it is the cost of
increasing the constraint.

Behind this example is a nice problem in geometry. The constraint curvexCyD 4
is a line. The inequalitiesx¥ 0 andy¥ 0 leave a piece of that line—fromP toQ in
Figure 13.23. The level curvesf D 5xC6yD c move out asc increases, until they
touch the line.The first touching point isQD .4;0/; which is the solution. It
is always an endpoint—or a corner of the trianglePQR: It gives the smallest cost
fmin; which iscD 20:
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Fig. 13.23 Linear programming:f andg are linear, inequalities cut offx andy:

13.7 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

A restriction g.x;y/D k is called a a . The minimizing
equations for f .x;y/ subject togD k are b . The number
� is the Lagrange c . Geometrically, gradf is d to
grad g at the minimum. That is because the e curve f D

fmin is f to the constraint curvegD k: The number� turns
out to be the derivative of g with respect to h . The
Lagrange function isLD i and the three equations forx;y;�
are j and k and l .

To minimize f D x2�y subject togD x�yD 0; the three
equations forx;y;� are m . The solution is n . In this
example the curvef .x;y/D fmin D o is a p which is

q to the linegD 0 at .xmin;ymin/:

With two constraintsg.x;y;z/D k1 and h.x;y;z/D k2 there
are r multipliers. The five unknowns are s . The five
equations are t . The level surfacef D fmin is u to
the curve wheregD k1 and hD k2: Then gradf is v to
this curve, and so are gradg and w . Thus x is a
combination of gradg and y . With nine variables and six
constraints, there will be z multipliers and eventually A
equations. If a constraint is an B g¤ k; then its multiplier
must satisfy�¤ 0 at a minimum.

1 Example 1 minimizedf D x2 Cy2 subject to 2xCy D k:

Solve the constraint equation foryD k�2x; substitute intof; and
minimize this function ofx: The minimum is at.x;y/D ;

wheref D :

Note: This direct approachreducesto one unknownx: Lagrange
increasesto x;y;�: But Lagrange is better when the first step of
solving fory is difficult or impossible.

Minimize and maximize f .x;y/ in 2–6: Find x; y; and �:

2 f Dx2y with gD x2 Cy2 D 1

3 f D xCy with gD
1

x
C
1

y
D 1

4 f D 3xCy with gD x2 C9y2 D 1

5 f D x2 Cy2 with gD x6 Cy6 D 2:

6 f D xCy with gD x1=3y2=3 D k: With xD capital and
yD labor,g is a Cobb-Douglas function in economics. Draw two
of its level curves.

7 Find the point on the circlex2 Cy2 D 13 wheref D 2x�3y is
a maximum. Explain the answer.

8 Maximize axCbyCcz subject to x2 Cy2 Cz2 Dk2: Write
your answer as the Schwarz inequality for dot products:.a;b;c/ �
.x;y;z/¤ k:

9 Find the plane zD axCbyCc that best fits the points
.x;y;z/D .0;0;1/; .1;0;0/; .1;1;2/; .0;1;2/: The answer a;b;c
minimizes the sum of.z�ax�by�c/2 at the four points.

10 The base of a triangle is the top of a rectangle (5 sides,
combined areaD 1). What dimensions minimize the distance
around?

11 Draw the hyperbolaxyD�1 touching the circlegD x2 C

y2 D 2: The minimum of f D xy on the circle is reached at
the points : The equationsfx D�gx and fy D�gy are
satisfied at those points with�D :

12 Find the maximum off D xy on the circlegDx2 Cy2 D 2 by
solving fx D�gx andfy D�gy and substitutingx andy into f:
Draw the level curvef D fmax that touches the circle.

13 Draw the level curves off D x2 Cy2 with a closed curveC
across them to representg.x;y/D k: Mark a point whereC crosses
a level curve. Why is that point not a minimum off onC? Mark a
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point whereC is tangentto a level curve. Is that the minimum off
onC?

14 On the circle gD x2 Cy2 D 1; Example 5 of 13.6 mini-
mized f D xy�x�y: (a) Set up the three Lagrange equations
for x;y;�: (b) The first two equations givexD yD :

(c) There is another solution for the special value�D�1
2 ; when

the equations become : This is easy to miss but it gives
fmin D�1 at the point :

Problems 15–18 develop the theory of Lagrange multipliers.

15 (Sensitivity) CertainlyLD f ��.g�k/ hasBL=BkD�: Since
LD fmin andgD k at the minimum point, this seems to prove the
key formuladfmin=dkD�: But xmin; ymin; �; andfmin all change
with k: We need thetotal derivative ofL.x;y;�;k/:

dL

dk
D
BLBx dxdk C

BLBy dydk C
BLB� d�dk C

BLBk dkdk :
Equation (1) at the minimum point should now yield the
sensitivity formuladfmin=dkD�:

16 (Theory behind�) When g.x;y/D k is solved fory; it gives
a curve yDR.x/: Then minimizing f .x;y/ along this curve
yields BfBx C

BfBy dRdx D 0;
BgBx C

BgBy dRdx D 0:

Those come from the rule: df=dxD 0 at the min-
imum and dg=dxD 0 along the curve becausegD :

Multiplying the second equation by�D .Bf=By/=.Bg=By/ and sub-
tracting from the first gives D 0: Also Bf=ByD�Bg=By:
These are the equations (1) forx;y;� .

17 (Example of failure) �D fy=gy breaks down ifgy D 0 at the
minimum point.

(a) gD x2�y3 D 0 does not allow negativey because
:

(b) WhengD 0 the minimum off D x2 Cy is at the point
:

(c) At that point fy D�gy becomes which is
impossible.

(d) Draw the pointed curvegD 0 to see why it is not tangent
to a level curve off:

18 (No maximum) Find a point on the linegD xCyD 1

wheref .x;y/D 2xCy is greater than100 (or 1000). Write out
gradf D�gradg to see that there is no solution.

19 Find the minimum of f Dx2 C2y2 Cz2 if .x;y;z/ is
restricted to the planesgD xCyCzD 0 andhD x�zD 1:

20 (a) Find by Lagrange multipliers the volumeV D xyz of the
largest box with sides adding up toxCyCzD k: (b) Check that
�D dVmax=dk: (c) United Airlines accepts baggage withxCyC

zD 1082. If it changes to1112; approximately how much (by�)
and exactly how much doesVmax increase?

21 The planesxD 0 and yD 0 intersect in the linexD yD 0;

which is the z axis. Write down a vector perpendicular to

the planexD 0 and a vector perpendicular to the planeyD 0:

Find �1 times the first vector plus�2 times the second. This
combination is perpendicular to the line :

22 Minimizef D x2 Cy2 Cz2 on the planeaxCbyCczD d—
one constraint and one multiplier. Comparefmin with the distance
formula|d |=?a2 Cb2 Cc2 in Section 11.2.

23 At the absolute minimum off .x;y/; the derivatives are
zero. If this point happens to fall on the curveg.x;y/D k then the
equationsfx D�gx andfy D�gy hold with�D :

Problems 24–33 allow inequality constraints, optional but good.

24 Find the minimum of f D 3xC5y with the constraints
gD xC2y D 4 and hD x¥ 0 and H D y¥ 0; using equations
like (7). Which multiplier is zero?

25 Figure 13.23 shows the constraint planegD xCyCzD 1

chopped off by the inequalitiesx¥ 0;y¥ 0;z¥ 0: What are
the three “endpoints” of this triangle? Find the minimum and
maximum off D 4x�2yC5z on the triangle, by testingf at the
endpoints.

26 With an inequality constraintg¤ k; the multiplier at the
minimum satisfies�¤ 0: If k is increased,fmin goes down (since
�D dfmin=dk). Explain the reasoning: By increasingk; (more)
(fewer) points satisfy the constraints. Therefore (more) (fewer)
points are available to minimizef: Thereforefmin goes (up) (down).

27 With an inequality constraintg¤ k; the multiplier at a
maximumpoint satisfies�¥ 0: Change the reasoning in26:

28 When the constrainth¥ k is a strict inequalityh¡ k at
the minimum, the multiplier is�D 0: Explain the reasoning:
For a small increase ink; the same minimizer is still available
(sinceh¡ k leaves room to move). Thereforefmin is (changed)
(unchanged), and�D dfmin=dk is :

29 Minimize f D x2 Cy2 subject to the inequality constraint
xCy¤ 4: The minimum is obviously at ; where fx

and fy are zero. The multiplier is�D : A small
change from 4 will leave fmin D so the sensitivity
dfmin=dk still equals�:

30 Minimize f D x2 Cy2 subject to the inequality constraint
xCy¥ 4: Now the minimum is at and the multiplier
is �D and fmin D : A small change to4Cdk

changesfmin by what multiple ofdk?

31 Minimize f D 5xC6y with gD xCy D 4 and hD x¥ 0
and H Dy¤ 0: Now �3¤ 0 and the sign change destroys
Example 4. Show that equation (7) has no solution, and
choosex;y to make5xC6y  �1000:
32 Minimize f D 2xC3yC4z subject togD xCyCzD 1 and
x;y;z¥ 0: These constraints have multipliers�2¥ 0; �3¥ 0;
�4¥ 0: The equations are2D�1 C�2; ; and4D�1 C�4:

Explain why�3¡ 0 and�4¡ 0 andfmin D 2:

33 A wire 402 long is used to encloseone or two squares
(side x and sidey). Maximize the total areax2 Cy2 subject to
x¥ 0;y¥ 0;4xC4y D 40:



CHAPTER 14

Multiple Integrals

14.1 Double Integrals

This chapter shows how to integrate functions of two or more variables. First, a
double integral is defined as the limit of sums. Second, we find a fast way to com-
pute it. The key idea is to replace a double integral by two ordinary“single”
integrals.

The double integral
rr
f .x;y/dy dx starts with

r
f .x;y/dy: For each fixedx we

integrate with respect toy: The answer depends onx: Now integrate again, this time
with respect tox: The limits of integration need care and attention! Frequently those
limits ony andx are the hardest part.

Why bother with sums and limits in the first place ? Two reasons. There has to be a
definition and a computation to fall back on, when the single integrals are difficult or
impossible. And also—this we emphasize—multiple integrals represent more than
area and volume. Those words and the pictures that go with them are the easiest to
understand. You can almost see the volume as a “sum of slices” or a “double sum of
thin sticks.” The true applications are mostly to other things, but the central idea is
always the same:Add up small pieces and take limits.

We begin with the area ofR and the volume ofV; by double integrals.

A LIMIT OF SUMS

The graph ofzD f .x;y/ is a curved surface above thexy plane. At the point.x;y/
in the plane, the height of the surface isz: (The surface isabovethexy plane only
whenz is positive. Volumes below the plane come with minus signs, like areas below
thex axis.) We begin by choosing a positive function—for examplezD 1Cx2 Cy2:

The base of our solid is a regionR in thexy plane. That region will be chopped
into small rectangles (sides�x and�y). WhenR itself is the rectangle0¤ x¤ 1;
0¤ y¤ 2; the small pieces fit perfectly. For a triangle or a circle, the rectangles
miss part ofR: But they do fit in the limit, and any region with a piecewise smooth
boundary will be acceptable.

Question What is the volume aboveR and below the graph ofzD f .x;y/ ?
Answer It is a double integral—the integral of f .x;y/ overR: To reach it we
begin with a sum, as suggested by Figure 14.1.

598
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Fig. 14.1 BaseR cut into small pieces�A: Solid V cut into thin sticks�V D z�A:

For single integrals, the intervalŒa;b� is divided into short pieces of length�x:
For double integrals,R is divided into small rectangles of area�AD .�x/.�y/:
Above thei th rectangle is a “thin stick” with small volume. That volume is the base
area�A times the height above it—except that this heightzD f .x;y/ varies from
point to point. Therefore we select a point.xi ;yi / in the i th rectangle, and compute
the volume from the height above that point:

volume of one stickD f .xi ;yi/�A volume of all sticksD
X

f .xi ;yi/�A:

This is the crucial step for any integral—to see it as a sum of small pieces.
Now take limits:�xÑ 0 and�yÑ 0: The heightzD f .x;y/ is nearly con-

stant over each rectangle. (We assume thatf is a continuous function.) The sum
approaches a limit, which depends only on the baseR and the surface above it. The
limit is the volume of the solid, and it is thedouble integralof f .x;y/ overR:» »

R

f .x;y/dAD lim
�xÑ0

�yÑ0

X

f .xi ;yi/�A: (1)

To repeat: The limit is the same for all choices of the rectangles and the points
.xi ;yi/: The rectangles will not fit exactly intoR; if that base area is curved. The
heights are not exact, if the surfacezD f .x;y/ is also curved. But the errors on the
sides and top, where the pieces don’t fit and the heights are wrong, approach zero.
Those errors are the volume of the “icing” around the solid, which gets thinner as
�xÑ 0 and�yÑ 0: A careful proof takes more space than we are willing to give.
But the properties of the integral need and deserve attention:

1. Linearity:
rr
.f Cg/dAD

rr
f dAC

rr
g dA

2. Constant comes outside:
rr
cf .x;y/dAD c

rr
f .x;y/dA

3. R splits intoS andT (not overlapping):
rr
R

fdAD
rr
S

fdAC
rr
T

f dA:

In 1 the volume underf Cg has two parts. The “thin sticks” of heightf Cg split
into thin sticks underf and underg: In 2 the whole volume is stretched upward by
c: In 3 the volumes are side by side. As with single integrals, these properties help in
computations.

By writing dA; we allow shapes other than rectangles. Polar coordinates have an
extra factorr in dAD r dr d�:By writing dx dy;we choose rectangular coordinates
and prepare for the splitting that comes now.
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SPLITTING A DOUBLE INTEGRAL INTO TWO SINGLE INTEGRALS

The double integral
rr
f .x;y/dy dx will now be reduced to single integrals iny and

thenx: (Or vice versa. Our first integral could equally well be
r
f .x;y/dx:) Chapter

8
described the same idea for solids of revolution. First came the area of a slice, which is
a single integral. Then came a second integral to add up the slices. For solids formed
by revolving a curve, all slices are circular disks—now we expect other shapes.

Figure 14.2 shows a slice of areaA.x/: It cuts through the solid at a fixed value of
x: The cut starts atyD c on one side ofR; and ends atyD d on the other side. This
particular example goes fromyD 0 to yD 2 (R is a rectangle). The area of a slice is
they integral off .x;y/: Remember thatx is fixed andy goes fromc to d :

A.x/D area of sliceD
» d

c

f .x;y/dy .the answer is a function ofx/:

EXAMPLE 1 AD

» 2

yD0

.1Cx2 Cy2/dyD

�

yCx2yC
y3

3

�yD2

yD0

D 2C2x2 C
8

3
:

This is the reverse of a partial derivative! The integral ofx2dy; with x constant, is
x2y: This “partial integral” is actually called aninner integral. After substituting the
limits yD 2 andyD 0 and subtracting, we have the areaA.x/D 2C2x2C 8

3
: Now

theouter integraladds slices to find the volume
r
A.x/dx: The answer is anumber:

volumeD

» 1

xD0

�

2C2x2 C
8

3

�

dxD

�

2xC
2x3

3
C
8

3
x

�1

0

D 2C
2

3
C
8

3
D
16

3
:

Fig. 14.2 A slice ofV at a fixedx has areaA.x/D
r
f .x;y/dy:

To complete this example, check the volume when thex integral comes first:

inner integralD

» 1

xD0

.1Cx2 Cy2/dxD

�

xC
1

3
x3 Cy2x

�xD1

xD0

D
4

3
Cy2

outer integralD

» 2

yD0

�

4

3
Cy2

�

dyD

�

4

3
yC

1

3
y3

�yD2

yD0

D
8

3
C
8

3
D
16

3
:

Thefact that double integrals can be split into single integrals isFubini’s Theorem.
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14A if f .x;y/ is continuous on the rectangleR; then»»
R

f .x;y/dAD

» b

a

"» d

c

f .x;y/dy

#

dxD

» d

c

"» b

a

f .x;y/dx

#

dy: (2)

The inner integrals are the cross-sectional areasA.x/ anda.y/ of the slices. The outer
integrals add up the volumesA.x/dx anda.y/dy: Notice the reversing of limits.

Normally the brackets in(2) are omitted. When they integral is first,dy is written
insidedx: The limits ony are inside too. I strongly recommend that you compute
the inner integral on one line and the outer integral on aseparate line.

EXAMPLE 2 Find the volume below the planezD x�2y and above the base
triangleR:

The triangleR has sides on thex andy axes and the linexCyD 1: The strips in
they direction have varying lengths. (So do the strips in thex direction.) This is the
main point of the example—the base is not a rectangle. The upper limit on the inner
integral changes asx changes.The top of the triangle is atyD 1�x:

Figure 14.3 shows the strips. The region should always be drawn (except for
rectangles). Without a figure the limits are hard to find. A sketch ofR makes it easy:

y goes fromcD 0 to d D 1�x: Thenx goes fromaD 0 to bD 1:

The inner integral hasvariable limitsand the outer integral hasconstant limits:

inner:

» yD1�x

yD0

.x�2y/dyD
h

xy�y2
iyD1�x

yD0
D x.1�x/� .1�x/2 D�1C3x�2x2

outer:

» 1

xD0

.�1C3x�2x2/dxD

��xC
3

2
x2� 2

3
x3

�1

0

D�1C
3

2
� 2
3

D�1
6
:

Thevolume is negative. Most of the solid is below thexy plane. To check the answer�1
6
; do thex integral first:x goes from0 to 1�y: Theny goes from0 to 1:

inner:

» 1�y

xD0

.x�2y/dxD

�

1

2
x2�2xy�1�y

0

D
1

2
.1�y/2�2.1�y/yD

1

2
�3yC

5

2
y2

outer:

» 1

yD0

�

1

2
�3yC

5

2
y2

�

dyD

�

1

2
y� 3

2
y2 C

5

6
y3

�1

0

D
1

2
� 3
1

C
5

6
D�1

6
:

Same answer, very probably right. The next example computes
rr
1 dx dyD area ofR:

EXAMPLE 3 The area ofR is

» 1

xD0

» 1�x

yD0

dy dx and also

» 1

yD0

» 1�y

xD0

dx dy:

The first has vertical strips. The inner integral equals1�x: Then the outer integral
(of 1�x) has limits0 and1; and the area is1

2
: It is like an indefinite integral inside

a definite integral.
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Fig. 14.3 Thin sticks above and below (Example 2). Reversed order (Examples 3 and 4).

EXAMPLE 4 Reverse the order of integration in

» 2

xD0

» 2x

yDx2

x3dy dx:

Solution Draw a figure! The inner integral goes from the parabolayD x2 up to
the straight lineyD 2x: This gives vertical strips. The strips sit side by side between
xD 0 andxD 2: They stop where2x equalsx2; and the line meets the parabola.

The problem is to put thex integral first. It goes along horizontal strips. On each
line yD constant, we need theentry valueof x and theexit valueof x: From the
figure,x goes from1

2
y to

?
y: Those are the inner limits. Pay attention also to the

outer limits, because they now apply toy: The region starts atyD 0 and ends at
yD 4: No change in the integrandx3—that is the height of the solid:» 2

xD0

» 2x

yDx2

x3dy dx is reversed to
» 4

yD0

» ?y

xD
1
2

y

x3dx dy: (3)

EXAMPLE 5 Find the volume bounded by the planesxD 0; yD 0; zD 0; and
2xCyCzD 4:

Solution The solid is a tetrahedron (four sides). It goes fromzD 0 (thexy plane)
up to the plane2xCyCzD 4: On that planezD 4�2x�y: This is the height
functionf .x;y/ to be integrated.

Figure 14.4 shows the baseR: To find its sides, setzD 0: The sides ofR are the
linesxD 0 andyD 0 and2xCyD 4: Taking vertical strips,dy is inner:

inner:

» 4�2x

yD0

.4�2x�y/dyD

�

.4�2x/y� 1
2
y2

�4�2x

0

D
1

2
.4�2x/2

outer:

» 2

xD0

1

2
.4�2x/2dxD

�� .4�2x/3
2 �3 �2 �2

0

D
43

2 �3 �2 D
16

3
:

Question What is the meaning of the inner integral
1

2
.4�2x/2�and also

16

3

�

‹

Answer The first isA.x/; the area of the slice.
16

3
is the solid volume.

Question What if the inner integral
r
f .x;y/dy has limits that depend ony ?

Answer It can’t. Those limits must be wrong. Find them again.
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Fig. 14.4 Tetrahedron in Example 5, semicircle in Example 6, triangle in Example 7.

EXAMPLE 6 Find the mass in a semicircle0¤ y¤?1�x2 if the density is
�D y:

This is a new application of double integrals. The total mass is a sum of small masses
(� times�A) in rectangles of area�A: The rectangles don’t fit perfectly inside the
semicircleR; and the density is not constant in each rectangle—but those problems
disappear in the limit. We are left with a double integral:

total massM D

»»
R

� dAD

»»
R

�.x;y/dx dy: (4)

Set�D y: Figure 14.4 shows the limits onx andy (try bothdy dx anddx dy):

massM D

» 1

xD�1

» ?1�x2

yD0

y dy dx and also M D

» 1

yD0

» ?1�y2�?1�y2

y dx dy:

The first inner integral is1
2
y2: Substituting the limits gives1

2
.1�x2/: The outer

integral of 1
2
.1�x2/ yields the total massM D 2

3
:

Thesecond inner integral isxy: Substituting the limits onx gives : Then the
outer integral is�2

3
.1�y2/3=2: SubstitutingyD 1 andyD 0 yieldsM D :

Remark This same calculation also produces themomentaround thex axis, when
the density is�D 1: The factory is the distance to thex axis. The moment is
Mx D

rr
y dAD 2

3
: Dividing by the area of the semicircle (which is�=2) locates

the centroid:xD 0 by symmetry and

yD height of centroidD
moment

area
D
2=3

�=2
D

4

3�
: (5)

This is the “average height” of points inside the semicircle, found earlier in8:5:

EXAMPLE 7 Integrate
r yD1

yD0

r xD1

xDy
cosx2dx dy avoiding the impossible

r
cosx2 dx:

This is a famous example where reversing the order makes the calculation possible.
The baseR is the triangle in Figure 14.4 (note thatx goes fromy to 1). In the
opposite ordery goes from0 to x. Then

r
cosx2dyD x cosx2 contains the factor

x that we need:

outer integral:
1r

0

x cosx2dxD
�

1
2

sin x2
�1

0
D 1

2
sin 1:
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14.1 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

The double integral
rr

R f .x;y/dA gives the volume betweenR
and a . The base is first cut into small b of area�A:
The volume above thei th piece is approximately c . The
limit of the sum d is the volume integral. Three properties of
double integrals are e (linearity) and f and g .

If R is the rectangle0¤ x¤ 4;4¤y¤ 6; the integral
rr
x dA

can be computed two ways. One is
rr
x dy dx; when the

inner integral is h �64 D i . The outer integral gives
j �40 D k . When the x integral comes first it equals

r
x dxD l �40 D m : Then the y integral equals n .

This is the volume between o (describeV ).

The area ofR is
rr

p dy dx: WhenR is the triangle be-
tweenxD 0;yD 2x; andyD 1; the inner limits ony are q .
This is the length of a r strip. The (outer) limits onx are

s . The area is t . In the opposite order, the (inner) lim-
itsonx are u . Now the strip is v and the outer integral is

w . When the density is�.x;y/; the total mass in the regionR
is

rr
x . The moments areMy D y andMx D z . The

centroid hasxDMy=M:

Compute the double integrals 1–4 by two integrations.

1
» 1

yD0

» 2

xD0
x2dx dy and

» 1

yD0

» 2

xD0
y2dx dy

2
» 2e

yD2

» e

xD1
2xy dx dy and

» 2e

yD2

» e

xD1
dx dy=xy

3
» �=2

0

» �=4

0
sin.xCy/ dx dy and

» 2

1

» 2

0
dy dx=.xCy/2

4
» 1

0

» 2

1
yexydx dy and

» 1�1

» 3

0
dy dx=

a
3C2xCy

In 5–10, draw the region and compute the area.

5
» 2

xD1

» 2x

yD1
dy dx

7
» 8

0

» e�x

e�2x
dy dx

9
» 1�1

» 1

y2
dx dy

6
» 1

0

» x

x3
dy dx

8
» 1�1

» 1�x2

x2�1
dy dx

10
» 1�1

» |y|
xDy

dx dy

In 11–16 reverse the order of integration (and find the new
limi ts) in 5–10 respectively.

In 17–24 find the limits on
rr
dy dx and

rr
dx dy: Draw R and

compute its area.

17 RD triangle inside the linesxD 0;yD 1;yD 2x:

18 RD triangle inside the linesxD�1;yD 0;xCyD 0:

19 RD triangle inside the linesyD x;yD�x;yD 3:

20 RD triangle inside the linesyD x;yD 2x;yD 4:

21 RD triangle with vertices.0;0/; .4;4/; .4;8/:

22 RD triangle with vertices.0;0/; .�2;�1/;.1;�2/:
23 RD triangle with vertices.0;0/; .2;0/; .1;b/: Hereb¡ 0:�24 RD triangle with vertices .0;0/; .a;b/; .c;d/: The sides
areyD bx=a;yD dx=c; andyD bC.x�a/.d�b/=.c�a/: Find
AD

rr
dy dx when0 a  c;0 d   b:

25 Evaluate
» b

0

» a

0
B2f=BxBy dx dy:

26 Evaluate
» b

0

» a

0
Bf=Bx dx dy:

In 27–28, divide the unit squareR into triangles S and T and
verify

rr
R f dAD

rr
S f dAC

rr
T f dA.

27 f .x;y/D 2x�3yC1 28 f .x;y/D xey�yex

29 The area underyD f .x/ is a single integral froma to b or a
double integral (find the limits):» b

a
f .x/ dxD

»»
1 dy dx:

30 Find the limits and the area underyD 1�x2:»
.1�x2/ dx and

»»
1 dx dy .reversed from 29/:

31 A city inside the circlex2 Cy2 D 100 has population density
�.x;y/D 10.100�x2�y2/: Integrate to find its population.

32 Find the volume bounded by the planesxD 0;yD 0;zD 0; and
axCbyCczD 1:

In 33–34 the rectangle with corners .1;1/; .1;3/; .2;1/; .2;3/
has density�.x;y/D x2: The moments areMy D

rr
x� dA and

Mx D
rr
y� dA.

33 Find the mass. 34 Find the center of mass.

In 35–36 the region is a circular wedge of radius 1 between the
linesyD x and yD�x.
35 Find the area. 36 Find the centroid.x;y/:

37 Write a program to compute
r 1

0

r 1
0f .x;y/dx dy by the

midpoint rule (midpoints ofn2 small squares). Which f .x;y/ are
integrated exactly by your program ?

38 Apply the midpoint code to integratex2 andxy and y2: The
errors decrease like what power of�xD�yD 1=n ?

Use the program to compute the volume underf .x;y/ in
39–42: Check by integrating exactly or doublingn.
39 f .x;y/D 3xC4yC5

41 f .x;y/D xy

40 f .x;y/D 1=
a
x2 Cy2

42 f .x;y/D ex sin�y
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43 In which order is
rr
xydx dyD

rr
xydy dx easier to

integrate over the square0¤x¤ 1; 0¤y¤ 1? By reversing
order, integrate.x�1/= ln x from 0 to 1—its antiderivative
is unknown.

44 Explain in your own words the definition of the double
integral off .x;y/ over the regionR:

45
P

yi�A might not approach
rr
y dA if we only know that

�AÑ 0: In the square0¤x;y¤ 1; take rectangles of sides�x
and 1 (not �x and �y). If .xi ;yi / is a point in the rectangle
whereyi D 1; then

P

yi�AD : But
rr
y dAD :
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14.2 Change to Better Coordinates

You don’t go far with double integrals before wanting tochange variables. Many
regions simply do not fit with thex andy axes. Two examples are in Figure 14.5,
a tilted square and a ring. Those are excellent shapes—in the right coordinates.

We have to be able to answer basic questions like these:

Find the area

»»
dA and moment

»»
x dA and moment of inertia

»u
The problem is:What isdA ? We are leaving thexy variables wheredAD dxdy:

The reason for changing is this: The limits of integration in they direction are
miserable. I don’t know them and I don’t want to know them. For everyx we would
need the entry pointP of the linexD constant, and the exit pointQ: The heights of
P andQ are the limits on

r
dy; the inner integral. The geometry of the square and

ring are totally missed, if we stick rigidly tox andy:

Fig. 14.5 Unit square turned through anglę: Ring with radii4 and5:

Which coordinates are better ? Any sensible person agrees that the area of the tilted
square is1: “Just turn it and the area is obvious.” But that sensible person may not
know the moment or the center of gravity or the moment of inertia. So we actually
have to do the turning.

The new coordinatesu andv are in Figure 14.6a. The limits of integration onv
are0 and1: So are the limits onu: But when you change variables, you don’t just
change limits. Two other changes come with new variables:

1. The small areadAD dx dy becomesdAD du dv:

2. The integral ofx becomes the integral of :

SubstitutinguD
?
x in a single integral, we make the same changes. LimitsxD 0

and xD 4 becomeuD 0 anduD 2: Sincex is u2; dx is 2u du: The purpose of
the change is to find an antiderivative. For double integrals, the usual purpose is to
improve the limits—but we have to accept the whole package.

To turn the square, there are formulas connectingx andy tou andv: The geometry
is clear—rotate axes by̨—but it has to be converted into algebra:

uD x cos˛Cy sin˛ xDu cos˛�v sin˛
and in reverse

vD�x sin˛Cy cos˛ yDu sin˛Cv cos˛:
(1)

Figure 14.6 shows the rotation. As points move, the whole square turns. A good way
to remember equation(1) is to follow the corners as they become.1;0/ and.0;1/:
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The change from
rr
x dA to

rr
du dv is partly decided by equation(1). It

givesx as a function ofu andv:We also needdA: For a pure rotation the first guess
is correct:The areadx dy equals the areadu dv: For most changes of variable
this is false. The general formula fordA comes after the examples.

Fig. 14.6 Change of coordinates—axes turned by˛: For rotationdA is du dv:

EXAMPLE 1 Find
rr
dA and

rr
x dA andx and also

rr
x2 dA for the tilted square.

Solution The area of the square is
r 1

0

r 1

0
du dvD 1: Notice the good limits. Then

rr
x dAD

r 1

0

r 1

0
.u cos˛�v sin˛/du dvD 1

2
cos˛� 1

2
sin˛: (2)

This is themoment around they axis. The factors1
2

come from 1
2
u2 and 1

2
v2: The

x coordinate of the center of gravity is

xD

»»
x dA

�»»
dAD

�

1
2

cos˛� 1
2

sin˛
�

=1:

Similarly the integral ofy leads toy: The answer is no mystery—the point.x;y/ is at
the center of the square! SubstitutingxDu cos˛�v sin˛ madex dA look worse,
but the limits0 and1 are much better.

The moment of inertiaIy around they axis is also simplified:»»
x2 dAD

» 1

0

» 1

0

.u cos˛�v sin˛/2du dvD
cos2˛

3
� cos˛ sin˛

2
C

sin2˛

3
:

(3)
You know this next fact but I will write it anyway:The answers don’t containu or
v: Those are dummy variables likex andy: The answers do contain̨; because the
square has turned. (The area is fixed at1:) The moment of inertiaIx D

rr
y2 dA is

the same as equation(3) but with all plus signs.

Question The sumIx CIy simplifies to 2
3

(aconstant). Why no dependence on˛ ?
Answer Ix CIy equalsI0: This moment of inertia around.0;0/ is unchanged by
rotation. We are turning the square around one of its corners.

CHANGE TO POLAR COORDINATES

The next change is tor and�: A small area becomesdAD r dr d� (definitely not
dr d� ). Area always comes from multiplying two lengths, andd� is not a length.
Figure 14.7 shows the crucial region—a “polar rectangle” cut out by rays and circles.
Its area�A is found in two ways, both leading tor dr d� :
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(Approximate) The straight sides have length�r: The circular arcs
areclose tor��: The angles are90�: So�A is close to.�r/.r��/:

(Exact) A wedge has area1
2
r2��: The difference between wedges is

�A:

�AD
1

2

�

rC
�r

2

�2

��� 1
2

�

r��r
2

�2

�� D r �r ��:

The exact method placesr dead center (see figure). The approximation says: Forget
the change inr�� as you move outward. Keep only the first-order terms.

A third method is coming, which requires no picture and no geometry. Calculus
always has a third method! The change of variablesxD r cos�;yD r sin� will go
into a general formula fordA; and out will come the arear dr d�:

Fig. 14.7 Ring and polar rectangle inxy andr�; with stretching factorr D 4:5:

EXAMPLE 2 Find the area and center of gravity of the ring. Also find
rr
x2dA:

Solution The limits onr are4 and 5: The limits on� are0 and2�: Polar coordi-
nates are perfect for a ring. Compared with limits likexD

a
25�y2; the change

to r dr d� is a small price to pay:

areaD
2�r
0

5r
4

r dr d� D 2�
h

1
2
r2
i5

4
D�52��42 D 9�:

The � integral is2� (full circle). Actually the ring is a giant polar rectangle. We
could have used the exact formular �r��; with �� D 2� and�r D 5�4: When
the radiusr is centered at4:5; the productr �r �� is .4:5/.1/.2�/D 9� as above.

Since the ring is symmetric around.0;0/; the integral ofx dAmust bezero:

rr
R

x dAD
2�r
0

5r
4

.r cos�/r dr d� D
h

1
3
r3
i5

4

h

sin �
i2�

0
D 0:

Noticer cos� from x—the otherr is fromdA: The moment of inertia is

rr
R

x2 dAD
2�r
0

5r
4

r2 cos2 � r dr d� D
h

1
4
r4
i5

4

2�r
0

cos2 � d� D 1
4
.54�44/�:

This� integral is� not2�; because the average ofcos2 � is 1
2

not 1:
For reference here are the moments of inertia when the density is�.x;y/:

Iy D
rr
x2� dA Ix D

rr
y2� dA I0 D

rr
r2� dAD polar momentD Ix CIy :

(4)
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EXAMPLE 3 Find masses and moments for semicircular plates:�D 1 and
�D 1�r:
Solution The semicircles in Figure 14.8 haver D 1: The angle goes from0 to �
(the upper half-circle). Polar coordinates are best.The mass is the integral of the
density�:

M D
�r
0

1r
0

r dr d� D .1
2
/.�/ and M D

�r
0

1r
0

.1�r/r dr d� D .1
6
/.�/:

The first mass�=2 equals the area (because�D 1). The second mass�=6 is smaller
(because�  1). Integrating�D 1 is the same as finding a volume when the height is
zD 1 (part of a cylinder). Integrating�D 1�r is the same as finding a volume when
the height iszD 1�r (part of a cone). Volumes of cones have the extra factor1

3
: The

center of gravity involves the momentMx D
rr
y� dA: The distance from thex

axis isy; the mass of a small piece is� dA; integrate to add mass times distance.
Polar coordinates are still best, withyD r sin�: Again�D 1 and�D 1�r :
rr
y dAD

�r
0

1r
0

r sin� r dr d� D 2
3

rr
y.1�r/ dAD

�r
0

1r
0

r sin�.1�r/r dr d� D 1
6
:

Theheight of the center of gravity isyDMx=M D moment divided by mass:

yD
2=3

�=2
D

4

3�
when �D 1 yD

1=6

�=6
D
1

�
when �D 1�r:

Fig. 14.8 Semicircles with density piled above them. Fig. 14.9 Bell-shaped curve.

Question Comparey for �D 1 and �D other positive constants and�D 1�r:
Answer Any constant� gives yD4=3�: Since1�r is dense atr D 0; y drops to
1=�:

Question How isyD 4=3� related to the “average” ofy in the semicircle ?
Answer They are identical. This is the point ofy: Divide the integral by the area:

The average value of a function is
»»

f .x;y/dA

�»»
dA: (5)

The integral off is divided by the integral of1 (the area). In one dimension
r b

a
v.x/ dx

was divided by
r b

a
1 dx (the lengthb�a). That gave the average value ofv.x/ in

Section5:6: Equation(5) is the same idea forf .x;y/:
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EXAMPLE 4 ComputeAD

» 8�8e�x2

dxD
?
� fromA2D

» 8�8e�x2

dx

» 8�8e�y2

dyD

�:

A is the area under a “bell-shaped curve”—see Figure 14.9. This is the most impor-
tant definite integral in the study of probability. It is difficult because a factor2x is
not present. Integrating2xe�x2

gives�e�x2
; but integratinge�x2

is impossible—
except approximately by a computer. How can we hope to show thatA is exactly?
� ? The trick is to go from an area integralA to a volume integralA2: This is

unusual (and hard to like), but the end justifies the means:

A2 D

» 8
xD�8 » 8yD�8 e�x2

e�y2

dy dxD

» 2�

�D0

» 8
rD0

e�r2

r dr d�: (6)

The double integrals cover the whole plane. Ther2 comes fromx2 Cy2; and the
key factorr appears in polar coordinates. It is now possible to substituteuD r2:
The r integral is 1

2

r 8
0
e�uduD 1

2
: The � integral is2�: The double integral is

.1
2
/.2�/: ThereforeA2 D� and the single integral isAD

?
�:

EXAMPLE 5 Apply Example 4 to the “normal distribution” p.x/D e�x2=2=
?
2�:

Section 8:4 discussed probability. It emphasized the importance of this particular
p.x/: At that time we could not verify that

r
p.x/dxD 1: Now we can:

xD
?
2y yields

1?
2�

» 8�8 e�x2=2dxD
1?
�

» 8�8 e�y2

dyD 1: (7)

Question Why include the2’s in p.x/ ? The integral ofe�x2
=
?
� also equals1:

Answer With the2’s the “variance” is
r
x2p.x/dxD 1: This is a convenient num-

ber.

CHANGE TO OTHER COORDINATES

A third method was promised, to findr dr d� without a picture and without geome-
try. The method works directly fromxD r cos� andyD r sin�: It also finds the1
in du dv; after a rotation of axes. Most important, this new method finds the factor
J in the areadAD J du dv; for any change of variables. The change is fromxy to
uv:

For single integrals, the “stretching factor” J between the originaldx and the new
du is (not surprisingly) the ratiodx=du:Where we havedx; we write.dx=du/du:
Where we have.du=dx/dx; we writedu: That was the idea of substitutions—the
main way to simplify integrals.

For double integrals the stretching factor appears in the area:dx dy becomes|J | du dv:
The old and new variables are related byxD x.u;v/ andyD y.u;v/: The point
with coordinatesu andv comes from the point with coordinatesx andy: A whole re-
gionS; full of points in theuv plane, comes from the regionR full of corresponding
points in thexy plane. A small piece with area|J | du dv comes from a small piece
with areadx dy: The formula forJ is a two-dimensional version ofdx=du:
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14B The stretching factor for area is the2 by 2 Jacobian determinantJ.u;v/:

J D

�����Bx=Bu Bx=BvBy=Bu By=Bv �����D BxBu ByBv � BxBv ByBu : (8)

An integral overR in thexy plane becomes an integral overS in theuv plane:»»
R

f .x;y/dx dyD

»»
S

f .x.u;v/;y.u;v//|J |du dv: (9)

The determinantJ is often written B.x;y/=B.u;v/; as a reminder that this
stretching factor is likedx=du: We requireJ ¤ 0: That keeps the stretching and
shrinking under control.

You naturally ask: Why take the absolute value|J | in equation(9)? Good
question—it wasn’t done for single integrals. The reason is in the limits of integration.

The single integral
r 1

0
dx is

r �1

0
.�du/ after changingx to�u:We keep the minus

sign and allow single integrals to run backward. Double integrals could too, but
normally they go left to right and down to up. We use the absolute value|J | and run
forward.

EXAMPLE 6 Polar coordinates havexDucosvD r cos� andyDusinvD r sin�:

With no geometry: J D

�����Bx=Br Bx=B�By=Br By=B� �����D �����cos� �r sin�

sin� r cos�

�����D r: (10)

EXAMPLE 7 FindJ for the linear changeto xD auCbv andyD cuCdv:

Ordinary determinant: J D

�����Bx=Bu Bx=BvBy=Bu By=Bv �����D �����a b

c d

�����D ad�bc: (11)

Why make this simple change, in whicha;b;c;d are all constant ? It straightens
parallelograms into squares (and rotates those squares). Figure 14.10 is typical.

Common sense indicatedJ D 1 for pure rotation—no change in area. NowJ D 1
comes from equations(1) and(11), becausead�bc is cos2˛Csin2˛:

In practice,xy rectangles generally go intouv rectangles. The sides can be curved
(as in polar rectangles) but the angles are often90�: The change is “orthogonal.” The
next example has angles that are not90�; andJ still gives the answer.

Fig. 14.10 Change fromxy to uv hasJ D 1
3 : Fig. 14.11 Curved areas are also

dAD |J |dudv:
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EXAMPLE 8 Find the area ofR in Figure 14.10. Also compute
rr
R

exdx dy:

Solution The figure showsxD 2
3
uC 1

3
v and yD 1

3
uC 2

3
v: The determinant is

J D

�����Bx=Bu Bx=BvBy=Bu By=Bv �����D �����2=3 1=3

1=3 2=3

�����D 4

9
� 1
9

D
1

3
:

Thearea of thexy parallelogram becomes an integral over theuv square:

rr
R

dx dyD
rr
S

|J |du dvD
3r
0

3r
0

1
3
du dvD 1

3
�3 �3D 3:

The square has area9; the parallelogram has area3: I don’t know if J D 1
3

is a
stretching factor or a shrinking factor. The other integral

rr
exdx dy is» 3

0

» 3

0

e2u=3Cv=3 1

3
du dvD

�

3

2
e2u=3

�3

0

�

3ev=3

�3

0

1

3
D
3

2
.e2�1/.e�1/:

Main point: The change tou andv makes the limits easy (just0 and3).

Why is the stretching factorJ a determinant? With straight sides, this goes
back to Section11:3 on vectors.The area of a parallelogram is a determinant.
Here the sides are curved, but that only produces.du/2 and.dv/2; which we ignore.

A changedu gives one side of Figure 14.11—it is.Bx=Bu i CBy=Bu j/du: Side
2 is (Bx=Bv i CBy=Bv j/dv: The curving comes from second derivatives. The area
(the cross product of the sides) is|J |du dv:
Final remark I can’t resist looking at the change in the reverse direction. Now the
rectangle is inxy and the parallelogram is inuv: In all formulas, exchangex for u
andy for v:

newJ D

�����Bu=Bx Bu=ByBv=Bx Bv=By �����D B.u;v/B.x;y/ D
1

old J
: (12)

This is exactly likedu=dxD 1=.dx=du/: It is the derivative of the inverse function.
The product of slopes is1—stretch out, shrink back. Fromxy to uv we have2 by 2
matrices, and the identity matrixI takes the place of1:

dx

du

du

dx
D 1 becomes

"Bx=Bu Bx=BvBy=Bu By=Bv#"Bu=Bx Bu=ByBv=Bx Bv=By #D

"

1 0

0 1

#

:

(13)
The first row times the first column is.Bx=Bu/.Bu=Bx/C .Bx=Bv/.Bv=Bx/DBx=BxD 1: The first row times the second column is.Bx=Bu/.Bu=By/C .Bx=Bv/
.Bv=By/D Bx=ByD 0: The matrices are inverses of each other. The determi-
nants of a matrix and its inverse obey our rule: oldJ times newJ D 1: ThoseJ ’s
cannot be zero, just asdx=du anddu=dx were not zero. (Inverse functions increase
steadily or decrease steadily.)

In two dimensions, an areadx dy goes toJ du dv and comes back todx dy:
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14.2 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

We change variables to improve the a of integration.
The disk x2 Cy2¤ 9 becomes the rectangle0¤ r ¤ b ,
0¤ � ¤ c . The inner limits on

rr
dy dx are yD� d .

In polar coordinates this area integral becomes
rr

e D f .

A polar rectangle has sidesdr and g . Two sides are
not h but the angles are still i . The area between
the circles r D 1 and r D 3 and the rays� D 0 and � D�=4 is

j . The integral
rr
x dy dx changes to

rr
k . This is

the l around the m axis. Thenx is the ratio n .
This is the x coordinate of the o , and it is the p
value ofx:

In a rotation through̨ ; the point that reaches.u;v/ starts atxD

u cos˛�v sin˛;yD q . A rectangle in theuv plane comes
from a r in xy: The areas are s so the stretching fac-
tor is J D t . This is the determinant of the matrix u
containing cos̨ and sin˛: The moment of inertia

rr
x2dx dy

changes to
rr

v du dv:

For single integralsdx changes to w du: For double
integralsdx dy changes toJ dudv with J D x . The stretch-
ing factor J is the determinant of the2 by 2 matrix y .
The functions x.u;v/ and y.u;v/ connect anxy region R to a
uv region S; and

rr
R dx dyD

rr
S

z D area of A . For
polar coordinatesxD B , yD C . For xDu;yDuC4v

the 2 by 2 determinant isJ D D . A square in theuv plane
comes from a E in xy: In the opposite direction the change
has uD x and vD 1

4 .y�x/ and a newJ D F . This J is
constant because this change of variables isG .

In 1–12R is a pie-shaped wedgeW 0¤ r ¤ 1 and �=4¤ � ¤ 3�=4:
1 What is the area ofR ? Check by integration in polar

coordinates.

2 Find limits on
rr
dy dx to yield the area ofR; and integrate.

Extra credit: Find limits on
rr
dx dy:

3 Equation (1) with ˛D�=4 rotates R into the uv region
S D : Find limits on

rr
dudv:

4 Compute the centroid heighty of R by changing
rr
y dx dy

to polar coordinates. Divide by the area ofR:

5 The region R has xD 0 because : After rotation
through ˛D�=4; the centroid.x;y/ of R becomes the centroid

of S:

6 Find the centroid of any wedge0¤ r ¤ a, 0¤ � ¤ b:
7 SupposeR� is the wedgeR moved up so that the sharp

point is atxD 0, yD 1:

(a) Find limits on
rr
dy dx to integrate overR�:

(b) With x� D x and y� D y�1; the xy region R� corre-
sponds to what region in thex�y� plane ?
(c) After that changedx dy equals dx�dy�:

8 Find limits on
rr
r dr d� to integrate overR� in Problem7:

9 The right coordinates forR� arer� and��; with xD r� cos��
andyD r� sin��C1:

(a) Show thatJ D r� sodAD r�dr�d��:
(b) Find limits on

rr
r�dr�d�� to integrate overR�:

10 If the centroid ofR is .0;y/; the centroid ofR� is :

The centroid of the circle with radius3 and center.1;2/ is :

The centroid of the upper half of that circle is :

11 The moments of inertiaIx ;Iy ;I0 of the original wedgeR
are :

12 The moments of inertiaIx ;Iy ;I0 of the shifted wedgeR�
are :

Problems 13–16 change four-sided regions to squares.

13 R has straight sidesyD 2x; xD 1;y D 1C2x; xD 0: Locate its
four corners and drawR: Find its area by geometry.

14 Choosea; b; c; d so that the changexD auCbv, yD cuC

dv takes the previousR into S; the unit square0¤u¤ 1,
0¤ v¤ 1: From the stretching factorJ D ad�bc find the area
of R:

15 The regionR has straight sidesxD 0, xD 1, yD 0, yD

2xC3: Choose a;b;c so that xDu and yD auCbvCcuv

changeR to the unit squareS:

16 A nonlinear termuv was needed in Problem15: Which
regionsR could change to the squareS with a linearxD auCbv,
yD cuCdv ?

Draw the xy region R that corresponds in 17–22 to theuv
square S with corners .0;0/, .1;0/, .0;1/, .1;1/: Locate the
corners ofR and then its sides (like a jigsaw puzzle).

17 xD 2uCv; yDuC2v

18 xD 3uC2v; yDuCv

19 xD e2uCv; yD euC2v

20 xDuv; yD v2�u2

21 xDu; yD v.1Cu2/

22 xDu cosv; yDu sin v (only three corners)

23 In Problems17 and19; computeJ from equation (8). Then find
the area ofR from

rr
S |J |dudv:

24 In 18 and20; findJ D B.x;y/=B.u;v/ and the area ofR:

25 If R lies betweenxD 0 and xD 1 under the graph of
yD f .x/¡ 0; then xDu;yD vf .u/ takesR to the unit square
S: Locate the corners ofR and the point corresponding to
uD 1

2 ;vD 1: ComputeJ to prove what we know:

area ofRD
r 1

0 f .x/dxD
r 1

0

r 1
0 J dudv:
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26 From r D
a
x2 Cy2 and � D tan�1.y=x/; compute Br=Bx,Br=By, B�=Bx, B�=By; and the determinantJ D B.r;�/=B.x;y/:

How is thisJ related to the factorr D B.x;y/=B.r;�/ that enters
r dr d� ?

27 Example 4 integratede�x2
from 0 to 8 (answer

?
�). Also

BD
r 1

0 e
�x2

dx leads toB2 D
r 1

0 e
�x2

dx
r 1

0 e
�y2

dy: Change
this double integral over the unit square tor and�—and find the
limits on r that make exact integration impossible.

28 Integrate by parts to prove that the standard normal

distributionp.x/D e�x2=2=
?
2� has�2 D

r8�8 x2p.x/dxD 1:

29 Find the average distance from a point on a circle to
the points inside. Suggestion: Let.0;0/ be the point and let
0¤ r ¤ 2acos� , 0¤ � ¤� be the circle (radiusa). The distance
is r; so the average distance isr D

rr
=
rr

:

30 Draw the region R W 0¤x¤ 1, 0¤y¤8 and describe
it with polar coordinates (limits onr and �). Integraterr

R.x
2 Cy2/�3=2dx dy in polar coordinates.

31 Using polar coordinates, find the volume underzD x2 Cy2

above the unit diskx2 Cy2¤ 1:
32 The end of Example 1 stated the moment of inertia

rr
y2dA:

Check that integration.

33 In the square�1¤x¤ 2, �2¤y¤ 1; where could you
distribute a unit mass (with

rr
� dxdyD 1) to maximize

(a)
rr
x2� dA (b)

rr
y2� dA (c)

rr
r2� dA?

34 True or false, with a reason:

(a) If the uv regionS corresponds to thexy regionR; then
area ofS D area ofR:

(b)
rr
x dA¤ rr

x2 dA

(c) The average value off .x;y/ is
rr
f .x;y/dA

(d)
r8�8 xe�x2

dxD 0

(e) A polar rectangle has the same area as a straight-sided
region with the same corners.

35 Find the mass of the tilted square in Example 1 if the
density is �D xy:

36 Find the mass of the ring in Example 2 if the density is�D

x2 Cy2: This is the same as which moment of inertia with which
density ?

37 Find the polar moment of inertiaI0 of the ring in Example 2
if the density is�D x2 Cy2:

38 Give the following statement an appropriate name:rr
R f .x;y/dAD f .P / times (area ofR), whereP is a point in

R: Which pointP makes this correct forf D x andf D y ?

39 Find the xy coordinates of the top point in Figure 14.6a
and check that it goes to.u;v/D .1;1/:
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14.3 Triple Integrals

At this point in the book, I feel I can speak to you directly. You can guess what
triple integrals are like. Instead of a small interval or a small rectangle, there is a
small box. Instead of lengthdx or areadx dy; the box has volumedV D dx dy dz:
That is length times width times height. The goal is to put small boxes together (by
integration). The main problem will be to discover the correct limits onx;y;z:

We could dream up more and more complicated regions in three-dimensional
space. But I don’t think you can see the method clearly without seeing the region
clearly. In practice six shapes are the most important:

box prism cylinder cone tetrahedron sphere.

The box is easiest and the sphere may be the hardest (but no problem in spherical
coordinates). Circular cylinders and cones fall in the middle, wherexyz coordinates
are possible butr�z are the best. I start with the box and prism andxyz:

EXAMPLE 1 By triple integrals find the volume of a box and a prism (Figure 14.12).

rrr
box

dV D
1r

zD0

3r
yD0

2r
xD0

dx dy dz and
rr r
prism

dV D
1r

zD0

3�3zr
yD0

2r
xD0

dx dy dz

The inner integral for both is
r
dxD 2: Lines in thex direction have length2; cutting

through the box and the prism. The middle integrals show the limits ony (sincedy
comes second):

3r
yD0

2 dyD 6 and
3�3zr
yD0

2 dyD 6�6z:
After two integrations these areareas. The first area6 is for a plane section through
the box. The second area6�6z is cut through the prism. The shaded rectangle goes
from yD 0 to yD 3�3z—we needed and used the equationyC3zD 3 for the
boundary of the prism.At this pointz is still constant! But the area depends onz;
because the prism gets thinner going upwards. The base area is6�6zD 6; the top
area is6�6zD 0:

The outer integral multiplies those areas bydz; to give the volume of slices. They
are horizontal slices becausez came last. Integration adds up the slices to find the
total volume:

box volumeD
1r

zD0

6 dzD 6 prism volumeD
1r

zD0

.6�6z/dzD
h

6z�3z2
i1

0
D 3:

The box volume2 �3 �1 didn’t need calculus. The prism is half of the box, so its
volume was sure to be3—but it is satisfying to see how6z�3z2 gives the answer.
Our purpose is to see how a triple integral works.

Question Find the prism volume in the orderdz dy dx (six orders are possible).

Answer

» 2

0

» 3

0

» .3�y/=3

0

dz dy dxD

» 2

0

» 3

0

�

3�y
3

�

dy dxD

» 2

0

3

2
dxD 3:

To find those limits on thez integral, follow a line in thez direction. It enters the
prism atzD 0 and exits at the sloping faceyC3zD 3: That gives the upper limit
zD .3�y/=3: It is the height of a thin stick as in Section14:1: This section writes
out

r
dz for the height, but a quicker solution starts at the double integral.
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Fig. 14.12 Box with sides2;3;1: The prism is half of the box: volume
r
.6�6z/dz orr

3
2dx:

What is the number3
2

in the last integral ? It is thearea of a vertical slice, cut by
a planexD constant. The outer integral adds up slices.»»»

f .x;y;z/ dV is computed from three single integrals

»
�

»
�

»
f dx

�

dy
�

dz:

That step cannot be taken in silence—some basic calculus is involved. The triple
integral is the limit of

P

fi�V; a sum over small boxes of volume�V: Herefi is
any value off .x;y;z/ in the i th box. (In the limit, the boxes fit a curved region.)
Now take those boxesin a certain order. Put them into lines in thex direction and
put the lines of boxes into planes. The lines lead to the innerx integral, whose answer
depends ony andz: They integral combines the lines into planes. Finally the outer
integral accounts for all planes and all boxes.

Example 2 is important because it displays more possibilities than a box or prism.

EXAMPLE 2 Find the volume of a tetrahedron (4-sided pyramid). Locate (x;y;z).

Solution A tetrahedron has four flat faces, all triangles. The fourth face in
Figure 14.13 is on the planexCyCzD 1: A line in thex direction enters atxD 0
and exits atxD 1�y�z: (The length depends ony and z: The equation of the
boundary plane givesx:) Then those lines are put into plane slices by they integral:» 1�z

yD0

» 1�y�z

xD0

dx dyD

» 1�z

yD0

.1�y�z/dyD
h

y� 1
2
y2�zyi1�z

0
D 1

2
.1�z/2:

What is this number1
2
.1�z/2 ? It is the area at heightz: The plane at that height

slices out a right triangle, whose legs have length1�z: The area is correct, but look
at the limits of integration.If x goes to1�y�z; why doesy go to1�z ? Reason:
We are assembling lines, not points. The figure shows a line at everyy up to1�z:

Adding the slices gives the volume:
r 1

0
1
2
.1�z/2dzD

�

1
6
.z�1/3�1

0
D 1

6
: This

agrees with1
3
(base times height), the volume of a pyramid.

The heightz of the centroid is “zaverage:” We compute
rrr

z dV and divide by
the volume. Each horizontal slice is multiplied by its heightz; and the limits of
integration don’t change:»»»

z dV D

» 1

0

» 1�y

0

» 1�y�z

0

z dx dy dzD

» 1

0

z.1�z/2
2

dzD
1

24
:

This is quick becausez is constant in thex andy integrals. Each triangular slice
contributesz times its area1

2
.1�z/2 timesdz: Then thez integral gives the moment
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Fig. 14.13 Lines end at planexCyCzD 1: Triangles end at edgeyCzD 1: The average
height iszD

rrr
z dV=

rrr
dV:

1=24: To find theaverageheight, divide1=24 by the volume:

zD height of centroidD

rrr
z dVrrr
dV

D
1=24

1=6
D
1

4
:

By symmetryxD 1
4

and yD 1
4
: The centroid is the point.1

4
; 1

4
; 1

4
/: Compare that

with .1
3
; 1

3
/; the centroid of the standard right triangle. Compare also with1

2
; thecen-

ter of the unit interval. There must be a five-sided region in four dimensions centered
at .1

5
; 1

5
; 1

5
; 1

5
/:

For area and volume we meet another pattern. Length of standard interval is1;
area of standard triangle is1

2
; volume of standard tetrahedron is1

6
; hypervolume in

four dimensions must be : The interval reaches the pointxD 1; the triangle
reaches the linexCyD1; the tetrahedron reaches the planexCyCzD1: The four-
dimensional region stops at the hyperplane D 1:

EXAMPLE 3 Find the volume
rrr

dx dy dz inside the unit spherex2 Cy2 Cz2 D
1:

First question: What are the limits onx ? If a needle goes through the sphere in the
x direction, where does it enter and leave ? Moving in thex direction, the numbersy
andz stay constant. The inner integral deals only withx: The smallest and largestx
are at the boundary wherex2 Cy2 Cz2 D 1: This equation does the work—we solve
it for x: Look at the limits on thex integral:

volume of sphereD
‹r

‹

‹r
‹

r?1�y2�z2�?1�y2�z2

dx dy dzD
‹r

‹

‹r
‹

2
a
1�y2�z2 dy dz: (1)

The limits ony are�?1�z2 andC
?
1�z2: You can use algebra on the bound-

ary equationx2 Cy2 Cz2 D 1: But notice thatx is gone! We want the smallest and
largesty; for eachz: It helps very much to draw the plane at heightz; slicing through
the sphere in Figure 14.14. The slice is a circle of radiusr D

?
1�z2: So the area is

�r2; which must come from they integral:
r
2
a
1�y2�z2 dyD area of sliceD�.1�z2/: (2)

I admit that I didn’t integrate. Is it cheating to use the formula�r2 ? I don’t think
so. Mathematics is hard enough, and we don’t have to work blindfolded. The goal is
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understanding, and if you know the area then use it. Of course the integral ofa
1�y2�z2 can be done if necessary—use Section7:2:

The triple integral is down to a single integral. We went from one needle to a circle
of needles and now to a sphere of needles. The volume is a sum of slices of area
�.1�z2/: The South Pole is atzD�1; the North Pole is atzD C1; and the integral
is the volume4�=3 inside the unit sphere:» 1�1

�.1�z2/dzD�

�

z� 1
3
z3

��1�1

D
2

3
����2

3
�

�

D
4

3
�: (3)

Question 1 A cone also has circular slices. How is the last integral changed?

Answer The slices of a cone have radius1�z: Integrate.1�z/2 not
?
1�z2:

Question 2 How does this compare with a circular cylinder (height1; radius1) ?

Answer Now all slices have radius1: AbovezD 0; a cylinder has volume� and a
half-sphere has volume2

3
� and a cone has volume1

3
�:

For solids with equal surface area, the sphere has largest volume.

Question 3 What is the average heightz in the cone and half-sphere and cylinder ?

Answer zD

r
z.slice area/dzr
.slice area/dz

D
1

4
and

3

8
and

1

2
:

Fig. 14.14
r
dxD length of needle,

rr
dx dyD area of slice. Ellipsoid is a stretched sphere.

EXAMPLE 4 Find the volume
rrr

dx dy dz inside the ellipsoidx2=a2 Cy2=b2 C

z2=c2 D 1:

The limits onx are now�a1�y2=b2�z2=c2: The algebra looks terrible. The
geometry is better—all slices are ellipses. Achange of variableis absolutely the
best.

IntroduceuD x=a andvD y=b andwD z=c: Then the outer boundary becomes
u2 Cv2 Cw2 D 1: In these new variables the shape is a sphere. The triple integral for
a sphere is

rrr
du dv dwD 4�=3: But what volumedV in xyz space corresponds

to a small box with sidesdu anddv anddw ?

Everyuvw box comes from anxyz box. The box is stretched with no bending
or twisting. Sinceu is x=a; the lengthdx is a du: Similarly dyD b dv anddzD
c dw: The volume of thexyz box (Figure 14.14) isdx dy dzD .abc/ du dv dw:
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Thestretching factorJ D abc is a constant, and the volume of the ellipsoid is

rrbad limitsr
ellipsoid

dx dy dzD
rrbetter limitsr

sphere
.abc/ du dv dwD

4�

3
abc: (4)

You realize that this is special—other volumes are much more complicated. The
sphere and ellipsoid are curved, but the smallxyz boxes are straight. The next section
introduces spherical coordinates, and we can finally write “good limits.” But then we
need a differentJ:

14.3 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

Six important solid shapes are a . The integral
rrr

dx dy dz

adds the volume b of small c . For computation
it becomes d single integrals. The inner integral

r
dx

is the e of a line through the solid. The variables
f and g are held constant. The double integralrr
dx dy is the h of a slice, with i held constant.

Then thez integral adds up the volumes of j .

If the solid regionV is bounded by the planesxD 0, yD 0,
zD 0; andxC2yC3zD 1; the limits on the innerx integral are

k . The limits ony are l . The limits onz are m .
In the new variablesuD x, vD 2y, wD 3z; the equation of the
outer boundary is n . The volume of the tetrahedron inuvw
space is o . From dxD du and dyD dv=2 anddzD p ,
the volume of an xyz box is dx dy dzD q du dv dw:

Sothe volume ofV is r .

To find the average heightz in V we compute s = t .
To find the total mass inV if the density is �D ez we
compute the integral u . To find the average density we
compute v = w . In the order

rrr
dz dx dy the limits on

the inner integral can depend on x . The limits on the middle
integral can depend on y . The outer limits for the ellipsoid
x2 C2y2 C3z2¤ 8 are z .

1 For the solid region0¤x¤y¤ z¤ 1; find the limits inrrr
dx dy dz and compute the volume.

2 Reverse the order in Problem1 to
rrr

dz dy dx and find the lim-
its of integration. The four faces of this tetrahedron are the planes
xD 0 andyD x and :

3 This tetrahedron and five others like it fill the unit cube.
Change the inequalities in Problem1 to describe the other five.

4 Find the centroid.x;y;z/ in Problem1:

Find the limits of integration in
rrr

dx dy dz and the volume of
solids 5–16. Draw a very rough picture.

5 A cube with sides of length2; centered at.0; 0; 0/:

6 Half of that cube, the box above thexy plane.

7 Part of the same cube, the prism above the planezD y:

8 Part of the same cube, abovezD y andzD 0:

9 Part of the same cube, abovezD x and below zD y:

10 Part of the same cube, wherex¤y¤ z: What shape is
this ?

11 The tetrahedron bounded by planesxD 0, yD 0, zD 0, and
xCyC2zD 2:

12 The tetrahedron with corners.0;0;0/, .2;0;0/, .0;4;0/, .0;0;4/:
First find the plane through the last three corners.

13 The part of the tetrahedron in Problem11 below zD 1
2 :

14 The tetrahedron in Problem12with its top sliced off by the plane
zD 1:

15 The volume abovezD 0 below the cone
a
x2 Cy2 D 1�z:�16 The tetrahedron in Problem12; after it falls across thex

axis onto thexy plane.

In 17–20 find the limits in
rrr

dx dy dz or
rrr

dz dy dx:

Compute the volume.

17 A circular cylinder with height6 andbasex2 Cy2¤ 1:
18 The part of that cylinder below the planezD x:Watch the base.
Draw a picture.

19 The volume shared by the cube (Problem5) andcylinder.

20 The same cylinder lying along thex axis.

21 A cube is inscribed in a sphere: radius1; both centers at.0;0;0/:
What is the volume of the cube ?

22 Find the volume and the centroid of the region bounded by
xD 0, yD 0, zD 0, and x=aCy=bCz=cD 1:

23 Find the volume and centroid of the solid
0¤ z¤ 4�x2�y2:

24 Based on the text, what is the volume inside
x2 C4y2 C9z2 D 16 ? What is the “hypervolume” of the
4-dimensional pyramid that stops atxCyCzCwD 1?
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25 Find the partial derivativesBI=Bx, BI=By, B2I=By Bz of

I D
zr

0

yr

0

dx dy andI D
zr

0

yr

0

xr

0

f .x;y;z/ dx dy dz:

26 Define the average value off .x;y;z/ in a solidV:

27 Find the moment of inertia
rrr

l2dV of the cube|x|¤ 1, |y|¤
1, |z|¤ 1 whenl is the distance to

(a) thex axis (b) the edgeyD zD 1 (c) the diagonalxD yD z:

28 Add upper limits to produce the volume of a unit cube from
small cubes:V D

P

iD1

P

j D1

P

kD1

.�x/3 D 1:

�29 Find the limit as�xÑ 0 of
3=�x
P

iD1

2=�x
P

j D1

j
P

kD1

.�x/3:

30 The midpoint rule for an integral over the unit cube chooses
the center valuef .1

2 ;
1
2 ;

1
2 /: Which functionsf D xmynzp are

integrated correctly ?

31 The trapezoidal rule estimates
r 1

0

r 1
0

r 1
0 f .x;y;z/ dx dy dz

as 1
8 times the sum off .x;y;z/ at 8 corners. This correctly

integratesxmynzp for whichm, n, p ?

32 Propose a27-point “Simpson’s Rule” for integration over
a cube. If many small cubes fill a large box, why are there
only 8 new points per cube ?
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14.4 Cylindrical and Spherical Coordinates

Cylindrical coordinates are good for describing solids that aresymmetric around
an axis. The solid is three-dimensional, so there are three coordinatesr;�;z:

r : out from the axis � : aroundthe axis z: alongthe axis.

This is a mixture of polar coordinatesr� in aplane, plusz upward. You will not find
r�z difficult to work with. Start with a cylinder centered on thez axis:

solid cylinderW 0¤ r¤ 1 flat bottom and topW 0¤ z¤ 3 half-cylinderW 0¤ �¤�
Integration over this half-cylinder is

r 3

0

r �

0

r 1

0
? dr d� dz. These limits onr;�;z

are especially simple. Two other axially symmetric solids are almost as convenient:

coneW integrate torCzD 1 sphereW integrate tor2 Cz2 DR2

I would not use cylindrical coordinates for a box. Or a tetrahedron.
The integral needs one thing more—the volumedV . The movementsdr andd�

anddz give a “curved box” inxyz space, drawn in Figure 14.15c. The base is a polar
rectangle, with arear dr d� . The new part is the heightdz. The volume of the
curved box isr dr d� dz. Thenr goes in the blank space in the triple integral—the
stretching factor isJ D r . There are six orders of integration (we give two):

volumeD

»
z

»
�

»
r

r dr d� dzD

»
�

»
z

»
r

r dr dz d�: (1)

Fig. 14.15 Cylindrical coordinates for a point and a half-cylinder. Small volumer dr d� dz:

EXAMPLE 1 (Volume of the half-cylinder). The integral ofr dr from0 to 1 is 1
2
:

The� integral is� and thez integral is3. The volume is3�=2.

EXAMPLE 2 The surfacer D 1�z encloses the cone in Figure 14.16. Find its
volume.

First solution Sincer goes out to1�z, the integral ofr dr is 1
2
.1�z/2. The�

integral is2� (a full rotation). Stop there for a moment.
We have reached

rr
r dr d� D 1

2
.1�z/2 2� . This is thearea of a slice at height

z. The slice is a circle, its radius is1�z, its area is�.1�z/2. Thez integral adds
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those slices to give�=3. That is correct, but it is not the only way to compute the
volume.

Second solution Do thez and� integrals first. Sincez goes up to1�r , and�
goes around to2� , those integrals produce

rr
r dz d� D r.1�r/2�. Stop again—

this must be the area of something.
After thez and� integrals we have ashell at radiusr . The height is1�r (the

outer shells are shorter). This height times2�r gives the area around the shell. The
choice between shells and slices is exactly as in Chapter8: Different orders of inte-
gration give different ways to cut up the solid.

The volume of the shell is area times thicknessdr . The volume of the complete

cone is the integral of shell volumes:
r 1

0
r.1�r/2� dr D�=3.

Third solution Do ther andz integrals first:
rr
r dr dzD 1

6
. Then the� integral

is
r

1
6
d� , which gives1

6
times2� . This is the volume�=3—but what is1

6
d� ?

The third cone is cut into wedges. The volume of a wedge is1
6
d� . It is quite

common to do the� integral last, especially when it just multiplies by2� . It is not so
common to think of wedges.

Question Is the volume1
6
d� equal to an area1

6
times a thicknessd� ?

Answer No! The triangle in the third cone has area1
2

not 1
6
. Thickness is never

d� .

Fig. 14.16 A cone cut three ways: slice at heightz, shell at radiusr , wedge at angle� .

This cone is typical of asolid of revolution. The axis is in thez direction. The
� integral yields2� , whether it comes first, second, or third. Ther integral goes
out to a radiusf .z/, which is 1 for the cylinder and1�z for the cone. The in-
tegral

rr
r dr d� is �.f .z//2 D area of circular slice. This leaves thez integralr

�.f .z//2dz. That is our old volume formula
r
�.f .x//2dx from Chapter8;where

the slices were cut through thex axis.

EXAMPLE 3 Themoment of inertiaaround thez axis is
rrr

r3dr d� dz. The
extrar2 is .distance to axis/2. For the cone this triple integral is�=10.

EXAMPLE 4 The momentaround thez axis is
rrr

r2 dr d� dz. For the cone
this is�=6. Theaverage distancer is .moment/=.volume/D .�=6/=.�=3/D 1

2
.

EXAMPLE 5 A sphere of radiusR has the boundaryr2 Cz2 DR2, in cylindrical
coordinates. The outer limit on ther integral is

?
R2�z2. That is not acceptable in
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difficult problems. To avoid it we now change to coordinates that are natural for a
sphere.

SPHERICAL COORDINATES

The Earth is a solid sphere (or near enough). On its surface we usetwo coordinates—
latitude and longitude. To dig inward or fly outward, there is a third coordinate—the
distance� from the center. This Greek letterrho replacesr to avoid confusion with
cylindrical coordinates. Wherer is measured from thez axis,� is measured from the
origin. Thusr2 D x2 Cy2 and�2 D x2 Cy2 Cz2.

The angle� is the same as before. It goes from0 to 2� . It is the longitude, which
increases as you travel east around the Equator.

The angle� is new. It equals0 at the North Pole and� (not2�) at the South Pole.
It is thepolar angle, measured down from thez axis. The Equator has a latitude of0
but a polar angle of�=2 (halfway down). Here are some typical shapes:

solid sphere (or ball):0¤ �¤R surface of sphere:�DR

upper half-sphere:0¤�¤�=2 eastern half-sphere:0¤ �¤�

Fig. 14.17 Spherical coordinates��� . The volumedV D �2 sin � d� d� d� of a spherical
box.

The angle� is constant on a cone from the origin. It cuts the surface in a circle
(Figure 14.17b), but not a great circle. The angle� is constant along a half-circle
from pole to pole. The distance� is constant on each inner sphere, starting at the
center�D 0 and moving out to�DR.

In spherical coordinates the volume integral is
rrr

�2 sin � d� d� d� . To
explain that surprising factorJ D �2 sin�, start withxD r cos� andyD r sin� . In
spherical coordinatesr is � sin� andz is � cos�—see the triangle in the figure. So
substitute� sin� for r :

xD � sin� cos�; yD � sin� sin�; zD � cos�: (1)

Remember those two steps,��� to r�z to xyz. We check thatx2 Cy2 Cz2 D �2:

�2.sin2� cos2 �Csin2� sin2 �Ccos2�/D �2.sin2�Ccos2�/D �2:

The volume integral is explained by Figure 14.17c. That shows a “spherical box”
with right angles and curved edges. Two edges ared� and�d�. The third edge is
horizontal. The usualrd� becomes� sin� d�: Multiplying those lengths givesdV .
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The volume of the box isdV D �2 sin � d� d� d� . This is adistance cubed, from
�2d�.

EXAMPLE 6 A solid ball of radiusR hasknown volumeV D 4
3
�R3. Notice the

limits:» 2�

0

» �

0

» R

0

�2 sin� d� d� d� D
�

1
3
�3
�R

0

��cos�
��

0

�

�
�2�

0
D .1

3
R3/.2/.2�/:

Question What is the volume above the cone in Figure 14.17 ?

Answer The� integral stops atŒ�cos���=3
0 D 1

2
. The volume is.1

3
R3/.1

2
/.2�/.

EXAMPLE 7 Thesurface areaof asphere isAD 4�R2. Forget the� integral:

AD

» 2�

0

» �

0

R2 sin� d� d� DR2
��cos�

��

0

�

�
�2�

0
DR2.2/.2�/:

After those examples from geometry, here is the real thing from science. I want
to compute one of the most important triple integrals in physics—“the gravitational
attraction of a solid sphere.” For some reason Isaac Newton had trouble with this
integral. He refused to publish his masterpiece on astronomy until he had solved it. I
think he didn’t use spherical coordinates—and the integral is not easy even now.

The answer that Newton finally found is beautiful.The sphere acts as if all its
mass were concentrated at the center. At an outside point.0;0;D/, the force of
gravity is proportional to1=D2. The force from a uniform solid sphere equals the
force from a point mass, at every outside pointP . That is exactly what Newton wanted
and needed, to explain the solar system and to prove Kepler’s laws.

Here is the difficulty. Some parts of the sphere are closer thanD, some parts are
farther away. The actual distanceq, from the outside pointP to a typical inside point,
is shown in Figure 14.18. Theaveragedistanceq to all points in the sphere is not
D. But what Newton needed was a different average, and by good luck or some
divine calculus it works perfectly:The average of1=q is 1=D. This gives the
potential energy:

potential at pointP D
rrr
sphere

1

q
dV D

Volume of sphere

D
: (2)

A small volumedV at the distanceq contributesdV=q to the potential (Section8:6;
with density 1). The integral adds the contributions from the whole sphere.
Equation(2) says that the potential atr DD is not changed when the sphere is
squeezed to the center. The potential equals the whole volume divided by the single
distanceD.

Important point: The average of1=q is 1=D and not1=q. The average of1
2

and
1
4

is not 1
3
. Smaller point: I wrote “sphere” where I should have written “ball.” The

sphere is solid:0¤ �¤R;0¤�¤�;0¤ �¤ 2� . What about the force ? For the

small volume it is proportional todV=q2 (this is the inverse square law). Butforce is
a vector, pulling the outside point towarddV—not toward the center of the sphere.
The figure shows the geometry and the symmetry.We want thez component of the
force. (By symmetry the overallx andy components are zero.) The angle between
the force vector and thez axis is˛, so for thez component we multiply bycos˛.
The total force comes from the integral that Newton discovered:
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force at pointP D
rrr
sphere

cos˛

q2
dV D

volume of sphere

D2
: (3)

I wi ll compute the integral(2) and leave you the privilege of solving (3). I mean that
word seriously. If you have come this far, you deserve the pleasure of doing what at
one time only Isaac Newton could do. Problem26 offers a suggestion (just the law of
cosines) but the integral is yours.

Fig. 14.18 Distanceq from outside point to inside point. Distancesq andQ to surface.

The law of cosines also helps with(2). For the triangle in the figure it gives
q2 DD2�2�D cos�C�2. Call this whole quantityu. We do the surface integral
first .d� andd� with � fixed/. Thenq2 Du andqD

?
u andduD 2�D sin� d�:» 2�

0

» �

0

�2 sin� d� d�

q
D

»
2��2

2�D

du?
u

D

�

2��

D

?
u

��D�

�D0

: (4)

2� came from the� integral. The integral ofdu=
?
u is 2

?
u. Sincecos�D�1

at the upper limit,u is D2 C2�DC�2. The square root ofu is DC�. At the
lower limit cos�D C1 anduDD2�2�DC�2. This is another perfect square—
its square root isD��. The surface integral (4) with fixed� is» »

dA

q
D
2��

D

�

.DC�/� .D��/�D 4��2

D
: (5)

Last comes the� integral:
r R

0
4��2d�=DD 4

3
�R3=D. This proves formula(2):

potential equals volume of the sphere divided byD.

Note 1 Physicists are also happy about equation(5). The average of1=q is 1=D
not only over the solid sphere but over each spherical shell of area4��2. The shells
can have different densities, as they do in the Earth, and still Newton is correct. This
also applies to the force integral(3)—each separate shell acts as if its mass were
concentrated at the center. Then the final� integral yields this property for the solid
sphere.

Note 2 Physicists also know that force is minus the derivative of potential. The
derivative of(2) with respect toD produces the force integral(3). Problem27 ex-
plains this shortcut to Equation(3).
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EXAMPLE 8 Everywhere inside a hollow sphere the force of gravity is zero.

WhenD is smaller than�, the lower limit
?
u in the integral(4) changes fromD��

to ��D. That way the square root stays positive. This changes the answer in(5) to
4��2=�, so the potential no longer depends onD. The potential is constant inside
the hollow shell. Since the force comes from its derivative, the force is zero.

A more intuitive proof is in the second figure. The infinitesimal areas on the surface
are proportional toq2 andQ2. But the distances to those areas areq andQ, so the
forces involve1=q2 and1=Q2 (the inverse square law). Therefore the two areas exert
equal and opposite forces on the inside point, and they cancel each other. The total
force from the shell is zero.

I believe this zero integral is the reason that the inside of a car is safe from lightning.
Of course a car is not a sphere. But electric charge distributes itself to keep the surface
at constant potential. The potential stays constant inside—therefore no force. The tires
help to prevent conduction of current (and electrocution of driver).

P.S. Don’t just step out of the car. Let a metal chain conduct the charge to the
ground. Otherwise you could be the conductor.

CHANGE OF COORDINATES—STRETCHING FACTOR J

Once more we look to calculus for a formula. We need the volume of asmall curved
box in anyuvw coordinate system. Ther�z box and the��� box have right
angles, and their volumes were read off from the geometry (stretching factorsJ D r
andJ D �2 sin� in Figures 14.15 and 14.17). Now we change fromxyz to other
coordinatesuvw—which are chosen to fit the problem.

Going fromxy to uv, the areadAD J du dv was a2 by 2 determinant. In three
dimensions the determinant is3 by 3. The matrix is always the “Jacobian matrix,”
containing first derivatives. There were four derivatives fromxy to uv, now there are
nine fromxyz to uvw.

14C Supposex;y;z aregiven in terms ofu;v;w. Then a small box inuvw space
(sidesdu, dv, dw) comes from a volumedV D J du dv dw in xyz space:

J D

��������Bx=Bu Bx=Bv Bx=BwBy=Bu By=Bv By=BwBz=Bu Bz=Bv Bz=Bw ��������D stretching factor
B.x;y;z/B.u;v;w/ : (6)

The volume integral
rrr

dx dy dz becomes
rrr |J |du dv dw, with limits on

uvw.

Remember that a3 by 3 determinant is the sum of six terms (Section11:5). One
term inJ is .Bx=Bu/.By=Bv/.Bz=Bw/, along the main diagonal. This comes from
pure stretching, and the other five terms allow for rotation. The best way to exhibit
the formula is for spherical coordinates—where the nine derivatives are easy but the
determinant is not:
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EXAMPLE 9 Find the factorJ forxD � sin� cos�; yD � sin� sin�; zD � cos�.

J D
B.x;y;z/B.�;�;�/ D

��������sin� cos� � cos� cos� �� sin� sin�

sin� sin� � cos� sin� � sin� cos�

cos� �� sin� 0

�������� :
The determinant has six terms, but two are zero—because of the zero in the
corner. The other four terms are�2 sin� cos2� sin2 � and�2 sin� cos2� cos2 �
and�2 sin3� sin2 � and�2 sin3� cos2 � . Add the first two (notesin2 �Ccos2 � )
and separately add the second two. Then add the sums to reachJ D �2 sin�.

Geometry already gave this answer. For mostuvw variables, use the determinant.

14.4 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

The three a coordinates arer�z. The point atxD yD zD

1 has r D b , � D c , zD d . The volume integral isrrr
e . The solid region1¤ r ¤ 2;0¤ � ¤ 2�, 0¤ z¤ 4 is a

f . Its volume is g . From ther and � integrals the area
of a h equals i . From thez and � integrals the area of
a j equals k . In r�z coordinates the shapes of l are
convenient, while m are not.

The three n coordinates are��� . The point atxD yD

zD 1 has �D o , �D p , � D q . The angle� is
measured from r . � is measured from s . � is the distance
to t , wherer was the distance to u . If ��� are known
thenxD v , yD w , zD x . The stretching factorJ is
a3 by 3 y , and volume is

rrr
z .

Thesolid region1¤ �¤ 2;0¤ �¤�;0¤ � ¤ 2� is a A . Its
volume is B . From the� and � integrals the area of a C
at radius� equals D . Newton discovered that the outside
gravitational attraction of a E is the same as for an equal mass
located at F .

Convert the xyz coordinates in 1–4 tor�z and ��� .

1 .D;0;0/

3 .0;0;D/.watch�/

2 .0;�D;0/
4 .3;4;5/

Convert the spherical coordinates in 5–7 toxyz and r�z.

5 �D 4, �D�=4, � D��=4
6 �D 2, �D�=3, � D�=6

7 �D 1, �D�, � D anything.

8 Where doesxD r andyD � ?

9 Find the polar angle� for the point with cylindrical coordinates
r�z.

10 What are x.t/;y.t/;z.t/ on the great circle from�D 1;

�D�=2;� D 0 with speed1 to �D 1;�D�=4;� D�=2 ?

From the limits of integration describe each region in 11–20 and
find its volume. The inner integral has the inner limits.

11
» 2�

�D0

» 1=
?

2

rD0

»?1�r2

zDr
r dz dr d�

12
» �

0

» 1

0

» 1Cr2

0
r dz dr d�

13
» 2�

�D0

» 1

zD0

» 2�z

rD0
r dr dz d�

14
» �

0

» �

0

» �

0
r d� dr dz

15
» �=2

0

» �=2

0

» 1

0
�2 sin� d� d� d�

16
» 2�

0

» �=3

0

» 2

sec�
�2 sin� d� d� d�

17
» �

0

» �

0

» sin�

0
�2 sin� d� d� d�

18
» 2�

0

» �=4

0

» 3

1
�2 sin� d� d� d�

19
» �

0

» �

0

» �

0
�2 sin� d� d� d�

20
» 1

0

» 1

0

» 1

0
�2 sin� d� d� d�

21 Example 5 gave the volume integral for a sphere inr�z
coordinates. What is the area of the circular slice at heightz ? What
is the area of the cylindrical shell at radiusr ? Integrate over slices
.dz/ and over shells.dr/ to reach4�R3=3.

22 Describe the solid with0¤ �¤ 1�cos� and find its volume.
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23 A cylindrical tree has radiusa. A saw cuts horizontally, ending
halfway in at thex axis. Then it cuts on a sloping plane (angle˛
with the horizontal), also ending at thex axis. What is the volume
of the wedge that falls out ?

24 Find the mass of a planet of radiusR, if its density at each
radius� is ıD .�C1/=�. Notice the infinite density at the center,
but finite massM D

rrr
ı dV . Here� is radius, not density.

25 For the cone out tor D 1�z, the average distance from thez
axis isr D 1

2 . For the triangle out tor D 1�z the average isr D 1
3 .

How can they be different when rotating the triangle produces the
cone ?

Problems 26–32, on the attraction of a sphere, use Figure 14.18
and the law of cosinesq2 DD2�2�D cos�C�2 Du.

26 Newton’s achievementShow that
rrr

.cos˛/dV=q2 equals
volume=D2. One hint only: Find cos̨ from a second law of cosines
�2 DD2�2qD cos˛Cq2. The� integral should involve1=q and
1=q3. Equation (2) integrates1=q, leaving

rrr
dV=q3 still to do.

27 Compute Bq=BD in the first cosine law and show from
Figure 14.18 that it equals cos̨. Then the derivative of
equation (2) with respect toD is a shortcut to Newton’s
equation (3).

28 The lines of lengthD and q meet at the anglę . Move the
meeting point up by�D. Explain why the other line stretches by
�q��D cos˛. SoBq=BDD cos˛ as before.

29 Show that the average distance isqD 4R=3, from the North
Pole .DDR/ to points on the Earth’s surface.�DR/. To
compute: qD

rr
qR2 sin � d� d�=.area 4�R2). Use the same

substitutionu.

30 Show as in Problem29 that the average distance isqDDC
1
3�

2=D, from the outside point.0;0;D/ to points on the shell of ra-
dius�. Then integrate

rrr
q dV and divide by4�R3=3 to findq for

the solid sphere.

31 In Figure 14.18b, it is not true that the areas on the surface are
exactly proportional toq2 andQ2. Why not ? What happens to the
second proof in Example 8 ?

32 For two solid spheres attracting each other (sun and planet), can
we concentratebothspheres into point masses at their centers ?�33 Compute

rrr
cos˛ dV=q3 to find the force of gravity at

.0;0;D/ from a cylinder x2 Cy2¤a2;0¤ z¤h. Show from a
figure whyq2 D r2 C.D�z/2 and cos̨ D .D�z/=q.

34 A linear change of variables hasxD auCbvCcw;y D duC

evCf w, andzDguChvC iw. Write down the six terms in the
determinantJ . Three terms have minus signs.

35 A pure stretching hasxDau;yD bv, andzD cw. Find the3
by 3 matrix and its determinantJ . What is special about thexyz
box in this case ?

36 (a) The matrix in Example 9 has three columns. Find the
lengths of those three vectors (sum of squares, then square root).
Compare with the edges of the box in Figure 14.17.

(b) Take the dot product of every column inJ with every other
column. Zero dot products mean right angles in the box. SoJ is
the product of the column lengths.

37 Find the stretching factorJ for cylindrical coordinates from the
matrix of first derivatives.

38 Follow Problem36 for cylindrical coordinates—find the length
of each column inJ and compare with the box in Figure 14.15.

39 Find the moment of inertia around thez axisof a spherical shell
(radius�, density1). The distance from the axis to a point on the
shell isr D . Substitute forr to find

I.�/D
r 2�
0

r �
0 r2�2 sin� d� d�:

Divide bymr2 (which is4��4) to compute the numberJ for a hol-
low ball in the rolling experiment of Section8:5:

40 The moment of inertia of a solid sphere (radiusR,
density 1) adds up the hollow spheres of Problem39 W

I D
r R

0 I.�/d�D . Divide bymR2 (which is 4
3�R

5) to find
J in the rolling experiment. A solid ball rolls faster than a hollow
ball because .

41 Inside the Earth, the force of gravity is proportional to the
distance� from the center. Reason: The inner ball of radius� has
mass proportional to (assume constant density). The force is
proportional to that mass divided by . The rest of the Earth
(sphere with hole) exerts no force because .

42 Dig a tunnel through the center to Australia. Drop a ball in the
tunnel atyDR; Australia isyD�R. The force of gravity is�cy
by Problem41: Newton’s law ismy2 D�cy. What does the ball do
when it reaches Australia ?



CHAPTER 15

Vector Calculus

Chapter14 introduced double and triple integrals. We went from
r
dx to

rr
dx dy

and
rrr

dx dy dz. All those integrals add up small pieces, and the limit gives area or
volume or mass. What could be more natural than that? I regret to say, after the success
of those multiple integrals, that something is missing. It is even more regrettable that
we didn’t notice it. The missing piece is nothing less than the Fundamental Theorem
of Calculus.

The double integral
rrr

dx dy equals the area. To compute it, we did not use an
antiderivative of1: At least not consciously. The method was almost trial and error,
and the hard part was to find the limits of integration. This chapter goes deeper, to
show how the step from a double integral to a single integral is really a new form of
the Fundamental Theorem—when it is done right.

Two new ideas are needed early, one pleasant and one not. You will likevector
fields. You may not think so highly ofline integrals. Those are ordinary single
integrals like

r
v.x/dx; but they go along curves instead of straight lines. The nice

stepdx becomes the confusing stepds:Where
r
dx equals the length of the interval,r

ds is the length of the curve. The point is that regions are enclosed by curves, and
we have to integrate along them. The Fundamental Theorem in its two-dimensional
form (Green’s Theorem) connectsa double integral over the regionto a single
integral along its boundary curve.

The great applications are in science and engineering, where vector fields are so
natural. But there are changes in the language. Instead of an antiderivative, we speak
about apotential function. Instead of the derivative, we take the “divergence” and
“curl.” Instead of area, we computeflux andcirculation andwork. Examples come
first.

629
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15.1 Vector Fields

For an ordinary scalar function, the input is a numberx and the output is a number
f .x/: For a vector field (or vector function), the input is a point.x;y/ and the output
is a two-dimensional vectorF.x;y/: There is a “field” of vectors, one at every point.
In three dimensions the input point is.x;y;z/ and the output vectorF has three
components.

DEFINITION LetR be a region in thexy plane. Avector fieldF assigns to every
point.x;y/ in R a vectorF.x;y/ with two components:

F.x;y/DM.x;y/i CN.x;y/j: (1)

This plane vector field involvestwo functions of two variables. They are the
componentsM and N; which vary from point to point. A vector has fixed
components, a vector field has varying components.

A three-dimensional vector field has componentsM.x;y;z/ andN.x;y;z/ and
P.x;y;z/: Then the vectors areF DM i CN j CP k:

EXAMPLE 1 The position vectorat .x;y/ is R D xi Cyj: Its components are
M D x andN D y: The vectors grow larger as we leave the origin (Figure 15.1a).
Their direction is outward and their length is|R|Dax2 Cy2 D r: The vectorR
is boldface, the numberr is lightface.

EXAMPLE 2 The vector fieldR=r consists ofunit vectorsur ; pointing outward.
We divideR D xi Cyj by its length, at every point except the origin. The components
of R=r areM D x=r andN D y=r: Figure 15.1 shows a third fieldR=r2; whose
length is1=r:

Fig. 15.1 The vector fieldsR andR=r and R=r2 are radial. Lengthsr and1 and1=r:

EXAMPLE 3 Thespin fieldor rotation field or turning field goes around the origin
instead of away from it. The field isS: Its components areM D�y andN D x:

SD�yi Cxj also has length|S|Da.�y/2 Cx2 D r: (2)

S is perpendicular toR—their dot product is zero:S�R D .�y/.x/C .x/.y/D 0:
The spin fieldsS=r andS=r2 have lengths1 and1=r :

S
r

D�y
r

i C
x

r
j has

�����Sr �����D 1
S
r2

D� y

x2 Cy2
i C

x

x2 Cy2
j has

����� S
r2

�����D 1

r
:

Theunit vectorS=r is u� : Notice the blank at.0;0/; where this field is not defined.
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Fig. 15.2 Thespin fieldsSandS=r andS=r2 go around the origin. Lengthsr and1 and1=r:

EXAMPLE 4 A gradient field starts with an ordinary functionf .x;y/: The
componentsM andN are the partial derivativesBf=Bx andBf=By: Then the fieldF
is the gradient off :

F D gradf D rf D Bf=Bx i CBf=By j: (3)

This vector fieldgradf is everywhere perpendicular to the level curvesf .x;y/D
c:
The length|gradf | tells how fastf is changing (in the direction it changes fastest).
Invent a function likef D x2y; and you immediately have its gradient field
F D 2xyi Cx2j: To repeat,M is Bf=Bx andN is Bf=By:

For every vector field you should ask two questions:Is it a gradient field? If so,
what isf ? Here are answers for the radial fields and spin fields:

15A The radial fieldsR and R=r andR=r2 are all gradient fields.
The spin fieldsSandS=r are not gradients of anyf .x;y/:
The spin fieldS=r2 is the gradient of the polar angle� D tan�1.y=x/:

The derivatives off D 1
2
.x2 Cy2/ are x andy: Thus R is a gradient field. The

gradient of f D r is the unit vectorR=r pointing outwards. Both fields are
perpendicular to circles around the origin. Those are the level curves off D 1

2
r2

and f D r:

Question Is everyR=rn a gradient field?
Answer Yes. But among the spin fields, the only gradient isS=r2:

A major goal of this chapter is to recognize gradient fields by a simple test. The
rejection ofS andS=r will be interesting. For some reason�yi Cxj is rejected and
yi Cxj is accepted. (It is the gradient of :) The acceptance ofS=r2 as the
gradient off D � contains a surprise at the origin (Section 15.3).

Gradient fields are calledconservative. The functionf is thepotential function.
These words, and the next examples, come from physics and engineering.

EXAMPLE 5 Thevelocity fieldis V and theflow field is �V:

Suppose fluid moves steadily down a pipe. Or a river flows smoothly (no waterfall).
Or the air circulates in a fixed pattern. The velocity can be different at different points,
but there is no change with time. The velocity vectorV gives thedirection of flow
andspeed of flowat every point.
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In reality the velocity field isV.x;y;z/; with three componentsM;N;P: Those
are the velocitiesv1;v2;v3 in the x;y;z directions. The speed|V| is the length:|V|2 D v2

1 Cv2
2 Cv2

3 : In a “plane flow” thek component is zero, and the velocity
field isv1i Cv2j DM i CN j:

Fig. 15.3 A steady velocity fieldV and two force fieldsF:

For a compact disc or a turning wheel,V is a spin field (V D!S, !D angular ve-
locity). A tornado might be closer toV D S=r2 (except for a dead spot at the center).
An explosion could haveV D R=r2: A quieter example is flow in and out of a lake
with steady rain as a source term.

Theflow field�V is the density� times the velocity field. WhileV gives the rate
of movement,�V gives therate of movement of mass. A greater density means a
greater rate|�V| of “mass transport.” It is like the number of passengers on a bus
times the speed of the bus.

EXAMPLE 6 Force fields from gravity:F is downward in the classroom,F is radial
in space.

When gravity pulls downward, it has only one nonzero component:F D�mgk:
This assumes that vectors to the center of the Earth are parallel—almost true in a
classroom. ThenF is the gradient of�mgz (noteBf=BzD�mg).
In physics the usual potential is not�mgz but Cmgz: The force field ismi-
nusgradf also in electrical engineering. Electrons flow from high potential to low
potential. The mathematics is the same, but the sign is reversed.

In space, the force is radial inwards:F D�mMGR=r3: Its magnitude is
proportional to1=r2 (Newton’s inverse square law). The masses arem andM; and the
gravitational constant isGD 6:672�10�11—with distance in meters, mass in kilo-
grams, and time in seconds. The dimensions ofG are.force/.distance/2=.mass/2:
This is different from the accelerationgD 9:8m=sec2; which already accounts
for the mass and radius of the Earth.

Like all radial fields,gravity is a gradient field. It comes from a potentialf :

f D
mMG

r
and

BfBx D�mMGx
r3

and
BfBy D�mMGy

r3
and

BfBz D�mMGz
r3

:

(4)

EXAMPLE 7 (a short example) Current in a wire produces amagnetic fieldB: It
is the spin fieldS=r2 around the wire, times the strength of the current.

STREAMLINES AND LINES OF FORCE

Drawing a vector field is not always easy. Even the spin field looks messy when the
vectors are too long (they go in circles and fall across each other).The circles give
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a clearer picture than the vectors. In any field, the vectors are tangent to “field
lines”— which in the spin case are circles.

DEFINITION C is afield line or integral curveif the vectorsF.x;y/ are tangent
to C: The slopedy=dx of the curveC equals the slopeN=M of the vectorF D
M i CN j:

dy

dx
D
N.x;y/

M.x;y/

 

D�x
y

for the spin field

!

: (6)

We are still drawing the field of vectors, but now they are infinitesimally short.
They are connected into curves! What is lost is their length, becauseS andS=r and
S=r2 all have the same field lines (circles). For the position fieldR and gravity field
R=r3; the field lines are rays from the origin. In this case the “curves” are actually
straight.

EXAMPLE 8 Show that the field lines for the velocity fieldV D yi Cxj are
hyperbolas.

dy

dx
D
N

M
D
x

y
ñ y dyD x dx ñ 1

2
y2� 1

2
x2 D constant:

Fig. 15.4 Velocity fields are tangent to streamlines. Gradient fields also have equipotentials.

At every point these hyperbolas line up with the velocityV: Each particle of fluid
travels on a field line. In fluid flow those hyperbolas are calledstreamlines. Drop a
leaf into a river, and it follows a streamline. Figure 15.4 shows the streamlines for a
river going around a bend.

Don’t forget the essential question about each vector field. Is it a gradient field?
ForV D yi Cxj the answer isyes, and the potential isf D xy:

the gradient ofxy is .Bf=Bx/i C .Bf=By/j D yi Cxj: (7)

When there is a potential, it has level curves. They connect points of equal potential,
so the curvesf .x;y/D c are calledequipotentials. Here they are the curvesxyD
c— also hyperbolas. Since gradients are perpendicular to level curves,the stream-
lines are perpendicular to the equipotentials. Figure 15.4 is sliced one way by
streamlines and the other way by equipotentials.

A gradient fieldF D Bf=Bx i CBf=By j is tangent to the field lines (stream-
lines) and perpendicular to the equipotentials (level curves off ).
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In the gradient directionf changes fastest. In the level directionf doesn’t change at
all. The chain rule alongf .x;y/D c proves these directions to be perpendicular:BfBx dxdt C

BfBy dydt D 0 or .gradf / � .tangent to level curve/D 0:

EXAMPLE 9 The streamlines ofS=r2 arecircles around (0;0). The equipotentials
are rays� D c: Add rays to Figure 15.2 for the gradient fieldS=r2:

For the gravity field those are reversed. A body is pulled in along the field lines (rays).
The equipotentials are the circles wheref D 1=r is constant. The plane is crisscrossed
by “orthogonal trajectories”—curves that meet everywhere at right angles.

If you bring a magnet near a pile of iron filings, a little shake will display the field
lines. In a force field, they are “lines of force.”Here are the other new words.

Vector fieldF.x;y;z/DM i CN j CP k Plane fieldF DM.x;y/i CN.x;y/j

Radial field: multiple ofR D xi Cyj Czk Spin field: multiple ofSD�yi Cxj

Gradient fieldD conservative field:M D Bf=Bx;N D Bf=By;P D Bf=Bz
Potentialf .x;y/ (not a vector) Equipotential curvesf .x;y/D c

StreamlineD field line D integral curve: a curve that hasF.x;y/ as its tangent
vectors.

15.1 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

A vector field assigns a a to each point.x;y/ or .x;y;z/:
In two dimensionsF.x;y/D b iC c j : An example is
the position field R D d . Its magnitude is |R|D e
and its direction is f . It is the gradient field forf =

g . The level curves are h , and they are i to
the vectorsR:

Reversing this picture, the spin field isSD j . Its mag-
nitude is |S|D k and its direction is l . It is not a
gradient field, because no function hasBf=BxD m andBf=ByD n . S is the velocity field for flow going o .
The streamlines or p lines or integral q are r .
The flow field �V gives the rate at which s is moved
by the flow.

A gravity field from the origin is proportional toF D t
which has |F|D u . This is Newton’s v square law. It
is a gradient field, with potentialf D w . The equipotential
curves f .x;y/D c are x . They are y to the field lines
which are z . This illustrates that the A of a function
f .x;y/ is B to its level curves.

The velocity field yi Cxj is the gradient off D C . Its
streamlines are D . The slopedy=dx of a streamline equals
the ratio E of velocity components. The field is F to
the streamlines. Drop a leaf onto the flow, and it goes along

G .

Find a potential f .x;y/ for the gradient fields 1–8: Draw the
streamlines perpendicular to the equipotentialsf .x;y/D c:

1 F D i C2j (constant field)

3 F D cos.xCy/i Ccos.xCy/j

2 F D xi C j

4 F D .1=y/i�.x=y2/j

5 F D .2xi C2yj /=.x2 Cy2/

7 F D xyi C j

6 F D x2i Cy2j

8 F D
?
yi C j

9 Draw the shear fieldF D xj : Check that it is not a gradient
field: If Bf=BxD 0 then Bf=ByD x is impossible. What are the
streamlines (field lines) in the direction ofF?

10 Find all functions that satisfyBf=BxD�y and show that
none of them satisfyBf=ByD x: Then the spin fieldSD�yi Cxj
is not a gradient field.
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Compute Bf=Bx and Bf=By in 11–18: Draw the gradient field
F D grad f and the equipotentialsf .x;y/D c:

11 f D 3xCy

13 f D xCy2

15 f D x2�y2

17 f D ex�y

12 f D x�3y
14 f D .x�1/2 Cy2

16 f D ex cosy

18 f D y=x

Find equations for the streamlines in 19–24 by solvingdy=dxD

N=M (including a constantC ). Draw the streamlines.

19 F D i� j

21 F D S (spin field)

23 F D grad.x=y/

20 F D i Cxj

22 F D S=r (spin field)

24 F D grad.2xCy/:

25 The Earth’s gravity field is radial, but in a room the field
lines seem to go straight down into the floor. This is because
nearby field lines always look :

26 A line of charges produces the electrostatic force fieldF D

R=r2 D .xi Cyj /=.x2 Cy2/: Find the potentialf .x;y/: (F is also
the gravity field for a line of masses.)

In 27–32 write down the vector fieldsM i CN j :

27 F points radially away from the origin with magnitude5:

28 The velocity is perpendicular to the curvesx3 Cy3 D c and the
speed is1:

29 The gravitational forceF comes from two unit masses at
.0;0/ and.1;0/:

30 The streamlines are in the45� direction and the speed is4:

31 The streamlines are circles clockwise around the origin and
the speed is1:

32 The equipotentials are the parabolasyD x2 Cc and F is a
gradient field.

33 Show directly that the hyperbolasxyD 2 and x2�y2 D 3

are perpendicular at the point.2;1/; by computing both slopes
dy=dx and multiplying to get�1:
34 The derivative off .x;y/D c is fx Cfy.dy=dx/D 0: Show
that the slope of this level curve isdy=dxD�M=N: It is
perpendicular to streamlines because (�M=N )(N=M/D :

35 The x and y derivatives of f .r/ are Bf=BxD andBf=ByD by the chain rule. (Testf D r2:) The equipoten-
tials are :

36 F D .axCby/i C.bxCcy/j is a gradient field. Find the
potentialf and describe the equipotentials.

37 True or false:

1. The constant fieldi C2k is a gradient field.

2. For non-gradient fields, equipotentials meet streamlines
at non-right angles.
3. In three dimensions the equipotentials are surfaces instead
of curves.
4. F D x2i Cy2j Cz2k points outward from .0;0;0/—
a radial field.

38 Create and drawf and F and your own equipotentials and
streamlines.

39 How can different vector fields have the same streamlines?
Can they have the same equipotentials? Can they have the
samef ?

40 Draw arrows at six or eight points to show the direction and
magnitude of each field:

(a) RCS (b) R=r�S=r (c) x2i Cx2j (d) yi:
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15.2 Line Integrals

A line integral isan integral along a curve. It can equal an area, but that is a special
case and not typical. Instead of area, here are two important line integrals in physics
and engineering:

Work along a curveD
»

c

F �T ds Flow across a curveD
»

c

F �n ds.
In the first integral,F is a force field. In the second integral,F is aflow field. Work
is done in the direction of movement, so we integrateF �T. Flow is measured through
the curveC , so we integrateF �n. HereT is the unittangentvector, andF �T is the
force component along the curve. Similarlyn is the unitnormalvector, at right angles
with T. ThenF �n is the component of flow perpendicular to the curve.

We will write those integrals in several forms. They may never be as comfortable
as

r
y.x/dx, but eventually we get them under control. I mention these applications

early, so you can see where we are going. This section concentrates on work, and flow
comes later. (It is also calledflux—the Latin word for flow.) You recognizeds as the
step along the curve, corresponding todx on thex axis. Where

r
dx gives the length

of an interval (it equalsb�a),
r
ds is the length of the curve.

EXAMPLE 1 Flight from Atlanta to Los Angeles on a straight line and a semicircle.

According to Delta Airlines, the distance straight west is2000 miles. Atlanta is at
.1000;0/ and Los Angeles is at.�1000;0/, with the origin halfway between. The
semicircle routeC has radius1000. This is not a great circle route. It is more of a
“flat circle,” which goes north past Chicago. No plane could fly it (it probably goes
into space).

The equation for the semicircle isx2 Cy2 D 10002. Parametrically this path is
xD 1000cost;yD 1000sin t . For a line integral the parameter is better. The plane
leaves Atlanta att D 0 and reaches L.A. att D� , more than three hours later. On
the straight2000-mile path, Delta could almost do it. Around the semicircleC , the
distance is1000� miles and the speed has to be1000miles per hour. Remember that
speed is distanceds divided by timedt :

ds=dt D
a
.dx=dt/2 C .dy=dt/2 D 1000

a
.�sin t/2 C .�cost/2 D 1000:

(1)
The tangent vector toC is proportional to (dx=dt;dy=dt/D .�1000sint;1000cost ).
But T is a unit vector, so we divide by1000—which is the speed.

Suppose the wind blows due east with forceF DM i. The components areM and
zero. ForM =constant, compute the dot productF �T and the work –2000M :

F �T DM i � .�sin t i Ccost j DM.�sin t/C0.cost/D�M sin t»
c

F �T dsD

» �

tD0

.�M sin t/

 

ds

dt
dt

!

D

» �

0

�1000M sin t dt D�2000M:
Work is force times distance moved. It is negative, because the wind actsagainstthe
movement. You may point out that the work could have been found more simply—go
2000 miles and multiply by –M . I would object thatthis straight route is a different
path. But you claim thatthe path doesn’t matter—the work of the wind is –2000M
on every path. I concede that this time you are right (but not always).

Most line integrals depend on the path. Those that don’t are crucially important.
For agradient field, we only need to know the starting pointP and the finishQ.
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15B WhenF is the gradient of a potential functionf .x;y/, the work
r

c
F �T ds

depends only on the endpointsP andQ. The work is the change inf :

If F D Bf=Bx i CBf=By j then

»
c

F �T dsD f .Q/�f .P /: (2)

WhenF DM i, its componentsM and zero are the partial derivatives off DMx.
To compute the line integral, just evaluatef at the endpoints. Atlanta hasxD 1000,
Los Angeles hasxD�1000, and the potential function f DMx is like an
antiderivative:

workD f .Q/�f .P /DM.�1000/�M.1000/D�2000M: (3)

Fig. 15.5 ForceM i, work –2000M on all paths. ForceMyi, no work on straight path.

May I give a rough explanation of the work integral
r

F �T ds? It becomes clearer
when the small movementT ds is written asdx i Cdy j. The work is the dot product
with F:

F �T dsD

 BfBx i C
BfBy j

! � .dx i Cdy j/ D
BfBx dxC

BfBy dyD df: (4)

The infinitesimal work isdf . The total work is
r
df D f .Q/�f .P /. This is the

Fundamental Theorem for a line integral. Only one warning: WhenF is not the
gradient of anyf (Example2), the Theorem does not apply.

EXAMPLE 2 Fly these paths against the non-constant force fieldF DMyi.
Compute the work.

There is no force on the straight path whereyD 0. Along thex axis the wind does
no work. But the semicircle goes up whereyD 1000sin t and the wind is strong:

F �T .Myi/ � .�sin t i Ccost j/ D�My sin t D�1000M sin2 t»
c

F �T dsD

» �

0

.�1000M sin2 t/
ds

dt
dt D

» �

0

�106M sin2 t dt D��
2
106M:

This work is enormous (and unrealistic). But the calculations make an important point—
everything is converted to the parametert . The second point is thatF DMyi is not
a gradient field.First reason: The work was zero on the straight path and nonzero
on the semicircle.Second reason: No function hasBf=BxDMy andBf=ByD 0.
(The first makesf depend ony and the second forbids it. ThisF is called ashear
force.) Without a potential we cannot substituteP andQ—and the work depends on
the path.
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THE DEFINITION OF LINE INTEGRALS

We go back to the start, to define
r

F �T ds. We can think ofF �T as a function
g.x;y/ along the path, and define its integral as a limit of sums:»

c

g.x;y/ dsD limit of
N
X

iD1

g.xi ;yi /�si as .�s/maxÑ 0: (5)

The points.xi ;yi / lie on the curveC . The last pointQ is (xN ;yN ); the first point
P is .x0;y0/. The step�si is the distance to (xi ;yi ) from the previous point. As the
steps get small.�sÑ 0/ the straight pieces follow the curve. Exactly as in Section
8:2, the special casegD 1 gives the arc length. As long asg.x;y/ is piecewise con-
tinuous (jumps allowed) and the path is piecewise smooth (corners allowed), the limit
exists and defines the line integral.

Wheng is the density of a wire, the line integral is the total mass. Wheng is F �T,
the integral is the work. But nobody does the calculation by formula (5). We now
introduce a parametert—which could be the time, or the arc lengths, or the distance
x along the base.

The differentialds becomes.ds=dt/dt . Everything changes over tot :»
g.x;y/dsD

» tDb

tDa

g.x.t/; y.t//
a
.dx=dt/2 C .dy=dt/2 dt: (6)

The curve starts whent D a, runs through the points.x.t/;y.t//, and ends when
t D b. The square root in the integral is the speedds=dt . In three dimensions the
points onC are.x.t/;y.t/;z.t// and.dz=dt/2 is in the square root.

EXAMPLE 3 The points on a coil spring are.x;y;z/D .cost;sin t; t/. Find the
mass of two complete turns (fromt D 0 to t D 4�) if the density is�D 4.

Solution The key is.dx=dt/2 C .dy=dt/2 C .dz=dt/2 D sin2 tCcos2 tC1D
2.
Thusds=dt D

?
2. To find the mass, integrate the mass per unit length which is

gD �D 4:

massD

» 4�

0

�
ds

dt
dt D

» 4�

0

4
?
2 dt D 16

?
2� .

That is a line integral in three-dimensional space. It shows how to introducet . But
it misses the main point of this section, because it contains no vector fieldF. This
section is aboutwork, not just mass.

DIFFERENT FORMS OF THE WORK INTEGRAL

The work integral
r

F �T ds can be written in a better way. The force isF DM i C
N j. A small step along the curve isdx i Cdy j. Work is force times distance, but it is
only the force componentalong the paththat counts. The dot productF �T ds finds
that component automatically.
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15C The vector to a point onC isR D xi Cyj . ThendR D T dsD dx i Cdy j W

workD

»
c

F �dR D

»
c

M dxCN dy: (7)

Along a space curve the work is
r

F �T dsD
r

F �dR D
r
M dxCN dyCP dz.

The productM dx is (force inx direction)(movement inx direction). This is zero if
either factor is zero. When the only force is gravity, pushing a piano takes no work.
It is friction that hurts. Carrying the piano up the stairs brings inPdz, and the total
work is the piano weightP times the change inz.

To connect the new
r

F �dR with the old
r

F �T ds, remember the tangent vector
T. It is dR=ds. ThereforeT ds isdR. The best for computations isdR, because the
unit vectorT has a division byds=dt D

a
.dx=dt/2 C .dy=dt/2. Later we multiply

by this square root, in convertingds to .ds=dt/dt . It makes no sense to compute the
square root, divide by it, and then multiply by it. That is avoided in the improved formr
M dxCN dy.

EXAMPLE 4 Vector fieldF D�yi Cxj, path from (1;0) to (0;1): Find the work.

Note 1 This F is the spin fieldS. It goesaround the origin, whileR D xi Cyj
goes outward. Their dot product isF �R D�yxCxyD 0. This does not mean that
F �dR D 0. The force is perpendicular toR, but not to thechangein R. The work to
move from.1;0/ to .0;1/, x axis toy axis, is not zero.

Note 2 We have not described the pathC . That must be done. The spin field is
not a gradient field, and the work along a straight line does not equal the work on a
quarter-circle:

straight linexD 1� t;yD t quarter-circlexD cost;yD sin t .

Calculation of work ChangeF �dR DM dxCN dy to the parametert :

Straight line:

» �y dxCx dyD

» 1

0

� t.�dt/C .1� t/dtD 1

Quarter-circle:

» �y dxCx dyD

» �=2

0

�sin t.�sin t dt/Ccost.cost dt/D
�

2
.

General method The path is given byx.t/ andy.t/. Substitute those intoM.x;y/
andN.x;y/—then F is a function oft . Also find dx=dt and dy=dt . Integrate
M dx=dtCN dy=dt from the starting timet to the finish.

Fig. 15.6 Three paths for
r

F �dR D
r �y dxCx dyD 1;�=2;0.
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For practice, take the path down thex axis to the origin.xD 1� t;yD 0/. Then
go up they axis .xD 0;yD t�1/. The starting time at.1;0/ is t D 0. The turning
time at the origin ist D 1. The finishing time at.0;1/ is t D 2. The integral has two
parts because this new path has two parts:

Bent path:
w �y dxCx dyD 0C0.yD 0 on one part, thenxD 0/:

Note 3 The answer depended on the path, for this spin fieldF D S. The answer did
notdepend on the choice of parameter. If we follow the same path at a different speed,
the work is the same. We can choose another parameter� , since.ds=dt/dt and
.ds=d�/d� both equalds. Traveling twice as fast on the straight path.xD 1�2�;
yD 2�/ we finish at� D 1

2
instead oft D 1. The work is still1:» �y dxCx dyD

» 1=2

0

.�2�/.�2d�/C .1�2�/.2d�/D

» 1=2

0

2 d� D 1.

CONSERVATION OF TOTAL ENERGY (KINETIC C POTENTIAL)

When a force field does work on a massm, it normally gives that mass a new
velocity. Newton’s Law isF DmaDmdv=dt . (It is a vector law. Why write out
three components?) The work

r
F �dR is»

.m dv=dt/ � .v dt/D 1
2
mv �viQ

P
D 1

2
m|v.Q/|2� 1

2
m|v.P /|2: (8)

The work equals the change in the kinetic energy1
2
m|v|2. But for a gradient field

the work is also thechange in potential—with a minus sign from physics:

workD

»
F �dR D�» df D f .P /�f .Q/: (9)

Comparing.8/ with .9/, the combination1
2
m|v|2 Cf is the same atP andQ. The

total energy, kinetic plus potential, is conserved.

INDEPENDENCE OF PATH: GRADIENT FIELDS

The work of the spin fieldS depends on the path. Example4 took three paths—
straight line, quarter-circle, bent line. The work was1, �=2, and0, different on each
path. This happens for more than99:99% of all vector fields. It does not happen
for the most important fields. Mathematics and physics concentrate on very special
fields—for which the work depends only on the endpoints. We now explain what
happens,when the integral is independent of the path.

Suppose you integrate fromP toQ on one path, and back toP on another path.
Combined, that is aclosed pathfromP toP (Figure15:7). But a backward integral
is the negative of a forward integral, sincedR switches sign.If the integrals from
P toQ are equal, the integral around the closed path is zero:¾ P

P

F �dR D

» Q

P

F �dRC

» P

Q

F �dR D

» Q

P

F �dR�» Q

P

F �dR D 0: (10)

closed path 1 back path 2 path 1 path 2

The circle on the first integral indicates a closed path. Later we will drop theP 1s.
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Not all closed path integrals are zero! For most fieldsF, different paths yield
different work. For “conservative” fields, all paths yield the same work. Then zerowork around a closed path conserves energy. The big question is:How to decide
which fields are conservative, without trying all paths? Here is the crucial
information about conservative fields, in a plane regionR with no holes:

15D F DM.x;y/i CN.x;y/j is a conservative field if it has these properties:

A. The work
r

F �dR around every closed path is zero.

B. The work
r Q

P
F �dR depends only onP andQ, not on the path.

C. F is agradient field:M D Bf=Bx andN D Bf=By for some potentialf .x;y/.

D. The components satisfyBM=ByD BN=Bx.

A field with one of these properties has them all.D is the quick test.

These statementsA�D bring everything together for conservative fields (alias
gradient fields). A closed path goes one way toQ and back the other way toP .
The work cancels, and statementsA andB are equivalent. We now connect them to
C. Note: TestD says that the “curl” of F is zero. That can wait for Green’s Theorem
in the next section—the full discussion of the curl comes in15:6.

First,a gradient fieldF = gradf is conservative. The work isf .Q/�f .P /, by
the fundamental theorem for line integrals. It depends only on the endpoints and not
the path. Therefore statementC leads back toB.

Our job is in the other direction, to show that conservative fieldsM i CN j are
gradients. Assume that the work integral depends only on the endpoints. We must
construct a potentialf , so thatF is its gradient. In other words,Bf=Bx must beM
andBf=By must beN .

Fix the pointP:Definef .Q/as the work to reachQ:ThenF equals gradf:

Check the reasoning. At the starting pointP;f is zero. At every other pointQ;f is
the work

r
M dxCN dy to reach that point.All paths fromP toQ give the same

f .Q/, because the field is assumed conservative. After two examples we prove that
gradf agrees withF—the construction succeeds.

Fig. 15.7 Conservative fields:
¶
F �dR D 0 and

r Q
P

F �dR D f .Q/�f .P /: Heref .P /D 0.

EXAMPLE 5 Find f .x;y/ when F DM i CN j D 2xyi Cx2j. We wantBf=BxD 2xy andBf=ByD x2:

Solution 1 ChooseP D .0;0/. IntegrateMdxCNdy along to.x;0/ and up to
.x;y/:» .x;0/

.0;0/

2xy dyD 0 .sinceyD 0/

» .x;y/

.x;0/

x2dyD x2y .which isf /:
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Certainlyf D x2y meets the requirements:fx D 2xy andfy D x2. ThusF = grad
f . Note thatdyD 0 in the first integral (on thex axis). ThendxD 0 in the second
integral (x is fixed). The integrals add tof D x2y.

Solution 2 Integrate2xy dxCx2dy on the straight line.xt;yt/ from t D 0 to
t D 1:» 1

0

2.xt/.yt/.x dt/C .xt/2.y dt/D

» 1

0

3x2yt2dt D x2yt3�10 D x2y:

Most authors use Solution 1. I use Solution2. Most students use Solution 3:

Solution 3 Directly solveBf=BxDM D 2xy and then fix updf=dyDN D x2:Bf=BxD 2xy gives f D x2y .plus any function of y/:

In this examplex2y already has the correct derivativeBf=ByD x2. No additional
function of y is necessary. When we integrate with respect tox, the constant of
integration(usuallyC ) becomes a functionC.y/.

You will get practice in findingf . This is only possible for conservative fields! I
testedM D 2xy andN D x2 in advance (usingD) to be sure thatBM=ByD BN=Bx.

EXAMPLE 6 Look for f .x;y/ whenM i CN j is the spin field�yi Cxj.

Attempted solution 1 Integrate�ydxCxdy from .0;0/ to .x;0/ to .x;y/:» .x;0/

.0;0/

�y dxD 0 and

» .x;y/

.x;0/

x dyD xy .which seems likef /:

Attempted solution 2 Integrate�ydxCxdy on the line.xt;yt/ from t D 0 to 1:» 1

0

� .yt/.x dt/C .xt/.ydt/D 0 .a differentf;also wrong/:

Attempted solution 3 Directly solveBf=BxD�y and try to fix upBf=ByD x:Bf=BxD�y givesf D�xy .plus any functionC.y//:

They derivative of thisf is �xCdC=dy. That does not agree with the requiredBf=ByD x. Conclusion: The spin field�yi Cxj is not conservative. There is no
f . TestD givesBM=ByD�1 andBN=BxD C1.

To finish this section, we move from examples to a proof. The potentialf .Q/ is
defined as the work to reachQ. We must show that its partial derivatives areM and
N . This seems reasonable from the formulaf .Q/D

r
M dxCN dy, but we have

to think it through.
Remember statementA, that all paths give the samef .Q/. Take a path that goes

fromP to the left ofQ. It comes in toQ on a liney = constant (sodyD 0). As the
path reachesQ, we are only integratingM dx. The derivative of this integral, atQ,
is Bf=BxDM . That is the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus.

To show thatBf=ByDN , take a different path. Go fromP to a point belowQ.
The path comes up toQ on a vertical line (sodxD 0). NearQwe are only integrating
Ndy, soBf=ByDN .

The requirement that the region must have no holes will be critical for testD.
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EXAMPLE 7 Findf .x;y/D
r .x;0/

.0;0/
xdxCydy: TestD is passed:BN=BxD 0DBM=By:

Solution 1
r .x;0/

.0;0/
xdxD 1

2
x2 is added to

r .x;0/

.0;0/
ydyD 1

2
y2.

Solution 2
r 1

0
.xt/.x dt/C .yt/.ydt/D

r 1

0
.x2 Cy2/t dt D 1

2
.x2 Cy2/.

Solution 3 Bf=BxD x givesf D 1
2
x2 CC.y/. ThenBf=ByD y needsC.y/D

1
2
y2.

15.2 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

Work is the a of F �dR. Here F is the b and R is
the c . The d product finds the component of e
in the direction of movementdR D dxi Cdyj . The straight path
.x;y/=.t;2t/ goes from f at t D 0 to g at t D 1 with
dR D dt i C h . The work of F D 3i C j is

r
F �dR Dr

i dt D j .

Another form ofdR is T ds, whereT is the k vector to the
path anddsD

a
l . For the path.t;2t/, the unit vectorT is

m anddsD n dt . ForF D 3i C j ;F �Tds is still o dt .
This F is the gradient off D p . The change inf D 3xCy

from .0;0/ to .1;2/ is q .

When F = grad f , the dot productF �dR is (Bf=Bx/dxC

r D df . The work integral fromP to Q is
³
df D s . In

this case the work depends on the t but not on the u .
Around a closed path the work is v . The field is called w .
F D .1Cy/i Cxj is the gradient off D x . The work from
.0;0/ to .1;2/ is y , the change in potential.

For the spin field SD z , the work (does)(does not)
depend on the path. The path.x;y/D .3cost;3sin t/ is a
circle with S�dR D A . The work is B around the
complete circle. Formally

r
g.x;y/ds is the limit of the sum C .

The four equivalent properties of a conservative field
F DM i CN j are A W D , B: E ,C W F , and D: G .
Test D is (passed)(not passed) byF D .yC1/i Cxj . The workr

F �dR around the circle (cost;sin t) is H . The work on
the upper semicircle equals the work on I . This field is the
gradient off D J , so the work to.�1;0/ is K .

Compute the line integrals in 1–6.

1
r
c ds and

r
c dy: xD t , yD 2t , 0¤ t ¤ 1.

2
r
c xds and

r
c xy ds: xD cost , yD sin t , 0¤ t ¤�=2.

3
r
c xy ds: bent line from.0;0/ to .1;1/ to .1;0/.

4
r
c ydx�xdy: any square path, sides of length 3.

5
r
c dx and

r
c ydx: any closed circle of radius 3.

6
r
c.ds=dt/dt : any path of length 5.

7 Does
r Q

P
xy dy equal12xy

2�
Q
P

?

8 Does
r Q

P
x dx equal12x

2�
Q
P

?

9 Does .
r
c ds/

2 D .
r
c dx/

2 C.
r
c dy/

2?

10 Does
r
c.ds/

2 make sense?

In 11–16 find the work in moving from (1, 0) to (0, 1). When F is
conservative, constructf . choose your own path when F is not
conservative.

11 F D i Cyj

13 F D xy2i Cyx2j

15 F D .x=r/i C.y=r/j

12 F D yi C j

14 F D ey i Cxey j

16 F D�y2i Cx2j

17 For which powersn is S=rn agradient by testD?

18 For which powersn is R=rn a gradient by testD?

19 A wire hoop around a vertical circlex2 Cz2 D a2 has density
�D aCz. Find its massM D

r
�ds.

20 A wire of constant density� lies on the semicirclex2 Cy2 D

a2;y¡ 0. Find its massM and also its momentMx D
r
�y ds.

Where is its center of massNxDMy=M , NyDMx=M?

21 If the density around the circlex2 Cy2 D a2 is �D x2, what is
the mass and where is the center of mass?

22 Find
r

F �dR along the space curvexD t;yD t2;zD t3;

0¤ t ¤ 1.
(a) F D grad.xyCxz/ (b) F D yi�xj Czk

23 (a) Find the unit tangent vectorT and the speedds=dt along
the pathR D 2t i C t2 j .
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(b) For F D 3xi C4j , find F �Tds using (a) and F �dR
directly.
(c) What is the work from.2;1/ to .4;4/?

24 If M.x;y;z/i CN.x;y;z/j is the gradient off .x;y;z/, show
that none of these functions can depend onz.

25 Find all gradient fields of the formM.y/i CN.x/j .

26 Compute the workW.x;y/D
r
M dxCN dy on the straight

line path.xt;yt/ from t D 0 to t D 1. Test to see ifBW=BxDM

andBW=By DN .

(a) M D y3;N D 3xy2

(c) M D x=y;N D y=x

(b) M D x3;N D 3yx2

(d) M D exCy ;N D exCy

27 Find a fieldF whose work around the unit square.yD 0 then
xD 1 thenyD 1 thenxD 0) equals4.

28 Find a nonconservativeF whose work around the unit circle
x2 Cy2 D 1 is zero.

In 29–34 compute
r

F �dR along the straight line RD t i C t j
and the parabola RD t i C t2 j, from (0,0) to (1,1). When F is a
gradient field, use its potentialf .x;y/.

29 F D i�2j
31 F D 2xy2i C2yx2j

30 F D x2j

32 F D x2yi Cxy2j

33 F D yi�xj 34 F D .xi Cyj /=.x2 Cy2 C1/

35 For which numbersa and b is F D axyi C.x2 Cby/j a
gradient field?

36 Compute
r �ydxCxdy from .1;0/ to .0;1/ on the line

xD 1� t2;yD t2 and the quarter-circlexD cos2t , yD sin2t .
Example4 found1 and�=2 with different parameters.

Apply the testNx DMy to 37–42. Findf when test D is passed.

37 F D y2e�x i�2ye�x j

39 F D
xi Cyj|xi Cyj | 38 F D yex i�2yex j

40 F D
gradxy|gradxy|

41 F D RCS 42 F D .axCby/i C.cxCdy/j

43 Around the unit circle find
¶
ds and

¶
dx and

¶
xds.

44 True or false, with reason:

(a) WhenF D yi the line integral
r

F �dR along a curve from
P toQ equals the usual area under the curve.
(b) That line integral depends only onP andQ, not on the
curve.

(c) That line integral around the unit circle equals�.
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15.3 Green’s Theorem

This section contains the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus, extended to two
dimensions. That sounds important and it is. The formula was discovered150 years
after Newton and Leibniz, by an ordinary mortal named George Green. His theorem
connects adouble integral over a regionR to a line integral along its boundary
C:

The integral ofdf=dx equalsf .b/�f .a/: This connects a one-dimensional
integral to a zero-dimensional integral. The boundary only contains two pointsa and
b! The answerf .b/�f .a/ is some kind of a “point integral.” It is this absolutely
crucial idea—to integrate a derivative from informationat the boundary—that
Green’s Theorem extends into two dimensions.

There are two important integrals aroundC: Thework is
r

F �T dsD
r
M dxC

N dy: The flux is
r

F �n dsD
r
M dy�N dx (notice the switch). The first is for

a force field, the second is for a flow field. The tangent vectorT turns90� clockwise
to become the normal vectorn: Green’s Theorem handles both, in two dimensions.
In three dimensions they split into the Divergence Theorem (15.5) and Stokes’
Theorem (15.6).

Green’s Theorem applies to “smooth” functionsM.x;y/ andN.x;y/; with con-
tinuous first derivatives in a region slightly bigger thanR: Then all integrals are well
defined.M andN will have a definite and specific meaning in each application—to
electricity or magnetism or fluid flow or mechanics. The purpose of atheoremis to
capture the central ideas once and for all. We do that now, and the applications follow.

15E Green’s TheoremSuppose the regionR is bounded by the simple closed
piecewise smooth curveC: Then an integral overR equals a line integral around
C : ¾

C

M dxCN dyD

»»
R

�BNBx � BMBy �dx dy: (1)

A curve is “simple” if it doesn’t cross itself (figure8’s are excluded). It is “closed” if
its endpointQ is the same as its starting pointP: This is indicated by the closed circle
on the integral sign. The curve is “smooth” if its tangentT changes continuously—
the word “piecewise” allows a finite number of corners. Fractals are not allowed,
but all reasonable curves are acceptable (later we discuss figure8’s and rings). First
comes an understanding of the formula, by testing it on special cases.

Fig. 15.8 Area ofR adds up strips:
u
x dyD

rr
dx dy and

u
y dxD�rr

dy dx:
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Special case 1: M D 0 andN D x: Green’s Theorem withBN=BxD 1 becomes¾
C

x dyD

»»
R

1 dx dy (which is the area ofR): (2)

The integrals look equal, because the inner integral ofdx is x: Then both integrals
havex dy—but we need to go carefully. The area of a layer ofR is dy times the
difference inx (the length of the strip). The line integral in Figure 15.8 agrees. It has
an upwarddy timesx (at the right) plus a downward�dy timesx (at the left). The
integrals add up the strips, to give the total area.

Special case 2: M D y andN D 0 and
u

C
y dxD

rr
R
.�1/dx dyD�.area ofR/:

Now Green’s formula has a minus sign, because the line integral iscounterclock-
wise. The top of each slice hasdx  0 (going left) and the bottom hasdx¡ 0 (going
right). Theny dx at the top and bottom combine to giveminusthe area of the slice in
Figure 15.8b.

Special case 3:
u
1 dxD 0: Thedx’s to the right cancel thedx’s to the left (the

curve is closed). WithM D 1 andN D 0; Green’s Theorem is0D 0:

Most important case: M i CN j is agradient field. It has a potential functionf .x;y/:
Green’s Theorem is0D 0; becauseBM=ByD BN=Bx: This is testD:BMBy D

BBy �BfBx � is the same as
BNBx D

BBx �BfBy � : (3)

The cross derivatives always satisfyfyxDfxy : That is why gradient fields pass
testD:

When the double integral is zero, the line integral is also zero:
u

C
M dxCN dyD

0: The work is zero.The field is conservative! This last step inAñBñCñDñ
A will be complete when Green’s Theorem is proved.

Conservative examples are
u
x dxD 0 and

u
y dyD 0: Area is not involved.

Remark The special cases
u
x dy and�u

y dx led to the area ofR: As long as
1D BN=Bx�BM=By; the double integral becomes

rr
1 dx dy: This gives a way to

compute area by a line integral.

The area ofR is
¾

C

x dyD�¾
C

y dxD
1

2

¾
C

.x dy�y dx/: (4)

EXAMPLE 1 The area of the triangle in Figure 15.9 is2: Check Green’s Theorem.

The last area formula in(4) uses1
2
S; half the spin field.N D 1

2
x and M D�1

2
y

yieldNx�My D 1
2

C 1
2

D 1:On one side of Green’s Theorem is
rr
1 dx dyD area

of triangle. On the other side, the line integral has three pieces.

Fig. 15.9 Green’s Theorem: Line integral around triangle, area integral for ellipse.
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Two pieces are zero:x dy�y dxD 0 on the sides wherexD 0 andyD 0: The
sloping sidexD 2�y has dxD�dy: The line integral agrees with the area,
confirming Green’s Theorem:

1

2

¾
C

x dy�y dxD
1

2

» 2

yD0

.2�y/dyCy dyD
1

2

» 2

0

2dyD 2:

EXAMPLE 2 The area of an ellipse is�ab when the semiaxes have lengths
a andb.

This is a classical example, which all authors like. The points onthe ellipse are
xD acost;yD b sin t; ast goes from0 to 2�: (The ellipse has.x=a/2 C .y=b/2 D
1:/ By computing the boundary integral, we discover the area inside. Note that the
differentialx dy�y dx is justab dt :

.a cost/.b cost dt/� .b sin t/.�a sin t dt/D ab.cos2 tCsin2 t/dt D ab dt:

The line integral is1
2

r 2�

0
ab dt D�ab: This area�ab is �r2; for a circle with

aD bD r:

Proof of Green’s Theorem: In our special cases, the two sides of the formula
were equal. We now show that they are always equal. The proof uses the Funda-
mental Theorem to integrate.BN=Bx/dx and.BM=By/dy: Frankly speaking, this
one-dimensional theorem is all we have to work with—since we don’t knowM and
N:

The proof is a step up in mathematics, to work with symbolsM andN instead of
specific functions. The integral in(6) below has no numbers. The idea is to deal with
M andN in two separate parts, which added together give Green’s Theorem:¾

C

M dxD

»»
R

�BMBy dx dy and separately

¾
C

N dyD

»»
R

BNBx dx dy:
(5)

Start with a “very simple” region (Figure 15.10a). Its top is given byyD f .x/ and
its bottom byyD g.x/: In the double integral, integrate�BM=By first with respect
to y: The inner integral is» f .x/

g.x/

�BMBy dyD�M.x;y/if .x/

g.x/
D�M.x;f .x//CM.x;g.x//: (6)

The Fundamental Theorem (in they variable) gives this answer that depends onx:
If we knewM andf andg; we could do the outer integral—fromxD a to xD b:
But we have to leave it and go to the other side of Green’s Theorem—the line integral:¾

M dxD

»
top
M.x;y/dxC

»
bottom

M.x;y/dxD

» a

b

M.x;f .x//dxC

» b

a

M.x;g.x//dx:

(7)
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Fig. 15.10 Very simple region (a�b). Simple region (c) is a union of very simple regions.

Compare(7) with (6). The integral ofM.x;g.x// is the same for both. The integral
of M.x;f .x// has a minus sign from(6). In .7/ it has a plus sign but the integral is
from b to a: So life is good.

The part forN uses the same idea. Now thex integral comes first, because
.BN=Bx/dx is practically asking to be integrated—fromxDG.y/ at the left toxD
F.y/ at the right. We reachN.F.y/;y/�N.G.y/;y/:Then they integral matchesu
N dy and completes(5). Adding the two parts of(5) proves Green’s Theorem.

Finally we discuss the shape ofR: The broken ring in Figure 15.10 is not “very
simple,” because horizontal lines go in and out and in and out. Vertical lines do the
same. Thex andy strips break into pieces. Our reasoning assumed no break between
yD f .x/ at the top andyD g.x/ at the bottom.

There is a nice idea that saves Green’s Theorem. Separate the broken ring into
three very simple regionsR1; R2; R3: The three double integrals equal the three
line integrals around theR’s. Now add these separate results, to produce the double
integral over all ofR:When we add the line integrals,the crosscutsCC are covered
twice and they cancel. The cut betweenR1 andR2 is covered upward (aroundR1)
and downward (aroundR2). That leaves the integral around the boundary equal to the
double integral inside—which is Green’s Theorem.

WhenR is a complete ring, including the pieceR4; the theorem is still true. The
integral around the outside is still counterclockwise. But the integral isclockwise
around the inner circle.Keep the regionR to your left as you go aroundC: The
complete ring is “doubly” connected, not “simply” connected. Green’s Theorem
allows any finite number of regionsRi and crosscutsCC and holes.

EXAMPLE 3 The area under a curve is
r b

a
y dx; as we always believed.

In computing area we never noticed the whole boundary. The true area is a line
integral�u

y dx around theclosed curvein Figure 15.11a. ButyD 0 on thex axis.
Also dxD 0 on the vertical lines (up and down atb anda). Those parts contribute
zero to the integral ofy dx: The only nonzero part is back along the curve—which is

the area�r a

b
y dx or

r b

a
y dx that we know well.

What about signs, when the curve dips below thex axis? That area has been
counted as negative since Chapter 1. I saved the proof for Chapter 15. The reason
lies in the arrows onC:

The line integral around that partgoes the other way. The arrows are clockwise,
the region is on theright, and the area counts as negative. With the correct rules, a
figure 8 is allowed after all.
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Fig. 15.11 Closed path gives the sign of the area. Nonconservative field because of hole.

CONSERVATIVE FIELDS

We never leave gradients alone! They give conservative fields—thework around a
closed path isf .P /�f .P /D 0: But a potential functionf .x;y/ is only available
when testD is passed:If Bf=BxDM and Bf=ByDN then BM=ByD BN=Bx.
The reason is thatfxy D fyx :

Some applications prefer the language of “differentials.” Instead of looking for
f .x;y/; we look fordf :

DEFINITION The expressionM.x;y/dxCN.x;y/dy is adifferential form. When
it agrees with the differentialdf D .Bf=Bx/dxC .Bf=By/dy of some function, the
form is calledexact. The test for an exact differential isD: BN=BxD BM=By:
Nothing is new but the language. Isy dx an exact differential?No, becauseMy D 1
andNx D 0: Is y dxCx dy an exact differential?Yes, it is the differential off D
xy: That is the product rule! Now comes an important example, to show whyR
should besimply connected(a region with no holes).

EXAMPLE 4 The spin fieldS=r2 D .�yi Cxj/=.x 2Cy2/ almostpasses testD:

Nx D
BBx � x

x2 Cy2

�

D
x2 Cy2�x.2x/
.x2 Cy2/2

DMy D
BBy � �y

x2 Cy2

�

D
�.x2 Cy2/Cy.2y/

.x2 Cy2/2
:

(8)
Both numerators arey2�x2: TestD looks good. To findf; integrateM D Bf=Bx:

f .x;y/D

» �y dx=.x2 Cy2/D tan�1.y=x/CC.y/:

The extra partC.y/ can be zero—they derivative oftan�1.y=x/ givesN with no
help fromC.y/: The potentialf is the angle� in the usualx;y;r right triangle.

Test D is passed andF is grad �: What am I worried about? It is only this,
that Green’s Theorem on a circle seems to give2� D 0: The double integral isrr
.Nx�My/dx dy:According to(8) this is the integral of zero. But the line integral

is 2� :¾
F �dR D

¾
.�ydxCxdy/=.x2 Cy2/D 2.area of circle/=a2D2�a2=a2D2�:

(9)
With xD a cost andyD a sin t we would find the same answer.The work is2�
(not zero!)when the path goes around the origin.

We have a paradox. If Green’s Theorem is wrong, calculus is in deep trouble. Some
requirement must be violated to reach2�D 0: Looking atS=r2; the problem is at
the origin. The field is not defined whenr D 0 (it blows up). The derivatives in(8)
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are not continuous. TestD doesnot apply at the origin, and was not passed.We could
remove.0;0/; but then the region where testD is passed would have a hole.

It is amazing how one point can change everything. When the path circles the
origin, the line integral is not zero.The potential functionf D � increases by2� .
That agrees with

r
F �dR D 2� from (9). It disagrees with

rr
0 dx dy: The 2� is

right, the zero is wrong.Nx�My must be a “delta function of strength2�:”

The double integral is2� from an infinite spike over the origin—even though
Nx DMy everywhere else. In fluid flow the delta function is a “vortex.”

FLOW ACROSS A CURVE: GREEN’S THEOREM TURNED BY 90�
A flow field is easier to visualize than a force field, because something is really there
and it moves. Instead of gravity in empty space, water has velocityM.x;y/i CN.x;y/j:
At the boundaryC it can flow in or out. The new form of Green’s Theorem is a
fundamental “balance equation” of applied mathematics:

Flow throughC (outminus in)D replacement inR (source minus sink).

The flow issteady. Whatever goes out throughC must be replaced inR:When there
are no sources or sinks (negative sources), the total flow throughC must be zero.
This balance law is Green’s Theorem in its “normal form” (forn) instead of its
“tangential form” (forT):

15F For a steady flow fieldF DM.x;y/i CN.x;y/j; the flux
r

F �n ds through
the boundaryC balances the replacement of fluid insideR:¾

C

M dy�N dxD

»»
R

�BMBx C
BNBy �dx dy: (10)

Figure 15.12 shows the90� turn. T becomesn and “circulation” alongC becomes
flux throughC: In the original form of Green’s Theorem, changeN andM toM and�N to obtain the flux form:¾

M dxCN dyÑ ¾ �N dxCM dy

»»
.Nx�My/dx dyÑ »»

.Mx CNy/dx dy:

(11)

Playing with letters has proved a new theorem! The two left sides in(11) are equal,
so the right sides are equal—which is Green’s Theorem(10) for the flux. The
componentsM andN can be chosen freely and named freely.

The change takesM i CN j into its perpendicular field�N i CM j: The field is
turned at every point (we are not just turning the plane by90�). The spin fieldSD�yi Cxj changes to the position fieldR D xi Cyj: The position fieldR changes to�S: Streamlines of one field are equipotentials of the other field. The new form(10)
of Green’s Theorem is just as important as the old one—in fact I like it better. It is
easier to visualize flow across a curve than circulation along it.
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Fig. 15.12 The perpendicular componentF �n flows throughC: Noten dsD dy i�dx j :

The change of letters was just for the proof. From now onF DM i CN j:

EXAMPLE 5 Compute both sides of the new form(10) for F D 2xi C3yj: The
regionR is a rectangle with sidesa andb:

Solution This field hasBM=BxCBN=ByD 2C3: The integral overR isrr
R
5 dx dyD 5ab: The line integral has four parts, becauseR has four sides.

Between the left and right sides,M D 2x increases by2a: Down the left and up
the right,

r
M dyD 2ab (those sides have lengthb). SimilarlyN D 3y changes by

3b between the bottom and top. Those sides have lengtha; so they contribute3ab to
a total line integral of5ab:

Important:The “divergence” of a flow field isBM=BxCBN=By: The example
has divergenceD 5: To maintain this flow we must replace5 units continually—not
just at the origin but everywhere. (A one-point source is in example 7.) The diver-
gence is the source strength, because it equals the outflow.To understand Green’s
Theorem for any vector fieldM i CN j; look at a tiny rectangle(sidesdx and
dy):

Flow out the right side minus flow in the left sideD .change inM/ timesdy

Flow out the top minus flow in the bottomD .change inN/ timesdx

Total flow out of rectangle:dM dyCdN dxD .BM=BxCBN=By/dx dy:
The divergence times the areadxdy equals the total flow out. Section15:5 gives
more detail with more care in three dimensions. The divergence isMx CNy CPz :

Fig. 15.13 Mx CNy D 2C3D 5 yields flux D 5.area/D 5ab: The flux is dM dyC

dN dxD .Mx CNy /dx dy: The spin field has no flux.

EXAMPLE 6 Find the flux through a closed curveC of the spin fieldSD�yi C
xj:

Solution The field hasM D�y andN D x andMx CNy D 0: The double inte-
gral is zero. Therefore the total flow (out minus in) is also zero—through any closed
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curve. Figure 15.13 shows flow entering and leaving a square. No fluid is added or
removed. There is no rain and no evaporation.When the divergenceMx CNy is
zero, there is no source or sink.

FLOW FIELDS WITHOUT SOURCES

This is really quite important. Remember that conservative fields do no work
aroundC; they have a potentialf; and they have “zero curl.” Now turn those
statements through90�; to find their twins. Source-free fields have no flux
through C; they have stream functionsg; and they have“zero divergence.”
The new statementsE–F–G–Hdescribe fields without sources.

15G The fieldF DM.x;y/i CN.x;y/j is source-free if it has these properties:

E The total flux
u

F �n ds through every closed curve is zero.

F Across all curves fromP toQ; the flux
r Q

P
F �n ds is the same.

G There is astream functiong.x;y/; for whichM D Bg=By andN D�Bg=Bx:
H The components satisfyBM=BxCBN=ByD 0 (the divergence is zero).

A field with one of these properties has them all.H is the quick test.

The spin field�yi Cxj passed this test (Example 6 was source-free). The field
2xi C3yj does not pass (Example 5 hadMx CNy D 5). Example7 almost passes.

EXAMPLE 7 The radial fieldR=r2 D .xi Cyj/=.x2Cy2/ has apoint source
at .0;0/:

The new testH is divergenceD BM=BxCBN=ByD 0: Those two derivatives areBBx � x

x2 Cy2

�

D
x2 Cy2�x.2x/
.x2 Cy2/2

and
BBy � y

x2 Cy2

�

D
x2 Cy2�y.2y/
.x2 Cy2/2

: (12)

They add to zero. There seems to be no source (if the calculation is correct). The flow
through a circlex2 Cy2 D a2 should be zero. But it’s not:¾

M dy�N dxD

¾
.x dy�y dx/=.x2 Cy2/D 2.area of circle/=a2 D 2�:

(13)
A source is hidden somewhere. Looking atR=r2; the problem is at.0;0/: The field
is not defined whenr D 0 (it blows up). The derivatives in(12) are not continuous.
TestH does not apply, and was not passed. The divergenceMx CNy must be a “delta
function” of strength2�: There is apoint sourcesending flow out through all circles.

I hope you see the analogy with Example 4. The fieldS=r2 is curl-free except at
r D 0: The fieldR=r2 is divergence-free except atr D 0: The mathematics is parallel
and the fields are perpendicular. A potentialf and a stream functiong require a
region without holes.
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THE BEST FIELDS: CONSERVATIVE AND SOURCE-FREE

What if F is conservative and also source-free? Those are outstandingly important
fields. The curl is zero and the divergence is zero. Because the field is conservative, it
comes from a potential. Because it is source-free, there is a stream function:

M D
BfBx D

BgBy and N D
BfBy D�BgBx : (14)

Those are theCauchy-Riemann equations, named after a great mathematician of
his time and one of the greatest of all time. I can’t end without an example.

EXAMPLE 8 Show thatyi Cxj is both conservative and source-free. Findf andg:

Solution WithM D y andN D x; check first thatBM=ByD 1D BN=Bx: There
must be a potential function. It isfDxy; which achievesBf=BxDy andBf=ByD
x: Note thatfxx Cfyy D 0:

Check next thatBM=BxCBN=ByD 0C0: There must be a stream function. It
is gD1

2
.y2�x2/; which achievesBg=ByDy andBg=BxD�x: Note thatgxx C

gyy D0:

The curvesf D constant are the equipotentials. The curvesgD constant are
the streamlines (Figure 15.4). These are the twin properties—a conservative field with
a potential and a source-free field with a stream function. They come together into
the fundamental partial differential equation of equilibrium—Laplace’s equation
fxx Cfyy D 0:

15H There is a potential and stream function whenMy DNx andMx D�Ny:
They satisfyLaplace’s equation:

fxx Cfyy DMx CNy D 0 and gxx Cgyy D�Nx CMy D 0: (15)

If we havef withoutg; as inf D x2 Cy2 andM D 2x andN D 2y;we don’t have
Laplace’s equation:fxx Cfyy D 4: This is a gradient field that needs a source. If
we haveg withoutf; as ingD x2 Cy2 andM D 2y andN D�2x; we don’t have
Laplace’s equation. The field is source-free but it has spin. The first field is2R and
the second field is2S:

With no source and no spin, we are with Laplace at the center of mathematics and
science.

Green’s Theorem: Tangential form
u

F �T ds and normal form
u

F �n ds¾
C

M dxCN dyD

»»
R

.Nx�My/dx dy

¾
C

M dy�N dxD

»»
R

.Mx CNy/dx dy

work curl flux divergence

Conservative: workDzero,Nx DMy ; gradient of a potential:MDfx andNDfy

Source-free: fluxDzero,Mx D�Ny ; has a stream function:MDgy andND�gx

ConservativeC source-free: Cauchy-RiemannC Laplace equations forf andg:
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15.3 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

Thework integral
u
M dxCN dy equals the double integral a

by b ’s Theorem. ForF D 3i C4j the work is c . For
F D d and e , the work equals the area ofR: When
M D Bf=Bx andN D Bf=By; the double integral is zero because

f . The line integral is zero because g . An example is
F D h . The direction onC is i around the outside and

j around the boundary of a hole. IfR is broken into very
simple pieces with crosscuts between them, the integrals ofk
cancel along the crosscuts.

Test D for gradient fields is l . A field that passes this
test has

u
F �dR D m . There is a solution tofx D n and

fy D o . Then df DM dxCN dy is an p differential.
The spin field S=r2 passes testD except at q . Its potential
f D r increases by s going around the origin. The
integral

rr
.Nx�My/dx dy is not zero but t .

The flow form of Green’s Theorem is u D v . The nor-
mal vector in F �n ds points w and |n|D x and n ds
equalsdy i�dx j : The divergence ofM i CN j is y . For F D

xi the double integral is z . There (is)(is not) a source. For
F D yi the divergence is A . The divergence ofR=r2 is zero
except at B . This field has a C source.

A field with no source has propertiesE D D , F D E ,
G D F , H D zero divergence. The stream functiong
satisfies the equations G . Then BM=BxCBN=By D 0

because B2g=BxByD H . The example F D yi has gD
I . There (is)(is not) a potential function. The example

F D xi�yj hasgD J and alsof D K . This f satisfies
Laplace’s equation L , because the fieldF is both M
and N . The functionsf and g are connected by the O
equationsBf=BxD Bg=By and P .

Compute the line integrals 1–6 and (separately) the double in-
tegrals in Green’s Theorem (1). The circle hasxD acost; yD

asin t: The triangle has sidesxD 0; yD 0; xCy D 1:

1
u
x dy along the circle

3
u
x dx along the triangle

5
u
x2y dx along the circle

2
u
x2y dy along the circle

4
u
y dx along the triangle

6
u
x2y dx along the triangle

7 Compute both sides of Green’s Theorem in the form (10):

(a) F D xi Cyj ; RD upper half of the diskx2 Cy2¤ 1:
(b) F D x2i Cxyj ; C D square with sidesyD0; xD1; yD1;

xD 0:

8 Show that
u

C .x
2yC2x/dyCxy2dx depends only on the area

of R: Does it equal the area?

9 Find the area inside the hypocycloidxD cos3 t; yD sin3 t from
1
2

u
x dy�y dx:

10 For constantsb and c; how is
u
by dxCcx dy related to the

area insideC? If bD 7; which c makes the integral zero?

11 For F D grad
a
x2 Cy2; show in three ways that

u
F �dR D 0

aroundxD cost; yD sin t:

(a) F is a gradient field so :

(b) ComputeF and directly integrateF �dR:
(c) Compute the double integral in Green’s Theorem.

12 Devise a way to find the one-dimensional theorem
r b

a .df =dx/dxDf .b/�f .a/ as a special case of Green’s
Theorem whenR is a square.

13 (a) Choosex.t/ and y.t/ so that the path goes from.1;0/
to .1;0/ after circling the origintwice.

(b) Compute
u
y dx and compare with the area inside your

path.
(c) Compute

u
.y dx�x dy/=.x2 Cy2/ and compare with2�

in Example 7.

14 In Example 4 of the previous section, the work
r

S�dR
between.1;0/ and .0;1/ was 1 for the straight path and�=2
for the quarter-circle path. Show that the work is always twice
the area between the path and the axes.

Compute both sides of
u

F �n dsD
rr
.Mx CNy /dx dy in

15–20.

15 F D yi Cxj in the unit circle

16 F D xyi in the unit square0¤x; y¤ 1
17 F D R=r in the unit circle

18 F D S=r in the unit square

19 F D x2yj in the unit triangle (sidesxD 0; yD 0; xCyD 1)

20 F D gradr in the top half of the unit circle.

21 Suppose div F D 0 except at the origin. Then the fluxu
F �n ds is the same through any two circles around the origin,

because : (What is
rr
.Mx CNy /dx dy between the

circles?)

22 Example 7 has divF D 0 except at the origin. The flux
through every circlex2 Cy2 D a2 is 2�: The flux through a
square around the origin is also2� because : (Compare
Problem21:)

23 Evaluate
u
a.x;y/dxCb.x;y/dy by both forms of Green’s

Theorem. The choiceM D a; N D b in the work form gives the dou-
ble integral : The choiceM D b; N D�a in the flux form
gives the double integral : There was only one Green.

24 Evaluate
u

cos3y dy�sin3x dx by Green’s Theorem.

25 The fieldR=r2 in Example 7 has zero divergence except atr D

0: SolveBg=ByD x=.x2 Cy2/ to find an attempted stream function
g: Doesg have trouble at the origin?
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26 Show that S=r2 has zero divergence (except atr D 0). Find
a stream function by solvingBg=ByDy=.x2 Cy2/: Doesg have
trouble at the origin?

27 Which differentials are exact:y dx�x dy; x2dxCy2dy;

y2dxCx2dy?

28 If Mx CNy D 0 then the equationsBg=ByD andBg=BxD yield a stream function. If alsoNx DMy ; show
thatg satisfies Laplace’s equation.

Compute the divergence of each field in 29–36 and solve
gy DM and gx D�N for a stream function (if possible).

29 2xyi�y2j

31 x2i Cy2j

33 ex cosyi�ex sinyj

35 2yi=xCy2 j=x2

30 3xy2i�y3j

32 y2i Cx2j

34 exCy.i� j /

36 xyi�xyj

37 Compute Nx�My for each field in 29–36 and find a
potential functionf when possible.

38 The potentialf .Q/ is the work
r Q

P
F �T ds to reachQ from

a fixed point P (Section 15:2). In the same way, the stream
function g.Q/ can be constructed from the integral :

Then g.Q/�g.P / representsthe flux across the path fromP to
Q: Why do all paths give the same answer?

39 The real part of.xC iy/3 D x3 C3ix2y�3xy2� iy3 is f D

x3�3xy2: Its gradient field isF D gradf D : The di-
vergence of F is : Therefore f satisfies Laplace’s
equationfxx Cfyy D 0 (check that it does).

40 Since div F D 0 in Problem 39; we can solveBg=ByD

andBg=BxD : The stream function isgD :

It is the imaginary part of the same.xC iy/3: Check thatf andg
satisfy the Cauchy–Riemann equations.

41 The real partf and imaginary partg of .xC iy/n satisfy
the Laplace and Cauchy-Riemann equations fornD 1; 2; :::: (They
give all the polynomial solutions.) Computef and g for
nD 4:

42 When isM dy�N dx an exact differentialdg?

43 The potential f D ex cosy satisfies Laplace’s equation.
There must be ag: Find the field F D gradf and the stream
functiong.x;y/:

44 Show that the spin fieldSdoeswork around every simple closed
curve.

45 For F D f .x/j and RD unit square 0¤x¤ 1; 0¤ y¤ 1;
integrate both sides of Green’s Theorem.1/: What formula is
required from one-variable calculus?

46 A regionR is “simply connected” when every closed curve in-
sideR can be squeezed to a point without leavingR: Test these
regions:

1. xy plane without.0;0/

3. spherex2 Cy2 Cz2 D 1

5. a sweater

2. xyz space without.0;0;0/

4. a torus (or doughnut)

6. a human body
7. the region between two spheres

8. xyz space with circle removed.
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15.4 Surface Integrals

The double integral in Green’s Theorem is over a flat surfaceR. Now the region
moves out of the plane. It becomes acurved surfaceS , part of a sphere or cylinder
or cone. When the surface has only onez for each (x;y), it is the graph of a function
z.x;y/. In other casesS can twist and close up—a sphere has an upperz and a lower
z. In all cases we want to compute area and flux. This is a necessary step (it is our last
step) before moving Green’s Theorem to three dimensions.

First a quick review. The basic integrals are
r
dx and

rr
dx dy and

rrr
dx dy dz.

The one that didn’t fit was
r
ds—the length of a curve. When we go from curves

to surfaces,ds becomesdS . Area is
rr
dS and flux is

rr
F �n dS , with double

integrals because the surfaces are two-dimensional. The main difficulty is indS .
All formulas are summarized in a table at the end of the section.

There are two ways to deal withds (along curves). The same methods apply todS
(on surfaces). The first is inxyz coordinates; the second uses parameters. Before this
subject gets complicated, I will explain those two methods.

Method1 is for the graph of a function: curvey.x/ or surfacez.x;y/.

A small piece of the curve is almost straight. It goes across bydx andup bydy:

lengthds D
a
.dx/2 C .dy/2 D

a
1C .dy=dx/2 dx: (1)

A small piece of the surface is practically flat. Think of a tiny sloping rectangle. One
side goes across bydx and up by.Bz=Bx/dx. The neighboring side goes along by
dy and up by.Bz=By/dy. Computing the area is a linear problem (from Chapter11),
because the flat piece is in a plane.

Two vectorsA andB form a parallelogram.The length of their cross product is
the area. In the present case, the vectors areA D i C .Bz=Bx/k andB D j C .Bz=By/k.
ThenAdx andBdy are the sides of the small piece, and we computeA�B:

A�B D

�������i j k

1 0 Bz=Bx
0 1 Bz=By �������D�Bz=Bx i�Bz=By j C k: (2)

This is exactly thenormal vectorN to the tangent plane and the surface, from
Chapter 13. Please note: The small flat piece is actually a parallelogram (not always
a rectangle). Its areadS is much likeds, but the length ofN D A�B involves two
derivatives:

areadS D |Adx�Bdy|D |N|dxdyD
a
1C .Bz=Bx/2 C .Bz=By/2 dx dy: (3)

EXAMPLE 1 Find the area on the planezD xC2y above a base areaA.

This is the example to visualize. The area down in thexy plane isA. The area up
on the sloping plane is greater thanA. A roof has more area than the room underneath
it. If the roof goes up at a45� angle, the ratio is

?
2. Formula(3) yields the correct

ratio for any surface—including our planezD xC2y.
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Fig. 15.14 Roof area = base area times |N|. Cone and cylinder with parametersu andv.

The derivatives areBz=BxD 1 andBz=ByD 2. They are constant (planes are easy).
The square root in(3) contains1C12 C22 D 6. ThereforedS D

?
6 dx dy. An area

in thexy plane is multiplied by
?
6 up in the surface (Figure 15.14a). The vectorsA

andB are no longer needed—their work was done when we reached formula(3)—but
here they are:

A D i C .Bz=Bx/k D i Ck B D j C .Bz=By/k D j C2k N D�i�2j Ck:

The length ofN D A�B is
?
6. The angle betweenk and N hascos� D 1=

?
6.

That is the angle between base plane and sloping plane. Therefore the sloping
area is

?
6 times the base area. For curved surfaces the idea is the same, except that

the square root in|N|D 1=cos� changes as we move around the surface.

Method2 is for curvesx.t/; y.t/ and surfacesx.u;v/; y.u;v/; z.u;v/ with
parameters.

A curve has one parametert . A surface has two parametersu and v (it is two-
dimensional). One advantage of parameters is thatx;y;z get equal treatment, instead
of picking outz asf .x;y/. Here are the first two examples:

conexDucosv; yDusinv; zDu cylinderxD cosv; yD sinv; zDu: (4)

Eachchoice ofu andv gives a point on the surface. By making all choices, we get
the complete surface. Notice that a parameter can equal a coordinate, as inzDu.
Sometimes both parameters are coordinates, as inxDu andyD v andzD f .u;v/.
That is justzD f .x;y/ in disguise—the surface without parameters. In other cases
we find thexyz equation by eliminatingu andv:

cone .ucosv/2 C .usinv/2 Du2 or x2 Cy2 D z2 or zD
a
x2 Cy2

cylinder .cosv/2 C .sinv/2 D 1 or x2 Cy2 D 1:

The cone is the graph off D
a
x2 Cy2. The cylinder isnot the graph of any func-

tion. There is a line ofz1s through each point on the circlex2 Cy2 D 1. That is what
zDu tells us: Giveu all values, and you get the whole line. Giveu andv all values,
and you get the whole cylinder. Parameters allow a surface to close up and even go
through itself—which the graph off .x;y/ can never do.

Actually zD
a
x2 Cy2 gives only the top half of the cone. (A function produces

only onez.) The parametric form gives the bottom half also. SimilarlyyD
?
1�x2

gives only the top of a circle, whilexD cost; yD sint goes all the way around.
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Now we finddS , using parameters. Small movements give a piece of the surface,
practically flat. One side comes from the changedu, the neighboring side comes from
dv. The two sides are given by small vectorsAdu andBdv:

A D
BxBu i C

ByBu j C
BzBuk and B D

BxBv i C
ByBv j C

BzBv k: (5)

To find the areadS of the parallelogram, start with the cross productN D A�B:

N D

����� i j k
xu yu zu

xv yv zv

�����D ByBu BzBv � BzBu ByBv!i C

 BzBu BxBv � BxBu BzBv!j C

 BxBu ByBv � ByBu BxBv!k:

(6)
Admittedly this looks complicated—actual examples are often fairly simple. The area
dS of the small piece of surface is|N|du dv. The length|N| is a square root:

dS D

gffe ByBu BzBv � BzBu ByBv!2

C

 BzBu BxBv � BxBu BzBv!2

C

 BxBu ByBv � ByBu BxBv!2

dudv:

(7)

EXAMPLE 2 FindA andB andN D A�B anddS for the cone and cylinder.

The cone hasxDucosv, yDusinv, zDu. Theu derivatives produceA D BR=BuD
cosv i Csinv j Ck. Thev derivatives produce the other tangent vectorB D BR=BvD�usinv i Cucosv j. The normal vector isA�B D�ucosv i�usinv j Cu k. Its
length givesdS :

dS D |A�B|du dvD
a
.ucosv/2 C .usinv/2 Cu2 du dvD

?
2 u du dv:

The cylinder is even simpler:dS D dudv. In these and many other examples,A is
perpendicular toB. The small piece is a rectangle. Its sides have length|A|du
and |B|dv. (The cone has|A|Du and |B|D?2, the cylinder has|A|D |B|D 1).
The cross product is hardly needed for area, when we can just multiply|A|du times|B|dv.

Remark on the two methodsMethod1 also used parameters, but a very special
choice—uis x andv is y. The parametric equations arexD x, yD y, zD f .x;y/.
If you go through the long square root in(7), changingu to x andv to y, it simplifies
to the square root in(3). (The termsBy=Bx andBx=By are zero;Bx=Bx andBy=By
are1.) Still it pays to remember the shorter formula from Method1.

Don’t forget that after computingdS , you have to integrate it. Many times the
good is with polar coordinates. Surfaces are often symmetric around an axis or a
point. Those are thesurfaces of revolution—which we saw in Chapter 8 and will
come back to.

Strictly speaking, the integral starts with�S (not dS ). A flat piece has area|A�B|�x�y or |A�B|�u�v. The area of a curved surface is properly defined
as a limit. The key step of calculus, from sums of�S to the integral ofdS , is safe for
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smooth surfaces. In examples, the hard part is computing the double integral and
substituting the limits onx;y oru;v.

EXAMPLE 3 Find the surface area of the conezD
a
x2 Cy2 up to the height

zD a.
We use Method 1 (no parameters). The derivatives ofz are computed, squared, and
added:BzBx D

xa
x2 Cy2

BzBy D
ya

x2 Cy2
|N|2 D 1C

x2

x2 Cy2
C

y2

x2 Cy2
D 2:

Conclusion:|N|D?2 anddS D
?
2dx dy. The cone is on a45� slope, so the area

dx dy in the base is multiplied by
?
2 in the surface above it (Figure 15.15). The

square root indS accounts for the extra area due to slope. A horizontal surface has
dS D

?
1dx dy, as we have known all year.

Now for a key point.The integration is down in the base plane. The limits
on x andy are given by the “shadow” of the cone. To locate that shadow setzDa
x2 Cy2 equal tozD a. The plane cuts the cone at the circlex2 Cy2 D a2. We

integrate over the inside of that circle (where the shadow is):

surface area of coneD
rr

shadow

?
2 dx dyD

?
2�a2:

EXAMPLE 4 Find the same area usingdS D
?
2 u du dv from Example2.

With parameters,dS looks different and the shadow in the base looks different. The
circlex2 Cy2 D a2 becomesu2 cos2vCu2 sin2 vD a2. In other wordsuD a. (The
cone haszDu, the plane haszD a, they meet whenuD a.) The angle parameterv
goes from0 to 2� . The effect of these parameters is to switch us “automatically” to
polar coordinates, where area isr dr d� :

surface area of coneD
ww

dS D

2�w

0

aw

0

?
2 u du dvD

?
2�a2:

Fig. 15.15 Cone cut by plane leaves shadow in the base. Integrate over the shadow.

EXAMPLE 5 Find the area of the same cone up to the sloping planezD 1� 1
2
x.

Solution The cone still hasdS D
?
2 dx dy, but the limits of integration are changed.

The plane cuts the cone in an ellipse. Its shadow down in thexy plane is another
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ellipse (Figure 15.15c).To find the edge of the shadow, setzD
a
x2 Cy2 equal

to zD 1� 1
2
x. We square both sides:

x2 Cy2 D 1�xC
1

4
x2 or

3

4
.xC 2

3
/2 Cy2 D 4

3
:

This is the ellipse in the base—where height makes no difference andz is gone. The
area of an ellipse is�ab, when the equation is in the form.x=a/2 C .y=b/2 D 1.
After multiplying by 3=4 we find aD 4=3 andbD

?
4=3. Then

’
?
2 dx dyD?

2�ab is the surface area of the cone.
The hard part was finding the shadow ellipse (I went quickly). Its area�ab came

from Example15:3:2. The new part is
?
2 from the slope.

EXAMPLE 6 Find the surface area of a sphere of radiusa (known to be4�a2).

This is a good example, because both methods almost work. The equation of the
sphere isx2 Cy2 Cz2 D a2. Method 1 writes zD

a
a2�x2�y2. The x and

y derivatives are�x=z and�y=z:
1C

 B zBx !2

C

 BzBy!2

D
z2

z2
C
x2

z2
C
y2

z2
D
a2

z2
D

a2

a2�x2�y2
:

The square root givesdS D a dx dy=
a
a2�x2�y2. Notice thatz is gone (as it

should be). Now integratedS over the shadow of the sphere, which is a circle.
Instead ofdx dy, switch to polar coordinates andr dr d� :

rr
shadow

dS D

» 2�

0

» a

0

ar dr d�?
a2�r2

D�2�aaa2�r2
�a

0
D 2�a2: (8)

This calculation is successful but wrong.2�a2 is the area of thehalf-sphereabove
thexy plane. The lower half takes the negative square root ofz2 D a2�x2�y2.
This shows the danger of Method1, when the surface is not the graph of a function.

EXAMPLE 7 (same sphere by Method2: use parameters) The natural choice is
spherical coordinates. Every point has an angleuD � down from the North Pole and
an anglevD � around the equator. Thexyz coordinates from Section 14.4 are
xD asin� cos� , yD asin� sin� , zD acos�. The radius�D a is fixed (not
a parameter). Compute the first term in equation(6), notingBz=B� D 0:

.By=B�/.Bz=B�/� .Bz=B�/.By=B�/D�.�asin�/.asin� cos�/D a2 sin2� cos�:

The other terms in(6) area2 sin2� sin� anda2 sin� cos�. ThendS in equation
(7) squares these three components and adds. We factor outa4 and simplify:

a4.sin4� cos2 �Csin4� sin2 �Csin2� cos2�/D a4.sin4�Csin2� cos2�/D a4 sin2�:

Conclusion: dS D a2 sin� d� d� . A spherical person will recognize this immedi-
ately. It is the volume elementdV D �2 sin� d� d� d� , exceptd� is missing. The
small box has areadS and thicknessd� and volumedV . Here we only wantdS :

area of sphereD

»»
dS D

» 2�

0

» �

0

a2 sin� d� d� D 4�a2: (9)

Figure 15.16a shows a small surface with sidesa d� anda sin� d� . Their prod-
uct is dS . Figure 15.16b goes back to Method1, where equation(8) gavedS D
.a=z/ dx dy.
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I doubt that you will like Figure 15.16c—and you don’t need it. With parameters
� and� , the shadow of the sphere is a rectangle. The equator is the line down the
middle, where�D�=2. The height iszD acos�. The aread� d� in the base is the
shadow ofdS D a2 sin� d� d� up in the sphere. Maybe this figure shows what we
don’t halve to know about parameters.

Fig. 15.16 Surface area on a sphere: (a) spherical coordinates (b)xyz coordinates (c)��
space.

EXAMPLE 8 RotateyDx2 around thex axis. Find the surface area using parame-
ters.
The first parameter isx (from a to b). The second parameter is the rotation angle�
(from 0 to 2�). The points on the surface in Figure 15.17 arexD x, yD x2 cos� ,
zD x2 sin� . Equation(7) leads after much calculation todS D x2

?
1C4x2 dx d� .

Main point: dS agrees with Section 8.3, where the area was
r
2�ya

1C .dy=dx/2 dx. The 2� comes from the� integral andy is x2. Parameters
give this formula automatically.

VECTOR FIELDS AND THE INTEGRAL OF F �n
Formulas for surface area are dominated by square roots. There isa square root in
dS , as there was inds. Areas are like arc lengths, one dimension up. The good point
about line integrals

r
F �nds is that the square root disappears. It is in the denominator

of n, whereds cancels it:F �ndsDM dy�N dx. The same good thing will now
happen for surface integrals

rr
F �ndS .

15I Through the surfacezD f .x;y/, the vector fieldF.x;y;z/DM i CN j C
P k has

flux D
rr

surface

F �ndS D
rr

shadow

 �M BfBx �N BfBy CP

!

dx dy: (10)

This formula tells what to integrate, given the surface and the vector field (f and F).
The xy limits come from the shadow. Formula(10) takes the normal vector from
Method 1:

N D�Bf=Bx i�Bf=By j Ck and|N|Da1C .Bf=Bx/2 C .Bf=By/2:
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For theunit normal vectorn, divideN by its length:n D N=|N|. The square root is
in the denominator, and the same square root is indS . See equation(3):

F �ndS D
F �N? ?

dx dyD

 �M BfBx �N BfBy CP

!

dx dy: (11)

That is formula(10), with cancellation of square roots. The expressionF �ndS is
often written asF �dS, again relying on boldface to makedS a vector. ThendS
equalsndS , with directionn and magnitudedS .

Fig. 15.17 Surface of revolution: parametersx;� . Fig. 15.18 F �n dS gives flow throughdS .

EXAMPLE 9 FindndS for the planezD xC2y. Then findF �ndS for F D k.
This plane produced

?
6 in Example1 (for area). For flux the

?
6 disappears:

ndS D
N|N|dS D

�i�2j Ck?
6

?
6 dx dyD .�i�2j Ck/ dx dy:

For the flow fieldF D k, the dot productk �ndS reduces to1dx dy. The slope of
the plane makes no difference!The flow through the base also flows through the
plane. The areas are different, but flux is like rain. Whether it hits a tent or the ground
below, it is the same rain (Figure 15.18). In this case

’

F �ndS D
’

dx dyD shadow
area in the base.

EXAMPLE 10 Find the flux ofF D xi Cyj Czk through the conezD
a
x2 Cy2.

Solution F �ndS D

��x� xa
x2 Cy2

��y� ya
x2 Cy2

�

C
a
x2 Cy2

�

dx dyD

0:

The zero comes as a surprise, but it shouldn’t. The cone goes straight out
from the origin, and so doesF. The vectorn that is perpendicular to the cone is
also perpendicular toF. There is no flowthroughthe cone, becauseF �n D 0. The
flow travels out along rays.rr

F �ndS FOR A SURFACE WITH PARAMETERS

In Example10 the cone waszD f .x;y/D
a
x2 Cy2. We founddS by Method1.

Parameters were not needed (more exactly, they werex andy). For surfaces that fold
and twist, the formulas withu andv look complicated but the actual calculations can
be simpler. This was certainly the case fordS D du dv on the cylinder.

A small piece of surface has areadS D |A�B|du dv. The vectors along the sides
areA D xui Cyuj Czuk andB D xvi Cyv j Czvk. They are tangent to the surface.
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Now we put their cross productN D A�B to another use, becauseF �ndS involves
not only area butdirection. We need the unit vectorn to see how much flow goes
through.

The direction vector isn D N=|N|. Equation(7) is dS D |N|du dv, so the square
root |N| cancels inndS . This leaves a nice formula for the “normal component” of
flow:

15J Through a surface with parametersu and v, the fieldF DM i CN j CP k
has

flux D

»»
F �ndS D

»»
F �N du dvD

»»
F � .A�B/ du dv: (12)

EXAMPLE 11 Find the flux ofF D xi Cyj Czk through the cylinderx2 Cy2 D
1, 0¤ z¤ b.

Solution The surface of the cylinder isxD cosu, yD sinu, zD v. The tangent
vectors from(5) are A D .�sinu/i C .cosu/j and B D k. The normal vector in
Figure 15.19 goes straight out through the cylinder:

N D A�B D cosu i Csinu j (checkA �N D 0 andB �N D 0/:

To findF �N, switchF D xi Cyj Czk to the parametersu andv. ThenF �N D 1:

F �N D .cosu i Csinu j Cv k/ � .cosu i Csinu j/ D cos2uCsin2u:

For the flux, integrateF �N D 1 and apply the limits onuD � andvD z:

flux D

» b

0

» 2�

0

1 du dvD 2�bD surface area of the cylinder:

Note that the top and bottom were not included! We can find those fluxes too. The
outward direction isn D k at the top andn D�k down through the bottom. Then
F �n is CzD b at the top and�zD 0 at the bottom. The bottom flux is zero, the top
flux is b times the area (or�b). The total flux is2�bC�bD 3�b. Hold that answer
for the next section.

Apology: I madeu the angle andv the height. ThenN goes outward not inward.

EXAMPLE 12 Find the flux ofF D k out the top half of the spherex2 Cy2 Cz2 D
a2.

Solution Use spherical coordinates. Example7 haduD � and vD � . We found

N D A�B D a2sin2� cos� i Ca2 sin2� sin� j Ca2 sin2� cos� k:

The dot product withF D k is F �N D a2 sin� cos�. The integral goes from the pole
to the equator,�D 0 to �D�=2, and around from� D 0 to � D 2� :

flux D

» 2�

0

» �=2

0

a2 sin� cos� d� d� D 2�a2 sin2�

2

��=2

0

D�a2:

The next section will show that the flux remains at�a2 throughany surface(!) that
is bounded by the equator. A special case is a flat surface—the disk of radiusa at the
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equator. Figure 15.18 showsn D k pointing directly up, soF �n D k �k D 1. The flux
is
’

1 dS= area of disk =�a2. All fluid goes past the equator and out through
the sphere.

Fig. 15.19 Flow through cylinder. Fig. 15.20 M Robius strip (no way to choosen).

I have to mention one more problem. It might not occur to a reasonable person, but
sometimes a surface has onlyone side. The famous example is theM Robius strip, for
which you take a strip of paper, twist it once, and tape the ends together. Its
special property appears when you run a pen along the “inside.” The pen in
Figure 15.20 suddenly goes “outside.” After another round trip it goes back “inside.”
Those words are in quotation marks, because on a MRobius strip they have no meaning.

Suppose the pen represents the normal vector. On a spheren points outward.
Alternativelyn could point inward; we are free to choose. But the MRobius strip makes
the choice impossible. After moving the pen continuously, it comes back in the
opposite direction.This surface is not orientable. We cannot integrateF �n to
compute the flux, because we cannot decide the direction ofn.

A surface isorientedwhen we can and do choosen. This uses the final property
of cross products, that they have length and direction and also aright-hand rule. We
can tellA�B from B�A. Those give the two orientations ofn. For an open surface
(like a wastebasket) you can select either one. For a closed surface (like a sphere) it is
conventional forn to be outward. By making that decision once and for all, the sign
of the flux is established:outward flux is positive.

FORMULAS
FOR
SURFACE
INTEGRALS

Method1: Parametersx;y Method2: Parametersu;v

Coordinatesx;y;z.x;y/ x.u;v/;y.u;v/;z.u;v/ on surface

A D i CBz=Bxk N D A�B A D Bx=Bu i CBy=Bu j CBz=Bu k

B D j CBz=Byk n D N=|N| B D Bx=Bv i CBy=Bv j CBz=Bv k

dS D |N|dxdyD
b
1Cz2

x Cz2
y dxdy dS D |N|dudv

ndS D NdxdyD .�Bz=Bx i�Bz=By j Ck/dxdy ndS D N dudv
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15.4 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

A small piece of the surfacezD f .x;y/ is nearly a . When
we go across bydx, we go up by b . That movement isAdx,
where the vectorA is iC c . The other side of the piece isBdy,
whereB D jC d . The cross productA�B is N D e . The
area of the piece isdS D |N|dxdy. For the surfacezD xy, the vec-
tors areA D f andB D g andN D h . The area integral
is
’

dS D i dxdy.

With parametersu and v, a typical point on a45� cone is
xDucosv, yD j , zD k . A change inu moves that point
by AduD .cosv iC l )du. A change inv moves the point by
BdvD m . The normal vector isN D A�B D n . The area
is dS D o dudv. In this exampleA �B D p so the small
piece is a q anddS D |A||B|dudv.

For flux we needndS . The r vector n is N D A�B
divided by s . For a surfacezD f .x;y/, the productndS
is the vector t (to memorize from table). The particular sur-
face zD xy hasndS D u dx dy. ForF Dxi Cyj Czk the flux
throughzDxy is F �ndS D v dx dy.

On a 30� cone the points arexD 2ucosv, yD 2usinv, zDu.
The tangent vectors areA D w and B D x . This cone
has ndS D A�B dudvD y . For F D xi Cyj Czk, the flux
element through the cone isF �ndS D z . The reason for this an-
swer is A . The reason we don’t compute flux through a MRobius
strip is B .

In 1�14 find N and dS D |N|dxdy and the surface area
rr
dS .

Integrate over thexy shadow which ends where thez’s are equal
(x2 Cy2 D 4 in Problem 1).

1 ParaboloidzD x2 Cy2 below the planezD 4.

2 ParaboloidzD x2 Cy2 betweenzD 4 andzD 8.

3 PlanezD x�y inside the cylinderx2 Cy2 D 1.

4 PlanezD 3xC4y above the square0¤x¤ 1, 0¤y¤ 1.
5 Spherical capx2 Cy2 Cz2 D 1 above zD 1=

?
2.

6 Spherical bandx2 Cy2 Cz2 D 1 betweenzD 0 and1=
?
2.

7 PlanezD 7y above a triangle of areaA.

8 Conez2 D x2 Cy2 between planeszD a andzD b.

9 The monkey saddlezD 1
3x

3�xy2 insidex2 Cy2 D 1.

10 zD xCy above triangle with vertices.0;0/, .2;2/, .0;2/.

11 PlanezD 1�2x�2y insidex¥ 0, y¥ 0, z¥ 0.
12 Cylinderx2 Cz2 D a2 insidex2 Cy2 D a2. Only set up

’

dS .

13 Right circular cone of radiusa and height h. Choose
zD f .x;y/ or parametersu andv.

14 GutterzD x2 below zD 9 and betweenyD�2.

In 15�18 compute the surface integrals
’

g.x;y;z/dS .

15 gD xy over the trianglexCyCzD 1; x; y; z¥ 0.
16 gD x2 Cy2 overthe top half ofx2 Cy2 Cz2 D 1 (use�;�/.

17 gD xyz onx2 Cy2 Cz2 D 1 abovez2 D x2 Cy2 (use�;�/.

18 gD x on the cylinderx2 Cy2 D 4 betweenzD 0 andzD 3.

In 19�22 calculate A, B, N, anddS .

19 xDu, yD vCu, zD vC2uC1.

20 xDuv, yDuCv, zDu�v.

21 xD .3Ccosu/cosv, yD .3Ccosu/sinv, zD sinu.

22 xDucosv, yDusinv, zD v (not zDu/.

23�26 In Problems1�4 respectively find the flux
rr

F �ndS for
F D xi Cyj Czk.

27�28 In Problems19�20 respectively compute
rr

F �ndS for
F D yi�xj through the regionu2 Cv2¤ 1.
29 A unit circle is rotated around thez axis to give a torus (see fig-
ure). The center of the circle stays a distance3 from thez axis. Show
that Problem21 gives a typical point.x; y; z/ on the torus and find
the surface area

rr
dS D

rr |N|dudv.

30 The surfacexD r cos� , yD r sin� , zD a2�r2 is bounded by
the equator.r D a/. Find N and the flux

rr
k �ndS , and compare

with Example12.

31 Make a “double MRobius strip” from a strip of paper by twisting
it twice and taping the ends. Does a normal vector (use a pen) have
the same direction after a round trip?

32 Make a “triple MRobius strip” with three twists. Is it
orientable—does the normal vector come back in the same or
opposite direction?

33 If a very wavy surface stays close to a smooth surface, are their
areas close?

34 Give the equation of a plane with roof areadS D 3 times base
areadxdy.

35 The points .x;f .x/cos� , f .x/sin�/ are on the surface of
revolution:yD f .x/ revolved around thex axis, parametersuD x

andvD � . FindN and comparedS D |N|dx d� with Example8 and
Section8:3.
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15.5 The Divergence Theorem

This section returns to the fundamental law.flow out/� .flow in/D .source/. In
two dimensions, the flow was in and out through a closed curveC . The plane region
inside wasR. In three dimensions, the flow enters and leaves through a closed surface
S: The solid region inside isV: Green’s Theorem in its normal form (for the flux of
a smooth vector field) now becomes the great three-dimensional balance equation—
theDivergence Theorem:

15K The flux ofF DM i CN j CP k through the boundary surfaceS equals
the integral of the divergence ofF insideV: The Divergence Theorem is»»

F �ndS D

»»»
div F dV D

»»» �BMBx C
BNBy C

BPBz �dx dy dz: (1)

In Green’s Theorem the divergence wasBM=BxCBN=By: The new termBP=Bz
accounts for upward flow. Notice that a constant upward componentP adds nothing
to the divergence (its derivative is zero). It also adds nothing to the flux (flow up
through the top equals flow up through the bottom). When the whole fieldF is
constant, the theorem becomes0D 0:

There are other vector fields with divF D 0: They are of the greatest importance.
The Divergence Theorem for those fields is again0D 0; and there is conservation of
fluid. When div F D 0; flow in equals flow out. We begin with examples of these
“divergence-free” fields.

EXAMPLE 1 The spin fields�yi Cxj C0k and0i�zj Cyk have zero divergence.

The first is an old friend, spinning around thez axis. The second is new, spinning
around thex axis. Three-dimensional flow has a great variety of spin fields. The
separate termsBM=Bx, BN=By, BP=Bz are all zero, so divF D 0: The flow goes
around in circles, and whatever goes out throughS comes back in. (We might have
put a circle on

rr
s

as we did on
u

c
; to emphasize thatS is closed.)

EXAMPLE 2 The position fieldR D xi Cyj Czk has div R D 1C1C1D 3:

This is radial flow, straight out from the origin. Mass has to be addedat every point
to keep the flow going. On the right side of the divergence theorem is

rrr
3 dV:

Therefore the flux is three times the volume.
Example 11 in Section 15.4 found the flux ofR through a cylinder. The answer

was3�b: Now we also get3�b from the Divergence Theorem, since the volume is
�b: This is one of many cases in which the triple integral is easier than the double
integral.

EXAMPLE 3 An electrostatic fieldR=�3 or gravity field�R=�3 almost has div
F D 0:

The vectorR D xi Cyj Czk has length
a
x2 Cy2 Cz2 D �: Then F has length

�=�3 (inverse square law). Gravity from a point mass pullsinward (minus sign). The
electric field from a point charge repelsoutward. The three steps almost show that
div F D 0:

Step 1.B�=BxD x=�;B�=ByD y=�;B�=BzD z=�—but do not add those three.F
is not� or1=�2 (these are scalars). The vector field isR=�3:We needBM=Bx;BN=By;BP=Bz:
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Step 2.BM=BxD B=Bx.x=�3/ is equal to1=�3� .3x B�=Bx/=�4 D 1=�3�3x2=�5:
ForBN=By andBP=Bz; replace3x2 by 3y2 and3z2: Now add those three.

Step 3. divF D 3=�3�3.x2 Cy2 Cz2/=�5 D 3=�3�3=�3 D 0:

The calculation divF D 0 leaves a puzzle. One side of the Divergence Theorem seems
to give

rrr
0dV D 0: Then the other side should be

rr
F �ndS D 0: But the flux is

notzero when all flow is outward:

The unit normal vector to the sphere�D constant isn D R=�:
The outward flowF �n D .R=�3/ � .R=�/D �2=�4 is always positive.
Then

rrr
F �ndS D

rr
dS=�2 D 4��2=�2 D 4�:We have reached4�D

0:

This paradox in three dimensions is the same as forR=r2 in two dimensions.
Section 15.3 reached2� D 0; and the explanation was a point source at the origin.
Same explanation here:M;N;P are infinite when�D 0: The divergence is a “delta
function” times4�; from the point source. The Divergence Theorem does not apply
(unless we allow delta functions). That single point makes all the difference.

Every surface enclosing the origin hasfluxD 4�: Our calculation was for a
sphere. The surface integral is much harder whenS is twisted (Figure 15.21a). But the
Divergence Theorem takes care of everything, because divF D 0 in the volumeV be-
tween these surfaces. Therefore

rr
F �ndS D 0 for the two surfaces together. The

flux
rr

F �ndS D�4� into the sphere must be balanced by
rr

F �ndS D 4� out of
the twisted surface.

Fig. 15.21 Point source: flux 4� through all enclosing surfaces. Net flux upward
D

rrr
.BP=Bz/dV:

Instead of a paradox4� D 0; this example leads to Gauss’s Law. A massM at the
origin produces a gravity fieldF D�GMR=�3: A chargeq at the origin produces
an electric fieldE D .q=4�"0/R=�3: The physical constants areG and"0; the math-
ematical constant is the relation between divergence and flux. Equation(1) yields
equation(2), in which the mass densitiesM.x;y;z/ and charge densitiesq.x;y;z/
need not be concentrated at the origin:

15L Gauss’s law in differential form: divF D�4�GM and divE D q="0:
Gauss’s law in integral form: Flux is proportional to total mass or charge:»»

F �ndS D�»»» 4�GMdV and

»»
E �ndS D

»»»
q dV="0: (2)
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THE REASONING BEHIND THE DIVERGENCE THEOREM

The general principle is clear: Flow out minus flow in equals source. Our goal is to see
why the divergence ofF measures the source. In a small box around each point,
we show that divFdV balancesF �ndS through the six sides.

So consider a small box. Its center is at.x;y;z/: Its edges have length�x;�y;�z:
Out of the top and bottom, the normal vectors arek and�k: The dot product with
F DM i CN j CP k is CP or �P: The area�S is �x�y: So the two fluxes are
close toP.x;y;zC 1

2
�z/�x�y and�P.x;y;z� 1

2
�z/�x�y: When the top is

combined with the bottom, the difference of thoseP ’s is�P :

net flux upward��P�x�yD .�P=�z/�x�y�z� .BP=Bz/�V: (3)

Similarly, the combined flux on two side faces is approximately (BN=By/�V:On the
front and back it is (BM=Bx/�V: Adding the six faces, we reach the key point:

flux out of the box� .BM=BxCBN=ByCBP=Bz/�V: (4)

This is (div F)�V: For a constant field both sides are zero—the flow goes straight
through. ForF D xi Cyj Czk; a little more goes out than comes in. The divergence
is 3; so3�V is created inside the box. By the balance equation the flux is also3�V:

The approximation symbol� means that the leading term is correct (probably not
the next term). The ratio�P=�z is not exactlyBP=Bz: The difference is of order
�z; so the error in(3) is of higher order�V�z: Added over many boxes (about
1=�V boxes), this error disappears as�zÑ 0:

The sum of (divF)�V over all the boxes approaches
rrr

.div F/dV: On the other
side of the equation is a sum of fluxes. There isF �n�S out of the top of one box, plus
F �n�S out of the bottom of the box above. The first hasn D k and the second has
n D�k: They cancel each other—the flow goes from box to box. This happens
every time two boxes meet. The only fluxes that survive (because nothing cancels
them) are at the outer surfaceS: The final step, as�x;�y;�zÑ 0; is that those
outside terms approach

rr
F �ndS: Then the local divergence theorem(4) becomes

the global Divergence Theorem(1).

Remark on the proof That “final step” is not easy, because the box surfaces don’t
line up with the outer surfaceS:A formal proof of the Divergence Theorem would im-
itate the proof of Green’s Theorem. On a very simple region

rrr
.BP=Bz/dx dy dz

equals
rr
P dx dy over the top minus

rr
P dx dy over the bottom. After checking

the orientation this is
rr
P k �ndS: Similarly the volume integrals ofBM=Bx andBN=By are the surface integrals

rr
M i �ndS and

rr
N j �ndS: Adding the three in-

tegrals gives the Divergence Theorem. Since Green’s Theorem was already proved in
this way, the reasoning behind(4) is more helpful than repeating a detailed proof.

The discoverer of the Divergence Theorem was probably Gauss. His notebooks
only contain the outline of a proof—but after all, this is Gauss. Green and Ostro-
gradsky both published proofs in1828; one in England and the other in St. Peters-
burg (now Leningrad). As the theorem was studied, the requirements came to light
(smoothness ofF andS; avoidance of one-sided Möbius strips).

New applications are discovered all the time—when a scientist writes down a bal-
ance equation in a small box. The source is known. The equation is divF Dsource.
After Example 5 we explainF:

EXAMPLE 4 If the temperature inside the sun isT D ln1=�; find the heat flow
F D�gradT and the source divF and the flux

rr
F �ndS: The sun is a ball of radius

�0:
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Solution F is�grad ln1=�D Cgrad ln�: Derivatives ofln� bring division by�:

F D .B�=Bx i CB�=By j CB�=Bz k/=�D .xi Cyj Czk/=�2:

This flow is radially outward, of magnitude1=�: The normal vectorn is also radially
outward, of magnitude1: The dot product on the sun’s surface is1=�0:»»

F �ndS D

»»
dS=�0 D .surface area/=�0 D 4��2

0=�0 D 4��0: (5)

Check that answer by the Divergence Theorem. Example 5 will find divF D 1=�2:
Integrate over the sun. In spherical coordinates we integrated�, sin�d�; andd� :

rrr
sun

div F dV D

» 2�

0

» �

0

» �0

0

�2 sin� d� d� d�=�2 D .�0/.2/.2�/ as in.5/:

This example illustratesthe basic framework of equilibrium. The pattern ap-
pears everywhere in applied mathematics—electromagnetism, heat flow, elasticity,
even
relativity. There is usually a constantc that depends on the material (the example
hascD 1). The names change, but we always takethe divergence of the gradient:

potentialf Ñ force field�c gradf: Then div.�c gradf /D electric charge

temperatureTÑ flow field�c gradT: Then div.�c gradT /D heat source

displacementuÑstress fieldCc gradu: Then div.�c gradu/D outside force:

You are studying calculus, not physics or thermodynamics or elasticity. But please
notice the main point. The equation to solve is div.�c gradf /D known source. The
divergence and gradient are exactly what the applications need. Calculus teaches the
right things.

This framework is developed in many books, including my own textIntroduc-
tion to Applied Mathematics(Wellesley-Cambridge Press). It governs equilibrium,
in matrix equations and differential equations.

PRODUCT RULE FOR VECTORS: INTEGRATION BY PARTS

May I go back to basic facts about the divergence? First the definition:

F.x;y;z/DM i CN j CP k has divF D r �F D BM=BxCBN=ByCBP=Bz:
The divergence is a scalar (not a vector). At each point divF is a number. In fluid
flow, it is the rate at which mass leaves—the “flux per unit volume” or “flux density.”

The symbolr stands for a vector whose components areoperations not numbers:

r D “del” D i B=BxC j B=ByCk B=Bz: (6)

This vector is illegal but very useful. First, apply it to an ordinary functionf .x;y;z/:

rf D “del f ” D i Bf=BxC j Bf=ByCk Bf=BzD gradient of f: (7)

Second, take the dot productr �F with a vector functionF.x;y;z/DM i CN j C
P k:

r �F D “del dot F” D BM=BxCBN=ByCBP=BzD divergence ofF: (8)
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Third, take the cross productr�F: This produces the vector curlF (next section):

r�F D “del cross F” D : : : (to be defined): : :D curl of F: (9)

The gradient and divergence and curl arer and r� and r� : The three great
operations of vector calculus use a single notation! You are free to writer or not—to
make equations shorter or to help the memory. Notice that Laplace’s equation
shrinks to

r �rf D
BBx �BfBx �C

BBy �BfBy �C
BBz �BfBz �D 0: (10)

Equation(10)gives the potential when the source is zero (very common).F D gradf
combines with divF D 0 into Laplace’s equation div gradf D 0: This equation
is so important that it shrinks further tor2f D 0 and even to�f D 0: Of course
�f D fxx Cfyy Cfzz has nothing to do with�f D f .xC�x/�f .x/: Above
all, remember thatf is a scalar andF is a vector:gradient of scalar is vectorand
divergence of vector is scalar.

Underlying this chapter is the idea of extending calculus to vectors. So far we have
emphasized the Fundamental Theorem. The integral ofdf=dx is now the integral
of div F: Instead of endpointsa andb; we have a curveC or surfaceS: But it is the
rulesfor derivatives and integrals that make calculus work, and we need them now for
vectors. Remember the derivative ofu timesv and the integral (by parts) ofudv=dx:

15M Scalar functionsu.x;y;z/ and vector fieldsV.x;y;z/ obey theproduct
rule:

div.uV/Du divV CV � .gradu/: (11)

The reverse of the product rule is integration by parts (Gauss’s Formula):»»»
u div V dx dy dzD�»»» V � .gradu/ dx dy dzC

»»»
uV �n dS:

(12)

For a plane field this isGreen’s Formula(anduD 1 gives Green’s Theorem):»»
u

�BMBx C
BNBy �dxdyD�»»�M BuBx CN

BuBy�dxdyC

»
u.M i CN j/ �nds:

(13)

Those look like heavy formulas. They are too much to memorize, unless you use
them often. The important point is to connect vector calculus with “scalar calculus,”
which is not heavy. Every product rule yields two terms:

.uM/x DuBM=BxCM Bu=Bx .uN /y DuBN=ByCN Bu=By .uP /z DuBP=BzCP Bu=Bz:
Add those ordinary rules and you have the vector rule(11) for the divergence ofuV:

Integrating the two parts of div.uV/ gives
rr
uV �ndS by the Divergence Theo-

rem. Then one part moves to the other side, producing the minus signs in(12)and(13).
Integration by parts leaves a boundary term, in three and two dimensions as it did
in one dimension:

r
uv1dxD�r

u1vdxC Œuv�ba:

EXAMPLE 5 Find the divergence ofF D R=�2; starting from grad�D R=�:
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Solution TakeV D R anduD 1=�2 in the product rule(11). Then divF D .div R/=
�2 CR � .grad1=�2). The divergence ofR D xi Cyj Czk is 3: For grad1=�2 apply
the chain rule:

R � .grad1=�2/D�2R � .grad�/=�3 D�2R �R=�4 D�2=�2:

The two parts of divF combine into3=�2�2=�2 D 1=�2—as claimed in Example 4.

EXAMPLE 6 Find the balance equation for flow with velocityV and fluid density
�:

V is the rate of movement of fluid, while�V is the rate of movement ofmass.
Comparing the ocean to the atmosphere shows the difference. Air has a greater
velocity than water, but a much lower density. So normallyF D �V is larger for the
ocean. (Don’t confuse the density� with the radial distance�: The Greeks only used
24 letters.)

There is another difference between water and air. Water is virtually incompress-
ible (meaning� D constant). Air is certainly compressible (its density varies). The
balance equation is a fundamental law—the conservation of mass or the “continuity
equation” for fluids. This is a mathematical statement about a physical flow without
sources or sinks:

Continuity Equation: div.�V/CB�=Bt D 0: (14)

Explanation: The mass in a region is
rrr

� dV: Its rate of decrease is�rrr Bp=Bt dV:
The decrease comes from flow out through the surface (normal vectorn). The dot
productF �n D �V �n is the rate of mass flow through the surface. So the integralrr

F �ndS is the total rate that mass goes out. By the Divergence Theorem this isrrr
div F dV:

To balance�rrr B�=Bt dV in every region, divF must equal�B�=Bt at every
point. The figure shows this continuity equation(14) for flow in thex direction.

mass in

�VdS dt
Ñ mass�dS dx Ñ extra mass out

d.�V/dS dt
D

mass loss�d�dS dx
Fig. 15.22 Conservation of mass during timedt W d.�V/=dx C d�=dt D 0:

15.5 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

In words, the basic balance law is a . The flux of F
through a closed surfaceS is the double integral b . The
divergence ofM i CN j CP k is c , and it measures d .
The total source is the triple integral e . That equals the
flux by the f Theorem.

For F D 5zk the divergence is g . If V is a cube of side
a then the triple integral equals h . The top surface where
zD a has n D i andF �n D j . The bottom and sides have
F �n D k . The integral

rr
F �ndS equals l .

The field F D R=�3 has div F D 0 except m .
rr

F �ndS
equals n over any surface around the origin. This
il lustrates Gauss’s Law o . The field F D xi Cyj �2zk has
div F D p and

rr
F �ndS D q . For this F; the flux out

through a pyramid and in through its base arer .

The symbol r stands for s . In this notation divF is
t . The gradient off is u . The divergence of gradf is
v . The equation div gradf D 0 is w ’s equation.
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The divergence of a product is div.uV/D x . Integration
by parts is

rrr
u div V dx dy dzD y C z . In two

dimensions this becomes A . In one dimension it becomes
B . For steady fluid flow the continuity equation is

div �V D C .

In 1–10 compute the flux
rr

F �ndS by the Divergence
Theorem.

1 F D xi Cxj Cxk; S : unit spherex2 Cy2 Cz2 D 1:

2 F D�yi Cxj ; V : unit cube0¤x¤ 1; 0¤y¤ 1; 0¤ z¤ 1:
3 F D x2i Cy2 j Cz2k; S : unit sphere

4 F D x2i C8y2j Cz2k; V : unit cube.

5 F D xi C2yj ; S : sidesxD 0; yD 0; zD 0; xCyCzD 1:

6 F D ur D .xi Cyj Czk/=�; S : sphere�D a:

7 F D �.xi Cyj Czk/; S : sphere�D a

8 F D x3i Cy3 j Cz3k; S : sphere�D a:

9 F D z2k; V : upper half of ball�¤ a:
10 F D grad.xey sinz/; S : sphere�D a:

11 Find
rrr

div .x2i Cyj C2k/dV in the cube0¤ x; y; z¤a:
Also computen and

rr
F �ndS for all six faces and add.

12 When a is small in problem11; the answer is close toca3:

Find the numberc: At what point does divF D c?

13 (a) Integrate the divergence ofF D �i in the ball�¤a:
(b) Compute

rr
F �ndS over the spherical surface�D a:

14 Integrate
rr

R �ndS over the faces of the box0¤x¤ 1,
0¤ y¤ 2, 0¤ z¤ 3 and check by the Divergence Theorem.

15 Evaluate
rr

F �ndS whenF Dxi Cz2j Cy2k and:

(a) S is the conez2 D x2 Cy2 bounded above by the plane
zD 1:

(b) S is the pyramid with corners.0;0;0/, .1;0;0/, .0;1;0/,
.0;0;1/:

16 Compute all integrals in the Divergence Theorem when
F D x.i C j�k/ andV is the unit cube0¤x;y;z¤ 1:
17 Following Example 5; compute the divergence of
.xi Cyj Czk/=�7:

18 .gradf / �n is the derivative of f in the direction
: It is also writtenBf=Bn: If fxx Cfyy Cfzz D 0 in V; de-

rive
rr Bf=B n dS D 0 from the Divergence Theorem.

19 Describe the closed surfaceS andoutward normaln:

(a) V D hollow ball1¤x2 Cy2 Cz2¤ 9:
(b) V D solid cylinderx2 Cy2¤ 1; |z|¤ 7:
(c) V D pyramidx¥ 0; y¥ 0; z¥ 0; xC2yC3z¤ 1:
(d) V D solid conex2 Cy2¤ z2¤ 1:

20 Give an example where
rr

F �ndS is easier thanrrr
div F dV:

21 SupposeF DM.x;y/i CN.x;y/j ,R is a region in thexy plane,
and.x;y;z/ is in V if .x;y/ is inR and|z|¥ 1:

(a) Describe V and reduce
rrr

div F dV to a double
integral.

(b) Reduce
rr

F �ndS to a line integral (check top, bottom,
side).

(c) Whose theorem says that the double integral equals
the line integral?

22 Is it possible to haveF �n D 0 at all points of S and also
div F D 0 at all points inV ? F D 0 is not allowed.

23 Inside a solid ball (radius a, density1; mass M D 4�a3=3)
the gravity field isF D�GMR=a3:

(a) Check divF D�4�G in Gauss’s Law.

(b) The force at the surface is the same as if the whole
massM were :

(c) Find a gradient field with divF D 6 in the ball �¤a
and divF D 0 outside.

24 The outward field F D R=�3 has magnitude |F|D 1=�2:

Through an areaA on a sphere of radius�; the flux is : A
spherical box has faces at�1 and�2 with AD �2

1 sin�d�d� and
AD �2

2 sin�d�d�: Deduce that the flux out of the box is zero, which
confirms divF D 0:

25 In Gauss’s Law, what charge distributionq.x;y;z/ gives the unit
field E D ur? What is the flux through the unit sphere?

26 If a fluid with velocity V is incompressible (constant den-
sity �), then its continuity equation reduces to : If it
is irrotational then F D gradf: If it is both then f satisfies

equation.

27 True or false, with a good reason.

(a) If
rr

F �ndS D 0 for every closed surface,F is constant.

(b) If F D gradf then divF D 0:

(c) If |F|¤ 1 at all points then
rrr

div F dV ¤ area of the
surfaceS:

(d) If |F|¤ 1 at all points then|div F|¤ 1 at all points.

28 Write down statementsE�F�G�H for source-free fields
F.x;y;z/ in three dimensions. In statementF; paths sharing
the same endpoint become surfaces sharing the same boundary
curve. In G; the stream function becomes avector field such
thatF D curl g:

29 Describe two different surfaces bounded by the circle
x2 Cy2 D 1, zD 0: The field F automatically has the same flux
through both if :

30 The boundary of a bounded regionR has no boundary.
Draw a plane region and explain what that means. What does
it mean for a solid ball?
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15.6 Stokes’ Theorem and the Curl of F

For the Divergence Theorem, the surface was closed.S wasthe boundary ofV . Now
the surface is not closed andS has its own boundary—a curve calledC . We are
back near the original setting for Green’s Theorem (region bounded by curve, double
integral equal to work integral). But Stokes’ Theorem, also called Stokes’s Theorem,
is in three-dimensional space. There is acurved surfaceS bounded by aspace curve
C . This is our first integral around a space curve.

The move to three dimensions brings a change in the vector field. The plane field
F.x;y/DM i CN j becomes a space fieldF.x;y;z/DM i CN j CP k. The work
MdxCNdy now includesPdz. The critical quantity in the double integral (it wasBN=Bx�BM=By) must change too. We called this scalar quantity “curlF,” but in
reality it is only the third component of a vector. Stokes’ Theorem needs all three
components of that vector—which is curlF.

DEFINITION The curl of a vector fieldF.x;y;z/DM i CN j CP k is the vector
field

curl F D

�BPBy � BNBz �i C
�BMBz � BPBx �j C

�BNBx � BMBy �k: (1)

The symbolr�F stands for a determinant that yields those six derivatives:

curl F D r�F D

�������� i j kB=Bx B=By B=Bz
M N P

�������� : (2)

The three productsi B=By P and j B=Bz M andk B=Bx N have plus signs. The
three products likek B=By M , down to the left, have minus signs. There is a cyclic
symmetry. This determinant helps the memory, even if it looks and is illegal. A
determinant is not supposed to have a row of vectors, a row of operators, and a row of
functions.

EXAMPLE 1 The plane fieldM.x;y/i CN.x;y/j hasP D 0 andBM=BzD 0
andBN=BzD 0. Only two terms survive: curlF D .BN=Bx�BM=By/k. Back to
Green.

EXAMPLE 2 The cross producta�R is aspin fieldS. Its axis is the fixed vector
aD a1i Ca2j Ca3k. The flow in Figure 15.23 turns arounda, and its components
are

SD a�R D

�������� i j k

a1 a2 a3

x y z

��������D .a2z�a3y/i C .a3x�a1z/j C .a1y�a2x/k:

(3)
Our favorite spin field�yi Cxj has.a1;a2;a3/D .0;0;1/ and its axis isaD k.

The divergence of a spin field isMx CNy CPz D 0C0C0. Note how the
divergence usesMx while the curl usesNx andPx . The curl of S is the vector
2a:
�BPBy � BNBz �i C

�BMBz � BPBx �j C

�BNBx � BMBy �k D 2a1i C2a2j C2a3k D 2a:

This example begins to reveal the meaning of the curl. It measures the spin! The
direction of curlF is theaxis of rotation—in this case alonga. The magnitude of
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curl F is twice the speed of rotation. In this case|curl F|D 2|a| and the angular
velocity is|a|.
Fig. 15.23 Spin fieldSD a�R, position fieldR, velocity field (shear field)VD zi, any fieldF.

EXAMPLE 3 (!!) Every gradient fieldF D Bf=Bx i CBf=By j CBf=Bz k has
curl F D 0:

curl F D

� BBy BfBz � BBz BfBy � i C
� BBz BfBx � BBx BfBz � j C

� BBx BfBy � BBy BfBx �k D 0: (4)

Alwaysfyz equalsfzy. They cancel. Alsofxz D fzx andfyx D fxy . So curl grad
f D 0.

EXAMPLE 4 (twin of Example 3) The divergence of curlF is also automatically
zero:

div curl F D
BBx �BPBy � BNBz �C

BBy �BMBz � BPBx �C
BBz �BNBx � BMBy �D 0:

(5)
Again the mixed derivatives givePxy DPyx andNxz DNzx andMzy DMyz. The
terms cancel in pairs. In “curl grad” and “div curl”, everything is arranged to give
zero.

15N The curl of the gradient of everyf .x;y;z/ is curl gradf D r�rf D 0.
The divergence of the curl of everyF.x;y;z/ is div curlF D r �r�F D 0.

The spin fieldShasno divergence. The position fieldR has no curl.R is the gradient
of f D 1

2
.x2 Cy2 Cz2/. S is the curl of a suitableF. Then divSD div curl F and

curl R D curl gradf are automatically zero.
You correctly believe that curlF measures the “spin” of the field. You may expect

that curl.FCG/ is curlFCcurlG. Also correct. Finally you may think that a field of
parallel vectors has no spin. That is wrong. Example 5 has parallel vectors, but their
different lengths produce spin.

EXAMPLE 5 The fieldV D zi in thex direction has curlV D j in they direction.

If you put a wheel in thexz plane,this field will turn it. The velocityzi at the top of
the wheel is greater thanzi at the bottom (Figure 15.23c). So the top goes faster and
the wheel rotates. The axis of rotation is curlV D j. The turning speed is1

2
, because

this curl has magnitude1.
Another velocity fieldv D�xk produces the same spin: curlv D j. The flow is in

the z direction, it varies in thex direction, and the spin is in they direction. Also
interesting isV Cv. The two “shear fields” add to a perfect spin fieldSD zi�xk,
whose curl is2j.
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THE MEANING OF CURL F

Example 5 put a paddlewheel into the flow. This is possible for any vector fieldF,
and it gives insight into curlF. The turning of the wheel (if it turns) depends on its
location.x;y;z/. The turning also depends on theorientationof the wheel. We could
put it into a spin field, and if the wheel axisn is perpendicular to the spin axisa, the
wheel won’t turn! The general rule for turning speed is this:the angular velocity of
the wheel is1

2
.curl F/ �n. This is the “directional spin,” just as.gradf / �u was the

“directional derivative”—andn is a unit vector likeu.
There is no spin anywhere in a gradient field. It isirrotational: curl gradf D 0.
The pure spin fielda�R has curlF D 2a. The angular velocity isa�n (note that1

2
cancels2). This turning is everywhere,not just at the origin. If you put a penny on
a compact disk, it turns once when the disk rotates once. That spin is “around itself,”
and it is the same whether the penny is at the center or not.

The turning speed is greatest when the wheel axisn lines up with the spin axisa.
Thena�n is the full length|a|. The gradient gives the direction of fastest growth, and
the curl gives the direction of fastest turning:

maximum growth rate off is |gradf | in the direction of gradf

maximum rotation rate ofF is 1
2
|curl F| in the direction of curlF.

STOKES’ THEOREM

Finally we come to the big theorem. It will be like Green’s Theorem—a line integral
equals a surface integral. The line integral is still the work

¶
F �dR around a curve.

The surface integral in Green’s Theorem is
rr
.Nx�My/dx dy. The surface is flat

(in thexy plane). Its normal direction isk, and we now recognizeNx�My as the
k component of the curl. Green’s Theorem uses only this component because the
normal direction is alwaysk. For Stokes’ Theorem on a curved surface, we need all
three components of curlF.

Figure 15.24 shows a hat-shaped surfaceS and its boundaryC (a closed curve).
Walking in the positive direction aroundC , with your head pointing in the direction
of n, the surface ison your left. You may be standing straight up (n D k in Green’s
Theorem). You may even be upside down.n D�k is allowed/. In that case you must
go the other way aroundC , to keep the two sides of equation(6) equal. The surface
is still on the left. A Möbius strip is not allowed, because its normal direction cannot
be established. The unit vectorn determines the “counterclockwise direction” along
C .

15O .Stokes’ Theorem/
¾

c

F �dR D

» »
s

.curl F/ �ndS: (6)

The right side adds up small spins in the surface. The left side is the total circulation
(or work) aroundC . That is not easy to visualize—this may be the hardest theorem
in the book—but notice one simple conclusion.If curl F D 0 then

¶
F �dR D 0. This

applies above all to gradient fields—as we know.
A gradient field has no curl, by (4). A gradient field does no work, by (6). In three

dimensions as in two dimensions,gradient fields are conservative fields. They will
be the focus of this section, after we outline a proof (or two proofs) of Stokes’ Theo-
rem.
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The first proof showswhythe theorem is true. The second proof shows that it really
is true (and how to compute). You may prefer the first.

First proof Figure 15.24 has a triangleABC attached to a triangleACD. Later there
can be more triangles.S will be piecewise flat, close to a curved surface. Two trian-
gles are enough to make the point. In the plane of each triangle (they have different
n’s) Green’s Theorem is known:

u
ABCBC CCA

F �dR D
rr

ABC

curl F �ndS u
AC CCDCDA

F �dR D
rr

ACD

curl F �ndS:
Now add. The right sides give

’

curl F �ndS over the two triangles. On the left,the
integral overCA cancels the integral overAC . The “crosscut” disappears. That
leavesABCBC CCDCDA. This line integral goes around the outer boundary
C—which is the left side of Stokes’ Theorem.

Fig. 15.24 SurfacesS and boundary curvesC . Change inBÑ curl EÑ current inC .

Second proofNow the surface can be curved. A new proof may seem excessive, but
it brings formulas you could compute with. FromzD f .x;y/ we have

dzD Bf=Bx dxCBf=By dy and ndS D .�Bf=Bx i�Bf=By j Ck/dx dy:

ForndS , see equation 15.4.11. With thisdz, the line integral in Stokes’ Theorem is¶
C

F �dR D
¶

shadowof C
MdxCNdyCP.Bf=Bx dxCBf=By dy/: (7)

The dot product of curlF andndS gives the surface integral
rr

S

curlF �ndS :

ww

shadowof S

Œ.Py�Nz/.�Bf=Bx/C .Mz�Px/.�Bf=By/C .Nx�My/�dx dy: (8)

To prove(7)D (8), changeM in Green’s Theorem toM CP Bf=Bx. Also changeN
toN CP Bf=By. Then(7)D (8) is Green’s Theorem down on the shadow (Problem
47). This proves Stokes’ Theorem up onS . Notice how Green’s Theorem (flat surface)
was the key to both proofs of Stokes’ Theorem (curved surface).

EXAMPLE 6 Stokes’ Theorem in electricity and magnetism yields Faraday’sLaw.

Stokes’ Theorem is not heavily used for calculations—equation(8) shows why. But
the spin or curl orvorticity of a flow is absolutely basic in fluid mechanics. The other
important application, coming now, is to electric fields. Faraday’s Law is to Gauss’s
Law as Stokes’ Theorem is to the Divergence Theorem.
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Suppose the curveC is anactual wire. We can produce current alongC by varying
the magnetic fieldB.t/. The flux'D

’

B �ndS , passing withinC and changing in
time, creates an electric fieldE that does work:

Faraday’s Law(integral form)W workD

¾
C

E �dR D�d'=dt:
That is physics. It may be true, it may be an approximation. Now comes mathematics
(surely true), which turns this integral form into a differential equation. Information
at points is more convenient than information around curves. Stokes converts the line
integral ofE into the surface integral of curlE:

u
C

E �dR D
rr

S

curl E �ndS and also�B'=Bt D
rr

S

�.BB=Bt/ �ndS:
These are equal for any curveC , however small. So the right sides are equal for
any surfaceS . We squeeze to a point. The right hand sides give one of Maxwell’s
equations:

Faraday’s Law(differential form): curlE D�BB=Bt:
CONSERVATIVE FIELDS AND POTENTIAL FUNCTIONS

The chapter ends with our constant and important question: Whichfields do no work
around closed curves? Remember testD for plane curves and plane vector fields:

if BM=ByD BN=Bx thenF is conservative andF D gradf and

¾
F �dR D 0:

Now allow a three-dimensional field likeF D 2xy i C .x2 Cz/j Cyk. Does it do
work around a space curve?Or is it a gradient field? That will requireBf=BxD 2xy
andBf=ByD x2 Cz andBf=BzD y. We have three equations for one function
f .x;y;z/. Normally they can’t be solved. When testD is passed (now it is the three-
dimensional test: curlF D 0) theycanbe solved. This example passes testD, andf
is x2yCyz.

15P F.x;y;z/DM i CN j CP k is aconservative field if it has these properties:

A. The work
¶
F �dR around every closed path in space is zero.

B. The work
³Q

P
F �dR depends onP andQ, not on the path in space.

C. F is agradient field:M D Bf=Bx andN D Bf=By andP D Bf=Bz.
D. The components satisfyMy DNx;Mz DPx , andNz DPy (curlF is zero).

A field with one of these properties has them all.D is the quick test.

A detailed proof ofAñBñCñDñA is not needed. Only notice howCñD:
curl gradF is always zero. The newest part isDñA. If curlF D 0 then

¶
F �dR D 0.

But that is not news. It is Stokes’ Theorem.
The interesting problem is to solve the three equations forf , when testD is passed.

The example above hadBf=BxD 2xyñ f D
³
2xy dxD x2y plus any functionC.y;z/Bf=ByD x2 CzD x2 CBC=ByñC D yz plus any functionc.z/Bf=BzD yD yCdc=dzñ c.z/ can be zero.
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The first step leaves an arbitraryC.y;z/ to fix the second step. The second step leaves
an arbitraryc.z/ to fix the third step (not needed here). Assembling the three steps,
f D x2yCC D x2yCyzCcD x2yCyz. Please recognize that the “fix-up” is only
possible when curlF D 0. TestD must be passed.

EXAMPLE 7 Is F D .z�y/i C .x�z/j C .y�x/k the gradient of anyf ?

TestD saysno. This F is a spin fielda�R. Its curl is2aD .2;2;2/, which is not
zero. A search forf is bound to fail, but we can try. To matchBf=BxD z�y, we
must havef D zx�yxCC.y;z/. They derivative is�xCBC=By: That never
matchesN D x�z, sof can’t exist.

EXAMPLE 8 What choice ofP makes F D yz2i Cxz2j CP k conservative? Find
f .

Solution We need curlF D 0, by testD. First checkBM=ByD z2 D BN=Bx. AlsoBP=BxD BM=BzD 2yz and BP=ByD BN=BzD 2xz:

P D 2xyz passes all tests. To findf we can solve the three equations, or notice that
f D xyz2 is successful. Its gradient isF.

A third method definesf .x;y;z/ as the work to reach.x;y;z/ from .0;0;0/.
The path doesn’t matter. For practice we integrateF �dR DMdxCNdyCPdz along
the straight line.xt;yt;zt/:

f .x;y;z/D

» 1

0

.yt/.zt/2.x dt/C .xt/.zt/2.y dt/C2.xt/.yt/.zt/.z dt/D xyz2:

EXAMPLE 9 Why is div curl gradf automatically zero (in two ways)?

Solution First, curl gradf is zero (always). Second, div curlF is zero (always).
Those are the key identities of vector calculus. We end with a review.

Green’s TheoremW

¾
F �dR D

»»
.BN=Bx�BM=By/dx dy¾

F �nds D

»»
.BM=BxCBN=By/dx dy

Divergence TheoremW
»»

F �ndS D

»»»
.BM=BxCBN=ByCBP=Bz/dx dy dz

Stokes’ TheoremW

¾
F �dR D

»»
curl F �ndS:

The first form of Green’s Theorem leads to Stokes’ Theorem. The second form
becomes the Divergence Theorem. You may ask,why not go to three dimensions
in the first place? The last two theorems contain the first two (takeP D 0 and a flat
surface). We could have reduced this chapter to two theorems, not four. I admit that,
but a fundamental principle is involved: “It is easier to generalize than to specialize.”

For the same reasondf=dx came before partial derivatives and the gradient.
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15.6 EXERCISES

Read-through questions

The curl of M i CN j CP k is the vector a . It equals the
3 by 3 determinant b . The curl of x2i Cz2k is c .
For SD yi�.xCz/j Cyk the curl is d . This S is a e
field a�R D 1

2 .curl F/�R, with axis vectoraD f . For any
gradient field fx i Cfy j Cfzk the curl is g . That is the
important identity curl gradf D h . It is based onfxy Dfyx

and i and j . The twin identity is k .

The curl measures the i of a vector field. A paddlewheel in
the field with its axis alongn has turning speed m . The spin
is greatest whenn is in the direction of n . Then the angular
velocity is o .

Stokes’ Theorem is p D q . The curveC is the r
of the s S . This is t Theorem extended to u dimen-
sions. Both sides are zero whenF is a gradient field because v .

The four properties of a conservative field areA D w ,
B D x , C D y , D D z . The field y2z2i C2xy2zk
(passes)(fails) testD. This field is the gradient off D A . The
work

r
F �dR from .0;0;0/ to .1;1;1/ is B (on which path?).

For every fieldF,
’

curl F �nds is the same out through a pyramid
and up through its base becauseC .

In Problems 1–6 find curl F.

1 F D zi Cxj Cyk 2 F D grad.xey sin z/

3 F D .xCyCz/.i C j Ck/ 4 F D .xCy/i�.xCy/k

5 F D �n.xi Cyj Czk/ 6 F D .i C j /�R

7 Find a potentialf for the field in Problem 3.

8 Find a potentialf for the field in Problem 5.

9 When do the fieldsxmi andxnj have zero curl?

10 When does.a1xCa2yCa3z/k have zero curl?

In 11–14, compute curl F and find
¶
c F �dR by Stokes’

Theorem.

11 F D x2i Cy2k;C D circlex2 Cz2 D 1;y D 0.

12 F D i�R;C D circlex2 Cz2 D 1;yD 0.

13 F D .i C j /�R;C D circley2 Cz2 D 1;xD 0.

14 F D .yi�xj /�.xi Cyj /;C D circlex2 Cy2 D 1;zD 0.

15 (important) Suppose two surfacesS andT have the same bound-
aryC , and the direction aroundC is the same.

(a) Prove
rr

S curl F �ndS D
rr

T curl F �ndS .

(b) Second proof: The difference between those integrals isrrr
div.curl F/dV . By what Theorem? What region isV ? Why

is this integral zero?

16 In 15, supposeS is the top half of the earth (n goes out) andT is
the bottom half (n comes in). What areC andV ? Show by example
that

rr
S F �ndS D

rr
T F �ndS is not generally true.

17 Explain why
rr

curl F �ndS D 0 over the closed boundary of any
solidV .

18 Suppose curlF D 0 and div F D 0. (a) Why isF the gradient of
a potential? (b) Why does the potential satisfy Laplace’s equation
fxx Cfyy Cfzz D 0?

In 19–22, find a potentialf if i t exists.

19 F D zi C j Cxk.

21 F D ex�z i�ex�zk

20 F D 2xyzi Cx2zj Cx2yk

22 F D yzi Cxzj C.xyCz2/k

23 Find a field with curlF D .1;0;0/:

24 Find all fields with curlF D .1;0;0/:

25 SD a�R is a spin field. ComputeF D b�S (constant vectorb)
and find its curl.

26 How fast is a paddlewheel turned by the fieldF D yi�xk
(a) if its axis direction isn D j? (b) if its axis is lined up with curlF?
(c) if its axis is perpendicular to curlF?

27 How is curlF related to the angular velocity! in the spin field
F D!.�yi Cxj /? How fast does a wheel spin, if it is in the plane
xCyCzD 1?

28 Find a vector fieldF whose curl isSD yi�xj .

29 Find a vector fieldF whose curl isSD a�R.

30 True or false: when two vector fields have the same curl at all
points: (a) their difference is a constant field (b) their difference is a
gradient field (c) they have the same divergence.

In 31–34, compute
rr

curl F �ndS over the top half of the sphere
x2 Cy2 Cz2 D 1 and (separately)

¶
F �dR around the equator.

31 F D yi�xj

33 F D a�R

32 F D R=�2

34 F D .a�R/�R

35 The circleC in the planexCyCzD 6 has radiusr and center
at .1;2;3/. The fieldF is 3zj C2yk. Compute

¶
F �dR aroundC .

36 S is the top half of the unit sphere andF D zi Cxj Cxyzk. Findrr
curl F �ndS .

37 Findg.x;y/ so that curlgk D yi Cx2j . What is the name forg
in Section 15.3? It exists becauseyi Cx2j has zero .

38 ConstructF so that curl F D 2xi C3yj�5zk (which has zero
divergence).

39 Split the field F D xyi into V CW with curl V D 0 and div
W D 0.
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40 Ampère’s law for a steady magnetic fieldB is curl B D�J
.J D current density;�D constant/. Find the work done byB around
a space curveC from the current passing through it.

Maxwell allows varying currents which brings in the electric field.

41 For F D .x2 Cy2/i, compute curl.curl F/ and grad.div F/ and
Fxx CFyy CFzz .

42 ForF D v.x;y;z/i, prove these useful identities:

(a) curl.curl F/D grad.div F/�.Fxx CFyy CFzz/.

(b) curl.f F/D f curl FC.gradf /�F.

43 If B D acost(constant directiona), find curl E from Faraday’s
Law. Then find the alternating spin fieldE.

44 With G.x;y;z/Dmi Cnj Cpk, write outF�G and take its di-
vergence. Match the answer withG �curl F�F �curl G.

45 Write down Green’s Theorem in thexz plane from Stokes’ The-
orem.

46 True or false: r�F is perpendicular toF.

47 (a) The second proof of Stokes’ Theorem tookM� D

M.x;y;f .x;y//CP.x;y;f .x;y//Bf=Bx as theM in Green’s
Theorem. ComputeBM�=By from the chain rule and product
rule (there are five terms).

(b) SimilarlyN� DN.x;y;f /CP.x;y;f /Bf=By has thex
derivativeNx CNzfx CPxfy CPzfxfy CPfyx . Check that
N�

x �M�
y matches the right side of equation (8), as needed in

the proof.

48 “The shadow of the boundary is the boundary of the shadow.”
This fact was used in the second proof of Stokes’ Theorem, going
to Green’s Theorem on the shadow. Give two examples ofS andC
and their shadows.

49 Which integrals are equal whenC D boundary of S or S D

boundary ofV ?¶
F �dR

¶
.curl F/ �dR

¶
.curl F/ �nds rr

F �ndS
rr

div F dS
rr
.curl F/ �ndS rr

.grad divF/ �ndS rrr
div F dV

50 Draw the fieldV D�xk spinning a wheel in thexz plane. What
wheels wouldnot spin?



CHAPTER 16

Mathematics after Calculus

I would like this book to do more than help you pass calculus. (I hope it does that too.)
After calculus you will have choices—Which mathematics course to take next? —
and these pages aim to serve as a guide. Part of the answer depends on where you are
going—toward engineering or management or teaching or science or another career
where mathematics plays a part. The rest of the answer depends on where the courses
are going. This chapter can be a useful reference, to give a clearer idea than course
titles can do:

Linear Algebra Differential Equations Discrete Mathematics

Advanced Calculus (with Fourier Series) Numerical Methods Statistics

Pure mathematics is often divided into analysis and algebra and geometry. Those
parts come together in the “mathematical way of thinking”—a mixture of logic
and ideas. It is a deep and creative subject—here we make a start.

Two main courses after calculus arelinear algebraanddifferential equations. I
hope you can take both. To help you later, Sections16:1 and16:2 organize them by
examples. First a few words to compare and contrast those two subjects.

Linear algebra is aboutsystemsof equations. There aren variables to solve for.
A change in one affects the others. They can be prices or velocities or currents or
concentrations—outputs from any model with interconnected parts.

Linear algebra makes only one assumption—the model must be linear. A change
in one variable produces proportional changes in all variables. Practically every
subject begins that way. (When it becomes nonlinear, we solve by a sequence of linear
equations. Linear programming is nonlinear because we requirex¥ 0:) Elsewhere I
wrote that “Linear algebra has become as basic and as applicable as calculus, and
fortunately it is easier.” I recommend taking it.

A differential equation iscontinuous(from calculus), where a matrix equation is
discrete(from algebra). The ratedy=dt is determined by the present statey—which
changes by following that rule. Section16:2 solvesy 1 D cyCs.t/ for economics and
life sciences, andy2Cby 1CcyD f .t/ for physics and engineering. Please keep it
and refer to it.

681
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A third key direction isdiscrete mathematics. Matrices are a part, networks and
algorithms are a bigger part. Derivatives are not a part—this is closer to algebra. It
is needed in computer science. Some people have a knack for counting the ways a
computer can send ten messages in parallel—and for finding the fastest way.

Typical question: Can 25 states be matched with25 neighbors, so one state
in each pair has an even number of letters? New York can pair with New Jersey,
Texas with Oklahoma, California with Arizona. We need rules for Hawaii and Alaska.
This matching question doesn’t sound mathematical, but it is.

Section16:3 selects four topics from discrete mathematics, so you can decide if
you want more.

Go back for a moment to calculus and differential equations. A completely realistic
problem is seldom easy, but we can solve models. (Developing a good model is a skill
in itself.) One method of solution involves complex numbers:

any function u.xC iy/ solves uxx Cuyy D 0 (Laplace equation)

any function eik.xCct/ solves ut t�c2uxx D 0 (wave equation):

From those building blocks we assemble solutions. For the wave equation, a signal
starts att D 0: It is a combination of pure oscillationseikx : The coefficients in that
combination make up theFourier transform—to tell how much of each frequency
is in the signal. A lot of engineers and scientists would rather know those Fourier
coefficients thanf .x/:

A Fourier series breaks the signal into†ak coskx or †bk sinkx or †cke
ikx :

These sums can be infinite (like power series). Instead of values off .x/; or
derivatives at the basepoint, the function is described byak;bk; ck: Everything is
computed by the “Fast Fourier Transform.” This is the greatest algorithm since
Newton’s method.

A radio signal is near one frequency. A step function has many frequencies. A delta
function has every frequency in the same amount:ı.x/D† coskx: Channel4 can’t
broadcast a perfect step function. You wouldn’t want to hear a delta function.

We mentionedcomputing. For nonlinear equations this means Newton’s method.
ForAxD b it means elimination—algorithms take the place of formulas. Exact
solutions are gone—speed and accuracy and stability become essential. It seems right
to make scientific computing a part of applied mathematics, and teach the algorithms
with the theory. My textIntroduction to Applied Mathematicsis one step in this
direction, trying to present advanced calculus as it is actually used.

We cannot discuss applications and forgetstatistics. Our society produces oceans
of data—somebody has to draw conclusions. To decide if a new drug works, and
if oil spills are common or rare, and how often to have a checkup, we can’t just
guess. I am astounded that the connection between smoking and health was hidden
for centuries. It was in the data! Eventually the statisticians uncovered it. Professionals
can find patterns, and the rest of us can understand (with a little mathematics) what
has been found.

One purpose in studying mathematics is to know more about your own life.
Calculus lights up a key idea:Functions. Shapes and populations and heart signals
and profits and growth rates, all are given by functions. They change in time. They
have integrals and derivatives. To understand and use them is a challenge—
mathematics takes effort. A lot of people have contributed, in whatever way they
could—as you and I are doing. We may not be Newton or Leibniz or Gauss or
Einstein, but we can share some part of what they created.
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Angle between planes, 477
Angle between vectors, 472
Angular velocity, 402, 675
Annuity, 305, 332, 371
Ant, 316
Anticommutative, 487
Antiderivative, 234, 249
Approximation, error, 139, 156, 158,

202, 275, 558
linear, 138, 188, 312, 557, 563
quadratic, 157–158, 315
to e, 293, 297
to integral, 275–282

Arc length, 111, 383, 423, 520, 638
Arch, 336
Archimedes, 416, 437
Area, 26, 27, 231–234, 254, 260, 268,

367
between curves, 373
definition, 254, 256, 269, 648
of band, 388
of circle, 271
of ellipse, 174, 275, 541, 647
of parallelogram, 486, 488, 495,

612
of regionR, 646
of ring, 608
of slice, 600
of sphere, 389, 424, 660
of surface, 388, 657, 658
of tilted square, 606
of torus, 390
of triangle, 415, 488, 495
of washer, 377
of wedge, 421, 424

polar, 421, 538, 607, 611
surface of revolution, 389, 423
under a curve, 236, 648
under cycloid, 528

undere�x2
, 610

under parabola, 236
Arithmetic mean, 437, 472
Arrows, 299, 307, 466
Associative law, 505
Astroid, 386, 528, 529
Astronomy, 193, 540
Asymptote, 162, 163, 168, 174
Attracting fixed point, 181
Australia, 628
Average, 248, 263, 264, 392, 396

distance, 266, 614, 624, 628
slope, 12, 105
value, 261, 609
velocity, 87

Axis, 173, 426, 673

bx , 286
Back substitution, 513
Backward, 6, 11, 260
Bagel, 377
Balance of force, 345
Balk, 79
Ball, 73, 77, 78
Bar, 345
Base of logarithm, 10, 33, 284, 287
Base plane, 567, 657, 659
Baseball, 104, 522, 525, 563, 590
Basepoint, 453, 587
Basin of attraction, 180, 187, 561–563
Basis, 684, 687
Basketball, 72, 150, 390
Bell-shaped curve, 294, 393, 394, 609
Bending, 11, 25, 153, 154, 167
Bernoulli(s), 201, 528
Beta function, 371
Binomial coefficients, 453, 461
Binomial formula, 94, 247, 433
Binomial series, 43, 460, 463
Binomial theorem, 17
Binormal vector, 533, 535
Biochemistry, 323
Biology, 100, 270, 317, 322
Bipartite, 698
Birdfeeder, 150
Bisection, 196
Black hole, 371
Blackjack, 50
Borderline, 367, 368
Boundary, 581, 584, 672, 680
Box, 127, 132, 150, 490, 509, 615

Brachistochrone, 527
Breadth first search, 698
Buffon’s needle, 266
Burst of speed, 62, 344
Bus, 632
Business, 332, 465, 593
Butterfly, 420
B2�4AC , 176, 178, 586

Cable, 336, 340
Calculator, 181, 195, 279
Cantor set, 192, 448, 451
Capital letters, 58, 66
Car, 63, 71, 104, 521, 525, 531, 534, 626
Cardioid, 417, 530
Catalyst, 322
Catenary Front cover, 336
Cauchy, 128, 130, 370, 472
Cauchy-Riemann, 653, 655
Cavalieri, 381
Celsius, 58, 216
Census, 321
Center, 166, 171, 172

of curvature, 535
of gravity, 609
of mass, 399, 400

Centered difference, 35, 92, 155
Centering, 166, 172, 176
Central force, 537, 539, 541
Central limit theorem, 396
Centroid, 401, 403, 582, 613, 617
Chain, 204, 220
Chain rule, 31, 47, 206, 269, 573–575
Change of limits, 241, 259, 268

of coordinates, 167, 626
of variable, 242, 356

Chaos, 190–193, 540, 561
Chemistry, 551
Circle, 172, 413, 415, 418, 521, 526
Class size, 265, 266
Clock, 334, 473
Closed curve, 648, 651, 652
Closed interval, 197
Cobb-Douglas, 596
Cobweb, 180, 185
Coefficient matrix, 497
Cofactor, 510
Coffee, 309
Cofunction, 226
Coin tosses, 392
Column picture, 508, 512
Column space, 684
Compact disc, 487, 632, 675
Company, 230
Comparison test, 369, 441
Complementary angle, 83, 84
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Complete graph, 697
Completing the square, 172, 358, 586
Complex conjugate, 425
Complex number, 425–426, 685
Composite function, 220
Composition, 47, 204
Compound interest, 20, 21, 289, 302,

326, 327, 334
Computing, 68, 332
Concave, 113, 153, 158, 282, 587
Concentration, 322
Cone, 375, 390, 545, 550, 619, 657
Conic section, 170, 176, 418
Conjugate (complex), 425
Connected, 648, 655, 700
Conservation of energy, 408, 640
Conservation of mass, 671
Conservative, 631, 641, 646, 653, 677
Constant

C , 233, 254, 259, 642
coefficients, 693
factor, 250
from y0, 688

Constraint, 591, 593
Continuable function, 135
Continuity equation, 671, 672
Continuous, 128, 131, 132, 209, 257,

550, 553
compounding, 15, 20, 328
interest, 302, 308
probability, 264, 391
uniformly, 258

Contour line, 545, 546
Convergence, 123, 440, 561

absolute, 458
by comparison, 369, 441
conditional, 448
interval, 458
of series, 440, 447, 458
squeeze theorem, 128
tests, 441–445
toL, 124
to zero, 123, 124

Convex, 153, 547, 548
Coordinate-free, 570
Coordinates, change of, 610

cylindrical, 621
polar, 412, 537, 542, 575, 611
spherical, 623, 626, 660

Corner, 54, 89, 582, 595
Corpse, 307
Correction terms, 243, 246
Cosecant, 118
Coshx, 336, 340
Cosine, 29, 74, 76, 80, 114, 430

addition formulas, 82, 109
derivative of, 29, 77, 112
law of, 84, 625
series, 452

Cost, 582
Cotangent, 81, 190, 226, 314
Cover-up method, 363
Cramer’s rule, 499, 505, 511
Critical point, 145
Cross derivative, 552, 582
Cross product, 486, 488, 492, 656
Cross-section, 376, 379, 550
Crosscut, 648, 676
Cube, 273, 619
Curl, 641, 670, 672, 674, 677
Current, 632, 677, 692
Curvature, 531, 533, 535
Curve ball, 522
Curve, integral along, 638

length of, 383, 385
parametric, 414, 523, 524
polar, 416, 421
simple smooth, 645
slope of, 12, 103, 107

Cusp, 527, 529
Cycle, 185, 190, 192, 563
Cyclic, 488
Cycloid, 526, 528, 529
Cylinder, 151, 381, 621, 657
Cylindrical coordinates, 621
Czar’s disease, 323

dy=dx, 9, 45
d2y=dx2, 11, 45
Dam, 409, 411
Damping, 690
de Moivre’s formula, 426
Decay, 40, 300, 301, 306, 307, 329
Decibels, 290
Decimal, 130, 432
Decreasing, 90, 143
Definite integral, 238, 254, 279, 406
Degrees, 58, 74, 79, 216, 575
Del (r), 669
Del(�), 567
Delta Airlines, 636
Delta function, 42, 63, 66, 68, 164, 344,

347, 650, 652, 667, 682
Deltoid, 529
Demand, 89, 98, 330, 559
Density, 399, 409, 603, 638
Dependent variables, 90, 545, 557
Deposit, 302, 329
Depth first search, 698
Derivative, 77, 87, 91, 549

along path, 570

directional, 565, 566
mixedB2f=BxBy, 551, 553, 588
of dot product, 537
of inverse function, 218, 224, 226
of bx , 289, 293
of ex , 292, 326
of eu.x/, 295
of f .g.x//, 42, 206
of lnx, 42, 293, 312
of logb y, 289, 293
of sin�1 y, 224
of sinhx and coshx, 336
of tan�1y, 225, 227
of x2, 9, 63
of sinx and cosx, 28, 109
of xn, 12, 95, 118, 121
one-sided, 54, 550
partial, 549
second, 11, 113, 122, 222
total, 575

Descartes, 170
Determinant, 490–492, 515, 687

in Cramer’s Rule, 499, 511
in cross product, 673
in inverse matrix, 499, 509, 685
Jacobian, 611, 626

Dice, 264, 397
Difference calculus, 44
Difference equation, 326, 329, 332, 693
Differences, 25, 61, 230
Differentiable, 133, 135
Differential, 140, 149, 252, 557, 649
Differential equation, 15, 20, 37, 39, 96,

299, 345, 428, 681, 688
logistic, 38, 318, 324
partial, 552, 574, 653
second order, 312, 689
separable, 317
series solution, 435, 456
y1 D cy, 37, 299, 303
y1 D cyCs, 37, 317
y2 D�y, 39, 114

Differentiation
exponential (ED), 316
implicit (ID ), 211–215, 578
logarithmic (LD ), 313, 316

Diffusion equation, 301
Digital, 62
DiMaggio, 397
Dimension, 5, 167, 193, 684
Dimensionless, 318, 323
Dimple, 417, 420
Dipole, 347
Direction, 466, 470, 565, 631
Directional derivative, 565, 566, 675
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Directrix, 171, 419
Discontinuous, 44, 54, 132, 135
Discounting, 332
Discrete growth, 326
Discrete mathematics, 682, 697
Discrete sine, 66
Distance, 51, 81, 570

between planes, 484
to plane, 480, 481, 495

Divergence, of curl, 674
of series, 431, 440
of vector field, 651, 661, 670
Theorem, 666, 678

Domain of function, 2, 55
Dot product, 470, 471, 537
Double angle, 82, 349
Double integral, 599, 606, 610
Double sum, 248
Doubling time, 100, 300, 302
Doughnut, 377, 423, 655
Driving a car, 575, 689
Driving backward, 53
Driving time, 147, 164, 169
Drug, 308
ds, 383, 385, 422, 520, 638
dS , 656–660, 664
Duhamel, 304
Dummy variable, 240, 242

e, 292, 294, 311
ex , 15, 219, 220, 283, 292, 299, 311, 326,

329
eix or ei� , 41, 339, 429
Earth, 420, 542
Earthquake, 290
Eccentricity, 418–420
ECG or EKG, 160, 468, 481, 484
Economics, 97, 100, 546, 560, 563, 580,

595
Effective rate, 302, 331
Eigenvalue, 687
Einstein, 118, 142, 176, 214, 408, 411
Elastic, 148, 406
Elasticity (economics), 97, 318
Electrocardiogram, 160, 468, 481
Elevator, 397
Elimination, 507, 513, 515
Ellipse, 170, 173, 176, 418, 538, 540

area of, 647
in polar coordinates, 418, 421, 539
parametric, 524
perimeter of, 273

Ellipsoid, 618
Endpoint, 134, 145
Energy, 406, 408, 640
Engineering, 404, 629, 691

Enzyme, 322
Epicycloid, 528, 529
Epsilon-delta, 127, 136, 257, 553
Equal angle , 151
Equation

heat and wave, 553
Laplace, 576, 579, 653, 670, 682
logistic, 38, 318, 319, 324, 363
of a line, 102, 478, 518
of a plane, 477, 492
of conic section, 170–176, 418
of normal line, 103, 554
of tangent line, 10, 103

Equator, 623
Equilibrium, 148, 559, 653, 669
Equipotential, 633
Error, 183, 203, 333

in approximation, 142, 158, 159,
558

Error function, 394
Escalante, 344
Escape velocity, 371, 410
Escargot, 417
Euclid, 170
Euler, 292, 335, 693, 696
Euler’s constant , 442, 447, 451
Euler’s Formula, 19, 22, 41, 339, 427,

455
Euler’s method, 20, 333, 334, 694
Even, 119, 260, 266
Exact, 649, 655
Expected value, 263, 392, 435
Exponent, 283, 285
Exponential, 1, 15, 61, 219, 285, 292

differentiation (ED), 316
solution, 299, 428, 685

Exponential series, 16
Extreme Value Theorem, 134, 146, 198

Factor, 362
Factorial, 16, 368, 434
Faraday’s Law, 676, 680
Fast Fourier transform, 682
Feigenbaum , 192
Fence, 151, 590
Fenway Park, 530
Ferris Bueller, 53
Feynman, 144
Field line, 633
Field, conservative, 641, 649, 653, 677

gradient, 631, 636, 641, 646, 674,
677

position, 633, 666
spin, 630, 673
vector, 629

Finance, 304, 308, 331

Finite differences, 20
First order, 9, 156, 275, 308, 334
Fixed point, 179, 330
Flight time, 525
Florida, 95, 548, 575
Flow, 636, 650, 666
Flow field, 632, 636, 651, 669
Flower, 416, 420
Flux, 636, 650, 652, 654, 662, 663, 668,

669
FM signal, 205
Focus, 171, 173, 418
Football, 548
Force, 406, 409, 624
Force field, 636, 669
Forward-back, 6, 53, 58, 62
Four-dimensional, 273
Fourier series, 164, 350, 353, 682
Fourth order, 278
Fractal, 134, 186, 188, 192
Fraction, 362, 432, 438
Fractional power, 19
Franklin, Ben, 302
Frequency, 290, 693
Function, 2, 54, 55

continuable, 132, 135
continuous, 131–134, 198, 257
delta, 42, 44, 63, 68, 164, 650, 667,

682
discontinuous, 132
even and odd, 260, 266
hyperbolic, 336, 358
inverse, 19, 32, 216, 223, 286, 337
pairs of, 3
probability density, 265, 391
rational, 362, 366
step, 42, 52, 65, 89, 131, 257, 344

Fundamental Theorem of Calculus, 26,
42, 69, 77, 199, 267, 629, 642

before limits, 230
Future value, 302, 331, 332

g andG, 11, 540, 632
Gabriel’s horn, 390
Galileo, 70, 176, 402
Galois, 211
Gambler, 18
Gamma,�, 99, 371

 , 442, 447, 451
Gas law, 577, 580
Gauss, 393, 437, 667–670
Gauss points, 262, 279
Generalized mean value, 201
Geometric, mean, 437, 472

series, 16, 41, 66, 157, 233, 248,
330, 431, 433
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Gibbs phenomenon, 169
Gradient, 567, 568, 570, 669
Gradient field, 631, 636, 640, 641, 646,

674, 677
Graph, 46, 57, 86, 160, 162, 545

nodes and edges, 697
of inverse, 218
semilog, 287, 290
zoom, 167

Graphing calculator, 45, 56, 164
Gravitation, 11, 407, 537, 624
Gravitational constant, 540, 632
Gravity field, 628, 633, 634, 666
Great circle, 636
Greedy algorithm, 699
Green’s Theorem, 645–654, 670, 678
Groove, 424
Growth rate, 3, 34, 299, 318, 685
Gyration, 404

Half-life, 300, 308
Half-plane, 584
Hall’s theorem, 699
Halley, 195, 420, 436, 540, 542
Hammer, 74
Hanging cable, 336
Harmonic motion, 75, 77, 114, 408
Harmonic series, 125, 436, 440, 441, 446
Heart, 160, 417, 468, 481, 484
Heat equation, 553
Helix, 521, 532, 533
Hexagons, 85
Highlights, 23, 45
Hole, 258, 377, 378, 441, 641, 648
Hollow sphere, 626
Homogeneous function, 580
Homogeneous solution, 307, 693, 695
Hooke’s law, 148, 345, 406
Horizontal, asymptote, 162

line test, 221
slices, 272, 374

Hose, 525, 528
Hyperbola, 170, 174, 176, 418
Hyperbolic functions, 336–338
Hyperbolic substitutions, 358
Hyperboloid, 556
Hyperplane, 508, 617
Hypocycloid, 386, 415, 528, 529, 654

i andi, 425, 469
Identity, 81, 83, 190

function, 205, 216
matrix, 501

If and only if, 125, 130
Imaginary exponents, 19

Imaginary number, 189, 310, 338, 425,
455

Imaginary part, 428, 455
Impedance, 695
Implicit differentiation (ID ), 211–214,

555, 578
Improper integral, 367–370
Income, 230, 235
Income tax, 61, 65
Increasing function, 90, 144, 155, 203
Increasing sequence, 258
Indefinite integral, 238, 249, 406
Independence of path, 640
Independent variable, 90, 545, 577
Indeterminate, 201
Indians, 302
Indifference curve, 546
Induction, 119, 242, 247
Inequality, 595, 596

Schwarz, 248, 451
Infarction, 161
Infinite series, 15, 21, 29, 41
Infinity, 162, 201
Inflection point, 24, 38, 154, 319, 586
Initial condition, 317, 690
Inner product, 471
Input, 2, 32
Inside function, 204, 207, 251
Instability, 333
Instant slope, 13
Instantaneous, 5, 67, 87
Instructor, 447
Integral, 77, 232, 234

along curve, 636, 638
definition, 257, 258, 598
double, 599
inner and outer, 600
length, 383, 385
line, 636, 638
of 1=

a
1�x2, 355, 360

of cos2x, 343, 355
of secx, 352
of sec3 x, 354
of sinpx cosqx, 350
of sinm x cosn x, 348
of
a
1�x2, 355

of tan�1 x, 343
of e�x2

, 610, 614
of v.x/ı.x/, 345
of x�1, 290
of xex, 344
of ecx , 295
surface, 388, 665, 667
test, 441, 442
triple, 615, 621, 624

volume, 375, 378, 599, 615
Integral Calculus, 25
Integrating factor, 304
Integration

by parts, 670
numerical, 275–279

Interest, 15, 289, 302, 327, 330, 334
Intermediate Value Theorem, 134, 136,

262
Interval, 134, 197
Inverse, 19, 32, 216, 286, 293

hyperbolic functions, 337
matrix, 221, 499, 501, 505, 509,

612, 685
secant, 226
sine, 223
square law, 624
tangent, 225
trigonometric functions, 223–228

Invertible, 217, 221, 683
Involute, 529
Iteration, 179, 182, 205, 209, 330, 561,

563

Jacobian, 563, 611, 626
Jerk, 46
Jump, 57, 63, 89, 131, 344

Kepler, 176, 537, 538, 540, 543
Kidney stone, 174
Kinetic energy, 408, 410, 640
Kinetics, 308, 322
Kite, 151

Lagrange multiplier, 585, 590, 592–595,
597

Lamp, 390
Laplace equation, 576, 579, 653, 655,

670, 682
Law of averages, 396
Law of cooling, 306
Law of cosines, 84, 471, 625, 628
Law of mass action, 319, 322, 323, 325
Lawyer, 327
Leading terms, 9, 130, 244, 276
Least squares, 150, 502, 503, 684
Lebesgue, 258
Leibniz, 87, 91, 207, 229, 234, 502
Lemniscate, 419, 424
Length, of cardioid, 423

of vector, 469
of curve, 383, 385
of ellipse, 384, 387
of polar curve, 422
of space curve, 387
of spiral, 423
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Level curve, 545, 546, 571
Level direction, 566, 567, 571
Lewis Carroll, 502
l’Hôpital’s rule, 42, 199, 203, 298
Light ray, 103, 108, 214
Limaçons, 417, 424
Limit, 20, 69, 87, 123, 124, 129, 294, 553

of ln.1�1=n/n, 335
of .sinx/=x, 109, 110, 114
of �f=�t , 87, 88
of an, 123
of f .x/, 127, 131
of .1Cx=n/n, 329
of .1�cosx/=x, 109, 112

Limit comparison test, 445, 447
Limit, one-sided, 128, 135
Limits of integration, 234, 238
Line, 102

equation of, 103, 478, 518, 519
integral, 629, 638
normal, 103, 562
parallel or skew, 524
secant, 105
tangent, 102, 103, 138, 153, 187

Linear, 4, 55–57, 116, 545, 681
algebra, 681, 683
approximation, 138, 188, 202, 312,

558, 563
combination, 116, 497, 684
differential equations, 685, 688
equations, 244, 496, 498, 507, 683
programming, 593, 595, 681

Linear approximation, 10, 36
lnx, 32, 220, 293, 310
Loan, 305, 326, 332
Local, 71, 137, 197

maximum, 144, 153, 581
Log scale, 34
Log-log, 288
Log-log graph, 34, 35, 288, 290
Logarithm, 19, 219, 283, 297, 310, 315

approximation, 312, 459
derivative of, 290, 293, 312
rules for, 260, 285, 290
series, 435, 438

Logistic equation, 38, 318, 320, 324, 363
Loop, 546, 698
LORAN, 175
Los Angeles, 546, 636
Lottery, 95, 101, 305, 398
Lower rectangles, 239

Maclaurin series, 453
Magnetic field, 632, 677
Malthus, 301
Map, 352, 546

Marginal, 97, 100, 149, 551
Mars, 417, 420, 542
Mass, 75, 78, 399, 603, 638
Mass action, 319, 322, 324
Matching, 699, 700
Mathematica, 249, 349
Mathematical induction, 119, 242
Matrix, 490, 491, 497, 683

multiplication, 500, 509
Maximum, 23, 134, 143, 581, 586

local or absolute, 145
test for, 146, 156, 586

Mean, 439, 472
Mean Value Theorem, 43, 68, 137, 144,

197, 201, 269, 270, 384, 553
for Integrals, 262, 267

Median, 467, 474
Medicine, 468, 483
Mercator, 352, 354
Mercury, 418
Mean, 394, 395, 400
Michaelis-Menten (MM), 323
Midpoint rule, 245, 257, 277, 604
Minimum, 23, 134, 143, 581, 584

energy, 148
constrained, 591–597
test for, 586

Mirror image, 218
Mistake, 100, 266, 347, 424
MIT, 146
Mixed derivative, 551, 588
MM equation, 322, 324
Möbius strip, 552, 664, 665, 675
Modified Newton, 185
Modulus, 425
Moiré, 86
Moment, 399, 401, 486, 603, 609
Moment of inertia, 400, 401, 403

experiment, 402, 404, 628
Monopoly, 99
Monotonic, 124
Mountain, 546–548
Multiplication, 434, 454
Multiplier, 183, 184, 591, 595, 596
Multiply exponents, 18
Multiply series, 435, 454, 463

n choosej , 95
Napoleon, 178
Natural logarithm, 19, 32, 219, 293, 310
Nearest point, 583
Necessary, 125
Needle, 266
Nephroid, 420
Network, 699
New York Times, 326, 396

Newton, 91, 198, 229, 322
law, 306, 402, 408, 537, 539, 691
method, 36, 169, 182–195, 203,

222, 560, 561, 563, 588
program, 194

Non-independent variables, 577
Nonlinear equation, 38
Nonsingular, 498
Normal, distribution, 294, 393–395, 610,

614
equations, 502, 503, 685
line, 554, 562
to curve, 633, 646
to plane, 476–554
to surface, 568, 656, 657
vector, 531, 533, 534, 656, 664

Notation, 207, 240, 502
Nullspace, 686
Numbere, 17

0
0 , 5, 88, 110, 199, 201, 553
Odd, 163, 260, 266
Odd numbers, 230
Odometer, vii, 51, 53
One-sided, 128, 131, 135
Open, 134, 197
OpenCourseWare, 23
Optimization, 593
Order of accuracy, 275, 694
Orientable, 664
Orthogonal, 416, 611, 634
Oscillation, 40, 62, 73, 75, 691
Outer integral, 600
Output, 2, 32
Outside function, 204

p�series, 444
Pacemaker, 161, 481
Paddlewheel, 675, 679
Pappus, 404
Parabola, 67, 108, 170, 176, 191, 418
Paraboloid, 378, 550
Paradox, 214, 371, 424, 439, 576
Parallel axis theorem, 404
Parallel line, 498, 519
Parallel plane, 477
Parallelogram, 466, 474, 488, 495
Parameter, 385, 389, 518, 638
Parametric, circle, 414

cycloid, 527
equation, 414
projectile, 525
surface, 657–662

Partial, derivative, 544, 549
differential equation, 574
fractions, 296, 320, 362–366
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sum, 440, 450, 452
Particular solution, 307, 692
Pascal’s triangle, 43, 95
Path independence, 640
Perimeter, 271, 273
Periodic, 163, 276, 350
Permutation, 515
Perpendicular (see Normal), 103, 214,

471, 519, 633, 684
Petal, 416, 420, 423
Phase angle, 354
�, 266, 292, 432, 436, 437
Piecewise, 219, 221
Pivot, 513, 516
Plane, 122, 392, 476, 492, 554, 556
Planet, 537, 539
Plato, 127
Point source, 652
Point-slope, 103, 478
Poisson, 392, 395
Polar, angle, 623

coordinates, 412–415, 537–542,
576, 610

graph, 413–420
rectangle, 607

Pole, 131
Pool, 152, 411
Population, 8, 38, 155, 239, 301, 319
Position vector, 517, 538, 630
Potential, 406, 408, 482, 632

energy, 527, 640
function, 631, 637

Pound, 406, 540
Power rule, 13, 119, 207
Power series, 41, 431, 450–463
Preconditioner, 182
Present value, 302, 331, 332
Pressure, 307, 409, 411, 551
Prime number, 315, 447
Principle of virtual work, 346
Probability density, 265, 391
Product rule, 13, 30, 116, 122, 342, 670
Professor, 116, 130, 222, 265
Profit, 149, 150
Program

cobweb iteration, 180, 181
Newton’s method, 194
secant method, 194

Projectile, 525–528
Projection, 479, 480, 484, 495, 502, 503
Proof without words, 245, 247
Properties of integrals, 260, 266
Properties of logarithm, 286
Pump liquid, 409
Pure exponentials, 690

Pyramid, 375, 410
Pythagoras, 73, 81, 480, 489, 495

Quadratic approximation, 156–158
Quadratic convergence, 184
Quadratic formula, 691
Quark, 542
Quotient rule, 30, 118

Race to zero, 133
Radial field, 631, 634
Radians, 28, 62, 73, 74, 80
Radioactive, 301
Radius of convergence, 458, 460, 461
Radius of gyration, 404
Ramp function, 42, 44, 209, 347
Random, 264–266, 392–398
Range, 2, 55, 217, 525
Rate of change, 55, 91, 569
Ratio test, 444, 447, 458
Rational function, 132, 362, 366
Ray, 108, 171–175
Real part, 428, 455
Rearrange, 450
Reciprocal rule, 118
Rectangles, 231–233, 243–245, 256–259
Red light, 104
Reduction formula, 347, 350, 351, 360
Reflection, 151, 172–175, 178
Related rates, 212–215
Relative change, 97, 141
Relative error, 246
Relativity, 118, 142, 214
Remainder, 43, 395, 438, 459, 462
Removable, 131, 203
Reordering, 450
Repeated factor, 365
Repeated root, 40, 690
Repeating decimal, 432, 438
Repelling fixed point, 181
Rescale, 169, 361
Resonance, 688, 693
Reverse order, 602
Revolution, 376–382, 388–390, 622
Richter scale, 290
Riemann, 258, 443, 653

integral, 256, 259
sum, 255, 257

Rings, 271, 377
Rolle’s Theorem, 197, 198, 203
Roller-coaster, 104, 569, 572
Root test, 444, 446, 458
Roots, 363, 689
Rotation, 73, 168, 176, 486, 606
Rough point, 145, 582, 584
Row picture, 497, 507

Royal Mint, 174, 540
Rules, for derivatives, 42

for integrals, 249
for limits, 126
numerical integration, 602

Runge-Kutta, 693, 694, 696
Russian toast, 289

S-curve, 319, 320
Saddle point, 550, 585, 590
SAT, 393–395
Scalar product, 471
Scale, 85, 167
Schwarz inequality, 248, 451, 472, 474
Scientific computing, 332
Screw, 487
Secant, 81, 118, 226, 314
Secant line, 70, 105
Secant method, 194–195
Second, degree, 170, 176

derivative, 11, 109, 153, 222, 575,
586

difference, 12, 66, 155
order, 156, 277, 558, 689

Self-similar, 192
Semilog graph, 34, 287, 290
Sensitivity, 557, 592, 597
Separation of variables, 317, 688
Sequence, 123, 440
Series, 431, 439

absolutely convergent, 448
alternating, 448
binomial, 43, 461
convergent, 443, 449, 458
cosine and sine, 29, 41, 451
exponential, 41, 326, 444, 455
geometric, 248, 431–440
harmonic, 125, 440–442, 446
Taylor, 41, 43, 453–456

Serret-Frenet, 535
Shadow, 75, 212, 659, 680
Sharp point, 559
Shear field, 634, 674
Shell, 271, 378–381, 417, 625
Shift, 166, 208, 251
Shortest distance, 480, 484, 582
Shortest path, 697, 700, 701
Sigma, 240, 247
Simple, 132, 645, 647
Simply connected, 648, 649, 655
Simpson’s Rule, 245, 620, 696
Sine, 29, 62, 73, 79, 114, 339, 412, 427

addition formulas, 82, 84, 109
derivative of, 28, 77, 109
of n, 85
series, 114, 455
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.sin h/=h, 110, 114
sin�1y, 223

Singular, 512
Sinhx, 336, 340
Sink, 303, 650
Skew lines, 524
Slices, 374–377, 379, 390
Slide rule, 284
Sliding time, 527
Slope, 9, 52, 70, 422, 569

average, 4
Sloping asymptote, 163
Smooth, 383, 645
Snell’s law, 151
Socrates, 124, 127
Solid of revolution, 376, 379, 622
Source, 302, 329, 650, 652, 667, 669
Space curve, 517, 673
Spanning tree, 698–700
Speed, 5, 11, 71, 386, 520
Speed of light, 214
Speedometer, vii, 51, 53
Sphere, 376, 555, 621, 623, 660
Sphere-with-hole, 379, 382
Spherical coordinates, 623, 660
Spike (see Delta fcn.), 63, 344, 650
Spin field, 630, 631, 639, 642, 673
Spiral, 386, 416–420, 428, 536, 545
Spline, 347
Square, 272

root, 142, 188–189
rule, 91, 93, 117
wave, 164, 353

Squeeze, 111, 128, 130
Stable, 690, 696
Staircase, 65, 387
Stand and Deliver, 344
Standard deviation, 294, 394, 395
State, 682, 697, 698
Stationary point, 145, 581
Statistics, 682
Steady state, 179, 306, 319, 321, 330,

331, 335
Steepest descent, 588
Steiner problem, 582–584, 590
Step function, 42, 52, 65, 89, 131, 257,

579, 682
Stirling’s formula, 298
Stokes’ Theorem, 645, 673–680
Streamline, 633, 634
Stretching, 626
Strip, 273, 352, 372, 664
Subspace, 683
Substitution, 251–255, 296, 354–360

hyperbolic, 358

successive, 185
trigonometric, 356

Sufficient, 125
Suitcase, 406, 407
Sum, 25, 240–250, 440

1C � � �Cn, 240–243
1CxCx2 C � � �Cxn�1, 130, 433
12 C � � �Cn2, 243, 247
13 C � � �Cn3, 247
1p C � � �Cnp , 246

Sums and differences, 59, 65, 229, 242
Sun, 420, 537, 539, 668
Superattractive, 181
SupplyD demand, 99, 335
Surface, 388, 464, 545, 656

area, 388–390, 423–424, 624, 656–
661

integral, 661–665, 667
Symmetry tests, 416

Table, area and volumes
v, �, N, a, 534

Table, areas and volumes, 379
inverse trig. functions, 226
of probability, 396

Tan�1x, 226, 228
Tangent, 80, 119, 314, 517, 529

arrows, 299, 307
line, 10, 36, 102, 138, 153, 187
plane, 554, 556
vector, 569

Tax, 61, 65
Taylor series, 41, 157, 453–456, 587,

588, 590
Taylor’s formula, 347
Telescope, 230, 247, 446
Temperature, 58, 216, 306, 545, 551, 575
Tennis, 439
Tensor, 570
Terminal velocity, 322
TestD, 641, 677
TestH, 652
Tetrahedron, 494, 602
Theorem

Extreme Value, 42, 134, 146, 198
Intermediate Value, 42, 134, 262
Prime Number, 315
Rolle’s, 197, 198, 203
squeeze, 111, 128, 130
Stokes’, 675, 680

Thief, 108, 215
Thousand points, 85
Tilted square, 606
Torque, 402, 404, 486, 542
Torsion, 535
Torus, 376, 377, 390, 665

Total derivative, 575
Total differential, 557
Train, 528
Transform, 166, 682
Transient, 306
Transpose, 494, 685
Trapezoidal rule, 276, 334, 620
Tree, 698
Triangle, 80, 467, 488, 494, 582

inequality, 472, 474
Trigonometry, 29, 73, 80–83
Triple chain, 208
Triple integral, 615, 621, 622, 624
Triple product, 491, 495
Trivial Pursuit, 404
Trochoid, 529
Turning, 630
Two-point form, 105

Uncle Sam, 326
Undetermined coefficients, 304, 692
Uniformly continuous, 258
Unit, 5, 118

circle, 337, 416, 428
hyperbola, 337
step function, 65, 209
vector, 469, 470, 537, 565, 570

United Nations, 155, 319
United States, 174, 321, 327
Universities (map), 546
Uphill, 546, 568, 571
Upper limit, 240, 255, 268
Upper sum, 256

Variable, 69, 147, 544
Variance, 395, 397, 400, 610
Vector, 466, 475, 517

acceleration, 521, 523, 534, 538
addition of, 466, 467
angle between, 475
binormal, 533, 535
field, 629–635, 651
position, 517, 538, 630, 666
projection, 479, 480
space, 683
tangent, 520
unit, 469, 479, 565, 630
velocity, 517, 538, 631

Velocity, 51, 74, 197, 467
Verhulst, 319
Vertex, 171, 174, 582
Vertical line test, 221
Video, 23, 45
Volume, 490, 509, 551, 599

by shell, 380
by slices, 375–377, 380
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in cylindrical coordinates, 621

in spherical coordinates, 623, 626

of a cone , 621

of a sphere, 271, 617

of a torus, 377

of an ellipsoid, 618, 619

of the box, 490, 492, 509

w (weight-density), 409

Waiting time, 265, 395, 398

Washer, 377, 379

Wave, 340, 464

Wave equation, 553, 579, 682

Weather map, 546

Wedge, 273, 355, 381, 421, 613

Whispering gallery, 174
Witch of Agnesi, 529
Work, 346, 406, 409, 636, 639, 641, 677
Writing, 50, 78

Zeno, 240, 439
Zeta function, 443
Zoom, 49, 56, 165, 169

Exponentials and Logarithms
yD bx ØxD logb y yD ex ØxD ln y

eD lim.1C 1
n /

n D
P8

nD0
1
nŠ

D 2:71828 � � �
ex D lim.1C x

n /
n D

P8
nD0

xn

nŠ

ln yD
r y
1

dx
x ln 1D 0 ln eD 1

ln xyD ln xC ln y ln xn Dn ln x

loga yD .loga b/.logb y/ loga bD 1= logb a

exCy D exey bx D ex ln b eln y D y

Vectors and Determinants
A D a1i Ca2j Ca3k|A|2 D A �A D a2

1 Ca2
2 Ca2

3 (length squared)

A �B D a1b1 Ca2b2 Ca3b3 D |A||B|cos�|A �B|¨ |A||B| (Schwarz inequality:|cos� |¨ 1/|A CB|¨ |A|C |B| (triangle inequality)|A�B|D |A||B||sin� | (cross product)

A�B D

������� i j k
a1 a2 a3

b1 b2 b3

�������D i.a2b3�a3b2/

Cj .a3b1�a1b3/

Ck.a1b2�a2b1/

Right hand rule i� j D k, j�k D i, k� i D j

Parallelogram areaD |a1b2�a2b1|D |Det|
Box volumeD |A �.B�C/|D |Determinant|

SI Units Symbols
length meter m
mass kilogram kg
time second s
current ampere A
frequency hertz Hz� 1=s
force newton N� kg�m=s2

pressure pascal Pa� N=m2

energy, work joule J� N�m
power watt W� J=s
charge coulomb C� A�s
temperature kelvin K
Speed of light c D 2:9979�108 m=s
Gravity G D 6:6720�10�11 Nm2=kg2

Equations and Their Solutions
y1 D cy y0e

ct

y1 D cyCs y0e
ct C s

c .e
ct�1/

y1 D cy�by2 c
bCde�ct d D c�by0

y0

y2 D��2y cos�t and sin�t

my2Cdy1CkyD 0 e�1t ande�2t or te�1t

ynC1 D ayn Cs any0 Cs an�1
a�1

Matrices and Inverses
AxD combination of columnsD b

SolutionsxDA�1b if A�1AD I

Least squaresAT AxDAT b

AxD�x (� is an eigenvalue)
"

a b

c d

#�1

D 1
ad�bc

"

d �b�c a

#

.AB/�1 DB�1A�1; .AB/T DBTAT

2

6

4
a b c

3

7

5

�1

D 1
D

2

6

4

b�c

c�a

a�b

3

7

5������� a1 a2 a3

b1 b2 b3

c1 c2 c3

�������D C a1b2c3 C a2b3c1 C a3b1c2� a1b3c2 � a2b1c3 � a3b2c1

From To Multiply by

degrees radians :01745

calories joules 4:1868

BTU joules 1055:1

foot-pounds joules 1:3558

feet meters :3048

miles km 1:609

feet=sec km=hr 1:0973

pounds kg :45359

ounces kg :02835

gallons liters 3:785

horsepower watts 745:7

Radius at Equator RD 6378 km D 3964 miles
Acceleration gD 9:8067m=s2 D 32:174 ft=s2
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